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Article No. 1.

The Dialects of the Khasali Group.

By SiDDHESHWAR VaRMA.

The discovery of the ‘ Khasali ’ dialect was announced by

me before the session of the Oriental Conference held at

Lahore in 1928. I then named it the Khasali^ (not Khasali)

dialect, and suggested that it was a sub-dialect of Bhadarwahi.

I undertook another tour in 1930 to the region where it

is spoken. This tour has established the following results :

—

(1) The dialect should be called ‘ Khasali not Khasali.

For it is called Khaiali by the speakers them-

selves as well as by their Bhadarwahi neighbours.

The [4] is consistent with the treatment of OIA. [4]

in this dialect, which has preserved it, cf. Kha4.

[dAj] ‘ ten [Jun^a] ‘ dog \ The official Dogri

name is ‘ KhassS/li

(2) Kha4ali is not a sub-dialect of Bhadarwahi but is

the representative of a number of dialects which

in pronunciation, vocabulary, and grammatical

structure are considerably different from Bhadar-

wahi.

Where spoken.

These dialects are spoken in a valley which may be called

‘ the Raggi valley fed by the stream Raggi and its tributaries.

This stream Raggi falls into the Chenab at a point about 10

miles West of Doda (the dialect of which, the Siraji of Doda,

has been described in L.S.I., Vol. VIII, Part ii), and about 30

miles west of Bhadarwah town. Politically, the Raggi valley

has two divisions
: (1) Marmat-Gallian, (2) Rudhar.

(1) Marmat-Gallian—(phonetically pmArmot-gol^ljan]),

now a part of the Udhampur District in Jammu Province,

was originally a possession of the Gallian Rajputs who came
from Chamba, where they had founded a settlement named

1 Vide the Proceedings of the Sixth Oriental Conference, paper on the
* Neuter Gender in Bhadarwahi footnote on the first page of the paper.

( 1 )
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Galli.i Marmat-Gallian is thus the official name of the region.

But the inhabitants call the region Khasal and Marmat. The
former, called Kha^a by the Bhadarwahi people, is situated in

the north, being bounded by the river Chenab on the north,

Bhadarwah on the east, and Rudhar on the west.

The people of Khasal are called Khai in Bhadarwahi and

Khas in Dogri, and Dogri and Bhadarwahi folklore is full of

the stories of the savage simplicity of these people in the

past, though now they have become considerably civilized.

The Marmat region is situated in the south of Khai^al and

touches the boundaries of Bhadarwah in the east, Ramnagar in

the south, and Rudhar in the west.

(2) Rudhar, the popular etymology of which is [rudra-

dhdrd] ‘ Rudra’s mountain’, is a division of Chineni Jagir.

It constitutes a lofty ridge overlooking the western bank of

the Raggi on one side, and another stream ‘ Thanda I'ani ’ on

the other side.

The Number of Speakers.

It is difficult to form an estimate of the correct number

of speakers, for in official circles these dialects are called

‘ Bhadarwahi or Kashmiri ’—Bhadarwahi being the lingua

franca of these valleys, though each valley preserves its own

dialect. The difficulty is further enhanced by the mixed

nature of the population. The Muslims speak Ka6miri pr

Bhadarwahi ;
the Hindus, if not Dogras, speak the dialects in

question. But as the number of Hindu Dogra settlers in the

valleys is increasing every year, the census figures showing

the number of ‘ Hindus ’ cannot give an exact idea of the

particular dialect spoken by a certain group of Hindus. In

official docnments ^ the language of the whole region of Mar-

mat-Gallian has been called ‘ Khassali, i.e. Bhadarwahi and

Kashmiri ’.

Roughly calculated, however, the total number of

speakers hiay be about 2,210, based on the following figures :

—

(1) Khasali. The number of Hindus in Khasal (ac-

cording to the official documents mentioned

1 I owe the above information to the courtesy of Thakur Gopal

Singh, the hereditary Tikka of Marmat-Gallian.

2 Supplied to me by Thakur Dhruv Singh, Wazir Wazarat,

Udhampur District.
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above) is 2,339. Of these, about 800 may be

speaking 'Dogri and the rest Kha^ali. So the

number of Kha^ali speakers may be about 1,500.

(2) Rudhari. In Rudhar, according to the calculation

made by the Zaildar of the tract, the total

number of houses in which Rudhari is spoken is

144. Taking 4 persons as the average number

inhabiting each house, the number of Rudhaii

speakers may be about 600.

(3) Marmati, Seuti and Sundhlasi (being the other

dialects discovered), according to the statements

of their respective Numberdars, are spoken by

about 40, 40, and 30 persons respectively.

So the figures roughly stands as follows :

—

Dialect. Number of speakers.

Khasali .. 1,500

Rudhari 600

Marmati 40

Sundh as' 30

Seuti 40

Total .. 2,210

General Characteristic Features.

The following general features of these dialects, as dis-

tinguished from Bhadarwahi, may be mentioned :

—

I. Pronunciation.

Phonetically, the following points may be noted :

—

(1) The occurrence of ,a phenomenon which I may
call ‘ non -acoustic articulation In a word like Southern

Kha^ali [’b^^shr^d] ‘ calves there is a rounding of the lips

after the phonation of [jsh], but the transcribed hereafter

is not heard. If, however, the speaker is asked to describe

very slowly what he has actually pronounced, then he says

[b^(3hru-d]. Again, in Seuti the peculiar consonants [dl, dhl],

so frequent in Bhadarwahi, are heard as 1, though the tongue

approximately touches the points of articulation of d, dh as

well, cf. Seuti ['lafi] (narrow transcription ['(d)lati]) ‘sickle’,

[/lurnu] (narrow transcription [(dh)lu^nu]) ‘to pluck grass’.
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In Bhadarwahi no such phenomenon has come to my notice,

though in Bhalesi I have noticed it occasionally, as in the

word [’matthu] ‘ boy The word for ‘ calves ’ is a straight-

forward ['bA^shra]. Similarly as regards Bhad. ['dlati] ‘ sickle
’

and [’dhlu^rnu] where dl and dhl are heard much more clearly.

(2)

A word like ['bfphrud], as noted above, also indicates

the preservation, in some of these dialects, a pre-Bhadarwahi

vocalic system. This, is further confirmed by the Static-

Participle forms in Rudhari, which preserves a pre-Bhadarwahi

vowel-system, while Kha^ali indicates a post -Bhadarwahi

stage.

Tlius we have

{a) for ‘ arrived ^
:

—

Rudli. ‘Aora

Bhad. '^ro

Khas. *ura

eaten
’

:

—

Rudh. *khAora

Bhad. 'khiro

Khal 'khura

(3) The absence of mixed vowels.

Bhadarwahi has mixed vowels like French and y, as in

['r</>tti] ‘two loaves’, ['jyji] ‘two caps’. There is no such

vowel in these dialects,

(4) Significant nasality.

{a) In words like

"a (Kha^.)

but "d (Kha^.)

to (Kha.^.)

but tu (Kha^.)

‘ we (men) ’.

‘ we (women) ’.i

‘ thou ’.

‘ you ’.

(b) 'sita (Kha^.) ‘ name of a boy named Sita ’.

'sitd (Kha^.) ‘ name of a girl named Sita

(5)

The various ‘ gradations ’ of nasalization in these

-dialects constitute a very interesting subject. We have on

the one hand Northern Kha^ali, which would nasalize the

finals of even (fern, pi.) adjectives, as in North Kha^. [*rori

1 For gender in Personal Pronouns, see below, page 8.
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'ghorl] ‘good mares’. On the other extreme is Rudhari,

which has a great aversion to nasality. In oblique cases

(except in pronouns), Rudhari has entirely discarded the

plural number, thus ['ghores^i] means at the same time

‘ with the horses ’ and ‘ with the horse and only the context

could tell whether the speaker means one or many horses.

The corresponding pi. form in Khas. is ['ghorgs^i]. '

Between these two extremes there occurs a wide diver-

gence in the intensity of nasality. In the Marmati dialect

it is only after frequent repetition of a nasalized word that

the nasality is actually heard ; while in the investigation of

Seufi I had to put my hand near the noses of the speakers

in order to feel the emission of the breath in the articulation

of the nasal sounds. Only an elaborate apparatus could

bring out accurately these interesting gradations.

(6) In the consonantal system, these dialects have more

or less preserved the stage anterior to the peculiar Bhadarwahi

consonants [dhl, tl, dj]. Low Rudhari, a sub-dialect of Rudhari,

has preserved this stage consistently, and its vocabularies

throw interesting light on the etymology of Bhadarwahi. Of.

Low Rudh. ‘bhrAbbu

Kha^., Sent., ^
Harm. J

'bhr^bbu

Bhad. 'dhl^bbu ‘ brown beer

Low Rudh. trij

Bhad. ti.J
‘ thirst ’.

Low Rudh. bial

Bhad. dLvd^ ‘ early night

Low Rudh. '(IrAkna

Bhad. dlAknu ‘ to boil '.

(7) Nearly all these dialects, as distinguished from Bh dar-

wahi, have a tendency to change an intervocalic or suffixcl

[k] to [g, g or g] ;
thus while in Bhad. we have ['ghoreka] ‘ near

o

the horse’, in these dialects the expression (with the same

meaning) is pronounced by some ['ghorega], by others
o

[*ghorega], and by many others f*ghorega], which sterns to be

the most frequent, except in Rajput Rudhari. A striking

example of this tendency is the verb ['g^nnu] ‘to do ’, the

original [k] of which in these dialects has become [g], as this
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verb is often used as an auxiliary, e.g. in the Durative

Continuous Tense, cf. Kha^. group [khae ‘g^tta] ‘ he is eat-

ing but the initial [k] of other verbs, such as [komanu] ‘ to

accomplish pkilnu] ' to cry [’kuttnu] ‘ to strike ^ remains

unaffected. In Low Rudhari, in fluent speech, the original [k]

of [*g^nnu], i.e. ['k^nnu], entirely disappears, and by syncopa-

tion a new suffix seems to have arisen
;
thus Low Rudh.

['udre ’k^tti] ‘is flying’ becomes in fluent speech ['udreti].

No such change occurs' in Bhadarwahi.

(8) Though an occasional treatment of 01A. [ks] in these

dialects is, as in Bhad. [ch] or [jsh], cf. Khas. [(shefl],

‘ rice-field ['lAcchu] ‘ name of a girl (Lakgmi) these dialects

seein to have a more predominant tendency to [kh]. Cf.

Khas. group Bhad.

'makhi *maj3hi ‘ bee

rikkh i^sh ‘ the bear

'akhe 'a^ha ‘ strawberry

bokhornu bo^hornu ‘ to dishevel hair
’

Akkh Aph ‘eye

II. In Vocabulary, there are certain shibboleths which

distinguish these dialects from Bhadarwahi. A few of these

may be noted :

—

‘ where ?
’

—

^kori (Bhad.)

k§ri (Harm.)

^kAri (Kha^.)

‘ somewhere ’

—

koskoi (Bhad.)

kocch (Kha^.)

kopch (Harm.)

‘ firewood ’

—

'j3ori or *cori (all dialects of Kha^. group)

k^ru (Bhad.)

‘ abuse ’

—

*dAggd (all dialects of Kha4. group)

gsi (Bhad.)
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‘ to be lost ’

—

*ghAjjnu (all dialects of Kha6. group : Rudh.

['ghAjjna])

hi'ronu (Bhad.)

‘ to rant in sleep ’

—

*pAnjsnu or 'pAnjshnu (Khas.)

'pAnJnu (Marm.)

sup*nonu (Bhad.)

‘ to shut the eyes ’

—

'^imni ('Akkhi) (all dialects of Kha^. group)

*pundni (^(shi) (Bhad.)

‘ to stick to ’ (spoken of mud)

—

*pAlcnu (all dialects of Kha^. group : Rudh.

['pAlena])

'khAttnu (Bhad.)

' III. Grammatically, the following points are worthy of

note ;

—

(1) Corresponding to the final a of Hindi words like

[ghord], [mem], etc., the Bhad. vowel is [o], but in all the

dialects concerned the final vowel is [a]. Cf.

Bhad. KhaS. group.

‘ horse
’

*ghoro *ghora

‘my’ 'mero *mera
‘ black

’
*kalo *kala

‘ was ’

thio thia

(2) The Kha^. group, except Rudhari, has, like Bhad., the

neuter gender, but not only does the group as a whole

generally differ from Bhad. in certain aspects of the neuter,

individual memb3rs of the group also mutually differ in their

treatment of the OIA. neuter.

Thus the Kha6. group (except Rudhari, which has no

neuter gender) has, like Bhad., consistently a neuter adjec-

tive before every singular neuter noun, e.g. ['bAddu ghAr] ‘ a

large house \ [*lAmmu Jipg] ‘ a long horn but no member of

the group has neuter adjective in the plural number. Cf.

Bhad. ['bAddd *ghArd] ‘ large houses but Kha^.-Marm.

[‘bAre *ghArd]
;
Bhad. [*lAmma ‘fipgd] ‘ long horns ’, but Kha^.-
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Marm. ['lAmme *Jii)ga]. The treatm^t of plural participles

and plural verbs formed of par^}cipmi=; is similar. Cf. the

following neuter plurals :

—

Bhad. Bhad, Khai, Kims,

neut. sg, neut. pL neut. sg. neut. pi.

‘ came ' a aQ ae

‘gave’ 'dittu *dittd 'dittu ‘drtte

As regards the indef. pres, tense singular, the Kha^.

group is more strict than Bhad. in the treatment of the neuter

singular. Thus while in Bhad. the neuter sg. pres, indef.

tense of [‘bhonu] ‘to be ’ is optionally ['bhote] ([te] being

properly the termination of the masc.) or ['bhotu], the Khas.

group has necessarily the neuter termination [tu], i.e. the form

in this group is [’bhAotii] (Khas.-Marm.) or ['bhodii] (§eut.)»

the masc. termination being [ta].

Again, the Khai. neuter pi. of demonstrative pronouns

is more distinctive than its Bhad. correspondent. For while

Bhad. has ['t§na] ‘ they ['md] ‘ these ['und] ‘ those both

when neuter or masc. objects are meant, Kha§. uses these

forms for neuter only, the corresponding masc. forms being

[t^n], [in], and [un].

The individual members of the Khai§, group also vary in

their treatment of the neuter gender. Thus Seufi has the

neuter only of singular
,
not of plural nouns, e.g. the nom. acc.

plural of [ghAr] both in Khai§. and Marm. is [*ghArd], but in

§eut. it is [ghAr], though before the singular [gliAr] Seiiti

Would use the neuter adjective. Cf. I^eut. ['bAru ghAr] ‘ a big

house’, but ['bAra hAtt] ‘a big hand’ (masc.). Marmati

follows Bhad. in the treatment of neut. plural pronouns. Cf.

Marm. [H^nd] ‘ they pmd] ‘ these pund] ‘ those

(3) Another striking feature which these dialects share

with Bhad. is the distinction of gender in personal pronouns,

though in the nom. pi. only. But the forms differ. Cf.

Bhad, Khas. High. Rudh. Marm. 8
‘ we (men)

’

AS "a AS
‘ we (women) ’

‘Asd ^d M (nodiff.) 'ASd

‘ you (men)
’

tus tu tu tus

‘ you (women) ’

*tusd ^tud ""tua *tusd

Low Rudh. and Seuf. do not possess this distinction.
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(4) A feature which is common to all the dialects of the

Kha6. group but is absent in Bhad. is the fact that the

oblique of all non-feminine nouns ending in consonants has

the siiihx [a], and of those ending in [a] has the suffix [e],

thus the instrumental sg. of the word [ghor], which means
‘ a stone ’ both in Kha^. and Bhad. groups, is in Khas. group

[*ghora s^i], ‘ with a stone but of [*ghora] ‘ horse ’ it is ['ghore

s^l] ‘with a horse \ In Bhad., however, [‘ghore s^i] is the

form in both the senses, and only the context will show

whether Bhad. ['ghore s^I] means ‘ with a horse ' or ‘ with a

stone

(5) The dative postposition [ni] (or n), as in Churahi,

is used in Kha^. group, but Bhad. has [jo] (which is, like the

genitive, adjectival). Of. Khas. [‘ghoreni] ‘ to the horse ’, but

Bhad. ['ghorejoJ.

(6) The locative postposition in all these dialects is differ-

ent from that in Bhad. The leading dialects, viz. Khai§ali

and High Rudhari, together with ^euti, have [tir], while

Bhad. has [pur]. Cf. Kha^., High Rudh., ^eut. ['ghore tir]

(actually pronounced [ghore dir (or dir)]) but Bhad. ['ghorepur]

‘ on the horse Of the other dialects in the Kha4. group,

Low Rudh. has ['bAle], Nala Rudh. [ur], Marm. [bAl], and

Sun. [bor].

(7) Another feature, which is common to the leading

dialects of this group, but is absent in Bhad., is that in the

oblique of all nouns and adjectives ending in [i], the [i] is

changed in [la] or [ia], while in Bhad. it is [d] or [i]. Cf.

the following examples :

—

‘ thy mare struck me ’

—

Kha^. 'teiria *ghoria Ati 'mara

Rudh. ^toria ‘ghoria Ati ‘mara

^eut. '"tiria ^kuria aQ 'mara

Bhad. 'terd ‘gh^rd aQ 'mara

‘ he made a sign with the finger ’

—

Kha^. 't^ni '^pguIiaseT ^sart gi

Rudh. 't§ui 'Aggulias^I sart gi .

Bhad. 't^ni '^pgulis^i sarth kiti
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‘ with great pleasure ’

—

Kha4. 'bAria 'khujias^l

Rudh. 'bAria 'khujias^l

Bhad. 'bori khujis^l

(8) The negative pres, indef. tense in Bhad. is formed

from the subjunctive present, to which the negative particle is

added, e.g.

aQ no g^T ‘ I do not go ’

.

aQ no bh<^i ‘ I do not become \

In Kha^. group the negative present is formed from the

present indef, tense, the corresponding sentences in these

dialects being

—

Kha^. Afl ^nli Agatha

Marm.^

'

Rudh. 1
aQ ''nli ^gata

Seut. aQ ^nAi ''gada

Similarly :

—

Marm.^

'

Khas, j- au ^nli 'bhlota

Rudh. Ati ''nAi *bh5ta

Seut. Aft '^nli 'bhoda

(9) The terminations of the pres, indef. tense in these

dialects are simpler, viz.

in Bhad. they are

masc. sg.* [ta], masc. pi. [te]
;
but

Masc. sg. Masc. pi.

1. ta tom

2. ta toth

3. te ton

e.g. Kha^. group [’mArta], ['mArte] (all persons), but Bhad.

1. 'mArta mArtom
2. 'mArta mAitoth
3. 'mArte mArton

^ When a feeling of anger or humour is to be indicated, Marm. uses
the subjunctive :

—

aQ no ^g& ‘ I don’t go !

’

2 After verbs ending in vowels, Seut., Low Rudh., and Nala Rudh.
change the [t] into [d].
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(10) The fern. pres, tense has in Bhad. the terminations

beginning with the consonant [c], in Kha^. group there is [t]

or[d]. Cf.

(those women) become ’ :

—

Bhad. bhocon

Kha6. 'bhlotl

Marm. *bhAoti

High Rudh. 'bhoti

Low Rudh. *bh5di

6eut. ‘bhQdi

(11) Bhad. differentiates between the present participle

and the present indefinite tense, the present participle having

a nasal sound if the verb ends in a vowel. Cf.

Bhad. pres. part. Bhad. pres, indef. tense.

'bhSto ‘ becoming 'bhota ‘ I become

-But the Kha^. dialects make no such distinction. They

preserve the nasal sound invariably when the verb ends in a

Vowel, whether it is pres, participle or pres, tense. Thus

Khal group has ['bhlotaj, [*bh5ta] or [*bh5da] in either case.

The Classification of the Kha^^IlI Group.

The dialects of the Kha^ali group are five :

—

I. Kha^ali.

II. Rudhari, including

—

(1) High Rudhari,

(2) Low Rudha i,

(3) Nala Rudhari.

III. Seufi.

IV. Marmat i.

V. Sundhlasi.

I. The Kha^ali dialect is spoken in the region called

Khasal, indicated above. Of all the dialects in the group, it

is the representative dialect, and most of its striking features

have been noted above. A peculiar phenomenon in which

Kha^ali differs from most of the other members of the group is

that the pre-terminational suffix [a] added to consonant-ending
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nouns (see p. 9) remains unchanged in the genitive case. In

other dialects of the group it is changed to [e]. Thus cf.

Kha^. [lu*hara:a] ‘ of the blacksmith ’ or ‘ of the blacksmiths

['ghorara] ‘ of the stone ’ or ‘ of the stones *. All the other

dialects in the group (except Sundhlasi) have [lu'harera],

['ghorera].

Kha^ali has two divisions
: (1) Northern Kha^ali, (2)

Southern Kha^ali.

(1) Northern Kha^ali is phonetically more interesting

than Southern Kha^ali. A striking point is the deaspiration

of the final aspira.ted consonants. Cf.

North. Khas. Bhad.

hAtt liAtth ‘ hand ’.

gritt dhlitth ‘ the span ’

kAnt kAiith ‘ wall ’.

bhukk dhlukkh ‘ hunger ’.

The other dialects and sub-dialects in the group are

comparatively inconsistent in the treatment of this sound.

Another feature, already mentioned (vide p. 4) is the nasaliza-

tion of the endings of fern. pi. adjectives, as [‘rorl 'ghori] ^ good

mares’, the corresponding form in South. Kha4. being [*rori

'ghori]. Similarly the fern, past participle plural in North.

KhaiS. ends in a nasal sound, while South. Khs^. has no such

nasality. Cf.

North, Khas. South. Khcd.

ei ci ‘ (the women) came ’.

bhQi bhui ‘ (the women) became

(2) Southern Kha^ali has two noteworthy peculiarities :

—

(a) The occurrence of the diphthong [ei] (almost exactly

like English [ei], though in very fluent speech the

second element of the diphthong is not heard so

distinctly). This diphthong does not occur in-

dependently, but is a modification (‘ Umlaut ’) of

the vowel [a] or [e] when occurring in the oblique

forms of nouns and adjectives ending in [i], e.g.

['pani] ‘water’, [*hati] ‘elephant’, [*makhi]
‘ bee [‘teli] ‘ oilman become in the instrumental
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singular ['psinia si], ['heitia si], [meikhia si], and

['teilia si] respectively. This [ei], then, is an

Umlaut of [a] or [e].

(b) A very marked tendency to pronounce a vowel with

a low-rising tone, in case the vowel occurs after

a fricative. Cf.

South. Kha§. ^jAdda ‘ called

/SAj3^ ‘ truth

^sikk ‘ gravel

kho^Jali ‘ Khaiali

/jAnn ‘roof’.

II. Rudhari, the dialect of Rudhar in Chineni, is the

most complicated of the whole group, although its grammati-

cal structure is simpler. Its classification within the Kha6.

group, no doubt, is somewhat arbitrary. For, in the first

place,* it is a very complicated dialect. It is pre-eminently a

caste-dialect. Thus the Rajputs, the Thakkars, and the Un-

touchables—even those living in the same street—have in

Rudhar slightly divergent pronunciation and grammar. Thus

for the verb ' to go ’ the corresponding form among the Rajputs

is pgAjsjshna], among the Thakkars it is Pgana], and among

the Untouchables pgAcchna]. Again, the subjunctive pres.

3rd person plural of ['bhonu] ‘ to be ' is, among the Rajputs

pbhou], among the Thakkars [bhon], and among the Untouch-

ables [bh5t] or [bhoth] ‘ they may be ’. The difficulty of

grouping it with Kha^ali is further enhanced by the fact

that Rudhari has geographically and dialectically three sub-

divisions : (a) High Rudharf, spoken on the lofty ridges of

Rudhar
;

{b) Low Rudhari, spoken in the submontane tracts

of Rudhar
;

(c) Nala Rudhari, spoken in a narrow valley

between High and Low Rudhari. Nala Rudhari may be

geographically called Mid-Rudhari. A third difficulty of

grouping it with Kha6ali consists in the fact that Rudhari has

no neuter gender, while all others have it, and on this ground

alone it may seem desirable to take it as the representative of

a separate dialectical group. Again, Rudhari has no open-

thesis, while the vowel-system of all the other dialects con-

cerned betrays a definite influence of Umlaut. Thus the
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Rudhari plural of ['mAchli] is [*mAchlia], while in the other

dialects it is ['mfjshli] (Khas.) or [*michli] (Seut.).

In spite of the above circumstances, it seems to be desir-

able to group Rudhari tentatively with the Kha^ali group, for

many of the general features noted above characterize this

dialect as well. For instance : {a) In Rudhari, as in all the

other members of the Kha6. group, the oblique of non-feminine

nouns ending in consonants has the suffix [a], and of those

ending in [a] has the suffix [e], cf. Rudh. ['ghora s^i] 'with

a stone’, but [‘ghore s^i] 'with a horse’ (vide p. 9). {b)

The dative postposition in Rudh., as in all other dialects of

the Kha^. group, is [n] or [ni]. (c) In Rudh., parallel to

Khasali, in the oblique of all nouns and adjectives ending in

[i], the [i] is changed into [ia] (Rajput) or [ja] (Thakkars and
Untouchables) as [’ghoria] or [’ghorja] ‘ by the mare ’ (vide

p. 9). {d) Besides the above facts, social reasons seem to

require this grouping. For marriage relations between

Khasali and Rudhari people are very common and conse-

quently a close interaction between these dialects is quite

natural.

As regards its leading features may be mentioned
: (a) Its

strong aversion to nasality. In oblique cases, except in pro-

nouns, Rudhari has discarded the plural number altogether

(vide p. 5). Even in the nominative case of a fern, noun

like p^ib] ' tongue it forms its plural without nasality, its

plural being p^jbba] as against p^ibbS] in other dialects of

the Khai. group, {h) It significantly differentiates between

double consonants proper, and merely long consonants, cf.

pkhokla] ‘ he will open but pkholla] ‘ opened pbokla] ‘ he

will speak ’, but pbolla] ‘ speak ’ (imperative plural)
;
[*sAn:na]

‘to knead flour’ and ['k^ri 'sAiina] ‘to finish’, (c) It is a
‘ Colonialsprache’, and very complicated, as noted above, (d)

It has [ia] (or [ja]) not only in oblique cases, but also in the

direct case of all plural nouns, adjectives, and participles,

e.g. Rudh. nom. pi. of ['ghori] is pghofia] (or ['ghorja]), and

thus ev^en the fern, indef. pres, tense has this [ia], e.g.

['bhotia] ‘ (these women) become’, [’g^ttia]
'
(these women) do ’.

Of the sub-dialects of Rudhari may be mentioned :

—

(1) High Rudhari. It is spoken by about 400 persons.

As it is pre-eminently a caste-dialect, it is very complicated.
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The various grammatical points connected with it have been

already noted above.

It has also peculiar vocabularies, including many shib-

boleths, such as the following :

—

'^^mbre ‘ in this way
^k^mbre ‘ how ?

’

hau ‘ yet, still

tikkor ‘ above

'k^di ‘ whither ?
’

''k^ri ' where ?
’

^k^rkhi ‘ somewhere

k^'tan ‘ why ? ’ (All the other dialects have [ki].

^pa ‘ but

Besides the above shibboleths, we may note the following

words :

—

khund ‘ the pole or peg to which an animal is

tied \ Khas. [^thoa].

^gAur ‘ cow-shed h Kha^. pgodj.

gj^Q ‘ village h Kha^. [grlo], Seut. [grAh].

dern ‘ sheep and goats h (All other dialects

['pom].)

^Ar ‘ hair of goat Khas. [pliAish].

Note the rich variation of its vocabulary in the

following ;

—

''liguni ‘ tail of sheep or goat

tAor ^ tail of wild beast or dog

posor ‘ tail of cattle \

(2) Low Rudhari, called ‘ Kandhialu Rudhari ’ (i.e. sub-

montane Rudhari), is spoken by about 100 persons. It has the

following peculiarities :

—

(a) As already noted above, it consistently preserves the

stage anterior to the Bhad. consonants [fl], [dl],

and [dill]. A few more examples may be cited :

—

^trimri ‘ wasp ’ (all others have [''flimri]).

trikk ' dung of bird ' (all others
:
[thkk])

.

*Gtra ‘intestines’. High Rudh. ['dtla],

KJia6. [’dtld].
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^trmr ‘ frown High Rudh. ptliup].

kAii'dhrAt ‘ earache ’ (all others
: [kAndhjAt]).

trar ‘ common grass Kha^., Bhad.

[tjat]-

(b) Its strong tendency to syncopation and lax pronun-

ciation of the [k] of the auxiliary verb ['k^rna]

‘ to do ’ has been already noted (vide p. 6). Cf.

'udreti ‘ is flying ’. Kha4. ['udre 'g^tti].

'soeta ‘ is sleeping ’. Slow speech [soe

'g^tta].

'k^reta ‘ is doing ’. Slow speech ['kfre

gftta].

(c) Corresponding to the [^] and [:^h] of most of the

Khai. group, Low RudliM has [;] and [jh]. Cf.

‘ who Kha^.

j^khon ‘ when Kha^. [^^xon].

jhAll ‘thicket’. Khai. [^IiaII],

bi'jhalna ‘ to awaken KhaS. [bi'^halnu].

(d) For the prolative or ‘ above ’ case, Low Rudhari has

[’upri] while High Rudh. has [’fikkre] or [*tikre],

Kha^. pbamni], Bhad. [’purm^i]. Low Rudhari,

like the other allied dialects, distinguishes

between the locative ‘ on the horse ’ ['ghore ‘bAle]

and ‘ over the horse ’ ['ghore upri], Cf. Low
Rudh.

'ghore- upri 'mAkkhi 'udreti

‘ the bee is flying over the horse ’,

but 'ghore-bAle ‘mAkkhi 'bijjuri

‘ the bee is sitting on the horse

(e) For the ablative, the postposition in all the main
dialects is [ka], but in Low Rudh. it is [tha].

Cf. [’ghorethd] ‘ from the horse ’
; other dialects

['ghorega] ([ga] or [|a]).

(/) To express the potential or ‘ can ’-sense, the other

dialects use the root [bAf-] or [sAn-], but Low
Rudh. has [jAk]. Cf.
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Low Rudh. Aft 1 kAm 'k^ri 'jAkta

‘ I can do this work \

Khas. Aft 1 kAm 'k^ri 'bAtta or ^sAtta.

(g) The occurrence of [t] in the past participle is more
frequent in Low Rudhari than in the other Kha4.

dialects. Cf.

'pita ‘drank’. Kha4. [pi a].

^nitta ‘brought’. Kha^. [/Uia].

'kitta ‘ did ’. Khas. [gia] (North.), ['g^ra]

(South.).

'dhota ‘ washed ’. Khas. [dhoa].

(h) The vocabularies of Low Rudhari are interesting.

The common shibboleths are the following :

—

"kuri ‘ where ?
’

'kudi * whither ^
’

'kudaga ‘ from whither ?

’

"idaga ‘ from hither ’.

'pAcce ‘behind’. (High Rudh. ['pAtte]).

‘kute ‘somewhere’. (High Rudh.

t'k^rkhi]).

'minku frog ’•

'ghrentuli * snail ’.

eumb ‘ tail of cattle ’. High Rudh.

[posor]—a word which is a

shocking vulgarity to Low
Rudhari.

Mumb ‘ pool ’. Other dialects pdAl].

ku'latna ‘to seize’. Kha^. [thu'sornu],

Bhad. [thusornu]

.

(3) Nala Rudhari or Mid-Rudhari is spoken by about

100 persons and may be called Pahari transitional to Dogri.

Like Dogri it pronounces [gh], [jh], and [bh] as [^k], [^c], and

t/P] [/prachu] ‘ gums of teeth’, [/kom] ‘ horse’. Its locative

postposition is [ur], as ['gAllaurj ‘ on this thing’, [’pitthiur]

‘on the back’. Its vocabularies also resemble the Dogri of

Batot, the nearest Dogra territory. Cf. pkoka], ‘ which (of

the many) L^at] ‘ mouth [ *sara]
‘ our [tu'sara], ‘ your ’,

[poa] ‘ lay
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III. The 6euti dialect, spoken in a village named 6eut

(phonetically and even there only among 11 houses, is

perhaps the most interesting dialect of the Kha^ali group

r

No doubt it is spoken only by about 40 persons and is so

strongly influenced by Dogri that a number of random

sentences in the dialect may suggest it to be transitional

Dogri, but a deeper study will show that it is the type of a

dialect combining striking preservations and innovations with

powerful external influence.

{a) Its vowel-system is unique in the whole group. It

has a strong Schwundstufe tendency to [i] or [u] vocalization.

Its vowel gradations, the product of Umlaut or epenthosis,

may be noted below :

—

blaut. Singular, Plural.

a:i 'mAchli 'michli ‘fish’.

a:i ''dari ^diri ‘ beards ’.

o:u /kori ykmi ‘ mares ’.

e:i 'ceri *ciri ‘ broad

ia:i siani *sini ‘ clever

ai:i dai di ‘ nurses ’.

ua:ui duani duini ‘ two anna pieces
’

au:iu ‘J’auni Jiuni ‘ autumn harvests

This Schwundstufe tendency is extended also to the

oblique singular, as well as to participles and the tenses.

Thus in the direct case we have [*teri ^mali] ' thy mother but

in the oblique we have ["tina^milia aQ ’mara] ‘ I was beaten by

thy mother Similarly cf. [rjari ^mali] ‘ his mother but

[‘hina '"milia aQ ’mara] ‘I was beaten by his mother’. The

tenses and participles also indicate the same tendency, cf. ['sirT

jonani ^gidi] ‘ all women go [*siri] and Pgidi] being plurals of

[‘sari] ‘ all ’ and Pgadi] ' goes ’ respectively. Similarly cf. the

fern, plural p ist participles [i], [gi], [khi]—the singular forms

being respectively [ai] ‘ came ’, [gei] ‘ went [khai] ‘ ate ’.

{b) Corresponding to OIA. non-initial [c] or [ch], 6euti has

M, e.g.

posor ‘ tail ’.

pis ‘ five

*f5ssnu ‘ to come ’.

*gAsd ‘ I may go
’
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(c) Corresponding to Kha4. group [?], [?Ii], Seuti has [j],

[/c], Cf.

jar ‘ a dense forest Khas. [^ar].

je ‘if. Khas. [?e].

^culnu ‘ to sleep \ Khas. ['^hulnu].

^cippnu " to crush tobacco Khas. ['^hippnu].

(d) This dialect is in a curious state of flux. On the one

hand it has peculiarities and innovations which it has strongly

preserved. On the other hand, the influence of Dogri is

strongly working on it. This is particularly illustrated by

the phenomenon which I may call incipient devoealization

and deaspiration of voiced aspirated consonants. The dialects

of the Klia^. group on the whole consistently preserve the OIA.

voiced aspirated consonants [gh] and [bh] . Owing to the strong

influence of Dogri, however, Seuti is now rapidly changing [gh]

and [bh] to [^k] and [^p]. But as the change is still incipient,

the transcription of words beginning with [gh] and [bh] has been

a great difficulty to me. One and the same man in declining a

word like ['ghori] would in some cases say [/kori], but again

stumble into ['ghori]. Again, there are some speakers who
devocalize [gh], but not [bh], and vice versa

;
and even they are

not always consistent. What should be the transcription of a

sound subject to incipient change % In view of the pros-

pective change it is perhaps more desirable to transcribe it in

terms of this anticipated but yet unsettled change, and so I

have done it.

(e) Another example of this state of flux is the condition

of nasality in this dialect. In monosyllables the nasality,

whenever it occurs, is distinctly heard
;
but in words of more

than one syllable it is heard sometimes very faintly, and

sometimes not. Thus in transcribing ['siri] ‘ all being the

plural of ['sari], I had to waver several times in the transcrip-

tion of the final sound [i]. An apparatus in such cases would

have been very helpful.

(/) Another case for an apparatus is the ‘ non-acoustic

articulation ’ already noted on p. 3. The Ts in 6eut). [^lopru]

‘ nettle rash [^lurnu] ' to pluck grass [*IatiJ ‘ sickle ’ are heard

as clear [1] sounds uncombined with any other sound, but

before the [1] there is an infinitesimal silence which may
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indicate a ‘ stop-stage ’ the nature of which could be ascertained

by means of a suitable apparatus.

(g) Grammatically, the treatment of the neuter gender

in ^eutl is peculiar. It retains this gender only in singular

adjectives, cf. ['bAru ykAr] ‘ a big house but ['bAre /kAr] ‘ big

houses ’. While it has thus restricted the neuter gender, it

has, unlike other sister-dialects, further extended it to most

of the names of nouns ending in consonants. Thus the follow-

ing words are all neuter in Seuti :

—

bolar ‘ cat’.

kukkor ‘ cock

titter ‘ partridge

mirg ‘ leopard ’.

rikkh ' bear ’.

In the other sister-dialects the above words are mas-

culine.

Qh) The word for the demonstrative pronoun ‘ he ’ in Sent,

is [se]
;
in others it is pts] or pte].

{i) In its vocabularies, Seufi does not seem to offer very

rich material. The following shibboleths, however, may bi^

of interest :

—

kufhel ‘ rice-field ’.

'pujjavala ‘ first ’.

'pAttavala ‘ second \

ba ‘ but

pAS ‘ five ’.

'dibti ‘ glow-worm

IV. The Marmati dialect is spoken only in a very small

portion, say 2 or 3 villages, of the region geographically known
as Marmat. The dialects actually spoken in this region by the

majority of the people are Dogri, Ka^miri or Bhadarwahi.
Hence it is that the dialect ‘ Marmati ’ is not known under this

name to the people : they simply call it the ‘ language of Thak-
kars’, considering it to be only a caste-language. The fact,

however, seems to be that the Thakkar people, who seem to bo
the original inhabitants of this tract, have been gradually
decaying in number and afiSucnce, and their language is now
on the verge of extinction. The number of speakers ranges
between 40 and 50 only, while the number of the speakers of
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other dialects (viz. Dogri, Ka^miri, Bhadarwahi) is about two

thousand—a fact which has obscured the very existence of

this dialect. But as the dialect is allied to Kha^ali, and as

tradition ascribes the original settlement of Marmat to Thak-

kars, the speakers of this dialect, it may not inaptly be called

‘ Marmati

Marmati and Nala Rudhari are transitional dialects of the

group, Marmati passing off into Bhadarwahi and Nala Rudhaii

into Dogri. Its treatment of the neuter gender is almost iden-

tical with that of Kha^ali,—having a separate termination for

neuter plural of nouns, but not of adjectives, cf. ['bAre 'gliArd]

‘ big houses The plural of pronouns, however, in this dialect

is identical with that in Bhadarwahi, cf. [ ind] ' these [ und]

‘ those pt^nd] ‘ they Tliche three forms in both Marm. and

Bhad. occur in all the three genders. Khasali, however, has

these forms for neuter and fern, only, those for masc. being [in],

[un], and [t^n].

In spite of its appearance as a ‘ hybrid ’ dialect, it mani-

fests peculiarities and innovations, such as follows :

—

(1) It has preserved some words in which [bh] and [gh]

have been divided into b-|-vowel+h, and g-f- vowel4-b respec-

tively. Cf.

bi'ha ‘ brother

bi'hQjshu ‘ gums of the teeth

bohir 'outside’. Kha^. [bhir].

gi’hat ' flour-mill ’ (all other dialects : [ghraf]).

(2) It is an 0 dialect (cf. page 24), e.g.

Marm . Eudh . Klias .

‘knee’ ^^onu '‘^anu '?i£nu

‘ axe
’ ‘mokku 'mAkku 'm^kku

(3) It has preserved some words in which we find [^u] cor-

responding to [dr] or [11] in other dialects. Cf.

bhfuru ‘ lamb Other dialects ['bh^dru].

chfuru ‘ kid Other dialects [’ch^llu].

(4) The genitive personal pronoun in this dialect has a

more original form than in Bhad. or Kha^. Cf.
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' your

’

‘ our’

Marm. KhaS. Bhad.

'tus^ra ^tuara 'tujfo

*asra ^ara *iJJo

(5) The locative postposition is [bAl], the corresponding

Khas. and Bhad. forms being [tir] and [pur] respectively. Cf.

Marm. Khas. Bhad.

‘ on the horse
’

‘ghorebAl 'ghoredir 'ghorepur

(6) The elative postposition is pmara], the corresponding

Khas. and Bhad. forms being [^maga] and ['^rfi] respectively.

Of.

Marm. Khas. Bhad.

‘ out of the house
’ 'ghAram^ara 'gliAram^dga 'gliAr^ra

(7)

In order to express ‘ I do not know how to— ’ Mar-

mati necessarily uses the conjunctive stem instead of the infini-

tive
;
the other dialects use it optionalI^^ Cf.

' I do not know how to cook a meal ’

—

Marm. aQ no '^ana 'rotti bonai (conj. stem)

Kha^. aQ *rotti bondi or bonani ^nii '^anta

Bhad. aQ *rotti^bonSi or bonani no ‘^eni

Again ;

—

‘ I do not know how to read ’

—

Marm. Aii no *^and''pAri

Khas. Afi'^pAri or^pArim^nSi '^anta

Bhad. aQ ^p§ri no *^eni

(8)

The vocabularies of Marmati are important (cf.

pp. 45, ff), but few innovations have been noticed by me. The
only striking word which I have noticed is [ku*lanj] or

[ku*lanij] ‘woman’. Cf. Bhad. [kuanj] or [kdnoj*], Bhalesi

[k6j], perhaps also related to Ka^miri ['kol§i].

V. The SundUasi or 8undhrasi dialect is spoken in a

village named Prebbal (phonetically [pr^bbol]), the Hindu por-

tion of which is called Sundhlas or Sundhras. The number
of speakers is about 30. Now this village is situated in Mar-

mat, and so geographically its dialect may be called Marmati.

But phonetically it seems to be more allied to Kha^all. For
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while Marmati is distinctly an ‘ 0 ’ dialect, SundhlUsi seems

to be an ‘ e ’ dialect. Cf.

Sun. Marm. KhaL
‘ calf’ ‘b^^shru ‘bajshru 'b^jshru

‘ man ’ ^m£nu manukkh ^mSnu

On the other hand, grammatically it seems to be more

allied to Marmati. Like Marmati, it keeps the final [i] of nouns

unchanged in oblique cases, cf. ['kuri-s^i] ‘with a girl’, but

Kha^. [‘kuria-s^i], Budh. ['kuria-s^i]. It is, strictly speaking, a

frontier dialect between Marm. and Kha^., but as the village

in which it is spoken is situated in Marmat, it may be con-

ventionally called Marmati Sundhlasi. Some of its notable

features are :

—

(1) It seems to indicate a pre-Kha^ali vocalism
;
thus the

static participle of rgdnu] ‘to go’ is [giura], Kha6. ['gura],

Marm. [’giro]
;
of ['bhonuj ‘to be ’ it is ['bhuora], KhaS.

[’bhura], Marm. ['bhora]
;
of ['k^rnu] ‘to do ’ it is [kiura],

though here Kha^. has [‘k^rura], Marm. [k^ora].

(2) The locative postposition is [bar], the [a] being a neu-

tralized [s]. Cf.

Sun, KhaL Bhad,

‘ On the horse
’

‘ghopebar 'ghoredir *ghorepur

(3) The pre-terminational suffix [a] added to consonant-

ending nouns (see above, p. 9) remains, as in Kha§ali, un-

changed in the genitive case. Cf.

Sun. Khas. Bhad.

‘ of songs
’

'gitdra *gitdra *gitera

(4) The passive suffix is [o] as in Budh. and Bhad. Cf.

Sun^ Budh. Bhad.

‘ I am beaten ’ ma'rota 'maro^ta ma'rotd

(5) As regards vocabulary, the following words may be

noted :

—

'gGthi ‘ finger-ring ’. Kha^. [‘Adt^hi].

*phAmbri ‘a kiss’. Marm. ['bubba], Low Budh.

[’kokka].

‘k^pchi ‘ by somebody ’. KhaS, [’k^pci], Budh.

['kg^si].

^khe ‘ what ? ’ Kha6. [khja], Seut. [khe], Marm.

[khi], Budh. [cha], Bhad. [kun].
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The Inter-relations between the Dialects of the

Khai^ali Group.

We shall now take up a detailed comparative study of these

dialects describing them, in broad outlines, from three stand-

points : I. Pronunciation, II. Grammar, III. Vocabularies.

I. As regards pronunciation, tlie following points are

worthy of note :

—

(
1
)
Phonetically, Rudhaii may Ik^ called [a]-dialect.

Kha^ali [e] -dialect, and Marmati [o]-dialect, as the following

comparisons will show :

—

Rudh. Kliai. Marm.

‘ knee
’

^:^anu "^snu zonu

‘ a tree with l)lack ‘zAinmu ‘^.^mmu >111mu

fruit
'

‘ olive-tree
' ^kAU ''k^u ^k.)U

' A shrub on which 'tAkku ‘tf^kku ‘takku

cattle are fed

‘ axe
’ buAkku 'm^kku 'm.)kku

• kettle
’

'liAndii ‘h^ndu 'hundu

‘ calf

’

'bvchru 'h^jshru 'bojshru

' buffalo-calf’ 'kAtru 'ketru 'kotru

The other two dialects, viz. Seuti and Sun., arc not so

consistent in the treatment of these vowels, though they ^"erge

more on the Kha^ali side. Of these vowels, [a], as in Bliad., is

much more back than Hindi or Panjabi [a], so that Kha^.-Bhad.

[*ghAra] ‘ pot ’ sounds to a Panjabi like [’ghara]. The [a], how-

ever, is considerably fronted before a double consonant in North.

KhaA, as in the word [’mAtthu] ‘ boy Bhad. [*matthu]. The
vowel [s], however, is a very fronted and close vowel, lik(‘

French [e], thus English ‘ cat ’ is pronounced [ket].

(
2

)
The Kha^. dialects have no mixed vowels such as

Bhad. has, as the following comparison will show :

—

(a) ‘ call this good girl ’

:

Kha^. ja*roria krolliani *bol!a

Bhad. is'r^ri kuie ku'jath
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(6) Cf. Khas. and Bliad. conjunctive participles :

—

Khas. Bhad.

‘ having become
’

'bhoita ‘bh<^itd

‘ having washed
’

'dhoita ‘dhc^itd

‘ having reached
’

‘pu^^ita 'py^td

‘ having fought
’

‘Urita 'l^rtd

(3) As regards vowel-gra<lations (the products of epcn-

1 hesis) the following scheme will show the comparison ;

—

Vowel Rudharl KhaL Marm. Seitti Bhad.

A

fish ’ (pi.)

A

'mAchlia ‘m^jshli ‘m^jshli

i

'inichli 'm^jshli

a a ei e 1 s

beards
’

\iaria ^detri Msri Miri ''deri

e ei c i e

with the

oilman
’

teliasei teilias^i 'teiis^i 'tilias''ai 'telis^i

0 0 0 0 u

with th(^

mare
’

'ghorias^^i 'ghorias^i 'ghoris^i /kurias''ai gh^ris^i

(4) As regards intonation, the high-falling tone is signi-

ficant. Even the inhabitants themselves enjoy the fun in the

difference between [ju'na] ‘ tell ’ and [ Ju na] ‘ dog h

The significant difference between high-falling and low-

rising tone may be noted in PjAdda] ' call !
’ and [^jAdda]

‘ called ’ (South. Khas.), [^kha] ‘ eat ! but [^kha] ‘ was eaten
^

(South. Khas.).

In the following interesting (South.) Khai, words both the
tones occur consecutively :

—

^phes^r ‘ gentle snowfall \

‘furrow’.

''breS/Va ‘ an extra dowry given to the bride a

year after the wedding ’.

Khas. rhythm is strikingly quantitative and it tends to bo

uniform on syllables of equal length. If the syllables are not

of equal length, they are sometimes equalized in connected

speech. Thus in pronouncing a word [’cet'ram], both the

syllables are uttered with equal stress, unlike Panjabi and
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Lahnda, in which the word is pronounced [‘cet ram] [=rAm] and

[cet 'ram] respectively. Examples of syllabic equalization may
be noted in the names ['tar 'cAnd] (instead of ['tora cAnd]) and

[‘mAns 'ram] (instead of ['mAnsa ram]).

The quantitative rhythm in Khas. is strikingly illustrated

by the fact that the stressed back vowels [a], [o], and [u] are

pronounced long, cf. Khas. [pa:ni], ['goili], and the quantity of

and stress on these vowels dominates the perceptibility of other

syllables in connected speech. Cf.

Khas, i 'gla:sa-ma ^thoru-'^^^Tu 'pa:ni ^SAri ^SAra

‘ put some water in this glass

The whole rhythm of this sentence centres round the quan-

tities of the stressed a’s in the sentence, so that the intonation

of the whole may be graphically represented as follows :

—

i gla sa ma ^tho ru ru pa ni ^sa ri sa ra

Similarly cf.

Khas. 'da:li md ''thoru^''^ru lu:n ^SAri 'sAra

‘put some salt in the lentils’.

Here also the whole rhythm centres round the long vowels

[a] of [da:li] and [u:] of [lu:n], the perceptibility of the other

syllables being comparatively obs(‘ured. These are pronounced

more or less monotonously.

da: li md ^tho ru ru lu:n sa ri sa ra

Other dialects of the Kha§, group, however, do not seem to

possess this quantitative peculiarity : the word ['pani], for

instance, in ^eufi and (non-Kajput) Rudhari is pronounced like

Panjabi ['pani]. More details regarding the comparative

intonation of these dialects require further investigation.

(5) Nearly all the dialects of the Kdia4. group have a lax

pronunciation of a consonant in the interior of a word, and
a tense pronunciation in the beginning of a word. Thus all

of them pronounce intervocalic [b] as bilabial [v], cf. Kha.4.

group [bAbb] ‘ father but ['bava] ‘ O father !
’ In the begin-

ning of a word, however, even the v of Hindi is pronounced
as b: Cf. (Hindi) pbo] ‘he’. On the other hand, the English
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phrase ‘a big bit’ was pronounced [o big vit], the ‘initial’ b

of ‘ bit ’ becoming an ‘ interior ’ h in connected speech.

Similarly the suffixal [t] and [k] of [tir] and [ka] respectively

is changed to [^], [d] or [6] and [g], [g] or [g] respectively. Cf.

[’ghoretir] ‘ on the horse ’ which is actually pronounced fghore-

dir], [’ghoredir] or [*ghore5ir], the first pronunciation being

the most frequent. Examples on [k] have been already given

(see p. 6).

This change of [t] and [k] to [d] and [g], however, does

not occur in Rajput Rudhari.

(6) The sound which has been perhaps the most difficult to

transcribe is the consonant [n]. This sound is in a state of flux

and may be called incipient [n]. What makes the transcription

particularly difficult is the inconsistency of the same speaker in

pronouncing the sound—sometimes [n], sometimes [n]. More-

over, the ‘ retroflexion ’ of this [n] is so delicate that often it is

hardly audible, the listener hearing only [n]. There are a few

distinct points, however, which may be definitely laid down :

—

(a) Rajput Rudhari clearly pronounces intervocalic [n]

as [n], as it is in Hindi. Cf. Raj. Rudh. ['panij

‘ water ’, [‘kana] ‘ blind ’—both words being pro-

nounced as in Hindi.

(h) Even Rajput Rudhari pronounces the final [n] of

many monosyllabic words as [n]. Cf. [bAn]

‘forest’, [Jun] ‘hear’. Even this phenomenon

indicates that the speakers are pronouncing an

incipient [n]
;
they are learning to pronounce [n]

.

(c) In Kha§ali I heard pmenu] ‘ man ’, but ['khdnu] ‘ to

eat in fact intervocalic [n] of the infinitive both in

Khas. and Bhad. is heard as [n], not [n]. Perhaps

[n] is here unconsciously treated as an infinitive

suffix.

{d) The dialects most influenced by Dogri, viz. Seuti,

Low Rudhari, and Nala Rudhari, pronounce inter-

vocalic [n] as [n]. Thus they say ['panij, [‘kanaj.

(7) OIA. [kh] or [ks] in the interior of a word has become [x]

in Kha^. and Rudh. Cf.

'lixu ‘ wrote ’.

'lixnu ‘ to write

'pfjxru ‘ a bird ’.
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The other dialects waver between [kh] and [x].

(8) The Khas. group shows significant doubling in the

following examples :

—

(a) ['phAtnu] ‘ to break but [/phAttnu] ‘ to kill Cf.

'bhdda 'phxvta ‘ the vessel was broken

't^ni^msnu ‘phAtfa ‘ he killed the man

(b) ['phitnu] ‘ to be proud but ['phittnu] ‘ to be be-

gone \ Cf.

ts phiti gja ‘ he has become proud

but ts 'phitti gja ‘ he is begone 1

’

(c) ['toknu] ‘ to interrupt but ['tokknu] ^ to implant,

fix in

(d) ['dubnu] ' to sink but [‘dubbnu] ‘ to prick Cf.

ts 'duba ‘ he sank

but 'kAuta 'dubba ‘ the thorn pricked

(9) The tendency to Sandhi or syncopation is quite strik-

ing in these dialects. Mention has been already made (pp. 6,

16) of the disappearance of the verb [‘k^rna] in Low Rudhari

['udreti], etc. In Khas. the following Sandhis may be noted :

—

(a) khjase ‘ what is it ’ = khja 'asc

(b) 'tsira: ‘ he came hither ’ = ^ts 'ira a

(c) 'Aira ‘ come hither ’ = ai ''ira

II. In grammar, the following phenomena may be

noted :

—

(1) The occurrence of a case which may be called the

‘ prepositional dative '. This consists of the insertion of a post-

position between the ‘ oblique-stem ’ and the dative postposition

[ni] or [n], A variety of senses are evolved out of this combi-

nation of postpositions, and one may describe these new senses

as so many different cases—although the cases in the strict

sense of the term are only two, viz. direct and oblique.

The following forms of the prepositional dative (‘ post-

positional dative ’ would perhaps be a more accurate term, but

as the postposition inserted comes before the [ni] of the dative,

the term ‘ prepositional dative ’ seems to be preferable) occur

among the dialects of the Khas. group :

—
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(a) The ‘ towards-near ’ or allative-directive dative ('kani).

The sense of approach or nearness is expressed

both in Bhad. and the Khas. group by the post-

position [ka], e.g. ['ghoreka] ‘ near the horse

This is the ‘ Allative ’ ^ sense. Now if we add to

it the Khas. dative suffix [ni], it gives us ['ghore-

kuni]), (actually pronounced ['ghoregani,—gani

or gani]), which literally means ‘ towards-near

the horse ’. So Kha^. ['ghoreni 'caIq] and [‘ghore-

gani 'cAla] have a shade of difference. The former

means ‘ he moved towards the horse the latter ;

‘ he moved towards-near the horse his object

being not only to direct himself to the direction

of the horse, but also to approach it. In Bhad.

also the same sense is indicated by the postposition

['kajo], e.g. ["ts 'ghorekajo 'caIo] ‘ he moved to-

wards-near the horse

(b) The ' towards-in ’ or illative-directive dative ('mcini).

The sense of being • in ’ or ‘ within ’ is expressed

by the postposition pma], e.g. Khas. ['kliAddam^d]

‘in the stream’. This is the ‘ illative ’ 2 sense.

Now if the dative suffix [ni] be added to this, we

get [‘khAdda-''mdni] 'towards-in the stream’.

Thus there is a shade of difference between Khas.

pts 'phata hiiaga 'kliAddahna 'khirka] 'he fell

from the hill into the stream ’ and ‘phata

mdga ‘kliAdda^mdni ’khirka] ' he fell from the hill

towards-in the stream’. The 'towards-in’ sug-

gests that he had not yet reached the interior of

the stream, though he was on the verge of doing

so.

(c) The ‘ towards-on ’ or locative-directive dative

(Khas. [/tirini], Rudh. [/iran], Sent, [di’ranij,

Low Rudh. [bAhan], Harm. [‘bAlni]). Khas.

group [tir]], |bAl] or ['bAle] means ‘on’. Add

[ni] to it, and the meaning becomes ‘ towards-on .

Khas. idiom will not allow an idiom like English

1 Vide Eliot's Finniah Grammar, p. 155,

2 Vide Eliot’s Fimdsk Grammar, p. 1 45.
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‘ came upon ’ before the coming is finally effected.

It would require ‘ came towards upon ’ [/tcrini a]

in this sense. The following Khas. sentences will

make this difference clear ;

—

Khas, *dhara<iir deo a

‘the rain has come (lit. came) upon

the mountain

Here the rain has actually reached the mountain,

and so the ordinary locative termination [tir] is

used. Now of.

Khas. 'dhara ^tirini deo 'urase

‘ The rain has come towards-upon the

mountain

Here the rain has not yet reached the mountain,

and so [^tirini] is used. The tense ‘ lias come ’ is

here equivalent to ‘ is proceeding ’.

(d) The ‘ towards-behind ’ or relative ^-directive dative

(^paiini) has been noticed by me only in Kha^ali,

and not in the other dialects of the group, fpai]

in Khas. means ‘ behind ' as [‘inT pai] ‘ behind

me [pai/ini] means ‘ towards-behind Cf.

Kha§. ''tg mere bhra pai^ini ’dliAvra

‘ he ran behind towards my brother

^sie gAuwa pai/ini jlnvpp 'ditti

‘ the leopard poixn(‘ed behind towards

the cow ’.

The prepositional dative, then, indicates the ‘ aspecjts ’ of

a verb, distinguishing the process from the accomplishment of

an action. Its object is thus somewhat parallel to the Slavonic

perfective and non-perfective.

(2) The ablative in Kha^. group has the postposition [ka],

and so has the allative. Thus [’gliAraga] ‘ from the house
'

(ablative) or ‘ near the house ’ (allative), and the context will

determine which sense is intended.

1 Using ‘relative’ in the literal Latin sense, viz. ‘movement back-
wards ’.
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In Bhad. only the allative has pka], the ablative has

[‘k^rdj. Cf.

Bhad. ^ghAreka ‘ near the house

but 'ghAre 'k^rd ‘ from the house

Of the Khas. group Low Rudh. has [thd] in the ablative

and [ga] in the allative. Cf.

Low Rudh. 'ghx\rathd ' from the house \
but ‘ghAraga ‘ near the house

(3) The elative case in Khas. and High Rudh. has the

postposition ['"mdga], in Harm, ["mara], in Sent, [''mlja], in

Low Rudh. ["inAja], in Bhad, [’erd] or ['^niA^^rd].

e.g. ^khue mdga pani ''kAda (Khas. and High Rudh.)
‘ Draw water from the well

The other dialects have ["khiie ^mara] (Harm.), [^khue ^mlja]

(Seut.) and so on.

(4) The occurrence of the ‘ down-from-up ’ or delative
’

case in Khas. group and Bhad. is another interesting pheno-

menon.

In fluent speech the Khas. and High Rudh. postposition

used in this sense is [tra] or [Hira], e.g. cf.

Khas. ts 'ghoretra (or Hira) ‘khirki gja
‘ he fell from the horse ’.

In slow speech the postposition used is ptirga].

The other dialects have

—

Low Rudh.')
s 'bAla: 'gliore 'bAla

Mann. J

Bhad. 'pur^rQ: 'ghor^ 'pur^rd

Bhalesi 'pi^ra ‘ghore ‘pura

(5) The occurrence of the ' over ’ or ‘ prolative ’
^ case in

both the Khas. and Bhad. groups is another interesting

phenomenon. Thus Khas. distinguishes between

*ghore ^bdmni 'makhi *udre g^tti

‘ the bee is flying over the horse
’

and ghoredir 'makhi 'bijjuri

‘ the bee is sitting on the horse

1 Vide Eliot’s Finnish Grammar, p. 162.
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This difference between prolative and locative is variously

indicated by several dialects :

—

Dialect. Prolative (‘ over ’). Locative (' on ').

Khas.

High Rudh.

Seut.

Low Rudh.

Marm.

Bhad.

Bhalesi

'ghore'^bamni

‘ghoretikkre

'ghore-upri

'ghore^bami

’ghorepurm^T

'ghord'b^e

'ghoredir

‘ghore^ir

'ghorebAle

*ghorebAl

'ghorepuf

‘ghorepur

(6) A phenomenon somewhat corresponding to the Definite

Article occasionally occurs both in Khas. and Rudh. It is

formed by the addition of the adj. p^^ra] (Rudh.), [^^ina]

(Rajput), [jha] (Thakkars and Untouchables)) ‘ like what ’ to a

noun or adjective. Cf.

Khas, 'bAdda^'^^ra 'ghAre^nAi

‘ the elder brother is at home

^budda^r^ra^kAra 'gura

^ where is the old man gone ?
’

^cheru^'^^ru 'caH p^^fi

‘ the kid started

(7) As regards pronouns, the occurrence of gender in

personal pronouns has been already mentioned (p. 8). A few

more points may be noted :

—

(a) The demonstrative pronouns are four :

—

1 ‘ this ’ very (near).

£ ' this ’ (a little less near, but visible),

u ‘ that ’ (distant, but visible).

^t£ ‘he’ or ‘that’ (distant and invisible).

Sent. [se].

Khasali and Rudh. have nasality in all these

forms in the nom. acc. sg., but Marm. Sent., like

Bhad., have no such nasality. The corresponding

forms in Marm. are [i], [e], [o], ['te].

The pronominal stem in Kha^. and High Rudh.
remains vocalic through, there being no [s] in it.

Cf.
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Khas. ^eni ‘him’ ''ijara

Harm . ^^sni >> I 'sera

Bhad. '^sjo >> I'sero

Similarly cf.

KhaL Bhad.

‘ we ’

AS AS

‘ with us
’

'"as^i ‘Asansei

‘ with you ’

^tuasgi 'tusons^

In the second pers. sg. oblique, Khas. has the

stem [tl], Rudh. and Bhad. have [tui], though the

agent case in Bhad. is [t^i] ‘ by thee

(6) A feature characteristic of all the dialects in the

Khas. group but absent in Bhad. is that the

words for ‘ his ’ and ‘ her ' in the Khas. group are

the same. Cf.

, High

Rudh.

Low
31arm. „ „

Rudh.
Bhad.

‘his’ tfara ti'hara ‘tesera ten'hara tasero

‘her’ >> >» >> > )
tasara

)
In ordinal numbers the following difference between

Sent , and Bhad. may be noted :

—

Khas. Seat. Bhad.

‘ first
’

^psla 'pujjQvala "peilo

‘ second
’

•dikka 'pAttavala 'duijAU

‘ third
’

'tjikka tlikka 'tleijlu

‘ fourth
’ G0ukka eaukka 'c<^rAu

‘fifth’ 'pAneud pAsud 'pACAU

(9) The verb substantive is the most effective proof of the

real existence of the Kha^. group dialects. A glance at the

paradigms will show that Khas. and Rudh. have throughout

preserved both tho vowel (though in varied form) and the

consonant of the 01A. stem as ‘ to be while Bhad. keeps it only

in the 2nd pers. sg. But the most striking form is Rudh. [^^si]

‘ thou art ’ reminding one of parallel (Homeric) Greek and

Sanskrit forms. Another interesting form is Low Rudh. [^san]

‘ they are
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Paradigms of the verb substantive (present indef. tense) :

—

Sg, PL

Khas. 1. 'asq 'asQ

2. *ASU ‘asQ

3. 'Ase 'asG

High Rudh. 1. ‘esd '^su

2. ‘^si or '^sl 'fsa

3. 'ese 'esu

Low Rudh. 1. ^sd '^sn

2. ‘^Sl 'esa

3. 'ese ^son

Seut. 1. hd hd

2. hd hd

3. he hen or hen

Sun. 1. d

2. ''as

3. *ae ''dn

Marm. 1. ^d

2.

3. "ae ^aQ

Bhad. 1. Am
2. AS Ath

3. '‘ae An

(10) The incipient durative present tense occurs in the

Kha§. group in the sense of immediate future or incipient

action. Thus there is a shade of difference between

Kha6. 'rotti 'khata ose (incipient)

and ''tg 'rotti khae *g^tta (continuous).

Both are examples of the durative, but the former means ‘ he

has sat down to his meal, though he has hardly yet started it ’

;

the latter means ' he is taking his meal Similarly cf. Kha^.

aO 'kAsri bhAotasa ‘ I am getting ill i.e. ‘ I am not

yet definitely ill, though my
condition is verging towards

illness

‘ the girl is napping to sleep'kuri '^hulti ose
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(11) The pluperfect in the Khas. group is a very striking

phenomenon. It does not occur in Bhad.

Its formation is simple :

—

(a) ['Atthi] ‘ had been ’ is used either independently, as

pt£ ''mgnu "teri 'Atthi] ‘ that man had been there

or as an auxiliary, [t£ 'mari ^sura 'Atthi] 'he

had been killed

(b) A notable feature of this ['Atthi] is that it is un-

affected by gender and number. Thus it remains

the same whether the subject is masc., fern, or

neut., sg. or pi. Cf. Khas.

'"tg ''mgnu '‘teri 'Atthi ' that man had been

there

^tg zonan ^teri 'Atthi ‘ that woman had

been there

''tg 'mAttku '"t^ri 'Atthi ' that bo}^ had been

there

t^n ^t^d 'Atthi ' those (men) had been

there

'tf‘nd\f‘ri 'Atthi 'those (women or

houses) had been

there

(c) It is used only in the 2nd and the 3rd person, never

in the 1st person, in which the past indefinite

pthia] ' was ’ is used
;
thus [aQ "t^ri 'Atthi] for

English ‘ I had been there ’ would be wrong : the

correct form would be [au ^t^ri ^thia].

(d) It necessarily implies the absence of the subject at

the time or place referred to by the speaker. Cf,

Sent. 'dera^iri 'Atthi

' the camp had been here implying

that ' the camp now is not here

Khas. Ati ^teri gja to '"tg 'Agri '^t^ri 'Atthi

‘ he had been there before I had

reached there

Kha4. aH '"gatha Agatha tg 'mari 'siirathi

‘he had been killed before I had

reached there (lit. while I was go-

ing)
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(12) The formation of the future tense in Khas. group is

slightly different from that in Bhad. In Bhad. [1] occurs in all

forms except in the 1st person plural [‘bhome] ‘ we shall be

In the Kha^. group, however, [n] is the suffix for the future in

the 1st person, sg. and pL, though Seut has [1] in all the

persons and numbers. The following paradigms will indicate

the difference :

—

Future of ['bhonu] ‘ to be ’

—

Khas. group

:

Sg. PL

1. ^bhond (^eut. ['bhola]) ^bhone (Sent, pbhole])

2. ''bhola ^bhole

3. ^bhola ^bhole

Bhad.

1. •bh^ilo ' bhome

2. 'bholo 'bhole

3. 'bholo 'bhole

(13) There are three kinds of the imperative in the

Khas. group as well as in Bhad., viz. (a) present, (6) future,

(c) importunative.

(a) The present imperative simply keeps the stem of the

verb in the 2nd pers. sg., as Khaj§. pklia] ([a]

pronounced here like [a]) ‘ eat [bij] ‘ sit ’.

(b) The future imperative, which also occurs in Panjabi

and Dogri, and implies a direction to do some-

thing in the immediate or distant future, may be

illustrated by the following forms in the 2nd

pers. sg. :

—

Kha^. Sent. Bhad.

‘ eat in future ’

'kh^*ija 'khijd 'kh^ija

' sit in future
’

‘bijjja 'bijjia ‘bija

(c) The importunative imperative as a synthetic form

is peculiar to Kha^., Rudh. and Bhad., though

the sense occurs in Hindi phrases with the word
sahly as Hindi zard Ichd to sahl ‘just oat a little

Cf.
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‘ just sit here a little ’

—

dhokek '‘iri 'bijfe (Khas.)

dhAk^iri ‘bijjel (Bhad.)

It implies importunity (mingled with request) on
the speaker’s part. He politely requires the hearer

at least to sit. Cf. the importunative imperative

2nd pers. sg. in Khas., Rudh. and Bhad. :
—

Khas, Rudh. Bhad.

‘ just eat
’

''khae

' just sit
'

'bijfe

^kh^T ''khli^T

The importunative imperative does

Marmati and Seuti.

not occur in

(14) The infinitive in all Kha^. group dialects (except

Rudhari), as in Bliad., is by itself put in the neuter gender.

Cf. Khas., Bhad. ['"pArmi] ‘ to read ['khanu] ‘ to eat ’
;
Rudh.

[^pAfiia], ['khano].

^Mention has been already made (p. 22) of the optional use

of the infinitive in Khas. group (except in Marmati) when the

sense • I do not know how to— ’ is implied.

(In) The subjunctive present is rather complicated. Men-

tion has been already made (p. 13) of the divergent forms of

the subjunctive 3rd person plural in Rudhari. The Khas. form

is simpler, Bhad. preserving more faithfully the ancient

terminations.

Cf. subjunctive present of ['bhonu] ‘ to be ’ :

—

PL

Khas. 1. blu’a 'bhou

M>hou 'bhbii

3. bhoe ^bhou

Bhad. 1. bh(/)i bhom

2 bhos bhoth

bhoe bhon

(16) As regards the jmst conditional, a peculiaritj^ common

to Kha.4. group and Bhad. is the optional use of the auxiliary

[thia] and fthio] respectively. Thus Hindi agar mni yahu hotd

to rdzl ho jdtd ‘ If I had been here I would have recovered
’

is thus expressed in Khai5. and Bhad. :

—
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Khal Aft'^iri ‘bhAota thia to td 'ra?i bhdi 'Agatha

thia

or aQ ^iri 'bhAOta ta td 'ra^i bhoi Agatha

Bhad. aQ ''iri 'bhoto thio td *razi bh<^i '‘gato thio

or aQ ^iri ‘bh^itho td *razi bh<^i ^geitho

(17) The ‘ contingentive mood’ or the ‘probable-mood’

occurs in the Kha^. group, but not in Bhad. It is a type of

the past conditional, in which both the protasis and the apodosis

are formed from the static participle, and the apodosis indicates

a stronger probability than in the case of the ordinary past

conditional. It does not occur in Bhad. Cf.

Khas. AU dawa pi 'gura td 'ra?ii bhoT 'gura

‘ If I had taken medicine I would have (pro-

bably) recovered

Harm. aQ ''iri ‘bhora td ‘razi bhoi 'giro

‘ Had I been here I would have (probably)

recovered ’.

Sent. 'kAdr 'mAtthu 'bAjru ^undun td 'mAri 'guru

‘ If the child had fallen down it would have

(probably) been killed

(18) ‘The dubitative mood’ or the ‘ perhaps-mood ’ is

another variety of the subjunctive. It is used with the parti-

ciple ['?^ni] ‘perhaps’, Sent, f'jeni]. There are slight traces

of its use in Bhad. as well.

It is formed by the addition of the auxiliary [thi] (in Khas.,

High Budh. and Sent.) or fthia] (in Marin, and Low Rudh.) to

the subjunctive, irrespective of gender, number or person. It

is used only in the past or the present, not in the future sense.

Cf.

Kha.4. '^^*ni '"tg 'mSnu 'hunnia 'razi bhoi^gAcchd thi

‘ Perhaps the man may now recover ’.

Harm. 'z{*ni Ail 'hunna 'razi bhoi ^gd thia

‘ Perhaps I (man or woman) may recover now

Harm. 'z^mi is ku'lanj hij 'razi bhoi ^gae thia

‘ Perhaps the woman may have recovered

yesterday

In Bhad. no such indeclinable [thi] or [thia] occurs in the
dubitative. Moreover, the Bhad. dubitative occurs only in the
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past. It is formed by the addition of the declined forms of [tho]

to the subjunctive. Cf.

Bhad. '^fni Aft ‘ra^i bh^i'^g^itho
‘ Perhaps I may have recovered ’.

'?^ni AS *ra^i bh^i^gam thie

‘ Perhaps we may have recovered ’.

(19) The passive voice in Kha4. and Bhad. groups is

synthetic. It is formed by the addition of [e], [1], [6] or [o]

(Bhad.), as the following examples will show :

—

Passive present :
* I am beaten

’

Kha4.

Harm.

i^eut.

High Budh.

Low and Nala

Rudh. J

'ma^rSta

''me^rSta or ‘mS/rita

^merida

‘ma^rota

‘ma^roda

Sun. ma'rota

Bhad. 'msrotd

It is also optionally formed by the addition of the participles

from ["gAGchnu] or [^ganu] ^ to go but even then it remains

essentially synthetic, for the participle from pgA^ohnu] or

pganu] is added to a synthetic participle. Thus the above

examples can also optionally occur as follows :

—

Khal 'merei 'gatha

Mann. 'mC/rei Agatha

Seat. ^meri ^gada

High Rudh, 'ma/roi ^gata

Low and Nala "I . v i

n, > bnaTOi gada
Rudh. J

/ -

Sun. ma'roi ''gata

Bhad. 'meroi ^gatd

The synthetic form can be declined in all the tenses and

moods, as the following examples will show :

—

Khas, Eudh. Bhad, Sent,

*
I am eaten ’ ^kh^ijgta 'kliAo^ota kh^i'jota kho/iilda

^ I may be eaten ’ ^kh^ijd 'khAft^wd kh^i'jol kho^nia

^ I was eaten ^ ^kh^ija ''kliAuwa *kh^iijo kha^nia

^ I shall be eaten
’ ^kh^ijsna ^khAuwona '"kheij^^ilo khonila
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As regards the use of this passive, it should be carefully

borne in mind that in Kha4. group and Bhad. the English sen-

tence ‘ I am beaten by him ’ cannot be translated in the pas-

sive form. The Khas. translation will be [^tg mi *marta],

and Bhad. pts mi ’marte], both having a meaning in the

active, not passive, sense :
‘ he beats me What, then, is the

meaning of [‘ma^reta] ‘ I am beaten ’ in these dialects ? Sup-

pose a man is being beaten, and he cries
:

[' hero Ati ’ma^rSta]

(Khas.) ' Look here ! I am beaten ’
! The fact of being beaten

is described without any reference to an agent. [*t^ni au

*ma^rgta] ‘ I am beaten by hun ’ will be wrong in these dialects.

The passive in these dialects may be called ‘ absolute

passive because both the agent and the subject of the action

are felt as passive, having absolutely no control over the action.

This is further confirmed by an occurrence which is even more

frequent. In this occurrence the agent of the action is put in

the ablative case, and his utter helplessness in the action is

emphasized. Thus although the English sentence ‘ I am beaten

by him ’ cannot be translated in the Khas.- Bhad. passive

voice, the following sentence can be translated :

—

^ Can I be beaten by him ?
’

—

Khas. ^teiga Aii ‘ma/reta ?

Bhad. 't^^sk^u'd aQ 'merotd ?

Lit. ‘ Am I beaten /rom him ?

’

This difference should not be taken as a mere difference of idiom.

Its psychology is deeper. It indicates that the so-called ^ agent ’

(put in the ablative case) in the action is no agent at all
; at

the most he may be a medium—a nimittamdira— ‘ from ’ or
‘ through ’ which the action may independently proceed.

A further confirmation of the central idea of this ‘ absolute

passive ’ is the fact that it is often used in the involuntary

sense. Cf.

Kha.l miga Jorap 'pi^gtu

Rudh. miga Jarab 'piTyita

‘ Wine is (involuntarily) drunkby (lit. from) me

Such a sentence is always in the involuntary sense, which
is also expressed by the past absolute passive participle, e.g.
‘ I slept involuntarily ’ is thus expressed in these dialects
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Khas., Marm.
Seut.

High Rudh.
Low Rudh.

Bhad.

Bhalesi.

mlga /Zhullj^Q

miga jhul/liti

miga '?hullua

mitha SAd^uQ

mik^ra ^hul'lQ

'msra ^hulljou

But the most interesting feature of the absolute passive

is that even the verb 'to be’ ['bhonu] (Kha.4., Bhad,) or

[‘bhona] (Rudh.) has, as in Sanskrit, passive forms :

—

^ Can I be a thief on your telling ?
’

—

Khas. 'tere 'bonnesi aO ^5or bhoi^jsta

Bhad. 'tere '?one-s^T au ^or bh^i'jota

Lit. ‘ Can I be become thief with your telling ?
’

Here the ‘ becoming ’ is involuntary, the ' telling ’ is put in the

instrumental, not the agent case, and thus could serve only as a

medijim, not an agent. An even more striking ejcample is

Rudh. te 'appu 'raji ^bhou^ura

' He was cured spontaneously
’

without any medium or physician
;

lit. ' he was become healed

spontaneously Here [^bhou^ura] ' was become ’ is the static

absolute passive participle of Low Rudh. ['bhona] ‘to be

There is a seeming exception to the rule. It is the fact

that the agent case is sometimes used with the absolute passive,

when the weakness or incapacity of the agent is intended to be

expressed. Cf.

Khas. hij mi 'duijo 'rotti khei/jei

‘Yesterday I could eat only two chnpaties\

lit. ‘ only two chupaties could be eaten by

me yesterday ’.

Here also the incapacity of the agent [mi] ‘ by me ’ is obvious,

and so the absolute passive sense is fully maintained.

Side by side with the absolute passive, we find the past

‘ quasi-passive ’ participle, cf. ['t^ni aG 'mara] ‘ I was beaten by

him It should be borne in mind that the speaker of this

sentence does not feel it as an instance of the passive, for the

sentence is the onli/ translation of the active-voice sentence ‘ he

beat me ’. It is the Khas.-Bhad. absolute passive which is an
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evolution of the Sanskrit passive. For in the Sanskrit passive

we find the germs of this idiom. Cf. bhidjate hdstham svayam

eva
‘

the piece of wood is broken spontaneously ’ {vide Panini,

III. 1. 87).

(20) The impersonal, which is so closely allied to the

passive, is another phenomenon, the evolution of which is pecu-

liar to the Kha^, and Bhad. groups. It can be studied under

the following heads
:

(a) absolute passive impersonal, (b) non-

objective impersonal, (c) non-subjective impersonal, {d) cate-

gorical imperative impersonal.

(a) The absolute passive impersonal is in form a past

participle formed from intransitive verbs. It is

absolute passive in form and has always the

neuter gender (except in Rudhari). Cf.

‘ I laughed involuntarily ’

—

Khas. ‘miga h^ss^j^Q

Bhad. ‘mikerd h^s'sfi

Rudh. 'miga 'hAssua

Lit. ‘ It was laughed from me ’.

Cf. also the examples on p. 41 : ‘I slept

involuntarily

(b) The non-objective impersonal, when used in the past

tense, is a quasi-passive ’ j)articiple, has no refer-

ence to any particular object, and is put in the

neuter gender (except in Rudhari). Thus in

Bhad., Khas. [ml ''pAruJ ‘ I read ’, [mi '^SAkhu] ‘ I

tasted ’
;

it is immaterial whether the thing read

or tasted has the masc., fern, or neut. gender, sg.

or pi. number, fm! ^pAruJ ‘ I read ’ refers simply

to the act of reading, and may be translated ‘ I

did reading ’.

(c) The non-subjective impersonal corresponds to Eng-
lish ‘ it rains ‘it thunders Cf.

‘ it thunders '

—

Khas. 'gurkne 'lura

Bhad. 'gurne 'lorn

‘ it snows ’

—

Khas. *lura

Bhad. *JiJjne 'loru
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(d) The ‘ categorical ’ imperative impersonal corresponds

to Hindi cdhiye, and is translated as ‘ ought to

It is formed from a participle of the root [lor-]

‘ to require Cf.

‘ we ought to go there ’

—

Khas, H^ri 'guru 'lortu

Harm. 'Ase '‘t^ri 'giru lortu

Bhad. 'as^T ^t^ri 'j<^ru 'l<^ri or 'lorte

Again cf.

‘ I ought to be clever ’

—

Bhad. aG laik bhu'oro 'l(^ri

Bhalesi. au laik bho'ou 'It^ri

Literally, the above construction means ‘ I

l)ecome clever—(it) needs

(21) The causatives are formed by the addition of [a],

with the necessary vocalic changes.

Thus cf. Khas., Bhad. ['marnu] ‘to beat’ but [ma'ranu]
‘ to get beaten

Khas. [kha'ranu] ‘ to feed causative of ['khanu] ‘ to eat

is a unique instance. Seut. has [khulu'anu], Rudh. [khuana],

Bhad. [khuVanu].

In Khas. group the past participle of cans, verbs ending

in the base [a], owing to Sandhi changes, gives interesting

•doublets. Cf. Khas. grouji :

—

mi t£ 'mar

a

mi tS ma'ra

bAkkra 'caJq

ml 'bAkkra 'ghAreni cola

‘ I beat him ’.

‘I got him beaten’,

([ma'ra] is past part, of

[ma'ranu] ‘ to get

beaten ’.)

‘ the goat started

‘ I set the goat in motion

for home ’.

Here [cola] is past part, of [colanu] ‘ to set going ’.

(22) Denominatives, non-causative and causative, are an-

other interesting feature of Khas. and Bhad. groups. The sufl&x

.[s] has a non-causative significance in Khas., in Bhad. it has a

causative significance. Cf.
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' to be tall
’

‘ to make tall
’

' to be black ’

‘ to blacken
’

KhaL

lAm/msnu

lAm'mermi

kQ/lenu

ka’lernu

Bhad,

l^m'monu

lAm'msnu

ke'lonu

ka'lenu
(23)

The past participle (quasi-passive) indicates in KJias.

group a vocalic system considerably different to that in Bhad,

Sg. PL

Masc. Fem, Neut, Masc, Fem. NeM,

came ’

—

a oi Ati ae ei ae

Khas. (Sent. T)

Bhad. au ai cie or ee zi a

went ’

—

Khas, gfh gee gei gee

(Rudh. ga) (Scut, gi)

Bhad. jeu jee jei jec

(24) The conjunctive participle indicates even better the

difference between Kdias. and Bhad. vowel system. For ex-

amples, see p. 25, section (2) (6).

(25) The static participle similarly shows an interesting

variation of vowel-gradations in Khas. group and Bhad., as the

following examples will show :

—

Static participle of [' bhonu] ‘ to be ’ :

—

Rudh, Khas. Marm. Bhad,

‘ (has) become ’

'bhAora 'bhura 'bhora bhu'oro

‘ (has) gone ’

‘gAora 'gura 'giro 'j^ro

‘ (has) come ’

'Aora 'lira 'ora '(j>ro

(26)

For the future passive participle the infinitive of the

ahijolute passive is used. Cf.

Khas,

‘ to be become ’

' to be eaten
’

' to be drunk
’

‘ to be made to eat

'

‘ to be made to drink
’

bhoi/jsnu

khei/jenu

pi^enu

/khar^isnu

pj^T/Snu

Rudh,

‘bhAO/Ona

'khAO^ona

'pi5/Ona

khuAo^ona

pjAO ona

Bhad,

bh<^i‘jonu

kh^u'jonu

'pi'onu

khu^i'onu

pj^i'onu
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(27) The syntax of several grammatical categories has been

discussed above. But in concord there is an important point

in which the Kha4.-Bhad. groups differ from Hindi, Panjabi

and the allied dialects.

If we take an English sentence like ‘ he sent me ‘he

beat me Hindi has us ne mujhe bheja, us ne mujke mam,
where mujhe corresponds to the English ‘ me being the

objective, or more accurately, dative case. But in Khas.-

Bhad. the corresponding word for English ‘ me ’ is put in the

nominative case, the whole construction of the sentence having

a quasi-passive form. Thus cf.

‘ he sent me ’

—

Khal 't^^ni au ‘bhe^a

Seut. ^t^ni au 'bheja

Bhad. 't^ni au 'bhs?;a

The sense is active, though the construction is quasi-

passive. The Hindi-Panjabi idiom in this respect, it should be

noted, is midway between English on the one hand, and Khas.-

Bhad. on the other. For Hindi-Pahjabi also, like Khas.-Bhad.

groups, use the agent case in such construction, though they

have discarded the subject in favour of the object.

III. The vocabularies of the Kha^. group may be studied

under the following heads :

—

(1) Words having a bearing on the history of Sanskrit.

(2) Words having a bearing on general Linguistics.

(3) Words relating to Semasiology.

(4) Words with an onomatopoeic origin.

(5) Words with a bearing on folklore.

(6) Words indicating the inter-relations between the

dialects of the Khas. group.

(1) The following words, spoken by the illiterate masses

in the majority of the Kha^. group dialects (unless divergences

in individual dialects are noted) may interest the Sanskritist :

—

SAnde . . . . difficulty ; a knotty problem.

u'^sirn . . . . indigestion.

nokhin .. .. emaciated. Harm, [nochin].

bhurduaji . . the Gotra Bharadvaja. Rudh.

[bhurdu'ari].
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kasob

'bAttmargu (Rudh.) .

.

parman .

.

‘sAma

'urnu

‘urni

•pAjJnu .

.

"Jalo

pon'ha (Khas.)

'dhAmnu

^nijavala .

.

''nij ‘deni .

.

'krura

krutth

‘Jebal .

.

nar'Jekhi .

.

Mlsra

mAnth (KJia§.)

the Kasyapa Gotra.

a traveller (lit. way-seeker).

Khas. [bAttmergu]

.

exact, neither more nor less,

['dali md lun parman ase] ‘ the

salt in the lentils is exactly as

much as is required ’.

year, [tjai 'sAme bhue] ‘ three

years ago ’.

a lamb (male),

the female lamb,

to stand the sight of. Cf. [aG

mas '"nAi 'pAjjta] ‘ I cannot

stand the sight of meat ’.

locust. Marm. PJaIo], Rudh.

pSAlid].

the first day of ploughing the

field, accompanied by a

religious function. Rudh.

[pon'hao], Harm, [pon'ha], Skr.

jmnijdha-,

(occurring in fern. pi. only) to

blow the bellows. Kha^.

pkhAlld 'dh^mni], Rudh.

pkliAlla ‘dhAmnia],

foresighted.

to peep. Bhad. [nij'jhonu], Skr.

nidhyd-.

hard times,

sullen and cheerless,

moss.

quite empty, spoken of a vessel

which has been thoroughly

emptied, nothing remaining

behind. Also [nijkol] in the

same sense.

obstinate
;
refusing to listen to

others. Skr, drdha-,

churning-stick. High Rudh.

[‘mAndhanij.
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'dhAbrnu (Khas. only) to run.

dhAur (Khas. only) .

.

a race.

rin debt.

rinoi debtor.

b^ri'hani .

.

New Year’s Day, the 1st of

Chet.

Juha (Khas., High

Rudh.).

dog.

juth a crowd of persons.

as the amdvasyd night.

udkn the 1st of Magh. High Rudh.

[utlen] (Uttarayana).

mukkor .

.

taciturn.

lAi curative influence.

(2) The student of general Linguistics w‘ill be interested in

the following words. It will be an interesting study to inquire

whether single words for the

other languages :

—

?;oriati

'pAtkhuri

khortokk

khor'tokka

khor'dumba

k u ' b h g s t a

ku’bhesta (Rudh.)

ghokker .

.

'suri

'chuggru ,

.

'ghrittmuslu

meanings given below occur in

a deaf woman whose mother

is also deaf. But a deaf

woman whose mother is not

deaf is called [’kAnne^Ari].

walking backwards, with the

front of the body on the other

side. Harm, ['pijkhurij.

a person who goes about and

keeps standing in places where

he has no business,

one who, by obscene language,

panders to the lewd tastes of

other people.

a man with a big head but short

size.

a man of few words but of

attentive and retentive mind,

a thing borrowed from a person

who has borrowed it from

another person.

a short-sized person who
deliberately stretches himself
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ba'tuggra (Khas.) ^
bo'tuggla (Harm.) J

khri'hAtta (Rudh.)

kri'hAtta (Khas.) >

kor'hAtta (Marm.) j

kogk-bakogku, adv.

^u'^holnu (Khas.)

?u'^horna (Rudh.) J

SAH^sarnu

(3) The following words

Semasiology :

—

‘pharji 'melni

ku'lAkkri

'bi^kuli

‘bi^li (Rudh.) J

khars"an (Khas.)

kharfad (Marm.) >

kharddt (Rudh.) J
phatura (Kha4.)

u'cAkka (Rudh.) J

while walking, in order to

appear to be taller than

he really is. [ghritt] ‘ span

[mu sal] ‘ pestle

a short-sized but fat person.

standing posture with hand

resting on each side of the waist.

in a posture in which the arms

entwine each other, the right

hand being on the left

shoulder, the left hand on the

right shoulder.

to awaken a man by shaking his

arms.

like the camel of the story, to

secure a little footing, then

gradually extend one’s posses-

sion, until full possession or

the best position is finally

secured.

may interest the student of

to talk obscurely. Cf. Eng. ‘ it

is Greek to me ’.

pig-headed, lit. ' bad-wooded
Marm. [lAkkor].

a very swift bullock— ‘ lightning-

like \

an obstinate person (lit. a stand-

ing bull).

one who relates interesting new
stories and gives very fresh

information. Literally, both

words have a bad origin,

the former meaning a wily,

scheming person, the second
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meaning a ‘ Thug But in

these dialects the words have

acquired a good significance.

(4) The speakers of these dialects have a genius for sound-

painting. They have not only names for every sound, they

have also a fondness for describing the phenomena of life in

terms of sounds. So we find among them a rich variety of

words of onomatopoeic origin, which may be described under

three heads
:

(a) single names of sounds, (h) iteratives,

(c) adverbial interjections.

() As single names of sounds, the following specimens

may be noted :

—

garuka . . a sharp, loud sound, as of a gun

or drum.

sound of running water.
(Rudh.) J

u'daka . . the sound from the throat, as

when vomiting.

thacaka . . the sound of a slap on the face.

bar^aka . . the sound of a blow on the back.

dhla^raka . . the sound (or the stroke) from a

stick.

Janaka . . any metallic sound.

^^araka . . the sound of anything trodden

under foot.

jhalaka . . the sound of water into which

red-hot iron is put.

fanaka . . the sound of a log of wood
running down-hill.

( )
Under iteratives, the following may be of interest ;

—

0Ark cArk . . the sound of walking slowly.

gArk gArk . . the sound of walking quickly

when the shoes have iron heels.

dAbb dAbb the sound of w'alking quickl}^

when the shoes have no iron

heels.

^Ark ^Ark. . the sound of stepping noisily.

tupp tupp the sound of walking in quick,

light steps.
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SAr SAT

hun hun \

(Khas.)/

ghun ghun?

(Marm.)
J

pur pur .

.

pir pir

pAr pAr .

.

cilpol cilpal

krund krund

phis phis .

.

kur bur

ishul ^2hul\

(Khas. &
j

others)
^

jshAl^hAp-
j

pal/

khArr khArr

bhAr bhAr

phor phor .

.

adv. J

thAnthAn, )

adv. J

the quick movement of a serpent.

[Sapp SAr SAr 'cAlta] ‘ the snake

goes rapidly

the sound of humming a note.

the sound of talking inaudibly

though louder than a whisper,

the sound of a cock,

nonsensical talk.

the sound of the sparrow. (This

word does not occur in Marm.)

grumbling in a suppressed voice,

bursting into tears,

love-talks.

the sound of washing the feet.

the sound of scratching in

eczema or in itching sensation,

the crackling sound of fire,

crisp but easy to break (spoken

of bread).

hesitatingly, slowly,

quickly.

(c) By adverbial interjections is meant a number of

words similar to Hindi dham /, as in Hindi dhum gir

para ‘ he fell down all of a sudden with a thud \

But it should be borne in mind that such words
may not directly denote a sound. They may, in
sound-pictures, describe soundless phenomena of
suddenness, quickness, etc. In Kha^. ['muja
ghr^pp phASsi gja] ‘ the rat was suddenly caught
in the trap the word [ghr^pp] probably indicates
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suddenness rather than any particular sound.

Several words illustrate this category :

—

bhAkk

(Khas.)

bhokk

(Rudh.)

jAtth

JKhas.)
dhlAtt

(Harm.) i

dlAdd

Jotth

grAll

indicating the sound of giving a

blow (fisticulf). [bhAkk 'g^tti

'sAri] ‘ he just gave a blow

indicating the sound of a slap

on the face.

indicating the thud with which

a man falls (corresponding to

Hindi dham. [dUdd 'khirka]

‘ he fell down with a thud

indicating the fall of a killed

bird. ['pAkhru Jotth ‘^hAruj

‘ the bird fell at once \

indicating the sound of a gun.

[mi grAll 'ditti] ‘ I produced at

once the sound of the gun ’.

(5) Words with a bearing on folklore offer a vast and rich

material for linguistic and anthropological investigation, as

nearly each village in the area has its own deities and festivals

connected therewith. Only a few specimens could be noted

here :

—

^beri

^glioggra (Khas.)

gh5ka (Harm,)

'pero 'devta

'cAoda

name of a witch [:^ogan] who

attacks people, dressed in red

clothes. Such people, if

attacked by her, are said to

suffer from a facial paralysis.

^
bugbear (to frighten children).

. .
* the shepherd’s deity. He

affects cattle with insects,

the Goddess Camunda. She is

the goddess of oracles. Before

her the oracular priest [‘cela or

diala] dances, and then, in an

ecstasy, prophesies.
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'guggi bir

‘kelu-bir

'keila-bir (Marm.)

khol ?ogan

bharduar

^mAll

a dumb deity, said to have no

tongue. He produces a kind of

paralysis among cattle.

the guardian angel of cattle.

name of a witch living on the

summit of a lofty mountain

named Khol. A waterfall gushes

out once a week in this moun-

tain. The witch is said to bathe

in this water, and the waterfall

is said to proceed from her bath,

the deity of the rainy season.

His festival is celebrated in Bha
don. Images of serpents coil

round his figure. He is said to

be a son of [bask] or Vasuki.

the goddess of the harvest. The
first fruits are offered to her

before they are taken.

(6) Words indicating the inter-relations between the dialects

of the Kha§. group will be studied under two heads
:

(a) Sub-

stantives, (6) Verbs.

(a) Under substantives, the following comparisons may
be noted :

—

‘ brother ’—

:

bhra (Khas., Rudh.)

bi‘ha (Marm.)

/pra (Seut.)

dhla (Bhad.)

‘ husband’s younger brother
’

dlebu (Kha^., Bhad.)

der (Rudh.)

‘ mother-in-law ’—

:

(Kha§.)

JaHu (Rudh.)

JaJ (Seut.)

Jikh (Bhad.)
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‘ nostril ’—

:

*nAjkuli (Khas., Sent.)

'nAkJuli (Marm.)

'nfgj'oi (Bhad.)

‘ dirt from ears ’—

:

na'gg (Khas.)

mel (Riidh.)

mel (Marm., Sent.)

kanjei (Bhad.)

‘ cheek ’—

:

golhori (Khas., Marm., Sen

'khakhuri (High Rudh.)

golhora (Low Rudh.)

'khakhori (Bhad.)

‘ eye-brows1

>

'bhAruS (Khas.)

'bhrAmmu (High Riidh.)

'^bArud (Low Rudh.)

dhlAud (Bhad.)

' frown ’ (of the forehead)—

:

'murd (Khas., Bhad.)

'miiri (Marm.)

Hliur (High Rudh. and Seut.

^trinr (Low Rudh.)

' eye-lashes ’—

:

*puru (Khas.)

'puru (Seut.)

pur (Rudh.)

'puru (Marm.)

'punthd (Bhad.)

‘ leech ’—

:

jelu (Kha^.)

•jalu (High Rudh., Seut.)

juali (Low Rudh.)

53
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‘ nettle-rash ’—

:

dh|opru (Kha4.)

dhjopre (High Rudh.)

^5pru (Sent.)

MrAmt (Low Rudh.)

‘ gums of the teeth ’—

:

'bhrgjsu (Kha^.)

*bhrdj3U (High Rudh.)

'bhrdchii (Low Rudh.)

^prdchu (Nala Rudh.)

bi'hii^shu (Harm.)

*bhrdsu (Seut.)

dhlgsu (Bhad.)

‘ mouth ’—

:

khakhara (North. Khas.). (Low Rudh

uses it for ' gaped mouth

'mQ

only.)

(South Khas., Harm., Seut.)

jat (Nala Rudh.)

aji (Bhad.)

‘ stye ’ (of the eye)—

:

*tintlu (Rudh.)

bhondaru (Seut.)

'"arnoli (Mann.)

'arnu (Bhad.)

‘ boil due to a burn ’—

:

phaphola (Kha.4.)

phull (Harm.)

‘phAmphla (Low Rudh.)

'phopa (High Rudh. and ^euf.)

* sheep-pox and cattle-pox ’—

:

ku'thara (Kha^.)

pu'thuora (Rudh., Seut., Marm.)
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‘ udder of goat arid sheep ’—

:

piuru (Khas. and High Rudh.)

pnuru (6eut.)

prAuru (Low Rudh.)

'"olri (Harm.)

udder of cattle ’—

:

*pAlla (Khas., Low Rudh.)

Vala (High Rudh.)

throat disease among cattle ’—

:

'pg^wal (Kha^.)

'po^al (Marm.)

'pun^wol (High Rudh.)

‘punjwal (Low Rudh.)

•pugjwal (Seut.)

‘kdk^i (Bhad.)

a big lump of dung ’—

:

dAdr^al (Khas.)

thopp (High Rudh., Sent.)

lend (Marm.)

hnd (Low Rudh. (man’s only)

mal’s—[thopp].)

a bad cold
>

'?ihagra (Khas., Marm., Rudh.)

/Cdgra (^eut.)

boo (Bhad.)

female breast ’ (human)—

:

'ghutti (Khas., Marm., Seuf.)

'lUAinmu (Rudh.)

(Bhad.)

deaf’—:

'kAnne-?Ara (Khas., High Rudh.)

‘bola (Seut., Low Rudh.)

tAona (Marm.)

*tAuno (Bhad.)
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‘ nails ’ (of fingers)—

:

'nakhur (Khas.)

nekhor (High Rudh.)

^ns (Low Rudh.)

'negor (Sent.)

^na (Harm., Bhad.)

‘ thumb ’

—

nutth (Khas., Bhad.)

aguth (Low Rudh.)

giith (Seut.)

‘ back of the neck ’—

:

'mAnthi (North Khal)

manati (Harm.)

kiari (South Khas., Rudh.)

'mittu (Bhad.)

‘egg’-:

"eli (Khas., Seut.)

'ali (High Rudh.)

thul (Low Rudh., High Rudh.)

‘gta (Harm.)

'bAtti (Bhad.)

‘ flea :

"pia (Khas.)

^piu (Harm., Seut-, High Rudh.)

^priu (Low Rudh.)

"tjiu (Bhad.)

‘ tail of goat, sheep, or of wild beast ’—

:

Ifmni (Kha^.)

dimuni (Harm.)

'"limni (Seut.)

dipuni (High Rndh., but of sheep or goat

only.)

tAor (High Rudh., but of wild beast or

dog only.)

posar (High Rudh., but of cattle only.)

cumb (Low Rudh., but of cattle only.

In Low Rudh. [posai'] is consi-

dered to be vulgar.)
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‘ kidney ’—

:

'buglu (Kha^.)

'buklu (High Rudh., Bhad.)

bu'krolu (Low Rudh.)
‘ a kind of cobra ’—

:

g5Ma (Khal, High Rudh.)

gunMa (Low Rudh.)

gu^na (Seut.)

guns (Harm.)

‘ large wasp
;
hornet ’—

:

tjaral (Khas., Seut., Harm.)

An'gal (High Rudh.)

rogghcd (Low Rudh.)

‘ hip :

•d^Ua (Khas.)

'cAura (Harm.)

^tl^od (Sent.)

''thud (High Rudh.)

''triodd (Low Rudh.)

tT'g (Bhad.)

‘ skeleton

kskor (Khas., Marm.)

ku'rf^gal (Seut.)

hadkgksr (High Rudh., Bhad.

hodkegkor (Low Rudh.)

‘ thigh of quadruped ’—

:

'phfkku (Khas., Marm.)

'cAura (§eut.. Low Rudh.)

'thASsi (Bhad.)

‘ hump of cattle '—

:

mAtt (Khas., High Rudh.)

gumt (6eut., Low Rudh.)

'caro (Bhad.)

‘ rope round the neck of cattle ’—

:

gothan (Kha^., High Rudh.)

gla (Seut., Low Rudh.)

'gAldAS (Bhad.)
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‘ tear from the eye ’—

:

*gkhu (Khas.)

*dkhu (High Rudh.)

'dthru (Low Rudh.)

'Anthru (Nala Rudh.)

*okhu (Harm.)

'Anthru (Seut.)

'gkho (Bhad.) pi. 'skhu.

‘ a whistle

'Jurkni (Khas., Bhad.)

'sid (Harm., Sent-, Low Rudh.)

‘ orphan ’—

:

nomana (Khas.)

namAora (Low Rudh.) ‘ motherless

dhamana (High Rudh.)

ta^mana (Seut.)

* firebrand

(Khas.)

mojs^h (Marm., High Rudh.)

mocch (6eut.)

muath (Low Rudh.)

‘ cylindrical basket for carrying luggage etc. on

the back ’—

:

jSAu (Khas.)

CAO (Sent.)

CAU (Low Rudh.)

kir (Bhad.)

‘ slough of a serpent ’—

:

sapkoc (Khas.)

sapcoc (Seut,)

saplo^s (High Rudh.)

sapgApj (Low Rudh.)

sapkos (Marm.)

‘ snail ’—

:

bi’Jlor (Khas^., Marm., High Rudh.)

'ghrf‘ntuli (Low Rudh.)

lardwa (Seut.)

j'Jlor (Marm., Bhad.)
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‘ brown bear ’—

:

'bhr^bbu (Khas., Seut.)

bhrAbbu (Rudh.)

*dhl^bbu (Bhad.)

‘ ant :

bi'uli (Khas., High Rudh.
pri'ulli (Low Rudh.)

pri'uli (Harm., Sent.)

•bidU (Bhad.)

‘ frog ’—

:

'medu (Khas.)

'mddu (Rudh., Harm.)
'minku (Low Rudh.)

* sparrow ’

—

'grludi (Khas.)

'greri (Rudh.)

'gaguri (Marm., Bhad.)

‘ grain or corn ’—

:

'grola (Khas.)

golola (Rudh.)

glou (Marm.)

‘ gourd ’—

:

gon'tholi (Khas.)

gun'tholi (Seuf.)

gon'doli (High Rudh.)
/gonoli (Low Rudh.)

ghon'toli (Marm.)

'glu (Bhad.)

‘ a comb-like fern ’—

:

ki'xf^i or kox^i

'kagji

'kagji

'kajki

•kabji

‘klk^i or ‘kak^i

(Khas.)

(Low Rudh.)

(Mann.)

(Sent.)

(Rudh.)

(Bhad.)
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‘ early night ’—

:

bi^cd^ (Khas.)

bralj (Sent.)

bial (Rudh.)

dlA^'o^ (Bhad.)

‘ early dawn ’—

:

^hAdz (Khas., High Rudh.)

?hA?? (Harm.)

jhAdj (Sent., Low Rudh.)

^h^^^ (Bhad.)

‘ day before yesterday ’—

:

^tlu (Khas.)

'Atju (High Rudh.)

'Atru (Low Rudh.)

'tleidi (Marin.)

prs? (Bhad.)

‘ ice ’ (solidification of water in winter)—

:

ton (Khas.)

sor (Rudh.)

‘kAkru (Low Rudh.)

'tAon (Sent.)

dAQg (Bhad.)

‘ sleet ’ (rain and snow falling together)—

:

Adhejjan (Khas., Bhad.)

othorja (High Rudh.)

odhorcha (Low Rudh.)

odhorja (Marra.)

odhorca (Sent.)

‘ roof ’—

:

J^nn iKhas.)

jAnn (Low Rudh.)

ytATt (Sent.)

Iau (Harm., Bhad.)
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* sand ’—

:

'bali (Khas.)

Istor (Seut.)

letar (Rudh.)

ret (Marm., Bhad.)

)r verbs, the following comparisons may be

noted

‘ to whisper ’—

:

'purknu (Khas., Seut.)

'bhurknu (Marm., Bhad.)

‘ to growl—(on the part of the female bear)—

:

kukli'anu (Khas.)

kupgh‘anu (Marm., Seut.)

kopkli’ana (Rudh.)

‘ to neigh ’—

:

'khinknu (Kha^.)

'kilknu (Marm., Seut.)

'hinkna (Low Rudh.)

' to bellow ’ (said of an ox)—

:

hokri'arnu (Kha^.)

hu'krarnu (Seut.)

'ghAkkna (Low Rudh.)

‘ to eat quickly in large quantities ’—

:

'bhAkknu (Kha^. group except Marm.

and Rudh.)

'bhAkkhnu (Marm.)

'bhAkkna (Rudh.)

‘ to crush with hand and mix up, before eating (as

bread) ’—

:

mojjnu (Kha^.)

'mornu (Seut.)

dhjfn^snu (Bhad.)
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* to eat with hand any pasty thing ’—

:

‘jApphnu (Kha4.)

'jAppnu (Mann.)

dhlAppna (Rudh.)

^lAppnu (Sent.)

jApornu (Bhad.)

' to quaff at a rapid rate and in large quantity ’—

:

hhokornu (Khas
.

)

/kroprnu (Sent.)

‘ to slip ’—

:

'"tlethnu (Khas.)

'tietnu (Sent.)

'trethna (Rudh.)

‘ to scratch with the finger ’—

:

khu'Jornu (Khas.)

khorornu (Seut., Bhad.)

‘ to writhe with spasms ’—

:

kalo^kenu (Khas.)

palo^snu (Harm.)

palo^kena (Low Rudh.)

pol/tinu (Seut.)

ple^tona (High Rudh.

p9'l</>konu (Bhad.)

' to cry in pain '—

:

'kr^ssnu (Kha§.)

'k^ssnu (Harm.)

^kilna (Low Rudh.)

'tl^ssnu or 'tUssnu (Bhad.)

‘ to squeeze (with hand) the juice out of some
thing '—

:

‘pr^js^nu (Kha§.)

'pr^ccnu (Sent.)

‘ to be out of season ^—

:

'othnu (Khas.)

^otnu (Harm.)

'orna (Low Rudh.

^ornu (Bhad.)
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‘ to be of stunted development ’—

:

sro^renu (Khas.)

sur^rinu (Seut.)

sur^ona (Rudh.)

‘ to snatch away everything from somebody ’—

:

'thutholnu (Khal)

u'tholnu (Sent.)

‘ to manage ’—

:

‘^Antnu (Khas., Bhad.)

'^h^ntnu (Harm.)

^SAndna (Low Rudh.)

‘ to clean by throwing (as the ^cilam of a

huqqah) ’—

:

^thutknu (Khas.)

'thudknu (Harm.)

'thurknu (Bhad.)

* to tread under foot ’—

:

'ghr^npnu (Khas.)

'gh^njsnu (Marm.)

^kr^n^snu (Seuf.)

' to crush tobacco stalks ’—

:

'?ipi)hnu or *?shippnu (Kha^.)

'^hipphnu (Marm.)

/Cippnu (Seut.)

'i^hussnu (Bhad.)

‘ to sharpen ’—

:

'planu (Kha^.)

plianu (6eut.)

'plenu (Bhad.)

‘ to trim a lamp ’—

:

*m5snu (Kha^., Bhad.)

^mochnu (6eut.)
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* to mince ’—

:

*jh^kknu (Kha^.)

‘jhAkknu (Marni.)

'ch^kkna (Rudh.)

kocottnu (Bhad.)

‘ to shut up cattle in the cowshed ’—

:

OGonnu (Kha^.)

*thAppnu (Mann.)

*dhAppna (Rudh.)

/tAppnu (Sent.)

‘ to comb ’—

:

bO/Sornu (Khas.)

bakhornu (Seut.
—

‘ to dishevel hair ’.)

bachornu (Bhad.— to dishevel hair \

‘ to sprinkle ’—

:

tjAtiknu (Kha^,)

'slzna (Rudh.)

dLiOknu (Bhad.)

‘ to churn ’—

:

'darni (i.e. ^^ha ‘ whey fern.) (Khas.)

'cholni (^eut. and

Rudh.)

'chAlm (Bhad.)

‘ to crush and clean rice ' (final stage)—

:

'chimpnu (Khas.)

'kuttnu (Marm.)

‘oGchnu (Bhad.)

‘ to coax or cajole ’—

:

polo^mi (Kha^.)

poldjnu (Seut.)

‘ to be afraid '—

:

'picknu (Marm., Seut.)

Kha§. has it only in the impersonal sense :

[^te'mApda *pickti] ‘ that man is afraid lit. ' it

fears for that man
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' to be fed up with a thing ’—

:

tli^tenu (Khas.)

tli/tinu (Sent.)

flAt^ona (High Rudh.)

'trAtna (Low Rudh.)

tl^t^tenu (Marm.)

' to be shy ’—

:

bil^khsnu (Khas.)

bil^khinu (Seut.)

bil'khonu (Bhad.)

‘ to annoy ’ (as a piece of straw in the eye)

—

di'panii (Khas.)

‘dAgno (Rudh.)

khu'ranu (Bhad.)

* to be proud

‘bskhnu (Khas.)

^bekhnu (Seut.)

^beknu (Marm.)

"'bekhna (Rudh.)
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Pbeface.

An attempt has been made here to summarize briefly all

articles, hitherto published, on ancient Indian terracotta figurines.

So far as my knowledge goes, no such bibliography has been

previously published.

I am greatly indebted to the authorities oi the Boston
Museum of Fine Arts and the Arclueological Departments of

Mysore and Hyderabad for favouring me Acit h necessary informa-

tion. I also thank the authorities of the Imperial Library and
of the libraries of the Calcutta University, tlio Royal Asiatic

Society of Bengal, the Archaeological Section of the Indian

Museum and the Bahgiya Sahitya Parishad for t he great facilities

which they have given me for the preparation of this Avork.

I am greatly indebted to Dr. Shyaina Prasad Mukberjee,

M.A., B.L., D.Litt., Bar-at-LaAV, as he is mainly instrumental

in awarding me a research-scholarship at the UniAersity

without which I could not have carrieil out this Avork. I am
further indebted to Prof. 8ahid iSuhraAvardy. B.A. (Oxon),

Bageswari Professor of Indian P’ine Arts in the University of

Calcutta, and the late Mr. N. G. Majurndar, M.A., F.K.A.8.B.,
Superintendent of the Eastern Circle of the Arclueological

Survey of India, Avho have taken a great deal of interest in

this work. Last but not the least this A\T>rk owes greatly to the

inspiration which 1 have received from my hither the late

Prof. H. C. Das Gupta’s paper entitled ' Bibliography of Pre-
historic Indian Antiquities ’ (Jouni. Proc. Asiat. Soc. Bengal,
N. S., Vol. XXVIl, pp, 1-96, 1931) after which it has been
modelled. I have tried to make it as complete as possible, but,
from the very nature of such a work, it is likely that there might
be some errors of omission. I shall be thankful if anybody
would enlighten me on this point.

Charu Chandra Das Gupta.
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Abbreviations.

ABIAl—

A

nnual Bibliography of Indian Archsc'ology, Kern Institute,
Leyden

.

AIG—Age of the Imperial Guptas. By R. D. Banerji.

xAMK—Ancient monuments of Kashmir. By R. C. Kak.
APTMK—An account of the primitive tribes and monument^ of the

Nilagiris. By J. W. Breeks.
ARVRS—Annual Report of the Varendra Research Society.

ASIAR—Archa‘ological Survey of India, Annual Report.
ASINIS—Archseological Siirv^ey of India, New Imperial Series.

BMFAB—Bulletin of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.
BSPP—Bahglya Sahitya Parishad Patrika.
CAMM—-Catalogue of the Archieological Museum at Mathura. By J. Ph.

Vogel.
CASIR—Cunningham s Arclueological Survey of India, Reports.
CHACIM—Catalogue and hand-book of the Archaeological Collections in

the Indian Mu.seum. By J. Anderson.
CICMFAB—Catalogue of the Indian collections in the Museum of Fine

Arts, Boston, pts. I and II. By A. K. Coomaraswamy.
CMAS—Catalogue of the Museum of Archaeology at Sarnath. By D. R.

Salmi.
CMASBS—Catalogue of the Museum of xArcha^ology at Sanchi, Bhopal

State, By M. Hamid. R. C. Kak, R. P. Chanda and J. H.
Marshall.

CPAGMM—Catalogue of the prehistoric antiquitie.s. Government Museum,
Madras. By R. B. Foote.

CR—CalcTitta Review.
CS—Current vScience.

EIS—Early Indian Sculpture. By L. Bachliofer.
I CIPPA—The Foote Collection of Indian prehistoric and protohistoric

antiquities. Notes on their ages and distribution. ByR. B.
Foote.

GT—A guide to Taxila. By .1. H. Marshall.
HANSSPSMS—Handbook of the archjeological and mmiismatic sections

of the Sri Pratap Singh Museum, Srinagar. By R. C.
Kak.

HIIA—History of Indian and Indonesian Art. By A. K. Coomaraswamy.
HK—Handbiich der Kunstgeschichte, Edited by Springer, A.
HSCMAM—^Handbook of the sculptures in the Curzon Museum of

Archreology, Muttra. By V. S. Agraw ala.

HSMBSP—Handbook to the sculptures in the Museum of the Bahgiya
Sahitya Parishad. I3y M. Ganguly.

IA—Indian Antiquary.
lAL—Indian Arts and Letters.
IBBSDM—Iconography of Buddhist and Brahmanical sculptures in the

Dacca Museum. By N, K. Bhattasali.
IC—Indian Culture.
IHQ—Indian Historical Quarterly.
ILN—The Illustrated London News.
IPEK—Jahrbuch fur Prahistorische und Ethnographische Kunst.
IS—Indian Sculpture. By S. Kramrisch.
JASB—Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal.
JBBRAS—Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society.
JBHS—Journal of the Bombay Historical Society.
JBORS—Journal of the Bihar and Orissa Research Society.
JDLCU—Journal of the Department of Letters, Calcutta University.
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JISOA—Journal of the Indian Society of Oriental Art.

JRAI—Journal of the Royal Anthropological lui^titute of Great Britain

and Ireland.

JRSA—Journal of the Royal Society of Artj^.

JITPHS—Journal of the United Provinces Historical Society.

KBPCV—K. B. Pathak Commemoration Volume, Poona.

M—Man.
MAE—The most ancient East. By V. G. Childe.

MASI—^Memoirs of the Arch?cological Survey of India.

MI—^Man in India.

MIC—Mohenjo-daro and the Indus Civilization. Edited by J. H.

Marshall.
MJLS—Madras Journal of l.itcratnre and Science.

MR—^Modern Review.
OZ—Ostasiatische Zeitschrift

.

PI—Prehistoric India. Bv P. Mitra.

PRASIWC—Progress Report of the Ar.lneological Surs'cy of India,

Western Circle.

PTAIOC—Proceedings and Transact ion>^ of all-India Oriental Conference.

RAA—Revue des Arts Asiatiqnes.

TIC—The Indus Civilization. By E. Maekay.
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2; 1335 BS
Gitagrama.

The iuithor de^-eribo.^ and illustrates two terracotta

figurines found in a mound at Cdtagrama in Murshidabad

district in Bengal. These specimens represent horseman

(fig. 1) and female figurine (lig. 2). These are ascribed to the

iMaurya age.
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Bhitargaon. Xewal and Pehoa and kept in the Indian Museum.
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1930

The wooden walls of Pataliputra.
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female figurines (figs. 6, 7) unearthed at Bulandi Bagh in Patna
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4 Anonymous. ABIA for 1928, pp 20-23
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pi VIII. b
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The brick temple of Paharpur.

The author refers to the carved terracotta plaques set in

the recessed panels on the wall of the temple at Paharpur in

Bajshahi district in Bengal. The illustrated specimens

represent male figurine (fig. 9) and panel (pi. Mil, b).

5 Bachhofer, L. EIS, pp xiv, xliv, 12, 95
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pis 13—the

top figs, 153—^the left fig
;
1929

The author briefly refers to early Indian terracotta

figurines. Regarding the importance of these figurines he has

remarked, ' Long before the Maurya dynasty there had already

existed in India an art of woodcarcing or clay sculpture which

definitely shaped and modelled the w^ell-knowm figures of the

Yaksas and Yaksis. The fact that a century later the artists

of Barhut operated with firmly outlined types of gods points

in this direction.’ (p. 12). He has illustrated two terracotta

human heads (pi. 13—the top figs.) found at Basarh and
belonging to the Maurya age and one terracotta Buddha
(pi. 153—the left fig.) from Sahri-Bahlol in Taxila belonging to

the fourth century A.D.
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6 Banerji, R. D. ASIAR for 1913-14, pp 262-64 ;

pi LXX. c, f, g ;
1917

(1)

Some sculptures from Kosam.
A number of terracotta figurines arc found in Kosain,

identical with the ancient city of Kauiambi, in Allahabad dis

trict in the United Provinces. Among these one is a plaque, the

images on which have been identified as ^iva-Parvatl (pi.

LXX. c) on account of their affinity with those on the

Kosam stone -slab inscribed in Gupta ora 139. Other two
specimens are female heads (ibid., f. g). According to the

author ‘ the heads belong to the Gupta period and are not

later than the sixth century A.D.' (p. 264).

7

ASIAR for 1925-26. pp 40-41 :

pi LTV. h; 1928

(2)

Sabhar.

Mention has been made of the find of a number of ton a-

cotta plaques ‘ similar to those found in the Paharpur Excax a

tions ’ (p. 41) and discovered in vSabhar in Dacca district in

Bengal. Some of them have been illustrated (pi. LIV, h).

8

ASIAR for 1925-26, pp 108, 112-13 :

pis LTl, LIV. a-d : 1928

(3)

Paharpur.

In course of excavating the mound at Paharpur in

Rajshahi district in Bengal the author has discovered a large
number of terracotta plaques on which figurines are represent-
ed. These plaques were originally placed on the basement of
the main temple. The illustrated specimens represent hmnan
figurines, animals, composite animaL and mythical beings.

9

ASIAR for 1925-26. pp 115-16
:
pi LIV. f

:

1928

(4)

Dab Purbatiya .

In this report mention ha.s been made of the discovery of
a number of terracotta plaques from the site of the ruined
temple at Dah Purbatiya in Darrang district in Assam.
These specimens ‘ portray a very close connection between the
Mediaeval art of Bengal and Assam.' (p. 116) and ‘ are of the
same type as those discovered at Birat in the Rangpur
district and at Paharpur in the Rajshahi district ’ (ibid.).

These plaques ‘ cannot be later in date than the sixth century
A.D.’ (ibid.). The illustrated specimen is a male figurine
(pi. LIV. f).

10 AIG, pp 207-08; 1933

(5)

Plastic art.

In this chapter the author refers to the terracotta plaques
found at Dah Purbatiya in Darrang district in Assam and
belonging to the Gupta age.
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11 Banerji-Sastri, A. JBH8, III, pp 187-91
; 9 pis

;
1930

(1) Kemains of a prehistoric civilization in the Gangetic
Valley.

Here the author relates the discovery of a number of
terracotta figurines at Buxar in Shahbad district in Bihar.
According to him these belong to the chalcolithic age. He has
called these specimens as prehistoric and has divided them into

two groups, viz., (a) highly developed and (b) crude. The illus-

trated specimens belonging to the highly developed group are

human head (Series A. nos. 1-18) and unidentifiable specimen
(ibid., nos. 19. 20). The illustrated specimens belonging to

the crude group are female figurine (Series B. nos. 1, 4-7)

and human head (ibid., nos. 2, 3).

12 JBOR8, XVIII, pp 1-3
;
pi

;
1932

(2) Vedic opasa and kaparda.

The author remarks that the terms opasa and kaparda
are found in Vedic literature and are interpreted as types of
head-dress especially for females. He further notes that the
peculiar head-dresses of the terracotta figurines discovered at

Buxar in Shahbad district in Bihar remind one of these two
Vedic terms.

13 IHQ, IX, pp 154-5G
;
pi

;
1933

(3) The Xati of Pataliputra.

The author states that a terracotta female figurine (pi.)

discovered at the Maurya level in Patna College area is to be
taken as the representation of a 7iafl (dancing girl) of whom
we find many references in Indian literature.

14 KBPCV, pp 248-61 ; 14 pis
;
1934

(4) Remains of a prehistoric civilization in the Gangetic
Valley.

An account has been gi\'en here of the terracotta figurines
discovered in the mound at Buxar in Shahbad district in
Bihar. This mound is about a quarter of a mile in length and
rises about 30 feet from the present level of the town and
52 feet from the bed of the Ganges. The author has classified
the Indian terracotta figurines under two broad divisions, viz.,

I. Prehistoric : Buxar, Mohenjo-daro. Harappa and Mathura ;

II. Pre-Maurya : Taxila, Sankisa, Bhita, Basarh, Besnagar,
Nagari, Kosam and Pataliputra. He has divided the Buxar
terracotta figurines as {a) developed and (b) crude and has
pointed out the stylistic characteristics of these two groups of
figurines. In an appendix forty -eight Buxar terracotta
figurines have been catalogued. The illustrated specimens are
human figm*ines, animals and conventional animals.

15 Bhandarkar, D. R. ASIAR for 1913-14, pp 209,

215-16
;
pi LIX. 1-19, 23-42

;
1917

(1) Excavations at Besnagar.

While excavating at Besnagar or Bes. as it is popularly
known, two milevS north-west of Bhilsa. the head-quarters of the
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district of the same name in Gwalior State and situated between
the converging rivers Betwa and Bes the author discovers a

nnmber of terracotta liguriiif's in Khain Baba and Oaneshpura.
The illustrated specimens represent iragnientary human
figurine (ph LIX. 1. iJ), male figurine (ibid., 3. 4), human
head (ibid., 12, 13, 18. 19), female figurine (ibid., 14-17),

elephant (ibid.. 27-29, 42), unitlentifiable animal (ibid., 32),

bullock (ibid., 33. 34. 39), ram (ibid., 38), tiger (ibid., 40),

horse (il)id.. 41), duck (ibid., 2a), ])arr()t (ibid.. 20). tortoi.se

(ibid., 23). ‘Alostofthem belong to the later Gupta period’

(p. 209).

16 A8IAK for 1014-ir>. pp 71, 72, S4
;
pi LTII.

a-c, ]-;i, 8 : 1920

(2) Excavations at Besnagar.

In the course of (Excavation at Besnagar or Bes. as it is

popularlv known, two miles nortli-west of Bhilsa, the head-

(luarters of the district of the same' iiam(‘ in Gwalior State and
situated between the (>onvt'rging riv^ers B('t\va and Be.s the

author has found a number of terracotta figurines of wdiieh

illustrated specimens r(Ej)resent human lie^id (pi. hill. M),

itiale torso (ibid., a), female torso (ibid., b), lion (ibid., (').

bullock (ibid.. 2), lamb (ibid.. 3). swan (ibid.. 1). The human
liead (ibid.. 8) belongs to the Kushana age (p. 84).

17

MASI, no. 4. p]> 135, 142-44, 14r>.4(>
:

])ls XXT.
b, e, XXII. a, XXIV. 17, 21, 22, 24-20,

40, 03, (>0, 70, 71 ;
1920

(3) The arch a?ological remains and excavations at Xagari.

In this memoii* on the antiquities found at Xagari, 8

miles north of Chitorgarh in the Udaipur State, Bajputaiia, the
author has enlisted a number of terracotta figurine.s found
here and illustrated .some of them. They ar(' found mainly
at Mahadev'a temple mound and Hathi-bada. Tlie illust rated
specimens are human head (])]. XXI. b, c), female figurine
(pi. XXIV. 17), male figurine (ibid.. 21), monkey (ibid., 22,

03), elephant (ibid., 24, (>0), bull (ibid., 2.7. 20, 70), horse with
horns (ibid., 40), dog (ibid., 71) and bird (pi. XXll. a).

18 Bhattasali, N. K. IBBSDM, pp xxii, 3, 4, 31, 32, 33,

34, 6.H
;
pis TX. a, X. a, b ; 1929

In this (‘atalogue mention has becai made of terracotta
plaques having the representation of Buddha and Buddha with
Bodhi.sattva and three of them have been illustrated. One of
these illustrated .specirneri.s is found at Kughuramjnir in Dacca
district in Bengal and the other two in the ruins of a place
called Rajasan at Sabhar in Dacca district in Bengal. The
illustrated specimens represent Buddha (pis. IX. a, X. a) and
Buddha with Bodhisattva (pi. X. b).

19 Bloch, T. ASTAR for 1903-04, pp 97-98
;
pis XXXVin.

20, XXXIX. 1, 3, 5-17
; 1906

(1) Exoavationy at Basarh,

Tn the course of excavation at Basarh in Muzafifarpur
district in Bihar, the probable site of the ancient city of
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• Vaimll the author has discovered a number of terracotta
figurines. The illustrated exaiuples are human arm (pi.

XXXVI ET. 20), human figurine (pi. XXXIX. 3, 15),

human foot (ibid., 10), human head (ibid., 8), male head
(ibid., 6, 17), female figurine (ibid., 16), female head (ibid.,

12), elephant (ibid., 1), ram (ibid., 5, 9), unidentifiable animal
(ibid., 11), dog (ibid.. 13), cobra (ibid., 14) and bird (ibid., 7).

It has been remarked that (Jandhara influence is to be found
in ibid., 1 7 (p. 97).

20

ASIAK for 1906-07, pp 26-28
;
pi VIII.

with the exception of no. 7 ;
1909

(2) Conservation in Assam.

In this report on conservation -work in Assam the author
srives an account of sculptured tiles found at the site of the

old city of Kundilnagar and illustrate^ some of them. The
illustrated specimens represent male figurine (})1. VIII. 1, 2,

3, 9), peaeo(‘k (ibid., 4), falcon (ibid., 8), lion or tiger (ibid., 5),

horse (ibid., 6). The style of these sculptures is of ' the semi-

barbarian kind, as in tlie earvings at Dimapur and other

places in Assam ’ (p. 27).

21 Breeks, J. W. APTMN. pp 73, 77, 78. 90 :
pis XXXVI,

XXXA’II. a-i, k-l, XXXVIII, XXXIX ;
1873

The author describes and illustrates some terracotta
figurines placed usually on the vase-lids and discovered from
the Xilgiri cairns and barrows. That this part of this work is,

to some extent, defective is understood from the following
remarks of Foote, ‘ Unfortunately the work did not, because
of the author's premature death, recei\'e a final revision at his

hand, which accounts doubtless for a rather important over-
sight in the archaeological section, namely, the omission to num-
ber the several objects figured in Plates XXXVI, XXXVIII,
XXXIX, XLI and XLII. The absence of the numbers makes
it impossible in many eases to identify the figures in the
plates with specimens in the collection, or with unfigured
objects enumerated in the descriptive letter-press.'

(CPACMM, p. v). Plate XXXVIl where this mistake is not
committed contains human figurine (no. k), male figurine
(no. e), female figurine (no. b), sambar (no. a), leopard (no. c),

dog (nos. d, f), bullock (no. 1), butfalo (no. g), tree (no. h).

Other plates represent male figurine, female figurine, animal
and bird.

22 Carlleyle, A. C. L. CASIR, XII, pp 48-51
;
1879

(1) Indor or Indrapura,

AVhile giving a report of archfcological tour in the Central
Doab and Gorakhpur the author speaks of the ancient mounds
called Indor Khera at Indor or Indrapura ; and in this con-
nection terracotta figurines collected here have been referred
to. Among these specimens special mention has been made
of a figurine which he identifies as that of MayadevI, of two
female busts in which the Indo -Scythian element is pro-
minent, of a flat shaped human face in which Buddhist element
is found and of an animal on whose shoulders are stamped two
symbols very similar to one symbol found on the reverse side
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of the punch-marked coins found in Taxila and on an
antiquity from Mathura. He has remarked, ‘ From the fact

of my having found numerous fragments of ornamentally
moulded bricks, as well as a terracotta figure of Mayadevi
(the mother of Buddha), I think it is very probable that there

may have been some kind of Buddhist shrine or small stupa,

at indor, built of brick, and ornamented with figures and bas-

reliefs in terracotta ’ (p. 50).

23

CASIR, XII, pp 162-63 : 1879

(2) Identification of various sites.

In this report of the antiquities found at Bhuiladih which
has been identified with the ‘ palace ' of Kapi’avastu the

author has discovered a number of terracotta figurines repre-

senting Buddha, male figurine and female figurine.

24 CASIR, XVIII, p 100 : 1883

(3) Colossal Nirvana statue.

Here mention has been made of teiracotta statuette of
Buddha found at Kasia in Gorakhpur district in the United
Provinces.

25 Chanda, R P. A8IAR for i927-2s. p 97
;
pi XXX VII.

7 : 1931

Excavations at Samath.

Wliile excavating at Sarnath in Benares district in the

United Provinces the author has di.sco\'ered a terracotta female
head (pi. XXXVII. 7) ' belo\v the base of t he northern boundary
wall 6" above the Asokan level ’ (p. 97). ‘ The line features

and the graceful pose of the neck witli the head slightly inclined

towards the right show that it must ]ia\'e been modelled at a
time when Mauryan art w'as at its zenith ‘ (ibid.).

26 Chandra, G.C. PRA8IWC for 1921, pp 112-16;

pis .\XX1V, XXXV. a : 1922

C. Rajputana. I. Bikaner State.

Here the author describes and illustrates some terracotta
figurines found in Bikaner in Rajputana, The illustrated
specimens represent female figurine (])1, XXX I\') and man
and woman (pi. XXXV. a).

27 Childe, V. G. MAE, pp 209. 210, 21 1 ;
pi XXIV—the

lowermost photo : 1929

The Indus Civilization.

The author illustrates some terracotta figurines (pi. XXIV
—the lowermost photo) belonging to the Indus Valley age.

28 Codrington, K. de B. M, XXIX, pp 136-37 : 1929

(1) A note on the pottery of Bhita, United Provinces, India.
The author opines that those terracotta figurines of Bhita

which have been called ‘ primitive ’ by Marshall should not he
placed earlier than the second century B.C.
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29 lA, LX, pp 141-45
;
pi

;
1931

(2) Some Indian terracotta figurines.

In course of describing certain terracotta figurines the
author doubts the age of certain terracotta specimens found
at Taxila and Bhita and lal^elled as pre-Maurya and primitive.
According to him these specimens are much later in date.

He ascribes the terracotta figurines under discussion to the
late second-first century B.C. on the consideration of technique
and of the details of hair-dressing and jewelry. The illus-

trated specimens are all female figurine (plate). He also

criticises (jertain views of Coomaraswamy, Salmony and
Marshall regarding the ascription of date to certain terracotta
figurines.

30 >1, XXXV, pp 65-66
:
pi E, figs 1, 2 ;

1935

(3) Iconography : Classical and Indian.

The author opines that one terracotta figurine, ‘ in the
form of a toad, cast from a double mould and stick, finished

with impressed dots and incisions, the under side of which
displays a squatting goddess ' (p, 65), found in Mathura and
belonging to the early second century A.D., i.e.. the Kushana
age, * seems to be of the Baubo descent, rather than of
indigenous inspiration ’ (ibid.). Consequently he believes

that this specimen is * possibly the only, directly borrowed
classical icon known to Indian archaeology ’ (p. 66).

31 Congrave, H. MJL8, XIV, pp 89-90
;
pi facing

p 89, pi VI
;
1847

The antiquities of the Neilgherry Hills, including an enquiry
into the descent of the Thautavvars or Todars.

Mention has been made of some terracotta figurines dis-

covered in the region of the Nilgiri hills and some have been
illustrated.

32 Coomaraswamy, A. K. CICMFAB, pp 80-81 .

pi XXXIX. 10. 13 and 21. 1669 ;

1923

(1) In this catalogue the author describes and illustrates

two terracotta plaques. One (pi. XXXIX. no. 10. 13) w^hich is

found in Northern India and ascribed to c. twelfth century A.U.
represents a seated Buddha with an inscription below and the
other (ibid., no. 21. 1669) which is found in Nalanda in Bihar
and ascribed to c. 9th-10th century A.D. depicts a seated
Buddha.

33

BMFAB, XXV, pp 90-96
;
figs 1-19

;
1927

(2) Early Indian terracottas.

The author has divided certain early Indian terracotta
figurines preserved in the Boston Museum of Fin© Arts into
four groups, viz., I. the Indo-Sumerian, II. the period
from 1000-300 B.C., III. the Suhga or early Andhra, IV. the
Scytho-Parthian, Kushana, Gupta and later. According to the
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author ‘ with the exception of those in the first group, all the

examples in the collection are said to have come from tlie

neighbourhood of Mathura’ (p. 00). The main stylistic

characteristic of the figurines of the first group is that they are

modelled and that there is use of moulds. One female figurine

(fig. 1) is illustrative of this group. The figurines of the

second group ha\’e mouldeil face and modelled body without
any part of the body being separately made and affixed.

The illustrated specimens of this group are female figurine

(figs. 2-5), male head (fig. 8), Imman head (fig. 16) and demonish
head (fig. 9). The figurines of the tliird group are moulded.
The illustrated examples of this group are Sn (fig. 7), female
figurine (figs. 6, 10), horseman (fig. 15) and bull (fig. 11).

Fig. 6 bears the BnVunl inscription siidhata. Nudism is one of

the most important charactm-istics of th(' female figurines of

these three groups. But the figurines of the fourth group are

practically clothed. Tlie illustrated s]>t‘cimens are male heatl

(figs. 14. 15) and female head (tigs. 18, 19). In the concluding

section it has been shown that the type of nudt' goddess foimd

on some of these terracotta figurint's connects India with

ancient Europe. .Egean and Mesoj)otamia by the bond of

common religious idea and that stylistically the>' Jiot only

connect the Indo-Sumerian sculpture witli th(‘ earliest Indian

stone-sculpture but also early Indian art with the arts of

Mesopotamia, Elam and the d^lgean.

34 HIIA, pp 3, 4, 10, n>, 19, 29. 21, 22, 28,

39, 43, 49. 4S, 94, 99. 73, 80. 87, 1 4 1 . 1 99, 172.

173, 199 ; figs 19, 22, 23, r)7, fiO
;

1927

(3) Tn this work the author, from the chronological stand-
point, remarks that in tla^ Indus \’alle\' " no anthro])omorphic
images, other than the terracottas, have Ikh'u found ’ (p. 3;,

that terracotta figurines of undoubtisl pro-Maurya age ha\e
been found in the Bhir mound at Taxila and of probable pn*-

Maurya age at Nagari. Bhitu, Basarh and J5italiputra, that
terracottas of the Maurya and Suhga ages have been found at

Basarh, Taxila, Bhita, Nagari, Mathura, Bataliputra. Kosam
and Sankisa. Thif most common figure of the Maurya and
6uiiga agtis is a iemah* nude type, fie refers the t«‘rracott.a

figurines found at B>ikaner to the later Kusliana or early
Gupta age. Some terracotta figurines found at Bhitargaon,
Sahet-Maheth, Kasia, Mirfiur Khas, Basarh, Bliita, .Kuru*
kshetra, Bikaner and Bilsar ha\ e been rtd'erred to the Gujita
age. He also refers to t(.‘rraeotta figurines found at Ushkar
near J3arainula in Kashmij-. Terracotta figurines closely
related to the Gupta tradition have been found at Tagaung,
Prome, Thaton and other places in Burma. The illustrated
specimens are female figurine (figs. 10, 23, 57, 6(1) and human
head (fig. 22).

35 IPEK, pp 64-79
; figs l-;')!

;
1928

(4) Archaic Indian terracottas.

This is an amplified version of the article no. 33 noticed
before. The classification of the terractotta figurines and the
suggestions regarding them as have been made in article

no. 33 have been generally maintained here also. The
illustrated specimens belonging to Group I are female figurine
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(figs. 1, 2, 1], 13) aiid male figurine (figs. 3, 4). The specimens
illustrative of Group IT are female figurine (figs. 5, 6, 18,

51), female head (figs. 17, 19, 20, 23). male head (figs. 16, 21,

33, 40), human head (figs. 14, 15. 22, 39), deinonish head
(figs. 9, 10) and donkey -head (fig. 12). The specimens illustra-

tive of Group III are JS'rl (fig. 30), female figurine (figs. 24,

26, 34, 41, 43), male ligurine (fig. 44). in/fh.viia (figs. 27, 32,

35, 45) and demon figurine (figs. 42, 46). The find-spots of
these terracotta figurines ate Mathura, Peshawar, Taxila,

Kanauj, Basarh, Kosam and Pataliputra. It seems that

figs. 7, 8, 28, 29, 31 are not described in the text.

36 Corbiau, 8. M, XXXV, p 144
;
1935

Indian and Babylonian figurines.

The author shows the similarity between the terracotta

figurine found at Sari Dhcri (fig. 2) and two other terracotta

figurines— one (fig. 1) found at Tell Ahinar in Mesopotamia
dated e. 3000 B.C. and the other (fig. 3) belonging to the
Tripolje (‘ivilization of eiieolithic Ukraine. She opines,

Tlie Sari Dheri site may be of special interest to the Indus
civilization, since the stratification seem.'? to extend from the
prutohistoric to our era ’ (p. 144).

37 Cousens, H. ASIrVE for 1909-10, pp 80-92
;

p]s XXXV. a—tlic middle row and
the left figiiriiio in the lower row,

XXXVI. b, XXXVIII
;
1914

Buddhist stupa at Mirpur-Khas, Sind.

While excavating at the site of Mirpur-Khas in the
district of Thar and Parker in Sind the a\ithor has discovered
a number of terracotta figurines. The illustrated specimens
rcprt'seiit Kuhent (pi. XXXV. a—the middle vow), Buddha
(pis. XXXVI. b, XXXVm. a, e), male ligurine (pi. XXXVIII.
b), lion (pi. XXXVI. b) and grotesque face (pi. XXXA^—the
loft figurine in the lower row-).

38 Cunningham, A. CA81K, XI, pp 28, 29
;
pi. IX. 4 ;

1880

• (1) Sankisa.

The author describes and illustrates one teriacotta female
figurine found in Sankisa (pi. IX. 4). Kegarding its age he
observes, ' F"rom the beaded zone round her loins I conclude
that the figure is an old one ' (p. 28). He also finds here other
terracotta female figurines with largo ear-rings, elaborate
head-dresses and beaded zones.

39

CASIR, XI, pp 40-46
;
pis XVI, XVII—the

upper panel
; 1880

(2) Bhitargaon.

In course of describing the brick temple at Bhitargaon, in
Cawnpore district in the United Provinces, which has been
ascribed to c. 7th or 8th century A.D. the author describes and
illustrates a few terracotta panels in alto-relievo which were
probably on the outer portion of the temple. The illustrated
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specimens represent two tjocks fighting (pi. XVI— the left-

hand compartment), dragon, man and woman (ibid., the right-

hand compartment) and Vishnu cinaniaMyt (pi. XVII—the

upper panel).

40 CASIR, XI, i)p 47-53
;
pi XVllI. 2-4

;
1880

(3) Newal or Navadevakula.

WTiile describing the mounds of Xewal situated about two
miles to the north of Bangar-mau on the bank of tlie Pachnai

Nala and on the high bank of the old course of the Ganges
which is now called the Kalyanl Nadi the author describes

and illustrates three terracotta s])ecimens all of which might
have belonged to the great Brahmanical temple seen ))y

Hiemi Tsang in 636 A.D. The first specimen (pi. X\TII. 2)

is the head and trunk of a male figurine with floriated limbs
and tails instead of arms and IcjL^s, the second one (ibid., 3)

is a cart drawn by bullocks with a man seated above and
the third one (ibid., 4) is the head of male figurine. According
to the author the date of tliis t(‘in[)l(' cannot be j)Iaced later

than 600 A. I).

41 CASIR, XIV. pp 14-10
;
pi IX. 1-3

;
18S2

(4) Shah-dheri or Taxi la.

Ill (‘oiirse of archa?ological report on Shali-dheri or Taxila
the autlior describes and illustrates a number of ti^rracotta

figurines, a fair number of which was found h(n*e. The
illustrated specimens reyircsent female figurine (pi. IX. 1, 2)

and mother with child (ibid.. 3).

42 CA81R, XIV, })p 9S, 102
;
pi XXVfl

;
1882

(5) Kiirukshetra.

AVhile giving an ac(;ount of the traditional Kurukshetra
the author describes and illustrates two terracotta specimens

—

one found in a mound at Asthipura and Vata Tirath (pi. XXV I

J

—the left figurine) and the other at Frfhudaka or Pehoa (ibii!..

the right figurine). The former repre.sents two wrestlers while
the latter the figurine of a seated king. Both these are in

the same style.

43 CASIR, XV, pp 108-09
;
pi XXXI

;
1882

(6) Mahasthaii.

While describing the ancient mounds at Mahasthan in

Bogra district in Bengal the author illustrates two terracotta
panels representing male and animal figurine (pi. XXXI) foimd
here.

44 CASIR, XV, p 119; pi XXXII
;

1882

(7) Paharpur.

While describing the great mound at Paharpur in Rajshahi
district in Bengal the author describes some terracotta panels
found here and illustrates also one specimen which represents a
male figurine (pi. XXXII). He also remarks, ‘ All of these
must have belonged to the long lines of friezes with which all
the finer Hindu temples are decorated ^ (p. 119).
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Das Gupta. ( . C. M. XXXA
, p 95; 1935

(]) Female fertility figures.

It has been shown tliat one terracotta female figurine found
at Bhita though modelled in th(‘ Baubo-Bhryne attitude should
be taken as belonging to the Divine Woman or Ishtar type
for stylistir- consideration.

46

M. XXX VI.
]4 > 1<S3.<S4; figs 1, 2: 1936

(2)

FVmale fertility figures.

Th(‘ author has opined that a terracotta figurine (fig. 1)

hamd iji the Xilagiri hills should be considered as female and
belonging to the Personified Yoni or Baiibo type. The author
has observed, ‘ According to lYote this specimen belongs to the
iron age (pp. iii-xix). Tims it is one of the earliest examples
of this type found in India ' (p. 184). The other illustrated

speeirnen represents a male figurine (fig. 2),

47

JDLCT, XXIX, p]» 1-6: figs 1-9: 1936

(3)

F]arly Tiidian terracotta statuettes.

' This is the Englisli ti-ajislation of the French article by
Salmony suinmarizetl in no. 132.

48 1(\ III. pp 186-87 : 1936

(4

)

0;i the affinity fietovecu one Molienjo-daro and one Kish
terracotta figurine.

Tn tliis note the affinity between one Alohenjo-daro and
one Kish terracotta figurine has been pointetl out.

49

IHQ, Xll, })p 138-41
;
1936

(5) Th(^ jtroblem of ancient Indian terracottas.

In this paper \A'here a criticism has been offered to the
theory of Gordon published in M, vol. XXXV, pp. 117-18,
1935 it has been opined that certain terracotta figurines
unearthed from certain ancient sites may be possibly ascribed
to the post-Indus Valley pre-Maurya age on the consideration
of archieological stratification and style.

50 BSPP, XLII, pp 210 13
;
pi; 1936

(6) Some terracotta figurines preserved in the Museum of
the Bahgiya Sahitya Parishad.

In this paper the author has described three terracotta
female figurines found at Gitagrama in Murshidabad district

in Bengal. On the stylistic consideration the first specimen
(no. 496) is ascribed to the Suhga age, the second (no. 497)
to the Gupta age and the third to the later Gupta or Pala
age (no. 498).
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51 Dikshit, K.N. ASIAR for 1921-22, p S4 :

pi XX IX. 1) : 1924

(1) Bangarh.

The avithor illustrates a terraeotta male head (pi. XXIX.
b) discovered in the ruins of Dangai h in Dinajpur district in

Bengal and assigns it to an agv not later than the early Pfda

age (8th-9th century A.D.).

52

ASIAK for 1924-25, pp 94, 75
:
pi XXII.

0.(1; 1927

(2) Mohenjo-daro.

In course of excavation at ^lohen jo-daro in Larkana
district in Sind the author has disco\ «'red a large number of

terracotta figurines. The illustrated specimens repres('nt

male figurine, female ligiiriiu'. animal and bird {}>I. XXll. d)

and a prism in \vhi<‘h some animals are re}>resented (pi.

XXII, c).

53 ASTAB for 1929-27. p 149
:
pis XXX 111.

d. o, XXXIV. h, e : 1959

(3) Excavations at Paharpur.

In course of excavation at Paharpur in Hajshahi district

in Bengal the author has discovtu-cil a large numlier of loose

terracotta platjues reco\ered from fallen d(‘biis ami which
w'ere originally on the walls of the temj^le. * Tlu' value of this

material to the student of the (‘arly plastic art of Bengal can
hardly be exaggerated ' (p. 149). Amotig illustrat(>d speeirnens

there are male figurine (pi. XXXIV. b) and Bodhisattva
(ibid., o). According to the author ' tlu' subjects depicted on
the ]tlaques not notiee<l in this resimu* include a wide range
of Hindu and Buddhist mythological figurt's. men, women, and
oliildren in xarious attitudes, groups and acts, domc'stic and
wild animals, birds and snakes, fruits, flowers, and other
products of the vegetable kingdom ' (}>. 149).

54

ASIAK for 1927-28, pp 197-11
;
])1 XLVII ;

1951

(4) Excavations at Paharpur,

In this report of the excavations at Paharpur in Kajsliahi
district in Bengal the author has given an account of the
terracotta pla(}ucs which were originally on the walls of the
main temple. Accijrding to the author * the terracotta art of
Paharpur has its counteiparts in the Mirpur Khas stupa, the
tiles of Hanumangarh in Kajputana, the decorated bricks and
tiles of the Bhitargaon temple and the 8aheth Maheth stupa,
the Nalanda stupas and the Lakshmana temple at Sir|)ur in

C,P. There is a striking similarity noticeable botw^oen the
terracotta plaques of S^ravastT and Paharpur. In Bengal itself,

plaques of exactly similar types have been foimd at Sabhar
in the Dac<;a district, the similarity Ixdng so close as to make
it uncertain v^hethor any particular specimen comes from one
site or the other ’ (p. 108). He has further remarked, ‘ The
use of terracotta pla{iues as a material for the emV>eUi8hmeTit
of the exterior of temples had established itself in Bengal by
the late Gupta period ’ (ibid.). The popular nature of the
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terracotta art of Paharjmr consists in the delineation of stories

current in folk-lore. The illustrated specimens are lion

(pi. XLVII. a), monkey (ibid., b, c), elephant and mice (ibid.,

d), mongoose and (tf>bra (ibid., e) and Vidycidhara on
• rhinoceros (ibid., f). Some of these represent stories formd in

ranclmtantra

,

55 ASIAK for 1927-28. ]) 111
:
pi XLIX. I)

;

1931

(o) Xapukiir, Sabhar, Dhaniika and Sihsagar.

The author describes a terracotta plaque with the
impression of an image of Vishnu and having an inscription

in North Indian script of the 7th to 8th century A.D. It was
discovered near the northern of the four mounds on the
Rajasan site at Sabhar in Dacca district in Bengal (pL
XLIX.b).

56

ASIAR for 1928-29, pp 88. 9f>
:
pis XLII.

a. b, d : 1933

(()) Mahas.han.

Wliile excavating at Mahasthan or Mahasthangarh in

lk)gra district in Bengal the author has discovered a number
of terracotta figurines. One fragmentary potshtud bearing
in low j'clief a .scene (pi. XLII. b) has been ascribed ‘to the
early centuries of the Christian era ’ (p. 96). The tiger’s

head (pi. XLII. a) and the crude representations (pi. XLII. b)

are ‘ associated wdth the late Gu])ta period ’ (il^i<l*)' The
Yal‘6'ha figurine (pi. XLII. d) is ‘ similar in execution to the
Paharpur examples ’ (ibid.). ‘ The fragment of the figure of
a mother and child in terracotta, tiny rattles in the shape
of a tortoise and a bird ... are other finds worth mention ^

(ibid.).

57 ASIAK for 1928-29, pp 98-UH)
;
pis XLIV.

b, d, f
;
1933

(7) Murshidaliad district.

In course of excavation at Rangamati in Murshidabad
district in Bengal the author has disco\'ered a number of
terracotta figurines. ’ The repose and finish of all terracotta
heads (pi. XLIV, b) leave no doubt that they must be attributed
to the late Gupta period ’ (p, 100). ‘ A distinctively Mahayanist
find is the fragment of a crown of a Bodliisattva in w^hich the
figure of a Dhyani-Buddha Amitabha can be made out
(pi. XLIV, f) ’ (ibid.). A number of toys are also interesting
(pi. XLIV. d).

58

Foote, R.B. CPAGMM, pp iii-xix
;
pis II. 217,

218, 236, 273, 294, 310, III, IV. 553, 571,
V. 300, 303, 307, VI. 392, 412, XV. 362 ; 1901

(1) The author describes the terracotta figurines pre-
served in the Government Museum of Madras and discovered
mainly out of cairns by Breeks in Xilagiri hills, Ebgodu,
Tirichigiri near Kotagiri, Kunhakkilabetta Tuneri, Hokupoliom
Todanad and illustrates some of them. These belong to the
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[roil age. In the preface the iinportance of the.se figurines

lias been discussed. The illustrated s]iecimens are human
fragment (pi. II. 217, 218, 2,*hi. 273), male figurine (pis. 11.

294. III. “>37, 538, 539, 54(>, V. 300), female figurine (pis. II.

310, III. 542, V. 303, 307), unidentiliable animal (pi. VI. 392).

ieepard (pi. 111. 557), dog (ihith. iiuffalo (pi. IV. 553),

sheep (pi. XV. 302;. peacock (pi. 111. 500), (-ock (ibid , 502).

bustartl (ibid., 501), man Avith dog > head (ibid., 570), bird

with de(U' S head (pi. Ilk 571) and fabulous animal (jil. 5 1,

412).

59 F('IPlb\, ])i> 2011, 215. 21(v. 225
;
])ls 21. 22,

37. 1 )0 . S34. :is, lu.. 3240-1. ()0, no. 2033-1 :

1010

\2) Tile author des<-ribes and illustrators somt* tc'rraeotta

figurine^ fi>und at Slu^\'ar<>y bills in Saloan distrio t. Kupgal
in Beliary district. 5lahuri in Ikvroda. P,el]annir Kayan tludda
ill Hyderabad State. Tlic>e illustrated spt'ciinens are fcmalt'

tigurine (pis. 21. 22), unidentifiaiilo animal (])b 37. no. 834)

and bull (pis. 38, no. .3246— 1, OO, no. 2033— 1).

60 Ganguly, 51 HS5IBSP. pp 05-133: pis XXI.

hist iuul thitd rows. XXI 1. XX 111.
lo()

first KAv— left middle Hgurinos, tiurd

row - tiiiddh^ lignrint' : 1022

Here the author de>crih(\s tMuacotta bguiines found in

Ilajagrhj^ Hodh (Jaya in Bihar, (iauda, Bandua,
Sa})tagraina. dosohara, Bbusana. Dinajpur, Kajshahi,
Mursiiiclabad and Hooghly in Ik'ngal and k(‘pt in the .Museum
of the I5augiva Silhitya Parisluid. He has also illustrated sonu'

of them, 'fhe illustratf'il specimens represent Jiut/rffni (pi.

XXI--iirst (il.id.. XXIil.
tii; <)(t

Ihlrana (pi. XXL

XXJI.
150

, XXIJi.L

^(j)8.

302
X(g)I

), mule figurine (ibid.,

"vt^/ ' .
/ i •

1

YpU) ^'*^0 hrshna (ifarl.,

X(g)4

237

61 Garde, 51. B. ASIAJl for 1924-25, p 105 :

j>I XLIII. b ; 1927
Excavations at Pawaya.

In course of (*xcavation at Pawaya situated at the con-
fluence fd the Sindh and tla^ Par\ all rivc'rs and about 40 miles
>outh-west of Gwalior the author has discovered a number of
terracotta specimens. The illustrated specimens represent
mainly human head (pi. XLIII. b).

62 Ghosh, M.R.. PTAIOC, 7th. pj. 707-17
;
1935

A .study of the early Indian terracotta figurines.

The author has mainly sfudietl some terracotta figurineB
unearthed at Kumrahar, Biilandi Bagh and Patna University
area. He has pointed out that the age of terracotta figurines
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may be determined with the help of areha^(dogical stratification

and associated inscribed objects. Ho has come to the con-
chisioii that the stratum below 13 ft. at Kumrahar and Bulandi

• I3agh and the stratum between 34 ft. and 56 ft. at Buxai^
are probably pre-Maurya. Therefore the terracotta figurines

found at these strata at these tfu'ee places are probably pre-

Maurya. He has remarked that there is a similarity

between the lieaddresses worn })>' these above-mentioned
figurines and different kin<Is of head-dresses mentioned in

Vedi(' literature. He finds the same kind of hearl-dres-

worn by some of the terracotta figurines of Mathura. He
has also shown that the terracotta figurines of the Maurya
age have b(‘en found at J^ulandi Bagli and Patna University
area and of the Suhga age at Taxila and Hasai li.

63 Gordon, 1). H. JKAJ, LXll, p]) 1(>3- 71
:
jds XlIJ,

XIV : 1932

(1) Some terracottas from Saii-Dheri, X.-W.F. Province.

The autlioi' rliscusse^ some terracotta figurines found at

8ari-J.)h(‘ri. about four and a half mile'< from Charsada in

Xortli-West Frontier Province not ‘ by systinnatie excavation,
but in the course of digging manure-earth to be spread on
sugar-cane fields ‘

(]^. 163). He has di\ ided these specimeii"

into three groii})s, viz., human, animal and miscellaneous. The
Imman figui'ines have again been divided into male and female.

He has tentatively ascribed these male figurines to the Bt
century B.(\. 1st century A.D., 2nd century A.D. and 3rd
century A.D. The female figurines are of two typers, viz.,

primitive and (dassic. H<' has ascribed the primitive type to

the ])eriod 10b JFC.-lOO A.D. and the classic type to the
period 150 B.C.-50 B.C. Animals have been ascribed to 2nd
century B.C., 1st century B.C. and 1st century A.D. The
illustrated s])eeimens are male figurine (])ls. XIII. fig. 1.

nos. 1, 2, 4, 5, 8, fig. 2, no. 0 (text-tig. 1. a), 29, 34, XIV. fig. 1,

no. 15 (text -fig. 1. bi ). female figurim^ (pis. XTII, fig. 2. nos. 12
(text -fig. 1. o; 24. 27, 32. 33, XIV. fig. 1, nos. 25, 26, 28, text-

figs. 1. c, 2. a. 2. b, 2. c, 3. a, 3. b, 4), horse or unicorn (pL XIII ),

deer (pi. XIII), ram (text -figs. 5. a. 5. b) and bor.se (text -fig. 5).

64 M; XXXIV. pp 55 -38 : 1934

(2) Notes on early frontier terracottas.

In this eoinmimieation which is supplementary to the
article noticed in no. 63 the author describes and illustrat<\s

some terracotta figurines obtained at Sari-Dheriiii the Charsada
sub-divi.sion of the Peshawar district, Khan Mahi, four miles
from Sari-Dheri and Akra in Bannu district. The illustrated
specimens represent human head (fig. 1, no. 1, fig. 2—lower
two figurines), male figurine (fig. 1, no. 4), female figurine (ibid.,

nos. 2, 3, 5, 6, fig. 2—upper figurine) and elephant (fig. 5).

The age of these specimens has been indicated and the stylistic

difference bedweeii specimens illustrated in fig. 1 and tho-.e

in fig. 2 has also been noticed.

65

M, XXXV, PI) 117-18; 1935

(.3) The prolilem of early Indian terracottas.

Here the author wishes to state that the gap between the
Indus Valley and the Maurya ages cannot be bridged by the
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evidence of certain early Indian terjaeottas and that some ol

the terracottas ascribed to an age lietween the Indus Valley

and the Manrya ages by Marshall and ('i)oinaraswainy is to

be relegated to a later age on the consideration t)t archreoiogical

stratification and style.

66 M. XXXV, j) 144
;
1935

(4) Indian and Bahylnnian tignrine.'^.

It is a reply to Corbiaifs note sunnnarized in no. lU).

67 Growse, F. S. JASB. IJI. pt 1, }>]) 27d -NS :

pi XX 11. fig 1 :
1SS3

The town of Bulandshalir.

One terracotta teinalt' ligurine I'ound in the old riiin,> at

Bulandsliahr has been deNcrib(*<l and illust ratt'd.

68

Hamid, M. M..

Kak, K. ( ., Chanda, R. V. and Marshall, 4. H.

(AIASBS. [)p 57-59; pis X\ 111. <•. 76S-69.

XIX. c. 751, ('. 744 : 1922

Terracottas : Terracotta jjlatjnes.

In this catalogue mention ha> be(‘n inadc oi a number of
terracotta ti<jurim‘s of which a le\\- lia\ (' bt'cn illusi i‘at<'d. 'J’he

lilu.-'t rated sp^a-imens are Ihi(l({h(i (pi. W’lll. e. 768-09),
liiiniaii torso (pi. XIX. (*. 741) and e(»n\(‘ntional animal (ibid.,

• 751). Regarding the agi' of the /he/d/a/ imagi' found here
it lias In'cn remarked. ‘ The pal:et>graphi(‘al eluiraeteristics of

the If'ttcus and tli<‘ <li>e(>verv of the ftUnjucs themselves under
tlie })a\f‘nu‘nt of Tcanpk' IS (ix their date b('tw(‘fm tin* Ot h and
Ttli eenturio of tlie Uhri^tiaji era '

{]>. 5S).

69

Hargreaves, H. ASIAR for 1910-11. pp 27. 31:
}»ls X\'. a. S. 10. 11, 12. XV. h. 1. 6.

XVI. c. 3 : I9M
(1) Excavations at Shah-ji-ki- 1 tlnui

.

While (‘xea\ating at Shah-ji 4vi - 1 )heii in Xorth-W'e.^t
F rontier f’!’<jvinc<‘s the author discovers a numbfO' of terracotta
figuriiK's. 'I he illustrated spi-cinions represemt Vh/dd/cu head
(f)l. X\ . a. H>, 12 ; XVI. c. .4), human figurine (pi. X\'. a. 8, 1

1

)

and liorse (ibid., b. 1, 0).

70

ASIAR fo.’ 1914-15. [)p 102 01, llS; 1920

(2) Excavations at Sarnatb.

Wdiile exeavating at Sarnath in Ikaiares district in the
Lnited Provinces tlic author has diseo\<*red a numbf‘r <d
terracotta figurines from cast and west of Main Shrine. The.se
mainly reprcisent SufhJft/t, Buddhist; deities, human figurines,
animals, birds and mythical birds.
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71 MAST. 35. pp S~12, 33, 3S, 42-43
;
pis XIX.

5. XXL 9-12, 19 ;
1929

(3) Excavations in Baluchistan 1925, Sanipur Mound,
Mastun^ and Sohr Damb, Xal.

In this memoir on tlie arch;oological excavations at Sampnr
Vn)nnd, Mastnng and Sohr Damb, Nal in Baluchistan the
author describes terracotta figurines found at these two sites

and illustrates some of those antiquities found at Nal. The
illustrated specimens represent male tigurine (pi. XXI. 19),

ram (ibid.. 9). bull (ibid., ]()-12) and dog fpl. XIX. 5). He
has remarked, ‘ There is, of course, no certainty that the Nal
and the Indus Valley cultures were synchronous. All that

<*an be definitely asserted at present is that copper implements,
})ainted potOu'v and a somewhat complex pottery design and
a >:t]'iking fonn of weight are common to both ’ (p. 38).

72 Hoey, W.

SctAIahf't.

dASB. LXT. pt I. extra, no. pp 1-G4 ;

])ls I-XXX
;
1892

Iti this communication the author describes and illustrates

rsoino terracotta ligurin(‘s found at 8et-Mahet.

73 Jayaswal, K. FA MR, LFI, ])p 14(S-59
:

pi
;

1932

(J) .4 note on terracotta Ramayana ])anel of Gupta period,

and on sikliara tein])le.s.

Noti('{' has been taken of a terracotta panel in rilto-

t'(ikr<K representing a scene of the BCunayana. found in Chausa
in 8hahi)ad district in Biliar. Tlie author opines that this
])nncl i^ similar in style to those found on the Bhitargaon
tenq)le. in Sankisa, Newal and Deogarli. It has been ascribed
to the (hipta age.

74 dIS()A,Tir,ppl25-2G
:
])ls XXX-XXXl F ;

1935

(2) Terracottas dug out at Patna.

The author describes and illustrates some terracotta
figurines unearthed at Kadamkuan. Bakarganj, Bhilompahari,
Vlu^sallai)ur and Colakhpur near Patna in Bihar. In
Kadainkuan a BrdJ‘/nl inscription of the Asokan age (pi. XXX.
3) has been found at a depth of 14 feet. Regarding the
cjuestion of tlie Maurya level at ancient sites near Patna the
author observes, ‘ The general Mauryan level from earlier
coin -finds (Golakhpur Jo feet) and other experiences of mine
extending over twenty-one years at Patna is 14 to 12 feet

’

(p. 12()). Among illustrated specimens some (pis, XXX. 1,

XXX fl. 1) have been ascribed to the pre-Maurya age and some
other (pis. XXX. 2, XXXI, XXXII. 2, 3) to the Maurya age.
The remaining specimen is ascribed to c. 100 A.D. The
illnstrated specimen.s represent female head (pi. XXIX. 1),

sun-pla(pie (ibid., 2), female torso (pi. XXXI), male figurine,
probably NVw (pi. XXXII. 1), water cj^phon (ibid., 2-3)
and monk (pi. XXX. 4).
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75 Kak, R. C. HANSSPSMS. pp 11 2(); illustrations.

Be. 1-4, Bv. in-Il, Pm . PV17. B . IS, Pm . P).

Bf. 35, B('. 34. Br. H3. In*. 52, Im . (jr>, Be. fis

Pm . 1)1 -!I2, Be. (>4 ; 11)23

(1) 111 thi.-^ rataloijiie the autlicr dr^r rihos and illustr;u<*.-

some terraeotta fii^urine'' found at tlie intnlom villap^e ol

I shkar near Barainiila. 3’lie\' ‘ were all iuund widnn a tow
feet of (‘aeli other outside tho north <'n<-losni’o wall* (ji. 11).

These are the earliest examples of Kashmir stailpture in the
round, liitherto di«‘over(al. Tluvsi* illustratt'd >peciinen.s
re]jr('.^ent B^ttldha (l>c. I :>j. Bndh i^atu-n (Ih-. 10-11). inaf^
figurine (Be. 4. 9, M Ih. 17. 19, 34). hanalo tigunno (lie. Is.

33) and human fragment (Be. 32, 93, (If. (Ki, fis. 9!. 92). I'hey
hear a .striking rtssemhianee t*' lator (Uindliara art.

76

A:\IK. |)|. i »7 li. i.-e ,-.4; iiU XXJl
XXVIl, XXXllI 14, 17. is. x.x'ix. XXX
XXXI. X-), XX.XII. XXXIIl. 2s. XXX1\

.41. XXXIX. XLl. 4.7. I.\ in : li'44

(2) Here the fuuhor do.rrihe^ <iiid inn'll rates terjxicotiu
tiles with ligurines diseovtnx'rl at .Harwan \xhioh is 2 miles
holow the Shalimar gaialen in Kashmir. 'Flu'y arr- asi rihed to
e. 30(.( A. I). All theso tilos hoar the nuna'ral.-^ lu Kharosliffil
scj’ipt. Tlie.se * .-ujiply a lifi‘-]ik<' repreM'ntat ion of the featuros
of tlm.st' mysterious })eople. the Kushan- ' ip. 111). These
tiles illustrate tnale ligurine, female lignrine. animal, bird, ef.c.

At I shkar situated lialf a mih' awa_\ iiom Bai'amula dak
huugaiow tIh' antlior has found s-aera! t»‘rraeotta heads .some
of whieh liave fx'en illustrated. 'I'hey are Hndh isnffra pL

in . a ). male heail i ihid .. h. d i arid fenur le he. id ( i hid . . <.o
,

77 Kramrisch, S. IS, j.j, ii. 74 . 14s. :^.;.7, :.’i.7
;
pi Jll

12, 1 :!; I!t44

Here the author liriiulv ileal- with the U'l'raeotta ligunne-
and illu.strate> two speed miai-. Oia^ i- a ma!-‘ iaaid (pi. HI. 12)
and the other a female head (ihid.. l:h. 'I'iiey helhng to the
Maurya age.

78

Mackay, K. ASIAR ha- J!)27-2s. pp 73. 7(i
:

pi X X\'. ), 7 ; P):U
(]) L.xea rat ions at 5Iohon jo-dar«).

Fhe terraeotta figurines—on^* repre.s»‘nt ing male tiguiine
(pi. XXV. 0) and the other human Iigurine (ihid., 7) - found at
Mohenjo-dar’o in Larkana di.striet in Sind and lielonging to
the Indu.s Valley age have l>een <le.'eri)>e<l.

79 ^ae r pp 44S .7.7 ; 111. pis xeiv. 1 .7

!ei4. xev. xevi. loi. s ii. i;{, ic,. is-2 r,.

. ,

XeVlI. 4. 7 2(i; iini
(2) rigurine.s and model animiils.

‘>l the terra,., .tta ligurities unearth,m 1
at Mohenjo-daro ni Larkana diatri. t in Sin, I have been dis-
cussed under two cla.s.Hes, viz., hunmu (iKurines and animal
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figurines. In course «»( dealing with the human figurines the
author has shown that the eyes are generally represented by
pellets of clay, tliat the mouth is, to some extent, naturalisti-

eally treated, that the ears are made in ease of only oim
figurine and that the nose is made by a ])inehing up of a portion

of the clay. Regarding the abs(mee of ears in case of all these
figurines except one the author believes that ‘ they must
have been concealed beneath the appendages of the head-dress

'

(]:>. .>40). It has })een shown that these figurines ])ut on jewelrv .

head-dress, etc. Tlie author fiirtlu'r believes that man;\' of

these hanale figuriiK'^ are saci-ed images and most ynobahh
represent mother godd<*s>. It is worth noting that mah-
figui'ines are (omj)arati\ ely rare. The illustrated specimen^
rf'present human figuriiu' (pi. XUV. 10, 11, 18, 24, 20). human
head (pis. XCIV. 1, XCV. fi-8, 2.3), human mask (pi. XCV.
1-8), male figui’ine (ph. XUI\b 2-4, X(Ab 4, o, 0, 15-17.

JO, 22, 2.“)), fi'iualo figurint^ (}j1s. XCM\b ~). 0 14, XUV. 11—13.

20. 21, 20-28. 30). It is iin]>ortant to note that the author
has asciibed pi. XC'f. 23 to a date later than the Indus Valley

ag(‘ on th(‘ consideration of modelling (p. 343). Secondly, it

has ijctai shown that the Indus Valley men modelled dove
(pi. XCVI. 1), parrot (ibid.. 2), dog's head with bird's tail

(ibid.. 3). ])eacock (ibid.. 4). pantlier (ibid., 5. 0), squirrel or

mongoose (ibid.. 8), bare (ibid.. 0). ele|)hant (i))id.. 10). monkey
(ibid.. 11. 13). dog (ibid.. 10, 18-20. XCVII. 20, 21), pig
(pi. XCVI, 21, 22). unicorn (ibid., 23). ram (ibid.. 24, XCVII. 7),

bull (pis. XCVI. 25, XCVII. 12-14. JO, IS. lib 22-26), sheep
(ibid., 4), rliinoeeiNjs (ibi<l., 8-11), sow (ibid., 15) and bison
(ibid., 17). It is important to note that no figurine of cow
has btH'n found at 5Ioho]ijo-daro (]>. 335).

80 ASIAR lor 192S-29. ]> 74
: ])1 XXVITT. e :

1933

(3) Ext'avations at ^l<.)heDi<)-(laio.

While excavating at ^lohen jo-daro in Larkana district in
Sind tlie author has unearthed a terracotta animal strongly
resembling horse (pi. XXVIII. c) in Dk area. It is 'hand-
modelled and l)elongs to the Late II period '. ' This animal
lias also heeu identified in the >»eript cui the very early tablets
of'.lemdet Xasi- in IMesopotamia.'

81 TKSA. l.XXXTI, p 21S
; % G : 1934

(4) Further ex( a vatioii.s at Jlolienjo-daro.

In this leetnre the' author describes and illustrates one
terracotta female figurine (fig. (t) reju’csenting mother goddess
and belonging to the Indus Valiev age.

82 — ASIAR for 1929-30, p 109
: ])1 XXin. 17 ;

193.7

(5)

Exeavatioiis at Moherijo-daro.

Ill this report on excavation at ]M(;henju-daro in Larkana
district in Siiid the author has describecl and illustrated a
conventional human mask (pi. XX III. 17). It is to be ascribed
to Intermediate II period of the Indus Valley age. The
similarity between this sfieeimen and one similai- c opper speci-

men found at Ur has been iiotk'ed.
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83 TT(\ ])|) 0() ()S. 72. S4, 100 (H), lOT ;

])ls J, J. DO. 1. K, DO. S; 1935

(G) 111 this work the aiitlior brietly deals with the various

aspeets of the terracotta figurines found in ]Vh)lienjo-daro in

Larkana district in Sind and Hara]i]ui in ]Montf2:oni('rv distri('t

in the Punjab. Tlie illustrated s])ec'iin(ais ar(' mother goddess

(pi. I. no. 1). male tigurine (ibid., no. -h lH>rned doity (pi. d,

no. 1) and try (pi. Iv, no. S).

84 Majumdar, (i. AJU’KS for 1920-27, p 1 1927

(1) ]\Iusennn Dotes.

The author nnaitions two terracotta human luaids and
two similar f ragmentary specimiuis found at Ikixar in Shahbad
district in Jlihar at a de[)th <»f'

'2 ~* to dUft. bclovv the surface.

The styk‘ of th(‘se specimens is ty})ical of the Sunga age.

85 ASIAK for 1927-2S. p]) 7(> S3 ;

pis AW'ill. 0. 12, 13, XXX. 4 : 1931

(2) Excavations a.r Jhukar.

IN'hilo ox«-a\ating tlu' mound at dlmkar. whit h i-. sixtt'cn

mih's nm'ti) of Molaaijo-daro in Larkana di>tricT m Sind
and n here clear tract'.- of three differt'iu -trata icprt ',-ent ing

tlirt'e poi'iotls of occupal ion. i.c.. tlu* latt'-t. tliat i>, .‘'tratum I

htdoiiging to the (djpta agt* Otot tuirlicr than the iif'tli century
-A.D.) and tlie t'arhc>,t. tliat i-. -trata II and 111 iK'longing to

the fndu< N'aiiey age ha\t' hcen tound. tlic anthor lias di>-

covt'i’t (I a number <•!' te rracotta figuiine-. 'flie illust ratt.'<l

-])ccimcns I'cf >r<'-t'nt pig tpl. X X \*
I I I . t>). gnat (ibid., J ip

and bull (ibid.. j:tn .All tlie-c ba\t' bot'n found i»i Mound A
at stratum III. ddu' r-tlier illu-tratt'd s])ecimen i*^ tla* st'atctl

(pi. XXX. 4) uhicli bt'kmgs to the (Dipta agt'.

86 MASl. 4S. pp 11, 12. 14. 17, 33, 41. 12. 54,

fS. 73. 75. 77. 102. 19S
;

])ls Xlll. 1, X\ , IS.

X\'l. 14, XXI. 15, 7 14. XXII. 3S. 47. 51.

52, 53, XXX1\7 0. 7. ID : 1934
(3) Ex])loratioDs in Sind.

Ill this memoir on arehjcologietil exploration in Sind the
author refiorts tliat terractttt a liguiint's lia\t' bt'en found at
dhukar, ( lianlm-da r t>, LoliumJo-daro. Lalvhiyo. Amri, Alasliak,
I..f»ln i, (diazi Siiah and Ali Murad. 11 * is of o])inion that^ as a
class they belong to the I mins \ddley age ext'inplilit'd at first
iiy Mohen jo-daro and Harajipa figurines, wifb the exception
of only <)nt' (pi. XIII, I) wfiich bt'longs to the fmlo-Sassauian
age. 4 Ik' illustrated .spcfiuuuis arf' Imman figuriiH' (pi. XV. 18),
juale tigurine (pi. XHl. I j, mother goddess (pis. XXT. J,

XXXJV. G, 7), female figurine (jil. XX U. !i8), vmidentifiable
liird (pis. XVL 14, XXL 2 ), monkey (pi. XXL d), unicorn
Dhiri., 4), buffalo (ibid., a. XXXIV. 10 ), bull (pis. XXf. 7,
10 12 , 14 , XXIJ. 47, al, .7 l», .Ml), goat (pi. XXI. Id) and
unidentifiable anijnal (ibid., 8, G).
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87 ASlAR for 1929-30. pp 110-21; 1935

(4) Exploraticiiis in Sind.

Ill this report on exploration in Sind mention has been
made ol tomacotta hgiirines diseovered in Ainri, Chanhu-daro,
ete. ddiese belong to the Indus Valley age. No specimen has
been illustrated.

88 Marshall, J. H. ASIAK for HllU-11, p]) 20-21:

])is X. 1-d). XIl. a, 2 with the exception of

iios. S and 0 : 1914

(1) Excavations at Sahetli-Malieth.

In course of c'xcavation at SahethOlaheth in tlie Gonda
and Lhdiraieh districts in tlie United Piovinces the author
has unearthed a number of terracotta figurines. ‘ Among the

terracottas unearthed at Saheth. the most interesting are some
figurines of the (4iij)ta period, which suppl\ um-IuI iidbnnalii'n

regarding tia^ costume of that age ’ (p. 20). The illustrated

.spc'cimens lielong to tlie Gupta and mediieval ages. The
illustrated sjK'cimens represent BuddJia head (pi. X. 2), hmnan
lieail (ibid., .‘h ])1. XII. a. 2. nos. 2. 4. o). male head (ibid.,

no. 3). female head (pi. X. .1), man and woman (pi. XII.
a, 2.'^no. 1), ('lef)liant (pis. X. 4, XII. a, 2, no. G), boar (pi. X.
o). bitnh (ibid.. G), h(>rse (pi. XTI. a, 2, no. 10), unidentifiable

animal (ibid., no. 1 1) and bird with human head (ibid., no. 7).

89 ASlAR for 1911-12. p]) 71-SO
;
pis

XXU. 1. 3. 4, 7. 9, 10, 13-lS, XXllT. 17-31.

33-44. XXIV. XXV, 40. 47, 49. XXVI.
XXVII, XXVllL 103-124; 1915

(2) Excavations at Rhita.

While excavating at Bhita in Allahabad district in the
United Provinces tlie author has unearthed a number of terra-
cotta ligurines. On the consideration of arehivological strati-

fication he has (hronologically classified tliem into five groups,
viz,, (1) Primitive, (2) Maurya, (3) Suiiga and Andhra, (4)
Ivusliana, and (a) Gupta and later. Figurines illustrative of'

the first group re])resent human figurine (7), elephant (1,4) and
horse (3). Figurines illustrative of the second group are female
figurine (9, 10). pig (1*1), va>.n (14) and elephant (IG). Figurines
illustrative of the third group are a scene identified by Vogel
(pp. 35-3G) as that of the meeting oi' DtusJii^anfa and Shkuntald
(17), male figurine (19, 22), female figurine (18), horse (20),
elephant (29) and camel (31). In the fourth group we find pro-
bably S'iva (42;, Prth 'wl (40), human head (33, 43. 44) and female
figurine (34, 30). In the fifth group we find S'lva and Pdrvatl
(49). unidentifiablo goddess (47), human figurine (91), hmnan
liead (4G, 54, 56-61, 63-68, 81-84, 99-101, 105-110), human
bust (75-80, 92-98), male figurine (70, 72, 73, 85-87), female
figurine (53, 71, 74, 89, 90). man and woman (69), mother and
child (102-104), mlga-heeid (111), horse (113, 114), lion (115),
ram (116), monkey (117-118, 122), bull (123), pig (124), tortoise

(119) and parrot (120).
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ASIAR for UU2-13. pt 1, ]) 13
:
pi XII.
h ;

(3) The Chir tope.

The author report.s the (hs<-t)very of a large number of

terracotta tigurines at the Chir top«' in Taxila. These speca-

mens probably belong to th(' latter half t>f the llrd century
A.D. or the early j)eriod »)f the 4th century A.D. He has

illustrated a few BwliUm and Botlhlsaf/ra heatls (pi. XII. b).

ASIAK for 1<)12-13, pp U, 20. 40-42 .

pl.^ VI. >. XXXlX.e ; 1010

(4) Exoavat ion s at Taxila.

While excavating at Taxila in North -W'cst Front in
Province the author has unearthed a numb(M- of terracotta,

figurines. The illustrated specimen-- ix'presfMit male ltea»f

(pis. V. a, d. \T. a), human tifrurine (}il. XXX IX. v, 2), hull

(ibid., e, 1), ram (ibid., e. !l). I'lephant (ibid., c. 4) and liorse

(ibid.,e, 5). Allthe-se belong to the Manr>a airt*. c, 1st mitnry
A.D.. c. .‘lrd-4th eentnry A.D. There a detiniti* Hellenisti-.

influence in male heads.

(3) Taxila.

ASIAK for Ibl3-n;. p! I. p'i ]
:

pi V. a ;

iflT

in tliis report nie terracotta hguriia* of B»*<hlh>i tound
Mora Moradu in Taxila anil which has been illustrated

AvSIAH for Ulladh. ]>!. XXIV. e i- illustrated.

;tt

III

—— ASIAK for 1D13-11). p]) f-lO. 2G, 30;

])ls III. h.tl.e. V.a. XXiU.d.g. XXIW
}). e ; If is

(b) Excavations at Taxila.

In course of excavation at Taxila in X'orth-We^t
Frontier Province the author has diseo\ eriMi a immher of terra -

eotta figurines at the J.)harmarrijika .stfijia and Mora Moradu
monastery. The illustrated speeirnnis rejiresent hf'arded head
(pi. III. b), mask (ibid, d), Bodhimtivn (ibiil, e), female figurine
(pi. V. a), Buddha head (pis. XXI IJ. d. XXIV. b), Buddha
seated in yogdsana (pi. XXIV. e) and mal- head (])1. XXTTI. g).

All these speeimons helons: to Candhara art.

— ASIAK for 1014-13. ])p 7, 13. is, 20 :

])1 \TI. a ; 1020

(7) Excavations at Taxila.

While excavating at Taxila in North -West Frontier
Province the author ha.s discovered a number of terracotta
figurines. The illustrated spoeimen (pi. VJI. a) discovered
in Chapel R at the Dharmarajika stupa represents a human
head and is an example of Gandhara art.
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95 ASJAK for 1917-lS, pt T, p 8
:
pi IV. e ;

1920
(S) lAxila.

Some terracotta human lieatl (pi. lY. e) found at Jaulian
ill Taxila have been ]llnstrat(‘d.

96

p 44
: ])1 VJ. 1) : 1921

(9) Here tlie author describes and illustrates one
terracotta male head (pi. VI. b) found in the Dharmarajika
stupa at Taxila.

97 --r ASIAK for 1918-19. pt 1. p 21
:
pi XI :

1921

(1(0 Kashini?*.

Here tlie author refer.s to the discovery of terracotta tiles

\vith hgurine.s at Harwan in Kashmir. The illustrated .speci-

mens repre.sent bird (pi. XI, upper tile) and human figurine

(ibid., lower tile ).

98

ASIAH for HHS-HK ])t 1. p 23
:
pi XIV.
a : 1921

(*1 I
)

Hikaiv-r.

The autlior gives an account of the re])ort of archscological
(‘xcavatioii carried cm in Bikaner by Tessitori who has dis-

co\'ered at the Pir 8altaii moimd in Dotheri a female torso in
tci-racotta (pi. XIV. a) supp(».sed to belong ‘ to the best period
of the (landhara school' (p. 23).

99

ASTAPv for 1919-2(1. ]) 24 :
pi XT. 9, 14, 15 :

1922

(!2) Taxila.

In course ol excavation at the Bhir mound in Taxila the
author has unearthed a num))er of terracotta figurines. The
illustrated specimens are human figurines (pi. XI. 9), male
ligurine (ibid., 14) and toy (ibid., 15). According to the author
‘ figs. 9 and 14 are characteristic specimens of the primitive
terracotta work of this period, and hg. 15 is a typical example
of children's toy.s,'

100

ASJAR for 1919-20, pp 28-29
:
pi XXI.
c

;
1922

(13) Eastern Circle.

In this report a terracotta tablet representing Buddha
with Bodhimiiva found at Nalanda in Bihar has been illustrated.

101 AS IAll for 1920-21, p 20
:
pi XVT. 3-17

;

1923

(14) Taxila.

In course of excavation at Bhir momid in Taxila the

author has discovered a number of terracotta figurines and
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moulds. The illustrated specimens are mould (pi. XVI. 3, 4),

human figurine (ibid., 17), man and woman (ibid., 8), male
torso (ibid., 6, 7), female figurine (ibid., 9-15), unidentifiable

figurine (ibid., 5) and cock (ibid., 16). According to the author
‘ the terracottas illustrated in Plate XVI are all in the

characteristic early Indiaji style recalling to mind the primitive

terracottas from early strata at llhita and otiier sites in

Hindustan.'

102

ILX, Soptem})pr 20, 1924. })|) r)28-:i2,

548
;
pis on pp 530, 532 ;

1924

(15) First light on a long-forgotten civilization : New
discoveries of an unknown prehistoric jKist in India.

In this article the author gives an account of the pre-

historic discoveries at Mohenjo-daro in Larkana district in

Sind and Harappa in Montgomery di.strict in tlie Punjab. In

the course of this account he des(*ribes and illustrates soit e

terracotta female hgurines found at Plarappa (pi. on p. 530)

and some terracotta animals and birds found at ]Mohenjo-daro

(pi. on p. 532).

103 ILX. Februarv 27. 192(). ])}>343. 34G-49 ;

fig 14; 1929

(!()) Unveiling the jtrehisfoiic civilization of India. Dis-

coveries in Sind, the Punjab and Baluchistan—cities

older than Altraham.

Reference has been made to the discoverit's in Mc)henjo-

daro in Larkana district in Sind, Xal in .Jlialwan district in

Baluchistan and Harappa in ^lontgoinery district in the
Pmijab. These specimens belong to tin* lmio-Sum(.*riaii age.

A terracotta prism (fig. 14) foimd at Mohenjo-daro has been
illustrated.

104 ILX, MareJt (i, 1929, pp .39S 499 ; 192(»

(17) Lhiveiling the prehistoric civilization of India. Di."-

eoveries in Sind, the Punjab and Baluchistan—cities

older than Abraham.

Reference has been made to the discjoveries of the Indo-
Sumerian age in Mohenjo-daro in Larkana district in Sind,
Harappa in Montgomery district in the Punjab and Nal in
Jhalwan district in Baluchistan.

105 ASIAPv for 1923-24, p 69; pi XX VO.
4, 5; 1929.

(18) Taxila,

Two terracotta figurines found at Sirkap at Taxila, viz.,
human head (pi. XXVII. 4) and female figurine (ibid., 5)
have been illustrated. The former is ‘ very similar to certain
heads, also garlanded, from the mound of Akra near Bannu ’

(p. 66).
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105 ILN, Jaiuiarv 29, 1927, pp 100-61 ;

fig8 oil p 161
;
1927

(19). Bengal art before the Mnsaln^an Conquest : Remarkable
discoveries at Paharpur.

The author relates the excavation of the temple at Pahar-
pur in Kajshalii district in ]5engal. Here a large number of
terracotta ])laques have been discoveretl. These were origi-

nally placed on the basen\cnt of the temple. Some of them
have been illustrated.

107

ASIAH for 192o-2b. pp 72-9cS
:
pis XXX

.

a-~g, XXXVI. a, b, XXXVIl. b-d,

XXXVITI. a, XLlll. b. XLIV. a
;
192S

(20) Molienjo-daro.

In course of > xca\ ation at Moheiijo-daro in Larkana
district in Sind the author in collaboration with others has
discovered a number of terracotta figurines belonging to the
Indus Valley age. Tlie illustrated specimens represent human
figurine (pis. XXXVI. a, XXXVIl. b, c), female figurine (pis.

XXX. a-g, XLIIT. b), bull (pi. XXXVIII. a. XLIV. a) and
dog (j)l. XXXVI. b). It seems that the sp)ecimens illustrated

. in pi. XXX\dI. d are not described in the text.

C

108

ILX, March 24. 192S, p 477
; 2 pis

;
1928

(21) The storied past of India : I. Chandra gupta's palisaded

ca])ital.

The author has referred to tenueotta figurines discovered
at Pataliputra near the modern city of Patna in Bihar. He
has illustrated two female figurines.

109

ILN, March 31, 1928, pp 522-23
;

pi on

p 522 ;
1928

(22)

The storied past of India : II. Taxi la and its buried

treasure.

Here one terracotta human head has been illustrated

(pi. on p. 522). It has been unearthed from the Scytho-
Parthian city of Taxila and there is a strong Hellenistic

influence in it.

110 ILN, April 21, 1928, pp 685, 718
;
1928

(23)

The storied past of India : IV, A * Unique ' monument
discovered.

Here reference has been made to the terracotta plaques
found at Paharpur in the Rajshahi district in Bengal. It
includes a variety of human and divine figurines as well as
many grotesque and mythical creatures. According to the
opinion of the author these cannot be far removed from the
best period of Gupta art.
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1 1

1

ABIA for 1027, pp 1-6
;
Oizs 1, 2, pi 11. c ;

1020

(24) The preliistorir civilization of tlu^ Indus.

In tlii.s article on the ai‘cljaatl(\i2:ical finds at Mohenjo-daro
in Larkana district in Sind tlio author has described and illus-

trated some terracotta figurines excavat(‘d hero aiid belonging
to the Indus Valley age. The\' are female figurine (fig. 2),

unidentifiable animal (tig. 1) and bull (])L 11. c).

112

ASIAR for 1026-27, pp 112-13, 117:
pis XXVI. 1. XX\'iri.2

;
1030

(25) Taxilc.

AVhile excavating: at Taxila in X'orth-West Frontier

Province tlie author ha- <hscu\(‘red a mimlxn* «>t terracotta

rifiurines in Sirkap. Among the-e figurines one f(‘male head
(pi. XX\^I. 1) has been uscrilunl to an age (‘ju-lier than the

Scytlio-Parthian ag<‘ as ’ it- modelling is mort' distinctly Hel-

lenistic ' (p. 113). TIk' other illustrat('(l figurine (pi. XX\'J11.

2) jn*obabIy ie})re.-ents Kulnra and is \'ei‘y similar “to th('

figures in Mara's army oii thf‘ North (lateway at Saiichi
’

(p. 117). It is the ' \vo} k ofilie Early Jndiati Seliooj ’ (ibid).

1 1

3

M I ( . 1
. ] > I

) 4 0- 52
:

] ) 1 s X 1 1 . 1 -n
,
X I r 1 . 1 5

,

16, XIV, 1 ; 1031

(26) Religion.

Mdiile dealing witli religion prevtdent in the Indus \5il](\v

age the author takccs a numlK*r of terracotta figurines for proving
some of his poiiits. He !Kdiev(‘s that many of these foinaU*

figurines in terracotta ropn'st'nt the great moth(.*r godde.ss

and has tried to prove this point by s})ecinu*ns unearthed in

Baluchistan besides the Indus Valley sp(‘cimens. Tlio illus-

trated specimens are female figurine (pJ. XII. 1-lU, Xl\". 1),

male figurine (pi. XIII. 16) and human figurine (pis. XII. 11,

XIII. 15).

114 ASIAR for 102!)-30, pp 6S, 01, !)2. 05:
].l XIV.' ], ;c 7, S; j!»:o

(27)

ExcavatioiiH at Taxila.

In this report f>n arehieologieal excavation the author
mentions the discovery of a number of tc^rracotta figurines at
Sirkap in Taxila. He has described and illu.strated some of
them which were ujieartbed from the 6th, 5th and 4th strata.
The illustrated specimens are male figuriru' (pi. XIV. 1, 3, 8),
female head (ibid., 5) and a scene in relief (ibid., 7). They
belong either to the Greek or the 8cytho -Parthian age.

115 Marshall, J. H. and

Konow, 8. ASIAR for l<106-07, p 05
:
pi XXM. 1 ;

1000

(1) Sarnath.

The authors describe and illustrate one terracotta human
figurine (pi. XXVI. 1) found at Sarnath in Benares district in
the Unit^ Provinces.
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116 ASIAR for 1907-08, pp 48, 50, 53, 55, 56,

01, 72
;
figs 6, 8 ;

1911

(2) Excavation at Sarnath, 1908.

In course of excavation at Sarnath in Benares district in

the United Provinces the authors have discovered a number of
terracotta figurines mainly in Monastery I, Monastery II and
in Area, north on Main Shrine. The illustrated specimens
represent Atlant, supporting bracket, with arms above head
(fig. 6) and a helmeted head, ‘ markedly Perso -Hellenic ’ in

character (fig. 8) which is to be dated ‘ hardly later and possibly
somewhat earlier than the 1st century B.C.’ (p. 55).

117 Marshall, J. H. and

Vogel, J. Ph. ASIAR for 1902-03, pp 150, 152,

158, 1(50, 173 ; fig 11 ;
1904

Excavations at Charsada in the Frontier Province.

In course of excavation in the neighbourhood of
Charsada in North-West Frontier Province the authors
have discovered a number of terracotta figurines in Bala Hisar,
Mir Ziyarat, Palatu Dheri and Ghaz I)heri. Only one specimen
found in the lowest deposit at Mir Ziyarat has been reproduced
(fig. 11). ‘Probably it represents a Kdga, but the projec-
tions around the head mav form part of a head-dress only

’

(p. 158).

118

Mitra, P. JDLCU, III, pp 205-07
;
1920

(1) Prehistoric arts and crafts of India.

Here an account has been given of the terracotta figurines
found in the Nilagiris by Breeks, in Salem by Foote and in
Bhita by Marshall from the standpoint of cultural contact.

119

PI, pp 413-16
;
1927

(2) The information contained in this book regarding
terracotta figurines is the same as summarized in no. 118.

120 Mukherji, P. C. ASIN8, XXVI, pt I, pi XXVI,
fig 2; 1901

A report on a tour of exploration of the antiquities in the

Tarai, Nepal, the region of Kapilavastn.

In course of archaxilogicai exploration in the region of
Kapilavastn in the Nepalese Tarai the author discovers a
terracotta Buddha figure (pi. XXVI, fig. 2).

121 Munn, L. MI, XV, p 250 ; fig 26 ; 1935

Prehistoric and protohistoric finds of the Raichur and
Shorapur districts of H.E.H. the Nizam's State.

The author discovers and illustrates clay figurines (fig. 26)
discovered at Maski and Koratgi. According to the author
these probably belong to the Maurya age.
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122 Oertel, F. C. ASIAR for 1904-05, p 102 ;
1908

Excavations at Samath.

In course of excavation at Sarnath in Benares district in

the United Provinces the author has discovered a number of

terracotta figurines of which the seated Buddha type is worth
mentioning.

123 Page, J. A. ASIAR for 1926-27, pp 139-40
;

pi XXXL (1, k
;
1930

Biilandi Bagh, near Patna.

In course of excavation at Bulandi Bagh situated four

miles east of Patna in Bihar the author has unearthed a number
of terracotta figurines among wliich two have been illustrated.

The first one is the head of a serpent -goddess with elaborate

coils and decorated with honey-suckle })atterns and probably
belongs to the Maurya age (pi. XXXI. d). The other is a

female figurine (ibid., k) and probably to be ascribed to the

pre-Maurya age. Kegarding these specimens the following

remarks have been made :
' The terracotta figurines, of which

some five or six varietie*s were fomid, (juite different in stylo

from those found by the late Dr. Spooner, oxhi)>it a much earlier

development of art than that which eharacteri.ses those of the

Maurya period. The ornaments and dress of these newly
recovered figurines are peculiar to themselves and reveal a

state of culture quite distinct from that of the Mauryas
’

(p. 140).

124 Rea, A. ASIAR for 1905-U(>, p 130 ;
fig 4, Jios A,

B; 1909

(1) Ancient village site at Peddamudiyain.

In course of excavation at Peddamudiyain, a village on
the north bank of the Kunderu ri\'cr and about twelve miles
north of Jamalamadugu in the Cuddapah di.Htrict the author
has discovered a number of terracotta figurines of whifdi one
parrot (fig. 4, no. A) and one bull (ibid., no B) have been
illustrated.

125

ASIAR for 1907-08, p 170; ])I8 LVll.
34—3 i , -LIX . 21 ;

1911

(2) A Buddhist monastery on the Saukaram Hills, \4zaga-
patam district.

In the small village of Sankaram situated about a mile
to the east of the taluk-town of Anakanalle in Madras a number
of terracotta figurines have been discovered. The illustrated
specimens are ram pi. (LVII. ,‘14), goat (ibid., 35), bull (ibid,,

36), female torso (ibid., 37) and female bust (pi. LIX. 21).
According to the author all these seem to bo toys except
the bull which might have been an object of worship.

126 Sahni, D. R. ASIAR for 1907-08, p 186
;
figs 1 , 2 j

1911

(1) Excavations at Rampurva.

While excavating at Rampurva, a tiny village in Champa-
ran district in Bihar the author has discovered a number of
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terracotta figurines. The illustrated figurines represent a
rabbit possibly (fig. 1) and a horse (fig. 2).

127

— CMA8, pp 281-86
;
1914

(2) F. Terracottas.

In this section of the catalogue the author has described
a number of terracotta figurines found at Sarnath in Benares
district in the United Provinces. He has tried to show that on
the consideration of archaeological stratification these speci-

mens should be ascribed to the Kushana, early Gupta, late

Gupta, mediaeval and later mediaeval ages. These specimens
represent Buddha, Vrshahhandtha, Ganesa, unidentifiable male
deity, Yaksha, human figurines, male figurine, female figurine,

human fragment, horse, bull, elephant, mouse, crocodile,

tortoise and bird.

128

A81AR for 1913-14. pp 58-59
;
pi XXX.

d, 20-25; 1917

(3) Excavations at Avanti])ura.

In course of excavation at the ancient city of Avanti-
pura identified with the modern village of Vantipor situated on
the right bank of the Vitasta (vulgo Yyath) river and eighteen

. miles above Srinagar in Kashmir a number of terracotta
figurines represented in relief or in round and on plaques or
on vessels, and of terracotta figurine-moulds have been im-
earthed. The illustrated figurines are a pair of garudas (pi.

XXX. d, 20), female figurine (ibid., 21), female votary (ibid.,

22, 24), Ganesa (ibid., 23, 25). On the consideration of archaeo-

logical stratification and literary evidence regarding the date
of the Avantlsvami temple near which these have been founds
these may be approximately placed either in the 14th or 15th
centur}^ A.D. (pi. XXX. d, 22, 24, 25) or near about (ibid.^

20, 21, 23).

129

A8IAR for 1923-24, pp 52-54
;
pi XXI. e

;

1926

(4) Harappa.

The terracotta female figurines (pi. XXI. e) found at
Harappa in Montgomery district in the Punjab and belonging
to the Indus Valley age have been illustrated.

130 A81AR for 1924-25, pp 74, 76
;
pi XXVII.

b-d, f, g ;
1927

(5) Harappa.

In course of excavation at Harappa in Montgomery
district in the Punjab the author has ^scovered a number
of terracotta figurines belonging to the Indus Valley age.
The illustrated specimens are female figurine (pi. XXVII.
b-d, g) and lion (ibid., f).

131

IAL, Vril, p 122; fig 10; 1934

(6)

Archueological exploration in India, 1932-33.

The author refers to one terracotta cart (fig. 10) found at
Kosam in Allahabad district in the United Provinces. It is now
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preserved in the Allahabad Municipal Museum and is ascribed
to 3rd century A.D. In it we find the representation of some
scene which might have been taken from the Mrcchakatikam
of S'udraka. He also refers to terracotta figurines preserved
in the said museum.

132 Salmony, A. RAA. tome V, ])}) OS-lOl
;
pis XXX-

XXXI ; 192S-20

Statuettes indiennes en terrecuite de liaute epoqiie.

The author states that the early Indian terracotta figurines

are the most valuable evidence in fax our of the theory of the
original development of Hindu plastic art and also lead us

from the prehistoric plastic art to the plastic art of the historic

age. He believes that the age of these specimens may be
determined according to colour of clay. On the stylistic

consideration he has ascribed fig. 1 (human figurine) to

c. 1000 IhC., fig. 2 (male head) to the middle of the last millen-

nium, figs. 3 (female head), 4 (female head), o (female head)

6 (male head) to c. 300 B.C., and figs. 7 (male figurine), K

(human figurine), 9 (male head) to the Oupta age. The femak^
terracotta figurines generally represent mother goddess and
goddess of fertility.

133 Sanyal, X. B. ARVRS for 192S-29. p 20 ; 1929

(1) A note on the adflitions to the Soeiet y‘s IMuseiim during

the year 192cS-29.

Reference has been made of one terrac*ottn plaque collected

from Ghoraghat in Dinajpur district in Bengal and dated in

the 16th or 17th century A.D. Jt represents VcnugopdJ^i.

134

ARVRS for 1929-30, ])]) 4. 12; 1930

(2) Additions to the V.R.S. Mus(uim, 1929-30.

Mention has been made of two terracotta plaques found
probably at Mahasthan in Bogra district in Jiengal. In one (no.

948) we find Ganesa and in the other (no. 949) a female figurine.

Mention has also been made of another tm racotta ]>anel (no.

951) found from the Jor-Bangia temple in Pabna district in

Bengal which presents a scene not yet identified.

135 ARVRS for 1931-32, p 12; 1933

(3) Additions to the V.R.S. Museum, 1931-32.

Reference has been made of two terracotta plaques found
from some old temples of Puthia in Bengal (nos. 1374, 1375)
in which there are some carvings.

136 ARVRS for 1932-33, p 20
;
pi IV,

fig 8 ;
1934

(4) Additions to the V.R.S. Museum, 1932-33.

The author describes and illustrates a terracotta mother
with child figurine found in Pataliputra and probably of the
Maurya or pre-Maurya age. He also mentions a mediaeval
terracotta plaque found at Betna in Dinajpur district in Bengal
in which one scene is enacted.
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137

Sarkar, K. C. CR, 3rd Series, XXVII, pp 235 ;

illustration V
;
1928

A pilgrimage to the excavation site at Paharpur.

In course of dealing with the ancient ruins of Paharpur
in Rajshahi district in Bengal the author gives a short account
of some terracotta figurines found here and illustrates one
male figurine (illustration V).

138 Sastri, H. A8IAR for 1911-12, p 137 ;plsLXIV.l.
2, LXVI. 8, 9 ;

1915

(1) Excavatiors at Kasia.

In course of excavation at Kasia in the Gorakhpur district

in the United Provinces the author has discovered a number
of terracotta figurines. Of these special mention has been
made of a female deity (pi. LXIV. 2). ‘ It was lying, evidently

not in situ, near the w^estern corner of (A) opposite the two small

cells which stood by the walls noticed above ’ (p. 137).

139

JUPH8, III, pt III, pp 97 -118
;
pis III,

IV, fig 111, pi V ; 1927

(2) Excavations at Saiikisa.

In this article on excavation at Sankisa in Farrukabad or
Fatehgarli district in the United Provinces the author gives an
account of some terracotta figurines unearthed by him here.
In this connectioii he illustrates some terracotta elephants
(pi. Ill) which are ascribed to the (jlupta age (p. 109) on the
consideration of archa'ological stratification and which are
votive. He also describes and illustrates one terracotta human
head of the Kushana age (pi. IV, fig. Ill) (p. 113). In Blocks

f B and D he has found fragmentary terracotta figurines of the
Kushana and the Gupta ages (p. llo). Besides these there
are illustrations of human heads and plaques (pi. V) some of
wdiich appeal' to be terracotta ])ut which the author has not
referred to in the article.

140 Spooner, D. B. A81AR for 19(^8-09, p o5
;

fig 3 ; 1912

(1) Excavations at Shah-ji-ki-Dheri.

In course of excavation at Shah-ji-ki-Dheri in North-
West Frontier Province the author has discovered a number
of terracotta figurines which some have been illustrated
(fig. 3). As regards their identification he has remarked that
‘ whether these are very late forms of Bodhisattvas it is

impossible to say ’ (p. 55).

141

ASIAR for 1913-14, pp 99, 100, 104-05,

107, 109-10, 115-17, 123, 154-85;
pis XLIII-XLV

;
1917

(2) Excavations at Basarh.

In course of excavation at Basarh in the Muzaffarpur
district in Bihar, the probable site of the ancient city of
Vaimll the author has discovered a number of terracotta
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figurines. The illustrated specimens are human head (pis.

XLIII. g, h, XLIV. b, h, XLV. b), unidentifiable human
figurine (pi. XLIII. a), female figurine (ibid., b-e, XLIV.
a, c, e, g, i, XLV. a, e, f-h). nude male figurine (pi. XLV. c, d),

mithuna (pi. XLIII. f), animal (pi. XLIV. d) and aquatic
animal (ibid., f). No definite statement has been made regard-
ing the age of these specimens.

142

ASIAK for 1916-17, pt 1, ])p 12-13 :

pi VI. a-c; 191S

(3) Kashmir.

The author reports that Sahni has discovered a number of
terracotta figurines at Ushkar near Bararnula in Kashmir.
The illustrated specimens represent human head (pi. VI. b, c)

and male head (ibid., a). All these belong to the Kushana and
early Gupta ages. According to the author these terracotta
specimens show that the semi -classical influence permeated
from Taxila to Kashmir.

143

ASIAK for 1917-lS, pf I. pp 22-23;

])l8 XII. 6. 7, XlII : li)20

(4) Bikaner.

In course of excavations at Suratgadh, a town IlH miles
NE of Bikaner, at Kang Mahal a villag<‘ abcmt '2 miles NIO (^f

Suratgadh and at Barapal. a village 7 inih's \1^ of Kang Mahal
a number of terracotta panels reprt'st^ifl ing s<ailj)tures have
been found. The illustrated specimens are composite figurine
(])1. XII. b), elephant (ibid., 7). Krshn/i (}nvfir<}hana-(Uiar'i (pi.

XIII, 1), i.S7tv/-Kami/7 (ibid., 2). man and woman (ibid., male
bust (ibid., 4, 5) and female bust (ibid., b, 7). It has fieon re-
marked, ‘ A general and very characteristic feature of all th(‘so
reliefs is the classical treatment of the drapor\' and of the hair
which at once V)efl/rays the influence of tlie (hindbara school

'

(pp, 22-23). ‘ The most striking classical f(‘ature (d th(>se reliidk
is perhaps the bodice worn by the wf)men rt.'pres(aited in plate
XIII, fig. 7, which, with its short sleeves and armour-like
decorations, has a very markc^d Koman ap])eai’anee ’ (p. 23).

144 — ASIAK for 1917-lS, pt J, p 27
:

jfl X\'l
;

1920

(5) Fataliputru.

Here a brief account is given of some terracotta figurines
found at Bulandi Bagh near Patna in Bihar. It has been
remarked that they have been ‘ found ir the dark blue soil
enveloping the ancient wooden rampart, and thc*ir (ixtrenu*
anti(]uity is manifest, even apart from the evidence of find-
spot ’ (p. 27). The illustrated s]H*« iMiens are human head
(pl. XVI, 1, 2) and female figurine (ibid., 3, 4).

145 Springer, A. HK, Vf ; fig 240
Here one terracotta female fignrinff wliieh has Ix^en

found at Bulandi Bagh in Patna district in Bihar is illustrated.
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146 Stein, A. MASI, 37, pp lo;’ 13, 37, 38, 42, 45, 60,
62, 63, 75, 83: pis II. Oh.D. 1, III.

A.Kh. 4, VII, P.SW. c. 6, P.W. 6, P.W. 7,

VIII. P.C. 1, IX. P.C. 17, P.W. 9, P. 262,

X. M.M.E. 57-59, XII. K. 14, M.M.E. 61,

XVI. D.N. Vi. 5, D.W. i. 1, D.N. d. 9, S.J.

68, D.N. vi. 2, D.N. vi. 3, D.X. vi. 1, S.J.

ii. 80, XXI. S.K. 1, S.J. 69 ;
1929

(1) An archaeological tour in Waziristan and Northern
Baluchistan.

In this memoir the author describes and illustrates a
number of terracotta figurines found at Chichadherai mound
near Draband, Aba-Khel mound near Tank, Periano-ghundai
mound four miles west of Fort Sandeman cantonment, Moghul-
ghundai mound nine miles south-west of Fort Sandeman can-
tonment, Kaudani mound five miles south-west of Fort Sande-
man cantonment, Dabar-Kot mound near Thai, Sur-jangal
mound near Sanjawai, Sara-kala mound near Pishin. The
illustrated specimens represent human figurine (pis. IX, P.W.
5, XVI. D.N. vi. 5, D.W. i. 1, S.J. 68, D.N. vi. 2, D.N. vi. 3),

female figurine (pis. IX. P.W. 9, P. 262, XII. K. 14, M.M.E. 61,

XVI. D. N. d. 9, D.N. vi. 1), bull (pis. II. Ch.D. 1, VII. P.SW. c.

6, VIJT. P.C. 1, X. M.M.E. 57-59, XVI. S.J. ii. 80, XXI. S.K. 7,

S.J. 69), horse (pi. VII. P.W. 6), monkey (ibid., P.W. 7), parrot
(pi. III. A.Kh. 4) and unidentifiable figurine (pi. IX. P.C. 17).

So far as the age of those terracotta figurines are concerned,
the remarks of the author regarding the age of the find-spots of
these figurines are highly interesting. Regarding the Chicha-
dherai mound he has not made any remark. Regarding the
Aba-Khel mound he observes, ‘ Another mound . . . proved
undoubtedly old ’ (p. 13). Regarding the Periano-ghundai
mound ho observes, ‘ It is impossible at present to express any
opinion as to the race or origin of the people who occupied the
site . . . But the resemblance of the motifs used in the painted
pottery to that from culture strata ascribed to pre-Sueraian
times at Mesopotamian sites and hence approximately datable
is very striking indeed’ (p. 41). Regarding the Moghul

-

ghundai mound he observes, ‘ My first inspection had shown
that the broken pottery plentifully to be picked up on the top
of the mound and among the large stones from decayed walls
which cover the slopes, was of the same jirehistoric type as
found at Periano-ghundai and the desert sites of Sistan ’ (p. 43).
Regarding the age of the Kaudani mound he observes, ‘ Taking
the evidence as a whole there seems to me little doubt that
the period when the Kaudani site was occupied and its mound
formed is later than that of Periano-ghundai’ (ibid.). Regard-
ing the age of the Dabar-Kot mound he has remarked, ‘ The
accumulation of “ culture strata ” which raised the mound to
its present height was the result of continuous and very pro-
longed occupation during the chalcolithic period .... But our
trial excavations have shown that the great mound thus
created was chosen as a site for habitations, probably inter-
mittently, also in later times after iron had come into use and
down to the early centuries of our era’ (pp. 63-64). Regarding
the age of the Sur-jangal mound he has remarked,* The chrono-
logical evidence here afforded is of interest as, in conjunction
with what the finds in the cairns near Moghul-ghundai show,
it suggests that burial customs practised during the chalcolithic
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period in this region had continued into historical times
’

(p. 77). He has not made any definite statement regarding
the age of the Sara-Kala mound.

147 1VLA.SI. 43, pp. 30, 34, 37, 44, 70, <Hf, 96, 120,

123, 12r)f, 135, 136, 141, 151, 153, 155f,

158, 160, 1611', 166; pis I. Z.W. 5, VI.

N.K. 4. a, P.Ch. 3, -\1V, Sh.T. ii. 10, Sh.T.

ii. 13, Sh.T, ii. 18, Sh.T. ii. 14, Sh.T. i. l.l,

Sh.T. ii. 16. Sh.T. ii. 12, Sh.T. ii. 17,

Sh.T. ii. 11, Sh.T. ii. 10, X\. Bal. 4, XXI.
Zili. 11, XXIl. Kill. 15, Kill. 14, Kill. V.i,

4. a. Kill. W vii. 3, Kill. V. i. 2. XXIll.

Kill. V. i. 1, Kill. V. ii. 2. Kill. V. iii. 3.

Kul. I. ix. 9. Kill. V. iii. 4. X XVI. Spot . .1.

10. Spot. J. 11, XXVir. Men. 3. Shah.

1, Maz. 2. Men. 4. Mon. 2, XXVIII. Mehi.

I. 9. 6, XX.XI, all ilhi.stra.tions with tho

exception of Mehi. III. 34. a, Mohi. III. 6.

18. a, Mehi. I. 8. 2, Mehi. III. 4. 11, Mohi.

III. 6. IS
;
1931

(2) All areh»olo"iefil tour in (todrosia.

In this memoir tho author de.scrihe.s ami illustrates teria-

cotta figurines found at tho iiioiind of Zavak. tVie Kalatuk-
damb, the Chiri-damb, the mound of Shahi-Tuiuj:), Ihtlor, tho
mound of Zik, the mound of Kulli, tluf S])('t-daml). tho Meu-
damb, the mound of Nokjo Shahdinzai, tlie Mazone-damb, the
mound of Mehi, The illustrated specimens are imither goddess
(pis. VI. P.Ch. :h XXIL Kul. 15, Kul. V. i. 4. a, Kul. V. vii. :h

Kul. V. i. 2, XXVTf. Shah. 1, Men. 4, XXXL Mehi . III. 11. 4,

Mehi. HI. 1. 7, Mehi. III. Ii, Mehi. 1. 4. 5. Mehi. HI. 7. i, Mehi.
HI. .5. 1, Mehi. HI. :l ,‘5, Mehi. III. S. :j, Mehi. IH. t>. 16, Mehi.
HI. 12. Melii. 111. 1, 9, Mehi. HI. 2. 2. Mehi. 111. 4. 2, .Mehi.

HI. .5. 3, Mehi. HI. 6. 17, Mehi. III. 4. 10, M. hi. 1, 3. 4. a, Mehi.
II. 10. 2. a, Mehi. I. 9. 7. a, Mehi. L 2. 17, Mehi. 11. 16, Mehi.
I. 13), bull (pis. XIV. Sh.T. ii. 10. Sh.T. ii. 14, Sh.T. ii. 15,

Sh.T. ii. 16, Sh.T. ii. 17, Sh.T. ii. 11, Sh.T. ii. 19, XXL Zik. 11,

XXIl. Kul. 15, Kul. 14, XXHL Kul. V. i. 1, Kul. V. ii. 2, Kul.
I. ix. 9, Kul. V. iii. 4, XXVH, Men. 3, Muz. 2, Men. 2, XXXI.
Mehi. HI. 7. 2, Mehi. H. 3. L e, M<*hi. 1. 1. 34. .\h'hi. III. 4, S.

Mehi. I, 2. 16), f:ovv (pi. XIV, Sli.T. ii. 13), unident ifiahle animal
(pi. XIV. Sh.T. ii. IS. Sh.T. ii. 12, XXVL Spet . 3. lo. XXXL
Mehi. HI. 6, 15), ram (pis. XX. Hal. 4, XX\d. Sped-. 3. 11,

XXVIII. Mehi. 1. 9. 6, XXXL Mehi. IH. 8. 2), dog (pi. XXXL
Mehi. 11. 2. 7. a), hor.se (pi. I. Z.W. 5) luid bird (pi. VI. X.K. 4.

a). Ho has referred all the.se spoeinuai.s to the ehaleolithie agt‘.

148 Vats, M. S. ASIAR for p 1()S
;

j)l XXI IT. c
;
193H

(1) Harappa.

While excavating at Harappa in Montgomery district in
the Punjab the author has unearthed a number of terracotta
figurines representing human figuririoH, animals ami birds
belonging to the Indus Valley age. The illustrated specimen
(pi. XXIII, c) represents a female figurine kneading bread.
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149

ASIAR for 1927-28, pp 85, 88 ;

pi XXXV. d, e
;
1931

(2)

Excavations at Harappa.

In course of excavation at Harappa in Montgomery district

in the Punjab the author has unearthed a number of terracotta

figurines belonging to the Indus Valley age. The illustrated

specimens represent human figurine (pi. XXXV. d) and animal
(ibid., e).

150

A8IAR for 1928-29. pp 83-85 :

pi XXXIII. i. 1-5 : 1933

(3)

Excavations at Dali in.

In courwse of excavation at Dallin in Montgomery district

in the Punjab the author has unearthed a number of terracotta
human lieads from the Pakpatan canal. From Structure A he
has discovered one male (pi. XXXIII. i. 2) and two female (ibid.,

3, 5) figurines and from Structure B two male heads (ibid., i.

1, 4). All those ‘ mav be ascribed to about the 7th century
A.D.* (p. 84).

151 ASIAR for 1929-30, pp 122, 131 ;

])1 XXVin. d
;
1935

(4)

Excavations at Harappa.

In course of excavation at Harappa in Montgomery
district in the Punjab the author has unearthed a number of
terracotta figurines. He has described and illustrated some
of them. The illustrated specimens represent crocodile
(pi. XXVIII. d, 1) and bull-head (ibid., 2, 3). They are to

be ascribed to the Indus Valley age.

152

Vogel, J. Pli, ASIAR for 1904-05, pp 47, 54 ; fig 2,

pi XIV : 1908

( 1 )
Not es oi i ex Ciivatioos at Ka sia

.

AVhile excavating at Kasia in Goraivhpur district in the
United Provinces the author has discovered an inscribed Buddha
image in terracotta (fig. 2) from the site of the Nirvana temple.
This inscription shows that the image belongs to c. 5th century
A.D. J^iesides this two broken images of seated Buddha
(pi. XIV) have been illustrated.

153

ASIAR for 1905-06, pp 69, 77-79
;

fig 2 ;
1909

(2) Excavations at Kasia.

While excavating at Kasia in Gorakhpur district in the
United Provinces the author has discovered a large number of
terracotta figurines. One illustrated specimen represents a
row of four standing garii^s (fig. 2). Among these discovered
terracotta figurines he has particularly mentioned fragments
of Buddha head and of pot-shaped female figurines and garudas.
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154 ASIAR for 1906-07, p 56 ; 1909

(3) Excavations at Kasia.

WTiile excavating at Kasia in Gorakhpur district in the
United Provinces the author has discovered a number of

terracotta figurines. Among these special mention has been
made of a well-preserved Buddha head. Regarding its age
he has remarked, ‘ If contemporaneous with the inscribed

fragment found in the same room, the Buddha image would
have to be assigned to the early Kushana period ’ (p. 56).

155 CAMM pp 198-99
;
1910

(4) T. Terracottas and miscdlaneons antiquities.

In this section of the catalogue the author has described

some terracotta figurines. These represent male and female

figurines.

156 ASIAR for 1907-0S, p]i 95-107, 12S :

p] XXVU—the lowe^r })late
;
1911

(5)

Excavations at Saheth-Maheth.

In course of excavations at vSaheth-Mahe^tli in Gonda and
Bahraich district in the United Provinces the author has dis-

cov’ered 356 terracotta figurines in Kaclichi Kuti in Maheth and
has catalogued them (pp. 98-107). He has arranged these

figurines in the order in which tliev are found : tlius their relative

depth can be inferred from their place in this catalogue. It

should be further remarked that a number of terracotta figurines

have been found in the so-called northern and soutlicrn rooms
which were partly excavated by Hoey. Among tlie illustrated

specimens one represents the meeting of LakfiJfmanu and
OTrpanaMd{pl.XXVII—the left upjKU* photo in the lower plate)

and another, the fight of Hanamdn with a Bdkshasa (iljid.—the
right lower photo in the lower platf*)^ botli reminding one of
Rdmdyana. It is interesting to note ‘ that sonit^ of t host' terra-
cotta paneds are marked with numerical figures, e\'idently

indicating the position which they w^uc' to o(M upy in tht' frieze

The figures exhibit the type foiuul in tlu' ins(u*iptions of
the Gupta period, and we may infer that this is the time to
which these terracottas belong’ (p. fifi). In Salad alsf) a
number of terracotta figurines have be('ii found.

157 ASIAR for 19dS-99. ])p 10, 11, 16:
fig 2 ; 1912

(6)

The temple of Bhitargaon.

While working on the brick-ternple of Bhitargaon in
Cawnpore district in the United Provincos the atithor lias dis-
covered a number of terracotta panels. Among these special
mention has been made of a terrac.otta yiariel in w bicb Garic4a is

represented as being chased by another male figurine (fig. 2).

He has remarked that the torrac^otta sculptures of the Bhitar-
gaon temple ‘ remind one of the terracotta f ragments foiiiid in
such abundance around the main temple of the ancient city
of ^ravastl (the so-called Kachchi Kuti) in the course of my
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excavation in the winter of 1907-08. The Bhitargaon terra-
cottas show, however, superior workmanship and may, on that
account, be assigned to a somewhat earlier period ’ (pp. 10-11).

158 Woodburn, A. and JBBRAS, XIX,
Campbell, J. M. pp 44-46

; 2 pis
;
1897

Note on brick figures found in a Buddhist tower in Kuhu
near Mirpur Khas, Sindh.

In this article two terracotta figurines—one representing
Sikhi, the second Buddha and the other Gautama Buddha

—

which have been dug up in an old tower in the town called
Kuhu near Mirpur Khas and about 50 miles east of Hyderabad
in Sind are believed not to be older than the sixth centurv
A.D.

I. Addenda.

159 Agrawala, V. S. HSCMAM, pp 16-18 ; figs 12-20 ;

1933

In this catalogue the author describes and illustrates some
terracotta figurines preserved in the Curzon Museum of
Archfeology at Mathura. He has ascribed them to the pre-

- Maurya, Maurya and Suhga ages. The illustrated specimens
represent male figurine (figs. 12, 19, 20) and female figurine
(figs. 13-18).

160 Gadd, C. J. and ILN, Oc obe- 4, 1924,

Smith, Sydney. pp 614-16
;
figs 7, 11

;
1924

The new links between Indian and Babylonian civilization.

The authors have pointed out the similarity between the
head-dress of a terracotta female figurine found at Harappa in

Montgomery disti'ict in the Punjab and belonging to the Indus
Valley age (fig. 7) and the symbol of a Babylonian goddess,
between a terracotta cock found at Mohenjo-daro in Larkana
district in Sind and belonging to the Indus Valley age (fig. 11)

and the representation of a hen on a Babylonian boundary
stone. According to the authoi's these prove the link between
Indian and Babylonian civilizations.

161 Marshall, J. H. ILN, January 7, 1928, pp 12-15
;

fig on p 12
;
1928

(1) A new chapter in archaology : The prehistoric civiliza-

tion of the Indus.

One terracotta bull (fig. on p. 12) belonging to the Indus
Valley age has been illustrated.

162 — ILN, January 14, 1928, pp 42, 43, 78,

80 ; fig 3 on p 44, fig 3 on p 45 ;
1928

(2) A new chapter in archseology : The piehistoric civiliza-

tion of the Indus.

Her5 the author has described and illustrated two terra-

cotta figurines found at Mohenjo-daro in Larkana district in
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Sind and belonging to the Indus Valley age. The illustrated

specimens are an animal (fig. on p. 44) and a female figurine

(fig. 3 on p. 45). Regarding the significance of the latter typo

he observes, ‘ The numerous terracotta figurines, moreover,
which portray a nude female,crowned with elaborate head-dress

and bedecked with ornaments, can hardly fail to be identified

with the figures of the mother goddess familiar with Mesopota-
mia and countries further to the west ’ (p. SO).

163 Sahni, B. C8, II, p 790 ;
fig 0 ;

1930

Antiquities from tl e Khokra Kot mound at Kolitak in the

Jumna Valiev.

The author reports his discover\- of a number of anti-

quarian remains at Rolitak in Ih'lhi district in the Liiited

Provinces. Among these' rc'inains there is a t(*rracotta humpt'd

bull (fig. 6). According to the aiithcu’ it ‘ was found lo< se,

below’ tiio cliff in wdiich the clay matricc's were found, and was
probably derived from the same layer ' (p. 700).

II. Addenda.

164 Agrawala, V. S. ABIA for 1934, ])]) 14, 15 :

plIV. d, e; ]93fi

(1) Acquisition to the AEatliura Museum.

The author describes and illustrates c(*rtain tcTracotta

figurines preserved in the* Curzon Museum of Ai('ha’ol<>g\' at

Mathura, (hie specimcai which has bot'ii asc.Tibed to the; Suhga
age represents a (pi. IV. e) and the* other which
lias been ascribed to the Kushana age ropjx^sents KdiHwlt va

(ibid., d). Besides these therc^ is tho mention of a terracotta
plaque represcaiting Vishnti. This has Ixm'u asc ribed to the
Gupta age.

165 JUPHS, IX,
])f)

6 38 : figs 1-hO with the

exception of figs 51, 52 : 193()

(2) Mathura terracottas.

Here the author gives a c*hroiiological and stylistic account
of some terracotta figurines jm^serveci in the ( ’ur/.on Museum of
Archaeology at Mathura. He ha.s dividc'd Ihc^e liguriiif‘s inl<*

five groups, viz., J. Primitive and Pre-Maurya, 11. Late Pn -

Maurya and Maurya, 111. Suhga, IV^ Kr-^lmna, Jind V. ( Jupta.
The illustrated specimens represent mot h('r goddess (figs. I 14),
m<;ther and child (figs. 41, 45), Knhvra and Hnriti (fig. 47),
Vd'^iiidhard (fig. 4S), Kdmadft'a (fig. 40), yifdiifihainfud hil
(fig. 53), Vishnu (figs. 54-55), S'iva-Limju (fig. 55), ^ivu (fig. 57),
Kdrtikeya (fig. 58), Parvati (fig. 50), human face (fig. 15),
human head (figs. 10-23, 50), mate figuriiu' (figs. 24-25, 43),
male bust (fig. 42), female figurine (figs. 2()-27, 20, 30, 31, 32. 33
a-b, 34, 44), female liead (fig. 28), female bust (fig. 35), mithumi
(fig. 36), kinnara-mithuna (fig. 37), yaksha (figs. 38- 40), ndyl
Jig. 46), and crocodile (fig. 60 ). He has attributed figs. 1-8
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to primitive and pre-Maurya ages, figs.^ 9-25 to late pre-Maurya
and Maurya ages, figs. 26-41 to the Suhga age, figs. 42-49 to

the Kushana age, figs. 50-59 to the Gupta age and fig. 60 to

. the post-Gupta age.

166 Mackay, E. BMFAB, XXXIV, p 88 ;

fig 11 ;
1936

(1)

Excavations at Chanhu-daro by the American School of

Indie and Iranian Studies and the Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston : Season 1935-36.

In course of archaeological excavation at Chanhu-daro in

Nawabshah district in Sind the author has discovered a number
of terracotta figurines among which one has been illustrated.

The illustrated specimen represents ox (fig. 11). It belongs to

the age of the Harappa culture.

157 ILX, Xovember 14, 1936, pp 860, 862-

63 ;
figs 1, 8, 9, 11, 14, 18, 19, 20, 21,

22, 23. 24, 25 ;
1936

(2)

Great new discoveries of Indian culture in prehistoric

Sind.

In course of archaeological excavation at Chanhu-daro in

Nawabshah district in Sind the author has discovered a consi-

derable number of terracotta figurines. The illustrated speci-

mens represent human head (fig. 1), male figurine (figs. 22, 25

—

the left photo), female figurine (figs. 18, 20, 24, 25—the right
photo), unidentifiable animal (fig. 8), ram (fig. 9), ox (fig. 11),

rhinoceros (fig. 19), antelope (fig. 21), elephant (fig. 23), and hen
(fig. 14). Regarding the age of the Chanhu-daro antiquities the
author has opined that archaeological excavations at Chanhu-
daro ‘ produce unmistakable evidence of the presence of remains
contemporary with those of Mohenjo-daro and Harappa—the
so-called ''Indus Valley Civilisation”. And here I would
suggest that this somewhat elastic term he henceforth replaced
by “ Harappa Culture ”, from the site where first its existence
was realised ’ (p. 860). The author has found five archaeolo-
gical strata at Chanhu-daro. He has not given any name to
the uppermost stratum but has called the second stratum as
that of ‘ Jhukar Culture ’ ^or potterjy similar to that found
here, was first discovered at Jhukar in Larkana district in Sind.
The third, fourth and fifth strata represent ‘ Harappa Culture
These figurines belong to the ages of the Jhukar and the
Harappa cultures.

168 ILN, November 21, 1936, p 911 ;

fig 37 ;
1936

(3)

Great new discoveries of ancient Indian culture on a
virgin prehistoric site in Sind.

In course of archseological excavation at Chanhu-daro in
Nawabshah district in Sind the author has discovered a consi-
derable number of terracotta figurines among which one has
been illustrated. The illustrated specimen represents mother
goddess (fig. 37). It belongs to the age of the Harappa culture.
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III. Addenda.

169 Chandra, G. C. and
Dikshit, K. N. ASIAR for 1930-34, pp 116, 120,

124, 125
;
pis LI. d, LIV. b-d, LIX. d, LX. b ; 1936

(1) Excavations at Paharpur.

In course of excavation at Paharpur in Rajshahi district

in Bengal the authors have discovered a number of terracotta

plaques some of which hav^e been illustrated. The illustrated

specimens represent Krshria, (pi. LI. d—the extreme right

plaque), Buddha (pis. LIX. d, LX. b), lingo with three heads
(pi. LIX. b), male figurine (pis. LI. d—the third plaque from
the right, LIV. c), female figurine (pi. LIV. d), lion ())1. LI. d

—

the extreme left pla(|ue), and peacock and snake (ibid.—the
second plaque from the left). It has been observed that the
animals depicted on some plaques represent stories found in

the Pafichataniram.

170 ASIAR for 1930-34, pp 128-29 :

pi LXJT. g ; 1936

(2) Exploration at other sites in the Eastern (’irclt*.

In course of excavation at Mahasthan in Bogra district

in Bengal the authors have discovered a terracotta female
figurine (pi. LXII. g). According to their opinion this speci-

men is to be ascribed to the Suhga age ; but Kabri bc^Iievos

that it might belong to the Maurya age.

171 Das Gupta, C. C. OZ, vol. XIL p}> 189-94 :

tafel28; 1936

Remarks on a few early Indian terracotta bgnriiK s.

Here the author has shown by a few examples how' the
terracotta figurines of the post-Indus Valley, pro-Maurya and
Maurya ages have influenced the modelling of the stone sculp-

tures of the Maurya and ^unga ages rc.spectively. It has also
been shown that the style of sculpture does not always change
in the succeeding age.

172 Mackay, E. ASIAR for 1930-34, pp 56, 60, 61, 62,

63
;
pi XXIi. 4-6, 8, 9 ; 1936

Excavations at Mohonjo-daro.

While excavating at Mohenjo-daro in Larkana district

in Sind the author has unearthed a number of terracotta
figurines, which have been illustrated, belonging to the Indus
Valley age. The illustrated specimens represent ram (pi.

XXII. 4), head of bull (ibid., 5), dog (ibid., 6), male figurine
(ibid., 8), male mask (ibid., 9).

173 Majumdar, N. G. A8IAR for 1930-34, p 260
;

pi CXXX. 3-5, 7 ;
1936

Indian Museum, Calcutta.

While dealing with the archajological acquisition of the
Indian Museum the author refers to four terracotta figurines
which were originally fovind in Mathura in the United Provinces.
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These specimens are illustrated. They represent male figurine

(pi. CXXX. 4), female figurine (ibid., 3, 7) and man and woman
(ibid., 5). According to the author the specimen illustrated in

. ibid., 7 is to be ascribed to the Maurya age and the rest to the
^unga age.

174 Marshall, J. H. ASIAR for 1930-34, pp 170,

172-74
;
pis XCV. a, b,

XCVI. a-d
;
1936

Exploration at Taxila, 1930-34.

In course of excavation-work at the Kalawan monastery
in Taxila in North-West Frontier Province the author has
discovered a number of terracotta figurines some of which have
been illustrated. The illustrated specimens represent male
head (pL XCV. a), female head (ibid., b), Buddha head (pi.

XCVI. a), Bodhifiattva (ibid., b), devadiead (ibid., c),

monk-head (ibid., d)

175 Vats, M. S, ASIAR for 1930-34, pp 81, 82, 83 ;

pi XXVII. c. 1-5, XXIX. c. 3 ;
1936

Excavations at Harappa.

While excavating at Harappa in Montgomery district in
the Punjab the author has unearthed a number of terracotta
figurines belonging to the Indus Valley age. The illustrated

specimens represent male figurine (pi. XXVII. c. 5), female
figurine (ibid., 3) and monkey (pi. XXIX. c. 3). It seems that
specimens illustrated in pi. XXVII. 1, 2, 4 are not described
in the text.
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59, 86, 88, 111, 147, 167.

(wild), 53.

Appearance (Roman), 143.

Arclueology (Indian), 30.

Art (Bengal), 106.

(Early Indian), 33.

(Gandhara), 93, 94.

(Gupta), 110.

(Hindu plastic), 132.

(Historic plastic), 132.
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Art (Lat-er Gaiidhara), 75.

(Maurya), 25.

(Mediaeval Assam), 9.

(Mediaeval Bengal), 9.

(plastic), 10.

- (Prehistoric plastic), 132.

Assam, 9, 10, 20.

Atlant, 116.

Attitude (Baubo-Phryue), 46.
Avantisvami temple, 128.

B

Balararna, 60.

Baluchistan, 71, 103, 104, 113.
(North), 146.

Bangar-mau, 40.

Bahgiya Sahitya Parishad Museum,
50, 60.

Bannu, 64, 105.

Baramula, 34, 75, 76, 142.

Barhut, 5.

Baroda, 59.

Baubo descent, 30.

Being (mythical), 8.

Bellary district, 59.

Benares, 25, 70, 115, 116, 122, 127.

Bengal, 1, 4, 7, 8, 18, 43, 44, 50, 51,

53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 60, 106, 110,

133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 169, 170.

Bes river, 15, 16.

Betwa river, 15, 16.

Bhilsa, 15, 16.

Bhita pottery, 28.

Bhitargaon temple, 54, 73, 157.

Bihar, 3, 11, 12, 14, 19, 32, 60, 73.

74, 84, 100, 108, 123, 126, 141,

144, 146.

Bikaner, 26, 98, 143.

Bird, 17, 19, 21, 52, 53, 56, 70, 76,

97, 102, 127, 147, 148.

(bustard), 68.

(cock), 39, 58, 101, 160.

(dove), 79.

(duck), 15.

- (falcon), 20.

(hen), 160.

(mythical), 70.

(parrot), 15, 79, 89, 124, 146.

(peacock), 20, 58, 79.

(swan), 16.

(unidentifiable), 86.

(with deer’s head), 58.

(with human head), 88.

Bodhisattva, 63, 57, 76, 76, 90, 93,

140, 174.

Bodice, 143.

Bogra district, 43, 56, 134, 170.

Boston Museum of Fine Arts, 33,

166.

Buddha, 2, 5. 18. 22, 23, 24, 32, 37,

60, 68, 69, 70, 75, 85, 88, 90, 92,

93, 120, 122, 127, 152, 153, 154,

158, 169, 174.

(inscribed), 152.

Buddha with Bodhisattva, 18, lOO.

Buddhist deity, 70.

Buddhist mythological figure, 53.

Burma, 34.

(Upper), 2.

C

Cart, 40, 131.

Cawnpore district, 39, 157.

Central Doab, 22.

Champaran district, 126.

Chandragupta, 108.

Chars€u:ia, 63, 64, 117.

Chitorgarh, 17.

Civilization (Babylonian), 166.

(Indian), 27, 160.

(Indus Valley), 167.

(Prehistoric), II, 14.

(Prehistoric, Indian), 103, 104.
(Tripolje), 36.

Clay sculpture, 5.

Coin (punch-marked), 22.

Colour of clay, 132.

Conquest (Musalmau), 106.

Contact (cultural), 118.

Costume, 88.

Cuddapah district, 124.

Culture (ancient Indian), 168.

(Harappa). 167.

(Indian), 167.

— (Indus Valley), 71.

(Jhukar), 167.

(Nal), 71.

(Strata), 146.

Curzon Museum of ArchaH>Iogy,
159. 164, 165.

D

Dacca district, 7, 18, 54, 55,

Darrang district, 9, 10.

Deity (female), 138.
(horned), 83.

(male, unidentifiable), 127.

Delhi district, 163.

Demon figure, 35.

Demonish head, 33, 35.

Deogarh, 73.

Deva-head, 174.

Dhanuka, 55.

Dharmarajika stupa, 93, 94, 96.

Dimapur, 20.

Dinajpur district, 51, 133, 136.

Divine woman type, 45.
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Donkey -head, 35.

Draband, 14B.

Dragon, 39.

Drapery, 1 43.

Dushyanta and Sakuntala, 89.

E
Elam, 33.

Element (Buddhist), 22.

(Indo-Scythian), 22.

Era (Gupta), 6.

Europe (ancient), 33.

Evidence (literary), 128.

F

Face (grotesque), 37.

Farrukabad or Fatehgarh district,

139.

Female (bust), 22, 125, 143, 165.

(figurine), 1, 3, 11, 13, 15, 17,

19, 21, 23, 26, 29, 33, 34, 35,

38, 41, 46, 52, 58, 59, 63, 64,

67, 75, 76, 79, 81, 86, 89, 93,
101, 102, 105, 107, 108, 111,

- 113, 123, 127, 128, 129, 130,

134, 141, 144, 145, 146, 148,
150, 153, 155, 159, 160, 162,

165, 167, 169, 170, 173, 175.
(figurine, fertility), 45.

(figurine, nude), 34.

(head ), 6 , 1 9, 25, 33, 35, 74 , 76,

77, 88, 112, 114, 132, 165,
174.

(torso), 16, 74, 98, 125.

(l^ypCj classic), 63.

(iyp©» primitive), 63.

Figure (numerical), 156.

Figurine (Babylonian), 36, 66.

(composite), 143.

(Indian), 36, 66.

(unidentifiable), 101, 146.

Fort Sandeman Cantonment, 146.

G
Gane^a, 127, 128, 134, 157.

Ganeshpura, 15.

Ganges river, 40.

Garuda, 128, 153.

Gedrosia, 147.

Goddess (Babylonian), 160.

(fertility), 132.

(nude), 33.

(squatting), 30.

(unidentifiable), 89.

Gonda and Bahraich district, 88,

156.

Gorakhpur district, 22, 24, 138, 152,

153, 154.

Government Museum, Madras, 58.

Gupta inscription, 156.
Gwalior, 61.

(State), 15, 16.

H
Hair-dressing, 29.

Hanumangarh, 54.

Hanuman and Rakshasa, 156.

Harappa, 86, 167.

Hathi-bada, 17.

Head (bearded), 93.

(helmeted), 116.

Head-dress, 62.

(female), 12.

Hellenistic, 112.

Hieun Tsang, 40.

Hindu mythological figui'ine, 53.

Hindustan, 101.

Hcrseman, 1, 33.

Human (arm), 19.

(bust), 8^
(face), 22, 165.

(figurine), 8. 14, 15, 19, 21, 63,

69, 70, 78, 79, 86, 89, 91, 97, *98,

101, 107, 113, 115, 127, 132, 146,

148, 149.

(figurine, unidentifiable), 141.

(foot), 19.

(fragment), 58, 75, 127.

(head), 5, 11, 15, 16, 17, 19,

33,34,35,61,64, 79, 84, 88, 89,

94, 95, 105, 109, 139, 141, 142, 144,
165, 167.

(mask), 79, 82.

(torso), 68.

Hyderabad, 158.

(State), 59.

I

Icon (classical), 30.

Iconography (classical), 30.

(Indian), 30.

India (Northern), 32.

Indian Museum, 2, 173.

Tndor Khera mound, 22.

Indus Valley, 34.

Influence (Gandhara), 19.

(Hellenistic), 91, 109.

(semi-classical), 142.

Inscription (Brahnii), 33, 74.

Ishtar type, 45.

J

Jamalamadugu, 124.

Jerndet Nasr, 80.

Jewelry, 29.
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j

Jhalwaii district, 103, 104.

JJiukar, 167.

Jor-bangla temple, 134.

K

Kachchi Kuti, 156, 157.

Kalyani Nadi, 40.

Kamadeva, 164, 165.

Kaparda, 12.

Kapilavastu, 23.

Kartikeya, 165.

Kashmir, 34, 76, 97, 128, 142.

Kau^ambi, 6.

Kham Baba, 15.

Klhokra Kot mound, 163.

Kinnara-mithuna, 164, 165.

Kish, 48.

Kotagiri, 58.

Krshna, 60, 169.
(gov'ardhanadliari), 143.

Kunderu river, 124.

Kushana people, 76.

Kubera, 37, 112.

Kubera and Hariti, 165.

L

Lakshmaiia and Siirpanakha, 156.

Lakshmaiia temple, 54.

Larkana district, 52. 78, 79, 80, 82,

83, 85, 102, 103, 104, 107, 111,

160, 162, 167, 172.

Level (A6okan), 25.

(Maurya), 13, 74.

Lihga with three heads, 169.

Literature (Indian). 13.

(Vedic), 12, 62.

M
Madras, 125.

Mahadeva temple mound, 17,

Mahayanist find, 57.

Mahishamardini, 165.

Male (bust), 143, 165.

(figurine), 4, 9, 15, 17, 20, 21,

23, 35, 37, 40, 43, 44, 46, 52, 53,

58, 60, 63, 64, 71, 74, 75, 76, 78,

79, 83, 86, 89, 99, 113, 114, 127,

132, 137, 150, 155, 159, 165, 167,

169, 172, 173, 175.

(figurine, nude), 141.

(head), 19, 33, 35, 5L 76, 77,

88, 91, 93, 96, 132, 142, 150, 174.

(mask), 172.

(torso), 16, 101.

Man and woman, 20, 39, 88, 89, 101,

143, 173.

Man with dog’s head, 58.

Mara, 112.

Mathura, 159, 164, 165,

Mathura Museum, 164.

Maui’ya dynasty, 5.

Mayadevi, 22.

Mesopotamia, 33, 36, 80, 162.

Mirpur Khas, 158.

(stupa), 54,

Mithuna, 35, 141, 165.

Modelling, 46, 79.

Mohenjo-daro, 85, 86, 167.

Monk, 74, 174.

Montgomery district, 83, 102, 103,

104, 129, 130, 148, 149, 150, 151,

160, 175.

Mora Moradu monastery, 93.

Mother and child, 41, 56, 89, 136,

105.

Mother goddess, 79, 81, 83, 86, 113,

132, 147, 162, 165, 168.

Mould, 33, 101.

Mrchchhakatikain,131.
Murshidabad district, i, 50, 57.

Muzaffarpur district, 19, 141.

N

Naga, 117.

(head), S9.

Nagi, 165.

Nal, 71.

Nalanda stupas, 54.

Napukur, 55.

Nati, 13.

Nawabshah district, 166, 167, 168.

Nilgiri (burrows), 21.

(cairns), 21.

— (hills), 31.

Nirvana (statue), 24.

(temple), 152.

North-West Frontier Province,

63, 69, 91, 93, 94, 112, 117, 140,

174.

Nudism, 33.

O

OpasH, 12.

P

Pachnai Nala, 40.

Pagan, 2.

Paharpur, 5().

(excavations), 7.

(terracotta art), 54.

Pakpatan Canal, 150.

FaSchatantram, 54, 169.

Panel, 4, 39, 43, 143, 157
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Panel (Ramayana), 7.‘1.

Parvati, 165.

Parvati river, 61.

Pataliputra, 3, 13, 144.

Patna district, 3, 74, 108, 123, 144,

145.

Peacock and snake, 169.

Period (chalcolithic), 146.

(Early Kushana), 154.

(Gupta), 6, 73, 88, 156.

(Late Gupta), 54, 56, 57.

(Later Gupta), 15.

(Maurya), 123.

Perso-Hellenic, 116.

Pesliawar district, 64.

Pir Sultan mound, 98.

Pishin, 146.

Plaque, 6, 7, 8, 9, 18, 53, 54, 55, 68,

106, 110, 134, 139.

Prehistoric, 11, 14.

Primitive, 28, 29.

Prism, 52, 103.

Prome, 34.

Prthivi, 89.

Punjab, 83, 102, 103, 104, 129, 130,
148, 150, 151, 160, 175.

R

Raichur district, 121.

Rajasan, 18, 55.

Rajputana, 17, 26, 54.

Rajshahi district, 4, 8, 9, 44, 53, 54,

106, no, 137, 169.

Ramayana, 73, 156.

Rangpur district, 9.

Rattle, 56.

Ravana, 60.

Relief (low), 56.

Religion (Indus Vallejo), 113.

Reptile (cobra), 19, 53.

S

Saheth Maheth stupa, 54.

Salem district, 59.

Sanchi (North Gateway), 112.

Sanjawi, 146.

Scene in relief, 114.

School (Early Indian), 112.

(Gandhara), 98, 143.

Script (Kharoshthi), 76.

(North Indian), 55.

Sculpture (Indo-Sumerian), 33.
(Keishmir), 75.

Serpent-goddess, 123,

Shahbad district, 11, 12, 14, 73, 84.
Shalimar'garden, 76.

Shorapur district, 121.

Shrine (Buddhist), 22.

Sibsa^ar, 55.

Sikhi (second Buddha), 158.

Sind, 37, 52, 78, 79, 80, 82, 83, 85,

86, 87, 102, 103, 104, 107, Ml,
158, 160, 162, 166, Kw, 168,^ 172.

Sind (Prehistoric), 167.

Sindh river, 61.

Sirpur, 54.

Sistan, 146.

Site (Mesopotamian), 146.

iSiva, 74, 89, 165.

6iva and Parvati, 6, 89, 143.

6iva-lihga, 165.

^ravasti, 54, 157.

Sri, 33, 35.

Srinagar, 128.

Stone-sculpture (Maurya), 171.

(Suiiga), 171.

Stratification (archioological ), 49,

62, 65, 89, 127, 128, 139.

Stupa (Buddhist). 37.

Style, 49, 65.

Sudhata, 33.

Sudraka, 131.

Sun-plaque, 74.

T
Tagaung, 34.

Tank, 146.

Tarai (Nepal), 120.

Taxila, 5, 22. 90, 92, 95. 99. 101.

105, 114, 142, 174.

Technique, 29.

Tell Ahmar, 36.

Temple (Hindu), 44.

(Sikhara), 73.

Terracotta (Gupta and later), 89.

(Kushana), 89.

(Maurya), 89.

(Pre-Maurya), 29.

(Primitive), 29, 89.

(Suhga and Andhra), 89.

Thai, 146.

Thar and Parker district, 37.

Thaton, 34.

Thautavvars, 31.

Time (Pre-Sumerian), 146.

Todar, 31.

Tower (Buddhist), 158.

Toy, 57, 83, 99, 125.

Tradition (Gupta), 34.

Type (Baubo), 46.

(classic), 63.

(Personified yoni), 46.

(primitive), 63.

U
Udaipur State, 17.

Ukraine, eneolithic, 36.

XJnidentifiable specimen, 11.
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United Provinces, 6, 24, 25, 28, 39,
70, 88, 89, 115, 116, 122, 127, 131,
138, 139, 152, 153, 154, 156, 157,
163, 173.

Ur, 82.

V
Vai^li, 19, 141.
Valley (Gangetic), 11, 14.

(Jumna), 163.
Vantipor, 128.

Vasudhara, 165.
Vedic, 12.

Venugopala, 133.
Vidyadhara on rhinoceros, 54.
Vishnu, 55, 164, 165.

(anantaSayi), 39.
V'itasta river, 128.

Votary (female), 128.

Vf^habhanatha, 127.

W
Water cyphon, 74.

Waziristan, 146.

Wood carving, 5.

Wrestler, 42.

Y

Yaksha, 5, 56, 127, 165.

Yakshi, 5.

Yogasana, 93.

Z

Zone (beaded), 38.



Journal Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal, Letters,

Volume IV,

Abticle No. 3.

A type of sedentary game prevalent in the United

Provinces of Agra and Oudh.

By Charu Chandra Das Gupta.

The object of this short note is to describe a type of sedentary
game called Kdud-dorici ^ which I have collected in the month
of January, 1938, at Kosam, a village situated in the district of
Allahabad in the United Provinces of Agra and Oudh.

The information about this game was obtained from a man
called Bacchu Singhala Avho belongs to this village. The diagram
used for this game is shown above. It is played by two men,
each having eight ballets in his possession and placed on the
points marked X and O ;

the central cross-point marked P is

kept vacant at the beginning of the game. The game proceeds
in the usual way of jumping over and capturing the ballet of the
adversary lying on the next cross-point if there be an unoccupied
cross-point just beyond the latter and in the same hne. In this

way the player who can take all the ballets of the opposite party
wins the game.

There is some similarity between this game on one hand
and some other sedentary games called Egdra-guti prevalent in

1 This term literally means ‘Catching the crow’.

( 121 )
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the Central Provinces,! Ldu-kdtd-kdti prevalent in Lower Bengal,^

Ndo-gutiyd prevalent in Bihar ^ and another game prevalent

at Bargarh in the United Provinces ^ so far as the diagram is

concerned because the common characteristic found in all the

diagrams is that two triangles meet each other at the apex.

But there is one very important point in which the diagram used

for this game differs from those of the games mentioned above

and which, therefore, makes it a new type of sedentary game not

noticed before by any scholar. This point is that this diagram

has a straight line, drawn horizontally intersecting the central

point marked P, to w'hich two vertical lines are drawn on each

side and on which two ballets in possession of each player arc

placed at the beginning of the game.

1 Journal and Procecdinqs of the Asiatic Society of Bengal (N.S.),

Vol. XXII, 1926, p. 211, fig. 1.

2 Ibid,, Vol. XXIX, 1933, p. 168, fig. 2.

3 Ibid., 3rd series, Letters, Vol. I, 1935, pp. 410-12, fig. 2.

4 Ibid., (N.S.), Vol. II, 1906, p. 123, fig. 5.



Journal Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal, Letters.

Volume IV, 1938.

Article No. 4.

Kinship and marriage among the Goorgs.^

By M. B. Emeneau.

{Communicated by Dr, B. S. Guha.)

The Coorgs are an endogamous community of about 40,000

people who form approximately a quarter of the population of the

province of Coorg, which lies in the mountains of western South
India between Mj^sore State and British Malabar. They were
originally the warrior owners of this tract and formed, and still

form, the highest community in the social scale there (barring

the few Brahmans who live in the province). It is doubtful how
far they can be considered a caste in any strict Indian sense of

the Avord, for they resolutely refuse to accept the ministrations

of the Brahmans in any of their rites. No accurate ethnological

account of these people has yet appeared. This paper gives a
description of the marriage rites and the kinship system of those

Coorgs who live in the central portion of the province, i.e. in

Mercara and Virajpet and the district between these two towns
and in Nalknad to the west

; how far, if at all, the northern and
southern extremities of the province present differences of detail

is not known.
Kinship organization among the Coorgs takes the form essen-

tially of father-sibs. Each sib (called oka) is marked as such by
its name, which is borne by each member as his or her first name.
All land is owned ideally, and a great part of it actually, by the
sib as such and not by the individual

;
departures from this

ownership system, whereby an individual by his OAvn initiative

or good fortune and without depending on the sib property
acquires property which he holds as an individual, do not affect

his position with regard to the sib property nor do they give the
other sib-members a claim upon his individual property. In
other words, individual ownership of land is an excrescence upon
the traditional sib-ownership. It is the sib, moreover, that

1 This paper represents part of the work done in 1936-37 during my
tenure of a grant from the Penrose Fund of the American Philosophical
Society. The phonetic writing used is in general that of the IPA. e is

the back, mid, unrounded vowel; c and j are palatal affricates, y is prac-
ticallj^ the English y. I write a subscript n at the end of a word to denote
that the whole word is nasalized; e.g. in ma:vn, both the vowels and v
are nasalized. The nasalization is best evaluated phonemically as a
feature of the whole word and n6t of any separate vocalic or consonantal
phoneme. When a suffix is added or the word becomes a member of a
compound (e.g. in tamma: vi^), the nasalization does not extend beyond
the limits of the simplex.

( 123 )
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takes part in the communal aiffairs of village or district through
its headman

;
though all the affairs of the country must have

been conducted by the hierarchy built up on this basis in the

days before the rajahs and the British government, nowadays
it is only social matters that are governed in this way and even
these now tend to find their settlement in the courts. In some
rehgious ceremonies the sibs rather than the individuals seem
to play the chief part, e.g. at the village Karavalebaidaga

near Mercara at the padradinamme (ceremony of Bhadrakali)

in the month mi:nia:ruj, a dance called kodia:tuj, is performed
on several days both at the temple and on the dancing-green.

In this the essential performers are a male member of each sib

in the village, carrying each a kodi, or staff surmounted by cloth

tied in the form of two cones with their bases together and the

apex of one pointing upward. Each performer has his right

arm bare and a fold of his turban hanging down his back. If

all the male members of a sib should be unable to dance because
of age or infirmity, the kodi must be carried by a member of

another sib along with that of his own sib. It is the sibs that

are represented at the performance, and individuals who dance
in the line after the men carrying the staffs are a non-essential

part of the performance, carry no staffs, do not wear their dress

in the distinctive fashion of the sib-representatives, and may
at any time drop out of the dance, which is forbidden for the

staff*-carriers. Again, in the Huttari festival (Coorg name :

puteri), w^hen the first ceremonial cutting of the rice-harvest

takes place, the ceremony should be performed not at each house
of a sib, but at their original sib-house, the traditional center of

the sib. It is only the wide geographical spread of a sib and the

inconvenience that w^ould result if the far-flung families had to

gather in one small locaUty that makes it allow^able for some
famihes of a sib to hold their celebration at their separate (hvel-

ling-houses.

The sibs are exogamous. This rule has been stated by
Ananthakrishna Iyer in the form that no marriage is possible

between two persons of the same family name. This however
is not quite accurate. The number of sibs in Coorg is unknown! ;

some indication of their number is given by the fact that one of

the large and prominent sibs is connected directly, i.e. by m*ar-

riage of its members, with some fifty -five other sibs. But in

the case of some of the sibs w^hich have representatives in most
of the villages of Coorg, the spread over the whole country is

of so ancient a date that it is not remembered what the relation-

ship is between some of the more distant branches. In such
cases the Coorgs regard the sub-divisions as distinct sibs, and
intermarriage is allowed between the branches

;
i.e. in these

•exceptional cases two persons of the same sib-name may marry,
if there is no known relationship between the two branches and
if there is no more recent relationship between the individuals.
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I said above that the organization is essentially one of
father-sibs. The qualification is necessary since a woman upon
marriage renounces her sib-name and her claim to maintenance
by her father-sib and acquires her husband’s sib-name and a
claim to maintenance by her husband’s father-sib.^ The formal
statement of her acquirement of a place in her husband’s sib

(the ceremony is called sammanda) is the crucial point in the

marriage ceremony and will be discussed more fully below.

Her membership in the new sib is of such a sweeping character

that she may even lose her personal name and be called after

marriage by the personal name of her husband’s mother or

grandmother, in cases where either of these is dead and it is

desired to preserve the use of the name in the family (rather than
in the sib), if it is not used by some other female sib-member
whose intercourse with the new family would be so.intimate as

to cause confusion. Even after her husband’s death the wife

remains a member of her husband's sib and cannot lose her

rights in that sib’s property except by remarriage, which is

permissible and apparently of fairly common occurrence. If her
second husband should be a member of her first husband’s sib

(and often enough it is his brother^), representatives of her

father’s sib are sent for and they and the representatives of her
husband’s sib perform the sammanda ceremony. Ey it she is

given to her new husband and reacquires rights in his sib with
a new orientation. My informant was of the opinion that

the new rite is necessary since her rights in her husband's sib

are essentially co-rights with her husband. To this extent it

seems that the family is recognized by the Coorgs as a sub-unit

within the sib, though it is significant that the Coorg language
has no word for this sub-unit. If the widow marries a man of

a different sib from that of her first husband, her rights in her

1 This point may be discussed here from the comparative point of view,
since Lowie, Primitive Society, p. 109, has said that he knows of no well-
authenticated case of a woman in a typical sib-organized society becoming
a member of her husband’s sib and losing membership in her original sib.

The Coorg data provide a rather clear-cut case of this kind, with the quali-
fication indeed that a foothold is retained by the woman within her father’s

sib, which may however never be utilized. It is true to be sure that the
Coorgs are considerably above the level of a ‘primitive tribe’, as were the
ancient Athenians instanced by Lowie. The organization of Coorg society
shows a slight secondary accent on the conjugal aspect of the family
group, in that the wife has rights in her husband’s sib as a co-partner with
him, but that this accent is slight is clear from the lack in the language of
a word denoting the family unit-

2 It will be observed that even if a widow marries her husband’s
brother, the process is not automatic, but her father’s sib must be called

in and the woman must reacquire rights in her husband’s sib. This is

certainly no example of the levirate. Similarly, while a widower may
marry his first wife’s sister, the process is not automatic, and we must
rule this out as an example of the sororate. Neither of these types of
selection is either compulsory or preferred.
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first husband’s sib are extinguished with the formulas given

in Appendix I, and in her father’s house she is given to her new
husband with the sammanda ceremony. A woman regains a

permanent place in her original sib only by divorce. This may
happen if she is grossly and persistently immoral or if she and
her husband are continually at odds with one another (the

former is much the more usual cause). In such cases the aruv(”s

of the two families (see ref. p. 130) negotiate between the two
parties and if both families agree to a divorce, the woman relin-

quishes all claims to a place in her husband’s sib and may never
regain it by another marriage into that sib. She regaitis a place

in her father’s sib and keeps it, unless as ran'ly happens she

should be sought in marriage by another man from anolhei* sib.

My informant emphasized significantly that the woman is

readmitted to her original sib not automatically but only if the

sib is persuaded to agree to it. In the sammanda (‘eremony by
a piece of symbolism the woman retains the right of readmission

to her original sib. The aruve of the groom's party is given by
her party eleven out of twelve pebbles : the remaining one is

kept by her sib. This right to readmission is exercised in cast'

of divorce or of remarriage if her first husband dies. It carries

with it only one other right in her father's sib, viz. if slu‘ should die

in the house of her parents and the burial-ground of her husband's

sib should be at an inconvenient distance, she may bi' buried

in that of her father's sib. (Iiildren by a woman's first hus-

band always remain members of his sib. whether or not she leaves

it by divorce or remarriage into another sib. If at the time of

her leaving her husband's sib any children should lx* too young
to fend for themselves, she may retain charge of tlumi until

they attain an age when they can care for themselves, when they

return to the house of their own sib.

Marriage is forbidden also between a cou])le who aie related

to one another by descent through females only from a common
female ancestor. There is not however among th(‘ (dorgs tin*

same division of the jx'ople among fi'inale lines that I hav(‘

elsewhere described for the Todas.^ It seems probable from my
informant’s accounts that the relatioushi])s in female lines tend
to be remembered for a comparatively small numlx'r of genera-
tions and even in some cases to be neglected wlum they are
remembered, if it is considered that the degree of relationship
is not close enough to hinder marriage. What degree wotild be
considered distant enough to allow of intermarriage I could not
elicit with any accuracy, but it seems that three or four degrees
might be sufficiently distant, i.e. a relationship that is traced
back through females to a common great-grandmother or
great-great-grandmother. The proverb quoted in the fifth
paragraph below refers also to this type of marriago.

1 American Anthropologist, 39, 103-112.
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It follows from the two rules that have been stated that the
marriage of cross-cousins is permissible. Such marriages occur,
probably with about the same frequency in all classes of Coorg
society, poor and well-to-do, rural and urban. My informant
gave it as his impression that it w^as frequently considered that
cross-cousin marriages were more suitable than others as creating
new bonds of intimacy and friendship between the families

concerned. He was emphatic that property considerations have
no part in determining the frequency of such marriages; the bride
brings with her merely a trousseau, and no other property is

involved. Cross-cousin marriage is of the symmetrical variety
;
no

tendency can be seen towards asymmetry. While the linguistic

terms for cross-cousins cover, beside the children of brothers and
sisters, also such more distant relations as the children of a
mother’s parallel male cousins or of a father’s parallel female
cousins, my informant in referring to cross-cousin marriages gene-
rally meant marriages between people of the closest relation. In
tlie incident discussed in the following paragraph, the male cross-

cousin who takes a part is if possible the son of the bride’s father’s

sister or of her mother’s brother.

, Tiiat cross -cousin marriages were anciently the preferable
and possibly the universal type is to be inferred from an incident
that takes place at veddings. It may be described here fully

rather than in its appropriate place below. When the bride-
groom is about to lead his bride from her family’s house after

the wedding ceremony, he may be stopped before he crosses the
threshold by a male cross-cousin of the bride’s who refuses to
let her leave the house until he has been given a present by the
bridegroom. The cross-cousin may be of any age, even a child
in arms, and the incident is now looked upon as a piece of festive

sport. But it is significant that he says (not however in any set

lormula) that the girl belongs to him and he will not let her
leave. The present given varies in accordance with the means
of the parties, but usually takes the form of a rupee or a gold
sovereign. It may be kept by the cross-cousin or may be tied
by him in the bride’s sari as a present to her. The latter seems
to be usually the case.

While the evidence of kinship terminology might be invoked
to support our conclusions in the matter of cross-cousin marriage
and would fully support them, it seems to be unnecessary to
bring this forward since the material facts already adduced
provide sufficient evidence. It seems unwise moreover to base
a great deal on the evidence given by kinship terminologies in
the Dravidian-speaking areas of India. They are practically
identical in all the languages of the area, and the same termino-
logies are used by such ethnologically diverse communities as
the mother-sibs of the Malabar coast, the father-sibs of most of
the rest of the area in question, the Coorgs and the Todas who
practise symmetrical cross-cousin marriage, and communities
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which practise an asymmetrical form of cross-cousin marriage.

Until we have exact ethnological and linguistic accounts of many
more communities of the area than we have now, any correla-

tions found between institutions and terminology must rest

under suspicion of being in part accidental and not due to a

coordinated development of the two. Tlie kinsliip terminology

of the Coorgs forms an appendix to this paper.

Within the group of the blood-relations of a man or woman,
marriage is allowed only with the cross -cousin, either real or

classificatory. This implies that within this groiij) one may not

marry except in his own generation. Tlie matter vas sti'essed

by my informants, since in some of the Kannada -speaking

communities a man may many the daughter of his elder sister,

and the Coorgs wished to point out that this is not allowable for

themselves.

It will be evident from Appendix II dealing with kin-hip

terminology that kinship terms are a])i)lu‘d to many more peo])le

than actual blood-relations (see es})eeially A]>]). II, 7). The
ramifications tend to become very wide-s]u*ead, especially wlum
marriages take place outside of the ])lood-group, and when a man
marries more than once ; e.g. in the latter ease, a man’s st(‘p-

mother is called cikavve, her xsister is called by the same term,

the husband of this latter woman is ayye, and his ehildnm,

whether by this woman or by another wife, called by terms

for ‘brother’ and ‘sister’, though they are in no way blood

-

relations to oneself. It remains to ask whether in such eases

the Coorgs apply in the field of marriage the dictum ; like designa-

tions involve like social relations.^ My informant (not the same
gentleman from whom most of the information in this ])aper w as

obtained) said that the rule should apply that marriage is prohi-

bited between any tw^o persons who apply to one anotlua; biotlu'r-

sister terms or terms denoting relationships between different

generations. This rule however is not adhered to in practice and
it was easy to call to mind in a few' moments half-a-dozen eases

w'here marriages had taken place between persons related in

this way by terminology but unrelated in blood. The rules that

must not be broken are those two stated above: the sibs are

exogamous, and marriage is forbidden ))ctween a eou[)le w lio ai e

related to one another by descent from a common female ancestor
through females only. On the history of this disregard of ter-

minological relationships little inforinatior was gained. IMy
informant’s guess that it is due to the influence of (‘ducatiori and
the ‘British example’, and so is a very modern thing, is of little

value. Of the cases mentioned none could have occurred more
than half-a -century ago. But, since there was no mention of
any opposition to any of these marriages, it is |)robal)le that such

1 Lowie, Primitive Society, p. 148.
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marriages had been taking place for many years before that time.
It is of some significance too that a proverb was quoted illustrat-

ing this matter: handujkuj mande iUe, kodavekuj ca:ce illo

‘the crab has no head, the Coorg has no regard for kinship

terms'. 8uch a proverb implies a rather long history for the
social phenomenon in question. One factor making for disre-

gard of what is obviously felt to be a rule of some validity is

worth mentioning. In many cases a strict application of the

rule would make it almost impossible for a man to find a suitable

wife, even in a community of such a size as the Coorgs, and it

must often be extremely convenient and even advantageous to

all parties to disregard a brother -sister relationship which is

based in no way on blood and may be felt as almost fictitious.

The age at which marriage takes place among the Coorgs

is a matter for statistical investigation. It can only be said

that girls are not married until after puberty and usually not for

a number of years thereafter. The marriage song in main
outline and in many of the details is traditionally fixed, needing
to be adapted for any ^vedding only by inserting the appropriate

names; it must be of considerable age and where it describes a
dijBfereat state of affairs from those now in vogue may be adduced
as evidence of an older stage of the institutions in question,

aUoving for the possibility that it may be describing an ideal

rather than any state that had an actual existence previously.

In the song the girl who becomes the wife of the young man
whose marriage is described is married five years after puberty.

My informants are of the opinion that this represents an ideal,

which is rather faithfully lived up to. Certainly marriages before
the age of 17 or 18 years for the giii and before the age of 20
for the man are rather rare. It may be noted also that among
the more well-to-do Coorgs it sometimes happens that a girl

never marries. This may occur for various reasons, perhaps the
first of which is that young men of the equivalent social status,

for the same reasons that operate in Western society, find mar-
riage economically difficult and tend to marry at a later age than
is customary in other groups of the Coorgs. Consequently, a

girl may not be asked for when she is in the full bloom of youth
and gradually comes to be less desirable in comparison with
younger girls. When this happens, a girl of this class may
decide that it is better to stay in her own sib and wield there the
influence that comes with advancing years and experience rather

than snatch at any chance of marriage and enter into an unfami-
liar environment where she wall occupy for a long time, if not
for the rest of her life, a position of secondary importance. If

she arrives at such a decision, being a woman of sufficient strength

of will to do so, she will undoubtedly be a strong enough character

to persuade her family to agree with her. No stigma will attach
to her in consequence which cannot be overcome with time and
patience.
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The marriage is at present arranged by the families of the

young people. The family of the young man approaches the

family of a girl who is considered a suitable match and after

much discussion arrangements are made; the girl is informed of

them and in most cases she acquiesces. The authority of the

family is ideally supreme. Young have many oppor-

tunities of meeting, or at least of seeing one another, and as we
should expect, matches that are not likely to be endurable are

tacitly avoided by the elders of the himily. Cases are known
however where a girl has refused the arranged mamage and lor

various reasons elder members of her family have agreed with

her and prevented the marriage
;
cases are also known where a

young man after suggesting for himself a j)articular girl and
carrying with him most of the other members of his family

has found opposition from an elderly female member who dis-

approves of the girl and he has had to give uy) his idea. Life in

a joint family, as is well known in other j)arts of India, is a matter

of the adjustment of conflicting stresses. The evidence of the

marriage song seems to show that at some time in the past a

young man went out himself to look for a suitable girl and settled

the matter himself, without reference to his family until the time

for the formal arrangement arrived. There is probably some
historical truth in the account, but the period at which tliis

was the custom is not known. Kichter's account of ISTfl im-

plies, though it does not mention exj)licitly, a state of things

like that at the present day.

When a marriage is to be formally arranged and fixed, the

aruve^ of the young man’s family accom])anied by representatives

of this family, e.g. the man’s father, his elder brother, or a brother-

in-law, go to the house of the girl’s family, Thc^re they meet
the aruve and the representatives of the girl’s family. Formally
the man’s party declare that he will marry the girl and the girl's

party that they will give the girl, and the aruves guarantee that

their respective parties will hold to the agreement. The cere-

mony is performed in the nellaki of the house, i.e. the portion of

the central hall opposite the door, where a lamp hangs. It is

regarded as the sacred part of the house and apparently the
sanctity centers in the lamp, before which prayers are offered

in the evening to the ancestors of the sib (or now^adays to any
other gods in addition). Most of the ceremonies to be described

1 Two sibs stand in mutual relationship to one another, so that each
provides an aruve for the other on certain ceremonial occasions. Their
duties in connexion with marriages are described in the text. At a funeral
the aruve is present and seems to have been originally entrusted with
supervision of the ceremonial. At present the office tends to become a
mere formality and the aruve does not ncjcessarily come from the traditional
sib. The man of the traditional sib is called mannaruvd *land-aruv6 one
who is engaged for the occasion only is ponnaruvi^ ‘gold*aruv^’ and this
term seems to carry with it some derogatory connotation.
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are performed at the nellaki. After this formal arrangement of
the marriage neither party may withdraw from their agreement.

As soon afterifards as all the preparations have been iriade,

a variable period but seldom more than a month or two later,

the wedding takes place. The Coorg season for weddings is

between the end of the paddy-harvest and the breaking of the

S.-W. monsoon, i.e. during the months of April and May. In
ancient times any other period was inconvenient and even with

the advent of transportation by motorbus and automobile no
change has taken place. The day for the marriage is frequently

fixed nowadays by an astrologer (kanie), and the song gives

ample recognition to this, though in this it may reflect the condi-

tions of the last few centuries rather than of more ancient times.

The ceremonies take place at the houses of the bride and bride

-

gi’oom respectiveh^ Idealh^ these should be the traditional

central houses of the respective sibs (called aynoimane). In
very many cases however these houses are most inaccessible and
perhaps not even occupied, and in such cases the actual dwelling-

houses of the families are the scene of the ceremonies.

The wedding ceremonies are now to be described. On the
first day each of the two persons to be married goes through the

mu:rta ceremony in the house of his or her family. It is essen-

tially a ceremony in which the person is blessed and prosperity

and fertility are ensured by the sprinkling of rice on the person
and feeding him or her with milk by the members of his or her

father’s and mother’s sibs. Earl}^ on the following morning the
bridegroom arrives at the bride’s house. Rice is again sprinkled

and milk fed, to the bridegroom by members of the bride’s

father’s sib, to the bride by members of the bridegroom’s father’s

sib. Then follows the sammanda ceremony, by which the bride

is made a member of her husband’s sib. This is the essential

ceremony of the marriage. The bride is then conducted from
her house, being stopped as she leaves by her male cross-cousin,

and is brought to her husband’s house. There she performs the

ceremony of carrying water into the house, as an earnest of the
household duties that she will perform as a wife in this house.

On that night the marriage is consummated. Details of the
various ceremonies now follow.

On the first day of the wedding two separate but identical

ceremonies called murrta are held, one at the bride’s house the
other at the bridegroom’s. To each all the members of the

respective sib and of the original sib of the mother of the central

figure of the ceremony amd all the members of the village sibs

are invited. Preparations for the affair, cooking, cleaning and
the like, have previously been made by the members of the house
assisted by the closest or even by all of the sib-members. The
bridegroom bathes on this morning in the bath-house; seven

married women, who are not widows, from among his relatives,

e.g. his sisters, his mother’s and father’s sisters, his uncles’
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wives, but not his brothers’ wives, unless they are much older
than himself,! must pour over him one pot of water each. After
this he is arrayed in full Coorg dress, including the turban, dagger,
and sword, and puts on heavy bangles and neck -chains. His
long coat (kupia) should be white, as all such garments were
anciently. The bride likewise is bathed by women and girls

from among her relatives, no one being barred from this office

except widows. She is dressed in her best sari and headcloth and
decorated with a great number of ornaments, toe and finger

rings, earrings, necklaces and chains, and hair-ornaments.

When the guests have all arrh ed in the early morning (all wearing
Coorg dress, though the men need not wear white coats), the

bride and groom in their respective houses are brought forth

into the nellaki. Each is wearing in addition to their full dress

a cloth over the head, the bride’s covering her face but hdt un-

fastened in front. Each, conducted i)y a near relative or friend

of the same sex (in the man's case frequently the husband of his

sister, in the w’oman's the wife of her brother), circles thr(‘e times
in clockwise direction a stool between tw'o standing lam])s and
then is seated facing to the east on the stool, which has been
covered with a cloth. The nellaki was amiently the place hu* tlu^

ceremony; at present it often takes place in the yard of the house
in a pandal built for the occasion and fitted w ith tlie stool and two
standing lamps, but not with a hanging lamj). This sliift of
scene is due to the fact that the house is fret|uently too small to

accommodate all the guests. During the ceremony four Coorg
musicians beat on drums and sing the wedding song (this 1 hope
to present and discuss linguistically elsewhere).

Wlien the central figure of the ceremony is seated, his or
her mother, or if the mother is dead or a widows the eldest

married woman in the sib who is not a widow, stands in front
of him or her. vShe takes from a large fiat })late of rice a handful
and throw^s some first to the hanging lamp, a])parently as an
offering to the ancestors of the sib (if the c‘eremony is outside in

the pandal, this is omitted), then over her head towards the sun;

1 Yoiznger ones are said to be restrained by shyness, but the fact is

that they are women who are referred to as macini and are possible spouses
of the man, in case they should bo widowed and lie should become a widow-
er. Such relatives of a man, viz. all those whom he classes as macini
and mamme, whether they are blood-relations (i.e. cross -cousiii-s) or re-
lated merely by marriage, are the subjects of taboos with relation to
him. They begin to operate when both parties have attained puberty.
They may not touch one another, except in case of real necessity, nor
may they sit on the same bench. Other specific taboos operating between
these cross-cousins seem to be lacking, since in general Coorg men and
women observe about the same taboos in speech and action that are
observed in polite circles in western society. The specific taboos do not
operate between any other classes or relatives; it may be observed that
the taboo on touching is merely a very small extension of the usual reluc-
tance of a Coorg man to touch a woman.
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with both hands then a little is sprinkled on the seated person
successively at the joints of knees, elbows and shoulders, and
finally on the head. Then she takes a small brass vessel (called

kaindi) with a long spout, which is filled with milk, puts the

spout through the open front of the veil to the mouth of the

person, who drinks a little. Then she puts some money contained

in a small bag into the hand of the person, and nowadays at least

sprinkles rice into his lap, though this is unnecessary. The groom
or bride then bends forward and three times touches the feet

of the mother, after each touch putting the joined hands to

his or her forehead. During this salutation the mother puts
both hands on the child’s head in blessing and ends by joining

her hands and bringing them to her forehead. The mother is

followed by all female relatives in some approach to an order by
seniority and by the female guests in turn, and each goes through
the same ceremony, the only difference being that gifts are pre-

sented without being enclosed in a bag. Widows are not de-

barred from performing the ceremony. If the female is younger
than the bride or groom, the salutation made by touching the

feet is performed by the guest and not by the bride or groom.
After the women have finished, the men do the same thing, the
first being the father, or if he is dead, the eldest male member
of the sib, followed by the other male members of the sib in some
approach to order by seniority and by other relatives and the
male guests. The bride or groom is then conducted from the
nellaki or from outside the house to his or her own room, and all

the relatives and guests proceed to feast, first the men, then the
w^omen, and finally the servants of the house (who belong to the
Holeya [poleye] caste).

After the feast the guests are dismissed with the usual

salutations (generally an abbreviated form of the salutation

described above). Somewhat more formality attends the de-

parture of the male members of the sib to which the mother of
the bride or groom respectively originally belonged. They are

conducted with music to the small pasture near the house and
are seated there on mats. They are given betel and such light

refreshments as sw^eets. Then a Coorg sw'ord (odikati) is offered

to the eldest member of this sib with an invitation to cut down
three plantain stems that have been fixed in the earth. Since
each stem is nearly a foot thick and cutting each across with one
slanting blow is a matter of strength and knack, he usually

hands the sw^ord to some younger member of his party who cuts

them. It is said to be mark of respect to offer the sword, and
likewise a matter of honour to cut the stems cleanly. At
present the whole affair is treated rather jestingly and it is said

that foreign bodies are inserted into the stems to make the stroke

a more difficult matter. The sword is a weighty and w^ell-

balanced weapon and those stems that I have seen after they
were cut had been neatly and accurately severed with one blow.
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After this ceremony of dismissal the guests generally nowadays
return to the house for further conviviality.

The bridegroom spends such part of the night as may be
necessary in travelling to the bride’s house so that he may
arrive about four or five o’clock in the morning. All the time
previously he has spent in his own room and has not removed
any article of his dress (it is said to bring bad luck if he or the
bride takes olf a single article of clothing or ornament until the

two of them are together in liis room on the following night).

The bride meanwhile has got what sleep she can in her room in

her own house. The bridegroom is accompanied by his aruve
and a party of his sib -members, including females. His mother
and father stay at home to await the arrival of him and the
bride. One of the girls or women of the party carries a basketry
box (podia) filled completely with an odd number of measures
of rice, an odd number of coconuts, some plantains, jaggery,

betel-leaf and arecanut, and a kmndi of milk such as was used at
the ceremonies of the previous day. This she is suppose^d to

carry all the distance, but the requirement is fulfilled if she
carries it out of her house and then hands it to a servant or a
male of the party, who again hands it to her wluui tin* bride’s

house is reached. She then hands it to a girl or woman of the
bride’s house who carries it inside. The pot of milk is used in

the following joint-ceremony by the briflegroom’s sib-members
in feeding the bride. The other articles .seem to ha\'e no part
in the ceremony but are left at the bride's house. Wlien the
bride finally goes to her husband's house after lier visit to her own
home, she brings with her the box filled with eatables.

When the groom’s party reaches the bride's house they arc
met by the bride’s party and salutations are exchanged. They
go to the pasture near the house and six plantain stems are mt
through by the bridegroom or a membei* of his party in the same
manner as three were cut at each house in tlu? dismissal of the
members of the bride’s and groom’s mother’s sibs.^ Tlicn the

1 This cutting of plantain stems by the bridegroom’s parly has bt*en
conjectured to be a ve.stigial trace of marriage by ctipture. Jt seems
highly doubtful howeyer whether this can be the case. If only tlut brid(‘-
groom’s party cut stems on arriving at the bri<l<rs house ami the bride’s
on arriving at the bridegroom’s hoiise, we ntijght ef)nsider that we had
symbols of the bride’s abduction and an attempt at rescue by lier relatives.
It will be noticed however that during the couise of the wedding C(»rtv
rnonies there are altogether four occasions when plantain stems are cut.
The bridegroom or some member of hi.s party cuts six, some member of
the bride s party cuts six, and the other two .sibs most nearly interested,
those of the groom’s and bride’.s rnother.s, each cut three, the eldest male
member being the jx^rson to whom the sword is offered. Consi<loring tliat
the Coorg marriage system was originally in all probability one of cross

-

cousin inarriages, we may work out the complicated po.ssibiUties and it
will be found that the present details as to who cuts the plantain sterns
and at which hou.^ they are cut, lend no support to a theory that Coorg
marriage was originally one of capture. We may conjecture of course that
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parties go to the house and eat a meal. After this the bride-

groom is seated in the nellaki on a stool, the bride is brought out
and seated on a stool near him, and a joint-ceremony of rice-

sprinkling, milk-feeding and giving of gifts takes place. The
bride’s mother, or her substitute as on the previous day, first

performs the ceremony for the bridegroom and is followed by
all the members of the party of the bride, while at the same time
the ranking male member of the bridegroom’s sib, is doing it

for the bride, followed by all the members of the bridegroom’s
party. After all have done the ceremony, the bridegroom is

raised up by the man who has acted as his supporter on the pre-

vious day and performs the ceremony for the bride. He then

takes her hand and raises her from her stool. She at once runs
into the kitchen and stands there, waiting modestly.

At this point the two parties, bridegroom's and bride’s,

separate and form two lines facing one another. A formal
conversation takes place between the parties whereby the bride-

groom’s party admit the bride as a member of their sib and the
aruves undertake their duties, the one belonging to the bride-

groom’s sib that he will see that the bride is treated well, the one
belonging to the bride’s sib that if she returns to her father’s

house and refuses to rejoin her liusband he will initiate a set-

tlement of the matter. This, the sammanda, is the central

point of the ceremonies. Before it has taken place, the bride

is not yet married; after it, she is a member of her husband's
sib even if her husband should die before the physical consum-
mation of the marriage. The text of the necessary formulas will

be given here; in practice other words may be added at various
points, e.g. in the lists of things to which the bride acquires a
right, but none, or very few of the words given, may be omitted.

The names given in this text are those of my informant and his

lirst wife; in the case of the aruves the sib names are correct,

but the personal names are merely type-names. A member of
the bride’s party who knows the words begins: dandai kade
na:do:nu: dandui kade bendu: aqgenaruvenu: ^ sa:lLU santama

these present details are not original, but a reconstruction which attempted
to reconcile cross -cousin marriage and marriage by capture by meddling with
the known details in the matter of cutting down the plantain stems would
be in the highest degree conjectural. My informants say that in all cases
the sword is offered to do honour to the recipient’s party. It seems most
reasonable to suppose that it is a vestigial trace, not of marriage by capture,

but of the warlike tradition of the Coorgs. Each sib concerned nearly
in the marriage is given an opportimity to show its ability with the sword,
the chief traditional weapon of the Coorgs, with which enemies were be-

headed, and the two sibs concerned most nearly are given the opportunity
to cut double the number. It is in order to refer for a general critique of
the marriage by capture theory to Ralph Linton, The Stiichf of Man,
pp. 180-81.

1 aijge is a traditional part of the phrase; its meaning is unknown to

the Coorgs, but is conjectured to be the same as that of aruve.
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ku:duj kutumba sailiu beci nindi:ra:. ‘People of the district

in two j)arties and relatives in two parties and aruves, people

of the lineages and blood relations, the assembly and the sibs,

have you formed lines and stood ?
’

A member of the bridegroom’s party answers* nindiitui

Hhey have stood’.

Speaker of bride's party: arnaka ko:dand(a) okada

tapgammo: nd(uj) tmnuve kannina kLu:tiand(a) okada
kadape: nd(uj) enniive baymbepguj tandu: bendu:

parandituu tapa kovva: nd(ai) a:yituj nadoi mu:rta

nodituu indeiketuj dinatiuluj maijgujla kuricituj indui

mapgujl(a) a:di bandalli ta^gamme: nd(uj) thmuve
kannina kadape: nd(uj) tdiniive baymbepgtu sammanda
koduikanalla.

‘If so, in the matter of the girl called Taijgamme of the

Koidanda sib and the man callecl Kailape of the Kuj.tianda

sib, having made an offer of marriage and relationship, having

agreed saying that they would give and they would receive,

having looked for an auspicious day and moment, and eight

days before today having formally arranged the marriage, now
today when the marriage procession has come, let us give the

girl called Tapgamme to the man called Kailapts giving her

rights in his sib (sammanda).’

Speaker of bridegroom's party: koclmka.

‘I^t us give.’

Speaker of bride's party: a:ce:ijgi kuj:tiand(a) okada
kerkuj ninde gurumane naduj kc:t(uj) aramane niiroi

balipe kanatare nu:ra:yira batfi ^ bu:mi nu:ruj kanda ^ ba:ne

upela ne:ggi noga taye tami allate bu:mir(a) a:ka e:ka e:kad(a)

e:ri kunditere ku:da sammanda kodoitira:.

‘If so, of the Kuj:tianda sib, the ancestors’ shrine^ which
stands to the east (of the dwelling-house), the palace

(
= house)

with its four buildings (round the central court), the well where
they draw^ w^ater, the arable land of 100,000 measures, the pasture

land of 100 pieces, the plough with which they plough, the yoke,
the harrow, the yoke-rope, and besides that, of the arable land
the large paddy-field, the paddy-nursery the banks of the paddy-
nursery, the manure-pit, all did you give her as her rights in the
«ib?’

1 More usually aryira bati ‘1000 measures'.
2 More usually patiu kanda * 10 pieces
3 Usually in ordinary speech called kaymaxla; each original sib-houso

(aynujmane) has such a shrine of its ancestors, supposedly on'tho site where
the first ancestor was buried and frequently enough actually containing
.a tomb.
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Speaker of bridegroom's party: kodoitatai.

‘We gave.’

Speaker of bride's party: okuve kala kalatujluj borti

cita:ril(uj) aki kommel(ui) upiu tuyyatoi malu karavatui
puli kalatiului pa:ra bindigel(uj) enne baraniluj ney allate

kadacekalluj ammikalluj bi:juve kalluj meypel(a) olake

cavtuve ra:te bakatui gudda karcuve ganji ko:tuve cemboi
katuve pulli kulipela parre atakotiu kadoicikotiu meype
kotai pullikotui ku:da sammanda koduitira:.

‘The floor where they thresh, the post on the threshing-

floor (round which the cattle go in treading the grain), the rice

in the storehouse, the salt in the basket, the chillies in the big

store-basket, the vinegar in the pot, the chutney in the pot, the

oil in the large vessel, the ghee in the pot, and besides that, the

stone mortar and pestle, the roller grinding-stone, the stones with
which they grind, the wooden pestle with which they pound
paddy, the pounder which they tread, the bath-house in the lane,

the boiler which they heat, the pot with which they dip, the fuel

which burns, the tiled floor where they bathe, the cattle-shed,

the -calf-shed, the shed where they pound paddy, the fuel-shed,

all did you give as her rights in the sib ?
’

Speaker of bridegroom's party: koduitatiu.

‘We gave.’

Speaker of bride's party: e:lato:ta ka:pito:ta pulito:ta

ba:Ieto:ta tepgujto:ta injito:ta manjatoita panjeto:ta ku:da
sammanda koduitira:.

‘The cardamom-plantation, the coffee-plantation, the orange-

plantation, the plantain-plantation, the coconut-plantation, the

ginger-plantation, the turmeric-plantation, the vegetable-garden,

all did you give as her rights in the sib ?
’

Speaker of bridegroom's party : kodujtatuj.

‘We gave.’

Speaker of bride's party: ne:ti ketuve matuj bi:di ketuve
kati maggalape guddali cuki po:ne co:me madici po:ne

po:ri patujkudi a:luj paytaketuj patuj karapa paymbati
nolluj nell(uj) alape pa:ni koci alape se:ruj aki alape mama
ne.lelui to:kuj murlelui barlui arnilui kati taikuine talia

tmkuine bolica cu:dujk(ui) iruimbuj cundekui modaluj
ondoitofui nu:ro:la sammanda kodoitadallate kui:tiand(a)

okada katujl(uj) ajje tofujluj kunni oleket(uj) ajji sa:ladapga

bailadapga sammanda koduitira:.

‘The axe with which lifting they cut, the knife with which
waving they cut, the hoe with which they dig earth, the bullock

which became restive and strayed, the male buffalo which
lusted after the female and strayed, the servants in ten families,
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the ten pairs of bullocks, the ten milch cows, the ten measures
of paddy, the two-seer measure with which they measure paddy,
the one-seer measure with which they measure the servants’

wages, the half-seer measure with which they measure rice, the

gun in the hanging slings, the long sword in the corner, the sword
on the nail, the plate which they leaned against the wall, the
lamp which they hung, the iron for making needles, among the

articles even as small as the cunde-fruit, all from one to one
hundred, not only giving as her rights in the sib, but also of the

Kuj:tianda sib, the old man on the bed, the child in the cradle,

the old woman at the hearth, the family line complete, did you
give her relationship with these ?

’

Speaker of bridegroom's party: koduitatuj.
‘ We gave.

’

Speaker of bride's party: eggada kuhfiia maka niggada
manekui barlui ba:ke bandalli niggad(a) okada ni:rai

nelatuiluj inji manja natitui ko:li pandi caikituj Lu:lemba:le

mairituj ne:dujne panatuuna cep'jul(uj) ujtuj beca:na na:je

piniandui niggada kuhhia mak(a) edujtit (uj) allasalla: nd(uj)

ennujcerggi iduiggm javabdairen amante aggenaruvtf da:ruj.

‘When our child has come to your house to rule it and in

marriage, the money which she has earned, by planting with

water and in shade ginger and turmeric, by rearing fowls and
pigs, by selling (the fruit of) creepers and plantains, and has

kept in a box, if on some day later your children have taken that

money and have said: “We did not take it (lit. it is not so),’^ who
is the aruve who becomes the person responsible for this ?

’

The aruve of the groom's sib: na.nui.

Speaker of the bride's party: niggad(a) okapoda enriiu.
‘What is your sib-name ?

’

Aruve: tamba.nda.

Speaker of bride's party: a:]ujpeda ennui.
‘What is your personal name ?

’

Aruve: mutanne.
Speaker of bride's party : mannaruvena: ponnaruvena:.

‘Are you the aruve of the tradi-

tional sib or a temporary aruve ?
’

Aruve : mannaruvenu : aku ponnaruvenu : aku.
‘ I am both.’

Speaker of bride's party

:

okaperiave^na : a:luiperiave"na:

‘Are you the oldest member of the oldest generation of your
sib or the oldest member of the sib regardless of generations?

’

It is the latter who is the koro:ka:re or headman of the sib,

though of course the oldest member of the sib is usually also the

oldest member of the oldest generation. This question, like the
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previous one, is asked to establish the aruve’s claim to speak for

his sib. It does not necessarily follow however that the aruve
is the permanent koro:ka:re of the sib; on such occasions as

this, the oldest member of the sib who is present at the ceremony
ranks as koro:ka:re for the time being.

Aruve: okaperiave"nu : aku a:lujperiave"nu; aku.

‘I am both.’

Speaker of bride's party: idari pannerandacira ponnoi.

e:ra unde:pgi taralu. kammi unde:pgi keitavalu.

‘Here! take 12 gold coins. If there are too many, you may
give us (those in excess). If there are too few, you may ask

(for enough to make up the deficiency).’ With these words he

hands to the aruve eleven pebbles, which represent the ‘gold

coins ’
;
their significance has been discussed above.

The aruve after counting says: pannandacira ponne; ulle.

‘It is just eleven gold coins.’

Speaker of bride's party :oYd^Q\xdi ponnux illi hakuj sta:panekuj

becandi:tuu.

"
‘ One gold coin we have kept here with us to retain her rights

in her own sib.’

'

Speaker of bridegroom's party: inda:kanekuj i : tapgamme:
nd(uj) ennuve kanni niggada tapge maka. induitofui me:vara
kuj:tiand(a) okada ka:lape: nd(uj) ennuve baymbenda
pommaka maka. annane ba:like bande ponnoi mane ca:-

yille: ndu: anci uititille: ndu: pati ja:ruva: ndu: kotui toiruva:

ndu: o:niluj kete: ndu: ca:nakuj kayya: ndu: niiruikui

du:ra: ndu: ma:ve”ndaba:yigunapo:ra: ndu: ma:vi“ra kayguna
po:ra:ndu: odeyenda mayguna po:ra: ndu: macinicira

managuna po:ra: ndu: ku:luj kuycatuj : ndu: kari kaycatoi

:

ndu: na:yi kadicatuj: ndu: pu:ne ma:ndojci: ndu: etui

kutojci: ndu: payyu cavtojci: ndu: kokaci ketujci: ndu:
ba:kemane bufitoj ta:manek(uj) o:di olici po:yitoj alatituj

ba:manena palandanduj ta:ihanena tudicanduj alataka fia:ya“

parandituj tiddi ni:kituj batekuj tu.du: ku:tujk(ui) a:lu:

kodujtituj ayci tapante aggenaruve da:ruj.

‘Until today this girl called Taggamme has been your
younger sister and child. From today onwards she is the wife

of the man called Ka:lape of the KLu:tianda sib. If the woman
who thus came in marriage says: ‘The house is not good,’ or ‘They
have not tiled it,’ or ‘The yard is slippery,’ or ‘The shed leaks,’

1 My informants seemed somewhat uncertain as to the fate of these
pebbles. It seems that they should be tied into the hem of the bride’s
sari before she is led out of the house. Certainly no great importance is

attached to them in themselves and they are not kept for any length of
time.
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or ‘The lane is full of mire/ or ‘It is impossible to carry dung
(to the paddy-field),’ or ‘It is too far to go for water,’ or ‘My
father-in-law’s words are not good (lit. the qualities of his mouth
are not enough),’ or ‘My mother-in-law is niggardly in giving

supplies (lit. the qualities of her hand are not enough),’ or ‘My
husband is impotent (or, neglects me sexually, lit. the qualities

of his body are not enough),’ or ‘My younger sister-in-law is not

affectionate (Ut. the qualities of her mind are not enough),’ or

‘The rice was too hot,’ or ‘The curry was bitter,’ or ‘The dog bit

me,’ or ‘The cat scratched me,’ or ‘The bullock gored me,’ or

‘The cow kicked me,’ or ‘The she-buffalo gored me,’ if saying

such things she leaves the house into which she married and
going running and hiding to her father’s house she sits there and
stays speaking ill of her husband’s house and praising her father’s

house, who is the aruve who having talked it over and settled it

will give her a torch for the path and a servant to accompany her

and will send her back ?
’

The aruve of the bride^s sib: na:nuj.

‘I.’

He is identified in a dialogue verbally the same as that which
identified the other aruve, the differences being only in his sib and
personal names, which were given in this case as karoitira and
maidape respectively. After he answers: okaperiave“nu : aku
a:luiperiave°nu : aku, the speaker on the bridegroom’s side says:

idari takuikui tapate sa:ksipana. ‘ Here ! take the witness-money
so that you will not break your promise.’ Three annas

(= pana)
are given to him.

The speaker of the bride's party : epgada kufinia makakiu
nu:rui bira:nda poti aMu:ruj bira:nda podea timi a:yira

bira:nda pa:vu padi:ca o:le ma:le same:ta i : okada
nellakiluj enna banna no:tituj maqgujl(a) a:di po:nalli

a: okada nellakilui enna banna no:tuvaka bafelu : baylu:
ka:nate ke:jate po:ce:ggi idujgguj javabda:ren a:nante
aqgenaruve nipgalannea:.

‘Belonging to our child, the box worth 1(X> pagoda-coins
(the pagoda=4 rupees), the saris and clothes worth 500 pagoda-
coins, the jewels worth 1000 pagoda-coins, including ear-orna-
ments and necklaces, having checked over their number and size

in the nellaki of this sib, they will go in the marriage procession.

After they have gone, when in the nellaki of that sib they check
over their number and size, if on the path any has been lost

unseen and unheard, is it just you that is the aruv5 who is the
man responsible for this ?

’

The aruvl of the bridegroom^a sib : na: nanne:.
‘Just I.’

Speaker of the bride's party: idari oke teraggate be:li e:ri

teraggatg kallui annane takuikui tapate sa:ksipana.
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‘Here ! take the witness-money so that you will not break
your promise, (being immovable) as the fence over which

^
the

jungle does not encroach and the boundary-stone beyond which
the walls of the paddy-nursery are not shifted.’ With these

words he gives three annas to the aruve.

After the bride has thus been made a member of her hus-
band’s sib, he goes to the kitchen and without entering it takes

her hand and brings her out. After this, her mother removes the

cloth which he has up to this time worn on his head and puts it

on his shoulders
;
he may leave it there or remove it entirely after

this. He and his party with the bride and some members of her

party then start for his house. As he is bringing her out of the
house, the incident with her male cross-cousin takes place as has
been described above. When they have arrived at the house of

his sib, formal salutations take place, noteworthy among them
those of the bride to her parents-in-law, and some member of the
bride’s party cuts six plantain stems. The bride is led into her

husband’s room and remains there except for the water-carrying

ceremony. Everyone receives betel and light refreshments.

Then the bride removes her veil and is led out to the well with
mu^c and accompanied by all the people. She breaks a coconut
and pours the juice into the well, and then carries on her head a
pot of water from the well to the house. Formerly according
to tradition and the wedding song, she also carried a load of dung
to the paddy-field. These are her first household duties in her
new sib. She is led back to her husband’s room and replaces her

veil. Then all have the midday meal and the bride’s party are

led with ceremony as far as the pasture near the house and are

dismissed. After this, songs are sung by Coorg singers and in

them the bride is given her new personal name. This may be
one quite different from her old one, if as has been said above, it

is desired to perpetuate some name in the house or if the bride’s

name is the same as that of some woman already in the family
and confusion might result. Or, her name as an unmarried girl

may be kept with the change only of -amme or -ake, the termi-

nations of the names of unmarried girls, to -awe, the termina-
tion of the names of married women, as happened in the case of
the woman whose name is given in the text above; Taggamme
became Taggavve.

The bridegroom is brought to the neUaki by his best man,
throws rice to the lamp and salutes all the members of his sib

who are present. He is then led to his room, where the bride
has been all the time except when led out to carry water. He
now removes her veil, and the marriage is consummated on this

night. On the following morning the villagers return, are fed

at midday and formally dismissed. After some days, a variable

number but usually the next day, the bride returns without her

husband to her father’s house. No ceremonies take place.

Bichter’s statement that the bride is treated as a polluted woman
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and is unable to touch cooking utensils and causes her family

inability to take part in ceremonies as does a woman after child-

birth is definitely untrue and is vigorously contradicted by my
informants. After a short period her husband is invited by her

family and with a companion he comes and takes her to his house
and thereafter she lives there.

Of the two ceremonies, mu:rta and sammanda, the latter

ceremony is performed at every marriage. The former can be

performed for a woman only once in her life, however many
times she marries, and so is not done when she remarries. For
a man, on the other hand, it is performed each time he marries.

Consequently, if a widower marries a widow, the mu:rta is

performed for him alone and on the following day the sammanda
is performed, giving the woman rights in liis sib.

In giving this account of the institutions and ceremonies of

Coorg marriages I have in many places tacitly ^‘orrected previous

accounts, especially that given by Richter. On examining his

description it was found that very many of the details as given

by him were vigorously contradicted by my informants. It has

not seemed necessary to draw attention in most cases to the

discrepancy between my account and his. My account has been

carefully checked with a number of Coorgs of some age and ex-

perience and from a number of localities within the large district

whose institutions I have described. It vill be found, I think,

that wherever my account and Richter’s disagree, mine may l>e

accepted as correct.

The main part of the information presented was furnished by
Mrry. K. Calappa Avl., retired sub -magistrate and additional

sub-judge, Mercara, Coorg, to whom I must record my gratitude

for this and for the linguistic information which he gave me
freely over a period of eight months in 1936-37. His information

was supplemented for this paper by many conversations with

other Coorgs and by attending and making notes at several

weddings to which I was hospitably invited.

Apprndix I.

Readmiasion of a woman to her father'^a aib.

If a widow wishes to marry a man of a different sib from that of her
first husband, or if, as happens rarely, she wishes because of ill-treatment
to return to her father’s house, a ceremony of readmission to her father’s
sib and renunciation of all claims to a part in her first husband’H sib is

necessary. After all arrangements have been made, a formal ceremony
(called kalluipara kaypS ‘the ceremony of the pebbles’) takes place at
the nellaki of her first husband’s house. Representatives of the two sibs
and the aruvds of the two sibs gather. The movable property of the
woman, her clothes, etc., are brought to the nellaki. The parties separate
into two lines as in the sammanda, and the aruve of the woman’s sib
says; dan^ui kade na:do:nu;illav0 nurbendu: aijg^jnaruvSnu: sailui kd^i
nindira:.
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‘People of the district iii two parties and people of the house and re-

latives and aruves, have you formed lines and stood ? ’ (The wording as
given is slightly different from that of the introductory sentence of the
sammanda, but the intent is identical, and either wording or others still

different may be used at either ceremony.)

The aruve of the husband*s sib

:

nindirtiu.

‘They have stood.’

Aruve of the woman's sib: a:nak(a) ikka—[woman’s sib-name]
okada co;make; nd(uj) ennuve kuhhi—[husband’s sib-name] okada
apeyyc: nd(ui) ennuve kuhhira batliu baike bandalli apeyye: nd(uj)
ennuve kuhnira a:yisa korii aiyitii: eo:make: nd(uj) ennuve kunnira
adrujsta ketad(uj) a:yitu: patuj ka:la baddui barvekot runa
illata.naijgundui indaikane niijgada pommaka maka: nd(Lu) ennitinje

co:make: nd{uj) ennuve kunhina pormiu ketateii^gi ta:mane: ^ ndui
bayyakiu karkianduj poduva:.

‘If so, after the child called Coimake of the^—sib came to rule the
house and in marriage to the child called Apeyye of the—sib, his life having
become short and her luck having become bad, because it was not their

destiny having ruled to rule the house for more (lit. ten) years, now accord-
ing to the saying: “If a woman has fallen into trouble, her father’s house
(is the place for her),” may we go taking back the child called Co.'make
who up to today was said to bo a wife among you ?

’

Aruve of husbands sib: kiuinailui maria:di annane.
^ ‘According to the custom of past time.’

Aruve of woman's sib: a:naka co:make; nd(uj) ennuve kuhhi
apeyye: nd(uj) ennuve kuhhira ba:luj ba:ke bapaka ahhu:ruj bira:

niura potiliu a:yira biraimura mailiuna sarladagga bailadagga
terakianduj banda:nda miditui udmtittu mihjujna:na bayyak(uj)
ediutandui po'.luva;.

‘ If so, what is left over, after her eating meals and wearing the
clothes, of all the jewels and clothes worth 1000 pagoda-coins in the box
worth oOO pagoda-coins which the child called Cormako brought with
her when she came to rule the house and in marriage to the child called

Apeyye, may we go taking it back ?
’

Aruve of husbands sib: kuj:na:luj mariaidi annane.
‘ According to the custom of past time.’

Aruvi, of woman's sib

:

idari sa:ksipana.

‘Here! take the witness-money.’ He gives
three annas to the husband’s aruve.

Aruv^ of the husbands sib: bartiu. a:naka coimavve:^ nd(uj)
ennuve kuhhi apeyye: nd(uj) emiuve kuhhira va:luj ba:ke bandalli
cormavveggoi cu:dLuk(ai) irujmbuj cundekui modalui ondiutotiu
nu:ro:la—[husband’s sib-name] okada maneluj sammanda kodujpaka
—[husband’s sib-name] okada maneluj co:mavvegg(iu) ihje samraanda-
tujna kovvahji nigga tande pannandaci ponn(uj) idari. beci tapa.

‘I have received them (lit. it came). If so, here 1 take the eleven gold
coins which you gave on taking sib-rights which were Co:mavve’s in the
house of the—sib when we gave to Co:mav\"e rights in the house of the

—

sib to (all things, even to) the iron for making needles, among the articles

1 The proverb has a second sentence: a'.nui ketatet^gi aramane
‘ if a man gets into trouble, prison (lit. the palace; sc. is the place for him).

’

2 The husband’s party use the name that the woman had in his house,
with the -awe termination, while the woman’s party have been using the
form suitable to an unmarried girl, by which she was known to them
before her marriage.
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even as small as the cunde-fruit, all from one to one hundred, after the
child called Coimavve came to rule the house and in marriage to the
child called Ap^yye, We will give (the coins).’ With these words he
hands over eleven pebbles.

Aruvi of womarCs sib: ba:tuj.

‘I have received them (lit. they came).’
Aruve of husband's sib: idari sarksipana.

‘Here! take the witness -money.’ He gives

three annas to the woman’s aruve.
Aruve of woman,'s sib: ba:tuj.

have received them.’

After this ceremony the woman is taken with her belongings to her
father’s house.

If she should be leaving her husband by divorce, much the same
formulas are used, the main difference being in giving the rea.son for her
leaving.

Appendix II.

Coorg kinship terminology.

The kinship system is of the type known as the Dakota-Iroquois
system. A summary of the Coorg system follows ;

1. There is no self-reciprocating terminology. In Ego’s generation
his siblings and classificatory parallel cousins on the one hand and his

classificatory cross-cousins on the other are indicated by terms which
denote age older than himself and younger than himself respectively.

Consequently, none of the terms used within Ego’s generation are self-

reciprocals.

2. No term is found denoting an individual whose sex is unspecified.

Collectives which class the sexes together are found in three cases (see IT,

Y, and Z in Table 2).

3. Siblings and classificatory parallel cousins are classed together
in each generation.

4. In Ego’s generation a dichotomy is made in classification on
the basis of age elder or younger than himself (see 1). In the first

ascending generation, Ego’s father’s male siblings and parallel cousins are
permissively dichotomized on the basis of ago elder or younger than the
father’s, and Ego’s mother’s female siblings and parallel cousins are per-
missively dichotomized on the basis of age elder or younger than the
mother’s.

5. The father is distinguished from his brothers, and the mother
from her sisters.

6. Ego’s generation and the first ascending and descending gene-
rations show a tLse of terras perfectly in accord with a strict system of cross-
cousin marriage. Further, no terminological distinction is made between
siblings and classificatory parallel cousins of any degree of remoteness,
or between classificatory cross-cousins of any degree of remoteness. Ccm-
sequently, in the first ascending generation there is a separate term (G)
for the father’s sisters and parallel female cousins, an4 this is used also

for the mother’s female cross-cousins and her male siblings’ and parallel

male cousins’ wives. Similarly, there is a separate term (J ) for the mother’s
brothers and parallel male cousins, and this is used also for the father’s
male cross-cousins and h^ female siblings’ and parallel female cousins’
husbands. In Ego’s generation the classification of cross-cousin applies
to all the children of those in the first ascending generation who are classed
according to the preceding two sentences. In the first descending
generation a distinction is made between two groups, (a) the children of
one’s siblings or parallel cousins of the same sex as oneself and of one’s
cross-cousins of the opposite sex from oneself (these are classed with Ego’s
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children), and (b) the childi'en of one’s siblings or parallel cousins of the
opposite sex from oneself and of one’s cross-cousins of the same sex as
oneself. Members of (a) are possible mates of members of (b). For (a)

a collective term is found disregarding sex, i.e. ‘children’.

7. The terms that would apply to Ego’s mate’s relatives if the
mate were a cross-cousin apply also to those relatives when the mate is

not a cross -cousin.
8. A step-mother is called by the same term as a sister of the mother,

a step-father by the same term as a brother of the father. (This is not
evidence for levirate and sororate, but would follow from a strict cross

-

cousin marriage system; see ref. 2, p. 125.)

9. Two classes in the first descending generation yield one class only
in the second descending generation; there are two terms, one for each sex,

for grandchildren. For these a collective term is found disregarding sex,

as for ‘children’ in 6 above. Similarly, the second ascending generation
is divided only on the basis of sex.

10. The third ascending generation, like the second, has two terms
differentiated on the basis of sex. For the third descending generation
there are no unitary terms, only phrases, see Z in Table 2.

11. All the above statements are valid whether Ego is male or
female.

12. For husband and wife there are separate terms, odeye and
poimuj respectively.

Bibliography.

A bibliography of the meagre writings on the Coorgs will include the
following as the most important items in English (there are no books on
the subject in any other European language):

Rev. G. Richter, Manual of Coorg (Mangalore, Basel Mission Book
Depository, 1870). This is the earliest account and must be taken into

consideration despite its limitations; it is still available at the publishers.
Lewis Rice, Mysore and Coorg (Bangalore, Mysore Government Press,

1878) ; volume 3 on Coorg. This is an almost verbatim reprint of Richter’s
book, with few additions or changes of any importance.

Panuanda Muthanna, Coorg and the Coorgs (Siddhapur, Coorg,
C. M. Ponnappa, 1931). A small book wdth some good material, but on
the whole meagre and disappointing.

Dewax Bahadur L. K. Anaxthakrishna Iyer, Presidential
Address to the Anthropological Section of the Indian Science Congress,
Hyderabad (Deccan), 1937. The Dewan Bahadur promised a book on
Coorg similar to his Cochin Tribes and Castes and Mysore Tribes and Castes ;

since his lamented death in February 1937, it has been announced (Man,
Vol. 37, No. 120) that his manuscript was at the time of his death almost
completed. Pending the desired publication of this manuscript, it has
seemed desirable to publish this account of one side of Coorg life, especially
since in the printed presidential address there is one very serious mis-
statement. It is said there that among the Coorgs cross-cousin marriage
is prohibited; this is definitely not the case, the evidence given in this

paper will show that cross-cousin marriage must be considered to be the
favored form among the Coorgs, either operating as such at some past
period, or at least held as an ideal.

I must express my gratitude to Dr. David Mandelbaum for his

criticisms and suggestions on numerous points in the paper.
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Table 2. Terminology marked in Table 1 by letters.

A mutajje.
B muta.yi.
C ajje.

D ta:yi.

E ape.
F ayye; if older than Ego’s father, he may be called balliape, if

younger, ceriape.

G ma;vi^^; Ego’s father’s sister, as distinguished from others to

whom this term applies, may be called tammarvi^^.
H awe,
J ma;ve’^; Ego’s mother’s brother, as distinguished from others to

whom this term applies, may be called tammaive”.
K cikavve ; if older than Ego’s mother, she may be called balliavve

(cf. F) or doddavve, if younger, boijavve.
L anne, used of those brothers and parallel male cousins who are

older than Ego.
M ake, used of those sisters and parallel female cousins who are

older than Ego.
• N tammane, used of those brothers and parallel male cousins who
are younger than Ego.

O taijge, used of those sisters and parallel female cousins who are

younger than Ego.
P ba:ve, used of those male cross-cousins who are older than Ego.

Q Macine, used of those male cross-cousins who are younger than Ego.
R mamme, used of those female cross-cousins who aie much older

than Ego.
S maciiii or macinici, used of those female cross-cousins who are

younger than or of about the same age as Ego.

T mo:ve^^.

U mo:va; T and U may be called collectively maka.
V mayme.
W rnayina.

X Kuirujmo:ve^h
Y Kujruimo-.va; X and Y may be called collectively kuiruimaka.
Z no unitary term; collectively called kiuriumakada maka ‘children

of grandchildren with distinction of sex kturujmoive^hida mo:ve^ (or

mo:va) ‘son (or, daughter) of grandson’ and kujrujmorvada mo:ve“ (or,

mo:va) ‘son (or, daughter) of granddaughter’.
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Article No. 6.

Putrika-putra, or the appointed daughter’s son
in Ancient Law.

By Nares C. Sen Gupta.

In my paper on Early History of Sonship in India (Man,
1924, 32 and 42), I tried to trace a history of the evolution of

secondary sons in India. Some of the conclusions I there reached
require revision in the light of further studies.

The main thesis which I there sought to establish I still

adhere to. It was that the Vedic Aryas did not recognize a
secondary son

;
but pressed by environments their law was forced

to recognize secondary Sonship as well as forms of marriage

prevalent in societies among whom they came to live, just as

the Romans who had but one justum matrimonium, the con-

farreatio, were later forced to recognize marriages like Coemtio
and Usus.

The Dharmasutras represent diverse attempts made at
^ different periods of history and in different communities to absorb
this exotic stock into the body of the sacred law.

I shall attempt in this paper to give a brief account of the
stages ofevolution of one kind of secondary sons, the Putrikaputra
or the son of the appointed daughter. In doing so I shall briefly

indicate what I consider to be the beginnings of secondary
Sonship generally in ancient Indian Law.

As I have observed, the early Vedic society did not recognize

any secondary son. As Zimmer^ observes referring to the great

liankering for sons displayed by the Rgvedic texts, “ Nicht soil

man glauben er konne durch Adoption erzetzt werden, denn
' Was von einen audern gezeugt ist keine Nachkonemmenschaft ’

RV. 7, 4, 7.”

Apastambha, though apparently later in date than the other

Dharmasutras retains the purity of the early Vedic law in this

respect. According to him Aurasa, the son begotten bj’^ one on
one's lawfully wedded wife is the only son.^ Niyoga he
denounces,® and he absolutely declines to recognize gift or sale

of sons as chattels.^ In his scheme of the law of inheritance

the secondary sons find no place. And Apastambha cites the
authority of unquestionable Sruti texts.

Gautama, Va^i^tha and Baudhayana recognize secondary
Sons, though the rules about secondary, sons laid down by them
are’ in many respects widely divergent. But the noticeable

^ Altindisehes Leben, p. 318,
^ Apast., II, 13, 1 ; so too Aupajanghani quoted by Baudh., II, 2, 34.
3 Ibid., II, 13, 4-7. 4 Ibid,, II, 13, 11.

( 149 )
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thing is that none of these authors cites any Vedic text recognizing

secondary sons. Va^istha is the only author who cites Vedic
authority, which I shall presently refer to, but the remarkable
thing is that in his enumeration of the secondary sons he says ;

‘ Twelve kinds of sons are given by Purdna What he means
by Purana seems to be sacred tradition, and this is borne out by
his reference to the fact that in Vedic texts there is precedent
for certain kinds of secondary sons

;
as the purchase of

Sunahsepha which he reads as the making of a krita son by
Hari^candra and his adoption by Visvaniitra which he reads as

a case of Svayamupagata.^ It is with reference to such traditions

that Apastambha asserts that they are not authorities, because a

recital of a mere fact in a Sruti text is not law and because the

defections from law and crimes by great men are not to be

followed ; in them with their superior spiritual excellence they

were harmless but they would not be so in the case of lesser

mortals.^

Va^istha’s reliance on Purana rather than on any Vklhi

of the Sruti shows that in Vedic law as distinguisluKl from tlie

practice of isolated men there was no authority for secondary
sons. This conclusion is further reinforced by the fact that

tliere is nothing in the Grhya Sutras which indicate the existence

of any kind of secondary son. If secondary sons had been
recognized in the Vedic society there would inevitably liave been
some ritual or ceremony connected with the making of such son
in the Grh^^as. But the Grhyas have none such. In the

Dharmasutras, Ksetraja,^ Dattaka ® Putrikaputra ® are found
associated with some rituals, but no such ritual finds pla(‘e in

the Grhyas. In later ritual literature an elaborate ceremony
is found evolved for the taking of a Dattaka son, but it consists

practically of the performance of ceremonies prescribed in the

Grhya sutras for a natural born son.

Secondary sons are found to have been recognized for the

first time in the Dharmasutras, though the reference of Vasistha

to Purana shows that their legal recognition was })receded by
i.solated practices of individuals.

The earliest of the secondary sons to be recognized were the

Ksetraja and the Putrikaputra and they enjoy between them a

primacy over other kinds of sons tiiroughout the Smrtis. In
my paper in Man, 1924, p. 32 and p. 42, I have suggested that

the Ksetraja Sonship was borrowed from the Semitic Levirate.

It is not possible to pursue the history of Ksetraja in this

paper and I must reserve it for future treatment.

With regard to the Putrikaputra, we find in the first place

that he does not fit in with the Vedic scheme of society and that

1 Va^i^tha, XVII, 12. 2 XVII, 31, 34-35.
3 Apast., II, 14, 13 ; II, 13, 8-10. 4 Va^ji^fha, XVII, 55 el seq,

5 Va4i?tha, XV, 6. 6 Gautama, XXVIII, 18.
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on the other hand he is quite normal in societies built up on
matriarchal or semi-matrilinear bases in which the heena ^ type
of marriage prevails. The essence of Vedic marriage as described

in Rg Veda X, 85, is Vahatu, the name by which it is called in

the Vedas, which, like the Roman deductio domum and the corres-

ponding Athenian ceremony, consists of the carrying away of the

bride to the husband’s home. And the Mantras clearly indicate

that she is carried not only out of her father’s house but out of

his village. It must have been so, as ancient villages and settle-

ments were exclusively agnatic and the exogamous Arya could

not marry his girl in the village. Some ofthe Mantras emphasized
by Zimmer show that the Vedic Arya was anxious that a daughter

who went out should go out for ever. In such a society a
daughter staying with her father would be an anomaly.

If we examine the early laws of Inheritance and Sraddlia

which have been borrowed intact from tradition by the very
Dharrnasutras wliich recognize the appointed daughter’s son,

it will be seen that they give no place to the daughter or her son

.

Thus in Gautama, we find that only those connected by
Pinda, Gotra and Rsi were entitled to succeed to a sonless

person (Gautama, XXVII, 21).^ The wife is given a place which
we need not refer to here. In Sraddlia, we find that the persons

entitled to perform Sraddha to a sonless person are his own
sapindas, his mother’s sapindas and sagotras (Gautama, XV,
13-14).

The word sapinda has been given a new meaning in the

Mitaksara and later commentaries as ' of the same body ’. This
interpretation was given with the clear object of supporting the

Mitaksara law of inheritance which does not run on the lines

of spiritual efficaiy. Looking at the Smrtis themselves it is

reasonably clear, however, that thej^ meant by this term those

who participate in pinda s or funeral oblations.

Who then were the sapindas in Gautama’s text ? It is

quite clear that they did not include cognates who were not

agnates. Otherwise mother’s sapindas would not have been
separately mentioned. In later law, no doubt, the daughter’s
son and other cognates have been made sapindas and daughter’s

sons have been recognized as offering pindas to their maternal
ancestors. Gautama already provides for it, but none the less

he does not consider the maternal grandfather as a sapinda of
his grandson but as only a sapinda of his mother .2

1 See footnote on page 165.
2 Even in Visnu who recognizes a daiighter as such as heir, it is

interesting to find that in the detailed and complete procedure for Sraddha
given in Chapter 73, the pindas offered are to the father and his two
male ancestors. In Chapter 75 a text is thrown in which says that pindas
are to be offered to maternal ancestors in the same manner. That this

was a later addition is shown by the ritual described in Chapter 73 which
is perfectly complete to the minutest detail down to Brahmanavisarjana.
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Both for inheritance and srdddha therefore the daughter's

son was a stranger in early law,

Vai^i$tha interpolates a whole gamut of six secondary sons

in his scheme of succession, but, leaving out the secondary sons,

his scheme of succession is the same as that of Gautama.^
The scheme of society indicated by these laws is strictly

agnatic. The daughter’s son can have no place in it, any more
than in the law of the Twelve Tables. The law of Gautama
and Va^istha is in substance the law of the Twelve Tables,

barring secondary sons.

As to what happened in the interval between the early

Vedic texts and the period of the Dharmasutras which recognized

the Putrikdputra and other secondary sons we are left more or

less in the domain of conjecture. But we can find traces of a

few factors which may have contributed to the evolution of the

Putrikd and the Putrikdputra.

The extension of the status of sonship to boys loved Jis

sons would be a natural process. This is indicated in the story

of Sunahsepha who so charmed Vi^vamitra by his spiritual

excellence that with the consent of the latter’s hundred sons ho
endowed Sunahsepha with the rights of the eldest son. That
was very far yet from the creation of fictitious sonship, as

laid down in the Dharmasutras, but it indicates how natural

affection would tend to extend sonship to strangers.

Besides economic conditions were changing and social

conditions and environments were no longer what thej^ were
when the hymns of the Rg Veda were written. One of the

great changes which apparently occurred was that daughters of

sonless persons began sometimes to live with their parents.

On the other hand the tie of kinship to distant agnates

grew weaker as society expanded and distance both of space and
of degrees of descent grew between them.

In a strictly agnatic society the law of succession in Gautama
and Va^istha would have been accepted as a matter of course.

For daughters by their marriage in such societies would pass
out of the family not only in a spiritual sense but absolutely.

In a society however which had become more or less familiar

with the idea of a sonless father having his daughter and her
children about him, natural love and affection would assert

itself.

And, it is more than barely possible that this development
in the law was aided by the institutions of non-Arya com-
munities with whom the Vedic Arya came into contact and
some of whom were themselves converted to the Arya cult.

I ^Tsir i

Apastambha, II, 14 also gives the same order, only he gives the inheritance

to the daughter before the King.
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That the Arya cult expanded and developed as much by
Aryanization of non-Aryas as by the migration of Aryas them-
selves* cannot be doubted. The literature relating to the ritual

of the Vrdtyastoma indicates that such conversions were not

infrequent. Later history and the anthropology of races now
following the Arya cult furnish abundant evidences of such
conversions.

With regard to one great race in historical times who were
clearly converts to Arya cult, we can more than guess that they
were descendants of a race which had matrilinear kinship, at any

rate in an earlier stage of their history—I mean the Andhras.

Barring the earlier Andhra Kings whose names we get probably
in an abbreviated form in the Puranas, the Kings of this line

were obviously known by their metronymic, e.g. Gautamiputra,
Vasisthiputra, Mathariputra. This use of the metronymic is one
of the survivals by which a society originally matrilinear in

kinship can be recognized as such. It is more than probable
that the Andhras were such a race who were Aryanized and
among whom in historic times descent was apparently from
father to son but was originally matrilinear.

That, in the ages before we have definite history, the Aryas
who clearly had contacts with non-Arya communities, some of

whom were absorbed into the Arya cult, did come across societies

like that of the Andhras with matrilinear kinship is a guess

which might be hazarded. And though we do not have definite

historic facts in support of this hypothesis, ancient traditions

embodied in the Mahabharata lend considerable support to it.

Thus we find that Bhtma married Hidimba but he did not carry

her home. Similarly Arjuna married L^lupi and Citrangada
both of whom remained with their respective fathers. These
are instances of marriage of girls who were definitely non- Arya,
in which it was taken for granted that the brides should not
follow their husbands. It is true these facts are not historical,

but they are a record of very ancient traditions and are all the
more valuable, as the aspect of the stories on which w^e rely is

one which was recorded unconsciously and therefore without
bias or any intention to point a moral.

It is thus possible that the ancient Vedie Arya whose ritual

of marriage involved the taking away of the bride and the

cessation of the tie of kinship betw^een the bride and her parents

came into contact with other races among whom' daughters
remained in the father’s family where the husbands visited them,
societies in short among whom the beem form of marriage
prevailed.

It is quite possible that such societies when they were
Aryanized retained their institution of having daughters in the

house notwithstanding marriage. It is also possible that pure

Arya society faced with the fact of the daughter and grandson
of a sonless nmn living with the father who, unless a formula
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could be found which could make such daughters kindred and
substitute for sons, would be stranded, adapted the non-Arva
usage for their own purposes.

It was in this predicament that the Ar\ a society of post-

Vedic times evolved the concept of Piitrlkd which gave to

brotherless daughters the status of sons.

When this situation arose in ancient Rome the problem
was solved by an edict of the Praetor who gave honorum possessio

unde cogiuiti to these near cognates. In India of (hiutama’s
day the same thing was done by a fiction. The daughter’s son
was brought in by being made a son by fiction.

The earliest trace of this change in the organization of

society is probably to be found in a Sriiti text cited in Xirukta
quoted in Madanaparijata.^ The same text in a modified form
is quoted by Vasistha.^

This Sruti text does not specifically refer to the Ihitrika

but as I read it, it simply records a fact that brotherless daughters
used to come and live with parents and lived like sons. 1 look
upon this as the germ of growing practice which developed lat(T

into a definite rule of law in the shape of the Putrikaputra in

later times.

Barring this doubtful Vedic text pressed to their use l)y

later law-givers in connection with the Putrika, we find no
trace of her before we come to the Dharmasiitras. But the law
in the Dharmasutras themselves shows that before it was recorded
in them, it had already passed through a ('ourse of evoluti(»n.

The original procedure by whi(‘h a daughter’s son (*ould

be made a son is a definite ritual which is laid down by (Jautama
in XXVIII, 18. At the wedding the father had to make a
ceremonial declaration with appropriate sacrificial rites saying
that the girl’s son was to be his son. This formula we find
repeated in other smrtis down to Manu,

But already in (Tautama’s time this formal recpiiremen

t

had been slackened and Clautarna cites an ojiinion held by some

( )
that an appointed daughter could be made by men^

intention of the father even without this formula (XXVI 11

19, 20).

Baudhayana in a somewhat cryptic text says that a daughter
begotten on a girl 'by approaching’ (her ?) is a putrikaputra,
otherwise dauhitra.^ The meaning of this passage is obscure.
The significance of the word which 1 have translated
' by approaching ’ is not clear. Oovindasvamin who, naturally

^ quoted in MadanaparijHta (Bibl. Ind.),

p. 141.

VajiiiKf ha, XVll, 16.

3 w'TTOi mm 5fst«iiT3’^«5!i
i n, 2

,
15 .
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interprets the passage in the light of later Smrti texts reads into

it the meaning that the father must have first stipulated that the

daughter was given for the purpose of raising issue to her father.

It is reasonable to suppose however that by what

the Sutrakara meant was that the husband approached her in

her fotheys house to distinguish this from the normal case where
the wife goes to her husband’s house.

The words are also unintelligible unless they

mean that dauMtra is the name given only to such grand -children.

This point however, on which (lovindasvamin gives two alterna-

tive opinions, is not material.

In the next Sutra Baudhayana cites authority which says

that the Putrika’s son gives the first pinda to his mother, the

next to the father and thereafter to the grand-father of the

mother.^ I take this text cited by Baudhayana to mean that

this is the first recognition of a daughter’s son offering pindas to

his maternal grand-father wdnch he was not entitled to do under
the original Vedic law.

Visnu.2 like Gautama, first lays down that the Putrikaputra
"is the son of a girl given by a father with a stipulation that the
.sr)n born of her was to be his son. But then he goes on to say
that even where a daughter is not aj)pointed by the rule for

making a Putrika she is a Putrika, if brotherless.

Vasistha ^ differs from these authors in making the Putrika
lierself a son. But he indicates by quoting a verse on the process

of making a Putrika that a Putrika can be made by a contract
at the time of marriage that her son was to belong to the grand-
father. As authority he refers to a variant of the Sriiti text

cited in Nirukta referred to above.

These texts indicate the formative stages of the evolution of

Putrikaputra down to its penultimate stage.

We start with the fact that the sonless person’s daughter
living with the father instead of going to her husband had become
more or less familiar. Vedic law gave her no status in the
family, but instances were probably known in other societies

in w^hich such daughters and their offspring enjoyed a definite

status. The Arya law reacted to this fact not by absorbing the
laws of these non-Aryas about the status of a daughter but by
producing the same result by a fiction by which by means of
an appropriate ceremonial contract the Putrika and her son
could be made into sons.

There can be little doubt that this was the earliest form in

which the Putrikaputra was recognized in early Arya law
;
the

details of the form of stipulation in Gautama and Va4i§tha, as

also in Mann indicate it.

1 Baudhayana, IT, 2, 16. See Visnu Ch. 75 and note 10a above.
2 Visnu, XV, 5-6.

*

‘

8 XVII, 15-16.
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The next stage was to extend the same right of the father

to sons of daughters where the formal reservation was omitted

but the intention to make a putrika was clear. This Gautama
indicates only as an opinion held by ‘ some but Baudhayana
proceeds on this basis and lays down that where the daughter

does not leave the father’s shelter but her husband visits her

there the son becomes a Putrikaputra.

At the next stage the possibility of a Putrika, properly

appointed not having a son is visualized. In that case the

society which had relented so far in favour of a daughter and
her sons would not allow the daughter whom her father’s affection

had deprived of the protection and shelter of a husband in his

own home to be stranded. And now, therefore, we find Vasistha

providing that such a daughter would herself be deemed to be

a son.

It was one step from this to recognize the daughter of a

sonless man as his heir in every case irrespective of appointment.

This step we find taken in Visnu, according to whom, the inheri-

tance of a sonless man went finst to the widows and failing her

to his daughter.^ ’W hen this was the position of every daughter,

the ceremony of Putrikakarana lost all significance and it is not

therefore surprising that Visnu who lays down this law" sa\s

also that even without the ceremonial of Putrikakarana a brotluu’-

less girl is in fact a putrika.^

When this stage was reached the function of the Putrika

in legal history had been fulfilled. After this the law does not

develop further.

As already indicated, wdth the exception of Va.sistha the

Smrtis throughout speak of the son of the Putrika and not of

the Putrika herself as a son. The commentators have rea^l

these texts together to mean that both the Putrika and her son
are sons by fiction (e.g. Mitaksara under Yajn., II, 128).

In later Smrtis, the Putrika has lost all her importance.

For already the daughter as such is mentioned by them as heir,

irrespective of her being a Putrika,^ after the sons and tlie

widow. Manu too, while he begins b}" giving the formula by
which a girl could be made a Putrika^ in the immediately following

^lokas, says that a daughter ^ and a daughter’s son ^ as such

1 Visnu, XVII, 4-5. 2 Visnu, XV, 6. ^ Visnu, XVII, 4-5
4 Manu, IX, 127.

^IcT I!

wmmwfm Vif
ii

ix, 130.

^ ft ^ II IX, 132.
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inherit to a sonless person. In Yajnavalkya the Putrika is

barely mentioned, but the inheritance of the daughter after the
widow* is well settled.

Now, if a daughter and her son inherit as such and if the

daughter’s son, and not merely the Putrika’s son, as in

Baudhayana, offers oblations to the maternal grand-father as

such, all practical utility of Putrika disappears, and the institu-

tion naturally ceases to exist.

The obsolescence of this custom in the time of Manu and
Visnu and others appears from the absence of further details

about this institution in any of these Smrtis.

Mann, indeed, true to its character as an encyclopedic
digest of all texts gives us several texts relating to the Putrika,

which belong to different strata of the history of law. It is

singular, however, that in his enumeration of the twelve kinds

of secondary sons (IX, 159, 160) he omits any reference to the

Putrika or her son. In another place (IX, 123 et seq,) however
he deals with the Putrika’s son, but his treatment of the subject

is mixed up with that of the daughter’s son generally. As
already pointed out he lays down the law that a Putrika is made
by a contract at the time of marriage (IX, 127) but immediately
after that he follows with a text laying dovm that a daughter’s

son as such inherits to a sonless person and offers pindas both to

the father and the maternal grand-father (IX, 132). This he

emphasizes by saying that the son’s son and the daughter’s

son (not Putrika’s son alone) are equal in all respects (IX, 133.

136, 139). In IX, 140 he lays down the order in w^hich the

Putrika’s son offers pindas to his maternal ancestors, while in

IX, 135 he says that on the Putrika dying sonless, her husband
inherits to her, thus indicating that a true husband-wife relation

for spiritual and legal purposes exists between her and her

husband. If we remember that the present text of the

Manusamhita was essentially a compilation of all the texts of

law which were current at the date of compilation in the name
of Manu and that accordingly many texts are incorporated in it

which had long become obsolete at that date, we shall be able

to assess these texts at their proper value. It will then be seen

that these texts, so far as the Putrika’s son goes, do not lay

dowm anything which was not already laid down by Gautama,
Va^isfha and Baudhayana. The other texts, however, which

give to the son of the daughter ”

—

‘ whether appointed or not ’ the same status as a Putrika’s son,

belong to a later stratum already indicated in Visnu. These
texts practically nullify the provisions about Putrikaputra who
had evidently ceased to be an institution of any practical utility,

so much so that he finds no place in Manu’s enumeration of
the twelve secondary sons. Later Smrtis, beyond occasionally
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mentioning the Putrikaputra among the twelve kinds of sons do
not speak of them at all.^

The seal upon the obsolescence of the Putrika along with

the various other kinds ofsecondary sons, except the Dattaka,

was set by the text of the Adityapurana ^ which gives an index

expurgatorius of laws forbidden in the Kali Age and mentions

among others the recognition of sons other than aurasa and
Dattaka. This text, as the Smrticandrika, Parasara-Madhava
and others rightly observe, makes the institution of Putrika

void in the Kali Age.^ From the historical point of view we
can only look upon this as a record of the contemporary fact,

that this practice had gone out of v^ogue.

Had it not been a fact that the law of Putrika had no
practical utility and had become obsolete vv^e should have expected

to find some provision in these laws about many questions of

detail which are of v^ital importance, and have been specifically

treated in connection with the Dattaka, questions about which,

in relation to the Putrika and her son, the Snirtis are silent.

The commentaries too never discuss these questions s(piarely

but only incidentally in the course of dialectical exercises. Vet
there would be questions of great importance to settle if the

Putrika was a live institution and not an arclueological relic

faithfully borne along by text books without conviction or

interest. Take for instance, the question of (juestions for

sacrificial purposes—what would bo the gotra of the Putrika or

her son ? Or the question whether the Putrika's son would
inherit to his real father at all.

In the case of the Dattaka son who was tlie only secondary
son of practical utility to the law-givers from Manu downwards.

1 Xarada does not refer to .seeondary sons. No text of Krdy§,yaJ‘a
or Yama is found cited in the coinnientarics. Two texts of Brha-spati are
cited (Col. Dig., V, 4, 304 and V. 4, 22o) in which hf‘ (juotes (Jautanui,

XVIII, 18.

X X X X

^Tfnr p: i

Cited in Smrticandrika (Ed. Gharpure), pp. 289-90 and other commen-
taries. Madhavacarj^a quotes as from another Smrti a variant
this

:

II

Parasara-Madhava, Bib. Ind., Ill, ,353.

3 Smrtic., pp. 288-9 ; Paras^ara-Madhava, III, 353.
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it is laid down expressly ^ that the adopted son does not take
the gotra or inheritance of his natural father and he offers no
pindas to him. No such text is to be found about the Piitrika’s

son or for that matter about the Ksetraja or any other kind of

secondary son.^

The treatment of the subject by the Nibandhas is luminous,
less for what it actually says than for what it omits to say.

None of them deal squarely with the Putrika’s son
;
where ques-

tions relating to them are discussed they are raised as incidental

to the discussion of other problems and in a purely academic
way. One who runs can read that in the days of these Nibandhas
which laid down the practical law for the people in the ages
succeeding the compilation of the Smrtis, the Putrikaputra had
ceased to exist. I shall deal with the treatment of the Putrika
and her son in some of the leading text books only by way of

illustration.

Medhatithi who had to comment on every stanza of Mami
naturally had to deal with the law as there laid down in some
detail.

Whth regard to the manner of making a Putrika Medhatithi,
commenting on Manu IX, 123, refers to the text of Gautama
and says that a Putrika is made by means of the formal ceremony
as described by Gautama, or by clear intention of the father.

He does not refer to Visnu's text which makes a brotherless

girl a Putrika in every case, but insists on the expressed intention

of the father.

Healing with the texts (IX, 130, 132 and 136) Medhatithi
makes a forced interpretation limiting the rules to the Putrika
and her son only and not extending to all daughter’s sons.

It is not necessary for our purposes to follow Medhatithi
through all his dialectical subtleties in discussing a number of

({uestions raised by him. It is enough to note that according

^
i

fqvrs:
\\ IX, 142.

- It is significant on tlie contrary that Manu while he lays down the
right of the Putrika’s son to offer pindas to the maternal grand-father
IX, 135, 136, lays down the order, in which pindas are to be offered by the
Putrika’s son which is the same as given by Baudhayana, IX, 140, he does
not say that the Putrika’s son takes the gotra of the mother’s father, as

he does in the case of the Dattaka immediately after it. It is remarkable
also that Manu in another text IX, 136, lays down the same law for

daughter's sons whether the daughter is appointed or not. Only two
texts are cited by the Smrticandrika one a text quoted in the Nirukta
which has been referred to and another a text of Logaksi (also cited by
Madhavacaryya) to the effect that the Putrika’s son is to offer pindas
to his mother by her father’s gotras. Logaksi is not one of the authori-
tative Smrtis referred to, by Yajhavalkya or Saiikha but his name
appears in texts of Paithinasi and Ahgiras, both apparently late authori-

ties. It is significant that earlier authorities in whose time Putrika was
a virile institution do not say so.
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to him the daughter’s son of a sonless person as such neither
inherits nor offers pindas to the maternal grand-father

;
it is

only the Putrika’s son who does so, and a Putrika can only be
made by a definite declaration of his intention by the father.

\A/ith regard to the relation of the Putrika with her husband he
definitely says that there is no vivdha strictly speaking between
them but none the less the intercourse is valid and lawful as
distinguished from the secret connection which gives birth to a

Kanina son.

Reading the commentary as a whole one cannot but be
struck with the unreality of the discussion. It is more a dialec -

tical exercise to establish the consistency of Mann’s texts than
a discussion of a problem of practical importance.

When we come to the Mitaksara it is remarkable that this

great text book of practical law dismisses the Putrika with two
brief references. Commenting on the word bhrdtrmafl in

Yajnavalkya’s text regarding the qualifications of a marriageable
girl (Yajn., I, 53) the Mitaksara observes.

and under the texts enumerating the twolve kinds of sons, lu^

says,

I ’arcing I X X X

I

I I

The great commentator had therefore nothing to add to

the law as briefly laid down by Vasistha.

Some of the other commentaries deal with some of these

questions, and I shall briefly summarize the conclusions at whi(*h

they arrive. It is remarkable however that in none of the
commentaries is the question discussed squarely in a Prakarana
dealing with secondary sons or the Putrikaputra but only
incidentally in the course of a discussion relating to an interjweta-

tion of texts relating to marriage. The reason for this is that as
a matter of i)ractical law, as these authors expressly say, the
Putrika had ceased to exist.

Madhavacaryya in his great commentary on the Parasara-

Smrti, the Parasara-Madhava, says in the Vyavaharakanda that
the making of a Putrika is forbidden in the Kali Age (P.M. Bibl.

Ind., Ill, p. 352), but discusses the texts relating to the Putrika
in connection with marriage. On the authority of a text of tl\e

M^rkandeyapurana (cited P.M. Bibl. Ind., I, 469), he says,

f*r3f%s I
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And in dealing with the Putrika he says,

HTcTTTT?^ Wg: fwt^^fWTT i

^TTT^ 5r^I^ci: II {Op. cit., I, 474-o.)

implying that the change of gotra in this case does not take

jilace for the same reason, viz. : '5W[;mT>?T^ I

He distinguishes two ways of making a Putrika, following

(rautama, by ^‘srffT^fTT or agreement at the time of marriage

and by or mere intention of the father—and in the

latter case he conceives that such intention might not be com-
municated to the husband.

In dealing with her gotra however he deals only with Putrikas

who are married with reservation, i.e. without ^??r^T5T |

In the Vyavaharakanda or the Chapter on law, the only
comment about Putrika that the author of the Smrticandrika
like Madhavacaryya makes, is that Putrikakarana is forbidden

in the Kali Age.^

This is all that he says so far as practical law is concenied.
In Acarakanda, however, in discussing the texts about the

qualifications of the bride where it is said that she must be
asagotra of the father and asapinda of the mother, the

Smrticandrika propounds the riddle, why talk of the sapi't^da

of the mother at all ? By marriage, the mother has become the
same with the father and the father’s sapindas are the sapindas
of the mother too. This riddle it answers by saying that this

would not always be so, and illustrates by reference to what it

thinks to be the law about Putrikaputra as follows :

—

I ^ jmx

^ ” Tfa I ?srfn5[3

1 Smrticandrika (Gharpure’s Ed., p. 288)

:

i g

t^Tfrwgi 1 gf3«in«iT: i ^ ^
wfjf *rR7 i
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^Tci I X X X
SI cl^

I X X

sig ^aRTfw^sfxT tf^TsUT^fcI I ^I^fTsiclt

‘S^^Tfq fsr€:%^€^ i

=9 fi^T! h'^srt^sr?^ W i

5lIS^TcT?T ^»^TS%W ftrg^iWfHgsft ^nTTST^i^li'

fiH]g^TSIT%fei I
^StcT^ T5fws{fTsrTJTIRT%^ ^Rg^ITftI#r

ftri3T I

*

So too the Madanaparijata in answer to the same query

and in the same context comes to the same conclusion.-

According to these authorities, therefore, a Putrika retains

the gotra of her father and does not pass on to the husband's

gotra, the reason being that in the case of the Putrika there is

no gift of the daughter. If there is a Sainpraddva of the girl

she does not become a Putrika as she passes to the husband's

gotra by reason of the gift, as expressly stated by the author of

the Smrticandrika,

It may be noted in passing that Devanna Bhatta. Maflhava-

caryya and Madanapala in assuming that the Putrika is not

given, cite no texts which lay that down and th(\v give? tlu^ go by
to the provision in the 8mrtis tliat a Putrika can l)o made by
mere intention and that a brotherless girl should not l)e married

because she might be made a Putrika, evidently after marriage.

These texts seem to indicate that even after a marriage with a

regular ritual involvingSampradana a girl could be made Putrika

wdien the institution was in vogue, it is obvious that in laying

down that a Putrika retained the gotra of her father and did

not pass on to the husband’s gotra Madhava(‘aryya, J)evanna

Bhatta and Madanapala were only contem})lating cases wiiere

there was a regular and formal Putrikdkarann and the marriage
was without 8ampradana and not to cases of informal Putrikas

who had been married with Samy)radana. So far as the law
laid down in the Nibandhas goes therefore it must )>e taken to

be settled law, according to the commentaries, always on the
hypothetical basis, having regard to the fact that there can be
no Putrika in the Kali Age, that (1) a Putrika vv^ho is, ex hypothesi

not given by the father, retains the gotra of the father, but

1 Smrticandrika, Gharpure’s Ed,, p. 69.

^ ^ ^l^TSTTWrifT, if

This is said on the authority of the Nirukta text and Va6istha’s text
hereinbefore cited. Madanaparijata (Bibl, Ind.), p. 141.
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that (2) if she is given ceremonially, as she has to be in the full

Grhya ritual, she passes to the gotra of her husband.
Those texts of the Mbandhas relate only to the Putrika.

As regards her son, the commentaries say nothing. Madana-
parijata however incidentally interpolates a remark to the

effect that such son, while he would be a son of the maternal
grand-father by virtue of the stipulation would also be an aurasa

son of the natural father.^ Elsewhere he says that the Putrika-

putra inherits to his progenitor as aurasa son. And we find Manu
expressly providing that a Putrika’s husband inherits to her if

she leaves no son.

This of course stands to reason on the Smrti texts. Eor

aurasa is described as a son begotten on a in the

Smrtis. Even assuming, as stated by the Smrticandrika and
the Madanaparijata that the Putrika does not change her

gotra, and that she does not become a bhdryd in the full sense

of the word as a participant in Agiiihotra, she is still the dharma-
patni, and a son begotten on her by her lawful husband w'ould

according to this definition be an aurasa son of the husband,
although he might be also a son of the grandfather. The

contrary view that a Putrika does not acquire wifehood
( )

is repudiated by Medhatithi.

While this is undoubtedly the logical position, specially

liaving regard to the fact that there is no text like Manu’s text

about the Dattaka son barring the acquisition of the natural

father’s gotra or inheritance by a Putrikaputra, the significant

thing is that there is no Smidi text about it and the commentaries
are practically unanimous in their silence on the point. This
])oints the moral that the Adityapurana was right in its record

that the institution of Putrika had disappeared in its time.

This leads us to another question which also the Smrtis
themselves do not answer. What are the rituals in the. marriage

of a Putrika. The (ilrhya sutras have no distinctive ritual for

Putrikas given in marriage. If the full Grhya ritual according
to any Sakha is followtKi, the girl necessarily passes into the

gotra of her husband. For, in the ritual not only is there a gift

of the girl, as these authors state, but in the course of the rituals

the bride is ceremonially called by the gotra name of her husband

.

That completes her conversion to the husband’s gotra.

So, if the Grhya ritual is followed in the marriage of a

Putrika, she must inevitably pass to her husband’s gotra. The
Smrticandrika and the Madanaparijata seem to assume that

the Grhya ritual of marriage was not performed in the marriage
of the Putrika, but that the entire ritual in the marriage of a

1 The Mitiiksara too, under Yajh., II, 128, considers the Putrika s

son to be though I
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true Putrika consisted of something like the ritual summarized
by Gautama.^

Considering that these authors were dealing, merely on
the authority of the meagre records in the Smrti toxtvS alone,

with an institution about which they had no personal knowledge,

too much stress should not perhaps be laid on their authority.

But if they are correct in their view of the Smrti texts, the »

conclusion is inevitable that in the true Piitrika’s case as in the

Asura and Gandharva marriages no Grhya ritual of marriage

was performed, for, as the Smrtieandrika logically asserts,

in that case the girl would inevitably pass to her husband's

gotra and her whole purpose as a fictitious son of the father

would fail.

My studies of the ancient Indian law of marriage has con-

vinced me that in early days in India there was, beside the sacral

marriage according to the Grhya ritual, several kinds of civil

marriages without sacra. Later on, sacraments more or less

modified were added to some of these forms, and they were

adopted into the sacral law. These were the Daiva. Arsa, and
Prajapatya marriages. In the Daiva the ritual consisted of

merely uttering the ivords of gift in favour of the Rtvik in tlu^

presence of the sacrificial fire, in Arsa the ritual consisted of

the ceremonial gift of a bullock and a (‘ow or two pairs of them
to the bride’s father. In Prajapatya the father says (erernonialiy

So too in Putrika’s marriage the only

ritual that was provided was that stated in (lautama (XXVIIL
18). A girl married with full Grhya ritual could not be Putrika.

The question of the evolution of marriage forms in ancient India

is however too large a topic to be dealt with in this paper and
I must therefore refrain from developing this point further here.

Another question on which neither the Smrti texts nor any
of the commentaries throw any light is as to who can make a

girl a Putrika. The original Smrti texts with reuard to tlu*

Dattaka son, as well as with regard to otlier kinds of secondary
sons, make it quite clear that none but tlie adoptive father wuh
contemplated as capable of making one wlio was not a son ins

son, except in the case of the Ksetraja where the widow" could
raise issue to the deceased with the permission of the guru—e.g.

the father-in-law. In the case of the Putrika the texts con-
template the father of the girl making the contract which makes
her a Putrika. The commentaries have extended this jiow^er in

the case of the Dattaka to the wife or widow of a sonless person
in some schools. So far as the Putrika goes, no school of law
has thus extended the powers. The commentaries which at all

deal with the Putrika all proceed on the basis that the father
makes the Putrika. It might have been different if the Putrika

1 Gautama, XXVIII, 18.
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was a live institution like the Dattaka and if in the later law any
daughter as such would not serve ah the purposes of a Putrika.
But as the Putrika had ceased to exist as an institution and as
the daughter and her son simpliciter had taken their place, the
commentators were spared the trouble to coax or force the texts
to extend the power of the father to the mother. The result is

that the Putrika could at no time be made by any one except
the father of the girl, and if he failed to appoint the daughter,
she could not be a Putrika.

It is interesting to note that when, in an early case before

the courts, a question was raised on the footing that a girl was a
Putrika, the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council expressed
an opinion, though they did not actually decide, that no Putrika
could be validly made now and they decided that none but a
father could make a girl a Putrika. i It is satisfactory to note
that the conclusion at which their lordships arrived on relatively

scanty materials is amply borne out by a searching examination
of the authorities.

1 Thakur Jeebnath v. Court of Wards

^

2 I.A., 163.

Beena—This is the name given by Robertson Smith in his Kinship
and Marriage to the type of marriage in which the bride continues to
live with her father and her offspring become kindred of her father.
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Article No. 6.

On Tamerlane.

By H. Beveridge, I.C.S. {retired).

Tamerlane, or the terrible Vulcan of Samarkand. His name
was Timur which in Turkish means Iron and the affix ‘ lane

’

means lame, so that he may be called the awesome Smith or

Vulcan of Samarkand. He was born at Kesh, some fifty miles

south of Samarkand in 1336 and he died at Otrar on the borders

of China in 1405. He reigned at Samarkand for about forty

years of continual warfare, without ever suffering a defeat. At
last, however, he had to succumb to Generals January and
February, as expressed in the Emperor Nicholas’ epigram, and
in Tenniel’s cartoon. He was then seventy years of age.

His body was conveyed to Samarkand and is buried there under
a splendid tomb. Apparently he had little or no beneficial

effect on mankind. Rather he was like a sweeping rain that
leaves no food. In Tennyson’s words, he shook the house
like a tornado, and went. Like his predecessor and alleged

ancestor Chingiz Khan he ruined Persia, and he defeated and
caged his rival Bayazid. Fortunately for truth and his own
real fame he had two biographers. One, a learned Muhammadan
named Sharaf-ud-din, was an unblushing panegyrist and wrote
‘like a pedant dreaming at his desk’. The other was
Ahmad, son of ‘Arabshah. He was a furious, but eloquent
Damascene, and a hater of cruelty, and his works, though
discursive and overloaded with quotations from the Koran,
are really much more valuable than Sharaf-ud-din’s. He has
done for Timur what Procopius did for Justinian, and
Badayuni for Akbar. He has shown Timur with all his wants
and all his ignorance and cruelty, but he has also shown his

genius for command and has given merited praise to his

endurance of hardships, his care of his son Shahrukh’s
education, his occasional acts of mercy, and his admiration for

learned men. Timur is said to have been called the Lame
because as a boy or in earl}" youth he had carried off a sheep
or a goat belonging to a shepherd. The shepherd shot him in

the leg and Timur remained lame for life. The story is probably
true, for there can be no doubt that Timur was lame, and his

admirers haye not given any explanation of how this happened.
Nor does the affair cast any special blame on his character.
It was an incident which was not worse than Wordsworth’s
having as a boy stolen woodcocks or wheat-ears from another’s

springe, or Clive’s robbing his neighbours’ orchards. There
is no doubt that Timur was of good family, his father

being at the head of the Barlas clan. But he was poor,
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and to him there was no disgrace in a Qazzaqi, i e. a robbery.
Such things were in his blood, just as they were in King David’s
and Sher Shah’s, who both began as brigands. And I believe
that Haidar 'All started in the same fashion.

On his first occasion to enter India, 1 do not think that
Timur crossed the Indus although this is what Sharaf-ud-din
sa^^s. Timur, by coming down the Kharram, was already on
the east bank of the Indus and he probably went down it as

far as Dinkot or Mithankot. Dinkot is also called Dhan, not
Dhan, kote, and I believe it was not opposite Kalabagh, but
was much further down. Indeed the stream was then in flood,

and probably carried Jalal-ud-din much further down than the

opposite bank at the beginning of Chul Jalali. Unfortunately,
Chul Jalali does not appear as a landmark on our maps.
Timur, however, may at an earlier period have crossed

the Indus from west to east in pursuit of Toktamish at an
earlier period. Dinkot I believe to have been the Dinpanah
or Dinkot of our maps. The two names Dinkot ^ and Dinpanah
have the same meaning, and I believe are, or were, in Dera GhazI
Khan, and not far above Multan. It seems to me not impro-
bable that the original name of the Ferry or landing-place was
Dhankot and meant the Fort or Abode of Wealth, the first

syllable being dhan, and that it is a reminiscence of the famous
Cband Swadagar, the great and semi-mythical merchant
of Bengali Ballads.

There is a curious reference to Timur in Archdeacon
Paley’s Moral Philosophy. In his chapter on Promises he
tells us how ‘ Timuras ’ promised the garrison of Sebaste, a

once famous city of Asia Minor, that if they surrendered, he
would not shed a drop of their blood, and how he kept his pro-

mise by smothering four thousand of them in the fosse of the
city ! Paley, I suppose, got his story from Gibbon or Petis de
la Croix or from D’Herbelot. I do not believe the story of

the breach of promise. It seems to rest on the authority of

Ahmad, son of ‘Arabshah, and is probably untrue. Timur was
under no necessity of making such a promise, and I doubt if

the garrison would have believed him and have surrendered, if

he had said so. But there can be no doubt that three or
four thousand of the garrison were murdered, for the fact is

admitted and rather gloried in by Sharaf-ud-din. See his
Vol. II, p. 269, of the Asiatic Society of Bengal’s edition

of the Persian book, the Zajarndma, and Samuel Manger’s
edition and translation of Ahmad b. ‘Arabshah’s work, Kiidh
'Ajd'ih ft akhhdr Timur, * the wondrous book of the doings of
Timur’, Vol. I, p, 575. Many of the garrison who were

J General Briggs in his book on Ferishta spells Dinkot as Dhonkot
(Abode of Wealth).
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put to death were Christians, and were for the most part
Armenians. The city, which was a fine one and full of learned
men, ' was destroyed, and has been a ruin ever since. It is

commonly known as Sivas. Probably the bones of the men of
the garrison are yet in the slime of the fort moat.

Perhaps the day will come when, like the bones in

Ezekiel’s valley, these bones may yet come forth to

accuse the ruthlessness of Timur. The story then must be true,

though I do not altogether believe that Timur gave the equivo-
cal promise about not shedding blood. It was unnecessary for

him to do so, for the garrison was at his mercy, nor is it likely

that the garrison would have believed him if it had been
made. It is sufficient barbarity that the garrison were buried
alive.

And yet though I do not altogether credit the story, it may
be true, and at all events it shows what was the public opinion
about Timur’s character. Nor it is by any means the biggest
butcher’s bill ever sent in by Timur. His murders at Ispahan
and Delhi were on a far larger scale, though they lack the
picturesqueness and cold-blooded ferocity of what happened at
Sebaste. I see no reason to doubt that Timur kept Bayazid
in a cage. It was by no means the worst thing he ever did.

And I have little sympathy with Bayazid who began the career
of insults. True, Timur insulted Bayazid’s wives and daughters
and behaved very grossly towards them. But it seems that
Bayazid had already insulted another Muhammadan king’s
family.

It is noticeable how tyrants, and especially kingly tyrants,
worsen with time. As Tennyson sings,

‘ 0 ill for him who, bettering not with time,
Corrupts the strength of heaven descended will !

And ever weaker grows through acted crime.’

Timur’s worst cruelties were committed in Asia Minor and
India, and are recorded in the second volume of the Zafarnama.
So also were the death-bed injunctions of King David about the
worst of all his actions. Tiberius, the Roman emperor, was also
exceptionally cruel in his old age, and it was in his later years
that Akbar had an officer thrown into the Indus and nearly
drowned ! Timur was an elderly man when he shut up Bayazid
in an iron cage, and when he massacred the garrison of Sivas
Sebaste ’) and the Indians of Delhi. Nadir Shah too

became more cruel than ever in the last years of his reign.
Continuous success and bodily weakness or disease no doubt
affected the originally equable mind of Timur. Even the genial
Babur became cruel and morose in his last years !
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Samuel H. Manger and ‘Arabshah’s Book.

Manger was a learned Dutchman who was attached to the

University of Leeuwarden (Leovardia) in Holland, and he
dedicated his book to William of Nassau, a descendant, I

suppose, of our William III. The famous Golius also edited,

I believe, Ahmad b. ‘Arabshah’s work. There is a copy of

Manger’s book in the R.A.S. Library, and it seems that

Ahmad’s work has also been published in Cairo in 1285 A.H.
= 1869 A.D.

It is worth noting that none of Timur’s biographers was
exactly his contemporary. Sharaf-ud-din was many years

younger than Timur, and there is no evidence that he accom-
panied him in his campaigns. He was probably only a child

when Timur set out on his expedition to India. I doubt also if

Sharaf-ud-din is a trustw^orthy chronicler. Apart from his

glossing and flatteiy, his geography is often vague, and his

accounts of Timur’s raid to Nagarcote and also of Timur’s
crossing the Indus are unsatisfactory.

The Raid to Kangra.

I think there can be no doubt that Timur went to

Kangra, that is to Nagarkote, in the Chamba State. It is

intrinsically probable that he went there, for his predecessor

Mahmud of Ghazni went there and presumably acquired much
plunder there. Probably Timur was less successful, and it is

likely that this was why his biographers say so little about the

expedition. Evidently there was a feeling that every Muham-
madan sovereign should visit such a centre of Hindu supersti-

tion and should show his contempt for idolatry. Mahmud of

Ghazni was followed by Ferozshah, Timur, Akbar, Jahangir
and Aurangzeb. They had all been attracted by the beauty of

the scener}^', the goodness of the climate and the wonders of

the Flaming Face (the Jhala mukhl). At that time the beauties
of Cashmere were unknown or inaccessible.

Timur was indeed a marvel for his personal activity, and
was at least equal to the Ottoman Bayazid, who was given the
name of Ilderim or the Lightning on account of his rapid
marches. In fact, Timur was too active for his biographers,
who have had to leave some of his exploits unchronicled. There
is a striking instance of this in their accounts of the march
to Nagar or Nagor in Kangra. I believe tliat there were at
least two places called Naghaz or Nagor. One is showTi in

the Indian Gazetteer Atlas, plate 32, of the Punjab as in the
district of Kangra, and is spelt Nagar. It appears to be 90 m.
west of the city of Kangra, that is, Nagarkote. It is in the
Kulii subdivision. It is said in the Gazetteer that Kangra was
originally called Kangraghara, and means the ‘ place of the
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head \ This was because the head of a giant or Rakhsh was
buried there, whose name was Jaladhar. (See the Chamba
Gazetteer, p. 67 of vol. I.) Kangra, being an old place and
much revered, has had many names. It was once called

Trigarta. Another name for it was Bhimnagar. It is also said

that the town in Kangra, where ‘ the flaming face ’ is, was
originally Kangraghara, which means ‘ the place of the head

Kangra in its long existence has had many names. It

was at one time known as Bhimnagar. It is also said that the

town of Kangra, where the Jhala rnukhi or Flaming Face
(a flame of fire) exists, was originally called Nagarkote. It

is unfortunate that ‘Arabshah’s work is in Arabic, and is often

oVjScure. But a learned Dutchman, Samuel Manger, published

a Latin translation of it in the eighteenth century and added
valuable notes. He was a professor in the University of

Leeuwarden in Holland. He had the advantage of an Arabic
text of ‘Arabshah made by the great Golius. Copies of Manger
are rare, but there is one in the Library of the Royal Asiatic

Society. It seems that the first edition of ^^rabshah’s bio-

graphy was an Elzevir, and was published in 1636 at Leyden,
It appears that it was for this edition that Golius prepared the

edition of Timur’s Life. Golius died in 1667 without, appa-
rently, finishing his edition, or translating the Life by ^Arab-

shah. A century afterw^ards another Dutchman, a professor

at Leeuvvarden in Holland, edited ‘Arabshah’s work, and also

published a translation of the biography of Timur. But I

presume that it was borrowed from Golius’ MS., or at least

founded thereon. Apparently the Elzevir edition was never
completed, and remained as a solitary first volume.

Major Raverty’s statement that Kangra was originally

called Baghzan, and that such a place as Naghaz does not
exist, seems to me to be quite unwarranted, and one that never
would have been made if Raverty had read the Zafarnama,
or Price’s Retrospect. Raverty’s view is that Naghaz is a
copyist’s mistake. But Baghzan, whether we make the first

syllable long or short, seems to be a mythical place and to have
no existence in any government map. (See Raverty’s index
to his Notes on Afghanistan, p. 718, and also p. 318 of his

Notes.) Raverty apparently never read Sharaf-ud-din, or even
Major Price’s excellent Retrospect. Raverty has been called
‘ the Father of Pushto ’, and no doubt his works are the
result of much labour, and are useful. But I should rather call

him the stepfather of Afghanistan. His writings are full of
abuse of such scholars as Bellew and Blochmann. As my
revered chief Colonel Haughton some sixty years ago said to
me, Raverty was too noisy a man to be trustworthy.

There is an obituary notice of Raverty in the J.R.A.S. for

1907, p. 25U Raverty was born in 1825, and died in 1906.

It seems desirable to give one or two dates here. ‘Arabshah, or
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rather Ahmad, the son of ‘Arabshah, died at Damascus in 1450,

that is about fifty years after Timur’s death, which took place

in China in 1406 A.D., or 807 A.H. Sebaste, that is the city of

Augustus, was destroyed by Timur in the beginning of 1400, or

803 A.H.

Raverty’s works, especially bis Dictionary of Pushtu, are

still villuable. But he was a solitary man, and, worse still, a

solitary man with a grievance. So he naturally supposed

himself to be a greater scholar than he was. He mentions

Sharaf-ud-din but he does not seem to have read him, nor even

to have looked at Price’s Retrospect. His work on the Indus,

or as he prefers to call it, the Mihran of Sind, is a portentous

work, and occupies nearly the whole of the J.A.S.B., Vol. LXI,
Part I for 1892, but it does not give much information, and he

does not mention, I think, Dhankote. Probably he never saw the

Indus in its lower reaches, for his local knowledge was nearly

confined to Afghanistan.

‘Arabshah’s work has been reprinted (in Cairo), but the

reprint is almost a fake. It does not seem to contain more
than a small portion of the original, and is, I think, quite

valueless. It is much to be wished that Manger’s works were

reprinted. One Perizonius, a Frenchman, is said to have

written Timur’s life, but 1 know nothing of it. The con-

temporary pamphlets published in Europe are w^orthlevss. Sir F.

Goldsmith’s Life, in the Ency. Britt., is much inferior to the

notice in the Biographie Universelle. Sir Frederick does not

even give the Arabic title of ‘Arabshah’s work correctly.

It was in this way that Timiir gave up for a time his expe-

dition to China, and undertook instead the conquest of India.

From Samarkand, according to Price, who is quoting from
Rauzat-us-Safa, Timur crossed the Oxus and marched to

Andarab (the Enderaub of Price’s map) on his w^ay to the

Hindu mountains. There he heard of the oppressions com-
mitted by the Siah-posh Kafirs, and marched to Peryan in

Badakhshan. There he sent off a force to punish the Kafirs,

and himself went towards Khanak, and eventually towards

Kabul. Then on 8Zllhajj, 800 A.H., he arrived before Irjab,

and on the last day of August he arrived at BSnu. On 3rd

September he reached Naghaz or Nagaz, having made a forced

march there, accompanied by several thousand cavalry. After

leaving Naghaz he came to Banu, which (see Price, 234) is on
the Koumuli (i.e. the Khurram), On 19th September he
reached Dinkot on the banks of the Indus, and on 23rd he
crossed the Indus by a bridge. does not say clearly, but

he implies, that Dinkot was on^TOe west bank of the Indus.

But it seems to me more probable that it was on the east bank.
Price and Sharaf-ud-din agree that Timur crossed the Indus
from the west to the east. But unless the river’s course w^as
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different then from what it is now I do not know why he-

should do so.

idea is that Timur avoided the Indus, which, probably,

was in flood, and came down the Kurram, and then joined the

Chenab at Mithankot.

I doubt if Timur marched down the west bank of the

Indus to Dinkote or Kalabagh, His grandson Pir Muhammad
crossed the Indus on his way to Multan, but he was governor of

Afghanistan, and started on his march from the city of Kabul.

But apparently Timur had no occasion to cross the Indus at

the beginning of his career. He was away at the North-East

of India, and it would seem that it was more natural for him
to have come by the Kurram river on his way to Multan.

Dinkote w as in the Salt Range, and on the east side of the

Indus. Price’s abstract of the Raudat-us-Safa should be

consulted.

As for Dinkot or Dhankot where, apparently, Timur halted

on his way down the Kurram, I wish to suggest that Dinkot

seems the proper spelling, and that it may be identified with

the two Deras Dinpanah shown in the survey-map of the opera-

tions of 1878-79. They are a good way below^ Kala Bagh and

are N.N.W. of Mooltan, and are in the Sind Sagar Duab.

They belong to the Punjab, and are on the left, or E. bank

of the Indus, and are N. of Dera Ghazi Khan. Both Sharaf-ud-

din and Price represent that Timur crossed the Indus by a

bridge, from the east to the west, but if Dinkot^ was on the

left bank, I do not see why Timur crossed the Indus from east

to west. It is more likely that he continued his march to the

east and so traversed the Jalal-ud-din desert (the Chul Jaleli).

Naghaz or Nagur.

There is a mystery about Naghaz, and Raverty has not

hesitated to say that no such place exists, and that Naghaz is

merely a copyist’s error for Baghzan. Acting on this view* he

has in his Notes on Afghanistan not hesitated to alter Naghaz,

wherever he found it mentioned, into Baghzan, which perhaps

he regarded as meaning ‘ The Woman’s Garden ’.

There was a strange and uncanny resemblance between the

characters and the careers of the tw^o men—Timur of Kesh and

Napoleon of Ajaccio.

Both had good blood, but both were born poor. Both had

the power of attracting the love and the hatred of their fellow

-

men. Both were without religion, and both were possessed

1 See Jarrett’s A.A. TI, 401, and Irvine’s list of place-names in Ajiii,

p. 30, under Dhankot. Dinpanah was also the name of a fort in Delhi

built by Humayun.
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of surpassing genius for war. Both were for a time wonderfully

successful. And both had to yield to the forces of outraged

Nature, and both had their Moscow and their Russia. But
Timur had the more bottom of the two, and lasted the longest

!

I conclude with the remark that Gibbon’s account of Timur is a

magnificent piece of writing. Fortunately, it has been repub-

lished in Chambers’ Cyclopsedia of English Literature, vol. II,

p. 556,

Editorial Note : This article was received shortly before the death

of its author, in 1929, at the age of 93. Its proof could not be submit-

ted to him for consideration, but the article is now published in token

of respect for the late scholar and will speak for itself.—J. v. M.
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Article No. 7.

The Chinese Connection with Africa.

By E. H. L. Schwarz.

Marco Polo, with his tw^o uncles, went to China overland

in 1270, and returned tw^enty years later by sea with a big

convoy. Nothing w^ould have been heard of this remarkable
voyage had he not been captured by the Genoese in a naval
battle with the Venetians, and shut up in a dungeon with a

Frenchman who could write. He whiled away the tedium of

his incarceration by dictating to his fellow^ prisoner the story

of his wanderings. The book opened up a vision of incredible

wealth in the Celestial Kingdom, so amazing that most people

regarded it as an amusing traveller’s tale, Avithout the least

basis of truth. There w^ere men, however, who read the story

and believed it. The Venetians knew’ it was true, for their

fellow tOAvnsman had brought home Avith him a vast treasure

in jewels, and they set about monopolising the trade w’ith the

East. Further, they sent the brothers Zeno to seek a route to

Asia by AA’hat became later knoAvn as the North West Passage.

These tw’o went to the Orkney Islands, Iceland and Greenland,

and most likely to the mainland of America, but they returned
and reported that the AA-ay was impracticable.

The Portuguese read Marco Polo’s book, and never doubted
that it represented facts, and Prince Henry the Navigator
endeavoured to find a w ay to China round Africa. The French
did likeAvise; the merchant adventurers of Dieppe and Rouen
sent their ships to West Africa, and AAould have gone further,

had not political troubles that led to the Hundred Years’ War
stopped all enterprise. It was China that AA^as the magnet
that dreAA" Columbus across the Atlantic, and indeed Avas the
incentive that induced all the famous navigators of the time,

Diogo Cao, Bartholomeu Diaz, Vasco da Gama, Tristan da Cunha,
Magellan, and others, to risk the perils of the uncharted oceans.

Marco Polo reported w'^ealth beyond the dreams of avarice

in the Far East
;

toAvns of eight million inhabitants, bigger

than any city that has existed since; trade in precious articles

like silk and spices, that made the mouths of all Europe AA^ater.

Editorial Note : This article w’as received shortly before the death
of the author and its proofs could not be submitted to him. Some
debatable points in it, which might haA’e been referred to him for con-
sideration, have now^ to speak for themselves. The article is published
without any modification as it was receded.—J. v. M.
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Beyond everything, there was such an abundance of gold and
ivory, that would enrich every kingdom of the West, and it

seemed a pity that the heathen Chinese should be allowed to
keep all this for himself. Silk and spices were products of the
countries in the East, but where did the gold and ivory come
from ?

China at the time was divided into two kingdoms, the
northern part under Kublai Khan, and the southern, Manzi, w hich

was as yet independent, under the kings of the Sung dynasty.
The northerners were warriors, brigands, and stay-at-homes,
whereas the southerners were men of far superior enterprise,

peaceful traders, miners and manufacturers. It was the latter

who equipped the junks that sailed all the eastern seas as far as

shores of Africa, and brought back from the dark continent

the vast amount of gold, ivory, tortoise-shell, rhinoceros horns,

leopard skins, ambergris and a certain number of black sla ves.

The sniggering incredulity with w hich Marco Polo’s account
was received by his ignorant contemporaries has persisted

down to the present day, and practically every historian of Afi ica

has ignored this splendid and important chapter in her chroni-

cles, There are reasons for this, although Col. Yule has
completely re-established Marco Polo as a conscientious and
truthful author. Tow'ards the latter part of the narrative,

there are details put in from hearsay about Madagascar, which
island Marco Polo never reached, that are grotesque; they
have now^ been traced to a work by a Chinaman, one Chau Ju
Kua, who WTote about the East African coast in a hook pub-
lished a couple of hundred years earlier. It may have been
the author himself who wished his readers to think that he
had done more than he had, but more probably it was his

scribe and amanuensis w ho sought to extol his hero, and w rote
so as to make it appear that he had gone to this wonderful
island, with its great bird, the Rukh. The wretched Arabs
stole the story and incorporated it in the tale of Sindbad the
Sailor, and so made the whole thing ridiculous. The rest of
Marco Polo’s voyage was thus classed with the Arabian Nights,
and no serious writer would concern himself with it.

The most striking testimony of the truth that the Chinese
did do a great trade with East Africa is afforded by the maps
of the period. There is the Catalan Atlas of 1375, but earlier

editions existed; this show^s Chinese ships sailing about the
Indian Ocean, with meticulous regard to details of construction
and rigging. Era Mauro’s map is less correct about the actual
design, but it shows the immense junks followed by tw'o smaller
ones, acting as store ships, exactly as described by Ibn Batuta
in 1340—as a matter of fact, Ibn Batuta says there were usually
three store ships to each capital one. Fra Manro is necessarily
vague about the south coast of Africa, but he makes a point
‘que comenca el mar scuro’, that is, ‘w^here the dark sea begins,'
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which from Arab sources we know was Cape Corrientes. Here
he shows a ship beating up against the winds and currents from
the west, and in a note attached he describes how this vessel

had almost miraculously managed to return in 1420, after

having been driven past this dangerous promontory.
It was generally believed that any boat forced beyond

Cape Corrientes was inevitably lost. There is a very strong

current flowing from the Equator down the east coast, called

the Mozambique current. The winds are easterly all the year
round owing to a permanent depression which causes a cyclonic

disturbance in the atmosphere; further north there are the

Monsoons which blow for one half of the year from south-west

to north-east, and then reverse, blowing from the north-east to

the south-west. These winds, confined to the region north of

the Tropic of Capricorn, allowed the junks to come dowm the

coast from October to March, and to return six months later,

in both journeys with a wind behind them. The clumsy nature
of the yards and mat sails prevented the ships from tacking

against the wind. The big capital ones had a complement of

roAvers Avho could be called upon to manoeuvre in times of diffi-

culty, but the ships w ere too large for this procedure to be adopted
for any length of time.

The Rev. Charles Gutzlaff states that the junks in the

fleet in which he sailed in 1830 Avere one hundred and seventy
feet long, and from thirty-five to forty in beam, Avith a great

top-hamper of deck houses for the captain and officers, joss

houses, gardens for groAving ginger and so on; the hull was
separated into compartments by water-tight bulkheads.

The trade AAith East Africa began certainly in the Sung
dynasty, 960-1280, if not before; there is mention, in the ‘Book
of the Marvels of India,’ of a fleet that sailed in 945. The
earliest coin picked up along the East Coast is one of the reign

of K’ai Yuan, 713-742, but it does not folloAv that this w^as the
time when the ships sailed, for coins remain in use for a hundred
years or more after being struck; many shillings with the date
1820 are still current in the Eastern Province of the Cape.
It AA^as a little later in the eighth century that the Chinese sent a
military expedition across the central desert, and brought all

the Arab states from the Persian Gulf to the Caspian under
their dominion. Other coins found Avith the Chinese pottery

are of the reigns of Shen Tsung, 1068-1086 and Shan Hing,

1131-1163, besides many of the Ming dynasty. The whole

coast from Kishmayu to Zanzibar is littered aa ith Chinese pottery,

which Major Pearce had determined at the British Museum as

dating from the Sung to the Ming dynasties, and his collection

is now in the Museum at Zanzibar that bears his name. For-

merly one used to be able to buy this ‘ China Lamu ’ at Mombasa,
but it is rare noAv-a-days; some AAere mere fragments, but

fairly intact plates and bow Is w^ere obtainable
;
twn large
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specimens of the latter are built into the stucco of a Persian

ruin at Lindi,

A1 Biruni was on the Arabian coast and sa\N the fleets of

junks, which he describes in his ‘Geography’, 1040. Idris

1154, is equally explicit; he states that the Chinese trans-

ferred their trade to the island of Zanj (Zanzibar), which is

off the coast of Zinj, and by their equity, mild ways and
accommodating spirit, soon came into very intimate relations

with the inhabitarits. These ‘intimate relations’ produced a

fine crop of half-caste children up and down the coast, who
will be referred to later—they can still to-day be recognised by
their yellow^ skins and other Mongoloid characters.

Mas’udy, in his ‘Golden Meadow-s’ says that to the south
of the country of the blacks (Zinj) there were the Wa-Kwakwa,
who w^ere related to the Chinese, they themselves being known
as Gog and Magog. The last statement is extraordinar\

,
for

Ma-Gog is the Bantu plural of Gog. It still survives in many
Bantu dialects of the East Coast as Ma-Gockw^a, meaning
anything horrible, and has come down to the Cape in the form
of ‘goga’ the Dutch for nasty insects. The Bantu gave the

word a click, whereas the Boers aspirated it, pronouncing it

‘hogha’, but the derivation is unmistakable. In mediaeval

English, Gog and Magog were giants. The only suggestion of

how^ a w^ord with a Bantu plural prefix could have come to

England is that the Crusaders may have picked up Mas’udy *s

story from the Arabs. These last were subjugated by the

Chinese in the eighth century, and Chinese Khans were placed

over them. Marco Polo came home in 1290 with the princess

Kokachin, destined to be the bride of a Sultan in the Persian

Gulf. The tale of Aladdin and the Lamp, in the Arabian Nights,

again demonstrates how^ familiar were the Aiabs with Chinese
matters.

Col. Yule, in his edition of Marco Polo, follows step by stej)

the course of the fleets of junks from South China to Sofala.

He shows how^ there w as a great half-way station at the Point of
India, called Cail, now' utterly destroyed, but all the ground for

hundreds of yards, is covered with Chinese pottery and cinnabar,
used by the Chinese as a red pigment. From here the junks
went up the Malabar coast, where Ibn Batuta, 1324-1353, saw'

them at Calicut, with their mat sails standing in the wind w hile

they lay at anchor. Thence they went to the south coast of

Arabia, and then ddwm the African coast, calling at all ports as

far as Sofala; beyond was ‘el mar scuro’, whence no one
returned.

The journey took two years, and although there were store

ships carrying provisions for the crews of the great junks, there

could hardly be enough to last them for the return journey of

another two years. The Phoenicians in the time of Pharaoh
Necho landed somewhere on the southern coast of Africa, sowed
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their millet or barley, waited till it was ripe, and then sailed

away with the new grain, which lasted them the rest of the

voyage round the Cape, through the Straits of Gibraltar, back to

Memphis. The Chinese must have done the same, but on a

vastly greater scale, for there was an enormous number of

mouths to feed.

In the ‘Book of the Marvels of India’ it is stated that in

945 the Chinese fleet consisted of a thousand sail. Ibn Batuta
says that the larger ships carried a thousand men, six hun-
dred sailors, and the rest soldiers. These figures appear ut-

terly ridiculous till one gets down to actual measurements.

Col. Yule surveyed the walls of the ancient city of Honan, and
calculated that there were quite eight million inhabitants at the
time we are speaking of, so the Chinese were accustomed to

doing things on a large scale. The biggest junk in the fleet in

which Rev. Charles Gutzlaff sailed in 1830 measured 170 feet

long, by 40 broad, giving a deck area over all of 6,800 square
feet, for the junks were straight-sided, not tapering fore and
aft as European ships do. Provided there was not much space

taken up by the cargo, which was mostly carried by the smaller

junks, there was ample room for a ship of this size to carry a

crew of one thousand, and formerly the vessels were even
larger.

If we accept Ibn Batuta’s statement that each capital

ship had three tenders, then the fleet would have consisted of

250 big ships, and 750 small ones, with a total complement of

something like a quarter of a million souls. Allowing one
pound of rice per head per day, this meant a daily consumption
of 125 tons, or 90,000 tons in two years; distributed over 750
smaller ships, this last figure gives them a carrying capacity of

120 tons on an average, which seems about the right order of

magnitude. Double the size, to carry twice the amount, is

more than ordinary junks would run to. We have to reckon
that many of the ships would be lost on the w ay, but this w ould

be offset hy purchases in India. We are driven to find somewhere
where the Chinese could raise 90,000 tons of rice in Africa for the

return journey.

In the Inyanga district, near the Portuguese border in

Southern Rhodesia, and on the Usambara Plateau, south-west of

Mombasa, the whole country for dozens of square miles is

covered with terraced gardens, such as the Chinese make.
From plain to hill-top the ground is carefully levelled, with

strong stone walls following the contours. Behind these, at

one time, there used to be earth, but the centuries of tropical

rain have washed this away. What is left made Randall
Maciver believe that the whole thing represented a fortification

with concentric enclosures, but then, there are the remains of

irrigation channels; even now, in the Inyanga district, the

streams follow^ artificial conduits. There was unlimited black
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labour at the disposal of the Chinese, so there was no diffi-

culty in explaining the erection of the structures under their

supervision.

To grow an enormous amount of rice along the coast would
have meant the cutting dowm of whole sections of the forest,

while to produce it in areas already cleared would have meant
collecting it from a vast region with very varying results from
each patch. On old ground, already under cultivation, the

results would have been distinctly poor. The grain sown was
hill rice, that does not need constant submergence as the ordinary

rice does, and this variety is still cultivated by the natives of

Rhodesia. The Chinese, we must suppose, sought out a region

free of bush, no matter if it was distant from the coast, for there

were porters in plenty to carry the harvest to the ships. The
new-made ground was extremely fertile, and with irrigation,

produced abundantly, while the whole, being together in one

compact block, readily lent itself to proper control.

To the 90,000 tons of rice necessary for the return journey,

we must add what was necessary for the six months’ stay in

the country, together with food for an immense population of

workers, say an additional KM),000 tons and this amount could

be produced from the Inyanga terrace gardens. If we add the

Usambara ones, then we have too much, but it was not necessary

that the two were cultivated simultaneously; very likely one
was worked for a hundred years or so, and the other came into

use later.

It may be objected that before offering such a solution to

one of the greatest enigmas of Africa, there ought to be some
positive facts to bring forward in support of it. Where are,

for instance, the relics of the Chinese, their language, their

bones, their utensils, or local tradition concerning them ? In
an enquiry of this nature, though such facts would admittedly
be desirable, too much stress should not be laid upon their

absence, A study of a language; of the local customs; a series

of measurements on certain individuals—that is considered a
scientific way of going about things, but unless this is supported
by a full know ledge of the region, its history and connection with
the rest of the world in the past, the conclusions draw n may be

entirely erroneous. To give an instance, the proto-Nordics are

supposed to have originated in Scandinavia, but the conditions

there utterly preclude the development of a primitive race;

they necessitate that the first people who braved the long

winters had reached a state of civilisation in w hich they could
clothe themselves, build houses, and store up food. There was
a blue-eyed, yellow-haired race in the south, and the old

Mediterranean legends actually tell the story of how these
people went across Russia to the Baltic and they were in just
that stage of the polished stone culture which we find in the
north.
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The Chinese language we cannot expect to find in the
country, for it is an extremefy difficult language to learn,

utterly foreign to anything the Bantu could imagine, sO that
the temporary wives of the Chinamen would not retain the

least memory of even single Avords. The children of such
unions would be born while the Chinese were away, and no
claims for paternity Avould be admitted, hence the children,

would have had no opportunity for learning their fathers’

language.
As to the bones left in the country, anyone who died during

his sojourn in Africa would be embalmed and taken home,
Avhere he would rest with his ancestors, and the children of his

Chinese wife would pay the customary rights to his spirit.

That is an invariable custom with Chinamen all the world over.

Millions of Chinese must have swarmed over East Africa between
900 and 1200, but they did not leave their dead behind if they
could help it. Some were driven beyond Cape Corrientes, and
were wrecked, and their descendants live in Africa to-day, and
in West Africa, perhaps, someday, a Chinese grave may be
discovered, but on the East Coast never.

- The other relics such as pottery, are subject to two inter-

pretations. The Ming pottery, for instance, dug up in the Great
Zimbabwe, in Southern Rhodesia, never for an instant suggested

to Maciver that Chinamen had ever been there, as the articles

could have been so easily imported. Whether any such remains
occur in the Inyanga we do not know, as the ruins have never
been systematically explored, and still less the Usambara
terrace gardens. On the coast, however, the enormous quantity
of Chinese pottery points unmistakably to junks having
frequented the coast. The stuff is not modern, such as has

been dredged up in Table Bay from East Indiamen which had
been sunk in a gale, but veritable Sung pottery, of the greatest

rarity.

In regards to legends, there are any amount in Southern
Rhodesia. At Tagati Hill, not far from Gwelo, where the
M’Telegwa ruins are, there is a police camp, and anyone sleeping

in the guest-house attached to it, is awakened by a company
of weird spectres. They are clothed in silk and speak in an
utterly incomprehensible language, while the Avar drums beat
on the opposite hill -side. The last Mombo, or chief of the
Makalaka lived here and used the ruins, but it Avas not his people

Avho collect together and anxiously discuss the threatened attack

by the Bantu hordes, while the alarmed stranger shivers \Adth

fright in his bed. Of course this is all nonsense, but no one will

knowingly use the guest chamber at night.

Another legend among the Mashona is that one day the
Mangan-Hutari will come back and drive the white men from
the country. The word is usually interpreted as meaning
^men in armour.’ The natives of Rhodesia kneAV the Portuguese,
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who came to the country in the sixteenth century, wearing
armour, and who witnessed the death-throes of the kingdom
of Monomatapa, but these men were white. The story refers

to men who were not white, black nor brown, and by elimina-

tion, they should have been yellow. It is possible that the

expression ‘ men in armour ’ refers to the Chinese in silken robes,

which shone like armour. The African natives have not the
least conception of chronology, and they interpret what has

come down to them from past ages in the light of more recent

experience.

In Rhodesia, especially, where sanguinary expeditions have
ravaged the country time and again, everything is confused;

but some events have remained ingrained in the popular memory,
and the most striking of these is the departure of the Chinese

in about 1250, or thereabouts.

It is then that the history of the Bahurutsi begins, whom
we are taking to be the half-caste children of the Chinese.

There is some connection between Ba-Hurutsi, and Ma-N'gan-
Hutari, Hutary and Huriitsi being inversions according to a

common rule in Bantu language. For instance, ‘bambu,’ a

house in Makraka, becomes ‘mumba' in Makalaka. ‘N'gan'
is found in another Bechuana tribe, the Ba-Gananoa of the

Transvaal.

The Chinese were driven from the Indian Ocean by the
Arabs about 1250. The Gujeiatis, seeing the rich argosies passing

their doors, thought it might be as well to attack them and
plunder the ships. The first great battle was so siu‘cessful

that the city of Diu vas built with the proceeds. From that

time onwards, the Arabs of the Persian Gulf held sway all down
the East Coast, and up till quite recently, the Sultan of Zanzibar
was tributary to the Sultan of Ormuz. When Marco Polo
came along in 1290 the trade was almost a thing of the past,

and for one reason or anothe?*, not stated in the narrative,

the gallant fleet that sailed from Manzi was reducecl to only a

few sail. Under the Ming dynasty, there was an attempt at a
revival, and it is stated that now' Cail w as destroyed, a half-w a

house was established in Ceylon, but no confirmation can be
found for this. The regular traffic w as short-lived, but individua 1

junks continued to frequent the ports of tlie Indian Ocean, and
de Barros states that Chinese ships in his time were more plentiful

there than those of other nations.

Accounts of East Africa during the Sung dynasty are

necessarily meagre, because we have no translations of th(‘

enormous literature that exists. E. Bietschneider, in his

pamphlet concerning the knowledge possessed by the ancient

Chinese of the Arabs and Arab countries, states that the first

black African slave was brought to the Chinese Court in 970,
where he occasioned the greatest surprise. About the same
time, a Chinese author, Chau Ju Kua, wrote an account of
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‘The Countries in the Sea/ of which the following is an extract.

“K’un Lun Ts’ong K’i. This country is in the sea in the

south-west. It is adjacent to a large island. There are usually

there great p’ong birds, which so mask the sun in their flight

that the shade of the sundial is shifted. If the great p’dng bird

finds a wild camel, it swallows it, and if one should chance to

find a p’dng feather, he can make a water-butt of it, after

cutting off* the hollow quill. The products of the country are

elephants’ tusks and rhinoceros’ horns. In the west, there is an
island in the sea on which are many savages, with bodies as

black as lacquer, and with frizzed hair. They are enticed by
offers of food, then caught and carried off for slaves in Ta-shi

(Arabian) countries, where they fetch a high price. They are

used for gate-keepers, and it is said they do not long for their

kinsfolk.”

A contemporary artist painted pictures of the coast of Africa,

and four of these were recently sold in a London auction room

;

the Pearce Museum in Zanzibar endeavoured to purchase one

of them, and the rest were dispersed among art-collectors.

Turning now to Mas’udy’s Wa-Kwakwa, we find the name
still preserved in the riVer on which is built the Portuguese
town of Quilimane. Capt. Ow^en, in his Narrative of Voyages
to explore the shores of Africa, Arabia and Madagascar, in His
Majesty’s ships Leven and Barracouta, 1833, describes yellow'

Zulus or Hollontontes as living from Durban to Delagoa Bay,
wLorn he calls Vatw-ah, a corruption of Wa-Kwakwa. The
Vatwah still live round Lorenco Marques, but what relationship

they bear to Capt. Owen’s people, is uncertain. The next step

w as to change the ‘ Va-’ into the usual Bantu plural prefix ‘Ba-',

so we get Batw^a, usually translated by the Bechuana as meaning
‘ abandoned ’

.

Father Torrend derives the name ‘Bechuana’ from ‘Kua’
the eastern people, with the prefix ‘Ba-’ and the diminutive
‘-ana,’ Ba-Kuana, children of the eastern people. They all

admit the totem of the baboon, Chw^ena, which is the private

one of the Bahurutsi tribe, so they are the Ba-Chwena, which
suggests another derivation, but the authorities in Bechuanaland
will not hear of such an origin. They themselves prefer to say
the name comes from betswain, to separate, because the

Bechuanas are always throwing off groups of people, w^ho form
separate tribes. The original Bahurutsi threw off the Baralong,

and these the Bamangw^ato, Bataw ana and so on
;
there have been

at one time or another some thirty or forty separate tribes under
their own kings.

From what has gone before, it is evident that the Chinese
abandoned the country and their half-caste children about 1250.

the Rev. Ellenberger collected the lore taught to the boys
during their initiation ceremonies and found that this, among
the Bahurutsi began about the same time; there is a long list
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of kings, which, from other sources as well, can be traced back
to 1250-60-70. According to tradition, the nation was created

clothed, that is, did not start as a naked, savage one. A difference

between the Bechuana and Kaffirs, Batho and Bantu, to-day is

that, whereas the former always endeavour to scrape up some
kind of European clothing, even in their huts, the latter directly

they come from the towms, cast this off, and revert to the blanket.

A case in point is that of a highly educated Kaffir who went
home, passed his medical degrees in Edinburgh, and married a

Scotch girl; on his return, despite his white wife, he refused

to wear anything but the nutshie and blanket. A Basuto or

Bechuana w-oiild never do that.

A more striking example, showing how even people who
are supposed to know^ something about natives, confuse tlie two,

is that of George Moshesh. His lather, the Great Moshesh,

formed the Basuto nation, amalgamating a number of tribes,

mostly Bechuana, but including Hhibis, Zulus, and even
Bushmen; he himself remained faithful to the British during the

Basutoland w^ars, and was expelled from his country. The
Gape Government gave him a large tract of land in Griqualand
West in compensation. To make things more pleasant, Sir

George Grey suggested he should marry Emma Sandili, the

daughter of the great Kaffir (‘hief. “How could 1 marry a

black girl?’’ he exclaimed indignantly, for, although white
people might consider him as black as the ace of spades, ho had
the Bechuana blood, which renders them entirely apart from
that of the Bantu, entitling them to be considered light -skinned.

At any rate the marriage did not come off, and the lady he
eventually married was even blackin’ than the Kaffir maiden,
though of royal Bechuana blood. The white men call all blacks

in South Africa ‘Bantu;’ they themselves, unless their ideas

have been confused by education in the State schools or by
missionaries, always say ‘ Abantu-Batho’ if they wish to refer

to the whole lot.

The most compact group of the Batho to-day are the

Bechuana in the country adjoining the Kalahari, and the oldest

section of these is the Bahurutsi. They have never succeeded

like other branches, who have had famous warriors as chiefs,

and they live, therefore, in isolated bunches in among the

others, to whom they pay tribute. One of these was led by
Chapo into the marshes south of the MaRarikari, to be free of

the exactions of the Matabele, and there, in almost complete
isolation, they have to a large extent throw n off the result of

Bantu mixture, and become yellow again. When wearing the

tlaatlana, or pagoda hat, many of these would be indistinguish-

able from any ordinary Chinaman, having the broad faces, high

cheek-bones, and oriental eyes, as well as the yellow skin-colour.

The others in the Transvaal and elsewhere, are black, or grey,

black, due to admixture, dating from the time when they were
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fugitives, and subject to all sorts of horrors at the hands of the

other natives, once the powerful protection of their Chinese

fathers was removed. Nevertheless, the yellow skin-colour

occurs sporadically throughout the whole Bechuana nation, in

certain families, and many notable instances could be quoted.

For example, Monyalue, queen of the Matlokoa section on the

Wilge River, in what is now the Orange Free State, was yellow,

and a royal princess, probably a descendant of hers, of the

same colour, lives to-day at Katchekau, married to a Batawana
chief. The coal-black Bantu from north of the Zambesi con-

sider all the Bechuana light-skinned, though no white man would
be aware of the fact.

The colour question is complicated by two factors. In the

first place, all self-respecting South African natives boast that

they are ‘Namane tsa Poo e Ntsho,’ sons of the Black Bull, as

this associates them with the warrior aristocracy. As a result,

conscious selection of brides, especially among the royal families,

inclines to maidens of the darker varieties, the lighter ones

being ignored. When Chaka became chief of the Zulus, Capt.

Owen describes a section of his people as being as yellow^ as

Ifottentots, but they are now, as a whole, quite black. Secondly,

the royal families usually have nothing in common with the

rest of the tribe, and are as a rule the blackest of the whole
collection. Chief Khama w-as an exception, having Bushman
blood in his veins, and there are other examples, but the state-

ment is generally true. In Ovamboland, wiiere the royal

family is of a big, sturdy type, whereas the common people are

smaller and altogether different, the paramount chief, Martin,

explained that as regards the headmen, at least, he was trying

to induce men of other tribes to come in and take charge, as his

own people were so foolish, and this is probably w^hat happened
formerly w ith the chiefs themselves.

The name Wa-Kwakwa, Vatwah, or Abatwa, was applied

originally to the light-skinned natives on the East Coast, and
the word, according to the Bechuana

,
means ^abandoned.’

Directly the Chinese left the shores of Africa, the Bantu set

upon these nondescripts, and drove them into the hills, w here,

their legends tell, they lived on the spoils of the chase and
feldkost-berries, mushrooms, and other vegetable products.

They practised no agriculture, till they grew^ strong enough to

enslave the Makalaka, w^ho taught them the art. The other

natives contemptuously called them the 'Baboon people,’ just

as the Makalaka, in the time of their glory, called the Mashona
'Dirty people,’ from ‘swina,’ dirt. Later on, when the superior

intelligence, due to their Mongoloid parentage, began to tell,

and they formed themselves into clans, in a kind of bravado
they took the Baboon as their totem or sereto, and they became
the Ba-ChW'Cna, or Baboon people. Other sections hived off

and to distinguish themselves from the original Bahurutsi, the
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veritable Ba-Chwena, they took other seretos, and became the
Ba-Kwena, the Crocodile people, the Ba-Katlha, the Monkey
people, and so on, but all had a right to the ancestral Baboon
totem. The Baralong, who claim almost as ancient a lineage

as the Bahurutsi, have become very rich and powerful, with
Mafeking as their capital, but in ceremonial matters, as, for

instance, eating the first melon during the harvest festival,

they yield pride of place to the Bahurutsi, poor as they may be,

and tributary to them.
Once the Bechuana became united into a self-respecting

race, they threw off the stigma of Abatwa, and applied it to

the most degraded specimens of humanity in their midst, the

Bushmen. They migrated across Africa to the Gulf of Guinea,
and we find this word used in the same sense throughout, for

all manner of primitive and pigmy races. There have been
some marvellous speculations as to the meaning of the word
by students of African natives who have sought to solve the

problem from local information, without knowing the history

of the tribe.

D. M. Ramoshoana, an educated Bahurutsi, has supplied

some very important information about the transiticm period,

when some of the tribes were still called Abatwa, and others had
assumed the Baboon totem. According to him, the nation

began, as in all South African, and in African nations generally,

where there is a tribal history, with a single great chief or hero,

one Mhurutsi, who gave his name to the people. The Zulus and
Kaffirs have a common ancestor in the same way, equally

improbably; the only historic occurrence of such a happening
is that of queen Mantatesi, who gave her name to the Mantatees,

but this was the appellation given them by the white men.
In other cases which permit of investigation, the first man of

the tribe turns out to be a myth, such as Hercules or da son
were. In the Woloffs of Senegal, for instance, who trace their

origin to an amphibious being called Ndyadyane Ndaye, wliich,

being translated, means ‘Wonderful; really!’ who lived precisely

somewhere about the same time as the supposed Mhurutsi,
namely, 1250, we know from written Arab history, that the

story has no foundation in fact.

Mhurutsi, however, had two sons, Motoblee and Motobeyana
—the proper commencement of all native stories. They
quarrelled about a tame baboon, which led to the adoption of

this animal as the tribal totem. Motshoene, son of the younger
brother, became chief of the Barwa boo Thoebedi, which would
be translated by the accepted school of African languages, as

the Bushmen of Thoebedi. Anyone who knows Bechuanaland,
and the contempt which these aristocratic descendants of the
doughty warriors of the past regard the miserable Bushmen,
would laugh at the idea of an important chief assuming the
leadership of one of their bands. The actual meaning is that
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Motshoene became chief of a section of his tribe that still called

themselves Batwa or Barwa, and who lived round Thoebedi.

Barwa becomes Masaroa or Masarwa, the last form being the

commonly accepted one in Bechuanaland now-a-days.

The adoption of a national sereto is far too serious an affair

to be occasioned through a boy's quarrel over a pet animal, as

my friend Ramoshoana would have us believe. We have the

historic case of Sebetoane chief of the Makololo, naming the

mongrel band he was leading into Barotsiland from the family
of a young lady with whom he became enamoured, and arbitrarily

assuming the sereto of the Marala, a bush something like a

camelia—the writer camped under a magnificent specimen
on the Botletle River, which was where Sebetoane passed, and
may have been the actual bush which gave him his inspiration,

for all the natives have a great regard for it still—but in most
cases, one imagines, there must have been some more weighty
occasion for it. The Bataw ana assumed Tau, the lion, as their

totem, because the chief who led them to revolt against the

Bamangwato was called Tauana, child of a lion. The whole
totem system of the Bechuana, however, is artificial, and was
probably concocted after they had enslaved the Makalaka, w^ho

had Malay traditions, for originally their overlords were far too

savage to think out an arrangement like this of themselves.

To one not familiar with African natives, the w ord ‘ Bantu ’

is a mystification, for it is employed in tivo senses. Dr. Bleek,
w ho first used the w ord in literary sense, applied it to a group of

languages, having a x)^culiar form of prefixes, and anyone using
this manner of speech is loosely called 'Bantu.’ Later, Dr. Bleek
called certain physical types Bantu, more especially the Kaffirs

and Zulus, and this type persists throughout Central Africa.

The most primitive dialects are found round Victoria Nyanza,
and it is ifhere that e suppose the Bantu began their history.

Hence we get the annoying fact that the Batho, who represent

a distinct phyfaeal type, speak Bantu, and are commonly referred

to as such.

Father Torrend created the Ma-Kua section of the Bantu
group of languages, and all who speak this call themselves
Batho, singular, Matho, a man. This is the Polynesian htho,’
or ‘ata,’ a man, with the Bantu prefix added. There w^ere

many Polynesians in Africa at the time, who came from the

8ulu Islands, Tonga Group, and Viti Levu, the native name
for Fiji, and who are now called the Ama-Zulu, Ba-Thonga, and
Ma-Viti. The Efate dialebt of the New Hebrides is preserved in

countless place names, such as Thaba ka Mamba, in Efate, Tafa

ka Mama, the Hill of the Chief; Makarikari, either Makarakara,

a burning in the throat, in Efate, or Mikirikiri, a shimmering.

The inhabitants of Madagascar are Malays, and speak a dialect

of Malay to-day. Instances could be multiplied indefinitely,

but the Malay connection with Africa is not primarily the
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object of this account, except in so far as it explains how it is

that a Polynesian appellation has been applied to the Bechuana
section of Bantu-speaking people. The language of the Chinese
being unknown, we may suppose that the offspring of these

adopted the terminology of their neighbours, the Makalaka, or

Malays and Polynesians which at any rate differentiated them
from the other blacks.

The distribution of the Ma-Kua is very remarkable, and
begins in the east in the Comoro Islands, between Madagascai*
and the mainland. The Bantu as a whole are terrified at the

thought of crossing the water, and unless someone of anothei’

seafaring nation carried them across, none of the blacks would
have been found so far out to sea. Tlie Mascarene islands,

Mauritius, Reunion, and Roderiguez, were wholly uninhabited

when first discovered, which would not have been the case had
any of the original inhabitants of souther n Africa been naturally

fond of the sea, like the Dyaks or early Giwks.
When the Matabele invaded Barotsiland, Lewanika craftily

ordered the Masubeia, who have Hainitic blood in their veins

and are therefore canoemen, to ferry the invaders across to an
island in the Zambesi and leave tlieni there. The Matabele,

thinking they had arrived on the othei* side of the rivei’, soon

learnt their mistake, and instead of building rafts, or swimming
across, they remained marooned there till they f)erished by
famine, eating their shields and sandals in their (‘xtremity.

The writer had the same trick played on him, but waded across

the intervening channel, though the water came up to his neck;

the river may have altered since the Matabele were there, and
have become shallower, but there was nothing so formidabk^

that a starving man could not negotiate it. Again, the Matabele
invaded Ngamiland, and attacked the Makoba, who retreat(‘d

across the Mohohelo River. To follow them, the impis

of Mosilikatsi cut down a whole section of the forest,

and threw^ the trunks into the river to make a cause-way,

whereas they could have made rafts with a thousand times less

labour.

In the ‘Book of the Marvels of India’ it is stated that the

Chinese set out to conquer the island of Kambalu in 945. This

may mean anything, but there is a suggestion that the Comoro
Islands were indicated. The islands are extremely fertile, and
are small, so that there would not be a constant fear of invasion

from natives coming from the unknown interior, as there would
be on the mainland; and for matters of trade, the Chinese had
their small ships which could go to and fro to all ports on the
coast opposite, either to Madagascar, or Africa, both of which
we know they were acquainted with.

The Ma-Kua are found in Portuguese East Africa, round
Inhabane and Quilimane, up to the Rovuma, and inland to

Kilimanjaro. The central group is found in Bechuanaland and
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Basutoland, with a strong section in the Transvaal, the Bapedi
of Sekukuniland and Malaboch’s people, Bagananoa. The
western group includes the very large nation of the Mangala
(a pure Sanskrit word) in the Congo, the M’Ponge, of the Ogowe
and the Gaboon, the Dualla of the Cameroons, and the cannibal

Fans of the upper Ogowe.
We find, thus, a complete corridor of Batho, stretching

across Bantuland, having its starting place on the East Coast

w^here we are certain the Chinese came during three or four

centuries before 1250. Wherever their influence extended, we
have the word for water ‘manzi.’ One may suppose that the

natives, seeing these strangers descending upon them from some
unknown region, raised their voices and asked where they came
from. The Chinese, pointing over the ocean, said ‘Manzi,’

or south China, and their questioners said, from the ‘water, for

they had no conception of continents lying beyond the horizon.

Where we find no Asiatic influence, the African word for watei*

is ‘gu’ or numberless others. On the East coast the original

form is preserved to this day, but as one proceeds inland, it

becomes changed to ‘metsi,’ ‘mai ’ and so on, till it grades into

the Arabic ‘ma/ which confuses the issue.

Father Torrend's wwk on the Ma-Kua is somewhat over-

shadowed by recent studies of Bantu languages, but he had
the genius of seeing the essential points, and stressing them, to

the neglect, perhaps, of the more intricate questions, such as the
verb, and he brought to bear on his investigation an enormous
breadth of personal experience. If one goes into the East End
of London, and patiently takes down all the forms of English
as there spoken, one arrives at an astonishing result. For
instance: To see: past tense, I saw. In the East End this

becomes: I seen: I seed; I sawed; I did seen: and so forth.

The undisciplined mind of a savage is somewhat of the same
type as that of the denizens of Stratford by Bow

,
and hence

we find the conscientious enquirer into native languages care-

fully collecting all these forms. Father Torrend does his best,

but in the end, says one must be a savage oneself to be able to

conjugate as he does. Whatever the defects in his ‘Compara-
tive Grammar ’ Father Torrend gives us a clue to the tangle

of languages spoken in Africa, and one can build upon it,

and make sense of them, which no one else has been able

to do.

We have many instances of native dialects rising spon-

taneously in our times, the Sesuto, of Basutoland, and the

Sikololo of Barotsiland, are cases in point. The whole family

of Bantu languages, with its unique form of prefixes repeated

throughout the sentence, w^as invented by a primitive people

living in the forests of Central Africa, and the present day
representatives are no less formidable linguists : tribes belonging

to the same stock, and living in adjoining clearings often speak
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dialects so different, that individuals of the two can scarcely

understand each other.

Finally, we come to a consideration of what happened to

ships driven beyond Cape Corrientes, and unable to get back,

owing to contrary winds and currents. The natural thing to do
would be to run before the wind, and try and get round Africa,

as the ancient Phoenicians did. The Chinese had no general

chart of the world, and may have had some vague notion that

if they sailed sufficiently far to the west, they were bound to

get home again. Before America was discovered, stretching

right across the globe from north to south, this was a perfectly

reasonable idea. Some did attempt to get back, and the vessel

shown doing so on Fra Maiiro's map, gives the only known
instance of such a return up to 1420. The rest were wrecked
on the African coast, and the crew forced to end their lives there.

In the early days of navigation no ship could beat up
against the wind; the ancients, who could span in slaves for

the w^ork, used oars wffien the winds were contrary. Bartholomeu
Dias, on his voyage round the Cape of Good Ho])e, encount-

ered the easterly winds and currents, till at the Fountain
Bocks, off the Kowie River, he gave up the struggle. Some
thirty years earlier, the French had invented the square sail,

with yards that could be turned, so that the ships could sail into

the wind. It would appear that Bartholomeu Dias knew of this,

for when he returned, he busied himself with designing ships

suitable for the difficult bit between the Cape and India. He
expected to be given charge of the squadion, but the command
fell to an illegitimate scion of the royal family of Portugal,

Yasco da Gama; Dias came as far as El Mina, on the West Coast,

to teach the sailors to handle his new rigging, and then his

services w^ere dispensed with. To the utmost astonishment of

everyone in the Indian Ocean, Vasco da (Jama sailed up the

East Coast and crossed to India.

The Chinese never discovered the ])rinciple of tacking. The
mat sails of the junks were so (clumsy that even when at an-
chor they left them standing, and certainly they (*ould not be
worked to catch a wind on the counter. The ships blundered
along, skirting the coast, with sufficient mobility owing to

oars to keep them running ashore, but no more. They would
arrive in due course off the Cape of Good Hope, and would then
be caught in the Benguella current that sets in strongly from
the south. They would be wafted northwards, till the North-
westerly storms caught them, and they would be wrecked along
the Namaqualand shore, north and south of the mouth of the
Orange River.

They would arrive here somewhere about Decemlnir, when
the South-Easters blow with great violence succeeded, during
lulls, by these north-westerly gales. On the East Coast, the

north-easterly monsoons blow in the southern summer, from
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November to March, and allowing a month for the passage
round the Cape, this would bring them to their final stop in

the time of year stated.

There are Eastern. Hottentots recorded round Durban and
Port Elizabeth, but the main stock of the genuine type, with
bright yellow skins and Oriental eyes, is only found in Nama-
qualand, whence many emigrated to the Cape, where the Dutch
called them ‘Sneese’, that is, Chinese, van Riebeek recognised

their Chinese affinities, and he knew what he was talking about
,

for he had been a doctor in Batavia.

The Hottentots have been classed as belonging to the

Negro family, because they have frizzy hair. Anyone’s hair

becomes frizzy in the dry atmosphere of the West Coast. Both
Europeans and Jews in Kimberley frequently find their hair

turns so after a sojourn of some years. The real test for hair

is the structure
;
in the Negro it is a flat ovoid in section, in the

Mongolian races, cylindrical. The hair of the Hottentots is

of the latter variety.

The Hottentots are for the most part sturdy, taking after

the Masarwa Bushmen, but the small, beautifully finished type
is also common, denoting a parentage with the Qung Bushmen,
following the classification given in 'The Kalahari, and its

Native Races’ by the present writer. Some of the Masarw^a
in Ngamiland are quite six feet high, and the Abbti de la Caille

measured a Hottentot in Cape Town of six feet three inches.

The w^omen are markedly steatopygous like the Masarw^a, and
this reaches extreme limits in the Korana of the Orange River.

There are the same clicks as in the Bushman language,
with peculiar modifications; the labial click, for instance, which
sounds like a kiss, is absent, as the Hottentots use the consonants
' b ’ and

' p
’ which replace it. No one comparing the two languages

can doubt that the basis of the Hottentot language, as well

as the physical stock, is Bushman, but there are added suffixes

as in North African and Mediterranean languages generally.

These denote the masculine, feminine and neuter genders, and
the singular, dual and plural, as in Greek. As there is nothing
w hatever of the Hamitic about the Hottentot, these terminations

have been adopted. We can trace their neighbours, the Ova-
Herero, to a Hamitic origin, and we know that the Hottentots
made wives of the Herero women, as their own were sterile

owing to the pronounced steatopygy, so the mothers of the

rising generation of Hottentots taught their children the Hamitic
inflections.

Besides the Bush clicks, and the Hamitic terminations

denoting sex, the Hottentot language contains a number of

tones—sixteen in all. The southern Chinese dialects spoken
by the sailors of Manzi, whom we suppose w^ere wrecked on the

shores of Namaqualand, have also exactly sixteen tones, as

against the four of Mandarin. The numerical correspondence
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has no significance, being merely one of those curious coincidences

against which one must be on one’s guard, for many of the

Chinese tones do not occur in Hottentot, but on the other hand,
many do. The K’li, or departing tone, sounded in a dismal

way, such as might be employed by a ruined gambler, if asked
whether he had lost everything he possessed, and replied “AH !

”

is the low tone of the Hottentot language, which sinks still

lower. The Shang p’ing, or upper even tone is pure Hottentot,

as is the Hia p’ing, the lower even tone, while the Juh, or

entering tone, is the initial stress of the African language.

Ordinarily the stress is on the last syllable, thus hare : occasionally

the entering tone is employed, and hari means something

entirely different.

It seems impossible that an isolated and miserable people

like the Hottentots could elaborate such a complicated system

of tones as is employed by the Chinese, unless there had been

direct contact and actual interbreeding. This, in conjunction

with the pure Mongolian eye, the j^ellow skin, and the structure

of the hair, raises the probability to as near a certainty as can

be expected under the difficult circumstances of an enquiry of

this kind.

The eye of the true Hottentot, as exhibited in the few

pure bred people of the race, now reduced to forty individuals

living at Zesfontein in the far north of South W(‘st Africa, is

something entirely foreign to Africa. Theie is the Mongloid

eye developed in certain pathological states, but this has nothing

to do with that. The eye has the lid in the inner angle vertical,

meeting the lower margin at right angles, and concealing the

tear recess of European eyes; while there is a great clot, like the

nictitating membrane of birds, representing what is kno\\ ii as

the third eyelid.

Lists of words in Chinese and Hottentot have been made,
but no correspondence has yet been traced. The agglutination

of the African form of speech may be instan{‘ed by the following

:

Khoi-s, a woman; Khoesis, humanity; Khoe-si-ga-gii, to he
friendly with one another: Khoe-si-ga-gu-s, friendship. Ju
Chinese there are traces of the same in the older dialects, but

the wTitten language has destroyed the development of this;

nevertheless the ideographs show' much the same thing. There
are signs for a pig and for crockery; an elephant, which has
crockery about his face, has a sign compounded of that for a

pig and for crockery.

Chinese is so difficult to learn that it would be beyond tlie

power of the children to do so, seeing that their mothers spoke
a click language, but they might catch the intonation of their

fathers.

The time has almost passed by for elucidating the mystery
of the Hottentots, for tliey have been almost exterminated by
small-pox, venereal diseases, infertility of their w'omen, and the
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machine guns of their former masters, the Germans. The
Bastard races, like the Bondelswarts, instead of reverting in

their isolation to the Hottentot type, are becoming more and
more like the Masarwa, which shows that the former is a hybrid

one. Under the circumstances, it seems legitimate to collect

what is known about them, trusting that an intensive study

may yet yield more positive results.
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A Vocabulary of the Mawkhen, Salon or Sea-Gypsy
Language of the Mergui Archipelago.

By Capt. G. M. Ambler.

I. The Archipelago and its People, the Saloks.

The coast of Lower Burma is studded with over 800 islands

and islets of every size from King Island with an area of 170
square miles to mere barren rocks rising abruptly from the sea.

Nearly all are forest clad and most are hilly, often fringed with
mangrove swamps but frequently displaying a yellow' beach
of sand or pebble.

A remarkable feature is the occurrence of precipitous lime-

stone rocks towering sheer out of the sea for several hundred
feet, containing fissures, clefts and caves, the home of the little

grey rumped Swiftlet (collocalia francica) the builder of the
' edible bird’s nest ’ a valuable commodity, the source of a large

revenue to Burma.
While saihng amongst them, they rise and fade, and in

the shimmering heat and a cloudless sky, they appear ethereal,

floating in the sea, ready to vanish in the drowse of the after-

noon. Their peace is undisturbed. They are, except for a
variety of snakes, birds and a few species of wild aniinah
uninhabited.

A cloudless sky and a brilliant scorching sun, a long stretch

of sandy beach of beautiful golden colour, lapped by a calm sea ;

a brilliant green above the coral reefs close inshore, verging
into an intense sapphire blue in the distance. The coral wiiich

abounds in these waters, displays an endless change of a

myriad shapes and colours, amongst which many varieties of fish

of gorgeous hue are lazily swimming or are darting about, w hen
viewed through the clear water from a boat gently drifting with
the current : a riot of ever-changing colour and scene which
beggars description !

Approaching Owen island one is greeted by the sight of

a sandy beach, with here and there a rock, and inland, swelling

hills clothed in a mantle of dense jungle. In the distance, the

Ediiorial Note : Tiie Society’s office has lost touch with the author.

The paper is now published as it stands without certain modifications

and amplifications which might have been made if the author had been
available.—J. v. M.
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highest peak capped by a delicate tracery of foliage stands out,

rlear cut, in the pure atmosphere.
On approaching closer inshore, two distinct shades of colour

are seen in the vegetation : light green dappled with russet brown
along the coast and dark green merging into a deep bluey-green in

the far interior. This island jungle is immersed in perpetual

twilight due to the dense foliage of the trees forming a solid

canopy over-head. Below, in the gloom, bird-life is non-existent,

while over-head can be heard the discordant screech of the

parrot, and the sounds of numerous doves and imperial pigeons.

Occasionally the stillness is disturbed by a sibilant rustling and
a sudden crash as some wild pig or deer, startled, breaks back

into the dense scrub bordering the animal path.

On landing, and walking round the corner of a small Cape,

we came across two boats, absolutely ditferent from any type

of boat to which one is ac(‘ustomed. On approaching closer,

we were greeted by a terrible odour, indescribable as regards

its strength, which appeared to emanate from the directions

of these boats, due, as we found to putrid hsh offal in the bottom

of the vessel with the filthy bilge water, a greiui putrid mcvss

swarming with flies.

Approaching the boats, on the windward side, we wen*

able to see the type of construction. })roving beyond doubt

that these were Mawkhen boats, or, as they call them, ‘Kabangs ’.

The Kabangs were about 2o feet long by about S feet wide.

The hulls were fashioned from tree trunks (dug out), deeply

scooped at prow and stern, leaving an exit at either end, with

a projecting ram or horn, by means of whicii the occupants of the

Kabang enter or leave the vessel by using this as a step. The
hull is curved in the centre so as to rise fore and aft. The most
extraordinary part of the whole vessel is tlie .section V)etween
stem and stem which is built up with split palm stems of tlie

Kamaw (Burmese Yiiigan) laid one u])on the other, horizontally,

on each side of the hollowed out keel, forming buhvarks. These
are kept in position, by being lashed, with jungle fibres, to stays
made of naturally curved wood, the joints being waterproofed
by a heavy coating of jungle resinous gum (probably the nest

of the dammer bee). At irregular intervals, inside, rough
battens run athwart and upon these are laid, longitudinally,
bamboo strips with the outer surface upwards, each individually
lashed to the various battens. One roughly hewn plank, with
a hole cut in it, runs athwart, near midships, for the mast
which fits into a rough socket in the bottom of the boat. The
mast is a light pole with a natural fork, like the letter V, at the
top. The sail which is made in segments, of palm leaf stitched
with jungle fibre twine, is hoisted by means of a plaited grass
rope which passes through the V at the top of the mast. When
lowered, the sail is rolled up like a bundle of Chinese matting.
Midships, and near to one side is a square hole evidently for
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purposes of baling. Near this hole is another rough plank
plastered with mud and sand in which are three stones set

in the form of a triangle ; o°o. This is the hearth as was evident
by the ash and charcoal there.

There were two inverted pj shaped cane supports running
from midship to the stern, over which was a covering of dunnee
palm leaf, closely stitched and quite waterproof. Inside were
some earthen cooking pots, two bamboos of the giant variety,

hollowed out and containing water, an old dao, a still older and
very rusty axe, a fish spear, and a box of matches.

Of the occupants there was no sign. These folk are very

timid and run away into the jungle, abandoning everything,

on sight of a strange boat or even a stranger. There was no
doubt however that keen and very inquisitive eyes were watch-
ing us through the undergrowth. Sitting down, away from the

Kabang, with our backs to the jungle, we frequently called out
a phrase carefully learnt on the mainland from one with a slight

knowledge of the Mawkhen language ‘ Mawkhen manoot

!

Na nakoot ka ! Ja engka chi!' literally: ‘Oh! Mawkhen, do
not be afraid, I am your friend

* At the end of half an hour or so, and having patiently

called out the above at about two minutes intervals, we were
greeted by the sight of what, to us appeared, the great-grand-

father of the Mawkhens—an old man with snow-white hair,

hardly any teeth, very feeble, and in the last stage of dirt and
decay with skin disease. This old man, being reassured as to

our bona fides, called out, in a very high pitched voice and
slowly about twelve Mawkhens arrived and stood at a distance,

obviously ready to fly at the slightest false move on our part.

They were accompanied by five very mangy pariah dogs which
they apparently keep for hunting.

Pacing the crowd, I addressed them in the Malay tongue
‘ Ada orang taoh chakap Malayu '

(Is there one who speaks
Malay ?) and was immediately answered, in the alBhrmative,

in Malay, by the sturdiest and most intelligent looking of the
young men.

Calling him, I handed out cigarettes and matches and a
packet of fish hooks. These were eagerly accepted, and we
were now firm friends, though the women and children kept at

a distance.

This was our introduction to the Mawkhens.
The Mawkhen men appeared to approximate five feet two

inches to five feet four inches in height and the women four feet

eight inches to four feet ten inches. They are from a dark dull

copper to a deep ohve brown in colour. The hair is generally

black, long and lanky, though one woman had curly auburn

hair, and one young man hair that was obviously bleached with

lime, whilst two men and one old woman had snow-white hair due

to age. The features tend to flattening, the forehead being large
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and square, with high cheekbones. The nose is short, stumpy,
with wide nostrils, not Negroid, as there is a distinct bridge to

the nose. The mouth is large and broad with well-formed lips

of a bluey-pink colour. The teeth are good though very wom-
down and discoloured, due to the constant chewing of the

betel leaf. The eyes are dark brown, well-lashed, moderate

in size, and, in a few cases tending to obliqueness. The chin

is strong, tending to squarishness, distinctly belying the

extremely timid nature of the individual and the tribe in general.

The Mawkhens are variously described as ;

1. Salons, Sellungs, Salangs—by Europeans and officials

generally. This tribe has a tradition that they originated from
' XJjong Salang ’ or as it is now corrupted by us the ' Island of

Junk Ceylon’. This probably explains the derivation of Salon,

perhaps a corruption of the Malay * Orang Salang ’ (man of

Salang).

2. Sea-Gypsies, from their nomadic habits, having no
settled home—just aimlessly wandering from island to island

in their Kabangs— their one and only home.

3. Chao-nam, the Siamese name for this tribe, meaning
‘ inhabitants of the water ’.

4. Orang laut or Orang besin, the ' Sea folk ’, the Malay
name for this tribe, some of whom are to be found in Maur
(Johore) where they take to diving for fresh-water oysters,

and live in very dilapidated huts on the shore surrounded by
enormous heaps of oyster shells. I have also encountered
three families living in huts built on stilts at Tanjong Rhu in

Singapore and ekeing out a precarious livelihood by catching
and selling prawns and crabs.

5. Mawkhen, literally ‘ Drowned people the name by
which the tribe describe themselves, and by which they should
be referred to.

6. Orang Bajao, a Sea-Gypsy race inhabiting the Sulu
archipelago (off the Phihpine islands). This tribe Ixdongs in

all probability to the same stock as the Mawkhen, but thev
have attained a higher stage of civilization by contact with the
surrounding tribes.

7. Orang Shom-pen.—Inhabiting the interior of great
Nicobar island. There is every reason to believe these were
formerly of the Mawkhen tribe, but generacions ago they for-

sook the sea and took to the forest where they live a verv
primitive life. Literally, they may be termed ‘ land gypsies
In appearance they are distinctly Mawkhen, but at the time
ofmy having come in contact with them (1923) I was not conver-
sant with either the Mawkhen race or language. I am unable
to give any proof of definite linguistic affinity.

The real origin of the Mawkhen race is completely shrouded
in mystery and as a tribe they are classified as Austronesians.
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This is a fascinating primitive folk, with the stone age out-

look on the universe, very timid, with no idea about God, with
a scanty * knowledge of the devil and evil spirits, content as

long as they get sufficient to eat, with, however, a good store

of folk-lore, including a story of the flood and, what, with a
slight stretch of imagination, may be termed a story of Adam
and Eve, in circumstances to suit local conditions.

II. The Vocabulary.

In the transcription of the Mawkhen words, consonants

have their ordinary English values (6, ch as in chin, chum, d, /,

g always hard as in God, give, h, j as in joy, jack, k, I, m, n^ p, r,

always pronounced, 6', sh, th as in thin, w, z) and the vowels
have the values as indicated below : a—ah (as in father) ; e~
almost like English ay in day

;
«‘=:like i in EngHsh in

;
o as in

oh

;

?^=like yu as in you
;
the diagraphs oo and aw are respectively

like English oo in good and aw in law. The inverted comma
(') is used after a consonant, or between two consonant sounds,
to indicate the characteristic ‘ neutral vowel ’ sound heard in

Malay
(
= the pepet, like English a in ago, China). The letters c

(except in the group ch), q, v, and x are not required for Salon.

A. English-Salon (Inglit-Mawkhen).

B. Salon-English (Mawkhen-Inglit).

(A) English-Salon Vocabulary and Phrases.

Numerals

English Salon English Salon

1 Aboolat 19 Ch’paw shewai
2 Dua 20 Twaplaw
3 T’loi 21 Twaplaw chi

4 Pat 25 Twaplaw lema
5 Lema 30 T’loiplaw

6 Anam 35 T’loiplaw lema
7 Loojoo 40 Patplaw
8 Wele 45 Patplaw lema
9 Shewai 50 Lemaplaw

10 Ch’paw 60 Anamplaw
11 Ch’paw chi 70 Loojooplaw
12 Ch’paw dua 80 Weleplaw
13 Ch’paw t’loi 90 Shewaiplaw

14 Ch’paw pat 100 Allatao

15 Ch’paw lema 101 Allatao chi

16 Ch’paw anam 105 Allatao lema

17 Ch’paw loojoo 110 Allatao ch’paw

18 Ch’paw wele 150 Allatao lemaplaw
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Relations

English Salon

Aunt (Genl. term) . . Oo-ah

Aunt (elder) Tawa-binai

Aunt (younger) . .
Wa-binai

Brother (elder) .

.

Aka-kanai

Brother (younger) Uui-kanai

Burman Ta-nao

Child Anak
Children Ghana

t

Chinese Chill

Daughter . . Meh
Daughter-in-law Nyatoi-binai

European . . Inglit

Father Apong
Father-in-law Tawka-kanai

Grand-daughter .

.

Choeho-binai

Grandfather Ibap
Grandmother Ibum
Grandson Chocho-kanai

Headman (chief) . . Micha-ada
Husband . . Kanai
Husband (elder sister’s) Biai

Husband (younger sister’s) .

.

Ipan kanai

Indian (Bengali) . . Koola
Malayan Be-tak

Man .

.

. . Manoot
Mother Enong
Mother-in-law . . Tawka binai

Nephew Kawman kanai

Niece Kawman binai

Siamese . . Shell!

Sir .

.

Micha
Sister Luah
Sister (elder) Aka-binai

Sister (younger) .

.

. . Uui-binai

Son .

.

Anak-kanai
Son-in-law Nyatoi-kanai

Uncle (Genl. term) . . Karnon
Uncle (elder) . . Tawha-kanai
Uncle (younger) . . Nyi-kanai
Wife (elder brother’s) Lua
Wife (second) Binai-nek
Wife (first) . . Plao
Wife (younger brother’s) I pan-binai
Witch Doctor Micha-blen
Woman . . Binai
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Nautical Phrases
English

Have you a boat ?

Where is my canoe ?

Go bring my boat quickly . .

I am sailing to-morrow at sun-

rise.

I am going in my boat to the
small Island over there.

Will you give me your canoe ?

My boat is similar to yours . .

We are going in your boat to

catch prawns.

Are you going fishing ?

Where are you going fishing ?

Will you catch prawns from
your boat ?

No ! I will catch Beche-de-mer
from my boat.

Do you see land ?

Is the sea here shallow ^

Lay into the wind (Tauten
main -sail).

Haul up the main sail

Lower the mizzen sail

Heave up the anchor
Let go the anchor
Help me to heave the anchor up
I am sailing to-morrow at sun-

rise.

Have you understood I

Paddle the canoe here

Bail-out the water
Lower the mainmast
What is the depth ^

Can the boat go safely here ?

Return, in your canoe, to the

sandy bay.

Ts there a sandbank here ? . .

Are there rocks here ?

Steer due west .

.

Steer for the sandy bay in

that big Island over there.

What is the name of this small

Island ?

Is it deep or shallow ?

Look ! west wind (squall)

coming.

Saloij

Kabang bieng na ka ?

Bitam chapan chi ?

Lakow bawa pana kabang chi

Chichaw mata aloi I’bet ba
chung chi.

Chi lakow Pawlaw nek idi

M’on ti chi chapan bieng na ka?

Kabang chi maemploom ka-

bang bieng.

Kamoi lakow langkap kaw-
dang kabang bieng.

Bieng langkap ekan na ka ?

Mana bi-eng langkap ekan ?

Langkap kawdang kabang bieng

na ka ?

Ha ! langkap hymyaw kabang
chi.

Bieng tanak p’nat na ka ?

Klun iri k’te na ka ?

Tangu laiyar ada

Dauni laiyar ada
Nama dalam laiyar nek
Labaw tangu
Awin labaw nama dalam
Tawlawng labaw tangu
Chichaw, mata aloi Tbet, ba
chung chi.

Bi-eng ehang na ka ?

Piwa iri chapan chi

Bak awin kabang chi

Chabut tihang ada
B’choe dalam toom ?

Kabang iri kaboot na ka ?

Balay chapan bi-eng pahnat idi

Bahun ini na ka ?

Batwe ini na ka ?

Buat ch’koot balat

Buat kabang mata pahnat
Pawlaw ada idi.

Nanyan engka Pawlaw nek idi ?

Dalam ke k’te iri ?

Makow ! angin balat narin
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Conversational Sentences

English

Are you a Salon (Sea-Gypsy) ?

Do you speak the Salon
(language) ?

Certainly ! I speak the Salon
(language).

Do you understand ?

What is your name ?

Have you any children ?

Do not be afraid

Why did you go away ?

Why did you run away ?

Are you in good health ?

Yes ! I am quite well

Are you hungry ?

No ! I have eaten rice

I have not eaten to-day

Will you eat ? .

.

Yes ! we will eat

Will you eat deer flesh ?

No ! we will not eat it

I must go

English

You ! Salon, come here, do not
be afraid.

Sit here, the sun is very hot

Are you married ?

Have you any children ?

Have you a good boat ?

Have you a house ?

Go ! call the Salons to come
to-morrow and eat rice

(cooked).

Hetum soon
Never mind I will go
Will you come ? .

.

Certainly, yes
I am your friend

I am your father

Are there tigers in this jungle ?

Where ?

Wait, we are going
I am going to-morrow
I went yesterday

Salon

Bieng Mawkhen manoot na ka ?

Bieng m’kao Mawkhen na ka ?

Tawkaw ! chi m’kao Mawkhen

Chang engka bi-eng na ka ?

Nanvan bi-eng hanong ka ^

Bi-eng anak na ka ?

Na nakoot ka

Baley ba anawng ?

Bieng kaboot ba anawng ?

Badan engka bieng na ka {

Toko ! badan chi

Klawn bieng na ka '(

Ha ! chi inakan chon
Inaloi chi na makan ka

Bi-eng makan na ka ?

Toko ! kanioi makan
Bieng makan lawsat na ka t

Ha ! kamoi na inakan ka
Chi lakow

Mawkhen

Bieng Mawkhen naren iri na
nakoot ka.

M’dawk iri
!

plang kawlat
makeng.

Bieng binai na ka I

Bieng anak na ka i

Bieng amon kabang na ka ?

Bieng awma na ka ?

Lakow ! n’gahaung mawkhen
naren iri makan chon chichaw.

Balay wewai
A-twotha chi lakow
Bieng naren na ka ?

Tawkaw, toko
Ja engka chi

Apong engka chi

Kawtan ini p’noo na ka ?

Bitarn ?

Na-the-ang, kamoi lakow
Chichaw chi lakow
Chi lakow bubut
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Words

English

Abdomen
Above
Abuse (to)

Afraid

Alligator

Anchor
And ..

Anna (coin)

1 Anna
2 Annas
4 Annas
8 Annas
Are (is)

Arm
Ashes
Aunt (Genl. term)
Aunt (elder)

A\int (younger)

Awning
Axe
Bad
Bamboo
Basket
Bathe
Bay (A)

Bay (sandy)

Bazaar
Beard
Beat
Beche-de-mer (black)

,, (Malay)

,, (red)

,, (white)

Belly

Belong

Below
Big .

.

Bird .

.

Bite .

.

Black (species)

Black (colour)

BUnd
Boat
Boat (one)

Boat (small)

Salon

La-ke
Datah
Ma-kai
Nakoot
Kaiza
La-baw
Koo
The-6
The-e
Achok
Apin
Twa-pin
Na
Jali

Kaboh-e
Oo-ah
Tawa-binai
Wa-binai
Kajang
Kah-appa
Mecha-adoo (Adut)
Ka-oon
Chayth
Main-awin
Aw
Pahnaht
Je

Boolooe-ch^maw
Mlon
Hymyaw net

Hymyaw Pashu
Hymyaw ni

Hymyaw pyu
Klahn
Engka
L’boo
Ada
Chi-chom
Maw-kot
Net
Kitam
Kaw-ton
Kabang
Kabang lam
Chapan
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English

Branch
Brave
Bring
Brother (elder)

Brother (younger)
Burman
Bury (to)

Call (to)

Canoe
Cat . .

Catch
Certainly

Chest
Child

Children (youngsters)

Chinese
Cloth..

Coat . .

Cock
Coconut
Come
Cost (price)

Cove (sandy)

Cow . .

Crow (A) (bird) .

.

Cry . .

Dao (jungle-knife)

Day . .

Day after to-morrow

The day after the day after to-morrow
Day before yesterday

Day prior to the day before yesterday

Daughter
Daughter-in-law

Dead
Deep
Deer .

.

Devil

Doctor (Witch) .

.

Dog .

.

Draw (water)

Drink
Drowned
Duck .

.

Ear .

.

East .

.

Eat .

.

Salon

Dah-kang
Katai-han
Bawa
Aka-kanai
Uui-kanai
Ta-nao
Ma-nain
N’ga-haung
Chapan
Me-ah-oh
Langkap
Tawkaw
Dadu
Anak
Chanat
(^hin

Chwat
Baji

Manok-ga-oh
Nynon
Narin

Laka
Pali-naht

L'moo
Ah
M’ngai
Ptulang (pet)

Aloi

Chichaw che

Chichaw achan
Bubut che

Bubut achan

Anak-binai (meh)
Nyatoi-binai

Matai

Dalam
Lawsat
N’lao katoi

Micha-blem

Oi

Bak
M’am
L’rnaw

Adat
Te’nga
Wloi
Makan (m^Y*^^)
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English

Eight

Elder *

Elephant
Eleven
European
Extract
Eye . .

Fall (to)

Father
Father-in-law

Fell (to)

Fight

Finger

Finger-joint

Finger-nail

Finished

Fire . .

Fire (a gun or arrow
Firewood
Fish . .

Five .

Flint

Fly (to)

Fly (a)

Forearm
Forest

Forget
Foot .

.

Founder (to)

Four
Fowl
Free (to)

Friend

GafF (boom)
Get up
Give .

.

Glad .

.

Go .

.

Goat
God ..

Gold .

.

Good
Grace
Grand-daughter
Grandfather
Grandmother
Grandson
Great

Salon

Weh-leh
Aka
Gaja
Ch’paw chi

Inglit

Chabut
Mata
D’hawk
Ah-pong
Tawka-kanai
D'hawk
M’top
Me-tin

Knup
Ke-koh-eh
Katoikah (lehohkah)

Ahpoi
M’nyein
Toh-oong.
Ekan
Lemah
Ba-twe-lipwi
La-lai

Shmoot
Ahat
Kawtan
Long-kah
Ka-kai
Kah-lam
Paht
Manok
Nawla
Ja
Kawton-lak
Tahngu
M’on
D'man
Lakaw
Pey
Thida
Mahs
Ahmon
Kakun
Chocho binai

Ibap
Ibum
Chocho kanai

Peku
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English

Green-snail No. 1

Green-snail No. 2

Gun .

.

Hair .

.

Hand
Handcuff (a)

Handcuff (to)

He .

.

Head . .

Headman
Hear (to)

Help
Here
HiU .

.

High
Hit ..

Hole .

.

Horse
Hot (Sun's heat)
House
How much
Hundred (100) .

.

Hungry
Husband
Husband of elder sister

Husband of younger sister

I (Me)
Iron .

.

Is (are)

Island

Jib-boom
Jib-sail

Jungle
Land
Laugh
Lightning
Lip .

.

Liquor
Long
Look
Loongi (skirt)

Love
Main boom
Mainmast
Main sail

Make
Malay (Trade term)

Malay

Salon

O’chan
O'chaw
Koophai
Boo-loe
N'ngan
Kache
Madok-kache
Aolan
Awtak
Micha-ada
Tenga-nah-ien
Tawlawng
Iri (Hti-ni)

Poongah
Datah (Ka-pein)

M’lon
Baw
Mah
Kawlat
Aw-mah
Toom
Allatao

K'lawn
Kanai
Biai

Ipan kanai
Chi
B’choe
Na
Pawlaw
Yong-lak
Laiyar-mata
Kawtan
Tanak
Nan-wah
P'lep

K’le

E'lap
Deh-tah
Makow
I^agang
Lay-ahk
Pekulak
Tihang-ada
Laiyar-ada
Buat
Pashu
Be-tak
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English

Man .

.

Marriage
Mast .

,

Mat .

.

Me (I)

Mergni
Mind .

.

Miserable
Mizzen-mast
Mizzen-sail

Monkey
Moon
Mosquito
Mother
Mother-in-law
Mouth
Mud ..

Murder
Must .

,

Name
Nephew
Nest .

.

Never mind
N'gapi
Niece

Night
Nine .

.

North
Nose . .

Not (no)

Oar . .

Oh ! . .

Old .

.

One (single)

One (numeral)

Opium
Our, Us, We
Oyster
Paddle
Paddy
Pain .

.

Pearl

Pice . .

Pig .

.

Pleasure
Possess (to)

Post (wooden)

Pound (to)

Salon

Manoot
Naem-binai
Tihang
Tekan
Chi
Mdit
Kah-tai
Chai-ka
Tihang-nek
Laiyar-nek

K’la
Bulan
Nyamok
Enong
Tawka-binai
Awkan
N’lawk
Ne-pong
Bula
Nanyan
Kawman-kanai
Pong (Na-nook)
A-twot-ha
Ba-chang
Kawman-binai
Kaman
She-wai
Tali-eng

Yong
Hah
L’gom
Eh!
Paw-tao
Abaw
Aboolat
Ya-phen
Kamo-i
Eh-at
Piwa
Pai

Maket
J’lem
Ahong
Be-booi

Ch’nok
Otan
Lak-aw-mak
Maw-toi (Ka-oi)
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English

Prawn
Price . .

Pulsate

Quickly
Rain . .

Reason
Receive (to)

Red .

.

Residence
Rest (to)

Return (to)

Rice (cooked)
Rice (raw)

Rise (up)

River
Road
Rock
Roof .

.

Rudder
Run .

.

Rupee
Sail .

.

Salt .

.

Sand .

Sandbank
Sandfly
Sandy bay
Sea .

.

Sea (full of Islands)

Sea (open)

Search
Sea-slug

Sea (strait)

See (to)

Seize (to)

Sell .

.

Separate
Seven
Shadow
Shallow
Shed (temporary)
Sheep
Shell .

.

Shelter

Siamese
Sick .

.

Silver

Similar

Salon

Kaw-dang
Laka
Pik
Pana
Kujan
Anawng
Lap
Me-la
Punga
M’ping
Balay
(.'hon

P’lah

L'be?t

Menam
Jalan
Ba-twe
Kajang
Ch’koot
Kaboot (N'boot)

Acha
Laiyar
Chia
K’nai
Bh-hun
Nyamok
Pah-nat
Pooga-t’aw
Kawbung
Klun
Makow
Ge-ehi

Tow
P’nat
Mii’ngap
Loo-phooi

Aching
Loojoo
Theka-tong
K’te

Bagan
Ba-ah
Law-moot
Bagan
Shem
Maket
N’gin

Ma-em-ploom
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English

Sing . .

Single

Sir

Sister

Sister (elder)

Sister (younger) . .

Sit

vSix

Sky . .

Sky (clear)

Sleep

Slightly

Small
Smoke
Snake
Son , .

Son-in-law

Soon .

.

Sorry
St)uth

Span .

.

Speak
Spirit (ghost)

Spirit (shadow) . .

Stand
Stars

Stomach
Strengthen
Stretch (both arms)

Strike

Sun .

.

Sun’s heat

Sunrise

Sunset

Swim
Talk .

.

Teeth
Ten .

.

Thatch
Theft
There
Thick
This ..

Thither
Thoroughly
Three
Thunder

Salon

Ji-ne

Abaw (lam)

Micha
Lua
Aka-binai
Uui-binai

M’dawk
Anam
Kamein
J’nge

Me-roon
Ohio
Nek
Ka-hoi
Awlan
Anak-kanai (Annan)
Nyatoi-kanai

We-wai
Ka-thai (Ch’ nok ha)

Paiza

Ch’gam
M’kao
N’law kahtoi
Theka-tong
Y’nan
Bitua
Klan
Tanga
Adapa
M’lon
Plang
Kawlat
Mata-aloi-l’bet

Mata-aloi-nama-
dalam

Man-’ngoi

K’lao (m’kao)

Lepan
Ch’paw
Don-ch’lah

Me-sha-gillat

Idi

Tiban
Ini

Idi (Idop)

Machut
T’loi

T’goon
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English

Tical (weight)

Ticals 50 (| viss)

Tide (ebb)

Tide (flood)

Tiger
To .

.

Today
Tomorrow
Tongue
Topsail

Totempole
Tree . .

Tremble
Trousers

Twelve
Twenty
Two . .

Uncle (elder)

Uncle (general) .

Uncle (younger) .

Understood
Up ..

Us .

.

Very .

.

Viss . .

Viss-half

Vomit
Wait . .

Water (fresh)

Water (salt)

We . .

Weak
Well . .

Well of water
West .

.

What

Where
White
Who . .

Wife .

.

Wife (elder brother’s)

Wife (second small)

Wife (younger brother’s)

Wind
Witch doctor
Woman
Yes .

.

Salon

Pawt
Bieha-aking
Awin-akhoon
Awin m’je
P’noo
Ti

In-aloi

Chi-chaw
Klaik
Laiyar-kamein
Katoi-ka-eh
Kai-eh
Guching
Kha-ke-in
Ch’paw dua
Twaplaw
Dua
Tawha-kanai
Kamon
Nyi-kanai
Chang
Dauni
Kamo-i
Makeng
Bieha

Bieha-aking
Naw-tak
Na-the-ang
Awin
Awin-khen
Kamo-i
To-n’goha
Badan
Awin baw
Balat

Si pan, Hanong,
Toorn, bah

Bitam, Mana
Paw-the-ak, Pyu
Asao
P’lao, Binai
him
Binai-nek

Ipan binai

Angin
Micha-blen
Binai

Toko
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English

Yesterday
You
Young
Younger
Your own

Salon

Bubut
Bieng, Ka-yeh
Boojang

. . Uui

. . Eng-ka

(B) Salon -English Vocabulary.

Numerals

Salon English Salon English

Aboolat 1 Dua 2
Allatao 100 Lema 5
Allatao chi 101 Lemaplaw 50
Allatao ch’paw 110 Loojoo 7

Allatao lema 105 Loojooplaw 70
Allatao lemaplaw 150 Pat 4
Anam 6 Patplaw 40
Anamplaw 60 Shewai 9
Ch’paw 10 Shewaiplaw 90
Ch’paw anam 16 T’loi 3
Ch’paw chi 11 T’loi plaw 30
Ch’paw dua 12 T’loiplaw lema 35
Ch’paw lema 15 Twaplaw 20
Ch’paw loojoo 17 Twaplaw chi 21
Ch’paw pat 14 Twaplaw lema 25
Ch’paw shewai 19 Wele 8
Ch’paw t’loi 13 Weleplaw 80
("h’paw wele 18

Words

Mawkhen Inglit Mawkhen Inglit

A-Twot-ha Never mind Aka Elder (older)

Abaw One (single) Aka-binai Elder sister

Aboolat One (numeral) Aka-Kanai Elder brother

Acha Rupee (coin) Allatao One hundred
Aching Separate Aloi Day
Achok Two annas Amon Good
Ada Big Anak Child

Adapa Stretch (both Anak-binai Daughter
arms) Anak-Kanai Son

Adat Duck Anam Six

Adut Bad Angin Wind
Ah Crow (bird) Annan Son
Ahat Forearm Aokan Mouth
Ahong Pice (coin) Aolan He
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Mawkhen
Apia
Apoi
Apong
Asao
Aw
Awin
Awin-akhoon
Awin-baw

Awin-khen
Awin-m’je
Awkhen
Awlan
Awma
Awtak
Ba-ah
Ba-chang

Ba-chung
Ba-gan

Bah
Bahun
Baji

Bak
Balat
Bale
Ba-twe
Ba-twe-lipwi

Baw
Bawa
B’choe

Be-booi

Be-tak
Bi-ai

Bicha
Bicha-aking
Bi-eng
Binai

Binai-nek

Bitam
Bitua
Boojhang
Boolooe
Boolooe Ch’-

IngUt

Four annas
Fire

Father
Who
A bay
W^ator

Tide (ebb)

A well (of

water)

Salt water
Tide (flood)

Sea (open sea)

Snake
House
Head
Sheep
N'gapi (dried

fish)

Depart
Temporary
shed
What
Sandbank
Coat
Draw (puli up)

West
Return
Rock
Flint

Well (hole)

Bring
Iron

Pig

Malay
Husband (el-

dest sister)

Viss (a weight)

Half-a-viss

You
Woman (wife)

Wife (2nd or

small)

Where
Stars

Y^oung
Hair
Beard

Mavvkheii

Buat
Biibiit

Bubut-achan

Bubut che

Bula
Bulan
Chabut
Chaika
Chanat

Chang
Chapan
Cha^dih

Ch’gam
Ch’koot

Ch1a
Ch*nok
Ch'nok ha
Ch’paw
Ch'paw chi

Cli’paw dua
Chi

Chichaw
Chichaw
Achan

Chicliaw che

Chichom
Chiu
Chio
Chocho binai

Chocho kanai
Chon
Chwat
Dadu
Dah-kang
Dalam
Dauni
Datah
Deta
D'hawk
D’man
Don-chlah

Iiiglit

Make
Yesterday
Day prior to

the day be-

fore yesterday
Day before

yesterday

Must
Moon
Extract
Miserable

Children
(youngsters)

Understand
Boat (small)

Basket
A span
Rudder
Salt

Pleasure

Sorrv
Ten‘
p]leven

Twelve
I (me)

Tomorrow
Day after the

day after to-

morrow
Day after to-

morrow
Bird
Chinese

Slightly

Grand -daugh-
ter

Grandvson

Rice (cooked)

(’loth

C’hest

Branch
Deep
Up
Above (high)

Long
Fall, Fell, To
Glad
Thatchmaw
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Mawkhen
Dua
Ehak
Eh
Ekan
Elap
Eng-ka

Enong
Oaja
Oe-chi

Gu-ching
Ha
Hanong
Hti-ni

Hymyaw
Net
Hymyaw Ni
Hymyaw .

Pashii

Hymyaw
Pyii

Ibap
Ibum
Idi

Idop
In-aloi

Inglit

Tiii

Ipan-binai

Tpan-Kanai

Iri

Ja
Jalan
Jali

Je

Ji-ne

J’lem
J’nge

Kabang
Kabang-Lam

Kaboh-eh

Inglit

Two
Oyster
Oh
Fish
Liquor
Belong (your

own)
Mother
Elephant
Sea-slug

Tremble
No ! Not
What
Here
Beche-de-mer
black

do red

do Malay

do white

Grandfather
Grandmother
Thither (there)

There
To-day
European
(English)

This

Wife (young
brother’s)

Husband
(young sis-

ter’s)

Here
Friend
Koad
Arm
Bazaar
(market)

Sing
Pearl

Sky (clear of

cloud)

Boat
Boat, (a parti-

cular)

Ashes

Mawkhen

Kaboot
Kache
Kahlam
Kahoi
Kah-Tai
Kai-eh

Kaiza
Kajang
Kakai
Kakun
Kaman
Kamein

Kamoi
Kamon

Kanai
Kane
Kahohi
Ka-oon
Ka-pein
Kappa
Kathai

“ Katai-han
Katoi-ka
Katoi-kaeh
Kawbiing

Kawdang
Kawlat

Kawman
Binai

Kawman
Kanai

Kawtaii
Kawton
Kawton-lak
Ke-ko-e
Khakein
Kitam
K’la

Klaik
Kian
Klao
Klawn
Kle

Inglit

Bun
Handcuff
Founder (to)

Smoke
Mind
Tree

Alligator

Roof
Foot (a)

Grace

Night
Sky (Genl.-

term)

Our-us-we
Uncle (Genl.-

term)

Husband
You
Pound, to,

Bamboo
High
Axe
Sorry

Brave
Finished
Totem-pole
Sea full of

islands

Prawn
Hot (heat of

sun)

Niece

Nephew

Jiingle Forest
Blind
Gaff-boom
Finger-nail

Trousers
Black
Monkey
Tongue
Belly

To talk

Hungry
Lip
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Mawkhen
Klun

Knai
Kiiup
Koo-lah
Koophai
K’te
Ku
Kujan
Labaw
Lagang

Laiyar
Laiyar-ada
Laiyar-
kamein

Laiyar-mata
Laiyar-nek
Laka
Lakaw
Lakaw-mak

Lakeh
Lalai

Lam
Langkap
Lap
Law-moot
Law-sat
Lay-ahk
L’bet
L’boo
Lema
Le-o-kah
Lepan
L’gom
L'maw
L’mu
Longka
Loojoo
Loophoo
Lua

Lu-ah
Ma
Ma-chut
Madok-kache
Ma-em-ploom

Inglit

Sea (open)

ocean
Sand
Finger-joint

Indian (Hindi)

Gun
Shallow
And
Rain
Anchor
Loongi (loin

cloth)

Sail, A
Mainsail

Topsail

Jibsail

Mizzen sail

Cost-price

Go
A post (of

wood)
Abdomen
Fly (to)

Single

Catch
Receive (to)

Shell

Deer
Love
Rise, raise

Below
Five
Finished
Teeth
Oar
Drown (to)

Cow
Forget
Seven
Sell

Wife (elder

brother’s)

Sister

Horse
Thoroughly
Handcuff, to

Similar

Mawkhen
Main awin
Makai
Makan
Makeng
Maket
Makow
M'am
Mana
Ma-nam
Man'ngoi
Manok
Manok-ga-oh
Manoot
Mas
Mata
Mata-aloi-

Fbet
Mata-aloi-

nama-dalam
Matai
Mawkot
Mawtoi
M’dawk
Me-aoh
Mecha-adoo
Meh
Me-la
Me-nam
Me-roon
Me-sha-gil-

lat

Me-tin

Micha
Micha-ada

Micha -blen

M’kao
M’lan
M’lit

M/loi

Mlon
M’ngai
M’nyam
M’nvein
M’on
M’ping
M’top
Mu’ngap

Inglit

Bathe
Abuse
Eat
Very
Pain, sick

Search
Drink
Where
Bury
Swim
Fowl
Cock
Man
Gold
Eye
Sunrise

Sunset

Dead
Bite

Pound (to)

Sit

Cat
Bad
Daughter
Red'
River
Sleep

Theft

Finger

Sir

Headman,
chief

Witch Doctor
Speak
Strike

Mergui
East
Beat
Cry
Eat
Fire a gun
Give
Rest
Fight

Seize
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Mawkhen

Na
Na-em-binai
Nakoot
Nanoqk
Nanwa
Nanyan
Narin
Na-the-ang
Nawla
Nawtak
N’boot
Nek
Net
N’ga-haung
N’gin
Ni
N’la katoi

Nlawk
Nlaw kahtoi
N'ngan
Nyamok

Nyatoi biiiai

Nyatoi kanai
Nyi kanai

Nynon
Ochan

Ochaw

Oi

Oo-ah

Otan
Padang

Pahnat
Pai

Paiza

Pana
Pashu

Pat
Pawlaw
Pawt
Paw-tao

Inglit

Is, are

Marriage
Afraid

Nest
Laugh
Name
Come
Wait
Free
Vomit
Pun
Small
Black
Call

Silver

Red
Devil

Mud
Spirit, ghost
Hand
Sandfly, mos-
quito

Daughter-in-
law
Son-in-law

Uncle (young-
er)

Coconut
Green Snail

No.l
Green Snail

No.2
Dog
Aunt (Genl.-

term)
Possess

Dao (jungle

knife

)

Sandy-bay
Paddy
South
Quickly
Malay (trade

term)

Four
Island

Tical (weight)

Old

Mawkhen
Paw-the-ak
Peku
Peku-lak
Pet

Pey
Pik
P’lah
Plang
Plao
Plep
P’nat
P’noo
Pong
Ponga-taw
Punga
P’wa
Pyu

Shem
She-wai
Sipan
Tali-eng

Tanak
Ta-na-o
Tanga
Tangu
Tawa-binai
Tawha-kanai
Tawka-binai
Tawka-kanai
Tawkaw
Tawlawng
T’ban
Tekaii

Te’nga
T’nga na-i-en

T’goon
The-e
Theka-tong
Thida
Ti
Ti-hang
Ti-hang-ada

Ti-hang-nek
T’loi

Toom

Inglit

White (colour)

Great
Mainboom
Dao (small

knife)

Goat
Pulsate

Rice (raw)

Sun
Wife
Lightning
See
Tiger

Nest
Sea
Residence
Paddle
White (trade

term)
Siamese
Nine
What
North
Land
Burman
Strengthen
Get up
Aunt (elder)

Uncle (elder)

Mother-in-law
Father-in-law

Certainly

Help
Thick
Mat
Ear
Hear
Thunder
Anna (coin)

Spirit, shadow
God
To
Mast
Main-mast
Mizzen-mast
Three
How much
(what price)
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Mawkhen Inglit Mawkhen Inglit

To-n’goha Weak Wa-binai Aunt (younger)

To-oong Firewood We-le Eight
T’ow Strait (sea) We-wai Soon
Uui Younger Ya-phen Opium %

Uui-binai Younger- Y’nan Stand
sister Yong Nose

Uui-Kanai Younger-
brother

Yong-lak Jib-boom
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Article No. 9.

Yano Dafla Grammar and Vocabulary.

By N. L. Bor.

INTRODUCTION.

The Daflas, or Bengni as they term themselves, occupy the
mountainous region lying between the Bhorelli river on the

west and the Subansiwi on the east, north of the districts of
Darrang and Lakhimpur in Assam. Roughly speaking if the
area be divided into two halves the western half is inhabited

.by the Yano Daflas and the eastern by the Tagen.
The Yano Daflas have little to do with the Akas and other

hill tribes west of the Bhorelli, but to the east the Tagen are in

contact with the Apa Tanang and Hill Miris.

To hear the two dialects of Dafla, Yano and Tagen, spoken,
one would think that they were entirely different languages but
when written down the relationship shows clearly. There is a

certain difference in vocabulary but the difference lies mainly
in pronunciation. This is due to the tendency of the Tagen
Dafla to clip his syllables and elide vowels

;
and also to the

substitution of ‘ kh ’ for the Yano ‘f’. These tend to make
the language staccato and guttural. The dialect can, however,
be easily acquired by anyone who has first learnt Yano.

It is hoped that this grammar of Yano Dafla will enable
future Political Officers of the Balipara Frontier Tract to

become acquainted with a tribe whose manners and customs
are not one whit less interesting than those of the better

known Naga.
The Dafla is a truculent and suspicious individual but his

confidence is readily given to one who can speak to him in his

own language rather than through the medium of an interpreter.

My grateful thanks are due to Srijut Dwarika Nath Das,

Superintendent of the Political Office, B.F.T., himself a Dafla

scholar, who typed out the whole of the manuscript.

N. L. Bor.
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THE ALPHABET.

CONSONANTS.

(
a

)
Simple.

B as in English.

D Do.
F Do.
G always hard as in ‘ get when preceded by ‘ n ’ in ' ng ’ the two

are sounded as 'ng’ in ‘ringer’.

H as in 'hot’.

J as in 'joy’.

F as in English.

M Do.
JV Do.
P Do.
B as in ' raw ' rr ’ as in ' carry ’.

S is always sibilant.

T as in Hindustani.

V as in English.

W Do.
Y as in ‘yes’, is always consonantal.

(h) Aspirated.

Ch as in 'church’.

Kh as in ' funk-hole ’.

Kh Yevy guttural, rare in Yano, but quite common in Tagen
Dafla.

Ph as in ‘tap-house’, never ‘ f ’.

8h as in ‘shall’.

Th as in ‘pothouse’.

Zh French'
3

’.

VOWELS.
A may be long or short.

A as in ‘aw’ in ‘raw’.

t long as in ‘6te’.

E short as in ‘ pet ’

^ grave in French ‘ ^

I short as in ‘ fit,’ ‘ pit’.

O long or short, ‘go’ and ‘got’.

O German ‘o’.

U long.

tf French ‘ u ’, German ' ii
’.

For the sake of euphony ‘k’ is changed to ‘g ’ before a vowel,

‘k’ is dropped before ‘p’, 'm’ and ‘t’ and its place is indicated
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by a very definite glottal stop. Similarly ‘g’ is dropped before

Examples.

drok nominative, orogem accusative.

binlak, but hinla^md, hinlaHo, binWpa.
pagne pronounced pa'ne.

NOUNS.

In the case of human beings sex is denoted (a) by the use
of different words or (b) by adding 'nyega’ = 'male’ or ‘nyeme'
= 'female’ to the word.

Exaiviples (a).

Masculine.

ubo = father.

ubung = brother elder.

btiro := brother younger.
nyakum = old man.
yapa = young man.
nyera = male slave.

tombo = bachelor.

Feminine.

anne = mother.
ante = sister elder.

horrme = sister younger.

fungo = old woman.
nyemom = young woman.
pagne = female slave.

fungme = spinster.

Examples (6).

nyega kao = son. nyeme kao = daughter.

In the case ofanimals gender is indicated by the reduplication

of the last syllable of the word and the addition of 'bo\ ' po* in

the case of the male and ‘ne’ in that of the female, 'bo' equals

*abo' and 'ne' obviously equals 'anne' so that a ‘bitch’, 'iki

kini', means 'dog dog’s mother’ and so on.

Examples.

Masculine. Feminine.

sera rapo = wild pig.

erek rekpo = tame pig.

aebbe subo = mithun.

iki kibo = dog.

setom tombo = bear.

sabin binbo = goat.

porok rokpo = fowl.

sodom dompo = deer.

sachorr chorrbo := sambar.

sera ranL
erek regn^,

sebbe senne.

iki kine.

setom tomnL
sabin binni,

porok rognL
sodom domn^.
sachorr chdrrne.
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Wlien asking the sex of animals the plain ‘ nyega ’ = male
and = female are always used.

Is your dog a bitch ?

Nd ikii nyeme mare ?

NUMBER.

The plural of nouns is formed by adding 'pam\ but this is

very rarely used and is always dropped when the sense is apparent

.

Examples.

Whose children are these ?

Sa hilmeipamsi Mega ? (MImei, child).

Did you see the men {

No bengni kdpdpanria ?

CASE.

(a) NomiTiative .—All nouns in the nominative case are

distinguished by the addition of ‘e

Examples.

The saheb came to see our village.

SaJiehh nigoluga nampoynem kdnadebo cliape.yia.

The men ran away.
Bengnih kineba.

My wife gave food.

Ngd nyefungh appinein bMpeiia.

(6) Accusative .—^The case is indicated by the addition of
'em' or'ne' to the noun qualified.

Bulu killed a man.
Bulue beugnievOL mingpanna.

He beat the dog.

Ae ikieto. jeugpana.

He ate his food.

Ae maiga appinem dopanrva.

Whom are you complaining against ?

ifiene sardonna ?

I called Gumno.
OumnoiDA gdkpanna.
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(c) Genitive.—^To indicate the genitive is suffixed to the
noun.

• He cut off Bui 11 ’s hand.
Bulugdi lakem paritpanna.

He stole Tajem's dao.

Ae Tajemgdi orogern dutchdpanna.

But, the 'ga ’ is often omitted when there is no possibility of error.

He ate birds’ eggs.

Forrole pilpil dopamm.

He ate pig flesh.

Ae ereh\sodi7i dojxi^ma.

Ho stole Tayo’s money.
Tmjo'tangkem dutchdpanna

.

{d) Dative .—Same as for the accusative.

Examples.

* Give it to your wife.

Nyefimgem hh ito

.

Tell it to your husband.
^V//c/oem bintumto.

(e) Ablative .

—
'From' is indicated by suffixing 'gam' to the

noun, or by suffixing this ])article to the locative ease (see below).

He drev' his dao from the scabbard.

.It' orogern mbokgam selinpaku.

‘‘With’ meaning ‘to accompany’ is translated hy 'legaho' and
the corresponding particle 'ba' must be added to the verb.

Example.

1 will go with him to the village.

Xgo aUd legabo iiantpdmbo chaih2itare.

(/) Locative .—The position of all articles and places varies

with the speaker’s position relative to the Dafla Hills. He'

is the particle indicating the locative, when the place is north of

the speaker, 'be means further to the south. The location close

at hand is indicated by 'a' or Uillo\

Examples.

He is staying at Pigerong. (Speaker in plains.)

Ae Figero7igih dopa.
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He is staying at Pigerong. (Speaker north of Pigerong.)

Ae Pigeronghi dopa.

He is at Lokra. (Speaker at Tezpiir.)

Ae Lokrath dosu.

He is at Tezpur. (Speaker at Lokra.)
Ae Tezpurlah dopa.

It is in a box.

Pira alio dopa.

He is in his house.

OguB, dmu,

'Up there’ and 'down there’ are translated HelW and
*hUld* respectively.

'From down there’ and ‘from up there’ are belldga{m) and
tellaga(m),

I have come (to Lokra) from Tezpur.
Ngo Tezpur belldga(m) chalkuna,

I have come from Lokra (to Tezpur).

Ngo Lokra telldgn(m) iekuna.

ADJECTIVES.

Adjectives end in '72^’ and can be formed from verbal roots

by the addition of this particle, e.g.

Verbal root. Adjective.

min, ripen. minna, ripe.

do, eat. dona, eaten.

The adjective always follows the noun it qualifies and takes

the case endings if any.

I saw a good man.
Ngo bengni alena(e)m kdpdpana.

The following are the usual degrees of comparison.

Comparative. Superlative.

alena, good. aleyd, better. aleydjija, best.

lakena, big. lakeyd, bigger. lakeydjija, biggest.

In comparative sentences the noun compared is placed in

the accusative case and the comparative form of the adjective

is used.

Examples.

My dao is better than yours.

Ngd oroge nd orogem aleydpa.
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His wife is better than Bulu’s.
Alla nyefuTtge Buluga nyefungem aleydpa.

My son is taller than yours.
Ngd kao nd kaoem lakeydpa.

Best of all, biggest of all, etc. are turned as follows :

—

Melengga hhitersd aleydpa, i.e. among them all he is the best.

The way in wdiieh 'large’ and 'small’ are expressed in Dafla
is peculiar. If it is desired to say a large cow, a large tiger or a
large pig, the particle 'te’ is suffixed to the generic prefixes

peculiar to the noun (see below).

A large cow
A large tiger

A large necklace

A big egg
A big river

se darte.

senyo darte.

tasseng sdte.

pilpu piite.

sdbung bungle

.

Similarly with inchung 'little’

—

A small house . . ogu pingchung.
Little eggs .

.
pupil puchung.

When numericals are used the generic prefix is added to

adjective and numerical, as follows:

—

Give him three large cloths.

Am edji rumte ruumgo bhito.

I saw three large tigers.

Ngo senyo darte darumgo kdpdpana.

NUMERICAL ADJECTIVES.

1 . . akhin. 20 .

.

chamnyi.

2 anyi. 21 .. chamnyi akhin.

3 um. 30 .. chaam.
4 appi, apli. 40 .

.

champi.

5 ango. 50 .

.

chango.

6 akke. 00 .

.

chamke.

7 kani. 70 .

.

chamkanni.
8 plono. 80 . . chainplono.

9 kayo. 90 .

.

chamkayo.

10 . . rengcheng. 100 .

.

lenggo.

11 chanda akhin. 200 .

.

lengnyi.

12 chainla anyi. 1000 .

.

lengrengcheng

.

13 charnla um.

These numerical adjectives always follow the noun and are

preceded by a generic prefix which denotes what kind or class

the article belongs to. There are many of these particles and

a list of the compionest is given here.
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bar . . rupees, flowers.

dar larger animals, buffaloes, cattle,

pil

deer, etc.

round articles like eggs, deoghantis.
pd . . logs, trees, saphngs, posts, etc.

sd long thin things, cane, necklaces.

pam villages.

ping . . houses.

tak . . flat things, plates, planks, mats, etc.

cherr . . small round things, heeds, teeth, eyes.

bla . . roads.

hung rivers.

ram fires (hearths).

rum cloth.

pd smaller animals such as otters.

le

squirrels, dead pigs, etc.

lorum,—the cane band Avorn on the

pe
leg by Dallas,

handful.

ydm . . fistful.

ne trees.

da . . daos, spoons, knives, etc.

And many others.

Examples.

Give him as compensation two necklaces, tluc^o mithiin,

one dead pig, two daos, and a cloth.

Pafe gaho am tasseng skngigo, sehhe ABJuango, regwd pa{/o,

orok ddi,nyigo, edji rumgo bhifo.

It will be observed that the numerical is always followed

by a particle 'go\ This is never omitted.

‘Two round things’ is ' piinyigo

\

‘Tliree long things’ is ' sduwgo\
‘Four animals’ is ‘darpigo'.

In the case of number ‘one’, "akhm\ the number itself is

often dropped, as

One mithun . . sebbe dargo instead of sebbe darkhingo
One necklace . . tasseng sago

One dao . . orok dago

and so on.

For numbers above ten the generic prefix is placed before
the second number and is dropped before the multiples of ten.

I gave him twelve mithun ngo am sebbe chamla ABXnyigo
hhipena.

Thirty-two rupees . . tanka chaam yi^iXnyigo.

Ten eggs . . .
.

pupil chamgo.
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ORDINALS.
There are no ordinals in Dafla.

ADVERBS.

Adverbs are formed from adjectives by replacing by
'bo' and from nouns by simply adding 'bo\

amena false. ameho falsely.

alena good. alebo well.

tatek toad. tatekbo toadlike.

PRONOUNS.

Personal Pronouns.

Singular,

Nom. .

.

ngo I. no thou. a he.

Acc. and ngorn me. nom thee. am him.
Dat.

Gen.' .

.

7igd mine. nd thine. alia his.

Abl. .

.

ngdgala from me. ndgala from thee, alia gala from him

Plural,

Nom. .

.

ngolu we. nolu you. alia they.

kadie

Acc. and nqolum us.

Dat.

nolum you. alld them.
kadieni

(}en. .

.

ngoluga our. noluga> your. alld their.

kadiga

Abl. .

.

ngolu- from us. nolu- from you. alld from
gala gala kadigala them.

Reflexive Pronou^^s.

The word '
7nai' expresses the idea of self, e.g.

I myself will go . . ngo mai chatare or chasutare.

The reflexive particle 'su' in the verb is however far more
comruorily used.

Who did this work ? . . hie som repanrm ?

1 myself did it . . ngo resu^awia.

Don’t blether, do some- jabbio, karn niego mego
thing yourself. ?'eSUfo.

Relative Pronouns.

There are no relative pronouns in Dafla corresponding to the

English who, which, what, etc.
;
relative participles are always

used.
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The man who fled . . kitna bengni or the ‘ run-

away man’.
I cannot take a dao which ngo bengniem panandna

has killed a man orogeni ndrem.
He killed all those who were ogua dona meleng bengniem

in the house. rningpaku.

‘The place where’ is expressed by suffixing 'ku' to the

root.

Don’t spit in front of me . . ngd dungkuallo (sitting

place in) tachorr cheflayo.

The place where they get umnoem ndku (poison

poison. taking place).

‘The day on which’ is expressed by adding 'diil' or 'diurn'

to the verbal root.

The day on which I returned engkerrdiil.

When I go to the hills . . nesengrengbo chadiii.

The child will be born shortly kao bengdiil wdreku (child-

bearing day is about to

come)

.

Relative Clauses.

The sentence must always be turned as in the following

example :

—

When you go there tell him to come.

No tellabo guitoknld sdbo idebo biniumto,

you there having gone hither to come say.

INTERROGATIVE PRONOUNS.

‘ Who ’ is translated by ‘ hie ’, which is declined as follows :

—

Nom. . . . . hie wlio.

Acc. and Dat. . . hiene, hiern whom.
Gen. . . . . hiega whose.
Abl. . . . . hiegaUi from whom.

What ? = hogu ?

What are you doing ?

No hogu resudonna ?

‘ How much ? ’ or ‘ how many ? ’ The general word used is

'hedigo' and will be understood by all. It is however more
elegant to use the generic prefix followed hy 'kugo\ viz.

How many cloths ? . . edji rumkugo ?

How many months ? .
.

pdlo barkugo ?

How many eggs ? .
.

pilpil pilku^o ?

How many daos ? . . orok dakugo ?

How many cows ? .. si darkugo ?
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DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS.

\si\ this person or thing near at hand.
'a \ that person or thing a little distance away.
Hesa\ that person or thing far off to the north.
'besa\ that person or thing far off to the south.

All these are declined regularly.

What do you call this ? . . som Jiogii hindomm ?

Chase that one away . . tesaem rokfato.

'si' is often suffixed to the noun for emphasis.

Who the devil is this man ?

Sa hengnisi hie ?

VERBS.

Verbs do not vary for gender, person or number. The verb
substantive is 'pa' in Yano and 'do' in Tagen.

Present Tense.

.This tense is formed by adding 'pa' to the root and 'md'
for the negative, e.g,

I see 'tigo kdpa, I do not see kdmd.
I eat ngo dopa, I do not eat doynd.

1 strike ngo jengpa. 1 do not strike jengnid,

1 drink 7igo tengpa. I do not drink tengmd.

The PRESENT DEFINITE tense is formed by suffixing 'donna'
to the root and 'ynd' for the negative.

1 am going 7igo guidonna. I am not going guimd,

1 am sitting ngo dungdonna, I am not sitting dungmd.
He is whistling ae ch uchudonna. He is not wiiistling chuchumd.

Future Tense.

This tense has as its most frequent suffix 'bo', which is

sometimes preceded by What additional meaning this

signifies I am unable to say and enquiries have not throw n any
light upon it.

The negative suffix is 'rein.

I shall go guibo or giiineho. I shall not go guirem,

1 shall come ungbo or ungnebo. I shall not come ungrem*

There are two emphatic forms of the future wffiich suffix

'tobo' and 'farebo' to the root.

Of course I shall take an dingtoho.

oath.

1 shall certainly go to the nesengrengbo c/iatareku.

hills.

I will kill jiim for certain . . am mingtdibo.
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The suffix for the future is sometimes added to that for the
present tense. The effect of this is to defer the act of the future.

Tf he sits here he will see si dungbanung sehbem kapd-
the mithun (i.e. after some paho.
time when it comes).

The negative oi'binbo\ ‘ wdll speak’, is bhem, ‘will not
speak instead of binrern. This is the Tagen negative future of

this verb.

Past Time.

The usual suffixes are 'penna \ 'panna \ 'nekuha \ 'neba \ the
latter when the action is more recent.

He hit me . . at ngom jengpenna.

Last year I went to Pigerong munyeng ngo Pigerongbo

chapenna.
He died in the hills . . nesengte sipanna.

But

—

My father died yesterday . . ngd aboe millo smekuba.
1 have just lost my mithun ngd Sf bbe nineba.

Has he gone I Yes, just .
.

guipenare I Om, guinekuba.

The negative suffix is mdpanna.

He did not say it

He has not gone to the hills

Did you steal it ? No

Permission.

binmdpmma.
nesengrengbo cliamdpanna .

no sbm dutchdpannare 1

Md, dutchdnidpmma.

The verb ‘'hhi\ ‘give is suffixed and takes the inflexion.

I allow^ed him to speak . . ngo am bin bhipaku.

He is permitted to take away sahho w. hobJiipaku .

the mithun.

Present Inchoative.

I Suffix ‘re’ or 'de^ to the root.

He is about to come . . ungn ku.

He is about to die . . sidfku.

She is about to have a child kao Inmgdiu wdrekti.

The supine is formed by suffixing 'dabo' to the root. It

denotes ‘for the purpose of’.

He came here to wwk . . ae sdbo karri redebo
nngpanna.

htdigo bhiAeibo dopa ?How much has he to give ?
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He went to the village to nampomho Buluem ming-
kill Bull!. debo chapena,

. Send a man to call him . . am gdna^^ho bengniem
hilekto.

Occasionally the future in 'ho' or
'

tobo ’ is used for the
supine.

I will go to the village to ngo nampomho pupil
buy eggs. ri^.tobo chatare.

He has gone to draw water islii bungho gtiinena.

Participles.

Present adiectival participle is formed by adding 'na' to
the root ' mdna' for negative.

The man wlio goes .
.

guina bengni (Agoing man’).
The man who drinks . . opd tengna bengni.

The man who does not drink opd tengmdna bengni.

Conditional participle is denoted by 'banung' suffixed to the
root

;
negative ‘ rndfmmmg'. The future conditional is expressed

by adcbng ‘ ren ung': * kum ’ or ‘ launne ’ is often added for emphasis.

Tf he sits here he will die . . si rfimgbanung sitareku.

If yon do not work I will no kam remabanung nbm
boat you. jen0obo.

If he will come here I shall sdbo wdlhXiVLXig jeiigtareku.

l)eat him.
If you go to war many will nyemok 2^arenungkumne»

die. arbkponggo sitareku.

If you see a thief, kill liiin dutchdnam A:apdbanung-
kum, mingto.

Present .model participle. Suffix 'kuna' and the

participle is often reduplicated.

He went away weeping . . ae L'apkuna guineba.

While running on the road lamfebo /arrkuna /arrkuna
he fell dead. sinekuba.

Past adverbial participle. Suffix 'told' or 'toknld' to the

root.

Having eaten his food he appinem f:^otokula gorop-

got up. panym.

Having killed him he cut off am mmgtokula, lakein

his hand. parlfpaku.

Potential Present.

In the positive the word 'pare' is used with the future 'bo'

form of the verb. The negative is formed by adding 'yiyomd' to

the root. I was sceptical about 'pare' at first, since it is the
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Assamese method of indicating the potential but as far as my
investigations go the word is used far within the hills.

He can walk . . . . lebo migho parepa.

He cannot walk . . . . lebo ungnyomB,.

He can fight . . . , nyemok pabo pare^a.
He cannot fight . . . , nyemok panyoma.

‘Know how to’ is expressed by compounding the verb
*cJiin\ ‘know’, to the root.

He can play the flute . . ae pongli miichinpa.

He can swim . . .
.

jachinpa.

Potential Future.

Positive ‘ parebo ’ and negative ‘ nydrem ’

.

He will be able to go . . ungbo parebo.
He will not be able to go . . ungnyhVBm.

Desiderative.

This is indicated by suffixing the particle 'nang' which

takes all inflexions.

I want to see him . . am kdimngpa,
I want to eat . . . . ngo appinem donBUgpa,
I want to go . . . . ngo ungUBngpa*

‘Not yet’ is expressed by suffixing 'mdda' to the root.

He has not come yet . . ungm^dB,
He has not eaten yet . . ae appinem domada.

Causative verbs are followed by suffix 'tom' or 'mo' to the
root.

See kdto. Show kdtomto.
Do reto. Make to do retQmio.

Beat jengto. Cause to be beaten jengtbmto.
CaU koto. Cause to be called komQto,

Imperative is indicated by the suffix 'to' for the positive
and ‘to’ for the negative oT'yo' when the root ends in a vowel.

Beat jengto. Don’t beat gengio.

Do reio. Don’t do reyo.

Give hhito. Don’t give bhiyo.

Cut pato. Don’t cut payo.

In the 3rd persons 'moto^ is suffixed to the root.

Let him die . . . . simoto.

Let him come here first . . sdbo un>gchdmoto.
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Irregular are

—

binto speak. heo don’t speak.
pinto cut cane. peo don’t cut cane*

Emphasis is indicated by infixing or suffixing the particle

'ku^; the position changes for the sake of euphony as is shown
by the following examples :

—

He has sat down

He will sit down

Sit .

.

If he only sits . ,

( dung\ixipanna.

i dungpdkvL.

(
dungkiiho.

dungtarelsM.

dungtokn.
dunglsxibanung .

Compound Verbs.

Several verbal roots may be joined together to make one
verb.

Examples.

khelibobhito

ndbhito

tunglinio

kolinto

bring in exchange (kheli, exchange; 5o, lead;

bhiy give).

take give {nd, take; bhi, give),

drag out {tung, pull; lin, emerge),
call out \)cOy call; lin, out).

The use of particles for the purpose of modifying the meaning
of a root is very common and is one of the principal difficulties

of the language.

chd first,

su self.

together with

ra idea of remaining

terry pd idea of completion.

nya finished.

pu by mistake.

kerr return

.

jok wound.
ke kill.

flak miss.

din second-hand.

9^ [

ba f

jog suddenly.

nyok learn.

top completion (in cutting).

bd over.

lak expert.

fok, fung defiance, emphasis.
si secrecy.

rit sever.

ki eye witness.

mung from place to place.

min in jest.

lok inside.

lo do^vnwards.

Examples.

1. chd = first.

He came first
'

. . ae atokbo ungcM,pakn.

He was the first to do it . . ae som reiih^pakn.
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2. = self.

I did it myself
He is the man who hit him

3. ge, ha = together with.

We will go together

I will live with him
I will keep it .

.

I will bring him

4. m == remain.

Stay here until I come back
Stay sitting . .

5. terr, pd = completion.

He ate up the rice

He had a good look at him

6. nya = finished.

I have finished my work .

.

It is all gone .

.

7. pu = mistake.

I hit him by mistake
I drank it by mistake

8. kerr = return.

When will you return ?

Give it back .

.

9. jok = wound.

1 flung a stone and hurt him
I wounded the deer with an

arrow.

10. ke = kiU.

I kiUed him with a dao .

.

The stones from a stone

shute killed them

11. flak = miss, away from.

Throw it away
He fired and missed

12. din = second-hand.

Bulu borrowed it second-

hand (i.e. Bulu got it

from somebody who had
already borrowed it).

ngo som reSMpaku,

ae jengSVLpaku.

Tigolu lekmchengbo unghB,rabo,

alia legala seng}idLtare,

am doghtarc.

am vngghtare.

7igo ikernnddaho, si doTddo,

dungT2Lfo.

appinem dotBlTpaku,

am ka'j^^panna

.

kam renydipaku,

monyd^paku

.

7igo aw. floig'^xipaku.

ngo am teng'^Mpaku.

hedilam chakeTifareku ?

bhikeiTtoku.

elung horriokpanna..

sodomem up jok2>anna .

am pak^paku,
elung bedungbo gittokuld,

allokadiem gitkBpanna,

horrfLdkto.

mobok upld upflB,’paku,

Bulu ndiinpanna.
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13. jog = suddenly (prefix).

He jumped up
He suddenly came out

14. nyok = learning.

He is learning Dafla
He is learning how to do it

15. top = completion.

Cut it down with an axe .

.

Cut it down with a dao .

.

16. ha — over.

He crossed over the hill .

.

He jumped over the fence

17. lak = expert.

He knows Dafla well

18. i ok, fling = defiance.

Even if you say don’t go, I

shall go.

Give it to me at once

19. si = secrecy.

He is watching from ambush
They are talking secretly .

.

He took the woman by
stealth.

20. rit = sever.

He severed with a blow .

.

21. ki ^ eye witness.

1 vent to see my cow sold

Did you see it or not I

22. mung = from place to place.

He begs from door to door

He is going from village to

village.

23. rnin = in jest.

I only said for a joke

He is playiiig the fool

3Oggoroppanna .

ioglinpaku.

bengni berrekem hinyokdonmi-
renyokdonyia.

tengtoi^to.

paibl^to.

mlddianne hdLgdpanna,
ae solungem rehB^paku,

ae beng7ii berrekem binla^paku.

no guyo binbanung guiio\Ltare.

bhiiokto, bhiixmgto.

kdsido,

bmsidoniui.

nyemom yosipannu .

paTit2>aku.

ngo ngd sem pog]sipanna,
kdl^ipannare ?

kornxkVLgdg.

farrmvLTigdo.

binminpahu.

sdmindonm.
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24. loh = inside.

Put it in the box .
.

pira a arengo molSkto,

The lightning entered and mdglung ohlokkepaku,
killed him.

The arrow transfixed him oppoke am uplokpaku,

25. Zo = downwards.

He brought down the sebbem bolopanna.
mithun.

Call him down , . koloto.

The fruit fell from the tree fii sengnetela holopaku.

Verbal Nouns.

To form the verbal noun from the root suffix ‘sa\

What have you to say ? hogu binSB, ?

What work have you ? hogu karn dopa ? Ossa paS2L.

Cutting cane.

Interrogatives.

The commonest interrogative particle is ‘ re ’

.

Is he here ? .. si dopare ?

Will he come to-morrow ? aro ungnehore I

When the answer is expected in the affirmative the verb is

usually placed in the negative.

Surely you will speak . . beremre ? (Will you not
speak ?)

Surely you are a chief . . no nyete mare ?

Alternative questions are asked as follo^^ s :

—

Will you go or not ? * ’

7w ungbore allamd ?

no ungbo allamdre ?

Did you have a good no umem ale pepa allamdre ?

harvest or not ?

Negation.

Simple negation is expressed by the suffix ‘md' (present)

and ^mdpanna^ (past). The suffix can be added to nouns,

adjectives and verbs.

Examples.

He is not here . . .. si domd.
He did not come here . . sdbo ungmdpanna.
It is not a cat, it is a dog . . asamd, ikisu.

The future negative is indicated by adding 'rem^ to the

verbal root.

He will not go to the hills imengrengbo charem*
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‘Never’ is expressed by suffixing
‘

’

to the root or by
an adverb 'hedigolampe^ followed by the verb in the negative.

I never see him . . am kdkipinmd,
I never tell lies . . ngo amebo binkipinmd.
He never comes . . sdbo hedigolampi engmd,

‘Nothing’ is translated by 'hogupe' or 'hogugope' followed
by ‘ma’ suffixed to the verb.

He does nothing . . hogupe remd.

Affirmation.

The simple ‘yes’ is ‘dm’ or ^ Sku\ but to emphasize 'jija* is

suffixed to verb, noun or adjective.

It certainly isn’t a lie .

.

He is an out and out
amemdjija.
karualajija.

blackguard.

Interjections.

^ Assent eku^ dmy a.

Approval oml oml
Disapproval mdjija.

Disgust \
Anger J

* ’ iM (Tagen).

Dissent md.

Abuse.

You’re a strumpet! legreniddjengjija .

Fool ! . .y mamsdm.
Bastard 1 yosikao.

Fool, idiot 1 patcha.

Monkey slave

!

nyera besorr.

May a tiger kill you 1 nbm senyoe cMkignenL
May a spirit kill you 1 gurril uyu nom phatok

doguene.

May an elephant kill you

!

hatie samkeguenL
Are you a man or an after- no bengnhndy no kepilre ?

birth ?

Sweeper

!

ee mofla'na bengni.

Pervert

!

se yoTui,

Reduplications.

The Dafla is very fond of reduplications and jingling

sentences.

The following are a few examples :

—

cMkuTtg biung binto . . keep putting off.

jabdum bdlum binto . . to chatter.

redmn chaJcumto . . work industriously.
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lopung bdlung

rddom chaddm
rdbo chdbo J
sunyeng yengpung
kdtung kdsa .

.

lamchin chindok
teddp tenydp .

.

jagung jopd ndtungto

nyengpd pdbmnbo sito

ddnyi chada ching ching

ddnyi tabe derdng arong
sodom sera "I

sachorr sodom J
nesengrengbo .

.

darrak sarrak

kassem kayem
pogsitpogmit . .

nyamting nyamling

Illustrative Sentences.

aU day.
sometimes speaks the truth,

sometimes lies,

long time,

bent under a load,

steep.

beating up and dowm.
take a hostage,

die in childbirth

.

midday,
afternoon.

game.

to the hills,

clean

.

dirty.

sell from village to village,

bolting (food).

He only knows a little

Why ivere you late yesterday ?

He is drunk and is staggering

about.

Whose are these mithun ?

The Daflas who live here have
forgotten their ovti language.

All the bamboos died

I took the girl because she was
willing.

If you put the dhan in the sun it

will dry.

What have you got in the

chunga ?

I have a little modhu for you .

.

Don’t worry me, I have a lot of

work to do.

If you speak on the mountain, it

will hail.

It is cloudy to-day so we cannot

see the plains.

How big is the house ?

How big is the mithun ?

How big is the village ?

Against whom are you com-
plaining ?

He talks all day and night

alesale binchmmd.
no hogugabo rnulo aiyuiig-

panna ?

ae tengkumpaku, iapkdiabld

dopa.

sd sebbepamsi hiega (

sd bengni donue atahoga
berregern binchinkumd .

ebbe siterrpapa,
nyeme ga lageld, yokupanna.

ddnyi alio nitiem lobanwig
hutarena.

odimga hogu guepa.

ojyd mego nopo ungguebeena.
chefi binfayo, ngd kam resa

arokponggo dopa.

nesengtelo hi rrek binbanung
tapvme ydktare.

sulo nyeddkuldte ddgumi. gum-
do, silkd wakaso kdnyarem.

ogu hedi pingte ?

sebbe hedi dart^ 1

nampom hedi pamie ?

hiene sardonna ?

sulo siiyobo jabdum holum
donna.
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Out the tree low on the side you
wish it to fall and high on the

other side.

I will go by the road I went last

year.

The roof of this deoghanti has
no figures on it.

Perhaps I will go, perhaps not

The puja is over and the gods are

appeased.

Cut up the flesh into cubits and
smoke it over the fire.

The house fell down in the earth-

quake.

Ifyon eat eggs that a hen has left,

you will lose your memory.
Hang it in a forked stick

Oet up before daybreak

What do you use this cane for ?

He lives in a diifereut house
He lives in a different village .

.

We will meet at Semma
He has a belly like a Kayah
Sit dou n and wait for me halfway

T am dying of thirst, give me
inodhu.

J^t the mithun die first, then I

will bring a case.

He was the first man to bring the

dysenter\

.

He slipped and fell

The elephant-apple fell from the

tree.

She has gone off for a u alk to the

Bhorelli.

Take it away carefully

Jf I get the damages first the

‘pafo’ will do later.

The nyebii called the spirits so

I got better.

A man died in the house of

Chatum, it is genna, but he has

not purified it and we are afraid.

sengne fapdakubo poknyemto,
tarnddakubo pdgdto.

rndnyeng engkubo lamtebo
emgtare.

sd rnadje puro samtokuld payek
yekmdpanna.

lokobanung chabo, lokobanung
charern.

uyu papintokuld arold dung-
donna.

sodin dinkabo petokuld, urne

rabkete rampugueio

.

mldbi hekiokidd ogue taptd-

paku.
pu2)u pdfla'^ia dotokuld, mong-
jydkumd.

take alio hakpato.

ddnyi chalinmddabo horrafo-

kuld gorropfo.

sa ossde liogu honem renague-

donna.

bagobo dungsitdonna.

nampom, pomsa doguedomm.
Semnia ^uirnpomte giieterrabo.

kopdtarrkukulupa .

kadarabo dungrato.

ngo singke sideku, opd bhito.

sebbe sichdmoio, koyungbo
yalung bintare.

ae atokchabo eecheng ddliem

bagdpanna.

ae dolitld gitpanna.

sengnetela baofe porritleld

hopanna

.

ae Kernin sdhung gamung-
tabo guineba.

hofamdmdbo adungbo ndtung-

guine.

ngo kdterr atok nachdbanung
alepa, koyungbo pafeina-

fenyiingbanung alatare.

nyehue uyu bintokuld alepaku.

Chatumga ogua bengnie sin^,-

kuba, morrilu dopa^ federr-

mdku, hossodonna.
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He bought the land with bor-

rowed money.
1 saw him on the other side of

the river.

His house is on this side of the
river.

They sold him from village to
village so that he became a
slave and can never become a
free man.

Have mercy upon him and let

him go.

Clear away that fallen tree

There are many dead trees in my
field.

Press out the blood from a
damdim bite.

He saw a spirit wdth the naked
eye.

We have a burning brand to

frighten the spirits.

If you want to go to Semma from
Pakke you must cross a big hill.

The mithun is lying down
That is only heresay

If you talk too much you will lose

your case.

Go a little way and sit down .

.

Others will get the disease

If you capture the woman for

marriage will you pay the

price ?

The bird got stuck in the birdlime

Throw a log across the river so

that we may get over.

He is always drinking and making
a row.

Cut a tree so that it falls across

the river.

He eats slowly

He bolts his food .

.

The monkey springs from branch
to branch.

kMe remiguedonna,

am sdhung allarego Icdpdpaiina

alia ogu sdhung sdrego dojya.

pogs it pogm itguepanna
,
hdgabo

nyera sengsupanna, akiida

nyete sengnyokurem,

unya asdrrmd tdfflyafo,

sengne derrnam pakdbhito.

ngd re.ke. sengne hdna nafe

tokho dopa.

tarn it ungno oi nekpifto.

nyegre iiyu kdpdpanna.

se7igdd jengld, ilyu jenglom-

gxiedonna.

Pakke nampdmga Semma
mimpoyn engkufe mlddi ayme
dopa, gvehotare.

sebbe karld dopa.

miga beyigni berrek tald bm-
donna.

berrek arokpongo binkud bin-

flayorem

.

tesso mego engtokkid dangto.

miga bengnie nydsitare.

no nyemihn sh0)ung nyeme
ddmj)d bhibore \

pottae tachorre tingoppakuna
jarnyokumd.

sdhung rabdeho sengda pdtena

fengdato.

ae opd tenggap donna hdgabo

yalung dugaledonna.

sdhung rabdeho sengne tengdato.

hdsdhdsdbo nyamld ilodonna.

ae appinem nyamting nyam-
ling dodonna.

shebbi guisit guemit engdonna.
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Burial of a person who has died a natural death.

N.golu bengnie sinam hdho samaUg :edonna. Lehold
we Daflas dead man this bury. from feet

shevee toa^leld lengpabo Jigerrfungna leguedonna\
head band })inding to neck bind together tie

;

leguetoktdd la'bok palebo gejedebo samalikuallo

having tied on the right side to lie down in the grave

liguedomui
\ habd dd7iyi hdgobo ger(kd<bo^ lamko ddnyi

bury
;

breast sunset towards to face, back sunrise

chagobo Uguedonna; dosatengsa pechenga Idktokuld

towards bury
;

food and drink in a pot having placed

dompd dornferrbo topaguedonna simipilekna paguedoiina^

at the head put to feed spirits place,

])drrdk paba ako boradebo orom larnte kdtmndebo Idkguedonna,
small fowl one alive spirit path to show place,

litokuld kkie sarpiguedonna, tapiguedonna hongsop
having buried earth fill in, (fill in) grave erection

sitJjgiu domuij ramdim^ dunglokguedonna opd Imfare,

erect, sacrifice modhu will come out,

appmempe motare, sodinempe kengtare; samalibo atokbo

rice also will boil, meat also wall roast ; burier first

dobhinchdtare
,

dotokuld rnelenge dotareku.

Mill give to eat, having eaten all will eat.

We Daflas bury our dead in this wise. We tie the body
squatting from feet to back of neck with a head rope. The body
is then placed in the grave on the right side with breast towards
the west and the back towards the east. Food and drink to feed

the s])irits are put in a pot wFich is placed at the dead man’s
head . A small fowl is buried alive in the grave to show the way
to the abode of the dead. The earth is then filled in, a bamboo
erection is placed over the grave and animals are sacrificed.

Modhu, lice and meat are prepared. The bereaved persons will

eat first after which all the villagers eat.

Burial of a man tvho has died an unnatural death.

Ngolv bengnie rningiuirn hdbo samaliguedonna lapa

we Daflas murdered man thus bury thigh

leem leguedonna, lakempe leguedonna, panild

legs bind together, hands also bind together, squatting

dungdebo samaliguedonna ddnyi chagobo lamkoem gerrek

to sit down bury eastwards back to face

moguedonna. Hdgobo Jmbd gerrek moguedonna. Koyungbo

place. sunset breast place afterwards
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kediem sarpiguedonna, sarpitokuld kMe ante rajong

earth fill in, having filled in on earth rajong

fudoktokuld dosa tengsa simipilekna pahhiguedonna
;
nengkdpey

making food drink to feed spirits place, spear,

orrokpe, narrape, bdpape pchguedonna bongsop sabguedonnay
dao basket hat also place erection erect,

ramdung du7igldkguedonna\ pdrrdk sebbe^ se

sacrifice fowls inithnn, bullock

dunglokguedonna, Ebbe assona nekddtokuld nyekfokem

are sacrificed. bamboo long driven in ground at the top

sakumbo figuedonna, hate porrok rokpo popung
made like fish trap, there aloft fowl made small basket

ako pdinguedonna, ddnyipdlo sunyu chatare
;

porrok 2>dinld

place in, one month spirit will arise ; fowl swinging

dokuna dokuna kannold sitareku,

being being starving will die.

We Daflas bury a murdered man as follows :

The body with thigh and legs bound together, and hands
also tied, is buried sitting in the grave. The breast faces west-

wards and the back towards the east. The earth is then filled

in and a ‘rajong’ placed on the mound. In this are placed food
and drink to feed the spirits. A spear, a dao, a man’s basket,

and a hat are also placed on the grave. The grave is covered
with a roof and machang; fowls and bullocks are sacrificed. A
long bamboo is stuck in the ground, the top is split like a fish

trap and a small fowl is placed therein. The dead man’s ghost
visits the place for one month. The fowl starves to death.

The poison tree,

Ngolu bengni^ oppoka umnoem yeglbkguedomm
we Daflas arrows on poison smear

Harengnekd teldga umno ndku tildka pdlo hargo

Assam plains thereffom poison taking place to month one

laong addopa, Ngolu bengnie umno ndbo chamd. Tild
road far, we Daflas poison to take go not. up there

bengnie ndld pogloguedonnay ngolu renaguedonna. Ummo sengne

men taking sell down here, we buy. poison tree

cha sengne bo redonna, Umno sengne mamibe pumbo
tea tree like is. poison tree root at round fruit

rild fe/edonnUy kM^ arengdonna, Umno sengne morung
being fruits, earth inside is. poison tree flat

kHi alio elung putinuga goyu lego lego sengke sengguedonna*

ground on stone large near around trees are growing.
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Elung auate tahbu arokponggo dopa. Tahhil sdteydna farrpd
stone on top snakes many are snake biggest thigh

dopa. -Tahhu tunggona keapa, tunggona jeve tahbu fijung
like. snake one end black, one end yellow snake fang

cherrte cherrte cherrunigo dopa. TJmno udbo bengni^
large large these fingers are poison taking men
hdrenungkumne elung auateld tahbu holona chegopdonna,
if they come stone top from snakes descending bite,

bengni chatnnyigo charenungkum bengni plono kannigo tahbu

men twenty come if men eight seven snakes

chekeguedonna.

kill by biting.

Vrnno ndbo bengnie opdpe^ porrokpe, sehbepe, sepe^ iiyu

poison take men modhu, fowls, mithun, bullock, spirit

rnoguedo7ina. Uyu pamdrenungkumne 7iyedd arokponggo hokuna
propitiate. spirits not sacrificing rain much falling

ishie telintare telinkuna hengloktokuna kdpdkumd bengnii

floocj emerge emerging overtopping cannot see men
arokponggo sitareku.

many will die.

Bengniga oppok oblekrenung^ bengnie belachenggo sidokuna
;

men’s bod}^ arrow transfixing, men rapidly dies

;

lak uprenun^ farr uprenung hotorebo sildmdpanna. Teldga

hand hit if thigh hit if rapidly die not. up there

bengnie darop chinsupa^ ngolu chinkumd, kao nitina.

men antidote know, we don’t know, child new
bengjdrrna nyemee auobo karbdtokuld simddonna. Namche
give birth to woman over stepping dies not. menses

oi ishi moyerrndchdtokuld gambo talokguedonna,

blood water mixing mouth by pour,

melokiokuld alatareku, hold Mndojiim.
swallowing will recover, thus say.

We Daflas smear poison on our arrows. The journey from
the plains to where the poison can be got lasts one month. We
Dallas don’t go up to get the poison but the men who live there

collect it and sell it to us. The poison tree is like the tea tree.

At the root of the poison tree in the earth is a round fruit which

contains the poison . The poison trees ^ow on level ground all

around a huge rock which is covered with snakes which are as

thick as a man’s thigh. One end of the snake is black and the

other yellow. The fangs of the snakes are large and three

fingers"long. When the men come to take the poison the snakes

drop down and bite them. Out of 20 men they will kill seven or

eight. The men sacrifice fowls, mithun, and bullocks to the
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spirits and if they don’t, heavy rains fall and flood the country

causing the death of many. A man shot in the body dies quickly,

but those hit in the arm or leg die slowly. The poison-takers

know of an antidote, we do not, but it is said that if a recent

mother steps over a wounded man he recovers and also if he

drinks blood mixed with water.

This is the Yano version of the Tagen story given on I3age 606,

Linguistic Survey of India, Vol. Ill, Part 1, Grierson.

Yano Tagen Vocabulary.

Yano. Tagen.

A, An . . akin, ago, -go akin, ago, -go

And .

.

-pe -pe

Abandon tofflyato tdkhyato

Abdomen kopd kipa

Abide .

.

doto, dungto ddto

About .

.

lego lego lego lego

Above .

.

. . au 0

Abreast homindarabo ung-

barato

homin

Abscond . . kitto kitto

Abuse .

.

biruto, bincheto biriio, becheto

Accept ndto tiaio

Accidentally -pu- -pu -

Accompany . . legabo ungbato,

chabato, ibato,

guebato.

alVebato

Ache .

.

acliito ichito

Acid . . . . katcha katcha

Acquaintance ajin ajin

Acquire ndto nafo

Act resa resa

Adam’s apple .
.

gungi gungi

Advance chato, guineto chato, guineto

Adult, man yapa nya

„ woman . . nyembm nijorr

Adulterer nyerne yosina nyem yosine

Adulteress nyega yosina nyega yosin^

Afar .

.

. . addo addo

Affection . . unyasa unyado

Affray .

.

. . nyebo resa nyebo yesa

Afoot .

.

lebo migto albo Ho
Afraid .

.

bossoto bossHo

After .

.

. . koyungbo koyube

Afterbirth kepii kipi

lab' birrilotokAfternoon ddnyi tabbum

Afterwards . , koyungbo koyung
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Again .

.

Aged, man
„ woman

Agree .

.

Ague .

.

Aim .

.

Air
Alien . .

Alike .

.

Alive . .

All ..

Alone . .

Aloud .

.

Also

Alter .

.

Always
Amass.

.

Ambush
Among
Ancestor

Ancient
Angry .

.

Ankle .

.

Annoy
Another
Ant, white

,, red

Anthill

Ai^art . .

Apartment
Ape .

.

Apiece
Appetite, have
Applaud
Arise .

.

Arm .

.

Armpit
Around
Arouse
Arrest .

.

Arrive .

.

Arrow .

.

,, shaft

,, feather

,, head
Artful ,

.

Yano.

ahuda
nyakum
fuvgo
menglekbo reto

ddli

kagueto

ddri

-pe

legrato

-kikere-

ndkumpdto
torafo

bhitersd

ayo atho

kutcMik
hdfakto

Unyek
cliefi binfato

7nig(iy kego

rugdi

amoli tarup

nigdi putung
bagobo

ogu rengda

besorr

akin akin
kafinopa

lakern pitbokto

gropto

lakpd
kengrung
lego Idgo

engne moto
ndiungto

guechito, ungchito

oppok
oppok sde

oppok pogrd
oppok rdHik

ddjeng ddri

Tagen.

ak’da

nyekum
hdkh or hd^ii
melu nito

doli

kagueto

ddri

nyin

akhinsu

borra

melu meseng

ekhinbo

gamnyobo binto

-pe

li'lyato

-kikere-

nakumto
toyato

bhiterd

ay’ atho

k^tchUk
hal^ato

air linyik

che^i be^ato
rnige, kegd

rugdi

ampori tarup

rug’ putu
bagobo

ogu eyenda
besorr

akin akin
kannodo
alia pebokto

goropto

la’pd

kero

lego lego

egdU moto
natuto

uchito

uppu
uppu sde

uppu polyi

morrto

ddlyi nekhyi

nyen
akhinsu

borra

meleng meseng, peng
melengum

akhinchenggo

gamnyobo binto
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Ascend

,, machang .

.

Ash
Ask
Ask for

Aslant..

Asleep .

.

Assault, to

Assemble
At once

Auction (v.)

Aunt, father’s sister

,, mother’s sister

Autumn
Await .

.

Awake, be
Awake (v.)

Awe .

.

Axe
Baby .

.

Bachelor

Back .

.

Back door
Bacon
Bad .

.

Bag .

.

Bag for bowstrings
Baggage

Bald .

.

Bamboo
Bar (v.)

Bar (n.)

Barefaced
Bark (v.) (dogs) .

.

Bark (of tree)

Bark (v.)

Barrel (of gun)
Bashful

Basin .

.

Basket, men’s

„ women’s .

.

Bastard

Bathe .

.

Battle .

.

Be .

.

Bead .

.

Yano.

chato

nambla chato

mohu tacho

taoto

koto

pabbedebo nekddto

yepdonna
jengmarato
engkhumpdto
nyerobo

pogmungtx)
atte

mei
durupdlo
dorato

baralto

haralto

bossosa

offe

kao ajeng

tombo
lamko
balung arep

erek sodin

alamona
choku
aggit layem
darroj) karrop,

sengdum bongpong
dumpd dmnhin
ebbe

ogu arep chektumto

rabkd
hanyengmdvAJh

iki kerrto

sengne kuku
kukuem fafato
bokd
hanyengpa
rora

narra
egin

yosikao

ga horrsuto

nyehu pasa
doto

tasseng cherril

Tagen.

chato

nambla chato

moti tacho

takhtu

koto

pebbiideto nekddto

yepdonna
jumiingsukto

ehhumpdto
ai inbe

pumuto
ata

mei
durupdlo
ddlyato

choJ^ilto

hurato

bossosa

ekhe

ko edji

tombo

langke

boto ayep
iWedin
dedip'alamd
chahu
loyum
darrop

dumpd dumbin
e

nam ayep chektumto
yajjkd

hanyemdne
iki korrto

seng'kuJ^i

kukhi khaJ^ato
boJ^d
henye'i&gdo

bera

narra
egin

yos'ko

ga Mrrsuto
nyemukpana
doto

tessii ichirr
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Yano. Tagen.

Beak .

.

.

.

potta fibung hibu

Beam .

.

gabe gabe

Bear .

.

,

.

settom suttom

Bear (v.) kao bengto ko bento

Beard .

.

namo nem*

Beat . . jengto jito

Beautiful unyana kayin

Because 'gabo ’gabo

Beckon hd'yepto hdyepto

Bed .

.

yepku yupke
Bee tangu toTige

Beef . . se sodin se edin

Before.

.

bagobo bage

Beg .

.

kommiglo kcmoto
Beggar kogana kogana
Begin . . -gbp- -gbp-

Begone guelintoku guelinto

Behead lengpd parrito lep' parrito
Behind .

.

batungbo botobo

Behold .

.

kdto kato

Belch .

.

.

,

darto dorrto

Bell .

.

.

.

madje madje
mak'nmdje,, superior maku rnadje

,, inferior lama medje lama madje
Bellows sok so'

Belly .. kopd ayek
Belly-ache kopd atchi ayek etchi

Beloved unyandna unyandna
Below" .

.

ogu dekom, nekom nam nikom
Belt (metal) hokfi hukdi
Bend . . terrcherrto tdrrchdrrto
Bend dow"n kdtimgto kotuto

Bent, crooked konggorr pogdrr
Bent with load kdtimg kdsa kdtu kdsa
Best . . aleyd aleyd
Better .

.

alayddonna aleydd'ne
Betw^een ma^ora majora
Beware adungbo adungbo
Big . . lakhena \ koyana

ayetdrr'paBig-bellied .

.

kopd tarkukulupa
Bind . . leto leto

Bind round
round

and Uchepto lechipto

Bind on letinto letinto

Bird .

.

potta potta

Birdlime tachorr tachorr

Bird-nest supe supe
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Yano. Tagen.

Birth . . hengkua hinkhua
Bitch .

.

iki kinne i'kinne
Bite chegdjpto chigopto

„ (dog) gamto gamto
Bitter .

.

kapa kaicha

Black .

.

keanu keana
Blackguard karualapa karuaVdo
Blacksmith kamerr nyehu kemarr nyehu
Bladder sarpu serpii

Blaze .

.

ume mero um'moi
Bleat (v.) hinto beto

Blind .. nyegdp nyigop
Blister bumrip alia bumyV
Blister (v.) humripto alia bnmyVto
Blockhead patcha patcha

y
marnsum

Blood . . oi oi

Blood poison takkii takkit

Bloom . . pung opu
Blow fire urne rnikto um mito
Blow down ritfopto litbpto

Blunder repusa repusa

Blunt .

.

roktumpa yafumpa
Blush (v.) nytgrnd leyigchito nyom luchuto

Boar .

.

sera seru

Boast (v.) nyarombo hinto nyerom beto

Boat . . holung holu
Body . . ga e

Boil water (v.) ishi fudokmoto ishi ogguto

Boil (n.) helil kapuil
Bold .

.

bossomdna hbssmdnie
Bone . . sold alio

Borrow Tiarrto chemunto
Borrower nmr'tm chenarnna
Bosom hdbd haho
Both .

.

anyi rrmni anyimani
Bother (v.) chefi hinfato binsi binfato

Bottom koyung kachin
Boundary reWa ringd dri

Bow .

.

uri iliii

Bowstring uri ara iliu eyi
Bowstring guard .

.

lakve la'e

Bowels Ukhi ikhi'

Boy .

.

nyega kao nyegako
Burier beetle chungkipani chungkipani

(scarab)

Bracelet kdji koje

Brains .

.

poknie pognii
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Branch
Bramble
Brass . .

Breast . .

Breeze . .

Brethren

Bridge, to, (bamboo)

„ (single

cane)

„ (cane) .

.

Bring . .

Bring up
Broad .

.

Brook . .

Brother, elder

,, younger .

.

Bubble
Bjaffalo

Bug .

,

Build..
Bulbul
Bullet .

.

Burden
Burial place

Burn, (tr. v.)

,, (intr. V.)

Burier . .

Bury . .

Busy .

.

Butterfly

Buttock
Buy .

.

Bye-and-bye
Bypath
Calculate

Calf of leg

CaU .

.

Call, go and
Call away
Cane .

.

Cane, cut

Cane, split

Capture
Carefully

Carry on shoulder .

.

,, on back

,, in hand.

Yano.

sengne hakbe

tanyom
nyesin

atchu

ddri

abung bbrroyar

logo negropto

salagem rengropto

sarn arnroplo

unggeto

solo

takte

ishi sanitek

abong
burro

fopiky fopit

rnendek

taje

ogu reto

betdm
gull

hagsa

samalikn

ume relokto

ume guto

samalina

samalito

kam resa arokpongo
pdhorr
kachung kddin

reto

koyungbo
laong

kito

letil

gdkto

jokajokpito

gdktato

ossd

ossa pinto

ossd sdminto

ndritto

adungbo
jdguineto

bagto

bungto

Tagen.

sen^ ha'be

tonyom
nyesin

otche

ddlyi

ebu borr

logo negropto

salagem rengropto

sam amropto
e’ to

sato

takte, tatte

ishi komtek
ebung
borre

fupik
mindek
taje

narn moto
nilyil betdm
gule

ba' se

samalike

end relicto

ern'guto

semaline

semalito

bdnnissa ekdta

bdrrbinsa

akha l^ardin

reto

koyu
lamta

kito

alletii

gd'to

jdkajdkpito

gatato

ossd

ossd pinto

ossd sdminto

naritto

adubo
jdguineto

bato

beto
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Carry child

Cast spear

Cat
Catch .

.

Catch hold of

Cataract, suffer from
Catterpillar

Cattle .

.

Centipede

Certain

Chain .

.

Chair .

.

Change (clothes) .

.

Channel
Charcoal

Chase .

.

Cheat .

.

Cheek .

.

Chest .

.

Chew cud
Chicken
Chicken-pox
Chief .

.

Child ..

Childhood
Childbirth

Childbirth, die in .

,

Chilli .

.

Chilly .

.

Chin ..

Cicada, big

„ small

Circuitous

Clan .

.

Clap (v.)

daw .

.

day .

.

Clean .

.

dean (v.) boots .

.

,, nails

dever .

.

Cliff .

.

Climb tree

dose (v.)

doth .

.

dump (of bamboo)
Cobweb

Yano.

kao komorld hagto

chitto

asa

ndtungto

gato

nyegluto

tayep

se

tabbu taje

jm
rdderr hikuli

dungtum
edji lengrato

lor

mhre^ taja

rokfato

ddjeng ddribo reto

nyegma rdgdin

hdbd
oklinld kigmokguko
rochung
tabum bumpung
gora nyaga
kao

kao dilo

kao bengsa

pdbum sito

yamddk
sokorrpa
chdtok

perd dfUmdin

bepotagung

kuTigke yungebo
nyebu
lakem pitbokio

lepu

kede

darrak

fungkakto

kofato

kaje

beduv^

sengne gkhaio
motumto, chektumto
edji

ebbd renggo

takche saam

Tagen.

kokomor ba’to

chitto

asa

ndtungto

gato

inyi nyuluto

tayep

se

tebbii teji

jija

gai

ddtum
edji lokmingsuto

lor

rnerre, taja

ruj^ato

ddlyiHship beto

nyom rogdin

habd
olinld kVme^gueto

pochong
tabum bumpti
gora nyada
ko

kodiio

ko bengsa

pdburn sito

terril

sdkbrrpa
choto

perd dumdin
bepotagung

kug6rrmk,ga

nyebu
alia piboto

lepu

kedk^

dbrrv

fu^ato
koMaio
kaji

beda’

sen’chaoto

chutumto
edji

e renggo

checVsaam
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Coc^: .

.

Yano.

rohpo

Tagen.

rd'pu

Cockroach tabapira tabapira

Cohabit yepbato yubato

Collar bone lenguld leguld

Collect ndkumpdto nakumto
Cold in head nyepum nyang nyepum yungi
Cold (body) sokorr sokorr

,, (liquids, food, horrok horrok
etc.)

Cold weather dord pdlo dera pdlo

Comb (n.) tafi teJ^i

Comb (v.) fikapto khikapto

Comb, bees’ rabpe ayep

Come .

.

wdto hdto

Companion ajin ajin

Compassion unyasa unyasa
Compensation pafe, niafi pafe
Complaint sarsa sarsa

Confine Uimld dogueto tumid ddgueto

Conflict (n.) nyebu pasa nyeb’pasa

Converse (v.) binmarato biminsuto
Cook (v.) rice appinem moto echin moto

,, flesh sodin kengto edin keto

Copulate (v.) yoto yoto

Cord .

.

poga e^khya

Cork .

.

tungfa tul^m
Cork (V.) tungfato tuj^ato

Comer .

.

chongkit chukit

Corpse .

.

sifia sina

Cost .

.

dam (Ass.) dam (Ass.)

Cotton .

.

tanu tani

Cover (v.) horrputo pamto
Cover with cloth edji horrputo edji pamto
Cough .

.

essek issuk

Count .

.

kito kito

Countenance nyegmd nyom
Country gungda mako
Courageous bossomdna bossomdnie

Cow .

.

si, henni si henni

Cowherd si rakina si nyegetha

Coward bossena bossoduna bolumna
Crab .. tachie tachii

Crack fingers Wcheng tsrrpokto lechi terrputo

Crawl .

.

ngamld ungto ngam ito

Crazy .

.

rupa rupa
Creeper tarii tirril

Crimson . . kngchi lechv
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Cripple

Crooked
Crow .

Crow (v.)

Cock crow
Cross, river

Cross over
Cross-eyed

Cry (v.)

Cry, about to

Cry (n.)

Crybaby
Cubit ..

Cucumber
Cuff (v.)

Cultivate

Curl .

.

Custom
Cut across

Cutaway bypressing
thumb on back of

guechi

Cut cane

,, hair

„ hole in

Cut in pieces

Cut off ends
Cut off ends

smoothly
Cut off shavings of

betel nut
Cut off thin strips .

.

Cut with dao
Daft .

.

Daily .

.

Dam (v.) ofwater .

.

Damages
Dao .

.

,, back of

,, blade

,, point

„ cutting edge of

,, handle of
Damp .

.

Dance (v.)

Dandle

Yano.

lekum, lechana

hunggorr

pah
hinto

porrok logo sengstng

rahto

hato

nyegre

kapto

nahgum nahsum
kapto

sdgdsa

kapjitna

ladu
mekurig

pikto

rekem reto

donio egdrrhelana

renyem
petungto

guetungto

pinto

domo pepokto
gitkdto

pemokpdto
peflato

peromto, naromto

ndmokto

Jitto

pato
rupa
lokhiputti

sdbung foktumio
kdterr

orok, rogri

rdgong
hlape

nyektok

rdorr

naU
joja

nasi sdto

kao jdto

Tagen.

lukunif lechana

kngur7nm
poak
beto

porrok loga

rabto

boto

nyegre

Jcfmpio

gomgoin gomsiirn

kapto

sdgdsa

k^pjitm

ladu

mekung
pitto

ringd nyHo
domo higurheyana
7iinyem

patuto

gitnto

pi’to

dumb peMato
gekdto

pemilto

pekhato

ndrunito

iiamokto

fitto

peto

rupa

lokhiputti

pdbu futumto
koterr

olydk, roru

olydk ydgo
olydk abdj)

olydk nyutu
olydk yddrr
note

juja

nasito

ho jdto
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Yano. Tagen.

Dark. .

.

kanapa, ayek kanopa
nyem' koDaughter nyeme kao

Dawn .

.

kainchi ddli kamchiddli

Day .

.

lo Id

Daybreak kamchiddli kamchiddli

Daylight alio alle

Day and night lopung bolung lojyu bolu

Decapitate dompd parrit0 lugu 2)errito

Dead .

.

sipa sipa

Deaf .. rungbepa rutorr

Dear (costly) arokhydbo oroyabo

Deep .

.

ishi arong pa ish' errudo

Deer, barking deer sodom, sodom

,, sambar sachorr sachorr
Deity .

.

ddnyi (Sun) ddnyi
Delay .

.

aiyungto oyuto

Deliver kao bengto ko befo

Demon uyu iii

Denki .

.

diengjyorr chengporr
Deoghanti madje

gue lofo

madji
Descend ipa^ to

Desire (v.) -nang- -nang-

Destiny senggo senggo

Detour lamte kurigke yungebo lokuki yoi

Dew .

.

sogum sugum
Dewlap memi indbok buVmemi
Dhan .

.

um am
Diarrhoea ishibo ejdkfo ish'ejiito

Die sito sito

Dig .. duto duto
Dig hole ong rokto ong rd'to

Dirty .

.

karo katcho kusumkayom
Discharge (from pornsi^ tannop pomsi, tannop

nose)

Discord yalung yulu

Dish .

.

alung olu

Disobedient tarndna tarndna

Dispute yalung yelu

Distant addo addo

Distribute harrto horrto

Ditch .

.

lor (Ass.) lor (Ass.)

Dive .

.

ishi pdlokto ich' pdlokto

Divide mdpinto mepinto

Do reto nito

Dog .

.

iki iki

,, wild secha secha

Door .

.

ogn arep nam ereng
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Yano. Tagen.

Door space rahgo yabge

Dove .

.

piikhu yahorr pukhu ydjo

Dowry guemine giije

Drag .

.

s^o seto

Dream nyemd mdna
Dress .

.

edji edji

Drink .

.

tengto tiito

Drip .

.

dddidiito dddiidiito

Drive .

.

rokfato ruMato

Drop (of water) ishi cherrii ishi chirr'

Drown ishiallo sito ish'lo sito

Drum .

.

dungdurn dudum
Drunk tengkumpa tukhumpa
Dry (clothes) potengpa pillupa

„ (wood) hona hona
Dry, to, in sun, dhan lopuio lop lit0

„ „ cloth iarputo torrputa

,, over fire

,, with cloth

rampiito

neputo
rumputo
nipiito

Dumb .

.

gammapa arii yomma
Dung .

.

e e

Dust .

.

kede kede

Dwell ,

.

dungto doto

Dye, red nelung nilil

„ black nekha nekhe

,, yellow neje neje

Dysentery echerig ddli ichi ddli

Each .

.

tenggo iilgo

Ear nyerung nyeru

Ear of rice umreng emlyu
Early .

.

kamchibo kamchibo

Ear-ring rungnoni runoni

Earwad rungbin rubin

Earth .

.

kMe kedi

Earthquake rnldbi mdbi
East .

.

ddnyi chagobo ddnyi chage

Eat doto doto

Eat up gamgopto gamgopto
Echo .

.

berrervg biuberm

Eclipse tamii mena tem'mena
Edge .

.

gambi gumhi
EflGlgy .

.

mmung momato muilV momato
Egg •• pupa pilpe

,, shell puku puJ^u
,, white of kuku kul^i

„ yoke of ramu remi

Elbow .

.

. . labdng la' de
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Yano. Tagen.

Elephant . . hati sete

Elsewhere . . bagobo bagobo
Embankment .

.
pagdm ragam

Embrace .
.

guebungto gubuto
Employment resa rissa

Empty asorrpa assdrpa
Encircle Jiekerrto hikarrto

End .

.

tungo tugo

Enemy chengbldra nyebu cheblosue nyemuk
parana parana

Enlarge lakhe nioto lakhe moto. koibo

moto

Enough 4etek 4u
Enslave nyera benggueto nyera beg'to

Enter . . hdneto hdneto
Entice kedungto levinto

Entire .
.

pengpa jiltepa

Entirely 4err- 4drr~

Epileptic samit tabna shemit tabna
Equal .

.

homin homin
Erect . . . . dddin da'din
Err mu7igpdmdto miipamdto
Escape kedto keato

Espouse , . nyeme ndto nyem'nato
Evening, this serem suriom
Everyone melenge moleng
Everywhere gengdatapung giidatepung

Exchange (v.) bhikorato jikorato

Explain farnsorrio, binbokto. tumsorrtOy bibii'to,

bintumto betumto
Extinguish ume momitto um'momitto
Extremity tnnggo tutusa

Eye .

.

7iyek enyi'

,, open(v.)

,, shut(v.)

Eyeball
Eyebrow
Eyelash
Eyelid

Eyesore
Face .

.

Faint (v.)

Fair (a.)

Falcon
Fall (v.)

False .

.

Family

-

nytk chengto

nyegm d tasseng

nyektum
nyegmd
nyekpin
nyekddli

nyegmd
surnuld taptdto

ponglu
pemu
gitto

ame
nyem^nyega kao

enyi'nyikbdto

enyi'nyikchuto

nyi’umtesseng
nyVsintomhe
enyi^nyigdm
enyi'nyekpin
enyi'ddli

nyekmie
sumirtaptdto
pulu
piimu
gueto

me
nyem’nyega ko
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Famine
Fan
Fan (v.)

Far
Fart (v.)

Fasten

Fat
Fate .

.

Father

Father’s father

Father’s brother :

,, elder

„ younger .

.

Father’s sister

:

,, elder

,, younger . .

Father’s brother’s

wife

Father’s sister’s

husband
Father ’s brother ’s

son

:

,, elder

„ younger .

.

Father ’s brother ’s

daughter :

,, elder

,, younger . .

Father’s sister’s son
Father’s sister’s

daughter
Father’s mother .

.

Fatigue
Fault, commit (v.) .

.

Fear (v.)

Feather, tail

„ wing
Feeble
Feed .

.

Feel .

.

Fell (v.) with axe .

.

,, with dao .

.

Female
Fence .

.

Fence, to (v.)

Fern (Asplenium) .

.

Yano.

dopengmd
mayep
yapkato
addopa
eppe pHo
leto

dejejengre

senggo

aho

atho

ahong

teMe

amma
amrna
nyefe

nm>kte^ machung

tette

borro

arm
horme
yao
mao

ayo

afi

karuto

hoasoto

genglung

lahu, langni

hara alemd
appin bhito

nyemkito
tengtepto

patepto

nyhne
solung

solungem nekto,

solungem fokto

gapolabung

Tagen.

dilpumd
miyep
yapkato
addddo
ip'puto

leto

dejujiire

siggoaVna

abe

atke

phedi

phailyo

mhei
mhei
nyeJ^p

maho

atchi

bOrre

ami
borme
ko nyaga
ko nyem'

ai

ekh^

karuto

boss'to

guilil

lobsy liinu

hara md
ediin jito

nyem^kagmto
tutapto

patapto

nyemm
solu

solum ne'tOy solum
M^uto

gapilolebil
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Fetch .

.

Fever .

.

Fever, to have
Few .

.

Field .

.

,, facing south .

.

„ ,, north..

Field-house

Fiend .

.

Fig .

.

Fight (v.)

FUl .

.

Fin, back

„ tail

,, breast

Find (v.)

Fine (a.)

Fine (v.)

Finger, thumb
fore

,, middle

„ ring

,, little

Finished

Fire .

.

Firefly

Fire (v.)

,, off a gun
Fireplace

Firewood
First .

.

Fish (n.)

Fish (v.) with line

,, with ederr

,,
with sakum

Fish-hook
Fishing line

Fishing rod

Fistful

Flame
Flat .

.

Flay *

.

Flee .

.

Fleet .

.

Flexible

Flint .

.

Yano.

bungeengto

ddli

ddli karto

kego

rek

mldhla

mldri

rektabo

iiyu

mibafe
nyebo pato

yerrtekele pelekto

mengbld
mebld
labia

'ildtO

alepa

rengto koto

lacheng lukne

lacheng chengda

>5

lacheng chengi

>>

rnonyapaku

ume
upcheng
ume relokto

upto

ume maram
eseng

atok

ngai

ngai akerrpdld

tuiigto

ederr gato

sakum gato

akerr

akerr karfa
akerr karld

yomgo
um^mero
morung
supin duto

kitto

nyerona
nyenyak
tenggeri

Tagen.

na'ito

doli

doli karto

mego
ringd

mdbla

mdri
ringdtabo

ui

mebangfe
nyemuk pato

bilrrdebe pulito

mubld
mebld
labld

nato

alapa

yilfkoto

alak'la'ne

luchil chiidang

9 > 99

liichu chuyk,

99 99

munyapoku
ume
upcheng
mnWeluto
apto

undmorom
ishii

dtu

ngui

i- ekarrhorrto

odorr gato

talcum gato

akdrr
ekorrkorrfa

ekdrrkorrld

yomgo
um^moye
mMyu
epin dilto

kHio
herrinna

nenyak

modu
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Flood (v.)

Flow ..

Flower
Fly (n.)

Fly (v.)

Foam .

.

Fog ..

Fold .

.

Follow
Food .

.

Fool .

.

Foot .

.

Footpath
Footprint
Forbid
Forefathers

Forefinger

Forehead
Forest
Forget
Forgive
Fork, of trees

,, of stick

Formerly
Forsake
Foul .

.

Fowl .

.

Fresh .

.

Friend
Frighten
Frog . .

Front .

.

Frost .

.

Froth .

.

Fruit . .

Fruitstone

Fuel .

.

Full .

.

Fullmoon
Gale .

.

Game, deer

,, fowl

,, monkey
,, snakes

,, fish

Garden

Yano.

teto

farrdto

pung
tayeng

jarto

fopik

damok
cherrto

koyung koyung
dosa

patcha
lecho

lamte

lalem

binterrto

athoayo

lacheng lakne

tokta

mldro
mungpdmdto
yeflato

pabong
take

atokbo

yeflato

karo katcho

porrok
lena

ajin

bosso belenito

tatek

bago

tapimi

fopik

murnii

useng
yerrte

harbong

ddgum ddri

sodom sera, sachorr

sodom
potta kobung

shebbe sekkit

tabbil tayi

Tigai kobung
oh balung

Tagen.

teto

ishi pobu polu farto

opo

tilyu

jarto

fopi

ddmo’
chirrto

koya koya

des^

potcha

alVloch'

lamta

lelam

fldterrto

ath’ayo

luchu chudang
tiitta

7nldro

me^pdmdto
yeMuxto

pehhu
take

uttu

yet^ato

kossom kayeni

poyok
term

ajin

boss' belemto

titek

bago

toppum
fupik
aM
hnme
esii

yerrte

hbrrbu

dugum ddri

sudum serily sachorr
sudum

potta kobung
sheVsekit

tab'tayi

ngaikubu
oh bolung
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Yano. Tagen.

Gate .

.

arep ayep
Gather ndkumpdto na'kmnpdto
Gerina, to be aroto aroto

Gently hdsd hdsdbo hdsdbo

Get ndto nato

Ghost .

.

orum aram
Gift bhisa jisa

Girl .

.

nyeniorn nyemom
Give .

.

bhito jito

Glad .

.

munglokna millekna'

Gloom kenapa keno2)a

Gnat .

,

tarrung torru

Gnaw .

.

nafingueto nakhingueto

Go .

.

guito eio

Go on foot lebo ungto lebung eto

Goat .

.

sabin sabin
i
yabin

,, male sabin binbo sabinbinpo

,, female sabin binne sabin binne
Gods .

.

uyu ilye

Goitre gengpu gupe
Good .

.

alepa alapa
Good fortune senggo alena sego alle

Goods .

.

darrop karrop darrop korrop
Gourd, (for drinking) ojok uju

,, white tahba tabbii

Gradient laonge jydpena lamia pdpena
Granary umnasung am'nasu
Grass .

.

eng ing

Grasshopper (green) takum kamerr ke7nerr

,, (brown) takum regne takum renne
Grass land chengbin chubin, bebin

Grave .

.

samalikhu nisa semalikhe
Grave dao suju orpk suju olydk
Graze (v. tr.) se rakhito se rakh ito

Great .

.

lakhena koiya
Green .

.

jeve jeve
Grey (hair turn) .

,

nyeld pa
rd're

nyelopa
Grid .

.

yedre
Grief .

.

afi ekh

Grind .

.

fumokto fumil'to

ri'to.

.

ritto

Groan .

.

Shinto siginto

Ground kede kede
Grow (v.) lakheto koito

Growl (v.) selinto silinto

Guide (n.) laong kdtumm lamia kdtumna
Gum .

.

tac^orr tachorr



:2t>u

Gun
Gunpowder
Habit, of doing

,, of speaking

Hail .

.

Hair, on head

,, on body
Hair band
Hair knot
Hair thread

Half ..

Halt (v.)

Hammer
Hammer, to

Hamstring, (v)

Hand .

.

Handful
Handsome
Hang up
Hard
Hardship
Harelip
Harvest time
Hat
Hawk .

.

Hawk, phlegm (v.

He .

.

Head ..

Head rope
Headache
Healthy
Hear .

.

Heart .

.

Hearth
Heat .

.

Heaven
Heavy
Heel ..

Hen ..

Hence .

.

Hen-roost
Here .

.

Hereafter

Hiccup
Hide (v. intr.)

„ (v. tr.)

High ..

N. L. BOR

Yano.

mobok
khar (Ass.)

renyem
binyem
tapum
domo
momo
domchik
poddom
domsd
tungnydyd
littu diingto

kampa
kampa pato
laddp pato
lak

-pego

unyapa
hakpato
lurrpa

ufi

nabjapa
urnem pena
bdpa
ptmii
takka kafaio

a
dompd
sheve

dompd domchisa
garammd
tato

lidpdk

ume maram
agguna
nyeddkold

ai

ludu
rogne

sukd
porrok putorr
sd, si

koyungbo

jekdkto

duTvgsito^ dosito

pasito

an

[VOL. IV,

Tagen.

mobok
khar (Ass.)

niem
benyem
toppom
dume
mbmo
domchik
poddom
domsd
iunydyd
liV ddto

kdmpu
kapiipafo

lafin pato
allak

ablo’pe

anyapa
ha'polo

larrdo

afi

gornja pa
am 'pena

bopang
pemu
takka kahhaio
a
dompd
she

dompd domchi
gara'md
tato

hopok
imik'

ogguna
ddnyipdV
ei

alVde
rogne

sdke

pbrrb' puterr

sd

koyungbo
jikuto
dd'sito

pisito

ao
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Yano. Tagen.

Hill .

.

mlddi mlddi

Hillwards nesengrengho nisurubo

Hip .

.

kdpild kdpild

Hoarse lengsa lengsa

Hoe (n.) koro hdye

Hold .

.

ndtungto ndtuto

Hole .

.

ong ung
Honey tanguti tong'ette

Honey-comb rabpe tong'ayeppe

Hoof .

.

Upi allepi

Hook . . raki reki

Horn .

.

reng eringe

„ tip of rtrvgtok erirutu

,, base rengum eri rii

Horn (v.) nekto nekto

HornbiU, giant pckga pdga

,,
rufous- garre garre

necked
hill puyo poyi.

,, white- pue pue
billed

Hornet yotok He

,, steel yotok isip He isip

,, red-banded pdga hichi pdga
Horse ,

.

ghora ghora

Hostage, hold jagung japd ndtungto jegujapo nati

Hot .

.

aggu dgu
Hot season durupdla durue
House ogu nam
How .

.

hoguarengbo hdgueliube

How long hedilam hedilam

How much, How hedigo hedugo
many

How often lekugo lukugd
Hundred lenggo lugo

Hunger kanno kanno
Hunt (v.) mdro gato mdtum gato

Hurricane ddgum ddri dogum ddri

Husband, 1st nyelo lochd nyole lochd

„ 2nd nyelo lonydrr nyole lonydrr

„ 3rd nyelo lonyung nyole lonyung
Husbandry regent resa ringd nissa

Husk ,

.

umpe ampe
I ngo ngo

Ice tapum toppum
Idiot .

.

patchana mammm
Idle .

. ... jamma jamme
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If

Ignite .

.

Ill, be .

.

Immediately
Immodest
Imprison

In
Indian corn

Indigo .

.

Infancy
Infant.

.

Inform
Insane
Insect .

.

Inside .

.

Intellect

Internode
Intestine

Into .

.

Invert (v.)

Iron .

.

Island.

.

Itchy .

.

Ivory .

.

Jaw
Jhum .

.

Join (v.)

Joke .

.

Joke (v.)

Juice .

.

Jump over

„ across

Jungle.

.

Jungle fowl

Keep .

.

Kernel
Kick (v.)

Kid ..

Kidneys
Kill ..

„ (dao)

„ (spear)

„ (beating)

„ (bee’s)

Kind, be (v.)

Kjnd (n.)

Kiss (v.)

Yano.

•banung

ume parrgopto

atchi karto

ungkhinchenggo

hanyengmd
pattokbo lekto

alio

toppu

daidasa

kao bengku

engaka

bintumto

Tupa
tapum
arenga

poknie

habum
kekhi

arengo

tungfungto

rdkderr

ishi pachem
afa’ paku
hati fibung
pahbe
d^piirek

patorrato

sdsa

sdminto
sengne ishi

rebdto

jabdato

mldro
regUng
dogu^o, reguete

raytng
Uga duto

sabin kao
kil

mingto
paketo
nekketo

jengketo

poketo
unyato
lung

mopuprato

Tagen.

-banild

ume parrgopto

etchi karto

ukhinchengo

henyimd
puttiluto

alia

toppui

daidasu

ko bengke

ko ajupa
betumto

rukado

toppuni
erii

punie
e habum
ekhe
erongo

UMuto
yd'derr

ish^pdchdni

aJ^a paku
seti eru

pabbe
mlddi ringd

patorrato

sdsa

sdminto
seng’ishi

jubdto

redato

mldro
parrsin

ddgueto

rayeng

duto

shihbin ko
kie

minto
pa^ito
nulAito

jul^ito

pal^ito
unyato
lung

mopuprato
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Kitten

Knee .

.

Kneel .

.

Knife .

.

Knock .

.

Knot .

.

Knot, to

Knuckle
Know .

.

Labour
Lad
Ladder
Lake .

.

Lame man
Land .

.

' Land-slip

Language
Lard .

.

I^arge .

.

Last .

.

Laugh .

.

Law-suit
(eggs)

Lazy .

.

Lead .

.

Lead (v.)

Leaf .

.

Lean, to

Learn, (speak)

M (do)

Leech .

.

Left hand
Leg .

.

Lemon
Lend .

.

Leopard
Leprosy
Level .

.

Liar

Lick .

.

Lie down
Lift .

.

Lightning

Limp .

.

Lip, upper
lower

Liquor

Yano.

asa kao

lebdng

kotomto

guechi

kedinto

-yek

yek chengto

tobrege

kdchinto

kam resa

yapa
sohla

sele

lajalajald tiTigna

kede

ratchi

berrek

erek dinhorr

lakhe

koyungga
nyerto

sarsa

pupil puto
jamma
hie

bogueto

rmhorr, oko

yHalddto
binyokto

renyokto

tappit

Wche
le

nayo fe
dodo hhito

senyo takhorr

lorrdk

morung
amebo binna

darrakto

karto

ndchato

ddrak rakto

lujalajald ungto
napchi
naborr

opd

Tagen.

asa ko

lebii

kotomto

yd'chi

kedinto

-yek

yek chervgto

tobru

kachinto

bon nissa

yapa
sobla

sele

laja ena
kede

retchi

birrek

ilyek sdborr

koi

koyuga

nyirrto

sorse

pupil piito

jamma
nie

bo'eto

naborr
y
oke

tabdaldato

benyokto

ninyokto

teppik

alia la'che

le

nayo Me
dddjito

sonyo takhorr
lorrdk

moyu
amebo bena

dolyayagato
karto

nachato

ddlya yakto

lejalejald eto

nepche
gomborr

opd
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Listen .

.

Little .

.

Little finger

Liver .

.

Living .

.

Lizard, gecko

,, monitor

,, tree

,, house
Load .

.

Loan .

.

Lofty .

.

Log .

.

Long .

.

Look .

.

Look after

Looking glass

Loose .

.

Loot (v.)

Lose .

.

Love .

.

Lovely
Low .

.

Lower arm, to (v.)

.

Luck .

.

Luggage
Lungs .

.

Mad man
Maid .

.

Machang, front

,, rear

Machang, build

Make .

.

Male .

.

Man .

.

„ old

„ very old

„ young
Mango, wild

Manner
Manure
Many .

.

Marriage, ask in .

„ given in

Marrow
Marry .

.

Yano.

tato

inchung

la'cheng chengi

hdru
harapa

kako
habuligungi

sdpin

sdrndp

baksa

dodo

an
sengpa
assopa
kdto

sorato

arsi (Ass.)

arropa
ndrrito

nyeto

unyato
kayin
auma
lakem itumto

senggo

darrop karrop
hdpo
rnna
nyemom
bago chabin

batung chabin

saga kago refo

moto
nyega
bengni

nyakum
nyakum kangoiardp
yapa
tagungfe
renyem
s^e
arokponggo
nyeddd berrek binto

ny^mi bhifungto

Idchin

nyhmmrHo

Tagen.

iato

inchu

Wchu chuye, luchii

chiiye

hdre

chdj^ipa

kako
babuli guye
sdpin

sdmop
ba'se

ddd'

ati

sepunge
ass^ do

kato

sdroto

ersie

orrdo

naritto

nyeto

unyato
kadeangdo
07na

alla'itumto

silgue

darrop karrop
hdpe
runa
nijorr

bago

batung

saga reto

nito

nyega

nie

nyekum
nyekum knnggotordp
nyd
tegu a^i
ninyem

sy f

se e

Hkotago
nyeddd birrek bito

nyem'jikhtdo
Idchin

nyim*rito
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Marry, without pay-
ing price

Mat
Matches
Meal .

.

Meat .

.

Medicine
Meet (v.)

Melon .

.

Melt (v.)

Mend .

.

Merciful, be (v.) .

Messenger, herald

Metal .

.

Meteor
Methinks

Middle
Midnight, at

Midday, at

Middle-aged
Midwife
Mildew, to get

Milk (n.)

Milk (v.)

Millipede

Mind (n.)

Mire .

.

Mirror .

.

Mithun, male

,, female

,, male, big .

,, female, big .

Miscarriage

Miscarry

Miss (v.) (gun)

„ (bow)

,, (spear)

,, (stone)

Mist .

.

Mistake (be)

Mithun
Mix .

.

Moan (v.)

Moist .

.

Mole (on skin)

Money .

.

Yano.

yochxto

uppit

solai

dosa

sodin

darrop

gueterrato

meba
ddlld moto
moddrr moto
unya assormd

tofflyato

holora farrna
sodin

takkorr nimd farrto

mungpa
lapa

nyengrengra

chate kite

dennepa
huchindna
ilto

se atchu

gasin gayinto

takum lilung

hdpok
boka (Ass.)

arsi (Ass.)

sebbe

senni

botte

nyerung
kopakao jakpasa
kopa kao jakpato
mobok ofiato

dpok dflato

nengka cheflato

dung hdrrflato

ddmdk
-pu-

sebbe

moyo mdchdto
seginto

jdja

oi marem
tengka

Tagen.

y^hato

appike

solai

dosse

edin

darrdp

gueterrato

meba
ddlld moto
midorr moto
unya assdrrmd

tohhyato

botora kharrna

Min
tdkkdr nimd farrto

milpa
lapa

nyiiyulepa

ddnyi chafkeldd

dennepa
chindiindna

tepinputo

se otchu

gesi geinto

ainonukumnulo
Jmnghdpu
boka (Ass.)

arse (Ass.)

sebbe

senne

bdtte

nyerrung
kdpakojaWmsa
kopako ja^ato
mdbdk a^ato
updk aJ^ato
nakha chikhato

elung horrMyato
ddmdk
-pu-

sebbe

mmjo michato
seginto

jdja

oi rmrem
tdka
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Yano.

Monkey (Bengal) .

.

shibbi

,, (Honuman) besorr

Month .

.

pdh
Moon .

.

pdlo

Morning kamchi
Mosquito iarrung

Moss .

.

tapu7ig

Mother anne
Mother-in-law aio

Mother’s father atto

Mother’s mother . . aio

Mother’s brother .

.

kui

Mother’s sister mhei
Mother’s brother’s aio

wife

Mother’s sister’s maichung
husband

Mother’s brother’s

:

son yao
daughter mao

Mother’s sister’s :

son henyeng
daughter ammo

Mountain mlddi
Moustaches gam'd
Mouth .

.

gam
Much .

.

arokponggo
Mud .

.

boka (Ass.)

Murder (v.) mingto
Murderer bengnimingna
Mushroom uitain

Muzzle (gun) boktok
Naked.

.

rigmakaka
Name .

.

mungmin
Narrow ta^chung

Navel .

.

kend
Near .

.

goyu
Neck .

.

lengpd
Necklace tasseng

„ wear tasseng geto

Needle paksi
Needy.

.

hdma appin
Negligent adungmdbo
Nest .

.

potta supe
Nest (v.) supto
Net (fishing) essek

Net, cast essek horrto

Tagen.

shebbi

besorr

pdlo
'pdlo

serr kamclie

taming
tupii

anne
ai

atte

ai

akke

nihei

nyekhe

mapa

nyebbe

nyenne

nyebbe

nyenni
nyddi
nemo
agom
eikotago

boka (Ass.)

mingto
nyi mingmi
uitain

boto

rigma, taloringko

emin
tichii

hinl

kdtch’

Mpd
tassu

tassii gHo
pisi

yerrm yeppin
adungmdbo
potta ossup
aupto

iaaek

issek horrto
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Nettle (tree)

„ (small)

New .

.

Night .

.

Night and day
Night jar

Nipple.

.

Nipple of gun
No .

.

Nobody
Nod (v.)

Node .

.

Noise .

.

None .

.

Nonsense
Noon .

.

North .

.

Nose .

.

Nose-flute

Nostril

Not
Nothing
Now .

.

Nowhere
Nowadays
Numerous
Nurse (n.)

Oath, take (v.)

„ hear (v.)

Obey .

.

Obtain
Odour .

.

Offspring
Oil ..

Old (things)

,, man
,, woman
Omen, take

On
Once .

.

One
One-eyed
Onion .

.

Open .

.

„ eye

,, mouth
Orphan

Yano.

pudurengte

possop puyo
nittina

kenapao
yepkiloki

potta pottdk

chucherr

mldchung
md
bengniakope . , . w
pakito

hateng

duna
neku, monyapaku
patcha. berrek

ddnyi chatekele

addumphale
nyepom
pongli

nyepom ong

•md
Jiogupe

kedja

neku
serem sero

arokponggo
nS)ung
dingdung dingto

dingdung tato

binam fMo
ndto

nampa
kao
telle

kutchuk

nyakum
fungo
pachung kdto

au
lego, lekgo

akin
nyekcha

noru
mokdto
nyek bdto

gam kato

hapinka

Tagen.

pvdurrungte
possop puyo
nittina

kanopo
yel^ilol^i

pottdk

chirr

mldchung
md
nyiaka . . . md
pakito

e hUii

duna
dokumd, monyapaku
patcha berrek

ddnyichatikele

odumphale
nyepom
pole

nyepom ong

•md
hogupe
seja

neku
soyem sorr

eikota

nibo

dindu dinto

dindu tato

bename tapdto

nato

namdo
ko
tele

kutchu

nyekum
hdfdi

rochu heto

au
Idkgo

akin
inyi nyicha

noru
mokdto
enyi'nyik boto

agom gumkato

hopinko
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Other .

.

Yano.

kego

Tagen.

kegi

Otter .

.

sarram sarram
Outside lalin laline

Overtake gukJiito ydchikto

Overturn lekdpto likupto

Owing to -gaho ’gabo

Owl .

.

kudu hudu
Own .

.

maiga miiga

Own (v.) -ga dopa -ga do
Owner.

.

rebo atho rebiiathe

Paddy .

.

um am
Pain, to achito ichito

Pair ,

.

anyigo ' enyigo

Palatable dodebo alepa dMebo aVpa
Pale .

.

ponglu pulu
Palm .

,

la^cho alia la^che

Panchayat, to nyeU dungto nyele duto
Panji .

.

oor dr
Pant (v.) samitto samitto
Paper .

.

potta potta

Paradise orum-nampom orum rmmpdni
Parents atho^ayo ath" aye
Parrot.

.

pu pu
Pat (v.) with hand pesengto pisvio
Path .

.

lamte lamta
Pauper jengungpaku yamrnado
Pay .

.

yekto yiito

Peacock mirapotta mirapotta
Penis .

.

mlaak amlaak
People bengni nie

Perceive kdpdto kapato
Perform reto nito

Perfume nam nam
Petty .

.

inchung iuchu
Porter .

.

baksa bagna bas’ba'ne
Phlegm takka takka
Pheasant (kalij) porrok neka lyikya

„ (peacock) pokd pdkhd
Picture .

.

noksa (Ass.) noksa (Ass.)
Piece .

.

bago namba
Pierce (arrow) uppitto uppito

„ (dao) papitto papito
„ (spear) nekpitto nekpito

Pierce ear nyeruTig uto nyiru ilto

ilVPig, tame erek

,, wild sera sent
dead regma yi^md
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Pigeon
Pilfer ..

Pinch .

.

Pine tree

Pipe .

.

Place .

.

Place (v.)

Place hand on
Plains .

.

Plank .

.

Plant .

.

Plantain

Plate (leaf)

Play (V.)

Pleased
Pluck fruit

Point .

.

Point (v.) panji

,, stake
Point out
Poison .

.

Poison, river, to

Polish .

.

Pool .

.

Poor .

.

Porcupine
Pork .

.

Portion

Post (wooden)
Pot (metal)

,, (earthen)

Potter .

.

Pounder (v.)

Pounder
Pour .

.

Pour over

Prawn .

.

Precipice

Pregnant, be (v.)

Prepare
Press against

Press out

Pretty .

.

Prevaricate
Previously
Price .

.

Prick .

.

Yano.

pukii potta

dutcimto

ingopto

tarn sengne

kamcheng
gungda
pato, pahhito

mamkito
ivakasOy rengkd

seTigta

sengne

kapok
kakum oko

sdto

lage alepa

fe pilto

nyektok
yar sukto

pa sukto

kdtumto

umno
tamu jengto

rekato, mdkato
Idtum inchung
jengung, hama appin
shefi

erek sodin

bago

rengda
to pecheng
takum pecheng
pecheng tablakna

fiito

fungi
pelekto

ddpupto
tassem
bedung
kaogu^o, ga asermd
jotinto

nengtinto

nekpitto

koyinpa, unyapa
arnebo binto

kolo atokbo

hedigo

neguHo

Tagen.

kungiV
dutchdto

ingopto

passa senne

silii

gungda
puchito

mamkato
mdlyil

seta

senne

kopak

koMam ok

sdto

lagepa

atchi puto

nyutu
ar yorrsuHo
pasuHo
katamto

une
tarn jeto

moJAaio
Idtmn inchil

jugily yemayeppin
shikhi

Hi edin

namba
siirrii

to piichu

tokum piichu

pilchii tabWna
l^ilto

l^onya
pilokto

ddpopto
tossem
bedung
koguHOy ga assermd
jotinto

niitinto

nopitto

gayindo
ume beto

kolo atubo

hedigo

nigto
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Prison .

.

Yano.

phatoJc (Ass.)

Tagen.

phatok (Ass.)

Private parts (male) tompil tdmpil

Prop, to funghhito hhujito

Property sengdum hongpong sun melenga

reb^atheProprietor rebo atJio

Prostitute legrmiddjeng legreniddjeng

Pull .

.

seto seto

Pull, trigger hdhitto hobitto

Pumpkin, long parro porro

,, round .

.

tapa tap'd

Punch .

.

nekto alia nekpilto

Puppy iki kao ikiko

Purchase reto reto

Purse .

.

choku chuku
Pursue rokfato rul^aio
Push .

.

tuTigto tuto

Put pato pato
Put on clothes koto koto

„ lid pottop kafato putup hajcf^to

Put out of tunglinto tulinto

Putrid .

.

yana yang
Putrefy yato yatd
Quagmire mpla sapla
Quail .

.

pongom pongom
Quake .

.

hokto hilto

Quarrel yalung hungto yolu beto

Quench ume Trwmitto em momito
Quick, be (v.) nyeroho reto hering nito

Quickly chuikabo vohukabo
Quiver aggit egi

^e putup„ lid aggit pbtop
Rafter rebi yobi
Railing (of fence) .

.

lungung lugii

Rain .

.

nyedd nyedd
Rain, to nyedd hoto nyedd hoto
Rainbow aruv^ogo arigogo
Rain coat taasl narra imsinarra
Rainy season durupdlo durpdlo
Rain shield obd ebd
Raise .

.

ndchato nachato
Raise arm lakem iripto alia iripto
Rake .

.

tdfi tdMii
Rake (v.) hakato hakhato
Ramble (v.) ga mungto gemingtato
Rap, to padinto padinto
Rape (v.) yosito yosito
Rapids aopung solung sopu solu
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Yano. Tagen.

Kat. .. kehung kubu
Raw .

.

lelakna edin lelakna

Reach (v.) with hand ichito ichito

,, (arrive) .

.

gecJiito, chachito^

ichito, ungchito

gichito, chich

ichito

Ready .

.

jotinpa jotindo
Reap .

.

umtii tiito, um peto emHuto, em'peto
Rebellious hukum tamdna hukum tamdna
Receive ndto nato

Recently kadjo kaf
Reckon kilo kito

Recline karto karto

Recognize kdchinto kdchinto
Recollect mungpdto mupdto
Reconcile piirato piirato

Reconciled, be ajinrato ajinsuto
Red .

.

lengchi luchu
Reflect mungto mungto
Release (v.) tofflyato tdl^yato
Remain dorato dolyato
Remake akuda moto akuda moto
Remember munggopto munggopto
Remote addo addo
Remove ndguineto ndguineto
Repair (v.) modorr moto modorr moto
Repeat akuda bintumto akuda betumto
Replace kheli hhito khelibo jito

bojorrReport hajorr

Repose Util dungto Util dato
Reptile tabhil tebbil

Rest .

.

Util dungto Util dato
Return to hills chakerrto chokorrto

,, to plains .

,

ikerrto ikorrto
Reward nyemuk sengjd nyerrm" senjd
Rhinoceros gungro gurre
Rice .

.

umbin embin
Rich man gora nyaga gora nyega
Ride (v.) farrdatato farrdatato
Ridge .

.

mlddianne, yerrdu mddianne, yerrda
Rifle .

.

mobok mobok
Right hand lak Whok alia lebok

Ring .

,

lakchi alia lakchi

Ripe .

.

minpa mindo
Rise .

.

gorropto gorropto

River .

.

sdbung pobu

„ up the sogung sogil

„ down the .

.

sodom sodom



Yano. Tagen.

Eoad .

.

laong lamta

Roar .

.

sdgdkto sdgdj^to

Rock .

.

elung ilil

Roof .

.

jvakop nakop
Root .

.

mami mhni
Rope .

.

poga ekya

Rotten yapanna yapena
Round (like ball) .

.

luma lumna

„ (like rupee) barrop barre

Round about kungke yuTigebo kuuggormega

Rub .

.

megueto meto
Rubber sengkeng siil^u

Run .

.

farrto farrto
Rupee .

.

teugka toka

Rust, to ekumto ekhato

Saliva .

.

tachorr tochorr

Salt .

.

alio alye

Salt, hiU alio Idtum alye lotam
Salute . . manito manito

Sambliar sachorr sdchdrr

Same .

.

akinsu akinsu

Sand .

.

ball (Ass.) bali (Ass.)

Sandfly misi misye

sen^ ishiSap sengiie ishi

Satisfied, sated dejeto dejeto

Say .

.

binto hHo
Scabbard sabok sobok

Scald (v.) tdblato ,

.

ish' tdblato

Scar .

.

pai pai

Scorch famblato im' khamhato

Scratch (v.), tiger .

.

hakto, hddum hachato Jwbkto^ hdjdk halo

Scream sdgdkto sogdkto

Search meto meto

Seat .

.

dungku dake

Security, give poto pato pot'pato

See kdto kato

Seed .

.

fe al^i

Seize .

.

ndtungto ndtuto

Self .

.

mai mai
Sell .

.

pokio puto
Sell from village to

village

pogsit pogmitto pogsi pomi'to

Send .

.

belekto bilikto

Separate tepin terrcUo tepin terrato

Serow .

.

sibbi sibbi

Servant, male nyera nyera

pa*ne,, female .

.

pagne
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Yano. Tagen.

Sew . , hamto hamto
Shade .

.

. . dmyum dunyum
Shadow .

.
yalobaho yalobabe

Shake .

.

, . hekto hito

Shallow . . ardngmd iru md
Shame hanyung henyeng
Share .

.

ha ba
Sharp, edged arikpa arij)a

,, pointed yarkipa yorrkipa

Shave (v.) namo likto nam li’to

Shell (v.) puku kafato kekhato

Shelter (lean to) tabo tabunge

Shine (sun) (v.) ddnyi nyito, ddnyi ddnyi nyito, ddnyi
ddbato ddbato

Shiver .
.

pdjorrto pujdrrto
Shoe .

.

lakum lakum
Shoot .

.

. . upto apto
Short .

.

tongdung todii

Shoulder garbung gorrbit

Shout (v.) . . sdgdkto sdgdkto, sdgaMto
Show (v.) . , kdtumto katumto
Shuffle (v.) dajern darom raid

engta

dajern darom rold eto

Shut (v.) . . motumto motumto
Sick, be (v.) ga rampa garampa
Silver .

.

tengka toka

Similar akhinsu akin
Sing .

.

binminto beminto
Single .

.

. . akhinchenggo akinchego
Sink (v.) .

.
ponglokto, horum- puluto, horumluto

Idkto

Sister, elder . . ami emme
„ younger borrmi' borrme

Sit . . dungto dato
Site, for house . . binti binti

„ for village . . namcheng namchil
,, for fields mdku make

Skin .

.

supin epin
Skin (v.) snpin duto epin duto
Skull .. . . dompd ddmkuld domkuld
Sky .

.

nyedd huld ddnyi pdlo
Slave, male nyera nyera

pa’ne„ female .
.

pagne,

Slander (v.) . . rutomto rutomto
Slap (v.) ,

.
pikto pi’to

Slay .

.

. . miTigto mingto
Sleep (v.) .

.
yepto yepto
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Sleepy, be (v.)

Sleepiness

Sleeping place

Slightly

Sling for dao
Slip (v.)

Slip (hillside)

Slow .

.

Slowly

Smack (v.)

Small .

.

Smallpox
Smell (v.)

Smell (n.)

Smith .

.

Smoke (n.)

Smoke (v.)

Smut .

.

Snail .

,

Snail-shell

Snake .

.

Snare (v.)

Snatch
Sneeze (v.)

Snipe .

.

Snow .

.

Snore .

.

Soap .

.

Soft .

.

Soil .

.

Soil (v.)

Sole of foot

Sometimes
Son
Song .

.

Soon .

.

Soot .

.

Sorrow
Soul, of dead men.

.

, ,
ofliving person

South .

.

Sour .

.

Sow (n.)

Sow (v.)

Span .

.

Spark .

.

Yano.

yemi yeptopto

yemipa
hoyeng

mego mego
rdfa

dolitto

ratchi chi*to

hdsd hdsd

hdsd hdsdbo

pikto

inchungna
tuburn humka
sugato

nampa
kam orr nyehu
ume milkhu
kamcheng tengto

choyok
nokora
nokorapil

tabbii

gdkto

ndtungio

kajito

kMe posadr
tapum
yeferto

sabin

nyengTva

km
katcho karo moto
Ucho
loko loko

nyega kao
binminsa

nyerobo, belacheng-

go, helago

choyok

afi

orum
yalo

kappok phale

kungsukpa
erek fungi
lito

lakso, lakdung

mojorr

Tagen.

yerni yeptopto

yemido
boyii

mego mego
ydkha
duWgueto
retchi chito

haso haso

haso hasobo

pVto
inchuna
tabum bumka
namgato
namdo
kemirr nyebu
ume niukhu
situ tengto

chuyu
yiokora

nokorapil

tebbu

gdkmoto
natuto

kejeto

kede possor
topum
yd^drrto
sibin

ninyak
hide

katchilkanya moto
alVlutchii

lok loko

nyega ko
beminsa

herinbo, belachugo

chuyu
dJ^i

orum
yale

kipiik phale

kusukdo
ili’khune

lito

gapso, gobdii

mijorr
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Yano. Tagen.

Sparrow .
.

pojok puli'

Speak .

.

bintOy bintumto beto

Spear (n.) . . nengkd ndJ^d
Spear (v.) nekto ni^to
Spectacles nyeglak enyi ni'lak

Spell, cast .
.

pajdk pato pojil pato

Spider

Spider’s web
takchc takchc

takche saam tach' sam
Spine .

.

. . henkil henkil

Spirit .

.

. . iiyu uyi

Spit .

.

tachorr chefiato tacho chuj^ato

Spittle tachorr facho

Spleen .

.

ddli tdrrpUy ddli

tarpii

ddli torrpe

Split, (guechi) pacheto pechito

„ (dao) .
.

pacheto pachito

Spoil (n.) ndritnamal narena
Spoil (v.) ndritto narcto

Spoon .

.

.
,

fittake fittake

Spring (water) . . ishi linkUy ishi

lotum
ishi linkUy ishi lotum

Squat (v.) . . pamld dungto pom'ddto
Squint-eyed . . nyegre yiyegrc

Squirrel . . shefi sej^i

Stammerer . . bengakna benga'na
Stammer, to hengakto benga' to

Stamp (v.) dusengto dusengto
Stand .

.

dogto dogto

Stand up gorropto gorropto
Star takhorr takhorr
Starve kannold sito kannd sito

Steal .

.

. . dutchdto dochdto
Steep .

.

lamchin chindok lamia lamchin chin-

Stick .

.

Stick on (v.)

Sting (n.)

Sting (v.)

Stock (gun)

Stomach
Stone .

.

Stone shute, build

Storm .

.

Story ,

.

Stream
Straight

Stranger

dre

tangin

tingopto

letta*

ponuto
mobok leteng

laiV

clung

clung lengpomld pato
pudu ddri

botora batumna
ishi kamtck
dinda

nyen

tingopto

Ictta^

ponuto
mob6 Ictu

aiyck
ilii

ilil lupum apto

pud'ddri

boUorbatumna
pobu kamtck
dinda

nyin
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Straw .

.

Strike .

.

String .

.

Strong .

.

Suck .

.

Suckle. .

Suffice .

.

Sugar cane, red

,, ,, white

Sun
Sunrise, at

Sunset, at

Swallow
Surety, to stand
Swear . .

Sweep .

.

Sweet .

.

SweU ..

Swim (v.)

Swoon
Sword
Tail .

.

Take .

.

Talk ..

Tall .

.

Tapeworm
Tattoo (v.)

Teach, to speak

,, to do
Tear (v.)

Tears (n.)

Tell .

.

Testicle

Tnat .

.

Thatch
Thatch (v.)

Them .

.

There .

.

Therefore
Thief ..

Tnigh .

.

Thin .

.

Think .

.

Tnis .

.

Thirst .

.

Yano.

umkd
jengto

poga
bara alepa

hungld tengto

atchu tengdeho bhito

pengto

balung taba

bapa taba

ddnyi
kamchi ddli

ddnyi chefayera

dalinto

gageto

dingdung dingto

sampok pekto

tipa

gdto

ishi jafo

sitabo

chegril

meting

ndto

bintumto

an
tassor sorrta

nabrii motOy gamrix

moto
binnyoklo

renyokto

pumokpdto
nyeksi

bajor bintumto

tompu

hdgabo
duichdna

farrpd
kongpa
mung gumto
sd, 81

hdrr

Tagen.

amMt'd
jito

poga
atorr alepa

bar iHo

otch' tedo jito

poto

bolu taba

bapa taba

ddnyi

komchi
ddnyi hal^ayera

dalinto

gageto

dindu dinto

sompi puto

tipa

gdto

ish' jafo

sitabo

chegru

ame
nato

betuynto

a
tassor surta

nebru moto, gomru
moto

henyokto

nyinyokto

pumoto
nyiksi

bojorr jdrrtumto

tompu
a
fapbk

allokadie

a
hogabo
dutchdna

al^ar M^arpd
ko donna
mogumto
si, sd

hdrr

a
tapok
tapdk sarld kap~ nakdp kapderrto

derrto

alldkadie

a
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Thorn .

.

Thou .

.

Thousand
Thread
Threaten

Thresh (v.)

Throw (v.)

Throw away (things)

„ „ (water)

Thrust
Thumb
Thunder
Thus .

.

Tie (v.), cattle

,, knot
Tiger .

.

„ (very large) .

.

Tiger-cat

Tigress

Tin, cigarette

Tin, small

Tobacco
To-day
Together
Toe
Toilet, perform
Tomb .

.

To-morrow
Tongue
To-night
Too
Tooth .

.

Top .

.

Torn .

.

Torch .

.

Tortoise

Toucan
Touch .

.

Track .

.

Trade (v.)

Trance, go into

Transfix (dumla) .

.

Trap .

.

Tree .

.

Tree fern

Trigger . .

.

Yano.

tar

no
lengrengcheng

tanii

yalung hungto

um sekto

horrto

horrflato

ddflato

chitto

lacheng la’ne

ddgume dumto
hdbo
rengto

yek chengto

senyo

dolu namra
senyo haka
senyo nyonne
taktung

tuma
doa
siilo

lekhmcTienggo

lecheng lenne

kdporr iekato

samalikhu
aro

roll

serem

-pe

fi

ante

putchepa
moru
rakop
paga
mbsitto

lamte

poksa pogto
nyek chengtokild uyu

harto

keglokto

kama
sengn^

ropka

hdbitnandna

Tagen.

tirrii

no
lulichii

tano

yolo buto

am suHo
horrto

hdrrJchato

ddj^ato

jitto

alia la’ne

ddgume duto

hebi

reto

yi^ cheto

sonyi

dulu numra
senyo haga
sonyi nyomme
tdtu

tuma
mokhii
sdlo

lekingo

alVlenne

kdporr til^ato

semalike

arlo

aye
siilyo

~pe

ekhe
ante

putchido

more
rakop
paga
mosiHo
lamta

pos'po’to

nyichutogoluyu neto

l^ilokto

komla
senni

ropka

hdbitnandna
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Tripod
Trouble

True .

.

Turmeric
Turn, upside down
Twins .

.

Twist .

.

Unawares
Unclean
Understand
Undo ..

Unripe

Untie .

.

Untrue
Up ..

Up, get

Urine .

.

Vagabond
VaUey .

.

Valuable

Vegetables
Vein ,

.

Venom
Verandah, front

,, back
Very .

.

Vex (by word)

„ (by deed)
Village

Virgin .

.

Vomit .

.

Vomit (n.)

Vulture
Wade .

.

Waist .

.

Wait .

.

Wake .

.

Walk ..

WaU .

.

Want (v.)

War .

.

War, make
Warm .

.

Warrior
Wash, mouth

„ hands
body

Yano.

chungjung

jajejabo

takhe

lekdpto

bengpumra
apa keto

chinmdgabo
kassem kayem
tachinto

pakfato

minmdda
toflyato

ame
au
gorropto

sishim

gakdumbolnmna
sokutn

hjkkena

oh

hofo

urnyio

chabin bago

chabin batnng
arong
hinkato

rekhato

nampom
tombo
bato

basa

hogun (Ass.)

sengto

lepa

dorato

moto
lebo unglo

chokpi

-nangto

nyebo pasa
nyebo pato

aggu
nyehopa7ia

gam kakto

lakem la'sukto

ga horrsuto

Tagen.

chuju

ehhe

jetokkilii

tal^e

likopto

bepumsu
iJ^a Mieto

chinidgabo

hatch’kayem
tachinto

pakhato

lemdda

tohlmto

mime
au
gorropto

sishum
gd ’dumbolumna
sokum
lakena

oe

aMu
uxnnie

bago

botung
arong, irii

beMato
nylMato
immpdm
tombo
bato

basa

hogun (Ass.':

silto

lepa

tolyato

nito

alob’engto

chichi

•niito

neb’pasa
nyeb’pato

ogu
nyeb’pana
gom Ma’to
alia lal^sHo

ga horrsiUo
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Wash, face

,, clothes

,, feet

,, head
Watch .

.

Water .

.

Waterfall

Wax (ear)

„ (bee’s)

Way ..

We .

.

Weak .

.

Wear .

.

Weave
Weed (v.) fields

Weep .

.

Well ..

Westwards, West
Wet (a.)

Wet (v.)

What ..

When .

.

Whence
Where ,

.

Which.

.

Whisper
Whistle

White .

.

Who ..

Why . .

Wide . .

Widow
Widower
Wife ..

Wild animals

Wind .

.

Wing . .

Wink . .

Winter
Wipe .

.

Wipe (away tears)

Wish .

.

Witch .

.

With ..

Within
Woman

Yano.

nyegma momitto

edji nuto

le horrsuto

dompd fikakto

kdrato

ishi

ishi chdldku
rungpuk
ngokin

laong

ngolu

bara alemd
koto

chemto
reu ugHo
kapto, kammgeto
ishi kunga
ddnyi hdgobo
jojapa

pamto
hogu
hedilam
hoguloga

hogula

hogu
binsito

chuchuto

ponglu
hie

hogugabo
takte

fungme
tombo
nyefung
sodom sera

ddri

tape

nyegepto

dord polo
telopto

nyeksi tikato

nangto

nyhne nyebu
lagabo

arengo

nyeme
fungo

Tagen.

nyogmi momiUo
edji nuto

alV horrsvio

dompd kikhaJcto

kalyato

ishi

ishi chdldku

rupuk
ngokin

lamta

ngolu

atorrmd

edji kdHo
chubto

hulu luto

kapto

ishi kunga
ddnyi hag"bo

jujapa

pamto
hogu
hedilo

hoguloga

hogula

hoge

besito

kol^dto

pule
hie

hogugabo
ta"to

k^ume
tombii

nyi^ii
sodom sera

dalyi
allape

nyi"nyepto

dera pdlo

tilopto

nyisi tikato
nangto

nyem^ nyebu
air

iruno

nyeme
hdkhil
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Yano. Tagen.

Woman very old ,
. fungo fokopfayo hjdkhu Makop^ayo

„ young nyemom nijorr

Wood .

.

sengne senne
Wood-pecker perrin perrin

Word .

.

binsa besa

Work .

.

. . reto nito

Work (v.) resam reto, bundeto nisam nito

World ,

.

kede, secheng nyedd kede, sichi nyedd
Worm .

.

tadorr tadorr

Worry (v.) chefi binfato chefi beJ^ato

Worship ilyu pato uyi pato
Wrestle gebungto gebiiyigto

Wrist .

.

laknyek alia le'nyi

Write .

.

.
.

fitio fiito

Wrong alamd alamd
Yawn (v.) .

.
gamsato goynsato

Year .

.

nyeng nyeng
Yearly, Yearby year nyengkepuiti nyekhiputti

genya'Yellow jevi

Yes .. um e

Yesterday millo rnoi

You (plural) nolu nolv

Young.

.

ajengpa ejido

Zigzag, to go .
.

gekige chato gikigi chato

APPENDIX.

A Comparative List of Miri, Apa Tanang and Dajia Words.

hat

Mim.

duntop

Apa Tanaxg.

bropa

Tagen.

bopang

Yano.

bdpa
domchek , . dinchi domchek domchek
domla parrtu domld domld
poddom piiding podom podom
water asi yasi ishi ishi

fire umu yamu
tide

umi umi
house ekom nam ogu
village dalung lemba nampdm nampdm
father babii aba abi aho
mother nana ama anm annh
rice ambuin eino um um
cooked rice apin appin apin apin
dao matshik ilydk olyok drdk
spear geding dangkd ndkhd nengkd
eye amik ami anyi nyek
nose yehung yapin nyepom nyepdm
ear yerung yarn nyeru nyerung
mouth rapang agong agom gam
head dompong adin dompd dompd

la'pdarm alak lapa la'pd

leg ale alii le le
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Miri. Apa Tanang. Taoen. Yano.

hand lakpo luchi alia lacho la'cho
foot lepo lechi alia licho le'cho
basket (men’s) leva narra narra

,, (women’s) egin yagii egin egin
bow i ali iliu uri
bow-string lia iliiX eye uri ara
arrow epuk apu upu opok
liquor apong oe opd opd
man milong melebo nie nyega
woman mima nyirmi ny^m^ nyemk,
cow su se se

mithun sube sebbe sebbe
dog eki aki iki iki
cat mendari ase asa asa
deer sidom sudi sodom sodom
pig e'ek alyi iW erek
field arig aji ringd rek
tree ursing mnuing sennii senne sengne
stone urling yalung ilu elung
river asi ahung kele pobu sdbung
pine tree pasa pasa taru
cloth pulye edji edji
firewood yassung ishii useng
warm gunama ogu dgu agu
cold sekira lakorr sokorr sokorr
sun danyi diinge danyi ddnyi
moon polo polo pdlo pdlo
stars takar takorre takOrr takdrr
tiger simyd poatii sonyi senyo
give hitoko bh Ho jito bhito
come giatoka into wdto wdto
go gitoka ckato eto guito
do itoka aji into nito reto

cut patoka pato pato pato
say emtoka Into heto binto
lift jashatoka lacheto nachato ndchato
mat empii puplung appike uppit
one ter kung akhin akhin
two nyi anyi anyi anyi
three urn king um am
four pi pidyi epi appi
five ngd Hiango ang ango
six keng hhii ahhe akke
seven kinit kanno k^nnu kanni
eight pinyi pingi pldn^ plono
nine kdnang alyung kea kayo
ten eing mikhrai iliiich u rengcheng
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Article No. 10.

A new and rare type of Mughal-Pathan found near

Calcutta.

By Jatindra Mohan Datta.

The village of Dakhineswar, on the east bank of the
Bhagirathi, is some 7 miles north of Calcutta. On the cemented
floor of an old house there I saw the diagram of Mughal-Pathan,
given here, traced. In Belghurriah, another village some 3

miles to the north-east of Dakhineswar, some Muhammadan
masons, who appear to be descendants of Hindu converts and
mostly have Hindu names, play the game. This variety of

Mughal-Pathan is almost exclusively confined to them. This
diagram is used for playing the game of Mughal-Pathan.
Two players are necessary for the game; and each one has 20
distinctive pieces. At the commencement each player arranges

his pieces in his half of the board; and the 3 central horizontal

lines are left vacant. It is played like draughts, and the usual
rules of capture by jumping over a piece to an empty point
opposite in a straight line apply; and two or more successive

captures are permitted at a time. The standard diagram of the
game of Mughal-Pathan is described in Jonrn. Proc. Asiat. Soc.

Bengal, Vol. XXIX, p, 169 (1933); and it is usually played with

16 pieces each; 19 pieces each are used in a variant of the game.
The present game is more difficult to play and requires greater
ingemiity than the standard game with 16 pieces each, or its

variant with 19 pieces each.

Mughal-Pathan has also been described by B. Das-Gupta
in Quart. Journ. Vangiya Sdhifya Parisat, XiV, pp. 239-240,
1314 B.S., under the title of Sola-guti Mangal Pata, in vrhich
reference is made to 16 pieces used by each player as well as to
the wars between the Mughals and the Pathans in Bengal. The
standard board is used in playing several types of games, and
reference may here be made to the Bornean game of Rimoe
described by Jacobson (Tijdsch. Ind. TaahLanden Volkenkunde,
LVIII, pp. 8-10, 1919); the Ahtarah Guthi of the United
Provinces—an 18-piece game described by Humphrey {Journ.

Proc. Asiat. Soc. Bengal, II, p. 121, 1906); Aihara gutiala Teora
of the Central Provinces—also an 18-piece game described by
H. C. Das Gupta {Journ. Proc. Asiat. Soc. Bengal, XX, p. 166,

1924); Lam Pusri or Sipahi Kat of the Teesta VaUey—an
18-piece game described by S. L. Hora {Journ. Proc. Asiat.

Soc. Bengal, XXIX, p. 10, 1933); and a new type of Bagh-Bandi

( 283 )
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or Tiger-play described in the Journ. Proc. Asiai. Soc. Bengal^

Vol. I, pp. 407-408, 1936).
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Article No. 11.

Interesting side-light on Firuz Shah Tughlaq’s
expedition to Tatta.

By N. B. Ray.

Introduction.

The Insha-i-mahru is a rare Persian manuscript i containing

letters written by the eminent grandee ‘Ain-ul-mulk Mahru
who served both Sultan Muhammad and Firuz Shah Tughlaq.
These letters throw light upon many aspects of the reign of

Sultan Firuz and are of first-rate importance for a reconstruction

of the history of his reign.

The letter printed here with English translation reveals

the circumstances that necessitated the expedition to Tatta.

According to the court historian Shams-i-Siraj ‘Afif, Firuz
Shah undertook the expedition with the two-fold motives of

conquest and vengeance. ‘It is particularly laudable amongst
Kings,’ 2 says ‘Afif, ‘that they should be zealous in avenging the
oppressions caused to their illustrious relations; again, it is

befitting that they should exert all their strength in storming
fortresses every year; for as Sa‘di says, “If a King conquers the
seven worlds, he will seek another world to conquer

This statement of ‘Afif has perhaps influenced some histo-

rians who have ascribed this expedition either to an attempt of
Sultan Firuz to recover the imperial prestige that had suffered ‘ on
account df the enforced retreat from Sind and the insolence of

vSindis (that) had rankled in the mind of Firuz ever since his

accession’ (Cambridge History of India, Vol. Ill, p. 180) or to
a desire to ‘avenge the wrongs done by the people of Tatta to
the late Sultan’ (History of Medieval India by Ishwari Prashad,
p. 268).

This letter written by ‘Ain-ul-mulk Mahru to the Chief
Minister of the Kingdom (Malik-ush-Sharq wa’l Wazra) is of far

greater historical importance than the panegyrics of ‘Afif.

Herein is revealed for the first time the fact that Banabanah,^
a chief of Sind, allying himself with hordes of Mughals made
raids into the rich provinces of the Punjab and Gujrat and seized

1 The importance of this MS. was drawn to my notice by Sir Jadimath
Sarkar. Abdul Wali, K.S., noticed it in JPASB., 1923.

2 Tarikh-i-Firuz Shahi, Bih. Ind., p. 192.
3 The name Banabanah is variously spelt in the different texts of

‘Afif, Yahya, Nizimuddin, Badauni and Firishta.

( 285 )
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men and their wealth. His daring and audacity had surpassed

all bounds and ‘Ain-i-Mahru was compelled to seek the help

and protection of Sultan Firuz for repelling his cruel raids.

That the Tatta expedition originated in a desire to suppress

the rebels is also supported by Sirat-i-Firuz Shahi,i another

contemporary Persian account which states that the Sultan

undertook this expedition to extirpate the rebels who had
remained engaged in hostility for years having secured a safe

abode in the islands of Damrilah. It may, therefore, be asserted

that the Tatta expedition was the necessary sequel to Babiniya’s

aggressions and did not spring from either ambitious schemes of

conquest or motives of vengeance as stated by ‘Aflf.2

English Translation.

This letter was also written to Malik Muliik-ush-Sharq (who
is) the glory of the Kingdom and the Auditor-General of the Im-
perial Mnances 3 (Diwan-i-Istifa-i-Mamalik) . The help and rescue

of the Zamindars—who are adorned with the jewel of submission
and obedience and who are dispersed and scattered in different

directions of the world like the constellation of the Bear by the

violence of the oppressors—(would be) applauded in all religions;

and the extermination of the wicked—who have made strife

and mischief their established practice, would be appreciated by
all, the humble and the great, the strong and the weak.

Endowed with angelic qualities, the glory of the dominion,
the extirpator of the infidel, the destroyer of the sinner, the helper

of the Musalmans, the exterminator of strife-mongers and rebels,

the protector of the pious, the uprooter of the adulterer, the

1 Persian text, Sirat-i-Firuz Shahi (Sir Jadunath Sarkar’s copy).
2 As this letter bears neither any date nor the name of the reigning

Sujtan, Babiniya’s aggressions may be supposed to have occurred towards
the closing years of the reign of Muhammad Tughlaq as well. But
certain facts mentioned in this letter do not w^arrant such a conjecture.

Amir Hasan is mentioned in this letter as the Governor of Gujrat
and the younger brother of the Chief Minister {l$dhib4-IHwdn4-Ist%fd *).

According to ‘Afif also he was the son of the late Amir Miran, Mustawfl
of the Kingdom, and the Governor of Gujrat at the time of Sultan Firuz’s
expedition to Tatta but later on dismissed for his negligence to send
supplies to the army in its distress (‘Afif, Pers. text, p. 219). Thus Amir
Hasan of this letter was the Governor of Gujrat during the reign of Sultan
Firuz about 1362-3. Again, the Mughal incursions referred to in this letter
are probably no other than those mentioned by Baran! to have taken place
in the early years of Firuz Shah’s reign (BaranI, Pers. text, Bib, Ind.,
pp. 401-2).

Thirdly, Babiniya was the ruler of Sind during the reign of Firuz
Shah. Tdrlklk'i-Ftruz ShdM, Slrat-i-Firuz Shdht, TdHkh-i’Ma*^m all
bear this out.

2 This has been so rendered by Mr. Ishwari PrashSd (History of the
Qaraima Turks, p. 262).
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master of the sword and pen, of knowledge and royal banner,
the uprearer of the flag of justice and bounty, the implanter
of the banner of gifts and favour, unequalled in wealth and
religious faith. His Lordship Malik Muluk-ush-Sharq wa’l Wazara,
the Auditor-General of the Imperial Finances, who combines
the above-mentioned great qualities is the resort of the saints

(of the religion) and the terror of the bands of the wicked. ‘May
he live long and be helped.’

‘Ain-i-Mahru, who is the servant of this court, whose eyes
of faithfulness are anointed with the antimony of the welfare

of mankind and the prosperity of the kingdom
;
who has caused

the spring of service and obedience to flow into the receptacle

of loyalty, submits that the young plant of his existence, sorely

afflicted and withered by the strong hand of calamity, has begun
to revive by the sweet water of the kindness of His Lordship
Malik Muluk-ush-Sharq and it is expected that it would bear fruit

by the flow of graciousness of this court.

The tree which you plant with your own hands

;

Pour water always as much as you can

;

^ Water, it will grow;
Neglect, it will wither away.

The object of submitting this petition which is clear and
transparent to every one is that Banabanah has so fomented
strife and sedition in the kingdom as to reach the sky; he has
turned his face away from the qihla of submission, has made
it his business to ruin the country and invite the Mughals and
has pinned his faith and conscience on this object; e.g. once
he entered the wide realm of the Punjab with hordes of Mughals
but when by divine grace, the attack on him was led by the
soldiers of Multan, they took to their heels, casting away the
pride of valour on the field of flight. This fact was already
submitted to Malik Muluk-ush-Sharq

;
on several occasions before

and after this (incident), depredations were made in the province
of Gujrat and this state of things is not unknown to His Lordship.

His Majesty’s best efforts have been directed to two things

—

the extirpation of the vainglorious wicked (Banabanah) and the
improvement and stability of the affairs (of the kingdom).

He (His Lordship Malik Muluk-ush-Sharq) is distinguished
by high rank and fixed allowances ; the secret of all favour is

that his (the former’s) recommendation was made for Ruknudfflln

Amir Hasan, Malik-ul-umra. It was for this reason that the

country of Gujrat was entrusted to the care of His Lordship
Malik Muluk-ush-Sharq.i

Malik Ruknuddin Hasan ^ is the younger brother, reared

up by bounty and brought up by the generosity of His Lordship

1 It appears that according to the contemporary practice, Amir Hasan
governed Gujrat as the deputy of his brother Malik Muluk-ush-Sharq.
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Malik Muluk-ush-Sharq, and one held in esteem in the royal court
and rendered eminent by Malik Muluk-ush-Sharq and at the time
of recommendation, His Majesty’s gracious orders were issued

in favour of Malik Muluk-ush-Sharq. When the affair was thus
arranged and settled by His Majesty, the generosity of this inajlis

(court) was placed on Malik Ruknuddin Hasan. This servant

of the court (‘Ain-i-Mahru) expects that this thing will be accom-
plished by him (Ruknuddin Hasan) under the wise guidance of

Malik Muluk-ush-Sharq (in such a way that) the splendour of the

affair of this court would be made visible, and through this the

stability of the two affairs which is desired by the royal court

(Darghah-i-Ada) will be achieved and the two countries, Multan
and Gujrat, be freed from the oppression of Baiiabanah.

It is all the more disgraceful to them that a handful of

accursed men of Multan should always bring the infidels into the

country of Islam, plunder, imprison and carry away the people

and Dhimmies of the territory ofMusalmans. By the favour and
grace of God and the good fortune of His Majesty, it is expected
that His Lordship Malik Muluk-ush-Sharq would see through the

work in such a way as it might remain a memorial on the face

of the earth, and nothing nobler than this can be achieved
inasmuch as this mischievous Banabanah always oppresses the

headmen of Gujrat, imprisons and carries away jieople by
violence. The obstinacy of the Gujratis prefeis fire to disgrace

and is more conspicuous than the sun but they im})lore the help

and protection of His Lordship.

If His Lordship Malik Muluk-ush-Sharq pleases to encourage
them by saying '—you are the true Gujratis and deem the

sacrifice of life to be a pastime which you boast of and glorify

;

how have you become so w^eak and prostrate before a liaiidful

of despicable Banhbaniyans ? If you all unite and firmly gird

up your loins to retaliate, I shall send the soldiers of Islam to

your assistance
—

’, it is expected that these strife-mongers will

be destroyed thereby to the very root and the bitterness of
disgrace caused by their oppression will be washed away from
their brow by the water of valour and this good mime will

remain a memorial in this world.

I seek good name because the bod}’^ perishes ;

If I die for the sake of good name, it will be fitting.

This is a specimen of what is submitted to His Lordship.
I hope that His Lordship Malik Muluk-ush-Sharq will be able to

devise a thousand propositions better than this. Notwithstanding,
attention should be fixed on the mercy of God, the protection of
the territory of Islam and help to the religion of Muhammad
(May peace be on him) should be deemed obligatory and in
accordance with the saying ‘If you help God, God will help you*
one should remain in expectation of victory so that the bride
of desire would shine bright in the mirror of victory.
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Article No. 12.

The Ouwat-ul-Islam or the oldest Mosque in Delhi.

By S. K. Banerji.

The monuments in Delhi, as elsewhere, enable us to restore

or reconstruct much of the Indian History of Muslim times.

From the Muslim invasion of India at the end of the twelfth

century till the disappearance of the last Mughal emperor,
Bahadur Shah II, at the end of the Sepoy Mutiny, Delhi had
been the principal seat of the Muslim culture and government.
The capital shifted its site from south to north and west to east

within a range of about fifteen and eight miles respectively

and with every change of site a magnificent city developed.

And these cities continued to exist, so that today the historian

and the traveller note seven (or more) Delhis, including the
Georgabad or New Delhi founded in 1911 A.D. by King George V.

The Qil‘a-i-Rai Pithaura.

The first Muslim city that history records is the one near
the Qutb minar known as the Qiha-i-Bai Pithaura. There had
flourished Prithvi Baj’s capital. The Rajput Chief has been
called by the Muslim historians Rai Pithaura and his principal

city the Qil‘a-i-Rai Pithaura. After the 2nd battle of Taraori
in 1191 A.D.,^ Prithvi Raj was killed 2 and his fortress-city came
into the hands of the Muslims.

As the Muslims generally invaded and conquered countries
on behalf of their religion, they signified their supremacy by
the demolition of one or more, of the houses of worship of the
vanquished and the substitution of mosques or worshipping
places of their own. The Muslim conqueror of the twelfth
century also expressed and symbolized his missionary zeal,

so to speak, by demolishing twenty-seven large temples and
building a mosque, known as the Quwat-ul-Islam or^the JdmV
Masjid on the site so obtained. The inscription over the inner

eastern gateway of the mosque describing the demolition is

as follows :

—

1 The Cambridge History of India (C.H.I.) assigns 1192 and others
1193 A.D. Our date is supported by the earliest inscription recorded
on the walls of the Quwat-ul-Islam mosque itself.

2 Prithvi Raj Rdso's version that Rajput hei*o lived to avenge his

defeat and capture by killing Muhammad Ghuri lias not generally been
accepted.

( 293 )
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Tr.—
This fort was conquered and this Jdmi^ masjid built in the

months of the year 587 A.H. (1191 A.D.) by the Amir the great,

the glorious commander of the army, Qutbuddaula-waddin

,

the Amlr-uhVmard Aibak, the slave of the Sulfan, may God
strengthen his helpers. The materials (?) of twenty-seven idol

temples on each of which 2,000,000 dilllwdls had l>een spent

were used in the construction of this mosque. God the Great
and Glorious may have mercy on that slave, who prays for the
faith of the good builder,^

We may, however, offer a few comments in connection with
this inscription. Firstly, the place has been styled hi§dr (fort)

and this lends support to the popular practice of calling the
Rajput town the Qil‘a-i-Rai Pithaura. Secondly, the date
given is 587 A.H. which begins on January 29, 1191 and ends
on January 17, 1192 A.D. Since the conquest is mentioned
to have been accomplished in more than one month, we may
presume most of the subjugation of the city was accomplished
before December 31, 1191 A.D. Hence we assign 1191 A.D.
as the date of the Muslim occupation of Delhi. Thirdly, the
actual victor is Qutbuddin who won victories for his master
who in this particular inscription is mentioned merely as the
Sultan, but in other inscriptions as Mui'zuddunya-waddin.
Fourthly, the exact relation of Qutbuddin with his master is

also recorded. He was initially a slave, ^yUaJL*, of Muhammad

1 In the above-recorded inscription, there are several interesting
facts to notice

;
(a) It is the first Persian inscription on any building in

India, (6) is written as fcJo and as
,

(c) cJf is a doubtful

word and has been used in a pecidiar sense here. Similarly there is some
doubt about the last words of the inscription,

2 The text and translation have been given by Yazdani in the JSfjn*
graphica Indo-Moalemica {EA,M.) for the year 1911-2. Memoirs of the
Archmological Survey of India, No. 22, (A,8J.) by J. A. Page has given
the inscriptions and their translations.
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Ghuri but rose to be an Amir and then the commander-in-chief,^

and still later Amlr-uUumard of the State. Fifthly, twenty-seven

idol temples, each of which cost 20 lacs of dilllwdls or 4 lacs of

rupees, 2 provided material for the mosque. Probably it is an
over-statement

;
for the original mosque of Qufbuddin measures

only 212' east to west and only 150' north to south : and even

of this a considerable portion is occupied by a courtyard, viz.

142' by 108', leaving only a space of 20' to 30' on each side for

the liwdn and the corridors. Most of the pillars of the corridors,

again, are the remnants of the old temples as suggested by the

decorations and the human figures, mutilated or intact. Such
figures as were noticeable and within reach have been altogether

removed or mutilated : but the work on the cornices or on
obscure comers has escaped injury.

The Courtyard.

The open courtyard, too, has attracted attention of the
archaeologists who have posited the question : was it so open
at the time of the conquest ? In the Hindu period, it could

not have been entirely empty
;
for generally the central area

of a sacred enclosure is occupied by a shrine or a temple. The
surmise is supported by the fact that the iron pillar, which shoiild

otherwise have occupied the absolute centre of the courtyard,

stands several yards to the west, showing thereby that the
centre was not available for the implanting of the pillar.

Mr. Page has indicated the site of the principal Hindu temple in

his memoir on the Qutb.^
Mr. Beglar in his article on Delhi in the Archaeological

Reports, Vol. IV, gives several other interesting facts about the
courtyard, e.g. its floor is higher than the floor of the corridor,

because the open area was later on covered by hastily-cut

irregular flag-stones, in order to hide effectually "the traces of
the demolished Hindu temples. Beneath these flag-stones
are two layers of well-dressed stones closely set 9'' and 10" thick,

resting on a basis of rubble-stone of enormous dimensions and
indefinite depth. Beglar had excavations carried on in different

1 In this connection the inscription on the outer eastern gateway
may be given

:

.iUiu ,^1

« y.

Xr.—This mosque was built by Qutbuddin Aibak. May God have
mercy on that slave who prays for the faith of that good builder (?).

2 According to Cunningham : Archmological Reports, Vol. V, a diUiwdl

equalled one-fifth of a rupee.

3 See p. 7,n. 2.
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parts of the courtyard and also in the corridors to the depth
of 14' without coming to the bottom of the rubble-stone. He
found that the two layers of the dressed stone also extended
throughout the entire area of the masjid and the cloisters. The
topmost layer of the flag-stones of the courtyard is irregular

in shape and size, thus leading us to the conclusion that probably
the setting of the stones was done in haste. Of course, the result

of the super-imposition of these irregular stones has been to

raise the level of the courtyard higher than that of the floor

of the cloister.

The old Hindu remains in the mosque.

As to the question which portions of the masjid are the
old Hindu remains, the three eminent antiquarians, Cunningham,
Fergusson and Beglar have expressed sharply different opinions.

According to Cunningham, except a few pillars, hardly anything
remains of the Hindu times. Beglar, his assistant, on the other
hand, thinks that the enclosure walls, outer south gate, east

gate, and much of the colonnade are survivals from the Hindu
days. Fergusson is of opinion that the pillars have l)eeii re-

arranged after the demolition of the temple. He goes on to say
that even the enclosure-walls were reset

;
for the Hindu string

courses on the walls are covered with ornaments in a Muslim
fashion and this could not have been done without pulling down
the walls. The second reason for his conclusion is that the open-

ings in the walls all possess pointed arches which the Hindus
never used. These must have been set up by pulling down the

original walls. In support of his contention about the rearrange-

ment of the entire structure, he refers to other mosques in India,

e.g. the mosques at Qanauj, Dhar, Jaunpur and AhmadabM.^
In his opinion the only Hindu remains untouched by the Muslims
are the two-storeyed pavilions at the angles of the enclosure and
those behind the screens of the mosque. These alone h(^ main-
tains remain in their original condition. Sir Sayyid Ahmad, the

talented author of the Aihdr-us-Sanddld, holds that except the
removal of the temples in the central courtyard, the Hindu
building remained entire and the pillars, and the corridors, and
the enclosure in general were not touched by the conquerors.^

Mr. Page has also contributed to the solution of the question
by pointing out that the original temple occupied the portion
of Qutbuddin’s mosque, west of the line joining the northern
and the southern gates of Qufbuddin’s mosque.^

1 See Fergusson : The Indian^Saracenic Architecture^ Vol. II, p. 201.
2 See the Athdr-us-Sanddld, p. 13. Sir Sayyid quotes the Tdj-ul-

MadlAif as his authority.
8 See A.SJ„ p. 7, n. 2.
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We are able to establish the following facts on the basis

of a comparative study of the views expressed by the five

art-critics on the subject
:

(a) an inscription states that twenty-

seven temples were demolished, (b) the first recorded date is

587 A.H.,' (c) surrounding the enclosure is a large space used

as an adjunct to the main temple called the Tkdkurdwdra,

(d) the steps leading to the eastern and northern gates are lower

than the ground-level of either the corridor or the surroundings

of the mosque, (e) of the pillars, some are single whilst others are

set up by placing one on the other
;
such a setting up is some-

times very imperfectly made, (/) there are traces of a double

cornice near the foot of the walls of the masjid, {g) the floor

of the courtyard is higher than that of the cloister.

The conclusions arbived at.

These facts lead us to the following conclusions :

—

(1) A magnificent temple appears to have existed occupying
most of the courtyard, surrounded by other smaller ones.

All these were removed immediately after the first conquest of

the Muslims in 1191 A.D, The floor was beflagged with the
stone materials obtained from these temples.

(2) In the corridor, the liwdn, the double-storeyed pavilions

at the angles or behind the screens, there were other idols within
or without the sanctums. These sanctums were removed together
with the idols either in 587 A.H. or at some later date.

(3) The courtyard was beflagged with stones in order to
hide all the traces of the temple in the courtyard. Since the
beflagged stones were not continued in the other parts of the
building, the level of the courtyard rose higher than that of the
surrounding corridors.

(4) The double cornices at the foot of the enclosing walls
trace the original ground-level, outside the enclosure.

(5) The horizontal string-courses on the enclosure walls
indicate their Hindu origin, the Muslim decorations being later

additions. The lowest part of the walls up to the first Muslim
decorations had never been pulled down.

(6) The eastern and southern gateways specially the inner
portions wdth the Hindu domes are of Hindu making. The
outer portions, where the arches occur, were rebuilt by the
Muslims. The inscriptions also were added at the same time.

(7) The area outside the enclosure, on one or more sides,

was full of other temples. These also were demolished, and thus

1 For Horowitz’s remarks about the dates see E.I.M.y 1911-2. He
thinks that the recorded date is wrong and the inscription was put up

f

u>

in Iltutmish’s reign and beises his assumption on the phrase aJJI yxt
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the number of the demolished temples within and outside the

enclosure had reached the figure of twenty-seven.

(8) Some pillars were rearranged, e.g. at the east and south

gates and those in the liwdn of the mosque. Others again,

specially those which show unmutilated human figures, remain
where they originally existed.

(9) Under the stress of the war that had continued through-

out the year 1191 A.D., it was not possible for Qutbuddin to

overhaul the entire building. He made the necessary alterations

in order to convert the Thdkurdivdra into a Jdmi^ Masjid, and
he thus took advantage of the sanctity of the spot. Later on,

other additions were made, but the pulling down of any portion

ofthe mosque was not possible. Hence whatever Hindu structure

had been assimilated and incorporated in this make-shift Jdmi^

Masjid, as it were, has persisted till today.

(10) Inspired by the iconoclastic zeal rather than ])y any
hatred for the Hindu culture, the conqueror took steps to

demolish only those Hindu decorations that went against his

religious beliefs.

The date of the first conquest of Delhi.

The date 587 A.H. raises several interesting questions.

The year begins on January 29, 1191 and ends on January 17,

1192 A.D. Was the Muslim conquest completed in 1191 A.D.?

The modern historians generally assign a later date. Among
them, the editor of the Cambridge History of India puts down
December, 1192 or January, 1193 A.D.^ : all others assign a

still later date. The city called the Qiha-i-Rai Pithaura was
then captured and henceforth it became the headquarters of

Qutbuddin.
Horowitz and Raverty consider 587 A.H. to bo a wrong

date. The former goes so far as to suggest tliat the inscription

I

was put up in Tltutmish’s reign and that tlie phrase aJUt

‘may God help his helpers ’ quoted above is a prayer for those who
were alive in Iltutmish’s time. We have not been able to accept
Horowitz’s suggestion or the date given by the editor of the
Cambridge History of India for more than one reason. Firstly,

it would never do to doubt an inscribed date except for valid
reasons. As to the date under consideration no contemporary
or immediately following writer has questioned it. Secondly,

the phrase or points out that Qutbuddin was still

counted among the distinguished slaves of his master. It was
only in 1195 A.D. that he was appointed viceroy of Muslim
dominions in India and from this date the two Arabic synonyms

1 CM.L, p. 42.
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for a ‘ slave ’ would be dropped. Since they occur in this inscrip-

tion, it must be dated before 1195 A.D.

Inscription on the north gateway.

The Quwat-ul-Islam continued to serve as the gathering
place of the faithful for Friday prayers for more than a century
and there are several inscriptions indicating it. Let us take
them one by one. On the north gateway is written in the first

line, Bismilldh, Surah X, verse 26 and the date :

—

Tr.—In the year 592 A.H.'
and in the second line :

—

^
Tr.—^This building was undertaken by the high order of

the"exalted Sulfan Mudzuddunya-waddln Muhammad bin Sam,
the helper of the prince of the Faithful.

Comments on the inscription.

The following observations may be made in connection with
this inscription :

—

() The histories tell us that Qutbuddin was appointed
viceroy in this very year. The grateful Qutbuddin acknowledged
the suzerainty of his master in this inscription.

() Mudzuddin was entitled Sultan-ul-Mua‘zzam and enjoyed
regal power. Qutbuddin ignored in this inscription the elder

brother who reigned at Firuzkuh in Afghanistan and bore the

title of Sultan-ul-A‘z-im. Both the brothers were called the

helpers of the -Iwir of the Faithful. This joint rule of the two
brothers—one staying at the Afghan capital and the other going
forth in the east and the west in quest of new conquests—is a

rare instance in Muslim history.

The inscription on the central arch.

2 On the central arch of the facade of the mosque over-

looking the courtyard is an inscription much of which is not

readable. Still the following is clearly discernible :

—

1 The Hijri year 592 begins on December 6, 1195 and ends on
November 23, 1196 A.D.

2 See Thomas ; The Chronicles of the Pathdn Kings of Delhi.
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Tr.—^The date, 20th Dhu%qa*da, 594 A.H. (=September,
1198 A.D.).

Raverty suggests the date to be that of completion of the
mosque just as 592 A.H. (1196 A.D.) was to him of its

commencement. This suggestion has not been generally

accepted, for the mosque as pointed out by Horrowitz could

not be completed even thirty years later. Nor was it commenced
as we have seen in 592 A.H.

The significance of the date.

What the date 594 A.H. suggests is the putting up of the

screens. Without the screens, the mosque lacked in loftiness

and grandeur
;
also the worshippers even in the liwdn were not

sufficiently protected against wind, rain, or heat. The screens

moreover lessened the amount of light that penetrated into the

interior of the covered mosque, and gave a soothing relief to the

Muslim votaries against the glare of the tropical sun.

The screens.

The screens consist of three large arches and eight small,

the large measuring 22' wide or 24' wide and 53' high, and the

small, half of these dimensions. The walls of the screens project

into the air much beyond the roof. They have received very high

praise from the artists and archseologists. Firstly, here we see

the earliest arches. These were, no doubt, put up by the Hindu
artists but under Muslim direction. Havell asserts that the
Hindus were not unaware of the main features of an arch and
that if on any previous occasion an arch was not built at Delhi,

it was not due to ignorance of architectural principles on the
part of the Hindu craftsman but because a stone beam and
bracket opening was as serviceable as an arch and in Delhi
stone of good quality was available in such a plenty that no
recourse need have been taken to any other device than that
of the beam and bracket.

The arches of the masjib.

Havell also points out that Qufbuddin was not guided by
any aesthetic sense in building these arches but by a religious

consideration ;
for to a Muslim an arch was an emblem of their

religion. It may be pointed out that these first arches of the
Quwat-ul-Islam are not true arches, because they do not
contain any key-stone, nor are the arches formed of stones with
unequal edges. The arches of the Quwat are false arches
and have been formed by the cutting of beams in such a way
as to leave an opening. The two accompanying sketches brirg
out the point clearly. Figure I illustrates a true arch, the
coping-stone is the central key-stone. Key-stone CDdc and
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the other stone pieces have unequal edges, e.g. AB, BC, CD and
DE, in a true arch, is greater in length than ah, he, cd or de.

The whole weight of the stones falls on the walls X and Y.

Fig. II.
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Fig. II illustrates a false arch. The beams ABba, BCcb,
CDdc, DEed are separate pieces of stone well-embedded in the

side-wall X, The beams are different in length and have been
cut at the end ab, bCy cd, and de in such a way as to form together

half an arch. On the other side, other stone beams A'B'b'a,

BV'c'b\ G'D'd'c\ and D'E'e'd' form a similar opening. The
two openings together form a full arch. It vill be seen that

the Figure I illustrates an architectural device while the Figure

II is nothing but the placing of several brackets one upon another.

The arches of the Quwat, though false, are first of their kind

as built in Delhi and probably in India.

Qutbuddin’s lofty conception.

Secondly, the larger screens are lofty, 53' high and 22' or 24'

wide. It is a bold attempt and at once marks out the builder

as a daring experimentalist in the science of mediaeval engineer-

ing. As Beglar says, ' the high front wall out of all proportion

to everything else, is the great feature of the masjid and represents

immense physical power capable of achieving mighty results’.

In the erection of these high screens, Qutbuddin was undoubtedly
animated by higher considerations. Ho pulled down some of

the lofty temples in order to erect a mosque instead
;
but at the

same time he would not allow the mosque’s being belittled

in the popular mind which had long looked upon the Thdkurdwdra
as a splendid and magnificent piece of art

;
lionce he built these

lofty screens to impress the vanquished with the majesty and
might of Islam. In fact, these screens served as the Thdkur-
dwdra’s befitting successor and substitute.

Thirdly, the whole facade is exquisitely carved, not in

human or animal figures
;
for Islam, as a cj’eed, is opposed to

the Hindu doctrine of anthropomorphism. The carving consists

in scrolls or curved lines of geometrical or foliated design. In
Marshall’s words,^ ‘ It would be hard to imagine carvings more
superbly omafe than these which enrich its facade : band on
band of sacred texts, their Tughrd characters entwined with
curling leaves and sinuous tendrils side by side with floral scrolls

and flowing arabesques or geometrical traceries of surpassing
richness ’. It is an exquisite piece of art and has nowhere else

been surpassed. Such inimitable carving was possible in India
only : for it was the happy result of the efforts of the combined
Hindu-Muslim genius that had assimilated in harmonious
proportions the Hindu richness of details and the Muslim
arabesque designs and developed a unique style of carving
essentially Indian in character.

1 The Cambridge HiMory of India, Vol. Ill, p. 570.
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QUTBIJBDllSr’s CHARACTER AS ILLUSTRATED BY THE

QOwat-ul-IslIm.

There is a majesty in Qut'biiddin’s character which is best

illustrated by his monuments. As depicted in the Persian

histories, he passed most of his career under his master’s guidance
and in the capacity of a commander-in-chief or viceroy. He
is credited with a sense of devoted loyalty and submission to

his master, Muhammad GhurL His short career as king from
1206 to 1210 A.D. does not bring out the true nobility of

his character. It is only when we supplement our knowledge
of him by the study of his monuments that we are able to bring

his character and personality into full relief. Above all, the

Quwat-ul-Islam and the Qutb minar approve of him as a states-

man. Let us recount the conclusions we arrive at on a study
of his monuments :

—

(a) Qutbuddin had allowed as much of the Hindu enclosure

and other Hindu details to remain as he could. If he had de dred
the complete demolition of the Thakurdwara, it might have been
carried out.^

(h) In place of the lofty vimdrms of the Hindu shrines,

he put up the lofty screens.

(c) In place of the elaborate decorations of a Hindu wall,

ho put up the equally ornate ornamentations on the screens.

{d) In order to capture further the imagination of the

cultured Hindus, he began to build the Qutb pillar.^

Thus the Quwat-ul-Islam and the Qufb minar make him
out to be a statesman who stressed and stimulated what was
best and beautiful in Hindu culture, by the acceptance of some
of the Hindu architectural excellences. Both the buildings

were built under the superintendence of one and the same person,

namely, Fadl bin Abu’l Ma‘ali.® His desire of propitiating

his Hindu subjects is also discernible in his bilingual coins,*

appointment of a Hindu governor, Kaula, at Ajmer, and permit-
ting the Yogmaya temple in the neighbourhood to exist. ^ As
viceroy and later on as Sultan of North India, he concentrated
his attention on subduing and winning over his people, and his

two titles, lakhkush, the killei of lacs (in battle) and lakhbakhsh,
the giver of lacs in charity, indicate his attitude towards his

1 The temple demolition in Vijayanager is in point. It was so
thoroughly destroyed that hardly any vestige remains of its former
grandeur.

2 A separate article has been published in the U.P. Historical Journal^

1937, on ‘ The Qutb minar—its architecture and history \
3 The full inscription as seen on the Quwat is

# tyjkxJf

4 See Thomas : The Chronicles of the Pathdn Kings of Delhi.
s The tradition is that it has been existing from the pre-Muslim days.
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subjects. The Tahaqdt4-Nd^irl speaks of his love for generosity
which in the first stage had taken the form of bestowal of gold
and other wealth on the needy,^ but later developed into the
nobler virtue of appreciating his people’s culture. Although
originally a slave, he had been able to acquire one other virtue :

he was well-versed in the Quran and it was his literacy that

distinguished him from his Ghuri masters. He showed a love

for learning by putting up the Quranic texts in the Kufic or

Tnghrd characters. It would not perhaps be too mucli to say
that without Qutbuddin India could not have possessed the

exquisitely carved facade of the Quwat-uMslam or the massive

Qutb minar.

The extensions to the Masjib in Iltutmish’s time.

Shamsuddin Iltiitmish also made additions to the mosque.
In the Cambridge History of Iridia, Plate ITT, or in Mr. Page’s
memoir may be seen the relation of Tltiitmish’s additions to the

original Quwat-ul-Islam. It will be noticed that the building

was extended in three directions, north, south, and east, and the
enclosure * now included the Qutb minar. The size of the mosque
was now 230' east to west, and 370' north to south, so that its

total area was nearly three times what it had been in Qutb-
uddm’s time. The date of the extensions is recorded on the
left pillar of the southern central arch :

—

]fc AjIaJUu
^ ^ ^

‘ in the months of the year 627 A.H.= 1229-30 A.D.’ Iltutmish’s

additions to the Qufib minar are said to be coeval with those

made to the mosque. Iltutmish belonged to Qiifbuddin’s

school of thought and followed in the footsteps of his predecessor.^

He completed the Qutb minar and extended the Quw^at-ul-

Islam. The exquisite decorations of the walls made under his

orders could only be matched by Qiifbuddin’s fine work. If

his tomb be one of his works, as is likely, this will also illustrate

Iltutmish ’s love for ornamentation. A tomb with such ornate
carvings is not to be met with in the whole of North India.^

1 See the Tabaqdt-i-Ndsirt in Elliot and Dowson : History of India,
Vol. II, p. 299.

2 Wiich no longer exists except towards the south.
8 Amir Khusrau’s praise of the Indian artists may be read in

Dr. Mirza's Life and Works of Amir Khusrau, p. 97. A portion may be
quoted here :

‘ the stone carvers of Hind who shamed even Farh&d
with their skill in stone-work, rendered the faces of the stones so smooth
that imagination itself would slip on them. The masons of Delhi who
comidered even Numan-i-Mundhir to be a mere block-head in the art of
building—^joined stones with stone in such a manner that the fancy of
a Rhazes could not penetrate their joints.’

^ In the south, Ibrahim Rauda at Bijapur has been even more
elaborately ornamented.
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AlauddIn’s extensions.

‘Alauddin too is connected with the mosque. As ‘Ala’s

works have been discussed elsewhere,^ we shall content ourselves

here with briefly mentioning his contributions to the embellish-

ment of the masjid :

—

() He increased the size of the mosque towards the north

and the east, so that it measured now 385' east to west and full

700' north to south. As would be clear from the sketch,

^

Qutbuddin’s mosque would be about one-ninth and Iltutmish’s

one-third of the total area. The scheme, however, was never
brought to completion and after ‘Ala’s illness in 1311 A.D., it

was abandoned for good.

() Whilst Qufbuddin and Iltutmish paid scrupulous regard

to the proportion and symmetry of form, ‘Ala either owing to

his ignorance of the essential features of the Muslim architecture,^

or owing to his vanity disregarded these considerations. The
mosque was extended only towards the north and the east, and
the covered portions (liwdn) on the north side were made loftier

tlran those of Qutbuddin or Iltutmish.

(c) The unfinished minar had a high plinth, a circumference

at the bottom of 275' and been carried to the height of 75'. If

completed it would have reached 600' in height and dwarfed
all other buildings in its neighbourhood.

(d) The ‘Ala’i Darwdza was to serve as the southern entrance

to the mosque. It is very likely that ‘Ala commenced the exten-
sions with the building of this entrance. It is thrice dated
15th Shawwdl, 710 A.H. (7th March, 1310 A.D.). The other
portions were built either in this year or in the following. ‘Ala’i

Darwdza is profusely inscribed and elaborately carved in the
lower portions of the walls. Higher up, it looks barren from
inside. The dome, too, from not being full, is only partly seen
from the ground. The inscriptions are of inestimable value
and enable students of Indian History to correct some of the
popular misconceptions about Alauddin’s character and reign.

The later history of the QOwat.

Ala died in 1317 A.D. and so his vast projects with him.
Tughluq Shah transferred the capital to Tughluqabad and Firuz
Tughluq to Firuzabad

;
and the later princes down to Shah Jahan

resided in parts of Delhi other than the Qil‘a-i-Rai Pithaura.

Still the oldest Muslim Delhi existed, nay, even floiirished til]

almost the end of Akbar’s reign.^ Thus it appears that the

1 See Calcutta Review

^

Vol. 64, No. 1, July, 1937.
2 Plate III. 8 He was illiterate.

4 Adham and Shamsuddin Atkah Khan’s tombs are in the
neighbourhood ; the Qutb minar wets repaired by Firuz Tughluq and
Sikandar Ludi, and Babur visited the buildings. All this shows that the

region had still some political significance.
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Quwat-ul-Islam must have played an important part in the
social life of the Muslims and served as a meeting-place of the
Faithful on Fridays. It was only with the foundation of Shah-
jahanabad and the building of the great red Jdmi^ masjid near
the fort that the Quwat began to suffer neglect. Now it is

an object of academic and archaeological interest rather than
a place for the Muslim worshippers, though in its vicinity there

resides a respectable population of the Muslims.

Conclusion.

We may fitly close the present study of the Quwat-ul-
Islam by briefly indicating its importance in Indian History.

This mosque is a landmark, representing the ushering in of a

new era in Indian culture and politics alike. Culturally, it marks
the happy fusion of the two building traditions—^Hindii and
Muslim—and leads to a vigorous cultivation of architecture as

a science and art. The Hindu richness and elaboration of detail

combined to Muslim love for symmetry and simplicity produced
what may be designated as an Indian style of architecture.

And this style marks off the Muslim buildings of India from the

other Saracenic buildings of the world. The personality element

is the distinguishing feature of Indian monuments
;
and it is due

to Hindu art traditions. In fact, the Quwat-ul-Islam is a
harbinger that proclaimed in the twelfth century the advent
of a force which working under the indigenous inspiration and
stimulus produced such masterpieces as the Taj and
Shahjahanabad in the seventeenth century which superficial

art-critics mistrusting Indian genius, feel disposed to attribute

to foreign inspiration. Such a criticism is at once unhistorical

and mischievous. Politically, the Quwat-vd-Islam expresses

and symbolizes the might and majesty of Islam that had been
able to conquer Hindustan. And thus the mosque may be taken

to mean literally an announcement, in brick and mortar, of the
change of government. It closes the one and starts the other
era : the Rajput supremacy ‘ yields place ’ to the Muslim
domination.

In this connection, a word may be added by way of comment
on the Muslim policy of temple demolition. Inspired by the
monotheistic conception of God and hatred for idolatry, the
Muslim conquerors could not have approved of the religion of the
vanquished, which appeared to them as diametrically opposed
to their own creed. The wars in the Middle Ages were waged
in behalf of religion : at any rate, religious sentiment was
exploited. And hence, the entire undertaking, a Crusade as

it was given out to be, would have looked meaningless, if the
conquerors had left the temples—citadels of Hindu religion

—

intact and undemolished. Hence the temple demolition invari-

ably marks a Muslim conquest. It is the Victoria disapproval
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of the vanquishecUs religion. Nothing beyond it. Intelligent

Muslim princes always appreciated the ideals and traditions of

Hindu culture
;
allowed Hindu masons a free hand in following

and enriching their art traditions and fashions so long as they did

not tread on Islamic coms.^ In fact, they did not let go art

and culture before religious obsessions and dogmas. And
this catholic appreciation of the inherent beauties and excellence

of Hindu culture—a fact generally ignored by students of

Indian History—is primarily responsible for the vigorous ebulli-

tion of the spirit that sustains India’s claim to the suzerainty

of thought in the Mediseval World The Quwat-ul-Islam

simply marks the beginnings of this cultural enrichment. The
religious policy of the Muslim princes should not vitiate our

estimate ofthem as the appreciators of Hindu culture.

Finally, we may state that the Quwat-ul-Islam is histori-

cally important for the additional reason that it is the result of

the efforts of three important rulers of Mediaeval India

—

Qutbuddin, Iltutmish, and ‘Alauddin, who, perhaps, regarded

it as a matter of privilege to be able to contribute to its building

and development. And this mosque served as a meeting-place

for the Faithful till the building of Shahjahanabad and the

Jdmi^ masjid in the vicinity of the fort in the seventeenth

century. Hence the Quwat-ul-Islam represents and unfolds

the history of five centuries of Muslim rule beginning with the

establishment of the Slave dynasty'in India.

1 The monuments at Delhi, Agra, and Ahmadabad, in particular,

f-erve as an illustration.

2 Jaunpur was regarded as the Shiraz of India. India boasted of
several cultural movements, e.g. sufism, bhakti cult, etc.
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Preface.

Messrs. Bor and Pawsey have done me the honour to ask
me to write a foreword to their dictionary. The only qualifica-

tion that I possess is that I studied Serna before they did and
was the first perhaps to reduce that language to writing. It

may be taken with confidence that in this dictionary the two
collaborators have corrected many of the mistakes of my earlier

vocabulary, and that where they differ from me they are more
likely to be right than I was. Apart from that, the information
they give is far fuller than mine and they may be said to have
cleared a bridle path where I wandered in the jungle. In one
thing I feel certain that the three of us are agreed and that
is in our affection and respect for the most attractive, if at
times exasperatingly wayward and vocal tribe which speaks the
rather hybrid language that we set ourselves to learn in the Serna
country, a language deficient in number and deficient in person
but cursed with tones ingeniously varied to suit the varying
shades of meaning attaching to otherwise identical words. The
Serna Nagas started as a tribe from small beginnings but within
the last hundred years have extended their culture and language
very widely in the Naga Hills and to the east of them, and it

seems likely that in the future it will be one of the most im-
portant of the many languages in what is probably the most
polyglot area known to the world.

J. H. Hutton.

( 309
)
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Introduction.

Dr. Hutton has generously said in his preface to our
vocabulary that we have built a bridle path where he wandered
in the jungle. We would prefer the simile that we have
tried to erect an edifice upon foundations well and truly

laid by Dr. Hutton himself. Our difficulties in learning

the Serna Naga language were greatly lessened by the fact

that the language had already been reduced to writing and
that a grammar and vocabulary were in existence.

There is little to be said about the vocabulary itself. It is

the result of the lists drawn up by us when learning the

language and in our subsequent dealings with the tribe. The
system of transliteration adopted by Dr. Hutton in his grammar
has been used. This is not ideal in that the sound which is

represented by u would have been more intelligible to ])hilologists

had it been written as the German o, a sound which it closely

resembles. In the Naga Hills, at any rate, this symbol is always
used to represent the German o with umlaut, even in the

transliteration of the Angami and other Naga languages, and
we see no reason why we should depart from the local usage.

N. L. Bor.

C. R. Pawsey.
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Vocabulary

A

a, laki.

abandon, to, phevelo.

abdomen, apfo.

abhor, to, mitilo ; zhunshimoi.
abide, to, ngulo ; alo.

able, . .’lunani (suffixed to

verb root),

abomination, gJiile ketsesM.

abode, aki ; apffu ; yiagamipfu.

abound, kuthomo ani,

about, ^ho (postposition)

;

hulao-hilao (adv.)
;

(—of
numerals) -a, about five=
pongua.

above , kungu ; ashou ; (—and
•below) ahu apeu.

abreast, to go, puthuthashi
chelo,

abscond, to, povelo ; (—with)

pfepovelo.

absent, kaha.

absurd, kogozumi ^tsa

;

koghiizmni 'tsa.

abundance, kuthomo ani.

abuse , atsa allokesa pilo

;

atsa'kesa pilo ; allomi pilo ;

sakiyilo.

accept, to, lulo.

accidentally, 'mtano (lit. not
knowing).

accompany, to, "sasil tvulo

;

^sasii wovelo,

accomplish, to, (—a work)
akumla laki shikhavdo,

account, kephi.

accumulate, akhwo shivetsiilo :

khiltsulo,

accurate, kucho kucho.

accursed, ghapio"^ (Mokok-
chung)

;
ketseshi (Kohima)

(used of articles or food that

may not be touched or

eaten).

accuse, to, ngukulo,

ache, siiani (is paining),

acid, khempoi ; khumbai

;

kemboi (taste),

acorn, apiti.

acquaint, to, pitsulo,

acquaintance, ikitimi,

acquire, to, itululo.

act maliciously, to, akhe
kilsiivesulo.

active, aknmthu,
add, to, (—spoils together in

one pool) alelu kukhalo, alelu

akivoshilo.

adjacent, sughu ; kumungu

;

\nlo ; ^lao.

admonish, to, kiitsulo.

adopt, to, allozhelo.

adultery, to commit, timi'-

nipvu'vilo nipvughakhulo.
advance, to, athegheshilo.

adversary, (enemy) aghilmi.

adze, amkeh.
afar, kushua ; aghacheu.

affectionate, (husband wife)

pama akimianipvu ktvokhiike.

affliction, agheme,
affray, kicheghi.

afoot, to go, akupuno ala chela.

afraid, to be, milsalo.

after, '"thiu ; 'thiuno.

afterbirth , amonhya .

afternoon, avelao.

afterwards, athiuno ; hipa-

thiu ; tipathiu ; pashelino.

again, etaghe ; itaghi ; kutou-

ghi.

against, (he is—me) pana i’lao

allamoike, pana Vlao kumoike,

age, o'puno ampeh kizhehi sheva

kya ? (what is your age ?)

ghapiit<.teghamif pi-u — that which is devoted to the teghamiy

earth spirits, ketseshe is applied to animals that die unnatural deaths.

—

J. H. H.
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agree, to, allopilo; kumtsalo

;

(we shan’t be able to agree)

Jcichi pimla,

aim, to, mizhizhulo ; meghe-
zhulo.

air, amulhu.
alarm, to, miisalo,

alder tree, littisii,

alien, (Serna from another
village) inami

;

(trans-

frontier) tushomi.

alike, aphiphi.

alive, l^uani,

all, kumtsu ; akuchopu

;

(all

the villagers) aina.

alone, likhi.

along with, 'sasu.

aloud, to speak, ighwono atsa

pilo.

alter, kililulo.

alternately, kiizoku-kilzoli

;

kivetsughii.

always, allokuthu; tosiilo

;

pulhapugku,
ambush, to, aghukugotsiilo

(K,)
;

itsilalo (M.).

among, ’dolo.

ancestors, asil; apuasu;
kagheiomi ; kaghekichimi,

ancestral land, asil lu.

ancient, akha.

Angami, tsilngimi.

anger, to (tr.), pamelo shi

keghidelo.

angry, to be, amelo idelo

;

kuloghwulo,

animal, akinu

;

(wild—)
tugha

kinu (E.)
; tugha kini (W.).

ankle, alounhye.

annoyance, to give, keghe-

meilo ; pilnalo ; purudo,
annoyance, allomogha.
another, ketao,

ant, alhache

;

(black—

)

ashukhu

;

(red— ) atisil

;

(white—) alhakhu ; (white

—

winged) alhu

;

(large—

)

satughilpu.

[VOL. IV,

antagonistic, (he is—to me)
pana i'lao kumoi,

Ao, cholimi.

apart, kuthiltha.

apartment, (front— )
kalaoho ;

(middle— )
amphokibo ;

(back— )
akiisaoho. These

are the divisions of the Serna

house.

apiece, laki laki.

appetite, miizthi.

applaud, to, aou kukuh.
apron, (ordinary— )

ashola ;

(small double) akechekt

;

(with dog’s hair and cowries)

lapucho

;

(large, with
cowries) aminikedah

;

(gen.

term) arnini.

arise, to, ithoulo ; ithulo

:

(—from bed) icholo,

arm, aou

;

(fore— )
aouchi :

(upper— )
aoumlo.

armlet, (ivory—
)

akahaghi

:

(pewter—)
aksa ; akesa.

armpit, achishekoh ; akicheko.

(N.B.—The same as word for

shade but here the “ che is

markedly accented.)

around, 'ho,

arouse, to, kedalo,

arrest, to, keghalo.

arrive, to, tohlo,

arrow, aliivoh ; alighoti.

artful, amilkukinimi.

article, anhyemogha laki.

ascend, to, ekwovelo ; kwovelo.

ash, ayeim.

ask, to, inzhulo ; inyulo.

ask for, to, kvlo

;

(

—

price of

stolen goods from thief) apiilo

kulo.

aslant, kughoh.
asleep, zuani (is sleeping),

assault, to, kicheghilo.

assemble, to, (—

,

of persons) kuholo.
at once, mtazzil.

attention, to pay, akevishi

kumsululo.
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aunt, (father’s sister) ani

;

(mother’s sister) aza.

autumn, tekhilghulo.

await, to, khealo.

awake, to, ida ithoughilo,

awe, musa (fear),

axe, amoghu

;

(wooden haft-

ed—)
aztha kohi ; (iron hafted

—)
aiyingussah.

B

baby, anga.

bachelor, apumi ; chimemi
(one who lives alone),

back, akiche ; (—side) asiibo ;

(—to front) hidelao ski.

backdoor, akiissa ; akussaki

;

akilssa kikha.

backwards, to go, sholeiino

ilovelo ; shoteuno ilovelo,

bacon, awoshi.

bad, allokesah,

badger, (ferret-badger) kha-

uwo, aivosho,

baggage, anhyemoga.
balance, ala (remainder),

bald, akutsil ijn piva ; akiltsu-

'sa kaha (he is bald),

bamboo, (single— ) aichi

;

(large— ,
for chungas) apo;

(thick-walled—) ahiiti ;

aivuti

;

(tengal— ) akau

;

(small— ) amah, shehubo

;

(small— ,
with close nodes)

antibo ; (very thin-walled—

)

akulu ; (—tube for holding

pipe water) ayihu ; (—shoots
for food) akhuthu

;

(deco-

rated— ,
erected after genna)

aghiiza.

bandage, to, tsughavelo.

bang, aghiigha.

bar, to, khavelo.

bar, akadu.
barber, akiltsushikiu [lit. the

one who (ki-u) makes {shi)

the head {akiltsii)].

bare, kiimsa,

barefaced, kuzhomoi.
bark (of tree), asukoza ; akoza

(K.)
; akwola, akwoza (M.).

bark, to, eghalo ; (

—

to drive

off strangers) nughealo

;

(
—w^hen hunting game) askz

pufhualo.

barking deer, a she*
barrel of gun, alika-hu.

barter, to, alhi shi kidivelo.

bashful, kuzhova (he is

ashamed)

.

basin, akhu ; kolaini 'khu.

bask, to, (—in sun) tsilkhinhye

2)oghalo

;

(—beside fire) ami
poghalo,

basket, (—for carrying wood)
arntho

;

(—for measuring rice

to pay off debts) akiinasuli,

akwopfu ; (flat— ) ashoghi ;

(—holding 1 seer rice) atsutho;

(—for clothes, cotton, etc.)

akhau

;

(—made from portion
of one bamboo, the bamboo
being split to the node which
forms the base) akhutukho

;

(—for string of eggs) akoghd,

avukdghd ; (—for measuring
rations) akeli, asilpe (one
day), kelivu (two days)

;

(joppa) akhtvo

;

(big duli)

abi

;

(small duli) asuli.

bastard, fhekanu.

bat, ashyTkha.
bathe, to, azii kuchulo,

battle, aghiikheki; aghilkighi.

Bauhinia tree, pahakupvu*
silbo.

be, to, alo.

* I think ashe is also used for four-footed game in general and is

possibly identical with ashi = “ meat ”
; the barking deer {Cervulus

muntjac) is probably the commonest form of four-footed game there is in

the Serna country^—J. H, H.
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bead, ati, achi

;

(blue— ) achi-

ketsii

;

(large red—)
achikuhu

;

(small red— )
chizhukukupu

;

achuwohikhu ; (maroon—

)

achui, achichui ; (yellow—

)

anyila ; (white—)
ashoghi ;

ashughu.

beak, akichi,

beam, (roof tree) aketsu

;

{—for sides of roof) akazo,

akhikha.

bean, ayikhu ; allothi ; ketsu-

fhi; akyekhu; akyekhi; kuuti;

ayikhu cooked is called

al^mhye,
bear, ava.

beard, amkhumhi (chin hair),

beast, akenn,

beat, to, hdo; bulo

;

(—with
flat of hand) dahelo

;

(—with
fist) aousu helo ; koolo,

beautiful, azhukevi,

beckon, to, (—with finger)

aouloti kuhih

;

(—with hand)
aou kuhilo.

become, to, shiuvelo

;

(to

turn into a tiger) angshu
Ikolo ; miviulo,

bed, alipa ; (chief’s— ) apulo-

Hipa,

bee, akhi.

beef, amishishi.

before, (of place) azu

;

(of

time) kaghe ; tipaughiilolo,

beg, to, tsoholo ; itsu tsoholo.

beggar, ketsohomi; kukuchumi,

begin, to, ashenyelo

;

(cultiva-

tion, to line up to—

)

apetha akeilo

;

(will— ) atusho
thuni,

beginning, ashenhye,

begone, to, povelo.

behead, to, ipfulo; akutail

Ivlo

;

(after another man has
» speared) atmm lulo.

behind, 'thiu used as a suffix

;

(•^the house) akmsao,
behold, to, zhulo ; hizhvlo.

belch, to, poko8ulo; (hiccup

= muchukalo).

bellow, to, eghalo.

bellows, amikufupu,
bellows, to blow, amifulo,

belly, apfo.

bellyache, apfo suani.

beloved, kwokukemi ; alio-

zhepu.

below, 'khwo (used as a suffix),

belt, apfokha ; (—for dao)

asiiki

;

(—for money)
ghakaho.

bend, to, siiktvdholo
;
pighek-

ivoholo

;

(—spear blade on
stone) shokwdholo (E.S.)

;

(—body backwards and for-

wards) ikuikii shilo ; (—body
from side to side) kulo kill

shilo.

bend down, to, itsakhillo ;

(—to go through jungle)

ipulo, ipfulo.

bent, miizumoi.

best, akiveo ; allokeo.

bet, to, thapilo (Assamese)
;

ame kiilo.

betray, to, atheshilo.

better, 'ye kevi (Inaio

is better than Inzhevi ; Inzhe-

viye Inato kevi or pavi).

between, 'mtala

;

(average)

'mtau.

beware, to, shitsashishilo.

big, kizhe ; akizhe ; (—in

stature) ashighulho.

bind, to, (—with cane)

tsilghalo; (—round and round
with rope) phedalo; (—animal
to a post) imivelo.

birch tree, yepasii.

birdlime, ghoghotha.

birdnest, agfmopmii.
bite, to, mikitsillo ; mikilo;

(kill by biting, tiger) tsulo ;

(— , of snakes) miighulo

;

(— , of pigs) tsalo.

bite, a, (mosquito—) amii*ku;
(leech— ) aive^ku.
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bitter, humtsa ; kumtsai.

bitter (in mind), amelo
j[>ughapu ; amelo ghahapu.

black, dsubui ; tsilhui.

blackberry, yevultiho.

blacksmith, akiyekemmi.
bladder, akacheho.

blame, to, atsa^kesa pilo

;

(I

am not to blame) ^ukipini
kumoi, Ihokipini kumoi.

blank, kumsa.
blaze, amikiighukhu.
bleat, to, anyeh ghughashilo,

blindman, anhyeti kerichemi

;

(blind with cataract) anhyeti

deke.

blister, aviputsd.

blister, to, cholo ; tsolo.

blockhead, kogozumi kwho

;

koghiizumi kucho,
blood, azhi ; (clots of—

)

aikichemokoh.

bloom (flower), aJchakupu

;

akupu ; akupfu ; al^amonu
(usually of any flow^er used
as ornament),

blow, (n.), akihe helo.

blow, to, (—on hands) aou
fupululo ; (—on food to cool)^

fukilmukulo

;

(—a fire up into

smoke) ami pholo,

blow, to, (wind —s down tree,

house) fulavetsiilo ; {
—over,

basket) fulevetsillo

;

(wind
—s down crops) ghavetsilloi

blue, akutsu,

bluebottle fly, ayela ; agela,

blunder, kumsumoiva ; kogho-

choiva

;

(he has blundered)
kumsiimavia (M.).

blunt, tsoghamo (K.) ; tsu>>

ghamoi (M.).

blush, huohuhulo (to become
red).

boar, aliu ; ali*

boast, to, akekiiza shilo,

boaster, gkekuza kichemi,

boat, ashu kha ; ashu khaku.

boatman, ashukha pekeghumi.

body, apiy apeampiu.
boil, to, (—water) azil pululo

;

(—^ggs) / (—meat)
hekhilholo,

boils, (large) amishe, mishita ;

(small) upah.
boka (fish), anyipu,

bold, milsamoikemi.
bone, aghii (E.S.); aghi (W.S.);

ashighi.

book, kaku

;

(pile of books)

kakuda (L.). cf. Angami.
borrow, to, nalulo ; tipilo (L.).

cf. Angami.
both, kini kuzho

;

(they)

pama, kuma.
bother, to, allomoghatsulo

;

aghemetsulo; piinalo.

bottom, (body) asiibo

;

(of

river) aziialo.

boulder, aihoJAu.

boundary, (vertical) agho thu ;

(horizontal) aghapi. (cf.

fence, agho^thu,)

boundary, to lay a, zhove-

tsiilo.

bow, alika ; asulika ; kesillika,

bowels, akeghi ; akive,

bowl, akhu,

boy, itimi; apnmi; aputhelhemi,

bracelet, asapu,
brain, akho

;

(figurative)

amelo,

bramble, asahu,
branch, allokay asiikugha,

brass, asapui,

brave, pa'melo kizhe,

bread, asho,

break, to, (—^general word)
siichevelo ; (—used of long

things) vechelOy vechevelo

;

(—by hitting) hepovelo, hetka-

veto

;

(—genna) achini

khatkalo

;

(—word) aisa

phevelo; (—by throwing
down) vephovelo

;

(—stones)

athu kubolo

;

(—off fruit)

aMj^ti ^olo

;

(—off heads of

millet) siithalo

;

(—down, by
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cattle) nilavetsiilo, kwoleve-

tsulo

;

(
—^with foot or leg)

puthachevelOf nyechevelo,

break (into), ichevelo,

breast, akechi.

breast plate, (dancing)

aghuhu.

breathe, to, athuihu shilo.

breeze, amulhu.
brethren, (man speaking)

ataziimi ; (woman speaking)

aphelimi.

brew, to, azhi belo

;

(brew
and keep) azhi beaghilo.

bridge, akupu.
bring, to, siighelo ; pfeghelo

;

pfeghetsiilo ; (lead) saghelo.

broad, akizhelao.

broken, is, khapove, shipsava,

kutsava (E.S.).

brother, (elder—) amu

;

(younger—)
atilkuzu

;

(—and
sister) apachepfu.

brown, huchuhi.

brush, amugho; (house—

)

akikukupu.
brush, to, amilghono khevelo

;

(—boots) akupukho khevelo;

(—^hair back) asa nuputulo ;

(—hair down) asa kunulo.

bubble, azukitmla.

bud, amuzu.
buffalo, adi

;

(wild—)
agha-

leli.

bug, akuhu.

bulbul (Molpastes) amduh.
bullet, alikati, mashehuti,

bundle
,
(-^ffirewood) asvTlu

;

(—of beans, etc.) apa.

burden, akwoh.

burial place, akumokukho,
burier, akumokeshu,
burn, to, (intr.) pitilo.

burn, to, (tr.) pitivetsulo

;

(set

fire to, to ignite) amishih

;

(—one’s self) ktvolo

;

(
—^fields, house) khuveh,

khuvetsuh

;

(—jungle)

muhalo, mugholo, moghovelo :

(—heaps of rubbish) kwalo.

bury, to, khwoivelo.

burst, to, nipa wolo (used of

eggs bursting),

bush, asiipd.

busy, akumla kuthomo ani

(there is much work),

butt (of gun), mashehusuboki

.

butterfly, arnimi.

buttocks, asiibo.

buy, to, khiilo.

by and by, tipathomio ; itouno,

bypath (for ambush), aghii-

gotsiila.

C

cackle, to, eghalo.

cage , avupukdkepfa

.

calamity, ahakesah (possessive

pronoun must be prefixed),

calculate, to,

calf, amishiti.

calf (of leg), apite.

call, to, kulo ; kutsulo

;

(—loudly) eghalo

;

(—back
spirit of dying man) aghongu

* kululo.

call away, to, kusaghelo.

calumniate, to, timVzhe ski

pahaivelo.

candle, aghu^gha.

cane, akkeh

;

(binding—

,

tengal) akau

;

(—^yed red)

aghwu .

cane, sliver of, (for making fire)

amlakiki,

cap a gun, to, tupi alika*cholo

kholo.

capital, ato; (

—

and interest)

ato alhi.

capture, to, keghalo,

carcase, akumo,
care of, to take, allokekutsii-

tsillo,

careful, amelo tel^oi.

carefully, asheshino ; akeviahi

ahino.
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carelessly, kumsiizhumono.
Carnatic carp, (*' boka ”)

anyi'jpu.

carrier (frame) or basket,

(for pigs) awokughu

;

(for

fowls) aukughu.
carry, to, (—in hand) aoulo

pfelo ; (—in arms) wopfelo,

aoulo tsiikliulo ; (—baby on
back) anu khapfelo ; (—load

by headband) pfulo ; (—on
stretcher) akache gheno
kuholo, kuhope tvulo ; (w^ater

carries away) azilno 2)feuvelo,

azuno pfepovelo.

carrying cloth, anga kike (for

babies)

.

castrate, to, aivochokoghoh

lulo (used of pigs only),

cat., akilssa ; (golden— ) angshu
akinu

;

(grey—) akufu

;

(civet— ) akii

;

(small civet—

)

akenhi

;

(leopard— )
anyengu.

cataract, anhyeti ideva (eye

has turned round),

catch, to, keghalo

;

(

—

in trap)

melulo ; (

—

fish by rod) akha
7nussulo

;

(—fish in trap)

akha khalulo

;

(—a disease)

^evelo ; (—crabs) kholulo.

caterpillar, j)ok/iwnunga;

anilnga.

cattle, amishi.

cavej athuki ; aihuliwoki.

ceiling, amkha.
celt, thoghopumoghii (spirit

axe).

centipede, ketirninodu.

centre of back, awoghi.
certain, kucho.

ch^in^ ayikeghi ; aila.

chair, alakil.

change, to, kililo

;

(—water at

peace ceremony) alu pekili-

vetsillo,

change, amuno; ghaka^mwfio,

channel, azilla (water path),

character, amelo (lit. heart,

mind)

.

charm ^ anagha ; agha.

chase, havelo ; halo,

cheap, mlali; mlale; amethomo,
cheat, to, pishikulo; shobidhi-

chulo (L.).

cheat, (n.), pishikukichiu.

cheek, anamchu,
cherry (wild), kiniti

;

(—tree)

kiniti-su, kiniti-bo.

chest (body), amla.

chew, to, tsalo.

chicken, auti, avuti.

chicken pox, athogha.

chief, kekami; akekao.

child, itimi

:

(child’s company)
itimPluzhi

,

childbirth, to die in, nhapi-

tilo.

childhood, itilo,

childless couple, kolanumi.

chillie, gwomishi ; nmghishi

;

atushe,

chilly, sitiani (am cold),

chin, amkhu.
choke, to, khupunalo; (in

oaths) ipihakhilo.

choose, akevishishe lulo.

cicada, zuii (onomatopoeic),

circle, aboho; (make a

—

)

aboho paalo,

circuitous, vekoho.

civet, (large—
)
akii; (small

—

)

akenhe.

c\an^ ayeh ; ayehakwoh.
clap, to, aou kukulo,

claw, mtsii.

clay (for making vessels), agha

;

aghayeghu ; {ordinar}^—

,

earth) ayeghu.

clean, akimthe.

clean (one’s eyes), to, anhyeti

mitilo.

clear (liquids), akimthe.

clever, aghokinimi ; kopothomi ;

pokothomi ; amku kinimi ;

amWiii kinimi.

cliff, athokhu.

climb, to, ikhtilo.
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close, to, (—door) khavelo;

(—jopP^) khoivelo, khavelo

;

(—eyes) anhyeti milo

;

(—box)
khwovelo, nhavelo,

cloth, api; (white —
)
nusiipi,

clothes, api

;

(full dress) ananu.
cloud, kunkusii; (be over-

clouded) kunkusii nhahiva.

cobweb, thalhakhuki,

cock, avdu

;

(wild— ) laliudu.

cock a gun, to, pilekilo.

cockcrow, aughiighamutsa

;

tsuketho.

cock’s comb (Celosia), naghu-
kuphu.

cohabit, to, koghiinalo; sasii-

ziilo ; akimianipvu shilo.

coil, to, akeghi kuholo.

cold, (body) sitiani; (articles,

weather) muko

;

(—in head)
mukogha

;

(have a—)
muko-

gha shilo,

cold, to become, (food) muko-
mnghulo (obviously derived

from mukomughei “ hard ”

but has now lost the connec-

tion in meaning as it is some-
times applied to liquids

;
pri-

marily would be applied to

cooling rice),

cold season, siisutsala.

collect, to, akwoshilo ; akhe-

shilo,

comb, atsukhe; (cock’s—

)

au’mche.
comb, to, muzukhilvelo, kuno-

khiivelo
;
^ekillo,

come, to, egheh; (—in) ile-

ghelo

;

(—out) ipeghelo ;

(
—up) hwogheh

;

(—down)
keghelo

;

{—back) ilyeghelo

;

(—behind, to follow) ipapeh,
comet, ayepu,
commerce, alhi,

companion, (male) akesami;
(female) apami,

company, aluzhi; (captain
of—) (duzhitoemi; (men of—

)

aluzhimi, akwomi.

compassion, to have, kimi-

yelo.

complaint, atsa kekegha.

complete, akupu; aku"pu.
compurgator, asholukumi,

conceal, to, kusiilo.

conch, alapu

;

(pieces made
into beads) aveka,

confine, to, akoghukilo sawu-
tsUlo.

confiscate, to, sii^aluvelo.

confuse, shikiighuzulo.

consider, to, kumsuzhulo

;

amelo poghiizhulo.

contemporary, akhemmi.
conveniently, achipilo.

converse, to, kuputsaloy pukat-

salo.

cook, to, (—rice) belo, betsillo ;

(
—meat) Iholo, bekhilo.

cook, alukuli shikiu,

cool, sitiani,

copulate, (humans) amonhye-
velo

;

(animals, birds) ipalo,

koghiipadlo,

cord, akeghi.

cork, akimike.

cork, to, mikevelo.

corner, a-cheku,

corpse, akumo.
cost, ame,
cotton, asiipa ; (—field) asii-

pali.

cough, ikki.

countenance, agi ; ayi (L.).

country, apfu ; 'ghamipfu

;

’kelao.

courageous, pa^melo kizhe,

cover, (n.), akunha,
cover, to, nhgvelo; kwoveh.
cow, amishi,

coward, inamomi,
cowherd, amishikyeu,
cowrie, atsupusho.

crab, achuwo atsugho; (red—

)

awocho; (black—) awotsii,

crack, to, ghughiighU shilo;

(the sound of treading over
dry sticks) ihMhii shilo.
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crack finger joints, to, (

—

by pulling) sucholo; (—by
bending) peghechelo

;

(

—

bending sideways between
forefinger and thumb) putha-
chelo.

crack, aiya.

crawl, ipfulo ; ipfuchelo ; (—up
a precipice) mugho ikuchelo,

zunuli ikuchelo.

crazy, koghilzumi.

creeper, thu^athaho ; kyeghil-

silbo.

crimson, huchuhi.

cringe, to, (from a blow)

pisheulo.

cripple, akupuketimi ; aghe-

tsiikeghechemi ; apukukoghwo-
homi.

CTQolLed ^ akmmhoh ; ihu; iho~

ghiighu ; ihoshu ; kugho
(aslant).

crops, akha (E.S.)
;

(means
torkari amongst Western

Sernas).

cross, to, (—a river) pfuihalo,

puihalo ; (—a stream) katha-

lo

;

(—river by bridge)

vechelo

;

(—a boundary) ve-

cheh

;

(—hands, feet) mu
hekhipelo, akupu hekhipelo.

crosseyed, anhyetikhobidhike,

crow, agha.

cruelly, kimiyemono.
cry, to, kadlo

;

(—out) eghalo,

cubit, muli.
cuckoo, kuti ; guti; kasupapo,
cucumber, akwokha ; akukha.
cuff, to, dahelo.

cultivate, to, alu chilo; (give

land to—)
alu chipelo,

cultivation, alu.

cultivators, aVhhukemmi.
cup, azhukhu ; azukhu ; ayikhu

(E.S.).

cur, atsilzii.*

cure, to, shipivilo.

curl, akutsukumutho ; akutsu-

'sa eghemunio. -

custom, 'Iho ; aye

;

(oldtime—

)

nipuasuye, kagheliaye.

cut, to, (—with dao) michevelo

;

(—with one blow) kimche
lakino michevelo

;

(—down
big tree) thavelo

;

(—cord,

meat) ghathavelo

;

(—fire-

wood) ghelo

;

(—shavings)

asil kucholo

;

(—off head)

atsuvu lulo

;

(—down with
axe) bokhilo.

D

daft, koghilzumi.

daily, allokuthu ; aghulotsiltsu.

dam, (n.), akhu ; apili (M.).

dam, to, azukethavelo ; azii-

kepuchovelo ; akhu shilo.

damaged
,

shipsava ; allokesa

sheva.

damp, putsiiva.

damsel, ilimi.

dance, to, aghili shilo

;

(Serna

—
)
aphilo wulo

;

(—in circle)

chithalo, chitha shilo

;

(tw^o

men) akeshe shilo ; (spiral—

)

mimighogho shilo.

dance, leader of, chithu; athe-

ghiikeshiu

;

(man at end of

line) amiheu.

dandle (baby), to, artga khapfe
kihealo.

dao, azhta; aztha

;

(curved-

backed— )
akyekeh.

daobox, asuki

;

(—strings)

asiikeke^i

;

(ornamented
strings) akiesilkekekhi.

dark, zumoi ; zumoiva.

daughter, anga totiu.

dawn, (today) inakhe

;

(to-

morrow) thanau

;

(general)

tsilkutou kutou.

day, aghiilo

;

(in dates) atsala

;

the other—)
haghenyu ;

* Lit. a dog that won’t hunt—zu prob. = ‘ wander ’ here,

—

J. H. H.
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(three days ago) shibidhini

;

(—before yesterday) ishik'-

thuni

;

(yesterday) eghena

;

(today) ishi

;

(—and night)

potht) puchou

;

(by—

)

pmhou ; (from—to—) aghiilo

tsiitsil

;

(all—) puchopuzu

;

(day time) atsalah.

daybreak, at, tsukhinhye
{khetsilnkye) epeghekelo.

daylight, it is, tsukhinhye

vukaiva.

dead, keti.

deaf, akinipo ; (—man) akini-

kowopomi

;

(to become—

)

akini povelo.

dear (price), (ame) chile ; sholo

;

shuani,

deceive, to, pishikulo.

deep, tho.

defecate, halo ; bawulo ; avehu-
shi undo

;

(the latter corres-

ponds to the English see a
man about a dog ”).

defence (ditch), cthukuho.

delay, to, munulo.
delirium, to have (in fever),

aghamiki izuwulo,

deliver (a child), to,

kupunulo,

demon, teghami,
den, ayeghikeghipe ; athuliwoh.

dense (jungle), agha shuani,

depression (in ground),
akuthoku.

descend, to, ekeveh.
design, (on basket, etc.) aiya.

destiny, a^ghau,
detour, alavekdhola.

dew, atziizu

;

(—has fallen)

atziizu kuke; (—which has
collected on leaves) asumtsa
zii.

Dhan, ad; aghii ; (—seeds)
aghiiti

;

(—husks) aghiye-

puka

;

(—table) aboshou
(large), apikhi, apungo

;

(—pounder) akhumu ; (—

,

when ready to husk) aoku-

thughu ; {—before drying)

akithini

;

(to husk—)
ad

shilo ; (to dry—) ad phulo.

dhuli, abhi.

diarrhoea, tizuha.

die, tilo ; thilo ; (—apotia)

nhapitivelo, nhapithivelo,

different, ketao; kiltha.

difficult, akushoh ; shiVsa.

dig, to, (—hole) chulo

;

(

—

ditch) helo ; (—up boundary)
aghothu thusillalo.

dip, to, chokkido ; cho^uaiilo,
directly, mtazzii.

dirt, af^enya

;

(—heaps) aye-

pulo, ayepiho.
dirty, akhye^e

;

(of person,

akhyeMhe pfulo

;

(stream)

river) kunii^ puko.
discharge, (tr.), hapovelo.

discord, to be at, kiilo.

dish, (wooden—) asilkhu ;

(ordinary— )
akhu ; (—for

washing hands) aoukemtsu-
zukubo

;

(base of bowl)
akupu ; (leg of—) keghakesii

;

(compartment of—) ^bo ;

(dividing wall of—)
choketha-

khu^ khokethakhu.

disobedient, atsa inyemoi

;

atsa chimla.

disobey, to, akukhashi chelo.

displeasure, allonioi.

distant, kushua ; ala kushua

;

aghacheu,

distribute, to, kizhetsiilo;

kuphatsulo,

ditch, amughozulaki ; {—of
fortified village) ahukuho,

dive, to, azii ilulo

;

(
—^with

stone) thogho shilo,

divide, to, kizhetsiilo ; kupha-
tsiilo

;

(—meat) ashi phulo;
(—meat into shares) alyeki

alyeki shi ghelo,

divorce, to, (tr.) haphevelo

;

(intr.) eMavelo,
divorce (by magistrate),

ej^ave pilo.
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dizzy, izillabo ; ikutsil izulabo

sheva = my head is dizzy,

do, to; shilo ; mlalo,

dog, atsil

;

(hunting— )
ashi-

hatsii ; (non-hunting—

)

atsilzu

;

(wild— )
aline,

tungtiigha (M.).

domestic animals, akilekenu;

akilopeghiu.

door, akikha

;

(—of village

fence) khagho

;

(village—

)

alia ; (—bar) akadu.
dove, mekedu ; atnikhi

;

(rufous— )
akewo

;

(bar-tailed

cuckoo-dove) ashogo,

dowry, a^enhyemogha.
doze, to, i-ngulo.

drag, to, sunhyelo.

drain, amughozillaki.

dream, d~mou.
dress, api

;

(full— )
ananu.

drink, to, (—liquor) shulo

;

(—water) yelo,

drip, to, azii izhukeghalo ; azil

keghuzhipelo ; azil izilo (M.).

drive, to, halo.

droll, ghava.

drop, azil keghilzhi.

drown, aziilo ilutilo ; azillo

iluthilo.

drum,* sheku; (—stick) asheku
kehesu. \

drunk, shomzil.

dry, (—over fire) akechui

;

(—in sun) kha.

dry, to, (—over fire) chuivelo,

pikilo

;

(—in sun) pulo,

puvetsiilo

;

(—paddy) ao
phuh.

dry up, to, chetovelo.

dull, abi ; abhi.

dumb, anika

;

(—man) amli-

tsiikemmi.

dung, aha.

durable, kushu acheni.

dusk, zilzilghoi ; cheghilghi

(M.).

dust, akhyekhu ; ayeghimoku ;

akhoku.
dust, to, tsovetsillo (W.S.)

;

chovetsiilo (E.S.).

dwell, to, aZo ; ngulo.

dye, (red) amchu

;

(blue)

akutsiipi

;

(yellow) aonye,

akwoiha.

dysentery, azhiba.

E

each, laki laki.

eagle, alhokhu {Lophotri-

orchis Kieneri—Rufous-
billed hawk-eagle)

; kiizi-

vekhu.

early, mimumono

;

(morning)
inakhe.

ear, akini

;

(

—

hole) akinikiki

;

(lobe of—
)

anyekhe, anike

(M.)
;
(hole in—for earwads)

akiniki

;

(

—

wax) akini ba

;

(top of—
) awhughi

;

(

—

drum) akiniti

;

(—of corn)

aghillo ba.

ear-ring, aMamonu

;

(large

metal ring) ayikhamonu

;

(Eastern Angami) anadu

;

(

—

of coiled brass) anigho

;

(glass—
)
amunu.

earth, ayeghii.

earthquake, aisiilsukogholo.if

earthquake, to, atsiiisil ilulo.'\

earwads, akinsiipha.

east, atsala iki pelao.

easy, mlavi ; akujnld ; mulamo.
eat, (take food) ilhulo; (eat)

chulo ; (

—

with hand)
eechulo ; (

—

with spoon)
khachulo ; (

—from cooking

pot with spoon) keichulo.

I.e. a wooden gong without any membrane made of a hollowed
r. H. H.log.--J. H. H.

t Cf. Sky ;
Thunder.—J. H. H.
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eaves, akishe.

echo, muzamuza,
eclipse, to, (sun) kiltsinhye-

haulo

;

(moon) akhihaulo,

edge, (

—

of cup) amtsuy akichi ;

{—of river, pool) amiiku ;

(—of precipice) athol^u-

muku ; (—field) alu phe,

eel, akalki.

effigy, aghongu,

egg, aukhu, avukhu ; (
—shell)

aghu ; (—yolk) akuhu ;

(white of— )
avukhuakimiu ;

(addled— )
aviikhuzhukumoi

;

{
—with embryo) avukhuva-

kechiu.

eight, thache

;

(eighteen)

chiighi thache
,

muku ma
thache

;

(eighty) Ihothache.

ekra, aiyaghii.

elbow, aounhye.

elder, akichiu.

elders (of village), chochomi.

elephant, akaha.

elephant apple tree, aghasa-

tibo (Dillenia indica).

eleven, chiighi kaki.

elsewhere, ketaolo.

embankment, ayekuzbo

;

ayiku (M.) (usually those

between fields)
;

(—in pani-

kets) a~po.

ember, ami huchuhi (red fire),

embrace, to, keghalo.

employment, akumla.
empty, kumsa.
encircle, to, veholevelo ; sxihi-

levdo.

enclose, to, aghotou shilo.

end, (

—

of a stick) akiu (big

end) ;
abo (small end)

; (
—of

a rope) a^she

;

(bottom)

asiibo

;

figuratively kahava
(ss is not).

endeavour, mhle mlavelo.

enemy, aghiimi.

enlarge, to, kizhetsiilo.

enormous, ighwono kizhe,

enough, ta ; thai ; ivelo ; tivelo.

enter, to, (go in) ilulo : (come
in) ileghilo,

entice, to, ziisawulo,

entire, kupvu.

entirely, allokei.

entrance, akikha ; (

—

to forti-

fied villages) alio.

epilepsy, kilegha.

equal, aphiphi ; aho ; (

—

aged)
akhernmi

;

(

—

in status) apahi.

equally, akemeh.

erect, mozucho.
escape, povelo.

espouse, (man) anipvv Ivlo

:

(woman) iihilo.

Europeans, shahami.
evening, kezhiliu : (this—

)

tohuh; (this—after dark)

itizhi.

ever, (always) gwolatsutsii.

everyone, timi kuchopu ; timi

kumtsii.

everywhere, kumtsillo.

exact, kucho.

excellent, akevlo.

exchange
y akilulo ; kilulo.

exercise, kumulhuchelo : awnU
hu kutopu iluchelo.

exhaustion, aghime.

expend, io, pokavetsiilo; kilhe*

veto.

expensive, pa'me sholo
;
pa'me

shuani.

explain, to, kuisutsilh
;
pitsiilo.

explode, to, m'falo (cartridge,

bamboo in fire),

extinguish, to, pinhevelo.

extremity, asubo.
eye, anhyeti

;

(—lid) anhye-
tike ; (— lash) anhyetimhi

;

(

—

brow) anhyekikimhi

;

(

—

sore) anhyeti sii ; (white of—

)

anhyeti kimiye ; (pupil of-—)

anga

;

(cast in

—

)
anhyeti

khobide

;

(one-eyed) anhyeti-

Hhiikha likhikiu ; (black—
)

anhyeti akutsuve ; (close—

)

anheti milo

;

(open—) anhyeti

tsiikolo

;

(

—

ball) anhyetiti.
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eyefly, ammii anhyeti kiviu.

eyesore, (worthless individual)

timi kuchuhe.

eyetooth, ashichu.

F

fable , kaghelomi 'tsa

.

face, agi ; ayi.

faeces, aha,

faggot, asiikegha.

faint, thikivelo,

fair, (adj.), azhukevi,

fairy, kungulimi.*

fall, to, (—of things) ekyeke :

pekhevelo : {—of people)

vekhuvelo, vekivelo ; (—of

teeth) ahu ilalo

;

(—into, of

rivers) koil^aghalo : (— ,
of

hair) akutsii ipipilo ; (—of

first teeth) ahulilo

;

(—of

food, etc.) pelevelo : (—over

sideways) kululo ; (—on top

of) illuki ghilo ; (—and spill

contents) vezhovelo.

fallen, ekyeke'va.

false, akilmiki ; miki ; kichele.

family, anipvu’nuli, sholu-

kumi,

famous, pa'zhe kizhe.

fan, amikefupu (for fire),

far, kushna ; ktisua ; (as—as,

up to) kutholo: (how— 1)

kitshe kya ?

farewell, (to one going) ake-

vishi wulo; akevishitmeghelo

;

akevishiwusilkevelo

;

(to one
remaining) akevishialo, ake-

vishisiikevelo.

farrow, to, aivoti pitilo,

fasten, to, (—with string)

tsuvelOy tsilghavelo

;

(—box)

nhavelo ; (—door) aki

khavelo; (—animal) kathaloy

tsuvelo ; (—animal to a post)

phedalo, tsugheo pukulo

;

(to

wrap up) gholulo gholo.

fat, (—and strong) akukizhe ;

(man-mountain) akivekulo-

ghiu.

fat, to be, aphilo kuani.

fat, (n.), atha ; a-iha.

father, apu ; (—in law)

fate, a-ghau ; oTghau (M.) ;

angu ; amogha

;

(it is fated)

pa'moghake.
fault, to commit, allokesah

shilo ; atsa ale shilo.

fault, to be at, shipimivelo.

favour, to, sapuJo ; kimiyelo.

fear, to, rnusalo.

feather, amhi

;

(hornbill—

)

aghachohmhi

;

(wing— )
acM-

sliihomhi.

feeble, alu'mla'mlai (unable to

work in fields) ; api kike ;

aghi kumoai,
feed, (—children, etc.) luzhilo,

aluzhiputhulo

;

(—for a day
or two) koghilnalhulo

;

(

—

fowis) achukemoghuloy achn-

kemeghelo ; (—pigs) awopu-

Ihulo

;

(—another person)

ana e pakwoloy ana shetsulo.

feel, to, (

—

with hand) kun~

huzhulo.

fell, to, (trees with an axe)

bokhilo.

female, totimi.

fence, aghothoii (cf. boundary,

aghothu).

fetch, to, (—things) pfeghelo,

sUghelo ; (—persons) saghelo ;

(—w^ater) azn piyulo,

fever, aghamiki, kulhub^,

fever, have, aghamiki ani,

few, kitila,

field, alu ; (jhum) atholu ; (top

of—)
aluhtiy alukeisilu

;

(side

* I.e. Inhabitant of the sky world. These inhabitants play much
the same part in Serna folk-lore as the fairies do in ours, but are not

conceived of as diminutive in size.

—

J, H. H.
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of— ) ahipfeu ; (bottom of—

)

aluba, alupiyu, (1st year—

)

apulu ; (2nd year— )
ali

;

(3rd year— ) akuthuli

;

(—of

one man) ache ; (abandoned
— ) aligha ; (—house) aMa-
kipi

;

(—gang) aluzhi.

fifteen, chughipongn.

fifty, Ihopongu,

fig tree, koghobo

;

(fruit)

koghoti.

fight, aghushilo ; (—with fists,

stones) kuloulo ; (—in

quarrel) kicheghilo.

file, to go in single, azho ahino

wulo,

fill, to, chitoi skilo ; akuchopu

shilo

;

(—in a hole) nhave-

tsiilo ; (—up cup) azukhu
shosiilo, suvelOy sutsulo.

fin, (dorsal— )
asa^u

;

(pectoral— )
achishi

;

(tail—

)

akhashomhiy akhamba.
find, to, phuzhuno itululo.

fine, to, asachuvetsillo.

finger, aoiiloti

;

(space be-

tween —s) aouloba ; (index)

anughiu ; (middle) amtaoii

;

(third) anipaou

;

(little)

ameghiu.

finished, kahava ; tovai; thovai.

fire, ami

;

(light a— )
ami

shilo

;

(by fire-stick) ami
kelalo.

fire, to set to, ami sulo

;

pitivetsiilo ; (—jungle) agha
moghoveloy agha muhavelo
(W.S.)

;
(—a jhum) alu

khuvelo.

fire, to (a gun), alika phelo

;

(know how to— )
alika

kapoulo.

firebrand, amisii.

firefly, sughu,

fireplace, amphokibo.
first, paghe ; (—man) atheghiu.

first, to do, paghelo,

firstborn, anilghm.

fish, akha ; (little— ) J^amlati

;

(mahseer) achemih

;

(boka)

anyipu,

fish, to, (—with rod) akha-
mussulo ; (—with poison)

aichi wulo

;

(—by hand)
khalulo.

fisherman, (rod) akhaku-
miissemi

;

(traps) akhake-
khami.

fish-hook, akhakum'sei.

fishing rod, akha kiim'sUsu ;

akhakilmsilshuhi

.

fish trap, oTvukhu.

fit on, to, (—spear point, butt
to haft) thelo.

five, pongu.

fix date, to, kihilo, philo.

fiame, amVmJi.
flat, aka ; ipelleh ; (flat place
where no grass is) rnoduni.

flay, lhalo : lhavelo ; Ihatsnlo,

flea, ahi.

flee, povelo,

fleet, miithutei
; polunani

(meaning “ able to run ’*).

flesh, ashi.

flex, to, (—arm or leg) pishelo.

flock (birds), aluzhi.

flood, (is there a flood ?) azii

kwo ani kwoamoi ? (the river

is in flood) azil kwonyi ani.

flow, kwdlo.

flow into, ilyulo.

flower, akhakupu ; akupu ;

akiipfu.

flute,
; fululi.

fly» to, yelo ; yewulo.
fly, (n.), ayela.

foam, aziikiimla.

fold, to, khukeveh ; (—hands)
aou kumsholo ; (—fingers of
one hand in palm of other)

aou kuzhupeh.
follow, (go after) athiu wulo

;

(come after) athiu eghelo ,

(—close after) papelo.
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food, ana; ahhuna; akuchupfu;
(hot— )

ana kulu

;

(cold—

)

ana • kuzho

;

(—with vege-

tables) ayekulho; (cold lunch)

alhe ; (meat and vegetables)

ashikulho

;

(meal at house)

akisine, akishina.

fool, ghokomi ; koghilzumi.

foot, akupumizhi.
footpath, ala

;

(Naga path)

sokhiithala.

footprint, anyepa ; akupu-
nyepa,

for, 'gheungo, 'gheunguno (used

as suffixes).

forbid, to, hakoivelo; piyemolo,

forcibly, ighwono.

forefathers, apuasii,

forefinger, aouloti anughiu,
forehead, akishe.

foreigners, kolami; (men from
another village) inami

;

(trans-frontier) tushomi.

forest, agha ; (virgin—)
avezii ;

(tree—but secondary jungle,

i.e. previously cultivated)

aghaghii,

forget, to, kumsiXmavelo

;

kumsunavelo,

forgive, to, kevetsulo,

fork, (tree) asilkuha, akuba

;

(—in road) alapa.

formerly, kaghe.

forsake, to, phevelo,

fort, apuki (morung).

forty, Ihobdhi

;

(forty-eight)

Ihopung'toma thache, Ihobdhi

thatche.

foul, akhyej^ye.

found, to, (—a new village)

pfiitheo wulo.

four, bidhi,

fourteen, chiighi bidhi,

fowl, an : awu

;

(wild—)
laliu,

frequently, allokuthu,

fresh, akhuf^ii (raw),

friend, ashou ; kekesilkichemi ;

(male—)
akesami; (female—

)

apami ; (make friends) ashon
shi pilo.

frighten, pikummalo ; piki-

chilo ; shikumsavetsiilo,

fringe, (bear’s hair) avabo,

frog, achui.

front, 'zu ; (—of house) ahu,

from, 'lo ; 'lono.

frost, avu.

froth, aziikiimla,

frown, to, agi silkwoolo.

fruit, aJ^ati

;

(come into

—

)

pithilo.

fruitstone, athi,

fuel, asii.

fundament, asuboki,
full, chitoi.

fullmoon, akhikechilo.

fur, amhi.
furtively, itsilno.

G
gadfly, amthuh,
gain, alhibe ; ala.

gaiter (of cane), apukukiki.
gale, pasapagha.
gall, atithi.

gamble, to, alau kevilo (the

bean game),
game (hunting), ashi.

game pit, akwo.
games, to play, kivelo ; (jump-

ing) ilhei kivelo ; (—at kick-

ing) kitilo

;

(high kicking at
wood on spear) angupusulo,
asilpusulo (W.S.).

gang (working), aluzhi.

gaol, akoghu.
garden, athu.

gate, aghotou akikha.

gather, to, (tr.), kuchukumo-
kholo ; (:—fruit) aj^ati M^olo.

gather, to, (intr.), (for conver-

sation, meeting, etc.) koholo.

generative organs, (male)

achokoghoti

;

(female) amoh.
genna, chini.

gently, asheshino.
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ghost, aghongu; ketimi ghongu.
gift, anhyemogha laki kiimsa

tsilkiu

;

(to distinguished

guest) awo'i (E.S. only),

gill, anhiye.

gird up loins, aphi shotvu

;

papfolo khapuno.

.

. . (gird-

ing up his loins he ).

&irl, ililhoteh ; ilimi.

give, to, tsulo

;

(—to drink)

azhi zhilo

;

(—birth) ayiga

punulo ; (—way) koghuve-

tsiilo, ala pfeselo.

gizzard (fowls), achoki.

glide (like snake), to, itiwiilo.

glutton, apfukuthorni ; apfo-
kegheini

;

(children) ap/o-

tholu.

gnat, ammii.
go, to, wulo ; (—in) ilulo

;

(—out) ipevelo ; (—up)
kwovelo ; (—down) kevelo

;

(—back) ilyovelo

;

(—on
level) phivelo ; (—for walk)
ilyulo ; (—on tour) izmvulo

;

(—to fields) hnlo ; (—up
river) aghoki ha kwovelo

;

(—down river) aghoki ha

kevelo ; (—round and round)'

mukhadlo ; (—through thick

jungle) soj^uwulo ; (—out,

fire) inkeulo

;

(allow to—

,

dismiss) puwulo, wovepilo,

goat, anyeh.
God, Alhou ; Timilhou.
goitre, akole.

golden cat, angshu akinu.

gong, ayikehethookJioh

;

(small

—for apron) alaza.

gonorrhea, ghachogha.

good, akevi ; vi ; alio.

good fortune, aghau kevi.

gourd, (large— ) aghiiho ; (for

hquor) ahoghi

;

(used as
ladle) apvu

;

(vegetable)

apokhi ; azhieghuhomi = one
bottle-man.

govern, to, akekami shilo.

granary, alleh.

grandchild, aiikishin; atilimi.

grass, atsuni

;

(—outside

house) awotsanaghu.

grasshopper, leotsii ; kotsdghil.

gratis, kumsa.
grave, akurnokho.

graze, to, atsiini muzalo ; (take

to— )
kyelo.

grease, aAha.
great, akizhe.

greedy man, mihekemwi

;

(you are too greedy) noye ala

ynmyechen i .

green, isitlahii.

grief, amelosikmi ; alloshani.

grind, to, ad shilo.

grip, to, (—with pliers) fsalo :

(
—with hand) khapfelo.

grope, to, (in darkness) kiikalo.

ground, ayeghi ; ayeghii.

grow, to, epeghelo (emerge),

growl, to, akichiJo.

guess, to, keghashilo.

guide, aJapiyekin

.

guide, to, ala jjiyelo.

gum, oTtha.

gun, yriashehu ; alika *
;
(Mani-

puri— )
akekhelika

.

H
habit, apuasu'yeh ; ayeh.

hail, apughi.

hair, (—on head) asa

;

(on

body, fur) amhi.
hairbrush, arniigho.

half, thukha.

halfway, ala'mtala.

halt, ngulo.

hammer, (of gun) ikume-

ghikiu.

* alika is really ‘ a crossbow but is now commonly used for gun,
particularly in the northern Serna country. ManheJiu is a south Serna
word, probably Angami misi = fire-stick, i.e. gun.—J. H. H.
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hand, aou

;

(palm of—

)

aoumza ; (back of— )
aou-

napa.

handle, alaghi.

handle, to, bulo,

handsome, azhukevi.

hang, piithovelo
; (
—a man)

akeghino silkevelo.

happy, to be, allokevishialo.

hard, mukamughai (M.); muko-
mughei (K.)

;
tsatsa (used of

earth)
;

kwokoi

;

(difficult)

akusho.

harelip, amtsii ikhwoke.

harlot,* kethokalimimi ; asal-

harni ; kusalhami.

harvest, akha.

harvest, to, ghilehulo ;

(—millet) assii silthalo

:

(—Job’s tears) akithi ghalo,

michelo,

harvest time, ghilekhi,

hat, akutsukhd ; (Kalyo-
Kengu— ) katsutogJio.

hatch, to, (the hen is

hatching) auno avukhu
ayikuani.

hate, to, mitilo ; zhunshimolo.

hawk, alhokhu ; alhakhu ;

aivoleh.

he, pa,

head, akutsii

;

(hair of—)
akii-

tsiisa ; (back of head) aziibo ;

(—ache) aktitsil silani

;

(—louse) akhu ; (stringer of
enemies' heads) akutsii ke-

gheo ; (—of millet) assupfe :

(Job’s tears) akitikhe

;

(to

—game) ihalo ; (—of spear)

angupa,

heathy, to be, akevishialo.

hear, inyilo ; inzhulo (have

heard = chiluke).

heart, ameloti.

hearthstone, apiti.

heaven, atsiltsu.

heavy, mishishe.

hedgehog, ketimicheku.

heel, apitsu.

heir, alagha.

help, to, kuphulo ; saphulo.

hence, hilehina.

here, hilehi

;

(this way) hulau ;

(—and there) ado adolo,

hen, aukhu ; avukhu ; (wild—

)

laliukhn ; (
—^roost) auziia.

hereafter, hipathiu.

hiccup, to, muchukalo ; michi-

kalo (L.).

hide, kiisivelo ; siikiulo (L.)
;

(—something for someone)
zukusiivelo.

hide, (intr.), itsiialo ; mekilo.

high, chukurnogha ; kuchoku ;

(those who live high up)
azhomi.

hill, atho

;

(ant-hill) cheipo-

yeghukiimla.

hillock, amukha,
Himalayan cuckoo, kasu-

papo,

hip, alku.

hire, to, mishilo,

hire, amishi me,

hit, helo ; bulo ; koolo; (slap)

dahelo

;

(punch) chishilo

;

(—with flat of dao) ghavelo ;

(—with edge) ghilo, ghilkhii-

veto; (a stone hits) veh

;

(a

bullet hits) khatsulo

;

(run

into and hit by accident)

kichishilo, kukusiilo

;

(—and
knock down) hekuluphevelo ;

(—and break) hephotsiilo ;

(—with spear) anguno chelo ;

{—with fist) mukulo.

* That is a woman of loose morals. There is no genuine word for

commercialized prostitution.—J. H, H.
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hoe,* (necktie—) akuwo; (ordi-

nary—) aku-pu

;

(Angami
—)

koyi kupu.
hold, keghah ; khapfelo; (

—

hands in dance) aou khilkhii-

siilo

;

(—head in hands)
inapelo,

hole, aki

;

(—in ear) akinikiki

;

(
—^for housepost) atsukucho-

’ki; (—8 in wood) akungu
kechuki, akulho kechuki.

hollow y allou mokuani ; allou-

hoiani (L.).

hollow out, to, (drum) asheku

kichuhy chulo

;

(ivory arm-

let) kihevelo.

honest, muzuchoi; akivimi (n.).

honey, akhVkechVzii (E. and
W.S.) ;

aziikebo (L.).t

honeycomb, akhighwu.
hoof, akupu miltsil ; miitsii.

hook, (fish—) akha kiim'sei

;

(—for meat) ashikufukepfu.

hook, (vb.), (—one finger in

another) aouloti pfufuh.
horn, akibo; (—s in velvet)

akughunu api,

hornbill, (great) aghacho

;

(rufous-necked) awutsa

;

(Malayan wreathed) shefu.X

hornet, akhighu ; teghamVkhi

(N.S.)
;

(
—^larva) akhighiiti.

horse, kuru ; kora ; gora,

horsefly, amthuh,
hospital, akesilki.

hot, luvi ; akulu

;

(very—

)

shukuthu ; (—season) toku-

tsala,

house, aki; (—in fields) al^a-

piki.

househorns, tenhakuki.

how, kishishe ; kisheno ; (—big,

—much) kipahi ; {—often)

okto kizhehi,

howl, to, eghalo.

hundred, akeh.

hunger, miizuti ; muzuthi

;

miizthi ; (die of—)
akunu

tivelo.

hunt, to, ashi hawulo.

huntsman, ashihami.

hunting dog, ashi haHsil.

hurricane, pa^apagha.
husband, akimi.

husbandry, alu'mla.

husk, ayipika ; ayi aghiyepuka
(M.).

husk, to, ad shilo.

I

ice, avu ; avuchekuthoh.

idiot, koghuzumi,

idle, pichi; akipichi,

if, 'aye (suffixed to the verbal

root).

ignite, to, amisillo; amino
pitivetsiilo.

ill, simni

;

(seriously—)
silke-

thani (W.S.), sakethani

(E.S.). (This apparently
has no connection with an
identical word in Hindustani
''wuh sakht bimar hai

apart from meaning),
illness, kiisil; (what illness

have you got ?) kiu kiisil

siian'kya ?

imitate, ghile shilo.

* (Bamboo or “ necktie ” hoe) akuwo ; (iron hoe) aku-pu, pushyekupu
(large), hango kupu (small

; used in sowing)
;
(Angami hoe used in wet

cultivation) koyikupu

;

(Yiiutsung shouldered hoe) tafuchi.—*7. H. H.
(Cf. “Rake”.)

t akhi-^kechi-^zii lit.= Bee's breast water, i.e. bee-milk, azukebo
refers I fancy to the honey in the comb.—J. H. H.

J The Pied Hornbill {Anthra>coceros alhirosiris) is known as ghabo-
shutokif and another, and small, variety, probably Godwin Austin’s
Hornbill, is I think called kuhu.—J, H. H.
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immediately, mtazzii;

papano; papashino.

immerse, to, cho^utsulo.

imprison, to, akoghu shi

piyelo.

in, into, 7o (suffix),

incest, to commit, ayesazulo

(i.e. to marry in one’s own
clan).

Indian corn, kolakiti.

indigo, (plant) akutsupiho;

(dye) akutsiipi.

infancy, itilo.

infant, anga.

inform, to, pitsiilo,

injure, to, ghiizhavelo.

injury, iza; aku; (to be

injured) iza phuani^ aku
phuani.

insane, allokei koghiizumi.

insect, anyenga.

insert, choj^utsillo; inasutsulo;

khesiivetsulo: phuvetsillo.

inside, seloku; selokuno

;

(the

—
)
allou.

insipid, isapai,

inspect, to, l^ilzhulo.

intellect, amelo,

interest, akeghishe (K.) ;
alhi

(M.).

intestine, akeghi,

into, lo (suffix),

invert, to, pfebidevelo; ikibide-

veto; bidelao khivelo,

iron, ayi.

irrigated field, akulu,

isolate, to, kuthashi katavelo,

is, ani.

itch, mthoh,

itch, to, mutolo.

ivory, akaha'hu,

J

jaw, amkhu'ghi.

Jew’s harp, achewo; aheu,

Jhum, atholu.

Job’s tears (the cereal Coix

lachryma-jobi), akithi.

join, kimelo ; kumshovelo

;

kumkhovelo

;

(—dao blade to

handle) cheh.

joint, (—of body) alukhu ;

(—ownership) aku,

joke, to, ghava shilo(K.); ghapa

shilo (M.).

joke, (n.), ghapaghavitsa

;

zughasJiiiketsa.

joppa, akhoh ; akhwoh

;

(head

band for—)
apukho

;

(—lid)

akimike.

juice, akkatVzu.

jump, to, (—in length)

akwutialo ; (—height) asuiU

heche alo

;

(—down) ilhei-

kevelo ; (—up) ilheikuvelo ;

(—into) khaiilhevelo ; . (

—

over, animals) ilhechealo.

jump, (n.), (long—)
akutike ;

(high— )
asu ilhecheke ;

(kick—)
asil pusuke, angu

pusuke.

jungle, agha

;

(virgin—)

avezii

;

(tree—but has been

cultivated) aghaghii ; (low—

)

aghasa.

jungle -fowl (Gallus ferru-

gineus), laliu.

K

keep, pndlo

;

(—in custody)

kheaghilo

;

(set down)
khevelo, kivelo, bevelo.

kernel, athi.

khel, asah ; ayeh,
kick, (—forwards) pusulo ;

(—backwards) chopusulo,

chophikegha shilo, phitikegha-

shilo

;

(—in game) kitilo

;

(high kicking) angupusulo,

cLsilpusiilo.

kicking, (— ,
of animals)

pukha keshu,

kid, anyehti,

kidney, akelu,

kill, (
—^with spear) yilOy

chekhivelo

;

(—with dao)
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ghukhiivelo

;

(with gun)
vekhuvelo, kakulo ; (strike to

death) hekhiivelo ; (stamp on
and—) nyekhiivelo.

kilt, amini.

kind, (sort), azheli.

kind, to be, kimiyelo.

kindle, to, (—lamp, torch)

akulu kokulo, kukiilo

;

(

—

fire) ami photo, ami shilo,

ami sulo

;

(—with sliver)

ami kulalo.

kinds, all, azheli azheli; tookha.

kingfisher, (Himalayan pied

—
) tuzilo.

kiss, to, ~mtsulo.

kite, alu,

kitten, akiissati.

knee, akwunhye ; (

—

cap)

akwunhyeghu.
kneel, to, kwokenhyelo.

knife, azthachi,

knock, to, kukulo

;

(

—

and see)

kukuzhulo.

knot, to, (same string) kum-
shovelo

;

(difierent strings)

khumkhovelo.
know, to, itilo.

knuckle, athukughi.

kochu, ai,

Kuki, kotsomi ; kukimi,

L

laboriously, aghemeshino.

labour, akumla ; (village

—

)

azhu.

lad, (young) itimi ; (older)

apumi.
ladder, akala,

ladle, apm.
lake, aiziikucho kizhe.

lame man, (of leg) akupu-
keghechemi, akupuketimi

;

(of

hip) aikukeghopami.
lamp, akulu; mibo (E.S.).

Cf. Angami.
land, ayeghil (E,S.)

;
ayeghi

(W.S.).

[VOL. IV,

landslip, anekine ; (to slip, of

land) anekine nyelo.

large, akizhe,

last, athekau.

last born, anupao.

late, mu^nuva (is late),

later, atilkashii.

laugh, ~nido.

law -suit, atsa ; atsa kekegha.

lay, (to place) kevelo, keve-

tsiilo

;

(—eggs, birds) ikhu-

alo ; (—eggs, insects) yesUlo ;

(—hand on) inapfelo,

layers, azhoazho,

lead, sawulo,

leaf, akiighu ; anika ; (blade of

—
) ajiyi

;

(dead leaves on
ground) akeghii rnuku, atsiini

77iuku ; (edible—) ayeteni

;

(—cup) alu.

lean, to, (inti .)
koghongulo

:

(tr.) munguvelo.

learn, to, shizhulo.

leech, aiveh.

left, piyu ; aoupiyii.

leg, akupu ; apuku (aku^pu )

;

(share in cattle) aikii.

leggings, akupuMki.
lend, to, punalo.

lender, punakiu.
lengta, akecheka ; (with cow-

ries) lapucho

;

(flap, red and
black thread) ashola ; (large

—
,
with cowries) aminikeda,

aminikiidau.

lengthways, puthini.

leopard, angshu.

leopard cat, anyengu.
leprosy, kolagha.

letter, kaku.

level, akemm,
Lhota, choemi.

liar, kichilepikemmi ; kemi-

kimi

lick,min^alo; minyelo; minelo,

lid, akimike,

lie, akumiki'tsa ; kichele^tsa,

lie, to tell lies, mikilo ; akumu
kVisa pilo.
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lie, to, (—on back) musutham-
leilo

;

(—on side) akhouno
zillo

;

(—on face) poku-
khouno zillo.

life, (in oaths) alaga

;

(to give

lives in oath) alaga pulo

;

(those whose lives are given)

asholukumd (lit. family),

lift, to, pfekhelo ; ikikhelulo

;

ikipfelulo ; ikilulo.

lift up, shopfekhelo.

light, ynithithe.

light, to give out, vilkhalo.

light, (n.), kevii

;

(I can see

the lamplight) akuhi kevu
itulunani.

lighten (i.e. flash), to, keghalo.

lightning, amusu ; aghashu ;

(sheet) ikVzhta kuktilo or
kululo (vb.).

line, aiya ; (

—

on palm)
aouiya.

lip, arntsii.

liquor, azhi

;

(pitha modhu)
azhichoh

;

(saka) akiiza, azhi

kilu ; (Kachari— ) azoghii ;

(rohi) akuputsii

;

(Angami
madhu) amukizhi.

listen, to, inzhulo ; inyelo,

little, kitila

;

(in quantity)
kititi

;

(the smaller of two)
aghiilo.

live, to, l^ualo

;

(—alone)
chimelo.

liver, alloshi.

living, J^itani (is alive),

lizard,* (gecko) khdkhd ;

(house— ) aniza ; (tree—

)

kilechukhe

;

(blood sucker)

athokhe, kilechukhe

;

(flying

—
) wuheh.

load, akhoh.

loaf, to, yekalo.

loafer, nguakemi (one who
waits),

loan, akilna.

lobe (of ear), anyekh^.

locust, (green— )
thlaku ;

(red— )
kutsilpvu.

log, asukumo.
long, kushua.

look at, to, hizhulo.

loop (of rope, creeper), akye-

ghuho.

loose, to, khokovelo

;

(—rope
from mithan’s head) Ihaphe-

velo ; (—dog) pepovetsiilo.

loose, shiiani (vb.).

loosen, to, koghochdlo.

loot, atsu awo kebachulo.

loot, to, levetsillo.

lose, zhupahaivelo ; pahaivelo ;

(—in trade) pukalo.

loudly, ighono.

louse (head), akhu.

lovely, azhukevi.

low, ghabou : (those who live

—

down) ghaJbomi, ghasami.
lunch, akeshine ; alhe.

luck, aghau.

lucky, to be, mughalo

;

(he is

lucky = amugha).
luggage, anhyemoga.
lungs, ashibokenha ; azhiku

(M.) ; (—cavity) athuthu
kesheki.

* I fear I must differ with the authors here. “ aniza ” is primarily

the little sand lizard, but is sometimes used generically for lizards of any
kind. There is no real name for the house lizard which seems absent

from Serna houses, but which I have heard referred to as “ wiihe ” though
that is really the flying -lizard ; the so-called “ blood sucker ”, often

erroneously spoken of as a chameleon because it changes colour, is

“ a/aifc/ie ” (with an a not o for the second vowel). The tree-lizard T

do not know and the only lizards I have found frequenting trees are the

*^khokho'\ the and (occasionally) the ^'atakhe'\ nor have
I come across the word “ kilechukhe ”.

—

J. H, H.
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M

machan, akache ; (—for
shikar) cTkwo.

mad, to be, izulo.

madman, koghuzumi,
maggot, apite,

mahseer, dchesii,

maid, ilikoteh ; ilimi,

maize, kolakiti ; kolakithi (i.e.

‘‘ Foreigner’s Coix ”).

make, shilo

;

(—cloth) aj>i

gholo ; (—way) alapfeselo,

koghuvetsiilo.

male, kepitimi ; pekitimi.

man, timi ; (young—) apurni

;

(middle-aged—) muchuhela ;

(elderly—)
muchomi ; (old

—

)

kitemi.

mango, mn (Assamese).

manner, ayeh.
manure, aba ; (liquid

—

)

abazii.

many, kuthomo.

mark, amchi

;

(make a—

)

amchi shilo.

marriage, to ask in, inlo.

marriage, to give in, lutsillo.

married men, kilauvekemi

;

(un-) chimemi.
marry, to, (of men) anipvu

lulo ; kilaulo

;

(of women)
tim’kilo wulo

;

(to provide a
wife) khelo.

marsh, ayeghiiki.

marten, aketsu (Mustek
flavigula).

martin v. “ swallow”, miche-
kalhu ; akalhu.

mat, (for drying paddy)
ayephu.

matches, amihebo (fire-strike-

stick).

matting,
(—for wall) atozu

(careful work)
; ghocho

(coarse work)
; alemiiza (fine

work).

meal, akhuna ; alikuli.

mean man, shonumi.

meat, ashi

:

(—and vege-

tables) ashikulho.

measles, ghathoga.

measure, to, mughulo.

measures, (thumb’s breadth)

aouloko

;

(forearm, cubit)

aounhye

;

(span) akuzh u ;

(span from thumb to middle
finger) aktishu

;

(a measure
of length, 5| feet about) aka,

aouka ; (measure of weight,

8 lbs.) akhuloshoghi

;

(debts)

asilli.

meditate, to, 'melo poghii-

zhulo.

meet, to, kusholulo ; sholulo ;

(pass on same path without
meeting) kivetsiighuwulo.

meeting, have a, (—to discuss

something) poghiilo (E.S.),

peghilo (N.S.).

melt, Ihotsulo ; azil kwovelo.

mend, to, shikitevelo

;

(—hole

in basket) pukhdlo

;

(

—

clothes) soghovelo

;

(

—

thatched roof) aghii kite

tsulo.

merchant, alhikeshimi

.

merciful, kimiyeno.

message, aghini.

message, to give, aghini
shilo.

messenger, aghinishikemi

.

metal, ayi.

meteor, ayeba.

methinks, imelolo kumsu-
zhuke.

midday, Helhoghulo ;
puchou

atsalathuf^a ; tulkughulo

(M.).

middle, amtalalo.

middle-aged, alayemi.

midnight, ziibulo zu bumta

;

potho atsalathul^a.

midwife, anukepunukiu.
mildew, akoghumhoh.
milk, akechizil

;

(cow’s

—

)

amishikechizil

.
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millet, assii

;

(pounded for

liquor) asho.

milt, amo^u.
mind, amelo.

minivet, chilechepu.

minnow, Jchamlati.

mint, kolami'pulalcJiu.

mire, adniha.

miscarriage, anukhike.

miscarry, to, anukeveh

;

misicheno hawuvelo.

miser, tsutokemmi ; michi-

kemmi.
miss, to, (—with gun)

kaziivelo ; (
—with spear)

chezuvelo : (
—with stone)

vezuvelo ; (—stick) hezuvelo ;

(
—hearing) chiluzuvelo*

mist, kunkusu.^
mlthan, avi

;

(wild—) aviela,

mix, to, kukavelo

;

(

—

up)

l^ukutolo (metaphorically),

moan, eghalo.

mock, to, zhunulo.

modhu, azhi, oTzhi.

moist, putsava (got wet),

mole, (on face) chichiphu
(W.S.), chichikhu (E.S.).

money, ghaka (W. & E.S.) ;

aurang (N.S.) ; apa,
monkey, shukuthungu J ;

(hulluck) akuhu ; (Hanuman)
angu ; (brown-tailed) amthu

;

(Bengal—
) ashiilci ; (hill—

)

asi’i.

month, akhi

;

(last

—

)

ikulokhi ; (this

—

) hipakki /

(next—) akhuthe, akhithe,

moon, akhi (W.S.)
; akhu

(E.S.)
;

(full) akhiakichilo

;

(first quarter) akhite

:

(last

quarter) akhiasumalo,

moonlight, khiivu (E.S.) ;

khivu (W.S.)
;

(moon is

shining) kivushiani

;

(moon
didn’t shine) kizuke,

morning, (in the—
)

inakJie

;

(tomorrow—
) thanau.

morung, (men’s—)
apuki

;

(girls’—
)
iliki.

mosquito, akaom'mi ; (—cur-

tain) ammiVpi

;

(—boots)

am’miikupukho

:

(—bite)

amuku.
mother, aza.

mountain, naghoto.

mouth, akichi

;

(open—

)

abaJ^a.

mouse, azhitsil.

moustache, akichimhi,

move, to, (shove and—

)

tupouvelo

;

(lift up and—

)

ikikhekevelo.

much, kuthomo

;

(too—

)

pachi ; (so—
)
izhehi, hizhehi

;

(that— ) tizhehi

;

(too— ,
of

price) chile, shu.

mud, adniha; (water is

muddy) azu kwonyi ani.

muscle, ashipa.

mushroom, (on earth)

apfokha, chepopfu, ayeghil-

opfu, tsuzupfuy pfuwopfuy
ayitsapfu ; (on trees) chezu-

kini, shuyipfu, apfuti,

pfozhamizhi, aghaopiiku^

apfiicho.

musk rat, azhitsii.

mustard plant, aghani.

muzzle, (of gun) alika'kichi,

mashehu'kichi.

myriad, ketonhyeh.

N

nail, (finger—) aoumisu

;

(iron

—
)
ayi'sahu.

* N.B. The root zu — wander.

—

J. H. H.
t I.e. cloud. Mist rising from water is called aziithothu.—J. H. H.

J shukuthungu, generic (a)8hu(Jci), (a)ku(hu), (a7n)thu, (a)ngu, which
are the names respectively for Macaca mulatto, Hylobates hooluck. Macaca
arctoides and PitJiecus pileatus.—J, H. H,
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naked, aphilo kumo hemoy

kumsa ani (verbs),

nallah, azilla ; (big and deep)

azillaki.

name, azhe.

navel, apfolah.

near, ’vilo akupunu (advb.)

;

avilo ; (—village) akubahlo.
neck, aziipo.

necklace, (pig’s tush—) aminU
hu ; (—of white beads) asho-

ghila ; (cane—) ahuokha,
awokha ; (yellowish-red stone

—
)
achikhuy achepfu ; (large

woman’s—)
achipa ; (black

—
)
achiketsUy aghakopu ; (

—

with two pieces of conch)

achogho

;

(—of small pieces

of conch) aveka.

needle, (bamboo) apu

;

(of

steel) ayipu.

needy man, kumulhomi

;

miighemi ; athokhami.

negligent man, kumsiizhu-

mokemmi.
neighbour, akisiighemi ; aki-

’vilo aakemi

;

(in same sec-

tion of village) 'kitoimi.

net, (cast— )
akhami

;

(draw—

)

akhasho; (to cast a—)
akhami

vesiilo

;

(to draw a—) akha-

sho shosiilo.

nettle, apoghii.

never, kilemo moi,

new, akite.

night, (one—)
kezhiliu laki

;

(last—)
izhiy izhi potho

;

(to-

night) tohuhy itizhi

;

(to-

morrow—) tozhiu

;

(at—

)

potho.

nightjar, akaku.
nine, toku ; (-teen) muku ma

tokuy chughi toku.

ninety, Ihotoku.

nipple, (of breast) akichVki ;

(of gun) alika'choh,

nobody, a, kumulhomi

;

kahami.
nod, to, akutsu kunguh.

node, anhye ; anhyi (L.).

noise, aghugha.
none, kaha : kahava.

nonsense, koghUzumitsa

;

akumoHsa.
noon, telhogholo.

north, ahu ; ashou.

nose, a7iki ; anhiki.

nostrils, anhikiki.

now, etahe.

nowadays, itadolo.

nowhere, kilemo kaha.

nudge, to, isukungulo.

numberless, ketonhyeh keton-

hyeh.

numerous, kuthomo.

O
oak, apisii.

oath, tusho

;

(take oath) tusho

khillo

;

(administer—)
tusho

khilpiyelo.

obey, to, inilo.

obtain, to, itululo.

odour, aJdio; (to give out an—

)

munalo (slight)
;

munashu^
shulo (strong),

offence, atsa ale.

offended, be, allosiiani.

offspring, iiunu ; anuli (W.S.);

ati.

often, gwolatsiltsii.

oil, atha (fat)
;

amizil (kero-

sene).

old, (of things) akhd

;

(—man)
muchomi ; (—woman) thopu-

mi

;

(general word) kitemi.

omen, thuchiisilno

;

(take

—

)

asa kheyahy asa khizhulo.

on, 'shou.

once, ohto laki

;

(at—) mtazzii.

one, laki ; khe (in counting),

onion, atsilna

;

(large—) satha-

tsiina

;

(leek) awutsiina

;

(small— )
atsitnokolotiu

;

(small— ,
leaves only eaten)

atsilna alavaou.

only, Uki.
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open, (—door) khakevelo

;

(
—eyes) anhyeti J^ukolo ;

(—mouth) akichi tnukulo,

ahal^a mukulo ; (—dress)

khaluvetsiilo

;

(—box) Ihaphe-

veh.

opponent, kinheshukemi.

oppose, to, kinheshuchelo.

orange tree, mushotiho; (fruit)

mushoti.

orchid, (yellow-skinned—)
ayi-

khwoho.
order, to, at^a pithavelo ; atsa

pilo

;

(by lapu, etc. for

gennas) ashe shuulo.

Orion
,
j^kogwosiilestpfemi.

orphan, miighemi (E.S.)

;

meghemi (W.S.).

other, ketao.

otter, atsiigho ; achegeh.

outside, kalacheu.

over, 'shou (suffix)
;
(overhead)

kniign,

overtake, to, halulo ; hazhulo.

overturn, to, hekelulo

;

(turn

upside down) ikibidevelo,

hidelaono khivelo.

owing to, 'gheungiinOy 'gheu-

7igo (suffixes),

owl, akhakoh.

own, (adj.), 'Uki ; (it is my
spear = Vngu i'liki ani).

own, to, poghiilo
;

peghelo

(W.S.).

owner
, poghiikem i

;
poghekeiiii

;

anipeu (M.),

P

pace, kupuka.

paddy, athi ; aghil ; aghi ; ad ;

(—seeds) aghiiti ,
(- -husks)

aghiyepuka ; (
—table, large)

aboshu, (small) apithi, apu-

ngo

;

(—pounder) akumii

;

(—ready to be husked) adku-

thiishu ; (undried—)
aku-

thini

;

(to husk—) ao shilo

;

(to dry—) ad phulo.

pain, agheme ; ekulho.

paint, to, yetsulo.

pair, athuna.

palatable, chuvike (it is good
to eat).

pale, to turn, palailo ; mietso-

ghivelo.

palm, (of hand) aounyi,

aounye.

palm tree ,
(sago—)

aithobo ;

(umbrella—)
amm.

pandanus (screw-pine)

,

amugho ; amuwo.
pangolin, ashepu (Manis pen-

tadactyla)

.

panji, a^shu,

paper, kaku.

paradise, k u ngumi'pf u
(spirits’ village),

paramour, (female) aluzhiu

;

(male) aluzhipu.

pare, to, asil kuchnlo

;

(—cane

or bamboo) bulo.

parents, apu'aza.

part, asazlie ; (equal shares of

meat) alyeki.

partridge, (bamboo— )
agili ;

(hill—)
akhi

;

(black—)
chi-

cheghe.

path, ala ; (—to fields) alu-

hula ; (—to old fields) alila ;

(Naga—)
sokiithala ; (round

about— )
ala vekoho

;

(bridle

—
)

potila ; (—to another

village) aghuziila

;

(aban-

doned— )
alayela^ alavela

;

(—going up) aghola ; (level

— ) lapila

;

(junction of

paths) alapa.

patience, (have patience !)

khelo!

pattern, (on cloth, baskets)

aiya^ hetha.

pauper, kumulhomi; atho-

khami.
pay, atha

;

(daily wage)

akheme.

peach, yekhuti

;

(—tree)

yekhuti-sUf yekhutibo.
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peck, to, mughulo.
pen, kaku hekepfu (for

writing)
;

(for fowls, pigs,

goats) aubo, awobo, anyehbo.
penis, achoh.

people, timi.

perhaps, 'kye, 'kyenni (as a
suffix)

;
(it mdiy be) tishilu-

Tiani, aghinani.

perceive, to, zhulo ; itululo,

perform, to, shilo.

perfume, aMo.
perspiration, atsunhizii.

petticoat, amini.

petty, kitila.

pewter, akusayi.
pheasant, (Kalij— )

aghu
(Gennaeus Horsfieldi)

;

(tragopan— )
agha (Tra-

gopan Blythii)
;
(peacock—

)

awughi (Polyplectron chin-

quis).

phlegm, (literal), agheho,

pick, (—up) ikilulo

;

(fowls)

moghutsulo,

picture, aghongu.

piece, alu ; alyeki ; (—of meat)

ashileki (M.).

pierce, (

—

rapidly) khupelo ;

(—slowly) zhipelo ; (—with
spear) chelo ; (—enemies’

heads) aghilkutsilghiilo

;

(panji pierces foot) ashuno

pakupulo khulo.

pig, av)o ; (wild—) amini ;

(
—

’s tushes) aminihu.

pigeon, (green—)
achui,

kutuli, tukuli ; (imperial—

)

adung,
pillow, (wood or cloth) aketsil

kemukil.

pine, asahubo ; asahmu.
pinch, to, (finger and thumb)

tsdkiilo ; yi'ilo (M.)
;

(—with

backs of fingers) tsadlo,

pink, palai,

pipa, atuko ; aiughuko.

pipe, al^thuhu ; aJ^thu

;

a^dthu (L.)
;

(bamboo—

)

tolupa ; (water—)
tsunkiiba ;

(bowl) a^uthuhiti

;

(stem)

akhuba

;

(water reservoir)

aziiho

;

(—water) akhuthiizil,

l^aihuzii.

pitfall, akhoh ; akwo.

place, aa.

place, to, kevelo ; kevetsulo ;

(—ill interstices of wall)

pnjevesiilo ; (—cover half on)

hamkiilo.

plains, abou.

plainsmen, aphimi.

plan, avehu ; (cunning—

)

amekii

;

(make a—)
avehu

shilo.

planet, ayephu ; ayepu.

plank, alipa.

plant, (n.), abo.

plant, to, shoveUsiilo.

plantain, auchobo

;

(fruit)

auchoti

;

(cultivated—

)

kithuchot

i

,
kick uchat i

.

plate, nli ; akhu.

play, (—games) kivelo ;

(—flute) fululu eghalo

;

(—Jew’s harp) aheu eghalo ;

(—joke) ghava shilo, zhilgha

shilo, kuzii phulo ; (—with

top) aketsu hulo.

pluck, (—fruit) akhati l^olo

;

(—millet) assii sithalo, siithn-

lo ; (—feathers) artiM p)hilo,

philuvetsulo.

plume, (for shield) ayiputhope.

pocket, aknpukhiibo; (large—

)

jolabo.

point, mtsilsi ; (—of sj^ear)

angu'mli ; (—of nose) nnki-

point out, to, chishi

poison, thiighii ; (

—

brought
out of body by witches)

akesdkegha ; (—creeper)

aphitsubo; (snake—)
apeghi-

thithi ; (to—fish) a'ichi tmlo.

pole, aketsu ; ake~tau.

polish, to, khelo.

pond, aiziikuchoh.
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pool, aizii,

poor, anhyemoga kahake ; mu-
ghemi. (See needy.)

porcupine, acheku.

pork, awoshi.

portion, sazhe

;

(—due) sala.

portrait, aghongu.

post, (general) aTtsil; (purlin)

ake~tsii ; (upright—)
akuha ;

(main—)
atsil kucho ; (king

—
)
aketsii kucho ; (forked—

)

akilha ; (crossed —s in front
of house) akhu.

pot, ali

;

(with two compart-
ments) chokuthali

;

(small—

)

akuzuli ; (—for gennas) aghii-

vali.

pound, to, kubolo

;

(—grain)

ad shilo (K.), ad shelo (M.)

;

(ad kipiki laki = one pound-
ing hole of rice),

pour, to, lesiilo.

prawn, atsukho,

precipice, athol^u.

pregnant, (humans) mishi
chela ; (animals) ati pfulo.

prepare, to, kutho paghelo.

press down, to, iuasuvelo.

pretend, to, ghile shilo,

pretty, azhukevi,

prevaricate, to, akumikit'tsa

pilo,

prevent, to, khavelo,

previously, kagheno ; kaghe,

price, ame.
prick, to, kwdlo ; khulo (M.).

prison, akoghu

;

(go to—

)

akoghu shilo

;

(send to—

)

akoghu shi piyelo.

proceeds, (—of sale of goods)

alhi,

profit, ala,

prominent, (eyes) koghoi,

prop, to, chozulo ; chochilivelo,

proper, milzikho ; muzuchoi.

property, anhyemoga,
proprietor, ampemi

;

(live-

stock) poghukemi.
prostitute, asalhami ; ketho-

kalimi ; kusalhami,

protuberance, munhumilghu,
puberty, to reach, nhithualo,

puddle, to, (ricefields) hoke-

delo,

pull, sinhyelo

;

(—up) zhove-

tsiilo,

pumpkin, ahengu,
punch, to, chishilo,

punish, to, aghemeshitsulo

;

saza tsiilo,

pupa, (large) khashekhapu ;

(small) khashekhapughiilou.

puppy, atsiiti,

purchase, to, khulo,

purse, ghakabo ; aurangbo,
pursue, to, hapovelo,

pus, ani,

push, to, (things) tuhavelo

;

(man) tiipovelo ; (—up) cholo.

put, (—down) khiivelo, padlo,

khakhiilo ; (—and keep)

siipfepadlo

;

(—on skirt)

minilo

;

(—on blanket) api

ulo ; (—up) M^akhelo, khelo ;

(—in) siitsulo ; (—under)

akwoshivelo ; (—on clothes)

plmlo,

putrify, to, tsiivelo,

putrid, ket^u.

putties ,
akiipuchezhekiu

,

python, a'ithu,

Q
quagmire, anyMoJ^oh,
quail, atsung ; chepatsung,*

quake, to, itailo,

quarrel, to, kiilo,

quench, to, aziino itsiivilo

;

azii te pinhevelo.

* Some accounts describe chepafsung as a water bird and I am
therefore doubtful if it is really a quail at all ;

atsung is, however

—

probably the common quail.

—

J. H, H.
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quick, to be, meghilo.

quickly, papashino ; mtazii ;

(walk—)
khakhashi cJielo,

papashi akupuno siikheivulo,

quietly, tseyamoshimono.

quince (wild), pukweti

;

(—tree) pukweti-sii (Docynia
indica).

quite, allokei.

quiver, aliwoku.

R

rafter, akhu.
rags, apinhye.

rain, tsugho (E.S.)
;

tsiitsugho

(W.S.)
;
(to drizzle) ghozulo ;

(—cats and dogs) tsiitsugho

kizhezhe ghoaio

;

(rainy

season) mutsusalo.

rainbow, milesu.

raise, to, pfekhelo.

rake,* (necktie—) akuivo ;

(ordinary— )
akuo.

rake, to,* akuwono gholo

;

akuono yilo,

ramble, to, ilyulo.

ramrod, aki^epfu ; alika

keJ^epfu ; (J^elo = polish),

rap, (with knuckles) kakulo,

Jcukuhelo

;

(with fist) kuku-

shi koolo.

rape, to, totiuno allomono
sazillo.

rapid, (n.), apili.

raspberry, (red—) avichoko-

ghoti ; (yellow—)
suliti.

rat, azhi ; (jungle—) azhifu

(Rattus fulvescens)
;
(edible

—) azhichu azhuye (Rattus
mackenzi)

;
(bamboo—

)

achugi (Rhizomys sp.).

raw, (—meat) akhu^u ;

(—fruit) akupusho.

razor, akkeh.

reach, to, (—a place) tohlo ;

(—with hand) cholo.

ready, kutho

;

(get— )
kutho

paghelo.

reap, to, (—paddy, with hand)
aghii lusuloy aghil lulo ;

(—paddy, with sickle) wolo ;

(—Job’s tears) akiii ghalo

;

(—millet) assu sithalo.

rebuke, to, allomipilo.

receive, to, lido.

recently, (few days ago)

kaghenyu ; (short while ago)

isheli.

reckon, to, pMJo.

recline, to, miisuthnmkilo.

recognise, to, itUo.

recollect, to, kumsiipfulo

;

kurnsihna rnovelo

.

reconcile, to, akevishi shire-

tsulo ; (—enemies) alashive-

tsiilo t ;
(—bad friends) ashou

shivetsulo.

red, akuhu ; huchuhi.

reflect, to, 'rnelolo kumsuzkulo.
release, to, phevelo ; (—animal
from house) pfeporelo.

remain, to, yigulo ; alo.

remainder, ala.

remake, to, shikitelo ; shiki-

tevetsiilo.

remember, to, kmnsibnamo-
velo ; amelo kumsiipfulo

;

kurnmlo.

remote, kushua;
remove, to, j)fuwuvelo;

ikiluvelo.

Rengmas, mozhumi.
rent, (n.), ahdrnishike’me.

rent, to, mishilo.

rent (in cloth), api kiighil^ti.

* Thes© words refer to hoes or hoeing, (q.v.) a rake—^thafc is an
implement with prongs for raking, is akuim or achaka.—J. H. H.

f alashiveUulo — ‘ cause to make a path *, because between hostile
villages the paths are closed.

—

J. H. H.
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repair, to, akite sTiilo;

shikitelo

;

(get repaired)

shikitevetsiilo.

repeat, to, pikitkelo ; etaghe

pilo.

report, (story) atsa

;

(gun)

aghiigha,

reprimand, to, alomipilo.

reptile, apoghii (E.S.)
;
apeghi

(W.S.).

resin, mutha.
rest, to, ekulho khelo.

rest, (n.), (buy salt with the
rest) pachilono amii khulo.

return, to, (go) ilyovelo

;

(come) ilyeghelo.

revenue, atsiighame ; aye-

ghiVme,

reward, awoh (E.S,)
;

aghoh
(W.S.).

rhfnoceros, aveghi.

rice, atikishi ; athi

;

(red—

)

miitsalchutikishi

;

(white—

)

aghutikishi

;

(small white)

amoghitikishi

;

(white skin)

mathipetiti k ish i

;

(in cold

situations) chungilghiitikishi,

asilputikishi.

rice (cooked), ana.

rice, klnimi.

ride, to, kuru’shoii chelo.

ridge, atho (also a hill)
;
(small

hillocks on— )
amnkha.

rifle, alika ; koJami'lika

.

right, (direction) azheo , (that

is— )
alio ani.

ring, (Ao forehead— ) anadu.

rinse, to, khulo.

rip off, to, (as Aos harvest)

wovetsillo.

ripe, niva (vb.).

ripen, to, nilo.

rise, to, ikulo

;

(—up from
bed) ithoulo.*

river, aghoki.

road,potila

;

(cart—)
thoghula.

roar, to, eghalo.

roast, to, (—a fowl) au
pitivetsulo.

rock, athul^u.

rock, to, (—baby to sleep)

kiiziilo.

roe, ayikhu.

roll, to, kilzulo ; kuluvelo ;

kulupelo

;

(—up cloth to
fight) chegheche khalo

;

(

—

over) ilulo, ilukilo (intr.) :

(—up) kuziccholo.

room, (outer—) kalaobo ;

(middle—)
amphokiho ; (back

—
) akusaobo ; (pig’s—

)

abidela.

root, asii'kuhu.

root up, to, (pig) anhyoghilno

ngulo.

rope, akeghi.

rot, to, (intr.) tsuvelo

;

(tr.)

putsuvelo.

rotten, (meat) ketsil

;

(over-

ripe) mavia.

round, 'ho (postposition)

;

(—as plate) mtsasai

;

(—as

ball) chopnmloi.

row;, of beads, (one) ala ;

(two) athiina.

rub, (—with hand) ^nulo,

khelo ; (—down) kunhulo ;

(—something between hands,
e.g. tobacco) mii-nulo

;

(—gently) kilo.

rubbish, al^enya anhye

;

(—heap) ayipibo.

ruffle hair, to, tokiinhulo

;

toku~nhulo.

rule, to, akekami shilo.

rule, (n.), ayeh.

run, to, povelo ; [
—quickly)

tothoshi povelo.

runaway, pokimi.

rust, a'isa

;

(the dao has
rusted = azhtalo aisa ikuvia).

rustle, to, ghoghoshilo.

* Thado has “ thou ” with a rising tone = get up and with a falling

tone == “sit down —J. H. H.
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s

salary, atha,

saliva, amti

;

(running down
chin) amtsazii.

salt, amti.

saltlick, akizhi.

salute, to, aoupfe ketsulo.

sambhar, oTkhuh.
same, aphiphi (E.S.)

;
apipi

(W.S.) ; kumulhoi ; alio.

sand, aaai

;

(cover with—

)

asai vesulo.

sandfly, ammii.
Sangtam, lophomi (Pirr)

;

tukomi (Isa-changr).

sap, asiizii; asumtsazil.

sash, (goat’s hair dyed red)

amlaka.

saw, to, khukhulo.
sawdust, asulo.

say, to, pilo.

scald, to, azukiluno vepiyil-

tsillo.

scar, aguzakhu ; apiikhu ; aku.

scarecrow, kohkohpoh.

scatter, to, phevelo ; vesulo.

scent, aMo ; (hunting) muna.
school, kaku kepiki.

scold, to, alomipilo.

scoop up, to, shopfelo.

scorpion, achuwo pd*za.

scrape, to, (—earth) ayeghi

Ihelo

;

(—earth by dogs)

kunhatsiilo

;

(—with finger

nail) chikhetsillo.

scratch, to, (claws, hand)
chuMiatsulo

;

(—one self like

pig) kiilo.

scream, to, eghalo.

scream, (n.), aghiigha.

search, to, phuzhulo.

seam, apitsogho.

seat, alakii.

second, (—of two) athekau

(E.S.), ashekau (W.S.)
;

(

—

of more than three) amthau,
pasheliu

;

(—^last) athekau

shile kichiu.

secretly, akhwouno.
see, to, (perceive) itululo

;

(sense of seeing) zhulo.

seed, apithi ; apiti ; ati.

seedling, asiiti.

seer (wizard), thuumi.
seer (measure), aohu ; ahu

(must have a number at-

tached).

seize, to, keghalo.

self, likhi ; liki.

sell, to, zelo.

send, to, (objects) tsitpuulo

;

(person) puulo.

sense, amelo.

senseless, to fall, izuvuvelo.

sentry, to do, aghukhulo.

separate, (adj.), kuthiltha.

separate, to, kiithiithd shilo.

serau, aTchui.

servant, akhemi.

serve, to, timi kelo.

set,
(
—down) khiivelo

;

(—up)
ikikhevelo

;

(

—

on dog) atsii

kitelo ; (

—

trap) aitho susulo,

aliche'kusu pikelo, ashe'^pu

susillo.

settle, (

—

debts) akuna
thavelo

;

(

—

case) aisa ke-

ghalo ; (

—

marriage price)

ame keghalo.

seven, tsini.

seventeen, ehughi tsini ; muku
rrm tsini.

seventy, Ihotsini.

sew, to, api tsoghulo.

shade, (of tree) asil'kechekd.

shadow, aghongu.

shake, (person) sikinlo

;

(cloth) api kuthovelo ; (

—

self

like dog) ethalo, amhi kutho-

velo ; (

—

out pipe) kukulo.

shallow, thoamoi ; ilale.

shame, akuzho.

shame, to cause, shiputhah

;

shikukuzholo.

shape, to, (pots) all ghalo ;

(shaping implement) ali-

ghasii.
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share, 'sala ; (one share) sazhe

laki

;

(—of meat) alyelci^

alyekhe,

sharp, tsoga,

sharpen, (steel) cheghilo ;

(wood) J^ulo^ yalo.

shave, akichimhi shilo.

sheet, nusilpi.

shelf, alikad

;

(—over fire)

amkha (upper), akesii

(middle), atapa (lower),

shield, azhto,

shin, apite.

shine, to, (sun) phulo.

shiny, ilumpui ; mukTpui
(M.).

shiver, to, sitikokoshilo,

shoe, akupii kho,

shoot, to, kakulo, vekhilvelo,

shoot, (n.), am/uzu ; (small—

)

akiimu ; (young—)
akiiwono.

short, ikwonhyei
; yikwonhye ;

(—of face) mAikhokhoi.

shoulder, ahingika ; (
—blade)

ahieghi.

shout, to, eghalo.

shove, to, (object) tuhavelo

;

(person) tapovelo ; (—way
through jungle) shokhmvulo.

shrews mouse, azhitsil.

shuffle, to, pisitghi ala chelo,

shut, to, (—door) khalo, kha-

velo ; (—eyes) milo ; (

—

mouth with hand) abakha,
akichi kiiluvelo.

shy, to l)e, pa'ziikuzho va (he

is shy).

sick, to be, sulo,

side, (body) ashetsu.

sight, (gun) zhukhnishikepfu.

sign, to make a, amlchi shilo,

silence, in, kammui

;

(to keep
silent) kammui ngualo,

silently, inakhoi ; tseyamoshi-

mono,
silver, ghaka'i (lit. = rupee-

iron, rupee-metal),

similar, toi.

Simul tree, punyosii.

sin, (breaking gennas, taking

false oath, etc.) pipuku.
sinew, anhil.

sing, to, ale shilo ; ale phelo.

singe, to, (hair off pig) awo
ghulo.

single, likhi ; liki.

sink, aziilo ilovelo.

sip, to, puchezhulo.

sister, achepfu ; (sisters) atsii

nipfu ; (—in law) achi,

sit, to, ikadlo.

site (house), akipfu ; akipu,
six, tsogho.

sixteen, chiighi tsogho.

sixty, Ihotsogho.

skin, ayi^khivo

;

(—of fruit)

aJ^atikoza ; (—of dhan)
ayipika.

skin, to, lhalo ; lhatsulg.

skull, akutsii'ghii.

sky, atsiltsu.

slacken, to, (rope) akeghi
koghocholo.

slander, timi ^zhe shipsatsula,

slap, to, dahelo.

slash, to, (jungle) kilzalo.

slay, to, (—with spear) yivelo ;

(—with dao) ghiikhuvelo ;

(—with stick) hekhilvelo ;

(—with gun) kakulo, vekhii-

velo.

sleep, to, zillo ; zikdo.

sleepiness, aghungu.
sleepy, to be, ingulo.

slightly, kitila kitila.

slip (land), anekine.

slip, to, pepeshilo ; (—and
nearly fall) vekhivelo ; (—of

land) anekine nyelo.

slippery, pepepe ; nekhiphe

(W.S.) ;
shoshuashi (E.S.).

sloping, kughoh,

slow, asheshi.

slowly, asheshino.

slow worm, azhi^shu-kesa-

poghu (because if you kill it

your liquor goes sour),

slug, tenhaku.
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smack, to, dahelo

;

(—lips)

mtsualo.

small, kitila

;

(smaller one)

aghulou ; (—man) ashipilho.

smallpox, aghapeh.
smear, to, phohulo,

smell, to, (tr.), singuzhulo

;

singulo.

smell, to, (intr.), munalo;
(very strong) munashusholo ;

(it stinks, af^umna. , .sho).

smell, (n.), aMo.
smile, to, nuiialo.

smile, (n.), nuke toi,

smoke, arnchi (E.S.) ;
amki

(W.S.).

smoke, to, (—pipe) akhthu
tsilo ; (—cigarette) shikori

tsilo

;

(make fire—up as a

sign) ami pholo.

snail, teyihaku.

snailshell, tenhakuho.

snake, apyoghil (E.S.)
;
apeghi

(W.S.)
;

(python) aitku

;

(king cobra) apeghiala.

snare, akesil ; aivupu ; avapu.

snare, to, (birds) alichelo

melulo,

snatch, to, mukhalulo ; (

—

away) HuJ^alulo.

sneeze, to, Jiatshilo.

snipe, alisiL

snore, to, nhiziilo,

snout, anhyoghu.

snow, morasii ; mulasu,
soak, to, azitlo pusuvetsiilo.

soap tree, thopiho

;

(—bark)

thopiho'yikhwo ; (soapvine)

asalubo.

soft, rnutsani ; mutsaminhe.
soil, ayeghii (E.S.)

; ayeghi

(W.S.).

soil, to, ahhenya sMvetsulo.

some people, khami khaini

:

hami hami.

sometimes, khania khania.

somewhere, kilila.

son, 'nu ; (adopted—)
amungu,

song, ale.

soon, kitila dolo ; kitla dolo.

sorrow, to, ameloke,sa shilo

:

anielo sulo.

sort, azheli

;

(all sorts) azheli

azheli, tookha.

soul, aghongu.
sour, kempoi.

south , a u ; a klion ; chiI i u .

sow, to,
(—paddy) aghii

khido : (

—

Job’s tears) akifi

yilo ; (

—

millet) assil pfido.

sow, awokhii.

span, (index) akuzil

;

(middle)

akusliu ; (third) mishiikha

(E.S.), nkuarnthau (W.S.) ;

(litt le) akuam egli i a .

spark, amdsaghu ; amdmpa ;

(fire-firefly) hevelala.

Spate, azilye ighivono ileani

(there is a spate),

speak, to, atsa pUo.

spear, angu *
; (l)ainboo—

)

apizhi

;

(hairy handled

—

)

ang'sa kiimagha ; (iron

hafted— )
ayilagi f ; (

—

point) angidmli ; (

—

haft)

angu\su ; (

—

butt) angu-
'cheghi.

spear, to, chelo : (kill by—

)

yilo, yikhiivelo.

spectacles, anhyetikezhu

;

anhyetikukho.

spend, to, kilheveJo
;
pukdlo.

spider, thalhakhu ; talhakhil.

spit, to, amti inussilvelo.

spit, (n.), amti miiasukesunei

.

spittle, amti.

splash, to, azil mihelo.

spleen, allochi.

split, (

—

w'ood with dao) ghii-

kholo, (with axe) shokholo,

* Lazemi “ anyi —J. H. H.
I But I find in my notes that thi.s means an iron -hafted axe, a

similar spear being ayingussu and a hairy-handled one arajusiu.—J. H. H.
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(with hand) yikholo; (—cane)

akkeh photo ; (—pig’s belly)

akivt ghalelo, akive kholo.

spoil, to, shipsaveisiilo, ktdsa-

vetsiilo.

sponger, nachukiii (lives by
borrowing)

.

spoon, atsugholesa ; alesa.

sprain, to, nyepeleveto.

spread, to, (cloth) ajii klialo,

khavelo.

spreader, (for necklaces)

achisif
,
ach iketsasii

.

spring, azukiki.

spring on, ilhe'iwii keghalo.

sprinkle, to, (cold water)

pichilo ; (hot w ater) telo.

squat, to, issUo.

squirrel, akitl

;

(flying—

)

attolo (Petaurista yvmnanen-
sis)

;
(lesser flying— )

asilgi

(Pteromys aboniger)
;
(black

—
)
aiiki (Ratufa gigantea)

;

(ground—or chi})munk '')

akitl -aziigeh

.

stagger, to, itut. .ti ata chelo,

stalks of paddy, aghii zhini.

stammer, to, atsa ngungushi
pita.

stamp, iilo

;

(—on and kill)

nyekhilvelsuto,

stand, to, puthughuato.

star, aiyeh : ayepu ; (shoot-

ing—)
aiyeh-ba (=‘‘ star-

excrement ”).

start, ata cheto.

starvation, kelamuke.

starve, to, kelawulo.

steal, to, pukhalo ; pakhatsiilo ;

(ask for price of stolen goods

from thief) apnto kulo.

steel, azfu'i (= dao-iron).

steep, akkeh,

step, (n.), (on path) atupi

;

(to

make steps) ala ghe kuholo

;

(make stone steps) athii

pfeno atupiyeto.

stew, to, belo,

stewpot, akulholi.

stick, asii ; (walking—)
akesii,

stick insect, ashiiga

;

(large)

nyekenyikha.

stick on, to, datsulo.

stick, to, medalo.

sting, (n.), akhvchoh.

sting, to, akhino kwolo.

stir, to, Mwio ; (
—till cold)

khukurmikono ; (—till hot)

khupulono ; (—upfood)H/2e
kidelo ; (—drink) hekidelo,

stockings, akujmkakuzu,
stomach, akive.

stone, athu.

stool, alaku ; alakhu (E.S.)
;

alakka (W.S.).

stoop, to, itsalo ; (
—right

down) ipuwuto.

stop, to, (tr.) kheaghetsulo

;

(intr.) kheato.

stopper, akirmke.

storied, azolhazotlm shi

;

akishikeshe shi

.

storm, pasapagha.
story, atsa ; kaghelomrtsa,

straight, vi'zii; mnzu-
choi

;

(—in a line) azhoshino :

(—as seedlings are planted)

apolo.

stranger, inanii.

straw, aUteghezliiyii ; aghii

-

zhini.

strawberry, agauulozheti,

stream, aghoklti.

stretch, to, cholo ; (—out

hand to take) chopoolo ;

(—one’s self) kit lito.

stretched out, chozo'i.

strike, see “ Hit
string, akeghi.

String, to,
(
—beads) achi

pitilo ; (—up a head) akutsii

kyeghiyilo.

Strip off, (

—

clothes) ^alo

;

(—leaves) khovelo ; (—fruit)

hbolo.

Strong, (man) aphichikoi.

strong man, choboikeynmi.

stump (of tree), asilzungu.
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subject, meghemi ; mughemi,
substitute, to, ziikoshi shilo,

suck, to, (baby) nilo, mtsulo

;

(—through straw) musulo,

music yelo,

suckle, to, akechi pinilo

;

pinyi alo.

suddenly, mtano {mo-iti-a-no

= at unawares),

suicide, (he committed—

)

pa'likhi pana kukha tiuveke.

tsukinhye ; kutsinhye*

suppose, to, keghashilo.

sure, kucho.

surround, to, holulo ; (—field

with fence) alu puthuluvelo.

swallow, michekalhu ; akalhu,

swallow, to, monakhuvelo.

swamp, aiziichuilho.

swear, to, (intr.), tusho kulo.

swear, to, (tr.), tusho kupiyelo.

sweat, (n,), atsunhi,

sweat, to, atsunhi epeghelo,

sweep, to, kuvelo ; (—dust

away) tsovetsulo,

sweet, ngoinii; namzoi; zumo-

ghai

;

(sweet applied to

drink = shuvile, food =
chuvi, honey = moeni),

sweetheart, (female) alo-

zhilimi, alozhiliu

;

(male)

alozhipuu,

swell, ingulo.

swim, to, azii ghalo,

swing, a, suihi.

swoon, to, izuwuvelo.\

syphilis, hda^ha ; (to have—

)

kolagha pfulo.

T
tadpole, kodela

;
yemogho,

tall, ashomhi

;

(dancing—

,

horizontal) avikisaphu

;

(dancing— ,
hanging) asaphu.

tailor, apisoghokiu,

tailor -bird, liliti.

take, to, lulo

;

(—away)

pfewuvelo, pfuwuvelo, suwu-

velo

;

(—off clothes) MaZo ;

(pick up and—away) kilu-

velo; (—off spear point, butt)

hezholo.

talk, to, atsa pilo.

tall, chukemogha ; kuchoku :

kushua ; kemughoi,

tame, apeghiu ; apoghki.

tank, aizukucho,

tattoo, to, ghilo.

taut, to make, mukomogha
shivetsulo.

teach, to, (language) pipiyelo :

(work) shipiyelo.

tear, anhyetizu (eye-water),

tear, to, sukhuvelo

;

(—into

strips) sulalo.

tell, to, pilo,

ten, chicghi.

tend, to, peghealo ;
poghillo :

(—orphan) allozhelo.

tendon, (behind knee) apikan-

hu.

tent, apiki

;

(pitch—)
apiki

shilo ; (strike— )
apiki f^alo,

testicle, achogholoti.

thatch, to, aghii akeshi shipa-

dlo.

thatch, aghii.

then, tilehino ; tipathiu.

thence, tilehina ; hulauona,

there, tilehi ; hulau,

therefore, tigheungno.

thief, kepukami ; akepukau.
thigh, aluko.

thin, (general) ipumihei

;

(persons only) adumel^e
l^ui

;

(he is—)
pana aphi

kua

;

(a good eater but

I.e., “ the eye ” or “ the node of heaven —J. H. H.

t izuwuvelo is also used, I think, meaning ‘ wander ’ on account of

the belief that a person faints because the soul has left the body tem-

porarily. It is similarly used of delirium as ‘wander* in English

also.

—

J> H. H.
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always—
)

timi aghikumsa-
kwoikemmi.

thing, anhyemoga.

think, kumsiilo

;

(

—

about)
kumsiizhulo ; (

—

over) ktcsil-

zhulo, keghashilo,

third, (

—

of three) athekau ;

(
—of four) ashukau sTiile

kichiu ; (

—

of more than
four) amthau.

thirst, thoghuti,

thirty, sheghi.

thorn, asahu.

thoroughly, ipele ; ighwono,

thread, akeghi ; asilpa^keghi

:

aye

;

(white—
)
ayeho; (red—

)

aka ; (black—
)
akutsu,

thread (beads), to, akeghi pfe
zhisuvelo.

three, kiithu.

thrice, ohto kiithu,

thrifty man, kiitsukemi

:

kutsilkichemi ; shonumi.
throat, akuo.

throb, (

—

from pain) mun-
hyelo : (

—

from exertion,

heart) tiltuthulo.

through, "mtala.

throw, (

—

stone) vesiilo ; (

—

spear) angu chelo : (

—

down)
hekulupkevelo,

thrust, cho^utsillo ; (

—

spear

into the ground) angsiivelo,

thumb, aouloku; (take—print)

aoidoku inalo ; (design on—

)

avipfola.

thunder, atsutsiisu.

thunderbolt, amilsii.

thus, tishi ; ishi,

tick, amiJ^e.

tie, (

—

in a knot) kumshovelo

;

(—with sliver of bamboo)
teilghalo ; (

—

round and
round with rope) phedalo;

(—a beast to a post)

tsuivelo ; (

—

up in plantain

leaf) auchokughiilo, ghotsulo.

tiger, abolangshu ; angshu

;

ashu.

tigerman, angshu Ihokemmi

;

angshu Ihokiu ; angshu

shikiu.

tighten, chukhevetsulo ; (

—

like

slip knot) sukutsillo.

time, (spare—)
kivushi.

tine, akiho kumsii.

tipsy, shomzu.

toad, thoghopu ;
poghopu,

tobacco, akhipi^

toe, a.kupuloti * ; (big

—

)

akupuloku.

together, kumisa.

tomb, akumona.
tomorrow, thogho

;

(

—

morn-

ing) thanau, thogho inakhe

;

(day after

—

)
aghinyu ; (two

days time) kwiiniu

;

(three

days time) kwuuniu,

tongue, amli ; amili.

tonight, (speaking in day

time) tohu

;

(speaking after

dark) itizhi,

tooth, oThu ; (front—)
akikha ;

(eye— )
ashichu ; (back—

)

ahuho

;

(milk—) anaghiu.

top, ashou

;

(

—

of tree) asiikeo ;

(
—of house) akijtnole,

top (toy), ak^tsii; (wind

string on—)
akeghi piitsulo ;

(throw—
)

aktisil khatsiive-

tsiilo.

topsy turvy, bidelao shi.

torch, akuli ; asiUebo ; asiite.

“ torkari ”, ayekulho

;

(with

salt) akuzu

;

(without salt)

ayekikye

;

(jungle leaves)

ayikiJdchi

;

(meat) ashi--

kulho

;

(fish) akhakulho

;

(mushroom) apvukulho.

tortoise, atoinhyeh ; assilhu

(L.)*
. ,

touch, bulo; kilo; (—madver-
tently) chinelo.

towards, ’vtio ; ^lao.

Meaning “ fruit on the foot”.—J. H. H.
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toy, (n.), amogha.
track, anyejpa ; ashepa.

track, to, anyepa pfewulo,

trade, to, alhi shilo.

trample, to, nyetsulo

;

(—to

death) nyeJchuvetsulo,

trance, to be in a, alAa shilo,

trap, akesii

;

(for deer) aitho,

ashe~pu

;

(for birds) aliche,

siigotsa ; (fall—)
zkeka ;

(spring—) awitfu.

trap, to, aliche shilo ; mevelo.

trapper, aliche shikemi.

travel, iziiwulo.

treat, (give a drink), to, azhi

zhilo.

tree, asil ; asiiho

;

(tree with
trunk almost parallel to the

ground) asukwotsii.

tree fern, sapunadibo (Amphi-
cosmia).

trench, amughoziilaki

;

(to

dig a—)
helo,

tribute, akhd ; asilkhd,

trigger, alika'moki.

trip, to, (intr.), kupil^atsillo,

trip, to, (tr.), (when wrestling)

kiizalo,

trouble, aghetne,

trouble, to make, kidelo ; ate

shilo ; khukidechelo.

true, kucho.

trunk, (—of tree) aho, akumo ;

(—of body) akumo,
truth, kuchoHsa.

try, shizhulo ; alumsilo ; (

—

if

liquor is right temperature)

azhi pitzilzhulo,

tuck in, to, shokhalo; nhakhalo,

turn, (tr.) tsilghulo, tsiiukidelo ;

(intr.) izulabo shilo
(
—round

and round till one is giddy)
;

(—up lamp) tsughiipfelo ;

(—over) pepidelo, vekideve-

tsillo,

turns, by, kizhukhil kizheli.

tusk, akaha'hu,

twenty, muku.
twice, ohto kini.

twig, (dead—)
asiikegha, asii-

kekha ; (live— )
alloka,

twilight, zagughil.

twist, cheghilo ; (twisted

mouth) akechi izhi.

two, kini.

U
unaware, ^mihano ; 'mtano.

umbrella, asilkho.

uncle, (father’s brother) angu,
a^pidpa'mu, ipupa'tukuzii :

(mother’s brother) angu.

unclean, (people, animals)

akhyej^e : (things) akhenya
akherne.

uncover, to, IJialo ; Ihapelo.

under, 'kko,

understand, to, itilo.

undo, to, khaliivetsulo ; J^alo

:

kokholo.

unequal, (lengths) kuthiikhu ;

(sizes) nkemnii kumoi,
unmarried, kilaumokejni

:

chimemi,
unripe, nimpi (verb)

;
akuj)^-

sho.

unscrew, to, tsilghuzhovelo.

untie, to, kokholo.

untrue, rniki ; kichde.

up, kungu,
upper, (khel) lushusa.

urine,, puzho; (pass

—

)puzholo,
puzhovelo.

useless man, timinhye (lit.

tatter of a man).

V

vagabond, aku-

pushomi.
vagina, amoh.
valley, ahokhu ; akita.

valuable, ame.
vein, anhil.

velvet, horns in, akughunu api.

venom, athiti ; apoghuHhiti,

verandah, akikata.
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very, ighwono ; allokei.

vex, to, amelo shi keghideve-

tsiilo,

village, apfii ; apu ; naga-

mipfu; (found a new—

)

l^fiitheowulo ; (—labour)

azhu.

villagers, (own) agluimi,

naghami, nagami ; (other—

)

inarni, tushorni

;

(—opposite

across the Yslley) azukekumi;
(term used by parent village

of its colonies) pfutheowu-
kemmi.

virgin , amh ikiichomi.

voice, asiltsa.

vomit, to, mughuvelo.

vulture
, alluarnisliikumokeme-

ghiu,

W
vs^ade, azii putJmlo ; azil halo,

wag (tail), to, ashomi kiizulo,

wages, (daily—)
azhume,

akheme: (salary) a-tha

;

(wage of one day) asupe,

aheli : (wage for two days)

kelevii .

wagtail, aitl (generic),

waist, achutha.

wait, to, ngnlo : (—for) khelo,

khealo.

wake, to, (tr.) kedalo, kufavelo ;

(intr.) idalo.

walk, ala chelo

;

(go for a—

)

Uiiilo, Hilo.

wall (of house), (matting)

atozu, alemilza.

walnut, (tree) ghakutisii

;

(fruit) ghakuii.

want, to, anhyemoga laki kulo.

war, to make, ayhii shilo.

warm, (—weather) liivwi,

liighughu, kuluj atsala shu-

khuthu ; (—house) ahiilu,

warrior, aghiltomi.

wash, (—face) ayi pavelo

;

(—hands) aou mtsulo

;

(

—

feet) akupu khulo

;

(—^^body)

azilkuchulo ; (—mouth) aki-

chi khokolo (Lazemi) ,
akichi

kinivelo (E.S.)
;

(—clothes)

api ishuvelo ; (—utensils)

azhukhu kiisivelo ; (—pig’s

guts) akeghi khokivelo

;

(—head) akutsu kwovelo.

waste land, aluha.

watch, to, ^ezhulo

;

(look

after house) aki kyelo.

water, azii

;

(fetch— )
azil

piyulo ; (flood—)
azil kwonyi

ani.

water-carrier, azukepiyu.

waterfall, azilpapa.

wax, ayhilgha ; (bee’s—

)

akhiba ; (ear—)
akiniba.

wax, to, (—cloth) aghilghano

siltsiilo ; agh ughano chosillo

(Lazemi)

.

way, (road) ala ; (in this way)
tishi, ishi, hipapi^ hekhitipu ;

(in that way) hupapi.

weak, apikhil ; aphikhu.

wear, (—cloth) ido : (—neck-

lace) 7iilo ; (—armlet) pfelo ;

(cotton earwads) kyeghelo

;

{—petticoat) minilo

;

(

—

boot, hat) pfulo

;

(—a wig)

agham Vkiitsil 'sa khopfn lo

.

weariness, akidho ; agheme.

weave, to, api gholo.

weed, alupi.

weed, to, (—with hand)

mukhavelo, mukhalo

;

(

—

with hoe) akmvono (akwano)

yelo.

weep, to, kadlo.

weigh, to, (measure out)

milghuzhulo, megezhulo.

weighty, . mishishei (E.S.) ;

mishishe.

weir, akhu,

well, aznkiki,

well, (adv.), alio.

were tiger, angshulhokemrm

;

angshulhokiu ;
angshushikiu,

west, atsalaikilolao.
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w^typotsaiva ;pichive (Lazemi)
(both are verbs),

what, kiu ; ku

;

(whatever it

be) kishe kisheuno

;

(

—

kind ?) kitsi ? ; (—is it all

about ?) kishekulu ?

when, koghono.

whence, kilena ; kilehina,

where, kilhe ; kilehi.

while, (short—ago) isheli.

whisper, to, milkanano atsa

pilo.

whistle, to, mizhilo.

white, mietsoghi ; akimiye

;

(he is—haired) pa'sa mhouva
(E.S.), pasa m'pfa miye va.

whore , kethokalinii ; asalhami

;

kusalhami.

whore, to, aluzhipukichi

shiuvelo ; nipvughaj^nwu-
veto.

why, kiishia ; kushgeno : kush-

geno'gheungno,

wicked, allokesah,

wide, akoghelao,

widow, chimemi (lives alone),

wife, anipvu

;

(first—)
lutu-

ghuu ; (second—)
amtao ;

(third—)
athekao

;

(fourth—

)

ashokao,

wig, aghamVkutsiVsa ; akutsil-

'kho.

wild animals, teghashi

;

tikitenu,

wild cat, (leopard—)
anye~

ngu; (grey—) akufu; (golden

—
)

(civet—large) akii,

(civet—small) akenhe,

wild dog, atine.

will, 'gho ; ’llokhthu ; (it is my
wish) i'gho, illokhthulo,

willow tree, iizusu,

win, to, ahilulo.

wind, amulhu.

wind, to, (—thread) akeghino
phevelo ; (—watch) tsiighiilo.

window, akichepi.

wing (birds), acMcMbo.
wink, anhyeti kutsu.

wink, to, anhyeti kiiUu piyelo.

winnow, to, (—husk from
rice) ad ghalo

;

(—rice from

dhan) ad pekilo.

winnowing fan, apo~ghii.

winter, silsutsalo.

wipe, to, silvelo

;

(—off)

isuvetsulo.

wish, verb root plus shi.

witch, ihiimumi ; thiiumi.

with, (accompany) sasii :

(instrumental) p/e, no, pjeno.

withdraw, to, (—hand from)

sitzholo

;

(—article from)

ikihivelo, ikipfetsulo

.

wither, to, izhunhalo.

within, selukd.

witness, itikemmi ; akitimi.

woman, totimi ; totiu ;

(young—)
ilimi

;

(middle-

aged— )
thopuhela : (elderly

—
)
thopumi

;

(old— )
kitemi.

wood, asu.

wood -basket, amthoh.

woodcock, alisii.

woodpecker, ashushu : gn-

seghe,

wool, (thread) ayeho.

word, atsa ; (honeyed—s) atsa

kungo.

work, akumla : (day’s—

)

azhu.

work, to, akumla shilo ; nilalo.

world, titsukholo (i.e., below
the sky ”

;
atsutsu ayeghi

parna dolo = ‘‘ between
heaven and earth ” is also

used)

.

worm, alapjf ; lapulaghu ;

(intestinal—)
aghu ; (tape—

)

alapa,

wormwood, khokhubo,
worry, to, agheme shilo

;

punolo (E.S.)
;
punalo (W.S.)

;

(don’t worry rae) punakevelo.

worship, to, asuputsalo (E.S.)

;

kungumi putsalo.

worst, allokesao.
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wound, akhu ; aku ; iza (iza

phuani) aku (aku kizhie

ilevia) ; aku iluvetsiilo = tie

up a wound.
wrap, to, (—with leaf) gholo ;

(—with cloth, etc.) kitzulo,

wrestle, to, khukalo.

wrinkle, to, ayi^kwo idiulo

;

ayi idilo

;

(her face is

wrinkled) pa'yi idiva.

wrist, aounhye.
wrong, pimiva

;

(this has
been done wTongly) achipi

ski wo

:

(untrue) m/H, ki-

chele.

Y

yarn, kolami’tsa ; akumo’tsa.
yawn, to, uhushilo.

year, ampeh

;

(last—
)
khanye-

khu

;

(this

—

)
khashiye ;

(next

—

)
thookhu ; (every

—

)

ampehlo ; (many—s) pashu.
yellow, aoni.

yelp, to, (staccato) niighelo

;

(drawn out) eghalo.

yesterday, aghena ; egheno.

you, no.

young, (adj.), (man) apumi

;

(girl) Hi mi.
young, (n.), ati.
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I. Introduction.

(a) Gupta Age : the starting poinL'^^

A systematic palseographic study of the dev^iopment of the
Bengali alphabet, as attempted in the following pages, is still a
desideratum. The Bengali alphabet itself is but a later local

development from the Brdhrnl Lipi which is undoubtedly the

earliest syllabic alphabet of India, of which certain ancient
proto-types can be traced in the pictographic writing of the

Indus Valley. 1 The Brahmi indeed is the parent script from
which all the alphabets, now used in India, Ceylon, Burma,
Tibet and Siam, have gradually developed. Although, as the
late Professor T. W. Rhys Davids 2 sought to establish, the
writing was prevalent in India as early as the 8th or 7th century
B.C., the inscriptions of A,46ka are still the first set of historical

records in which the Brahmi alphabet has been extensively

used for almost the whole of India excluding no other region

than that of Gandhara in the extreme north-west. The forms

of the Brahmi letters in the Asokan records show a somewhat
advanced stage of development. For a cruder form of those

letters one has still to refer to the Piprahwa vase inscription

found in the Nepal Terai.3

1 Mohenjo-Daro and the Indus Civilization, VoL II, pp. 423-455.
2 Buddhist India, p. 117.

3 Journal of the Department of Letters, Vol. IV, pi. facing p. 82.

{ 351 )
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The Suhga alphabet and the alphabet of the Northern
Kshatrapas show further development of the Brahmi of
Northern India. The next stage in its development is ex-
hibited in the inscriptions from the time of Kushana kings
Kanishka, Huvishka and Vasudeva. The epigraphic North
Indian alphabet of the pre-Gupta period has an eastern and
a western variety. It has been already pointed out by
Professor Bhandarkari that the eastern forms of the letters

ma, la and ha sprang into existence in the pre-Gupta
period. But I cannot agree with him that the evidences
are to be found in the Jasdan inscription of the year 127
of Rudrasena and the Mathura inscription of the year 14
of Kanishka. In the Jasdan inscription the letters ma and
ha have both eastern and western forms. Buhler^ has rightly

explained that the occurrence of the eastern ma (and ha) in this

inscription as well as on the coins of the later Kshatrapas
‘ probably indicates a northern influence, perhaps a northern
alphabet was used at the same time ’. We know of inscriptions

found in North-eastern India, which show the eastern forms
of the letters wa, la and ha in all cases. They are the Ginja
inscription of Bhimasena, the Kosam inscriptions ^ of Bhadra-
magha and Sivamagha, and the Bodh-Gaya ^ inscription of
Trikamala, which are undoubtedly specimens of the North-
eastern alphabet in the pre-Gupta period. The eastern forms
of the letters ma, la and ha in the Mathura inscription of the
year 14 of Kanishka may be, therefore, explained also as the
traces of the influence of the North-eastern alphabet upon the
North-western one. It must, however, be noted that on
palseographic evidence this inscription cannot belong to
Kanishka I.^ But it is earlier than the Allahabad inscription
of Samudragupta and may be referred to about A.D. 262.
The inscription of Samudragupta, in which we find the looped
aha for the first time, shows the final form of the North-eastern
alphabet.

With the exception of the Mauryan Brahmi inscrip-
tion of Mahasthan,7 no inscriptions have been found in
Bengal till the time of the Guptas. From G.E. 113 = A.D.
432 onwards, the date of the Dhanaidaha grant of Kumara-
gupta 1,8 we find a large number of inscriptions in Bengal.
These discoveries have facilitated the determination of the type

1 Ep. Ivd., Vol. XXI, pp. Iff.

2 Indian Palaeography (trans.), p. 42.
3 Ep, Ind., Vol. Ill, p. 302.
^ Ibid,, Vol. XVITI, pp. 158ff ; Vol. XXIII, pp. 245ff.
3 Cunningham, Mahdbodhi, London, 1892, p. 21 and PI. XXV.
® Cf. Indian Culture, 1938, pp. 41 Iff.
7 Ep. Ind., Vol. XXI, p. 83.
8 Ibid., Vol. XVII, p. 345.
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specimens of the Eastern alphabet in each particular period.
Consequently it has become possible to trace the development
of the Bengali alphabet from these records alone. Nevertheless
we have got to consider other Eastern Indian inscriptions,

particularly those of Bihar, in order to determine the age of the
inscriptions of Bengal and fill up such gaps as appear in their

continuity. The Sarnath inscription of Mahipala 1
1 (V.E.

1083 = A.D. 1025) serves as a milestone in the settlement of
the chronology of the Pala Kings. Again, barring the Ashrafpur
grant of Devakhadga 2 and the Deulbadi Sarvvani image
inscription of his queen,^ which I am inclined to assign to the
period after Devapala and before Mahipala I and which
others place towards the end of the 7th or commencement of the
8th century A.D., no inscriptions are known in Bengal, which
can be said to belong to the period from the second half of the
7th to about the end of the 8th century. ^ But this gap can be
filled up by the Shahpur image inscription of H.E. 66 = A.D. 672
(Fleet’s No. 43) and the Aphsad inscription (Fleet’s No. 42),

both of the time of Adityasena, and the Nalanda stone inscription

of the reign of Yasovarmmadeva.^

(6) Eastern and Western varieties of the Epigraphic North-Indian
Alphabet in the Ath-^th centuries A,D,

Dr. Hoernle ® recognized tw^o different varieties in the

script of the epigraphic documents of the early Gupta Emperors,
a southern and a northern. The test letter is ma. In the
southern class the curve at the base is flattened, and the point
of crossing is shifted, more or less, to the right (Fig. I, 1). In
the northern class we find the straight-sided ma, with a small
knob attached to the left of the letter (Fig. I, 2). The northern
class of the Gupta script, again, show^s tw o varieties, an eastern

and a w^estern. The test letter is sha.

1 AJt. Arch, Surv., 1903-04, p. 222, PI. LXIV, No. 14.

2 Mem. A.S.B., Vol. I, p. 85.

3 Ep. Ind., Vol. XVII, p. 357.
^ The Tipperah grant of Lokanatha {Ep, Iml., Vol. XV, p. 301) is

dated in the year 44, which, if referred to the Harsha Era, would give

A.D. 650. The Bodh-Glaya inscription of the 26th year of Dharma-
Pala (Journal and Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. IV,

1 908, p. 101) may be assigned to about the end of the 8th or commencement
of the 9th century A.D.

5 Dr. Hirananda Sastri would place the Nalanda inscription early

in the 6th century A.D. (Ep. Ind., Vol. XX, p. 37). But Dr. Basak

has correctly assigned it to the first half of the 8th century (The History

of North-Eastern India, p. 209).

6 J.A.S.B,, 1891, Pt. I, pp. 79ff. ; The Bower Manuscript, Introduction,

pp. xxviff.
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Dr. Biihler i found three varieties of the so-called Gupta
alphabet of the 4th and 5th centuries :

(1) the eastern variety: specimens—the Allahabad pillar

inscription of Samiidragupta and the Kahaum
inscription of Skandagupta

;

(2) the western variety (cursive round-hand type)

:

specimen—the Indore copperplate inscription of

Skandagupta. This type is found also in the

Mathura inscription of Chandragupta II and the

Bhitari pillar inscription of Skandagupta
;

(3) the western variety (angular monumental type):

specimens—the Bilsad inscription of Kumaragupta
I and the Meharauli iron pillar inscription of

Chandra.

The test letters are sha, and also la and ha, ‘In the eastern

variety the left limb of la is turned sharply downwards (Fig. I,

3); compare the la of the Jaiigada separate edicts. Further, the

base stroke of shn is made round and attached as a loop to the

slanting central bar (Fig. I, 4). Finally, the base stroke of ha

is sijppressed, and its hook, attached to the vertical, is turned

sharply to the left (Fig. I, 5), exactly as in the Jagayyapeta

inscriptions. In the western variety these three letters have

the older and fuller forms (Fig. I, 6, 7, 8).'

The late Mr. R. D. Banerji 2 recognized the following four

varieties of the Gupta alphabet :

—

(1) the eastern variety;

(2) the western variety;

(3) the southern variety
;

(4) the Central Asian variety.

The epigraphs of the early Gupta Emperors have, in the

main, been written in the eastern and western varieties of the

Northern Indian alphabet. The test letters for the two classes

are lu, sha, ha, and also tna and sa. The northern and southern

types of ma, which we Iiave noticed above, have been used in

the eastern and western varieties respectively. Again, in the

eastern variety the left limb of sa becomes a loop (Fig. I, 9),

and in the western varietv the letter has the older form (Fig. I,

10 ).

The eastern variety was used as far as Allahabad in the west.

But there is evidence to show that the area of its use w^as ex-

tended farther to the west. The use of the eastern forms of

certain letters in north-western inscriptions is traceable as early

as the time of Huvishka and in as remote a region as Gadha

(Jasdan) in Kathiawad :

—

1 Buhler’s Indian Palaeography, Eng. Ed., pp. 47-48.

2 Origin of the Bengali Script, pp. 24-25.
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(1) sa in the Mathura image inscription of Huvishka
(the year 33),i and the Jaina inscription at Mathura,
No. 5 (A and B) 2

;

(2) ma and ha in the Jasdan inscription of Rudrasena of
the year 127 3

;

(3) ma, la, sa and ha in the Mathura pedestal inscrip-

tion of the Kushana year 14 ^
;

(4) ma in the Jaina inscription at Mathura of the time of

Kumaragupta 1,5 the Mathura inscription of
Chandragiipta II (Fleet’s No. 4), the Bilsad pillar

inscription of Kumaragupta I (Fleet’s No. 10),

the Bhitari pillar inscription of Skandagupta
(Fleet’s No. 13), and the Indore copperplate
inscription of Skandagupta (Fleet’s No. 16).

The eastern variety could not displace the western one.
But it gradually came to be entirely displaced by the latter.

On the question of the displacement of the eastern variety
by the western one Dr. Hoernle observed that ‘in India proper
the North-Eastern alphabet gradually came to be entirely
displaced by the North-Western alphabet, in comparatively very
early times. This displacement must have been in progress
during the earlier part of the sixth century A.D. For in 588 A.D.
we already find inscriptions in Bodh-Gaya (cf. Mahanaman,
Fleet, p. 274) which show an exclusive north-western character;
and there is not a single inscription known (so far as I am
aware) about and after 600 A.D., which shows the distinctive

marks of the old north-eastern alphabet’.^ The late Mr. R. D.
Banerji traced the displacement of the eastern variety by the
w’^estern one to the fourth decade of the 5th century A.I)., to the
time of the Early Gupta Emperor Skandagupta. For the
second half of the Bihar pillar inscription of that king show s the
western variety form of ha in all cases, while in the first half
eastern forms of ha and la have been used in the majority of
cases (only in one instance we find a western variety form of hn
Agrahdre, 1. 13). He was also of opinion that ‘the displacement
was completed before the 8th decade of the 5th century and all

traces of eastern variety forms or characters had disappeared
from the plains of Northern India before the beginning of the
6th century A.D.’ 7 For the Pali grant of Lakshmana » (G.E.

1 Ep. Ind., Vol. VIII, p. 179, No. B.
2 Ibid,, Vol. I, p. 371.
3 J. Bo. Br. R.A.S., Vol. VIII, p. 234; Bp. Ind., Vol. XVI, p. 233,

No. II.

4 Ep, Ind„ Vol. XIX, p. 96.
s Ibid,, Vol. II, p. 210, No. 39.
« 1891, Pt. I, p. 82.
7 Origin of the Bengali script, pp. 30-31.
® Ep, Ind,, Vol. II, p. 363.
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158 = A.D. 477) found about 30 miles from Allahabad is written
entirely in the North-Western alphabet, and the Amauna ^ant
of Naridana ^ (G.E. 232 = A.D. 551) discovered in the district

of Gaya in Bihar, show the western forms of sha, ha and la,

Einally, he referred to the Kosam stone image inscription of
Bhimavarman of G.E. 139 = A.D. 458 (Fleet’s Gupta Inscrip-

tions, p. 266, PI. XXXIX C) and observed that ‘in this inscription

we find that all the test letters, sha, sa, ha and la, have assumed
western forms ’.2

But there are inscriptions which show that the displacement
of the eastern alphabet by the western one was in progress

even during the earlier part of the 6th century A.D.:

—

(1) The Paharpur copperplate (G.E. 159 = 478 A.D.).^

(2) The Nandapur copperplate (G.E. 169=488 A.D.).^

(3) The Damodarpur copperplates. Nos. 3 and 4.«'>

(4) The Gunaighar grant of Vainyagupta (G.E. 188 =
507 A.D.).6

(5) The Damodarpur copperplate, No. 5 (G.E. 224 =
543 A.D.).7

(6) The Faridpur copperplates of Dharmaditya, Nos. 1

and 2.8

(7) The Faridpur copperplate of Gopachandra, No. 3.^

(8) The Mallasarul copperplate of Vijayasena (^O).

(9) The Faridpur copperplate of Samacharadeva, No. 4.ii

In the first five inscriptions we find that la, sha and ha
are of the eastern variety. The adoption of the western variety

forms in the inscriptions of Bengal is found for the first time in

the grants of Dharmaditya. In the first grant of the year 3 of this

king la, sha and ha have two forms, an eastern and a western.

In the second grant of Dharmaditya ha and la are of the western

1 Ep. hid,, Vol. X, p, 49, The grant shows, however, the eastern
form of m,

2 The letters sha and ki do not occur at all in the inscription of
Bhimavarman of the year 139. Further w^e find eastern forms of sa and
ha. There is another inscription of the year 130 of Bhimavarman from
Kosam {hidian Culture, 1936, pp. 177ff.), now deposited in the Allahabad
Museum, in which we find the eastern ha; and the western sa, besides the
eastern form in ligature tsa. The letter sha, which occurs in ligatures

shma and ksha, shows the western form.
3 Ep, hui., Vol. XX, p. 59.

4 IhkL, Vol. XXIII, pp. 52ff.

3 Ibid,, Vol. XV, p. 113.
6 1930, p. 45.

7 Ep, Ind., Vol. XV, p. 113; Ibid., Vol. XVII, p. 193.

8 Ind. Ant., Vol. XXXIX, p. 193.

9 Ibid.
10 Ep. Ind., Vol. XXIII, pp. 155ff.

11 J.A.S.B., Vol. VI, p- 435. The inscription has been placed by

Dr. N. K. Bhattasali towards the end of the 6th century A.D. (Ep. Ind.,

Vol. XVIII, p. 74).
•
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variety, while sha has both forms. In the grant of Gopachandra
of the year 19 sha and ha are of the eastern variety, while la is

of the western variety. In the Mallasarul grant of Vijayasena
la and ha have the western forms, while sha has both eastern
and western forms. But the western sha has been used in

most cases. In the grant of Samacharadeva sha and la are

of the western variety, while ha has both forms. The western
variety form of ha, however, has been used in the majority of

cases.

But the shape oiya is the most useful test for fixing the time
of displacement of the eastern variety by the w estern one. There
are tw^o forms of ya, the old tripartite form and the modern
cursive or bipartite form. As we are heie concerned only with
the eastern variety we shall show the gradual development of the

tripartite ya into the bipartite ya in the Eastern Indian
inscriptions.

The Pali grant of Lakshmana shows the use of the tripartite

ya in wiiich the left side takes the form of a curve, wdiich turns

to the right. The end of the curve is joined w ith the base line

which is either straight or bent angularly, so as to form a loop

(Fig. I, 11). The same form occurs also in the Barabar and the

tw'o Nagarjuni inscriptions of Anantavarinan (Fleet s Nos. 48,

49, 50). 1 The Amauna grant of Nandana shows a tripartite form
in w^hich the letter show^s a curl on the left with opcming on the

outer side (Fig. 1,12). In the Nalanda seal of king Sarvavarman
Maukhari 2 and the Patiakella grant of Sivaraja ^ (the year 283 =
A.D. 602) the curve turns to the right but does not form a loo}>

(Fig. I, 13). In the Mundesvari inscription of the time of
Udayasena ^ (H.E. 30 = A.D. 636) the curve turns into a looj)

to the right and is about to coincide (Fig. I, 14), and in the

Nalanda seal of Harsha,» wiiich show^s also the well-developc'd

bipartite ya, it coincides (Fig. I, 15), with the point of junc-

tion of the left and right portions of the character. The Bodh-
Gaya inscription of Mahanaman (G.E. 269 = 588 A.D.) shows
the exclusive use of the bipartite form for the first time (Fig. 1,

16), wdiich must have immediately preceded the well -developed
bipartite ya (Fig. I, 17) of the Nalanda seal of Harsha and the

Ganjam grant of the time of ^asanka (G.E. 300 = 619 A.D.).^

1 The inscriptions are placed by Mr. N. G. Majumdar on
palseographical grounds earlier than A.D. 554 (I.A., 1917, p. 127).

2 Ep, Ind., Vol. XXI, p. 72.
3 Ibid., Vol. IX, p. 285.
4 Ibid., p. 289. Mr. Majumdar refers the year 30 to the Gupta era.

But the palaeography of the inscription is not in favour of an early date
as A.D. 348-49. The letters la, sha and ha have the western form.s in all

cases. But specially to be noted are the forms of the letters ya and ia.

In 4a the upper part of the letter is a rectangle, and not a curve as in

the early Gupta alphabet.
5 Ibid., Vol. XXI, p. 72.
6 Ibid., Vol. VI, p. 143.
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As regards the shape of ya in the inscriptions of Bengal we
find that the Paharpur copperplate shows the tripartite form
(Fig. I, 11), which is similar to that found in the Pali grant of
Lakshmana. In the Gunaighar grant of Vainyagupta we
come across the form of the Pali grant of Lakshmana (Fig. I,

11) as well as that of the Amauna grant of Nandana (Fig.

I, 12). In the Damddarpur grant, No. 5, appear also the
forms of the Pali and Amauna grants. The first grant of

Dharmaditya shows two forms: (1) the form of the Amauna
grant (Fig. I, 12), and (2) the form of the Nalanda seal of king

^arvavarman Maukhari and the Patiakella grant of Sivaraja

(Fig. I, 13). These two forms are found also in the second
grant of Dharmaditya. But the second form is preferred. In
the grant of Gopachandra we find a third form for the first

time, the bipartite one, besides the tripartite form wFich is

commonest in the second grant of Dharmaditya. In the grant

of Samacharadeva the bipartite ya, which almost reached its

full development here, has been used in all cases.

The question that we have to consider now is : the downward
limit for the use of the tripartite ya in Northern India.

Regarding this problem Dr. Hoernle observed: ‘Any inscription

in the North-Western Indian alphabet, which shows the more or

less exclusive use of the old form of ya, must date before 600 A.D.,
while any inscri])tion showing an exclusive use of the cursive

form of ya must date after 600 A.D.’i The late Mr. R. D.
Banerji did not, however, quite follow Dr. Hoernle. By the
expression ‘North-Western Indian alphabet’ he understood the
vsestei’ii alphabet as distinct from the eastern alphabet, and not

the western alphabet which having displaced the eastern alphabet
became the only script of the North-western and North-eastern
inscriy)tions before 588 A.D, Consequently he remarked that

Dr. Hoernle vas silent regarding the downward limit for the use

of the tri])artite ya in the Eastern inscriptions. And he further

observed: ‘In North-Eastern India the irse of the tripartite form
of ya lasted about half a century longer than the limit of North-
Western India ’.2 For the Amauna grant of Nandana, the

Patiakella grant of Sivaraja and the Mundesvari inscription of

Udayasena show the use of the tripartite ya. The late Mr. R. D.
Banerji felt also inclined to extend the period of use of the

tripartite ya in the North-western inscriptions because of its

exclusive use in the Udavapur inscription of the Guhila Aparajita

(V.E. 718 = A.D. 660).

3

The tripartite ya occurs also in the Vasantgadh inscription

of Varmalata (V.E. 682) ^ and the Stoioli inscription of the time

1 J,A.S.B„ 1801, Pt. I, p. 90.
2 Origin of the Bengali script, p. 39.

3 Ep, Iml, Vol. IV, p. 29.
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of Siladitya (V.E. 703).^ But this does not in any way extend
the period of use of the tripartite ya. Probably its use was
localized in parts of Rajputana for a longer period than in other

places. In the slightly later inscription of Durgagana (V.E. 746),2

w^hich also comes from another part of Rajputana, we find the
bipartite ya. Again, this latter type has been uniformly used in

several inscriptions from Mewar of the early eighth century A.D.
In regard to the exclusive use of the tripartite ya in the

Udayapur inscription of the Guhila Aparajita Dr. Kielhorn
observed that ‘the old form of ya continued to be used in one
part of Northern India when, according to Dr. Hoernle, it had
entirely gone out of use’. But he did not extend the period

of use of the tripartite ya. Dr. Biihler also rightly remarked
that ‘the discovery of an inscription of the 7th century Avith

mostly tripartite ya makes a modification of Dr. Hoernle’s

argument necessary but does not invalidate his final result’.'^

As the bipartite form displaced the tripartite one towards the

end of the 6th century A.D., it is not at all surprising to find

the latter surviving in the inscriptions of the following century.

The occurrence of an old form in a later inscription is no ground
for extension of the period of its use. As it will be shown in the

next chapter, the lowest limit for the use of the old form of the

palatal sa with a round or a straight-lined top is fixed at A.D. 650,

the date of the Tipperah grant of Lokanatha.^ But the Bodh-
Gaya inscription of Dharmapala, which may be assigned to

about the end of the 8th or commencement of the 9th century

A.D., shows the use of the old form in the majority of cases

when the type specimen was the looped form of the palatal sa.

The above discussion shows that the term ‘eastern variety

of the Gupta alphabet’ is misleading; that the eastern variety

was in existence before the Gupta period
;
that the Ginja ins(;rip-

tion of Bhimasena, the Kosam inscriptions of Bhadramagha
and Sivamagha, and the Bodh-Gaya inscription of Trikamala

represent the epigraphic alphabet of North-eastern India in the
pre-Gupta period

;
that the eastern variety is found fully

developed in the Allahabad inscription of Samudragupta
;
that

there was the bipartite struggle for displacement between the

eastern and western varieties; that the western variety finally

displaced the eastern one before 588 A.D., the date of the Bodh-
•Gaya inscription of Mahanaman.

II. Development of the Eastern Alphabet during the
7th~10th centuries : birth of Proto-Bengali.

In this chapter we shall first attempt to settle the chrono-

logical order of the inscriptions during the 7th-10th centuries,

1 Ep. Ind., Vol. XX, pp. 97ff. 2 Ant., VoL V, pp. ISOff.
3 Bilhler'^s Indian Palceography, p. 48, note 3.
4 Ep. Ind., Vol. XV, pp. 301ff.
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and then trace the development of the Eastern alphabet leading
up to the birth of the Proto-Bengali alphabet.

Here palaeographic evidence is almost the only help for

fixing the chronological order of the inscriptions. For practical

purposes the shape of the palatal sa is the most important test

for determining the age of inscriptions from the 7th century A.P.
onwards. 1 The old form of the letter with a round or a straight-

lined top and a straight or a slanting cross-bar (Fig. I, 18) was
exclusively used in inscriptions which date before A.D. 671.

For in the Shahpur image inscription of A.D. 671 and the

Aphsad inscription, both of the time of Adityasena, the characters

for sa are more developed than the old form. As the Tipperah
grant of Ldkaiiatha of the year 44 shows the use of the old form
in all cases, it can be assigned to a date earlier than A.D. 671.

In other words, we feel justified to refer the year 44 to the

Harsha era. Thus the lowest limit for the use of the old form
of sa may be fixed at A.D. 650. We find, however, the following

forms of the letter from after A.D. 650 onwards :

—

(1) the looped form (Fig. I, 19) ;

(2) the transitional forms (Fig. I, 20) ;

(a) in which the loop has not yet opened at the

bottom,
(h) in which the upper part of the letter is detached

from the vertical straight line to the right,

(c) in which the loop is detached from the vertical

straight line to the right,

(d) in which the loop has opened at the bottom and the
cross-bar lingers,

(c) in which the lingering cross-bar touches the upper
end of the vertical straight line to the right,

(3) the later form with two semi-circles at the top
(Fig. 1, 21).

The Aphsad inscription of Adityasena shows the looped and
first transitional forms

; the Shahpur image inscription of
the same reign, the fifth transitional form. In the De5-Baranark
inscription of Jivitagupta II (Fleets No. 46)2 the old and
first transitional forms have been used. The Nalanda stone

inscription of the reign of Yasovarmmadeva shows the looped

and first transitional forms. In the Bodh-Gaya inscription of

the 26th year of Dharmapala the old form occurs four times, the

second transitional once, and the later twice. In the Khalimpur
grant ^ of the 33rd year of the same reign we find that the looped

form has been used in all cases. The Mungir grant 4 of the

1 Cf. Extern Indiayi School of Medimval Sculpture, pp. 24ff.

2 The inscription is assigned to the first half of the 8th century A.D^
3 J.A.S,B„ 1894, Pt. I, p. 39, PI. III.

4 Ep, Ind., V6l. XVIII, p. 304.
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32nd year of Devapala and the Nalanda grant i of the 38th year
of the same reign also show exclusive use of the looped form.

The Ghoshrawa inscription 2 of Devapala shows, however, the

following forms of the palatal sa: the first transitional, which
occurs in the majority of cases, the third transitional, and the
later. It would thus appear that this inscription of Devapala
was engraved after his Nalanda grant.

We thus see that the looped form of was commonly used,

though the tendency towards displacement of this form by the

transitional ones was already in evidence, in the period to which
the inscriptions belonged. It was used for the first time in the

Aphsad inscription of the second half of the 7th century A.D.
The next point to be considered is the do^\ nward limit of its use.

Dharmapala ruled at least for 32 years, i.e. from 783 A.D.,

the date of king Indraraja or Indrayudha of Kanauj,^ to 815 A.D.,

the date of the Gurjjara-Pratihara King Nagabhata 11, who
defeated Chakrayiidha, the nominee of Dharmapala on the

throne of Kanauj. The Pala Emperor was also a contemporary
of the Rashtrakuta King Govinda III,» whose certain dates range
from 794-813 A.D.^* Devapala, the son and successor of

Dharmapala, ruled at least for 37 years. Consequently the

downward limit for the use of the looped form of m may be

fixed at about the middle of the 0th century A.D.
In the Vishnupada temple inscription ” of the 7th year of

Narayanapala we find the first and third transitional forms,

which have been used in the majority of cases, as well as the

later form. The Bhagalpur grant 8 of the 17th year of his reign

show^s, however, the looped form in all cases. In the Badal
pillar inscription ^ of his reign we find the looped, fourth

transitional and later forms. But from the time of Mahipala I

onwards the later form has invariably been used. And the

palatal sa in this particular form did not change for a long time.

The question is when Mahipala I came to the throne. It is

now quite certain that the Gurjjara-Pratihara power under
Mahendrapala I extended to Bengal, for a number of inscriptions

of the Emperor have been found in North-Eastern India lO:

<i) the Dighwa Dubauli grant (V.E. 955-897 A.D.), (ii) the

1 Ep. Ind.y Vol. XVII, p. 310.
2 Ind, Ant., Vol. XVII, p. 307.
3 Peterson’s 4th Ref. on the search for Skt. MSS. in the Bombay

Presy., pp. xli and 176; Ind. Ant., Vol. XV, p. 141.
4 Ep. Ind., Vol. IX, pp. 198fT.

5 J. Bo. Br. R.A.S., Vol. XXII, No. LXI, p. 128.
6 Ep. Ind., Vol. VIII, App. II, p. 3.

7 Mem. A.S.B., Vol. V, No. 3, PI. XXIV.
8 Ind. Ant., Vol. XV, p. 304 ; J.A.S.B., 1878, Pt. I, PI. XXIV-XXV.
® Ep. Ind., II, p. 169. The inscription is assigned to about the end

of the 9th or commencement of the 10th century A.D.
I® Bhandarkar’s List of the Inscriptions of Northern India, Nos. 40,

1643, 1645, 1646 and 1647.
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Paharpiir pillar inscription of the year 5, (iii) the Earn Gaya
inscription of the year 8, (iv) the Guneria image inscription
of the year 9, and (v) the Bihar inscription of the year 19.

Mahendrapala I lived in 897 A.D.; his son Vinayakapala in V.E.
988-930 A.D.; and his son Mahendrapala II in V.E. 1003-945
A.D.i It was probably in the earlier part of the last quarter
of the 10th century A. I), that Mahipala I rose into power and
founded the second Pala empire. We know from his Imadpur
inscription 2 that he ruled at least for 47 years, of which 25
years fell, as his Stoiath inscription of V.E. 1083-A.D. 1025
shows, in the first half of the 11th century A.D.

With these data we shall now determine the age of the
inscriptions of the Khadgas, Chandras and Varmmas, and also

of the two Prda kings, Surapaladeva and Gdpaladeva.
The date of the Ashrafpur grants of Devakhadga has been

the subject of a great controversy. The late Mr. Ganga Mohan
Laskar referred them to the 8th or 9th century A.D. and the
late Mr. R. I). Banerji to the lOth century A.D. ; on the other

hand Mr. N. N. Basu ^ referred the plates to the 7th century A.D.

;

Dt:. X. K. BhattasaJi ^ towards the commencement of the 8th

century A.D.; Di*. R. G. Basak 7 to the period between the last

quarter of the 7th and the middle of the 8th century A.D.; and
Dr. R. C. Majumdar 8 to the latter half of the 7th century A.D.

Evidently, the shape of m is the important criterion for

determining the age of the Khadga inscriptions. The Ashrafpur
grant of Devakhadga shows three different forms of the letter :

—

(1) the looped form

;

(2) the first transitional form;

(3) the fourth transitional form, which occurs in the
majority of cases.

In the Deulbadi Sarvvani image inscription of Maharani
Prabhavati, queen of Devakhadga, we find, however, the fourth

transitional form in all cases.

1 Ep, ImL, Vol. XIV, p. 176.
2 l7uL Ant.^ Vol. XIV, p. 165, Note 17; Proceedings of the Asiatic

Societi) of Bengal, 1881, p. 98.
3' Mem, A,S.B., Vol. I, No. 6, p. 86.

^ Bdhgldr Itihdsa, p. 207; Mem, A,S.B., Vol. V, No. 3, p. 67.

3 Bdngldr Jdtlya Itihnsa (Rajanya-Kanda), p. 147.

^ J.R.A.S., March, 1914, A Forgotten Kingdom of East Bengal;

Dacca Review, January, 1922, p. 139; Ep. Ind., Vol. XVII, p. 358.

7 Sdhitya, 1321, pp. 468, 469; Prdchl, Vol. I, Pt. I, p. 42; A History of

North-Eastern India, p. 203.

« J,P.A.S,B., Vol. XIX, pp. 375ff.

» On the above considerations I feel disinclined to adopt Dr. R. C.

Majumdar’s view that the letters used in the brass image inscription of

Prabhavati, queen of Devakhadga, are decidedly of earlier t5q)e than those

of the Ashrafpur copperplate of Devakhadga.
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The ELhadga inscriptions may, therefore, be assigned to the

period when the transitional forms of the palatal sa were
commonly used. Consequently the Khadga kings may be placed

after Devapala but before Mahipala I, i.e. in the period which
saw the decline of the Pala power on account of the rise of the
Gurjjara-Pratihara power. For under Mahipala I the Pala
power extended to Eastern Bengal for the first time, as is evident

from the Baghaura inscription of the 3rd year of his reign.

i

The Rampal copperplate of Srichandra^ shows two forms
of the palatal sa :

—

(1) the looped form, which has been used in the majority

of cases

;

(2) the fifth transitional form.

In the Kedarpur copperplate ^ of the same king the fiftli

transitional form has, however, been used in all cases. The
inscriptions of the Chandra kings are, therefore, to be assigned

to the period when the transitional forms of the palatal m were
commonly used. Consequently the Chandras may be placed

after the Khadgas but before Mahipala I.

In the inscriptions of the Varmmas the later form of the

palatal sa has been used in all cases. It has now been definitely

settled that Jatavarman, the founder of the Varinma dynasty of

Eastern Bengal, and Vigrahapala III of the Pala dynasty were
contemporaries. For they were sons-in-law of Karna, who
evidently was the Chedi king of that name, son of Gahgeyadeva.
The latest known date of Gahgeyadeva is 1037 A.D. and that of

his son Karna, 1073 A.D. So Jatavarman and Vigrahapala III

must have reigned within this period.

^

Of Surapaladeva we possess two inscriptions which are

identical. These have been assigned by Prof. Nilmoni
Chakravarti ^ to ^urapala II, who w-as the brother of Mahipala II

and Ramapala, and w^as the successor of the former and pre-

decessor of the latter. According to the late Mr. R. D. Banerji ^

these, how^ever, belong to Surapala or Vigrahapala I. Now',

in the inscriptions of Surapala the second transitional form has
been used in one case while the later form has been used in the

majority of cases. Consequently the type specimen of the

palatal sa during the period in which the inscriptions have been
incised is the later form. We may, therefore, identify Surapala
of the inscriptions with Surapala II.

The Naianda and the Bodh-Gaya inscriptions of Gopaladeva
have been assigned to G5pala I by Cunningham ^ and to G5pala II

1 Ep. lnd„ Vol. XVII, p. 353.
2 Inscriptions of Bengal Vol. Ill, pp. Iff. 3 Ibid.^ pp. lOff.

^ Inscriptions of Bengaly Vol. Ill, p. 17.
5 J.P.A.S.B. (N.S.), Vol. IV, p. 107. 6 Mem. A.S.B.y Vol. V, p. 57.
7 Cimningham, Arch. Surv. Rep.y Vol. I, p. 36, PI. xiii, 1 ;

Mahabodhi,
p. 63, PI. xxviii, fig. 2.
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by Prof. Nilmoni Chakravarti,i who compares the character of
these two inscriptions with those of the Bodh-Gaya inscription
of the. 26th year of Dharmapala and the Badal pillar inscription
of Narayanapala. The test letters are Ja and On comparing
the characters of the two inscriptions of Gopaladeva we, however,
find that the shape of the letter ja is almost identical in both.
Consequently we may reject it as not being a test letter for

determining the age of the inscriptions. The most useful test

letter is, however, the palatal sa. In the Nalanda inscription

the looped form has been used in one case while the later form
has been used in the majority of cases. In the Bodh-Gaya
inscription the later form has, however, been used in all cases.

Consequently the type specimen of the palatal sa during the
period in which the two inscriptions have been incised is the
later form. It will not, therefore, be unreasonable to identify

Gopaladeva of the inscriptions with Gopala III.

In the 7th century, the eastern variety of the epigraph ic

North-Indian alphabet shows an eastern and a western .branch.

Among these branches, the second, called the 'acute-angled or

Siddhamdtrkd alphabet’, the beginning of the development of
which is found in the Bodh-Gaya inscription of Mahanaman
of 588 A.D., progresses in the direction of the N%ari alphabet, a

branch of the western variety of the epigraphic North-Indian
alphabet. The first or the eastern branch, which is represented
by the Faridpur grant of Samacharadeva, progresses in the
direction of the Proto-Bengali alphabet. During the 7th-9th

centuries, the eastern branch developed by itself (Figs. II-V,
Cols. II-VI). In the 10th century, it came to be influenced by
the Nagari, which appeared first on the copperplate grant of

Vinayaka-Pala (V.E. 988) and found its way into Bengal
during the domination of the Gurjjara-Pratihara kings. But
from the time of Mahipala I onwards, the influence of the
Nagari alphabet gradually declined and we find towards the
end of the lOth century the birth of the Proto-Bengali alphabet.

In the Irda grant of the Kamboja king Nayapaladeva 2 and
the Bangarh grant of Mahipala I ^ we come across the

Proto-Bengali alphabet for the first time. The latter in-

scription shows the well-developed Bengali forms of the letters

a, u, ka, kha, ga, cha, dha, va and ha. In the ease of

ja we find, however, the complete Bengali form. The Deopara
inscription of Yijayaseiia,^ which is assigned to about the

end of the 11th or commencement of the 12th century A.D.,

shows the further progress of the Proto-Bengali alphabet.

The late Mr. R. D. Banerji has clearly shown that in about

tw’^enty-two letters the development of the Bengali forms is

1 J.P.A.S.B., (N.S.), Vol. IV, pp. 102-106.

2 Ep. Ind.. Vol. XXII, p. 150.

3 Ibid., Vol. XIV, p. 324. 4 Ibid., Vol. I, p. 305.
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more or less complete.! In the 12th century inscriptions, e.g.

the Amilia grant of Lakshmanasena,^ the Calcutta Sahitya-

Parishat grant of Visvarupasena 3 and the Sundarvan grant of

the Saka year 1118 = A.D. 1196,4 we find further changes,

which make the modern Bengali alphabet almost complete.

On account of the dearth of the inscriptional records from
after A.D. 1200 onwards we have got to utilize the manuscripts ^

in order to show the final development of the Bengali alphabet.

The Proto-Bengali alphabet, as has already been shown, appears

first on the Bangarh grant of the 9th year of Mahipala L who
seems to have reigned from c. 975-c. 1026 A.D. Since the Proto-

Bengali alphabet appears also for the first time in the 10th- 11th

century manuscripts, it will be interesting to show its gradual

development from that period onwards.

We possess two manuscripts of the reign of Mahipala 1.

The earliest of them is the manuscript of the Ashfasahasrika
Prajnaparamita in the University Library at Cambridge, which
was copied in the 5th year of his reign. The second, a maniiseri})t

of the same work in the collection of the Royal Asiatic Society

of Bengal, was copied in the 6th year of his reign. Acute-

angled characters have, however, been Tised in these two manu-
scripts as well as in a manuscript of the reign of Xaya})ala, tlie

manuscript of the Paficharaksha in the University Library at

Cambridge. But there are two manuscripts in the collection

of the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal written in Bengali hand,

which may be assigned to about the end of the 10th or commence-
ment of the 11th century A.D.:

(1) No. 9995 (unnamed). There are altogether four

bundles of leaves in the number. They are all

written in Bengali hand. The first bundle consists

of two leaves marked 7 and 8. The character is

Proto-Bengali of the lOth-llth century A.D. The
rest are written in characters of the 12th century

A.D.

(2) Laghukala Chakratika.^

The manuscript of the Kalachakravatara, Saka 1047 =
A.D. 1 125, in the collection ofthe Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal,

and the Cambridge manuscripts of the reign of Gbvindapaladeva,
who seems to have come to the throne in 1161 A.D., as the

Gaya stone inscription of his reign distinctly mentions that his

1 Origin of the Bengali Script, pp. 81-84.
2 Inscriptions of Bengal, Vol. Ill, p, 81.
3 Ibid., p. 140. 4 Vol. X, p. 321.
5 A Descriptive Catalogue of Buddhist Manuscripts (Vol. I). By

Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Sastri ; Catalogiie of the Buddhist
Manuscripts by Bendall (U.L. Cambridge).

6 As this manuscript was taken by Prof. G. Tucci on loan from
the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal I could not examine it.
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fourteenth regnal year fell in V.S. 1232 = 1174 show
further development of ^he Proto-Bengali alphabet. The
following are the Cambridge manuscripts of the reign of
Govindapaladeva :

—

(1) Guhyavalivivrti, the 37th year of Govindapala.

(2) Pahchakara, the 38th year of his reign.

(3) Yoga-ratna-mala, the 39th year of his reign.

We possess only one dated manuscript record of the 13th
eeatury, the manuscript of the Paneharaksha in the collection

of Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal. It is dated Saka 1211 =
A. I). 1289. The character is, as has been pointed out by
Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Sastrl, Bengali of the ' Kutila
type’. There is, however, another manuscript, the manuscript
of the Vajrayane Sadhanahgani, which has been assigned by the

same scholar to the 13th century and which is written in Bengali
hand. It is to be noticed, however, that the alphabets of these

two manus(‘ripts show no change or development.
We do not possess any record of the 14th century.

Dr. Dinesh Chandra Sen 2 has, however, shoAvn from a reference

given in one of Chandidasa's poems that Chandidasa composed
996 poems before A.D. 1 403. Regarding the date of Chandidasa 's

Krshna Kirttana it has been also remarked by the late Mr. R. D.
Banerji ^ that 'Though the material is paper the script makes it

im})ossible to assign the M8. to any date later than the 14th
century A.D.’ But on paljeographical grounds the Krshna
Kirttana must be placed in the 15th century along with the

Bodhichaiyavatara of A.D. 1435, as is shown below.
Two inscriptions have been found on the right door-jamb

of the Ganesa Temple in the Begunia group of four temples at

Barakar in the district of Burdwan.^ The earlier of them is

<lated Wednesday, the eighth of the bright half of the lunar

month of Phalguna in the Saka year 1383 counted by the figures

represented by netra (3), vasu (8), tri (3) and chandra (1). This
date corresponds to the 18th February, A.D. 1461, as has been
correctly shown by Mr. K. N. Dikshit. The second inscription

gives Wednesday, the important day of initra saptaml of the

bright half of the lunar month Agrahayana in the Saka year 1468
counted by the figures represented by vasu (8), rasa (6), sainudra

(4)

and chandra (1). The equivalent English date works out

as the 29th December, 1546 A.D. Now on the style of the

characters Chandidasa's Krshna Kirttana, in the collection of the

Vahgiya Sahitya-Parishat, can be assigned to the date of the

first inscription, and Raghunandan’s Dharmapujavidhi, in the

^ Mem. A.S.B.y Vol. V, No. 3, pp. 108-09.

History of Bengali Language and Literaturey p. 119.

3 Origin of the Bengali Scripty p. 4.

^ AM. Arch. Surv.y 1922-23, p. 110; J.R.A.S.B.y LetferSy Vol. II,

pp. 21ff.
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collection of the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal, which has

been wrongly assigned by Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad
Sastri to the early nineteenth century, to the date of the second

inscription.

During the 17th and 18th centuries A.D. the Bengali

alphabet has not changed at all. And in the 19th century the

forms of the letters became stereotyped by the introduction of

the printing press.

III. Growth of Bengali.

We shall now describe the changes in the forms of the letters

leading up to the modern Bengali writing, as have been illustrated

in the accompanying figures (Nos. II-IX).

(a) Vowels.

1. In column I the initial a consists of two vertical parallel

straight lines of unequal length, which are joined by a horizontal

straight line. In column II the lower part of the left limb
curves to the left, while in column III it curves to the right.

In columns IV and V the letter has not changed much. In

column VI the letter consists of a vertical straight line with a

wedge at the top. A short horizontal straight line to the left

stands at right angle to the right vertical at its middle point

and supports a comma-shaped curve. In columns VII and
VIII the letter has not changed much. In column IX the short

vertical straight line joining the comma-shaped curve to the

left end of the top line, which has taken the place of the wedge,
has become slanting. In columns X and XI the short horizontal

straight line joining the comma-shaped curve to the right vertical

has become slanting. In column XII we find the modern Bengali

form in w^hich the line joining the comma-shaped curve to the

top line has been suppressed.

2. In columns I, III and V the initial long d is the initial

short a with a comma-shaped curve to the right, which is attached
to the lower extremity of the right limb. In columns IV, VI,

VII, VIII, X and XI the curve has been replaced by a full

length vertical straight line, which is placed on the right side

of the right limb of the letter and drawn parallel to it. In
column XII we find the modern Bengali form in wnich the straight

line to the right, which denotes the length of the vowel, is joined

to the main body of the letter by a short slanting straight line.

3. In column I the initial short i consists of two vertical

dots or small loops on the left of a vertical curved line, which
has become a vertical straight line with a wedge at the top in

column II. In column III the letter consists of two horizontal
dots above a horizontal curve. In columns IV and V we find

two forms; (1) two horizontal loops below a wedge, (2) two
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horizontal loops above a slight vertical curve. In column VI
the first form of columns IV and V occurs. In columns VII
and VIII the wedge slightly protrudes downwards. In column
IX we find the following changes in the form of the letter :

—

(1) the wedge has given place to a straight top line
;

(2) the two loops have become joined together and
ellipsoid in form

;

(3) a short vertical straight line joins them to the top

line
;

(4) a vertical straight line is drawn from the right end
of the top line

;

(5) the right loop has become detached to the bottom,
and the slight horizontal curve below the two loops

has disappeared.

In the Madanapada grant of Visvarupasena i the right loop,

which has become detached to the bottom, has been produced
below. In column XII the vertical straight line to the right

has been transformed into an upward curved stroke. Thus the

development of the letter is more or less complete. The only

change needed is the gradual diminution of the left loop until it

disappears altogether or becomes a dot. The Krshna Kirttana

and the Dharmapujavidhi show the fully developed form.

4. The initial long I is rarely found. In the Nalanda
seal of king Sarvavarman Maukhari it consists of a vertical

straight line and two dots on either side of it. The slight curve,

which is taken to denote the length of the vowel in the Sarnath
inscription of Mahipala I, is, however, found in the form of the

short i in the Deopara record (iti, L.I.). Again in a 15th

century manuscript, the manuscript of the Bddhicharj^avatara

of A.D. 1435, the long I as well as the short i are not distinguished.

In the Krshna Kirttana and the Dharmapujavidhi we find the
modern Bengali forms of the letters.

5. In column I in the case of the short u the old horizontal

line at the right lower extremity of the vertical straight line has
been transformed into a curve to the right. In columns II,

III, IV, V and VI the curve is elongated upwards. In columns
VII and VIII the vertical straight line curves to the left. In
columns IX, X and XI the letter has not changed much. In
column XII the lower curve has been forced downwards with a
bend to the left and there is a small loop or a curve at its right

end. This peculiar form is to be found also in the manuscript
of the Kalachakravatara, 6aka 1047 = A.D. 1125. In the
Krshna Kirttana we find the modern form of the letter minus
the curved upward stroke. The fully developed form is found
in the Bodhicharyavatara and the Dharmapujavidhi.

1 1896, Pt. I, pp. 6-15, PL I-II.
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6. The initial long u is of very rare occurrence. It occurs
in the Naihafi grant of Vallalasena i and the Madanapada grant
of Visvarupasena, where the length of the vowel is denoted by
the addition of a second curve to the bottom of the short u.

The only change needed is the addition of a curve above the top
line. The letter in the final form occurs in the Dharmapujavidhi.

7. The initial B is of very rare occurrence. It occurs in

the Kamauli grant ,2 where it consists of a triangular va, with a
wedge at the top and a vertical straight line to the right, which
is joined to the main body of the letter by a slanting straight line.

The subsequent changes in the final development of the letter

are the following: (1) the wedge gives place to a straight toj)

line, (2) the triangle in the left limb opens at the top and a curve

is added to the top of the open side, (3) the right limb decreases

in length and is produced upwards. The modern form is found
in the Dharmapujavidhi.

8. In columns 1 and II the initial e consists of a triangle

with its apex a little projecting. In columns III and IV the

triangle is turned upside down. In column V the letter has not
changed much. In column VI we find two forms of the letter.

The first form show^s a triangle. In the second form the slightly

curved left vertical has snapped leaving a curve at the top of

the right vertical and part of it at the lower end. In column IX
the letter-form is more advanced than the second form of

column VI. In column XI we find the modern Bengali form, in

w'hich the elongated base line, which slants upw-ards, has been
transformed into a horizontal curved line, and the curve at the
top slightly slants dow mvards.

9. The initial ai is found in the manuscripts of the

Kalachakravatara and the Guhyavalivivrti, w^here a curved
stroke is added to the to}) of the initial e. The fully developed
form occurs in the Dharmapujavidhi.

IG. The initial o is rarely found in the inscriptions. It

occurs in the Naihati grant of Vallalasena, where we find the
Bengali form. The fully developed form is found in the
Guhyavalivivrti, the Krshna Kirttana and the Dharmapujavidhi.

11. The initial an is of raie occurrence. It occurs in the

Govindapur copperplate of Lakshmanasena,^ wdiere w^o find the
Bengali form. In column XI as well as in the manuscript of

the Guhyavalivivrti the length of the vow^el is denoted by
adding the curve to the vertical straight line, which stands on
the right side of the main body of letter. The Dharmapujavidhi
shows the final form.

12. The anusvara is a dot or a small circle above the

top line of an akshara. In the Khaliinpur grant of Dharmapala,

1 Ep. Iml„ Vol. XIV, pp. 156-163.
2 Ibid., Vol. II, p. 347.

3 Inscriptions vf Bengal, Vol. Ill, pp. 92-9
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the Miingir grant of Devapala and the Amgachhi grant of

Vigrahapala III we find, besides the old form, the modern Bengali

one. In column XII we find the use of the later or modern
form. In the Guhyavalivivrti and the Dharmapujavidhi the

old form with a dot or small circle above the top line is still

to be found.

13. The Visarga consists of two vertical dots or small

circles to the right of an akshara. It shows the old form even
in modern Bengali. In column IX the upper circle is joined

with a slightly elongated wedge above. In the Dacca image
inscription of Lakshmanasena i and in columns XI and XII
ah has the form of 8 (eight). This form is found also in the

Guhyavalivivrti, the Bodhicharyavatara and the Dharma-
pujavidhi.

(b) Consonants.

1. In columns I and II ka has the dagger-shaped form,

consisting of a vertical straight line and a hoirzontal curved
line. In column III it has a loop or a curve to the left. In

column IV the right end of the horizontal cairved line has been
forced downwards with a slight bend to the left. In columns V
and VI the letter has not changed its form. In columns VII
and VIII the loop has become a semi-circle. In columns IX,
X, XI and XII the semi-circular curve, which projects out on
the right, is turned downwards with a bend to the right. The
only change needed is the angular back. The Bodhicharyavatara
and the Dharmapujavidhi show the fully developed form.

2. In column I kha consists of a triangle with an elongated
curve to the left touching the apex. In columns II and III

the left limb has changed into an open square and the right

limb into a straight line and a curve. In columns IV and V the

open square has given place to a curve with a thin wedge or a
short straight line at its end. In column VI the wedge has
changed into a curve, which is much smaller than the upper one.

In columns VII and VIII the left limb, now consisting of the
curve at the top and the transformed sides of the triangle, joins

the vertical straight line to the right at its lower end as well as

at the top. In columns IX, X and XI the top of the letter is

open. In column XII the formation of an acute angle at the
bottom has given the letter its modern form.

3. In column I ga has a round top. In columns II and
III the top of the letter is an open square. In columns IV and
V the open square has changed into a curve with a wedge at the
lower extremity of its left limb. In column VI the wedge has
changed into a curve and there is a tendency of projecting the
vertical straight line upwards beyond the point of its junction
with the curve. In column VII the upper curve of ga has given

1 Inscriptions of Bengali pp, 116-117.
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place to a straight line from the left end of which hangs a curved
line ending in a curve and from the right end of which hangs a
straight line at right angle to it. In column VIII we find a
wedge at the top. In columns IX, X and XI the wedge has
disappeared giving place to a straight top line but the right

angle is still to be seen. In column XII we find the modern
Bengali form which shows the elimination of the right angle
at the top as well as the upward elongation of the vertical line.

4. In column I the base line ofgha slightly slants downwards
to the left as well as to the right. In column II it has become
a curve on the left side and a slanting line to the right, forming
an acute angle with the right vertical. In columns III and V
the right base line shows the tendency to become a curve. In
column IV the open top of the letter is closed. In column VI
the acute angle at the bottom has disappeared. In columns VII
and VITI the left curve has changed into a loop and is joined
with the left end of the wedge at the top and the left lower end
of the right vertical by two slight curves. In columns IX and
X the wedge has given place to a straight top line and the

curve above the loop is to the right. In column XI the curve
is to the left. The modern Bengali form is to be found in the

Bodhicharyavatara and the Dharmapujavidhi.
5. The initial na does not occur in the inscriptions. It is

found only in ligatures. In columns I, II and III na consists of

a vertical line and two horizontal lines at its right upper and
lower extremities. In columns IV and VI the upper horizontal

line has changed into a wedge and the vertical line into a curve.

In columns VII and VIII the back of the letter is, however,
angular. In column IX we have the cursive back and a small

square attached to the right end of the top line. In column X
the square is, however, dropped. In column XI the angular
back reappears. In column XII we find the transitional form
which consists of a cursive back and a loop attached to the right

end of the top line. The changes needed for the final develop-

ment of the letter are the formation of a terminal curve, which
is to be elongated upwards, and the transposition of the loop
from the right end oiF the top line to the right end of the up]3er

curve. The fully developed form of the letter is found in the

Dharmapuj
avidhi

.

6. In columns I and II cha consists of two vertical curves

to the right, which are joined at their ends. In columns III,

IV, V and VI the letter-form is a triangle. In columns VII and
VIII the upper curve has become a horizontal straight line. In

column IX cha has the Nagari form. The hollow triangle at

the lower extremity is still to the left. In columns X and XI
the letter has not changed much, save that we find the cursive

back. In column XII we find the first transitional form in

which the vertical line has become very much cursive. In the

Bodhicharyavatara the letter-form has not changed much. In
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the Krshna Kirttana the left limb (the former cursive back) is

slightly curved and tends to become straightened. In the

Dharmapujavidhi we find the modern form of the letter.

7. The letter chha is often found in ligatures. It consists

of two unequal curves on either side of the lower extremity of
the vertical line. In some cases the vertical line is elongated
downwards. In columns X and XI we find that the curves are

detached to the bottom. The modern Bengali form is to be

found in the Bodhicharyavatara and the Dharmapujavidhi.
8. In columns I, II and III ja consists of a vertical line

and three horizontal lines to the right, which are attached to its

upper, lower and middle points. In column lY the upper
horizontal line is converted into a wedge. The lower part of

the vertical line and the lower horizontal line are perceptibly

curved, and the central horizontal line is curved to the same
extent as the base or the lower line. In column V the upper
horizontal line is still to be seen. In column VI it has, again,

become a w^edge. In column VJI the lower curved line is

produced upwards and the central horizontal line, which has

been slantingly forced dowuiwards, slightly curves to the left

at its lower end. This form resembles the modern Bengali one.

In column VIII the upper part of the vertical line does not yet

curve to the left and the wedge at the top still survives. In
column IX the w^edge gives place to a straight top line. In
column X we find, again, a hollow' wedge at the top of the letter.

In column XI the straight top line reappears. In column XII
the upper part of the vertical line curves to the left. The changes
needed for the final development of the letter are the following:

—

(1) the formation of a w^ell-developed terminal curve
;

(2) the upward elongation of the terminal curve
;

(3) the transformation of the uppei* part of the right limb
(the old central horizontal line) into a slightly

slanting horizontal curve and the lower part into

a slight vertical curve.

The fully developed form occurs in the Krshna Kirttana
and the Dharmapujavidhi.

9. The initial jha is of rare occurrence. In column III

it consists of a vertical straight lino from the middle point of

which a short horizontal line, which sharply slants downwards, is

drawn. A vertical straight line is drawn upwards from the

lower end of the latter. In column X we find a hollow^ wedge
at the top and a triangle at the left low^er extremity of the left

vertical. In columns XI and XII the letter is more or less

complete. The modern form is to be found in the Dharma-
pujavidhi.

10. The letter na is often found in ligatures. In columns I,

II, III and V we have the cursive form. In the other columns
the modern Bengali form occurs.
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11. In columns I, II and III ta is a vertical curve to the
left. In column IV the letter consists of a top line, a vertical

line attached to its right extremity and a curve attached to its

left extremity by means of another curve. In column V ta

does not differ much from the form in column III. It is a
horizontal curve open below and the right end of the curve has
a slanting downward stroke. In column VI the form is similar

to that found in column IV, save for the suppression of the
vertical straight line attached to the right end of the top line. In
column VII its residue is still to be seen and the upper curve
has become a straight line. In column VIII the vertical straight

line to the right has entirely disappeared and the letter has a
wedge at the top. In column IX the right vertical line reappears,

but the top line and the straight left limb have combined to

form a curve. In columns X and XI the letter has not changed.
In column XII the right vertical line has been transformed into

a hook stroke above. The modern form is found in the

Bodhicharyavatara and the Dharmapujavidhi.
1 2. The letter iha is often found in ligatures. In column VI

the letter occurs in its initial form and consists of a plain circle.

In columns VII and VIII tha occurs in its initial form and
shows a wedge at the top. In column XII the form approaches
the modern Bengali one. In the Krshna Kirttana and the
1 )harmapujavidhi we find the modern Bengali form of the letter,

13. In columns I, II and HI da consists of two small

vertical curves to the right. In columns IV and V we find the

angular back. In column VI the angular form is found to have
given its ])lace to the archaic cursive one. In columns VII
and Vm the lower limb sharply curves to the right. In
(‘oluinii IX the lower part of the upper limb sharply curves to

the left. In column X the curve at the end has developed. In
column XI the vertical line joining the upper curve to the top
line has bc(‘oine slanting. In column XII the upper limb as a

whole curves to the left. The dianges neetled are the transforma-
tion of the upper curve into a vertical straight line and the

upward elongation of the terminal curve. The Bodhicharya-
vatara, the Krshna Kirttana and tlie Dharmapujavidhi show
the modern Bengali form of the letter.

14. The letter dha occurs in columns VII, VIII and IX.
It consists of a scroll with a wedge at the toj). The only change

needed is the straightening of the curve to the left. In the

Bodhicharyavatara and the Dharmapujavidhi we find the fully

developed form.
15. Ill column I we find a loop at the left lower extremity

of mi. In column II the loop has been dropped and the tw^o

hooks have been lengthened downwards. In column III the

base line has become slanting, forming an acute angle at the

right lower extremity. In columns IV and V the two hooks

or curves have been further lengthened dowuiwards. In
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column VI the base line is still intact, but the right curve has
been transformed into a vertical straight line slightly curving
towar^ the lower end. In columns VII and VIII the base line

has disappeared. The left curve is joined to the left end of
the right vertical straight line by a small curve. In columns IX,
X and XI the semi-circular curve to the left has decreased in

length. In column XII the vertical line is projected slightly

beyond the point of its junction with the left limb and the letter

resembles the modern Bengali la minus the top line. The
Krshna Kirttana shows the modern form of the letter in which
we find the fusion of the two curves into a single whole. In the
Bddhicharyavatara and the Dharmapujavidhi we find, however,
the modern Bengali la minus the top line.

16. In columns I and II the right limb of ta has been
lengthened downwards. In column III the letter has a round
top. In columns IV and V the right limb becomes slightly

curved at its lower extremity. In column VI we find two forms
of the letter: (1) the form of column IV, (2) the form in which
the right limb has become a straight line. In columns VII and
VIII the left limb has changed into a long slight curve attached
to the vertical straight line to the right. In column IX we find

the following changes in the form of the letter :

—

(1) the upper part of the vertical line curves to the left

and the lower part to the right

;

(2) the long slight curve to the left, having become
shortened, has the form of a knob.

In column X the curve at the lower extremity of the
letter has developed. In columns XI and XII the line joining
the curve to the top line has become perfectly vertical. The
changes needed are the upward elongation of the terminal
curve and the suppression of the vertical line. The final develop-
ment of the letter is clearly shown in the Dharmapujavidhi.

17. In column I tha is an ellipse, the upper part of which
is broadened . A horizontal straight line divides it . In column II
the ellipse is pointed below. In column III tha consists of a
loop and a curve with an acute angle at the bottom formed by a
side of the curve and the right vertical straight line. In column
IV the letter has not changed much. In column V we find two
forms of the letter :

—

(1) the first form in which the horizontal straight line

has been suppressed, but the curve has not opened
out at the top as yet

;

(2) the second form in which the curve has become open.

In columns VI, VII and VIII the horizontal straight line

is still to be seen and the upper curve has not become open as
yet. In column IX we find two forms : (1) the second form of
column V, (2) the form of column VI. In column X the upper
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curve has become open but the horizontal straight line has
not been suppressed. In column XI we find the second form of

column IX. The only change needed is the formation of an
acute angle at the bottom. In column XII we find, however,

the old form consisting of a circle with a dot above the centre.

The fully developed form is found in the Bddhicharyavatara
and the Dharmapujavidhi.

18. In columns I and II we find a curve at the middle of

the letter d<i. In columns III, IV and V the curve has been
changed into a sharp acute angle and the slight curve at the

bottom lengthened downwards. In columns VI, VII and VIII

the form of the letter has not changed much. In column IX
da shows a curve at the back and is transitional in form. In

columns X and XI it has not changed. In the Dacca image

inscription of Lakshmanasena (Damodra, B-L. 1) as well as in

column XII find the completely developed Bengali form.

19. In column I dha is elliptical in form. In column II

it is pointed below. In column III dha shows a broadening of

the upper part and a sharpening of the acute angle formed b}^ a

side of the curve and the right vertical straight line. In columns

IV, V and VI it shows a slanting dowmw^ard stroke at its lower

extremity and there is a perceptible narrowing of its upper part.

In columns VII and VIII dha show^s the prolongation of the

vertical straight line and its lower part has been distinctly

broadened. In column IX the letter has not changed. In
columns X and XI a slanting straight line has been added to the

top. In column XII dha does not show^ the horn which charac-

terizes the modern Bengali form. The only change needed is

the formation of an acute angle at the bottom and the addition

of a comma-shaped curve to the top. The Dharmapujavidhi

shows the fully developed form.

20. In column I we find a loop to the left of the letter na.

In column II the loop has changed into a triangle. In columns

III, IV and V the loop has become smaller in size and the slanting

right base line has been forced downw^ards with a slight bend
at its loAver end to the left. In column VI the vertical line and
the right base line tend to become a vertical straight line. In

columns VII and VIII the loop has become separated from the

main body of the letter and attached to the right vertical straight

line by a short horizontal straight line. In column IX the

short line joining the loop to the vertical line is still horizontal.

In column X it has become slanting. In column XI we find

the form of column IX. In column XII the modern form is

to be found.

21. In column I we find the cursive form of the letter pa.

In column II the form of the letter is an open square. In

column III the base line slants downwards to the left forming an

acute angle with the right vertical straight line. In columns IV

and V the acute angle has given place to a downward elongation
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of the right vertical line. The letter consists of a wedge at

the top, a vertical straight line attached to its right end, and
a curve attached to its left end and the lower part of the vertical

line. In columns VI and VII the upper part of the left limb
shows a short inward curve. Iri column VIII the upper part

of pa has narrowed. In column IX the acute angle at the

bottom has entirely disappeared, the upper part of the letter

has gained in breadth and the inward curve in the outwardly
curving left limb is much pronounced. In columns X and XI
the letter does not change. In the Dacca image inscription of

Lakshmanasena as well as in column XII the development of

the letter is more or less complete. The Bodhicharyavatara
and the Dharmapujavidhi show the fully developed form.

22. In column I pha is the letter pa with an inward loop

at the upper end of its right limb. In columns IV and V a small

outward loop or a curve is attached to the upper part of the

right vertical line. In columns VI and VII the letter has not

changed. In column IX the inward curve in the outwardly
curving left limb is much pronounced and the letter has acquired

the modern Bengali form. In columns X and XI the transitional

cursive form is used. In column XII the form of the letter is

more or less complete. The Dharmapujavidhi shows the fully

developed form.

23. In columns I and II ba consists of a square. In
column III it is triangular in form. From this ])oint onward we
shall have to discard 6a from the al})habet as its form is the

same as that of va,

24. The left hook of hha in columns I and II has changed
into a hollow wedge in column III, separating the right limb
of the letter from the upper part. I?i columns IV and V the

lower angle has been sharpened and the right limb has a slanting

downward stroke with a bend to the left. In columns V^I,

VII and VIII hha has not changed much. In column IX the

letter consists of a toj) line, a right vertical straight limb, and a

long narrow wedge which is joined to the left side of the vertical

line. The solid wedge has been formed by the (^losing in of the
sides supporting the obtuse and acute angles in the older form.

The lower extremity of the letter now curves to the right and
not to the left. Thus in hha we find the almost completely
developed form. The only change in the later periods is the

curvature of the solid wedge and an upward elongation of the

lower extremity. In column X the hollow wedge reappears.

In column XI the line joining the solid wedge has become
slanting and the curve at the lower extremity of the letter has
developed. In column XII the hollow wedge is still to be seen.

In the Dharmapujavidhi we find the fully developed form.
25. In column I we find the straight-sided ma, with a small

solid knob attached to the left of the letter. In column II the
base line sharply slants downwards to the right. In column III
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there is no change, save the decrease in the size of the acute
angle. In columns IV and V the letter-form has not changed
much. In column VI we find the following changes in the form
of the letter :

—

(1) the base line has become almost horizontal

;

(2) the acute angle has been entirely suppressed
;

(3) there is a loop at the left end of the base line.

In columns VII and VIII the letter has not changed much.
In columns IX, X and XI the vertical line joining the loop to

the left end of the top line curves to the left and the horizontal
line joining the loop to the lower extremity of the right vertical

straight line has become slanting. The development of the

letter is complete in column XII, where the acute angle at the

bottom has become sharp.

26. In columns 1 and II we find the tripartite form of
ya. In column III the bipartite form has been used in all cases.

In columns IV and V' we find a wedge at the top of the letter.

The right limb has been elongated downw^ards beyond the point
of the junction w ith the curve. In column VI there is a shortage
in*the breadth of the letter. In columns VII and VIII we find

the formation of the angle in the left limb and the curve in the

upper part of the left limb has a short inward curve. In
columns IX, X and XI the inward curve in the outw ardly curving
upper left limb is much pronounced. In column XII the acute
angle at the bottom has appeared, but the angle in the left

limb has changed into a curve. In the Dharmapujavidhi w^e

find the fully developed form w ith a dot below

.

27. In columns I, II and III m consists of a vertical

straight line w ith a short horizontal straight line or a w-edge at

the top. In columns IV, V and VI we find a pointed wedge or

arrow -head at the left lower extremity of the vertical line. In
column VII ra show s a w idening of the w edge. In column VIII
the wedge-shaped form of the letter continues without change.

In column IX we find a solid wedge at the lower extremity of

the letter. The modern triangular form minus dot is used in

columns X and XI. In column XII the dot is found for the

first time. The only change needed is the formation of an acute

angle at the bottom. In the Krshna Kirttana a slanting cross-

bar in the interior of va denotes ra as in modern Assamese. The
Dharmapujavidhi shows the fully developed form.

28. In column I the left limb of la is turned sharply

dow mvards. In column II the left limb has acquired an inward

length. In column III the hook or curve in the left limb is

joined to the left extremity of the right limb by a slanting line.

In columns IV, V and VI the curve in the left limb is joined

to the middle of the right limb by a horizontal line. In columns

VII and VIII the long curve in the left limb is joined to the right

limb by a small curve. In column IX we find the -shaped
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form of la. In column X {a is almost complete. There is,

however, a hollow wedge at the top. In column XI the wedge
at the top has been suppressed. Column XII shows the modern
Bengali form of the letter in which the well-formed curves are

attached to the upper part of the right vertical straight line. In
the Krshna Barttana and the Dharmapujavidhi we find the ta-

shaped form of Za. It differs from the form of na in the Krshna
Kirttana in that it has a top line.

29. In columns I and II va is triangular in form. In
column III two sides of the triangle are converted into a curve.

In columns IV and V the third side is lengthened downwards.
In column VI the acute angle at the bottom has entirely dis-

appeared and the letter consists of a wedge at the top, a vertical

straight line at right angle to the above, and a semi-circle attached

to the left side of the vertical. In columns VII and VIII va

show’s no difference except the presence of the acute angle. In
columns IX, X, XI and XII the back of the letter is still cursive

and not angular. The only change needed is the formation of a

triangle with an acute angle at the bottom. The B5dhi-
charyavatara and the Dharmapujavidhi show the fully develoj)ed

form.

30. In columns I and II w^e find the palatal sa wdth a

round top, while in column III with a straight-lined top. In
column IV we find the looped form of the letter. In column V
three distinct forms of the letter are found :

—

(1) the looped form of column IV
;

(2) the transitional form in which the loop has not
yet opened at the bottom

;

(3) the transitional form in which the loop has opened
at the bottom and the cross-bar lingers.

In column VI we find also three forms of the letter :

—

(1) the looped form
;

(2) the transitional form in which the loop has opened at

the bottom and the cross-bar lingers
;

(3) the later form with two semi-circles at the top.

In column VII the later form has been used. In column VIII
we come across, besides the form of column VII, the Nagari
form of the letter. In columns IX, X, XI and XII the letter

shows no change or development. In later years the separate

curve attached to the lower end of the left limb gradually evolved
into two small circles of the modern Bengali as we find in the
Kpshna Kirttana and the Dharmapujavidhi.

31. In column I the base stroke of sha is attached as a
closed curve to the left of the horizontal central bar. In
column II the central bar has become sharply slanting. In
column III we find the western variety form of the letter, which
consists ofthe slanting base line and the slightly curved horizontal
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central bar. In columns IV and V the left lower limb of the
letter curves to the left, the central bar has become slanting,

the vertical straight line has been elongated downwards, and
there is a wedge at the top. In column VI the letter has not
changed much. In columns VII and VIII we find the formation
of an angle in the left limb and a decrease in the breadth of the
upper part of the letter. The upper part of the left limb shows
a short inward curve. In column IX this inward curve in the
outwardly curving upper left limb is much pronounced. The
breadth of the letter is the same in the upper and lower parts.

The wedge has given place to a straight top line. In columns X,
XI and XII the form of the letter shows no development. The
only change needed is the formation of an acute angle at the

bottom. The Bddhicharyavatara and the Dharmapujavidhi
show the final form.

32. In column I we find the looped form of 5a. In column II

the loop has changed into a hollow wedge and the horizontal

base line has become slanting. In column III the apex of the

wedge has slightly separated. In column IV we find two forms
of the letter :

—

(1) the form in which the apex of the wedge has not
separated

;

(2) the form in which it has opened out.

The right vertical straight line has been elongated down-
wards. In columns VI, VII and VIII the letter has not
changed. In colunins IX and XI the final development of the
form of sa is to be found. The closing in of the sides has caused

the formation of a solid wedge and the line joining the wedge to

the left end of the top line curves to the left and the curve in

the upper part of the left limb shows a short inward curve. In
columns X and XII the wedge in the left limb of the letter is

still hollow and open. The Bodhicharyavatara, the Krshna
Kirttana and the Dharmapujavidhi show the fully developed
form.

33. In column I the base stroke of Jia is completely
suppressed. In column II it is slightly revived. But the hook
attached to the right lower extremity of the vertical line is

turned sharply to the left. There is, however, a second form in

which the base stroke has been perceptibly revived. In column
III the base line has become slanting and the curve or hook

in the right limb of the letter has a downward stroke. In

column IV the upper angle has been changed into a curve and
the lower angle replaced by a short downward stroke. So the

letter consists of a wedge at the top, a curve below and two
short downward strokes. In column V the lower angle has not

yet developed into a second downward stroke. In column VI
ha shows the later form in which the downward stroke which

has taken the place of the lower acute angle becomes transformed
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into a curve. In columns VII and VIII the letter has not
changed. In column IX we find the transitional form of the
letter. The later changes are the formation of a knob instead of

the curve to the left in the upper part of the letter, and the

addition of a downward stroke to the bottom. The forms of the

letter in columns X and XI do not differ much from those in

columns VII and VIII. In column XII the letter-form is still

transitional. In the Krshna Kirttana the development of the

letter is more or less complete. The Dharmapujavidhi shows the

fully developed form.

Appendix A.

The Numerals of the Brdhml ^ ; Figure X.

The numeral signs in column I are drawn ^ from Nos. 2, 3,

5, 7, 9, 11, 12, 19, 23-26, 38, 59, 62, 63, 65, 70, 71 at Fleet’s

Gupta inscriptions, the Damddarpur copperplate inscriptions

(El. XV), the Baigram copperplate inscription (El. XXI),
the Paharpur copperplate inscription (El. XX), the Gunaighar
grant of Vainyagupta (IHQ., 1930) and the Amauna grant of the

Maharaja Nandana (El. X). In the Bhumara pillar inseripiion

of the Maharajas Hastin and Sarvanatha (F.G.I., No. 24) and
the K5h plates of the Maharaja Sarnkshobha (F.G.I., No. 25)

the numeral sign which has been read as 9 is to be read as 8.^

The unit figure which is a vertical line with a slight bend, and a

seriph or small horizontal line at the top end, must be taken as

the sign for 8, while the sign for 9 has a loop at the top. In the

Paharpur copperplate grant of the (Gupta) year 159 the symbol
for 9 resembles the an vowel. This symbol for 9 is found also

in the Nandapur copperplate grant of the (Gupta) year 169.^

In one of the three copperplate grants from East Bengal (lA.,

XXXIX), that of Gopachandra, the date is to be read as 18

instead of 19.

The numeral signs in column II are drawn ^ from the

KhMmpur plate of Dharmapala (J.A.S.B., 1894, Pt. 1), the

Mungir plate of Devapala (El., XVI II), the Nalanda plate of

Devapala (El. XVII), the Hilsa inscription of Devapala (Eastern
Indian School of Mediaeval Sculpture, PI. II, 6), the Bhagalpur
grant of Narayanapala (Mem. A.S.B., Vol. V), the Sarnath
inscription of Mahipala I (A.R. Arch. Surv., 1903-04), the

1 Compare Buhler’s Indian Palaeography, pp. 77ff.

2 Of the signs for 5 the last i.s drawn from the grant of Dharmaditya
of the year the third sign for 8 and the last sign for 10 from the grant
of Gopachandra of the year 1 8.

3 Fleet also suggested 7 or 8 as the only other possibilities.
4 Ep. Ind., Vol, XXIII, p. 52.
^ Of the sign.s for 5 the last two are drawn from the B61ava copper-

plate of Bhojavarman (Inscriptiona of Bengal, Vol. Ill, No. Ill) and the
Dighwa DubauH grant of Mahendrapala respectively, and the sign for
50 from the last-mentioned grant.
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Nalanda inscription of Mahipala I (J.P.A.S.B., N.S., 1908), the
Indian Museum image inscription of Vigrahapala III (Mem.
A.S.B., Vol. V), the Bihar inscription of Ramapala (J.P.A.S.B.,

N.S., 1908), and the Chandimau image inscription of Ramapala
(Mem. A.S.B., Vol. V). In the Hilsa inscription of Devapala
the date which has been read as 35 is to be read as 25. The
symbol for 3 is the symbol for 2 (the o vowel) plus a hook or

wedge at the end of the second or lower curve. In the same way
the date of the inscriptions of Surapala must be read as 3 instead

of 2 and that of the Indian Museum inscription of Vigrahapala III

as 12 instead of 13. In the Bihar inscription of Ramapala, the

date which has been read as Samvat 2 Vaisakhadine 28 is to be

read as Samvat 3 Vaisakhadine 28. The two numeral signs for

2 are not of the same appearance. Therefore, they represent

dijBferent values.

The numeral signs in column III are drawn from Nos. VII,
VIII, IX, XII, XV at Majumdar’s inscriptions of Bengal, the

Barrackpur copperplate of Vijayasena (El. XV), the

Tarpanadighi copperplate of Lakshmanasena (El. XII), the

^aktipur copperplate of Lakshmanasena (El. XXI), the
Edilpur copperplate of Kesavasena (J.A.S.B., Vol. VII), the

Madanapada copperplate of Visvarupasena (J.A.S.B., 1896,

Pt. I), and a dated copperplate grant from Sundarban (I.H.Q.,

1934).

In column I letter numerals have been used exclusively.

In this system, the first three numerals are expressed by one,

two and three 'horizontal strokes or cursive combinations of

such’, the rest (4 to 9, 10 to 90, 100, and 200) by separate signs

(usually by a Matrka or a ligature). The intermediate numbers
are expressed by groups of fundamental signs, the symbols for

the smaller numbers being placed to the right of those for the

higher ones. Thus, for 19 we have 10 9; for 128, 100 20 8.

There is no use of the zero. In columns II and III, in which
the numeral signs for 1 to 9 are transformations from those in

column I, the decimal system of notation is used with a zero

and position value. But the old system is also found in use.

Thus, for 955 we have 900 50 5 in the Dighwa Dubauli Grant of

Mahendrapala.
The origin of the Indian system of notation has, however,

been, like the alphabet, the subject of numerous theories. Owing
to a peculiar use of the Matrkas and certain ligatures for numeral
notation Bhagavanlal Indraji^ conjectured that the numeral
signs of the Brahmi are of Indian origin. Biihler agreed with
him. Burnell,2 who, however, differed, held that the 'cave-

numerals’, with the exception of rare cases, do not bear any
resemblance to letters. He further pointed out the general

1 IA., Vol. VI, pp. 42fiF.; J Vol. VIII, pp. 225ff.
2 South Indian Palaeography, pp. 59ff.
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similarity of the Indian system to the Egyptian demotic and
from the striking resemblance of the Egyptian demotic signs

for 1 to 9 to the corresponding ‘cave-numerals he inferred that
the ‘ cave-numerals were derived from Egypt, but developed in

India. Bayley i tried to show that, though the Indian system
has been derived from the Egyptian hieroglyphic, a great pro-
portion of the numeral symbols have been derived from the
Phoenician, Bactrian, and Akkadian figures or letters, while the

remaining few cannot be harmonized. Biihler was disinclined

to accept a number of sources, partly very ancient and partly

more modern, for the Indian system of notation. But Bayley’s
comparative table of Egyptian and Indian signs and his remarks
about the agreement of their methods in marking the hundreds
induced Buhler to reject BhagvanlaFs view, and to adopt, with
certain modifications, Burnell’s view. According to him, the

Indian numeral symbols were derived from the Eg^rptian

hieratic figures, but transformed into aksharas in harmony with
the indigenous system of expressing numerals by words.

The problem of the origin of the Indian system of notation

is, however, far from being solved. The discoveries at Mohenjo-
Daro and Harappa induce us to believe that the Indian numeral
symbols, like the alphabet, were not derived from abroad.

Their use is probably to be followed back to the Indus valley

seals.

1 J.R.A.S., N.S., Vol. XIV, 335ff.; Vol. XV, pp. Iff.
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Bharata-Battle Traditions.

By P. C. Sengupta.

{Communicated by Prof. M. N . Saha.)

There are three traditions as to the date of Bharata battle^

viz., (1) the Aryabhata tradition that it was fought in 3102-

3101 B.C., (2) the Vrddha Garga tradition that the Yudhisthira
era began from 2449 b.c., and (3) the Purdnic tradition or

traditions which variously state that the time-interval between
the birth of Pariksit to the accession of Mahapadma Nanda, was
either 1,015, 1,050, 1,115 or even 1,500 years.

In a paper named ‘Some Astronomical References from the
Mahabharata and their Significance ’ published in the Journal of
the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal, Letters, VoL III, 1937, it has
been shown that these astronomical references justify the conclu-

sion that the very first year ofKing Yudhisthira’s era, was the date
of the Bharata battle or that the great fight took place in 2449 B.c.

itself. In the present paper we propose critically to examine
the other two traditions.

1. The Aryabhata Tradition.

Aryabhata I (499 a.d.) in his Dasagitihd i has said that
‘of the present Kalpa or JLon, six Manus, 27 Mahdyugas and
three quarter yugas were elapsed before the Bharata Thursday'.
The three quarter yugas were Krta, Treta and Dvdpara which
elapsed before some Thursday in the time of Pandavas which
was connected with the time of the Bharata battle. There are

indeed certain statements in the Mahabharata itself which say
that the battle was fought at the junction of Kali and Dvdpara
ages :

—

(1) ‘The battle between the Kuru and Pandava armies was
fought at Syamantapancaka, when it was the junction (antara)

of the Kali and Dvdpara ages.' 2

(2)
‘ This is Kaliyuga by name which has just begun (or

which will just begin).’ ^

(3) You should know that the Kaliyuga has begun and also

of the oath the Pandava (Bhima) had taken before; so let the

1 Aryahhafiya, Damgltikd, 3,

MBh., Adi, 2. 13.

® iTfffT itTfl
1 MBh., Vana, 149, 39.

( 393 )
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Pandava have the freedom from the debt (dnrnya) of his word of

honour and of his enmity. ’ i

These passages show that there was a A'^a7^-reckoning from
about the time of the Bharata battle. This Kaliyuga which
we choose to call the Mahdhhdrata Kaliyuga, cannot be identified

with the Astronomical Kaliyuga for the following reasons :

—

(a) Astronoynical Kaliyuga, an Astronomical Fiction.

At the beginning of the astronomical Kaliyuga, all the

"planets’, viz., the sun, moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and
Saturn are taken to have been in conjunction at the beginning

of the Hindu sphere
;
the moon’s apogee and her ascending node

at respectively a quarter circle and a half circle ahead of the

same initial point. Under such a conjunction of all the planets

there should also be a total eclipse of the sun
;
but no such things

happened at the time. The beginning of this Kaliyuga was the

midnight at Ujjayini terminating the 17th February of 3102 b.c.

according to Surya Siddhdnta^ and the drdhardtrika system of

Aryabhata’s astronomy as described in the KhanclakMdyaku
of Brahmagupta. 3 Again this Kaliyuga is said to have begun

according to Aryabhatiya,^ from the sunrise at Lanka (supposed

to be on the equator and on the same meridian with Ujjayini)

—

from the mean sunrise on the 18th February, 3102 b.c.

Now astronomical events of the type described above and
more specially the conjunction of the sun and the moon cannot
happen both at midnight and at the next mean sunrise. This
shows that this Kaliyuga had an unreal beginning.

The researches of Bailly, Bentley and Burgess have shown
that a conjunction of all the ‘planets’ did not happen at the
beginning of this Kaliyuga. Burgess rightly observes: 'it

seems hardly to admit of a doubt that the epoch (the beginning
of the astronomical Kaliyuga) was arrived at by astronomical
calculation carried backward’. ^

So far as the new-moon at the beginning of this astronomic^al

Kaliyuga is concerned, we may see that the year 3102 b.c. is

* m ^ i «jTg

'TT’l??: B MBh., Sitlga, 61, 31.

2 BurgeBH’. Translation of the Surya Slddhdnta, Cal. XJniv. Reprint,
p. 19,

3 P. C. Sengiipta’s Translation of the Khan dukhadyaka. Cal. Univ,
Press. Introduction, pp. xiv, et seq.; cf. also p. 9, also all the rules for
Bnding the mean places of planets in Chapters I and II.

* Cf.
‘ *

—

DoAagitikd, 2.

s Burgess’ Surya Slddhdnta, Cal. XJniv. Reprint, page 20.
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similar to the year 1935 a.d. in respect to the moons phases
near to the fixed stars thus :

—

The number of years between 3102 b.c. and 1935 a.d.

= 5,036 years.

Now 5036 = 1939x2+160x7+ 19x2.
Or 5,036 years comprise 2 periods of 1,939 years.

7 periods of 160 years and 2 periods of 19 years.

i

Hence this new-moon at the beginning of the astronomical

Kaliyugawd,^ similar to the new-moon of the 3rd April, 1935 a.d.,

which happened at about 10° behind the first point of the Hindu
sphere as it is now taken and at about 7° behind the Hindu
initial point as understood by Burgess.

It is thus clear that the beginning of the Hindu Astronomical
Kaliyuga Avas the result of a back calculation wrong in its data,

and was thus started wrongly.
It is thus established that the astronomical Kaliyuga

reckoning is a pure astronomical fiction created for some astro-

nomical calculation which was designed to be correct only for

499 A.D. 2 This AaZ?’-reckoning cannot be earlier than the date
\vhen the Hindu scientific Siddhdntas really came into being.

As this conclusion cannot but be true no Sanskrit work or

epigraphic evidences would be forthcoming as to the use of this

astronomical AaZi-reckoning prior to the date 499 a.d.

(b) Astronomical Kali^eckoning, a possible creation of

Aryabhata I.

Aryabhata I in his Kdlakriyd says, ‘Now^ when 3,600

years and three quarter yugas had elapsed, 23 years were over
since my birth ’.3 We may interpret how he could arrive at

3,600 years of Kaliyuga elapsed, when he was 23 years old, in

the following way:

—

Varahamihira in his Pancasiddhdntikd says that ^e longitude
of Regulus was 126°.^ This was probably known to Aryabhata I,

1 P. C. Songupta—‘Some Astronomical References from the Maha-
bharata’, in JRASBL, Vol. Ill, 1937, p. 113, 11. 21-23.

2 P. C. Sengupta—Translation of the
; Introduction,

p. xix—

—observation by Suryadeva Jajvan, the commentator of the

Arydbhatiya.

3 Aryabhatvya, Kdlakriyd^ 10, which is

—

i TO TOTiftJT: I Fancasiddhdntikd, Chapter XTV,
34 .
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as we feel inclined to conclude that it w^as the old Surya Siddhdnta
that was quoted by Varaha w^hen stating the ‘ polar ’ longitude
of the seven 'junction' stars in his work. In Pandava time
further, it is stated in many places in Sanskrit literature that
'the r^is or the stars of the Great Bear were conjoined with the
Maghds\ Aryabhata I may have assumed from it that tlie

summer solstitial colure of the Pandava time passed straight

through the star Maghd or Regulus i for which the longitude w as

known in his time most probably as 126° as measured from the

vernal equinox. In Pandava time its assumed value was taken
at 90°. This would show^ a solstitial shifting of 36°. If we
assume further that he knew of Ptolemy's precession rate of 1°

per 100 years, the time from the year of the battle to Aryabhata
I's time (499 a.d.) w ould be 3,600 years. The battle year w ould

be 3102 B.c. Thus w^e see that Aryabhata I may have made
the statement about 'Bharata Thursday’ depending not on an
actual tradition handed down to his time, but on some wrong
back calculation based on an incorrect assumption about the

position of the solstices of the Pandava time, and an incorrect

annual rate of precession of the equinoxes transmitted to India
at that time.

(c) Conflict of Aryabhata Tradition icith Mahdbhdrata Evidences,

As pointed out already the year 3102-3101 B.c. was similar

to 1935-36 A.D. In 1935 the new -moon near Antares took place

on the 26th November, 1935.2 The anniversary of Bhlsma's

expiry fell on the 15th February in 1936. But the total shifting

of the solstices up to 1935 a.d. from 3102 b.c. works out to he
69° 32' nearly. The sun had the longitude of 339° 32' at about

noon (Calcutta) of the 29th February, 1936. Hence, if we take

the year of the Kuruksetra battle to be 3102 b.c. the day of

Bhi§ma's expiry becomes 14 days before the sun's turning north.

Thus 3102 B.c. for the year of the Bharata battle becomes an
absurdity as judged by the Mahdbhdrata references.

We thus see that the Aryabhata tradition that the Bharata
battle was fought in 3102 b.c. is an impossible proposition.

First of all this astronomical iCah*-reckoning is a pure astronomical

myth created with a definite purpose. It was the result of a

back calculation wrong in its data, the reckoning itself cannot

be traced to a date possibly earlier than 499 a.d., a creation

most probably of Aryabhata I. The beginning year of the

astronomical Kaliyuga or 3102 b.c. is at serious conflict with

1 An accurate calculation on this hypothesis would lead to the year
2350 B.c.

2 Cf. my i)aper on ‘Some Astronomical Referenf'cs from the
Ma}idhharata\ pp, 102-107, for the Mahdbhdrata evidence's (JRASBL,
Vol. Ill, 1937).
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the Mahdhhdrata evidences we have used for determining the

year of the Bharata battle. Hence, Aryabhata tradition is

totally untenable.

(d) Mahdhhdrata Kaliyuga.

As the Mahdhhdrata says that the Bharata battle was fought

at the junction (antara) of the Kali and Dvdpara ages, we should

now try to ascertain when this Mahdhhdrata Kaliyuga was
started.

The beginning of the five j^early luni-solar cycles or Yugas

of the Vedahgas is associated with the day of the winter solstice

thus

:

‘When the sun, the moon and the naksatra Dhanisthd

(J)elphinis) ascend (or cross) the heavens together, it is the

beginning of the Yuga (cycle), of the month of Mdgha or Tapas,

of the light half and of the sun’s northerly course ’.i

Again all Hindu calendars and the Purdnas 2 say that the

Kaliyuga began with full-moon day of Mdgha. This Kali-

beginning is quite different from the astronomical Kali epoch,

this latter started from the light half of Caitra. Judging by
file beginning of the luni-solar cycles of the Veddhga period, we
should in finding the beginning the Mahdhhdrata and the Purdnic

Kaliyuga, identify the day of winter solstice with the full-moon

day of Aldgha. This month of Mdgha is used in the Brdhmana
literature for stating the day of winter solstice in successive ages.

Some of these statements are :

—

(1) The sun turned north on the new-moon of Mdgha
ended. 3

(2) ,, ,, ,, ,, at the last quarter of

(3) ,, ,, ,, ,, at the full-moon of ill«gr/?a.»

II YdjitMi Ji/(U(tifia. 0.

^ II

(I Visnupindtja, HI,

14,

{),)
stt’qi sraft ^ I

II Matsya Purana, 17. 4-6.

3 Knumiak'i Brdhniann^ XIX, 8.

^ Ta itirtya Samhitd. VII. 4, 8.

s Mahdhhdrata, 111, 82, 31 and 37; also III, 84, 52; again, XIIT,

25, 46.
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(4) The sun turned north one day before the full-moon of

Mdgha.^
(5) ,, ,, „ „ 4 days before the full-moon of

Mdgha.^

(6) ,, ,, ,, ,, on the day of Mdgha begun.3

All these statements must mean a peculiar month of Mdgha
as used for starting the Vedic five-yearly luni-solar cycles. It

was not only Mdgha but was also, in the time of the Veddhgas,

Tapas or the first tropical month of winter which was reckoned
from the day of winter-solstice itself.

We have seen that this month of Mdgha had one peculiarity,

viz. that it should begin with the new-moon near the star group
Dhanisthd (Delphinis). The next peculiarity that we may infer

is that the month of Mdgha must have its full-moon near Regulus

(Maghd). The third peculiarity was that its last quarter should

happen with the dichotomized moon near the star Jyesthd

(Antares) according to the Apastamha Grhya SntmA 'The
Yyasialcd is that 8th day of the dark half, which comes after

the full-moon near the star Regulus (Maghd), in which the

moon is conjoined with Jyestha or Antares.' The moon takes

at the mean rate 7*545 days to pass from Regulus to Antares.

This period is thus very nearly one quarter of the synodic month.
The characters of this Mdgha were thus three, viz. beginning

with a new-moon near Delphinis, full-moon at Regulus and last

quarter at Antares. We shall call this Mdgha, ‘the standard
month of Mdgha' of the Vedic literature. It does not occur

every year.

Now we assume that the Purdnic Kaliyuga was started

from the full-moon day of this standard month of Mdgha and
that day was also the day of winter solstice. We also under-

stand that it is the same Kaliyuga of which we find mention in

the Mahdhhdrata and the Puranas.
We can now settle how and when this standard month of

Mdgha may happen in our own times. For 1931, /S Delphinis
had a longitude 315° 23', a Leonis or Regulus 148° 53', a Scorpionis

or Antares 238° 48' nearly. Hence the standard month of

Mdgha should begin about the 5th of February, have F.M. about
18th February, L.Q. about 28th February, If we look for such
a month of Mdgha in our own time we have it as follows :

—

1 Taitiriya Samhiid, VII, 4, 8.

2 Baudhdyana S'rcmta Sutra^ 16, 3.

3 Ydjum Jyautim, 6, quoted already.

I Apastamha Orhya Sutra, VIII, 21, 10.
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.Year.
Begining
of'N.M.

F.M. L.Q.
Ending of

N.M.

1924 5th Feb. 20th Feb. 27th Feb. 5th March
1927 2nd Feb. 16th Feb. 24th Feb. 3rd March

;
1932 6th Feb. 22nd Feb. 28th Feb. 7th March
1935

:

3rd Feb. 18th Feb. 26th Feb. 5th March

It is thus seen that the standard month of Mdgha is not
unique in its place in the sidereal year. All points considered

we agree to accept that this standard month of Mdgha happened
in our own time in 1924 a.d. from the 5th February to the

5th March.
Now according to our finding the year of Bharata battle

was 2449 b.c. and in so far as the moon’s phases near to the

fixed stars are concerned it was similar to 1929 a.d.i Hence
2454 B.c. was in the same way similar to 1924 a.d.

It was in 2454 b.c., on the 9th January that a full-moon
happened. At G.M. noon or 5-8 p.m. Kuruksetra time on that

date the apparent longitudes w^ere for:

—

Sun = 269° 35' nearly.

Moon = 87° 4'

The moon was ahead of the sun by 177° 29' nearly
;
and the

full-moon happened about 5 hours later at about 1° 15' ahead of
the star Regulus or Maghd, The sun reached the winter solstice

in 5 hours more. The day of the winter solstice and the full-

moon day were the same day according to the Makdbhdrata
convention 2 of its ending with the sunrise.

Most likely the Mahdbhdrata Kaliyuga truly began from this

year of 2454 b.c., 10th January, wFen the Pandavas were still

on exile. The year of the Bharata battle or 2449 b.c., marked
the end of five-yearly cycle, was wdthin the sandhi or junction of
the Dvdpara and Kali ages. This sandhi was a period which
was taken to last a hundred years, i.e. till 2359 b.c. most likely.

During this period men w^ere uncertain w^hen the Kaliyuga
began. Hence the year of Bharata battle coming five years
after 2454 b.c. was itself taken as the beginning of the Kaliyuga.

The year of Krsna’s expiry coming 36 years ^ after the great

battle and 41 years (= 38+3) after 2454 b.c. w^as also a beginning

1 My paper in JRA8BL, Vol. Ill, 1937, pp. 111-113.

2 MBh., Ahmmedlm. 44, 2.

. Visnu

Parana, IV, 24, .1 10. Cf. also MBh., Mausala, Ch. 1.
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of the Kaliyiiga. In these years also the day of the winter

solstice was not much removed from the full-moon day of

Mdgha. Hence followed a ‘rule of the thumb’ that in this

period, whenever the standard month ofMdgha should apparently

return, the day of the full-moon was taken as the winter solstice

day.

(e) Krsjui^s Prediction of the Day of Bhlsma's Expiry.

We are now showing an example of this ‘rule of the thumb’.

It has been shown that the observed day of winter solstice must

have been the same as the Mdgha full-moon day of January 9th-

10th» 2454 B.c. After the completion of the five-yearly luni-solar

cycle in 2449 b.c., there was apparently a return of the standard

month of Mdgha. The full-moon fell on the 13th January,

2449 B.c. On this day at 5-8 p.m. Kuruksetra time the apparent

celestial longitudes were for:

—

Sun = 275° 12' nearly.

Moon = 98° 45' „

The full-moon had happened about 7 hours before at about
6° 15' ahead of Reguhis. This 13th January of 2449 b.c. was

most probably taken for the winter solstice day as estimated

and not observed, JSow the Vedic year was of 360 days or 12

lunar months +12 nights. If we count full 366 days from the

13th Januaiy, 2449 b.c., the Vedic year would end on the 14th

January, 2448 b.c. Thus 15th January of 2448 B.c. was the

estimated day of the winter solstice of the year. Bhisma was to

expire when it was estimated that the sun had turned north.

He was thus expected to expire on the 16th January, 2448 b.c.,

according to this ‘ rule of the thumb ’
. Now from theMahdbhdrata

references we have established that Bhlsma's expiry happened

on the 10th January, 2448 b.c.^ Hence the predicted day of

Bhisma's expiry becomes six days later than the actual day of

the event. The number of days between the end of the battle

and the predicted day of Bhisma ’s expiry becomes now 56 days.

This would explain Krsna’s prediction about the expiry of BhLsma
most probably made on the day on which the battle ended

—

contained in a stanza misplaced in the Sdntiparva of the

Mahdbhdrata,^
‘0 chief of Kurus, there still remain 56 days more of your

life
;
then by laying aside the body you will attain those blissful

1 My paper iiA JBASEL, Vol. Ill, No. 1, p. 115. The date has been

wrongly put there as 9th Jan.

61, 44.
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worlds which are the fitting rewards of your good deeds in this

world.’

But we have shown that there was a fresh determination of
the winter solstice' in the year of the battle. It really fell on
the day preceding the day of the L.Q. of Mdgha of 2448 b.c.^

This Mdgha was not the standard month of Mdgha.

(/) Evidences of the Mahdbhdrata Kali-rechoning

.

A question may now be asked if there is any evidence that

this Mahdbhdrata iCaZi-reckoning was current in India for some
time. The following instances may be cited:

—

(1) A verse quoted in a commentary of the book named
Bhdgavatd?nrta thus speaks of the time when the Buddha was
accepted as an incarnation of Visnu 2 :

—

‘ He w^as revealed when 2,000 years of the Kaliyuga
had elapsed; he was of a brown colour, two-handed and
bald-headed.’

Now the Buddha’s Nirvana took place according to the

latest authorities at his age of eighty in 483 b.c. He w^as thus

born in 563 b.c. and began preaching the truth that came to

him when he w^as thirty-five or about 528 b.c. Two thousand
years before the Nirvana year, w^as the date 2483 b.c. and our
finding of the year of the battle is 2449 B.c. Hence according

to the rough statement quoted above a -reckoning was
started near about the year of the battle.

(2) Again all orthodox Bengali almanacs record that 3 qn
the Kali age, Kings Yudhisthira, Parikskit, Janamejaya, ^atanika,

Vikramaditya and others of the lunar race, 120 in number, ruled

for 3,695 years 3 months and 18 days’ till the Muhammadan
conquest (of Bengal presumably, as it is essentially a Bengal
tradition). The Sena dynasty of Bengal which claimed its

descent from the lunar race reigned independently in East
Bengal for some years even after the conquest of West Bengal
by Muhammad Ibn Bakhtiyar. If we count 3,695 years from

1 My paper in JRASBL, Voi. Ill, 1937, page 115.

fiWH- II Quoted by Sir William Jones in his paper in the Asiatic

Researches, Vol. II, page 22.

I

etc. etc.
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2449 B.c, we arrive at the year 1247 a.d. for the extinction of
the Sena dynesty, and is very nearly true historically. Hence
the MaMbhdrata Kali-reckoning was started from the very
first year of the Yudhisfliira Era, the very year of the Bharata
battle.

I trust further evidences as to this Mahdbhdrata Kali-

reckoning have all been supplanted by the astronomical Kali

years started by Aryabhata I, in 499 a.d. So great was the

fame of Aryabhata I as regards astronomy and reckoning time,

that very few dared to contradict him. Kavikirti, the famous
writer of the Aihole inscription of Pulakesln II (634 a.d.),

accepts Aryabhata's finding of the year of the Bharata battle

in speaking of his time as 3,735 years elapsed from that event.i

To sum up. The 3Iahdbhdrata indeed says that the Bharata
battle was fought at the junction of the Kali and Dvdpara ages;

but the 3Iahdbhdrata Kali age was different from the astronomical

Kali age started by a back calculation by Aryabhata I in 499 a.d.

The former Kaliyuga truly began from 2454 b.c. (10th January).

Even the year of the Bharata battle (2449 b.c.) was in itself a pos-

sible beginning of this Kaliyuga, starting from the 13th January,
2449 B.c. We have shown examples of the 3Iahdbhdrata Kali-

reckoning that have continued up to the present time from some
other sources. The astronomical -reckoning is a mere
astronomical fiction created by Aryabhata I for some definite

astronomical purpose, is an unreal thing as it was unconnected
with any real astronomical event, is the result of a back calcula-

tion based on incorrect astronomical constants. It never could

exist before 499 a.d. and thus cannot truly point out the

tjme of any historical event prior to this date. Thus the

Aryabhata tradition that the Bharata battle was fought in 31 62

B.C. is totally indefensible—is a pure myth.

2. Pdranic Traditions and Evidences.

Before we can consider the Purdnic traditions and evidences
as to the time of Bharata battle, it is necessary for us to establish

which of the Purdnas, as we have them now, have the oldest

strata in them and which the latest. In fact we have to settle

which are to be believed and which not, or which were the
originals and which the borrowers and interpreters. We have
to think of :

—

{a) The Sequence of the Purdr^as.

The Purdyma which apparently seem to throw any light as
to the date of Bharata battle are :

—

Epigraphica Indica, VI, pp. 11-12.
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(1) The Matsya Purana,
(2) The Vdyu Purdna,

(3) The Vi§nu Purdna, and

(4) The BMgavata Purdna.

In all these Purdnas we have the records of some of the

earlier positions of the equinoxes and solstices, which are mere
traditions and were not true for the time of composition of these

works. The latest positions of the solstices as given in these

works may be some guide as to the real sequences of these

Purdnas. The Matsya Purdna says that the sun reached the

southernmost limit in Mdgha and northernmost limit in Srdvana.^

This is of the same type as of the Jyautisa Vedanga rule ^ Mdgha-
srdvanayossadd' 2 and this was true for about 1400 b.c. The
same statement occurs also in the Vdyu Purdna,^ together with

the more definite statement as to the position of the solstices,

viz. that of the naksatras the first was &ravisfhd.^ A little later

the Vdiju Purdna again says that the circle of constellations

began from the naksatra Sravand.^ Hence the latest indication

of the position of the winter solstice was true for about 400 b.c.

a-nd it is the same as in the present recension of the Mahdbhdrata
Thus from the astronomical indications it appears that the

Matsya Purdna has the oldest Purdnic stratum, then comes the

Vdyu in the same respect.

Another evidence which helps our finding is that both the

Matsya and Vdyu Purdnas are mentioned and quoted in the

present recension of the MaMhhdrataJ According to Pargiter,^

of the Vdyu and Matsya Purdnas, the Matsya gives the oldest

version, Vdyu the next in so far as the dynastic lists of the

Kali age are concerned. Hence our finding of the sequence of

the Purdnas has some support from Pargiter and so also from
V. A. Smith. It must be clearly understood that we do not mean
to say that the Purdiias as a class of literature did not exist before

the present Matsya and Vdyu Purdnas began to be compiled.

1 Matsya Purdna, 124, 44 and 50.

djusa Jyautisa, 7.

3 Vdyu Purdna, 50, 172 and 127.

^ Ibid., 53, lil-116.
3 Ibid., 53, 119.

MBh., Aivamedha, 44, 2; for discussion cf. my paper in JRASBLy
Vol. Ill, 1937, pp. 101-102.

’ SIT« l MBh., Vana, 187, 55; also

I MBh., Fona, 191, 16.

8 Pargiter’s Kali Age, Introduction, p. xx.
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In the Satupatha Brdhmmja or the BrJiaddrnyaka, Upanisat,^ we
find the enumeration of different classes of literature in which

the Purdpas have a place. In the Asvaldyana Grhya Sutra, the

Purdiias and Gdthd-Ndrasamsis 2 are distinctly mentioned.

We do not, however, know the names of the Purdnas which were

current in the age of the BrdJimanas or of the Sutras.

Now’ coming to the Visnu Purdna, w’e find that it is

the telling of Parasara, the father of Vyasa to one Maitreya
during the reign of Pariksit,^ the grandson of Arjiina. Thus Vyasa
being the grandfather of the Pandavas, Parasara w^as the great-

great-grandfather of Parik^it. In WiQMahdhhdrata itself Parasara

is nowhere described as taking part in the events of the Panelava

time. Hence the story of the origin of the VisTiu Purdna conflicts

with our sense of historical perspective.

Again coming to the latest position of the solstices as

stated in the Visnu Purdna w^e find that it says ^ that the sun

turned north at the first point of Makara (Capricorn) and turned

south at the first point of Karkata (Cancer). Such a statement at

a vital point at once should place the present recension of the Vmiu
Purdna between 499 A.D. to 700 A.D. Similar remarks apply to

the Bhdgavata, Ptirdna also.

We thus come to the conclusion that the oldest PurdTixis

are the Matsya and Vdyu, and the Visnu and the Bhdgavata the

latest from a consideration of the astronomical indications in

them. So when we attempt at finding the year of the Bharata
battle from the Purdyms we should place the greatest reliance on
the Matsya and then on the Vdyu accounts. The Visnu and
Bhdgavata evidences should be considered as mere conjectures

and misinterpretations of the Matsya texts and least reliable.

We now proceed on to consider the Purdni^ic dynastic lists as

given in the Matsya Purdupa.

(b) Purdnic Dynastic Lists.

The Purdnic dynastic lists apparently seem to maintain
a continuous record from the year of the Bharata battle dow n
to the extinction of the Andhras. The accounts of these lists

contain two sorts of statements, viz. (1) in which the reign

periods of the kings are severally stated, behind which there is

apparently the character of real chronicling, and (2) the state-

ments of the reign periods of the different dynasties made
collectively, which are evidently the work of later summarizers.
We shall consider chiefly the Magadhan dynasties, the first of

1 Bfhaddranyaka Upanimt, IV, 5, 11.
2 Asvaldyana Gfhya Sutra, 3, 3, 1.

3 Visriu Purdria, IV, 20, 13; I, 1, 16.
4 Ibid., II, 8, 28-30.
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which was the Brhadratha dynasty. The Matsya account reads
as follows 1 :

—

‘ Henceforward I will declare the Brhadrathas of

Magadha who are kings in Sahadeva’s lineage in Jara-

sandha’s race, those past, those existing and those again who
will exist

;
I will declare the prominent amongst them

;
listen

as I speak of them.’

The dynastic list is thus professedly incomplete as it contains

only the names of chief kings and the durations of their rules.

The narration next runs thus 2 :

—

'When the Bharata battle took place and Sahadeva
was slain, his heir Somadhi became king in Girivraja; he
reigned 58 years. In his lineage ^rutra^ravas was 64 years.

Ayutayus reigned 26 years. His successor Niramitra
enjoyed the earth 40 years and went to heaven. Suksatra

obtained 56 years. Brhatkarman reigned 23 years. Senajit
is also gone after enjoying the earth 50 years, ^rutanjaya

^ II

srTiiT??r?i: srwTft ^ ii

rtsii i

jnj: n

^ ^ 5^: smnrur i

«iiT wiw wftw i

\0

»r#f I fw: ii

WT ^laiT ^ n

II
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will be for 40 years, great in strength, large of arm, great

in mind and prowess. Vibhu will obtain 28 years; 6uci
will stand in the kingdom 58 years. King K^ema will enjoy
the earth 28 years. Valiant Suvrata will obtain the

kingdom 64 years. Sunetra will enjoy the earth 35 years.

And 1 Nirvrti will enjoy this earth 58 years. Trinetra will

next enjoy the kingdom 28 years. Drdhasena will be 48
years. Mahinetra will be resplendent 33 years. Sucala

will be king 32 years. King Sunetra will enjoy the kingdom
40 years. King Satyajit will enjoy the earth 83 years.

And Visvajit will obtain this earth and be 25 years.

Ripunjaya will obtain the earth 50 years.’
2 ‘These sixteen kings are to be known as future Brhad-

rathas. Their lifetime will exceed by tw^enty years (the nor-

mal span of life) and their kingdom will last 700 years.’

As we shall see these 16 kings are all named in the above list

from Senajit to Ripunjaya, and the sum total of their rules

comes up correctly to 700 years. The account is concluded
by3:—

‘These future Brhadrathas will certainly be 32 kings in

all and their kingdom will last full 1,000 years indeed.’

The list of these Brhadratha kings as named above may be

made up as follows. It should be clearly borne in mind that

there are gaps to be filled up in this list—the gaps which we
do not know" how" to fill up :

—

KTmjUl nw- H

WT xv9n ti

WTWf MftpEQfif II

I

® iiftrwTft w?r«iT: I

*nsftfirw:ifV^ xm ^ 8

® fTfwwfir^^ I

^ t Kvm Mfiniifir 8

The Mataya texts quoted above have been very carefully compiled
from Pargiter’s Dynasties of the Kali Age, In the translation also I have^
followed Pargiter.
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‘Past’ Kings Years of
Rule.

Somadhi 58
^ruta^ravas . . . . 64
Ayutayus 26
Niramitra . . 40
Suk^atra 56
Brhatkarman 23

Total years of * Past ’ Kings 267

‘ Present ’ and ‘ Future ’ Years of
Kings. Rule.

Senajit 50
^rutanjaya .

.

40
Vibhu 28
^uci 58
Ksema 28
Suvrata 64
Sunetra I . . 35
Nirvrti 58
Trinetra 28
Dpdhasena . . 48
Mahinetra 33
Sucala 32
Sunetra II . . 40
Satyajit 83
Vi^vajit 25
Ripunjaya .

.

50

Total years of ‘ Present ’

and ‘Future ’ Kings j
700

In the above list there are named 22 kings in all; but nowhere
do we find a clear statement that any one king was the son of
the king named before him or he was the father of the next king.

On the other hand we have the introductory statement that these
were the chief kings of the line running from Somadhi, or that
the list of kings is incomplete from the start to finish. The
sixteen of the ‘future’ Brhadrathas named in the list were only
those of extraordinary longevity. The total number of the
‘ future ’ Brhadrathas is again stated definitely to be 32 and that
the total duration of their rule would be full 1,000 years. It is

not possible to arrive at any definite conclusion as to the dura-
tion of the kingship of the Brhadrathas from such an incomplete
list. In order to understand the statements of the Purdnic
summarizers we, however, take the incomplete list as complete
and see what results we are led to. We have the series of
dynasties as follows :

—

Total years

(1) Brhadrathas of Magadha from the year
of Bharata battle 967

(2) Pradyotas of Avanti i
. . 138

+ 52 2

(3) Si§unagas of Magadha ^ . 346

Total . . 1,503 years.

gfigniTJ (s^O
Here compare the Vimu statement which makes Pulika the minister of

the last Bfhadratha Ripunjaya.

^ ^ % w-

1

3 Here the collective statement runs thus:

n I atWWT HfroPfl U ‘The SiSvinagas

who were Ksatriyas of an inferior class will reign for 360 years.’
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Then came the accession of Mahapadma Nanda who was
the founder of the Nanda dynasty of Magadha which lasted

according to the Purdnas full 100 years.

Thus between the year of Bharata battle or of the birth of

Pariksit to the accession of Mahapadma Nanda as worked out

from the dyanstic lists there was the interval of 1,500 years

nearly. This is in agreement with the following statement of the

Purdnic summarizer :

—

^ II

^

‘ From the birth of Pariksit to the accession of Mahapadma
Nanda, the interval is to be known as one thousand five hundred
years.’

We should here be very careful to ascertain what the second
half of the second line of the above verse was, according to

Purdnic summarizer. The variant readings are

and

The very next stanza runs thus:

—

^Pfnc 5 I

’EnR^f^crt: h

The substance of which is that between Mahapadma and
the extinction of the Andhras the time interval was 836 years.

According to the dynastic lists the sum total of the durations
works out as :

—

Nandas
Mauryas
Suhgas
Kanvas
Andhras

100 years.

137 „

460 >)

Total . . 854 years.

Here a difference of 18 years is inexplicable as we do not
know how long Mahapadma Nanda ruled.

Now the interval between the birth of Pariksit and
Nanda’s accession = 1,503 years as shown before, and the inter-

1 Pargiter has traced this reading in cejMt,, bMt., InMt,, blVs.^
recensions according to his notation in his Dynasties of the Kali Age,
p. 58.
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val between Nanda’s accession and end of Andhras = 854
years as shown above. Hence the time between the birth of

Parik^it and the extinction of the Andhras becomes according

to the Puranic lists = 2,357 years.

Now in the mode of reckoning time by the cycle of JRsis,

the constellation of the Great Bear is taken to remain conjoined

with one naksatra for 100 years. In 2,357 years, the Rsis (Great

Bear) would be taken to pass over 23 naksatras and reach the

24th naksatra. This is thus stated in the verse ^ :

—

5 lift ’ST +1 U

‘The seven Rsis were conjoined with Maghds 100 years in

Pariksit’s time; they will be in the 24th constellation {naksatra)

according to my estimate at the end of the Andhras.’

Here we have a clear statement by the summarizer that

between the birth of Pariksit and the extinction of the Andhras
the interval was slightly less than 2,400 years. Hence it is

clear that the true intention of the Purdvbic summarizer, as to

the interval between the birth of Pariksit and the accession of

Mahapadma is, that it was about 1,500 years and the true reading

of the second half of the second line of the verse in question is

undoubtedly

We have now to consider the following Visnu and Bhdgavata
statements that

—

{a) 2 ‘ From the birth of Pariksit to the accession of

Mahapadma Nanda the time interval is to be known
as 1,015 (or 1,050) years.’

(5)
3 ‘ When the G.B. wiU reach the naksatra Purvdsddhd,

the Kali age will have ascendency from the time

of Nanda.’

These verses] cannot be traced either to the Matsya or the
Vdyu text. They are at variance with the dynastic lists as

given in the Visnu Purdna itself. Even ^ridhara, the great

commentator of the Visnu Purdim, could not reconcile these

statements and in the second statement would substitute

‘Pradyota’ the first king of the Pradyota dynasty in place of

1 Pargiter’s Kali Age, pp. 58-59.

Ibid., p. 58.

Pargiter’s Kali Age, p. 62.
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‘Nanda’. In these PurdrjLOS {VisTiu and Bhdgavata) the sum-
marizers were crazy in their arithmetic, and the Purdims them-
selves were written most probably in the Gnpta and j)ost-Gnpta

periods, and are not at all trustworthy in so far as historical

matter is concerned. The main aim ofthe composers or compilers

of these Purdims was to inculcate Vaisnavism or the Vii?nu

cult and perhaps not to record any real history.

If we are to put any faith in the Purdnic dynasty-lists and
the Purdyiic summarizers the date of the Bharata battle becomes
1924 B.c. as follows:

—

Interval between Parik§it and Nanda = 1503 years.

Duration of Nanda dynasty = 100 years.

Accession of Chandra Gupta Maurya = 321 b.c.

The total gives the year = 1924 b.c.

But we cannot accept as correct these PurdiiLic statements
whether of the dynastic lists or of the Purdnic summarizers.

The Brhadratha dynastic list is incomplete; further there was
probably one period of interregnum between the extinction of

the Brhadrathas of Magadha and the rise of the Pradyotas of

Avanti.

Again if we take that the ‘future’ Brhadrathas reigned for

full 1,000 years and the ‘past’ Brhadrathas for 300 years, the

dynastic lists wnuld make the interval between the birth of

Parik^it and the accession of Nanda 1,836 years. To this period

we have to add 421 to have the year of the Bharata battle,

which would now stand at 2257 b.c. All such speculations are

valueless or inconclusive when they are based on totally unreliable

materials derived from the Purdr^, By way of contrast we
present how neatly and directly the Mahdbhdrata astronomical

references lead us to the real year of the Bharata battle.

(c) Excellence of the Mahdbhdrata Astronomical References.

In my paper ‘Some Astronomical References from the
Mahabh^rata -and their Significance, ’ I have shown that the
year of the Bharata battle was similar to 1929-30 A.D. in respect

to the moon’s phases near to the fixed stars. The anniversary
of Bhisma’s expiry fell on the 20th February, 1930, and the
anniversary of the observed winter solstice day of the Bharata
battle year fell on the 19th February, 1930, or one day earlier.

Now on the evening at Kuruksetra of the 19th February,
1930, the sun’s mean longitude at G.M. noon was « 328® 42'

nearly. If this longitude for 1930 be taken to have been equal
to 270° in the year of the battle, we have a lapse of 4,244 years
till 1930 A.D., as a first approximation. In 42 centuries the
change in the longitude of the sun’s apogee works out to be
72° 12' 20''. Hence the longitude of the sun’s apogee in the year
of the battle was about 29°. Now allowing for the change in the
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eccentricity of the sun’s orbit, the sun’s equation for 270® of

the mean longitude becomes 1° 51' nearly.

Hence what was 270° of the longitude of the sun in the

battle year was = 328° 42'+!° 51' = 330° 33' in 1930 a.d.

The total shifting of the solstices up to 1930 a.d. was thus
= 60° 33' representing a lapse of 4,379 years.

The battle year thus becomes very near to 2450 b.o. Now
by using the luni-solar cycle of 19, 160 and 1,939 years we readily

find that the nearest year similar to 1929-30 a.d. was 2449-

48 B.c. which has been established as the year of the Bharata
battle in my paper already published.

If the Purdnic faulty dynastic lists may lead us to 2257 B.c.

we should more readily and preferably accept 2449 B.c. as the

true year of Bharata battle, since it is deduced from the

MahabMrata incidental statements, which are more definite and
also consistent astronomically.

{d) Further Purdnic Evidences by the 'Position' of the Great Bear,

We now proceed to consider another alleged Purdv,ic evidence
which states the position of the Great Bear in Pariksit’s time.

To us the statement that the Great Bear remains in one naksatra

for 100 years is meaningless; still we have to make some attempt
at understanding what the Purdr^ say about it. The Purdr^nc

description of the movement of the G.B. runs thus ^ :

—

‘ The two front stars of the Great Bear, which are seen

when risen at night, the lunar constellation which is seen

equally between them in the sky, the Great Bear is to be
known as conjoined with that constellation 100 years in the

sky. This is the exposition of the conjunction of the lunar
constellations and the Great Bear. The Great Bear was
conjoined with the Maghds in Pariksit’s time 100 years.’ ^

The two front stars are the two pointers, viz. a and jS Ursae
Majoris. We are to draw two great circles, one through each
of the pointers and both passing through the celestial pole of
the time : these circles will cut the ecliptic in two points ; tetween
these two points the naksatra in conjunction with the Great Bear

^ fWk I

g ^ TO 8

—Pargiter’s Kali Age, p. 59.

2 Pargiter’B Kali Age, Translation on p. 75.
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will be equally distant. The Great Bear was conjoined with the
Maghds (a, 7?, y, C, /x and € Leonis) in Pariksit’s time according

to the above Purdnic statement. This means that the celestial

pole of the time of Pariksit lay on the great circle passing through
the central star of the Maghds (a Leonis) and the middle point

of the arc joining the a and p Ursae Majoris. The celestial

pole moves in a small circle about the pole of the ecliptic of a

mean radius of about 23° 30'. We have solved this problem
and the time of this celestial event comes out to be 371 b.c.

The above statement as to the alleged position of the G.B. in

Parik§it’s time is also equivalent to this : that the right ascension

of a Leonis was equal to the mean of the right ascensions of a and

P Ursae Majoris. From Dr. Neugebauer’s Sterntafelen (Leipzig,

1912) the time for the event becomes about 300 b.c. It should

thus appear that the time indicated by this Pnrdnic statement,

as to the position of the Great Bear in Pariksit 's time, belonged
neither to Pariksit nor to this Purdnic astronomer. It is

absolutely valueless to our purpose. Any other interpretations,

that may be sought to be given to this position of the G.B.
as stated in the Purdnas in Pariksit ’s time, are not acceptable

as they would be mere speculations.

We have thus most carefully examined the PurdTj^ic evidences

as to the date of the Bharata battle. We have established that

the oldest PurdTji^ic strata are to be found in the Matsya Purdim,
then comes the Vdyu Purdna in time sequence. In so far as

historical matter is concerned the Visnu and Bhdgavatu PurdTjias

are not at all trustworthy. Even in the Matsya Purdna, the
dynastic list of the Brhadrathas of Magadha is incomplete in

that it states the names of the chief kings only and the durations

of their rules. We have also seen that the Puranic summarizers
really mean that the time interval between the birth of Pariksit

and the accession of Mahapadma Nanda was about 1,500 years.

The Visnu and Bhdgavata summarizers’ statement that the same
period was about a thousand years is not reliable as it contradicts

the dynastic lists of these Purdnas, cannot be traced to the
Matsya and Vdyu Purdnas and not acceptable even to the great

scholiast ^ridhara of the Visnu Purdna. The incomplete
dynastic lists of the Matsya Purdna properly interpreted may
lead us to 2257 b.c. as the year of Bharata battle. Any specula-

tion with such faulty materials as the Purdnas afford, can never
lead to the real truth about the year of the Bharata battle. On
the other hand much better data have been derived by us from
the Mahdhhdrata itself which directly lead us to 2449 b.c. as the
year of the Bharata battle and this was the first year of the
Yudhisthira era according to the Vrddha Garga tradition. We
have also given the most careful consideration to the Purdnic
description of the position of the Great Bear in Pariksit ’s time.
This only led us to the year 371 b.c.—a most hopelessly absurd
result. Hence the Purdrj,ic evidences taken as a whole are
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incomplete and cannot lead us to the real year of the Bharata
battle. I trust my interpretations of all these evidences would
be found to be rational and compare favourably with those given
by Pargiter,! Dev,2 Ray,3 Bose ^ and others.

Thus in this paper we have shown that the Aryabhata
tradition, viz. 3102 b.c. as the year of the Bharata battle, is

wrong. The Purdnic evidences are all incomplete and inadequate

for our purpose. The Mahdbhdrata references lead us directly

to the year 2449 b.c. as the year of the great battle. The
Kaliyuga which the Mahdbhdrata speaks of beginning from
about the year of the Bharata battle truly started from the

10th January, 2454 b.c. ' Even in the year of the battle (2449 b.c.)

this Mahdbhdrata Kaliyuga may have begun from the 13th

January. We hope to discuss in a future paper other evidences,

if any be forthcoming from the Buddhist and Jaina sources

relating to the Pandava time. We may look for epigraphic

evidences in this connection but none have been brought to light

as yet. Let us hope that such may be discovered at no distant

future, when only my finding may be tested.

1 Pargiter’s Indian Historical Tradition—The Date of the Bharata
Battle.

2 Dev 1925.

3 Prof. J. C. Ray in for the Bengali year 1340, Nos. 3, 4,

and 5.

4 Dr. G. S. Bose in his in Bengali.
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Solstice Days in Vedic Literature.

By P. C. Sengupta.

{Communicated by Prof. M. N. Saha.)

In this paper it is proposed to examine first if the Vedic

Hindus knew of any method for determining the day of the

winter or of the summer solstice, and secondly to interpret the

various statements as to the solstice days as found in Vedic

literature and to determine the approximate dates in Vedic

chronology as indicated by these statements. In a paper

named ‘Some Astronomical References from the Mahabharata
and their Significance it has been established that those

references lead to the result that the Bharata battle was fought

in 2449 B.c. It has also been shown in the same paper how
the year of the Bharata battle stands in relation to Vedic
chronology. The present paper will, I hope, bring out this

relationship in a clear and unmistakable way. It is also a

revision and completion of my paper on the ‘Age of the

Brahmanas already published in the Indian Historical Quarterly

(Calcutta) for September, 1934.

(i) The Method of Finding the Solstice Days in

Vedic Literature.

The method of the Vedic Hindus for determining the solstice

days is thus expressed in the following passage from the Aitareya

Brdhmaiia ;2

? ^*11 'sil 'wl *.1^ I ^

afdfecf:

S NJ \J

1 Published in the JBASEL, Vol. Ill, 1937, vide p. 116 and also

pp. 117-118. ^
2 Aitareya Brahmaim^ 18, 18, quoted by S. B. Dik^ita in his

p. .47.

(
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Mh: tiwTcr ^rtni

t xn^fTJT

^ WTcT: ^?:fIT?TfH¥or: ^»1RTeft f^ ?T ^
arai 5rsi%, 1

Sayana has failed in his exposition of this passage which
relates to observational astronomy, and no one who is

unacquainted with this branch of science can possibly bring out

any sense of it. We follow Keith generally with some modifica-

tions in the translation which is given below :

'They perform the Ekavirhsa day, the Visuvdn, in the

middle of the year; by this Ekavirhsa day the gods raised up
the sun towards the wwld of heaven (the highest region of

the heavens, viz,, the zenith). For this reason this sun (as raised

up) is (called) Ekavirhsa, Of this Ekavirhsa sun (or the day),

the ten days before are ordained for the hymns to be chanted

during the day; the ton days after are also ordained in the same
way; in the middle lies the Ekavirhsa established on both sides

in the Virdj (a period of ten days). It is certainly established

in the Virdj. Therefore he going betw'een (the two periods of

10 days) over these worlds, does not waver.’

'The gods were afraid of this Aditya (the sun) falling from
the world of heaven (the highest place in the heavens); hiin

with three worlds (diurnal circles) of heaven (in the heavens)

from below they propped up
;
the Stomas are the three w^orlds

of heaven (diurnal circles in the heavens). They were also

afraid of his falling away upward; him with three worlds of

heaven (diurnal circles in the heavens) from above they propped
up; the Stomas are the three worlds of heaven (diurnal circles

in the heavens) indeed. Thus three beiow^ are the saptadaias

(seventeen),! three above; in the middle is the Ekavirhsa on
both sides supported by Svarasdmans. Therefore he going
between these Svarasdmans over these worlds does not weaver.’

TheVedic year-long sacrifices were begun in the earliest times
on the day following the winter solstice. Hence the Vi§uvdn or
the middle day of the year was the summer solstice day. The
above passage shows that the sun was observed by the Vedic

1 Perhaps in an estimated period of 21 days, the observation of the
sun was begun 7 days earlier ; the 21 days were observed as split up into
17+ 14-3= 21. This 3 Svarasdmans become 17, in the middle lay the
EkaviMa, then came the next 3 Svarasdmans, Or the breaking up of 21
days into (17+1+ 3) days, may have taken place thus: in one and a
half years after the starting of the Vedic cycle on the day following the
winter solstice, the Vi8uvd,n came after 18 lunations+ 17 days as I J year
was taken equal to 18 months+18 days.
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Hindus to remain stationary, i.e. without any change in the
meridian zenith distance for 21 days near the summer solstice.

The argument was this that if the sun remained stationary
for 21 days, he must have had 10 days of northerly motion,
10 days of southerly motion, and the middle (eleventh) day was
certainly the day of the summer solstice; hence the sun going,

in the interval between the two periods of 10 days on either side,

over these worlds did not ‘ waver’. Thus from a rough observa-

tion the Vedic Hindu could find the real day of the summer or
winter solstice.

The next passage from the Aitareya Brdhmana (not quoted)

divides the Virdj of 10 days thus: 10 = 6-fl+ 3; the first 6
days were set apart for a Sadaha period, foliowedJ3y an atirdtra

or extra day and then came the three days of the three Stomas
or Svarasdmans. The atirdtrd days before and after the solstice

day were respectively styled Abhijit and Visvajit days. It

may thus be inferred that the Vedic Hindus by more accurate
observation found later on that the sun remained stationary

at the summer solstice for 7 and not 21 days.

Question may now be asked how could they observe that
the sun remained stationary for 21 days and not for 23, 27, 29
or 31 days. This depended on the degree of accuracy of observa-

tion possible for the Vedic Hindus by their methods of measure-

ment. They probably observed the noon-shadow of a vertical

pole. If we assume that the observation was made at the
latitude of Kuruksetra (about 30°N) and when the obliquity of

the ecliptic was about 24"^ 15', and the height of the pole was
taken equal to say 6 ft., then:

() When the sun had a longitude of 80°, the length of
the noon-shadow = 7-44 in.

() When the sun had a longitude of 87°, the length of

the noon-shadow = 6-98 in.

(c) When the sun had a longitude of 90°, the length of

the noon-shadow = 6*93 in.

Now 7-44 in.—6*93 in. =0*51 in. and 6*98 in.—6*93 in. =0*05
in.

Hence by using any sort of measuring rods, they could
perhaps easily discern a change in the noon-shadow of about
half an inch, but a difference of *05 in. was, of course, quite im-
possible of perception with them. They could thus infer that

the sun remained stationary at the summer solstice for 7 days

when they used any measuring rods and when they used rougher

methods they could conclude that the sun remained stationary

for 21 days at the summer solstice.

At the winter solstice, the corresponding lengths of the

noon-shadow would be 8 ft. 3*46 in., 8 ft. 4*84 in. and 8 ft. 4*95 in.

respectively. The changes in the length of the shadow were

consequently 1*48 in. and 0*1 in. respectively.
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It should thus be clear that the Vedic Hindu knew how
to determine the summer or the winter solstice day. When
they found that the sun apparently remained stationary at

the solstice for 21 days, the true solstice day was the 11th

and when they found that the sun remained stationary for

7 days, they took the 4th day as the real solstice day.

This finishes the first part of our paper. We now pass on
to consider how the Vedic Hindu stated his day of the winter

solstice in successive ages. Some of these statements are the

following :

—

() The sun turned north on the new-moon of Mdgha
ended.

() ,, ,, „ ,, on the last quarter of Mdgha,
(c) ,, ,, ,, ,, on the full-moon of JfagrAa.

(d) ,, ,, ,, ,, one day before full-moon of

Mdgha.
(e) ,, „ ,, ,, four days before full-moon of

Mdgha.

(/) „ ,, „ „ on the new-moon of Mdgha
begun.

As we shall see later on, these statements as to the day of

the winter solstice occur in Vedic literature. The month of

Mdgha (lunar) may begin now-a-days from the 15th of January
to the 11th of February. What then is the meaning of this

month of Mdgha as referred to in the above statements ? Why
should the sun’s turning north be connected with a particular

phase of the moon of such a moveable month ? Unless and
until we can answer the above questions satisfactorily we can-

not hox)e to interpret any of the above statements.

We have very carefully considered the above questions and
we may state our finding in the following way

:

The Vedic Hindus did not have a sidereal reckoning of the

year; they followed a reckoning by lunar months of which 12 or

13 formed the year; in their reckoning the month of Mdgha
as it came every year did not begin in the same part of the
sidereal or the tropical year as it does not begin now also. If

they had in use a sidereal calendar, they could state the solstice

days by exact dates of such a calendar. Unfortunately this

they had not. They found out a particular lunar month of

Mdgha (not occurring every year) to fix the beginning or the
end of the five-yearly luni-solar Vedic cycle, and they stated
the solstice days in reference to the phase of the moon of such
a month of Mdgha, The winter solstice day was the beginning
of the Vedic five-yearly cycles or Yugaa^ and Sdmvcdsara or year-
long Vedic sacrifices were begun in the earliest times also from
the day of the winter solstice. It is thus necessary for us to
find the true meaning of this peculiar month of Mdgha : how it

began and what were its characteristics?
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Meaning of the Month of Mdgha for Vedic Cycles,

As to the beginning of the month of Mdgha which was
used for starting the Vedic five-yea^y cycles the Jydutisa

Veddmgas (1400 b .o .) say:

^ II i II

^ s»
^

‘When the sun, the moon and the Dhanisthds (Delphinis)

cross the heaven together, it is the beginning of the Yitga (i.e.

five-yearly luni-solar cycle), of the month of Mdgha or TapaSy

of the light half and of the sun's northerly course, ’ Hence this

month of Mdgha as used for starting the Vedic cycles must
begin with the new-moon at Delphinis, In the Jyautisa Veddmga
time the day of the very beginning of such a Mdgha was the

day of winter solstice and thus it marked the beginning of the

tropical month of Tapas—the first of winter.

As to the time when the use of this month of Mdgha was
accepted for making the Vedic calendar we have the following

passage from the Mahdbhdrata : i

‘ 5tj(^fsncJ 5 vtfigiuii ; I

HTcT ^ HcTT B
s*

^ II

SnpjFT I

g amr: i

’frrnftwfar n

‘ “Lady Abhijit (i.e. a Lyra), the younger sister of Rohini,
being jealous of her, has gone to the forest to perform austerities

with the desire of attaining the position of the elder. I am thus
confounded at this incident as one naksatra has been deflected
from the heavens. Hence O Skanda, please find this time in

consultation with Brahma.” Then Brahma fixed the time,

beginning from the Dhanisthds, and Rohirpi (a Tauri or Aldebaran)
became the first star. In this way the number of naJcscdras

became proper (sama). When Indra thus spoke to Skanda,
the Krttikds flew to the heavens as the naksatra (star group)

1 MBh„ Vana, 230, 8-11 .
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with seven heads, as it were, and it still shines as the one of

which the presiding deity is Agni (Fire).’

The ^passage qiiotedf above shows that it was Brahma who
started the reckoning oftime from the new-moon at the Delphinis,

when Rohini became the first star, and the Krttikas rose very

probably exactly at the east. Here we have the time when the

Vedic five-yearly luni-solar cycles came to be started with

reference to the month of Mdgha.
Now in Vedic literature Rohini means two stars, viz., Rohini

proper (AMebaran) or Jyesthd (Antares)A According to Burgess

these stars had the celestial longitudes of 49° 45' and 229° 44'

in 560 a.d.2 For 1931 a.d. their longitudes were 68° 49'

and 248° 48', according to our calculation. Hence these stars

differ in longitude by almost 180°, and had respectively the

longitudes of 0° and 180° at about 3050 B.c. This was the

approximate date when the manth of Mdgha vhth its beginning with a

new’‘moon at Delphinis was agreed upon as the standard month
with reference to which the five-yearly Vedic luni-solar cycles were

started and intercalary months were determined. It was about

this time that the number of naksatras (lunar mansions) was
fixed at 27 by rejecting Abhijit (a Lyra), It is here not necessary

for us to attempt an explanation of the rivalry between either

of the Rohints and Abhijit,

We have up to now settled that one feature of this standard

month of Mdgha was that it should begin with a new-moon
near the Delphinis, Another feature which follows from this is

that it should have the full-moon near the star Maghd or Regulus,

as the moon takes about 14*685 days, at the mean rate, to pass

from j8 Delphinis to a Leonis or Maghd,
The third feature of this standard month of Mdgha was

that at its last quarter (as^kd)j the moon should be conjoined

with Jyesthd or Antares as the Apastamba Qrhya Sutra says 3

:

‘The Vyastakd which comes after the full-moon at Mdgha
(Regulus), has its eighth day or last quarter with the moon at

the star Jyesthd or Antares; that is called Ekdstakd,^

The moon takes at the mean rate 7•545 days or roughly a

quarter of a synodic month to pass from Regulus to Antares,

Thus we come to the conclusion that the Vedic standard
month of Mdgha in reference to which the Vedic five-yearly

1 Taittirtya Samhitd, 4, 4, 10.
2 Translation of the Surya Siddhanta. Calcutta University Reprint,

p. 243.
3 Apastamba Ofhya Sutra, viii, 21, 10.
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luni-solar cycles were started and the winter solstice days in

successive ages were determined and stated had three characters,

viz., ,(1) New-moon at Delphinis, (2) Full-moon at Regulus, and

(3) Last quarter at Antares. This month of Mdgha did not and
also does not come every year. We shall henceforth call this

month the Vedic Standard Month of Mdgha.

The Vedic Standard Month of Mdgha in Present Times.

We can now ascertain how and when such a standard

Mdgha occurred or may occur in our own times. For 1931 a.D.,

Delphinis had a longitude of 315° 23'; a Leonis 148° 53';

a Scorpionis or Antares 238° 48' nearly. Hence this standard
month of Mdgha should begin about the 5th February, should

have the full-moon about the 18th February, and the last

quarter about the 28th February. If we look for such a month
coming in our own times we had it as shown below:

—

* Year Beginning
New-moon Full-moon Last Quarter

Ending New
moon

1924 Feb. 5 Feb. 20 Feb. 27 Mar. 5.

1927 Feb. 2 Feb. 16 Feb. 24 Mar. 3.

1932 Feb. 6 Feb. 22 Feb. 28 Mar. 7.

1935 Feb. 3 Feb. 18 Feb. 26 Mar.5.

The Vedic standard month of Mdgha is thus not strictly

unique in its position in the sidereal year. All points con-
sidered we are inclined to take that this Mdgha happened in our
time in 1924 a.d. from the 5th February till the 5th March.
This year and this month w^e shall use as our gauge year and
month in interpreting the different statements of the days of
the winter solstice as occurring in Vedic literature.

(ii) Statements of Solstice Days in Vedic Literature.

We are now going to state and explain the references from
the Brdhmanas and other works which either directly state or

indicate the winter solstice day of the successive Vedic periods.

(A) The first reference is from the KausUaki Brdhmaiia,

and it was first found by Weber.
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?r t ot?t-

^T^nrnffT^i^ snwwrsRf*?! ^
s*

s*
^

^ ctot^:
s»

1^^: 5sig^if% insirmpT ^fisjAif?!

t ^’^T’eiT jftVa I

5ir^?iWTftr fgr^Ti^ ^iJiif srr tw ^t^-‘

WT^ ^%J!TT f*n?j: Tsr^^¥f^ I

s*
''

Tf^ "^TfSJTT^Hfd ^^f%J!rr Ci^*f crf^sj %T%

^T<^*nsy^if*i wrfsf! WTRpfT ^-

*r ^T3rt\-«T^

^srnra vrwf^ ?T^i«fir?iN »r^r*frw%xwprr

^niprl f®H« 1

'

This passage has thus been translated by Kidth in his

Rgveda Brahmamis,
‘ On the new-moon of Magha he rests, being about to turn

northwards; these also rest, being about to sacrifice with the

introductory atirdtra; thus for the first time they obtain him;
on him they lay hold with the caturvimsa

;
that is why the laying

hold has its name. He goes north for six months; him they
follow with six day periods in forward arrangement. Having
gone north for six months he stands still being about to turn
southwards; these also rest, being about to sacrifice with the
Visuvant day; thus for the second time they obtain him. He
goes south for six months

; they follow him with six day periods
in reverse order. Having gone south for six months he stands
still, and they about to sacrifice with the Mahdvrata day obtain
him for the third time. In that they obtain him thrice, the
year is in three ways arranged. Verily it serves to obtain the
year. With regard to this this sacrificial verse is sung,

1 Kaimtahi BrdhmaviUt xix, 3,
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Ordaining the days and nights,

Like a cunning spider,

For six months south constantly,

For six north the sun goeth.

For six months he goes north, six south. They should not
consecrate themselves at this time; the corn has not arrived, the

days are short, shivering they come out from the final bath
{avabhrtha). Therefore they should not consecrate themselves
at this time. They should consecrate themselves one day after

the new-moon of Caitra; the corn has come, the days are long,

not shivering they come out from the final bath. Therefore

that is the rule.’

Here it is definitely stated that on the new-moon of Mdgha
the sun reached the winter solstice. This new-moon is without

any doubt that new-moon with which Mdgha ended. The defini-

tion or meaning of this month of Mdgha has been found before.

This statement shows that the 5th of March, 1924 a.d., was the
true anniversary of this determination of the winter solstice.

Now on the 5th March, 1924, G.M. noon, the sun’s mean
longitude was = 342° 57' 46"

= 342° 58' to the nearest minute.

This longitude was near to 270° in the year of this

determination of the solstice day. It shows a shifting of the

solstices by about 72° 58', representing a lapse of about 5,288 years

till 1924 A.D. But we have yet to allow for the sun’s equation.

Now in 52-64 centuries before 1900 a.d., the longitude of the

sun’s apogee was =11° 30' nearly and the eccentricity of the

solar orbit was about *018951. Hence the sun’s equation for the

mean longitude of 270° was 2° 8' nearly.

The total shifting of the solstices becomes 75° 6' nearly;

this indicates a lapse of 5,444 years till 1924 a.d., or the date of

this determination of the solstice becomes near to 3521 B.c.

Now as we want the year similar to 1924 a.d. as regards the
moon’s phases in relation to the fixed stars, it becomes the year
3517 B.c.

The sun then turned north in 3517 b.c. on the new-moon
day of Mdgha and the first year of the luni-solar cycle commenced
from the said new-moon day. The question now is, ‘how could

they find the next winter solstice day?’ They counted full

366 days or 12 months and 12 nights after which they estimated

that the sun would reach the winter solstice. This sort of

reckoning continued till the five-yearly cycle of 62 lunar months
was exhausted. They then thought that the same type of Mdgha
returned. Or they might check their reckoning in 3, 5, 8, 11

or 19 years by actual observation. Hence their predicted day
of the winter solstice, when not checked by actual observation,

was almost always in error, but perhaps was still within their
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limit of 21 days. Their observed solstice days, however, never

erred by more than a day.

It may be asked how the Vedic year came to have 366 days
or 12 lunar months +12 nights. Generally this year is stated

in many places to consist of 360 days only. How is this dis-

crepancy to be explained ? In a half-year there were the ordinary

180 days + 2 atirdtra days, then came the Visuvdn, the middle

day of the year which belonged to the neither half and then

came the other half with 180 days+2 atirdtra days, and
lastly came the Mahdvratra day. In all, therefore, there were in

the year 2(180+2)+ 2 or 366 days. Of the tw^o atirdtras of

the northerly course, the first was the Prdyanlya and the second

the Abhijit day. Similarly in the sun’s southerly course, the

first atirdtra day w as the Visvajit day and the other had a suitable

name. The Vedic year had thus 366 days or 12 lunations

+ 12 ‘nights’. 1

One point more that we w-ant to settle is when the Vedic year

was taken to begin. The answer is now' easy. The Vedic year
normally began on the day following the winter solstice, and win-

ter then began and lasted for two months. Winter was thus the

first season of the year. There w as next felt the difficulty of

beginning the year-long sacrifices with the w inter solstice day, as

the time was unsuitable on the ground of its being extremely cold,

as it was the non-harvesting time and as the days were then
very short. Then rule was made to begin these sacrifices, not

from the winter solstice day but full two months and one day
or exactly 60 daj^s later, w+en spring set in, or as the text says,

‘One day after the new-moon of Caitra’. Thus the first season

though winter formerly, became spring in later reckoning and
winter then became the last season of the year.

We have found out the year when the sun turned north
on the new'-moon of Mdgha to have been 3517 b.c., by taking
the standard month of Mdgha as the one w hich haj)pened from
the 5th of February till the 5th of March, 1924 a.d. Our date

is perhaps liable to shifting of about one or two centuries either

way if we took the gauge year to be 1927 or 1932 a.d. This
amount of possible shifting must be considered negligible at

such a remote age. It is perhaps needless to point out that
unless we can find out a correct interpretation of passages like

the above no determination of time would be possible.

A question may yet be raised, if of the phrase ‘the new^

moon of Magha’, the word Mdgha means the full-moon ending
month of Mdgha. Our answer is that we have taken the month

^ Cf. * *** Ydjum Jyautisa, 28, also

Ydjitm Jyauti^, 9.
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of Mdgha as new-moon ending not without any reason. In the
Jyautisa Veddmgas we get the new-moon ending months alone;

not a single verse in them can be interpreted to mean the full-

moon ending months. In the case of the new-moon ending
Mdgha, we have established three distinctive peculiarities as

already pointed out and that such a month of Mdgha was
associated with the winter solstice day and the starting of the

Vedic five-yearly cycle or Yuga. The word Mdgha as used in

connection w ith the solstice days must have a definite meaning,
i.e. must mean more or less a unique synodic month not
occurring every year. As to the full-moon ending Mdgha we
have not yet discovered any unique meaning either from the
Jyautisa Veddmgas or from other Vedic literature. Thus while
we are so much in doubt as to the characters of a unique full-

moon ending month of Mdgha, the characters of the new-moon
ending Mdgha are very clear and w^ell pronounced. We thus
consider it fruitless to speculate upon the characters of a Vedic
full-moon ending unique Mdgha to interpret the references like

the above. We now pass on to our next reference.

. (B) This reference was quoted by Tilak in his ^ Orion' on
pp. 44-45 and runs as follows ^ :

—

^
^

^cr

ft#?:®; ^ ofT ^
ft## er^ *r f##T

WTJft * ?i®5FfKT nqg I

This passage is from the Taittinya Samhitd, The Tandya
Brahmana has also almost the same passage with slight altera

-

I Taittinya Samhitd, vii, 4, 8, also Tandya Brdhmaxia, v, 9.
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tions as may be seen from Tilak’s quotation in his 'Orwn\
We translate the above passage following him generally thus

:

‘Those who want to consecrate themselves for the yearly

(year-long) sacrifice should do so on the EkdstaJcd day. This is

the wife of the year what is called EkdstaJcd and he, the year
lives in her for this night. Those that consecrate on the

EkdstaJcd truly do so in a distressed condition, as it is the season

(winter) which is reckoned the last of the year. Thus those that

consecrate on the Ekdstakd do so in the reversed order as it

marks the last season of the year. They should consecrate on
the full-moon at the Phalgus as it is the mouth of the year.

They thus begin the yearly (year-long) sacrifices from the very

mouth; but it has one defect that the visuvdn (the middle day
of the year) falls in the rainy season. They should consecrate

themselves at the full-moon near Citrd (Spica ot a Virgiv's)^

as it is the beginning of the year. They thus begin the sacrifice

from the very mouth of the year. Of this time there is no
fault whatsoever. They should consecrate themselves four days
before the full-moon (near Citrd). Their Kraya (i.e. purchase

of Soma) falls on the EJcdstakd (here the last quarter of Caitra).

Thereby they do not render the EJcdstaJcd void (i.e. of no conse-

quence). Their Sutyd (i.e. extraction of Soma juice) falls in

the first (light) half of the month. Their months (monthly
sacrifices) fall in the first half. They rise (finish) in the first

half. On their rising, herbs and plants rise after them. After

them rises the good fame that these sacrific*ers have prospered.

Thereon all prosper.’

The Taittirlya SarhJiitd here records three days of the

winter solstice, the first two of which were traditional and the

last one most likely belonged to the date of this book. These
are:

—

(1) The Day of EkdstaJcd.

(2) The Day of the full-moon at the PJialgm.

(3) The Day preceding the full-moon of MdgJia.

As in the Kausttaki BrdJimana here is expressed a
dislike for beginning the yearly sacrifices w ith the beginning of

winter. Some centuries later than the tradition recorded in the

Kausltaki BrdJimana, it was observed that the winter solstice

had preceded by nearly 8 days and fell on the EJcdstaJcd day,

i.e. on the day of the last quarter of the standard month of

MdgJia on which the moon was conjoined with Antares. This
day corresponded with the 27th Febniary of 1924 a.d. of our
time. Hence the date for this position of the winter solstice

as obtained by observation comes out to be about 2934 iic.

It was about this time taken as a rule that the yearly
sacrifices should be begun from the day of EJcdstakd. But as

this was the beginning of winter, it was considered unsuitable

for the purpose chiefly owing to the extreme cold nature of the
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season which made the sacrificer shiver on coming out of the
water after the bath of avahhrtha. People then came to think
that the 3^early sacrifices should be begun according to an older

tradition, viz., that the day of the full-moon night near the

Phalgus was the first day of the year. This day had been the day
of the winter solstice many centuries before this time. As we
shall see later on this tradition is recorded in all the Brdhmanas
in the form that the full-moon at the Purva Phalgus was the

last day of the year and the same at the Uttara Phalgus the first

day of the year. The time when this was the position of the

solstices, was about 3551 b.c. We cannot be sure if at this

time there was anything like the standard month of Mdgha
agreed upon. Such a full-moon period as mentioned in this

connection had its first day the Anumaii Paurrmrridsi and the

next day the Pdhd—this period repeated itself on the 5th and
6th March, 1928 a.d.

But the sacrificers who thought that the Ekdstakd day
was unsuitable for beginning the yearly sacrifices, calculated

that the full-moon at the Phalgus would happen fth of a month
or .22 days later, and that the middle day of the year would
happen 22 days after the sun crossed the summer solstice—

a

day which was almost at the middle of the rainy season. Hence
if they began the yearly (year-long) sacrifices at the beginning
of spring, i.e. full two solar months or two lunar (synodic)

months + one day later, the Visuvdn or the middle day of the

sacrificial year would be the first day of autumn and there would
be no inconvenience due to rainy weather on that day.

When the sun reached the winter solstice on the day of the
last quarter of the standard month of Mdgha, spring would
begin full two synodic months plus one day, later

;
consequently

the day most suitable for beginning the yearly sacrifices would
be the day following the Caitrl Ekdstakd the last quarter of

Caitra, In its place the Taittirlya Sarhhita recommends that

the yearly sacrifices should be begun from the full-moon day of

Caitra or Citrd Paurrmmdsl day. This being the beginning of

spring, the winter solstice day was one day before the full-moon
day of the standard month of Mdgha,

This full-moon day of Mdgha corresponded with the 20th
February, 1924 a.d., and the year in which the winter solstice

day fell on the full-moon day of Mdgha was 2454 b.c. The time

indicated by the rule of the Taittirlya Samhitd becomes about

2378 B.c. or 76 years later.i Judged by this latest tradition

1 It is interesting in this connection to notice that Yudhisthira began
his year-long sacrifice of A^vamedha on a Caitri full-moon day. Cf. MBh.,

Aivamedha, chs. 72, 82 and 84. The lines are (a) g
(c)

*r* I
According to our finding the Bharata battle was
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recorded in it the date of the Taittinya Samhitd should be about
2378 B.c. The other two traditions which it contains were
true for about 3551 b.c. and 2934 b.c. respectively.

(C) In the Mahdbhdrata, there are several passages wliich

state directly or indirectly indicate that the nights of the full-

moon at the Krttikds and Mayhds, were respectively the autumnal
equinox and the winter solstice days and thus particularly

auspicious for the performance of some religious observances.
These references have been quoted already in a previous paj>er,

but I trust their repetition here would be permitted.

(1) g I

‘The man w^ho goes to Puskara s})ecially at the full-moon

at the Krttikds, gets the blessed w-orlds for all times at the house
of Brahma.’

(2) i

‘A person reaching a holy bathing place at the full-moons

at the Krttikds {Pleiades) and the Maghds {Regidus, etc.), gets the

merit of having performed respectively the Agnisioma and the

Atirdtra sacrifices.’

g ii

^

‘At Prayaga (the confluence of the Ganges and the Jamuna)
at the full-moon at Maghas, three crores and ten thousand holy

waters meet.’

(4) 3Tt?rr i

‘ On the full-moon a^ the Krttikds, if a man should go to

the bathing place called Urva.4i and bathe in the Lauhitya (the

river Brahmaputra), according to the Gastric rules with a devoted

fought in 2449 b.c. It in therefore not unlikely that the date for the
TaiMiriya Samhita and of the Tdndya Brdhmariu was the same as of the
Pandavas. We further know that Tandya was a pupil of Vaisampayana,
the first Mahdbhdrata teller.

1 MBh», Vana, 82, 31-32.
2 MBh., Vana, 84, 51-52.
3 MBh,, Anuidsana, 25, 35-36.
^ MBh., AnvSdsana, 25, 46.
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or prayerful mind, he would get the religious merit of having

performed the Pundarlha sacrifice.’

We have already ascertained the time when the full-moon

day of the standard month of Mdgha was also the winter solstice

day; it was the year 2454 bc. The Mahdhhdrata references

quoted above show that the old observers could ascertain that

at this time the vernal equinox was near the Krttikds {Pleiades)

and the summer solstice at the Maghds (or near the star Regulus).

This position of the equinoxes and the solstices was perhaps

regarded as correct till up to 2350 B.c. We next pass on to

the Baudhdyana Srauta Sutra.

(D) In this work the day for the beginning of the sacrifices

lasting for a year is stated as follows ^ :

—

‘They (who want to consecrate themselves for the year), do

so. four days before the Mdgha full-moon day: their purchase of

Soma falls on the astakd {Ekdstakd).'

Here we have an indication that when this rule was adopted,

the sun reached the winter solstice four days before the full-moon

day of Mdgha. It is further not stated that it was inconvenient

to begin the yearly sacrifices at the time when winter began.

This rule is quite distinct from, though similar to the rule of,

the Taittirlya Sarhhitd. Here we have the mention of the

full-moon of Mdgha (or the full-moon near Maghd or Regulus)

and there we get the mention of the full-moon near Citrd or

Spica. Taking for the gauge year, the year 1924 a.d, as before,

we find that the year when the sun reached the winter solstice

four days before the full-moon of Mdgha, was about 2153 B.c.

(E) We now come to some different sort of statements, not

connected with the month of Mdgha, from the Brdhmanas as to

the beginning of the year expressed in terms of the fullness of the

moon near to the PJmlgus :

‘Next as to the four-monthl}^ sacrifices. He who prepares

for the four-monthly sacrifices, begins on the full-moon night of

1 Baudhdyana S'rauta Sutra, 16, 13.

2 Kausltaki Rrahmana, 5, 1.
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the PMlgunis. The full-moon night of the Phalgunis is the

beginning of the year; the latter two {uttare) Phalgus are the

beginning and the former two (Purve) the end (i.e. puccha or

the tail). Just as the two ends of what is round (viz,, the circle)

may unite, so these two ends of the year are connected.’ (Keith.)

(6 )

srHkT 1

‘ It is the first night of the year, what is known as the full-

moon at the PhaJgimis, which falls near to the Utiaras
\
that is

called uttama (the better) which falls near to the Purvas; the

year is hence begun from the very mouth.’
The above passage from the Satapatha Brahrnavba, states

two traditions, viz., (1) that first night of the year was the fuil-

moon night at the Uttara Phalgus and (2) also that the first

night of the year was preferably the full-moon night at Purva
Phalgus.

(c) t Trfw:

n'BWT

?rnrnr i

^

'It is the last night of the year what is the full-moon at the

Purva Phalgunis

\

a man becomes a sinner by making fire for the

year at the fag-end. The fire should be made in the full-moon

night at the IJtiara Phalgunis, it is the first night of the year

—

the full-moon night at the two Uttara Phalgunis. A man becomes
wealthy by making fire from the very beginning.’

{d) i?ho?nf5?iT i

‘ The four-monthly sacrifices should be begun on the full-

moon at the Phalgus. It is the mouth of the year what is the
full-moon at the Phalgus.^

Here no distinction is made between the two Phalguni
full-moons.

1 S'aUipatha Brahmaufi, VI, 2, 2, 18.
2 Taittiriya Brdhmana, I, 1, 28; quoted by Diksita in his

p. 19 {1st edn.),

3 Gopatha Brdhmana, 6, 19; qiioted also by Bik^ita in his

p. 39 (1st edn.).
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Meaning of the 'First Night of the Year\

There are two points to be settled in connection with the

above statements, viz., (i) whether ‘the first night of the year’

means the beginning of spring or of winter, (ii) secondly where
was the full-moon to happen to mark the beginning of the year.

Not beginning of Spring hut of Winter.

With regard to the first point, we can easily prove that

‘the first night of the year’ in these statements does not mean
the beginning of the Indian spring which happens when the
sun’s celestial longitude becomes 330° and not 360°.

The two stars S and d Leonis which constitute the two
Purva Phalgunis, had respectively the longitudes of 160° 15'

and 162° 24' nearly in 1931 a.d. On the 3rd of March, 1923 a.d.,

a full-moon happened near the star 6 Leonis at 8-27 a.m. of

Kuruksetra time. The sun’s longitude at G.M. noon or 5-4 p.m .

of Kuruksetra time was 341° 54', the sun being almost in oppo-
sition to B Leonis. If this position of the sun indicated the

beginning of Indian spring at the time of the above Brdhmana
references, the sun’s longitude w^as then 330°. As a first approxi-
mation this gives a shifting of the equinoxes by only 11° 54',

and W'Ould indicate a lapse of about 864 year. The time would
be only 1059 a,d. Even if went to the next approximation we
w^ould not get much earlier date. This date of about 1059 a.d.

would be impossible for any Brdhmanas quoted above.
Again the star /S Leonis, the more important of the tw^o

IJtiara Phalgunis, had the longitude of 170° 41' in 1931 a.d.

Now in 1933 a.d. a full-moon happened on the 12th March, at

3-15 A.M. of G.M.T. On that day at G.M. noon, the sun’s

longitude w^as 351° 28' nearly, showing the shifting of the

solstices by only 21° 28' as a first approximation. This would
lead to a date of about 400 a.d., which is also an impossibility.

In no way can we concur with Weber when he says, ‘In

the older division of the year the first or spring season begins
with the month of Phalguna, that is the month when the moon
is in conjunction with the naksatra of Uttara Phalgunis'.'^

Weber’s interpretation is thus entirely untenable.

We thus come to the conclusion that ‘the first night of the

year ’ in the above statements indicates the beginning of winter

and not of spring, or that this night has to be identified wdth the

winter solstice night without any shade of doubt.

^ Eggeling’s JBm/imana, Part III, footnote, p. 179, quoted
from the Nachrickten Vonder Naxatra, II, p. 329.
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Winter'-solstitial Point and Deduced Date.

We have now to settle the exact indication of the winter
solstitial point from the above Brahmana references. The full-

moon at the Purva Phalgns was the last night of the year, while
the full-moon at the TJttara Phalgns the first night of the next
year. If we take the meaning that the sun reached the winter
solstice at the full-moon at the Purva Phalgns, from these refer-

ences, we arrive at the year 3293 b.c. On the other hand, if we
take that the sun in opposition to jS Leonis marked the winter

solstice, the date comes out to be 3980 b.c. Here is thus

produced a difference of about 700 years.

Now' the Vedic full-moon nights were not one but two in a

lunar month, the first of which was the Anumati Paurnamdsi
and the second was the Rated Panrimmdsi.^ These two full-

moon nights wore consecutive. Hence wo should take the full-

moon occurring somewhere midway between the stars 6 and
Leonis as indicative of the w inter solstice day of this Brahmana
period.

Now' the celestial longitude of 0 Leonis for 1931 a.d.

= 162^ 24'

and ,, ,, ,, ,, of p Leonis for 1931 a.d.

= 170" 41'.

The mean of the longitudes of these stars for 1931 a.d.
= 166" 32'.

Now' on the 6th March, 1928, a full-moon happened at

12 hrs. 34 min. G.M.T. and the sun at G.M. noon had the longi-

tude of 345" 40' nearly. From W'hich the total shifting of the

solstices becomes 75" 40' as a first approximation. The date

comes out to be about 3550 b.c,, which we understand to be

earliest date of the age of the Brahmanas as deduced from the

above statements.

(F) Again in the Satapatha Brahmana, we have the following

rule for beginning the Cdturmdsya sacrifices

:

I

‘Some want to have a few nights more; if they want some
more nights, they should begin the &undMrya sacrifices on the

night on which the moon becomes first visible before the full-

moon at the Phalgns.'

This passage seems to suggest that the sun turned north
at the time of this rule of the Satapatha Brdhmaiia, not on the
day of the full-moon at the Phalgunis, but about 14 days earlier.

1 Aitareya Brahmana, xxxii, 11,
2 S'atapatha Brahmana, 11, 6, 4, 11.
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As stated before a full -moon happened about half way between
the two Phalgunis on the 6th March, 1928 a.d., and the moon
became first visible on the 22nd February in Calcutta. On this

day at G.M. noon, the sun had the longitude 323° 28'. The total

shifting of the solstices becomes 62° 28' as a first approximation,
and the date becomes 2610 b.c. roughly. This, however, cannot
be the date of compilation of the Satapatha Brdhmana for reasons

set forth below.

The Satapatha Brdhmana calls the full-moon at the Purva
Phalgus Uttama or the better. Hence in Satapatha reference

quoted before ‘the full-moon at Phalgus’ more fitly means the

full-moon at the Purva Phalgus or S and 6 Leonis. Hence the
recommendation is that the ^undSirya sacrifices should be begun
from the night on which the moon became first visible before

the full-moon at the Pdrva Phalgus, We may take it that

at the time of this rule the sun turned north on the day on which
the moon became first visible before the full-moon at the star

3 Leonis,

Now a full-moon near 8 Leonis happened on the Ist March,
1934; the moon became first visible in Calcutta on the 15th
February. The sun’s longitude on this day at G.M. noon was
= 326° 8'. The total shifting of the solstices up to the date

was 56° 8' as a first approximation. The date works out to be
about 2125 b.c. Thus the Satapatha Brdhmana was later than
the Pandava times by about 3J centuries.

i

Conclusion.

We have thus shown from the direct statements as found in

the Brdhmanas and the Baudhdyana Srauta Sutra, that the
development of this class of literature and of the religious

ceremonies prescribed in them began from about 3550 b.c.

and terminated at about 2100 B.c. The actual dates arrived

at are tabulated on the next page.

1 Cf. “15 in Brhadaranyaka Upanimt, III, 3, 1.

This Upanisat is the concluding part of the Satapatha Brdhmarm, In
the M.ahdbhdra1ay S'dntiparva, it is said that Yajhavalkya was a contempo-
rary of Vaisampayana, Sumantu, Jaimini and Paila; and that it was ho
who composed the Satapatha Brdhmana. MBh., Sdnti. 318. It may be
that this Yajhavalkya was the first author of the Satapatha Brdhmana.
The verses from the Mahdbhdrata are;

—

n T IK fll

wif ?WT II*? ^11
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Date arrived at
(approximate)

Reference or Basis
of Date

Gauge year and date.
Corr. to W.S. Day.

3550 B.C. (E) 1928 A.D., 6th March.
3517 B.c. (A) 1924 A.D., 5th March.
2934 B.c.

j

(B) Do. Do., 27th Feb.
2454 B.c. (C) Do. Do., 20th Feb.
2153 B.c. (D) Do. Do., 16th Feb.
2125 B.c. (F) 1934 A.D., loth Feb.

When so many dates are indicated in the Brahmaiias
they cannot be all classed as mere traditions

;
the range of dates

extending over 1450 years nearly, forms, as it were, a chrono-

logical ladder. The year of the Bharata battle falls within t his

range and was the year 2449 b.c. as established in my first paper.

As to the references which use the month of MdgJm for

stating the solstice days, the gauge year could as well be 1927 a.d.,

and we cannot say if the Vedic Hindus did not sometimes use

the type of Mdgha which happened this year. This would tend

to lower some of the dates as connected with Mdgha by about

200 years. The reference (A) would indicate the date 3k)H b.c.

nearly ‘when Rohinl became the first star'.i The dates from
references (E) and (F) are not liable to alteration.

The Brdhniaijba references are quite clear as to the day of

the winter solstice in successive ages and the dates arrived at

appear more or less certain. Not such will perhaps be the

references from the Vedas themselves. It is therefore very

important to examine astronomically the interval evidences
from the Vedas themselves to try to find the probable dates

deducible from them and to see how those staiicl in relation to

the chronological ladder established in this paj^er.

The present paper consists of two parts in the first of which
we have shown that the Vedic Hindus knew^ of a method of

finding the solstice day of any year. In the second half we have
established that there w as a standard month of Mdgha in their

statements of the solstice days in successive ages, and w^e have
found out a chronological ladder extending from 3550 B.c. to

2100 B.c. during which the class of Sanskrit literature known as

the Brahmanas was developed.

1 MBh,, Vana, 230, 8 41, quoted before.
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Article No. 17.

Madhu-Vidya or the Science of Spring.

By P. C. Sengupta.

(Communicated by Prof. M. N. Saha.)

The aim of the present paper is to interpret the Madhu-
Vidya or the Science of Spring of the Vedic-Hindus. It may
be objected at the outset that the term ‘Madhu-Vidya’ may
not really mean ‘The Science of Spring’ as here translated.

Our answer is that ‘Madhu’ and ‘Madhava’ were the two
months of spring of the Vedic tropical year.^ Hence there

is some justification for putting ‘Madhu-Vidya’ as equivalent
to ‘Science of Spring’. I trust more reasons for this rendering
into English of this w^ord would be apparent with the develop-
ment of the present paper.

To every Hindu the following Rks are well known :

—

I
si: fiTcIT |1

| II

Rg-Veda, M. I, 90, 6-8.

‘Sweetness is blown by the winds and sweetness is dis-

charged by the rivers
;
may the herbs be full of sw eetness to us.

May the nights and twilights be sw^eet to us, mayr the dust
of the earth be sweet ; may the sky^ father (Dy^auspitr= Jupiter):
to us be fuU of sweetness. May the trees be full of sweetness
to us, may the sun be full of sweetness; may our kine be sweet
to us.’

The r^i here finds that with the advent of spring air becomes
pleasant and the water of rivers delightful. This w^as the time
for harvesting wheat and barley and he conjures up the herbs
to yield him sweetness in the shape of a bumper crop. He
expects the nights and twilights to lose the chillness of winter
and be pleasant to him, and even the dust of the earth is to lose

the cold touch of winter 2. He expects, the benign sky would
yield him timely rain. The trees (then bearing flowers), the

sun, the cattle are all to become full of sweetness.

^
‘

1
Taittirlya Samhitd, 4, 4, 11.

Quoted by S. B, Diksita in his P- ^9 (2nd edn.).

2 The description clearly refers to a change of weather—and it

refers to the advent.

( 435 )
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The elements which bring him happiness or sweetness are:

—

(1) the winds, (2) the rivers, (3) the herbs, (4) the nights, (5) the

twilights, (6) the earth, (7) the kindly sky bringing in timely
spring, (8) the trees, (9) the sun, and (10) the cattle.

In the BrhaddraTiyaka Upanisat, II, 5, 1-14, the elements
bringing in sweetness or Madhu to all beings are elaborated and
oniimerated as : (1) the earth, (2) water, (3) fire, (4) the winds,

(5) the sun, (6) the cardinal points of the sky, (7) the moon,
(8) lightning, (9) thunder, (10) the sky, (11) right action,

(12) truth, (13) human society, and (14) the self. Here the connec-

tion of the elements with the coming of spring is quite forgot-

ten, but it is remembered that the Madhu-Vidyd or the science

of spring was discovered by Tvastr from whom it passed to

Dadhici, who revealed this science to the Alvins after they
had replaced the head of Dadhici with the head of a horse.

This story was revealed to the rsi Kak^ivan according to the

Brhaddranyaka Upanisat.

The first verse quoted in this Upanisat is the Rk, M. I,

116, 12 and runs as follows:

—

‘As thunder announces rain, I proclaim, leaders, for the

sake of acquiring wealth that great deed which you performed,

when provided by you with the head of a horse, Dadhyanc,
the son of Atharvan taught you the science of Madhu (i.o.,

spring).’

The next verse quoted by the Upanisat is Rg-Veda, M.l,

117, 22, w^hich is :

—

‘You replaced, A.4vin8, with the head of a horse, (the head
of) Dadhici, the son of Atharvan, and true to his promise he
revealed to you the science of Madhu (spring) which he had
learnt from Tvastr and which was a jealously guarded secret.’

These lines from the Eg- Veda suggest to us that the science
of spring or Madhu-Vidya was nothing but the knowledge of
the celestial signal for the coming of spring. What that signal
was is now the matter for our consideration.

The Alvins are always spoken of and axldressed in the dual
number. The Vedic mis most probably identified the Alvins
with the stars a and j8 Arietis—the prominent stars of the nak§a-
tra Aivinl. Whether this be true or not, this much is certain
that the Alvins were and are even now regarded as the presiding
deities of this naksatra Asvinl. The three stars a, j8 and y
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Arietis form a constellation which is likened to the head of a horse

The Alvins are spoken of as riding in the heavens in their trian-

gular,* three-wheeled and spring-bearing chariot in several

places in the Rg-Veda, some of which are:

—

(
1

) 1

M. I, 34, 2.

‘ Three are the solid wheels of your spring-hearing (Madhu-

Vdhana) chariot, as all the gods knew it to be when you attended

on Vena (=Venus ?) the beloved of Moon.’

(2) I

^ M. I, 157, 3.

‘May the three-wheeled car of the Asvins, which is the

harbinger of spring {Madhu-Vdhana), drawn by swift horses,

three-canopied, filled with treasure, and everyway auspicious,

come to our presence and bring prosperity to our people and

ouY cattle.
’

(3) i

M. X, 41, 2.

‘Ascend, Nasatyas, your spring-hearing chariot which is

harnessed at dawn and set in motion at dawn^ etc,'

(4) « 1^ ^ I

M. I, 34, 9.

‘Where, Nasatyas, are the three wheels of your triangular

car ? Where the three fastening and props (of the awning) ?
’

(Wilson.)

(5)

M. I, 47, 2.

‘Come Alvins, with your three-columned triangular car.’

(Wilson.)

(6) f^€?rT I

M. I, 118, 2.

^ S'dkcUya Samhita, II, 162.

a I am indebted to Prof. Mm. Vidhu^ekhara ^astri, the head of the

Department of Sanskrit, Calcutta University, for this and the next refer-

ence from the Rq- Veda, I owe it to him also that the adjective ‘ ’

Vj

‘Spring-bearing’ is applied only to the car of the Alvins and to the car of

no other god in the Pg-Veda.
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‘Cbme to us with your tri-columnar, triangular, three-

wheeled and well-constructed car.’ (Wilson.)

All these references speak of the triangular, tri-columnar

three-wheeled car of the Alvins. Here the three wheels of
the car of the Alvins were perhaps the three stars a, and

y Arietis.^ The first three references speak of the car of the

Alvins as ^ ’ or harbinger of spring. The third,

reference directly states that the car of the Af^vins which is

' spring•bearing' is harnessed at dawn and set in motion at dawn.
Inference is here irresistible that when the car of the Alvins,

viz., the constellation A^vim consisting of the stars a, ^ and

y Arietis became first visible at dawn, the season of spring

began at the place of observation which we shall take to be of

the latitude of Kurukshetra in the Punjab.

According to Wilson the Asvins were ‘the precursors of

the dawn, at which season they ought to be W'Orshipped with
libations of Soma juice'. There are of course many passages

in the Eg-Veda which justify the above statement made by
Wilson, but we desist from quoting them here as they only tell

us that first rose the Alvins, then came the dawTi, and then
rose the sun.2 The jealously guarded ‘Madhu-Vidya’ or the

‘Science of Spring' was thus nothing but the knowledge of

the celestial signal for the advent of spring, and this was the

heliacal rising of the stars a, y Arietis. Of these three, a
Arietis rises last, Hence the Alvins rise completely when a
Arietis rises.

Por the beginning of the Indian spring the sun should
have the tropical longitude of 330°. Hence when the star a
Arietis became first visible at dawm it was the beginning of

Indian spring w ith a celestial longitude of 330° for the sun

—

at a place in the Punjab of which the latitude w^as the same as

that of Kuruksetra (30°N). This furnishes sufficient data for

the calculation of the time for this astronomical event. Now^
the dawm begins w^hen the sun is 18° below the horizon. Thus
at the time when a Arietis reached the eastern horizon
with the sun at 18° below the horizon, " Madhu vidyd' was

1 Most probably the car of the A6vins included one more star, a
Triangulum^ which with a and p Arietis formed a more stable triangle.

2 Some of these references from the Rg- Veda are noted below :

—

(“) ^ tip? 'mrm i
m. i, 4,

10 which means ‘Before the dawn even, Savitri sends to bring you to

the rite, your wonderful car shining with clarified butter’. (6)

1
M. Ill, 5. 5, 1. i.e. the praiser awakes to glorify the

AAvins before the dawn’. These translations are due to Wilson. Cf.
other references :--M. I, 6, 5; M. I. 6, 7; M. I, 9, 3, 14; M. I, 9, 4, 9; M.
Ill, 5, 5, 1 ; M. VII, 4, 14, 5; M. VIII, 1, 5, 2.
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discovered or it was known that spring began at the latitude of
Kuruksetra (30°N).

We now proceed to find the time when this astronomical

phenomena took place.

2

Let the adjoining figure represent the observer’s celestial

sphere at the latitude of Kuruksetra. Here, PZQH' is the

observer’s meridian, HEaKH' the horizon, QEQ' the celestial

equator and tSLK the ecliptic. S indicates the sun’s position

at 18° below the horizon. According to our interpretation

Sr =30, when it was the beginning of Indian spring, a is the

point on the horizon where a Arietis rose at the time. Z and P
respectively denote the zenith and the celestial pole of the

observer. Join Pt and PS by arcs of great circles, PS cutting

the celestial equator at M. Draw aL perpendicular to the

ecliptic.

For 1931 A.D., a Arietis had its

—

(1) Mean celestial longitude = 36° 41' 50", and
(2) „ „ latitude = 9° 57' 46''N., which is taken

to remain constant.

The / ErK = obliquity of the ecliptic

= 24° 6' 35"according to our assumption which
was true for 4000 B.C.

(a) In the triangle rSM we have tM = 27° 47' 18" and
SM=ir47'.

(b) In the triangle PZS, ZS = 108°, SP = 101°47' and PZ ==

60°.
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The angle ZPS is given by,

tan

Hence we find that the angle ZPS = 103° 20' 54''.

(c) Again in the triangle EtK,/1KEt = 120°,

Er =Z.ZPS+Z_SPt-90°
= 103° 20' 54''+27° 47' 18''-90°

= 41° 8' 14", andZ.ErK=24° 6' 35",

The arc rK is given by,

cot tK sin Er = cos Er cos 24° 6 ' 35''-tan 30° sin 24° 6 ' 35"

eosErxcos (24°6'35"+ <?^ )

””
cos (j>

, ... tan 30°
where <p is given bv tan

<f>
=

,^ ^ ^ cos Er
whence

<f>
= 37° 28' 25"

;

.•.rK = 55°31'5r.

(d) From the same triangle we then find the angle K,
which becomes=43° 43' 17".

(e) Lastly from the small right-angled triangle KaL, we
obtain KL by the equation,

sin KL = tan a L cot K
= tan 9° 57' 46" X cot 43° 43' 17"

;

KL = 10° 35' 17", aL being the celestial latitude of

a Arietis for 1931 supposed to remain constant throughout.

Thus at the time which w^e want to determine the celestial

longitude of a Arietis was = — rL
= -(rK-KL)
= -440 56' 44".

For 1931 A.D. the mean celestial longitude of a Arietis,

as stated before, was = 36° 41' 50".

Hence the total change till 1931 A.D. in the celestial longi-

tude of a Arietis works out to have been

= 36° 41' 50"+44° 56' 44"

= 81° 38' 34" 1
,
which

1 The calculation of this increase in the celestial longitude of a
Arietis has been very kindly verified by Dr. M. N. Saha, P'.B.S. and
Dr. K. M. Basu, D.Sc.
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represents a lapse of 5,925 years, ignoring the proper motion
of a Arietis The date becomes 3995 B.C. which may be set

down as 4000 B.C.

This was very nearly the date when Tvastr communicated
to Dadhici the celestial signal of the heliacal rising of a Arietis for

the adsrent of spring at the latitude of Kuruksetra.

It may now be asked if the Vedic Hindus could accurately

determine the beginning of spring. The answer must be yes.

In the Kausltaki Brdhmana, i it is stated that when the sun

turned north on the new-moon of Magha, spring began one day
after the new-moon of Caitra. They thus counted full sixty days
after the winter solstice day and got the beginning of spring.

The Aitareya Brdhmana ^ has described the method by which
the Vedic Hindus could accurately ascertain the winter solstice

day. Hence we may be quite sure that the Vedic Hindus
could accurately find the beginnings of the Indian winter,

spring and all the seasons of the year.

We now proceed to find from our investigation the position

of the equinoxes and solstices at the time we have determined,

when the Vedic Madhu-Vidyd came into being, viz., the year

4000 B.C.

Burgess in his Translation of the Suryasiddhdntd,^ has

given the celestial longitudes and latitudes of the ecliptic stars

for the year 560 A.D. Now at the time when the first visibility

of a Arietis marked the beginning of spring, the celestial long,

of this star was =--44° 57' nearly. For 560 A.D., Burgess

gives the celestial longitude of a Arietis as=17° 37'. Hence the

total change in the longitude of the star becomes 62° 34', which

must be the longitude of the required vernal equinox in Burgess’s

table; the summer solstice, autumnal equinox, and the winter

solstice of the year 4000 B.C. will have respectively the longitudes

152° 34', 242° 34', and 332° 34' in the same table. Now:

—

Long, for 560 A.D.
of the four cardinal
pts. of the ecliptic

for 4000 B.C.

Long, for 560 A.D.
of some selected

stars.

Remarks.

Vernal Equinox

—

62° 34'.

Summ. Solstice

—

A Orionis—63° 40' V. Equinox near Orionis

p Leonis—l6V 37' S. Solstice , , Leonis

152° 34'.

Au. Equinox—242® 34' A Scorpionis—244° 53' A. Equinox ,

m

, A Scorpionis

W. Solstice—332° 34' a Pegasi—^SS^ 27' W. Solstice , , a Pegasi

1 Kaumtaki Brdhmana j
XIX, 3.

2 Aitareya Brdhmana, XVIII, IS. I have dealt with this topic

in a paper named ‘Solstice Days in Vedic Literature.’ Journal Royal

Asiatic Society of Bengal. Letters, Vol. IV, 1938, pp. 415-417.

3 Burgess’s Translation of the Suryasiddhdnta, Calcutta University

Reprint, page 243.
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Hence at the time (4000 B.C.) when the heliacal rising of
a A rietis marked the beginning of spring at the latitude of Kuru-
ksetra, the Vernal Equinox was in the constellation MrgaMras
(Orion’s Head), the Summer Solstice in the Uttara Phalgunis

Leonis), Autumnal Equinox in Muld (A Scorpionis) and the
Winter Solstice in Purva Bhddrapad (a Pegasi).

Here our interpretation of Madhu-Vidya or the Science of

Spring leads us to the same antiquity of the Vedas as was sought
to be established by Tilak in his Orion.^ The present paper
corroborates Tilak’s finding, I trust, with more definite and
stronger reasons.

It may not be out of place to note here the epigraphic
evidence of the establishment of an independent state in Mitanni
(Bet. meridians 38^ and 40°E and bet. 36° and 38° N parallels

of latitude) in north Syria by a people named Kharri ( ? Aryans),

as the following extracts from the Cambridge Ancient History,

Vol. I, and the Cambridge History of India, Vol. I, will show :

—

(1) The Cambridge Ancient History, Vol. I, page 312.

‘In the reign of the Kkabur and Balikh, the state of Mitanni
was eventually set up, ruled by a royal house and aristocracy

of horse-riding Kharri (?Aryans) and worshipping as we know
from cuniform documents of the Amarna age, the gods Indra,

Varuna and the Nasatya twins (the Asvins). Moreover the

chief god of the Kassites is said to have been Shuriyash—the
Indian Surya, the sun. This fact shows that the differentiation

between the Indian and Iranian Aryans had not yet taken place.’

(2) Cambridge History of India, Vol. I, Ancient India,

page 72.

‘In the German excavations at Boghaz Koi, the ancient

Pteria, have been found inscriptions, containing as it appears
the names of the deities which figure in the earliest Indian
records, Indra, Varuna, and the great twin brethren Nasatyas.
The inscriptions date from about 1400 B.C. and the names
appear not in the form which they took in the historical records
of ancient Persia, but are, so far as syllabary will admit, identical
with the forms, admittedly more original, which they show in

the Rg-Veda.'

The actual names of the gods as found in the cuniform tablet
referred to above are given on page 320 of this work as Midt-ra,
V-ru-w-na, In-da~ra, and Na-sa-at-tida, v^^hich are readily

recognized as Mitra, Varuna, Indra and the Nasatyas.
Here the epigraphic evidence is dated 1400 B.C. and it is

not known if any earlier epigraphic evidence as to Vedic chrono-
logy may not be brought to light in future. It is therefore prema-
ture to try to form any hypothesis as to the antiquity of the Vedas
from this source. In absence of epigraphic, we have to rely

1 Orion or The Antiquity of the Vedas, a book by B. G. Tilak (Poona,
1893).
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on literary evidences alone. Our definite finding as to antiquity

of the Vedas must remain, so long as it is not contradicted by
epigraphic evidences which may be brought to light in future.

I trust it is established that the civilization of the Vedic Hindus

was earlier than that of the Indus valley as evidenced by the

remains at Mahenjo-Daro.
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Article No. 18.

When Indra became Maghavan.

By P. C. Sengupta.

{Communicated by Prof. M. N. Saha.)

The Vedic god Indra was the ‘shedder of rain’ (Vrsan),

‘wielder of the thunder-bolt’ (Vajrin) and killer of Vrtra or Ahi
(Vrtrahan). His former great deeds are thus told by rsi

Hiranyastupa in the Rg-Veda, M. I, 32 thus ^ ;

—

* 1. I declare the former valorous deeds of Indra, which
the thunderer has achieved: he clove the cloud; he cast the
waters down (to earth); he broke (a way) for the torrents

of the mountain.
2. He clove the cloud, seeking refuge on the mountain:

Tva^tr sharpened his far-whirling bolt; the flowing waters
(rivers) quickly hastened to the ocean, like cows hastening to

their calves.

^ * * * *

* * * Maghavan took his shaft, the thunder-
bolt, and with it struck the first born of the clouds.

4. Inasmuch as, Indra, as thou hast divided the first born
of the clouds, thou hast destroyed the delusions of the deluders

and then engendering the sun, the dawm, the firmament, thou
hast not left an enemy (to oppose thee).

5. With his vast destroying thunder-bolt Indra struck
the darkling mutilated Vrtra: as the trunks of trees are felled

by the axe, so lies Ahi prostrate on the earth.

6. The arrogant Vrtra as if unequalled, defied Indra,
the mighty hero, the destroyer of many, the scatterer of foes;

—

i

II ^11

CTT^Tsfr |

sr ii«ii

i

iiiii
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be has not escaped the contact of the fate of India’s enemies.

The foe of India has crushed the (banks of the) rivers

4

7. Having neither hand noi foot, he defied India who
struck him with the thunder-bolt upon his mountain-like shoulder

like one emasculated who pretends to virility; then Vrtra,

mutilated of many members, slept.

8. The waters that delight the minds of men, flow over him
recumbent on this earth, as a river bursts through its broken

banks. Ahi has been prostrated beneath the feet of waters

which Vrtra by his might had obstructed.

9. The mother of Vrtra was bending over her son, when
India struck her nether part with his shaft

;
so the mother was

above and the son underneath, and Danii slept (with her son),

like a cow with its calf.

10. The waters carry off the nameless body of Vrtra,

tossed into the midst of the never-stopping, never-resting currents.

The foe of India has slept a long darkness.

11. The waters, the wives of the destroyer, guarded by
Ahi, stood obstructed, like the cows by Panin

;
but by laying

Vrtra, India set open the cave that had confined them.
12. When the single resplendent Vrtra returned the blow

(which had been inflicted), India, by thy thunder-bolt, thou

vfinffTW TOW

if iWTiT TOtwnrrs i

TOTS W^^5%^S WTS TOTOflSwT I

^nrwrirf i

ftw to: Bt«H

sre^fs n t ta

MHTf VM- I

1 By the great volume of his watery body.
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becomest (furious ) ,
like a horse’s tail. Thou hast rescued the kine

;

thou hast won, Hero, the Soma juice; thou hast let loose the
seven rivers to flow.

’

(Wilson’s Rg-Veda Translation).

The sage or rsi who thus sings in praise of these great former
valorous deeds of Tndra was, as we have said before, Hiranya-
stupa, who speaks of himself in the following terms (Rg-Veda,
I, 31, 11 and 17):

‘ The gods formerly made thee, Agni the living general

of Nahusa: they made Ha, the instructress of Manu, w^hen the

son of my father was born.
’

‘ Pure Agni, who goest about (to receive oblations), go
in thy presence to the hall of sacrifice, as did Manu, and Angiras,

and Yayati and others of old.
’

We conclude that the rsi lived sometime after king Yayati
of the lunar race. The story of the great deeds of Indra we have
quoted above, divested of allegory suggests to us that this great

god was none other than the god of the summer solstice.

All Vedic scholars agree that Vrtra or Ahi means the cloud

and the fight of Indra, the rain-giver, with Vrtra is a mere allegory.

The clouds are represented as a demon and quite unwilling to

part with their watery stores until assailed and sundered with
the thunder-bolt hurled by Indra. Wilson explains that ‘the

cloud, personified as a demon named Ahi or Vrtra, is represented

as combating Indra wdth all the attributes of a personal enemy,
and as suffering in the battle mutilation, wounds and death i.’

The Indian monsoons which bring in the rains really burst about
the 22nd of June, there is generally a drought which lasts for

about a month or so, before the monsoons come. Drought
itself is also represented as a demon named Susna (I, 101, 2 and
1, 103, 8, etc.) who is also killed by Indra. When Vrtra has been
killed the waters of the sky are set free to fall upon the earth

and the seven rivers of the Punjab are filled up to the banks and
roU quickly towards the sea. The seven risrers are undoubtedly
the river Indus w ith five tributaries from the east and one from
the west.

Indra w^as thus the god of the summer solstice; and as

Indian rains begin when the sun reaches the summer solstice,

Indra’s fight with Vrtra was or is an annual affair. According
to KMidasa ‘ Indra withdrew his rain-giving (or annual) bow with

the coming of autumn ’.2 Every year Indra has thus to fight

Vrtra or dark-clouds to set free the w^aters of the sky to fall upon
the earth.

That Indra is identified with the sun at the summer solstice

is thus expressed in Rg-Veda, I, 10, 1, thus :

1 Wilson’s Introduction to his Rg-Veda Translation.

* RaghumMa.
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‘The chanters of the Gayatri hymn thee, Satakratu, the
worshippers of the Sun praise thee, the Brahmdnas raise thee

aloft like a homboo pole

This reminds ns of a passage from the Aitareya Brdhmana,
ch. xviii, 18, which says that 'by this Ekavirhsa, the gods raised

up the sun towards the higher point of the heavens ’.2 The
Vedic Hindus had found by observation that the sun remained
stationary, i.e. without any change of meridian zenith distance for

21 days near the summer solstice
;
they called the eleventh day or

the middle day of this period, tlie Ekavirhsa or the true summer
solstice day. Here ‘ Brahnidnah' of the Eg-Veda were the obser-

vers of the sun for determining the Ekavirhsa day.

Hence Indra is identified with the sun of the summer
solstice da3^

Thus far w^e have tried to explain who this Vedic god Indra

was—that Indra the rain-giver w^as the god of the summer solstice

and that his place in the heav^eiLS coincided w ith that of the sun
at the summer solstice. Stationed at his place Indra's another

deed may here be stated:

—

Rg-Veda, I, 7, 3—viz,, that ‘Indra

in order to make the duration of light longer elevates the sun
in the sky ’ 3.

We next pass on to consider wdien Indra became Vrtrahan

or killer of Vrtra in those ancient times. The Rg-Vedic text

on this point runs as follows:— (M. X,
23, 2).

‘Indra by (the heliacal rising of) the Maghas became Magha-
van, and thus became the slayer of Vrtra.’

Here the word ‘Maghavan’ means ‘one that owms Magha’
;

the word ‘Magha’ to us means the constellation Maghas
consisting of the stars, a, rj, y, ft, and e Leonis, We under-

stand when at the latitude of Kuruksetra, the most prominent
star, a Leonis, of this group became first visible in the east at

dawn, the sun reached the Indra’s place or the summer solstice.

We cannot accept that the word ‘Magha’ can mean anything
else than the constellation Ma^hd. If Indra is ‘a personification

of a phenomenon of the firmament ’ and ‘ Vrtra ’ or cloud
is also another phenomena of the firmament, the w'ord ‘ Magha ’

must also mean another phenomena of the same firmament,
viz., the constellation Maghas. Besides, if ‘Magha’ be here
taken to mean ‘wealth’—its acquisitior cannot possibly

increase the fighting capability of this Indra. Further, instances

are not wanting in Sanskrit literature where the word ‘Magha’

®
1

^ Wilson’s Introduction to his Rg-Veda Translation.
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has been used in place of Maghd i—the 10th lunar constellation

counting from the Asvins,

It may yet be urged why ' Maghai-r-maghavd' etc. should

mean the heliacal rising of the MagMs, and not the conjunction

of the sun with the MagMs (or a Leonis), as indicative of the

time of the summer solstice the date for which was 2350 B.C.

The date of the Bharata battle was 2449 B.C. as we have estab-

lished in a previous paper 2. Here the rsi is Vimada who is

spoken of as the son of Indra or of Prajapati and must be much
anterior to the Pandavas. This Vimada is spoken of by Kaksivat

in M. 1, 116, 1 (‘who gave a bride to the youthful Vimada’
as the passage runs). We are thus unable to assign the date of

the phenomena ' Maghai-r-maghavd, etc. to 2350 B.C. In the

paper on Madhu-Vidyd or the Science of Spring, we have shown
that the practical rule for detecting the advent of spring w^as

taken as the heliacal rising of the star a Arietis about 4000 B.C.

At this age, the seasons were determined no doubt by observation

of the sun at the summer and winter solstices, and for future

prediction of the beginning of spring or of the rains, the heliacal

rising of some bright stars were noted, viz., a Arietis for the

beginning of spring and a Leonis for the advent of the rains.

Our investigation will show^ that both these rules for the begin-

nings of spring and the rains belonged almost to the same age.

z

We are thus led to conclude that w^hen Indra, the shedder

of rain, became Maghavan, i.e. w^hen he began the function with

1 (a) “ jrn?T?isrrfe^tT:”, (b) "

2 JRASBL, Vol. Ill, 1937, page 118.
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the heliacal rising of Magha (or a Leonis), it was a Vedic age
when people counted the seasons by the heliacal rising of some
bright star at dawn. To put it plainly it was the age when at

the latitude of Kuruksetra (lat. 30°N) the sun reached the summer
solstice on the day of the first visibility of a Leonis.

Let the above figure represent the observer’s sphere at

the latitude of Kuruksetra, HPZQH' is the meridian, HolKEH'
the horizon, QEQ' the celestial equator, Z and P are respectively

the zenith and the celestial pole.

Let S be the position of the sun at 18° below the horizon,

so that Z>Sf=108°. The sun is at the summer solstice.

We take w the obliquity of ecliptic=24° 6' 35" which
was true for 4000 B.C. In the figure TKS is the ecliptic, cutting

the horizon at the point K. The point a on tlie horizon is the

position of a Leonis when it is just on the horizon, although it

would be raised above it by about 35'. From a let o(L be drawn
perpendicular to the ecliptic so that tL was the celestial longitude

of a Leonis at the time we propose to determine.

The celestial longitude of a Leonis for 1931 A.D.=
148° 52' 11"; the celestial latitude of a Leonis for 1931 A.D.=
0° 27' 26'', w^hich is supposed to remain constant for ever,

(1) In the triangle ZPS, the side, ZP=60°, PaS'= 65° 53' 25"

and Z>S=108°; the angle ZPS is given by

tan
ZPS

ZS+PS-ZP . ZS-\-PZ-PS
jsin X sin ^

~ZS+PS+ZP . PS+ZP^ZS
/sin r xsm

ZP.S = 130° 29' 16"

;

PP>8 = 40° 29' 16"

;

tE 4A\

(2) In the triangle KEt ^ the four consecutive parts are,

/_KEr = 120°, Er = 49° 30' 44", ExK = 24° 6' 35" and XK.
Hence tK is given by,

cot XK sin 49° 30' 44"

= cos 49° 30' 44" x cos 24° 6' 35" -tan 30° X sin 24° 6' 35".

We use the auxiliary angle given by

JL _
““

cos 49° 30' 44" ’

<^ = 41° 38' 38".

, ^ ^ cot 49° 30' 44" X cos 65° 45' 13"

rK = 64“ 50' 38'.
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(3) In the same triangle KEt the angle K is given by

. sin ri^xsin 120°
sm A = ^ ;

sin TZ
Z = 46° 41' 29".

(4) In the triangle KolL; we have K = 46° 41' 29", the angle
is a rt. angle

;
and olL = 27' 26 '"

;

AL = 25'51".

We have found before that

tK = 64° 50' 38"

NowA;A= 25' 51"

/. tL = 65° 16' 29"

Now the celestial longitude of a Leonis for 1931 A.D.=
148° 52' 11";

and the celestial longitude of a Leonis for the reqd. past
date= 65°16'29

;

the increase in C. long, of a Leonis during the entire

period=83° 35' 42".

* The mean procession rate for the period =49"*5938.

Annual prop, motion of a Leoms= —0''-2609,

/. the mean annual variation in long, of a £eo7ii5=49"*3329,
.*. the lapse of years till 1931 A.D.= 6100*2,

the Date=4170 B.C.

Hence 4170 B.C. was the date when the Vedic god Indra
the god of the summer solstice became Maghavan. We have now
to find the position of the equinoxes and the solstices about
4170 B.C., when Indra became Maghavan. The longitude of

Begulus in 560 A.D. was 129° 49' according to Burgess. In
4170 B.C. the same was = 65° 16'; thus the change in the

C. longitude oi Begulus was till 560 A.D.= 64° 33' nearly. Now
the celestial longitude of A Orionis was in 560 A.D. = 63° 40'.

Hence vernal equinox for 4170 B.C. was near to the ecliptic place
of A Orionis; and in a similar manner the summer solstice

near to P Leonis, autumnal equinox near A Scorpionis and the
winter solstice near a Pegasi in 4170 B.C. In the Indian way
the vernal equinox was in the Mrgasiras, s. solstice in the U.
Phalgunis, a. equinox in the Mulds, and w. solstice in the P.
Bhddrapadas. These were almost the same as in 4000 B.C.

as might be expected.

We have established above that Indra began to function

when a Leonis or the constellation Maghds was heliacally visible

at Kuruk^etra about the year 4170 B.C. Before the heliacal

visibility of a Leonis or Maghd, the constellation of Ashsd or

AM i.e. Hydrae became first visible. Vrtra is also called AM
in the Bg-Veda>; the allegory implied is perhaps that AM means

the clouds that were seen in the sky from the rising of AM or
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Aslesd, which did not yield rain till the rising of Maghd {Regiilus).

Hence Vrtra also meant Ahi or clouds which were unwilling to

part with their watery stores. From the rising of Ahi till the

rising Maghd {Regidm) was the period of drought called Susna
in the Rg-Veda.

Again Indra had two other names ^atakratu and Valabhit.

The first of these names means very probably that the phenomena
of the bursting of the Indian monsoons and of the first visibility

of the Maghas w^ere established as synchronous in the course

of observations extending over many (literally a hundred) years.

Hence Indra, the god of summer solstice got the name Satakratu

(the performer of a hundred sacrifices). Again the demon Vala
meant perhaps black clouds and his cave also existed in the

clouds and when Indra opened the cave of Vala and rescued

the cattle and Jfr also means water), Indra really clove the

clouds and let the waters from them free to fall on the earth.

So if Indra was Valabhit he w^as none other than the shedder

of rain (Rg-Veda, I, 11, 5).

One thing more that strikes us in this connection is that the

so-called horse of Indra w^as most probably the constellation

Leo, which is ordinarily likened to a lion. It may be likened

to a horse as w-ell, as in the following diagram :

—

Leonis or Indra’s Horse

The stars c, fx, Leonis forming the head of Indra’s horse, the
line joining y and 8 Leonis the back, a and 0 Leonis the tw^o

legs, ^ Leonis the end of the tail. Indra in his car took his
seat a little behind Leonis.

As I have said before, in ray previous paper on 'Madhu-
Vidya' I have established that when the first visibility of the
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Asvins in the east was the signal for the advent of spring, the
time was about 4000 B.C. These two papers show that about
4000 B:C. the Vedic Hindus recognized the coming of the Indian
spring and of the rains, by the

.
heliacal risings of a Arietis and

a Leon is respectively.

This practice is similar to that of the ancient Egyptians,
of reckoning the year by the heliacal rising of a Canis Majoris
Sirins, In Homer’s Iliad, we find in Bk. V that this star

Sirius is called ‘ the summer star which shines very brightly’,

at least thus the translator interprets it. Again in Iliad, Bk.
XXII, is mentioned a 'star which rises in autumn’ which
people call the ‘ dog of Orion ’. It seems that the same star

Sirins v as both the summer star and the autumn star in Homer’s
time. In such a case very probably the first visibility of the

star at dawn siiowed the beginning of summer in Greece and
the position of the same star higher up at daAvn, the beginning

of autumn. We hope to deal with these Homeric references

in a subsequent paper.

It now appears that the practice of recognizing the seasons

by the heliacal risings of some or other of the bright stars was
followed by all ancient nations.
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Kaslnatha Bhatta and his Works.

By Chintaharan Chakravarti.

A fairly large number of small treatises—principally on
Parana or Tantra topics—ascribed to one Kasinatha Bhatta
Bhada alias Sivanandanatha ^ are available in manuscript
in different parts of Northern India. Very few of these works
have been brought to the notice of scholars either through
publication or through descriptive notes. Little again is known
about the author. As a matter of fact, it was not an easy task
to anaL^se the contents of these works and assess their importance,
as the MSS. were scattered in different places, some of which
were scarcely accessible. Fortunately the Royal Asiatic Society

of Bengal possesses a large number of MSS. of the works of
Kiil^lnatha, which include a number of works not known from
any other source. An attempt is made in the following pages

to give an account of these works as well as of the author, so

far as could be gathered from a survey of them, mainly on the
basis of the numerous manuscripts of Kasinatha ’s little-known

works, belonging to the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal.

It is gathered from the introductorj^ verses and colophona
of his various works that Kasinatha was the son of Jayarama
Bhatta and Varanasi, and grandson of ^ivarama.2 Both hia

father 3 and maternal grand-father ,4 Ananta, who appears to

have been his preceptor, were learned men, to whom he was
indebted for much of the information he put together in the
works compiled by him. On several occasions he refers to the
TaUvabodha, a work by Ananta, ^ while a compilation by him is

mentioned in the Rdmapujdiarangim

.

We have it on the

1 This name is mentioned in the colophon of the commentary on the
Jhdn^niava Tantra and in the Catalogus Catalogorum. It occurs as
Visvaniitha in the colophons of the Yogasiddhdntama'^jarl and the
S'rtvidydniantradljyikd as found in the MSS. of the works in the Royal
Asiatic Society of Bengal.

2 This name is given as Sisyarama in Ulwar Extr. 662.

6 Mantracandrikd, RASB Manuscript, Fol. 71B, 76A.

(455)
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authority of Bralimananda who refuted the views expressed by
KaiSmatha in one of his works that he hailed from Benares.

i

He was a worshipper of Siva and Sakti and followed what is

called the dalcsirmcara {daksindcdranusdrl) or the more innocent

form of worship of Sakti, which form he claims to have established

on a firm footing (dahsindcdramatapravariaka). He introduces

himself as a worshipper of Daksinamurti (Siva) in the beginning

of many of his works, which commence with an introductory

verse, the first half of which is identical in ever\’ case.'- His
father is also referred to in the colophons of his works as a dev^otee

of Siva {Sivabhakta or Paramam vabhakta )

.

But he was particularly

in favour of Daksinacara which he is stated to have reinstated

apparently at a time when Vamacara with its revolting practices

appears to have been the order of the day. He took pains to

refute the views of the followers of the Vamacara in his 177//e7-

cdramatakhandana and set forth the rites and practices of daksm(h
wra in works like the Daksindcdradljnkd and the Daksindcdni-

tantrardjatikd.

His scholarship which is testified to by his literary remains

is indicated by a number of epithets found in the colojdions of

one or other of his many works. Thus he refers to himself as

Mantra^dstrapravina (well-versed in Tantra literature), Srvti-

smrtimatapraTndjuipdrdvdrapdrhjia (expert in Sruti and Smrti)

and (expert in all Tantra

s

especially those jiertaining to Daksinacara )

.

Though Kasinatha has fortunately given some account of

himself and of his family it is a matter of regret that no i^lear

indication is available to help us in definitely ascertaining the

time when he flourished. It would however appear that he
belonged to a comparatively modern period, 17th- 18th century;

for, no manuscript of his numerous works is knowm to be old.

Most of the manuscripts of his works belonging to the Hociety

are of the 19th or even of the present century. Quite a good
number of these manuscripts are stated to have be^en copied

in 1961 or 1962 v.s. (1905-6 a.d.) and belonged to one
Balmukunda Malaviya of Benares. One manuscript—the
Sdmbhavdcdrakaumudl—was, however, copied in 1849 v.s. or

1793 A.D. by one Sevaram of Benares. Another manuscript
of one of his works belonging to the early 19th century and
now deposited in the India Office Library is the Sivddvaitaprn-
kdsikd which was copied in 1858 v.s. (1802 A.D.). Manuscripts

1 Mad. XII, ,5720. Nagapura and Puriyagrama mentioned in
the colophons of SivamuktiprabodhinI, Sivadvaitapraka^ika, Tarapuja-
rasayana and Sastravyavastha may not unlikely have been place.s where
manuscripts of these works were copied.

ii

2
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of the Aynnayaprakasa and Cakrasamketacandrikd belonging to
the Society (the original owner of the latter being Balmukunda
of the beginning of the present century) which would appear to

have been copied by Ka^inatha himself, may only be copies of
originals in the author’s own handwriting.

An incomplete date, which may not unlikely be the date of
Kasinatha, is found at the end of his commentary on the
Jmndrnava Tantra. It is stated there that the commentary
was written in the month of Asvina, on the fifth day of the
bright fortnight in the Prabhava year of the sixty years cycle.

i

Though nothing can be said definitely in the absence of the
mention of the Era, it is known that the year in question fell

either in 1747, 1687 or 1627 a.d. And our author may not
unreasonably be supposed to have composed the work in one
of the above-mentioned years.

The upper limit of the age of the author may be ascertained

bv his references to earlier works and authors in his books, e.g.,

Bhattoji Diksita (16th century) in his Sydmmahasya
in the Kdl'ibhaktirasdyann, Praidparudranibandha, Nrsimha-
prasada, Rfipanarayana and Visvarupacarya in the CandiJcd-

rcdnadtpikd and Rditidrcaymcandrikd in the RdwapujdtaraTigini

,

Further, if he is the author of the AvatdrahhedaprakdHkd he
must be later than the 16th century when the Radhavallabhi
sect, referred to in it, was founded by Hitaharivamsa.

He also appears to have been later than Amrtanandanatha
and Mahidhara (16th century) authors of commentaries respec-

tively on the Yogimhrdaya and the Mayiiramahodadhi, for though
he does not refer to them by name, his commentaries on those
works are based on and occasionally agree with those by the

former two.

A list of his works given below', arranged according to

subjects treated of,2 with brief descriptive notes and with an
indication of the catalogues and works in which manuscripts
thereof are noticed and of the libraries in w hich they are deposited,

awr flar pftw wwra ii

The readings in place of and tor as given
'J

in L II. 826 appear to be wrong.

2 A chronological list could not be attempted at the present stage,

when little was know^ii of the author and his works. The priority of some
of the works, how^ever, could be determined, from references made to

them by the author himself in some of liis subsequent productions. Thus
he refers to the S'ivabhaktisvdhdrnava in the S'ivasiddhdntamanjan,

Mantrardjasamticcaya and Purascaranadipikd in the Kdmesdrcanacandrikd^

Mantracandrikd in the Daksindcdratantrardjatikd^ S'drdddpilakatikd in the

KdUbhaktirasdyana and the Purascaranadipikd in the Tdrdpujdrasdyana.
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will give an idea of the wide field covered by him. The works
are generally of the nature of compilations from Tantras and
Piiranas, while there are a number of exegetical treatises. Most
of his works pertain to rituals connected Avith the worship

of various deities. It will be noticed that, himself a ^aiva-K^akta,

he WTote on the cults of almost all the deities of the later Hindu
Pantheon. A number of series (e.g., °Dipika series, 'T’andrika

series, “Tarangini series and °Rasavana series) may be dis-

tinguished among his works. The number of works of tliis

author as referred to in the Catalog us Catalogorum is about 30,

while the number mentioned in the following list, Avhich takes

note of the manuscripts of the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal,

is about double.

2

It might be noted here that several works of Kaslnatha
appear to have gained some amount of jxipulai’ity, so that

manuscripts of them are found in different parts of India with
more than one version of some of the works (e.g., Mantraanidrihl

,

SivddvaitaprahlCiJcd). One of his Avoiks, the Durjanaruukha-

capetikdj Avas translated into Fren(*h by Burnoida^ The views

expressed in anotlier, the Vdmdcdramatakhayidana, Avere sought

to be refuted by Brahmananda who hailed from the bank of the*

Godavari. These are indirect eAudences of the A'alue and
importance of the Avorks.

Gommentaries.

Gudarthadarsa (L II. 820, RA8B). Gommentary on the

J ridndrna va Tantra.
Gakrasamketacandrika (RASB). Gommentary on a selected

number of verses of the Yoghnhrdaya

.

It agrees so

closely with the commentary of Amrtananda tliat it

almost looks like an abridgement of tlie latter.

Trikutarahasyatika (NP \T. 5(5). This may be a commentary
on the Trikiitdrahasya two MH8. of Avhich have been
described (L VII. 22(56, HP8. I, 155).

Daksinacaratantrarajatika (RASB). This commentary, Avhic'li

is also called Guddrthadarm^ is found to haA^e ineorporat(‘d

portions from Laksmidhara's commentary on the Sann-
daryalahari.

^ Few other Manuscript Libraries seem to bo as rich with regard to
the works of Ka6Tiiatha.

2 As a matter of fact, it is more than doubk?, for three works rnentio»ied
in the Catalogus Catalofjorum had to be left out in the accompanying list

as they are found to l)e works of authors different from KfViinatha Bhafta
Bhada. Thus the author of S'ydmuHftparydvidhi and Saparydmira was
Kaslnatha Tarkalankara while the name of the author of tlie Mantrupradlpa
is given as Kaslnatha Bhattacarya (L II, 747).

3 Le Bhdgavata Furdna—Preface, LXXXV.
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Mantramahodadhitika (RASB, L IV. 1714, NW 222, NP III. 28).
It occasionally agrees with the commentary Naukd by
Mahidhara.

^aradatilakatika (NW 224, NP III. 38; VI. 50).
Candimahatmyatika (KW 250).
Padarthadarsa (L VIII. 2756). Commentary on Kavicandrodaya,

a Kosakavya by Kavicandra, who may be identical with
the author of the same name, many of whose works are

mentioned in Catalogus Catalc^gurum (I. 87) and whose
Cikitsdratndvall (10. V. 2710) was completed in 1661 a.d.

Karpurastavadlpika (TIA8B). Commentary on a hymn to

goddess Kali known as Karpuradisatva.
Mahimnahstotratika (ASB VII. 5598). Commentary on a

well-known hymn to ^iva.

Compilations.

I. General Works :

—

Agamotpattyadivaidika-tantrika-nirnaya (RASB).

The work which is called Agamotpnitinirnaya in one
of the introductory verses concerns itself not only with
a description of the origin of the Tantras and an enumera-
tion of important Tantric texts, but incidentally gives

an account of various Tantric rites, specially sacraments

meant for a follower of the Tantras. It is presumably
on account of the variety of the topics dealt with that

the work is given in the colophon the long name noted
above.

Vaidika-tantrikadliika r i-nirnaya (RASB)

.

The work shows how particular classes of Tantras are

meant for particular classes of worshippers. Of the wmks
and authors referred to mention may be made of
Vidyaranya, PuriisarthaLprabodha and Ananta, maternal
grandfather of the diithor.

Amnayapraka^a (RASB).

This contains mantras for the worship of various deities.

Mantracandrika (Peters 6, p. 37, L. IV. 1709, RASE).

The work deals with Tantric rites in general and gives

the mantras for the w'orship of various deities. The
manuscript described by R. L. Mitra seems to contain a

different recension of the v/ork, for it begins from the

middle of the manuscript belonging to the Asiatic Society

of Bengal and the one described by Peterson, and has

a different introductory verse.
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Mantrasiddhantaman
j
ari (RASB )

.

The work which is divided into three sections gives in

a general way the sense of Tantric mantras which are all

supposed to refer to the Supreme Being, speaks of different

types of initiation meant for different rites and followers

of different sects and enumerates thirty-two kinds of
shortcomings of human beings.

Mantrasarasamucca 3^a (Oudh XX. 248).

It is probabl\’ this work that is referred to as the

Mantrardjasmnuccaya in the Kdmesdrcanaamdrihl.

Tantrabhusa (RASE).

The work seeks to establish the authority of the Taiitras.

Of the works and authors referred to mention nuiA' })e

made of Sankaracdryahiasa7pgraha Bhattoji Diksita, and
Prapaiicasdravivarmia .

Tantrasiddhantakaumudi (RxlSB)

.

It deals in short with the philosophy of the Tantras.

Of the works and authors referred to mention ma}’ be
made of yirtyujit Bhaltdraka

^ ViimhmhhmmviK Bhargn-
sikhdy Vlrdvcdi, Kulnyukti, Lahvmkauldrnava, Tanira-

sadbhdva, Snkanihlya-smnhitd and DfviydmaJa.

Avatarabhedaprakasika (RA8B)

.

The work gives an account of some of the religious

sects of the Hindus, describes the origin of various deities

including a number of Mahavid^^as and incarnations of
Visnu and points out the characteristics of their worship.

The title as well as the name of the author is given in a

later hand on the reverse of Fob 1 and also at the end of

the work.

Vamacaramatakhandana (RASB).

The work, as the name implies, seeks to refute the views
and practices of the followers of Vamacara or the
apparently revolting form of worship of the Tantras.

Brahmanandanatha wrote in repty his Vamacara^
siddhdntasamgraJia which, mter alia, attempts to establish

the doctrines of Vamacara.

Kaulagajamardana (NW 220).

It appears, from the name, to be a work similar to the
one noticed above.

Dak^inSlcaradipika (NP III. 64, RASBO).
The work is complete in 8 chapters of which the first

three, together with a portion of the fourth, are missing
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in the Society’s MS. The portion found in this MS. deals
with the details of the worship of Daksinakali.

Kapalikamatavyavastha (Rgb 958, RASE).

It begins by quoting from the Saharatantra a list of the
Aearyas of the Kapalika school and a mantra known as
tlie mahahl'pdlikarnantra. It then enumerates, from the
KailSahara, the different types of febaratantras and the
characteristic features of the worship described in them.
It eufls with an indication of persons for whom the

Sahara—the unvedic type of worship—is meant

.

Sast ravya va stha (RASB )

,

It gives a brief account of the nature and contents of

the various brandies of Sanskrit learning.

Yantracandrika (Ulwar 2299, Extr. 662).

It seems that the work deals with the Yantras or

symbolic diagrams of the Tantric form of worship.

Purascaranadipika (K 46).

It would appear that the work deals with the details

of the Tantric rite knomi as piira^^carana.

Yogasiddhantama h j a ri (RASE)

.

It is an elementary treatise on yoga which speaks

highly of Saiva yoga.

Durjanamukhacapetika (10 VI. 3367, ASE V. 4111).

A tract showing that the Devlbhdgavata is the real

Bh/tgaraiapardna, It may be that this very work has
been noticed in Stein 209 under the title Bhdgamta-
vyavasthd.

Tristhalisetu (Stein 91, 306).

It may be a work treating of the rites to be performed
in places of pilgrimage. A work on the same subject

and of the same name by Narayana is ell-known.

Kalanirnayadipika (NP VI. 24).

It seems to deal with the proper times for the

performance of various religious rites.

Tithidipika.

The work which seems to be of the same nature as the

one noticed above is referred to by Kane in his History

of Dharmdsdstra (p. 685).
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II. Bitnalistic tvorks relating to various deities :

—

1 . Siva :

Sivasiddhantamafi j ari (RASB)

.

It seeks to demonstrate tlie supremacy of Siva by
quotations from various works, cbiefiy the Puraiuis. It

also describes the characteristics and functions of a

w orshipper of the deity.

Saivasiddhantamandana (RASB).

The topic dealt with is the same as that in the previous

work.

Sivabhaktisudharnava (RASBO)

.

It is complete in three (‘hapters of which the last two,
describing the worship of the earthen symbol of 8iva and
the occasional worship of the deity, are ]>n^served in the

manuscript of tlie vSociety.

Sivabhakt i rasa\'ana (RAS B)

.

The work is complete in five (*ha])ters of which the first

two speak of the effica(*v of the w'orshij) of Siva, the third

chapter describes tlie pro(‘ess c)f worship ol’ tlu* deity

beginning with the morning rites of the w'orshi[)per. The
last two cha})ters deal with the worship of the deity on
particular occasions.

Sam bha vacaiakaum udi ( RAS B)

.

The work deals with the details of the w'orship of

Siva.

Sivamuktiprabodhiul (RASB).

The main object of the book is to shew' that salvation

may be obtained only through the know ledge and w orship
of Siva who alone has the power to grant it,

Sivadvaitaprakasikii (RASB, 10. IV. 2513).

The work seeks to demorrstrate, with the help of

quotations from different works, that Siva is the sole and
supreme deity whose w'orship leads to salvation. It

refers to the Vaidika form of worship of the deity as

distinguished from the Tantric form. It is complete in

three chapters. There is, how’evor, no division of chapters

in one of the two MSS. of the work belonging to the

Society. The text in it also does not agree with that
in the other, though the subject-matter in both is of the
same nature.
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^ivapujatarangini (Ulwar 2394, Extr. 671).

It seems to deal with the details of the worship of
Siva, beginning with the rites to be performed by the

worshipper in the morning.

Daksinamfirtikaustubha (RASB)

.

The work, which is metrical and complete in 91 verses,

covers the same field as the preceding work.

DaksinamfirtidTpika (RASB).

The subject-matter of the present work is the same as

that of the two previous works.

Daksinamfirticandrika (Ulwar 2163, Extr. 628).

This also seems to be a work of the same nature as the

above three.

Kamesarcanacandrika (RASB)

.

The Avork, complete in three chapters, describes in

detail the jAroeess of the worship of Karnesvara, an aspect

of f^iva, and quotes from different authoritative texts

extracts in support of the procedure prescribed.

Vatukarcanadipika (NP VI. 50).

It seems to deal Avith the Avorship of Vatuka, an aspect

of f^iA'a.

2. Rama:

Ramapujataranginl (ASBJII. 2882-3).

It lays doAvn the process of the AVorship of Rama
beginning with the description of the morning rites to be
performed by the worshipper. Two versions of the work
are preserved in the tAvo M8S. in the Society.

3. Kn^na

:

Krsnapujataraiigini (ASB III. 2874).

It is a AA'ork of the same nature as the above, the only
difference being that it relates to Krsna.

4. Gane^a

:

Ganesarcanadipika (ASB III. 2892).

This work, w^hieh deals with the worship of Gane^a, is

of the same nature as the above two.

5. Kali

:

Kalibhaktirasayana (RASB).

The work in eight chapters deals Avith the details of

the worship of Kali,
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6. Tara :

Tarapu
j
arasayana ( IIASB )

.

The work describes the details of the worship of Tara
beginning from the morning rites of the v'orshipj)er.

7. Tripura:

Tripurasundaryarcanakrama (RASB )

.

This is a metrical work dealing with the details of the

w orship of Tripura*

Srividyamantradipika (RSAB )

.

This gives the esoteric meaning of a mantra of Srividya

and cites confirmatory evidence from various original

tantras.

8. Candika

:

Candikarcanadipika (RASB, Ulwar 2125, PJxtr. 620).

The ^York deals with the details of the Navaratri or

the great autumnal festival in honour of the Mother
goddess. It describes the procedure, quoting extracts

from different texts in justification thereof.

9. Gayatri:

Gayatryarcanadipika (RA8B).

This describes the process of the workship of Gayatri

beginning with the morning rites of the worshipper.

Gayatripura.scaianacandrika (Rgb 961 ).

It appears to be clear from the title that the work deals

with the details of the important Tantric ceremony
called jnirascaraiia in connection wdtli the worship of

Gayatri.

Vipranandatarangini (Sarasw'ati Bhavan Studies, Vol. VII,

pp. lOO-I).

This seems to speak of the unique im})ortance of the

gayatri mantra to a Brahmin.

10. Gahga:

Gahgabhaktirasayana (RASB).

It elaborates the greatness of the Ganges.

11. Guru:

Gurupujakrama (NW 254).

It seems to describe the process of the w'orship of
Guru or the religious preceptor, who is regarded as a
deity.
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List of Abbreviations used in the paper.

ASB—Descriptive Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts belonging to the
Government Collections in the Asiatic Society of Bengal by H. P.
Shastri,

HPS—Notices of Sanskrit Manuscripts by H. P. Shastri.

IC)—Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Library of the India Office
by Eggeling.

K—Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts existing in the Central Provinces.
Edited liy F. Kielhorn.

L—Notices of Sanskrit Manuseriyds by R. L. Mitra.
Mad—Descriptive Catalogue of {Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Oriental

Library, Madras. By Kuppuswami Siiastri.

NP—Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Private Libraries of North-
Western Provinces. Parts l-X. Allahabad, 1877-86.

N\V—Cataloguf' of Sanskrit Maiius(uij>ts in the Private Libraries of the
North-West Provinces. Part J. Benares, 1874.

Oudh—Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts existing in Oudli.

Peters—Report of operations in search of Sanskrit Manuscripts in the
Bombay Circle. By Peter Peterson.

RASB—Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal (Government Collection).

RASBO—Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal (Old Collection).

Rgb—Report on the search for Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Bombay
Presidency during 1884-85, 1885-86, and 1886-87. By R. G.
Bhandarkar.

Steiif—Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Raghunath Temple
Library of His Highness the Maharaja of Jammu and Kashmir.
By M. A. Stein.

Uhvar—Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Library of His Highness
the IVIaharaja of Clwar by Peter Peterson.

Uhvar Extr —Extracts quoted in the Uhvar Catalogue.
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Article No. 20.

Paramanandamatasamgraha—a hitherto -unknown
work of the Parananda School.

By ChinTAHARAN Chakravarti.

The only work so far known expounding the doctrines and
practices of the little-known, iiiisectarian, Parananda school
of Tantric worship, which puts a taboo on ritualistic details

as also on animal sacrifice, which latter is an essential feature of
Sakti-worshi]) in general, appears to be the Pdranayidasutra
published in tlie Gaekwad's Oriental Series (Volume LVI, Baroda,
1931). The Boyal Asiatic Society of Bengal possesses a frag-

mentary manuscript ^ of another small work on the subject,

(‘ailed the Paramdna^idayyiatasaingraha. 2 It gives a brief

account of the school. While the printed text, which is diffuse

and full of repetitions, is at times difficult to follow, the present

w ork though of small extent, is clear and systematic.
This is a metrical wcwk, interspersed by a few" prose lines

containing about a hundred verses. ^ The portion of the work
preserved in this manuscript gives a fair idea of the views of
the school. The work is mainly in the form of an interlocution

between Siva and sages like Agastya, Narada and Vasistha,

presumably to give it an old appearance. No opinion can
possibly be expressed at the present stage with regard to the
date of the w ork.

It opens with benedictory verses, four and a half in number,
in which salutations are offered to deities like Ganesa, Bhairava,

1 Svibstaivce, country-made paper. Size, iucbes. Folia,
1-18 of which Fol. 5, 9, H, 13, 15 and 16 are missing. Lines, 6 on a page.
Kxtent in slokas, 85. Character, modern Nagara. Appearance, fresh.

The MS. does not contain any colophon and therei is no reference to
the name of the author or even of the work. The name, Paramdnanda-
'itialasamgi'aJta. along with the name of the original owner of the manuscript,
Raghunath Malaviya of Benares, a number of MSS. belonging to whom
are in the Society’s collection, is found on the obverse of Fol. 1, apparently
written in a hand different from that of the copyist of the MS.

2 Works like the Paramdnandatantra or the Pardnandapurdna, at

least the portions thereof preserved in the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal
and the Madras Oriental Library, do not appear to have anything to do
wdth this school. While the Purana describes legends concerning the
greatness of ^iva, the Tantra deals with rites connected with Srividya.

3 Some of the verses, which are apparently taken from earlier works,
are also found in the printed text. The language in both works is occasion-

ally almost identical.

( 467 )
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Sakti, Vi^nu, Surya and Mahe^vara as also to various sages

such as Paramananda, founder of the school, who is later on
identified with ^iva, Devananda, his disciple, Nityananda,
his brother, Narada, Agastya, Vasi§fha and others w^ho belong to

three different orders of the school (Uttardcdra
,
Vdmncdrd and

DaJcsindcdra).

The introductory portion that follows makes a passing

reference to various schools of thought that gradually lead to

the Supreme School of the Parananda. The next section enu-

merates and defines the different categories of the school (e.g.,

Paramatman, Isvara and Jiva). A short description is given

here of the Paramatmaloka or the region of the Supreme Being
which is stated to be the final goal of all beings—earthly or

divine. There is also a reference to the Sananda region where*

all are taken at the time of the periodical dissolution of the worM.
A description of the order of the creation of the universe follow s.

It is stated how^ the Supreme Being after (*reating the univcTse^

created Brahman and the other deities who in their turn and
in obedience to orders of the former, created different w orlds of

their own. They had separate functions allocated to each of

them by the Supreme Being.

The rest ofAhe work sets forth how different sages came to

Paramananda Siva, and were initiated into different ordcu's

of the school. When ^"asistha and others approached Parama-
nanda, he pointed out the peculiarities of the school, e.g., absence

of nydsa or ritualistic details and of himsd or killing of moving
and non-moving things. When a sacrifice is pi*escribed an
inanimate object should be offered in place of an animate one.

Thus an image made of cake should be sacrificed when a goat

is mentioned. An exception is, however, made at the end of the

work in the case of a king wdio is allowed to kill animals undtu*

certain conditions. When doubt was expressed by the sagt\s

w ith regard to the propriety of this prohibitory injunction, the

sages were silenced by 6iva saying that the statement of the
preceptor should be followed without hesitation and regarded
as nothing but true

;
for what be speaks is proper (tjukUi) and

not ambiguous (yojya) or tinged by rancour (yojita). It is

next indicated how different objects may be classified according
to the school into sddisdnta (with beginning and end), anddy-
aimnta (without beginning or end), addyanania (with beginning
but without end). Under the first classification comes the world,

under the second fall paramatman, jiva, isvara, paramanandaloka
and objects found there, whilst under the last category come
divine bodies. Tw^o types of karman or action are referred to:

one, that which is to one’s credit (saiicita), two, that which is

operative (kriyamdi^Jca), Jlvanmukti or living emancipation
is said to take place when one meets with ISvara,

The next topic dealt with is the importance and nature of
initiation. A description of the process is, however, unfortu-
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nately missing in the present manuscript. It is stated that

Va^istha and other sages were duly initiated into the Dak^ina-
marga or the Right-hand Order, and were instructed to follow,

without any sectarian bias, all injunctions of ^ruti, Smrti and
Purana leaving aside nyasa and animal sacrifice. It is empha-
sized that the system is not un-Vedic, for, only those who
recognize the authority of the Vedas have a claim to join the

school.

Narad a, Agastya and others came next and were, according

to their wish, initiated into Vamacara or Left-hand Order. In
pointing out the characteristic features of the Order, two types

of it are mentioned—the superior and the inferior. Of the

five M’s

—

Madya (wine), MCimsa (meat), Matsya (fish), Mudrd
(parched or fried grain) and Maithurm (copulation)—only fish and
meat are prohibited in the former as these seem to have been re-

garded as more objectionable than the rest. Those who are

taken into the order are given names ending in ndtha.

Then came two sages Deva and Devadeva by name w^ho

were initiated into the Uttara or Superior Order. Begging and
serving people for money is condemned for persons entering

the order. They can, however, accept things even from those who
perpetrate evil if they are offered without asking. The names
given to people of this order end in ananda.

Kings following this school are allowed to take part in war,

kill ferocious wild beasts giving trouble to people engaged in

religious rites in hermitages, and offer them before the goddess
Kali. In fact the king by doing all these things gains religious

merit.

The incomplete text of the Paramdnandamatasamgraha^
a running summary of the contents of which has already been
given above, is published below on the basis of the only MS.
belonging to the Society. Inspite of all imperfections due to its

fragmentary character and irremediable corruptions ^ introduced

by the ignorant copyist, it will be found to serve the purpose
of a useful introduction to the study of the Parananda school

as a helpful aid to the study of the larger and more informative
Pardnandasutra, ample reference to relevant portions of which
has been given in the footnotes with a view to facilitating com-
parative study. It should be noticed that little that does not
occur in the printed text is met with in the present work, save

and except that it refers, in one of the introductory verses,

to a brother of Paramananda, who himself seems to have
further on been identified with Siva.

1 Spelling mistakes and other apparent inaccuracies have, however,
been silently correct^ in the following pages.
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^ I

SRTT^^ ^5 ^*15 « i, n

5!rr?T^ smifir ^ i

ftWcITWfctK ^Tmt ^ll^WKTi? II ^ II

^ cTf^^ 5 »51TcT?:?T I

IlfTWT'gKFT ^TF:r?T?;ftf^FT ir ^ II

'nI

m?rm?;twFT i

gf^^JCFT n e ii

*iTn[Fol. 2A]fiT xT?;»?Fi[5^]jTciw!T ^sfirsir^T^T n i

JTcTTfH ^ crm^TTf^tr^^^ci:
II ^ B

^^rsrmngi^T^f^ (T^sTfrorr *fj: iff^cr i

cTfft^gWf’^ snf^^iFlt JTcTTf^
II ^ II

W ^ -JT-sflH *RTWftcfW II ^ II

gjfqwPJT^ ^ inf’f! %T5rwF!?mfT^ 1

II ^ B

er^Tft WW’Tt TFJ^ci: B

trH?^w[2B]% 'mf^R’T ^ B 8 II

Tt% ^tfVlFFPtiOiiir II

^?:?TTwr ’g'er^ B ?

fsfWFn^: I

t^unt ^HMFrt f^^igii'f'cgi^! b b

jf^ tf?iTT?ii=nDsm I

1 P(arananda) S(utra), p. 1, Sutra 19, p. 2, Sutras, 20-31.
a PS. 22-3, 5-39.
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f?3i: T??:?TT’T*<<i-5('*: I

irm sr -mrn^ ^sr:
|| ^ ii

[3A]g3iT^ ^ I

gcfT!
II
8 II

^sriTT xfi:iaii?TPifrriT^’ i

5MT '^WiT Tif II

JT«r^fT ^ 5ErfTTga(: II i II

’TTiT 5r?;^jr:w ff ^it: i

eroftw ii « 11

•pRT ^T I

[3B]TfeT I

[^iisrs^^rt^w^TW®]

xj?:T^=r^?P^ ^lTSfJ^^(Sf^rfcT:
II
^

II

g><H<Trm^ ^rr'^TTin 1

sdTir^ ti^rt '^Tw 5fn*r^
II e 11

t^g[T f^*rT 5En§ IT's^P^ ’T^ I

JT^f^^^ II
\o

n

1 PS. 23-4, 42-92.
a PS. 25. 22-4, 1. 6, 1&-18.

3 PS. 26. 26-7. •
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xroTSHT '^xrxrruT^r ^ ?T%’g’axT |

licTrgcipg %«i g n n

^ sr^rranfT^f^ xr^;: i

ipgnrr^ Trmw fi'^rr ow^ cm: il i.’?, ll

[4A]f^f4 m ^ xii:T(*n i

SI

^ sTjrajf^xT “fimciT ii li

UfTxpfl^ tpr^ jrgw I

^tr?T g ^rap^g il \0 n

cm^IT f?5I^?T?T I

^^ ^i^aRwftw^nrHNcnr! ii

'>1

^ cT^ f^m W B 11

B

^ETT^in^ wrgH^g wrxftrfxR ai^iR; w- \

HT W^Tq>1%cIT f^ B B

ct^T ii%T«.ywifi ^Tx^+iferaixT i

xnxng wr^^f%rgjrxftwfxna^ B B

TT^TXT ?ng[4B]^ ^'Irt xsimg %% 'ffxfmxm; i

ww B \'= B

f? irfV^RT^TXT ir^f! I

xrnjnrwrRT 4t«ffR: am ftra; b \«s. b

aa arr% ^f^xrajxnstrxm i

'qf f^5fT xsrtm^ B ^<» B

X PS. 26. 38, 40.
a PS. 27. 63-4, 74-77.
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sr sirar TjfdVT^Ori chtot w^cit! W' i

^^ 31%
II h

?irsf sRt%i 3IT3? TK3T I

t^smiT sirat3TnTTf5ff xi?:^ ... h n

[6A] 3nn h «

xr^3TPT5^^r^wr^ n ii

3T**T% gfWrRn: I

ST Sirred 5T =9 f^T% 31^^ m ® n II

f^^T! ^cIT: I

ftiw 1

3T3TT 3T^ ^«r3T
|| ||

3TTW ^ xftJI^ =g xrtf^cRT II

[6B]^jf^ «^<gwn;%ci n ^8 ii

XT cT^ era: ST
I

^TT'^Ttiticir
ii ii

g 3iT^3ff^ xTft;5Rsa% i

^^xs[^3fi g ttM^ %tf^tT f%f%3ft¥w: II H

gdfsfl t%ETT ^f%xi%
I

Sf ^fN’ ^f%cT xirflT 3TT5m II ^>3 II

jr5rT[7A] 3TTW g t%rxm i

3% 3% 3nf%^ II II

1 PS. 26. 37.
2 PS. 91. 21-26.
3 These lines {32b, 41b, 42a) are found also in PS. 8. 74-5.
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Ti*raiT i

s» s* ^

»ft ^nrarvi irero ^ H li

*rTWrf^ I

^[7B]f?T^T«Rn5i gfcnTf%r4’3ft4% ii
8o «

vj

ftlW 1

"srpT^ ^^TfiT f^?3T I

fw ^ II 8^^ n

WT^nW ^I4N<^ I

^rrarft^ « 8^ ii

' cTThr? ftf^: 5ErrgTW «Tf^r’TrRcT[t^ ?] ^Jr<T i

5!i5rT[8A]^pPfT! wrt »t% jt?t H 8^ B

cTwren:^ 51^ I
1

4ii<i«i«^ir«i fwf% irftrrftr ^ ii 8 8 ii

^ €f^fT fttwrar^w I

VJ

^5RT«L^g fw^pnWt I

Jef^ B 8«i^B
SJ

[8B]f!i5 fwrw g wf ^ i

f^ I

^ ftgyi PtIt ifggWT B 8< B

<RRT^ ^ »?crt4 ftgrarr i

j[f^T?jT ^ ftwrei B B'S 8

1 PS. 28. 95-100, ft-8j 29. 14. .
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I

I

[10A]«fftf^crnr -jft ^ i

551 ^wt: n II

^

ugxrfteira I

cim uflf^cliy^ XT%^55:
II <15 II

^ I %CTT t 1

f*rww ft^T ^ ftmT^WT II yt^d, II

^3?!ira cfT^T gfi(i|<il^ fil*QT[10B]**l^^'^^ I

-smfjT fPPT =9TsrgTt iKe II

5*ira ^5fq3?? ^Tf^ ^srlf t i

ftw^ g^NTi(c|ig sgra^qq^a^
II
^

II

(TTqsrrwt ^ n h

irrt ^r ffq^ i

^(g5fllt^5lT%q urn TW
II II

Tftr I

JTcqr HcT^

® ^«iq<qi^q«i r r

g qrflraii i

^mr^K^ ftiq: R <d. R

1 This and the following verse are found also in PS. 13. 89-90.
2 Four lines beginning from the present one are also found in PS.

8. 79-80.

3 PS. 91. 27. .
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t%f^WT^[12B]'8i « ««> B

wwnrrct i

^

^ TT’aw: xr^f^T^! B B

TRl^sfg^^T^^ffFTR^: W^: I

?tW ^ 5fT<^ "g fmr B B

Tranr: xrft^^f^cr: i

[14A]3TfxT WJdH I

^SRT^T^ sfrsjTJfi 5TTO B
® -St B

“^T sfimf*! f^: I

irfaTiin?f ;?rTXT ^rwnc-ej^ 3Z^t^ b '=» b

irm 3rfPT ^ I

^ UTJTc^ cm:
fi

^^^^ [14B]xn^^ xm xETw^ni^rR; b '=1, B

crm^: i

ftw Hnrxgrf?:!?^ xfr^Tfiisr i

ftf^THiT ?nlf 5 b b

'xfta I

xsrT*rs^m g
”

B B
•

1 PS. 13. 6.

2 This line as also the line that follows the next line are found as one
verse in PS. 13. 96.

3 PS. 13. 8. 4 pg. 91. 29.
3 PS. (19. 39-40), where also the verso occurs, reads •HT^W in the

third foot. ^

6 PS. 20. 78.
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[17A] 1

srifw WT^ ti^TRi i

^t^J?TT5TTS tiaTT ?:^cr ^rni^[^ II

^ ^ sgTr%^??: ^[17B]?:T^[Tift:]TTm^ i

cT^ n^Tji II

5E;r^: y ]?!rra[srJT i

Tm! »T II

3!rfq- »qicTT ^T Tng^iT ^ I

^

srr^iJlTl’ ^rm "shtH i

^ xmi ?=Fim 'grcrtcT i

5T^ 35TWT^^
^ C\

''

cTT^i ^f^^prftftrsTT figT^T ^r^rq'^cj;

^[18B]^irT»?rt xrfsrffNl^ fww: tPt i i

sTR: I

*Rft sw:
II

iT^Jsrs^JTcnSSP^ IT’ TT3W ^RTt^fT! I

f«^ 5 ^»TeT
II

>at!Tcri ^ft iT'fT?frr^ ^^if#cn ii

1 The remaining portion of the work appears to have formed part of
the Sudar^ana-Va^istha legend (PS. 92. 31-32) which relates how King
Sudari^ana was permitted to take active part in battles,

2 This and the following line occur in prose form in PS. p. 98,
lines 10-12.

* This verse is quoted in PS. p. 99, lines 25-6.
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Article No. 21.

The Jesuits at Agra in 1635-37.

Edited and translated

By THE Rev. H. Hosten, S.J.

Father Jos. de Castro, S.J., Mirza Zu-1 Qarnain’s chaplain,
wrote ‘from MogoF on August 8, 1632, to Fr. Jos. Baudo, S.J.,

Turin, that he had been with the Mirza the last three years. The
Mirza had all that time been Governor of some Provinces of
Bengala. The town is nowhere mentioned; but, it w^as 200 or

250 miles from Agra, and 300 from Hugh. I have sometimes
thought it was Patna; perhaps, it was Jaunpur. Fr. de Castro
added a post-script from Agra, on November 24, 1632, stating

that he had arrived 8 day^s before, with the Mirza, after a 2
months’ journey.

On November 24, 1632, Fr. de Castro writes from Agra to

the General of the Society that he had arrived from Bengala
8 days before. The King had recalled the Mirza. (Let us
remember that in June 1632 the Muhammadans had invested
Hugh, and that the siege lasted till the end of November. These
events may have had something to do with the Mirza’s recall.)

The Mirza was received with much honour by the King, and the
Fathers hoped he would soon get another good commission.
(The events then taking place in Bengal had had some effect

on the Agra Mission already. The King had shown himself
hostile to the Christians from the beginning of his reign, and it

was feared that worse days were in store for them.)
Fr. de Castro wrote on February, 6, 1633, from Agra that

the bell of their Church had been removed on the day of the
Epiphany, January 6, 1633; 4 piyadas bad been posted in the
house to watch over them day and night, and the Fathers were
forbidden to make any converts. The Mirza had showm himself
very firm in certain demands of the King touching his faith.

The news had reached them that Hugh had been destroyed.
On October 5, 1633, Fr. F. Corsi, S.J., wrote to the General

of the Society from Agra. They had been a whole year subject to

persecution. In September 1632, the Mirza’s step-mother and
his two half-brothers had been seized, their property had been
taken, and the two half-brothers had of their own accord become
Muhammadans, hoping that would save them. Then the Mirza

was recalled from Bengala, and Shah Jahan wanted to make a

Muhammadan of him too, or seize his treasures. He began.

Editorial Note : This paper was received in 1930 but for various
reasons it remained unattended before the death of the author. It

is now publishecj • in its original form, and Dr. S. K. Chatterji, the

Philological Secretary, has revised the proofs.

—

B. O,

( 479
)
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however, by vexing the Fathers. On the Epiphany of 1633
their house was invested by armed soldiery, and the three bells

were removed from the steeple. Even one of their great friends^

a former pupil of theirs, turned against the Fathers. Fr. Corsi,

going to his house on February 18, was severely ill-treated. On
February 23, the Fathers were suddenly ordered to leave their

house, were kept four days prisoners, and, on being allowed to

go home, they found everything in su(*h disorder that they

spent eight days in fitting up the house. On March 6, a Sunday,
they said Mass again, but the Judge came that day, s.it down,
called the Mirza, and began tormenting several persons to know^

where his treasures were. Fr. Jos. de Castro received on three

separate occasions 50 lashes. After the 4th or 5th blow he had
fallen to the ground. That night the Mirza was taken to the

palace, and the next day the four Fatheis were taken to ])rison,

where they remained till March (?) 13. The}^ vere released

with the Mirza, when the latter promised to pay the sum they
wanted: 400,000 scudi. By and by, they wanted mow, and both

the Mirza’s and the Fathers’ house Avas searched, tlu‘ floor being

dug up. Nothing was found, and the police left the Fathers
alone that night. The Mirza had already paid three lakhs of

scudi, but had to pay still one lakh. From a rich man he was
now reduced to poverty, but the Fathers hoped the King would
reinstate him.

On October 8, 1633, Fr. Jos. de Castro wrote to Fr. Nuno
Mascarenhas, S.J., Assistant of Portugal in Rome, that the

Mirza had had to pay 8 lakhs of ru])ees or about 40(l.(MK) c*ruzadf)s.

To help him as much as they could, they had given back to him
the golden chalice which he had pre.sented to the Cdiui ch.

I cannot say exactly when the Mirza was liberated from
prison. He assisted at the burial of Fr. Matthew' de Payva,
who died at Agra on NoveTiilx^r 2, 1633.

* *

(FoL Ir.)

Goa 46.1

635 A Agra.

2

Jos. de Castro.

3

Breve Narratione delle cose

occorse nel Coll, o di Agra
della Mission di Mogor del
1635.4

{Fol. Ir.)

Brief Narrative of what hap-
pened in the College of Agra,
in the Mission of Mogor, in

1635.

j^oteg by an archivist. The letttTs here published belong
to the Society of Jesus in Europe.

4 There is no paragraphing in the letter. We divide the text
into paragraphs.
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L’Anno passato il R6 del

gran Mogor press dope iin lungo

assedio Vgulino citta nel Regno
di Bengalla, e la distrusse

affatto, e condusse in questa
citta capo del suo Regno quasi

~ homini prigioni, tutti carichi

di ferri.

Di questi molti, subito che

potero, cominciorno a iienire

a casa nostra, e frequentare

la nostra chiesa, come se si

trouassero nel mezzo del Euro-
pa

; e pero tnttoche non haues-
sero acquistata la liberta, ad
ogni modo per rallegrezza, che

sentiuano no loro animi per

poter riceuere i 8S.i Saera-

menti, si maraiiigliauano come
se fossero mutati in altri

homini: poiche molti ristorati

con questo eibo delle anime,
si animauano a sopportar le

fatiche, che gi’ imponeuano i

Padroni
;
altri si riempiiiano di

noiia gT’atia, e consolatione per

ixu'seuerare constanti, e fermi

neila fede una uolta abbrac-

ciata. Percio quelli, che 6

j)er debollezza 6 per paura
d’ tormenti erano caduti, di

nouo risorgeuano; li dubbiosi,

e uacillanti pigliauano nouo
anirno; li constanti, e fermi

diuentauano sempre mai uia

Last year, after a long siege,

the King of the great Mogor
took the city of Ugulino,i in

the Kingdom of Bengalla, de-

stroyed it entirely, and brought
as prisoners to this city, the
capital of his Kingdom, about
4,000 people, all of them laden
with chains 2

Many of these, as soon as

they could, began to come to
our house and to frequent our
church, just as if they had
been in the centre of Europe

;

^

and, though they had not
recovered their liberty, still

the inward joy they felt at

being able to receive the
Holy Sacraments, made them
wonder, as if they had been
changed into other men. In-

deed, re-invigorated by that

spiritual nutriment, many
braced themselves up to bear

the troubles inflicted on them
by their Masters; others were
filled with new^ grace and
consolation to continue firm

and constant in the faith

they had once embraced. ^

Consequently, those w hom their

weakness or the fear of tor-

ments had caused to fall,

rose again; the irresolute and
wavering gathered new
courage; the staunch and firm

The letter, not being addressed to ‘his Paternity’, but to ‘his
Reverence the addressee is not the General of the Society of Jesus.
The letter is not an autograph. Certain spellings make us think that
the Italian text is a translation, perhaps from the Spanish.

1 The original probably bore ‘Vgulim’, a spelling then common
for Hugh.

2 Fr, de Castro’s date is at fault. The siege of Hugh had lasted

from the end of June to the end of September 1632, and the 4,000 prisoners

from Hugh had arrived at Agra in July 1633. (Cf. JASB,, 1910, p. 531 .)

3 They suspected no danger.
4= The words ‘the faith they had once embraced’ seem to refer only

to the native converts.
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piu ualorosi
;

finalm.te tutti

tanto homini, quanto donne
ricorrendo a questa nostra

chiesa, come a certiss.o refugio,

haiiendo piu fiate prouato esser

Tunico alleggerimento delle

anime loro. Si uedeuano bene

spesso, e non senza una certa
tenerezza, e gusto interno quei

pouerelli laceri per tutto il

corpo, e per la longhezza del

uiaggio squallidi uenirsene da
noi a piedi scalsi, accio potes-

sero 6 trauarsi present i al

S. to Sacrificio della messa,

d riceuere li santi sacramenti:
alcuni di nascosto, e senza

saputa d’ Padroni
;
aJtri aperta-

mente, e tra quest! molti

homini, e donne nobili, che

non auuezze a simili fatiche,

na a caminare a piedi, ma ad
esser portate sopra le spalle d’

schiaui; bora a piedi nudi,

como ho ditto, e spesso con
pioggia, e per strade fangose,

le Dominiche, e giorni di festa,

et alle uolte anche, e non di

raro fra la settimana, potendo
uenir da noi liberarn.te, lo

riputauano sommo beneficio,

parendoli la nostra chiesa un
ritratto del Paradiso, merce
ch’ era si bene adorna di iiarie

figure, et imagini d’ santi, che
pareua non si potesse dessiderar

{Fol. Iv) cosa piu bella.

In questa ogni giorno di festa

dopo il S.o Sacrificio della

messa la matina si predicaua,
ouero con qualche esortatione,

secondo che il tempo richiedeua

si suppliua; dopo il mezzo

grew each time stronger; in

fine, all of them, men and
women, fiocked to this our

church as to a very safe refuge,

having repeatedly experienced
that it was the only solace

to their souls. Very often

we could see, and not without
a certain emotion and heart-

felt consolation, these poor
wretches, their bodies all torn,

and filthy from the length of
the road, come to us barefoot,

that they might either be

present at the Holy Sacrifice

of the Mass, or receive the
Holy Saci*anients. Some came
in secret and without the know -

ledge of their masters; others
openly, and among these were
many men and women of

noble rank, not accustomed
to such toils, or to walking
on foot, but rather to being
carried (the women) on the

shoulders of slaves. On Sun-
days and feastdays, and
sometimes too, and not unfre-

quently, on weekdays, since

w'e allowed them to come
freely, they would come bare-

footed, as I have said, and
often through the rain and
the muddy streets. It w^as

to them the greatest of all

blessings. Our church ap-

peared to them like a picture

of Paradise. It was so well

adorned with all kinds of
statues and pictures of the

Saints that, it seemed, nothing
prettier could be looked for

(Fol Iv).

Every feastday, in the morn-
ing, after the Holy Sacrifice

of the Mass, we preached to

them in that church, or ad-

dressed to tfiem, instead, some
exhortation, according as the
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giorno s’ instriiiuaiio i fanci-

ulli nella doctrina x’piana, e

nelle cose appartenenti alia

nostra santa fede, e uerso la

sera poi con gran diuotione, e
concorso di gente si cantauano
le litanie di n’ra Sig.ra con
lequali sante occupationi
appena inuerd si pool credere

quanto profitto tiitti habbiano
fatto. In sul principio di q.te

cose dubitando noi, che non
ci occorresse qiiello, che poi

aunenne, cominciainino a fare

le nostre fontion i senza stre-

pito, e inoJto caiitarn.te, e

questo a fine solain.te di non
(lare occasione ai Mahninettani
d’eccitar eontro di noi qiialche

tragedia. Onde noi stessi a lie

iiolte uietauaino alii x piani la

frequenza della chiesa ; il che

non si faceua senza grandiss.o

sentiinento, e cordoglio delani-

nio, non uolendosi dar a credere

il pericolo, che ci sourastaua, e

che niolte fiate tanto in publico,

quanto in priuato gli haueuamo
predetto. Ma non furno mai
bastanti tiitte queste arti a

ritenerli dalla frequenza della

chiesa : anzi che molti ottenuta
in scritto la licenza d^ loro

Padroni, pin spesso, che inai

frequentauaiio i sudetti santi

esercitij
;
altri ueniuano dall’

istessi Padroni spontaneainente

spinti; anzi che alciini altri

degl’ istessi Mahuinetani, che

erano personaggi principali,

uinti dalla fortezza,e eonstanza

nel patire d® x’piani schlaui, di

lor spontanea uolunta gli dau-

ano anirno, dicendo, seguitate

se uolete ad andare alii uostri

P’ri, et a frequentar la chiesa:

ne noi dalla parta nostra

occasion required
;
in the after-

noon, we taught the children

the Christian Doctrine, ^ and
what pertains to our Holy
Faith

;
then, towards the even-

ing, amidst great devotion and
concourse of people, the Lita-

nies of our Lady were sung.

It is scarcely possible, indeed,

to believe how much profit all

deriv^ed from these holy exer-

cises. In the beginning, as

we suspected that what hap-

pened subsequently would
come to pass, we performed
our functions without any
noise, and very cautiously

:

this, simply to avoid giving

to the Mahumettans an occa-

sion of bringing upon us some
tragedy. Hence, we sometimes
forbade the Christians to come
to the church; but this could
not be done without incurring

much ill-feeling and complaint.

They would not believe the
danger which lay concealed,

though we had often predicted

it to them both in public

and in private. But, all our
pleading availed no longer to

keep them from coming to the

church : on the contrary, many
obtained in writing the per-

mission of their Master and
more than ever frequented

the said holy exercises; others

were sent by their very
Masters, without any request ;

nay, some otliers among the

Mahumettans, and of the high-

est rank, overcome by the
fortitude and firmness of their

Christian slaves in the midst

of their sufferings, encouraged
them themselves, saying: 'If

you like, continue to go to

1 The Catechism.
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mancassimo in questo, poiche
non pochi della prima

nobilita, per alti*o nostri amicis-

simi, ottenemmo licenza perche
li loro schiaui potessero nenire

da noi liberamente : II die
fu cagione, ehe inolti altri spon-

taneamente facessero il

medemo. Onde accorgendosi
noi ben presto, che molti senza

alcun timore, con licenza d’

loro Padroni freqiientauano la

nostra chiesa, stiinolati dalla

conscienza cominciammo a farci

scrupolo quando che pin liinga-

mente haness imo lor prohibito

r entrar nella chiesa, e uietatali

la piiblica participatione d’

sacramenti, aiicorche per altra

parte stessimo sempre con
timore, che di quit non ne

nascesse qualche incontro,

come aiiuenne : ma il feruore d’

(Fol, 2r) schiaui x’piani era

allhora cosi grande, che qiial-

unque impediniento si fusse

posto per ritardare il loro

ardore, si sarebbe ascritto pin

tosto ad impieta, che a zelo,

d a prudenza x'piana.

Caminando dimque le cose

nostre tanto pro>spera, e feli-

cem.te, il demonio inuidioso

non potendo pin soffrire di

ueder fiorire il culto diuino,

e rhonor d’ suoi santi, fra il

giaccio della Mahumettana
impiet^s come che poco auanti

bauesse fatto abbattere, e
diroccare molte suntuose chiese

d’ X’piani nel porto di Vgula,
et in Bengalla, si pose all’

impresa di uoler gettar k

HOSTEN [VOL. IV,

your Fathers and to frequent

the Church
Nor did we remain behind-

hand in the matter. From
not a few, belonging to the

first nobility, who besides were

very friendly to us, w e obtained

leave for their slaves to come
to us freely, and this led many
other masters to allow the

same unasked. As we re-

marked very soon that many
relied on tlie permission of

their masters to frequent our

church without the slightest

fear, we began to feel scruples

and disquiet of heart that

we should so long have for-

bidden them to come to our

church and join in the public

participation of the Sacra-

ments: yet, on the other hand,

we were always afraid that it

would bring us into trouble,

as was the case. But, the

fervour of (Fol. 2r) the Chris-

tian slaves was then so great

that, whatever obstacle wo
might have thrown into their

way to check their ardour,

it would have been considered
impiety rather than zeal or

Christian prudence.

We were getting on smoothly
and happily, wlien the devil,

jealous at seeing the worship
of God and of His Saints

flourish in spite of the icy

blasts of Mahumettan impiety,

came to mar our happiness.

Not long before, he had suc-

ceeded in ruining and destroy-

ing many sumptuous Christian

churches in the harbour of

Ugulai and in Bengalla. He
resolved to cast down our

I Read; Ugulim. The spelling shows that the Italian text is not the
original.
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terra aneor questa nostra per
mezzo d’ maestri del infamo
eetta, il ehe gli aiiuenne fatto;

poiche il giorno di 8. Silve-

stro Papa stando il P’re nostro

all' altare dicendo la messa
alia presenza di tutti li altri

X 'piani, in nn snbito li ministri

Pi^egij comparirono pei* ordine

del Gonernatore, eosi com-
mandato dal Pe, et entrati in

ehiesa eon gran impeto, poste

le guardie, alle ])orte, accio

niuno potesse d’ indi useire, si

aecostarono prima cV ogni altro

al P‘re, e ritrattolo eon gran

iiiolenza dal altare, eosi nestito

eonie egli era delle uesti

saCerdotali, lo legaronc stret-

tamnte eon la stola, e Y istesso

fecero poscia di me, e di tutti

li altri X'piani; Dopo si rinol-

torno al altare, e preso con
sacrileghe mani il saero calice,

sparsero sopra il tapeto del

altare il pretioso sangue del

Salnatore
;
e quest o, perche il

saeerdote soprapreso improui-

sam.te non haueiia potuto con-

suinare altro ehe Thostia : Xoi
dunque tutti, fatta una lunga

tila fummo eosi ligati per le

strade, e piazze condotti a)

tribunal del Prefetto, portando
molti X’piani ancorehe ligati

uarie imagini d’ Santi, In
questa comitiiia d’ prigioni u’

erano d’ ogni sorte di natione

di Europa, Portoghesi, Vene-

ziani, Italiani, Francesi, e non
pochi Armeni, auuenga che le

empij soldati non hebbero ri-

guardo ad eta, e conditione di

ueruna persona, gridando con-

church too. With the help
of the doctors of the infamous
sect (ofMahumet), he succeeded
only too well.

On the day of St. Silvester,

Pope,i our Father stood at

the altar,2 saying Mass in

the presence of all the other
Christians, when suddenly the
King’s officers, sent by the
Governor, who himself had
received orders from the King,
appeared in our midst. They
rushed into the church with
great noise, and, placing guards
at the doors, to prevemt anyone
from escaping, they went
straight to the Father, pulled

him violently from the altar,

vested as he was in his priestly

vestments, and bound him
tight with his stole. Next,
they did the same with me and
the other Christians. Then
they returned to the altar, laid

sacrilegious hands on the sacred
chalice, and poured the Pre-

cious Blood of the Saviour
on the altar carpet. Indeed,

the priest had been surprised
so suddenly that he had been
able to consume only the Host.

So then, bound as we all were,

we were draA\ n up into a long
file and were marched through
the streets and public places

to the Prefect’s tribunal. Not-
withstanding their bonds,
many of the Christians were
made to carry sundry images
of Saints. In this procession

of prisoners was represented

every nation of Europe : Portu-

guese, Venetians, Italians,

Irenchmen, and not a few

1 December 31, 1634.
2 Perhaps Fr,•Francis Morando, an Italian (cf. JASB,, 1910, pp. 459,

531-532), or Fr. Jofio d’ Oliveyra.
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tinuam.te, che tutti noi era-

uamo. homini circiimcisi, e

bugiardi seguaci di Maometto.
Giunti auanti il Gouernatore,

comando, che tutti li X’piani
fossero incarcerati, noi

altri P’ri uoUe, che ritornassimo

alia nostra casa, per ritrar

di la le mobiglie.

Done non tantosto arriuam-

nio, che di subito su li occhi

nostri pieni di lagrime per

uedere iina tanto grande sceler-

agine, li empij niinistri del

Demonio (FoL 2v) comincia-

rono con pali di ferro a de-

moliui sacri altari, scpiarciare

le sacre immagine, e ridurre in

minutissimi pezzi, sputacciarle,

e con piedi calf)estar]e ;
In fine

non lasciando di esercitare

sorte alcuna d’ impieta, che

dal furor Maumetano contro

Iddio, e d’ Santi suoi, gli

ueniua dettato.

Fatto questo, hauendo con
lor propri] occhi riconosciuto,

che niuno de X’paini era con-

forme al empio rito circumciso,

hauendo prima richiesto chi

per loro facesse securt^, laquale

da un solo fu dat, che per

rauuenire niuno sarebbe piu

Armenians. The impious sol-

diery had no regard either

for age or condition. They
kept shouting that we were
circumcised all of us, but
renegade followers of Maomet.
When we arrived before him,

the Governor ordered all the
Christians to be imprisoned.

As for us, the Fathers, he

told us to go back to our house

and to remove the furniture.

No sooner had we arrived

there, than we had to witness

a spectacle which drew tears

from our eyes : th(* impious
minions of the Devil (Fol. 2r)

began presently to demolish

the holy altars with iron bars,

destroy the sacred images,

reduce them to minute frag-

ments, spit upon them, and
trample them under foot. In
fine, they omitted no kind of

impiety which their Maumet-
tan frenzy dictated to them
against God and His Saints.

After this, when they had
ascertained with their own
eyes that not one of the

Christians had l)een circum-

cised after their impious rit(%

they asked who would give bail

—onh^ one ^ (‘ame forward—on
condition that none of them

1 We suggest the name of Shah ‘ Ala-ud-din Muhammad. Cf. JASJi.,
1910, p. 452. Among the additional MSS., British Museum, Vol. 1

(1828-41), No. 9855, is found a petition from him t<» the ‘Signor Padre
Superior Jiii’, in which he recites how he came to Agra and was asked by
the Portuguese to go bail for the Portiiguese prisoners from Hugh. No
one else would give security for them: so he had several interviews with
Asaf Jah, the l^an-khanan, and procured the liberty of the prisoners.
Compare with S. Manrique, liinerario Oriental^ p. 439, col. 1. ‘Coje
Alamti Mamede’ was Aurangzeb’s ambassador to the Portuguese in

1667-68. Cf. J. F. J. Bikar, CollecgHo de Tratartos e coneertos de pazes^
t. IV, pp. 123-135. We cannot suggest the name of Mirza Zud Qarnain,
who was then at Lahore. As for Jerome Veroneo, the V’'enetian planner
and builder of the Taj, he was very possibly among the prisoners himself,
since no discrimination was made between the pri-soners from Hugh and
the Agra Christians.
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ritornato da noi per fare ora-

tione, rimandarono ciasciino a
siia casa, e noi con alcnni pochi
fornimenti sotti atti dalle empie
mani d’ sbirri, poiche qiiesti per
commandamento del Re doue-

uano restare iritati ci ritirainmo

ad alcune case da pigione.

Hor mentre il Re eominanda,
ehe questo si facci, egli si

ritroiiaua lontano di qua .25.

giornate di camino nella citta

di Tabor capo di questo Regno

;

et appresso di lui staiia un nVo
P’re in eompagnia di un nobi-

liss.o cortegiano, homo molto
benemerito della Comp.a, e

foundatore del Collegio, e Mis-

sione del Tibet. Pero iienendo

I’lino, e Taltro con un messo
a posta auuisato affine che

se fusse stato possibile porges-

sero alcun agiuto a tanti mali.

Appena riceuerono le nostre

lettere, che di nouoil Re com-
manda, che subito fussimo
mandati uia del Regno j)er

ritornare a n’ri Paesi. Giunta
questa noua, dato di mano a

mtto cio, ehe di pretioso si

ritrouaua appo di noi, 6 per

uso n’ro, 6 per seruitio della

chiesa, rinuiammo insieme con
.2. P’ri allTndie: e fra tanto
aspettaiido noi il ritorno del

Re in questa citta,

il qua! subito giunto, comin-

ciammo a negotiare con il

socero di lui, homo uecchio,

would thenceforth come to us
again for prayer; next, they
sent them all home. We re-

tired to some rented houses
with some few^ articles saved
from the impious hands of the

soldiery, which the King had
ordered to leave intact.

Now, while the King ordered
these proceedings, he was in

the city of Tabor, ^ the capital

of this kingdom, a journey
of 25 days from here. Near
him was one of our Fathers ,2

who was in the suite of a very
noble courtier, a great bene-

factor of the Society, the

founder of the College, and of
the Mission of Tibet. 3 Both
were informed by express
courier of what had happened,
in the hope that, if possible,

they would give us a helping

hand in our troubles; but,

they had scarcely received

our letters when the King
issued another order turning
us out of the Kingdom and
bidding us return to our
countries. On receiving this

news, we took whatever valu-

ables we had either for our

personal use or for the use of
the church, and sent them off

to the Indies ^ under the care

of two Fathers. Meanwhile,
we awaited the King’s return
to this city.

As soon as the King had
come back, we entered into

negotiations with his father-

1 Read: Labor. Another proofthat the Italian text is not the original

one, or at any rate another proof that ou^* text is a copy.
2 The Father then with the Mirza may have been Fr. Francesco

Corsi

.

3 Alexander, the father of Mirza Zu-1 Qarnain (Alexander), had held

high office under Akbar. The Mirza had been brought up in the palace

with Shah Jahan hiftiself.

4* Portuguese India: Goa, and its settlements on the West Coagt.
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e che piu fiate in somi-
glianti occasioni c’era state

molto fauoreuole, accio ci sug-

gerisse qualche rimedio in cosi

graue borasca; ma elli franca-

mente ci rispose, che il case
nostro era spedito, e che non
si poteua tentar cosa alcuna
appo del Re, ne far pin longa
dimora nel Regno

;
ma esser

necessario, che quanto prima
ci partissimo; il che accio piu
facilmente si potesse eseguire,

egli per Tamor, che ci portaua,

ci haurebe dato homiiii fidati,

e sicuri, co quali senz’altro

impedimento haiiriamo portiito

passare all’Indie, Cio inteso

{Fol. 3r) da noi gh mostrammo
Tordine del N’ro PVe Pro’le,

come clmponeua, che non
partissimo dalla presenza del

Re se non scacciati a uiua
forza. A questo soggiunse
egli, bene st^, uoi potrete restar

quiui come homini priuati, ma
con questa conditione, che
in niuna maniera ammettiate
in casa uostra, ne in chiesa

alcun X’piano per orare, e

molto meno, che non facciate

raunanza di loro. Cosi, sebene
di mala uoglia, accettammo
Tiniqua conditione, ancorche
con speranza di qualche magior
bene: e pure non ricuso, che
formassimo una noua supplica

al Re, per ottener licenza, al

meno ci fusse lecito di esercitare

i n’ri ministerij con i n’rl

x’piani, come per Tauanti era

costume di farsi, e questo
senza pompa e strepito alcuno,
e questa supplica si esibi egli di

presentare al Re; il che sin’-

hora non h^ eseguito, ancor-

in-law,i an old man, who had
several times been very favour-

able to us in similar occasions,

and asked him to suggest how
we might avert so furious

a storm; but, he answered
candidly that our case was
hopeless, that it was impossible

for us to try anything with

the King, or remain any longer

in the Kingdom. We were

to leave as soon as possible,

and, to facilitate matters, he
w^ould—out of the love he

bore us—^liave given us safe

and trusty attendants wdth

whom we might have gone
without further delay to the

Indies. On hearing this, (Fol.

3r) we showed him the order

of our Father Provincial, which
enjoined on us not to leave the

King’s presence unless we w^ere

driven out by sheer force.

Hereupon he replied :
‘ Very

W’dl, you may remain here as

private individuals, but on
condition that you will in no
way admit to your house or

to your church any Christian

W'ho might come to pray, much
less may you hold meetings \

Much against our wish, but

with the hope of greater good,
we accepted the iniquitous

condition. He did not, how-
ever, object to our drawing up
a new petition to the King,
asking that we might at least

be allowed to minister to

our Christians, as we used
to do before, that is without
pomp or noise. He even
offered to present this petition

to the King, but he has not
done so yet, although we have

1 Asaf-I^an.
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che piu fiate V babbiamo
jnstantissi (ma)mente pregato.

Noi fra tanto di nascosto,

€. furtiuam.te andiamo sou-

ueiiendo al ineglio che si puole
a q.ti n’ri x’piani ministrando

loro i sacrament i, o con denari,

ch’ essi spontaneam.te ci por-

gono, b che noi alia giornata

and iamo mendicando . Dal che

la R.a V.a puo congettiirare

come la passiamo in mezzo
di tanti trauagli, e fatighe di

animo, e di corpb, poiche di

continiio uiuiiuno con la morte
si puol dire alia bocca, incerti,

e diibiosi, che risoliitione habbi

a prender di noi Tempio Re.

De X'piani che Fanno
passato da Bengalla furno con-

dotti qiii prigione, molti per

la pa lira se ne sono fiigiti

;

alcuni hanno C€>diiti a tormenti,

la magior parte pero si ri-

trouaiia quiui ancora pronta

a sostenere qiialsiuoglia ineoii-

tro e tormento per la fede, riso-

Inti di seguitare i P’ri ouiinque

siano dal Re relegati. Da
.500. ineirca d’prigioni sono
passati al altra nita, consumati
dalla fame, caldi eccessiiii,

et altie fatighe intollerabili

con segni euidentissimi della

lor salute, poiche tutti, toltine

alcuni pochi c6 quali non
babbiamo potuto trattare, han-

110 da noi preso i sacramenti,

e li loro figlioli di fresco nati

sono stati battezzati. Quelli,

che sono rimasti sono per

la magior parte donne al

numero quasi di .500., le quali

cosi strettam.te uengono custo-

dite nelle case d’ principali sig.ri

di questa citta, che non e

possibile trattar con loro, che

pero niun gioiiamento se li

several times urgently request-

ed him.

Meanwhile, we continue
secretly and stealthily to help
our Christians, as best we
can, administering to them
the Sacraments or assisting

them with alms, which they
offer us of their own accord
or which we go begging day
after day. Your Reverence
can imagine what our life is

like here, in the midst of such
toils and troubles of soul

and body. We may iiay that
death is ever staring us in

the face, for we know not what
resolution the impious King
may take concerning us.

Of the Chiistians who were
brought here last year as

prisoners from Bengalla, many
have fled out of fear; some
liave yielded under their tor-

tures; but the greater number
is still here, ready to face

for the Faith any hardships
and torments, and resolved to

follow the Fathers whither-

soever the King may banish
them. What with hunger, and
Avhat with the excessive heat
and other sufferings unbear-
able, some 500 of the prisoners

have departed to tlie next
life, leaving us evident marks
of their salvation. With the
exception of a few vith whom
we liad not been able to com-
municate, all had received

the Sacraments, and their new-
ly born children were baptised.

Those who remain are mostly
women, about 500. These are

so strictly guarded in the
houses of the chief gentlemen
of this city that it is impossible

for us to have any dealings

with them, or to get any help
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puo da noi arrecare. Ma quel-

lo, che pill ci (Fol. pesa
e, che molti fanciulli per I’istes-

sa cagione corrono grandissimo
risschio della loro dannatione,
e con essi si trouano da .43.

mercanti Portoghesi con .80.

schiaui incirca, li quali per
ordine del Re stanno imprigio-

nati in un carcere priuato,

e separate da tutti li altri

;

e sebene teneuano promessa
di doner esser liberati quanto
prima, ad ogni modo gia sono
.2. anni, che si trouano cola

con pochisima speranza di

doiierne uscire, e pero pian-

piano uanno mancando d con-

sumati dalle fame, 6 a forza

d’ tormenti, li quali sono
cosi essessiui, che siiperano ogni

credere, et in questo i Mahu-
metani non sono niente meno
crudeli del istesso Nerone.

lo se ho a dire il uero, stimo,

che il N’ro Sig.re ci habbi data

opportuna occasione di eserci-

tare i nostri ministerij, mentre
siamo sforzati porgere alcun

soccorso a quest! miseri scor-

rendo continuam .te per le

strade, e case, hor alia scoperta,

hor di nascosto, talhora ancora

in habito sconosciuto per mi-
nistrare i sacramenti, e souuen-
ire a corpi con cibi et anco per
confermarli nella fede, accio

in essa constantem.te si man-
tenghino

; e perd tutti ad una
uoce ricordeuoli di tanta carita,

a pertamente confessano, che

dopo Dio, dalli soli P’ri della

n’ra Comp.a riconoscono la

constanza, e fermezza, che
insperimentano nella credenza
di nostra fede.

to reach them. But, what
grieves us more (Fol. 3v) is

that, for the same reason, many
children run the greatest risk

of their perdition. With them
are 43 Portuguese merchants
and about 80 slaves, who, by
the King’s order, are kept in

a private prison, separate from
the rest. They had betui pro-

mised their liberty at the first

occasion, but two years have
now elapsed ^ and they
are still there, with very little

hope of ever being liberated.

Little by little, their ranks are

thinning. They die of hunger
or under the stress of their

torments, their sufferings being

so excessive that they pass

all belief, and in this matter
the Maumettans are not less

cruel than Nero himself.

To tell the truth, I believe

that Our Lord has given us an
opportunity of fulfilling our
ministerial duties. To afford

some help to these poor

wretches, we are continually

obliged to run about the
streets, from house to hoiisi*,

now openly, then secretly,

at times too in disguise, minis-

tering the Sacraments, reliev-

ing their bodily wants with

food, and confirming them in

the faith, that they may per-

severe in it to the end. Hence,
in their gratitude for so much
charity, they are unanimous
in proclaiming openly that,

after God, they owe to the

Fathers of our Society the

firmness and fortitude they feel

in the profession of our faith.

1 Here Fr. de Castro him.self shows that the prisoners had arrived
at Agra in 1633.
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Dili chierici, che in Bengalla

esercitauano li officij di curati

carichi di catene sono stati dal

Regio carcere condotti pin fiate

per le strade, non per altro, che
per hauer ricusato di seguitar

la setta di Maometto; e dopo
lunghi trauagli, e tormenti, alia

fine sono passati felicemente

al cielo. Siniilm.te diii P’ri

Agostiniani detenuti nel mede-
mo carcere per Tistessa cagione

confessor! del uero Iddio, e

della X’piana fede, perse uerano

con grandiss.a constanza sino

a questo giorno con singolare

esempio di tutti qiiesti n’ri

X'piani; et a quest! serui di

Dio della nostra pouerta andia-

mo noi giornalmente som-
ministrando il uitto necessario,

non altrimenti che si fussero

di nVa Comp.a con quella

carita propria n’ra
;

il che sapu-

tosi dal P.Coano Pro’Je del

lor ordine ci ha reso per lettere

gratie infinite.

(Fol, 4r.) Questo e P’re mio
il stato miserabile alii occhi

Two clerics, who performed
the duties of parish-priests

in Bengalla, were several times
led in chains from the Royal
prison through the streets,

for no other reason than that

they had refused to follow the
sect of Moamet. After long
travails and torments they
have at last gone happily to

heaven. 1 Two Augustinian
Fathers are also detained in

the same prison for the like

reason.2 Confessors of the true

God and of the Christian faith,

they persevere with the great-

est constancy to this day, thus

setting a singular example to

all our Christians here. Out
of our poverty and with that

charity which is our character-

istic, we assist these servants
of God and provide them daily

with their necessary sustenance

,

just as if they belonged to our
Society. The Father Provin-
cial of their Order at Goa, on
hearing of this tendered us by
letter exceeding thanks.

Such, my Father, is the
state—wretched to human eyes

1 Their names are : Manoel cTAnhaya and Manoel Garcia.
Tile former was a native of Santarem in Portugal. Cf. S. Manriqne,

Itinerario Oriental^ Rome, 1649 and 1653, ch. Ixxxi. The inscription
on his tomb in the old Agra Catholic Cemetery should be restored thus:
AQVI lAZO P. M.kl

/ D’ANHAYA CLERI- / GO MORTO PELA / FEE /
NA PRISAO A/2D’AGOSTO 1633. / (‘Here lieth Father Manoel
d’Anhaya, a secular priest, who died in prison for the Faith on August 2,
1633’).'

The second was perhaps of mixed descent, having been bom at
‘Siripur’, a Portuguese settlement at the mouth of the Meghna river,

opposite the island of Sundiva. Cf. Manrique, op. cit.y pp. 435.14:31. I

propose the following restoration of the epitaph on his tomb in the octa-

gonal chapel in the old Catholic Cemetery at Agra : AQVI lAZO P. M.el
GARCIA CLER.GO / MORTO NO CAR / CERE PELA FEE A / 23 DE
MARCO D’ / 1634. / (‘Here lieth Father Manoel Garcia, a secular
priest, who died in prison for the Faith on March 23, 1634’). For the
story of their* sufferings and death, cf. Manrique, op. it., ch. Ixxxi.

2 Their names are : Father Prior Friar Antonio de Christo and Father
Friar Francisco d0*la Encarnacion. Cf. Manrique, op. cit., chs. 58. 61. 65.

80. 81., for a circumstantial account of their captiv ity and liberation.
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liumani, in cui si ritroua di

presente questa uigna di X'po,
il quale ad ogni modo, como ci

eonuien sperare della Diuina
bonta, e cleinenza, haiira esito

felicissimo
;

posciache sebene
questo Re sin dalla sua fanci-

ullezza sia sempre stato inimi-

cissimo d’ X’piani; tuttaiiolta

non e consilium aduersus

Dominu, il quale sapra bene,

come speriaino, come pruden-
tissimo uigna rolo trattar di

maniera questa sua uigna

eletta, che plena di spine, e

triloli non ha sin liora i)i odotto
se non labrusche, a suo tempo
produca frutti suauissimi di

bone opere,
Di Agra 5. di 7bre del .1()35.

D.V.R.

Indegno seruo nal Sig.re

Joseph I)e Castro.

—to which this vineyard of

Christ is now reduced. Still,

we may hope from the Divine

Goodness and Mercy that this

trial will have the happiest

issue
;
for, though this King

has from childhood been always
most hostile to the Christians,

yet 'there is no counsel against

the Lord’.i We hope that,

as a wise vine -dresser, God
will know how to tend this

His elect vineyard, so that,

if it was heretofore full of

‘thorns and thistles
’

2

and
‘ brought forth only wild

gT’ap(‘s’,^ it may produce in

due season the most flagrant

fruits of good works.
From Agra, the 5th of Se]>-

tember, 1085.

Your Reverenee ’

s

Unworthy servant in the Lord,

Joseph De Castro.

Another letter by Fr. de Castro, dated Agra, September 17,

1636, and addressed to the General of the Society of Jesus, Rome,
shows under what circumstances a farman was obtained, allow ing

the Fathers to return to their house. We publish the oiiginal

Portuguese autograph text with a translation.

(p. 1.)

Jhus Maria.i

637 ^ Agra.2

de Castro J.^

M. to R. em X’po X.P.

Pax X’pi 8.

HQa de V.P. dos .6. de Jan.o
de 1635 recebi neste anno,
naqual nos consola, e anima

t (r. 1.)

Jesus, Mary.

Our Very Reverend Father
in Christ,

The peace of CJirist be
always with you.

I received this year a letter

from Your Paternity, dated
the 6th of January, 1635, in

1 Autograph letter.
2,3 Notes by an archivist : the date ( 1 )

637 should be ( 1
)*63(5.

1 Prov, 21, 30.
2 Gen. 3. 18. 3 Isai. 5. 2. 4.
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a perseuerar con a deuida
const .a nos trabalhos, con-

fiados no grande premio, e

esperan^as de aner a tornar a

bonanza.

Foj I)’s seruido oiiuir as

deuotas ora^:ois e 8.os 88.os
q’ A' .P. con sua carid.e mandou
offerccer pcra esta iten^ao,

porq’ no dia da Coneei(,ao de
N.8. ra fazendo cu hua peti9ao

ael Rcj eni q’ Ihe pedia, nos

inandasse tornar a nosso Pol-

legio, e dar licentia de exer-

citar os nossos ministerios coni

os nossos x'])aos, so qiieria

ficasscnios cm sens reinos: nos
concedeo todas as licentias q’

Ihc -pcdinios, a fora a principal

de pregar a N.8. ta fee em sens

reinos. Con esta enuio a V.P.

a co])ia da patente q’nos con-

cedco feita eni Parsio, e tiolin.te

tresladada em Portnguez. M.-

tas gramas damos a l)’s N. 8.or

de n()s confirmar em sens

reinos; e ainda q’ publicain.te

nao se possa fazer o q' dese-

jamos em praticas familiares

se ])odt' tratar da lej e pnblicala

no melbor modo q’ se pode. e

ainda q’ mandou deinbar as

Igrejas, no mes.o liigar fizemos

liuas casas m.to bem acomo-
dadas polio nosso inteto. Dia
da festa do Nascim.to de N. S.-

ra dissemos a prim .a Missa
nas casas nouamente fabricadas

which you console us and
encourage us to persevere in

due constancy amidst our
troubles, trusting in the great
reward, and hoping that sun-
shine will succeed the storm.

God was pleased to hear the
devout prayers and Holy »Sacri-

fices which Your Paternity in

your charity ordered to offer-

up for this intention: for on
the day of Our Lady’s Concep-
tion, i as I made a petition

to the King, in which I asked
him to decree that we might
return to our College, and be
allowed to exercise our minis-

trations to our Christians, if

he wished us to remain in

his dominions, he granted us
all the permissions we asked
for, the chief one excepted,
viz. to jireach our Holy Faith
in his kingdoms. Herewith I

send to Your Paternity a copy
of the patent wFich lie granted
us. It is written in Persian,

and is faithfully rendered into

Portuguese. We return many
thanks to God our Lord for

having confirmed us in the
King's dominions, and, though
we cannot do in public what
Ave wish, we can, hoAvever,

in familiar discourses treat of
the Law^ and make it knowm it

as best possible; again, al-

though he ordered the destruc-
tion of the Churches,2 we have

1 December 8, 1635, The farman was dated the following day.
2 111 January 1641 thore was at Agra a small chapel in the house

which Father Prior Friar Antonio de Christo had occupied during a period
of temporary freedom on parole. Cf. Manrique, op. cit., p. 344, col. 2.

As Fr. Antonio was in prLson on September 5, 1635, he may have enjoyed
this respite from captivity between September 5, 1635, and Christmas
1640, at which time he was again in prison. The churches here referred

to are the Jesuit churches of Agra and Lahore. The tradition now current

at Agra that the ‘old Cathedral’ is the identical church built by Akbar
{Akhar Padshah kl gtrjd) is here shown to be erroneous. The church
built under Akbar, mostly at Jahangir’s expense, and on a site granted
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eon grande applanso dos x’paos
que parece tornarao a resusci-

tar con estas nouas licetias

q’el Rej nos concedeo. e assy
continuS,o como dantes os x’-

paos a nossa caso fazendo tudo
o q’ se fazia postoq’ sem solem-
nid.e exterior.

Atribuimos tambem aos
merecim.tos dos dittos S.os
SS.os e denotas ora^Sis a
miidanca q’ este Rej fez em
faiior do nosso S.or jVIirza porq’
depois de o ter despriuado de
nouo, e tiradas as rendas

;

agora Ihe restituio tudo con
dobrados fauores, e merces.
e o S.or Mirza se monstra m.to
agredecido a D’se a N. S.ta
Comp.a per cujo mejo entende
Ihe uem estos fauores dos Ceos.
As cartas de V.P. eu lhas
enuiei feitas em Parsio, coniio
q’ elle respondera a elks.
Elle e sua casa cada uez melhor
procedem em mat.a da fee e
bous costumeis, ainda q’ pade-
cem m.tas necessid.es. A Pat-
ente q’ V.P. Ihe enuio da funda-
gSio da MissSlo do Tibet, nSo Ihe

chegou ate agora, q’he causa

erected in the same place some
buildings well adapted to our
purpose. On the day of Our
Lady’s Nativity ^ we said the

first Mass in the newly con-

structed buildings, to the great

joy of the Christians who
seemed to revive with these

new permissions granted us

by the King. And so, the

Christians frequent our house
as before, and we do whatever
we did heretofore, though with-

out external solemnity.

We also attribute to the

merits of the said Holy Sacri-

fices and prayers the (tiange

made by the King in favour
of our Lord Mirza. After he
had again deprived him (of

his office) and despoiled him of
his revenues, he once more
restored everything to him and
even doubled the favours and
kindnesses lie formerly en-

joyed.2 The Lord Mirza shows
himself very grateful to God
and our holy iSociety, through
which he believes he receives

these heavenly favoui’s. I sent

him Your Paternity’s letters

after translating them into

Persian, and 1 hope he will

answer them. He and his

household are making more
and more progress in the
faith and in its good practices,

by Akbar at Jahangir’s reque.st, was de.stroyed accidentally by fire in
Jahangir’s reign

.

^ September 8, 1636.
2 From a letter by Fr. Francis Corsi (Agra, October 5, 1633) we learn

that the Mirza had been thrown out of favour and had had all his property
confiscated. At the time of writing, however, he had been roin.statcHi.
We understand from Fr, de Castro’s present letter that the Mirza had
lost Shah Jahan’s favour a second time. Since Fr. de Castro’s letter
from Agra, September 5, 1635, did not allude to the fact, but showed the
Miraa in the King’s suite at Lahore, it would follow that this second change
of fortune had occurred between September 5, 1633, and September 17,
1636; presumably, between September 5, 1635, and December 8, 1635,
considering that the Fathers had obtained their farman on the latter date
ana had not been harassed since.
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de admira9ao, mas sao des-

contas de tarn largos caminhos.

Ja escreui a V.P. q’ uisto

estar acabada a Missao do
Tibet, sara m.to necess.o appli-

car a siia renda a este Collegio,

con q’ ficara bastantem.te aco-

modado. e o S.r Mirza folgara

so apliqne antes nestes reinos

q’ em outros, uisto fazere os

Padres os sufragios de diias

fundagSes como p’mete fazer.

Neste mez de Jiilho forao

dons P.es p’^ missao de Xiri-

nagar, ainda nao sabemos de
sua chegada. do q’ soceder,

auisarei a V.P. Nests Coll.o

por merce do S.or uiuemos
con m.ta paz ajudando estes

x’paos e infieis, o q’esperamos

fazer con maior fruito ajudados

con S.ta bencao de V.P. em
aq’l nos encomedamos.

de Agra 17. Setebro 1636.^

albeit they suffer many priva-

tions. The letter which Your
Paternity sent him concerning
the foundation of the Mission
of Tibet has not yet reached
him, and it is cause for sur-

prise
;
but these are disappoint-

ments inevitable with such
great distances.

I already wrote to Your
Paternity that, considering
that the ISIission of Tibet is

at an end,i it will be quite

necessary to apply to this

College the foundation made
for it. With it the CoUege
will be sufficiently provided
for, and the Lord Mrza will

be glad to see it applied in

these kingdoms rather than in

others, provided the Fathers

give him—which they promise
to do—suffrages for two foun-
dations.

In July this year two Fathers

went to the Mission of Xiri-

nagar.2 We do not know
whether they have arrived.

Whatever happens, I shall let

Your Paternity know. Thanks
to the Lord, we live in great

peace in this College, helping

the Christians and the infidels,

and we hope to do so with still

greater success, if lielped our-

selves by Your Paternity’s

holy blessing, for which w^e

commend ourselves.

From Agra, the 17th of Sep-
tember, 1636.

1 Notes by an archivist.

1 A Mission had been established at Tsaparang in Giige, Western
Tibet, by Fr. Anthony de Andrada, in 1625. He had paid a first visit

to that town in 1624. The Mission had come to grief at the hands of

the King of Ladakh, owing to the too great favotir shown to the Fathers

by the King of Ts^arang.
2 Srinagar in Garhwal.
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D. V. R
Ind.o filho e seruo em X’po.

t Joseph de Castro.

Address {other 'page)

:

A1 M. to R. do in Chr’o

N.P. 11 P. /Mutio Vitelleschi

Preposito Ge- /
nerale della

Comp, a di Giesu./ In Roma./
2a Via./ D. Mogol./

Endorsements:

P.e Joseph de Castro 17

Dezembro 1636. Mogor.
Se console 11 com a q’ recebeo

de V.P. de 35.

Alcan9ou restitui^am das

casas, etc. e poder exercitar os

ministerios com os x’pSos.

Manda a copia da Patente del

Key.
0. S.or Mirza, e sua casa

procedem m.to ( ?) hem.

Tornou a graca del Rey q’

Ihe fez (faz ?) mm i e fauores.

Pede se Ihes applique ao
Collegio de Agra a renda do
Thibet, q’ o S.or Mirza se

contentara fique naquelle

Reino esta fundaQam fazendo-
Ihe os suffragios como fundador
de dous Collegios.

Your Paternity’s

Unworthy son and servant

in Christ,

t Joseph de Castro.

Address {other page)

:

To our Very Reverend
Father in Christ, Father

/
Mu-

tius Vitelleschi, Provost Ge- /

neral of the Society of Jesus./

At Rome./ 2nd direction./

From Mogol.

Endorsements:

Father Joseph de Castni,

December 17, 1636.1 Mogor.
He was consoled by Your

Paternity's letter of (16)35.

He recovered the houses,

etc. and obtained leave to

minister to the Christians. He
sends a copy of the King’s

Patent.

The Loid Mirza and his

household are getting on very
well.

He has Ix^en re-instated into

the King’s favour and has
obtained from him many
favours and graces.

He 2 asks that the revenues
of Thibet be applied to them,
to the College of Agra. The
Lord Mirza will be pleased

to see that foundation remain
in that kingdom, provided he
receive suffrages as the

founder of two Colleges.

Traces of the seal,

Copia em Parsio da patente q’ Copy in Persian of the patent
el Rej Xagian, S.or do Industan grarded by King Xagian, Lord
passou aos P.es da Comp.a de of Industan, to the Fathers of
Ihus em Agra, sna Corte. the Society of Jesus in his

Court of Agra.

1 Muitas merces.

1 An evident mistake for September 17, 1636.
2 Father de Castro.
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(Follows the Persian text (19 lines), which I do not now
find among these papers, among which they should have been
found. We shall place in its stead Fr. de Castro’s Portuguese
translation with our English translation of the same.)

(Immediately under the Persian text we have these expla-

nations :)

Em cima desta patente esta

posta a chapa del Rey grande

na qual estam escrittos os

nomeis dos reis seus ])redeces-

sores comecando do gran

Temurlang, donde elles descen-

den, este he o decimo e no
inejo da chapa, esta escritto, o

nome deste Rej, se cliama

Xaegiahan. i. S.or do mundo.
Detras da mes.a patente uam
catprze sinais dos principals

officiais del Rej, con suas

(diapas, e do gran \"azir, e do
sogro del Rej, q’ foj terceiro

diante del Rej, p’ nos alcancai*

a ditta Patente. Mais de cinq’

mezes andei no exercito del

Rej solicitando esta patente.

graQas a Reos e a N. S.ra q’

tandem se alcan(,x)ii, e logo

tomamos posse do Coll.o deru-

bado a Igreja e fazendo as

lieuas casas.

I Copia da patente q'el Rej

Mogol, deo aos Padres da
Comp.a de Ikus q' residem em
Agra sua Corte no anno de 1635

aos 9. de Dezemhro. Treshdadu

de Parsio em PortugtiezJ

At the top of this patent

is placed the seal i of the great

King, in which are written

the names of the Kings, his

predecessors, beginning with

the great Temurlang, from
wdiom they are descended.
The present King is the tenth,

and in the middle of the seal

is written the name of this

King, his name being Xaegi-
ahan, i.e. Lord of the wnrld.

i\t the back of the same patent

are fourteen signatures of the

King’s chief officials with their

seals, and that of the great

Vazir and of the King’s father-

in-law, who w^as our mediator
before the King to obtain for

us the said patent. During
more than five months, I went
w ith the Eang’s army, soliciting

this patent. Thanks be to God
and Our Lord that it has at last

been obtained. We at once

took possession of the College,

pulling down the Church, and
building the new^ houses.

t Copy of the patent which

the Mogol King grafited to the

Fathers of the Society of Jesus,

residing in his Court of Agra,

on the 9th of December of the

year 1635.2 Translated from
the Persian into Portuguese.

I In Fr. de Castro’s writing. The translation in Portuguese is in

another’s handwriting.

1 Portuguese chapa, from Hindustani cMdpd=seal.
2 The year seems to have been at first 1636, but this wnuld be a

mistake, the year 1636 corresponding to the 9th year of Shah Jahan’s

reign.
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Neste tempo saliio o formao
do Rey Xagiao, conuena sabar,

q’ os lugares, e casas, e Adro
dos Padres franquis que esta

em Agi’a, e tudo aquillo q'o

Rey Gianguir Ihes tern dado
de mer^e, e mais tudo aquillo

q’ ellas conforme ao direito

da iustiga comprarao, e fabri-

carEo, tudo isso, damos e

concedemos outra uez aelles,

e confirmamos estabilmete, he
necessario,que os gouernadon^s,

sobrestaiites, officials, meirin-

hos, e todos osiiiais, aquelles

q’ serue a Coroa real, Ihes

deissern a po^e liure, e que
iiingue Ihes prohiba, ou })er-

turbe esta Ii9en9a, a meivc

;

mais se mandou que a fabrica

da Igreia que elles fizerao, se

derube athe o ehao, mas os

materials della, a elles se

entregue, p’ q’ se elles quizerem
jiossao no mesmo lugar fabricar

easas pera si.do mesmo modo,
se os xpSos por cauza de
bautizar sens filhos, ou por
fazer cazamentos, ou por cauza

da doenga, ou por cauza de
fazer oragao, ulerem a casa dos
Padres ningue Ihes prohiba,

e tambem deixe que enterrem

os mortos conforme ao seu

custume no Adro, q’ j)’ isso se

Ihes tern dado. Visto isto

ningue seia q’ tenha ouzadia de
contradizar aos mandamentos
reals, sob pena da desgraga
del Rej, foy escrita aos dous
do mez q’ os mouros chamam
Deh. no anno oitauo do meu
reinado.

The formao of King Xagiao
was issued at this time. It

is good to know that the places,

houses, and C/emetery of the

Erangui Fathers who are at

Agra, and whatever King Gian-

guir granted them in gift, and
whatever besides they bought
and built according to the
rights of justice, all this we give

and grant once more to them,

and firmly ratif3^ It is neces-

sar}^ that the governors, over-

seers, officials, and bailiffs, and
all the rest who serve the royal

Crown should leave to them
the free possession (of them),

and let no one prevent them,
or interfere with this permission
and favour. Moreover, it was
ordered that the building of

the Church, which they had
erected, be destro\"ed to the
ground, but let the materials

of it be made over to them, so

that, if they so wish, they ma\'

build houses for themselves in

the said place. In the same
wa^q if the Christians come to

the house of the Fathers to

have their children baptized,

or their marriages celebrated,

or in case of illness, or for the

sake of prayer, let no one
prevent them, and let them
also according to their custom
bury their dead in the Cemetery
which was given them for tlu^

purpose. On seeing this, let

no one be so bold as to go

against the royal behests, under
penalty of the King’s disfavour.

Written on the second of the

month by the Moors called

Deh, in the eighth year of my
reign.

(Another English translation done by a Munshi at the request

of Fr. Hyacinth, O.C., Agra, in 1913.)
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The Great God.

At this time this exalted and auspicious firman was issued

with honour and dignity, that the buildings and Cemetery,
belonging to the European Fathers and situated in Akbarabad,
known as Agra, and which was gifted to them by order of His
Majesty and whatever more they have purchased themselves and
constructed by virtue of different documents and are in possession

of, it is required that the honoured officers and economical officials

and kotwals of the state act in obedience to the sublime and
sacred orders and make absolute and entire possession of the

above-mentioned buildings without any change or alteration.

It has also been ordered that the church buildings constructed

therein be brought to the ground, and the materials be made
over to them, so that, should they desire, they may build a

dwelling-house for themselves. In the same manner, if desirable,

the assembly of Cliristian people in time of birth, marriage,

sickness and for prayers in the house of the Fathers will not be
objected to or y)rohibited. Also that they shall bury their dead
according to their own rites in the land bestowed upon them.
Do not act contrary to the orders.

Written on the 2nd of Dey in the month of God year 80.

^

Extract from an Italian letter of Father Joseph de Castro

(Agra, April 16, 1037) reviewing the situation in 1635 and show-
ing that a bettei’ state of things had been reached.

{FoL Ir.) ‘Your Paternity must know how, after having
been a little over a year out of the College with great discomfort

(to ourselves) and the danger of being expelled from these

('ountries, at the end, when we had first had recourse to God and
the Madonna

,
and had agreed to vow a yearly ]\Iass of thanksgiving

to Our Lady on the day when our College and church, which is

dedicated to the Holy Name, would be restored. Your Paternity

must know, I say, how it pleased the Divine IMajesty, through
the intercession of His Holy Mother, that, on the day of Our
Lady’s Immaculate Conception, after many requests made
through the King’s father-in-law, our ancient friend, and the
only protector of all the Christians, we should be granted by the

King, on the above-said day, not only the favour of returning

to our College, but also all the favours we asked for, to wit, leave

to administer freely the Sacraments of Baptism, marriage,

penance and the Holy Eucharist, to bury our dead after our

manner in the cemetery given us by his father and confirmed

to us by him: as also leave for the Christians to come to our

house and say their prayers privately without let or hindrance,

so that we have been confirmed (in our former privileges) with

full security and under patent royal, a favour which, in truth,

^ Sic.
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seems quite manifestly to have been granted us by the power
of God rather than by any human agency.

‘It is true that he obliged us to destroy the tw^o churches

of Labor and Agra
;

still, he gave us leave to erect for our use

another house, in the said place of the Church of Agra, as in

fact we have done, building two or three rooms which serve very
well for our purpose. There Ave celebrate at present the divine

offices, and say Mass. The men are on one side, and the women
on the other, so that they hear Mass without seeing one another

:

for it is the custom in these Kingdoms that the w omen should

not be seen by the men, even of their own household, their

father, husband and brother excepted. {Fol. L’.)

(The first four lines are somewhat damaged.) ‘In order

to avoid giving suspicion
,
as I have said, every day,

after the Masses have been said, w^e collect the sacred vestments

and the candlesticks, and wdiatever might give a clue to this.

And so, with the grace of God, (we get on ?) as best we can, and
the Christians frequent (our house ?) as before, in peace and
quiet, and we obtain much fruit among them all by means of the

sermons w^e preach every Sunday and on feastdays, and during

this time of Lent we have been giving every Friday the sermon
on the Passion of Christ our Lord, and have had the discipline

afterw^ards, amidst great concourse of all the Christians,

Armenians, Portuguese, French, Venetians, and Industanis.

Hence, I was obliged to preach to them in Persian and Industani.

As for the infidels, w’e speak often to them in private discourses

of our Holy Faith, May God grant them the true light, so that

they may receive it.

‘This King holds us in such aversion that he does not w^ant

in any way to see us and the other courtiers behave in like manner.
Only the King’s father-in-law, by reason of the ancient friendshi])

wffiich he has alw^ays had with the Fathers and the Christians,

continues to treat us with the same familiarity as before, granting

us many favours and services; nay, after God and Our Lady,
we owe him all the good things we have. He alone speaks in our
favour to the King, whereas so many others try to do us all the

harm they can; but, because we stand under the protection of

this Prince, who is the second after the King, many show us
more respect than they otherwise w^ould. On our part, we try

to be on the best of terms with him, serving him in whatever
he orders us, and giving him letters of recommendation to our
Christians who are in the harbours of Mascate and Tatta, seeing

that his merchants trade with the said ports. This year he
sends one of his agents to Goa with a great quantity of money,
to buy jewels and precious stones to be presented to the King.

‘In this College at least four priests are needed, because
one is continually accompanying our founder, the Lord Mirza
Zulcarnen and his sons, who follow the King through his various
kingdoms. The other three remain in the College, and they
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may not be fewer, as Your Paternity knows best : Father Francis
Moran.di, who already knows well the two languages, Persian and
Industani; Father Joam d’Oliveira, who knows only Industani;
and myself, who have been for three years already, though
unworthily, in charge of this College. And I have often already
requested the Father Provincial to grant me the favour of sending
another Father, who may fill this office more usefully, while I

shall serve him as interpreter and confessor of all the Christians.

Father Morandi made his profession of the four vows in the month
uf December last. The two Fathers get on very well, and, with
the grace of God, and thanks to their virtue, they live in the
greatest peace which it is possible to desire . . . .

’





Journal Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal. Letters.

Volume IV, 1938.

Article No. 22.

Catholicism in the East Indies in 1680-81. From the
Latin of Fr. A. Thomas, S.J. (Siam, Oct. 30, 1681).

Edited and translated

By THE Rev. H. Hosten, S.J.

The Latin text which we publish and translate here was
privately printed for the first time in Catalogus Sociorum et

Officiornm Alissioriis Bonihayensis et Pocnensis ProvincicB Ger-

mania;, S.J., 3Iense Majo 1910, Bombay^ Examiner Press, 1910,

pp. 27-38. It comes from among the MSS. belonging to the
Society of Jesus in Europe. The original letter of Fr. Anthony
Thomas appears to have bt^en in Latin: for we have other I-^atin

autograph letters of his from China.
Fr. C. Vrithoff, vS.J., St. Mary’s College, Kurseong, placed at

nry disposal recently a MS. copy of a similar letter, transcribed

by himself and a friend on a copy made by the late Fr. Alphonse
Lallemand, S.J., from a text in the Archives Generales dii

Royaume, Brussels, Fonds Jesuitique, Province Flaiidro-Beige,

Carton Nos. 1162-1170. Fr. Lallemand, S.J., dated his copy
June 3, 1912. On Fr. Lallemand ’s copy Fr. H. Bosmans, S.J.,

noted that he had a photograph (No. 154, in his collection) of
what he calls the original belonging to the Society of Jesus. He
also gave it as his opinion that the addressee of the letter was the
Provincial of Gaule-Belgique. By means of Fr. Bosnians’

photograph, corrections were made on the copy belonging to
Fr. Vrithoff.

The Bombay text has its flaws. The editor did not always
succeed in deciphering the writing. The Brussels text, which
appears to be also original, at times omits parts of the Bombay
text; at times it adds. It is quite possible that Fr. Thomas
wrote several copies of the same letter, to be sent by different

ships, as the custom w^as, to one or more persons. It is not
impossible, too, that the photograph in Fr. Bosmans’ collection

belongs to another text than the Bombay one : for Fr. Bosmans
thought the addressee of the text in his photograph was the

Provincial of Gaule-Belgique, whereas w^e might think that the

original of the Bombay text was first addressed to the Duchess
of Aveyro at Salamanca. Moreover, Fr. Vrithoff tells me that

if the photograph shown him by Fr. Bosnians had contained

Editorial Note : This paper was received in 1930 but for various

reasons it remained unattended before the death of the author. It

is now published in its original form, and Dr. S. K. Chatterji, the
Philological Secretary, has revised the proofs.

—

-B. G.

( 503 )
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the many variants noted in the Bombay text, he would not have
failed to note them.

With the help of the Brussels text all the place-names in

the Bombay text have become intelligible, and everything of

value is clear. We offer the Bombay text as our o\\ n, indicating

at foot the chief variants in the Brussels text (indicated as Brux.).

Anthony Thomas, son of Philip TJiomas, ‘procureiir' to the

Council of Namur, and of Marie Derhet, was born at Namur on
March 25, 1644, and entered at Toiirnai the Novitiate of the
Gallo-Belgian Province of the Society of Jesus on September
24, 1660. He left Lisbon for China on April 3, 1680, and arrived

at Goa on September 26, 1680. Only in June 1681 did he embark
for the Further East, The voyage to Yuthia, capital of Siam,
lasted months, which, as his letter suggests, would show that

he landed at different places on the way. We know, for instance,

that he had gone first as far as Malacca, and that the nnseaworthy
state of the ship taking him to Macao made them steer back
to Siam. He was still in Siam on February 22, 1682, on which
date he observed an eclipse of the moon. We find him in China
on December 20, 1682. His life as one of the Emperor’s mathe-
maticians till his death at Pekin, on July 29, 1709, belongs to the
history of the China Missions.

I borrow these few biographical notes from two excellent

articles by Pere Henri Bosnians, S.J., of Brussels. The first is

Lettre inedite Antoine Thomas, missionaire hedge en Chine
an XVITe siecle, of. Missions Beiges, Bruxelles, 1908, pp. 12-23;

60-65; 117. The letter, a copy, in French, is dated Goa,
November 28, 1680. The second, Lettre dn P. Antoine Thomas,
S.J., daUe de Peking, le 8 Sept., 1688, appeared in Archiv fur die

Geschichte der Natiirwissenschajten und der Technik, I,

pp. 36-42. I have only the Separat-abdruck, which is undated.
This second letter, an autograph, is in Latin.

St. Joseph's College, Darjeeling,

24-4-1930.

(P. 27.) Status Indiae Ori-

entalis a. 1681,

descriptus a P. Thomas, mis-

sionario in regno Siamensi.^

Ex quo Hollandi in hunc
Orientem penetranmt, longe

(P. 27.) State of East India

in the year 1681,

described hy Fr. Thomas, a
Missionary in the Kingdom of
Siam.
From the time that the

Hollanders penetrated into this

1 Bmx.: scriptus a P. Antonio Thoma, missionario Gallo-Belga,
ex Siam 30 octobris 1681.
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alius turn Religionis turn Liisi-

tanae potentiae status existit;

ubi enim Bataviain suae mon-
archiae caput erexerunt, illato

Lusitanis belle quorum tunc
summa erat in Oriente poten-
tia, miilta eis munita et cele-

bria loca favente sibi liostium
inter se invidia ac divisione

eripuerunt. Etenim Mala-
cam, insulam Ceilanam,
Cochiiiuin, Cranganorem, et

Cananorem (nuiK* loca muniti-

ssima) occupaiunt. I>(‘inde

eonim hortatu et aiixilio urbs

S. Thoniae, vulgo MelIia])or

dicta
,
(‘a|>ta cst a regc Colgonda

Saraeeno, et ut sibi orae Coro-

mandel praccipuum cominer-
cium usur})arcnt, Paliacatam
arcem munitissirnam crcxcre

;

ita mode totum fere cominer-
eium Ho Iland is ad sc trahen-

tibus, vix quidquam supercst

in Oriente Lusitanis ; nani al-

iunde rex Persai'um Arniutianii

abstulit, et Rex Arabiae Mos-
catam aliasquo eiusdem littoris

arces, cum quo etiainnum
continuum bellum gerunt.

Insuper n^x Canara a rcem Lusi-

tanam in Bareelor et in Mange-
ier oxpugnavit destriixitque,

et rex Calecuti areem celebrem
cpiao erat in Chale prope
Caleeutum, ita ut nihil inodo
supersit Lusitaniae nisi Goa,
Macaum, Diu,2 Daman,
Bagaim, Ohaul, item in littore

Africae Mozambicurn, Momba-
za et Soffalla arces munitae,

quibus insuper addi poterunt

insulae Timor, et Solor quae

East, the state both of Religion

and of the Portuguese power
is very different from what it

was; for, after they had made
Batavia the capital of their

domination, they waged war on
the Lusitanians, whose power
in the East was then in its

zenith, and took from them,
thanks to the mutual jealousies

and divisions of their enemies,
many strong and famous
places. They occupied Malaca,

the Island of Ceilan, Cochin,

Cranganor and Cananor (places

now most strongly fortified).

Then, at their instigation

and with their help, the town
of St. Thomas, commonly
called Melliapor, was taken
by the King of Colgonda,

^

a Saracen, and in order to

usurp the chief trade of the

Ck)romandel Coast, they erected

at Paha eata 2 a very strong

fortress. Hence, as at present

the Hollanders are diverting

nearly all the commerce to

themselves, the Lusitanians

have hardly anything left in

the East. In fact, elsewhere

the King of Persia took from
them Armiis [Ormuz), and the

King of Arabia seized Moseat
(Mascat) and other fortresses

on the same coast, and they
are still continually at war
with him. Moreover, the King
of Canara captured and de-

stroyed the Lusitanian fortress

at Bareelor and Mangelor

;

and the King of Calicut, the

famous stronghold which was

1 Briix.: Armusiam.
2 lirux.: Arces Diu (

= the fortresses of Din).

1 Golconda. .*

2 Pulicat, near Madras.
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infra Javam ac Molucas jacent
ad meridiem.

Nec minus diversa est a
veteri Religionis facies; nam
e locis ab Hollandio occupatis

expiilsi sunt omnes Religiosi

ac Sacerdotes, et grex

C^hristianorum omni pastore

destitutus, in Arabia vero
et Armutia extincta est Christ-

ianae fidei memoria, et in

Japonia ita clausum sacerd-

otibus iter ut ab annis plus

quam 40 nemini prorsus eo
penetrare licuerit. Igitur Soci-

etas nostra praeterquam quod
suas in Japonia sedes amisitj
insuper Collegium in Tutu-
curim cum Seminario, in

Columbo, Jasanapan (vel

Jafanapan),2 Manaria insuJa,

Coulani, Cochini, Cranganore,^
Armuziae, Malacae et Ternatae
ac Macassariae perdidit (P. 28)
praeter Residentias in Chale,

at Chale ^ near Calecut. The
result is that now the Lusita-

nians have nothing left them
but Goa, Macao (ilfacawm), Diu,

Daman, Bagaim and Chaul

;

they have also, on the African

Coast, Mozambique, Mombaza
and Soffalla, fortified places;

to these may be added the

islands of Timor and Solor,

which lie to the south, below

Java and the Molucas.
Nor is the state of Religion

less different from Avhat is

used to be. From the places

occupied by the Hollanders all

the Religious and Pnests have
been expelled, and the Chris-

tian flock has been left without
any shepherd. As for Arabia

and Armus {Ormuz), the memo-
ry of the Christian faith is

there extinguished; and the

road to Japan is so blocked

against the Priests that not

one has been able to penetrate

for more th an ) years . There -

fore, our Society has lost,

besides her residences in Japan,

the College of Tutucurim ^

with the Seminary, Colombo,
Jasanapan (or Jafanapan),^

with the island of Manar,

Coulan,4 Cochin, Cranganore,
Armuz, Malaca, Ternate and

1 Bmx.
:
praeter sedes qiias in Japonia amisit.

2 Bmx.: Colombo, Jafanapatara, Manaria.
3 Bmx.; Cochini cum Seminario, in Cranganor.

1 Chale.—Not to be confused with Chaul, near Bombay. 8c‘0

different spelling in Yule’s Caf/m?/ and the tvay tkiUier^ IT. 451, s.v. Chiliate,
and see Yule-Burnell’s Hobsint-Jobson, s.v, Chalia.

2 Tuticorin.
3 The copyist (or the editor ?) of the Bombay text ho.sitat(;d between

Jasanapan and Jafanapan, owing, we think, to the similarity between
s and / in old writings. Such hesitation cannot be exhibited in Fr.
Thomas’ original.

^ Ceilani, in the Bombay text, cannot hold, aa* Colombo, Jaffna and
Manar precede and close the list. Coulan is Quilon.
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Cananor, Barcelor, Mangelor
aliisque. locis.

Divisa est Societas nostra
in India intra Gangem in duas
provincias olim admodum
copiosas quae multa collegia

iiurnerabant, alia Goana, alia

Cochinensis dicebatur. Co-
chinitum studia aliiora turn

Novitiatus crat ad subniinis-

trandos huic provinciae mis-

sionaries; nunc vero provincia

>\lalabarica nullum habest
Collegium nisi Ambalacatae
prope Cochinum u ubi quinque
aut sex 5 subditi ar habitant,

et Seminarium est indigenarum
saceTdotum. Goana vero pro-

\incia praeter dornum Profes-

sam Collegium et Novitiatum
(ioanum, habet Collegium Sal-

setanum sive Racholense, in

(•haul, Bagaim, Daman, Agra
apiid Mogores, Diu et Mos-
ambic.
Et hoc generatiin :

i modo
de singulis partibus agetur.

De India intra Indum et

Gangem.
India Orientalis intra Indum

and Gangem aliter modo quam
olim dividitur. Rex Mogorum
Mahometanus Bengalam suae

ditioni et Cambaiam adjecit.

Macassar; (P. 28.) also the
residences in Chale, Cananor,
Barcelor, Mangelor,! and other
places.

In India, below the Ganges,
our Society is divided into

two provinces, both of which
were formerly very numerous
and had many colleges; one
was called the Province of

Goa; the other, of Cochin.
At Cochin there w^as a house of

higher studies and a Novitiate

which supplied that Province
with Missionaries

;
now the Ma-

labar Province has no College,

except at Ambalacata,^ near

Cochin, where 5 or 6 subjects

hve, and where is a Seminary
of native priests. Besides the

Professed House, the College,

and the Novitiate, at Goa, the
Province of Goa has the College

of Salsete or of Rachol, and
(houses) at Chaul, Bagaim,
Daman, Agra among the
Mogores, Diu and Mosambique.

This in general. Now I

shall speak of the several

parts.

Of India hetiveen the hidns
and the Ganges.

East India between the

Indus and the Ganges is now
divided othervdse than before.

The King of the Mogores, a

Mahometan, has added to his

1 Brux. : Haec generatiin.

1 Barcelor.—See old spellings in Yule’s Cathay, II. 451 : ibid.,

ditto, for Maiigalor; for Cananor, cf. II. 453; for Cranganor, II. 455.

See also Hobson-Jobson. Chale is not Chaul, near Bombay, but Chale

near Calicut.
2 Ambalacate.—For its position see Paulins a S. Bartholomaeo,

India Orientalis Christiana, Roma, 1794, map facing p. 235. We find

there in close proximity such well-known places of Malabar Catholic

history as Verapoli, Parur, Chenota, Ambalacata, Angamali, j^angatte

(or Mongatte). This man, to which we shall refer again, exhibits the

Catholic settlements of Canara, Malabar, Madura, Mysore, the Carnatic,

and Tanjore.
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Rex Sauagi abstulit Regi Visa-

por omnes terras quae sunt a

Surata usque ad regnuin Caiia-

rae inter mare et montes quae
Indian! a septentrione usque
ad Comorinum promontorium
excurrentes dividiint. Hoe
novum regnum erexit quidam
latro qui a paucis a unis i

mortuus est
;
alterum regnum

his ultimis a unis eieetum est

nomine Mossur quod a leguo
Canara usque ad Madure per

mediterranea Indiae se extend-

it. Item regnum Oingi a regno
Visapor separatum est, uti et

(Jolgonda, hoe a Mahometano
pridem, illud a fratre Sauagi

reeenter oecu})atum })ossidetur.

Ora Malabariea a regno
Oanara usque ad promonto-
rium a pluribus regibus

possidetur quorum praecipua
sunt in Cananor, Calicut Cocliin

et Travancore, ultra promon-
torium sequitur regnum Ma-
dure peramplum et Tangeor
quod modo ab altero fratre

regis Sauagi occupatur.

power Bengala and Cambaiad
From Surat 2 to the kingdom
of Canara, King Sauagi ^

snatched from the King of
Visapor ^ all the country lying

between the sea and the moun-
tains wliich, running from the

north to Cape Comorin, divide

India d This new kingdom
was built up by a certain

robber, who died not many
years ago;^’ the other king-

dom, called Mossur, 7 was
created these last years and
ext(‘nds through the inland

portions of India from the

kingdom of Canara up to

Madure. Similai'ly, the King-

dom of Gingi ^ has become
separated from the Kingdoni
of Visa]K)r, as also Colgonda

;

^

the latter was formerly occu-

pied by a Mahometan who
holds it

;
the former w as

rec(‘ntly taken ]>ossession of

by Sauagi \s brother.

The Mala})ar Coast, from thc^

kingdom of (Dinara iq) to th(‘

Ca])e, is ruled over by sf'veral

kings; the chief ones are in

C^ananor, C^alieut, Cocliin, and
Travancore. Beyond the pro-

montory, comes the very vast

kingdom of Madin^^ and
Tangeor,^ 0 wKich is now^ held
by King Sauagi ’s other brother.

1

Brux.: qui paucis anriis.

1 Cambay.— Cf, Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Cambay.
2 Bombay text: Surata; Brux,: Surrata.
3 Shivaji.

Vijaipur, Bijapur.

‘Omnes terras quae sunt . . . inter mare et montes quae
Indiarn . . . dividunt’ (Bombay and Brux.). We propose: ‘monies
qui . . . dividunt.’

6 Sivaji died in 1680.
7 Mossur.—Elsewhere, we have twice Massur. for our Mysore.
® Gingee. Golconda.
to Tanjore.
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Apud Mogores pauci sunt
Christiani, habitantes in urbe
Agra, Labor et Delli, in qua
ultima urbe rex modo habitat.

Agrae So(;ietas habet Colleg-

ium
;
pauci ibidem ad Mem

convert untur, infideles metu
Mahometanorum qui ibi inper-

ant 1 et a quibustribiitis vex-

antur,- ])lures ab Idolis ad
impurum Mahometam (P. 29)
transciint.

In Surata quae est emporium
cekdjre Mogorum, domicliiim

liabent PP. Capuchini, sed jde-

rique Christ iani sunt Europaei
qui in eo portu ex omni
nations sunt valde frequentes.

In urbe Diu pauci sunt indi-

genae Christiani, plerique ac
moT’catores |)raeeij)ue sunt

infideles (pii etiair. fanum
liab(‘nt intra moenia.

Circiim urbem Daman,
Bayaim et (1 k\u1 non jiaiici

sunt vici Christ ianoruin in

Insulis qiias tluvii elKciunt

hque aunt sub Liisitaiiorum

potestate, praeter insulam
Boinbaim qui pulcherrimus
portus est modo Anglorum,
traditus pro parte dotis

Reginae Catliarinae.

Inter mediterranea istius

littoris Indian iibi rex Sauagi

dominatur fere omnes sunt

gentiles et pauci Saraceni.

Among the Mogores, there
are few Christians. They live

in the towns of Agra, Labor and
Delhi, in which last city the
King now resides. At Agra
the Society has a college

;
few

are there converted to the
faith

;
for fear of the Maho-

metans, vho I'ule there and
vex them with taxes, many
heathens pass from Idols to

Mahomet {ad imjmnini JSIaho-

rnetam )

.

(P. 29.) At Surat, a famous
mart of the Mogores, the
Caj)uchin Fat liers have a house,
but tlie greater number of the

Christians are Europeans of all

nationalities, very many of

whom live in tliat port.

In the town of Diu there are

few indigenous Christians; the
greater number (of the in-

habitants), es])ecially the mer-
chants, are infidels, and they
have even a temple within the
city walls.

Around the towns of Daman,
Ba^-aim and Chaul there are

not a few Christian villages in

the Islands formed by the

rivers;^ these are under the

jurisdiction of the Portuguese,
with the exception of the
island of Bom bairn, a most
beautiful harbour lately given
to the English as part of Queen
Catherine’s dowry.

In the inland parts, along

that coast of India where king

Sauagi reigns, nearly all are

heathens, few' (panci) being

Saracens.

1 Brux.: ibi imperaiitium.
2 Bnix.: omits: et a quibus vexantur.

1 One of the chief islands was Salsette of 15ombay.
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Goae ac in insulis ac pe-

ninsulis adjacentibus quae om-
nes et solae ibi siint ditionis

Lusitanae omnes fere indigenae

sunt Christiani ; in illis locis

adjacentibus Goae visuntur

pulchra templa et pretiosa

suppellectili ornata non secus

ac in Europae urbibiis; paro-

chias quae sunt in Salsetis

tenebant patres nostri Pro-

vinciae Goanae;i verum
persecutione excitata ab Ar-

chiepiscopo nuper defuncto eas

deserere coacti sunt; nunc ju-

bente Ser.mo Principe resti-

tituentur quando A.R.P.M.2
consentiet. In urbe Goana
plerique mechanici et mercato-
res Indi externi sunt et infideles

ita, ut Goae fere tot infideles

aut Mahometani nunierentur

quot Christiani.

Difficultas eos convertendi
uti et alios infideles Indiae

hujus 3 est triplex.

Priina est quod dum Hunt
Christiani suum gradum et

genus amittant, adeoque ma-
ximo conternptui ab omnibus
aliis infidelibus habeantiir; est

enim in India varium hominum

At Goa, and in the adjacent
islands and peninsulas, all of
which are now the only ones

there under the Portuguese
crown, nearly all the natives

are Christians. In the places

adjacent to Goa, are to be

seen fine churches supplied

with precious ornaments, just

as in the towns of Europe.
Our Fathers of the Province

of Goa were in charge of the
parishes of the Salsete ])arts;

but, owing to a })erseeution

caused by the late Arch})ishop,

the}' were obliged to relinquish

tliem ;
^ by order of His Most

Serene Majesty 2 tliey will

now be restored when oui’

Most Ileverend Father ^ con-

sents. In the town of Goa
tlie greater number of the

Indian craftsmen ami mer-
chants ar(‘ pagans from
without, so that at Goa there

are almost as many j)agans and
Maiiometans as Christians.

There are three difficulties

in the way of converting them,
as also th(^ other infid(‘ls of

this India .

The first ; when they becom(‘

Christians, they lose their sta-

tus and caste (genus), and are

therefore held in the greatest

contempt by all the other

infidels. People in India are

1 Brux. : Omits: Proviaciae Goanae.
2 Brux. : R. Adm. P.N.
3 Brux.: omits : uti et , . . Indiae hujus.

1 The Archbishop was Antonio Brandfto, former Abbot General
of the Cistertians, 13th Archbishop of Goa. Arrived at Goa, September
2t, 1675. The see had been vacant 23 years. Took charge on October
9, 1675, and died on July 6, 1678. On him and the differences between
him and the Jesuit Missionaries of the Salsette peninsula, of. Padre
Casimiro Christovao de Nazare^th’s Mitras Lusitanas, 2a edi^ao, Lisboa,
1897, p. 176 et sqq., p. 184.

2 The King of Portugal.
3 The Gksneral of the Society of Jesus.
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genus; alii origine sunt Bra-
manes alii Naires sive milites,

aUi certae artis artifices: ex
quo quisque genere nascitur
in eo vitam exercet, In ser-

vando autem Lsto gradu adeo
sunt superstitiosi ut nec ipse i

Xaverius in illo tractu
Indiae Malabarico alios fere

non 2 converterit nisi pis-

catores ad ripam maris quam
plurimos, et intra Piscaria Pa-
ravas qui illis supers! itiosis

observationibus non sunt im-
pliciti.

Secunda est sumina ad libi-

dinem propensio quae (P. 30)
taiiia est et euin tali licentia

apud Malabares ut ipsae uxores
palani communes ^ sint

atque ipsaemet Reginae allis

permittantur, indulgentibus

idipsum regibus ipsarum mari-

tis; bine apu cl illos regni

haeres nunquam est filiiis regis

utpote incertus, sed filius soro-

ris ejus quod parpetuo^
observatur.

Tertia est avaritia plane in-

credibilis^ qua illis videtur
impossibile abstiiiere a fraudi-

bus et aliena restituere.

Quae quidem impedimenta
adeo gravia sunt ut miraculo
sit opus ad alicuiiis conver-

of different classes; some are
Bramans by origin; others,

Naires or soldiers; others are
craftsmen of a certain class;

each one lives according to the
caste in which he was born,

and they are so superstitious

in keeping that caste that,

in the Malabar tract of India,
Xavier himself converted hard-
ly any others than fishermen,
a very large number of whom
he w^on over along the sea-

coast, and Paravas of the
Fishery Coast w^ho are free

from those superstitious obser-

vances.

The second is the very great
propensity to lustfulness, which
(P. 30) is so great and so free

among the Malabares that the
very wives are openly common
property, and the Queens
themselves are granted to

others, the Kings their hus-

bands allowing this indulgence

;

hence, among them, the heir-

apparent is never the King’s
son, his origin being doubtful,

but the son of the King’s
sister. 1 And this they
always observe

.

The third is their quite

incredible greed, which makes
it seem to them an impossibi-
lity to abstain from fraud and
restore ill-gotten goods.
These obstacles are so great

that a miracle is required to

convert any of them, except

1 Brux.: lie ipso quidem.
- Brux.; omits: non.

Brux.: palam omiiino communes.
^ Brux.

:
porpetuo apud ipsos.

^ Brux.: omits
;
plane incredibilis.

1 The allusion is to the polyandric customs and the matriarchate of

the Nairs of Malabar.
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sionem nisi sit forte ex infima
sorte qui vitam labore sus-

tentent.i

In regno Canara pauci sunt
Christiani qui ab uno alterove

sacerdote indigena excoluntur,
nominatim 2 in Barcelor

et Mangelor locisque vicinis

;

ib’i uti et in aliis locis Indiae
intra Gangem liberum est ^

cuiusque rebgionis exercitium

publiceque non minus ^ Christo

temple quam fana idolis et

Mahometi eriguntur nemine
repugnante.

In regno Cananor quod priori

finitimum est, pauci sunt
Christiani et nunc sine pastore

propter Hollandos.

In regno Calecuti sive San-
murin templum est Christianis

in urbe primaria cum suo
parocho uti et in Tanor oppido
tributario

;
hie et in al iquibus

vicinis oppidis pauci Christiani

sunt quorum curam habet
Pater Societatis habitans in

Tanor, cum quo oppido et Goa
frequentissimum est commer-
cium exiguis Indigenarum
navigiis a mense Octobri usque
ad Maium, nam alio tempore
mare hoc Indicum non est

navigabile ob ventorum saevi-

tiam.

perhaps those of the lowest
caste, people of the labouring

class.

In the kingdom of Canara
there are few Christians; they
are ministered to by one or

other native priest, namely at

Barcelor and Mangelor and
the neighbourhood. There, as

in the other parts of India
within the Ganges, each one
is free to practise his religion,

and no one objects that temples
should publicly be erected to

Christ as well as temples 10

the idols and to Mahomet.
In the kingdom of Cananor,

which boixlers on the former,

there are a feu^ (pauci) Chris-

tians, but now they are without
a pastor, owing to the Hol-
landers.

In the kingdom of Calecut, or

of the Sanmurin,^ the Chris-

tians have a church and a
parish-priest at the capital

;

also at Tanor, a tributary

town; here, and in some neigh-

bouring towns, there are a few
Christians tended by a Father
of the Society living at Tanor,
between which town and Goa
there is a very brisk trade

carried on by small native

boats between October and
May, for this Indian sea is not
navigable during the other

months on account of the
violence of the winds.

1 Brux.: omits : nisi sit forte . . . sustentent.
2 Brux.: omits: nominatim.
3 Brux. : aliisque locis vicinis intra Gangern liberum est.
^ Brux.: exercitium et non minus.

1 Sanmurin.—A new ‘Hobson-Jobson’. Cf. Hobson-JobsoUt s.v.
Zamorin.
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Ab oppido Panane peramplo
et in quo habitare solet rex

Calecuti, usque Cochinum in

multis oppidis sunt Christiani

Catholici quorum curam habent
sacerdotes indigenae.

In locis mediterraneis prae-

sertim i infra inontes, versus

oppiduin 8. Mariae maioris

longe lateque diffusi sunt Chris-

tiani, partim Catholici j)artim

Schismatici, - eo enim jam
pridcm schisma ^ in epsit

fraude quorundam Sacerdotum
Alexandrinorum qui eo pridem
se intniserunt et per illos

monies ^ late suos errores

propagarunt, neque liactenus

ulhim remedium contra illud

valuit . Olirn istorum ^

jnontium F^piseopus esse sole-

bat e nostra Societate; verum
amota Societate (P. 31) eo

ingressi sunt Missionarii de

Propaganda ® existimantes

mostra incuria lentius reme-

dium adferri creatusque est

episcopus indigena qui in hoc

officio ita se gessit ut

permulti turn ex Europaeis turn

ex iiidigenis iiullo modo dein-

eeps indigenas episcopos ibi

From Panane, a very big

town 1 where the king of
Calecut usually resides, up to

Cochin, tliere are in many
towns Catholic Christians mi-
nistered to by indigenous

priests.

In the inland tracts, especial-

ly in the mountains ,2 towards
the town of St, Mary Major,

3

the Christians, partly Catholics

partly Schismatics, are scat-

tered very wideh^. Some time
back, schism was implanted
there through the craft of some
priests of Alexandria,^ who
formerly intruded there and
sowed their errors broadcast
among those mountains, and no
remedy has so far availed

against it. Formerly, the

Bishop of those mountains used
to be of our Society

;
but, when

the Society was removed (P.

31), Missionaries of the Propa-
ganda entered there, ^ who
thought that, if the remedy had
worked too slowly, it w^as due
to our carelessness. A native

Bishop was appointed ; but he
acted in such a way that very
many, not only Europeans, but
natives too, would say that in

^ Brux.: mediterraneis et.

2

Brux.; Christiani CathoUei, et Schismatici.
^ Brux.; et schisma jam pridem.
^ Brux.: omits

:
per illos moiites.

^ Brux.: horum (for: istonim).

Brux.: omits : de propaganda.
7 Brux.: omits: in hoc ofiicio.

1 Panano.—Fur other spellings see Yulo’s Cathay^ II. 454, s.v,

Pananc^^^^^
Montes.’ We might have translated by the well-known

Portuguese term ‘the Serra.’

3 St. Mary Major, Lc. the Church of Kuravalangad.

4 I cannot decide from the jampridem and pridem whether Fr.

Thomas thinks of the period before 1599, or of the period from 1653,

when a schism took place and Jacobite priests came into the country.

In either case, the word ‘^Vlexandrian’ is surprising.

6 The Carmelites.
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esse creandos dictitarent.^

Deinde nunc senex omnibus
artibus ^ contendit iit nepos
suus sibi coadiutor eligeretur,

vir ad id ineptus; verum meliore
electione assumptus est Coad-
jutor D. Raphael Lusitanus,

cui proinde a Iter licet senio

omnino incapax omnem juris-

dictionem sustiilit, ut eonse-

cratus episcopus quidem ab
alio nunc habitet in Chenotte ^

privatus, ubi ^ mihi dixit

sincere se dolere amotam
a cultiira montium Soc®^^^

nostrum;^ jam satis patere
si quod sit possibile remedium
schismati, ab ilia ® potis-

simum adferri posse; ita tem-
porum experientia malam de

opinonem ibi quidem
discussit et vertit in maiorem
aestimationem ac desiderium;^

utinam Romae 8 sinceriores

darentur de ea informationes

;

sane cognosceretur non sine

admirations ® quantopere
Societas in missionibus laborum

future no native Bishops should
on any account be created

there. An old man now, the

Bishop tried in every way to

get chosen as his coadjutor
his own nephew, a man unfit

for the office. A better choice

being made, Dom Raphael, a

Portuguese, was taken as his

coadjutor; but, the other, al-

though quite incapacitated by
old age, took all jurisdiction

from liim
;
ho was, however,

consecrated Bishop by ano-

ther, ^ and is now living iii

retirement (privatus) at Che-
notte,2 where he told me he
sincerely regretted that the

Society had been excluded
from cultivating those moun-
tains ; and that it was suffi-

ciently plain by now that, if

anything could be done to

remedy the schism, the Society

could best do it; so then,

time and experience have, there

at least, corrected people’s

bad opinion about the Society,

1

Bmx.: ut evidenter coni-tarct Europeais (d Tndijj:c.nis luilin

modo indigenasi Epis opos ibi deincepa e.ss<' crearides, utpoto istiiia digni-

tatis incapaces.
2 Brax.: omits: omnibus artibus.
3 Bnix.: Ohenote.
^ Brux.: qui (for: ubi).
^ Brux.: omits: sincere se . . . nostram.
6 Brux. ; a Societate.
7 Brux.: omits: ita temporum . . . desideriuin.
® Bmx. : utinam et Pomae.
9 Bmx,: omits: non sine admirationo.

1 Cf. Paulinus a S. Bartholomaeo, I^tdia Orient. Chrisiianay op. cit..

pp. 77-78, Alexander de Campos, or Chandy Parambil, of Corolongatta

;

created Bishop, January 31, 1663. The date of his death, 1676, in Pauli-
nus, is a mistake. His nephew was Matthew do Campos. His co-

adjutor, D. Raphael de Figueredo Salgado, a native of Cochin, was elected
on March 3, 1677, by 4 Carmelites. Ho was consecrated by Don Thomas
de Castro, Bishop Fulcivitonsis, a native of Goa.

2 Chenota—Vaipicota—Terra Nova. Cf. Lopez (1644), p. 9, by
which we refer to A siiort account of the Missions under the charge of the
Fathers of the Society of Jesus of the Mdl^jhar Province in the East Indies
(Trichinopoly, 1909, edited by the Kov. Fr. L. Besse, S.J.). Chenota was
a village quite near to Vaipicota.
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tolerantia, prudentia agendi et

aedificatione antecellat.

Sane qiiidam missionarius

nomine Fr. Mathaens, Ord.

S. Theresia e, ubi Tuticnrini ^

vidit non solum 2 per-

feetionem qua linguam ihiiis

partriae iiostri loquebantiir,

sed 3 insiiper sedecim libros

non parvos impresses lingua et

charactere Madurensi typis in

Eiiropa fabrieatis quibus par-

tim confutabantiir funditus

gent ilium istoT’um errores par-

tim ^ stabiliebatur Religio

Catholioa, perculsus stupore

ait, neminem praeter Societa-

tem res tarn ardiias moliri

]^osse et tanto eonatu missiones

aggredi: et vero hoe

T)ossum asserere turn ex iis

cgiae vidi, turn quae ex indi-

genis ipsisque Hollandis cog-

]k)vi,^5 quodsi eonferrentur

ea quae geruntur a Soeietate

in Indiis cum iis quae de ilia

Romae dicuntur, rix ctiam

and made them esteem her

better and msh for her more.
Would that at Rome truer

accounts were given about her!

They would then know, and
not without admiration, how
the Society excels in the Mis-

sions by her activity, the

prudence of her policy, and
the edification she gives.

In fact, when a certain

Missionary, named Friar Mat-
haeus, of the Order of St.

Theresa,^ had come to Tiiti-

curin and saw not only the per-

fection witli which our people

spoke the language of that

country, but moreover sixteen

books—and no small ones

—

printed, with type made in

Europe, in the language and
character of Madure,^ some
of which refuted the errors of

those pagans, wFile others

proved the truth of the Catho-

lic Religion, he said, struck

with wonder, that the Society

alone could manage such dilBh-

cult things and undertake Mis-

sions with so much spirit.

And. from what I saw and
heard from the natives and

the Hollanders themselves, I

can truly assert this, that, were

the doings of the Society in

1 Hrux.: omits Tuticnrini (whicli probably sliould have been read:

TutiK'urini, as elscwliore).
2 Hnix.: omits : non sohim.
3 Ih’ux. : et (for: sed).

Hrux.: confutabantiir gentilium illorum errores et.

Hrux.: omits: et tanto . . . aggredi.

Hrux.: omits: turn ex iis quae vidi . . . cognovi.

1 hr. IMattliaeua a 8. Jose])h, the great friend of Hendrik Adrian

van Kheede, (Governor of Cochin, who helped him to })ublish his botanical

researches Hortus Malaharicus, Ainstordani, 1678, 9 vols. He died at

Cochin, and was buried at Verapoli in 1601. Cf. Paulinus, op. cit., passim.

2 i have cominoiited in several places on this interesting passage,

notably in my Kai;ly Printing in India (MS.). It ought to dispose of

Paulinus a S.' Bartirs contention that the printing of Ambalacata was

block -printing.
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quivis inimicus sibi a lacrymis
temperaret; utinam in hoc ad
nostros infensissimos ^ hos-

tes scl. Haereticos HoUandos
recurreretur, quorum quidem
honorificum prae omnibus 2

de Societate iudicium

generaliter et ad stuporem
cognovi 3 dum inte^r illos

occultus versarer.

Sed redeo ad institutum.

Cochini indigenae omnes
quosTopaces vocant suntChris-
tiani intra urbem iiec templum
nec sacerdotom liabent; in

Baissim, quod est oppidum
frequens ^ in altera parte

fluminis, erectum est templum
parochiale eoque populiis con-

fluit ad audiendum sacrum ;
^

ibi duo tresve sacerdotes

indigenae curant rem Chris-

tianam debita sane cura et

diligentia
;
® circum Cochi-

num sunt aliquot parochiae

cum sacerdotibus indigenis uti

et in pluribus oppidis quae
sunt Cochinum et Coulanum.

India compared with what is

said of her in Rome, scarcely

anyone, even of her enemies,

could refrain from tears.

Would to God that in this

matter the opinion of our

worst enemies, the heretical

Hollanders, were asked! While
I w'as among them incognito.

I heard them express about

the Society generally a high

opinion, and I w'as dumb-
founded.i

But letuin to my theme.

(P. 32.) At Cochin, all the

natives whom they call Topa-
ces^ are Christians; within the

town, they have neither churcli

nor priest
;
at Vaipim, a i)opu-

lous town on the other side of

the river, a parochial church

has been built, and the people

flock thither to hear Mass;
there, two or three native

priests with due zeal take care

of the Chri.stians. Around
Cochin there are some parishes

with native priests, as in

several towns, namely Cochin

and Coulan (Quilon) . The Dis

-

calced Carmelite Fathers have

1 Brux. : omits : infensissimos.
2 Brux.; prae omnibus est.

3 Brux.: cognovi hoc.
4 Brux. : In Paipirn. oppido frequenti.
s Brux.: omits: eoque . . . sacrum.
6 Brux.: omits: debita . . . diligentia.

1 On Dec. 20, 1682, Father A. Thomas dates from Macao his Apologia
Societatis Jem ...» justifying the conduct of the Jesuits in the conflict of
jurisdiction between the Bishops of the propaganda and the Archbishop
of Goa. Cf. Missions Beiges^ 1908, p. 13, n. 3.

2 The Topazes here are pure natives. It is worth remarking.
Manrique too calls Topaze.s the pure native Christians of Arakan (1630-35).
Paulinus a S. Bartholomaeo was right, in spite of Yule’s opinion in Hobson -

Jobson, when he said that topaz means two-tongued, a man
speaking two languages, an interpreter. That does not mean that the
whole class of our native Christians in the 17th century could speak
Portuguese; but there were more among them relatively who could than
among the non -Christians.
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PP. Carmelitae ^ discalceati

domicilium habant Veraple,

inde ad missionem hinc inde
excurnint, etenim praeterquam
intra iirbem 2 nihil iuris

obtinent HoUandi, sed tota
negio est in potestate regum
indigenarum quorum nihil om-
nino 3 interest quam quis

religionem aequatur. Coulani,

quod oppidum amplissimum
est, adjacens arci Hollan-
dorum, sub variorum regum
indigenarum potestate divisum,
multi sunt Christiani; ibi tria

sunt templa: sc], parochiale,

Franciscanum ct Soc.tis, e qua
is qui assist it curam insuper
habet Christianorum qui per
varia vicina oppida dispersi

sunt
;
inde ex ora tota Travan-

coridis jam prideni Hollandi
conati sunt Soc*-“‘ expellere;

verum illis frustra conantibus
opera indigenarum regiim hac-

tenus permansit et modo odio
in familiaritatem verso illos

honorifice tractant et modo^
cum illis turn ibi turn in

ora j)iscaria optime eonveniunt,
virtutem etiam ^ in hoste
laudantes.

In regno Travancoridis tota

ora maris a Coulano usque ad
Comor inum promotorium re-

ferta est Christianorum templis

quae passim visuntur in littore

erecta. Christiananorum eir-

citer 20 milia in illo tractu

a house at Veraple, i whence
they go out on Missions in

difierent directions, for the
Hollanders have no authority
except within the town, the

whole country being subject

to native kings, to whom it

matters not which rehgion one
follows. At Coulan, a very
big town adjacent to the for-

tress of the Hollanders and
subject to different native

kings, tliere are many Chris-

tians ; there are three churches
there: the parochial church,

tliat of the Franciscans, and
that of the Society, the Father
(of the Society) who hves
there, taking care besides of

the Christians scattered in

various towns of the neigh-

bourhood. The Hollanders
have long tried to expel the

Society from the whole Travan-
cor Coast, but in vain.

Thanks to the assistance of

the native kings, it is there still,

and, hatred having changed
to friendship, they (the Hol-
landers) now treat Ours with
honour, agree well with them,
both there and on the Fishery

Coast, and even praise virtue in

an enemy.
In the kingdom of Travan-

core, the whole sea-coast from
Coulan up to Cape Comorin
is dotted with Christian church-

es, which are seen erected

here and there along the coast.

The Christians of that tract

1 Brux.: uti et in pluribus oppidis PP. Carme.litae.

2 Bmx.; excurrunt. Extra uroem.
3 Brux.: omits: omnino.
^ Brux.: omits: modo.
^ Brux.: omits; etiam.

1 Verapoli.
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numerantiir i quorum curam
habent sex PP. nostri’ eorum
residentia est in Mopoeli, Re-
tora, Canapatam, Topo et

Menacori;2 inde ad alia

oppida turn ad ripam maris

turn in mediterranea ^ ex-

eurrunt, in urbe Regia quae
Laicolara dicitur uti et in

Travaiicor erectum esttern

-

plum, verum ibi et in Travan-
cor, aiiis oppidis ^ nullus

nobilis inter Christianos nu-

merator, sed solum pauperes,

quorum scl. est regnum Dei:
in oppido Cotat mercat ura
celebri extat imogo Xaverii

quae tarn frequantibus (P. 33)

miraculis illustris est ^ ut
undequaque non solum Cbris-

tiani sed et infideles eo con-

currant, in quorum gratiam
etiam interdum Xaverius mi-
racula facere non dedignatur

;

®

in toto illo regno licet

apud omnes atque etiarn apud
regem patres nostri sint ad-

modum bene accept i et magno
in honore 7 suoque impigre
munere funguntur, tamen pauci
de novo transcunt ab idol is ad
Christum.

number about twenty thou-

sand. Six of our Fathers have
charge of them; their resi-

dences are at Mopoeli, Retora,

Canapatam, Topo and Mena-
cori

;

i from there they visit

other towns along the seaboard
and inland. In the capital,

which is called Laicolara- ,2 as

well as in Travancor, a church

has been built; but there, as

also in the other towns, there

is not one man of rank among
the Christians, but only pooi’

people, for theirs is the king-

dom of God. 3 In the town of

Cotat,4 famous for its trade',

there is an image of Xavier,

whicli is renowned for so many
miracles that (P. 33) people

visit it from all sides, not only

the Christians, but the pagans
too, and Xavier does not

disdain working at times

wonders in their favour also.

Although our Fathers are ver}^

popular throughout that king-

dom with people of all ranks

and the king himself, and
although they are held in

great honour and labour zea-

lously, yet few new converts

are won over from idolatry to

Christ.

1 Brux.: omitn
:
quae passim visuntur . . . erecta.

2 Bnix.: Mapaaoli, Ketora, Cariapatari, To|)()r(^t, et Manacori.
3 Brux.; omits : turn ad ripam . . . meditorrariaa.
^ Brux.: omits: et in aiiis oppidis.

Brux. : Xaverii taritis miraculis illustris ut.
6 Brux..: in quorum etiam gratiam Xa\'erius interdum miracula

facit.

7 Brux.: omits: et magnf> in nonore.

1 Paulinus’ map hwing p. 235, op. cd., has : Mampulli, Puntora
(Reitora?), Cariapatnam, Pullatopo, Maiinacudi. See Lopez, op. c?7.,

(1644), s.v. Mampulirn, Reytf>ra, Cariapatnam, Mananeury, pp. 9-13.
2 Laicolara. Perhaps : Raicolara. Might it be Ragiacallamaiigalam

of Paulinus’ map, between Pullatopo and Mannacudi ?

3 Matth. V. 3.

^ The Cottage of Paulinus’ map.
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A Comorino promontorio
usque • ad Tutucurinum ex-

eurrit ora Piscaria quae est

regni Madure; omnia eius

oppida ad ripam maris liabi-

tant Paravae, Christiani imnes,
qui a pastoribus nOvStris cir-

citer 10 excoluntur; in toto
ilk) tractu facile 60 Christian-

oruin milia numerantur et in

illo 1 solo Tutuourino plus
quam 20 milia. Fx tota ilia

ora expulerant Hollandi nos-

tros patres, qui promde^
in vicinas silvas et oppida
gentilium se receperunt, sub
gentilium i])sorum protectione

ibidem tuti, ^ a quibus in

lionore habentur; ibi extriicto

sacello sedem fixerant et ad
sacrum audiendum omnibus
diebus magnus eiat Paravarum
confluxus, noctu vero liabitu

Maurorum per littora discur-

rebant ad conferenda aegris

sacramerita. Verum a biennio

1). Thomas Van He factus

illius orae praefectus omnes ad
prist inas ecelesias redire per-

misit. (''aeterum destructum
era! Tutucurinense collegium et

aliae domus ac templa erecta

fueie, sed liaec ad priorum
elegantiam ae ^ magiiificen-

tiam non acceduiit. Est hie

praefectus vir magnac jus-

ticiae ac probitatis, contro-

versianim curiosiis, fortasse liac

via venturiis in agnitionem

veritatis : illoriim populorum
uti et patriim etiarn nostro-

From Cape Comorin up to

Tutucurin runs the Fishery

Coast, which belongs to the
kingdom of Madure. Paravas,
all Christians, live in all its

towns on the sea-coast, and
they are ministered to by
10 of our Missionaries. In
the whole of that tract the

Christians number easily sixty

thousand
;
in Tutucurin alone

there are over twenty thou-

sand. Our Fathers had been
driven from the whole of that

coast by the Hollanders; ac-

cordingty, they betook them-
selves to the nearest woods and
the towns of the pagans

:

there they were safe under the

protection of the very pagans,

by whom they are held in

honour; they had built a cha-

pel there and settled near it

:

large numbers of Paravas were
coming dail)^ to it to hear

Mass, and at night the Fathers,

disguised in Moorish dress,

visited the Coast to confer

the Sacraments to the sick.

But, two years ago, when
Mr. Thomas Van He ^ became
Governor of tliat coast, he

allowed them all to return to

their former churches. The
College of Tutucurin had, how-
ever, been destroyed, and new
houses and churches were built,

but these do not compare in

beauty and magnificence with

the former ones. This Gover-

nor is a man of great justice

1 Unix.: omits: illo.

‘•2 Brux.: omits: proinde.
3 ].^>nix.: omits: sub geiitillum . . . tuti.

^ Hrux.: omits: elegantiiim ac.

1 Thomas \ an^Hc.—I have not found his name, after some research,

in Valentyn’s Oud* en Nieuw Oost-Indien ,
—-Van Hee would be a good

Dutch name.
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rum parens, omnium bono et

paci consulit patresqiie se

crebro invisentes magno lionore

excipit.i

In regno Madure, quod unum
est e praecipuis Indiae, eirci-

ter 80 Christianorum milia

niimerantur multa per loca

dispersi, ac praesertim versus
urbem Madure quam cepit rex

Massur 6.a. Dec. 1680: omiii-

aque bello agitantur, nunc rege

Madurensi eandem urbem obsi-

dente, sed grave periciilum

est ne exercitum simiil et

regnum amil tat. In hac inis-

sione plane laborum simul ac

fructus animarum feraci ver-

santur patres nostri; Bra-

maniim habitu et more
sacerdotiim (P. .34) gentilium

abstinent came solaque oriza,

herbis et aqua plerumque vitain

sustentant
;

it a occulte et rege

dissimulante paulatirn Christi

Dni fides disseminatur, partim
verbo, partim libris, lingua

patria et charactere impressis

de quibiis supra .2

In Regno Massuriam ab
aliquot annis fundata est mis-

and uprightness; he is fond

of controversy, and ma}^ per-

haps that way come to recog-

nize the truth
; he is like a

hither for those people, and
even for our Fathers; he

fosters the general welfare and
peace, and receives with much
honour the Fathers, who fre-

quently visit him.

In the Idngdom of Madure,
one of the chief ones of India,

there are about eighty thou-

sand Christians, scattered in

many places, but especially

towards tlie town of Madun*,
which the king of Massur ^

took on the 6th of December
1686. The whole country is in

the turmoil of war; the king of

Madure is now besieging the

said town, but there is great

danger of losing his army and
his kingdom. Our Fathers live

in this Mission, a very labo-

rious field, and vcu’V fruitful

too in conversions; they dress

like the Bramans, and, after

the manner of the pagan
priests (P. 34), they abstain

from meat, and live generally

on rice, vegetables and water

only; in this way, as the king

pays no heed, they disseminate
slowly and secretly thc^ faith of

Christ our Lord, partly by
preaching, and partly by books
printed in the language and
writing of the country, as we
said above.

2

In the kingdom of Massur
Mission was founded, now some

1 Brux.: omits: est hie praefectus . . . excipit.
2 Brux.: omits: partim verbo . . . supra.

1 Massur= Mysore.
2 Even aftejr reading Fr. L. Besso, S.J., La Misswn du Maduri,

Trichinopoly
, 1914, one finds interesting points in Fr. Thomas’ pas.sage

on the Fishery Coast and Madura.
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sio; tres oo missi missionarii

non sine copioso fructu labo-

rariint, gravissimis identidem
press! persecntionibus, verum
niodo inita regis gratia txiti

eius protectione Christian orum
numerum amplificant

.

In regno Tangeor ^ pauci

siint ehristiani versus iirbem
eiusdeiii nominis, item Nega-
})ataniini, Trangambar et

Talichere,quarum urbium inari-

timariim prim a ad Hollandos,
altera ad Danes, tertia ad
Gallos pertinet, qiii ibi sacer-

clotem siistentant.

Littiis vero quod iiiter Tu-
tueurinuin et Negapatanuin
interiacet cuius incolae Mara-
Vt'ie dicuntur nunc adversus

regern Madurx' rebelles. aliquas

Chi’istianoi'iim eci^lesias habet
quarum jura ad pa tres nostros

])ertinent.

In regno Gingi cpiod a fratre

regis Sauagi oecupatuni est

nulli sunt Christ iani nisi in

lit tore inaris, scl. in Port u novo
mereatura j)ereelebi‘i, ubi })er-

inissuni est a rege tem])lum
erigi et pe nsio euidam sacer-

doti indigenae Christianoru in

eurain habenti assignat a.

Ill regno Cohjonda cui impe-

i‘at rex Mahometanus aliquot

sunt Christiani in urbe regia

quorum eurain habent PP.
Augustiniani, in littore vero

inaris extat oppidum S. Tho-

mae vel potius eius ruina.

years back; three Missionaries

sent there laboured with no
small fruit, even though re-

peatedly buffeted by perse-

cutions
; now they have found

favour with the king, and they
are adding safely, under his

protection, to the number of
the Christians.

In the kingdom of Tangeor
there are a few Christians, in

the direction of the town of
the said name

;
also at Nega -

patam, Trangambar and Tali-

ehere. These are three mari-
time towns, the first of vliich

belongs to the Hollanders
;
the

second, to the Danes; and
the third, to the French, who
maintain a priest there.

As for the coast between
Tutiicurin and Negapa tarn, the
inhabitants of which, called

Maravas, are now in rebellion

against the king of Madure,
it has some Christian churches
over which our Fathers have
jurisdiction.

In the kingdom of Gingi,

which a brother of king Sauagi
occupied, there are no Chris-

tians, except on the sea-coast,

namely at Portonovo, a very
fiimous trading centre, where
the king allowed a church to

be built, and assigned a main-
tenance for a native priest

who cares for the Christians.

In the kingdom of Colgonda,

which is governed by a Maho-
metan king, there are some
Christians at the capital under
the Augustinian Fathers; on

the sea-coast stands the town of

S. Thome, or rather the ruins

of it.

1 Brux.; Tangor.
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Urbs erat iina ex elegantis-

simis totiiis Orientis et tem-
plorum ornatus magiiificentia,!

quam Lusitanis eripuit rex

Colgonda, incitatiis et adiiitiis

ab Hollandis. Verum rex

facti poenitens praesertim cum
promissa ab Hollandis peeuiiia

non solveretuT%2 integram

aliquot annis servavit eo eon-

silio lit Lusitanis restituerat ne

cum illis aliquando bellum
haberet

;
^ interea super-

veniens classis gallica iirbem

Mauris expulsis uno die oecu-

pavit, Rex Colgonda earn delu-

de duorum annoriirn obsidione

una cum Batavis compiilit ad

deditionem. Uibe recuperata

rex misit deputatos Goam qui

proregi urbeni offerrent quam
tanta fide intactam servaverant

ut in templis ac (P. 35) coeno-

biis authoritate regia clausis

nihil ornamentorum deesset,

nulla desideraretur argentea

supellex ibi relicta. Sed quis

intelligat haec consilia ? ^

Responsum est deputatis (ii

erant Lusitani illarurn terra

-

rum incolae) quod urbs plus

oneri futura esset quam profec-

tioni
;
^ contra illi instare

ut consideraret prorex quae
et quam praeclara ea urba
esset, tarn Celebris D. Thomae
sepulchro, quantae gloriae Lu-
sitania, earn amissam tarn facili

negotio recuperare, sine vi, sine

exercitu, lioste iiltro earn ad

paciscendam pacem ofFerente.®

Quoad expensas vero obtu-

tere deputati nomine Lusitano-

One of the finest towns of

the whole East, it (S. Thome)
had magnificent churches ;

but

it was taken from the Portu-

guese by the king of Colgonda,

at the instigation and with the

help of the Hollanders. The
king, repenting however of

what he had done, especially

as the Hollanders were not

paying him the money they

had promised, kept it intact

for some years, hoping that,

if he returned it to the Portu>

guese, he would for the future

be free from war on their part.

Meanubile, a French fleet came

on the scene, and in one day

they ex])elled the Moors and
occupied the place. Next,

after a siege of two 3^ears, the

king of Colgonda, helped by the

Dutch, forced it to surrender.

He reoccuj)ied it and sent

ambassadors to Goa to offer

to the Viceroy a town which

they had jneserved so care-

fully intact that, in the

churches and (P. 35) monaste-

ries, closed by royal mandate,

none of the ornaments,

none of the silver vessels left

behind, was missing. But,

who will understand the mean-
ing of what happened ? The
ambassadors were told (they

were Portuguese, the inhabi-

tants of those parts) that the

town would be more of a

burden than useful. The am-

bassadors insisted and asked

the Viceroy to consider what

a fine town it was, and how

1 Brux. : omits : urbs erat . . . raagnifieentia.
2 Bnix. : omits: praesertim cum . . . soJveretur.
3 Bnix.: omits; no cum illis . . . haberet.
^ Brux.: omits : nulla desideraretur . . . consillia ?

5 Brux.: has also: prof(?ctioni : we expect: profeclui.
Brux.: omits: (juantae gloriae . , . offerentc.
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rum qui a tempore captae
urbis in loca viciria maritima
se reeeperant, fore ut ipsi

praesidium ex asse persol-

verent alerentqned Verum
diim haee parvi penduntiir
rex Colgonda videns suam obla-

tionein gratuitam tem parvi
fieri,2 nrbem totam penitus
solo aequaviti

; ita urbs adeo
Celebris, una ex pnleherrimis

totius orient is, tot expensis
aedificata et validis cincta

nndique propugnacnlis nescio

quod niirabili fato ^ finem
habuit. Plerique Liisitani

quondam incola e illins urbis

se receperunt Madrastapan,
urbem Anglorum solum media
leuca distantem ad septen-

trionem,^ quae alterius

ruina modo factum est empo-
riumA

famous for the tomb of St.

Thomas; also, how glorious it

would be for the Portuguese,

who had lost it, to recover it so
easily, without a blow, without
an army, since the enemies
were offering it of themselves
in order to cement peace.
As for the expense, the ambas-
sadors, speaking in the name
of the Portuguese who, after

the capture of the town, had
betaken themselves to the
neighbouring sea-coast towns,

answered that they would pay
and maintain a garrison at

their own expense. But, see-

ing that they held his gratui-

tous offer in such ill esteem,
the king of Colgonda utterly

razed the whole town to the

ground. Thus (I know not

but what strange fataKty) a
town, once so celebrated, one
of the most beautiful of the

whole East, which had cost

so much to build, and girt

roundabout with strong ram-
parts, has vanished.^ The
greater number of the Portu-
guese, who formerly inhabited

the town, withdi*ew to INIadras-

t apan,2 a town of the English,

only a league further to the

north, which has now become
an em})oriiim owing to the

1 liriix. ; oraitii: alereiittiuc.

Brux. : omits ; videiis suara . . . llori.

3 j>nix.: omits: ncscio quo . . . fato.

Brux.: omits : ad septeiitrioiiem.
^ Brux.: insigiio emporium.

1 }l. I). Love’s Ve^itiffcs of Old Madras {1040-1800) will bear out

much of what is written here.

No wonder if the Archives of Mailapur were lost, if Christian toinb-

stonoB servo as llagstones in Hindu temples of the neighbourhood.
2 Tiio origin of the word Madras is not settled, according to Hobsoti-

Jobsoriy S.V., where the form is generally Madraspatanam ;
hut, unless the

metathesis, as horq in Madrastapan, was frequent, how did we come tc*

the form Madrasta, Madrast ?
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In monte iina leuca ab urbe
Meliapor distante templum
est in quo crux miraculosa
visitur quae triduo ante diem
S. Thomae sed non omnibus
amis sanguinem s u d a t

;

notum est emnibus illud mani-
festum miraculum; in monte
autem minori qui propius ur-

bem visitur modo Collegium
est Soc^^-^, quod antea in

urbe erat, insigne templum ibi

recenter aedificatum est a

praefecto provinciae illius

maritimae Saraceno4

In Bengala (quae regio fere

celeberrima est omnium na-

tionum commercio) bine inde

dispersi sunt plures Christiani

qui sub gubernatore Mahome-
tano regis Mogorens is pacifice

vivunt; eorum curam habent
PP. Augustiniani.

In Ugolin 2 vero ubi

Lusitani multi habitant est

domus et templum Soc^’^.

Supra Bengalam 100 circiter

leucis ab UgoUno oppido versus

septentrionem in litore orien-

tah GangLs recens nuper nata
est Ecclesia. Quidam gentilis

nobilis adolescens a S. Antonio
de Padua (P. 36) noctu male
acceptus, ab eo cornpulsus est

ad amplectendam fidem Chris-

tianam
;
etenim die sequent!

ruined condition of the other
place.

On the mount, one league

from the town of Meliapor,

there is a Church in which
is seen a miraculous cross,

which sweats blood three days
before the feast of St. Thomas,
but not every year; this evi-

dent miracle is known to all.i

On the lesser mount, nearer to

the town, there is now the

College of the Society wliich

formerly was in the town,

a very fine Church was re(*ent]y

built there by the Saracen
Governor of that maritime
province.

In Bengala (which is about
the most famous country for

the trade which all kinds of

nations ply there), tliere are

many Christians; they liv'e in

peace under the Mahometan
governor of the king of Mogor,
and are taken care of by the

Augiistinian Fathers.

At Ugolin ,

2

where many
Portuguese live, there is a

house and Church of the

Society.

Beyond Bengala, about a

hundred leagues from Ugofin,

towards the north and on the
east bank of the Ganges,
a new Christianity sprang up
lately. A certain noble hea-

then youth, having been
severely handled at night by
St. Anthony of Padua (P. 36),

wavS compelled by him to

1 Brux. : omits
:
provinciae illius maritimae.

2 Brux.: Ugolim.

1 One could write a volume on the discovery of St. Thomas’ bones
under the Portuguese, their migrations, the finding of the Pahlvi inscribed
stone, the fraud of the Brahmana who read the inscription, the sweating
of the stone.

2 Hugh, generally spelt ‘Hughli.’
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eius chordae ictibus saucius

baptismum petiit quern pridem
recusaverat obstinatus. Is,

Antoiiius deinceps nomine, fac-

tus ex genlili Evangelicae legis

praedicator zelosissimus cum
sus quoque coniuge non im-

pairs zeli pauco tempore plus

qiiam 20 hominum milia redux
in patriam ad fidem convertit

ac baptizavite, ille viris ac

pueris, uxor mulieribus ac

jnicllis non minor! animo ac

suecessu Evangelicam legem

etiam nunc praedicare non
desistuiit, cum vero cresceret

in dies ingeiis Christianorum
raultitudo, Antonius missis

Goam litteris petiit subsidium
patruiu nostrorum quorum 4

eo destinati jam ut credo

collaborant tantae animarum
rnessi colligendae. Constat

auteiii ruihi ex nimtiis e Ben-

gala acceptis haec indubitata

esse ; et quidam Lusitanus inde

redux, quocum egi numerum
baptizatorum ait excedere plus

quam 30 milia.

embrace the Christian religion

;

the next day, in fact, he bore

the marks of stripes from the

Saint’s chord, and asked for

baptism, which he had obsti-

nately refused before. Called

Anthony thenceforth, he be-

came, from a pagan, a very
zealous preacher of the evan-
gelical law, and, his wife shar-

ing his zeal, he converted and
baptized, in a short time, after

his return to his country,

more than twenty thousand

people. They still continue,

with no less success than
energy, to preach the evangeh-

cal law, he to the men and
boys, she to the women and
girls. As this large number of

Christians was daily increasing,

Anthony sent letters to Goa
and asked the help of our
Fathers. Four of them were
appointed to that Mission, and
are labouring now, I believe,

in gathering in such a rich

harvest of souls. The news I

have received from Bengala

shows that these facts leave

no doubt ; I have spoken with

a Portuguese who has come
back from there, and he tells

me that the number of the

baptized exceeds thirty thou-

sand. ^

I Another volume can be written on the doings of Antonio of Biisna

and the com ersion of our Dacca Christians. Hr. Tliomas wrote from Goa,

November 28, 1(380: ‘To this I add a prodigious case. An infidel in the

kingchmi of Bengala, having been miraculously converted to the faith,

went to preach the faith in the countries near the Gango (sic for Ganges),

about two hundred league^ inland, where he has baptised in a few years

25,000 (persons). And, being unable to cope with so many people, or

give them any other sacrament than baptism, he wrote here to our Rev.

Fr. Provincial (Fr. Fernfio de Queyros) a letter whicli would draw' tears

from a heart of stone, asking the favour of sending him some of our

missionaries to help him. Two were at once sent by sea, and tw^o by

land, across the lands of Moger (Mogor), Suratte and Agra. They have

already arrived at Bengala. And, having gcme from there towards the

North {Cod,: Lort), they wrote that after a month’s journey they had

arrived in the kingdom of Napal (
= Nepal). They say it is a verj’^ civilized
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In regno Peguano cuius sedes

regia est urbs Ava pauci sunt

quod sciam Christiani, prae-

sertim in urbe Pegu.

In Arracam, capite regni

eiusdem nominis, pauci Chris-

tiani sunt quorum curam
habant PP, Augustiniani. In
Tenagrin, i qui port us est regni

Siam percelebris, pauci 2 sunt

Christiani.

In urbe Queda et in toto

regno Malavorum usque ad
freturn Sincaputanum et in

regno Biiitam ultra fretum
nulli sunt prorsus Christiani,

sed plerique sunt Mahometani
pertinacissini

;
sic ut circa Ma-

lacam nulli quod sciam pagi

unquam facti sint ChTistiani.

In insula Sumatra plerique

sunt Mahometani
;
in urbe regia

quae Achem dicitur aliquot

sunt Christiani quibus praeest

P. Capuehinus; huic recenter

agum pro templo extruendo

In the kingdom of Pegu,
the capital of which is Ava,
there are, as far as I know,
a few Christians, especially in

the to^^ n of Pegu.

In Arracam, the capital of

a kingdom of the same name,
there are a few Christians under
the management of the Augus-
tinian Fathers. At Tenagrin.^

a very celebrated harbour of

the kingdom of Siam, tliere are

a few Cliristians.

In the town of Queda 2

and in the whole kingdom of

the ^Malays, as far as the Strait

of Sinca]mt,3 and in the king-

dom of Bintarn beyond tin?

Strait, there are no Cliristians

at all; the people are mostly
very obstinati‘ Mahometans, so

that, as far as I know, no
villages around Malaca were
ever made Christian.

In the island of Sumatra
the greater niimter are Maho-
metans, in the chief town,
Achem, ^ as it is called, there

are some Christians y)resided

over by a Capuchin Father:

1 Brux.: Tonacerirn.
2 Brux,: etiarn ])auci.

kingdom, that the inhabitants are well dispos(‘d U) recoiv'e the faith, and
that only missionaries are wanting. From th(,‘ro tliey wi^nt in soareh
of this new apostle, according to their instructions. 1 believe that the
news of their arrival will soon come, and then I shall write more hmgthily
about into your Kf3vereuce’

(
= Father Vorjus, Procurator General of the

China Missions, Paris).

The missionaries who went to Nepal were those who had come from
Agra to Patna. One of the two went to Nagpur, where ne remained some
time. We have curious letters from him.

The story of St. Anthony’s chord and the beating is found under
different forms. It had groat success. This mov^oment of conversion
led to the creation of the Nagory or Bhawal Mis.sion Station, near Dacca.

1 At p. 37, Thenacerirn. The form Tenagrin is evidently not a
correct reading. For a very large number of spellings of that word, see
Anderson, English intercourse with Siam, p. 31, n. 2.

2 Queda.—Of. Hobson'Jobson, s.v. Queda.
3 Cod. : Singaputanum. It must bo Singapuranum. None of the forms

in Hobson-Johson from 1512 to 1818 has a town Simhapura=: lion’s city.
^ Achem.—Cf, Hobson-Johson, s.v. Achin,
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Kegina tunc imperans addixit;

insuper a regione Malacae in

oppido Tamble i aliquas

Christiani ecclesias habent.

Malacae res Christiana pes-

sumdata est a Batavis; tern-

plum quod eminet in

colic in medio arcis loco amoe-
nissimo servit concionibus

haereticorum
;

ad eas 2 co-

guntur etiarn Catholici;^

verum quidam Scotus, cen-

turio Catholicus, concionem
adieus dictoque elevans et con-

futans (P. 37) ab ilia lubens
volensque pi'oscriptus est. In

Urbe quae circumfusa est arci

ad^ ripam maris omnes indi-

geiiae sunt Catholiei; illis nec
eonc‘editur templum nec sacer-

dos; solet tamen ibi adesse

sacerdos iudigena dicitque sa-

crum in sacellis domestieis

praeeij)uorum eiviiim, sed luc-

tosum est quod soleant esse

lam malae vitae ut propter

scandala ])lures expulsi sint ab
Hollandis qui alias facile essent

dissimulaturi
;

etenim rebus

ins})ectis cognovi ex ipsis Hol-

landis quod facile posset

habitii saeciilari agere cum
eoiurn liceutia sacerdos Eu-
ropaeus etiam Religiosus, modo
vir esset qui nihil publice

imprudenter ageret ae proinde ^

the Queen now reigning re-

cently gave him land to build
a church on; besides, opposite
Malaca, in the town of
Tamble,! the Christians have
some churches.

At Malaca, the Christian

religion is spoiled by the
Batavians. The church of the
Society, which is on the
summit of a hill, in a most
pleasant spot in the middle of
the fortress, is used by heretical

preachers; even the Catholics

are forced to attend; but a
certain Scotch Captain, a
Catholic, who had gone to the
preaching criticized and refuted

it (P. 37), and was expelled,

the very thing he wanted. In
the town about the fortress,

along the sea-shore, all the
natives are Christians, but
neither church nor priest is

allowed them
;

however, a
native priest is generally living

there, who says Mass in the
domestic oratories of the chief

citizens; but it is sad to say

that the conduct of several is

so bad that the Hollanders,
who otherwise would easily

have dissembled, expelled them
for scandalous living. I ex-

ciniined into these matters, and
learned from the Hollanders

themselves that they would
easily allow a European priest,

1 hV. V'rithoff read : Tainbrc (Brux.).

Brux. : ad eani.

Ibaix.; coguiitur omnes militcs. etiam Catholiei (all the soldiers,

ovoii tho Catholics, are obliged to go to them).
4 Brux.: agcivt: saiio ingemui viso ill us Christiu nitatis statu, quod

alio proporans non possem ei succurrere, ciirn id mihi me declarando

facillimo et libontor concessissent Hollandi, ac proinde (verily, seeing the

condition of tho Cliristianity, I grieved that, as I was hastening to another

place, I could nut come to its help, although, hud I revealed who I was,

the Dutch would very easily and willingly have given me leave; and

therefore).

1 Tamble.

—

Sot in Johnson’s Royal Atlas.
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Roman super eo scrips! et

ad Provincialem Goanum sug-

gerens niodum quo aliquis e

nostris Malacam mitti passet

qui si esset natione Flander et

vir bene versatus et prudens,

ingentem fructum animarum
in ilia ampla civitate colligeret

et ipsis gratus esset HoUandis
qui suae patriae homines in

India libenter amplectuntur.

In regno Siamensi quod a

Thenacerim ^ usque ad 18

gradum extenditur pauci 2

sunt Christiani, jam pridem in

Siamensium conversione in-

cubuerunt PP. nostri. Verum
successum nullum habuerunt 3

iUis successere PP. Mis-

sionarii Galli, qui nuinero
plures idem ^ pluribus locis

intentarunt iam plus quam a
12 annis: nec tamen Siamen-
siuin famillae 40 modo Chris-

tianae numerantur. Habitant
Missionarii iili ad urbem re-

giam in duobus seminariis:

zelo inter omnes eminet Ill“‘^*®

Ludovicus Laneau Epis-

copus ; sed ® ita hie radices

even a Religious, to live there

in lay dress, provided he
behaved not imprudently in

public. I have therefore writ-

ten about this to Rome and to

the Provincial of Goa, suggest-

ing how one of Ours could be

sent to Malaca, and saying
that, if he were a Fleming, and
a man of good character and
prudence, he would reap much
fruit of souls in that largo

city, and would be acceptable

to the Dutch themselves, who.

in India, show themselves kind
to peof)le of their own
country.^

In the kingdom of Siam,

which stretches from Thena-
cerim up to the 18th degree,

there are a hnv Christians.

Ours have long laboured for

the conversion of the Siamc\se,

but they have had no success.

They were succeeded by the

French Missionary Fathers,

more in number, who have
tried the same for over 12 years

in several places; still the}^ have
not yet 40 Siamese Chiistian

families. Those Missionaries

are living at the capital in two
seminaries, most eminent for

zeal is His Lordship, Bishop
Louis Laneau

;

2 but idolatry

has struck such deep roots here

1 Brux.: Tenacerirn.
2 Brux.

:
pauci admodum.

3 Brux. : PP, nostri omnibus modis sumrnoque labore ac industria.

Verum neque in urbe regia neque in porsoluco aliisque locis successum
ullum habuerunt.

^ Brux.
:
qui numero plures magno zelo et coriatu idem.

^ Brux.: Episoopus. Alii aliis in oppidis habitant, sed.

1 Fr. J. B. Maldonado, S.J., a Belgian from Mons, writes from
Siam, November 16, 1681, that Fr. Thomas, owing to the unseaworthy
condition of the ship which was taking him from Malaca to Macao, had
been obliged to come to Siam, Cf. Pdre H. Bosmans, S.J., Correspondance
de J. B, Maldonado, Louvain, Bureaux des Analecteef, 1910, p. 60.

2 Read: Lanneau.
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begit ido(lo)latria iit vix
alii quam pueri moribundi
aptizentur, aut si qui sint alii

adulti plerique illico ad idola

revertuntur. In hoc regno
numerantur facile pagorum 12
milia, in quorum singulis plures

habitant sacrificuli quos Tala-
peos vocant, qui in magna
apud gentiles sunt aestima-
tione. luxta urbem regiam
iacet ad fluminis ripam vicus

Lusitanoruni in quo circiter

4 milia Christianorum sunt

;

ibi residentiam habet
in qua haec scribo ; habent
quoque ecclesiam PP. Domi-
nicani. Rex, Pisus suorum
pertinacia in Ido(lo)latria libe-

ram- Evangelii praedicationem
relinquit, (P. 38.)

Melior ad Evangelium dispo-

sitio esse videtur in regno
Laos, ad quod parabam per

flumen his diebus ascendere

exploraturus per interpret ein

statiim illius gentis et quis

fructus posset ibi fieri si eo

nostri mitterentur; verum bel-

lum non sinit transire e finibus

ad illud regnuin. Facilis ^

et tutus aditus patet e Cam-
bosa 2 usque Len^aum quae
est sedes regni illius.

that scarcely any others are

baptized than dying children;

if any others, adults, are bap-
tized, most of them return at
once to their idols. It is easy
to find in this kingdom twelve
thousand villages, in each of
which live several priests called

Talapei,! who are held in

great esteem by the pagans.
Near the capital, on the bank
of the river, is the settlement
of the Portuguese, where reside

about thousand Christians

;

here the Society has a resi-

dence, where I write this

letter; the Dominican Fathers

also have a church. The king,

trusting in his people’s obsti-

nate attachment to idolatry,

gives freedom to preach the

Gospel.

(P. 38.) The people of the
kingdom of Laos^ seem to be
better disposed towards the

Gospel. I was preparing to

go thither these days by the

river, in order to discover

through an interpreter the

state of the country, and what
results might be gained, if Ours
were sent there; but the war
does not allow me to cross the

frontiers and go to that king-

dom. The journey from
Cambosa^ to Len^ao,^ the

capital of that kingdom, is

easy and safe.

1 Brux.: finibus. Ad illud rogiium faciilis.

2 Brux. : Cambodia.

1 Talapoes, Talapois, or Talapoins, Cf. Hobson-Johsoii, s.v.

2 Laos is the right spelling.

3 Camboja, or Cainboia (from which our Cambodia) must bo the

spelling.
4 Cf. Hohson-Jobson, s.v. Lan John or Langianne, one of the names

for tho Shan or Laos State of Luang Praban, on the Mekong, in the

early part of tho 17th century. Lanchang, it is said, means ‘a million of

elephants’. The Burmese know it as Len Shen.
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In Cambosa i Christiani

sunt non pauci, sed ob tumultus
bellorum magno labore colitur

ilia virea ab uno e nostris et

altero sacerdote missionario.

CJochin-China florentem
babet 2 ecclesiam et com-
munis vox est earn nihil debere

primitivao. Saevit persecu-

tio sed nin violenta. Quidam
Christianus, vir nobilis, anno
1680 comprehensus capita

damnattus est; dici vix potest

quanta alacritate in regis prae-

sentia mortis sententiam ex-

cepit ; summae aedificationi fuit

eius constantia in morte; ibi^

duo e nostris cum aliquot

missionariis de Propaganda ^

ingentem Christianorum

multitudinem excolunt. P.

Bartholomeaus de Costa ita

ipiit gratiam primogeniti filii

Regis ut hie veniat ad Patrem
ea familiaritate ut crebro plures

horas cum eo solo intra cubi-

culum celloquendo consumat;
ubi is regnabit alia erit rerum
facies

;
indoles Conchinchina-

rum utcunque ad Japonenses ^

accedit.

In Tunchino numerosissimi
sunt Christiani; suavis in eos

durat persecutio. Ibi laborant

duo Patres e Soc^® duo Mis-
sionarii Gahi et aliquot indi-

genae sacerdotes. Necesse est

ut plures nostri eo submittan-
tur ob multitudinem ecclesia-

rum.

The Christians in Cambosa
are not few; but, the country

being troubled with wars, life is

very laborious to the Father of

our Society and the othei*

Missionary priest who cultivate

that vineyard.

Cochin-China has a flourish-

ing church. The common opi-

nion is that it is not a whit

behind the primitive Church;
persecution reigns, but vio-

lently. A certain noble Chris-

tian, seized in 1680, was con-

demned to death, and words
can hardly express with what
joy he received the death-

sentence in the king’s presence.

His constancy in death was
most edifying. There two of

our Fathers and some Mission-

aries of the Propaganda take

care of a very large number
of Christians. Fr. Bartholo-

mew da Casta has found very

much favour with the King’s

eldest son, who visits him so

familiarly that he often spends
several hours talking with him
alone in his room: when he
will reign, there will be a great

change. The character of the

Cochinchinese resembles some-
what that of the Japanese.

In Turichin the Christians

are very numerous; there is

a mild persecution. Two
Fathers of our Society^ tw^o

French Missionaries, and some
native priests labour there.

More of Ours should be sent

there, considering the great

number of the churches.

1 Briix.: Cambodia.
2 Brux.: Cochinchinae ^lorontem habent.
^ Brux.: ejus constantia ac pietas in morte. cujus spectator

Lusitanus earn rnihi copiose narravit. Ibi.
^ Brux.: propaganda fide,
s Brux.: ad Japones.
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De China non scribo; de ea
copiose. omnia narrabit pro-

curator: de Japonia scrips!

nuper via Batavica. Expecto
ex ilia naves Magno desiderio

in mensem januarium quae
nova de novo imperatore ad-

ferent.

Christus Dominus noster, qui
lias ecclesias plantavit in san-

guine suo, eis quoque per
viscera misericordiae suae
abundantia gratiae suae suc-

eurrat.i

Siam 30 Ottobris 1681.

Ant. Thomas.

2

Nofn ,’—Hoc maniiscriptum
traiismissum ab Ducis-

sa de Aveyro Salmantic. eidem
Pt. Hurre (?).

Ex archiv. Soc. Jesii.

I do -not write about China;
the Procurator will write iully

about it. I wrote about Japan
via Batavia.i I expect very
eagerly the ships from there

next January, with news about
the new Emperor.

May Christ, Our Lord, who
planted these churches (and
w^atered them) with His blood,

assist them also, of His mercy,
with the abundance of His
grace.

vSiam, 30th of October, 1681.

Ant. Thomas.

Xote .
—^This manuscript was

sent by the Most Excellent

Duchess de Aveyro of Sala-

manca to the same Father
Hurre (?).

From the archives of the

Society of Jesus.

1 Briix.: succurrat. Amen.
2 The Brussels copy ends here.

1 Batavia, the town; foimerly Jacatra.
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Description of Indostan and Guzarate by Manuel
Godinho de Eredia (1611).

Edited and translated

By THE Rev. H. Hosten, S.J.

Chief Authority.

Manuel Godinho de Eredia: Malaca, Vlnde Meridionale, et

le Cathaym. Manuscrit original autographe de Godinho de
Eredia, appartenant a la Bibliotheque Royale, de Bruxelles,
reproduit en fac-simile et traduit par M. Leon Janssen, Membre
de la Societe de Geographic de Bruxelles, avec une preface de
M. C'h. Ruelens, Conservateur a la Bibliotheque Royale, Membre
du^Comite'} de la Societe de Geographie de Bruxelles, Bruxelles,
. . . . C. Muquardt, 1882.

Maniie] Godinho de Eredia, the son of Juan de Eredia
Aquaviva and Dona Helena Vessiva, daughter of Don Juan,
King of Supa in Macassar and owner of the estate of Macho-
quique, was born at Malacca on July 16, 1563. When 13 years
old, he was sent to the Jesuit College of Goa. In 1579, he entered
the Society of Jesus, but after a year his passion for geography
made him quit the religious state. Later on, he became cos-

mographer to the Estado of India; in 1594, he was appointed
descobridor, with the object of discovering new lands for the
Crown of Portugal. His first work {Informa^ao da Aurea Cher-
soneso ou Peninsula e das ilhas Aurifera^, Carhunculas e Aromaf-
icas, published by Antonio LoureiK^o Caminha, in Ordena<^iios

de India do Senhor Rei Don Manoel, Lisbon, 1807) was presented
to the King between 1597 and 1600. Between 1605 and 1607,
ovWng to ill-health, he retired from active service to Goa. (Cf.

Janssen, pp. IX-X.) His Declaraqam de Malaca e India Meri-
dional com 0 Cathay em III Tra(tados) is dated 1613, the
dedication to the King bearing the date: Goa, Nov. 24, 1613.

The preface by Ruelens to Janssen’s work is very jejune

on the life of our author, and the public documents referring

to him. While searching for other things, we came upon at

least one reference to him. (Cf. Raymundo Antonio de Bulhao
Pato, Docnmentos remetidos de India on Livros das Moncoes,

Editorial Note : This paper was received in 1930 but for various

reasons it remained unattended before the death of the author. It

is now published* in its original form, and Dr. S. K. Chatterji, the

Philological Secretary, has revised the proofs.

—

B. Q.

. ( 533
)
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Tomo I, Lisboa, 1880, pp. 25-26.) In a letter of March 2,

1605, the King of Portugal writes to Dom Martim Affonso de
Castro, Viceroy of India:

‘Manuel Godinho de Heredia me escreveu que o conde
almirante e Ayres de Saldanha o encarregaram de hua empreza e

descobrimento de novas terras de Sul, com tituio de adiantado,

das quaes promette muitas riquezas de ouro, espcciarias e outras

drogas; postoque diz nao tinha passado de Malaca, e me pede
ajuda pera proseguir o dito descobrimento; o porque o dito Ayres
de Saldanha me nao avisa d’isto, nem tenho por men serviyo

que materias d’ esta qualidade se encommendem a pessoas que
nao tenham muita sufficien^a, e de que nao ha con6an9a que

(p. 26) procederao em meu servi90 com a fidelidade e seguridade

necessaria, nem he conveniente arriscar-se a reputa9ao e auto-

ridade d’esse Estado, vos encommendo que vos informeis das
qualidades d’este homem, e do talento que tern, e conforme a

isso trateis esta materia, da qua! e das mais que se offerecerem

d’esta qualidade me avisareis sempre particularmente.’

We doubt not that many other references to the man could
be found in the published documents of the period.

The document we publish is not in the writing of Godinho de
Eredia. Though of 1611, it was not included in his Declaracam
de Malaca of 1613, part of wdiich was itself wTitten in 1611;
yet it might appropriately have been added to the Dedaraqam
as a fourth treatise. We find in the Declaracam de Malaca
some passages almost textually reproduced in our own document,
and others elucidating our text. These we shall point out.

We do not find in the Declaracam de Malaca any detailed

map showing the position of the provinces and places noted in

our text; yet it is likely that such a map was drawn up, if w^e

judge from the method followed by the author in his other
treatises, as published by Janssen. The map serving to explain

best our document is at foL 78r in Janssen’s work. There we
find (w^e italicize the provinces): Hio Bombain, Enseada (of

Bombay), Dio, Jaquet, Gosarate, Cambaia, Cacha, Chitor, Rio
Indo, Sindi (town), Sindi, Thiguir, R. Candoo, Laor (Lahore),

Defy, Eatepur, Agra real, Mogor, Purab (town); Rio Ganges,
Bengala, Chesmir (Kashmir), in a position very distorted, where
we should have Nepal, Prosonay Montes (between Cheshmir and
Tebet), Negarphirin (where we would place Bhutan and Assam),
Rio Cana, Cabul, Cabul (town), ‘Navgracoth, dim Imaus, vel

Caucaso,’ Indostan. ‘Negar Pherin montes aureos,’ is also shown
at fob 69v, in a map. Belor or Montes Nevados are above
Turcastan, between the Regio Tenebrarum and Cayra and the
Lop Desert (fol, 78v^); see also fol. 69v (map) and fol. 76v (map).

In the Declaracam de Malaca there is a chapter on Indostan
(fol. 74r and v), one on Turcastan (fol. 74v-75r), one on Astracan
(fol. 75r-75v), one on India (fol. 76), one on ‘De Intraganges’
(fol. 76r), and one on‘De Extraganges’ (fol. 76r).
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(From British Museum, Addl. MSS., 9854, fols. 77r-81v.

{Fol, Hr,) Descurasso, sobre

a Prouinqia do Indostan: cka-

mada Mogul, e corruptamente
Mogor: com, declarac^ao do Reino
gnzarate, e mats Reims de sen

destricto : ordenado por Manuel
godmho de Eredia : cosmograpJio
mor do estado de Indias Orien-

taes.^

Anno, 1611.2

A Prouincia do Indostan,

esta cituada na Zona tempera-

da: e estende de .23. graos,

30. m. do Tropico de canero;

no meio do .2.^ dima, no .7.

Paralelo, onde o dia he de .13.

eras .30. m. ate feneeer em .41.

gr. 16. m. de altiira septe-

trional, no meio do 5.^ clima,

no paralelo .13. onde o dia he
de .15. oras .26. m./-E o In-

dostan ou MogTil, agora corup-

tamente diamada Mogor, nome
que na sua liiigoagem natural

significa Pastor. 3 sobrenome
do fundador da Monarchia de
Mogores: o qual foi aquele

Tamerland. que em batalha
senhoreou Bazacet, gram Tur-
c*o: e este Tamerland sendo
Pastor por sua industria se

eazou com a Irma de Soltan
\"ssem Key de Deli da familia

de Chagata, de (Sama)reand,
olim Turan, idest Turca, ou
Turcastan : e por morte de
Soltan Vssem, (soe)cedeo no
gouenio anno .1404. no Pon-

tificado de Clemente .2.^ Tendo

{Fol, 77r.) Discourse on the

Province of Indostan, called

Mogul, and corruptly Mogor,
ivith a description of the King-
do7n of Guzarate, and other King-
doms of its district. Arranged
by Manoel Godinho de Eredia,

Chief Cosmographer of the Es-

tado of the East Indies, in the

year 1611.1

The Province of Indostan is

situated in the Temperate
Zone, and extends from 23
degrees and 30 minutes of the

Tropic of Cancer, in the middle
of the 2nd climate, in the 7th

parallel, vliere the day is of
13 hours and 30 minutes, until

it ends in 41 degrees and 16

minutes of northern altitude,

2

in the middle of the 5th
climate, in the 13th parallel,

where the day is of 15 hours

and 26 minutes.

Indostan, or Mogul, now
corruptly called Mogor, is a
name which in their native

language means Shepherd,^
the surname of the founder of

the Monarchy of (the) Mogores,
who was that Tamerland who
in battle defeated Bazacet,
(the) Grand Turk; and this

Tamerland, being a shepherd,

by his industry married the
sister of Soltan Ussem, King
of Deli, of the Chagata family
of Samarcand, formerly Turan,

that is Turca, or Turcastan;

1 Undorlined (in pencil ?) : ordenado . . . Orientaes.

^ Underlined (in pencil ?) : 1611.

3 This word is underlined (in pencil ‘/).

^ The MS. is written in a very fine and clear hand. Only in one

or two places had wo occasion to hesitate about the spelling.

2 This brings the northern limit of India much too high.

3 Monserrato does not give this derivation of the word Mogol. Cf.

Memoirs AiSB., Vol. 3, 1914, p. 652.
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Dom Eernando Rei de Portu-
gal.—De sorte que Tamerland
foi o Primeiro Rei de Mogores:

e por elle se chamou a Prouin-

9ia Mogor : e o sen proprio

nome era Tamer. Mas como
elle manquejaua de hum pe,

por alcunha Ihe chamarao coxo,

que significa land, e o mesmo
he Tamercoxo, como Tamer-
land. 1.® Rey, e deste des-

gehdem os Reis seguintes, o 2.®

Miraxa, e por elle Xaroc. o 3.^

Soltan Mahamet, (e ? )
por elle

Oulogobot, o 4.® Soltan Abu-
caid. o 5.^ Amaxet, o 6.^

babor. o 7.^^ Hamau. o 8.®

Equebar, Zalaldin Mahamet.
o 9.® Noradin Mahamet Zan-
guir Patxagazi. que ao presente

gouerna a coroa de Mogores
no anno. 1611. e a chapa e

Armas reaes de sua coroa, he
hum circulo maior, e dentro

tern .9. circulos menores ou
Orbes: e em cada Orbe escrito

o nome de cada Rej^ dos
sobreditos laurados em letra

Arabia.

E chamamos Indostan ou
Mogor toda aquella porQao de
Ten*a continente, que da parte

do Norte, p’los montes Nau-

and by the death of Soltan

Ussem he succeeded in the

government, in the year 1404,

in the Pontificate of Clement

II, Dom Fernando being King
of Portugal.! So that Ta-

merland was the first King of

(the) Mogores, and through him
the Province was called Mogor,

and his proper name was

Tamer; but as he limped of one

foot, they nicknamed him the

Lame, which means Zand, and
Tamer the Lame is the same as

Tamerland. (He was) the 1st

King; and from him are de-

scended the following: the 2iid,

Miraxa, and for him Xaroc;

the 3rd, Soltan Mahamet (and

0 from him Oulogobot; the

4th, Soltan Abuoaid; the 5th,

Amaxet; the 6th, Babor; the

7th, Hamau; the Hth, Equebar
Zalaldin Mahamet

;
^ the 9th,

Noradin Mahamet Zanguir

Patxa Gazi, who at present

governs the crown of (the)

Mogores in the year 1611; and
the seal and royal arms of his

crown is a greater circle; and,

within, it has 9 smaller circles

or orbs, and in each orb is

written the name of each

King of the above-said ones,

worked out in Arabic charac-

ters.

And w^e call Indostan or

Mogor that portion of continent

land which, on the north side,

by the Naugracot Mountains,'^

1 Pope Clement Tl reigned from Dec. 25, 1046, to Oct. 9, 1047.- -

Timur invaded India in 1398, returned to Samarkand and died in 1405.

Cf. V. A. Smith, The Oxford History of India^ 2nd edn., p. 252.—Dom
Ferdinand was King of Portugal in 1367-83.

2 Cp. with Monserrate, op. cit., p. 672, w^ere a different line of
descendance is given, and with de Laet (cf. Hoyland-Danerjee, The
Empire of the Great Mogol, 1928, p. 124).

3 Nagarkot, Kangra, which had a temple famous among early

European travellers and in the Muhammadan histArians for the story
of people cutting out their tongue.
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gracot chamado p’los latinos
Imaus ou Caucasus, se estende
pera o sul ate os montes do
gate, do Decam, e de Orias ou
Orixa; e da parte do oriente,

p’los Montes Nagerserrin. e

Rio Ganges, e dahi se estende
pera occidente ate o o Rio Indi.

ou Sindi. De modo que na
parte Septentrional, o Indostan
se aparta {Fol. 11v) do Tur-
castan polos Montes Naugracot,
e na parte Austral se aparta
do Decani, e Orias polos

montes do gate/ e na parte
occidental se aparta da Persia
por cora9one candahar e polo

Rio Indi ou Sindi/ e da parte
oriental se aparta de Tibet,

Sim. Mangin da china cocho,

Patanes polos Montes Nager-
serrin, e Rio Ganges.

E neste destricto estSo plan-

tados. 7. Reinos seguintes o

which the Latins call Imaus
or Caucasus, extends south-
wards up to the Mountains of
the Gate,i of the Decam,^
and of Orias or Orixa

;
^ and

on the east side, by the

Nagerserrin Mountains ^ and
the River Ganges, and thence
extends westwards up to the
River Indi or Sindi. So that

on the north side Indostan is

separated {Fol. 77v) from Tur-
castan b}^ the Naugracot Moun-
tains; and on the south side

it is separated from the Decam
and Orias by the Mountains
of the Gate; and on the west

side it is separated from Persia

by Coracone,^ Candahar
and the River Indi or Sindi;

and on the east side it is

separated from Tibet, Sim,®
Mangin ^ of China, Cocho,®
Patanes,® by the Nager-
serrin Mountains and the

River Ganges.
And in this district are

situated (the) following 7 King-

^ Ghats. 2 Deccan. 3 Orissa.
^ Op. witli fol. 71r in Janssen: *E bem pode ser fosse o caminho

pera o (Ipliir ou Serica do embocadoro do Ganges, tratto antigo de Indias
pera o sertfio e miiias de ouro dos altos montes Aegar Phirin, de que faz
inencSo Pliriio e Ptholemeo, como Regifio de ouro: E depois se aprio o
tratto do sertfio Pegu, chamado Baracura Emporio, daquelle rio se passa
a Tartaria.’ {Jans/ieii's transhition, p. 86): ‘ II est bien posible que, de 1

’

('mbouchuro du Gauge, il y eut un chemin pour Ophir et la S^rique, ou
se faisait depuis longtenios (p. 87) un commerce des Indiens avec PiiitArieur,

et les mines d’or des hautes montagnes de Negar Phirin, que Pline et

Ptol<^m6e mentionnent comme 6tant auriferes.

‘Plus tard s’est 4tabli le commerce de I’int^rieur, de P^gu par le

port de Baracura, situ^ sur un ileuve d’ou Ton passe en Tartarie.’

Negar Plierin is again mentioned in the text at fol. 70r and at p. 85

of Janssen’s translation: ‘11 est possible que ce (Ophir) soit cette region

do Tor dont fait mention Ptol4m6e dans sa table XII de I’Asie, situ^e

Bur les bords du Gauge et qui, de son temps, 6tait I’endroit du monde oh
se faisait le j>lus grand commerce; car, par le Gauge, se faisait le trafic

de Tor des hautes montagnes de Negar Phirin: je ne sais pas si ces mon-
tagnes sont cellos qu’on appolle aussi Sephar et si Ophir et Tharsis ne
s’^tendaient pas au del^.’

^ Khorasaii.
^

® China.
7 Mahachina. Cf. Hobson-Johson, s.v. China.
» Cooch Behar. 0 Patna.
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1 .^ gozarate. o 2.« Deli, o 3.®

Purat. o 4.^ cabul. o 5.®

queximir. o 6."^ bengala.

o 7.® Sind. Alem de outras
coroas de Rayas Regiilos, e

todos estes Reinos e senhorios

sSo goiiernados por Nababos
gouernadores do Patxa Mogor

:

e o Primeiro e mais antigo he
Deli, na Monarchia de Tamer-
land, por quern e por succea-

sores seus for§,o os mais Reinos
conquistados, e os rendimentos
destes estados montao im-

menssa riqueza, Porque cada
anno se recolhe no Thez.o
real melhoria de.

doms: the 1st, Gozarate;^
the 2nd, Deli

;
the 3rd, Purat

;

^

the 4th, Cabul; the 5th,

Queximir
;
^ the 6th, Ben-

gala; the 7th, Sind, besides

other Crowns of Kinglet

Rayas
;
and all these Kingdoms

and Lordships are governed by
Nababos, governors of the

Mogor Patxa; and the first

and most ancient is Deli, in

the Monarchy of Tanierland,

by whom and by whose suc-

cessors the other Kingdoms
were conquered; and the re-

venues of these estates amount
to an immense sum, because
every year there is collected

into the royal treasury more
than ^

Sacrobosco de Sph,

1 Gujarat.
2 The Purrob or Puropia of de Laet. Purab
2 Kashmir.
^ Cj). this with a passage in Godinho de Eredia’s Declaragayn de

Malaca of 1613
:
(fol. 74r and v) :

‘E antigaraeiite, erSo tributaries ao Cathey as provinc^ias do Indostan,
Turcastan e Astracan, e Indias intra e extra; e pera notioia dellas faremos
men^ao corn brevidade e suinariamente,

‘A provincia do Indostan csta situada na zona temperada, e se

estende do Tropico do Capricorno, no meio do 2.e

clyma, no l.o paralello, onde o dia he de 13 eras
30 m. at^ fenecer em 41 gr. 16 m. de altura septentrional, no meio de 5.

clima, no parallelo 13 onde o dia he de 15 oras. E o Indostan he^ com-
posto de Tan, que significa provincia, e de Indos, que significa da India,

ou da gentilidade, por que Indos quer dizer Idolatro ; e o Indostan
significa provincia de idolatria: e agora Indostan se chama Mogul, e
coruptamente Mogor, nome que significa Pastor, sobr(‘nome do fundador
da monarchia de Mogores, o qual foi aquelle Tamerland, que em
batalha senhoreou Eazacet, gran Turco. E este Tamerland, sondo
pastor por sua industria, se casou com a irma de soltaii I’sem, rey de Dely,
da familla de Chacatta de Samarcand, olium Turam, idest Turca ou Tur-
... • 7 r> • castan; e por morte de soltan Usem, socedeo no
Chromca da I eraia.

j404, no Pontifificado de Clemente
IIo, sendo Dora Fernando Key de Portugal. De sorte que Tamerland,
foi o primeiro Rey de Mogores, e por elle se chamou a j)rovincia Mogor, e
o seu proprio nome era Tamer, mas corno elle inanquejava de hum pd por
alcunha Ihe chamarfio coxo que significa land, e Tamercoxo he mesmo
Tamerland, lo Key; e deste descendem os Keys seguintes; o 2o Mi-
raxa e por elle Xaroc; o 3o sultan Mahameth e por elle Oulogoboth;

r, • o 4o sultan Abacayd; o 5o Amaxeth; o 6o Babor;
Chron, Perstana. Hamau; o 8o Equebar Zaladin {Pol. 74v)

Mahameth; o 9o Nuzadin Mahamet Zanguir Paxagazi, que ao prezente
governa o septro do Mogores, anno 1661 . ^

‘E chamamos Indostan ou Mogor toda aquella por^fio de terra continente
que da parte do norte, polios montes Naugracoth, chamado polios latinos
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As cidades, vilas, e Aldeas. The cities, towns and villages

serSo em n."^ 1200. e as fortale- must be 1,200 in number, and

Imaus ou Caucasus, se estende pera sul ate os monies do Gatte do Decan,
e de Oriaes e de Orixa, e departe do Oriente polios monies Negar Pherin
Aurifero e ryo Ganges, e dahy se estende pera occiente ate o ryo Indo ou
Indi. Domodo que na parte septentrional se aparta o Indostan do
Turcastan polios monies Naugracoth; e da parte austral se aparta do
Decan e de Oriaes polios monies do Gatte, da parte occidental se aparta
da Persia por Coracono, Candahar e polio rio Indo ou Indi, e da parte
oriental se aparta de Tebeth, Sim e Mansim, Cocho Pathanes, polios

monies Negar Pherin e monies Prosonay aurifero, e ryo Ganges; e neste
destricto estfio plantados 7 reynos seguintes: o lo, Gozarate, o 2o Deli
3o Purab, o 4o Cabul, o 5o Queximir, o 6o Bengala, o 7o Sindi. Alem de
outras governa^Oes de Rajus ou Rajas, e todos estes reynos e senhorios
sfio ao prezente governados por Nababos, govemadores do Patxa Rey
Mogor, e o primeiro e rnais antigo he Dely na monarchia de Tamerland,
porquem e por Revs suceessores forSo conquistados os outros reynos do
Indostan.’

{Translation by Janssen): (p. 89) ‘ Anciennement, les provinces de
rHindoustan, du Turkestan et d’Astrakan, ainsi que les Indes d’en de^a
et d’au del^ du Gange 6taient tributaires du Cattay. Nous nous pro-
posbns de donner rapidement quelques renseignements sur ces pays.

‘La province de PHindoustan est situ^e dans la zone temer^e et

s’6tond du Tropique du Caprieorne, du milieu du 2me climat et du ler
parallele, ou le jour est do 13 hemes 20 minutes, jiLsqu’a 41° 16' d’altitude
septentrionale, au milieu du 5me climat et au 13me (p. 90), parallele, oh
le jour est de 15 heures. Le nom d’Hindoustan derive de Tan qui, signifie

jirovince ot de Jndos, qui signifie de ITnde ou de la gentility ; car Indos
veut dire idolatre. L’Hindoustan porte aussi le nom de Mogol, ou par
(‘orruption IMogor. Ce nom signifie Pasteur, surnom qui fut doirn^ au
fondateur de la dynastie do Mogor, Tamerlan, qui d4fit Bajazot, Sultan de
Turciuie.

‘Co Tamerlan, qui etai pasteur, 6pousa la fille du Sultan Usem, roi

de Delhy, de la farnillo de Chacatta, de Samarcand, anciemiement Turam,
nom d’ou viennent ceux de Turc et de Turkestan. A la mort du Sultan
ITsem, Tamerlan lui succ^da en Fan 1404, sous le pontificat de Clement
II, et pendant le rogue do Dom Fernand en Portugal. De sorte que
Tamerlan fut le premier roi des Mogols, et c’est de son surnom, que la

province tire son nom. Comme ce roi, dont le nom 4tait Tamer, boitait,

on lui donna le sol)riquet de land'qni signifie boiteux; Ta))tet'Co.ro (Coxo,
en Portugais, signifie boiteux.—L,J.) est done le inline nom que Tamerlan.

‘Do ce Tamerlan dcscendent les rois suivants: Jo Miraxa qui eut
pour successeur Xaroc ;

2o Mahometh que Oulogoboth suivit sur le trdne

;

3e le Sultan Aba^aid 4o Amaxeth, 5o Babor, 6o Hamau, 7o Equebar
Salad in Mahometh, et 8o Nuzadin Mahometh Zanguir Paxagazi qui tient

le sceptre du Mogol en Fan 1611.

‘Nous appelons Indoustan ou Mogor toute cette partie du continent

qui, du Nord, par les monts Naugracoth, appel^s par les aneiens Imaus
ou Caucase, s’^tend vers le Sud jusqu’ aux monts de Gatte, de Decan et

d’Oriacs et d ’Orixa. A 1 ’Orient, il s’^teiid au dela des montagnes
aurifdres de Negar Pherin, par delA le Gange, tandis qu’5, 1’ Occident, il

va toucher les rives de ITndus. Les monts Naugracoth s^parent done

du Turkestan la partie, septentrionale de FHindoustan, et les monts du
Gatte ©n s6parent la partie australe du Decan et d’Oriaes. A FOccident,

1 ’Hindoustan est s^pard de la Perse par Coragone, Candaher et 1 ’Indus ; et

^ r Orient, il est s6par6 de Tebet, Sim, Mansim, et Cocho Patanes, par

les montagnes de*N%gar Pherin, les monts auriferes de Prosonay et le

Gange.
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zas fabricadas com Miiros de
Tijolos de pouca grossura e

nao m. to fortes nem Artifi-

coosos: e as cazas da mesma
obra todas terreas e cubertas

de terrado: e algQs Palacios e

edificios reaes e Mesqiiitas ou
Alcoroes de pedra marmor de
obra tosca vnida sem cal, nem
betume, somentes com encaxos

de ferro on Madeira
/
e algOas

cidades de tanta grandeza qiie

o sen diametro se nao pode
atrauessar caminhando por to-

do dia, quero dizer de dentro

sair ao campo. / e a metropoli
e corte real, he Agra, e as

Vezes se passa a corte pera

Fatepur e Laor.

A Terra Re mni fresca e toda
entartalhada de Rios caiida-

losos: e entertecidos hus com
outros desde o Reino Sindi

ate o Rio ganges e rnais Rios
do Oriente porque todos estes

Rios se communicao hQs com
outros no Indostan, e as Agoas
m. to brancas: e correm com
tanta furia e impetii que com
Agoa p’lo ioelho nao podem
passar elephantes, e a terra

the fortresses are built with
walls of bricks, of little thick-

ness, and not very strong,

nor built according to art
;
and

the houses (are) of the same
kind, all of them of earth and
covered with a terrace; and
(there are) some royal palaces

and edifices, and Mosques or

Alcorans ^ of marble, roughly

built, the joining being w ithout

lime or bitumen, the only
joints being of iron or w ood

;

and some cities (are) of such

great size that their diameter
cannot be traversed by tra-

velling the whole day; that is,

to go from within to the open
country; and the metropolis
and royal court is Agra, ami
at times the court is shifted

to Fatepur and Laor.

The country is fresh and
wholly cut up by mighty rivers,

intertwined one with another

from the Kingdom (Rio=
River ?)2 Sindi up to the River
Ganges and other Riveis of

the cast, because all these

rivers intercommunicate in

Indostan,^ and the waters
are very clear; and they flow'

with such force and violence

that with water up to the knee

(P. 91.) ‘Cette contr6e compre'ncJ wept royaurnes: tUizurate, Dt'lhy,

Purab, Caboul, Quexirnir, le Bengale, et Sindi, on dehors d’autres districts

ou government des Kajus ou Kajahs. Aujourd hui, tons ces domaines ou
gouvemeinents, ont pour eluds des Xababi-> qui gouvonuuit sous 1 ’autorite

du Roi Mogol Patxa. plus aucien cd lo plus importart de ces gou\ fu-ne-

ments est Delhy, dans lo royaume fonde par Tamerlan, qui con(|uit tout

I’Hindoustan et dont Pfeuvn^ fut achevee par ses suecossours.'

There are a few things in this translation to which one might object,

among them the modernization of projjor names.
My MS. has: 2o. clima, no 7o. paralelo; riot‘2o. clyrna, lU) lo paralello’

as in Janssen. For the spelling of the other proper names in my text,

my decipherment can be depended on, as the MS. is a very clear and
legible one.

1 For Alcoran as a synonym for mosque or minaret, see Dalgado’s
Olossario Luso-Afiidiicn, I. 22.

2 Heino appears to be a misspelling of Rio,
3 Do they ‘i
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eria Metaes de ouro de Praia, e

todo mais genero de Metaes e

Mineraes, mas os Naturaes nSo
se aproueitao destas Minas
fertiliss. mas per carecer de
Mineros. E eria grande (jan-

tidade de caualos, e todo
genero de gado maior e menor.
e A'ariedade de Aues e Montaria
e nos Matos se criao grandes.

Tigres, on^as, camelos, e em
partes ha desertos, en oiitras

partes mnita freseiira, e eampos
cubertos de Mantimeto e toda

sorte de grano e Arros. E
os Xaturaes fazem \^inhos de
(;erta frol on fructa Maiih.

com mistura de caseas de

Ariiore babuJi, e sae estremado
eoiii que os Naturaes eseiisao

os \’inhos de Palma de Indias.

{Fdl. 78r.) A gente he ro-

bust a e poueo mimosa e politiea.

Posio que boiis genet arios com
inuito vso de Arco e frecha.

porque a eaualo matao a gar^a
no ar. E os Modores legitimos

des(,'endem de Tiircastan: Mas
os Naturaes do Indostan sao
mesticos e criolos, Indostanos
nuii habiles em Artes Mecanicas

como Teceloes de lindos panos

e Aleatifas, e Mais officios

Manuaes pera. suas grangerias:

e algils delles se occiipao em
Artes liberaes/e os soldados :

lasoaris sempre trazein consigo

elephants cannot pass. And
the country produces metals of
gold and silver, and every
other kind of metals and
minerals, but the Natives do
not profit by these very rich

mines, because they lack

miners. And it breeds in great
quantity horses and every kind
of cattle, big and small, and
a variety of birds and of game

;

and in the thickets are found
great tigers, ounces

(= pan-
thers), camels; and in parts

there are deserts; and in other
parts there is much freshness,

and fields covered with food-

stuffs and every kind of grain

and rice. And the Natives
make wines with a certain

flower or fruit (called) Mauh,i
with which they mix the
bark of the Babuli tree,^

and it is very good, so that the

Natives can do without the

palm -wines of the Indies.

(Fol. 78r.) The people are

robust, but little refined and
cultured

;
yet they are good

horsemen, with much use of
the bow and arrows; for, while

on horseback, the}^ kill the

heron in the air. And the true

Mogores come from Turcastan

;

but the natives of Indostan are

a mixed race and creoles; the
Indostanos are very skilled

in mechanical arts, like weav-
ing delicate cloths and carpets,

and other handicrafts, where-

with they make their profits;

and some of them pursue liberal

1 The Maiiua. or Mahwa (Skt. madhuka): Bassia laiijolia, Roxb.
( f. Hobson-J ohtion

,

s.v. Mohwa.
^ Hind.: babul or babnr : Acacia arabica^ Willd. Cf. Hobson -Jobsoji,

K.v. babool, and note there the passage from Th4veiiot, V, 50: ‘ L’t^au de

Vie de ce Pais qu'on y hoict ord inairerne nt^ est fade de jagre on

sucre noir, qiVon dans de Veau avec de Vecorce de Varbre Baboiil, pour

y donner quelque force et ensnite on les disiile enscmbleV
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suas Armas, e algtis de espada arts; and the lascari soldiers^

e rodela, e outros de Arco e always carry with them
frecha ou lanca. ou de es- their weapons, some having
pingarda,assi ainfanteriacomo sv^ord and rodel (shield), and
a caualeria: Mas gente mala- others bow and arrows, or a
destrada e pouco Artificiosa. lance, or an espingarde, both

the infantry and the cavalry;

but they are badly trained and
have little cunning.

GOZARATE. GOZARATE.

0 Reino gozarate he o mais The Kingdom of Gozarate
antigo do Indostan, e por isso is the oldest in Indostan, and
faremos delle menca5 por sua therefore we mention it for

antiguidade porque entre os its antiquity, because among
Katuraes o nome gozarate sig- the Natives the name Gozarate
nifica Senhor da terra, como o means Lord of the land, as is

declara aquella digaS rate, que shown by the word rate, which
significa senhor e a outra means lord, and the other word
di^ao goza, que significa terra goza, which means laiid, the
e ambas as didoes formSo o two words giving the meaning
nome Senhor da terra que he o of Lord of the Land, which is

mesmo que gozarate, como na the same as Gozarate; 2 and,
Verdade este Reino floreceo no indeed, thisKingdom flourished

oriente senhoreando todo In- in the east, conquering and
dostan, e mais aquella parte governing the whole of Indos-
de bisnaga por gouerno/ e o tan and also that part of
destricto do gozarate consta Bisnaga. And the district of
de toda aq’la costa raaritima Gozarate comprises the whole
da enseada de cambaya, e do of that sea-coast of the Bay
sertao dela por. . . . legoas espan- of Cambaya, and the inland
holas de circunferencia, come- parts thereof within a circum-
cando do Rio Bombain bati ference of Spanish
e Naogan. por Tanna, bacain. leagues:^ commencing from
donde se estende polo Mediter- the River Bombain^ (and?)
raneo em forma oual, apartan- Bati,^ and Naogan,^
dose do Decam polos Montes by Tanna ^ (and) Bagain,®
Moler. galna. Nauali. gorza. whence it extends ovally

1 Os soldados lascaris must be the soldiers of the lashhar (army);
lashkan^ on.Q belonging to the army, a soldier. Cf. Hobson-Jobson, s.v.
lascar.

2 Does not Gujarat mean the country of the Guzr or Gujars ?

The Gujars would be the White Huns or Ephthalitos of the 6th century.
Mate^^rdshtra (Skt.)= kingdom, country.

3 The blank was not filled in. 4 Bombay.
5 Bati is added, apparently in the same writing.
6 Elsewhere, infra, several times Nagaon.
7 Thana. ^ Bassein.
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e polas serraiiias da Antiga
corte champaner, coritinuando

por a raya de lalor, se aparta

o gozarate do Deli, de chitor

de Maluco por montes de
Rana. de Abu. de Suray.

de barda. ate ir feneger na
enseada eacha : no Mar de lagat
eorniptamente laquete, ou Mar
da India, de sorte que na parte

do Norte o gozarate se aparta

do Sindi por cacha, e se aparta

de Deli por montes de Rana.
e na parte do 8ul se aparta

este Reino de Chaiil p’ lo Rio
Bombain, e R. bati. Nagaon.i

e pola parte do Oriente se

aparta do Decan. por Montes
Moler e campos de biranapor:

e polo Occidents se aparta

do Mar da India ou Mar de

lagat ou laquete por Dio: e/o

Reino gozarate coruptamente
chamanios cambaya, por causa

<le cambaya ser 6 rosto da
enseada.

by the Mediterranean, being
separated from the Decam by
the Mountains Moler, Galna,
Nauali, Gorza, and by the

ridges of the ancient court (of)

Champaner; i (and), con-

tinuing by the boundary of

Jalor,2 Gozarate is sepa-

rated from Deli, from Chitor

of Maluco ^ by the moun-
tains of Rana,^ of Abu,^
of Surar,® of Barda,
until it ends in the Bay
(of) Cacha, ^ in the Sea of

Jagat, corruptly (called) Ja-
quete, or the Sea of India; ^

so that, on the side of the

north, Gozarate is separated
from the Sindi by Cacha, and
is separated from Deli by the

Mountains of Rana; and on
the side of the south, this

Kingdom is separated from
Chaul by the River Bombain
and the River Bati and
Nagaon; and on the side of

the east, it is separated from
the Deccan by the Moler
Mountains and the lands of

Biranapor; and on the west,
it is separated from the Sea of

India or the Sea of Jagat or

Jaquete by Dio
;
and we call the

Kingdom of Gozarate corruptly

by the name Cambaya, because

1 Underlined (in pencil ?): e se aparta de Deli . . . Nagaon.

1 Champaner, a ruined city in the Pajich Mahals, Bombay.
~ Jalor in the Jodhpur State, Rajputana.
3 This is the nearest reading; but a copyist may have made a con-

fusion between Malwa and Maluco, f.e. the Molucca Islands.

4 The Rana of Udaipur or Mewar ? These are the Aravalli

Mountains.
^ Mount Abu. ® Sirohi ?

Baroda ? * The Rann of Cutch.
^ In his map, Monaerrate (op. cif,) speaks of the Ponta de Jaquete

4o Norte, and Punta do Sul.
10 ‘e R. 6an'.’ is added, apparently in the same hand; ‘jR. bati'

is written again in the margin, by the same who added ‘e i?. baii\ Some-
-one has underlined the passage ‘e se aparta de Deli .... Nagaon '.
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O Primeiro Monarcha do
gozarate se chamaua Vinjal-

meta on qadaxim.,i e deste

descede 36. gera^oes on lig-

nagps de iiobreza de Rayas
como Taiivar, Clioan, Permal,
{FoL 78v) bergi e Risbuto, o

ontros mnitos apelidos etc. e

o Risbuto he apelido daquela
real familia e caza e affinnao os

Natnraes descender de Vsso
Deinonio Porq’o Ris signif.

Vsso, e buto signif. Demoiiio.^

E esta real descendencia per-

inane9eo mnitos annos goner-

naiido ate o anno 1304. no
Pontificado de Clemente
sendo Dom Denis Rei de Por-
tugal, e entao foi conquistado

esta geiitilidade polos Mourso
por Zafarcan capitao del Rei
Deli, qne se alenantou contra

sen senhor por Armas foi

coroado por Primr.o Rei Monro
do gozarate, e deste descendem
os mais Reis: soltan Maha-
inet. sen f.o Mazafar. Hamet.
cotobodin. Dauxa Mahamet.
Mazafar. Secandar. Mahamnt,
soltanbadnr. Mahamnt, outro

Mahamnt Hamnt. Mazafar, qne
foi Vltimo dos Mouros Resbu-
tos. a quern por guerra des-

baratou el Rei Mogor Hamu.
7.'^ successor de Tamerland.
no anno. . , .

Cambaya is the head of tlie

Bay.
The first Monarch of Goza-

rate was called Vinjalmeta or

Qadaxim
;
^ and from liim

are descended 36 noble genera-

tions or lineages of Rayas, as

Tanvar, Choan, Permal (Foi.

78v), Bergi, and Risbuto, and
maiw other names, etc. And
the name Risbuto is the name
of that royal family and house,

and the Natives assert they
are d(‘seended from (a) Demon
Bear, because Bis means bear

and btdo means Denton.'^

And this royal descendance
continued governing many
years, up to the year 1304, in

the Pontificate of Clement V,

Dom Denis being King of

Portugal;^ and then this

gentility was conquered by the

Moors through Zafarcan, (.'ap-

tain of the King (of) Deli,

who, revolting against his lord,

took up arms
;
he was (;rowned

first Moorish King of Gozarate,

and from him are descended the

other Kings : Soltan Mahamet

,

his son Mazafar, Hamet, Coto-

bodin, Dauxa Mahamet, Maza-
far, Secandar, Mahamnt, Sol-

tanbadur, Mahamut, another
Mahamnt, Hamut, Mazafar,
who was the last of the Moorish

Resbutos,^ the Mogor King
Hamu, 7th successor of Tamer-

1 First : Je chainaun Resbuto Indo gentiu Idolatra.

In margin : e o Risbuto he apelido . . . signif. Deinonio.

1 V injalnteta ou qadaxhn i.s written above 4 eaneelled words: ' Re.i-

bato Indo gentio Idolatra ,
—

’ Of these four wf)rd.s Indo is least clear.
“ The passage; ‘e o Risbuto he apelido . . . signif. Dennmio'

is added in the margin by the same hand which mad(* the other additions.—Riksh =shea,r ; bhat—dimion; but Risbuto must be: Rajput, Ritjaputra.
3 Pope Clement V reigned from June 1305 to April 20, 1314.—Dom

Denis reigned from 1270 to 1325.
^ ‘Zafar Khan, the last governor, who was appointed in 1391, and

had practically been independent, formally withdiew hia allegiance in
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e (le entao a esta parte se

(lesb^iratou aquela real familia

(los Resbiitos, e sonientes fiea-

l ao algiis espalliados pelo Me-
diterrarieo deffendeiido suas
terras e pragan^ls, de Maiiti-

inentos de que se sustentao,

assy o badur como o Resbuto
de Langemer ^ ou eastelete.

(‘ o Resbuto do Chotea. e o

Resbuto de bagalana e o Res-
huio de Looogi. e o Resbuto
de Raua e outros Resbutos
Itajas.

A geute deste Reino gozarate
iiao sao bragnianes de bragma,
de que ha. .84. linhageiis no
Reino de bisuaga como se ima-

ginaua : Mas sao baneanes de
outra espeeie de gentios Idola-

tras de que ha .12. familias

seguintes. lara. xamali. Moro.
guzer. Nagao. Humara. Osoao.
Dixuual.^ puruvada. Vxua.

land, having defeated him in

war in the year i

And from then until now only
that royal family of the Res-
butos was desti'oyed, and only
some remained scattered in the

Mediterranean
(
parts ) ,

who
defended their lands and praga-

nas (which produce) victuals

w^ieiew ith they maintain them-
selves: thus the Badur,

2

and the Resbuto of Langemer'*^

or Castelete (small castle?),^

and the Resbuto of Chotea,'''

and the Resbuto of Bagalana.^'

and the Resbuto of Locogi/
and the Resbuto of Rana, and
other Resbuto Rayas.
The people of this Kingdom

of' Gozarate are not, as was
thought, Bragnianes of Brag-

ma, w^hereof there are 84
lineages in the Kingdom of

Bisnaga; but they are

Baneanes, of another kind of

idolatrous gentios, whereof
there are the following 12

famihes : Lara
,
^ Xamali

,

^ langemer (?). - Dixanol (?).

Cf. V, A. Smitli, op. c//., :i68. Smith gives tlie following names
of Gujarat kings: Zafar Khan; his son Kasir-ud din Muhammad Shah,
poisom^d, appan'iitlv by liis father, in 1407; Zafar Khan, imdeu’ the title

of Sultan Muzaffar Sliah (d. 1411); his grandson. Alp Khan, wdio took the
tiilt' of Ahmad Shah (141 1-1441 ); his grandson Sultan Mahmud Begara or
Higarha (1459-151]); his grandson Bahadur Shah (1526-1537).

^ A blank.
- Bahadur, son of Muzaffar Shah III, alive in 1611, wdio lived 50

kos to the east of Ahmadabad. Cf. de Laet, op. c/it.y 20.

The first letter of this word is not an /, as it w^ants the dot over thc^

y, which we find in the capital i of the copyist
;

it may be an I or t.

Low(T down w^e have Cotora or Castelete. The word castelete

is not in my Portugutse and Spanish dictionaries. Comparing it with

the old French chastelet {chdtelet), I surmise it can mean only a small

castle.

^ The Portuguese called him in Glioutia of Daman, and Dalgado
(op. c/C, 1. 280) connects the word with c/yoMio= one-fourth part, on which
see Dalgado, I. 281, and Hohson-Jobsony s.v. chout.

6 Baglan.
"
‘Locogi’ appears more like a man’s name.
Lara. To 5e connected with Lap, a name for Gujarat? Cf.

Jiobaon-Jobsofiy s.v. Lar.
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Dissaua Poluua, e todas estas

familias se conseruao neste

Rino com officios Mecanicos
Porque os Nobres sao Merca-
dores e corretores, e os de
menor calidade sa6 officiaes

Teceloes Tintoreros, carpin-

teiros, e mais Artifices: co q'

emTiquece e engradecem sua
Patria comutando suas gran-

gerias com Oiiro, e prata. e

os Mais nobres de menino
apreden ler, escreuer, e contar

nos bacares, e escholas, e iun-

tamente aprendem a ordem da
Mercangia, e o conhecimento
e Valor e fineza das cousas pera
compra e Venda em que pre-

tendem sempre enganar a to-

dos, e sair Milhor do partido./

E nos contratos nsao de Palea-

coes e enganos com sotilezas,

porque quando a pessoa cuida
ter bem concluido o neg.o

depois se acha enganado.

As serimonias acostumadas
de baneanes. tanto que aman-
hege cada dia lauao o corpo

antes de comer, e sua comida
Na6 be’ Mais de Arros oii

graos cozidos, e ensopados em
Manteiga com mistura de lim-

oSs passados por Vinagre, e a
isto chamao Achar. e conse-

ruas doges e fructaes. e orta-

lica. e por nhQ caso comem car-

ne (Fol. 79r) de nhu gen.o

de Animal, ou Aue ou Peixe.

Moro, Guzer,! Nagao, Hu-
mara, Osoao, Dixiiual, Puru-
vada, Uxua, Dissaua, Poluua;
and all these famibes maintain
themselves in this Kingdom by
means of mechanical occupa-
tions: for the Nobles are mer-
chants and brokers, and those

of lesser quality are handi-
craftsmen, weavers, dyers, car-

penters, and other handicrafts-

men, wherewith they enrich

and aggrandize their country,

exchanging their profits against

gold and silver
;
and the nobles

from childhood learn reading
and writing and counting in

the bazars, and schools, and
at the same time they learn

the method of trade, and the
knowledge and value and fine-

ness of things buyable and
saleable, wherein they always
aim at deceiving all, and having
the better of the bargain.

And in the contracts they use

dissimulations, and tricks, and
subtleties: for, when one thinks

he has well concluded the

business, by and by he finds

himself deceived.

The ceremonies usual among
the Baneanes are that at dawn
they daily wash their body
before eating; and their food
consists only of rice and of

grains cooked and 8opj)ed in

butter, with a mixture of

lemons steeped in vinegar,

wffiich they c;idl Achar, and
preserves, sweets, and fruits

and greens. And on no
account do they eat the flesh

{Fol. 79r) of any animal or

1 Guzer. Are not the Gujars or the Guzr of Central Asian origin

who gave tVieir name to Gujrat, and Gujranwala in the Punjab and
Gujarat tract within Bombay Presidency? Cf. Hobmn-Jobrnn, s.v. Goojur,
Goozerat.
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Porq’ os baneanes tern pera

si que o Animal Aue on Peixe.

tern Alma, aqual se traspassa

de ht3 corpo e outro. por

Morte. Por onde he prohibido

malar qualquer criature que
tenha Vide: e pera conseruar

as Vidas de Aues. tern hospital

de Pacaros em cambaya : e

curao os Animaes e assi mais
da6 a entender que tern Alma
todo Vegetatiuo Plantas e Aru-
ores coiiforme a doutrina de

Pithagoras, contra a nossa
Verdade.

E os Rehgiosos se chamao
Verteas de que ha .85. espe^ies

de ordes chamados gaehos e

todos estes sao leterados da
secta. e grandes Astrologos

iudiciarios. ehiromanticos.

nigromaticos. e sortilegios e

Medicos erbolarios: e se sus-

tentao de esmolas e fazem
perigrinagoes. ainda que os

comQs Perigrinos sao aq’les

chamados logues. olim gino-

sophistas. e estes sao despre-

zadores do mundo : e tarn

abstinentes na Vida que algDs

se sustentao somentes de
Agoa. e de ordinario tern o
corpo cuberto de 9inza, e fazem
asperrima Penitecia por Vai-

dade: e algQs delies sao Magi-
cos. Porque nas serranias de
Danu achey hum logue que
sustentaua. 2. caes pretos ao

longo de si. e os caes tomauad
forma de Tigres quando elle

bird or fish, because they hold

that, when animals, birds or

fishes die, their soul passes

from one body into another;

hence it is forbidden to kill

any creature having life; and
to keep birds alive they have
a bird hospital at Cambaya,
and they cure the animals

;

and, besides, they give to

understand that everything

vegetative, plants, and trees,

has a soul, according to the

doctrine of Pythagoras, but

against our truth.

And the Religious are called

Verteas,! whereof there are

86 kinds of orders, called

gaehos, and all these are lit-

erati of the sect, and great

judiciary astrologers, chii'o-

mancers, necromancers, and
sorcerers, and herbalist doctors.

And they live on alms and
make pilgrimages, although the

ordinary pilgrims are called

Jogues, formerly Gymnoso-
phists: and these are despisers

of the world and so abstemious

in their life that some live

only on water; and generally

they have their body covered

with ashes; and they perform

very hard penance out of

vanity
;
and some of them are

magicians; for in the mountain
ridges of Danu ^ I found a

Jogue who kept two black dogs

and (took them) along with

him, and the dogs assumed the

1 Dalgado {op. cit., II. 413) connects Verleas with the Skt. vrdlya^

a Hindu expelled from his caste ; such individuals formed groups apart
and wont begging. Vratya: a Hindu expelled from his caste for not
observing the samskaras (sacraments), chiefly those of the investiture

of the sacred cord*. Dalgado, Gloss. Luso-Asi&tico, II. 413.
2 Dahanu.
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ordenaiia pera guarda e segu- form of tigers, when he ordered
ranca de sua pessoa. them, as a safeguard of his

person.!

^ Cp, with Janssen, fol. 75v: ‘India intra e extra, inaior c menor,
era })()voada de Bragmanes Magos, grandes astrologos judi(.*iarios. e pro-
fessorc's da secta fla idolatria que habittavSo nos enihocadores do Indo
Ganges: e depois se dividirfio por respeeto de seetas, de qia^ sf^guirfio

espocies de idolatria. E (^s liragmanes, como eabecjas o in('tro]u>litanos

<la seeta. j)o\'oarao o (‘herst>nes<) on peninsula do (hilte, eliaiiiado Bittigo

,, „ , , por Phtolemeo, no eitio on rc'gifio de Lae. como
Marco t oio L>b. ^ „ ,, ti o j

« Oil j 7 iK'tta Marco rollo, no lib. 3, cap. 30, e deve ser o
3, can. 30, chron. de . -^r . . \ ^ n ^ i^ de Madure r(‘gio braginaiiaraO naiinella pai’tc' de
Gozarath. j i j oi- • * ^ n A

(_ horoinandel de Plinio.* L jKjuelH’s lianeara's

de 12 familia.s se recolherao no Gozarate e no Metro] )oIi Tanna d(^

Bombayn: c<nno st' mostra naquelle.s grandt's e suniptiiosos aulitieios d(

pagodes.
‘Mas os 13ragman(‘8 se ('stenderSo inais no oiient(‘ as.sy no ]ado

Choromadel, (‘onio no sertSo do Indostnn, e Cocho do Ganges o Pegu que
sigiiihea Pagou ou Pagodo do Brama, e daquelle sen Peruinal, ]:>assarSo

a terras reinotas, e sen prineij)io foi da Taprobana de (V\vlun antigo adora-
torio

.

‘ P] os locriies (ju VeztlH'as,t como ptulgrinos nSo liabittax iio ein

lugar certo. mas era .sua residtaicia mupiella romageiu do (Umges, ond(‘

todf) Tnnndo ]jro(*urava na vida fazer hua peregrinaQSo e mmaria, (' ('stc's

l(»gues deve ser aquelles Gymnosophitas.’

J

{Tran slat i O')t ht/ Janssen, p. 92.)

‘I/Inde, en de^a et an dtda du Gauge, Inde ^tajeure v{ Mineure,
etait pinipiee d(‘ Brahmanes mages, tres-experts on Astrolrigie et ])rofes-

sant ies croyances d(‘ la seete idolatre, liabitant h's einbouchure^ du Gauge
et de rindus. s(‘cte qui, de})uis, s’est divis^o (ui f)lusieurs confessions prac-

tiquarit des reliirions paiennes de diverses esp^ces. ('es Brahmanes,
chefs et u\elio)>olit.ain< des sectes, peuplerent la chersonesc* ou ]J€ninsule

du Gatte que Ptol^imc^e ap]>( lie Bittigo, dans {p, 93) la region de Lae.§
comrne le renseigno Marco P(»lo dan.s son liv. TIT cha]^. XX. Kt
Madura

[!
doit etre c ette coiitr<^e primitivement pc'Ujihh* ])ar ies l^rah-

manes dans cette partio du Coromandel, dont jiarle Pliiu).

‘ Douze families de Banyans se retirertmt dans lo Guyarate et

dans la m6tropole de Tanna, pr^s de Bombay: c’est de la (ju(' dabait cos

grands edifices (d ces somptueusos pagodes <jue Ton renco7itr«> dans (‘ette

contr(5o,

* A line seems to ha\'e dropped here by Jansstai.

t Verteas in rny M8,, the only acccqdable spidling.

j
‘ GinosofJiistas ’ in my MS.

§ Le manuscript porte Lae; Marco Polo 6crit I>ar. iAest la ])ro\’ine(>

de Guzarate uii lo Koiikan septentrional comprenant Saimur, le Chaul
de noB jours C’est I’opinion de yule (Mareo Polo, 11. 302). Yule,
aprds Marsden, remarque fpio Marco Polo a confondu BramaiK^s et Banyans,
les(]uels venaient de Guzarate.— (L. Janssen.)

T must differ from Yule liere; the passage in Yule cannot be under-
stood except for Coromandel; there was a second Lar where Marco Polo
places it, in Coromandel, Godinho de Eredia understood Marco Polo
correctly, and is nf>t far wrong in identifying Lar with Madura.

ii
Madura, 8hahr-Mandi, de la c6te de Coromandel (Yule, Marco

Polo, TI, 270). —(L.J.)
** Sic,
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As cidades jjrincipaes era

rihampaner. corte antiga de
Raulpatai. de Resbutos e sua
antigiiidade mostra ser do tem-
po antes (ia Vinda de Christo
uosso saluador. e depois se

passou a eorte pera Amadaua
Metropoli. euio ainbito e cir-

eunferen(‘ia sera ])oiioo menos
<le duas legoas es]>aiiholas.

onde os antigos aedifiearao

hum sumptuoso Tauque de
forma exagonal laurado de
Marmor de obra loniea, de iiGa

milha de ainbito e tern mais
.14. cidades no sertao Patan.
citapor, bisa Inagar. Serqiies.

lalor. Radam])or. Amadaua-
gar. Toray. bismangi. Mama-
ciaua./e no Mai'itimo tern

cainbaya iia fa(;‘e do parcel

seco. Surra to. baroehe goga.

candar, lamucar. Alem de .64.

Vila s e A Ideas.

A Terra he raza em campinas
a p('rd('i- de Vista cuberta de
frescura de Plant as de Anil,

e Amphion. e de todo genero

The chief city was Champa-
ner, the ancient Resbuto court

of Raulpatai, and its antiquity

shows it existed before the

coming of Christ our Saviour;

and after that the royal court

went over to Amadava,^
the Metropolis, the circuit and
circumference of which must
be little less than two Spanish
leagues : here the ancients built

a sumptuous hexagonal tank,

worked with marble, in Ionic

style,2 and one mile in

circuit. It has besides 14 cities

inland: Patan, ^ Citapor,

Bisalnagar, Serques,^ lalor,
•’>

Radampor, ^ Amadana.gar,
Toray, Bismangi, Mamadaua;^
and in the maritime parts it

has Cainbaya in front of the

dry bank {parcel seco), Surrate,^

Baroehe. ^0 Goga,^^ ('andar,

Tamucar, besides G4 towns and
villages.

The country is level, stretch-

ing in fields as far as the Qve
can see, and covered with (the)

freshness of anil and

‘Mais Ifs Hraiiiancs plus oiu*ore vers rOrioiit dans le

La€> do Ooromandol, dans riut6ricur do rHiiidoiistan ot le Cocho, torre

sur Ic (Jaiwt', a P^gu. pui signifie Pagou, on Pagodo de Bramah, d’ou
x'onait Ponmial, ot d(' la ils pas.'^eront dans los tt‘iT(*s 6h>ignees. Dour
urigino t‘st dans la 'J\ipr<)l)am*, uii Ceylau qui fut lour aiicion saiictuairo.

‘]a‘s J()p:uos * ou V(‘zthoas, trii)us nomades, n’avaioiit do lieu
d’hahitatiun fix(^ J^tMir resideiioo etait dans cos lieux sacies dii Gauge
oCi tout fiddle dovait tairo un pdldriiiago durant sa vie. II })ourrait bien
se fain' (juo cos Joguos fussont It's Gynniesophistes.’

^ Ahiuadabad.
- Have others noted tins Ionic architootiire ? do Laet {op. cit.)

notices at one ItHigue from Ahmadabad the tomb of a Kazi, the tutor of
a king of Gujarat, whioh had 4 halls, in one of which were 440 marble
columns 30 }>ahns liign, with epistyles and bases in the Corinthian style.

3 Prabhas Patan (Patan Din). Of. de Daet, op. cit,, 16n. 28.

^ Sarkhej, about 5 miles from Ahmadabad. Ci\ ibid., 22 n. 85.

^ jrdor. Cf. ibid., p. 26. ® Radlianpiir.

Ahmadnagur. ® Mehmadabad. ^ Surat.
JO Broach. Gogo. Indigo.

* Les Joguc3S*on Gosaiiigs, ou Ganyassis, sorte de moines mendiants
{Ritter, VI, 646).- -(7v.J.)—Read: Sanyasis.
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de grangerias. Algodan, Azei-
tes. Acucar. sabon. e fructaes

e todo genero de Mantimento
e ortalica. e a terra regada
de Rios do serta5, e co criagad

de gado Maior e manor/e os

Matos eo Veados e porcos e

toda sorte de Montana e Vola-

tilla, e cria Tigres e oncas e

camelos. e produze Metaes e

Mineraes de laspes Medicinaes.

e se achao Vetas de gesso e de
cal. e de salitre. e a terra he
de Natura sica e calorosa.

{Fol. 79v) O Anil, he Planta.
de altura de coiiado, e as folhas

quasi da forma de baldroegas
com 6. ou 7. folhas em ramo:
de que ha rnuita cantidade em
campos beneficiados : e cre9e
a Planta ate arebentar flores.

e entao se araricao as ditas

Plantas e as estendeii ao sol

por dia: e depois de mortifi-

cadas se poem de molho em
tinas.grandes de Agoa e com
a putrefa^ao se engrossa e
se coalha aq’la Agoa ficando
em Talhadas de Anil.

O Amphion, he Planta de
altura de couado e meio: e as

folhas quasi da forma de
Rabaos, e a fructa chamada
Posto como ht5a pequena
granada ou Roman Verde com
sementes dromideras. e ferindo
aquele Porno c6 caniuete, Mana

amphion i plants, and every
kind of tillage, algodan,

^

oil, sugar, soap,3 and fruits,

and every kind of foodstuffs

and greens. And the country
(is) watered by inland rivers,

and it maintains cattle, big

and small. And the thickets

have deer and boar, and every
kind of game and volatiles,

and it breeds tigers, and ounces,

and camels; and it produces
metals, and minerals of medi-
cinal jaspers: and there are

found veins of parget and limf‘

and saltpetre; and the land
is of a dry and hot nature.

{Fol. 79v.) The Anil is a
plant growing to the height of

one covado, and the leaves are
almost of the shape of bal-

droegaSy^ with 6 or 7 leaves per

branch : there is great quantity
of it in cultivated helds; and
the plant grows until it dowers,
and then the said plants are

pulled out and laid in the sun
during the day

;
and w hen they

have died they are put to soak
in great vats of water, and with

the putrefaction that water
swelLs and foams, and there
remain lozenges of anil.

The Amphion is a plant

growing to the height of the
covado and a half: and tlu^

leaves are shaped like radish

leaves; and the fruit, called

Posto,

^

is like a small
granada or green pomegranate,
with poppy seeds; and, on

1 Opium. 2 Cotton.
2 The fruit of the SapimiuH trifoliatus, Linn., the soap of ttie Canarins.

Cf. Balgado, op. cit., 11, 267.
^ Not found in my dictionaries.
^ I translate campos beneficiados doubtfully by ‘cultivated holds’,

Wtt^^
meanings of beneficiar being to culti\'ate, to till, to improve, to

® Posto is the poppy-head or capsule; also the drug.
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gerto licor da sangradiira ou
golpe pera Medicinas de
Mouros. e o licor se chama
Amphion.

A enseada de cambaia tern

.2. costas Maritimas, Oriental

de norte sul. e occidental de
Nordestesndueste./e o embo-
cadoro tern de largo .23. legoas.

e dahi se estreita ate 6. legoas

nos sorgidoros de vSurrate, e

goga. donde comeca o Parcel

seco dos Macareos, e se es-

treita ate .3. legoas, ate o
porto de cambaia. e dahi con-

timiando a enseada em forma
de Rio faz volta jx^ra o sertao

•em Sarode. sempre por Parcel

seco. saliio de Mare chea em
Agoas Villas de Iuna9oe8. e

entao se nauega em Xauios
de Reme. polos canaes do Par-

i‘el./E pera mais declaraQ^o

he de notar que os Parceles

comeca o do embocadoro da
enseada com .2. grandes res-

tingas, de sorte qiie a restinga

occidental tern .13. bracas, e

a oiitra restinga oriental tern

.10. bragas. e ambas se estende

do sul bera o Norte diminuindo
ate o parcel seco dos Macareos
entre surrata e goga donde o
dito Parcel seco chega ao
Porto de cambaia: e entre

estes Parceles ha .3. canaes,

conue a saber, canal da costa

striking that apple with a

penknife, there flows a certain

liquid from the cut or wound,
which is used in Moorish
medicines

;
and the liquid is

called Amphion.
The Bay of Cambaia has two

sea-coasts: an eastern one,
running from north to south;

and a western one, running
from north-east to south-west.
And the mouth is 23 leagues
broad

;
and from there it

narrows to 6 leagues at the

roadsteads of Surrate and
Goga, where begins the dry
bank (shoal) ^ of the Maca-
reos

;
2 and it narrows to

3 leagues up to the port of
Cambaia; and, continuing
thence in the form of a river,

the Bay turns inlandw^ards at

Sarode, 3 always (along) the
dry bank, (and) except when
the sea fills with the running
waters of (the) changes of the
moon, 4 they navigate in

row-boats by the channels of

the bank (shoal). And, to

describe things more fully,

one must note that the banks
(shoals) begin from the mouth
of the Bay with two shallows,

the western shallow^ having 13
braces, and the other shallow

,

the eastern one, 10 braces; and
both run from north to south,
diminishing up to the dr\'

bank of the Macareos between

1 Parcel t/eco. A parcel is a hidden rock or bank, according to my
]\)rtugiiese dictionaries; a seco is dry ground.

^ On the Macareo (bore) macr6e, mascaret, see Hobson-Jobson, s.v.

Macareo; and Dalgado, op. cit., s.v. Macareu.
3 Jarod. See dc Laet, op. cit.y 19.

4 1 am not sure of the meaning of ^saluo . . . de Berne.' chiefly

of the transcription of the first word saluo, which I read, however, twuce

indef)endently as saluo.

Salu^on (a ahip*is rolling in rough water) would seem to be the correct

word, at least the correct word in modem Portuguese. (P. D., S. J.)
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occidental e canal da costa
oriental, e canal do Meio do
embocadoro e por estes canaes
ha fnndo de 20. bravas no em-
bocadoro. e dahi dimiiinindo
ate 5. bracas no sorgidoro de
surrate e goga: e polos (*anaes

do Parcel seco dos Macareos
ha .4. on .3. bracas ate o
porto de canibaia.

E os Kios da costa oriental

sao os segiiintes. Nagaon,
bati,i e boinbain.^ bandora.
Arpa, bacain. Dantora. Main.
Tarapor. Danu. lamori de
Malanares. 8oiana. inarori.

Damao. coulee. Hiunorsari.

bal^ar. ganadani. lalapor.

Nancari. carniaiii. Surrate.

Suali. bagoa. badri. baro(*he.

ropagan, dador. gaiidar. a
ponta. porto de (<ambaia.

E os Rios da costa occidental

sao os seguintes: Mudafarabas
on Madrefaual. Chaus. Moa.
cotora ou castelete. Zanziber.

Taloja CO restinga. Motabaro.

Surrate and Goga, whence the

said dry bank reaches up to

the port of Cambaia
;

and
between these banks there an*

three channels : namely, the

channel of the western coast,

and the channel of the eastern

coast, and the (‘hannel in the

middle of the month; and by
these channels there is bottom
at 20 braces in the mouth

;
and

the depth diminishes thence to

5 braces at the roadstead of

Surrate and Goga; and by the

channels of the dry bank of tiio

Macareos there are 4 or 3

biaces np to the j)ort of

('amhaia.

And the rivers of the east

coast are the following: Na-
gaon, Bati, and Boinhain,^

Bandora,- Arpa, Bacain,

Dantora, Main, Tarapor,^

l)anu.*'» Jamori of (the)

Malavares/^ Soina, Maiori,

Damao, Coulee,^ Hu-
morsari, Bal^ar/^^ Ganadani,
Jala.por,ii Naucari,i2

Camiani, Surrate, Suali,

Bagoa, Badri, Baroch(%^'^

Ropagan, Dador, Gandar, the

Point, the Port of (.'ambaia.

And the rivers of thi‘ w(‘st-

ern coast are the following

:

Mudafarabas or Madrefayal,i'»

Chaus, Moa,’® Cotora or

Castelete, Zanziber, Taloja

^ * But ’ is inserted

.

1 Bombay. 2 Bondra. ^ Bass(>iri.

Tarapur. ^ Dahanu.
^ How was this pjaet^ called ‘of the Malabares’ ? W as it a nest of

Malabar pirates ?

’ Daman.
^ Beyond Daman, northwards, Monserratc places. Ooulcca in Lat.

20. 26t {op. cil., 5‘p.
^ Buisar. n> (landevi.

,

Jalapur.
12 Navsari. 13 Surat. Broach,
i'"’ Jafarabad ? Mhow.
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qiiederpiir. gondi. goga.

[Fol. 80 r) Xaoar. Kogo de
Mosquitos. Fate], iiola. chaueri.

xabol. bor(*aD. condo].

A cituacao de gozarate esta

eni })arte ria Toiaida Zona, e

<‘ni parte na Temperada, Forq'
de bornbain de Nagaon se

estende ])or .19. graos .10.

111 . no. 0. paraielo. no fim

(io 1." eiima. do dia de .13.

oras .]5. ni. ate os tezminos
<le laior em .25. graos 10. m.
no S. Paiideio quasi no fim

<lo 2. ( lima do dia de ,13. oras.

.45. m.

DFLl.

0 Keino Dtdi se (\stende dos
terminos e a laya de laior. ein

.25. gi‘. e 10. m. (' dos Mon
(t(‘s) do gate de .21. grao. 14.

m. at(* os terminos de eabul

em .32. gr. 40. m./ (e da)

j)art(' do norte tern eabul, e

<la parte do sul te gozarate.

;e da fiarte do Orfiente tern)

Purat, e da parte do oceidente

tern Sindi. / e este Peino Deli

Ibi o prin 9ip(al) do Indostan
(Antc's da Monareliia de Ta-

merland.) K o Priini’, Rei de
l)e(li) foi soltan M a hamet sa-

bectagin. (‘ deste deseenderao

.30. Reis Mahumethanos ate

soe(*eder Tamerland. fundador

da noua Monarchia de Mogores,

with (a) shallow, 1 Motabaro,
Qiiederpur, Gondi, Goga,^
(Fol. 80r) Xacar, Rogo de
Mosquitos (Entreaty of Mos-
quitos),**^ Fatel, Nola, Chan-
eri, Xabol, Borean, Gondol,
Por t of Garnbaia.

The situation of Gozarate is

partly in the Toiiid Zone and
partly in the Temperate Zone:
for from Bornbain of Xagaon
it (‘Xtends from 19 degrees and
10 minutes in the 0th parallel,

at the end of the 1st climate,

wliere the day is of 13 hours
and 15 minuti^s. up to the

.frontiers of Jalor in 25 degrees

and 10 minutes, in the 8th

liarallel, almost at the end of

the second climate, where th(‘

day is of 13 hours and 45
minutes.

DELI.

The kingdom of Deli

stietehes, from the boundaries

and limit of Jalor, in 25 degrees

and 10 minutes, and from the

Mountains of the Gate,'^

in 21 degrees and 14 minutes,

up t(^ the boundaries of Gabul.

in 32 degr(‘es and 40 minutes.

And on the north side it has

Cabul: and on the south side,

it has Gozarate: and on the

east side, it has Purat: ^ and
on the west side, it has Sindi.

And this kingdom of Deli was
the chief one of Indostan
(before the monarchy ofTamer-
land). And the first king of

Deli was Soltan Mahamet
Sabectagin: and from him

I Talaja. ^ Gogo.
3 Rogo de Mvtiqnitos should mean; Entreaty of Mosquitoes. I do

not find that rogo ha.s tiie \ailue of tlie Latin rogus: a pyre.

4 (Jhats. ^ liead: Purab,

6 Habuktigiu, *Ainir of Ghazni, mad(^ his first inroad into India in

A.D. 9S6-987» (T V. A, Smith, op. rv7., 190.
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e continuou a ordem dos Reis
ate o prezente de Nurudin
Mahamet Zangiiir Patxa cazi.

ano 1611.

A Terra he Montuosa e

aspera com desertos, e a gente
mais nobre do Indostan porque
residem na corte real de Agra
Metropoli. onde concorrem
todos os Mercadores da Persia

Astracan, e da costa do mar
de sala. e da Russia, e tam-
bem de Tiircastan. do cata on
cathai. e chinas, e da maior
parte de Tartaria. e os Mer-
cadores se recolhe c5 riquezas
da pra^a de Agra pera suas

Patrias.

PURAT.

Este Reino Purat. fica no
oriente de Deli. donde se

estende ate o Rio gauges/ e

tern da parte do Norte .31.

gi'. 50. m. e da parte do sul.

tern .21. gr. 16. m. e o dito

Reino Purat polo norte se

aparta de cabul. e polo sul

se aparta de Orias on orixa.

e polo occidente de Deli, e

polo oriente do Rio gauges,

e Patanes. e tern o milhor

Mercado e praga, onde se des-

pende toda sorte de roupas e

descended 36 Maumethan kings

until Tamerland succeeded,

who was the founder of the new
Monarchy of (the) Mogores; and
the line of the Kings continued

up to the present one, Nurudin
Mahamet Zanguir Patxa Cazi,

in the year 1611.

The country is mountainous
and rough, with deserts; and
the people are the noblest of

Indostan, because they reside

at the royal court of Agra,
the Metropolis, where meet
all the merchants of Persia,

and Astracan, and from the
coast of the Sala sea ^ and
from Russia, and also from
Turcastan, and from Cata or

Cathai, and the Chinas, and
from the greater part of Tar-

tary: and from the market of

Agr-a the merchants return

with riches to their country.

PURAT.2

This kingdom (of) Purat lies

to the east of Deli, whence it

extends up to the River Gan-
ges. And on the north side,

it is in 31 degrees and 50
minutes

;
and on the south side,

it has 21 degrees and 16

minutes. And the said king-

dom of Purat is separated from
Cabul on the north

;
^ and

on the south it is separated
from Orias or Oiixa

;
and on the

west from Deli, and on the

east from the River Ganges

1 Is not this the Caspian Sea? The Mare Caspis is Janssen, map
facing p. 70 ?

2 From puraby Skt. purva, ‘the East'. ‘In Upper India the tenu
usually means Oudh, the J^enaros Division and Tiehar.’ Cf. Hobson

-

Johson^ s.v. Poorab.
3 It is surprising that Cabul should be inentionod as bordering on

the Piirab. The map in Janssen’s work, fol. 782, shows the northern
parts of India, very incorrectly.
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outras MercaiiQias pera as par-

tes eircimuezinhas de bengala.

(^ABUL.

Cabul, he o mais is septen-

trional Reino do Indostan, e

pola Vezinhanca, que tern co

Vsbeqiies {Fol. 80v) e 8amar-
<*and. Miiitos dos Xatnraes
tern tratto do sertao. e outros

losticos lauradores resideni em
suas lauouras e campos da
fralda dos Montes Nangraeot.
e pola abudangia de Agoas
dos Rios que decern daq'les

Montes, se alaga5 os campos co
lagunas e Pantanos coni que a

terra esta sempre bem cuberta

de frescura: e o Rio cliamado
cana que dei^e dos Montes
alt is sinios de bel6i‘ e passa por
baixo dos Montes Naugracot
por .12. legoas de distancia

como o Rio guadiana de Es-
panha, e se estende da baza
dos ditos Montes ate o Mar
do kSindi./ E a terra cria miiito

gado Maior e menor. c6 miiita

cria^aS de toda sorte como vse

and Patanes,! and it has
the best market and fair, where
is produced every kind of

cloths and (of) other merchan-
dise for the neighbouring
countries of Bengala.

CABUL.

Cabul is the most northern
Kingdom of Indostan; and, by
its proximity to (the) Usbeques
(Fol. 80v) and Hamarcand,
many of the Natives have
inland commerce; and others,

rustics, live among their tillage

and fields on the skirts of the

Naugracot Mountains: and,

owing to the abundance of the

waters coming down from those
mountains, the fields overflow

into lagoons and pools, where-

by the country is always well

covered with freshness. And
the River called Cana, which
comes down from the very high

mountains of Belor and passes

below the Naugracot Moun-
tains at a distance of 12

leagues, (is) like the River Gua-
diana in Spain, and extends
from the base of the said

mountains up to the Sea of

Sindi.2 And the country

1 Patna

.

“ Only the Indus or an affluent of the Indus ct)uld flow into the
Sea of Sindi. What then is meant by the Cana Ri\ er flowing from the
Mountains of Bel6r (not identified) and pas.sing below^ the Nagarkot
Mountains, /.e. the Himalayas ?

Of Astrakhan Godinho notes (Janssen, fol. 75v):

‘ L)a parte occidental tern o ryo Boristhenes, e da parte austral os

monte.s de Bdor, e terra alagadica de Cayra,’ Of Turkestan {ibid., fol.

75r): ‘Tern da parte septentrional os altissiinos montes Belor.’ Of
Samarkand or ‘Pamercan’: ‘Significa provincia de Pamer, nome daquell-

es valles de montes Belor’ {ibid.). Elsewhere, fol. 71v: ‘E bem podo

ser sejji o citio da cayra de Belor onde se aehao Judeus Israelitas recol-

hidos, como o notta Apiano e os cosmographos, e parece difflcultoso

passar os tribiis a America.’ Finally he has a short chapter on "BeJlor'

:

(fols. t)7v -68r); 'A regiflo de Belor, e os sous alterosos montes nevados de

perpetuo inverno (Fol. dSr) tern miiytos pantanos e alagadicos, e as agoas

destas fontes decam polio Ganges ao mar gangetico, e polio Ohio ao mar
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acha entre o Douro e Minho de breeds muc*h cattle, big and
Portugal. / E tern da parte do small, and domestic animals of

congelado : e nesta rcgifio na baza de montes de pratta habitSo aquelles
Ruxeiios Israelitas on Judeus recolhidos n»> eitie de Cayra, ou Arsaretb
rogifio: e devem ser aqiielles tribiis do lib. 4, Esdr. eap. 18, tjue por so
desviar da gentilidade e idolatrias, escolIaaSo lugar reinotto e bem apar-
tado do idolatros pera miihor se occiipar iias seriiiionias.’

{Translation by Janssen, p. 82): *La region de Jkllor ot ses laiutes
montagnes, dont les eimes sont coiiv'ortes par les ntdgos d’un hiver ]>er-

petuel a beaucoup do inar^oages et des terres luiniides, Elle diverse Ics

eaux de ses sources par is (iauge, dans la iner Clang^ti(]U(‘ et. dans la ineu’

de Ulace, par TObi. C’est dans cette region, au pit'd d('s inontagnes
Argentiferes qu’liabitaient ces liiixenes Israelites ou 4uifs, qui furent
re^us dans la ville de Cayra dans la region tl’Arsaroth. (jes HuxAnes
doivent etre ces tribus dont parle TEcrituro (Esdras liv. IV, eh. Xlll)
qui, pour se garer des idoiatres, se retirert'iit flans un endroit ddsert et

isol6 ou ils pouvaient se livrer plus ais^ment aux c^r4monies do lour culte.’

Elsewhere (fol. 71r Si: v) Godinho writes about these Jews: ‘Aindaque
iiiostra ser o caminho p^r Tiiarsis ou Persia, dim Pharsis, cjiie era mais
franqueado e antigo pera as Seythas e Seriea, por ond(' depois do Eup}iratt?s.
passarao o.s tribus de Israel a Arsareth, como nota 4 Esdr. 13. E poi*

que este caminho da Persia era de anno e mcdo at(^ Arsareth, bein jx^de
ser seja o mesmo per terra de Salomon, com ida e vinda gastar 3 annos,
anno e meio na ida e aimo o meio na vinda. Mas como estas nafis de
Salomon por carga traziad ouro, pedreira e madeira excelento, e outrns
riquezas do mar Gangettico daquelle tratto de Ganges era o inais correute
caminho de embarca^Sos pera o sertSo da Seriea, como nf)tta os Escritores
e Ptholemeo. E nfio me entremetto em detenninar n citio de Arsareth,
do 4 Esdr, 13, daquelles 10 tribus que forfto levadas {t'ol. 71v) em cap-
tiveiro em tempo del Rev Gseo, o qual levou cativo Salmanazar, Key
dos Ass-rios e a estes passou a outra banda do ryo e forSo transladados a
outra terra, e determinarSo deixar a muitidSo dos gentios e passar a outra
regiSo mais apartada doiide nunca habitou o geiKwo humano, p(‘ra guardar
ahy sua ley, aqual nfto guardarao em sua terra, Entrarflo jjois por humas
entradas estreitas do ryo Euphrates, porquelle fez e Altissirno entao com
elles maravilhas, e deteve os correntes do ryo ate que passassem, porque
por aquella regiSo, era o caminhe muy largo do ano o meio, o chamase
Arsareth.’

{Traiislation by Janssen, p. 87): ‘Cornrnc, d’une part, e’est la route de
Tharsis, ou de Perse (autrefois Pharsis), route depuis longteinps la plus
frequent^e parrai les Scythes de la S6rique, que prirent les tribus d’lsni^l
vers Arsareth aprds avfu’r traverse rEuphrate, airisi (ju’il est dit dans
Esdras, IV, 13, et comme, d’autre part, il fallait un an et derni pour parco-
urir cette route de Perse vers Arsareth, il est probable que e’est co (diemin
qui fut suivi par Salomon puisqu’il mit trois ans pour accomplir sou
voyage, soit un an et demi pour Taller et un an €^t demi pour le retour.

‘Mais comme les vaisseaux de Salomon avaient charg4 de I’or, des
pierreries, d’excellents hois et d’autre^s richoses de la nier Gang^ti(]U(%
f^’est ce commerce du Gauge qui formait le chemin le plus direct des
vaisseaux pour se rendre dans la S^rique, ainsi que daisont les Ecritures et
Ptol^mde.

‘Quant k la situation d’Arsareth, dont yiarle Esdras, IV. 13, je
n’entreprendrai pas do la determiner. Cette ville fut fondle par dix
tribuB qui furent emmen^es en captivity au temps du roi Os^o que Salma-
nazar, roi des Assyrions, fit jirisonnier. Celui- ci passa sur 1 ’autre rive
avec ces tribus et les transporta sur une autre terro. Ces tribus se
d^termindrent ^ se s^parer de la multitude des palens, et k s’en aller vers
une autren region plus 6cart6e, ou jamais Phomrae n’avait habits, pour 7
observer la loi que, dans leur patrie, ils n’avaient pas respect^e. Ils y
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Norte os Montes Naugracot.
e da Barte do sul. Queximir.

/
e de Occidente a Persia, e

de Oriente o Rio gauges, e

Montanhas de cascar e Tebeth.

/
e da Parte do Norte teni .41.

gr. 23. m.
/

e da parte do
sul .32. gr. 6. m.

QUEXIMIR.

Este Reino postoque peque-
no em ambito todauia he

grande em riqueze Porque tern

lAuitas Minas de ouro, de Prata,

e de toda sorte de Metaes e

Mineraes. nos Montes Proso-

nay. Mas os Naturaes nao se

aproueitao destas fertilissimas

Minas por carecer de Mineros.

e a terra quasi toda he Mon-
tuosa e aspera por todo ambito
do Reino, e nos Vales tern

muita freseura, e a terra eria

toda sorte de gado Maior e

menor. e produze todo genero

de Mantimentos.

E por este Reino Queximir
esta aberto caminlio corrente,

entre as serranias de Thebetli

pera a parte de lesueste deacob-

rirao o nouo Reino de SIM.
Descoberto por minha industria

por Via de Perigrinos que
passarao de Indostan pera o

every sort, as is found between
the Douro and Minho of Portu-
gal. And on the side of the

north, it has the Naugracot
Mountains; and on the side of
the south, Queximir; and on
the west, Persia; and on the

east, the River Ganges ^

and the Mountains of Tebeth;
and on the north side, it has
41 degrees and 23 minutes;
and on the south side, it has
32 degrc'es and 6 minutes.

QUEX1MIR.2

This Kingdom of Queximir,

although small in circuit, is yet

great in wealth
;
for it has many

mines of gold and silver, and
of every kind of metals and
minerals in the Prosonay
Mountains; but the Natives
do not profit by these rich

mines, for want of miners.

And the country is almost
entirely mountainous and
rough, through the whole ex-

tent of the kingdom; and in

the valleys it has great fresh-

ness; and the country breeds
every kind of cattle, great and
small; and it produces every
kind of foodstuffs.

And by this Kingdom of
Queximir there lies a frequent-

ed road, between the moun-
tain ridges of Tebeth, to go to

Cathay or Cata; and con-

tinuing by the same road from
Thebeth, in an east-south-east

direction, they discovered the

entrdrout par line des embouchures ^troites de I’Eujibrate, et Dieu fit

alors pour eux im miracle en reteiiant les courants du fleuve jusqu’a ee

qu’iLs fusaerit passes. Ils firent ensuite sur le fieuve ui' long voyage d’lm

an et diimi et fonderent Arsareth.*

1 The Indus rather.
2 Kaslimir.
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8im e Voltarao pera cambaya,
o qual Reino he de Chinas,

Mas gente de inilhor forma e

Philosomia.
/
tern Rei proprio

Natural, e o Reino abundante
de Qedas e lou^^a Almiscre, e

toda sorte de dourados e brin-

eos como da China. Mas
Reino qiie se nao eomiiniea eo

os Reiiios cirounuesinhos e o

new Kingdom of SIM.^
It was discovered through my
industry, by means of pil-

grims who went from Indostan
to Sim and returned to Cam-
baya. 2 That kingdom is of

Chinese, but has a pe^ople of

better form and physiognomy.
It has its own native king,

and the kingdom abounds

1 Sim can be only (.hina. The new kingdom of Sirn appears to be
some part of Tibet. I dare hardly f)ropose Nepal, though beycmd Nopal
Hindustani would not have been understood except b\' iiK'n'hants frc ni

India meeting Indian merchants settled down in those ])arts, as at Lhasa.
2 Cp. wnth fol. 65r Sc v in Janssen’s work: ‘ T(djet esta dividida em
^ p j

Tebet rnaior boreal (* Tebet minor austral, e o
area o o.

caininho de Tebet pera o C’athay s(‘ faz com faci-

lidade, por Indostan ou Mogor por via de Quiximir, donde se passa
Alar e entre serranvas a Meiro, e }K)r outros lugares ate o rio do Tebet
Maior, e dahy por rnuytas pov'oacOe.s ate Lassam, dondt* eomen^a o

destricto de (’athay por Tenduc ate C’ambalo. E {Fol h.>v) do din> Tebet
ha caminho pera Cottear ou Cottam e Sim, j>or via de Queximir, como
manifestfio os Industanes que do Moger Queximir passarfio ao Cathay
e Sim, e voltarao a Cambaya, no tempo da governa^fto d(' Xech .Ahdoraen,
govemador daquelle estado no anno 1611.

‘Antigamente o carninhfj pera o Cathay era por Turcastan e deserto

de Lop, donde passavao a Tangut e dahi ao Cathay. E tambem o caminho
era por o ditto Turcastan e Cascar ou Carcan o\i Hircande o dahi a T<‘het

e ao Cathay: mas o caminho facii he por Indostan ou Mogor por Quexirnir

e dahy por Tebet. Aranda. Cottan ate Cathay.’
{Translation by Janssen^ p. 76): ‘Tebet se divise en T(*bet Majeure

ou Boreale, et Tebet Mineure eu Australe, Le ehernin de Tebet vers le

Cathay se fait aisement yiar rHindoustan et Mogor, par voie de Quiximir.
L’on passe a Alar puis a Meiro, entre des chaines do rnontagnes et Ton
gagne Tebet Majeure. Puis, traversant de nomhreuses populations on
atteint Lassam oh commence le district du Cathay qui va de Tei)du(‘ a
Cambalo.

‘De Tebet, il y a ^galement une route pour Cottear ou Cottarn et
Sim, par Quiximir, comme le renseigiient les gens de rHiiKhnistan (pii, de
Mogor et Quiximir passdrent au Cathay et k Sim et revinrent au Canibodge
sous le gouvernement de Zech Ahdoraen en 161 L’

Cambaia is not Cambodia, but Cambay in Gujarat.
‘L’on av^ait donm^ le norn de Coc Sirn ou Chine Majeure au pays de

Coc Sim ou Cachinchine, ([ui ^tait dependant du Mansirn, hiem (yu’il parht
d^pendre du Sim. Cette province de Sim, oh se trouvaient des Chretiens

ehald^ens et qui 6tait inconnue justpi’a ce que le descobridor en eiitendit

parler, formela c6t6 occidentalo du Mansirn. Ju.squ’en 1611, quand fut
decouverte la province de Sim par la voie dc? I’Hindoustan, 1’ on ne
comptait en Chine que les deux contr^es dAsigndes respectivement sous
les norns de Mansirn et de Cochin -chine.

’
(Janssen’s Translation, p. 76.)

Goduiho de Eredia says that the ancients divided China into Sim,
or Chim, Mansirn or Mancliim, called Maior China, and Coc Sim or Cochim
or Menor China. (64v) Among the five Kingdoms of Tenduc, ho places,
giving for reference Marco Polo: (1) Gog; (2) Magog, de lapis Azul;
(3) Cindacui; (4) Cranganor; (5) Jendu, ‘com montf^ Idiffa de pratta’.
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^itio he defFenssauel ])or ser

<^ereado de Montes ao redor

do Reino, de sorte que os

Montes seru^ de Muralha entre

o Indostan e Mangin china.

/
e alem da experiegia dos

Perigrinos: Tamhem o declarao

as Istorias do Indostan, e

aquele Itinerario de Alexandre
Magno chamado escander, es-

prito em letra Arabia na lingoa

Persia e por cima de tudo faz

Mengad deste Reino SIM. os

<‘onciIios caldeos que estad nos

{FoL 81r) Arehiuos do Areeb'-

pado da Serra. ou Angainale
antigamente sufraganeo ao
Patriarcha de babilonia porqto.

este Reino era pouoado de
Christaos Nestorianos

/ e

finalmente nossos escritores

fazem mengad do Sim e Mangin
e nad declarao o citio do Sim.
neni do lendo e deue ser o

Tenduc
/
e da parte do Norte

tern cabul, e da parte do sul

te Purat. e da parte do occi-

dente Persia, e da parte do
Oriente tern os Montes de

Tebeth. e de altura do Norte,

tern na parte septetrional .40.

gr, 16. m. /
e no sul .31. gr.

50. m.

in silks, and earthenware,^

almiscre,2 and every kind
of gilt articles and of pretty

baubles like those of China

;

but it is a kingdom that does
not communicate with the

neighbouring kingdoms. And
its position is defensible, as

mountains surround the whole
kingdom, so that the moun-
tains serve like a wall between
Indostan and Mangin China.

^

And, besides the expe-

rience of the pilgrims, the

histories of Indostan also speak
of it, and that Itinerary of

Alexander the Great, called

Escander, which is written in

Arabic characters in the Per-

sian tongue; and, above all,

this kingdom of SIM is men-
tioned in the Chaldean Coun-
cils which are in the (FoL 81r)

Archives of the Archbishopric
of the Serra or Angamale,
which anciently was suffragan

to the Patriarch of Babylon,
because this kingdom was
peopled with Nestorian Chris-

tians; ^ and, finally, our
writers speak of Sim Mangin,
and they do not explain the

situation of Sim, nor of lendo,

^

1 LouQa is dishes, plates, pots and other like ware, Lon^a da India—
China-ware.

2 Musk,
3 A curious mixture of Maliachina and China.
^ The Archives of the Archbishopric of the Serra (Mountains of

Malabar) or Angamale did mention Bishops sent to China and Maha-
ehlna, but the difficulty in Malabar about 1600 was to know where Maha-
china (Great China) was located.

5 Manuel Godinho de Eredia here identifies lendo with the Tenduc
of Marco Polo, where there were Nestorian Christians. Cp. with Janssen
(fol. 65v-66r): ‘A Christandade do Cathay da India superior foi fundada

r^i u j per le Apostolo S. Thome ou por seu discipolo no
GonsiUo la eo o

(Jq pontificado de Lino, anno 69 do nacimento
Arcti.aa ^erra,

Christo nosso Salvador, e postoque os Argones
Christaos estavfto espalhados por todo Cathay, todavia os Consilios

Caldeos, quo so aeliarSo nos archives do {FoL 66r) Areebispado da

Serra ou Angalaijie, suffraganeos ao Patriarcha de Babilonia fazem

mengffo dos (ffiristfios de Jendu, chamado coruptamente Tenduc: e
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E entre as serranias de and it must be the Ten-
Tebeth. e as serranias de due. And on the side of the

tamhem os dittos Consilios fazem men^fio dos ChristSos de Sim polios

papeis que me aprezentou o mestre de Caldeos, o P. Juan Maria da Comp,
a de Jesu, E alem desta inforrna^fio afBrma Marco Polo Veiieto liv. 2.

, , n j r • ser povoada de Christads miivta parte do Athay
Marco Polo. Tav. j

i} Q
e Mansim, porque o Mansim on China era governada

cap. .

govornador ohristfio chamado Marsarsis ou
Marsalis: onde a3dificeii igrejas no anno 1268: e no amio seguinte
a requerimento de Coblay Tartaro, por ordem de P. P. Gregorio X,
passarSo de Roma ao Cathay 2 sac(*rdotes theologos de Ancona,
chamados Nicolas e Guilhermo. E Garibay, na sua Istoria Ponti-

fical, tratta de Fr. Anselmo com sens corapanheiros, religiosos da
ordem dos Pregadores, que, por licen9a do P. P. Inocencio Vo. passarfto

a empreza do Cathay. E sobre esta Christandade escreve S. Antonino.
E porque sSo terras do sertao vseptentrional, nao temos muyta cornmuni-
cacao desta gento, somentes sabemos delies que entendem o Caldeo.
E f)orisso he de erer foi muyto prospera arjuelia Christandade de Jendu
do Cathay, e por Christfios valerosoa e esforyados forao nomeados e

mandados por Cublay Tartaro Emperador pera a conquista de Mansim,
e foi conquistada por estes Christfios Alanos, como nota Marco Polo
Veneto no lib. 2. cap. 62. E bem pode st*r sejft(^ (‘stes os Alanos, f|U(^

entrarftoein Espanha no ttunpo de Arcadio e Honorio,
Macro Polo, Lib. 2,

cap. 62.
primeiro que os Godos, anno 412, porcpianto estes

Alano.s da entrada de Espanha eifio da Scythia. us

Godos da Gothia.’
{Translation by Janssen, p. 77): ‘La religion chr^tienne fut intro

-

duite dans ITnde Sup6rieure, bn (’athay, par Tapotre St. Thomas ou par
ses disciples, sous le pontiOcat de Lin, en Pan 69 de P^re chr^tieniie. Et
non seulement dans tout le Cathay se trou^ aiemt repandus dt‘ ees Argon-
autes chr^tiens, niais encore los canons des ciuiciles de (.’haldde, (jui se

trouvaient dans les archiv'es de PArchev6ch^ de Serra ou Angornale,
suffragant du Patriarche de Babilone, font mention des chreti«‘ns qui
existaieiit a leiidu, ou par corruption Tenduc. (.’<>s eonciles parlcnt

aussi des chr^tiens de 8im. C’est ce dunt j’ai }>u me coiuaincre par
I’exameu des documents cpie m’a communique le rnuitre des (.’ald^ens,

le pdre Jean Marie de la Compagnie de J6sus.
‘ En dehors do ces renseignements, nous trouvcuis dans Marco I’olo,

liv. II, cette affirmation cjue la plus grande parti<‘ de PAttay et de Mansim
^tait gouvem^e par un chr^tien appel4 Marsaris ou Marsalis, cjue fit

batir des ^glises en 1268. Et Pann^e suivantfs k la demande du Tartan*
Coblay, par ordre du pape^ (Jr^goire X, deux th^ologiens d’Aneone appel^s
Nicolas et Guillaume se rendirent de Romc>( au Cathay.

‘ Garibay, do son c5te dans son Histoire Pontificale, parle du frdre

Anselrne et de ses compagnons qui, avec Paiitorisation dTnnocent V,
entroprirent h* \ oyag0 du (Mtliay. 8t. Antonin parle 6galement de cette
crh^tient4 du Cathay.

‘ Nous n’avons pas du rente beaucoup de reuseignemc'nts sur ccs

populations, parce (|u’elleH habitaif?nt les terres situ^es k Pextr^mit^
septentrionalc de la contr^e. X^ous aavoiis seulement qu’elles compre-
naient le Chald^en. (Pol. 78.)

‘ II y a done lieu de croifV que cette contiAe ebr^tienne ^tait t rds

prospdre et quo ses habitants 4taient valeureux et forts, ('ar ce fut k
eux quo Pempereur Tartaro Coblay s’adressa (juand il voulut faire son ex-
pedition contre la (^bine. II les envoya conquerir cette province de Masim
et Marco Polo, liv. II. cb. LXII, renseigno que cette contr6e fut soumise
par des chr^tiens Alains.

‘ II pourrait se faire que ce fussent den Alains, plut6t que des Goths,
qui entr^rent en Espagne en 412, k Pepoquo d’Arcadius et d’Honorius,
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Nagerserrin estao vales onde north, it has Cabul; and on the

habrtao gigantes de .12. pes side of the south, it has Purat;

de alto, e andao cubertos de and on the side of the west,

Pelecamelo e trazem cabeca e Persia; and on the side of the

barba rapada, e entendem a east, it has the mountains of

lingoage'm do Indostan como Tebeth; and, being in the

me affirmou ch(um) Indostano northern altitude, it has in the

que foi catiuo dos gigantes. northern part 40 degrees and
16 minutes,^ and in the

southern part 31 degrees and
50 minutes.
And between the mountain

ridges of Tebeth and the

mountain ridges of Nagerser-

rin 2 are valleys where live

car ces peuplades qui lireiit invasion en Espagne venaient de la Scythie,

tandis que les Goths sent originaires de la Gothie.’

Tripule’s Cathay, I find no references to the Missionaries, Nicholas,

William, and Aiisdon and his companions.
Elsewhere Godinho states (FoL 65) that the capital of Capiom in China

flourished at the time of the idolatrous Monarchs who preceded Preste

Juan, ‘ e depois se passou aquella corte de Campion pera Jendu ou Tenduc
no oriente na parte Serica, quando se fundou aquella Christandade de S.

Thome, de que se acharao reliquiae como hum calgado ou sappatos do
ditto apostolo, que os naturaes tern em muyta vonera9ao ’ (and afterwards

that court' of Campion passed over to Jendu or Tenduc in the east in the

Serica part, when was founded that Christianity of St. Thomas, of whom
were found relics, as a shoe or slippers of the said apostle, which hold

in the natives great veneration).

That tell-tale shoe of St. Thomas is a good proof that the Chines©

still venerate St. Thomas in the shape of a traveller Saint carrying over

his shoulder a staff, from the end of which hangs a sandal. His name is

Tamo . Mylapore and Malabar had kept the story of St . Thomas ’ traveller ’

s

staff; China, we now find, had stories about St. Thomas’ staff and his

sandal. Stories of the sandal will be foimd also in the Hindu books.

Again Godinho says of the Christians m China: {FoL 64r): ‘E
pera declara^So dostas provicias (of Cathay), ho de notar que na

,, ... ... jj provincia Tenduc ou Jendu governava aquelle
Oonsiho ( haldeo. Monarcha Chrkam

baptizado polio apostolo S. Thome ou por seu discipolo puasi no
tempo do pontificado do Liiio anno 69, quando Espanha estava
despovoada por secca, o qual monarcha por annas senhoreou os

indosethas da India superior, chamada a Serica ate a anno 1167, no
pontificado de Gregoria 8o. no tempo de Dom Affonso Enrrique lo

.

^ . Rev de Portugal: no qual tempo os Tartaros da
Qaribai Chromca. Provincia de Tartar da Cidade de Coro-

moran, gentes estrangeiras e mais septentrionaes, elegerSo por Rey
a hum Chinchis, o qual vendose em grande magestade prettendeo

senhorear o mundo, e coine^ou com arrogancia formar guerras contra

seu senhor Joan Can ou Huncan, successor do Preste Juan, de quern

em guerras tevo vittorias com que o ditto Chinchis senhoreou aquelle

antigo imperio de Jendu ou Tenduc © fez tributario o Cathay e quasi

toda India superior.’

1 This makes Kashmir reach too far north.

2 As either Kliatmandu or Bhatgaon, adjacent towns in Nepal,

was called Nagar (the town), the Nagerserrin Mountains seem to be the
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BENGALA.

0 Beino de bengala esta

cituado no Tropico de cancro

em .23 .gr. 30. m. e tern da

parte do Norte Patanes. (‘ocho:

e a Proiiineia incognita de

gentes mostruosa(s) porque no
sertao se acha hQ Mar Medi-

terraneo on laguna grande, em
que esta plantada a II (ha)

chamada Zanzi. de ainbito

de 10. legoas. pouoada de 3.

cores de gente branca, More
(na e) preta com Azas e

Voao pouco a pou(co) na face

da terra : como o declara o

Itinerario de Alexandre Magno
em Persio de letra Arabia.

E nos Vales dos montes
Imaus ou Naugracot. em
certas Ilhas daq’las lagunas

habitao gentes de varia forma
de Mostros. como gente de

hQ p^, e outros de orelhas

grandes na Jlha Azus, e

outros de rosto no peito, na

giants 12 feet high, and they

go covered with camel-skins,

and they shave their head and
their beard, and they under-

stand the language of Indostan,

as was asserted to me by an
Indostano who was a prisoner

of the giants.

BENGALA.

The Kingdom of Bengala is

situated in the Tropic of Gan-
cer, in 23 degrees and 30

minutes. And on the north
side, it has Patanes,-^

Cocho,^ and the unknown
province of monstrous people;

for inland is found a mediter-
ranean sea or great lagoon in

which is situated the Zanzi

Island,^ 10 leagues in

circuit, and inliabited by
people of three complexions,

white, swarthy, and black

and they have wings and
fly gently ^ above the

ground, as is declared in the

Itinerary of Alexander the

Great, written in Persian in

the Arabic character.

And in the valleys of the

Imaus or Naugracot Moun-
tains, in certain islands of

those lagoons live j)eople with
various monstrous forms: like

the people with one foot, and
others with long ears in the
island Azus; and others with

moTmtains separating Nepal from Hindustan. One would, huwtner.
suppose that the giants were placed in Tibet rather than in Nopal, hh tho
Tibetans are taller and stronger than the Nepah'St^.

1 Patna. 2 Cooch liehar.
3 Is not this Lake Palte near Gyantze (== Zanzi ?) ?

^ (xodinho has a chapter on white’s, brown and black peoph^ in
South India, by which ho uiiderstandfl parts of Australasia. (Cf. Janssen,
fol. 54r and v.)

s One of the meanings of poitco a pouco is ‘ softly \ Perhaps,
religious dance in wViich the dancers wore wings and ‘'appeared to hover
above ground, led to the notion of wingal beings flying.
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Ilha bartil. e outros de cabeca
de .cao na Ilha Atouara. e

outros de cabeva de Elephante
na Ilha gaeza. e outros de
cabe9a de Peixe na Ilha ratem.
e 08 Pigmeos de 4. Palmos de
alto gente como chinas Ver-
melhos e cabeludos despidos
na Ilha Amani. e os Pigmeos
Negros de liQ couado de alto

comedores de came humana
ou x\ntropofagas da Ilha Sarao,

e postoque pareca fabula to-

dauia x^lem de o eeitificar

Plinio na sua Istoria Natural
do Liuro .7." tambem o de-

clarao as istorias do Indostan
de antigiiidades e outros es-

eritos da Persia, sobre esta

Materia, e eu conheci hO Indos-

tano quevio home de liQ pe no
sertao. e outra ])essoa achei
q' vio home de orelhas gran-
des. {Fol. 81v.)

Alem do eamaru de bengala

O SIND.

O Sindi ou Indi he aq’lo

Reino chamado Nager Terra
plantada no Tropieo de can-

cro em .23. gr. 30. m.
/
e tern

na parte do Norte candahar,

cabul. E no sul tern o Mar da
India.

/
E no occidente a

Persia c coracone. chamado
polos Naturaes Iran.

/ e da

their face on their breast in the
island Bartil; and others with
a dog’s head in the island

Atouara; and others with an
elephant’s head in the island

Gaeza
;
and others with the

head of a fish in the island

Ratem; and the Pigmies, four
palms high, people like the
Chinese, red, and hairy, and
naked, in the island Amani;
and the black Pigmies, one
ell high, who are eaters of

human flesh, or anthropophagi,

in the island Sarao; and,
though it appears fabulous,

yet not only does Pliny assert

this in the 7th Book of his

Natural History, but the his-

tories of Indostan on antiqui-

ties declare the same, as also

other writings of Persia on this

matter. And I knew an In-

dostano \Aho saw a man with
one foot in the inland parts,

and I met another person who
saw a man with long ears.^

Besides the camarii - of

Bengala, (there is)

:

SIND.

Sindi or Indi is that kingdom
which is called Nager, a

country situated in the Tropic
of Cancer, in 23 degrees and 30
minutes. And on the north
side, it has Candahar, (and)
Cabul; and on the south side,

it has the Sea of India; and
on the west side, Persia and

1 'riie remarkable thing for the man with one leg would have been
if he ran as fast as a horse and used his foot as a parasol when lying down.
Again, there was nothing remarkable alxnit the man with the long ears,

unless he could wrap himself up in them as in a blanket.
2 Not identitied; perhaps comarca (Port.): a subdivision of a

provijice; district. (Camaru is Ka^aru, Kainaiu or Kama-rupas=
Western Assam adjoining Bengal.)

3 Thus called^ perhaps, from Nagar Parkar, in the Thar and Parkar
District

.
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parte occidental o gozarate. aqu
eni initao ein iia tndo na secta

Tdolatra seriinonias e V'estiaria

e exercicios e iias niais obres.

/
E nao trato largamete destas

Materias porqiie niinha pre-

teneao nao he mais qne e.s-

crciier sobre o pertec^ete a
cosinogra])}iia.

Lans Deo Opt. Max.o.

(Ill anoihpT writing, on thin

page): Descaiprani do liidostan

e Guzarate.

Cora(,one, which by tlie Natives
is called Iran; and on the west

{read: east) side it has Goza-

rate, which they imitate in

everything, in the idolatrous

sect, ceremonies, dress, occu-

jmtions and all other things.

And 1 do not speak at length

of these matters, as my object

is to write* only of what
appertains to cosmography.

Praise to God, the Goo(l and
Great

.

(7/^ another writing): Des-

cription of Indostan and Gu-
zarate.

A NOTE ON ^Ianoel Godinho 1)E Ekedia and a
‘ Ghronica de Gozakath \

Sir E. Denison Ross wrote to me on January 1, IhJD, fiom
the School of Oriental Studies, London: ‘ 1 am much interest(*d to

hear of your Poi*tuguese description of Gujarat by (iodinho. I

expect you have already seen the elaborate index I printed w ith

the last volume of my Arabic History of Gujarat; this may
pos.sibly he of use for your notes, especially as it is ('xactly

conteni])or'ary, 1 am myself working at a very int (‘resting

Portugu(‘se MS., copied for me in Lisbon, d(‘scribing tin* early

life of Sultan Bahadur; it is, unfortunately, anonymous and
often difficult to understand, owing to the bad sp{‘lling and total

absence of stops <jr ca[)itals. Perhaps, if I sent you further

details, you might be able to identify the writt*r.'

I had little hojxi of being able to identify tin* author of Sir

E. Denison Ross’ MS. However, in E(d)iuary, 1030, while, at

St. Xaviei ’s Gollege, Calcutta, 1 examined for my own ])urposes

Godinho de Eredia’s iJeclararam de Malaca, published by J^eon

Janssen, I found marginally at fol. 75v a reference to a ‘ Chronica
de Gozarath A passage (ibid.) appears to have been extracted
from it: ' E aquelles Baneanes de 12 famiiias se recolluu'ilo

no Gozarate e no Metropoli Tanna de Bornbayn: como se mostra
naquelles grandes e sumptuosos aedificios de pagodos.’ The
names of these 12 families of Baneanes are enumerated in my
own MS. by Godinho, at fol. 78v. Accordingly, 1 am l(‘d to

think that much else in my MS. (Fol. 78r~78v) may have been
derived from the same Chronica de Qozarath, among other things
the name of the first king of Gujarat, i.e. Vinjalmete or

Qadaxim, and the list of the Muhammadan kings of Gujarat.
At fol. 75v of Gqdinho’s Declara(^am de Malaca there is

also a marginal reference to a Chronica da Persia and Chronica
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Persiana. In another place of the same work I remember there
was also a reference to a Persian history of Alexander the Great,
but I did not note the page. There is a similar reference in my
M8. as also to histories of Hindostan (fols. 80v, 81r).

On my arrival in Darjeeling on March 1, 1930, I found more
information on the Chronica de Oozarath in a MS. work by Miss
Ethel M. Pope: ‘ India in Portuguese Literature.’ The title-

page showed that she had in preparation a translation of Chronica
de Gnr.araie, ‘ a Portuguese MS. of the 16th Century ’. At p. 127

she writes :

—

‘ While in Lisbon we saw a most interesting manuscript
called : Chronica geral dofi successos do Remo de Guzarat em
Cainhaya depos do aiorte do Soltao Modafar\ 4 vols.,^ (General

(yhronicle of the events of the Kingdom of Guzarat in Cambay
after the death of the Sultan Modafar), 3 vols.,2 whose copy
we made and intend to publish in English in the near future.

It is an anonymous work and without date, but has the

characteristics of a manuscript of the sixteenth century.
' It b(‘gins with this summary: This book contains three

matters quite distinctive. The first volume which contains

41 folios is a general chronicle of the events of the Kingdom of

Guzarat which is called (^ambaia. The se(*ond begins with a

general description of all the coasts, islands and kingdoms of

India, beginning with the Red Sea and extending as far as China,

])ointing out paiticularly the peculiarities of the customs and
religions of the inhabitants and the commerce and trades which
ai*e in twicli. The third is the Trojan chronicle which was trans-

laU'd from Latin into Portuguese by Guido de Culuna, a fabulous

work which treats of ancient time up till the loss of Troy. The
Trojan Chronicle was separated from this volume.

' There are now 7 folios missing, 41-47.’ ^

As Miss Pope and Sir E. Denison Ross might have been
working at the same MS. without having heard of each other’s

doings, r informed Miss Pope on March 10, 1930, of the coin-

cadence and advised her to get into touch with Sir E. Denison
Ross.

From lier description of the second volume of the MSS. it

now seems to me that, as Godinho de Eredia refers in his

Descripcayn de Malaca to a Chronica de Gozaraih, Avhich I have
reason to think he used for his ‘Discourse on Tndostan and
Guza-rate he might be the author of the treatise bound up with

Miss Pope’s Chronica de Guzarat, i,e, of ‘ a general description

of all the coasts and islands and kingdoms of India, beginning

with the Ptcd Sea and extending as far as China’. His MS.

1 >S'/c.---In ]iis ‘Discourse* on Indostan and Guzarate ’ (tol. 78^')

Godinho writes ‘ Mazafar \ and cmmieratefr three of the name.
2 Sic.

' “

3 In wiiicli of tlu* or 4 volumes are these folios missing :
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* Discourse on Indostan and Guzarate prepared by me for

publication, was perhaps part of a more comprehensive treatise,

the two forming, with his Description of Malaca, South India

and Cathay, a complete geography of all the eastern parts

known to him.
Though Godinho de Eredia refers to a Chronicle of Gujarat,

it does not follow that he is the author or translator of it. Such
a Chronicle may have been written or translated long before him.

The same for the Persian Chronicle or Chronicle of Persia, and
the History in Persian of Alexander the Great to which he also

alludes.

What do the Portuguese and Spanish bibliographers know
of Godinho de Eredia, or of a Chronicle of Gujarat, a Persian

Chronicle and the Persian History of Alexander the Great ?

Away from libraries, I shall suggest that a search be made in the

first instance in Leon Pinelo’s Epitome de la Bibliotheca Oriental

y Occidental, nautica y geographica, 3 volumes, of which a copy

exists in the Goethals Indian Library, St. Xavier’s College,

30 Park Street, Calcutta.

Writing to me on February 27, 1930, Sir E. Denison Ross
says: ' I have discovered some clue to the author of the Lisbon

MS. dealing with ten years of the reign of Sultan Bahadur. I

think he is Diogo de Mesquita, who wrote an account of his

captivity which has not indeed come dow ri to us, but from whi(‘h

Correa derived materials for his history.’

Similarities between Correa and the MS. now used by Sir E.

Denison Ross may go far to establish the authorship of that

MS. and attribute it to Diogo de Mesquita. Sir E. Denison
Ross may be able to do that. I cannot now here compare
Correa with my own MS. Miss Pope writes that Joilo de Barros

(1496-1570), though working in Lisbon, had a description of

Gujarat and its history. He sent for the chronicles of th(‘ king-

doms of the East. In Dec. I, Bk. 9, ch. 3, he quotes one of the
religious books of the Malabarese on their history. He also

had chronicles of the kings of Gujarat, Vijayanagar and the
Deccan. On those of Gujarat, see Dec. IV, Bk. 5. ‘A little

further’ (Miss Pope) he says he took some things from the Persian
Chronicles. For the History of the Moghuls he drew on Persian
documents (Dec. IV, ch. 1). He notes that the Muslims of Gu-
jarat and the Chronicles of the Deccan and those of Vijayanagar
differ among themselves on the coming of the Muslims to India
(Dec. II, Bk. 5, ch. 2). My references are from Miss Pope’s MS.,

pp. 63, 67, 68. A search in do Couto may reveal what oriental

sources he had at his disposal. The same foi* (Javstanheda.

These authorities aie not now within my reach.
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Letters and other Papers of Fr. Ippolito Desideri, S.J.,

a Missionary in Tibet (1713-21).

Edited and translated

By THE Rev. H. Hosten, S.J.

In 1904, 1 made for the first time the acquaintance of Father
Carlos Sommervogel’s Bibliotheque de la Compagnie de Jesus,

The article on Fr. Ippolite Desideri, a Jesuit Missionary in Tibet,

drew my attention especially (cf. Vol. II, coll. 1963-64; Vol. IX,
coll. 204-205). And well it might, for Kurseong and Darjeeling
are at the very gates of that Forbidden Land, whose mysteries
act as a spell on so many inquisitive minds.

One of the MS. letters of Desideri (Agra, Aug. 21, 1714)
vVas said to be in the Stonyhurst College Library. When appeal-
ed to, one of our Belgian Scholastics, then at Stonyhurst,
the Rev. Fr. J. Van Neste (now very worthy Professor of
Chemistry at St. Xavier’s College, Calcutta) was kind enough to
copy the letter, an Italian one, for me. His letter of October
23, 1904, says that he had copied half of it already and that the
complete transcript would be sent off in a week. The Stony-
hurst College Library possessed nothing else of Desideri’s. The
transcript duly reached me shortly after. Somehow, 1 delayed
the translation till the beginning of mv stay in Calcutta (1909
or 1910).

I had by tlien acquired a fair knowledge of Desideri’s special

circumstances in Tibet, chiefly through Carlo Puini’s II Tibet

{Geograjia, Storia, Religione, Costumi) ^econdo la relazione del

Viaggio del P. Ippolito Desideri (1715—21), Roma, Presso la

Societa Geografica Italiana, 102, Via del Plebiscito, 1904. The
whereabouts of the original MS. had long puzzled our biblio-

graphers. Now that we have it in print, it is very tempting to
undertake the translation of it. In fact, 1 have made the trans-
lation of Desideri’s text at pp. 11-264 (338-383, in Puini), but
Puini has so completely disturbed the order of the manuscript
that, unless one be willing to follow his own order and include

all his comments, there is no means of publishing the translation.

Moreover, we know Puini has omitted from the Relation whatever
did not refer to Tibet, whereas the Relation has considerable

Editorial Note : This })aper was received in 1930 but for various

reasons it reinained unattended before the death of the author. It is

now published • in* its original form, and Dr. S. K. Chatterji. the

Philological Secretary, has revised the proofs.

—

B. Q.

( 567 )
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portions on Desideri’s journey to India before his ex}>edition to

Tibet, and on his stay in India, after that expedition. Not
only that, but the Society of Jesus, as wc^ see from the work of

Father Charles Wessels, S.J., Early Jesuit Travellers in Central

.Is/u (1()03-1721), The Hague, Martinus NiJhofF, 1924, pp. 275-

281, still possesses what appeal's to be a bettei* MS. of the sanu^

Relation (MS. A.), and another one, apparently a rough draft,

which contains many sections not utilized, or not fully utilized by
the author in the Relation of his journeys (MS. A.). It is entitled

Noiizie istoriche. To publish a translation of the text as we
find it in Puini will never be satisfactory. All tlu' availabli^

texts should be obtained first, after which that text should be

selected for translation which is found to be the most (M)mplete,

the other texts serving onR bv way of comment; to this should

then be added all portions in the other manuscripts which are

not vet repiesented.

ProfessoT- Puini, in addition to the MS. Relazione now in th(‘

Biblioteca Magliabecehiana of Florence, which, as wn said, lie

(^dited in a very unsatisfactory manner, f)ul)iished 5 k'tters of

Desideri's, four ol' which, tliough jirinted in the ISth ccuitury,

were prax'tieally unknown or inacc(‘ssible.

These are

:

1. A letter to the General of th(^ Society ol‘ d(*sus, Leli

(Ladakh), Aug. 5. 1715.

2. A letter to the same. Lhasa, Febr. 15, 1717.

3. A letter to Fr. Felice of Monteechio, a Capuchin at

Patna, dated Takpo (Tibet), March 12. 1718.

4. A lettei* to the same. Trong-gne (Tibet), Aug. 4, 1718.

5. A short letter to the Pope, Kutti (Tibet), Se])t. 21,

1721.

This last, it seems, apyieared in La Rivista Euroj)ea^ fiulv

1876, p. 293 (ef. Sommervogel, Vol. IX, No. 9); but Ihiini (//

Tibet, pp. XLll, 360 n. 1) s])eaks of it as a MS. !(‘tt(ir in th(‘

Propaganda Library.

Desidei’i's Avvertimenti a' Alissionari Vi<iggiatori net Tibet

appealed in the La Rivista Europea, June, July 1876. Cf.

Sommervogel, Vol. IX, No. 6. This I have not seen.

The first four letters mentioned above under X^os. 1-4

are said by Puini to have been taken from the Somniario of th(‘

<tase between the (!ap\iehins and the Ji^suits for priority in

Tibet, ('f. Puini, op. cit., XLll, 19 n. 6, 360 n. 1. This Som-
mario appears to be distinct from Father Df^sidori’s thrt'.e Difesa,

against Father Feli(?(‘ of Monteechio, printed at Rome in 1728,

and fiom Fr. Felice of Montecehio's own statements on the
case.

Puini states (p. XLll) that he had another MS., a relation

to the Holy Father by Desideri, dated Febr. IJ, 1717 (no doubt
from Lha.sa) about Desideri’s entrance into Thibet and his
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remaining there. This MS. is shown to be in the Propaganda
Library, but we do not find it published in Puini's II Tibet.

Carlo Puini also wrote an article: Di alcune letters inedite

o ignorate del P. IppoUto Desideri da C. di G., Missionario nel

Tibet, published in Lavorl pi'ssentati al Professore Marinelli
iiel venticinqnesimo anniversario dells sue nozze, Firenze, tip.

M. Ricci, 1895, Svo., pp. III-104. Of. Moniteur Bibliographique
de la C. de J fasc. Xlll, 1895 (RMactiori des Etudes, 1896,
April), or Sommervogel, Vol. XI, col. 205, No. 8. A friend,

whos(* name I have now forgotten, was good enough to send me
a, copy of that article, and I shall add it to these pages, w ith a

translation.

I am myself iK)\v in possession of a certain number of roto-

graphic fac'similes f)f autograph letters by Fr. Desideri. They
are all addressed to the General of the Society: -

(a) (ioa, Xov. 12, 1713: 1 p.

(5) Goa, Xov. 15, 1713: r/o.

(c) Surat, Dec. 30, 1713: 2 p[). f‘s(*a]).

[d) Delhi, Sept, 20. 1714: 2 ])p.

(c) Lhasa, Dec. 21. 1719; 1 p.

(/) Kutti, Sept. 21, 1721: 1 ]>. f \scap; very small writing.

[g) Kutti. Oct. 5, 172! : 1 ]).

All these letters (<t~g) are in the possession ol the Society

(dMesus in Europe, From the same source 1 have a letter from
Fr. Giusep})e Antonio Martinetti, S.J., Dainao, Xov. 29, 1713,

to the (ieueral of the Society of Jesus (3 ])])., autograph), in

whicli lh(‘re is question of Tibet, and Martinetti s asking to return

to Europe.

All these papers (u-g). except one, come from Goana

:

Epistolae 1569-1742, (Joa. 9: Desideri's letter (r) of Surat,

Dec. 30, 1713, is marked ‘Prov. Goan.'.

In 1911, my i'riend Fr. Wessels anti<‘ipated me by ])ublishing

in th(' original Italian the MS. lettei* copied for me at Stonyliurst

in 1904. It ap])eared at pp. 30-39 of Atti e J/emorie del Convegno
di Geagraji OrkntUdisfi ten a to in Macerata il 25, 26, 27 Settsinbro

1910, Maccaata, Fiemiato Stabilimento Ti{)ografico Aw. F.

GiorgtJti, 1911, in Svo (24x17), pp. L\dU-lS7, in Onoranze

Nazionali al P. Matt(*o Ricci. Apostolo e Geografo della Cina,

1610— 1910-11. (T. Monitvnr Bibliographique de la C. de J.,

1912, Xo. 32SO. 1 have no copy of the work, but Fr. Wessels

was kind (uiough to send me on Oct. 26, 1912, a type-written

copy of the Stonyliurst letter published by him. This copy

j)res('nts a number of discrepancies from the text supplied me
in 1904 by Father Van Neste. Having myself lumdled a number

of Desidcwi's autograph letters, 1 judge that Fr. Neste’s copy

is the more faithful of the two. Ac(‘ordingly, 1 shall add his

transcript to this (collection.
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There is yet another letter of Desideri’s which 1 include
here. It was for long the only one known to the learned world
the well-known letter (Lhasa, April, 10, 1716) to Fr. Ildebrando
Grass! published in Lettres edifiantes et curieuses (150 recueil,

1781, pp. 183-208; edn. 1843, t. II. pp. 531-555). We publish

it again below from C. Markham's Narmirves of the Mission

of George Bogle to Tibet, 2nd edn., London, 1879, pp. 302-308,
Markham having taken it himself, perhaj)s, from Astley's

Collection of Voyages, Voi. IV, together with his account of

Travels of Johann Grneber, Jesuit (pp. 295-302). We have,

however, retouched Markham's text.

Besides these letters, there is one dated February 13, 1717,

in Father Zaccaria’s Bibliotheca Pistorieitsis, })p. 185-186, it i;.

not addressed to the Pope, and is therefore not the letter

of the same date, addressed to the Pope, wliieh Piiini {II Tibet,

p. XLII) says exists in M8. in the Propaganda Library, but did

not publish. Cf. our notes supra.

1 have not seen Fr. Desideri’s three Difesa della Conijyagnia

di Giesu . . . contro le scrittnre del R.P.F. Felice da Montecchio,

Cappucino, printed all three at Rome, in 1728 (4to, pp. 18, 31,

19; cf. vSommervogel, Vol. II), at least two of which are still

in the possession of the Society of Jesus.

My notes also show the following in the possession of the

Society of Jesus, all of which, but for want of funds, might by
now' have been in my collection :

—

1 . l)i 13 scritture de P. F. Felice de Montecchio (^on risposte

alia Cong, di Prop,

2. Descriptio itineris in Tibet a P. Desideri.

Varia; Dominicus a Fano, 0, Caj)., 15/1 665; 28/W 98;

3/1 718; Apjxjllo al Paj>a, 1721.—1719 16/1 Roma: 54 pp. fol.

de deer. 8. Congreg., 1718.—(Our collection shows Desideri's

Appello al Papa of vSept. 21, 1721; but he wrote another in

January 1721. Is the date 1718 correct, or should it be 1728?)

3. Fel. de Montecchio all’ Eminentissimi d.l. Prop, contra

Patrem Desideri.

4. 1719 16/1 Roma: P. Tamburini Patri Desideri, ut statiin

relinquat Tibet. This will appear in the present collection.

5. 1723. Accounts of the Father Procurat )r.

6. 1724 16/1, Eutropio de 8aumur, O, (zap., Patri Desideri.

7. 1728. Difess II d.l. Comp, contro Pel. da Montecchio
alia 8. Congreg.

8. 1728 30/VIll. Ant. Milesius, Refl. de difesa della (Vunp.
per P. Desideri.

9. Difesa R. Desideri quia non prornpte Thibet reliquit.

10. 1730 3/Xl, Genova, P. Tambini, 8.J., Proc. delk‘

Indie, testimonium pro Desideri.

11. 1732. Missio Tibetana privative (kipucinis tradita
(a small note, without date, place or name. *1 have this and
publish it below).
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It will be seen from all this that neither Puini nor Fr.

Wessels has exhausted the subject of Desideri’s travels and stay

in Tibet, and of his activities after his return to Italy. We too

shall have to leave untouched on this occasion the better and
greater part of Desideri's writings.

We may also warn the reader here that a large number of

Desideri’s letters either never reached their destination, or, if

they did, they remain to be discovered. Fewer were lost than
he himself imagined while in Tibet. The letters sent to the

College of Agia are probably lost for ever; but those addressed

to the Provincial of Goa, not a few of which must have reached

the addressee, must be hiding among the Archives of the Provin-

cial of Goa, v'here these are now scattered. The greater part

of these Archives ought to be now in Portugal. We have also

evidence in the extant letters that Desideri wrote valuable letters

not only to his 8uperiors in Rome and Goa, but to his friends

in the Society of Jesus, both in India and Italy. Of these, how-
ever, Me possess only tvo, one wTitten to Ildebrando Grassi,

Lhasa, Apr. 10, 1716, and another to Fr. Piccolomini, Agra,

Aiig. 21, 1714.

The documents now published comprise:

—

(1) Letter of Desideri, Goa, Nov. 12, 1713, to the General.

(2) Letter of Desideri, Goa, Nov. 15, 1713, to the General.

(3) Letter of Fr. Giuseppe Antonio Martinetti, DamSo,
Nov. 29, 1713, to the General.

(4) Letter of Desideri, Surat, Dec. 30, 1713, to the General.

(5) Letter of Desideri, Agra, Aug. 21, 1714, to Fr. Picco-

lomini, in Italy.

(6) Letter of Desideri, Delhi, Sept. 20, 1714, to the General.

(7) Letter of Desideri, Leh (Ladakh), Aug. 5, 1715, to the

General.

(8) Letter of Desideri, Lhasa, Apr. 10, 1716, to Fr. Ilde-

brando Grassi, a Missionary in India.

(9) Letter of Desideri, Lhasa, Febr. 15, 1717, to the General.

(10) Letter of Desideri, Takpo (Tibet), March 12, 1718,
to Fr. Felice of Montecchio, Capuchin (Patna).

(11) Letter of Desideri, Takpo (Tibet), Aug. 4, 1718, to

the same.

(12) Decree of the Propaganda (Rome, Dec. 12, 1718) to

the General of the Society of Jesus, telling him to recall

Fr. Desideri from Tibet.

(13) Letter from the General (Rome, January 16, 1719) to

Fr. Desideri, recalling him to Rome.

(14) Letter of Desideri, Lhasa, Dec. 21, 1719, to the General.

(15) Letter of Desideri, Kutti (Tibet), Sept. 21, 1721, to the

General.

(16) Letter pf Desideri, Kutti (Tibet), Sept. 21, 1721, to

the Pope.
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(17) Letter of Desideri, Kutti (Tibet), Oct. 5, 1721, to the

General.

(18) 1732. The Mission of Tibet is assigned to the Gapu-
chins.

Our collection of Desideri letters comprises all those which
Fr. Wessels refers to at p. 274 of his work.

We add :
-

(19) Desideri on the political events in Tibet (1707-21).

Cf. Puini, 11 Tibet, pp. 338-350.

(20) Desideri’s dates in Puini and in our letters.

(21) An article on Fr. Desideri by Prof. Carlo Puini (1895).

(22) Desideri’s Noiizie istoriche and other Italian writings

noticed by Fr. C. Wessels.

(23) The Desideri’s MS. used by Puini.

(24) Two specimens of Desideri’s Tibetan writings.

(25) Bibliograpliical notes from Carlos Sommervogel, S.J.

We add five documents which reached us after the abov(‘

materials had been fully dealt Avith.

(26) I.ietter of Fr. Francis Borgia Koch, 8.J., to Fr. Anthony
Mordax, S.J., Vienna (Goa, 1706). In reality the letter must be

of 1709.

(27) Fr. Francis Anthony Zaccaria, S.J., on Fr. Desideri,

including a letter from Lhasa, Febr. 13, 1717.

(28) IjCtter of Desideri to Pope CleTiient XI (Idiasa, Febr.

13, 1717).

(29) The case of Fr. Ippolito Desideri as repi‘(‘Si‘nted to

the Sacred Congregation of Propaganda by Fr. Felicia da Montec-
chio, Capuchin, in Sofnwario A. (1728).

(30) Letter of the Viceroy (burt de s. Vic<mt(* to the King
of Ne])nl (Goa, Febr. 23, 1667).

The following correspondence is alluded to in th(‘ letters we
publish belov :

—

(1) Letter of the Gtuieral, Home, July 6, 1709, commending
to the Superiors at Goa the reopening of the Tibet Mission. Cf.

No. 2.

(2) Letter of the General, Rome, March 21 {22 i), 1711,
to Fr. Giusepf)e Antonio Martinetti, India, re<a‘ived bv him in

March 1713. Ci\ No. 3.

(3) Letter of Fr. Giuseppe Antonio Martinetti, Surat, April

1713, to th(^ (general. (L No. 3.

(4) L(/tter of the Provincial of Goa, 1713 (?), to Fr. Desideri
telling him to stay at Agra. Received at Delhi after May 11,
1713. (T. Nos. 5 'and 6.

(5) Letter of Desideri, Goa, 1713, to Fr, Piccolomini, Italy.
Cf. No. 5.

(6) Letter of Fr. De.sideri, Surat, beginning of 1714, to Fr.
Piccolomini. Cf. No. 5.
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(7) Letter of Desideri (before liis departure from Surat on

April 26, 1714) to the Provincial of Goa, asking for a companion
to Tibet. Cf. No. 5.

(8) Letter of the Provincial of Goa to the above, which must
have been received by Desideri before his leaving Surat on
April 26, 1714. Cf. No. 5.

(9) Letters-patent of Fr. Joseph da Sjdva, Visitor of Mogor,
Delhi (?), Aug. 15 (?), 1714, to Desideri, allowing him to go to

Tibet. Cf. No. 5.

(10) Letter of Fr. Manoel Freyre, Delhi, to Fr. Desideri,

Agra, who received it on Aug. 17, 1714, at Agra; telling him
he is ready to start with him for Tibet. Cf. No. 5.

(11a) Letter of Desideri, Lhasa, end of July, 1716, to the

General {via Goa and Portugal), on his journey up to Lhasa
and his staying there. Cf. No. 9.

(116) Letter of Desideri, Lhasa, end of July, 1716, to the

same unknown correspondent to whom he wrote from Lhasa,

Febr. 13, 1717. Cf. tlie letter published b}’ Fr. Zaccaria (our

Nd. 26).

(12) Letter of Fr. Dominic ofFano, Capuchin, from Nepal,

before leaving Nepal (Aug. 4, 1716) for Lhasa, where he arrived on
Oct. 1, 1716; asking the Pi'opaganda what is to be done by the

Capuchins, since Desideri went to Lhasa during the absence of

the Capuchins and is there now. Cf. No. 9.

(13) Two Decrees of Propaganda, one of March 1, 1717,

another of !Sept. 20, 1717, enjoining on the General of the Society

to abandon the Missions of Tibet. Cf. No. 12.

(14) A letter oi* note from the Capuchins announcing to

Desideri their forthcoming arrival at Lhasa. Cf. No. 9.

(15) Several letters of Desideri, Lhasa, between Oct. 1,

1716, and Febr. 15, 1717, to the Provincial of Goa. Cf. No. 9.

(16) Letter of Desideri, Lhasa, to the Pope, enclosed wdth
his letter to the General, Lhasa, Febr. 15, 1717. Cf. Nos. 9
and 15. This must be the letter of Febr. 13, 1717, to the Pope,
which, according to the article by Carlo Puini, published below

,

is in the Carte referite delle Imlie OrieMali e Gina, under that

date (Library of the Propaganda).

(17) Letter of the Pope (Home, Jan. 6, 1714) to the King
of Tibet, translated by Desideri into Tibetan and presented to

the King on Dec. 4, 1716. Cf. No, 9.

(18) Eleven letters of Desideri, Lhasa, betw^een the middle

of April 1716 to Febr. 15, 1717, to the Provincial of Goa and the

Rector of Agra. Cf. No. 9. Some of these must have reached

their destination, since DesideiFs companion, Fr. Manoel Freyre.

leturned to Mogor shortly after reaching Lhasa, and since we
have the letter, wjiich Desideri addressed from Lhasa, on Apr.

10, 1716, to Fr. Ildebrando Grassi.
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(19) Letter from Goa to Desideri, saying that in Nov. 1717

Jesuit Fathers will be sent to Tibet. This reached Desideri in

Tibet. Cf. his letter of March 12, 1718 (No. 10).

(20) Letter of Desideri, Takpo, enclosed in his letter from
Takpo, March 12, 1718, to Fr. Felice of Montecchio, Patna:

to be remitted to the Jesuits coming to Tibet on their arrival

at Patna. Cf. No. 10.

(21) Letter of Fr. Felice of Montecchio, Patna, Dec. 23,

1717, to Desideri, which Desideri received in July 1718, and
answered from Takpo on Aug. 4, 1718. Cf. No. 11.

(22) Letter of Desideri, Lhasa, beginning of June 1717, to

the Jesuit Provincial of China, to be forwarded by the Chinese

envoys then at Lhasa; in duplicate. Cf. No. 11.

(23) Letter of Desideri, Lhasa, beginning of June 1717, to

Fr. Ludovico Gonzaga, China, to be forwarded by the Chinese

envoys then at Lhasa; in duplicate. Cf. No. 11.

(24) Letter of the Provincial of Goa, appointing Desideri

Superior of the Jesuit Mission in Tibet. Cf. his letter of Lhasa,

Dec. 21, 1719 (No. 14).

(25) Appeal by Desideri to the Pope and the S. Congrega-

tion of Propaganda, both enclosed in his letter of Lhasa, Dec. 21,

1719, to the General. Cf. No. 14. A copy is enclosed for the

Pope and one for the General.

(26) Decree of Propaganda (Rome, Dec. 12, 1718), seen by
Desideri at Lhasa between April 14, 1721, when he arrived

from Takpo at Lhasa, and April 28, 1721, when he left Lhasa
for Nepal. Cf. No. 15. Already in his letter of Lhasa, Dec.

21, 1719, Desideri refers to a similar decree or news about it

as having been received by the Capuchins. Cf, No. 14.

(27) Letter of the General (Rome, Jan. 16, 1719) to Desideri,

recalling him from Tibet. This was transmitted to Desideri by
the S. Congregation of Propaganda through the Capuchins and
was received by Desideri at Takpo in January 1721. (Cf. No.
15.) The letter of the General mentions an order sent by the

General to the Provincial of Goa in 1718, and recalling Desideri

from Tibet. This was not received by Desideri. Cf. No. 15.

The letter of the Gemeral (16.1.1719) mentions a letter by
the General, 1719, to the Provincial of Goa and to Desideri,

sent via Lisbon by the Goa ships, and recalling Desideri from
Tibet, and a similar order to Desideri sent by another route.

Desideri received only the letter of January (16?), 1719.

(28) Letter of Desideri, (Takpo), Jan. 1721, to the General
and other letters of the same date. Cf. No. 15.

(29) Letters of Desideri, Takpo, January 1721, to the Pope,
the Propaganda and the General. Cf, No. 15 (end).

(30) Not many letters, but very many letters, by Desideri,
sent from Tibet to the General in 1716-21. Cf. No. 15.
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(31) Letters received by Desideri in Tibet (1716-2]) : from
friends in Italy, i.e. from Fr. John Baptist Conti (several times),

Fr. Galuzzi, Fr. Corsoni, Master Silvestri, and others not men-
tioned. Cf. No. 15.

(32) Letter of the General in answer to Desideri ’s letter

(2 letters ?) from Goa, Nov. 12 and 15, 1713, received by Desideri

in Tibet in Sept. 1718. Cf. No. 15.

(33) Ledters by Desideri to the General, to the Pox^e, to

Cardinal Toloinei, and Count (?) Fedri (?), sent in February
1717 by the ( k^nichins, by way of the Frencli shjjjs, were received

in Rome \n 1718, as Desideri was duly informed. Cf. No. 15.

(34) Letter of the Dutch Director, (Patna ? Singhia C?
1721 (?), to Desideri, received at Kutti in Sept. 1721. Cf. No.
15.

(35) Letter of Desideri, Takpo, March 1718, to the General.

Cf. No. 15.

(36) Letter to the Pox)e enclosed in his letter to the General
(Kutti, Oct. 5, 1721). Cf. No. 17.

(37) Lettcf of the General, Rome, Januaiy 1723, to Desideri,

answering his letters of Lhasa, Dec. 21, 1719, and of Kutti,

Sept. 21 and Oct. 5, 1721.

(38) Letter of the General, Rome, Sept. 22, 1726, to Desi-

<leri, answering his letter of Delhi, Sept. 26, 1714.

We shall set down here some of the chief dates in the

remarkable career of this great traveller for Christ.

Born at Pistoia on Dec. 21, 1684 (Dec. 20, 1684, in Zacharia,

our No. 26), he entered the Novitiate of the Society of Jesus
on April 27, 1700 (May 9, 1700, in Zacharia

;
our No. 26). Even

before lie becaune a priest, he had conceived the idea of going
to Tibet. (Puini, II Tibet, p. 3.) Ordained a priest on Aug.
28, 1712, he set out from Rome for Lisbon on Sept. 27 of the
same year, being then twenty-seven years and nine months old.

He arrived at Lisbon in Miircli 1713, left for India on April 7,

and reached Goa on Sept . 27, 1713. He left it on Nov. 17, 1713,

i

and passed through Chau I, Bassein and Daman, where he
fell ill on his arrival (Dec. 21). On January 1, 1714, he started
for Surat and arriv^ed on the 4th of the same inonth.^ Here
Fr. Joseph da Silva, the Visitor of the College and JVIission of
Agra, showed himself favourable to the new enterprise of reopen-

ing the Tibet Mission, to which the Provincial of Goa had
destined him.

The journey from Surat to Delhi filled the interval of March
253 to May 11, 1714. From Delhi he went to Agra, returned

to Delhi on or shortly after Aug, 22, and with Fr. Manoel Freyre

1 WeBiicls, ]). 21(J, has Nov. 13, 1713.
2 We shall ha\ (' to discuss these two dates lower down.
3 March 26, iii Wossels, p. 211, and in Desideri’s letter of Delhi,

8ept. 20, 1714.
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set but for Tibet on Sept. 23. i On Oct. 9, they were at Lahore,

resumed their journey on the 19th, and reached Kashmir
(Srinagar) on Nov. 13. On May 17, 1715, after a serious illness,

which overtook Desideri, they proceeded and arrived at Leh, alias

Ladakh, on June 26. Here they took information about the

Tibet where Fr. de Andrade had been and discovered that,

besides Little Tibet (Baitistan) and Great Tibet (Ladakh),

there was 3^et a greater Tibet, where the Capuchins were or had
been and the capital of which w^as Lhasa. Fr. Fre\ue, who
wished to return to India the moment he arrived at Leh, finding

that the journe}- back to Srinagar would lie across the moun-
tains, which he dreaded, insisted on going to Lhasa, and thence
back to Agra. As he w^as Desideri’s Superior, he insisted on
taking Desideri with him to Lhasa. They left accordingly on

Aug. 27 (17, in Puini, p. 32), ]715,‘^ and arriv^ed at Lhasa on
March 18, 1716. According to Puini (p. 30 n. 1. 50) FrcAue
returned to India shortlv after his arrival there. He had left

by the time the Capuchins arrived.

When the Capuchins reappc^ared at Lhasa on Oct. 1, 1716,

after they had left it in 1711, they found Dcvsideri alone at

Lhasa, and the question arose who was to cultivate the mission-

field, the Jesuits represented hy Desideri, or the Capuchins,

who had been appointed to the Tibet Mission b}^ the Pro])aganda
in 1703 and had been at Lhasa between 1708 and 1711. While
the question w^as referred to Rome for settlement, Desideii

stayed on at Lhasa, in his house or in two of the Lamaseries in

the neighbourhood, where he devoted himself, exclusively to the

stud}^ of the language and the composition of books of contro-

versy in Tibetan verse, or at the hospice of the Capuchins at

Takpo-Khier, where his occupations appear to have been similar.

He was two years in Takpo (Puini, 315). The order of the General
recalling Desideri, at the request of the Propaganda, reached

Desideri in January 1721, at Takpo, and immediately he with-

drew. Some ill-informed writers, such as the late Rev. Graham
Sandberg {The Exploration of Tibet, Calcutta, Thacher, Spink
& Co., 1904) will have it that Desideri sta^^ed on after being

recalled, and that he had been sent by the Jesuits to spy on the

work of the Capuchins. Nothing can be more pitiable. His
was on the contrary as remarkable case of prompt obedience
as one could wish.

The journey back from Lhasa, w^hich he began on April 28,

1721, took him through Kutti (arrival: May 30; departure:
December 14), Khatmandu, Bhatgaon, Bettiah territory,

Singhia, Patna, Benares, Allahabad, and Agra, where he arrived

on April 20, 1722. In September he was at Delhi, where he stay-
ed until in 1725 he left for Pondicherry via Allahabad, Benares,

1 8ept. 24, in Wesseln, p. 211.
2 Aug. 17, 1715, in Wensels, pp. 214-215,
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Patna, and Cliandernagore. The Mogor Catalogue of Dec.
1724 mentions him as at Dehii {JA8B., 1910, p. 536). He
reached Pondicherry on Jan. 10, 1726, studied Tamil to make
himself useful in the Carnatic Mission, but on January 21,

1727, left for Rome with the process for the beatification of
Blessed Jolin the Brito. Apparently the chief reason for his

returning to Rome was that he had repeatedly asked the General,

the Propaganda and the Pope to come to Rome in order to rC'

present to them the state of religion in Tibet and urge what
reasons he thouglit he had for defending Jesuit priority in the

Tibet mission-field. He arrived at Rome on Dee. 23, 1727
(Puiiii, 10), on Jaiuiarv 23, 1728 (Wessels, p. 273).

From the point of evangelization Desideri’s career in Tibet

was a failure. He learned Tibetan, wrote Tibetan prose and
verse, translated Tibetan books, may have composed, as he
intended, a catechism, a grammar and a dictionary, taught the

know ledge he liad acfjiiired of the language to the Capuchin
Fathers, but failed in restoring the old Jesuit mission-field.

A littki more knowkalge at the start of the past history of our
Missionaries in Tibet and of Tibetan geography would have
avoided the conflict with the Capuchins and would have saved
the situation. Had he known wiiere de Andrada had been, all

might have'- becui different. But, he did not know
,
nor did Fr.

Freyre, nor did the two Fathers at Agra (1714), nor did the

Visitor and the Provincial at Goa, nor any of the Fathers w^ho

since 1703 had been busy collecting information about reopening
the Jesuit Mission of Tibet. Yet, from 1640 to 1713 only 73
years had elapsed.

Betw een 1624 and 1640 or so, the Jesuits of the Goa Pro-
vince, with and after de Andrada, had been at Tsaparang in
Guge, and at Rudok; they had visited Ladakh in 1731 in the
person of Frs. de Azevedo and de Oliveira. In 1626 the Jesuits
of the Cochin Province had gone by Bengal and Kuch Bihar
to the Bhutan of our pres€>nt maps and the dual province of
U-Tsaiig, the cajital of which is Lhasa. They had visited
Gyantse and Shigatze, had been in touch, at least by corres-
pondence, with the Tsaparang Mission, had crossed Nepal
twice on the way back to Bengal, but had not, as far as we are
aware, visited Lhasa. By 1632 the Jesuits of Cochin had retired,

owing to loss of personnel, and they were not privileged to return.

Desideri considered himself sent to the Tibet of de Andrada.
The great mistake he made was to go to the Srinagar of Kashmir
instead of striking through the Himalayas, via Srinagar in

Garhwal, Badilnath and Mana, the route followed b\^ de
Andrada in 1624 and later again. After abandoning Tsaparang
and Tibet proper (1641 ?), the Jesuits had a mission at Srinagar
in Garhw al till as late as 1654, and perhaps later. Most modern
geographers or historians, imperfectly acquainted with the liter-

ature of de Andrada’s travels, have also understood that de
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Andrada’s Srinagar was the capital of Kashmir. How could
Hssideri make the mistake ? Had he not seen any of de Andra-
da’s printed relations ? Srinagar, Badrinath, Mana and Chapa-
rangue (Tsaparang) are mentioned there, and the distam^es from
Delhi are set forth. How then did he begin by going to Lahore
and Kashmir, a considerably greater distanced Had the

Fathers of Agra no traditions, no papers, to show the old route

And what of the Archives of Goa ^ They were as if thr own
into a well, says a Jesuit somewhere. If Desideri had had
time to consult the Archives while at Goa, he would liave found
in them papers now in the British Museum, of which I have
copies, and which would have given liim ample information.

But he was at Goa only fi*om Sept. 27 to Nov. 17, 1713. No
doubt, Desideri had heard of the Capuchins who in 170S had
reached Lhasa through Nepal. He must have heard of them
at Surat anyhow, whei'c he was sevei’al months the guest of the

Capuchins. He may have met also at Daman Fr. Giuseppe
Antonio Martinetti, who in Nov. 1713 had r'eliable information

of the doings of the Capuchins in Nt‘pal and at Lhasa, which
he had received from an Armienian at Patna, a frien<i of th(^

Capuchins. Before he left Delhi in 1714, Dr^sideii might have

known that the Capuchins had left Lhasa in 1711 and were
not yet back. Had his intention been to oust tlie Caf)uchiiis,

why did he not go to Lhasa by Patna during their abseru'C

He did not, but went in search of the; Tibet of Andrada by way
of Kashmir. He did not even suspect at tire start that Lhasa
was in Tibet, it would seem. He had heard of two Tibet s,

Little Tibet (Baltistan) and Gr*(‘at Tibet (Ladakli). When he

arrived at Leh (Ladakh), he discovei’od that Lhasa, v\'as the

capital of Greatest Tibet, also called Great Tibet. Ap|)arently

all the time he had heard that Lhasa was the capital of Bhutan
or Po, and had concluded it was not the Tibet of de Andrada.

At Leh Desideri learned that the Capuchins had been at Lhasa
and were perhaps still there. It was one of his reasons to refuse

at first to go there with Fr. Freyre. But Fr. Freyie, his Supe-
rior, overruled his decision of staying in Ladakh. Desideri

had no proof that de Andrada had been in Ladakh. He went
in search of his mission in the third Tibet, and this biought
him to Lhasa. He even entertained the noti^)n that a habit, a

biretta, and other things had been left by de Andrada at Lhasa
or in that direction. It could not be. de Andrada had never
set foot at Lhasa, nor any of the Fathers of the Tsaparang
Mission. Freyre and Desideri set out from I^eh without dis-

covering that de Azevedo had been there in 1631. They ])assed

through Rudok without discovering that it had been for a time
an offshoot of the Tsaparang Mission. They passed through
Gartok without knowing how near they were to the Tibet of de
Andrada, to Tsaparang. They went to Lhasa. Then the
inevitable happened when the Ca})uehins rc^ap{K:^ared on tlu^
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scene. What labour and what expense were thus thrown away,
becahse a few points of history and geography had not been
cleared up at the start ! With Desideri at Tsaparang, the
Capuchins of Lliasa would have had no reason to quarrel about
priority of occupation, nor would Desideri have had. Both
the Capuchins and the Jesuits would have had as large a field

as would have satisfied their ambitions.
It is vorth noting that the General of the Jesuits urged

the reopening of the Jesuit Missions in Tibet at the time when
the Capucliins vaae commissioned by Propaganda to go to

Tibet by way of Nepal. That was, in fact, the route which
the Poy)e in 1703 pointed out to the C-apuchins on a map in the

Vetican. It is not impossible that when the Jesuits heard that

on March 14, 1703, the Congregation of Propaganda had decreed
to make airangements with the Procurator General of the

('apuchins to open a Capuchin Mission along the banks of the

Gauges towards Tibet, they felt as if they wen‘ being overlooked.

Wlum on March 30, 1704. Fathei- Michael de Amaral was a])point-

ed \dsitor of the Jesuit Province of Goa, they resolved to re-

establish the Jesuit Mission in Tibef . From that moment till

the time when Desideri appears on the scene, the question

continued to Vje examined. Father Manoel Monteiro was
commissioned to inquire at Agra about the most suitable route

and to gauge the chances of success of a fresh efibrt.i When
he (lied in 1707, he had not done more than gather some informa-
tion from Armenian traders about the most practicable roads.

‘As Amaral meanwhile was relieved of his post in 1706,
the u'hole plan seemed off. But, when he was again appointed
Visitor in 1707, tuo young Goa missionaries, Fathers Carvalho
and Gill, certain of Amaral’s support, wrote to the General
and volunteered for the Tibetan Mission. Though they did not
see their wishes fulfilled, the \4sitor’s influence continued to

be felt. For, on December 15, 1708, the Provincial Manuel
Saraya ^ informed the General that at the instance of F. de
Amaral he had appointed John Carvalho and Peter de Torres
tor Tibet, but had been forced by the death of two mission-
aries in Maysore ^ to send them thither to supply the vacancies.
Rome favoured and even urged the return to the old mission-
field, as appears from a letter of the General, F. Tamburini,
of July 6, 1709.

‘Probably before receiving this letter, on January 3, 1710,
Saraya informed the General that Fathers Josepli Martinetti

and Francis Koch had been charged to undertake a new

1 Tn Catal()gu€> of November 17(>5, he appears as mifiiins ad
Tfiibetami)}) M issurncn) investigandam, "sent to examine the question
of tlie Thibetan Mission ’. Cf. JASB., 1910, p. 535.

Read: Sarayva. 3 Mysore.
Francis Koch. Born at Klagensfurt, Oct. 1C. 1678, and admitted

into tlio Society, Oct. 21, 1695, he taught grammar and belles-lettres.
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venture from Agra—though in fact nothing came of it—and
on December 28, 1710, he reaffirmed his diligence in the matter.

Such was the state of affairs when on September 27, 1713,

Father Desideri disembarked at Goa.’ (Of. C. Wossels, S.J.,

Early Jesuit Travellers in Central Tibet, pp. 206-207.)

In his Notizie Istoriche del Thibet, the MS. in the possession

of the Society of Jesus (cf. Wessels, p. 276), Book I, has a (diapter

giving an ‘Account of the Mission which the Company of Jesus

had had in Thibet, from its foundation up to the time of the

author’. Did Desideii discover by June 22, 1728, when he

completed that MS. in Italy, that de Andiada had iiever be(m at

Lhasa, but at Tsaparang ? I cannot say; but, having arrived

at Rome on January 23, 1728, he may not have had the time to

make diligent researches in the history of de Aiulrada’s mission

and the position of Tsaparang. Working up tlie materials

he had brought from Tibet and all his diaries would have kept

him sufficiently busy till June 22, 1728. The simple discovery

of the position of Tsaparang might have led liim to advocate
in his three Difesa a compromise, a division of Tibet into an
area for the Jesuits with head cpiarters at Tsaparang, and
another for the Capuchins at Lhasa.

In April->July 1912, a young Englishnran, Mr. Madavorth
Young, was sent to Gartok on a commercial mission. On tin*

way back, at the instigation of Sir Edward Maclagan tlien at

Simla, who supplied him from his libi'ary with one of d(‘ Andrada’s

relations and with notes fVom mys(*lf, h(^ wruit out of hi.s way
to visit Tsapai'ang on the icdurii jourTiey and had no difficulty

in recognizing tlie place and the neighlrouihood of thi' Tsaparang
of de Andrada. Nay, he found indubitable jrroofs of the passage*

and stay of the Jesuits there. I have still among my papers
the report of Mr. Mackworth Young drawn up at Sir Edward
Maclagan’s residence, Armadale, Simla. A copy of it was
taken by Fr. C. Wessels, S.J. Mr. G. Mack worth '\A)ung has
since written A Journey to Toling and 7\Haparang in Western
Tibet, in the Journal of the Pfinjab Historical Society, Vol. \T1,
No. 2. (1919), pp. 177-M)<S, where he ref(*js to liis discov(‘ri(\s.

St. Josephs College, Itarjeeling.

Nov. 1, 1929.

Sonimerv ogel states that he wrote from (ioa in a letter resptH^ting
his forthcoming journey to Agra and the/icf' to a^irtary. Fr. Hurauh^r
{DeiUsche Jesuilen—Mission^re dee 17 war/ 18, Jahrhnnderis, Freiburg,
Herder, 1896) says that he w'BH destined for a Mission to Tibet, the king
of which had ask(;d for Misskmaries. He died at Agra, on Oet. 8, 1711,
One ‘P. Francisens iiorgia

a

tierrnan, left Lisbon for India in 1700
(A. Franco’s lists). The reference in Kommervogel is: Brief p. Koch, Sor.
Jesu, an R. Pairem Mordax, Soc. Jesti, geschric.hen zu Goa, 1706. Von
seiner Reis von Goa nach Agra, und ferner in die 7"artdrey.- tix the WcU-
Bott of Fr. Sto(;kIein, V, No. 117.
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1. Letter of Fr. Ippolito Desideri, S.J., to the General of
the -Society, Rome (Goa, 12 Nov., 1713).

(From documents in the possession of the Society of Jesus:
Goana Epist. 1569-1742 {Goa, 9).)

{P. 1.) Molto R. do in X.po Our Very Reverend Father
P.re N.ro, in Christ,

P.C. CCLXXJl. The Peace of Christ.

Si compiace S.D.M. p. mezzo It pleased His Divine Ma-
dl P.e Procinciale di chia- jesty by means of the Father
niaiani, e destinarmi all nuova Provincial to call me and des-

IVlissionc del Tibet. Con tutto tine me to the new Mission of

il mio cuore, abbraccio, e Tibet. ^ With all my heart

seguo la voce, e volonta di I embrace and follow the voice,

Dio, e questo sar^ lo scopo, and will of God, and that will

ed il fine, a cui consacro tutto be the aim and the end to which
me, tutti i miei pensieri, opere, I consecrate my whole self,

forze, e vitta sino all’ ultimo all my thoughts, works,
respiro, Ma perche chi vuole strength and life, up to my last

efhcaoem.te il fine cerca tutti breath. But, since he who
i mezzi, e particolarmente i efficaciously wants the end

1 The letter is dated Nov. 12, 1713. Desideri had arrived at Goa
only on Sept. 27, 1712. We have reason to think that the General had
asked the Provincial to let him go to Tibet, in case he judged him a fit

subject for such an enterprise: for in his letter to the General (Kutti,
Sept. 21 , 1721) Desideri says that the General gave him permission at Rome
in 1712 to go to Tibet, and that the Provincial of Goa confirmed that
permission in 1713. We must therefore take exception to the concluvSion

reached by P>. Wessels, pp, 207-208. ‘Was Desideri specially commis-
sioned b\' the authorities at Rome to re-establish the Tibet-Mission ?

^^'e have it on his own authority (P. 208) that for some time before leaving
Europe he had entertained the idea of working in that field, and his

purpose to devote himself to that Mission was approved of and blessed
by Pope Clement XI at a special audience granted to the two travellers,
but neither Desideri’s letters nor any other extant writing contain any
hint, that he had a special charge with regard to Tibet. His letters rather
go to show^ that he had not. Thus wdien w^riting to the General on Novem-
ber 12 and 15, 1713, he informs him that he has been chosen and destined
for the now mission by the Provincial and that he is delighted at the
appointment. He then urges the General to address him a special letter

confirming the appointment and ordering him (Desideri) explicitly to

open the mission of Tibet and to act in all this under direct responsibility

to Rome; thus ho will be able to overcome all the difficulties that might
be raised against the undertaking. Six weeks later he returns to this

point.’ There was no need in 1713 for Desideri to recall to the General
that he had given him permission in 1712 at Rome to reopen the Tibet
Mission. The Provincial chose and destined Desideri, as we now can see,

because the General himself had recommended him to the Provincial of
Goa for the task. Nor does Desideri ask the General to confirm the
choice of the Provincial, but to make it impossible for the Provincial to

recall his choice and decision.

The two travellers at the audience of the Pope in 1712 were Desideri

and the companion of his travels to India, Fr. Ildebrando Grass'.
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piu efiicaci, p. ottenerlo; p.

questo, coiioscendo io, ehe
1' autorita di Sua P.ta ei 1

mezzo, tra gl’ umani, il piu

efficace, questa invoco, quest a

con ong’instanza diinando.

Dissi, I’aiitorita di 8ua P.ta

essere il piu efficace per con-

seguire il fine propostomi, per-

che ella sola fra tutti puo
rimuovere tutti griuipedinienti,

che distornino il conseguimento

del fine sopradetto. Due sorti

d’impedimenti riconosco in iiua

tal impresa. Alcuni sono le

difficult a, e i travagli grand i,

che possono incontrarsi nel

viaggio; nia di questi non fo

caso veruno, perche pongo la

mia fiducia tutta nel mio Dio
potentiasimo, misericordio-

sissimo, fedelissimo, e so di

certo, che spes non confnndit: e

tanto e hingi, che mi sbigot-

tiscano i travagli, che anzi

questi m’invitano, perche
questi sono cio che son veimto
a cercare nell' India p. amor
del mio buon Gesu, risolutissi-

mo 6 di sup. are tutti i travagli,

6 di morire in mezzo ad essi

soddisfatissimo di tal sorte,

perche cosi moriro con una
morte simile a quella dl Reden-
tore, de’ santi, e de’ veri

figliouoli dlla mia araatiss. a

Madre la Comp. a. L’altra sorte

d’impedimenti, i qiiali V espe-

rienza di do che in altri succede
altre volte m’insegna essere

i piu gagliardi, e pereio piii da
temersi, e pereio da meglio
precautelarsi eontro d’essi, sono
le volont^ de’ Nostri medesimi,
che incatenano chi corre, tag-

seeks out all the means, chiefly

the most efficacious means, to

obtain it, I therefore, knowing
that the authority of Your
Paternity is among human
means the most efficacious one,

ask foi‘ that, and T'e(|uest it

with all earnestness.

1 said that the authority of

Your Paternity is the most

efficacious means to obtain the

end proposed to me, because

it alone, of all the rest, can

remove all th(‘ obstacles whif'h

might prevent the attainment
of the end abov(*-said. I sc‘e

two kinds of obstades in such

an enterprise. Some are the

difficulties and great toils which
can be met on the journey: but

of these I make ikj ac(*ount,

because I place all my confi-

dence in my most pow(*rfuI,

most merdful, most faithful

God, and 1 know for certain

that spes non confnndit (hope

confoundeth not);i and tlie

toils, instead of frightening me,
invite me rather: for these are

the things I have come to seek

in India for lovf^ of my good
Jesus, being firndy resolved

either to overcome all toils,

or to die in their midst, most
happy in such lot, because thus

shall 1 die death similar to

that of th(‘. Redeemer, of' the

Saints, and of the true sons

of my most beloved mother

the Gompanv. The other

obstacles, which the ex-

perience of what happemed at

other times to others teadies

me to be the most troublesome,

and therefore the most to be

feared, and therefore the most
to be guarded against, are the

1 Rom. 5. 5.
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liano le ali a chi vola, in iina

parola a spada tratta si oppon-
gono a’ voleri dello zelo di

Sua P. ta, 0 pereio a’ manifesti

voleri di Dio.

P.re Nostro, eccomi genu-

flesso a’ piedi suoi con tntto il

cuore. Qiiivi posto la snpplico

per amor di Dio, ehe eosi viiole

;

e p. il sangne preziosissimo di

Gesu
,

che merita di essere

esaiidito, la snpplico, dico, a

darmi in qiiesto genere Taiuto,

ed il rinforzo della sua autorita,

daiidomi assoluta, totale, e

iiidependeiite facolta di prose-

guir‘ il viaggio fino al Tibet, p.

])otermi prevalere di essa in

caso, die, conforme si dice

(|ui comnnemcnte da tiitti io,

ricevessi nn’ arresto p. istrada,

dopo che gia saranno partite

le lettere, che si mandano a

Siia P. ta.

P.re N.ro Dio mi chiama al

Tibet, e se non giungo la, non
proverra certam. te da me

;

onde quando S.D.M. nel Giu-

dizio mi dicesse; p. che non
aiidassi ? che cosa gPhb da
rispondere ? Non avevo Pauto-

rita di cio fare meritre gJ’

uoinini me V impedivano;

perche sarebbe mia colpa Fis-

tesso non procurare taF auto-

rita, p. qiiesto gle la dimando,

e di nuove gle la chieggo p. il

sangue preziosiss.o di Gesii.

La vsupplico altresi ad appli-

care biioii nnmero di Messe, e

a far far e orazioni nelle nostre

case, e particolarmente nel

Noviziato, p. ottenere, ehe

S.D.M. benedica, prosperi, e

conduca a buori’ esito quest’

wills of Ours themselves, which

bind him who runs, and clip

the wings of him who flies, in

one word with drawn sword

are opposed to the wishes of

Your Paternity’s zeal, and

therefore to the manifest will

of God.
Our Father, here I am,

kneeling at your feet with all

my heart. Placed here, I be-

seech you for God’s sake, who
wants it so, and by the most

precious blood of Jesus, which

merits being heard, I beseech

you, I say, to give me in this

matter the help and the sup-

port of your authority, giving

me absolute, complete and
independent permission to pur-

sue the journey up to Tibet,

so that I may avail myself

thereof in case that, as is

commonly said here by all, I

be stopped on the w^ay, when
the letters now being sent to

Your Paternity will have left.

Our Father, God calls me to

Tibet, and, if I do not get

there, it will certainly not be

because of me; hence, if at

the Judgment God should tell

me : Why didst thou not go ?

what sort of thing have I to

answer ? I had not the au-

thority of doing so, since men
prevented me ^ But, as that

would be my fault, in that I

did not procure such authority,

I therefore ask it of you, and

again 1 beg for it by the most
precious blood of Jesus.

I also beseech you to apply

a good number of Masses, and
to cause prayers to be said in

our houses, and in particular

in the Novitiate, to obtain

that His Divine Majesty bless,

prosper, and bring to good
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impi essa di tanta gloria di Dio,

e dalla qualle si puo sp.are la

conversione, e salute di tante

aniine. E posto a’ suoi piedi la

supplieo deiraiuto dlle sue

8. S. Orazioni, e S. S. Sacrifizj,

e dlla siia S.a Benedizioiie.

Di. V.P.

Goa, 12. Xovembre 1713..

Ind.mo in X.po 8ervo,

Ippolito Desiderl,

issue this enterprise of so much
glory to God, and from which
may be hoped the conversion

and salvation of so many souls.

And, kneeling at your feet, 1

beg the help of your Holy
Prayers, and of your Holy
Sacrifices, and of your Holy
Blessing.

Your Paternity's

Goa, the 12th November 1713.

Most unworthy Servant in

Ghrist,

Ippol ito Demderi

.

2. Letter of Fr. Ippolito Desideri, S.J., to the General

of the Society, Rome (Goa, 15 Nov., 1713).

(From documents in the possession of the Society of

Jesus: Goana Epist. 1569-1742 (Goa. 9).)

(P. 1.) Molto R.do in X.po
P.re N. ro,

P.C. CCLXXII.b.

Con altra via ho dato parte

a 8ua P.ta dell’ essere io stato

destinato da questo P.re Pro-

vinciale p. tentar di nuovo
I’impresa d’ aprire la Missione
dl Tibet. Con qiiesta 2.a via

confermo il medesimo. 86 che

questa e volonta di Dio, et e

volonta di 8ua P.ta che mostro
il 8uo zelo grande, e giustissi-

mo, che intorno a cio ha, con
quelle parole, che ritrovo in

um» sua lettera scritta a’O di

Liiglio dl 1709., che sono le

seguenti-Ex data occasiono

valde commendamus, ut aperi-

antur novae Missiones, et fer-

ventius agatur de reditu ad
Tihetim,, Nec deterreant ullae

difficulties; nam causa Dei est,

qui ia sternit via p. Mogolense
im peril!m.

Our Very Reverend Father
in Christ,

The Peace of Christ.

B}^ another via J have‘ in-

formed Your Pat(‘rnity ^ that

I have been destined by this

Father Provincial to try anew
the enterprise of o[)(‘ning the

Mission of Tibet. By this

second via 1 confirm the same.

I know that this is the will

of God, and the will of Your
Paternity, who showed the

great and most just zeal you
have, regarding this, by these

w'oids which T find back in a

letter of yoi rs written on the

6th July 1709, which an' as

follows: 'Occasion offering, we
greatly commenfl that new
Missions be ojiened, and that

more fervour be shown for

returning to Tibet. And let

no difficulties frighten: for

it is God’s cause, who already

1 In thw letter of Cioa, Nov. 12, 17i:}.
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Ah P.re N.ro, io non posso

qui esprimerle, che animo, che

vigore mi diano quelle belle

parole: Causa Dei eat. Le
prometto di certo, conforme
me ne sono gia risolutissimam.

te protestato col mio Dio, che

quanto e p. parte mia, 6 io

ho da morire p. il viaggio, 6 h6
col favor divino a entrare nel

Tibet: ne fd conto veruno, he

di patimenti, ne di difficolta,

ne di pericoli, ne della morte.

Mi diehiaro, e mi protesto. che

p. la gloria di Dio ho da fare

tutto il pos ibile con V aiuto

dlla Divina grazia. Di sorte

che, se succedesse, che p. il

viaggio io mi vedessi mancare,

c gia vicino a morire se vedrd

di poter dare, prima dll’ ultimo

respiro, un passo di pin verso

il Tibet, mi dipiu verso il Tibet,

mi diehiaro, e mi protesto, che

ho da dare quel passo di pin, e

consecrarlo all gloria di Dio, e

alia conversione dl Tibet.

Questo e p. parte di me aiutato

dalla grazia divina. Ma se

(il che Dio non permetta rnai)

se conforme e siicceduto altre

volte, e conforme si dice com-
unemente, che sia p. succedere

aiiche questa volta, doppo
essersi di qua mandate beliis-

sime lettere a Sua P. t«a, mi
venisse un’ arresto, e mi
venisse da’ nostri medesimi

irnpedito, e sturbato, cio che

addesso mi vien comandato,

cio che manifestamente e vo-

lonta di Dio, cio che e volonta

espressissima di Sua P. t^,

tante volte, e con tanto zelo,

e fervore manifestata; se mi
fosse irnpedito c4o, che porta

seco di consequenza tanta

paves the way through the

Mogol empire

Ah, Our Father, I cannot

here express to you what cour-

age, what vigour these beau-

tiful words give me: It is God’s

cause ! I promise you for sure,

as I have already protested

most resolutely to my God,

that, as far as in me lies, either

I have to die on the journey,

or I have with the divine favour

to enter Tibet. Nor do I

make any account, either of

sufferings, or of difficulties,

or of dangers, or of death. I

declare and protest that, for

the glory of God, I have to do
all that is possible with the

help of the Divine grace, so

that, should it happen that

on the journey I see myself

breaking down and already

near death, yet see that before

my last breath I can make one

step more towards Tibet, I

declare and protest that I shall

make that step more, and shall

consecrate it to the glory of

God, and to the conversion of

Tibet. This for my part,

helped by the divine grace.

But if (which may God never

permit ! )
if, as has happened at

other times, and as is com-
monly said voll happen also

this time, after most beautiful

letters have been sent from
here to Your Paternity. I

should be stopped, and I

should be prevented by Ours
themsehes, and that should

be disturbed which now is

ordered me, that which mani-

festly is the will of God, that

which is the very express will

of Your Paternity, manifested

so many times and with such

zeal and fervour: if that be
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gloria cli Dio, e la salute eterna
di taiite anime redente col

>Sangue preziosiss.o di Gesu;
die potro, che doverd io fare

in tal caso ? Io non voglio

aspettar’ un tal caso
;
Mi stimo

obligato in coscienza di pre-

munirmi avanti, e di' iinplorare

il di lei potentissimo aiiito in

questo particolare.

P.re X.ro, eccomi genuflesso

a’ suoi piedi, i quali riveren-

temente bacio. La prego, la

supplico per qiiello zelo ar-

dentiss.o che ha della salute

dir anime, per il sangue pre-

ziosissimo di Gesu, col quale

esse furone redente: y)er amor
di Dio, la di cui maggior
gloria le sta tarito a cuore

;

la supplico a favorirmi, ]>.

maggior assicuramento di un
negozio tanto importante, di

una siia Patente, nella quale
espressamente mi dia ordine

di andar' ad aprir la Missione

del Tibet, e di andare con V
autorita, e dipendenza imme-
diata di V.P. ta, non ostante

qualunque ordine in contrario

che mi fosse gia stato fatto da
altri Superiori in qiieste parti

;

aggiungendo ordine espresso,

che nissuno chiunque .sia, mi
disturbi, ne mi trattenga, ne
mhmpedisca in modo veruno
Tademoire la volonta, e gl’-

ordini Suoi.

In oltre si degni di raccom-
andare, e far raccomandare
premurosissimam te a S.D.M.
nell{‘ nre case, e especialm. te

nel Noviziato, e me miserabile,

e il buon successo di questa
impresa e la conversione del

prevented me which of conse>

quence carries with it such
glory of God and the eternal

salvation of so many souls

redeemed by the most piecious

Blood of Jesus, what shall I

be able, what shall I be obliged

to do in such a case ? I do not

want to await such a case. I

consider myself obligtid in con-

science to forearm myself and
to beseech your most powerful

help particularly in this.

Our Father, here 1 rim

kneeling at your feet, whicli 1

most reverently kis.s. I beg
you, I entreat you, by that

most ardent zeal which you
have for the salvation of souls,

by the most precious l)lood of

Jesus, whereby they were re-

deemed, by the love of God,
whose greater glory have so

much at heart, I entreat you to

favour me for the grc'ater safety

of vso important an afbiir, with a

Patent of yours, wherein you
expressly give nu‘ the order to

go and open the Mission of

Tibet, and to go with Your
Paternity’s authority and im-

mediate dependence, notwith-

standing any order to the

contrary which might already

have been given me by other

Superiors in these parts, add-

ing the express order that

no one, whoever he be, shall

trouble me, or shall divert me,
or shall impede me in any
manner from fulfilling your
wall and orders.

Besides, deign to commend
and to get commended most
earnestly to His Divine Majesty
in our houses, and especially

in the Novitiate, both wretched

me and the good success of this

enterprise and the conversion
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Tibet. Con che fo fine suppli-

candole dlla sua S. a Benedi-

zione, e S. S. Sacrificj.

Di. V.P.

Goa, 15 Novembre 1713.

Tnd.mo. in X.po Servo,

1 ppolito Desideri.

(P. 2) (d(Zdros\s) : A1 Molto R.
do in X. po P.re N.ro II P.re

MicheJ' Antrelo Tamburini
Prep, to Gen. le

d. a Gomp.a di Gesu.

Roma.

{Endorsement on the same
p<ige as this address )

:

Goae 12 et 15 Novembris 1713.

P. Hippolitns Desiderii.

Explicat desideria quibus
dagrat, ingrediendi Missionem
Tibet tenseni, vel moriendi in

ipsamet expeditioiie, et ne ab
aliqno nostronnn, impediatnr,

yietit nt P. V.a illi mittat

Patentes litteras, quibns in-

dependenter ab aliis possit

progredi in liae determiiia-

tione, etc.

of Tibet. Wherewith I end,

beseeching your Holy Blessing

and Holy Sacrifices.

Your Paternity's

Goa, the 15th November 1713.

Most unworthy Servant in

Christ,

Ippolito Desideri.

{Address) : To our Very Rev-
erend Father in Christ, Father
Michelangelo Tambirini,

Provost General,

of the Company of Jesus.

Rome.

{Eyidorsernent )

:

Goa, the 12th and the 15th
November 1713.

Fr. Hippolitus Desideri.

He explains his ardent de-

sires of entering the Tibet

Mission, or of dying in the
very expedition, and, lest he be
prevented by an^^^one of Ours,

he asks Your Paternity to send
him letters-patent whereby he
may pursue this determination
independently from the others,

etc.

3. Letter of Fr. Giuseppe Antonio Martinet ti, S.J.,i to

the General of the Society, Rome (Damao, 29 Nov., 1713).

(From documents in the possession of the Societv of Jesus:

Ooana Epist. 1569-1742 {Goa. 9).)

M. to R.do in X.po Padre

Nostro,

P.C. CCLXXIII.

Hebbi Fhonore di ricevere

n3l fin di Marzo di quest’

Our Very Reverend Father
in Christ,

The Peace of Christ.

I had the honour of receiving

at the end of March of this

1 Th(^ signature of the writer of this letter is not clear. P’r. Whssels
roads Martiuettis aivd so it could be read, if his name were otherwise known
to hav^e been Martinetti. I have his name down as Joseph Anthony
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anno la lettera di V.P.M.R.
da, scritta a 21 (22 ?) di Marzo
del 1711 : ne lio fatto la dovuta
stima, si per iiiferirne la vuona
salute di V.P.ta, come anclie

per essersi compiaciiita di gra-

dire le notitie, die le havevo
trasmesse.

Stando nel mese d’Aprile

sulle mosse per cicornare a
Prov. a di Goa acrissi da
Surrate in questo stess* anno
a V.P. dandole conto delle

disgratie, e calunnie ch’ havevo
sofferto: come correndo risciiio

d’essere afFrontato dal Vicere.

havevo gia determinato di

passare al nostro Coll.o d’

Aspahan in Persia
;

e come
finalmente conosciuta pin

chiara die la luce del sole la

inia innocenza, era stato in-

vitato dal P, Ant. o d' Azevedo,

e da PP. pin gravi d.a Prov. a

a ritornarvi, ai quali inviti

mi era reso
;
venendovi di fatto

nel mese di Maggio.

Promisi n.a su d.a lettera

di ragguagliare a V.P. ta lo

year 1 the letter of Your Very
Reverend Paternity, written

on the 21st (22nd?) March
1711. I made due esteem
thereof, both because I in-

ferred from it your Paternity's

good health, and also because

you were pleased to think

well of the informations 1 had
transmitted to you.

Being in the month of April

on the point of returning to

the Province of Goa, 1 wrote
from Surrate this same year

to Y^our Paternity, giving you
an account of the disgrace and
calumnies ^ 1 have sutfcavd ;

how, running the lisk of bchng

insulted by the Vic(‘roy,3 1

had already r(\solved to go to

our Gollege of Aspahan ^ in

Per.sia; and how. finally, when
my innocence a p[)eared clearer

than day light 1 had been
invited by Fr. Antonio d'Aze-
vedo, and by the most worthy
Fathers of the Province, to

return thither, to which invi-

tations, I had yielded, coming
there in fact in the month of

May. 5

In the above-said lett(‘r T

promised to inform Your Pa-

Martinelli in the Catalogue of January 2, J7J0, where he aj)pear8 vtith

Fr. Francis Borgia Koch as in IVIogor. The name was read MartiiuJli
by Fr. Van Meurs. The Catalogue of January 1708 and of December
1716, which immediately precedes and follows, does not contain their
names. (Cf. JASB., 1010, j>. 536.) I find the name of ‘P. Josephus An-
tonios Martineti,’ who camt* out, from Lisbon in 1708, in Fr. A. Franco’s
Synopsis Annalium Societatis Jesu in Lusitania ah anno 1540 usque ad
annum lT2o. Augustae Vindelicorum et Graecii, M.DCXh XXVI. We
may thcTeforc decide in favour of Martinetti,

1 Since he says he had taken information on Tibet during thrtM' years,
and we find him for the first tune in the Mogor Catalogue of January 2,

1710, he apjiears to have come back from Mogor to Surat in the fx'ginning
of 1713 or not long before.

T do not know what is meant by these calumnies.
3 The Viceroy of Goa.
^ Ispahan.
^ I understand that in the month of May 1713 «he arrived at Goa.

What brought him to Damao soon after ?
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del Tibete per minuto; ma h6
fatt^ riffless.e non essere gia

necessaria tanta minutia; sup-

posto il non appartenere pin
alia Coinp. a tal Miss, e; e ne
diro in breve le ragioni.

Prim, te perche eon tutto 1’

irnpegno del suo zelo v' e gia

entrata la Congreg.e de Prop,

da; la quale gia vi ha mandati
S soggetti pen' la parte di

Pattna; due de’ quali sono
morti, uno a ritornato in

Eiiropa, uno rest a in Pattna,
iin altre in Bottant alia met«a

del viaggio, e tre vi sono
entrati, il pin vecchio de’ quali

intemdo ehe e pur morto: e le

nuove ehe di l«a mandano sono
(P. 2) piene di dis])eratione di

farvi alcun profit to. Cosi mi
scrisse un Armenio amieissirno

ternity minutely of the state

of Tibet; but I have reflected

that such minuteness is no
longer necessary, considering

that that Mission no longer

belongs to the Company; and
I shall briefly tell the reasons.

First, because with the ut-

most of its zeal the Congrega-
tion of Propaganda has already

entered there, having sent thi-

ther already ^ subjects by the

side of Pattna, two of whom
have died, another has gone
back to Europe, one remains
at Pattna, another is in Bot-
tant, half-way the journey, and
three have entered there, the

oldest of whom, I hear, also

died: and the news they send
from there is (P. 2) full of des-

pondency of doing there any
good. Thus wTote to me from

1 The eight Capuchins sent since 1704 must be the following:

—

(1) Fr. Giaufrancesco of Camerino.

(2) Fr. Felice* of Monteechio.

{3) Fr. Giuseppe of Ascoli.

(4) Fr. Giuseppe Maria of Fossombrone.

(5) Fr. Francis Mary of Tours.

(0) Bro. Fiacre of Paris.

(7) Fr. Giovanni of Fauo.
(K) Fr. Domenico of Fano.

One of the two wlio had died would be Fr. Giaufrancesco of Camerino.
who died at Mardin, in Mesopotamia, in 1704, during the overland journey
of tlie first six mentioned above; the other was probably F^r. Giuseppe of
Ascoli, wdiu was the lirat Capuchin to reach Lhasa, on June 12, 1708;
he died at the English factory of Patna (date disputed). The one who
went back to Europe would be Fr. Giuseppe Maria of Fossombrt)ne, who
returned from Jerusalem or Palestine; some also make Bro. Fiacre of

Paris go back from Bagdad. The one who remained at Patna appears

to have been Fr. Felice of Monteechio. Wo have the name of four who
reached Tibet in 1 708-11 : Giuseppe of Ascoli, Giovanni of Fano, Domenico
of Fano and Fr. Francis Mary of Toiu’S. One of these four must be the

one who is said to havx=i stayed half-way in Bottant, by which Nepal is

meant. The oldest of the ‘three’ who w^ent to Tibet must be Fr.

Francis Mary of Tours, who died, it appears, at the Dutch factorj" of

Singhia, near Patna, at a date not ascertained exactly by pitw ious writers.

On the whole, Fr. Martinetti’s correspondent was pretty well informed

;

but Martinetti’s news was old. He does not know on Nov. 29, 1713,

that the Capuchins jtvithdrew in 1711, and that one, or even two, of them
went to Kome at the end of 1712 or in the beginning of 1713 to represent
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loro da Pattna, il quale havea
dimorato per 30 anni inercante

nel Tibet. La ragione e

perche, dal tempo, che vi fu

il Nostro P. Andrade, 80 e pin

anni, si e tiitto mutato quel

Regno. Nel tempo delF Imp.-

e Arnzeb del Gran Mogol si

fece tutto moro, per ricevere

da lui un buon soccorso contra

nil Regolo vieino, che andaua
entrando vittorioso nel loro

Regno: Micuperato il perduto,

tornarono all’ Idolatria, e al

presente stanno piii fissi che

mai ne suoi errori.

Perche anche supposto

che il eampo fosse libero, e

dasse speranza di frutto, e

impossib. e, per renonne dis-

tanza
,
a questa Prov.a Tassis-

tervi ai perche le spese altre-

passano le sue forze, come
anche perche e scarza di sog-

getti, e per farvene giunger uno
e necess.o mandarne quattro.

3^ : Perche quel Regno e gi^

diviso fra vary Regoli, e non
sisaa qual appigliarsi.

Pattna a great friend of theirs,

an Armenian, who has stayed

30 years as a merchant in

Tibet. The reason is that,

from the time our Father
Andrade was there, 80 years

and more ago, that Kingdom
has become quite (‘hanged.

At the time of the Emperor
Aranzeb of the Great Mogol, it

became quite Moor, in order to

receive fi‘om him a good suc-

cour against a neighbouring

Kinglet, who went and entered

victoriously theii* Kingdom

:

when they had rec'overed what
they had lost, they returned

to Idolatry, and at present

they ai‘e more than ever rooted

in their errors.^

2ndly : Because, even sup-

posing til at the field is free

and gives hope of fruit, it is

impossible for this Province,

owing to the enormous distance

to stay ther(\ both because the

expenses exceed its means, and
because also it is short of

subjects; and to make one
i-each there, it is necessary to

send four.-

3rd}y: Because that King-
dom is now divided among
various Kinglets, and it is not
known to w horn to go.^

to tile Pro])a^aiida tiiat the fijiauciai situation at Lhasa was desperate*

and that tiie Mission must be strengthened in irioa and means. Why had
Mariinetti in April 1713, w’hih? at Surat, not sought the last information
from the Capuchins at 8urat, who generally gave hospitality to the Jesuits

I)assir]g through the place ?

1 The Kingdom here referred to canned be the Tibet of Lhasa. VVe
do not think it can mean Nepal. Does Martinetti refer to l^itthj Tibet,
or Jialtistari, which Desideri says was formerly Buddhist, but had in
great part become Muhammadan, by being under the governnx'rit of tlie

Dreat Mogol ? (T. Puini, 11 Tibet, p, 27.
2 Th(i answer to this objection is that the Provincial of Goa had just

appointed Desidcitri tf) nsipen the Mission.
8 The Capuchins had found whore to go. Mariinetti had not dis-

covered wEere do A ridrada had been.
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40 : Perclie se pur si doyesse,

sentar*e, sarebbe dalla Cina, 6
anche Cocincina con la quale

confina: onde fu provid.a del

Cielo che per ogni parte mi fosse

impedito Tandarvi. Queste
sono le vere notitie; e se altre

costi si spaeciano (riservando

sempre uii miraoolo d.a divina

Onnipot.a) creda che sono
favole; perche in tre anni ho
esaminato bene il ponto.

Conciiiudeva io la lettera

su d.a con una caldissima sup-

plica a V.P.M.R., ai cui piedi

prostrate le chiedeva licenza di

ritornare in Europa. Perche

suyiposto il non essere piu
capace di intraprend.e le Mis-

sione, coino fui dicchiarato

in Goa, non posso in alcun mo-
do accomodarnii a quest! geity,

ed a quest] iinpieghi. Le Mis-

sioni di qua piii disgustano eon
rinconstanza del fruUo che si

vede doppo due giorni, di quel

che consolino con la frequenza
alia Missione.

Mio Riveritissimo P. Gen.le
(P. 3) Io le parlo cliiaro come
a mio Padre. Io non ho
fatto voto per V Indie: Fogge-
tto della mia risolut.e, ch’erano

le Missione gia e svanito: vivo

4thly : Because, if we had
to establish ourselves, it should

be from China, or even Cochin-
china, on which it borders

;

1

hence it was heavenly provi-

dence that my going thither

was impeded from every side.

2

There are the true informa-

tions
; and, if others are spread

over there (always excepting

a miracle of the divine Omni-
potence), believe that they are

fables, because I have well

examined the point for three

years. ^

I concluded the above-said
letter with a very warm request

to Your Very Reverend Pater-

nity, prostrate at whose feet

I asked for permission to return

to Europe, because, considering

the inability of further under-
taking the Missions, as I was
told at Goa, 4 I cannot in any
way accommodate myself to

these characters and these

employments. The Missions

here disgust more by the in-

constancy of the fruit, which
is seen after two days, than
they console by the concourse

to the IMission.

My Most Reverend Father
Genera], (P. 3) I speak to you
clearly, as to my Father. I

have not made a vow for

the Indies; the object of my
resolution, which was the

1 This is childish.
2 This mail appears to congratulate himself on ha\dng found no

entrance into Tibet. Fr. Wessels (p. 207 n. 3) says well of him ; ‘Evidently

this man was not the stuff of which missionaries are made, and that he
could bo mistaken for a possible successor to an Andrade seems, to say

the least, somewliat sm’prising.’
3 Did he not feel that his objections might be overruled, and that

h(3 might be thought to have been remiss in taking information ?

^ Was ho not t4ild at Goa in May 1713 that personally he was unfit

for opening now Missions, or reopening that of Tibet ?
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afflittissimo per piu cause, che

non mi e lecito confidare a

fogli che volano si longi. lo

non ho fatto alcuna colpa per

meritare questo esilio, e questa

si dura, e si grave mortifica-

tione. Le spese del viaggio

con hcenza de’ Superiori gra

stanno depositate e sono 250

scudi ch’hebbi d’ elem.a dal

Medico Francese del Gran
Mogol; e q.do non bastino so

dove posso senza vilta supplire

al di piu. Sia servita la siip-

plico di inandarmi la lieenza, la

quale guidico ncl Sig.e essernii

necessar.a; e tanto necessa-

ria che non faccio caso di

qiiahinque giudicio si formi del

uiio ritorno; perche sa quel

dio che mi ha da gindicare che

la chiedo per bene deiraiiima
mia; e quanto piu esamino
avail ti a Dio ciuesto punto,

tanto pill mi par d’essere obh-
gato a ehiede la. Non mela
neghi di gratia, perche V
apprehensione di una causa

giusta e sovente Maestra ne’

spirit! fiacchi com’ e il mio di

dottrine, e d’inventioni no-

cive; nelle quali supplico S.D.

M. e non lasciarmi cadere, e

V.P.M.R. per carita ad ovvi-

arle;

e chiedendole la sua S. ta
Benedizione le baccio suppli-

Missions, has now vanished; I

live most afflicted, for several

reasons, which it is not licit

for me to trust to pages that

fly so far. 1 have not com-
mitted any fault for vhich

I should deserve this exile,

and this so hard and heavy
mortification. With the per-

mission of the Superiors, the

expenses for the journey are

already dejiosited, and are

500 scudi, which I had in alms

from the French Physician of

tlie Groat Mogol; ^ and, if they

do not suffic(‘, T knov' where I

can without shame supply the

remaimler. Be pltaised, I beg

of you, to send me the perriiis-

sion, which I judg(^ in the

Lord is necessary for me, and
so necessary that I care not

what judgment be formed of

my return; because the God
who has to judge me knows
that 1 ask it for the good of my
soul; and the more I examine
this point before God, the

more it seems to me 1 am
obliged to ask it. Do not, I

pray, den^ it me, because the

perception of a just cause is

often in weak spirits as is

mine, the Mistress of harmful
teachings and inventions ,2

wherein I beseech His Divine

Majesty not to let me fall,

while 1 beseech Your Very
Reverend Paternity, of your

charity, to obviate them.
Ami, bogging your Holy

Blessing, I entreatingly with

1 Who wag the French physician at the Court of the Mogol who had
given Martinetti 500 .scudi for his return to Europe ? Had he not
received that money before he retired from Agra to Surat ?

2 This is like a threat of leaving the Society in vjaso his request for
retummg to Europe is not granted.
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chevole con le lagrime agF
occhi- le mani.

Dainone 29 9bre 17 J 3.

D.V.P.M.R.da

Indegno in X.po Fiklio,

Gioseppe Ant.o MartiiitttL

the tears in my eyes, kiss your
hands.

Damone,! the 29th November
1713.

Your Very Reverend

Paternity’s Unworthy Son in

Christ,

Goseppe Antonio Martinetti.

(P. 4) (Address):

A1 M.to R. do in X.po
Padre N.ro

11 P. Miehel’ Angelo Tam-
burini

Preposito Generale d.

a Comp, di Gesu.
JRoma.

(Traces of the seal below the

address.)

(P. 4) (Address)'.

To Our Very Reverend
Father in Christ,

Fr, Michel’ Angelo Tamurini,

Provost General of the Com-
pany of Jesus.

Rome.

(Traces of the seal below the

address.) 2

4, Extracts from a letter of Fr. Ippolito Desideri, S.J.,

to the General of the Society of Jesus, Rome (Surat, 30 Dec..

1713).3

(From documents in the possession of tlie Societv of Jesus:

Goarui Episi. 1709-1742 (Goa 9).)

Fin qui ho fatto la causa Up to here I have spoken in

cornune di q.ta Prov. e da the common cause of this

Com}), a. Mi sia lecito aggiiin- Province and of the Company.

) Dainao.
- The seal is toe indistinct for dt^scription. It appears to show tiu‘

monogram of the Society of Jesus, 1 H S, with rays all round the inner rirn

of tlu' seal.

3 The date of tiio letttw is clearly Surat, Dec. 30, 1713, and Fr. A\"ess(^is

(p. 210, n. 4) rightly observes that in his letter of Leh, Aug. 5, 1715. Desi-

dori datCKS his arrixal at Surat on January 4, 1714. Cf. Puini, p. 361.

Fuiui (p. 6) says moreover that he left Samao on January 1, 1714, and
arrived at Surat on January 4. His letter of Delhi, Sept. 20, 1714,

also gives January 4, 1714, as the date of his arrival at Sm’at. How
then did Desideri date the end of his letter, which appears to hax e

been a rather long one, frmn Surat, on Dec. 30, 1713, when he was still

at Damat) ? I tlt> not sec any plausible reason. On his arrival at Damao
on Dec. 21, 1713, he fell ill (Puini, 6). Had he been at Surat on Dec. 30,

ho should ha\ 0 left Danmo on Dec. 27 at the latest, since he calculates

elsewhere 4 da\ s cff travelling (January 1-4) for the journey from Dainao

to Surat.
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gere qualche cosa in causa mia
propria.

Conforme gia scrissi a V.P.
da Goa, il P. Prov.le mi
avviso p. la Missione dl Tibet .

Con tutto cio tanto in Goa,
quanto nel restante dlla Prov.

a ho sentito in q.to particolare

tanto in contrario, e taiiti

esempi so di altri mandati, e

poi trattenuti; che a dirla

chiaramente ho concepito un
gran timore di dover rieevere

un solenne arresto in Agra.

Questo arresto (eonfesso sin-

ceramente la mia fiaechezza, e

il mio poco spirito) mi tra-

figgerebbe T anima, e mi riis-

cirebbe sommamente aspro.

Avendo io fatte con speei-

aliss.a atteiizione vaiie dili-

zenze ho inteso, ehe quelli

Genti dl Thibet sono beniss.o

disposte: ho inteso, anche ex

confessione di verij Nostri, che
quelle Genti desiderano, che

la tornino i N.ri
;
so di corto,

che q.ta Prov,a ha la Comp.

a

varij Beni, le rendite de’ quali

ex Justitia appartengono all

IVfissione dl Thibet, So etiam
ex confessione di chi ha il

maneggio, che una tal Sig.

ra Donna Giuliana, che sta nel

Mogor, ha gia dato molta

Be it permitted me to add
something in my own cause.

As I already wrote to Your
Paternity from Goa, the Father
Provincial destined me for the

Mission of Tibet. However,
both in Goa and in the rest of

the Province I have felt in

this particular so much to the

contrary, and I know of so

many examples of others who
were sent and were then de-

tained, ^ tilat, to speak to

you clearly, I have conceived

a great fear that I am bound
to receive a solemn order to

stop, when at Agra. This

stopping (I candidly confess

my weakness and my little

spirit) would pierce my soul,

and would be for me most
disagreeable.

Having with very special

attention made sundry inqui-

ries, I have understood that

those peoples of Tibet are

very well disposed; 1 have
understood, also from the de-

clarations of sundry of Ours,

that those Peoples wish Ours
to return thither

;

2 1 know for

certain that in this Proviiu'c

the Company has various

goods, the revenues of which
ex Justitid (in Justice) apper-

tain to the Mission of Tibet.

^

I know etiam (also) from the

confession of who has the

1 The examples of others, sent and then detained, seem to refer to

Tibet. We have, indeed, noted in our introduction the examples of Frs.
Manoel Monteiro, John Carvalho, Peter Gill, P(;ter de Torres, Joseph
Martinetti and Francis Koek (1706-1713), none of whom carried through
the project of reopening the Tibet Mission. Desideri may have had in

mind similar cases in connection with other Missions.
2 See note 6 of our introduction. We shall hear more of thin in the

letter of Leh, Aug. .'5, 171.5.
® The King of Tsaparang had indeed given the Fath(;rs in 1626

a large sum of mone,>, amounting to Rs. 8,000, for founding tlie Tsaparang
Mission. (Of, JASB., 102.5, p. 60.) The money rnusbhave been invested
in properties in Bombay, presumably at Parel.
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qiiantita di denaro da impie-
garsi in limosine p. li Poveri dl

Thibet; e so di certo, che q. to
denaro sta nelle mani de’

Nostri. So di eerto, che vi

e la strada praticata, e non una,
ma pin d’nna p. il Thibet; e q.
to iiii consta ex confessionc

anelie de’ Nostri, e particolar-

niente di chi e state in Agra.

Tutto cio y)resn])posto torno
a dire a V.P., die quant’ e del

canto inio sono risolntissiino

di far tiitti i tentativi, tutte le

diligenze, tut to il possibile per
ria])]‘ire quella Missione, a cni

sono state destinato, fin’ all’

ultimo ])asso, fin’ all’ ultimo
respire, e di non desistere

giamai, senza riguardo ne a
difficolta, ne a patimenti, ne
a pericoli, ne pur’ alia morte
medesima. A cio mi son’ im-
pegnato col mio Dio, e di

miovo m’impegno, col veto
che gh ho fatto di non desistere

dal canto mio da taP iinpresa, e

di far gagliardissime instanze,
ed efficacissime a’ Superiori p.
eseguir tal’ opera e di usar

management, that a certain

Signora Donna Giuliana, who
is in the Mogor, has already
given a great quantity of

money to be spent in alms on
the poor peoples of Tibet

;

^

and I know for certain that
this money is in the hands of

Ours. I know for certain that

the road to Tibet is used, and
not one, but more than one;
and this is cleai' to me from the
confession of Ours also, and
particularly of who has been
at Agra.

2

All this being presupposed,

I say again to Your Paternity

that, inasmuch as depends on
me. T am firmly resolved to use

every attempt, every diligence,

all that is possible to reopen
that Mission, to which I have
been destined, even to the last

step, to the last breath, and
never to desist, caring not,

either for difficulties, or suffer-

ings, or dangers, or death itself.

To this I have pledged myself
with my God, and I again
pledge myself, with the vow
I have made to him not to

desist on my side from such

enterprise, and to make most
earnest and efficacious en-

treaties to the Superiors in

1 This is obscure to us yot. Probabh^ more is to be leameti
from Dcsidt'H’s Xotizie Ifitoriche, Dk. 1. cli. 5, ‘of the Churches and
Christianity which the Company of Jesus has at Delly and of some inJabie
Christians living tliore' Of. Wessols, p. 276. The^ portion of Domia
Jidiana in the Florcnc( MS. M'as obtained by W, Tr\ ine, the editor of
Mauucci’s Storia do Mogor, for the late Fr. 8. Xoti, S.J., formerly of Bom-
bay, I have ii<»t s(’eu it. On Donna. Jnliana cf. my article in Journal of
the Punjab H'ostorical Society, Vol. VII, No. 1, 1917, pp. 1-11.

We suggest that the Fathers previously appointed to investigate the
possibilitie.s of reopening the Tibet Mission had received money from her
for that purpose. We shall see further, letter of Delhi, Sept. 20, 1714,
that she lent the money necessary for Dc sideri and FTeyre’s expenses on
the Tibet journey.

2 Fr. Gitisepf>e Antonio Martinelli had been at Agra. Desideri
may liave met him at Da in So.
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tutte le diligenze che ini saraiio

moralmente possibili p. coii-

durre a fine quest’ intento; e

di non arrendermi giainai a

tutti gFostacoli, che da ’ Nostri

mi fossero posti, eccettnandone
il commando de’ Superiori.

Posto cid, rinovo ne]]e maiii

di V.P,, e ratifico qiiesto inio

vote; e p. sgravio deli a inia

coscienza la prego, la i-iprego,

e la supplieo per il 8angne
prezioso di Gesu, che si degiii

con la sua autoiita di (‘onFci -

marmi 1’ avviso di andar’ a

riaprire la Missione del Thibet,

datomi in Goa dal P. Prov. le;

e a darmi eon tiitta la pienezza

della sua autorita ordiiie, che

non ostante qualunque iinpe-

dimento che mi fusse fatto da’

Nostri, e non ostante qualun-

que contrordine, e contravviso

che ricevessi da’ quest! sup. ri

e Prov. li locali, con ordine

espresso, e immediate di V.P.,

io 6 proseguisca, d di nuovo
intraprenda I’impresa di ria-

prire la Missione dl Thibet.

Padre N.re io non le diinaiido

cid utcumque, ma gle lo diman-
do p. scarico, e sgravio dlla

mia coscienza, e perche atten-

tis omnibus, et diligenter ex-

pensis formo giudizio, che la

Comp, a e gravemente obbli-

gata a far tutto il possibile p,
riaprire quella Missione, perchd
quelli dl Thibet hanno dato a
conoscere evidentemerite che
vogliono la Santa Fede Catto-
lica; e dalP altra parte si sono

order to pursue that work, and

to use every diligence which I

shall morally be able to make
in order to bring this plan to

execution, and never to yield

to all the obstacles which Ours

may throw in my way, the

orders of the Superiors ex-

pected.

This settled, I renew in Your
Paternity’s hands and latify

this my vow; and, for th(‘ dis-

charge of my cons(‘ieiiee, I beg

you, beg you again, and bt -

seech you by tlu* previous

blood of Jesus that you d(‘ign

with your authority to confirm

unto me the instriudion of

going to reopcni the Mission of

Tibet which was given mv at

Goa by tlie Father Provincial,

and to givt‘ me with all th('

fulness of your authoiity the

order that, notwi thst a nd ing

any ini pediment which miglit

liave been caused me by Ours,

and notwithstanding any
counter-order and counter-

instruetion which 1 might re-

ceive from these local 8u])eriors

and Provincials, I should,

under express and immedicate

order of Your Paternity, either

prosecut(‘ or undertake anew
the enterprise of reopening

the Mission of Tibet.

Our Father, I do not ask you
this ntcumgne (in any man-
ner whatever), hut I ask it you

for the relief and discharge

of my eonseience, and, because

atientis omnibus, et diligenter

ezpensis (all things considered

and carefully weighed), I form
the opinion that -the Company
is under the grave obligation

of doing whatever is possible

to reopen that Mission: for

those of Tibet have given to
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chiaram. te dichiarati che
voglieno p. loro Maestri non
altri, che qiielli d. a Comp, a,

descrivendo a minuto il vestito,

che yjortano i Nostri in Agra,
perche (;on tal vestito entro la

in altri tempi il n. ro P.
Andrade. Sieche se a quegli

mancher e la Feda, ne sara rea

la Compagnia, in caso che si

manchi (il che Dio non p.

1 netta inai) dal canto nostro di

hire il possibile.

P. re N. ro io scarico la mia
coscien-(Ae.r^ pa<7e)-za.

. Ecce ego, mitte, me. Ancor-
che mi sia jiecessario earnminar

p. le fiainme, e ancorche mi
fosse neeessario passar p. tutto
1 ’Inferno a fine di arrivare a
dar la notizia di Dio, e d.a

Santa Fede Catholica a quelle

povere Genti dl Thibet, p. le

tiamme camminero, e p. tutto

Tnferno passerol’ confidato in

Dio, purche la Comp, a non
resti punto aggravata, purche
si promova la gloria di Dio,

purche si procuri la salute

eterna di quell’ aniine. Ecce
ego, mitie m,e\ son pronto ad
andar senza verun sussidio,

senza viatico, senza cosa ver-

una
;
Bastaini solo la fidueia

neir assistenza Divina, giacche

know to evidence that they
want the Holy Catholic Faith

;

and, on the other hand, they
have clearly declared that they
want for their Teachers no
others than those of the Com-
pany: describing minutely the
dress Ours wear at Agra, be-

cause with such dress did our
Father Andrade enter there

in other times. ^ Therefore, if

the Faith will fail them, the
Company will be guilty of it,

in case we fail (which may God
never permit !) ;

on our side to

do what is possible.

Our Father, I discharge my
conscience. (Next page.)

Ecce ego, mitte me. (Lo,

here I am; send me).^ Even
if I ought to walk through the

flames, and even if 1 ought
to pass through the whole of

Hell, in order to succeed in

giving the knowledge of God
and of the Holy Catholic Faith

to those poor peoples of Tibet,

through the flames shall I walk,

and through the whole of Hell

shall I pass, confident in God,
so that the Company may not
remain one whit burdened, so

that the glory of God be pro-

moted, so that the eternal

salvation of those souls be
procured. Ecce ego, mitte me.

(Lo, here I am; send me). I

am ready to go without any

1 This information is very baifling. It appears to have been obtained
at Goa, or at DamSo, and before reaching Surat. In his letter from Leh,
Aug. 5, 1715, he gives it as doubtful. If it wore correct, men from the

King of Tsaparang should have come to Surat to ask for Fathers like

those who had been there in 1624-10 ; the information would have led the

Capuchins to ask for the Tibet mission -field. In that case the men came
to Siii-at several years before Propaganda assigned Tibet the Capuchins
in 1703. How is it that, nevertheless, in 1706, Fr. Francis Borgia Koch
was destined to a Mission in Tibet, the King of which had asked for Mis-

sionaries ? • •

2 Isai. 6. 8.
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tengo scolpite nel cuore le

parole di V.P. scritte a’ Sup.
ri di q. ta Prov.a in una sua
lettera, nella quale ordiiian-

dogli, che trattino di aprir

nuove Mission!, e che trattino

con maggior impeyno de reditu

ad Thihetum; e animandoli a
non isgomentarsi p.niiina dif-

ficolta apport loro quel belliss.

o motivo suggeritolc certam.te

dal suo cuore tutio pieno di

spirito, e di zelo : Causa Dei est.

Altro piu non aggiungo p.

non far torto alia sua fervo-

rosiss.a carita, e zelo. Amanti
tantu77imodo nuntiandum fuit;

riflette molto bend S. Agostino,

nel considerare, che Marta e

Maddalena allorchd, Stava
molto infermo Lazaro, solam.

te diedero di cio avviso, a Gesu,
che era assente; senza aggian-
gere preghiere, ne altro. Cosi

io giudicando che basti solo

rappresentar cio che ho gid

scritto a V.P. ta sopra.to

punto, p. muovere la sua carita,

lo zelo suo dlla maggior gloria

di Dio, e dlla salute dll’ anime;

p. questo non aggiungo altre

preghiere altre suppliche; Am-
anti tantummodo fiuntiandum
fuit.

vSolam. te posto a’ suoi piedi
riverentem.te li bacio, e la

supplico dlla sua S.a Benediz-
ione, e che si degni impetrarmi

subsidy, without any viaticum,

without anything. Enough
for me is my confidence in the

divine assistance, since I hold
engraved in my heart the

words of Your Paternity,

written to the Superiors of this

Province in one of your letters,

wherein, ordering them to con-

sider opening new Missions,

and to consider wiili greater

earnestness de reditu ad Thi-

he.tum (returning to Tibet),

and encouraging them not t(.

be dismayed by any diffhailty,

you adduce for them that most
beautiful motive, surely sug-

gested to you by your heart all

full of spirit and of zeal:

Causa Dei est (It is God's
cause).

I add nothing inor(s not to

WTong your very ferv (uit

charity and zeal, Amanti tan-

tummodo ynnitiandum fuit

(To him who loved it was
enough to annouiictO, as Saint

Augustine very well reflected,

when he considered that, when
Lazarus was very ill, Martha
and Magflalen only serit word
thereof to J(‘sus, who was aw-ay,

and adfled no pravca s, nor any-

thing else. Thus 1, judging
that merely to repiesent what
I have already written to Your
Paternity suffic(^s in order to

move your charity, your zeal

for the gr(*ater glory of God,
and of the salvation of souls,

do not therefore add othtu'

prayers, other entreaties.

Amanti tantummodo nuntian-

dum fuit (To him w^ho loved it

was enough to announce).
Only, placed at your feet,

T reverently kiss them, and 1

beg you to give me your Holy
Blessing, and that you deign
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dal S ig.re quello spirito die
si conviene p. vivere, e morire
da vero Figlio d.a Comp.a,
e da 11 OHIO Apostolico d.a

Comp.a, p. adempire i disegni

di Dio die cio pretese col chia-

marmi, e mandarmi p.mezzo
di V.P.all Bridie.

La siipp]i(‘o ancora ad ap-

licar Messe, e far fare Orazioni
da’ N.ri, particolarm.te da
Novizj p.il biion’ esito di q.ta

irnpresa, e p.la conversioiie

dl Thibet. E faeendole umi-
liss.a riverenza mi raecomando
alle sue 8.S. e Orazioni, e S.S.

Sacrifizj.

Di V.P.

iSuratte 30. Xbre 1713.

SOLI.
Tiid.mo in X.])o Seivo,

Ippolito Desiderj.

ask of the Lord that spirit

which behoves, to live and die

as true Son of the Company
and as Apostolic man of the
Company, to fulfil the designs

of God, who intended that,

when calling me and sending
me through Your Paternity to

the Indies.!

I also beg you to apply
Masses, and to get Prayers
made by Ours, chiefly by the

Novices, for the good success

of this enterprise and for the
conversion of Tibet. And,
making most humble leverence

to you, I commend myself to

your Holy Prayers and Holy
Sacrifices.

Your Paternity’s

Suratte, 30th December, 1713.

PRIVATE,
Unworthy Servant in C’hrist,

IppoUto Desideri.^

5. Letter of Fr. TppoHto Desideri, S.J. to Fr. Piccoloniini

,

Italy (Agra, Aug. 21, 1714).

This letter, now translated for the first time into English,

is pieserved in the Stonvhurst College Library (A.T. 30, 2nd
Part, pp. 4, 4to). (Cf. Sommervogel.) It is dated from Agi^a,

Aug. 21, 1714, and is addressed to Fr. Piecolomini. in Italy.

^

It recounts Desideri ’s journey from Surat to Delhi and from
Delhi to Agra, his three months’ stay at Agra and his fortli-

coming departure for Tibet. It is the most cii'cumstantial

1 This is one of the pa.s8ages showing that Desideri contemplated
the Tibet tiold when leaving for India; it also implies, in the light of Desi-

deri ’s oth('r statenuaits, that the General destined him for Tibet when
sending him to India.

There is no reference yet in this letter to the Visitor, Fr. Joseph

da Sylva, whom, judging from the furthc^r letters, Desideri found at Surat

on his arri\'al there. Would not this show that the letter was written at

Damao, with the intention of posting it at Surat ?

3 Fr. Francis Volumnius Piccoloniini : b. at Siena, July 7, 1(>82

;

admitted into the Society of Jesus, June 1, 1698; taught grammar, 2

y(‘ars; rhetoric, 3 years; philosophy, 6 years; moral theology, 2 years;

cuinon law. 6 years; master of novices; Rector ol‘ the German College,

Rome; died at Rolne, Jan. 14, 1740. Cf. Sommervogel, Bibl. de la C,

de J., VI, 700.
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account we have thus far of this part of Desideri’s travels. It

sliould be compared with his Notizie isotiroche, of Desideri’s

Bk. I, ch. IV: ‘Departure from Goa and journey up to the city

ot Delly, the capital of the Empire of the Mogol. Brief account
of that court.’ (Of. Wessels, p. 276.)

We may well pardon Desideri the pathos of his farewell to

all his old friends. To have an idea of what such a journey at

su(‘h a time meant, one must remember the terrible experiences
of Fr. Anthony de x4ndrada in his first expedition to Tibet

(1024), and Desideri’s own subsequent hardships. He was sent

to reopen de Andrada’s misvsion, but he walked to the unknown,
not knowing where de Andrada had been.

To understand the good man’s emotion on the eve of setting

out for Delhi, Kashmir and Ladakh, let us remember that his

v as a self-imposed mission, one to which for years befor(‘ coming
to India he had felt himself drawn. Wdiat had inspiied him
with the idea, we cannot say. Perha])s, what he had read of

de Andrada, either de Andrada's own two })rinted accounts of

his first and second jourm'V to Tsaparang, or the stray literatiue

on the subject as found in the histories of the Generals of the

Society. He may also have been impelled by the efforts of the

General to reopen the Tibet Mission, which Itetween 1706 and
his own departure from Ital}^ in 1712 had led to nothing. To
inspire him the more there was tlie example of the Ca])nchins

sent to Tibet in 1704, who had actually peneti'ated to Lhasa
in 1708.

M. to R.do in X.po P.re,

P.C.

Tanto priina di partir di

Goa, quanto prim a di partir

di Surat, scrissi a V. 11. dan-
dole nuova di me e del rnio

arrive a detti hioghi, adesso
v6 continuado le notizie di

qnesto 3° tomo 6 4^^ del mio
viaggio; perclie di poi, Dio
sa quando, e se, le potro piu
inviar nuovc? di me.

Dunque fui necessitato a
tratttmermi quasi tre Mesi in

Very Reverend Father in

Christ

,

The Peace of Christ.

Before my departure from
Goa as well as from Surat, I

wrote to Your Reverence,

giving you neu s about mc^ and
my arrival at the said places.

^

I now continue the account of

the 3rd or 4th tome of my
journey: 2 for God knows
when, or wheth'^r at all, I shall

be able to send you any news
of myself hereafter.

So then, I was obliged to

stay about three months at

’ Wo do ijot know where these two letters are.
2 Tiio first toiTic may have been in Desidori’s mind his story up to his

embarking at Lisbon; the second, his voyage to Goa; the third what hap-
pened at Goa and up to his writing to Piccolomini from Surat; the fourth
would be the present letter.
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8iiiat, a cagione delle guerre,

e turbolenze di quest’ I mperio
del Mogor; e in detto tempo
stiedi in casa de’ P.P. Cappuc-
eini, die quivi stanno alia cura
di quei Pristiani die in 8urat

si ritrovano. Party iinalm.te

a’ 26 di Marzo, quando gia

era eoinineiata la forza del

ealdo, die in questi luoghi e

niolto ^nande, e pariij in

eonipaiznia d’aleuni altri podii.

Xell' ottav'o giorno del viaggio

eramo in un eerlo passo aspet-

tati (la un grosso rniniero di

Ladii armati, paite a jiiedi, e

jiarte a eavallo: ma si compiae-

qiK' il Sig.re di farsi difesa di

elii Jindava posto nolle sue

8iirat,i because of the wars

and disturbances in this Em-
pire of the Mogor.2 And,
during the said time, I lived

in the houst^ of the Capuchin
Fathers, who there are in

cha.rge of the Cliristians found
at Surat Finally, 1 left on
the 2(>th of March, when had
commenced already the

strength of the heats, which in

these parts arc^ very great : and

1 left in the company of some

others.^ On the eighth day
of the journey, at a certain

pass/'* we were awaited by a

large number of armed robbers,

some on foot, some on horse-

back; but it pleased the Lord

1 1-i c n'lnainod at Surat between Jan. 4,1714, and March 2(3. ‘ During

the time I was obliged to rc.wain at Surat, I began the study of Persian.’

(bettor from i.('h, Aug. 5, 1715, cf. Pnini, op. cit., p. 3(31.)

- On the d(.)ath (jf Bahadur ShMi (¥vh. IS, 1712) there was the usual

struggle for tla* tlu'dno and th<’ ensuing massacre of kindred. Jahaiidar

Slulh succe(Mied, but was massacred after eleven months. His nephew
Farrukhsiyar Shall, who ascended the throne on Jan. 0, 1713, lx)gan his

reign )>y terril)l(' reprisals on the nobles who liad opposed his ftithcr

‘Azini-ush-shan. In 1713-14 there was a violent disturbance at Ahmad-
abad, lietween the Hindus and the Muhammadans. Ahinadabad lay on

Desideri’s route to Deliii.

3 On the Oapuchiiis at Surat, see Fr. Felix, O.M.C., The Capuchin

at Surat, in 77/6 Franciscan Anintls of India, Agra, 1910, pp. 20-23;

3S-4I: S()-89; 112-116; 13(3-137; 176-179. If Fr. Felix expresses there

the opinion that in 1713 the house of the Capuchins was occupied by the

Carmelites, wo find liere that it cannot have been so in the beginning of

1714.
4 lu this letter there is not the slightest allusion to Fr. Desideri’s

two companions on the journey from Surat to Delhi: Fr. Joseph da Sylva,

tlu* Jesuit \'isitor of the Mogor Mission, and Fr. Melchior dos Revs, who
wont to Agra a.s the new Rector of the College there, which meant that he

was virtually the Superior of all the Fathers in the Mogor Mission, ‘ On
the 2(3th of March, I left with the Fr. Visitor and arrived on May 11 at

Dc4Iv, where Fr. Freyre’s going to Tibet was ratified.’ Cf. Puini, op, cit,,

]>. 361. At p. 6. ibid., March 25 is, given as the day of departure from

Surat. Tlie WH>rd ‘ratified’ in the passage just quoted, might slmw that

already at Surat there had been question of Fr. Freyre’s going with Desi-

deri to Tibet, but it may mean also that the Visitor approved at Delhi

of Freyre's spoiitaiu^ous ofh'r to go with Desideri. Puini (p. 6) can be

misunderstood as meaning that Fr. Freyro became Desideri’s companion

from Surat, whv'reas he w^as stationed at Delhi, before Desideri set out

from Surat. Fr. Wt'ssols (p. 210) states that at Surat Desideri learned

tliat ‘ Fr. Manoel Freyre was to be his Superior and travelling companion.’

This does not appear from our letters. Is it stated so in Desideri s

Uelazione. as published by Puini or in his Notizle isioriche ?

5 Probably a pass in the Satpiira Range.
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,

inani; sicche non ricevemmo
verun clanno

;
anzi varii di

quei ladri ci vemiero per
biiono spazio accompagnando.
Non cosi siu'cesse ad altri non
Christiani, che in qiiella medesi-

ma matt ilia pavssarono da qiieir

istesso hiogo, poiehe gFinfelici

furono costreiti a ricevere sopra
di se quella tempesta, che per

noi era preparata, e laseiarono

quivi non solo la robba, ma
ancor la vita in preda. al

furore degli spietati Ladroni.

A 5d’ Aprile arrivai a Arna-
dabat Citta molto grande, e

popolata di circa due milioni

d'anime, dove si credo che
regnasse il P, di S. Giosafat,

e dove conservasi tuttavia una
veste, che dicono fosse di S.

Barlaam. In detta Citt^ fui

ricevuto in Casa degl’ Olan-

to defend who went committed
to his hands; lienee, we re-

ceived no harm
;
some of these

robbers even came along a

good distance, accompanying
us. It did not happen so to

others, non-Christians, wdio

that very morning ]>asse(l by
the same place : for the })oor

fellows were forced to face the

storm wdiich had been pii*-

pared for us, and there they
left, not only their belongings,

but life itself, the victims oi

the fury of the cruel robbers.

On the 5th of April I arrived

at Amadabat. a very great

City, with a population of

about two million souls, ^

w'^here it is believed reigned

the Father of Saint Josaphat,

and wdiere anyliow is kept
a garment which they say
belonged to Saint Barlaam .

2

1 Ahmadabad. At p. 6, in Puini, we have: ‘ Anuulalxiad, the

of the Province of Guzarat*. Puini adds that t}u\v arrived at Ainaflahaad
in April 1, whort^as we have here A]>ril o. The lattcT date alom^ is correct,

since they were yet in a pass on the 8th day after their departun* from
Surat; moreover, Desideri adds hen' that after staying at Amadahaad on
April 6, they left it on April 7.

2 The principal (characters of a legend wdiich was a favourite suljjtK t

of writers in the Middle Ages. It is a christianizcMl \'ersion of one of tlu*

legends of Buddha, as even th(‘ name »Josaphat shows, Josa]^hat being a
corruption of Joasaph, coi'mpted through the middle Persian Budasif
(Budasif = Bodhisattva), A Latin translation of th(‘ (Jre(‘k t('xt was
made in the XTIth centiiry and was used for translatioiis into nearly all

the European language's. In the East it exists in Syriac', Arabic, Ethiopic,
Armenian, and Hebrew'.

I give here the usual opinion on this matter, l)ut I shall add that 1

am not fully satisfied. At Amadahad the custodians of tht* tradition

enunciated by Desideri may have been tla? AiTn<m.ians and the Ahys-
sinians, both of whom had churefa's there in Tav(uuier’s time. 1 should
think that the story of Barlaarn and Josaphat syiread to Euroyx* thnnigh
the Georgians, and that a section of the G<iorgians (called Guzrin P('rsian)

actually gave their name to the province of (Jujarat, and to the Gujrat
and Gujranwala of the Punjab. When these (ieorgians settled in India,
had they not already a smattering of (Jiristianity, which they lost subse-
quently in India ? And w^as not their chief town in Guzarat at Ahined-
abad ? ] expect most readesrs will deride the? passage in Desideri as
puerik? local tradition, while it may V>e a very precious survival of ancient
Christianity in India. Can the tradition here voiced by Desideri lx; traced
to other authors, earlier or later ? So many passed tnrough Ahmcdahad,
and the English and the Dutch were established there so early, that it
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desi, (‘he quivi si ritrovano, e vi

stiedi- tiitto il giorno seguente.

La mattina del 7. partij in

conipagnia d’nna Cafila, clie

appimto in quel giorno sdm-
batte a partir da Amadabat.
Cafila chianiano una compag-
nia di niolta gente, rutta, 6

quasi tutta armata, che si

unisoe a far viaggio; ed e

eio necessarissimo a cagione

dell’ in(.*ontrarse freqiientis

simaiuente gross! squadroni di

Suldati, dinioranti per lo piu
n(‘' inonti, che sono di suo

offizio Ladroni, de’ quali e

j)ien(^ tutto questo vasto Im-
])erio. La Cafila, con cui partij

era compost a di due mila

pei'soiie 6 piu, gran parte

de quali erano Soldati a (^a-

vallo, e gran parte erano soldati

a piedi. Cosi uiiiti coinin-

ciavaino la mattina prima di

farsi giorno a marciare con
!)uona ordinanza a maniera
(Lesercito, con tromba, Tam-
buri, Stendardi, Offiziali, Carri

di Bagaglio, Cameli, etc. In

cotal guisa seguivamo a com-

In this City I was received
at the house of the Dutch,
who are found there,i and
there I stayed the next day.

On the morning of the 7th,

I left in the company of a
Cafila,2 which just that day
happened to leave from Ama-
dabat. They call Cafila a large

body of people, armed all of

them, or nearly all of them,
who combine t(j travel to-

gether. And this is quite

necessary, because one meets
very often great troops of
soldiers, staying mostly in the
mountains, who by profession

are robbers, and with whom
the V hole of this vast Empire
swarms. The Cafila with
which I started consisted of

two thousand persons, or more,
a great number of them soldiers

on horseback, and a great part

foot -soldiers. Thus united, in

the morning, before daybreak,
we began marching in good
order, like an army, with

trumpet, drums, standards,

officers, baggage-carts, camels,

etc. We went along in this

style up to a convenient hour.

would b(> very wonderful if Desideri had been the first record the Ahmed-
abad tradition.

Kven if the christianized h'gend were borrowed from a tale of the
Buddha, the introduction to the Christian version appears to reflect

correct Indian history when it states that 8t. Tht)nias angelized India
and that India swarmed with Christian monks, monastieism having been
lirouglit to it from Egypt.

1 For the Dutch at Amadabaad, of. Gazetteer of the Bombay Presi-

(lency^ Vol. IC. Amaclabaady Bombay, 1879, pp. 272-3, 285. Valentyn

states that the Dutch lodge in 1639 and 1679 was important. After 1679

the number of employees was diminished. In 1711 tliere was a head

mereliaiit {koopman) with 5 subalterns, Dutchmen, and some natives.

Cf. Ive Deel, Ilde Stuk, p. 151, col. 1.

It is gratifying to see the hospitality thus extended by the Dutch
to the Jesuits. They were not less amicable at Agra, and to the Ca])uchins

passing through Singhia, near Patna. Nor were tfie English, wherever

they were found, less hospitable to our Missionaries.

2 Cafil-a. ATab.: kdjlla: a body or convoy of travellers, a caravan.

My two copyists read casilat wliich I treat as a misreading for cafila*
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minare fin’ ad era competente,
ed in fine ei accampavamo in

qiialche luogo spazioso, e sem-
pre vicino ad alciin lago,

fiume, 6 fosso, per ristoro della

nostra sete. Quivi a campag-
na aperta passavamo la notte

in riposo, ma sempre con senti-

nelle vigilanti. II camniino
molti giorni fu buono, ma
molti gioi'ni ancora fu aspro,

e travaglioso
;

e sempre reso

molto grave da iin’ eccessivo

caldo, e specialm.te ogni giorno

da un vento infocato, ehe
rendeva penosissimo il viag-

giare anche agl’ stessi animali.

or incontri di pericoli fiirono

varij, ma sempre si superarono
col favor divino senza verun
danno. ProsegiiimiiKj in tal

modo fino quasi al fine di

Aprile, nel qual tempo la Cafila

restd smembrata, e divisa in

varie parti, poiche diverse era

il termine di ciascuna parte di

essa.

Con una di queste parti

seguitai io il mio viaggio sino

alia Citta chiamata Sanganer.
Quivi avendomi conosciuto per
Europeo, i Ministri della Citta

persiiadendosi, che sotto abito

di Religioso, e di povero, fossi

un molto ricco Mercante, mi
arrestarono, e esigevano una
buona quantita di denaro. Fui
quivi cost retto a fermarmi due
giorni, nel qua! tempo quella

parte di Cafila, con cui andavo
tiro innazi il suo viaggio. In

and finally encamped in some
spacious place, and always
near some lake, river, or

ditch, 1 where to quench our
thirst. There, in the open,

we spent the night resting, but

ah\ays with sentries on the

watdi. For many days the

road was good, but many days
too it was rough and difficult

;

and it was rendered very
difficult all the time by the

excessive heat, and chiefly

every day by a hot wind, whi -h

made travelling most painful,

even for tlu* animals them-
selves. The dangers we en-

count(‘r(‘d were of vai'ious sorts,

but with the divine grace we
ahvavs escaped without harm.
We continiK'd in this way up
to about th<‘ end of April,

when thf* Cafila broke up, and
divided off to s(‘V('ral parts, the

destination of each lying in

a different direction.'^

With one of these sections

I pursued ray way up to the

City (jailed Sanganer.^ Here,
having recognized me for a

Euroixi^an, the officials of the

town, persuaded that under the

habit of a Religious and a poor
man might be hidden a very
rich merchant, arrested me and
exacted a large amount of

money. Here I was obliged

to stop two days, dui ing which
time that part of the Cafila

with which I went proceeded

1 F(.hS8o— U\itG\\ \ Can it be for pozzo= ‘ well ’ ?

2 The caravan broke up probably at Ajmer. ^

3 Sanganer m 7 m. S.W. of Jaipur; hence Amir must not be identified
with Ajmer, liiit with Amber or Amer, alias Jaipm*. Amber was a few
miles further ahead {jyiu avanti). The Amber liajah th€m reigning was
Jai Singh II vSiwae (bom circa 1683; died 1743). He is known as the
great astronomer prince, and at a later date he had at his court several
Jesuits, astronomers, mostly Germans.
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tanto saputosi nella Citta di

Amir, posta alcune miglia piu
avanti, dove risiede il Regolo di

qiiei luoghi, il mio arresto in

Sanganer, venne una buona
riprensione a’ Ministri di queila

Citta eon ordine espresso,

ehe subito snbito mi lasciassero

andare senza veruna eontri-

buzione per il mio cammino.
Cosi spedito, ma senza la

solita conipagnia, tirai iiinanzi,

fidalo, ehe il Sig.re, a eni

maggior gloria solam. te erano
indirizzati tiitti i miei passi, mi
assist t‘rebbe in tntto, e mi
detenclerebbe in t ut to, come
biion Padre; 6 almeno, qiiando
si d^'gnasse di disporre liltri-

rnenti, mi darebbe foiza di

tutto so].)portai' eon giiibilo di

ciiore per suo amore. Si

coni])iaeqiie pero di giiidarmi

sieuram.te, e prosperam.te, di

rnodo cbe agl’ iindiei di Maggio
con somma felieita, e con una
straordinaris.sima speditezza

arrivai sano, e salvo alia gran

Citta di Delly, capo di quest’

imperio, residenza del Re, e

abitate da tre milioni, e piu

di gente.

Sta quivi all cura di quei

trecento piu 6 meno Cristiani,

che quivi si ritrovano un
nostro Padre, daun fui accolto,

e rie('vuto con molta cortesia,

e cairita. Quivi nella x)rima

nolle si degno il Sig.re di darmi

il ristoro, e conforto di tutti

on its journey. Meanwhile,
when in the City of Amir, some
miles further, where resides the
Kinglet of those places, they
learned of my arrest at San-
ganer, there came a severe

reproof for the officials of that
City, with express order that
at once, they should let me
go on my way, without any
payment . Thus free

,
but with-

out the usual company, I

pushed forward, trusting that

the Lord, to whose greater

glory were directed all my
steps, would assist me
throughout, would defend me
throughout, like a good Father,
or at least that, if he deigned to

dispose otherwise, he would
give me strength to bear all

with jubilee of heart for love

of him. i Now, he was pleased

to guide me safely and securely,

so that with extraordinary

speed I arrived safe and souncl,

on the eleventh of May^ at the
great City of Delly, the Capital

of this Empire, the residence

of the King, and inhabited by
tlmee million people and more.

There, in charge of three
hundred Christians, more or

less, lives a Father of Ours,^

by wKom I W’as w^icomed and
received with much courtesy
and charity. There, the first

night, the Lord deigned to give

me rest and refreshment from

1 Wliat happened to Fr. Joseph da Sylva and Melchior dos Keys ?

Were they not dressed like Desideri, suspected of being merchants, ai -

rested, and set free with Desideri ? If they were not arrested, they would
surely ha\ e waited at Sanganer till Desideri was set free. Here is a case

for the negativ'o evidence of silence.

a The same date is given at pp. 6 and 361 of Puini, and in Desideri 's

letter of Lhasa, April 10, 1716; also in his letter of Delhi, Sept. 20, 1714.

It is evident that Desideri kept a diary.

« Fr. Manool Freyre.
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gV iiieomocli, e patimenti del

passato viaggio. Coiivien

sapere, come avendo in goa
ottenuto d’andar’ a prociirar d’

aprire una nuova Missione nel

Thibet, fui destinato si, ma
solo, e senza verun compagno
in iin’ impresa molto ardua,

ed in luoghi tanto remoti,

e da' Nostri, e da qualiinque

Cristiano. Avevo seritto al p.

Provinciale a Goa, che si

degnasse mandarin i almeno un
Padre per compagno, affinche

quando si compiacesse S.D.M,
di farmi trovar’ alcuna Mcsse,
avessi chi m’aiutasse, 6 qiiando

volesse di me disporre altrimen-

ti 6 nelviaggio, d nel terrnine,

avessi la compagnia, e V aiuto

d’ alciin nostro Religioso. M’
aveva promesso il P. Provincial

di mandarmi un Padre, e di

soddisfare al raio desiderio,

ma pero non poteva quello da
Goa arrivar’ a queste pai-ti, se

non doppo un’ anno, nel qual
tempo m’era necessai-io star’

in queste parti aspettando il di

lui arrive, Ma pero in quella

prima notte di Delly parlando
con quel Padre, che quivi

trovato avevo, e manifestando-

li il mio intento d’ andar a
procurar d’aprir una nuova Mis
sionedl Thibet, mi s’offerseper

venir’egli in mia compagnia,
ed io riconoseendo cio come
dono della mano pietosa di

Dio, restai molto consolato, e

soddisfatto. M^ perche non
potevano cosi subito partire.

all the discomforts and suffer-

ings of my past journey. You
must know that, having ob-

tained leave at Goa to go and
try to reopen a new Mission in

Tibet, 1 was sent indeed, but
alone, and without any com-
panion, on a very arduous en-

terprise, and to places, so

remote both from Ours and
from any Christian. I had
written to the Father Provin-

cial at Goa, asking liim kindly

to send me at least one Father

for a companion, so that,

should His Divine Majesty be

pleased to make me find some
harvest, 1 might have who
would assist me, or, should he

wish to dispose of me otlier-

wise, either on the journey or

at the goal, I might have the

company and help of one of our
Religious. The Father Pro-

vincial had promised to send
me a Father and to gratify my
desire, but he could not come
from Goa to these parts till

after a year, and meanwhile I

had to stay in these parts and
await his arrival. But, now,
that first night at Dolly, as 1

was speaking to the Father

whom I had found there, and I

made known to him my project

of going and trying to open a

new Mission, that of Tilxd,

he offered to come with me,
and I, seeing in this a gift

from the merciful hand of God,
was much consoled and satis-

fied.i But we could not start

1 Desideri must have written to the Provincial bfjforo his doj)arture
from Surat, and must even have received the answer before that departure
on March 26, 1714. How then can it bo said that Fr. Freyre was appointed
Fr. Desideri’s companion by the Visitor Fr. Joseph da Sylva, while the
Visitor and Desideri were still at Surat? (Cf. Puini, 6; Weasels, 210.)
Desideri’s interview with Fr. Freyre the first night they were together at
Delhi precludes the theory.
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si a cagione del doversi trovar’

alcun- Padre, che restasse alia

cura de’Cristiani di Delly, si a
cagione delP esser gia vicine a
cominciar le pioggie, le quali in

qnesti loughi ne' presenti Mesi
sono dirottissime, e continue;
percio doppo essere stato dieci

giorni in Delly, partij per Agra,
indi distante sette giornate.

Arrivato in Agra, per buona
sorte contro rordinario

costume, trovai quivi due
Patri, e subito un d essi, che
era destinato per andar’a tro-

var alcun riposo delle sue fati-

che a Goa, s'offerse d'andar’

egli alia cura de’ Cristiani di

Dell5^ perche d altro Padre
potesse meco venire per la

Missione dl Thibet. Cosi stabi-

litc le cose, sopravenendo il

so quickly, both because some
Father had to be found to

remain in charge of the Chris-

tians of Delly, and because the
rains were already about to
begin, which in these places

during the present months are
very excessive and continual

;

therefore, after a ten days*

stay at Delly, 1 went to Agra,

a distance of seven days thence.
Having arrived at Agra, I

found there by good luck,

against the usual order of

things, two Fathers,! and pre-

sently one of them, who was
destined to go to Goa there to

find some rest from bis fatigues,

offered to go and take charge
of the Christians of Delly, so

that the other Father might
come with me to Tibet.

Matters thus settled, the time

1 Tlu? two ?\ithers at Agra were probably the new Rertor, Fr.
Melehior dos Jtcys, and the outgoing Rector. Tlie Catalogues for the
Mogor Mission show for January 2, 1710, fV. Emmanuel DurSo as Viee-
Rector at Agra. We have no catalogues till December 1716. (Cf. JA)SB.,
1010, p. 530.) The personnel of the Mogor Mission in 1714 seems to

luive been: Fr. Joseph da Sylva, the Visitor; Fr. Melchior dos Keys,
Fvt^ctor, about May 28, at Agi'a; the outgoing Rector or Vice-Rector at
Agra, Fr, Manoel Durfio, who would have taken Fr. Freyre’s place at

Delhi, wdien he (Freyre) and Desideri left for Lahore on Se])t, 23, 1714.
In fact, the catalogue of December 1716 show.s Fr. Manoel Durfio at
Dt^llii. also the Catalogue of Dec. 1718 and of Nov. 1719. In 1713 the
Father at Delhi w^as Manoel FVcyre. As there was no missionary at
Lahore', the above list appears to be complete for 1713, w’ith the addition
of Desideri.

Neither Freire nor Durfio art' in A. Franco’s list, which may mean
that they were born in India, or were admitted in India. The same list

shows that Fr. Joseph da Sylva, a Portuguese and not yet a priest, came
out via Lisbon in 1673, and that Fr. Melchior dos Reys, a Portuguese
and not yet a priest, came out in 1699 via Lisbon,

‘‘Manoel Freyre was born at Ancifio in Portugal in 1679 and entered

the Society at Goa, October 7, 1694. In 1710 w’^e liiid him engaged in

the Agra Mission, to which he returned after his Lhasa journey. After

1719 his name disappears from the yearly lists. There can be no doubt
that he hJt the Society, for in a letter to the General written from Goa,

Dec. 10, 1724, he petitions for re-admission. The reply is not knowm,
but the catalogue of 1728 has a note appended, to the effect that the name
of Manuel BT'cyre has not been entered, because he will not be able to

present himself till after a month. Nothing seeins to have come of the

affair, for his name Js not seen either in the catalogues of later years or

in the Catalogue dvfunclorum,'' Cf. Wessels, 222 n. 2.
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tempo delle pioggie, e non
potendo io partire, mi aplicai

alio studio dlla lingua Persiana,

la quale per il restante del

viaggio, che mi rimane, e per
entrar nel Thibet m’e neees-
saria, e di cui avevo preso i

prim principij in Surat. Non
posso a bastangza spiegar’ a

V.R., che fatica, e che travaglio

seco porti lo studio d’una tal

lingua, la quale contiene molta
difiiculta, special.te per la pro-

nunzia per chi non e tuttavia

Bambino, Ma sia pur sempre
ed in tutto lodato, e benedetto
il Signore, per cui amore se

altro non potro fare in questo
tempo, almeno godero di poter-

gli ogni giorno ofiferire questo
piccolo sacrifizio di questo tra-

vaglio, che pur si rende dolce,

per star rocchio posto di mira
nel di lui prczioso am ore,

e nel desidei io <lella conversione
delle anime redente col sangue
di Gesu, che sono i due condi-
menti, che rendono agevole
tutto Taspro, e fanno dolce

tutto Tamaro.

Ma non e questo il tormento
maggiore, poiche la pena piu

sensibile e il veder avanti
agl* occhi di continuo tanta
ruina d’anime preziose, e tante,

e tanto grandi offese, die si

fanno eontro ITnfinito Bene,
e non poter n6 pur dar un
passo per ovyiare, a si lac*-

rimevole sconcerto. E questo
un continuo, e tormentosissimo
eculeo; imperocche siccome in
quello Fatrocit^ consiste nell’

of the rains coming on, 1, being
unable to start, applied myself
to the study of the Persian

language, which 1 need for

the rest of my remaining jour-

ney and to enter Tibet, and
the first beginnings of which I

had learned at Surat. ^ I can-

not sufficiently explain to Your
Reverence wdiat fatigue and
what trouble the study of such

a language entails; it offers

many difficulties, especially for

the pronunciation, for one who
is no longer a babe. But,
praised and blessed for ever
and in all tilings be the Lord,
for whose* sake if I can do
nothing else at this time, I

shall at least have the satis-

faction of being able to offer

him daily the small sacrifice of

this labour, wliich becomes
even sweet when tlie eye is

fixed on his precious love and
on the desire of the conversion

of the souls redeemed by the
blood of Jesus, the two season-

ings which make easy whatever
is hard, and turn to sweet
whatever is hitter.

However, that is not my
chief torment: for keener is the

pain I feel when T Ixffiolfl eon-
timiallv before my eyes the
ruin of so many precious souls,

and so many, and such grievous

offences committed against the

Infinite Goodness, and when I

see I cannot make even one
step to prevent such lament-
able disorder. This is like a

rack continually torturing me
most cruelly: for, as the atT:6-

1 Veiyian must have been of use to Desideri wherever Muhammadans
or Armenians were found. He found both at Lhasa. He says, however,
in his Relation (Puini, 82) that a knowledge of ‘Hendufitanic’ was neces-
sary as a preparation for the study of Tibetan.
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essere il corpo, nel tempo
me{lesimo, in cui con funi

violente e stirato fortemente
per una banda, con altrettanto

violente funi stirato per la

parte totairn.te o})])osta; con
che (li due moti totairn.te

opposti si compone una dolo-

rosa carnificina
;

('osi in me
appunto sperimento dentro dl

cuore. Si coinyiiace S.D.M. in

vinculis charitatis (on dolce

amorosa violenza di tiraiini

con tiitto il cuore la dove
e grande la perdita deiranime
e ])iu oltraggiata e la di liii

ainabiliss.a bonta; e uel tempo
medisimo con durissinii legami

misono stretti, e stirati. in

aitra parte i piedi, senz’ altro

poter fcwe se non mandar
sol(' e scompagnate le potenze
dll'animo, dove non pub il

eor[)b far loro compagnia. Ma
ben presto ritornano elle a

me seonsolate: come cani die
seoperta la preda bramata,
non potendola essi afferrare

tornano a! Cacciatore, e lo

stimolano ad aiidar’ egli pin

avanti a trafiggerla con le sue

arnii.

Ma sia in t utto fatta la

Divina volunta dell’ amabilis-

simo Padi*e, e Signor nostro,

il quale con queste diniore giu-

stam.te mi gastiga, e mi da
la pena, che ben merito per

aver tardato tanto tempo, e

tuttavia tardar’ a ritirarmi

dalle creature, e da me stesso,

a tutto darmi a lui, e percib

giustiaam.te mi punisce eol

permetter, che non possa io

adesso come pur vorrei, tirar

fuora dalle fauci delF Inferno le

city of the rack consists in that

the body, at the very time it is

being violently drawli with
strong ropes to one side, is at

the same time and with ropes
equally violent dravn in ex-

actly opposite direction, the

two totally opposite strains

causing a cruel torment, just

so do I feel in my heart. It

pleases His Divine Majesty to

draw my whole heart away in

vinculis charitatis (with the

bands of love) ^ and with sweet

and amorous violence to where
is great the perdition of souls,

and where his most amiable
goodness is outraged more

;
and

at the same time with fastest

bonds are my feet bound and
drawn elsewhere, while I can
do nothing else than send, alone
and unaccompanied, the powers
of the spirit to where my
body cannot follow. But soon
enough they return to me
dis(‘onsolate, like dogs, who,
when they have discovered the
longed-for ])rey and are unable
to seize it themselves, turn to

the hunter, and press him to

come along and to pierce it

with his weapons.
But, let the Divine vill of our

most amiable Father and Lord
be done in all things, who
punislies me justly with these
delays and ciiastises me de-
servedly for having tarried so
long, and for tarrying still, to
sever myself from creatures
and from myself, and to give
myself to him wholly. JFor

this does he justly punish me
by allowing that I should not
now, as I would, be able to
snatch souls from the jaws of

1 Osee. 11. 4.
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anime per darle a lui, e per
riporle come in luogo di sicurez-

za nel Cuore amorosissimo del

Crocifisso gesu. Era tutto
questo pero mi consolo col

ricorso al potentissimo patro-

cinio della Santissima Vergine,

e de’ SS.i miei Avvocati, col

patrocinio di quali spero in

fine di plaeare il miseri(‘ordioso

Signore, e doppo le lacrime

spero di poter cum exaUatione,

scorrere liberamente la dove
mi chiarna Dominu^^ messis^

e di poter eonsolarmi potimis

manipidos a pie della Croc*e del

mio Signore, E tale sf)eranza

va sempre in me aiimentandosi

per conoscer’ io sensibilis-

simam.te e quasi toecar eon
le mani di continiio, elie S.D.

M. sta impegnata in favorire,

e promuovere que.sta mia
impresa, meiitre incontro aiuti

dove meno li potevo aspettare,

e veggo con faeilita sparire gV
ostacoli tutti, che in mezzo
air opera si frappongoiio.

Faccia il Demonio, e T Inferno

tutto quanto vuole, ponga in

contrario tutte le sue forze;

non per questo rai atterrisce,

perche Scio cui credidi. S6
di certo, che la causa e di Dio,

e son consapevole a me, che

non ostante Tesser’ io in tutto

pieno di peccati, e d’ingrati-

tudine alle divine misericordie,

nondimeno con V aiuto dl

Sig.re rintenzione e retta; e

percio non posso dubitar punto,
che Dio sar^ sempre con me;
e si Deus pro nobis, quis contra

nos ? Sono risolutiss.o eon la

divina grazia 6 di morir in
mezzo air opera, 6 di condurre

1 Matth. 9. H8; Luko, 10. 2.

Hell, and give them to him,
and place them as in a place

of safety within the most
loving Heart of my Crucified

Jesus. Withal, I console my-
self throughout by having re-

course to the most powerful
patronage of the Most Blessed
Virgin, and of the Saints, my
advocates, with whose protec-

tion I hope in the end to

appease the Lord of Mercy, and
to obtain that after my tears

I may be able cum exultatione

(with joyful ness) hasten freely

where Dominus messis (the

Lord of the harve\st) calls me,
and may console myself par-

tans manipulns (cari’ying my
sheavn^s) ^ to the fi‘et f)f‘ my
Lord’s Cross. And that hope
is always growing stronger in

me, because 1 know most
sensibly, and so to say touch
with my hands continually,

that His Divine Majesty is

bound to favour and speed this

my enterprise, sinc(^ 1 meet
with help whei’(^ I eon hi least

expect it, and see vanishing
with ease all the obstacles

standing in the way of tlu'

undertaking. Let the Devil,

let Hell, do whatever they
please; let them put forth all

their strength in op[)osition;

I am not frightened thereby:

for scio cni credidi (I know
whom T ha^^e belifn'ed).^ I

know for certain that it is

God’s cause, and J am (‘ons-

cious that, though I am wholly
steeped in sins atid ingratitude

to the divines mercies, yet w ith

the help of the Lord the in-

tention is right
;
hence I cannot

» 2 Tim. 1. 12.
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a fine questa impresa, che so

di certo che i)io viiol da me.

1^] })erche chi si ])()iie ad una
grand' impresa e n«‘ccssario,

che 6 t(‘iiga buon capitale, b

che a Jme no riceva da altri

qualchc gi'osso sussidio: pcrcib

trovandomi io scnza ne pur

tenue capital di virtu, di spirito,

‘e di I'ervorc. ahinche non sia

temeraria quest a mia im])resa

rieorro ad altri, e special-

mente a V.R., a <aii e ben
nota la mia gi-andiss.a miseria,

alline di recevere da 11a sua, e

altrui capita qualchc opportimo

sussidio. l^adr(‘ mio amatissi-

mo sum pauper, miser, et

rniserabUis assai dvssai pin di

qu(dlo, che si passa imagiuare,

sono stMiza, punto di vigor vitale

di spirito, sono [)icno di piaghe,

sono aggravate dalla soma
dv miei moltissimi ptaa.ati,

sono molto maltiattato dalT

amor pro])rio, e dalk‘ febbri

quotidiane della mi(' verissime,

e immortificate ])assioni, in

somn\a sono si fiacco, si d(*bole,

che apiKMia apperia stb in

pi(‘di, e se mi r(\ggo in ])iedi

e pei’chc il misericordiosissinio

Sig.re spinto dal suo svis-

ceratissinio amore, in vece

di abbandonarmi, come di

continuo; meriterei per le mie

insopportabili ingratitudini,

facii poirntiarn in brachio suo,

for a moment doubt but that

God will alwa3vs be with me;
and si Devs pro nobis, quis

contra nos { (If God be with

us, who is against us?)^ I

am quite resolved with the

divine grace either to die in

the mkist of the labour, or to

carry through this enterprise,

which T know for sure God
wants of me.

And, because he who tuins

his hand to a gi’eat undertaking

must either have a large capita]

of his own, or at least receive

bom others some lar ge subsidAg

lienee, finding myself without

even the smallest store of

vir tue, of spirit
,
and of fer’vour,

that my enlei‘])rise mav not

prove rash. I turn to others,

and chiefly to Your Kevei'ence

who wi‘1] know' mv very gi’eat

misery. Imping to receive from

your charitv and that of others

some t imel>’ succour. My very

dear Father, sum pauper, miser,

et miserabilis (1 am poor,

wret(-hed, and miserable)

much, much more than can Ire

imagiiKHl; 1 have not a title

of vital vigour of spirit; I

am full of w ounds ; I am bur-

dened with the weight of my
very nianv sins: I am buffet('(i

by self-love, and bv the daily

fevers of mv ver^' true and
inunortitied passions; in fine,

I a nr so weak, so feeble that

hardly, hardly, do I stand on
my fet't; and, if 1 do stand on
rny feet, it is because the most
merciful Lord, prompted by
his passionate love, instead of

forsaking me. as I should

deserve continualh^ for my
unbearable ingratitudes, facit

1 Rom. 8. :u. Apoc., 3. 17.
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e mi v^ pietosamente sosten-

ando perche non cada,

degnandosi di esaltar in me la

sua misericordia e non i meri-

tati rigori della sna infinita

Giiistizia, Or se, anche im
Religioso di malto spirito, di

soda virtil, e di sperimentato
fervore, dovendosi porre in

mezzo di persone dl mondo,
con tutto che siano Cristiani,

e timorati di Dio
;
con tiitto cio

grandissima necessita d’es-

sere molto, e molto aintato

dalle Orazioni di anime buone,

e aniiche di Dio: argomenti
qua! sia Testrema necessita

(ii me miserabiliss.o peccatore,

che vb a portni (perche Dio
cosi vuole da me) in paese

totalm.te Infedeli, tra gente

tutta nemica di Dio. e con nno
spavente vole prospetto di tutte

le maggiori iniq iiita di conti-

nuo avanti agh f)cchi.

Padn^ mio amatissimo, posto

a siioi piedi, e con le lacrime

agF ocelli la prego per qnanto
amore porta all’ amabiliss.o

Dio, per quanto zelo ha della

sua divina gloria, ]ier il Sangiic

di Jesu con cui fu redcmta la

poverella mia aiiima, la prego

e la supplico con tutto il

cuore non si acordi mai rnai mai
di me in ogni sua Orazione. ch(^

da qui innanzi fara, ed in ogni

suo 8.8. Sacrifizio, Preghi, e

preghi con gran fervore, (*on

gran premura per me, e special-

raente ofFerisca sy)esso per me
all’ Eterno Padre il 8angue
preziosissimo di Gcsu.

Ne solo questo, con santo
zelo, procuri d’indurre molti

potentiam in hrachio siio (shew-

eth might in hivS arm) ^ and
compassionately keeps sustain-

ing me lest 1 fall, deigning to

exalt in me his mercy rather

than the deserved rigours of

his infinite Justice. Now, if

even a Religious of much
spirit, of solid virtue, and tried

fervour, when he has to venture

among jieople of the world,

Christians tliough they be and
God-fearing, is yet in very

great need of being mu h,

much helped by the [)ray(U's of

good and Gf>d-loving souls,

judge how extreme is the need

of me, most tniserable sinner,

who go to place myself ((h>d

willing it so of me) in countries

wholly infidel, among people

wholly unfriendly to (iod, ami
with the fearful prospect of

having continually before my
eyes all the worst iniquities.

My very dear Father, 1 cast

myself at your f(‘et, and with

the tears in my eyes I beg of

you, by all the love you la^ar

to the most amiable* God, by
all the zeal you have* for his

divine glory, by the MIood of

Jesus w ith which was red(‘emed

my y)oor little soul, I beg and
beseech you with all my heart

nev(*r, n(*v(*r, never to forget

me in each of your prayews,

which henceforth you will

make, and in each of your

Holy Saerifice.s. Pray, and
pray with great fervour, with

great earnestness, for me, and
(*sp(jcia.lly offer for me often

to the Eternal Father thtrmost

precious Blood of flesus.

Not only that
;

but with

holy zeal try to iriducf^ many,

* Liik<‘ 1. r>i.
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inoltiss.mi, specialmente per-

son© Religiose a pregar di con-

tiiiuo per me, rappresentando
loro le grand! rniserie della mia
aniina per muoverle a coinpas-

sion(‘, e per far che preghino

per me. Ne solam.te preghi,

e faecia pregare per me, ma
aneora faecia questa grand’

opera di carita verso tanti

pover('Ili eiechi quant i sono
^1’ lufedeli, e s])eeialmente

ripoiifga s})esso nelle piaghe

doleissime di Gesu in poverelli

ei<‘(‘hi <ii tut to il Thibet, e

offei’isea per essi spesso a vS.l).

M. il Sangue salutifero del

nostro comun Redent oi’e.

Padre mio, questo sara una
})iiona oecupazione, e di molto
frutto, se le sue orazioni, SS.

Sacr.i, e buone opere, le quali

sono iicvette a S.D.M., |)er

essere d’un’ aniina che con
fervorc' raiiia, a ehe sempre
maggiorrn.te procura di piacer-

gli, le applichera tiitte ad un
fine si buono, si saint evole, e di

taiita gloria di Dio.

V. R. sa molto bene quanto
fuoc'o di zc'lo ardeiitissimo della

(iivina gloria, e della salute dell’

anime ardesse ne’ curio di

S. Maria Maddalena de’ Pazzi,

e di 8. Teresa amantissime di

Dio; ma perche non era loro

]>ermesse ruscir fuora a salvar’

anime con la predicazione,

stavano net loro ritiro di coiiti-

nuo oc'cupate principalrn.te in

questo santo esercdzio di pre-

garo Dio e per la conversione

deir anime, e per quelli Opera-

rij Apostolicd che s’impiegavano

nella conversione dell anime;

in modo tale, cdie in leggendo le

loro vite pare, che Dio princi-

palmente le a^-esse poste al

Mondo, per aiutare e I’ anime,

very many, chiefly Religious

persons, to pray for me conti-

nually, representing to them
the great miseries of my soul

to move them to compassion,

and to make them pray for me.

Not only pray and make others

pray for me, but do render this

great work for charity also for

such wretchedly benighted

souls as are those of the In-

fidels; especially do often lock

up in the most sweet wounds of

Jesus the poor blind ones of the

whole of Tibet, and do often

offer for them to His Divine

Majesty the life-giving Blood

of our common Redeemer.
Fatlier mine, it will be a

great occupation, one of much
fruit, if you apply to a purpose

so good, so salutary ,
and of such

glory to God, all your prayers,

Holy Sacrifices, ancl good
works, which are acceptable

to His Divine Majestj’, coming
from a soul that fervently

loves God and always increas-

ingly tries to please him.

Your Reverence knows very

well what a fire of most ardent

zeal for the divine glory and

the .salvation of souls burned
in the hearts of Saint Mary
Magdalen of Pazzi and of

Saint Theresa, those great

lovers of God; but, as it was
not given them to sally forth

to save souls by preaching,

their continual occupation in

their solitude was chiefly the

holy exercise of praying to

God, both for the conversion

of souls, and for the Apostolic

Missionaries employed in the

conversion of souls: so much
so that, when we read their

lives, it seems that God had

placed them in the world
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e qiielli che con la predicazione

attendevano alia salute delF

amme, per mezzo delle loro fer-

ventissime orazioni. E quante,

e quante anime vedremo noi

nel giorno del giudizio far

beata compagnia a queste

Sante, e ad esse dop])o Dio
attriluir la loro eterna salute?

Cosi duiique faceia V.R.
:
pren-

dasi a petto il coltivare eon

le sue Orazioni, con frequenti

Sacrifizj, con le sue ferventi e

sante opere, e con le sue lacrime

tutto il Thibet. Alzi V.R,
cost^ di lontano le sue niani

di continuo, perche chi e des-

tiiiato a combatter qui da

\dcino contra ITnferno, avvalo-

rato, ed assistito dal divino

favore prevalga, e tiri via

dalle zanne dello spietato nemi-

co queir anime, sopra le quali

pare, che voglia gi^ il pietoso

Signore fissare iino sguardo

benigno affine di saivarle.

Tanto spero che fara V.R. con
gran premura, e fervore, e che

fara far’ altresi da altri; e con
tal sicurezza restero molto con-

solato, e anirnato, e iniitando

I’esempio dl gloriosissiino Apos-
tolo, deir Indie, 8. Francesco

Xaverio ancor io, ue’bisogni

principalm.te, offerird a S.D.M.
le Orazioni di V.R., e delF alt re

anime ferventi, e caritive, affin-

che da esse placato, da esse

mosso, usi misericordia e con
ranima mia miserabilissima,

e con quella gente, che a lui

desidero col suo favore con-
durre, perche sia egli come
merita, da tutti conosciuto, da
tutti amato e acciocche se non
possono tutte inifKHlirsi,

alraeno in gran parte si

diminuiscano le offese, che
contro la sua infinita amabilis-

chiefiy in order that by their

most fervent prayers they

might help the souls and those

who by preaching labour for

the salvation of souls. And
how many, how many souls

shall we on the day of judg-

ment see making blessed com-
pany to these Saints and attri-

buting to them under God their

eternal salvation: Let then

Your Reverence do likewise;

take to heart to cultivate

by your prayers, by frequent

Sacrifices, by your fervent and
holy v'orks. and by your tears

the whole of Tibet. Over
thtu'c. from afar, let Your
Reverence raise your hands
continually, that he who is

destim;d to fight liere at close

quarters the pow(‘rs of Hell

may, stengihened and assisted

by the divine favour, ])rovail

and snatch from the jaws of

their cruel enemy those souls

on whom it seems that the
merciful Lord is now willing

for their salvation to cast a

look of pity. This much do 1

hope Your Reverence will do
with great earnestness and
fervour, and I hop(^ that you
will make others do the same.
With this assurance I shall

remain much consoled aiifl

encouraged, and, imitating the

example of the very glorious

Apostle of the Indies, Saint

Francis Xavier, I too, chiefly

in times of need, shall offer

up to His Divine Majesty the

prayers of Your Reverence and
of other fervent and charitable

souls, so that, apj)t^aseil by
them, moved by them, he may
have pity both on my most
miserable soul, and on that

people whom with his favour
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sima bontit dagl’ Uomini
ingrati si comettono.

Ma ritornanda alia mia uar-

razione ivcnibiciata, dalla quale

mi distolse (jiiel vivo senti-

niento, c*he di contiiiuo sta al-

tani.t(^. iinpresso iiel mio eiiore;

dice, (!ome doppo d’es sere

state quasi tre Mesi nel Coll.o

nostro di Agra, a causa delle

pioggie, e nel tempo medesimo
a causa dlla lingua, che mi
conveniva studiare, finalmente

ricevei Patente in data de’

15 d’ Agosto per aiidar’ alia

Missionc del Thibet, e prose

-

guir’ il restante del viaggio,

conforme al mio desiderio,

e continuam, te replicate in-

stanze. II di 17. dl medesimo
Mese d’Agosto ricevei littera

del P. Manoel Frey re, che come
dissi stava in Delly, e mi s’ era

otTerto ]>er venir’ alia Missione

del Thibet, in cui m’avvisava,
esser’ egli gia diaposto a venir

in qualunque tempo id arri-

vassi a Delly. Ricevuta tal

carta di notte tempo, desidera-

I wish to lead to him, that he
may, as he deserves

^
be known

by all. loved by all, and that,

if the offences committed
against his infinite and most
amiable goodness by ungrate-

ful men cannot be prevented

all, they may at least be greatly

diminished.

But, to return to the narra-

tive which I had begun and
which the lively feeling always
de('])ly impressed on my heart

diverted me from, I say that,

having been about three

months in our College of Agra,

on account of the rains, and at

the same time on account of

the language which I had to

study, I finally received a

Patent, dated (?) the 15th of

August, and allowing me to go
to the Mission of Tibet, and to

continue the remainder of the

journey, conformably ^vith my
wish and my requests conti-

nually repeated. On the 17th
day of the same month of

August, I received from Fr.

Manoel Freyre, who, as I said,

was at Delly, and had offered

himself to (‘ome to the ^Mission

of Tibet, a letter in which he
informed me that be was now
ready to come any time I

should arrive at Delly. ^

1 The letters-patent came from the Visitor, who seems to have been
at Dellii on Aug. 15, the feast of the Assumption of Our Lady. It is

not clear to me whetlier tlio letters-patent were dated the loth of August,
or whether Desideri received the letters-patent on the 15th of August.
On Aug. 17 he received a letter from Freyiv, saying that he (Freyre) was
ready to start any time Desideri was ready. Now from Delhi, where
Frt\yre was, to Agra there was a seven days’ journey. P'reyre would
hardly ha\’e written as lie did, unless the Visitor had notified to him
several days before Aug. 16, that ho and Desideri could now proceed to

Tibet. Nor would Desideri have started fur Delhi on Aug. 18, as he in-

tended, unless he had received the lettors-pateiit, which, if dated Aug.

15, could hardly "^avo reached him on Aug. 17, except by the swiftest

runners.
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VO nel giorno segueiite partire,

nia non potei per non esser’

ancora finite aleune cose de’

sacri arredi per dir Messa,che
faceVO fare, e i Vasetti per
gFOlij Santi; con che mi con-

venne aspettare alcuni poclii

giorni, cioe sino al di 22. d’

Agosto, che e dimani, Ottava
dlla gloriossiss.a Assmizione
della Santissinia Vergine.

Dimani dnnque partird d’-

Agra, e forse forse qiiesta sera

sill tardi per porta rini a Delly,

ch'e di qua sette giornate dis-

tante, e arrivato la, doppo
])oehi giorni partird per il

Thibet, giacehe adesso le piog-

gie cominciano ad esser ininori,

non ostante ehe le strade siaiio

molto caltive. Di Delly in

quindici, d 20 giorni spero di

pormi in Labor Citta molta
grande dl Mogor, dove stanno
alcuni cinque, d 6 C'ristiani.

Quivi si fermeremo alcuni

giorni per amministrare i 8S. i

Sacramenti e consolare in

Domino, questi pochi Lristiani;

di poi procureremo subito di

passar’ avanti a Caseimi!', se

pure le Nevi, che in quelle

grandi Montague sono altis-

sime, ee lo permetteranno, di

mode che possiamo e^sser in

Cascimir j)rima d’Ogni Santi

;

Indi in Cascimir e iK^cessario as-

pettare la congiuntura d’aicuna
di quelle Cafilc?, che sopra ho
detto che cosa siano, e con non
molto liingo, ma pur trava-

Haviiig received his letter at

night, I wished to leave the

next day; but I could not, as

certain things of the sacred

furniture for saying Mass,

which I was getting made, aaid

the little vessels for the Holy
Oils, were not yet finished.

Accordingly, 1 hatl to wait a

few days longei*, that is till the

22nd August, which is to-

luori'ow, the Octave of the

glorious Assumption of the

Most Blessed Virgin.

So then to-mori'ow, and per-

haps, perhaps late to-night, I

shall leave Agra and go to

Delly, a st^ven days' journey
from her(^ Arrived there, I

shall, few days after, leave for

Tibet, since the rains now
begin to abate, though the
roads are very bad. From
Delly, in fifteen or 20 days T

hope to arrive at Labor, a very

great C'ity of th(» Mogor, where
live some five or six ( 'hristians.

There we shall stop some days
to administiw the Holy Sacra-

ments and console in Drmiino
(in the Lord) these few (Chris-

tians. After that, we shall try

to push on at once toAvards

Cascimir, providt'd the snows
which lie very deep on those

great Mountains allow' us, in

such a way as to be in Cascimir^

before all Saints’ Day.^ In

Cas(;imir it is necessary to wait

till one of those Cafilas—

I

explained above wl\af> they

are—(?hancos to form. From
Cascimir, after a not very long,

but very difficult journey, one

1 They left Delhi on vSept. 23, arrived at Lahore (>ri Oct. 9. set out
again on Oct. 19, and arrived at ‘the very great and delicious city of
Cascimir’ (Srinagar, Kashmir) on Nov. 13. (’f. p. 6.

2 Nov. 1.
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viaggio da Caseimir s’

cdtra iiel Thibet piccolo. Da
qiH'sto Thibet piccolo, d
iiiinore, ci*edo die (^on viaggio
lui ])d lunghelto, e di niolti

Hcabrosi iiionti passeremo al

Thih{‘t grande, 6 maggiore,
dove par(^ elu' si possa sperare
iiiaggior Messe. Qviesto e quel
die rUoino jiropoiie, non per

altro che per il motivo della

gloria Divina, e per ovviare a
taut a, e si laeriinevole strage di

taiit«‘ aniine, reriente col pre-

ziosissiino Sangne dlT ainoro,

sissimo, e ainabilissimo (lesu.

Adi^sso toeca a Dio, i)i ruju^s

)tiavN -s'ord.v nifop al dis-

porr(‘ seeondo il sue sapienli-

sdnio, (* rettis^iiiio Ix'iP'placito,

tuora del quale niuiia (‘osa desi-

dtMo per santissiina (die ])arer

possa a’ iiostri ocehi. (Vrto e.

du‘ la sjierauza, che Ini nel

Divino tavoie, (die sia per

eondurro il tntto a buon'
(‘sito, e per <lispor tntto a

salvazione di quelle povere

genii, e grande, ed e molto
grande; (^ in vigor di qiussta

son risolutissiino di non tra-

!as(dar diligiuiza veruna che

possa intraprendei-si per eon-
durre a fine una taT o])era, a

eosto di qualsivogliia, fatiea,

di qualsivoglia jiatiinenio, e

aiudie del inio sangue, e della

niia Vita. Ma (die varrano le

nii(‘ roT‘Z(‘ in tie, se non vengano

rinvigorite. e sostentate dalle

altnii Orazioni appre so FAltis-

simo, da eiii viene, e ha da
venir’ ogni bene, e senza di cui

in vanuni Inboravernnt chiunque

si pone a voler formar’ una
nuova fabbrica, come adesso io

intraprendo.

entervS Little Tibet. From
this Little, or Lesser, Tibet,

I think that after a pretty long
journey, across many rugged
mountains, we shall pass into

Great, or Greater, Tibet,

where it seems a better harvest
can be expected. This is what
man firoposes, with no other
motiv e than that of the divine

glory, and to prevent so great
and so lamentable a ruin of so

many souls redeemed by the

most precious Blood of the
most lovdng and nn^st amiable
Jesus.

It now belongs to God, in

cujus mann sortfs rnme sunt
(in vvdiose hands are my lots),^

to (lis})ose of me after his

most wise and most just

good-pleasure, outside of

\vdii(‘h I desire nothing, appear
it ev^er so holy in our eyes.

Certain it is that the hope I

place in the divine favour, that

he will bring it all to a happy
issue and will ordain it all for

the salvation of these poor
peoples, is great, and is very
great: and on the strength of

this confidence 1 am firmly

resolved not to omit any
diligence that can be tried to

bring about the su(N‘css of such
a work, at the cost of any
fatigue soever, of any suffering

soever, and even of niy blood
and of my life. But v\ hat will

all my strength avail, if it

is not invigorated and sustained

by the y)rayers of others before

the Mixst High, from whom
comes and must come every
good thing, and without whom
in vanum hbora rervnt (he la-

boureth in vain) 2 who wants

5 Ps. 30. 10.
2 Ps. 126. 1.
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Per tanto posto huniilm.te

a’ suoi piedi torno a pregarla, e

suppliearla per il Saiigiie ama-
biUss.o e piaghe dolcissiine di

Gesu, che ofterisca a S.D.M.
molte Orazioiii, opere biione,

e SS. Sacrifizj per il buon’

esito di quest’ impresa, e per la

Conversione di quelle Genii

;

e con il medesimo fervore,

e instanze la supplico a pro-

curar’ efficaoem.te, che in tutta

codesta Provincia, da tutti i

Nostri, anche da tutti i Novizj

si faccia il rnedesiino eon gran

fervore, e perseveranza. La fo

in questo particolare in cotesta

Provincia Procuratoie della

Missione del Thibet
;
le iuearico

questo })eso, e se esercitera

bene un tal offizio sap}»ia certo

che acquistera presso 8.D.M.

iin grandiss.o inerito fara al

medesimo uno cosa gratissima,

e sara nel giorno dl giudizio

riconosciuto per Apostolo

fruituosissimo dl Thibet,

Del re>sto P. Piccolomini mio
cariss.mo addio, la riu.o con

tutto raffetto, e la supplico a

pregar di contiiiuo pc^r me.
Mille saliiti cordialissimi al

P. Gio: Bait.a Conti, al P.

Gotti, a I P. Guarini. Al P,

Turano, al P. Merlini, al P.

to raise a new fabric like the

one I now undertake.

Therefore, humbly and re-

verently kneeling at your feet,

I again beg and beseech you

bj^ the Blood and the wounds

of our most lovable and sweet

Jesus, to offer to His Divine

Majesty many prayers, good

works and Holy Sacritices for

the happy issue of this enter-

prise, and for the conversion of

these peoples, and with the

same fervour and earni'st ness

1 beseech you to try efiica-

ciously that, in the whole of

your Province, the same b(‘

done with great ftu'vour and

perseverrince by all Ours, also

by all the Novices. In this

particular 1 establish you in

your Provin(a‘ the Procurator

of the Tibet Mission; I lay

this burden on you ;
and, if

you diseharg(‘ faithfully the

office, know for certain that

you will acquire very great

merit before His Divine Ma-

jesty, will do what is most
pleasing to him, and will on

the day of judgment be ack-

nowledged as most successful

Missionary of Tibet.

And now, rny very dear

Father Pie(^olomiiii, good-bye.

I salute you with all love and

beseech you to pray for m(‘

continually. A tliousand

heartfelt greetings to Fr. Gio-

vanni Battista t'onti,^ to Fr.

Gotti, to Fr. Guarini ,2 to Fr.

1 Fr. John Baptist Conti: b, at Ascoli, July 22, 1648; entered the

novitiate at Rome, Oct. 11, 1068; taught philosophy at Siena and Romp,
where he occupied during 34 years the chair of the higher sciences; was
prefect of studies, and a member of several Congrt'gations; fl. at litune,

April 20, 1723. Of. C. S(jmmervogel, S.J., liihl. de la C. de J., II. 1388.

2 Fr. I^^natius Guarini: b. at I.iecce, July 30, 1676; admitted, Febr,

19, 1693; professor of humaniora, philosophy, and mathematics; 18 years

a lecturer in polemical theology at Rome; sent to Germany in 1739;

d. at Dresden, Apr. 28, 1748. Of. ibid.. III. 1 899.
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Corsoni, al P. Turano, al P.

Crivelli, al P. Isola; in somma
a tutti, poiche tutti affettuosis-

simam.te abbraccio, e a tutti

con tiitto il cuore mi racco-

mandi 11 Sig.re si degni per sua

misericordia di riempire V.R.,

e tutti gl’ altri del suo santo

Amore, d’un grande e const-

ante fervore nel suo santo

servizio, e nel zelo dlla salute

deir anime, e d’ogni con-

solazione, finche ei dia grazia

di rivederci nel Santo Paradi-

se. Vale, vale, vale.

, Di. V.R.
Agra 21. Agosto 1714.

Div. ma e Irid. mo in X. po
Servo,

Ippolito Desiderj.

Turano,! to Fr. Merlini,^ to

Fr. 0orsoni,3 to Fr. Turano,

^

to Fr. Crivelli, to Fr. Isola,

^

to all in fine: for I embrace all

most affectionately, and with

all my heart commend myself

to all. May the Lord in his

mercy deign to fill Your Re-
verence and all the others with

his holy Love, wdth great and
constant fervour in his holy

service and in zeal for the

salvation of souls, and with

every consolation, so that he

give us the grace of meeting
one another again in his holy

Paradise. Farewell, farewell,

farewell.

Your Reverence s

Agra, 21st August 1714.

Most devoted and most un-

worthy Servant in Christ,

Ippolito Desideri .

6. Letter of Fr. Ippolito Desideri, S.J., to the General of

the Society of Jesus, Rome (Delhi, 20 Sept., 1714).

(From docunu'iits in the possession of the Society of Jesus:

Goana Epist. 1569-1742 {Goa. 9).)

]M.to R.do in X.po F.re N.ro.,

P.C. CCCXl.

Non posso, ne devo privare

\\P. d’una eonsolazioiic, la

Our Very Iteverend Father
in Christ,

The Peace of Christ.

I may not, and I must not,

deprive your Paternity of a

! Fr. Dominic Mary Tim'ano: b. at Burgio (Sicily) on Ang. 4,

1679; received into the Society on Oct. 14, 1694; taught at Palcnno the

hiunanitics, mathematics and theology; became substitute of the Assis-

tency of Italy, vice-provincial of Sicily, and d. at the Professed House of

Rome, Nov. 13, 1759. Cf. ibid.f VIII. 270.

2 Fr. James Philip Merlini: b. at Visso (Umbria), Sept. 7, 1662;

admitted, July 31, 1679; taught grammar, humaniora, rhetoric; lectured

9 vears on philosophy at the Roman College, 1 year on theology; d. at

Rome, Febr. 1, 1716. Cf. V. 979.

3 Fr. Mario Corsoni: b. at Pistoia, May 2, 1678; admitted into the

Society of Jesus, Febr. 20, 1694; taught grammar; the humaniora 4 years;

philosophy 4 y.; was a preacher and a missionary; d. at Rome, May 22,

1747. Cf. ibid., II and III.

4 Note that Fr. Turano is mentioned twice.

5 Probably Mark Anthony Isola; b. at Genoa, Nov. 25, 1683; en-

tered the novitiate* Febr. 17, 1700; d. at Genoa, Sept. 21, 1747. Cf. ibid,, IV.
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quale so, ehe sara non mediocre
ma straordinaria al cuore di

V.P. zelantiss.o e della gloria

Divina, e del bene dlla Com-
pagnia. Tra pochi giorni, eioe

presso a 25. di questo mese
il P. Manoel Freyre, ed io

partiremo di delly per il Thibet,

dove siamo inviati pei' procaii ar

di riaprire la aleuna Missione;

se tauta grazia compiacera
di concederci per sua miseri-

eordia I’Altissimo. Ad esso,

come a Dator d’ogni bene si

devono infinite grazie, per

essersi finalmente spuntata
questa risoluzione, che incon-

tro sempre tanti impedimenti.

Doppo Dio la lode, e molte

grazie si devono al P. (Jiust^ppe

da Sylva, clie presentem.te e

Visitatore di questa jMissione

del Mogor, come potr^ V. P.

iiitendere di cio che soggiungo.

Nel Mese di Xovembre dell’

anno scorso fui dal P. IVovin-

ciaie avvisato per la Missione dl

Thibet. Due giorni doppo un
tal’ awiso partij di Goa col

P. Melchior dos Pey^s, che

andava per nuovo Kett.e dl

Coll.o di Agra. A’ 4. di Genn.-
ro 1714. arrivammo in Surat,

dove si ritrovava gia il soprade-

tto P. Visitatore, il quale si

mostrd subito inclinati.ssimo

a favourirmi in ordine al

farmi conseguire il desideratis-

simo intento della Mis.sione

assegnatami. A cagione delle

turbolenze di questo Mogor
fummo necessitati a tratten-

consolation, which I know will

be, not small, but extraordi-

nary, for Your Paternity’s

heart, so vei}^ zealous both
of the divine glory and the

good of the Com]>any. In a

few days, that is about the

25th of this month, 1 Father
Manoel Frc^yre and 1 shall start

from Delly for Tibet, whither
we are sent to try r(‘opening

there some Mission, if the

Most High is ])leased in His
Mercy to grant us so much
grace. To Him as to th(‘ ( over
of all good, ai'e due intinite

thanks, hecaus(‘ this r(\solulion,

which always mvi with so many
obstacles, has at last betui

rea(4ied. After God, the

praise and much thanks are

due to Father (duse])pe da
Sylva, who at ]>n‘sent is

\’i.sitor of this Mission of the

Mogor, as Oui* Paternity will

be able to understand bv what
I add.

In the month of November of

last y(*ar I whs destitied by
Fr. Provincial for tin* Mission

oF Tibet. Two days after that

choice, I left Goa with Fr.

Melchior dos [leys, who wtuit

as new Hector of the (ollege

of Agra. On th(‘ 4th fJanuarv

1714, w() arrived at Surat,

wh(Te already was the above-

said Fr. Visitor, who prestmtlv

showed himself very much in-

clined to favour me, in order

to make me obtain the much
desired end of the Mission

assigned me. Owing to tlu^

disturbances in this Mogor
we were obliged to stay back

1 They left Delhi on Sept. 2;k 1714. (Puini 6.) WcsbcIh (p. 211) has
Sept. 24.
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erci in Surat fino a’ 26. di

Marzo, nel qual giorno tutti

e tre [)artimmo })er il nostro via-

ggio. AgF undid di Maggio
arrivammo felicem.te a Delly,

dove arrivo subito lettera dl

P. Provineiale, in cui ordinava,

die io restassi nel Coll.o di

Agra. Cid non ostante,

trovandosi nuove di buona
speranza intorno al Thibet

detenuino il detto P. Visitatore

di inaiidarmi per la detta Mis-

sione, e di proeuranni coin-

])agno; e per tale s’offeri il P.

Manoel Freyr(\ ehe gia da
aleiini aniii stava qui in Delly

alia cura di cpiesta Cristianita.

Ma Per die entrava gia il

tempo delle jaoggie, ehe total-

ment(^ impossibilitavaiio il

})oter subito partire fui manda-
to a I Coll, o d’ Agra, jier

proseguire lo studio della

lingua, die in Surat avevo
comincia to . Di ra (landosi le

(P. 2) pioggie nel fine d’agosto

partij d’ Agra, e tornai a Dell}^

Quivi con niaggior imjiegno,

e zelo procure) il P. Visitatore di

rendermi in tutto spedito per

Feseeuzione de’ luiei desiderj

;

e a tal fine prese in presto dall

Sio . ra D .a G iulia na Diaz da
Costa Benel attrice d.a Comp.

a

bastante deiiaro per un cojiioso

viatico, quale giudied esser

necessario per una taF impresa.

01tre di cid pose dal canto suo

tutti i mezzi, die umanam.te
potevano da uno zenlante Supe-

at vSurat till the 26th of March,
on vhich day we set out, all

three, on our journey. On the

11th of May, we arrived happi-
ly at Delly, ^ where presently

arrived a letter from the Fr.

Provincial, wFerein he ordered

me to remain in the College

of Agra. Notwithstanding
this, as we got about Tibet

news holding out good hope,

the said Fr. Visitor decided
to send me to the said Mission,

and to find me a companion
;

-

and Fr. Manoel Freyre, who
for some years already was at

Delly in charge of this Christ-

ianity, offered himself as such

.

But, as the season of the rains

had already set in, which made
it quite impossible for us to be
able to start at once, I was
sent to the College of Agra, in

order to continue the study of

the language, wdiich I had
begun at Surat. When (P. 2)

the rains grew' less, at the end
of August,^ I left Agra and
returned to Delly. Here, with
greater energy and zeal, the
Fr. Visitor tried to get me
quite ready for the execution

of my desires, and to that end
he borrowed from the Signora
Dona Giuliana Diaz da Costa,

B(‘nefactress of the Company,
sufficient money for an ample
viaticum, w Inch I judged neces-
sary for such an enterprise.

Moreover, he used on his side

all the means wFich humanly

1 From tliis passage w e can conclude that the three Jesuits travelled

together throughout from Surat to Delhi.
2 Thi.s passage again show^s tliat the choice of Fr. Freyre was not

madt> at Surat.
8 Dosideri may not have been able to leave Agra on Aug. 22, or the

evening of Aug. 21, as his letter of Agra, Aug. 21, 1714, show s he intended
doing.

' •
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liore porsiper il presente intents

usando anche finezze di giove-

voliss.e prevenzioni, le quali

meriterebbero d’essere qui rap-

presentate, ma per non essere

a V. P. molesto, le tralascio.

Solam.te prego V. P. die per

la sua singolar benignita, giac-

clie non posso iodar le dovute

grazie, a chi ini ha tanto,

e con tanto impengo favorito,

si compiaccia di niostrar’ al

medesimo P. Visitatore quel

gradimento, che verani.te meri-

ta, e a dargli le dovute grazie

per lo zelo mostrato in questa

Santa inipresa, e che mostra

per aprire almeno un’ altra

Missione, se S.D.M. si degnera

di condurre a fine i di lui

santi e fervorosi desiderj.

8i degiii altresi \". P. di

benedire e il P. Manoe] Freyre,

che meco viene pernio 8uper-

iore, e me, e tutti i nostri jiassi,

e di raccomandare di contiiiiio

a S.D.M,, e far raccomandare
da’ Nostri, specialm.te Novizj,

il buon successo di questa
nostra impresa. 8i compiac-
cia S.D.M. di concedere a V. P.

ogni vera felicita, e con-

solazione, come desidero; e

posto a’ piedi di V.P. mi
raccomando a’ suoi SS. Sacr.i,

e oraz.ni, e la supplico d.a sua
S.a Benecliz.ne.

could be used by a zealous

Superior for the present object,

resorting even to refinements

ofmost useful attentions, which
would deserve to be related

here
;

i but, not to be trouble-

some to Your Paternity, 1

omit them. Only, I pray Your
Paternity that, as I camiot
give due thanks to one who
has favoured me so much, and
with so much industry, you
would in your singular kind-

ness be pleased to show to the

same Fr. Visitor that apjiroba-

tion wliich he truly deserves,

and to give him dut‘ thanks for*

the zeal he has shown in this

holy enterprise, and which
he shows, in order that at

least one other Mission be

opened, provided it please His
Divine Majesty to bring to

issue your holy and fervent

desires.

Moreover, let V'oui* Paternity
deign to bless both Fr. Manoel
Freyre, who comes with me as

my Sujierior,^ and me, and
all our btt‘ps, and to commend
unceasingly to His J)iviue

Majesty, and to get (com-

mended by Ours, s|x>cially the
Novices, the good success of

this our enterprise. May it

please His Divine Majesty to

grant to Your Paternity all

true happiness and consolation,

as 1 desire; and, placed at

Your Paternity’s feet, I com-
mend myself to Your Holy

1 We conehKle that the Visitor was at Delhi when Dowideri arrived
there, and that the hrtters -patent of the Visitor were s<jiit from Delhi to
Desideri at Agra. Cf. previous letter, note 1, page 015.

2 One of the reasons why Freyre was appointed Desidi^ri’s 8uperior
on the Tibet journey may have been that he was 5 years Desideri’s senior.
Desideri was, how ov er, a great deal pluckier, as the sequel shows.
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Div. P.M.R.da.

Delly 20. 7bre 1714.

Ind.mo in X.po Servo, e

Miiiinio suddito

[jrpolito Desiderj,

{P. 3.) Posto I’essersi il P.

Manoel Freyre spontaiieain.te

ofi’erto veriir’ alia Missione

dl Thibet, e di aver con tab

offerta di se stesso })roinosso

un’ aflfare di tanto bene, mr
fo ardito di snppliear V.P.,

che in caso ehe da Goa serivano

y Sup.iori a V.P. per ottenere

la grazia di far fai’e la Profes-

sione a detto P. Manoel Freyre,

si degni V.P. di eoneedere
uii benigno re.s(*ritto a tal

supplica. Mi perdoni V.P. il

inolto ardire, che in questa mia
lettera mi prendo; e spero,

che cosi fara, ben cono.scendo,

derivar tutto da un' animo
impegnatiss.o a proinovere

questa S.ta iinpresa, e percio

corrispondente, ])er quanto
posso, a (diiunquo favorisce, e

aiuta iind tab opera. E di

nuovo posto a’ suoi piedi, la

supplieo d.a sua S.a Benedi-
zione.

(P. 4.) (Address:) A1 M.to

R.do in X.po P.re N.ro II P.re

Micheb Angelo Tamburini
Prep.to Gn.le

d.a Comp.a di Gesu.

Roma.
la tda.

sacrifices and prayers, and I

crave your Holy Blessing.

Your Very Reverend Pater-

nity's,

Delly, the 20th of September,
1714.

Most unworthy Servant in

Christ, and Least Subject,

1jrpolito Desideri.

(P. 3) Since Fr. Manoel
Freyre has offered himself of

his own accord to come to the

Mission of Tibet, and by
such an offering of himself has
promoted a matter of such
usefulness, I make bold to ask

Your Paternity that, in case

the Superiors write from Goa
to Your Paternity to obtain

the favour of making the said

Fr. Manoel Freyre make the
Profession, '^"our Paternity
deign to grant a kind rescript

to that request. May Y’^our

Paternity pai‘don me the great

boldness which in this letter

I venture to show
;
and I hope

you will do so, well knowing
that all proceeds from a heart
entirely pledged to promoting
this Holy enterprise, and there-

fore eager to make a return,

as far as I can, to whoever
favours and asists that under-
taking. And again, placed at

your feet, I crave your Holy
Blessing.

(P. 4.) (Address:) To Our
Very Reverend Father in

Christ, Father
Micheb Angelo Tamburini,
Provost General

of the Company of Jesus.

Rome.
1st via.

(Below the iiddress, traces of an octagonal seal with the

monogram of the Society, I.H.S., in which the H is surmounted
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by a cross
;
below' this monogram, the seal show s three nails,

with the heads of the nails upwards.)

{Endorsements made in Borne:)

Goana,
Delly 20 Septembris 1714.

P. Hippolytus Desiderii.

Scribit iain iam in prociuctu

ad Missionem Thibet heiisein

cum socio P. Emaniiele Ereyre,

cujus expeditionis laus debetur

praecipue P. Josepho a Sylva

actua li Msita tori .Mogorensi

,

quod explica t narratione quae
aeciderunt ante diseessuui.

Petit ut R.V.a laudet zelmn

extraordinarium P. \^isitatoris,

et ipsum ac simiil P. Emma-
mielem Ereyre benedieat, (‘os-

que fa(‘iat Deo comendaiv ])i‘a(*-

cipue a nostris Novitiis,

Et quia P. Emanu(‘l Ereyre

vojuntarie se obtulit ad iilam

missionem ])etit, lit si e Goa
illi }X3tant apud P. \\ jirofes-

sionein, dignetur P, V. a ipsam

professionern illi eoneed(‘re.

Rs. 22 Septembris 1720.

(Endorsements made in Borne:)

Goa things.

Delly, 20th September, 1714.

Er. Hippolytus Desideri.

Ho writes that he is now'

ready to start foi' th(‘

Tibetese ^lissiou with Fr.

Emmanuel Eieyre as his com-
panion, the ])raise lor this

expedition being due chiedy to

Er. Joseph da Sylva, actual

IMogorese N’isitor, which he

exjdains by relating what haj)-

pnied before the departure.

He asks Your Paternity to

praise the extraordinary zeal

of th(‘ Er. Visitor,^ and to

bless both him and Er. Kmma-
nuel Ereyre, and to have them
commended to God, ch icily by

the Novices.

And, as Er. Emmanuel
Ei’fwrr^ offered hirnsfjf volun-

tarily for that Mission, hr*

ask.s that, if from Goa they

request for him lh(‘ Profession

from Your Patianity, \b>ur

Paternity deign to grant him
llie prof(‘ssion.

An-swered: 22nd Sejitmubm*,

]72(>.-

1 Tho < Jent rars Hccn.-turv seems to ha\ e [)een (juite Ijy the

zeal shown by Kr. JoseiJi da 8ylva. iJesidfah lia<l not used t fie word
‘ ext.raordiuary

It wall a|>peur extreMrdintiry that this letter <»f Dee. 20, 1714, W'as

answered only 12 years later. There is n«» kra>W'ing through what \'icissi

tudee it may ha\ (! l>ofore reaching Home. (JircumHtiiiK'eH had
ehanged bo entirely that the goodwill shown in answering it at all proves
that the delay was no fault of the (h-nerars Curia. The answtu* was
likely an ord(;r calling Desideri U> Ronie; hut he had left Pondicherry for
Rome on Jan. 21, 1727, before the GeneraPs answer could reach India.
Earlier orders to the same (dfeet had, no doubt, reaeh^Hl him hedbre he loft
India.
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7. Letter of Fr. Ippolito Desideri S.J.d to the General

of the Society of Jesus (Leh, Lasakh, Aug. 3, 1715).

Being destined to the Mission of Tibet, I left Goa on the

twenty-first of November ]713,‘^ and on the 4th of January
1714 3 arrived at Surat where Father Joseph de Silva, the

Visitor of the College and Mission of Agra, already was. As he

did not like tliat 1 should go alone to such distant places/

he proposed to me after some time as my Companion Father

Manoel Freyre, who, he said, was to be the Superior.^ During

the time tliat 1 wa.s obliged to remain at Surat, I began studying

the Persian language. On the 26th of March ® I started with

the Father Visitor," and on the 11th of May ^ arrived at Delhi,

whore Father Freyre’s coming to Tibet was ratified.^

As, ov ing to tlie rains, I had to wait three or foui- months,

1 was s(uit to Agra where 1 c^ontiniied studying the language.

At the (uid of August I returned to Delhi, where I found

1 (Jf. |)}>. Ttie is in the So/nfuario of the Case
hoi ween th(‘ .h^suil s and Capueliins for })i ioritv in the Mission of Tibet.

2 Pnini (p. 5) has Xov. 1 7. 1718, for tin' departure from Uoa. Messels
(p. 2 Id) iuiH Xo\-. 18, 1718. which is evidently a inistak(', since Dtvsideri

wrote* a loth'r at (h)a on Nov. 1

2

. and another on No\ . 15, 1718. Cf.

Letters 1 iind 2. In tiie lett(‘r from Lhasa, A]>ril 10, 17](), to Fr. Tlde-

hra-ndo (d'assi. we have No\ . 20.

s On tills dat(' see our note 1 to Ledtor 4. Also Jan. 4. in the letter

from i>hasa,, April 10. 17I(), t(» Fr. Ildehrando Crassi.
* As Tihc't.

» 'rins is one of the jiassages wheiiro Puini and Wessels conelndcd
that the cdioiei* of Fr. Fre\ n* was made at Surat.

^ Note apiin tla* date of departure. IMareh 20, against March 25
(Puini, 0}; also March 20 in tla* k'tter from Lhasa, A]n'il 10. 1710, to F'r.

lld(‘brii!aio (Irassi.

7 And Fr. 5loK hior dos Keys.
^ No dis('rej)aney found I'or iMav 1 1.

® Done fu r(ttijieat(i la venute del P. Freyre al I'fiibet.

It may hc' on tlie stnuigth id' this passage that Puini (]). 0) states that
at Surat Fr. 8oso]>h da S\ Iva. the Visitor c»f tlie Mogor ^fission, wanted
to app(dnt Frc'yre as comiiaiiion and Superior of Fr. Desideri. Puini
(p. 0) can h(' inisnndeTstood to say afso that P'reyre became Desideri's
coinpaniou from Surat, whereas FVtwre was at the time at Delhi, as we
have S('t‘n. Fr. \\ essi'ls (p, 210) also says that at Surat Desideri learned
that Fri'vn' was to be his Superior and travelling companion. Frey’re

seems to ha\ o offered himself voluntarily at Delhi, after his interview with
Desidt'ri tin* first iiigld they were together. In this k'tter it is said that
‘after some time tlie Visitor pro]xised to Desideri Fr. FTeyre as a com-
panion. Tlu^ conversation can be understood to have taken place at
Surat; hut Dcvsideri may be anticipating events. When next he says

that on arrival at Delhi the going of Freyre was ratified the meaning
may b{> only that it was approved there by the Visitor who had come along
from Surat. It is, of course, possible that, when Desideri learned that
the Prov ineial of Goa would send him a companion only after a year, he
and the \dsitor cast about for a companion in Mogor, and that Desideri

was asked by the XUsitor to feid his way with Freyre.
The same expression ‘ end of August \ as in Letter 6.
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Father Freyre, and our departure was delayed till the 23rd of

September, the day w e began our journey.^

On the 10th of October,*^ we arrived at Labor, and, as

there was no Father or Priest, we heard the confession of the

Christians and gave them Holy Communion. On that occasion,

I baptized a baby which a layman had already baj)tized, but

without the necessary formula; also an old woman, and two
adult ladies who were well prepared and instructed.

On the 19th of October,^ we set out from Labor and in a

few' days arrived at the Caueasus Mount ains.^ These moun-
tains are very rough and steep, owing to their height

;
they form

like a ladder of mountains, one rising above another, till one
reaches a horribly high and steep mountain, callerl tlu^ Pir

Pangial, whom the superstitious travellers pay great reveience

and offerings to, as they i)ass, in the belief that (P. 362) it is

the abode of a very old man. the custodian of those mountains;
opinion, which I believe is founded on the fable of Prometheus.

Some of those mountains are |K.‘rjK‘tuall\' covered with snow
and ice. It took me twelve days to cross those mountains on
foot. The difficulty 1 met was that I had often to gad on foot

across torrents of very cold water, molten snow in fact, betwetm

})ieces of ice and over most troublesome stones; sonudimes, tin*

stones were so troubIe.some, the torrent was so viohuit, and 1

got so benumbed by the piercing cold w^ater that, to pass those

torrents, I was finally obliged to hang on to the tail of some
pack-bullock which hap|xmed to cross. After that, bcmumlxid
and wet as I was, I would continut^ on rny way braving tlu‘ w ind

and th<‘ sharj) (?old, against which my clothing protected me
very ill. Pvough though these mountains are, they arv very

fertile in many pla(*es, and pleasant on account of the great

variety of trees; they are inhabited and govanned by }Kdty kings

subjecd to the EmjxTor of the Mogor.

On the 1 2th of Xovemlxu’,^ I arrived at Cascimir,"

wdiere shortly after, in eon.st'quenee of w hat 1 had suffered ladbre,

1 had a sharp attack of dysentery, acconqianied by complete

^ 2;ird Stipt. {Fuirii, B); 24th S<>pt. ( VV('!H.s<dH, 211); 23r<l Si'pt. in the
letter from IdiaKU, April, in, 17IB, to Fr. IlldehrunUn GraHMi.

“ 9th 0<‘t. (Fuini, 0); 1 0th Oet, in the letc*r of’ Lfuisa, A]>nl 10,

1710, 1(1 Fr. I Idebrando (irasHi.

3 1 9th Oet. (Fuini, 6): 19th Oet, in the h'tter f*r Lhasa, April JO,
1710.

^ They passed through tin* town <if Little Gtijarat, and left it on
Oet. 2H. (Fuini, 0.)

^ Fir Panjai. The piiss is at an altitude of 1 1,4(K) feet. l*'ir im^anH
holy man. (Jf. the nimilar passage in the next hotter. * TJte name

CaueaHUH, arnl the fabl(‘ of PrometJietiH, as we learn from Strabo (L, XL
Georgr.), were transferred i<j tJio Indi<* mcjuntains by the MiieedoniariH
already in the time of Alexander the Gmat.’ (Cf. Gt*orgi, Alphahelufn
1 ibetanum, Roma, 1762, p. 452.)

® Nov. 19 (Fuini, 6; Weasela, 211). •

Srinagar.
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loss of appetite and weakness, so much so that I was in danger
of death. At Christmas I rallied sufficiently; but, not long

after, in February, I was so ill that every one, and Father
Superior too, thought I had not long to live. However, during

the six months ^ that we were forced to stay in Cascimir,

the mountain-roads being blocked with very deep snow and ice,

I made myself acquainted with the Persian language.

On tile 17th of May,2 we started for Tibet. In spite o^

all the (^are which Father Superior and I had taken for more
than a year, we had never heard except about two Tibets.^

The first, which stretches from North to West and is only a few
days from Cascimir, is called Little Tibet. The people are

Maomettans, like its petty kings, who are subject to the Emperor
of the Mogor; hence, although the country is productive,

it does not produce the fruit we looked for. The other Tibet,

which is called Great Tibet, stretches from Noi’th to East.

Either Tibet is continually in relation with Cascimir, owing to

the great trade in wool, which comes from Great Tibet. The
|ourney from Cascimir to Ladac, otherwise called Ladas, which
IS the fortress and capital where resides the absolute King of

1 From Xov. 12, 1714, to .May 17. 171”).

~ Ma^’ 17 ill Piiiiii (pp. (>, II; \Ve.s!>els. 211) ami in tlu' next lett(?r,

3 Tho more 1 ivlloct on this passai>X‘ anil the explanations which
follow in this letti^r and the next, the less I understand how inucli Desideri

and Friyre knew of Tibet and its divisions, when tliey left Delhi, and why
they ehos(‘ tlie Kashmir route. Suivly, both knew tliat the Capuidiins
hail ^one to Tibet by way of Bengal and Patna, It was their fault, if

they kiK'W not. Fr. Martinetti knew' it, and the other Fathers in Mosjor
must ha\'e known it too. The question for the desuits was where do
Andrada had been. They did not, w'^e hud, discover he had been at

'rsajiarany. Did they know' he had gone to Tibet vSrinagar, and
mistake thi^ Srinagar of Kashmir for the Srinagar of (larhwal ? We have
nothing about that in De-sidiTi’s long relation (edn. Puini) or in his letters.

Loax ing Delhi, Desideri kmnv of Little or Lesser Tibet (Baltistan), also of a
Great or Greater l^ibet. He expected a better har\ est in Great or Greater
Tibet, no doubt becau.se he hail heard tliat little Tibet (Baltistan) had
become mostly Muhammadan. (Gf. Letter Xo. o.) The Greater or Great
Tibet he knew' of he placed no doubt near Little Tibet, or in Ladakh; else,

he would not have gone to Leli (Ladakh) by Kashmir and Little Tibet.
What then did he discove^r at Leh ? That the Great Tibet of Ladakh w^as

also called 'Buton’ (Bhutan), and that there was a still greater Tibet, the
one whither the Capuchins had gone. But he knew' or should have known
that before, it appears to me. He should have known before that Tibet
stretched beyond the w'hole northern frontier of Nepal, and that the Capiu-

chins had reached it almost in a direct line from Patna. To put Desideri's

discox’ory otherwise. On leaving Delhi he had heard of only two Tibets
(l^altistan and Ladakh). He may have heard Ladakh spoken of as
‘ Thibet Kalan or Bara Thibet ’ (Puini, 27), i.c. Great Tibet. In Ladakh

found there w^as a third; the one w'here w^ere or had been the Capuchins.
Freyre at once concluded that this third Tibet w'as that of de Andrada,
and Desideri himself was inclined to think that de Andrada had been in

U-Tsang, the capital of which he learned, if he did not know' before, was
Lhasa. Yet, bycayse the Capuchins were tht?re, or had been there, he w^as

inclined to stay in Ladakh.
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ground under the bleak cold roof of the sky, and finding nothing
else to eat than wheat-meal (farina di Grano) and roasted barley,

which the Natives eat without any preparation: and even that

it is not always to be had : because one does not every day come
across a village or settlement, nor can one buy it at all lliose

places; besides, it is extremely difficult to find a handful of

firewood for cooking the said meal after reducing it to paste

with water; nor must I forget mentioning the no small trouble

to which one's eyes aie exposed for several days: for, as one

has to travel on the snow, the rays of the Sun fall first on the

snow’ and are then reflected into the eyes, w Inch is a cruel torture.

I found no small discomfort in that, and for some days I was
obliged to walk with my eyes almost completely bandaged with

my handkerchief. Add to this the great annoyances om‘ is

subjected to, not from robbers, foi* peopk* here* do not resort

to that art, but from custom -hous(‘ offi(‘ials, to whom. In^sides

the money they exact, one must give a (‘citain amount of to-

bacco, canrly-sugar and coloured cloth, and all for mtu't* thanks.

Tobacco, cloth, as also bangles and suchiik(‘ things arv so to say

necessary in all those places, because, as those Kingtloms have
no currency of their own, the only currency being a silvta* coin

from the Empire of the Mogor, whi(*h is equivalent to fiv(‘

Roman giuli, bartering is much in use, especiallx' in buying
small articles. Such is the journey from (’as(‘imir to Leh.

otherwise called Ladas, namely uj) to the capital of this great

Tibet, In those mountainous Kingtloms there is not a single

city, not a single large agglomeration. On that join riev, \\ hich,

if one travels quite leisurely, takes a month, we spent 4(1 days,

arriving at Leh or Ladas on the 25th of dune.^

I shall now' say something about this great Tibet, which is

also called Buton.2 As I have already said, it begins at a

high and very snowy Mountain named Kantel and stretches from
North to East. (P. 365) It has a King, called in the Tibetan
language Ghialpo.^ The name of the present King is Nima
Nimghial.4 This King i.s indeptmdent, and in Tibet itself

there is a petty King who is subject to him, his Tributary.'"

In the first settlements we came to, th<‘ pof)uiation is Mao-
mettan; elsewLere, they are gentiles: yet, they are not as sujx'i-

1 2(>th June (Puini, 6. II. 2^. 211; VVchscIh, 214); 2r>th June in the next
letter.

2 Phutan.
3 Puini (p. 78 ri.) roinanizt‘8 the word in tin* ffjnn rgyal po.
^ ‘The name therefore as Nyi-ma-nain-jryai. the great grandwui

of Song-genam-gjal, as appe^ars from Dr. Marx’ Ladakh documents.’
(Wessels, p. 215, roferririR to JASU., Vol, LX, Ft. I (1891), p. 99.)

^ I)e8id(;ri refers here to a Muhammadan kinglet, Kuhjet*! to tht* King
of Leh, wlio gave him a pa.ssport and entertained him at dinner; he also
sent servants with the Fathers up to th<‘ rrjpe -bridge. (Puini, 27-28.)
Messels (p. 214) calls him independent, hy mistake. Wessels sujjpost s
him to have lived at Kargil, in tlie Muhammadan part*of Ladakh.
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stitious as the Gentiles are in other parts, and it would seem that
they have had in olden times some knowledge of our Holy
Faith. 1 God, whom they call Konciok,^ in their language,
is according to them one and Trine. They have their Rosary,
and, when reciting it, they say Om ha hum:^ When asked
what (hii ha hum means, they say it is God; then, coming down
to the particular, that Om, means mind, or arm, that is Power;
ha means Word; Hum means the heart, and the three words
together mean God. Moreover, they say promiscuously
Konciok cik, or one God, and Konciok Sum, or Trine God.^

(336) Tliey also adore a being whom they call Urghien, who,
according to their calculations, was born about 1700 years ago.^

Some, when asked whether he is God or Man, answer that

he is both God and Man. They say he had neither father, nor
mother, but was born from a flower; Iiowever, in their pictures

and statues they represent a Lady with a flower in her hand
and say she is Urghien’s mother. They adore other beings,

who, they say, are not God, but Saints of God. In their Churches,
they have an Altar with a cloth and antependium (con tovaglia

c palliotto). In the middle of the Altar the}^ have something
like a Tabernacle, and they say that it is like a particular place

ibr God and Urghien, which Urghien they say, howenw, is in

Heav(‘n, near to God, They have also their Religious, called

Lamma: these wear a special dress, different from that of the

Laity, and they do not, like the Laity, keep the tuft of Hair
on their H(‘ad, nor ear-rings in their ears, but wear the tonsure.

They do not marry, but most observe perpetual celibacy. It is

their offic*e to study the Books of theii* Law, wdiieh are written

in a language and characters different from the common current

ones; they must assist (at prayers) and recite (them) as in choir,

^

perform their ceremonies, rites and offerings in their Churches,

in which they have Lamps burning: and they offer to God
aiul to Ih’ghien wheat or barley, flour or paste, and, in other

small neatly polished vessels, water. When these things have
been thus offered on the Altar, they next eat them like holy things,

(P. 366) and as if they were Relics. Usually, these Religious

live many of them together in the same house, and away from
the se(‘ulai’s, by whom they are greatly venerated and respected.

1 l>('si(l('ri says he %Viis mistaken in lliis matter of former Christianity,

and in wijat h<* write.. h(>re of Cod and th(‘ Trinity. Cf. Piiini. 186.

2 K(>t} cciod (l)esideri): dKon. nuddiog ~ Ratna = j)reeious (Piiini^

232).

Om mani padma hum (Piiini. 2r>9).

* Pnini 319) places in A.l). 747 his arrival in Tibet.

‘Tlit\s(‘ and other errors regardintz tlie religitui of the Tibetans,

into vvlii<'h Dosideri hdl before he studied it fully, were noted and corrected

by })im in the R(da.zione, as may he seen at pp. 186-188 of this volume.’

(Note by Pnini at this place.)
^ .4 (li loro is probably a misreading by Puini for a maniera

(li coro. At this plvu'e the next letter has: d maniere de cJfoeur.
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Thej’ have their local Siiperiors, and acknowledge one as theii’

general chief and Superior, who is like a General or Pontiff,

whom even the King greatly looks np to and pays reverence to,

as to one above himself.

These Lammas, the ICing and his ministers, and the rest also

consider both of us as Euiopean Lammas, and, stjcing us recite

our Office in different [)laces and at different tinu^s, all of them
have sliOAvn themselves very eager to know what sort of book
we prayed out of, and they hav(‘ asked with mn(‘h curiosity

the explanation of the pictures which in the Brt'viai v

the chief Mysteries of the Life of Christ; and, when lh(‘y hav(‘

seen and heard it all, all echo the same words: ^ ‘Xuru,

Nuru,’ which means ' Ycay well! very well!' And iK'aily all

add two things: first, they assert that their book and oui’s is

the same (which 1 do not, h(n\(‘ver, b(^lieve), aiid secondly, they

exclaim: 'Oh, if you kiuov our ianguagt\ or. at kaist . if wa*

knew yours !

' From all this it may (‘asily be inferred that

iheir dispositions arc good, and that they are wc'll dis])osed to

hear: FidfS autvni ex (uidiiii (Faith tlum comet h by iKairing)/-^

(37)The natun*. or ehar-aeter-. of the l\*op!e isgtmtle and trac’lable,

averse to doing harm to otliei’s, I'lu* laity art' not allowt'd

marry more than one w’ife. In their law it is allowetl to (‘at

t'very s(ut of rmatt. also beef, which is against th(‘ custom ottin*

other Gtmtiles; luhther do tliey admit th(‘ t I’ausmigrat ion ot Souls,

Thes(‘ |)eop)(‘ liavf^ no culture; they aro ignorant, ha\iiig no
sei(*nees, nor any arts, nor ndations with oth(‘r nations, (‘xct'pt

with portfus
\
facrhhu) fr'om ('ascimir, w tio rome h(‘!(‘ to tak(‘

wool. Thc'se y)laees art' vmy tongfr, as may h(‘ gath(*i(‘d from

wdiat has been said ahtna*. The Wint(*r lasts tlie greater part

of tlie year, and on tie* to]> of'tht* mountains tlau’e is snow the

wdiok* year. They fO’c also vtay poor, all otthf'rn. Th<‘ eountr’v

})roduees only \V}j(*at and Bar’lev, nothing rnor’c : for the (*oimtry

is all rocks and arid mountains, ik'sides W'ht'al and BaiF'V

(from which they also jiiake a kind ol‘ wiiK'). tlu'y f‘at imcat and
make great use of butter. The lu»us(^s, which are very surall

and narrow, are made of ston(‘s plaeed oik* above the ot}i(*r and
joined at most witli mud. They have no other elotlies but
w'oollen ones.

As soon as we arrived within sight of this Lf*h or Ladas,
Fath(‘r Superior, tir(*d of the many toils and sufferings of so long

a journey, began to think of returning to tin* Mogor, and
asked and triefl to find out whedher there was for returning to

the Mogor any other road than the one we had come by. Two
days after our arrival, we went to visit the or the
Chief Minister (P. 36)7) and first [xn-.son after the King. In fact,

1 (.'onvayKjotK) ni (juvsto Kpijonona. /hi. epiphommn is a Benienex
u.sed in cxcfainatiori.

2 Horn. 10. 17. 3 Longbo (WesHels, 214).
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Father Superior liad obtained in Cascimir and brought with
him- a letter of recoinniendation for himd The visit consisted

in pres(uitiiig th(' letter and asking a ])assport for oiir departure.

The Lamyjb received us vei'v well; he showed us honour and
treated us kindly, after* which he regaled us on butter and Cia.^

The (lav of Saints Peter and Paul.^ the King sent us

woi'd that lie awaited our visit. Father* Superior excused him-
seil for* that day; whe!*(uipon, the King let us know that he Avould

r'eceive us after thr*(H‘ days. Finally, we went to visit the King.
H(‘ r‘ec(‘ived us wry well, ver-y courteously. The next day, th(‘

King callcTl for us again, and li(‘ (‘Xpr*essed a wish that we sliould

bring with us for our visit soure t lungs of ours to gratify his

oiir’iosity. So, all iny baggage, little and insignificant as it w^as,

was tak(‘n acr*oss. This time, the King did not receive us sitting

on Ids tlu’oiK*. as on the fir‘st occasion; but very courteously and
V(uy confident ially. He was d(‘lighted to see our* Books, our
poor' wardr*ob(u our* Disciplines, Chainlets and Posaries; and he
said that he estemned nurch nioi'e seeing that than Pearls, Jewels
a.iK^ pr’ccious things. Aftru* much civi}it\\ he i*egaled us (it was
tlie third time he did so) witli ])lenty of wheat-meal and butter.

Father* Su{>erior* asked with much insi.stenee that they should

givt‘ him as soon as possible the passport for* oiii* dejiarturc;

but the King and the chitdCMiriisters answered that they washed
and i*e(piested us to stay at least another* fortnight (15 alfri

(jiorni). Father* SipKa'icr* ac(‘e])ted. They had tw^o reasons in

keeping rrs back. The fir*st was that they would be pleased to

see us stay here (iiuh'ed. 1 had a.sked two ])er*s(>ns to obtain from
the kincr pei*mission to that effect); but Father* Superior did not

like to remain, and, in case T remained, acc*or*ding to my wish,

Ire proposed (‘oiiditions nnolhaiiiable iVom these ]reo])les. The
second reason was that, if wv wanted to go by all means, we had
befoiv us a journey of at least three months, and that, as the

King had to send ]>eo]rle that side, he wished ns to go with them
for* our* gi'oater safety.

Oui* second visit took place on tire dtli of Jidy;"^ on the
oth, the King sent ns a fourih repast consisting of a Kid. On
the 6th W'O Avere iindted tc visit the Supreme Lamma, of whose

^ Th<‘ Fathers laid also n h'ttcr of rceoiriint'udatioii from the son of
this minister, who had treated them \'erv lionourahly, at a place sewral
days h('V()ud the lope-bridgo (Puiiii. 20).

- Tea.
•r .lime 20. Tiiey liad arrived at L<‘h on June 20 (Piiini, 6. 11. 25.

20; Wessc'ls, 214); 25th June in the next letter.

^ J’w’o \'isits to the King ha\’e already been referred to in tlie last

but oiu' paragra])h preceding this one. The lirst visit was to be 0 days
aft('r June 20, tlie second was the day following. The next letter says
that the first visit to th(' king was on July 2; the 2nd, on the 4th, the Jrd
on the 8th; t he visit to tlu' Brand Lama is there put down on the Oth July :

and the Jst and 2nd visits to the Lampo on the 2nd day after tlunr arrival

and July OtVi.
*
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importance I have spoken above. We were received and
treated, both by him and the other chief Lammas, with great

familiarity and courtesy. Among them one is the King’s cousin

and another is the Lampo’s son. At the end we were treated

to flour and butter. On the 8th, we were called for the third

time to a familiar visit at the King’s, and honoured with flour

and butter. On the 9th, we were invited to visit the Lampo
the second time. He especially showed a great desire, as others

had done, that we should know his language, or tluit he should

know ours, so that we miglit easily converse about our (P. 368)

Holy Faith. Then I, as I had done already at other times,

seizing the opportunity 1 was looking for, offered to remain
here and learn the language; but Fathei* vSuperior, as on othei’

occasions, made much diflieulty; hearing which, they chartged

the conversation and said that in their Kingdom theix^ are

Lammas enough, and thus my ho[)es and elforls wern disap])oint-

ed. I pray to God not to allow that in this matter 1 h(‘ evtu',

on my part, in the least guilty in his Divine sight; nay I wish

to stay here motionless as a stone and die a thousand times, but

melior est ohedieniia quam rictiwof^ (obediene(‘ is better than

sacrifices).!

1 said above that, as soon as Father Sujxaaor arrive<l here

at Leh, he started inquiring very carefully whether there was
another road in order to T*eturn to the Mogor by way of Sri-

nagar; he understood that on that road th(‘r(‘ art* mountains,

that it is necessary to go on foot and that there art' robbers.

Accordingly, as it was impossible to go that way aiul he did not

want to go back the way we had come, he made new inquiries

and found out that further before us lies anoth(*r, a third, -Tibet

.

He inquired about the journey and heard that it is one of thn‘t^

months (which means four for us, who always go very slowly),

2

and that there are no mountains. Moreover, it was knowm
for sure ^ that the Capuchin Fathers went to that third

Tibet. In fine, he learned that, as a fact, tliis third Tibet is

very near to the Mogor, and that it is the easiest way of all to

return thither; hence he wanted to go to this third Tiln't, and,

from the second day of our stay here, he started pressing and
importuning the King, the Lampd, the Great Lamina and others

to get a Passport. That w^as precisely what troubled me.^
For, if Father Superior does not like on any account to remain
in this Tibet, he also protests against remaining in the third,

and declares he is resolved to return to the Mogor, although his

doing so may oblige me too to go back with him to the Mogor;

^ I Kings ir>. 22.
2 PaHHage in KCjiiare bracketH by Puini.
•’* Si seppe cerfo ‘ It was known ff»r oortain which can mean that

the certain kuowleflge was afjquired at Leli.
4 This shows w hat [)atien(*e Desideri hail to practise with his Superior

at I..eh, for the* rest of the journey up ti> Dmsa, arni at*Llia.sa itself.
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for, since the Third Tibet is so far and necessitates mach ex-

pense, there is evident danger that, when we arrive there and
Father Superior persists, as he does, in returning to the Mogor,
whereas I wish to stay in the third Tibet to begin a Mission,

the money given us be insufficient for both purposes; and, as I

cannot stay against his will, I may be forced to return to the

Mogor with him, and so our journey and the plans of the Supe-

riors will prove abortive. Add to this that it is sure that the

Fathers of Propaganda i went there, and so there is no need

there of other Missionaries. Again, other people having come
from there, we have questioned them, and, as far as w^e can gather,

it does not appear that they have effected anything all this

time, so that it seems there is little or nothing to be expected

on that side.2 All this made me resolve not to go to the

third P(. 369) Tibet, the more so as I had at least two strong

reasons for remaining iii this second Tibet. The first reason is

that I see these people so well inclined and disposed, since even
the chief personages of the land have many times showui that

they wdsh us to stay here and learn the language to converse

about the things of Our Holy Faith. Your Paternity ^ w ell

know's that for one w ho wishes to open a Mission this is a blow'

wiiich goes to his very heart, a chain binding his feet. The
second reason wffiy I should remain here was the following. I

was ill doubt whether to open a Mission in the second and third

Tibet. Now, since I cannot do so in the tw^o places at the same
time, I had to consider, according to the right rule of charity,

which of the tw'o Tibets stood in greater need. In this second

Tibet there neither was nor is any Missionary, nor is any
likely to come, owing to the great asperity of these places, w here,

as 1 have seen mth my own eyes, snow begins to fall and pile

up in the middle of July. Missionaries have gone to the third

Tibet and are there perhaps yet.^ Now, just as, if I found
two persons in great need and had only one morsel of bread, I

ought to give it to the one who is in greater want, so too in this

case. This granted, 1 felt a scruple in my soul and I proposed
it to the Father Superior. His answer was that, if I wished
to stay, I might; however, he made me understand that he would
not discuss the point, and that I would have to give an account

1 The ("apuchins.

- These ‘other men’ did not know by July 1715 that the Capuchins
had left Lhasa in 1711. A previous set of men seems then to have told

the Fathers that they liad met the Capuchins at Lhasa, or in the third

Tibet.
3 This style of address makes it clear that the letter was addressed

to the General of the Society at Rome.
^ If Desideri was sure by 1714 that the Capuchins had left in 1711,

he may have thought now that the Capuchins had returned.
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to the Superiors. After that he said that, in any case, he wanted
to go to the third Tibet, where Father Andrada had beeii,i

that being the intention of the Superiors. Left in doubt, with

reasons for either alternative, 1 decided to follow the Father

who had been appointed as my Supei'ior, feehng sure that, befon*

God and before Man, he cannot be condemned who, obeying in

things not manifestly sinful, conforms to tlie Avill of the Superior,

to whom it belongs to give an ac'coiirit to God and to Man both

for himself and his subordinate. MeaiiAvlnle, it is decided that,

as soon as AA^e have the Passport, aa^c shall go to the third Tibet.

If I have erred in my deiasion, the error a\ ill have bi^cn of th(^

mind, not of the Avill.

The third Tibet is a three or four montlis’ journey from

here. During the first Id or 12 days the journey is across

mountains, after that through level country all tlu^ time. Thost'

plains are deserts, uninhabited; only noAv and again do shep-

herds go there with tlieir ilo(‘ks, lemaining there some time'

under tents. At times, th(‘ road is infested by luuglibouring

Tartars; so, there is .some danger. The third Tibet is also

called Great Tibet; ii is not in mountainous, but kwtd (‘ountry,

(P. 370) and not very distant from China. In the said third

Tibet the law and religion is exactly th(‘ same as in this st'cond

Tibet; therefore, what I have said about it mu.st b(* understood

to apply also to tlie third Tibet, its chief place is called

in the Tibettian language Urzan;^ i?i the Persian language,

Arghiangh
;
3 while in the Tndostan language*, or that of the Mogor,

it is called Lassa or Lassan.^ The king and the chief Lamina

^ How (lid Fr(^yr<‘ iiou know that do Andr<i(ja had liciai in tla' third
TilK't

,
if h(' laid oont- in search of his Mission in the s(M <>nd d’ihct or Ladakh,

and did not kiow in 1711 that there was a third d’iltet y ])]({ cfme!ud('

it now. att('r finding no tra<u*s of d(‘ Aiidrada's Mission at Leh ? 'I’he pe. »ple

at L(*h could not hav(‘ naiu'inlxu’ed do Andrada, w)i(» never was iherie

Th(jy iniglit hav«* reniemherefl d(‘ A/.ev(‘do and d’Ojiveira (Ih.'il); rliev

might liaee nanenihercd th<^ King of T.sapaj-ang whom they went to fight

in 1 Old)-,‘10, and t(M)k a })ris<Mi(*r to la;h, they might- have naneinhered
KuT‘(0)ean lamas at Tsaparang till lOlU. They S(xan to iia\e renn*in])ere(l

nothing of all tliis; but tiien tlaar ohJi\ i(»n wa.s no f)ro(»f that tlu' .h‘snits

imd b(,‘en in the third Tibet, arni not in the sfjcond.

- P-Tsarig, Lhasa being the capital in the Province of T, and
Shigatze the chief towti in the Province of T>sang.

^ Udiat do(‘.s tliis r(;present in JVrsian ‘r Argun, »is(‘fi at Leh, lias

Ixjen understood fjy r(;cent travellers t(i appfv to a (’hristian.
^ In his Xoli'J.e Lsloriche (Wessels, phot<^graph facing p. 270), Desi-

deri writ(vs: ‘Omitting little Thibet, vvhit'h is (»therwis<' (allied Balti-stati,

and middle Thilxit, which is called by th(.* other name of Liiatji-yul, of both
of which I have said something in the first Hook, 1 limit myself for ih('

present to giving an account of the third, and Great Thilad, Avhich is tla^

<'hief of them all.

‘Though th(5 govemment, the extent and the limits <jf the first two
are different, the manner of governing, the Keligion, ^and the eustoms of
ail three are quite the same and common, without dilTerenee.
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of that Kingdom reside there, and it is there that the Capuchin
Fathers went and are perhaps still; and it is (aedible (credibile)

that our Father Andrada was there in olden times. There
is a I’umoiir, but I am not sure, that, 10 or 12 years ago, the King
of the said third Tibet sent men to the Mogor in search of the

Fathers of the Company; for they say that a dress, a bireta and
other things of Father Andrada remained there. Those men,
not knowing that ^^'e resided at Agra, and Delhy, arrived at

Surat and gave out that tlie King of Tibet wanted, as iVIasters

of the true law, the Fathers of the Company. The Capuchin
Fathers who are at Siiiat kept the matter quiet, and, without

letting the C'ompany know, went to Tibetd near the said

Urzan or Lassa lies Napall; Xapall is not far from Patna, and
from Patna to our College at Agra the journey is very good,

and of' one month onh". If God gives me the grace of arriving

theie, 1 shall give your Reverence better information in another

’TIk' third, iiiui chitt' PliilM t . is b\ us Kurt>p('ans and iti tljo Persian
wi'itings ealh'd PhilK't ab.solutely . Jn the Hendustajia. or Mogolese
t('nLni(\ it is called Ibitant, which iiicairs Country of the G()ds. that of

th(‘ Idols. In their ^[a|)s the (.Icotfra|,)hers give it vaiious other names,
calling it at tiin(\s Kingdom of the (Jrand Lamii, or (»f J^ha^u ; otlicrs call

it I'ssang. <)thvv>> llaiantola. Jhit in tia^ language ol’ This (Country, it

called (the ])hotogra|>h cuds hen*)* At jy. 24 of Ihiini it is

railed Podyul : at p. .‘U, Ihitau, 'and in the iauguage of this country it

is called Po.’

A eleai' proof that neither Desideri nor Frt*yre kiK'W tliat de Andiada
had luM'ii at Tsaparang, near Totliiig, in Nari Khorsnin. ] have not
found Tsa[)arang > (d in ].)esideri*s writings.

1 Oni' of tlu‘ I’t'asons why Desidtu’i does not feel sure of tlic I’umouv
is that so far hi' has not mid the King wlio had invited Jevsuits to his

dominions. The story is now supposed to have ha]>]>«‘nt'd in 17or> or 1707 :

hut it ought to have ha})]H‘Ued earlier, if the C’ap.uehins of Surat kept
thi'ir counsel to obtain in 170.4 that Pngiaganda should send them lo

Tibet, where tla* Je.suits had formerly been, 1 find no trace of sueli

a story in the history of the Capueliins. We tlo nid understand how a

king of Tsafyai-aiig or its luaghhourhooil, or of .some ittlier }*art of thi' third
Tibet, or of Nepal, eould liave sent miai to Surat to discover .lesiiits, and
that tli(‘S(,> men did not diseov(‘r .lesuits at lailiore, Agia, or Delhi. \Mio
then talked of a soutane, a biretta, and other tilings left in Tibet liy Kr.
di^ Andrada ? ^dd. tiiere was such a story, as we found in Desideri’s
letter from Surat, Dee. ,4U, 171.4 (No. 4); it existed iu 17U(), as we notieetl

in note f> of our iu trod lud ion. W'a.s the story inviuiti'd at Surat to explain
to the 4 (‘suits how the Capuchins hap])ened to have Ixvn sent to Tibet?
Oiu' of tb(^ Ca])uchins s(>nt to 4dbet in 17U4 was Fr. Francis Mary of Tours.
He bad been many y< ars at Surat, had gone about J701 to PoiidicheiTy,

had tliere taken information about the methods of the Jesuits and tlieir

Malabar I'ites, and gone over to Koine, where he was in 1703. He pub-
lished a tract against tlie Malabar rites and the Jesuits at Liege, and the
Jesuits were suspected of having got him aAvay from Rome to Tibet, to
be rid of him. If Fr. Fraiu‘is Mary of Tours was sii.speeted of having
ousted the J (‘suits from Tibet, the whole story of the embassy, and d'

Andrada’s liiretta may have been invented by imaginative parisliioners

of the Capuchins at Surat. Had the story not been a mere suspicion

on tlw part of soMie Jesuits in India, might they not have made bold
to ask the Capuchins point-blank what ground there was for it ?
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letter. 1 Bengala is not very far from the third Tibet, and
the road is good, and the Capuchin Fathers went from there.2

In conclusion, casting myself at Your Paternity’s feet, I

beg of you to excuse the trouble 1 give you by asking you to

recommend me, with all the efficacy of your most fervent soul,

to God in your Holy Sacrifices and Prayers, and to give me
finally your holy blessing.

Leh, in the second of the 3 Tibets.

Your Most Reverend Paternity’s

Very unworthy and least servant and subject,

lpj)olito Hesid(‘ri.

8. Letter of Fr. Ippolito Desideri, S.J., to Fr. lldebrando
Grassi, 8.J. (Lhasa, April IP, 1716).

For this translation I have used to soim* (‘xtent the work
of C. Markham, Xarratives of the Missio?} of George Hoglp to

Tibet 2nd edn., London, 187t), pp. 302-308, but 1

have restored the original spelling rjf the prop<*r names as in

Lettres edifiantes et curieuses, Paris, 1781, tome XI 1, pp. 430-

445, and have made the translation more literal. 1 also show
the pagination as in the tome of the Lettres edifiantes et rurieuses

just indicated,

Fr. Desideri writes of this letter, as published in Lettres

edifiantes et curienses:

‘In the XVth small volume of the same collection there is a

letter of mine, which, when 1 had arrived at tin* capital of the

third Tibtd, I wrote in Italian to Father Grassi, giving him a
short account of my journey. I take this ojiport unity to remark
that in it the date and time of our arrival and of our departure

from Kascimir must he corrected; but tliat is not th(‘ chief point

I wish to draw^ attention to now; I want to remark that in the

said Letter I myself made a mistake about two very important
and e.ssential points, which I represented very differently from

what I have declared in the Relation. Spe^aking of the second

' Fn^m !y('h tc Lluwa the j(»urney was pcifcnncil on ho^Kehm^k.
The Fathers had 7 horses: tw’o of these wen? for the Fathers; 4 others
were used by ‘A Christian servants and a g(?ntile interjjreter ;

only twt>

horses r<?a<.;hed Lhasa; and one of these was in a pitiable Htat<o the other
died shortly after the arrival. (Puini, 52. 53.)

2 Dcjsideri caletdates that, leaving Home in Ochdier 1728 for
Port Louis in Lower Hrittany, and embarking there in January or the
lr>eginning of Fehmary, 1720, one will arrive at Lhasa only in Ajiril or
May 1730, or after a year and a half; leaving Horne in NovemlK?r 1 728 for
Portugal one will arrive at Goa about the middle of Bt^pU^nber 1729;
going by Surat, Agra, Patna, one will leave Patna in December 1730,
and reach Lhasa not earlier than April 1731, or a year later than
by the first route. (Puini, 81.) The French shipB*caIle<l regularly at
Chanderrjagore

.
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Tibet, or Lhata-yul, and of the religion there current^ I said

first that those people do not admit metempsychosis, but believe

that the wicked go to Hell and the good to Heaven; secondly,

that they seemed to have some knowledge of God and of the
Most Holy Trinity. On these two points I made a gross mistake,
and erred greatly in the understanding of both.’ (Puini, 186.)

This letter is so similar in many things, choice of details

and disposition of the matter, to the previous one, that I am of

o])inion that he took with him to Lhasa the previous letter,

w ritten from Leh, and used it for the composition of the present

letter.

(P. 430) A letter from Father Ippoiito Desideri, Missionary

of the Society of Jesus, to Father Ildebrando Grassi, ^ a Mission-

ary of the same Society, in the Kingdom of Maissur.2

At Lliassa, April 10, 1716.

Reverend Father,—The peace of our Lord be with you.

Ha^dng been appointed to the Tibet Missioji, I left Goa on the

20th of November, 1713,^ and arrived at Surattc on the

4 til of Januaiy, 1714.'^ Being compelled to sojourn here

awhile, 1 took advantage of my leisure to learn Persian. On
the 26th of March,

1

set out for Delly, where 1 arrived on the

1 1th of May, and where I found Father Manuel Freyre, who
had b(en a])pointed to the same Mission as myself." On the

23rd of September ^ we together began our journeys towards
Tibet. W'v went by way of Lalior, which we reached on the

loth of October,-^ and (P. 431) where tve had the pious satis-

faction of administiaiiig the Sacraments of Penance and the

Eucharist to some Cliristians, who w'ere bereft of Pastors. We
left Lahoi* on the lOtli of Oetober,^^ and in the course of a

few^ days readied the foot of the Caucasus.

The Caucasus is a long range, consisting of remarkably
steep and lofty mountains.. After crossing one mountain, you
encounter a second still higher; this is in turn succeeded hy a
third, higher than either of the two former ones

;
and the higher

1 ‘The (;oinpaniau of Desideri’s travels from Home to Goa in 1712;
he was lK)rn at .lj?o1ogna in 1683 and became a Jesuit at Rome, January
23, 1699. After working in the Mysore Mission, he died at Pondicherry,
May 22. 1731.’ (Wessels. p. 207 n. 4.)

“ Mysore.
^ Cp. note 1 to Letter No. 7.

Cp. note 1 to Letter No. 4.

Op. note 6 to Letter No. 7.

® Op, note 8 to Letter No. 7.

7 ‘Who had been appointed* can be used against my theory at
note 9 of Letter 7

.

8 Op. note 1 1 to Letter No. 7.

® Cp. note 12 to Letter No. 7.

10 Cp. note 13^0 Letter No. 7.
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you mount, the more you have to mount, till you reach the highest
of all, named Pir-Pangial.^

The Gentiles hold this mountain in great awe; they bring
offerings to it, and in their superstition worshi]) a venerable
old man, whom they believe to be guardian of that place. Here-
in is doubtless contained a reminiscence of the fable of Prome-
theus, who, according to the poets, was bound in chains to the
Caucasus.

2

The summit of the highest mountains is always covered
with snow and ice. We took twelve days to traverse these

mountains on foot, (P. 432) cros.sing with incredible difficulty

impetuous torrents, which, foianed by the melting of' the snow,
dash down with extrenu' viidence amid rocks and boulders.

The torrents which we had ever and anon to stem, and the rucks,

made it an extremely difficult business to get across, and often
was 1 comj)e]led to hang on by the tail of a bulifxk })assing at

the same time as myself, to avoid hc'ing cairied away In’ tlie

force of the stream. 1 do not s[M‘ak of the' extreme* cold 1 had
to suffer, through not having takc*n the precaution to obtain
clothing suitable for so rude a climate.

This country of mountains, though in e>thcr respects so

awful, is pleasing in several places through tlic number and
variety of its trees, the fertility of th<^ soil, and the* elifferent

rae;es which inhabit it. vSome p(‘tty States h(*!e arc* de‘[>endcnt

on the Mogol. The roaels are* nc)t everyw he*re so im])?acticable

for a horseman or fe>r a (jiumpfii}, a sort of palaiicjuiu/'*

On the intli <d‘ March * we* arrixecl at Kas<‘he‘mirc*.''’

The enormous Cjuantity of snow (P. 433) which lalls during winte*r,

and whic'h absolutely close*s up the passes, obiig(*(i us to re*main

there for six months. An illness, apparc'ntly caused by the tirst

hardships 1 had umiergone, r(*<luc'(*d me to the* last (‘Xtremity.

1 did not fail in continuing my study of Pe*rsian, and in making
inquiries respecting Tibet; but. though I toe>k (*very pains. I

could then learn only about two Tihets. One extends from
the north to the west, and is c*alled Little* Tihc*!, or Ikdtistan.

It is a few days' journey from Kaseliemire, and its iiilinbitants and
the princes governing it are Mahomettans and tributaries of the
Mogol. However fertile* this c*ountry may 1h% it is sure* to be
barren a.s far as prcuxciicus of the Gosjtel are cuneernc'd ; for a long
exj^rieuce had taught us only too surely to (*x|KH*t but little

fruit in countries where rules the imjxious sect of Mahomet.

1 The Himalayas.
2 Cp. text, and nnUi 15 to Lett<*r No. 7.

-
Cn Hohson-Johanny s.v^ Jornpon (Hindi ijanputty japan y

tx\»ojhampdfiy
jhapdn, Bengali: jkdmpdn, jhapdn)^ a portable chair; where our passage in
Desideri is given a.s containing the oldeat use of the W’ord,

^ Markham notes rightly that March appears to be a mistake for
November. The date is Nov. 13 (Puiiii, 6), or Nov. 12 (Fuini, 362).

® Srinagar,
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/Die other Tibet, which is called Great Tibet, or Buton,^
extends from the north to the east, and is a little farther

from Kaschemire. Tlie route thither is pretty well frequented
by caravans, which go every year in quest of wool, and as a
rule runs through defiles. The first six or (P. 434) seven days,

the journey is not very trying; but, as one goes on travelling,

it becomes very diiSicult, through the wind, the snow% and the
excessive rigour of the biting frosts, to which must be added
having to rest at night on the bare ground, and at times on snow
and ice.

Great Tibet begins at the summit of an awful snow-clad
mountain, called Kantel ‘^ One side of the mountain belongs

to Kaschemire, and the other to Tibet. We left Kaschemire
on the I7th of May, 1715,'^ and on tlie 3dth, the feast of Our
Lord's Asc(‘nsioii,4 we crossed this mountain, that is to say,

we entered Tibet. Much siiow^ had fallen on tlie path, wdiich

winds between mountains, as far as L(h (otherwise called Ladak,
the fortress w heix' th(‘ king resides), which are the very picture

of desolation, horror, and death itself. They are piled one a
toT) of another, and so close as scarcely to leave room for the

toi*rents wiiich course impetuously from their heights, and
(P. 435) dash with such deafening noise against the mcks as to
stun and ap})al the stoutest traveller. Above and at their foot

the mountains are equally impassable; you are therefore forced

to make your w ay al)out halLway down the slope, and the path,

as a. I'll Ic, is so nai row^ as barely to leave room for you to set down
your feet; this oblig(‘s you to pick your way with extreme care.

A false steq), and you are precipitated down the abyss with the

loss of* your life, or at least with broken limbs, as befell some of

our fellow -travellers. Were there bushes, you might cling by
them: but thest' mountains are so barren that neither plants

nor ('ven a blade of grass grows thereon. Would you wish to

cross from oru^ mountain to another, you must pass over the
foaming torients between, and there is no bridge, save some
]iarrt>w% unsteady planks, or some ropes stretched across and
interwoven with green branches. Often you are obliged to
take off your shoes in order to get a better foothold. I assure
you that I shudder still a t the bare remembrance of these dreadful
passages. (P. 436) The difficulty of the roads is not the only
inconvenience

;
you must add to it the sharpest cold, furious

1 Bhutnii.
2 ‘According to Vigno, the summit of Bultui (Zojila pass) is the

Mount Kantul, of the old map. Tt is north-east of 8rinagar (Kashmir),
on the road to Baltistari (Little Tibet).’—(Note by Markham.)

3 Desideri protests in the text wo quoted in our introduction to this

Letter that the date of departure. May 17, 1715, in Lettres Miftantes et

earieuses is wrong : but wo find no other date in several passages of Desideri’s

other writings. Cp^ text of Letter No. 7 and note 1 9 there.
4 Cp. note 22 to Letter No. 7.
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^

winds, abundant snows, the necessity of sleeping on the ground
exposed to the inclemency of such a rough climate, and of eating

only flour made from sattu,^ which is a kind of barley.

The people of the country eat it unprepared; but we generally

made a broth of it, and it was no small thing for us to get enough
wood to cook it.

One’s eyes are terribly tired with the reflection of the

sun’s rays from the snow, which dazzles and nearly blinds

them. 1 was obliged to bandage mine, and admit only just

enough light to see my way. Then, every second day or so, we
encountered customs-ofiicers, who, not content with demanding
the usual dues, exacted all they pleased and by any right they

fancied.

In these mountainous provinces there are no lai'ge towns.

There is no particular coinage, that of the Mogol being ehietly

used : each piece of money is worth five Roman (dnglii. Trading
(P. 437) is usually carried on by exchange of goods. The journ(‘y

from Kasehemire to Ladak we made on foot, and it lasted foi ty

days, so that we reachcal the last-named place only oii the 25111

of June.- The kingdom of the second Tibet begins, ‘as

I have already remark(‘d, at Mount K(inid, and extends north-

eastwards. There is only one (dhiampo? or .severeign ruler;

the present one is call(‘d Xima NangiaJd and Ik' has a tiibu-

tary king below him. The fir.«t rac(‘S one m(‘ets ar(‘ Maho!m‘t-
tans; the others are (Jentiles, h^ss suf)crstitious than in th(* otlicT

idolatrous countries.

Here is what I learnt of the Tibetan religion. Tliey call

God Koyiciok, and they app<‘ar to have some notion ol’the ado-

rable Trinity, for at times they call him Konciokcik (one God),

at other times Konciok-sum (trine God). They us(^ a kind o}‘

chaplet, over which they repeat these words: /eo hnni.

This they explain by saying that Om signifies kno\\l(‘dg(‘ or an
arm, that is, power; ha is the word, an<l hnyn is th(‘ heart or Iov(‘,

and that these three words mean God. They also worship a

being (P. 438) called UrgMcn, who, so th(*y sfiy, was born seven
hundred years ago. When asked if he be God or man, Honu‘

reply that he is both God and man, that he had ladther father

nor mother, but that he w as born of a flow^er. JN'evertheiess tlK‘y

have statues representing a woman w ith a flower in her hand, and
her they call the mother of Urghien. Several other iKWsonages
do they worship and treat as .saints. In their churches you may

1 ‘A chenopodium, something like the quintm of Peru. It is culti-
vated at heights of more than 5,000 fe<jt, chiefly for its grain, but tho
leaves are also used as a pot-herb. (See ** Punjab Plants’* by J. L. Btew^art,
M.D., Lahore, 1869, p. 179,)*—Note by Markham, who road baUUt and
omitted some lines.

2 Cp. note 26 to Letter 7.

^
Markham writes Gyampo. We have Gyalpo ir> Letter No. 7.

4- Nima Nimghial in Letter No. 7.
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see an altar covered with a cloth and ornaments; in the middle
of the altar is a kind of tabernacle, wherein, they say, Urghien
dwells, though on the other hand they assert he is in Heavend

The Tibetans have Religious, called Lamas. They are clad

in a uniform different from that of the laymen; they neither

plait their hair nor* carry ear-rings, as other men, but wear a

tonsure like our Religious, and have to observe perpetual
celibacy. Their occupation is to study the books of the law,

which are written in a tongue and in characters differing from
those ordinarily in use. They recite certain (P. 439) prayers

in chorus [eri manihe de choeur): and theirs it is to celebrate

rites, to present offerings in the temples, and to light the sacred

lam])s there. They offer up to God wheat, barle}", paste and
w ater, in little vessels of scrupulous cleanliness. When an offering

has been made, the remainder of the food is eaten as if it were
c‘onsecrated. The lamas are greatly respected; as a rule, they
live together, shut out from all profane intercourse; the}’^ have
local superiors, and also a general superior, whom the King
himself treats witli great veneration.*-

The King and many of his court looked upon us as lamas
of the faith of fJesus Chi ist, w ho had come from Europe. When
they saw' us reciting our prayers, they w'ere curious to see what
books we were reading, and they eagerly inquired the meaning
of the various pictures therein contained. After having care-

fully examined them, some of them said among themselves.

'Xuru\ that is, ‘very good'. They added two things: Firstly,

that their book is very like ours, which I cannot believe; what
appears more certain to me is that, though several of them
(P. 440) may know' how* to read their mysterious books, not one
can explain them. Secondly, they often said: ‘Oh ! if you knew^

our language, or if w e understood yours, what pleasure it would
give us to heai' you expound your religion 1

’ This proves that

these peoples would be rather well disposed to relish the Christian

truths.*

The Tibetans are gentle and docile in character, but
uncultivated and coarse. There are neither arts nor sciences

among them, though they are not w- anting in intelligence.

They have no communications with other nations; no sort of
meat is forbidden to them ; they do not hold the doctrine of the

transmigration of souls, and do not practise polygamy; three

points in which they differ from idolatrous natives of India.^

As you may have learnt from what I have said, the climate

is very severe, and winter prevails nearly all the year round.

The mountain tops are always covered with snow
;
the soil yields-

1 Cp. Letter No. 7 for the whole of this paragraph: Urghien waa
born about 1,700 years before (Puini, 365; in Letter No. 7).

2 Same refma:(;k,

3 Same remark. ^ Same remark.
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only wheat and barley, trees, fruits, and vegetables being rart*ly

seen. The houses are small, narrow, and built of stones piled

in rude fashion one above the other. They use nothing (P. 441)

but woollen stuffs for their elothes.^ From the time that we
are at Ladak we have had no other Uxlging but the hut of a

poor man from Kasehemire Avho lives on charity.

^

Two days after our arrival we went to t'all on the

who is next in rank to the King, and commonly called his

right arm. On the 2nd of July we had our first au(lienc(‘ of the

King himself, who received us seated on his throne. On the 4th

and 8th we were again summoned to his presence and he them

treated us more familiarly. On the bth we paid our r(‘spe< ts

to the Grand He was accompanied by several

other Lamas\ one of whom is a son of the LonijKK and anollu'r a

near relative of the KinL^ They received us most hoiumrably,

and presented us with some refreshments, as is tlu^ custom ol'tht*

country.

These honours and toktms of fritmdship did not, howawer,

prevent our bteiig dis(|ui(‘ted l,)y them. Th(‘ wool tradt‘ scaves

to draw many Mahonu*ttans from Kaschemin' to Ladak. Some
of these, prompte<l eith(‘r by jealousy or hatred of the name
C’hristian, told the King and hi.s ministers that we were rich

merchants, w ith ]M‘arls, diamonds, rubies, (P. 442) div(*rs prfx'ious

stones, and other valuable commoditi<*s in oui‘ posstvssion. An
officer of the court cam(‘ to our lodgings: (‘verything was o|M*m‘d

before him, and th(‘ report he mad<‘ ther(X)n excited tlie King's

curiosity. His Majesty ordered to b<' brought unto him thr‘ bask<‘t

and the leath(‘r bag. in w Inch we carru'd our small efTe(‘ts su(*h as

linen, books, sundry w ritiuL^s, .some in.stnummts for s<*lf-mortiHca-

tion, chaplets, and medals. The King exarniiHMl «*vt*ryt hing.

and then openly fleclared that it gavt* him greater pleasun* to

inspect goods of this .sort than to set‘ p<*urls and rubies.

Affairs were in this state, and 1 was thinking of tarrying

in a country where I had resolve<l to suffer what(*ver it might
please Providence to itiflict uf)on me: 1 was (‘ven in the highest

degree (werjoyed at having a settled state, where I could lalxair

towards the salvation of men’s .souls: I was already beginning
to learn the language, with the hope of weing mv t<\aching

bring forth some day, even among thest* hr rreti rocks of Tilx't,

^ 8arncf remark.
2 A new detail, Tlc' u.hc of the pre«er»t iiuheative wotiKl show that

the letter was partly written at and continufxl at Lhasa. H is less
lik< ly that two letters hti% e btjen maile inte one. Tn the first ease, wo
understand betU^r the siinilarities with I.^*tter Nf.. 7, and but, if Letter
No. 7 had been flespatehed from Leh, why was not th<! present letter ?

^ Lampd in Letter No. 7.
^ Op. note 42 to Letter No. 7*
^ In Letter 7, this insr>eetion is said to have taken place the day

after the first visit to the King; therefore, on July X *
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fruit acceptable in the sight of the Divine Majesty, when we
learnt that there was a third Tibet. After several consultations,

it was decided, against my wish, that we should go (P. 443)

thither and discover it. The journey takes usually from about

six to seven months,^ and the route lies through countries

of deserted aspect, and scantily peopled. This third Tibet

is more exposed to the incursions of the border Tatars than the

other two Tibets.

We left Ladak, therefore, on the 17th of August, 1715,2

(32) and we arrived at Lassa,^ whence I have the honour to

address you, on the 18th of March, 1716.2 J leave j^ou to

imagine what 1 had to suffer during this journey, what with

snow;, ice, and the excessive cold of these mountains. Shortly

after our arrival, certain tribunals of the country occasioned us

a good deal of annoyance. Thanks to God, this storm w^as

appeased in the following manner. I was passing by the palace

to attend one of the tribunals, w'hen the King, Avho was seated

in a balcony with one of his ministers, happened to be informed

who I was. 4 Our case had been made known to this minister,

who is a thoroughly just and equitable man, and he took occasion

to represent to the prince the wrong that was being done to us.^

The King immediately summoned me to his presence, and gave

orders that we should be no more troubled.

A few’ days after I called upon (P. 444) the minister referred

to, and he good-naturedly rebuked me for not having yet

presented myself to the King. I excused myself on the ground

that the custom of the country did not allow" people to approach

those in authority without making them some present, and that

I had nothing worthy of so great a Prince's acceptance. My
excuse, though genuine, was not listened to. I w"as obliged to

obey and repair to the palace. More than a hundred people of

consequence w"ere aw aiting audience in the hall. Tw"o officers

4 In Letter 7 (L^b, Aug. 5, 1715) Desidori speaks of 3 montbs (four,

if travelling is slow). As be took himself 7 mouths (Aug. 17, 1715-Mareh
18, 1716) to cover the distance to Lhasa, it would .seem that he added
at Lhasa this passage about a 6 or 7 months’ journey.

2 27 Aug., 1715 (Puini, 8. 11); 17 Aug. (Puini, 25, 32; Wessels,

211,215).
3 March 18, 1716 (Puini, 8. 50).

4 It is evident that Frs. Desideri and Freyre were recognised as

Europeans wiierever they w-ent and declared themselve.s such at Lhasa.

They wore recognised as European Padres at Leh, and the passports they

received there up to Treseij-Khang must have described them as such

(Puini, 33). The Tartar princess in whose company they travelled from
Treseij-khang or Cartoa (Gartok) up to Shigatze could not be unaware
of their being Europeans. See besides Puini, p. 62, and the explanation

of Gokarhi Lamar, ibid., p. 299.
^ ‘ On arriving at Lhasa, he was requested to pay a sum of 120

rupees, due to ’the*Cartoa (Gartok) custom house, but he was left off on
entering a protest.’ (Wessels, 220 n. 4.)
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took down their names, according to custom, and (‘arried the

paper to the King, who immediately gave orders for my admit-
tance together with a great Lmna. The Lama's present was a

considerable one, while mine was quite insignificant : neverthe-

less, that of the Lama was deposited at the entrance, according

to custom, while the King ordered mine to be brought to him,

and, to show how pleased he was with it, he kept it by him.

This in this court is considered an exceptional mark of favour.

He made me sit down opposite to him and quite cli)se, and for

the space of two hours plied me with innum(‘rable questions,

without speaking a word to the others present. At last,

having spoken in commendation of me, he bade m(" good-bye.

(P. 445) On several occasions after my first visit 1 strove to

take advantage of the King’s kindly dis])osition and to diseoiirst*

of our holy religion, and of the mission I wislaal to undertake
in his kingdom, but unfortunately T had no opportunity (»f doing
this. This monarch is of Tartar race, ancl sonu* years ago he

conquered this country, which is not ver>' far from China, fo!‘

it takes only four months to travel heme to Pekin. Not long

since, an envoy came thence, and he has since returiual to

Pekin.

Having given you, Pieverend Father, this hritd* account of

my travels, and of what happened since ny\' arrival in the ca])ital

of the third Thibet, it only remains for me to (Uitreat tlu' aid

of your prayers, as I do insi.stingly. After so many ytainful

travels, I need them sorely to sustain me in the lalxnir of the

ministry to wiiich the divine goodness has called me, all un-

worthy though I be. In the hof)e of sharing in the bk'ssings

of your holy sacrifices. I have the honour to lx\ etcd

/ ])pol ito Iks ifjf’ r i .

' Not a word is said of the time of Fr. Frey re’s departure from Lhasa.
Probably, this letter was taken to Mogor by Fr. Fri^yre. Nrd a wor<i
either is heard in this letter and the previous ones of thus' (.’hristian ser-

vants and an interpreter who accompanied the Fathers from Srinagar
on May 17, 1715. (Cf. We.ssels, 211.) These three Christians and the
non-Christian interpreter continued from Tresenj -Kbang to Lhasa. (Piiini,

52.)
^

‘The other Father, my companion, having Iwhui accustomed for

many years to reside in warm countric^s, was unable te) resist the extnunt*
cold and great subtility of the air in a country so entirely different; hence,
after resting some days at Lhasa he resumed his jciirney in another
direction, (p. 51) returning to Hendustan by the shorter and more fre-

qiiontod route of Nepal. And so, I remained alone for some time, the
only missionary, the only Hluropean, in the entire territory, in the immense
extent of the three Thibets/ (Puini, 50-51.)

Freyre’s name reappears in the Mogor catalogue of December
1718, and November 1719, On the first date he is placet! at Delhi. His

?72^^^
longer appears in the Mogor cataloguers of Dec. 1724, Nov.
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9 . Letter of Fr. Ippolito Desideri, to the General of
the Society of Jesus (Lhasa, Febr. 15, 1717)J

(P. 370) Our Very Reverend Father in Christ,

At the end of July, last year, by way of Goa and Portugal
I wrote lengthily to your Paternity about my journey from Goa
up to this third and chief Tibet, my remaining alone in this

Tibet, and what had occurred till the end of the (P. 371) said

month.
On the 9th of August, 1716, the chief Minister of the King,

a Tartar, summoned me in the King’s name to the Palace, and
this is Avhat happened to me on that occasion concerning the

object of the Mission. I was asked for what express purpose

1 liad come to this Kingdom and had remained in it. I answered
that I had come solely to teach them and preach to them the

Holy Faitli. Then I was asked how many years I was going

to remain in this Kingdom, I answered that, if they embraced
the Holy Faith, I should remain here till my death. I was then
tiold that they wished in everything to be well informed about
our Holy Faith

;
and so, T was ordered to remain in this Kingdom

and to continue studying carefully the language. These points

settled, I was given many great, urgent, nay importunate
pi'oofs of the King's liberality; but, with God’s help, I was
always firm and unshaken in giving ever one and the same answer,

to wit : that I coveted none of their honour, none of their great-

nesses, none of their riches, in a word, no personal temporal
advantage, but only the glory of God and their eternal salvation.

Tliey gave me a hard fight on this point; but the loving Jesus

kept my heart very firm. Thus ended the audience, which for

the said two points lasted 23 hours ,2

1 Cf. Puiiii, pp. 370 370. This letter is also in the SominaHo of the
case between the Jesuits ami Capuchins for priority in Thibet.

2 A full account of the interview appears in the Relation (Puini, 62.

63), where the name of the generalissimo, teii-drup-c^-ring is misspelt
Fau-drup-ze-ring. We translate the entire passage.

‘A few days after our arri'^al at Lhas^, I was called to the Palace
by order of the king. 1 went and w as introduced to a Tartar noble, called
Fan-drup-ze-ring, the king’s commander-in-chief over all the forces in the
kingdom. Having received me with great politeness and obliging manners,
he asked me in the king’s name where I came from, what was my quality,
condition and profession; for what reason or on what business I had come
to those parts and to that court; finally, how'^ long I intended staying
there. I answered I had come from distant countries, separated from
them, not only by countless vast countries; but also by immense expanses
of sea ; 1 had come from the West to that extremity of the East, from
Europe to Thibet. As regards my condition and quality, I was religious;
as regards my profession, I was in religion a Lam&, wdiose obligation and
office it was to guide others in the right path of religion; I was actually
employed and bestirring myself in trying, with all my might, to draw
those in error from the paths into which they had gone astray, and to
bring them to our Jioly Law, it being the only true and lawful path, out
of which there was no way leading to Heaven and eternal salvation. As
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On another occasion, in the same place and in a similar

audience, 1 I was asked the difference between our law and
theirs. I did not venture to answer such delicate topics by word
of mouth ex professo and in public*, so long as I had not made a
very perfect and prolonged study of the language, and so 1

pledged myself to explain the whole thing little by little in differ-

ent books, in which one can speak more diffusely and tread more
securely. Thev told me to write arid then to show them what

for the obj('ot and bur^iiioss for which I had come to coimtries, and
had repair(‘d to that Court, it w'as precisely the tiling of which 1 had told

him. I was sure that tlu'v were in oxtrciic' error, and had but too lamen-
tably strayed from the right path; T was not ignorant that, in tlicir

\rretched pli^flit. they liad no one to show them the snares they were
entangled in, no one point out to them the pn'cipices down w hieh they
were falling headlong to their irreparable <loom. Hiaieo, from count ri<‘s

so remote, from one end of the w’orld t«> tlie other, across vast seas and o\'cr

long tracts of land, despite long and painful jourran s. disspitc toils, horrors

and dangers, had I (‘onif*. for no other obji'ct, with no other intiaitien,

but that of being able to dissipate' wdili the light of evangelic truth the
thick darkness of th<‘ gleoniy night of ignoranc«‘ au<l euTor which had
until the/i, and for so long, en\('loped tla'rn and their countries. In fine.

W’ith these and otlier like exjnvssions, 1 made* him understand that 1

had come to Thibet for no either purpose' than to e stablish a inissieni there,

te'aeli our holy faith and tlraw’ to it ami guiele in it whoever wislieal to

emhrae'e it. Finally, as rf>gar<ls the* le'inrth of time' 1 was going to stay
there. I answered that, as far as elepe*ndeel on mv will and mteaitiem,

since* my ohje-et was se» hard, so lahoriouK and so univ’ersal, (p. unless

the king's autheirity or the orele rs e>f my supeniors eame in the way, 1 \vislu*el

fejr nothing e-lse* than to continue* the* (•nte'rprise* in hand until my death,
and not only to t'lal mv life in it, hut re‘soIiit< ly te* give^ m\’ life for it

.

‘With the- help of (,Jod, my auswers made* a good impre'ssieni em the>

lieart of the* geni'ralissiruf). With loving e‘xpr(*ssi<»n.s of gratituele' and
satisfae tion, he eheeavd me*, saying that imt only sheeuld J nf»t ine*e*t with
oppe'sition in my undertaking, hut the* King and the* wlieelc e-ourt woulel

willingly he;ar what I eould tell tht*m about so grand, just, and im])e)rtau1

a matter. Th*‘n, after c/ther most coeirtvous eornplimeuits anel !e>ving

assurances of his friendsliip anel ymdcction, he gave me h^ave*. and. going
to the king, exy>lained to him faithfully anel mimitely the* whole* tenor e»f

my answe'rs,’

There^ was an interv iew wdth the generalissimo a feuv elays after March
18, 1716 (Piiini, 62. 63); an interview with one' of the king’s familiars,

on April 28 {Puini, 63); on May 1, ht^ presented to the' king, ‘ tw'o eorehal

stones, calleei Oaspe?r' Antemio Stones, a poel {coeco) of Jirasile balsam,
anel a small v essel of apoplectic balsam.* Each Priiclt? had an inscription

in Thibetan, showirig its vdrtut's and the manner of using it. On this

occasion he asked and obtained the king's permission for freely exta'cising

his offieie of Apostolic Missionary (Puini, 63). Instead of due pietre

cordiali, chianmte, Fietze di (J^aspaF Antonio^ Fr. VVf'Ssels (p. 224) has:
‘due? Pietri di Beizoar di floa.’

‘On the 29th of April and the Ist of May, 1716, I mfule known in
the king’s public audience that I had come to make a Missiem anti to
teach the Holy Law of Jesus Christ, and on the 10th of August, 1716,
in the Royal Palace 1 received, not only the mission, but the order, to
teach the Holy l.,aw% and to remain h<?re for the purpom^' (Letter No.
15.) Does Desideri not give wrongly hero the date of Aug. 9 to the inter-
view of April 29 and May 1 ? *

,
^ Was not this the interview of Aug, 9, 1716 ?
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I had written
;
for they would examine it with pleasure. Trusting

in God’s help, 1 accepted the task very willingly, and with a

lively desire of the glory of the most amiable Jesus.

At the beginning of September, 1 was invited to go for

three or four days to a garden, or palace, of the King’s. That
day was a Thursday; and, as it was well known that it was my
custom (for, being then alone, I had no convenience for saying
or hearing Mass) to spend the whole of Friday in retirement in

my C'hapel, 1 excused myself for the whole of Friday and Satur-

day. On Sunday morning, I went, accompanied by peo})le

from the court who had been sent to conduct me. That day I

was examined concerning the progress I had made in the lan-

guage; I vas made to read in public, and explain; after that

various points pertaining to the law were discussed; before that,

and in the course of it, T was twice given a repast. Finally,

when 1 had seen all the sights of the Palace and of the (P. 372)

Garden and place, I returned home in the evening.

In the months of June, July and August, to distract myself
from my uninteiTUj)ted application to the study of the language,

1 had kept composing every day for some hours two booklets

in Italian.^ In the first, I refute the widespread error that every-

one can be saved in his law, and I show that there is but one road
to salvation, all the rcvst leading to perdition. In the second,

1 refute the transmigration of the Good {de Bvoni). On the 8th

of September I started by myself to translate into his language
the first of my said two booklets, and, to make it still more
attractive, I did it in Tibetan verse.

On the first of October there arrived here three Capuchin
Fathers sent by Propaganda. 2 Having had beforehand news
of their arrival, I went to meet them outside, and conducted
them to my house, or rather, to my room: ^ there I received

them, and there we lived all four of us till about the middle of

October. I tried to treat them as well as the quality of these

countries and my poverty aflowed. However, they got the rent

1 These two booklets in Italian are not mentioned by Fr. Wessels as
at present in the possession of the Society.

2 Frs. Domenico of Fauo, a physician, who had gone to Lhasa at
the end of 1709, or tlie beginning of 1710; returned to Bengal, 1711 ;

went
to Rome, 1713; appointed Prefect of the Mission, 1714; returned with 6

others; back in Bengal, end of Aug. 1715; sot out from Nepal for Lhasa,
Aug. 4, 1716, with Fr. Orazio della Penna di Billi, who had arrived at
Chandemagore on Sept. 1, 1713, and had been sent to Nepal in December
1714; the third man appears to have been Fr. Giovanni Francesco of
Fossombrone, a physician, who had arrived in Bengal with Fr. Orazio
della Penna.

3 Though foreigners could only rent houses, Desideri was allowed
to buy a large house, well situated, near the great square, on the famous
Kora road, on the South side (Puini, 180). Desideri may have learned

at a later date, when passing through Patna in 1725, that the Capuchins
were allowed by ‘tjie present Great Lam&' to buy a plot of land for their

hospice on the N.E. side of Lhasa (Puini, 180).
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of other rooms contiguous to mine and within the same house.

There we live vith exemplary uniformity in all things, and
with mutual and more than fraternal charity. I do not fail

to help them in everything I can, especially in teaching them the

language; and they surpass me not only in courtesy, but in

excesses of courtesy. Hence, I humbly beseech Your Paternity

to be so good as to send some Father there in Rome to thank
their Father Procurator General, from whom they depend;
besides, I have the boldness to beg of Your Paternity to l>e so

kind as to send them some vords of thanks througli the said

Father Procurator General; for they well deserve it.

The said Fathers have with them a decree of Propaganda,
passed some GO years ago, by I do not know what SoxcT'cign

Pontiff', in which it is forbidden under Kcck'siastical jKuialties

etiam patribus Societatis (also to tlie Fathers of the So(‘i('ty), to

establish themselves where there ar<" already Missionaries of

another Religion sent by Piopaganda.^ The Father Prefe(*t

of the said Capuchin Fathers has not had the courage to present

that Decree to me; nay, on learning in Nepal that the Com})any
had arrived here,^ he was on tlie point of not coining, and
from the Kingdom of Nepal he informed Rome asking gtiid

agendum (what was to be done);^ and he came with the inttuit

that, if he found me at all punctilious oi* with any pretensions

to priority, he would at once go back with his Companions.

Therefore, on behalf of the Company, I show every mark of

respect to the Missionaries of the Holy Faith, just as I

wish them to do everywhere towards the Company. The said

Fathers wishing to celebrate Holy Mass on the feast of St.

Francis, 5 w'ere so good hh (P, 373) to show' me their letters-

patent, with much humility.® Granting the said Decr(*e,

the doubt may arise which can lay claim to having been first

in this Mission, the Capuchin Fathers, or the Comjiany, and
whether, on the strength of the Said Decree and with no other

reasons to the contrary, they are liable to incur the said Ecclesias-

tical penalties, or I. On the side of the Capuchin Fathers this

may militate in their favour that, although they cpiite abandoned
this Tibet in 1712,7 yet several of them were here for some

1 It wag a decree of Jan. lo, 1656. Cf. our Hcctiou 12.

2 Fr. Freyre must have met the Capuchins in Nepal, on his way hack
to Agre.

3 This letter is therefore anterior to Aug. 4, 1716, when Domeuieo
of Fano set out from Nepal for Tibet.

^ Bent by the Congregation de Propaganda Fide.
'* Oct, 4.

^ As if asking Desideri’s permission. Their reason was that they
W'ere in Desideri’s house.

7 In Letter 15, Desideri gives 1711 as the date of the Capuchins’^
departure from Lhasa. Different writers oscillate between 1711 and 1712,
and we have not so far any authoritative proof to decide which date is

correct.
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years. On the side of the Company what favours us is that,

on the 7th of September 1715, when we entered this Tibet,

and on the 18th of March 1716, when we arrived at this Capital,

there was not in the whole of this Tibet a single Missionary of

Propaganda, and that, on the 1st of October 1716, when the

aforesaid Missionaries, that is the said three Capuchin Fathers,

arrived here, the Company had already been in actu and alone in

this Mission for a year and 24 days.^ On that account,

though 1 have heard there is such a decree, 1 have been loth to

abandon this Mission of my own accord, but have written repeat-

edly to the Father Provincial of Goa, since I depend on his

Instructions, and chiefly on those of Your Most Reverend
Paternity, and 1 am not my own master. Moreover, not only

have I been unwilling to abandon this Mission of my own accord,

but I have thought that, in conscience, 1 neither must nor may
abandon it on any account, considering that, by such special

favour of God, I am actually so well fixed, so well employed,
and have so far progressed with the affairs of the Holy Faith and
-my writings concerning it. 1 do not speak for my own sake : for I

am aes f^omns et cimhaluni tlnniens (sounding brass and a tinkling

cymbal)
;
2 I am Miser et miserabilis (wretched and miserable)

;

^

1 am but a fire-band saved by the Divine Mercy from the fire

of hell; but 1 speak lit honorificetur in omnibus et ah omnibus
T)(us (that in all things and by all God may be honoured),^

who is mirabilis in consiliis siiis qui infirma mundi eligit (wonder-
ful in his counsels, who cliooseth the weak things of the world)^

in order to make the infinite power of his Divine greatness

shine out the brighter. The different Capuchin Fathers who
were here during several years did not succeed in making it

known that they had come for the purpose of preaching and of

teaching the Holy Faith, as 1 know^ for sure and am ready to

swear, if necessary, and as they themselves (at least those here

ill Tibet) confess.

1

do not say this to cast a slur on the
zcid of the Capuchin Fathers, because it was the fault of those
uho tried to frighten and impede them, as 1 also discovered at

once. 7 But, glory to Jesus, Dens est et qiiis resistet ei (God is,

and who will resist Him ?).^ Considering all the above things,

and not knowing wiiat to do, I have thought that, to enlighten

the Congregation of Propaganda and to justify and forearm
myself and the Company, it would be good to write the enclosed

1 He calculates from Sept, 7, 1715.

1 Cor. 13. 1.

3 Apoc. 3. 17.
^ 1 Pet. 4. 11.

1 Cor. 1. 27.
® How could Fr. Desideri have proved this ?

7 Does he moan that the Lhasa officials tried to frighten him away
soon after his arriv|il ?

» Cp. Job 9. 4.
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(P. 374) letter to the Sovereign Pont iff, i who, I hope, will

be pleased with it ; hence, I beg your Paternity to present it or

have it presented to him, excusing me for the quality of the
paper, since the Mission and the great distance where T am allov^ s

only this and no more .

2

As for news. In the middle of October, after I had satis-

fied the dictates of Hospitality towards the Fathers, I took up
again and continued the translation of the iii’st of the aforesaid

two booklets and finished it in the beginning of Not'cmber. The
whole of November I retouched it, and (*opied it neatly. The
whole of December 1 had it rcvi.sedand copied nicely, and fur all

the rest, running into the necessary expense, 1 f)ut it in order.

On the 6th of January,'^ after saying and a})plying Holy Mass to

that intention, 1 went to the royal I^daee with the three Oa[)uchin

Fathers,^ where, after other necessary (expenses, wo v\(‘re

introduced with very great sokunnity to an Audi(‘tH*e from the

King in the great and magnificent royal hall. Theri^ a.ssisted

at it a very large assembly of ftersons from the Lamina's ( ’ourt

(that is their Priests and Religious, who are at the same time
Doctors), and of othin* people. The King mad(‘ us sit down
ojiposite him, after he had first reciavtal (act-ording to tin* custom
oFAsia) tlu‘ ofiering of my present ami at the saim* time taken
into his hand my Kiok, whicli 1 prestuited ; afou- that, Ik* made
us drink th(‘ Cia.’' Then, untying and opening tlu* l>ook with

his own hands, he did tin* honour of asking me, although he

already knew that I had myself written and translated it, who
had (*om])Osed and translatt‘d it. I arisw'(*r(Hi I had done it

myself, without help from anyone. He mext ask<‘<l im* who
had put it in vcu’se. 1 replied that it was my own work. After

that he asked liow much h)ng(*r I wishtal to ounain in tin* King-
dom. I answcu’cd, till my death; wliich caused much funotiori

in the whole gatlHuing. Th(>n he asked who was my D(‘uta,7

that is, my God. I answered that I acknowkalgc? and adore
only the true God, tin* (keator of all things. ‘How* many G<k1s

are there?' la; asked, ‘Only one God,’ f aiiswaM’ed, ‘one in

essemcc and Three in Persons.’ ‘ How’ are the three divine

1 H in r 15 (Kutj, iSept. I’l, 1721 that he knows
for certain that his iedter of F< hr. 1717 to the Pop(i, and the present letter

to the General reached their destination in 1718.

The oblong pages on which Jk'si^leri wrote sona^ of his MSS.
(cf. Wessels, pj). 274 275) must imve Ix^en Tilx-t pa]>er.

f>th January 1717.

Between January 6, 1717, and June 1717 one of the three Gapuchiii
Fathers, apparently Fr. John Francis of Fossombrono, w'ent to settle at
J’akpo, where h(5 could obtain wine for the needs of his eompanions at
Lhasa.

5 Tea.
^ Th<5 untying shows that the book was mv(m*xl with wooden boards,

as the style of binding is in Til>et. *

Devatd'. god.
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Persons called ?
’ he asked; and, after hearing my answer, taking

occasion of the name of the Holy Ghost, he started at once of

his own accord (for you must know that he is a man of much
intelligence and great ability) to make several objections against

the absolute immateriality and incorporeity of God, and he
listened to my answers to the said arguments, and how God,
being of his nature quite incorporeal, took a human body and
became true Man for man’s sake, for our salvation. After that,

he himself read the whole dedication of the Book; it contained

a eulogium, also in verse, of the king himself; and, after that he
proceeded and read a good portion of the first Chapter. (P. 375)

Then, handing the Book to one of his Lamina’s and making him
read fi*om it, he started making different arguments in defence

of tlie devilish error of transmigration, having asked me before

how often L had been born and ndiorn. He also heard my
answers to each of his arguments; after which, he continued to

have the Book read; and, while I remained paying attention,

noon came, nhen a signal was given and the Audience was
dismisst'd, the King having heard and spoken to no one else.

A lew days lat(‘r, h(' (‘ailed for me seveial times to question

me on the important point whether, the one road of salvation

excepted, all the rest hal to ('ternal damnation, and he inquired

a great deal whetluM- this was indeed to be understood of all.

Home days after, the above-said Tartar ^Minister sent mo word
that the King keeps my Book near him, continues to read it,

and discusses what he reads. 1 have plac-ed the matter in God's
hands. Ejus vohtntas jlut (His will be done).i At present,

things have remained in suspense on account of the festivities

(jf tlu‘ir neu^ year,- and shortly he will go personally to war
against another King.*^ Fiat voluntas Dej (God's will be done).

For the last month, owing to my past labours, 1 have been
somewhat troubled in health, and my Master is in prison for

heavy debts. ^ In the beginning of March, oi* sooner, I shall

resume the study of the language and of Tibetan Books, and,
this year, 1 hope with God’s help to arrange a Doctrine,'"

a Grammar, and a Dictionary,^' and to translate in this lan-

guage the second of my two booklets, that is, the refutation of

1 Adapted from: Fiat volunbtas tua (Thy will bo done), in the Our
Father. (Matt. (5. 10.)

2 The Monlam. Cf. Puini, 290, 306.
3 No doubt, the war against the King of Kokonor, wdiich brought

the Giongars to Lhasa in 1717, and brought about Ginghes-Khang’s
assassination.

^ His teacher of Tibetan, evidently. Ho would have been a Lama.
5 Catechism.
® The Capuchins at Lliasa in 1707-11 appear to have made already

a beginning of a grammar and a dictionary. Fr. Orazio della Penna may
have helped himself with Fr. DesideiPs work for his dictionary of about.

35,000 words, which still exists in the Bishop’s College Library, Calcutta.
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the devilish error of the traiisniigration of 8oiils.i May the
loving Jesus give me strength for it. 1 add to what I have said

that the Capuchin Fathers brought a fine present and a letter

of His Holiness for this King.- The present was almost
entirely lost with many other good things, and with some sum
of money the letter arrived, ^ and J translated it faithfully

into tliis language, and on the 4th ol December,*^ Fathers and I,

with some expense, we presented it with great sohannity to the

King wiio was highly jileased with such great

honour and he is making efforts to r(‘eover tlu' |>ri\sent

and the stolen goods. This is the news I can give from th(‘ end
of July to the present date.

From the middle of A}>ril until now
, that is tliese last 10

months, 1 have written II letters to the Father Kettor of

Agra and to the Father Provincial of (Joa, and i have not had
a single answer till now\ 1 left Portugal 4 ytaus agog and
during all that tinu' 1 have not had an\' Iett(M* fiom Europe.

Three years and thiee months ago. I started from Goa,^

and all that tinu^ not a singk‘ letter has reached me irom tin'

Superiors of Goa :
(if 370) which cannot but giv(‘ me anxit‘1y,

as I am new and entirely unprovided for in these }>arts, and to

promote the service of (hxl I hav(‘ been obligaal to run into much
expense; the money is almost at an (uid, and not a letter coiru's

for me. 1 do not know how things will g<». If. in this ptant,

things continue the same way, as it is impossihh* to liv«‘ on alms
here.^^^ 1 shall be ibrctal by and by to mak<‘ my way towards
the College of Agra and towards (ioa. 1 am cutting down my
extyemses as mucli as I < aii, and shall contima* to do so, lest tlu‘

1 Four of Fr. De^idfri’.s Ti>X‘taii MSS. are still in the posw's.'-ion of
th«* Society of Jesus, but their eonteuts have not h«'«‘n exaniiued yet hy
a Tibetan scholar. (CT. W'e.Hsels, 274-27J,)

2 The letter, dated January 6, 1714, is atnonj^ my ( ollec tion of mate-
rials for tlie history of tiie f’apuc4»iiis in 'rihet,

3 for the punctuation in Puini.
i Dec. 4, 171h.

()he al mcyjifior segno grmlx ttn si grand' onort,
^ The Rector of A^ra in Uk; Catalogue of Decemln'r 1710, is Fr.

Melchior dos Keys, wlio, wo know, was appointed in 17RI. and r<*a<4ied

Agra at the end of May 1714. Th*? next catalogue of Dei emlKn’ 17 IH

shows that Fr. Alvarus do Albaquerque hccamt^ Rector ia March 17 IH.

Fr. Melchior d(;s Keys appears, th(»nTore, to have bt*ea Rector at Agra
ht tweon the middlo of April 1717 and Fobr. 15, 1718.

7 On April 7, 1713.
« On Nov. 17 or 21, 1713.
^ H.e had njcoivtnl at h?ast two letters from the Provincial of Ooa

before he left Delhi for Tilnd in 1714, Since then, it is less surprisiug
that ho had received no kd-tf^rs. Fr. Froyre was pndmbly not back at
Agra till the second half of 1716. By w'ay of Patna and Nepal, wdiere
wer(3 the Capuchins, letters might have roa<‘hed Desideri already, at least
from Agra.

10 Like the Capuchins, Dosich^ri always nTiiwMl the money which
his Tibetan friends urged him to accept.
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blanie be mine; when we shall have nothing left to stint, he will

render an account to God for thus abandoning the Mission who
is responsible for it. T refuse to believe that the thing will

liappen; but, if ever it happens, from now I place my justification

in Your Paternity’s hands.

Let Your Paternit}^ ^Rueh and make the whole Company
pray much for wretched me, for the good success of this Mission
and the salvation of these poor souls. If all of you were here,

you would all of you weep all the time at the sight of the Devil’s

hard and palpable tyranny. One cannot relate all that in

writing
;
we should require for it a volume and more. I cast

myself at your feet and humbly ask your Blessing.

Lhassa, the 15th of February 1717.

Your Most Reverend Paternity’s

\^ery unworthy servant in Christ and subordinate,

Tppolito Desideri.

Every year ships leave the Port of S. Ualo in France for

Bengala and these Indies. It is the fastest route for answers.

10, Letter of Fr. Ippolito Desideri, S.J., to Fr. Felice of

Montecchio Capuchin, Patna (Takpo, March 12, 1718).

i

{P. 376) Very Reverend and dear Father,

I am informed from Goa 2 that, in November 1717, Mis-
sionaries of the Company mirst have been sent from there to

this Tibet, 3 and it seems to me that there is not time enough
for me to write to them at Agra. x\ccordingly, I make bold to

avail myself of Your Very Reverend Paternity’s well-known and
very special kindness, and to ask you humbly (P. 377) kindly to

remit to them the letter herewith, on their arrival at Patna.
I have no knowledge whatever of such Missionaries

;
hence,

I cannot guess whether, on their arrival at Patna, they are
likely to fulfil the duties they have contracted towards the
kindness of Your Most Reverend Paternities, ^ and whether

1 Cf. Puini, pj). 376-377. Letter taken from the Sommario of the
case between the Jesuits and Capuchins for priority in Tibet. Fr. Felice of
Montecchio was then the Prefect of the Capuchin Mission of Tibet. The
letter above shows that he resided at Patna, in Bihar.

2 It may have been by this letter that Desideri was appointed
Buperior of the Jesuit Mission of Tibet. Cf. his letter 14 (Lhasa, Dec. 21,

1719).
8 One of the first letters written by Desideri from Lhasa, after his

arrival there on March 18, 1716, would naturally have been to ask for

companions, chiefly as Fr. Freyre was not willing to stay. Some were
probably sent in November 1717. We do not Imow their names.

^ The meaning may be that he did not know them personally, or

did not know them yet by name.
6 Delle PP. loro M.M, PR.
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they are aware of the debts which, as Missionaries destinetl to-

this Tibet, they happen to have incurred by anticipation, con-

sidering the exquisite attentions whicli I have lutherto received

and continually receive from the most courteous and most
religious Charity of the Very Reverend Capuchin Missionary

Fathers, in particular of Your Very Reverend Paternity, who
with your innate kindness know how to compassionate so many
importunities of mine and of our Fathers of Indostan.^^

Whatever happens, I beg from now of Your Very Reverend
Paternity to be so good as to overlook their little knowledge and
complete inexperience, and to double the merit of your most
religious Charity by giving them a share in the favour of your
most prudent directions, especially as i*egards the journey. If, on
their arrival or before their departure for Nepal, the order should

have come from Rome that the Comj)any is to desist from
labouring in this Mission of Tibet ,

2

then, in case such an
order emanates who can give orders to the Company, that is

from the Sovereign Pontiff, befor(‘ whose commands I humbly
bow my head, I humbly beg of Your Very Reverend Paternity’s

prudence to see to it that the said Missionaries should not use-

lessly push further, but should return at once to Agra or await

my return at Patna. I hope Your Very Reverend Paternit>'

will excuse my great boldness and will honour me with your
most esteemed orders. Recommending myself to Your Holy
Sacrifices, I sign myself, as 1 am,

Takpo, from the Hospice of the Very Reverend (hpuchin
Fathers, the 12th of March 1718.*^

1 This indicates that by now Desideri and the Fathers of Agra had
often had recourse to the s(3rvices of Fr. FeJic^e of Mont(>echio at PatJia.

Letters from and to Desideri would naturally be addressed to him for

transmission.
2 In answer to the Prefect Fr. Dominico of Faiio’s letter sent to

Propaganda from Nepal before leaving for Tibet on August 4. 1716.
3 Takpo or Takpo-Khier is the Province where Desideri then was.

The Capuchin hospice was at Trong-gnde. (Wessels, ])p. 225, 251.

268, 269.) Fr. Wessels marks Takpo on his map, but not Trong-gndt .

The place is mentioned in Puini, p. 14, (whore it is spelt Trong-gnei).
It was 8 days from Lhasa. Desideri may have gone there to explort'

the country, and to escape from the political troubles which the victory
of the Giongars in December 1717 had led to. Puini writes that he went
there for greater safety. He adds (p. 65): ‘At Takpo-Kier, he continued
the study of other Buddhist books, and ahnost completed another work
of his in refutation of the errors of the 4’ibetan religion. The work was
divided into three parts: in the lirst, ho refuted the tloctrine of trans-

migration; in the second, “the chief error of the Tongj^agui” {sTong.pa,nyi )

;

in the third, he explained how to understand the Christian . doctrine

;

this last was in the form of a dialogue. This work “ was very well received
by the Lamas and the doctors, who read and examined it, and who came
in uurabijrs to read it again and study it together.

“
’ At p. XLIII, Puini

returns to the description of this M8. : ‘In the first (part) he refuted
the doctrine of transmigration; in the second, he refuted the Buddhist
doctrine which regards the world as non-existent, and teaches liberation
from all illusion; in the third, he expounded the principles of Christianity.’
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Your Most Reverend Paternity’s

Very humble, very devoted, and very obliged

servant,

Ippolito Desideri,

of the Company of Jesus.

Fr. Wessels writes: ‘His plan was to write in the Tibetan language
a refutation of the errors of their doctrine and a defence of the Catholic
religion. But he had hardly set to work when it was interrupted by a

violent catastrophe. The Tartars invaded the country. Lhasa was
taken and sacked, and on December 3 the king and his ministers were
murdered. Not thinking himself safe at Sera, Desideri retired to the

Province of Takpo-Khier at eight days’ journey from the Capital, where
he found time and opportimity to finish his book. His retirement lasted

till April 1721 with the exception of a few months (p. 225) at Lhasa.
In one of his visits to the Capital he gave his book to read to his former
teacher of Tibetan, one of the cleverest among the Lamas. It consisted

he tells us of three volumes. The first argued against the migration of

sOTils as taught by Buddhism, the second attacked the main error into

which the Tongba-gni falls, the denial of an Absolute Being {Ens a se).

Creator of the world, Itself uncreated. The third volume was construc-
tive and in the form of a dialogue gave an exposition of the Christian

do(‘trino.

‘The work caused a great stir and “my house suddenly became the
scene of inct'ssant comings and goings by all sorts of people, but chiefly

learned men and professors, who came from the monasteries and univer-
sities, especially from those of Sera and Bree-bung, the principal ones, to

apply for permission to see and read the book”
’ (pp. 224-225),

‘Desideri notes (MS. A. Bock I, ch. XV, p. 91) that he took the
book away with him when he left Tibet. I surmise it is the third of the
Tibetan MSS. mentioned by Wessels on page 275, but this must be left

for Tibetan scholars to settle. It consists of 704 pp. and bears the initial

date of June 23, 1718. The second of the above-mentioned MSS. dated
Dec. 8, 1717, must have been begmx immediately on his arrival at Takpo-
Khier. See p. ‘275.’ {Ibid., p. 225, n. 1.)

\Vt^ know that the first section on the transmigration of souls was
written in Italian in June-August 1716, and was campleted by Sept. 8,

1716, when Desideri began putting into Tibetan verse another Italian
treatise of his on the one way of salvation. (Puini, 372.) Wo know also
that he' intendeel in March 1717 or even earlier to begin a Catechism and
the translation of his Italian treatise on the transmigration of souls.
(Puini, 375.)

A Tibetan MS. of his (Wessels, 274, MS. 1) has the date July 1, 1717,
on the first page, and consists of 54 pp. This MS. already may be the
translation of his treatise on transmigration, or his Catechism.

Another Tibetan MS. of his (Wessels, 275, MS. 2) is dated on the first

page December 8, 1717, and on the last aio the words in Latin: The feast

of the Blessed Aloysius Gonzaga saw the , end of this treatise, 1718.
The last date is, therefore, June 21, 1718. The initial date of this MS.
could hardly have been written at Takpo, as Desideri was at Lhasa, in

the Sera monastery on Dec. 1, 1717, and apparently several days after,

and as the journey from Lhasa to Takpo took 8 days, and often as much as
a fortnight, according to the calculations of the Capuchins. I think
therefore that the second MS. was begun at Lhasa and was completed at
Takpo, where Desideri was by March 12, 1718,

A third Tibetan MS. by Desideri (Wessels, 275, MS. 3) bears the initial

date June 24, 171£. This MS. was clearly begmi at Takpo, where Desideri
was on August, 4, 1718. It is the largest MS., one of 704 oblong pages,
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About September, if God gives me life, I hope to return to

Lhasa. 1

I^etter of Fr. Ippolito Desideri, S.J., to Fr. Felice of Montec-
chio, Capuchin, Patna (Trong-gne, Aug. 4, 17] 8).

2

(P. 378) Very Reverend and very honoured Father,

On receiving, in the month of July last, the inestimable

honour of your Very RevertMid Paternity’s most excellent and
to me most pleasing letter, dated the 23rd of December 1717,2

I had for the first time the much longed-for consolation of

receiving the esteemed orders which you were pleased to iinyiart

to me.'^ Although I had for a long time wished with all my
heart and was eagerly wishing for the good fortune of com])lying

with your Very Reverend Patei'iiity’s orders, yet this time
T rejoice ex'trernely that I have not had even a remote* chance
of performing them.'"’ Your Very R(‘V(‘rend Paternity was
pleased to request me warmly that 1 should not fail to recommend
earnestly your Very Reverend Religious to the Fathers of Out*

Company in Pekin; for you add that you hava* heard that the

said Very Reverend Fathers will be conduc'ted to Pekin against

their wish.^ Not only, therefore, have 1 not executed th(*

33, 5X 18, 5 cm., and having 35 lines to the page. Tht^ first pap' photo-
graphically rf'produced in Wessels ’ hook shows that it is in Tii>etan

from th(! regularity of the <livisioiis within tlu* lines. We naturally think

that this is the work in three sections or volumes which the Lamas of
Lhasa came in such luirnbtirs to examine during a visit I)fsidt*ri to

Lhasa, the m<jre so as Fr. Desideri says he brought the MS. back to Kuropc*.

Dcjsideri was for some time; at Lhasa in 1719, aft(‘r whic'h ho returne*d to

Takpo.
A fourth MS. by Desideri in Tibetan (WciKsels, 27.5, Xo. 4) consists of

128 narrow strijis (33,5 X 13,5 ern,) with 7 linos to the page. It is undated
and appears to be* aisf» in verse, from the regularity of the divisions within
the lines. Might this bo a copy of the treatise* on the; one way of salvation

presented to King Ciughes-Khang on January 0. 1717? If it is, the
first page, also phot(jgraphicall\ r(*produ<‘ed by Fr. \V5‘ss<*1k. is hk(4\'

to contain the })o(;tical clodicatiou to tin; King, of which ho spe’aks in

Puini (p. 274).

Desideri’s doing.s at Takpo hardly appear in his writings, as made*
known to us by Puini and W(;ss«'l.s. The (/’apin hin at 'fakjio on March
12, 1718, was probably Fr. John Francis of Kossoruhroiu;, who in Jum*
1717 appears to have been at Takpej (Lette r 11).

1 We do not kruiw whether h<; returned to Lhasa about September
1718. All we can say is that ourkTtorof Aug. 4, 1718, is still from J’akpo;
our next one from his |>fm is from Lhasa, and is dated Dec. 21 ,

1719.

Cf. Puini, pp. 378-382. Letter from the Somnuirio of the (.‘use

between ihe^ Jesuits and La[>uchins for priority in Tibcd.
2 This letter had travelled very slowly, though it was the best

season of the year for travelling.
^ This may hav^e been Fr. Felice’s first l(*tter to Desideri, or his first

request for a serv ice.

The trouble to which Fr. Fcdice referrc'd has passed away.
A strange rc'ciuest, wdiieh can have l>©cn pr<.)mpted only by the*

Capuchin Fathers at Lhasa. The trfiuble arose in tlie fbeginning of’ June*
1717, and appears to have been over within thre<; days. The first day the
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orders sent me, but I make bold humbly and most urgently to

beseech Your Very Reverend Paternity kindly to wiite to some
correspondent of yours in Pekin and recommend to him my own
self, since T have been importuned much more strongly by the

Chinese than the Very Reverend Capuchin Fathers about being

conducted against my wish to that Metropolis. ^ The more
surely to obtain the favour of such a recommendation,2 Your
Very Reverend Paternity will pardon me if, in all sincerity,

without even the slightest alteration in the affair, and without
any the lemst admixture of passion, I subjoin here a most faith-

ful account of the affair, and if, in order to declare the truth

just as it is, corcnn Deo (before God) T am somewhat too minute
and prolix in my account.

In the beginning of May 1717, tliere arrived at Lhassa three

Ambassadors of high rank, a Vakil ^ and other officials sent

by the Em])eror of China to the late King of this Tibet, King

Ohhiese nrnbassadors insisted on Fr. Desideri’s going to Pekin and taking
service at the Emperor’s court; tlie next day. the Capuchins and Desideri
were importuned the same way; the next day the matter was referred to

Cinghes-Kliang, wlio asked tlie am])avSsadors to leave the P'athers in peace,

since they refused t(' go. Why should the Capuchins, after that, have
troubk'd Fr. Felice for obtaining from Desideri a letter of introduction
to th(‘ flesuits of Pt‘kin, unless ti\ey thought that Desideri alone would
not be eoTidueted to Pekin ? If they thought he too would be taken to

Pekin, there was no need of a letter of introduction; he would himself
be the host recommendation in their favour; if they tliought he would
be left at Lliasa, while they were tnk('ii to Pekin did they doubt he
would not recommend them to the Jesuits of Pekin ? Would he do at

Fr. Felice’s refpiest what he would not grant to the Prefect, Fr. Domenico,
at Lhasa ? Desideri answers what he considers wrong information given
by the Capuchins (.^f Lhasa, and his suspicions appear to fall, not on the
Prefect, but (vri Fr. Orazio della Perma, who in June 1717 was the only
other (’a]nieliin at Lhasa. In fact, one of the two spoke his mind clearly.

In what sense ? We are not told. Was the suspicion on Fr. Draziu’s

part that Desideri or the Jesuits of Pekin, t r both, had tried to get the
Gapiiehins away from Tibet, so as to remain sole masters of the field ?

We have no knowledge of letters of Desideri’s to China before June 1717.
Desideri refutes the suspicioiL^^, whichever tliey were, by saying he was
importuned more than the Capuchins. At the time of writing, and since

December 1717, when the Giengars took Lhasa, there could have been no
question any more for the Chinese ambassadors to take to Pekin, against
their wish, the Capnehins and Desideri. Did not the Chinese ambas-
sadors, who had helped in fortifying Lhasa against the Giongars, lose

their life in the attack on Lhasa? Fr. Felice’s letter of Dec. 23, 1717,

followed a letter from the Capuchins at Lhasa, who must have written
shortly after the affair. Fr. Desideri takes it as a thrust at himself,

rather than as a serious request. Fr. Felice could afford to be malicious,

since Desideri depended on his services at Patna to forward letters to and
from him.

1 In spite of the um'dmente, e con ogni efftcacia, 1 consider
Desideri’s request for a like service at Pekin only a disguised way of
paying off good Fr. Felice.

2 Desideri continues his malicious tone,
3 An attorney. One is surprised to hear this word from Lhasa, but

perhaps it was the best equivalent for one at Patna.
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Gingheskan, his very intimate correspondent and a relative of
his own Family. Owing to the bad water on the journey,
some Chinese servants of the x\mbassadors, troubled by humours
and beginnings of dropsy, had recourse to tlie \vvy Reverend
Father Prefect of the Capuchin Fathers, (P. 379) Father Dome-
nico of Fa no, who with indefatigable and indiscriminate Charity

exercises in Lhassa the medical profession. By the grac e of (hul

the treatment was su(‘cessful and piocurcHl relief to the sick

Chinese. By this means, from th(‘ end of May, the Chinese
servants knew the European Fathers, but the Ambassadors and
chief officials had not yet had the opportunity of a close accpiain-

tance. At that tiine, the Reverend Father Francesco Orazio
della Penna, the \dcar of the Hospice of the Capuchin Fathers
at Lhassa, and T were in a Convent of these gentile Tibcuan
Monks, studying this language and th(*ir books. ^ One day,
in the beginning of June 1717, the said Revcneiid Father Vicar

and T, tired of our continual study, went out of the (V>nv(nt

one evening for a short stroll. (Vuning back, we met not far

from the said Convent a Chine.se iVmba.ssador, acquainted with tlu^

language of this Tibet, and a retinue of his yx^ople. Th(‘

Ambassador stared at \is, scanned us from head to foot, and
asked us whether we wc‘re Europeans, of thost^ w ho ar(‘ at l\‘kin.

The answer was in the affirrnativi^. The Ambassador ask(‘d us

again what we were doing at Lha.ssa and when‘ we liv(‘d. Finally,

wffien we had arrived at the Convent and wislual to talo* leave*

of them, I begged the Ambassador for tlu* favo\ir of taking to

Pekin two letters of mine. He told me to wu'ite them and bring

them to his house, and he w’ould favour me with deliv(‘ring them
at thei!‘ address, f wrote the two letters, one for tin* Fatlu‘r

Provincial of the Province of Chhia,^ the otiier to Father
Ludovico Gonzaga.3 Two days lat(‘r. when 1 had gone to

remit the first via (copy) to the first Ambassador, the S(*cond

Ambassador, who lived in the same hous(\ stop[K*d me and
wanted the letters himself, as.siiring nu* that h(‘ wa»uld forward
them, I was called to audieiux* by the first Ambassador, who,
after much court(*sy, asked me how' many Euro|KainH we were at

Lhassa. I answered: three. He inquired my name, 1 said

my name was Ippolito Desideri, Jesuit. He wrote the name:
after which, he .said : And how^ are the others culled ? T answ(*red

that the first was called Father Domenico, ('apuehin; and tlu*

second, Father Francesco Orazio, ('apu(‘hin. He wrote these
two names as well. The Vakil then intervened and asked me
whetlH*!- wo would go to China. 1 .said clearly no, to wiiich he

1 Aeoordiijg to (p. 64), Dowideri lived at the Raino-eehc <*oiiv^ent
from Mareli 2r>, 1717, till the end of July,

2 Xame unknown t(» rne.
3 The oidy Taidovieo <'lonza>):a in A. Fraueo’n list is P{at(‘r) Ludovieus

<fonzap^a,’ an Italian, who (;ame out, a priest, vid Lisbon in 1706.
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replied that he would request us (to go). I replied that, instead
of that, I would ask (him) to recommend us to this King, to

\vhose Kingdom we had been sent and where we were living.

The supreme Chief, or Ambassador, promised to do so, and asked
me to write afresh the two letters for Pekin and bring them to

him, as he too wished (P. 380) to forward them. Back at the

Convent, 1 wrote the second via (copy) of both letters.

The next morning, very early, the very Reverend Father
Prefect sent to the Convent a note asking us whether we were
willing to accompany him on a visit to the two Chief Ambassa-
dors and the Vakil. We accepted, and went all three. On
arrival, we were at once conducted to see the Vakil, and the

other Officials, and the Chinese servants, who were ill, some
more, some less. The Very Reverend Father Prefect felt their

]>ulse, questioned each about his indisposition, and promised
to cac^h of them for the next day the medicine. After that,

Ave were admitted to audience by the first Ambassador. After

sundry compliments, he asked for our names. First he wrote
Father Ippolito Desideri, Jesuit; next, Father Domenico,
(Capuchin: next, Father Francesco Orazio, Capuchin; each one
of us ])ersonally helping him to his own name. Then, beginning

in the same order’, he asked what science ot’ art we know. I

answered that I knew no art and no science. ‘And what are

you doing in Lhassa ?
' he asked. 1 answered that I was stud\dng

the language and examining the books of the Tibetans. Within
the sj)ace for my name he wrote according to my ‘ answer. The
\'ery Reverend Father* Prefect answered he was a Doctor, which
was written in the space for his name. The Reverend Father

Vicar answered like myself, and his answer was recorded

alongside of his name. After that, the Very Reverend Capuchin
Fathers added that another Companion of theirs was at Takpo,
and tliat two others were on their way to Lhassa. The first

Ambassador again wrote their names: Father Gio. Francesco,

i

IJapuchin, Doctor; Fatlier Angelico,^ Capuchin, Doctor;
and Father Buonaventura,*^ Capuchin, applied to the study
of the language and of the books. He handed the vTiting to

the Vakil and sent us to the second Ambassador. This one
likewise asked us the same questions, wrote in the same strain.

1 It would ha\'o b 'on natural if the Capuchins had first named their

i*om])auion at Takpo. Accordingly, I think that Fr. John Francis of
Fossombrone was then at Takpo. He had arrived in Bengal with
Fr. Orazio della Penna on Sept. 1, 171J.

2 Fr. AngcJico of Brescia came to Bengal at the end of August 1715,

t ogether with Fr. Domenico of Faim, then back from Rome.
3 Fr. Buonaventura of Pedona arrived at Chandernagoro with

Fr. Angelico of Brescia, at the end of Aug. 1715. Had he been previously

ill Tibet, we should have heard of him as learning the Tibetan language
with Desideri and Fr. Orazio, which is not the ease. He may, therefore,

safely be regarded as on his way from Nepal to Lhasa in June 1717.
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called for a number of sick servants, dressed, went out with us

and the Vakil, and with the latter and the writing repaired to the

Edng’s palace. The Father Prefect went home, and the Fattier

Vicar and I returned to the Convent. We laugtied, the three

of us: for we imagined tlie Ambassadors were joking.

The next morning, the Wikil, a Tartar favourite of the King,

and a Tibetan went to the liouse, and, on finding the very

Reverend Father Prefect, they persisted asking whether lu‘ was
willing to go to the Court of Pekin, and they made him grand

promises, and the Tartar added that the King wished to know the

intentions of each Father, and that, if they wished to go,

would give them horses, beasts of burden, clotiu^s. iood, and
money, and servants up to Pekin, and that tliere the*}' would b(*

well treated. (P. 381) The Father Prefect ans\ver(‘d (‘inphatically

no. ‘And where are the two others C they asked. ‘They
are at the Convent,* he responded, ‘And. as for Fatlua* Fran-

cesco Orazio, Capuchin, he depends on me, and refust‘s/ They
added: ‘And Father Ippolito, Jesuit C ‘Que.'ition him,' he

replied, ‘and you will know.' The Very Reverend Father

Prefect came immediately to the Convent, and, on entering th(‘

place where the two of us were, studying: ‘Do you know%‘

said he, ‘that the Chinese are not joking ( Fot- me and Father
Viear the matter i.s already .settled: now tlu‘V in.sist on g(‘tting

at least the Jesuit, and they will be here ])n‘sently tor that.'

Arrived the V’akil, the Tartar and the Tib<‘tan: tlu‘V fought

me stubbornly to t*xtoit my consent; they insist< d and held

out great promises, and 1 defended mys(‘ll’ with dilf(T(*nt reasons;

at the end I asked what need they had to tak<‘ me tlaue. Tlu'

Vakil answered clearly, so as to be heard by all wIjo had ears,

w^hat he said the previous morning, when th(i Viu v Reverimd
Father Prefect felt his pulse: ‘He had b(‘(‘n running u|) and down
for ten years, on behalf of Amiiilakhang (as they call llu* Emperor
of China), to Moseovy, to Kasokar, to Tartary, to Tibet and
other parts, and from the first day he had been ordered by
Amullakhang to bring to Pekin, at wliatevtu* exj)ens(‘, the Euro-
peans, professing sciences or arts, w hom he might meet anyw here.’

Finally, the Tartar decided to take us all three to the King’s
Palace, that the King himself might decide, on hearing our
intentions. The King made us most courteous and royal offers

for the journey, and reassured us, to know our w ill
;
and, hearing

that we all persisted in our refusal, lie decided thus: ‘It was
not just’, he said, ‘to force us against our will, and we could
remain quietly in his Kingdom,’ which decision extinguished
the heated efforts of the Chinese.

1 have now^ given very minutely an account of whatever
happened, and I declare myself quite ready to eonfirm on oath
all this, as I have here related, before Your Very Reveiend
Paternity, before anyone who might have been informcHi other-
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wise than I have written, before Your Very Reverend Father
Procurator General, before His Eminence the Loid Cardinal

Sagripanti, and before His Holiness. 1 now beseech Your Very
Reverend Paternity to excuse me if, in all candour, I expose
to you confidentially a suspicion of mine. On reading Your
Very Reverend Paternity’s above-recited orders, 1 have suspected

that, not from any bad intention, no, but because you had not

been fully informed by the other side, you wished rather, unde:

otherwise polite expressions, to give me the unmerited mortifi-

cation of politely and covertly pricking me than (P. 382) of

honouring me with Your most welcome and most revered orders.

Such a suspicion is not without foundation, because each one
of the members of your Mission, the Superior excepted, has

too warmly and too openR come out \Aith it. But time, which
clears up all things, will, 1 hope, make known authoritatively

and justly, whenever necessary, truth and innocence. Pardon
my too great candour and excuse the trouble whicli I rightly

take to defend, if not my own reputation, at least that of my
Religion, which, from my experience of 18 years, always and
everywhere makes it her rule to profess respect, dependence
and veneration for the most Illustrious and most Venerated
Religion of the Capuchin Fathers, which it specially singles out

among all the other Religions.

In conclusion, if this time T have not had occasion to obey
you, I hope at least that Your Very Reverend Paternity’s inborn

kindness will not fail to employ me with other commands in

your most esteemed service. Humbly begging you once more
(as I have done in other letters) that, in case Fathers of the

Company, sent to this Mission, should pass, you would deign

to help them and favour them Avith your most loving protection

and timely directions, and recommending myself too to your
devout and holy Prayei s, I humbly kiss your sacred hands, and
with every respect, call myself

Trong-gne, from the Hospice of the \hry Reverend Capuchin
Fathers, the 4th of August 1718.^

l our Very Reverend Paternity's

Very devoted, very humble and much
obliged Servant,

Ippolito Desideri,

of the Company of Jesus.

^ Evidently, no letters had yet reached telling Desideri that the
Mission was to be left to the Capuchins; it is strange, however, that
Desideri asks Er. Eelice to lielp the Jesuits, if any come to Tibet, to come
through, instead of repeating the warning of March 12, 1718, of sending
them back, in case the Tibet Mission is assigned exclusively to the Capu-
chins.
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12. Decree of the Sacred Congregation of Proy)agarida to

the General of the Societv of Jesus for recalling his subjects from
Tibet (12. 12. 1718).

Dtc ret um Sacra e Congrega -

fionis. Generalis de Propagan-
da fide die 12 decernbris 1718.

Referente Eminent issimo et

Reverendissimo Domino, Car-

dinali Franclsco Barberino,

Sacra Congrega tio, inhaerendo
ac confirmando Decieta alias

edita sub diebus 15 januarii

1656, 28. Aprilis 1698, prima
Martii et 20 Septembris su per-

iods anni 1717, statuit, et

mandavit serio, at (pie distri(‘te

injungit, ac pi'at*cipit Pati*i

Praeposito Generali Societal is

Jesus, lit juxta ejusmodi Dec-

reta omnino. (limit tat Mission-

es in Regnis Tibet i, utpote

P.P. Capucinis I tabs diu jam
assignats; atcpie inde, qua-

cunique dilatione, tei-ui vei-

.satione, ac rnora sublata

revocet, ac remov('at suos Rcii-

giosos, qui ad eas excolendas

Missiones ineonsiilta Sacra
Congiegatione, irno, (‘t contra,

ejjus Dccreta se contulerunt.

Decree of the General Sacred

Congregation of the Propagation

of the Faith, the 12th of Dec-

ember 1718.

On the repor-t ol‘ the Most
Eminent and Most Reverend
Loi'd, Cardinal Francis Bar-

berini, the Sacred (V)ngrega-

tion, adhering to and confirm-

ing the Decrees already pub-

lished on the 15tli of January
]65f),^ the 29th of April

169S,‘^ the 1st of March and
the 2oth of S(q)tend)er of last

year 1717,'^ dta ided, and C'ar’n-

estly ordered, and strictly en-

joins and ordains that, in

kcaqring v\ ith these D(M‘r(‘es, t he

Farther Provost Getaual of the

Society of d(\sus giv(‘ up al-

together the Missions in the

Kingdoms of 'Fibid, these ha.v-

ing betui assignt‘d alnsidy long

before to the Italian ('apuciiin

Fathers; and tliat without any
deferring, t(‘rgiv<‘rsalion and
delay he recall th(‘UC(^ and
remove his Religious, wlio with-

out (‘onsrdting tiu^ Sacrxal ('on-

grvgatiori, nay, ('ven against

1 This is the d(3cree referred to by ]J(‘.sideri in letter <) as )ui\ iug

b(‘eii spoken of by Fr. Dojiieiiico of Kano to hijnself at Lhasa, shortly
after the arrival of the Cajmehins on 0('t, 1, 1716. It was not shown to
Desideri. All Desideri rennanbered on February lo, 1717, was that it

was mort‘ than 00 years old, and forbade ‘eveai t(» the Fathers of the

Society’ to go to Missions where Missionaries f)f another Keligious Order,
sent by thc^ Pnjpaganda, were already established.

2 The date should bo l6hH, as appears from our next document. This
decree could have nothing to do with Tilxit in particular; it may have
reiterated the decn^e f)f January 15, 1656.

3 These two decrees may hav'^e answ<‘red Fr. Domenico of Fano’s
letter written to Propaganda from Nepal, Iwfore proceeding to Lhasa on
Aug. 4, 1716. It is, however, dillicult to understand that a letttjr from
Ne})al written, say in May or June 1716, by which time. Fr. Froyro may
have appeared in Nepal, eoukl have reached Romo by March 1, 1717.
Jly Dee. 21, 1719, the (kipinrhins may have had kiu^wledge of the two
decrees of 1717. Cf. Lettfjr 14.
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its Decrees,^ went to caltivate

those Missions.

Datum Eomae die et anno, Given at Rome, on the day
(|nihiis suyaa. and year as above.

^

13. Letter of the Gcmeral of the Society of Jesus recalling

Fr. ]p])olito Desideri from Tibet (Rome, 16. 1. 1719).

Admodum Reverende Pater Wry Reverend Father in

in Ghristo. Ghrist.

Pax Christi. The Peace of Christ.

Jam anno elapso P. Provin- Already last year, 1 wrote
ciali Goae sci‘ij)si, ut V. R. e to the Father Provincial at

Missionibus Tibeti revocaret, Cloa, telling him to recall Your
cum mild ita a Sacra CV)ngrega- Reverence from tlie Missions

tione de Propaganda fide fuerit of Tibet, as I liave been ordered

ordinatuin ex eo, quod ]\fis- to do so by the Sacred Con-
siones utTiusqiie. Regni Ti])eti gregation of the Propagation
PP. Ca])ucinis cum exclusione of the Faith, because the

cuius(*um(|ue alterius Rehgio- Missions of tlie two Kingdoms
ids fuerint concreditae. Re- of Tibet ^ were entrusted to the

1 Tiie words; * Nay, even against its Decrees' were a hard blow for

lhc‘ (Jeiun’al and Desid(‘ri. D<*sideri regarded them as an nnmerited
rebulv(\ calling f(;r jnstilication. If the decrees of IGob and 1698 were
\ iolat(a], it was not, it apiH'ars to ns, until Freyre and Desideri, after
])assing tljrough the first and second Tibets, crossed into the third on
S(^])t. 7. I Tie, knowing the Ca]nichins had betai there anci thinking they
wen' yet or might yt't be there. P'or crossing the border, tlien' was the
('xcnse of going to reo])en the Tibet Mission of de Andrada, and for Freyre
his st'cking an easit'r route hack to Mogor. Could the mere fact of travel-

ling through the third 'Tibet u}) to Lhasa, chiefly in tlie absence of the
Capuchins. Ix' construed into a violation of the decree ‘if Whei; Desideri

and th(‘ ('aput'liins found theinsc'hes togc'ther at Lliasa on Of't. 1, 1716,
and a few days later Desideri heard of the decree of IGoG, he wisely
interposed an a])peal to the 8(>vereign Pontiff and the Pro])aganda in

February 1717, having between April 1716 and P'ebr, 1717 written many
letters to his Superiors. Had Propaganda itself, creatt'd in 1622, remem-
bered sufficiently what the Jesuits had done in Tibet since 1624, wdieii in

1703 and 1704 it assigned Tibet to the Capuchins ?

^ Cf. Launay (11. 378), referring to Bullariinn C'ap if cfnortf tii, t. VII,

p. 254.
3 Probably, not in answer to the decree of Propaganda of Dec. 12,

1718, but of March 1, 1717, and September 20, 1717.

The two Tibets mentioned liere must mean Ladakh (or Great
Tib(*t) and what we now call Tibet par excellence, wdth capital at Lhasa.
Tlie (General spt'aks of a letter received from Desideri. This must be his

letter from Lliasa, Ft'br. 15, 1717, in which how^ever there is question

only of ‘this Thibet,’ the Tibet of Lhasa. Another letter received by
1718 apj)ears to have been that from Leh, Aug. 5, 1715, which ])robably

was sent off from Lhasa thrcaigh Fr. Freyre after March 18, 1716. In
that letter three Tibets ain^ mentioned: lattle Tibet (Baltistan), Great
Tibet (Ladakh), and the third Tibet of Lhasa and the Capuchins, also

called (Jreat Tibet win that letter Desideri expresses doubts only for the
two Tibets of Ladakh and Lhasa.
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petii et inculcavi liaec eadein

mea. jiisa hoe anno turn dieto

P. Provineiali, turn R. in

ineis levsponvsoriis ad 8uas, Lis-

bonam jam missis, quatemis
inde per \dam ordiiiariam iiaviu

m Goae isthuc dirigerentui*.

Quantumvis de pi'ompta

hujiis meae dispositionis ex-

ecutione dubitari non possit,

nihiiominiis ex iioa^") Illiistris-

simi D. Seeretarii Gon^rega-

tionis de Propaganda hde im-

piilsu, renovo hisee meis, quae
per aliam viam ad R. Y. <liri-

gimtiir, eumdem meum ordi-

nem, cum plui imum me urgeat

execiitio jussuum Hacrae Con-
gu’egationis, praescutim ob
Deereta J5 tfanuarii 1665, at

28 AjDrilis 1698, emanata, qui-

bus eavetur, ne ullus in loeis,

aliis Religionibiis ])ro Missioni-

bus assigiiatis, novam Mission-

em absque expressa Raerae

Congregationis lieenlia fundet.

Quando R.V. dedi lieentiam

se transferendi ad Regna Tibe-

ti, assigiiatio haec Missionum
Tibeti facta a Sacra Congrega-
tione Gapueinis nota niilii non
erat: imo a me fuit. supposi-

turn, quod, cum dicta Missio

fuerit a nostris Patribus. fun-

('apuciiin Fathers, to the ex-

clusion of any other Religious

Order. Tliis year, 1 liave re-

peated and urgeal tliese my
same orders to the said Fr.

Provincial, and to Your Re-

verence in my answers to 3a)ur

letter (letters G ^ which I sent

to Tdsbon,‘^ to be taken thence

by the oi’dinary l(aIte of the

Goa ships.

3

Thougli there can be no
doubt regarding tlu* prompt
execution of this my disposi-

tion, yet, owing to a new
urging on the pari of tht* Most
Illustrious I.ord S(M‘retarv of

the Gongregation of the Pro-

pagation of the Faith,'* 1

renew' my same oi'der* fry this

letter, which is sent to \'our

Revtuence by another* route,

as ! am gi’eatly bound to exe-

cute the order’s of the Sacred

Congi’cgation. chiefly btH'ause

of the Decrees passed on the

loth of January, Hi6o,‘'> and
the 28th Apr il 1698,^ by which

it is forhiddeii to anyone to

establish, without the express

leave of the Sacrtal (V)ngr(\ga-

tion, a iuw\ Mission in places as-

signed as missions to other

Religious Orrhas. When 1 al-

lowed Your R(*ver'(‘nce to go to

the Kingdoms of Tibet, 1 did

not know that th(‘ Missions of

Tibet had been thus assigned

1 DcHidcri, who knew that his letter of Lhasa, Fohr. 15, 1717, had
been received in Korne in 1718, thought the (Jeiieral aliitdecl to it in this
letter of his (Of. Letter 15); but more than one letter may be meant in

the Latin: in meis responsoriis ad mias^ where it is not elcfar whether
aims refers to an understood episioha or literaa,

2 Not received by iJesideri.
3 8o then, tlu; (General repeated his ordtjrs between Jan. 1 and Jan.

16, 1719, by the Lisbon-Goa route, apparently in answer to the de(;reo
of Dec. 12, 1718.

^
Th(* new urging should then have been later than Dec. 12, 1718.

^ Jan. 15, 1656, in our prevkms document. *
® April 29, 1798 (Read; 1698) in our previous document.
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data, et ab iis usque ad an-

num 1650, quo ob persecu-

tionem fueruiit ejecti, culta, ab
aliis non amplius fuerit re-

apcrta; bine R. V. novam hanc
dispositionem, a novis notitiis

a Sacra Congregatione receptis

provenientem non niiretiir, et

hisce meis receptis illico de
ista Missione discedere dispo-

nat, cum merito, quod Earn
coi ain Deo ob itei- tarn arduum
in se susceptum, et j)er cogni-

tionem. nostrae S. Eidei cum
solidis principiis et tanto zelo

in memorato Regno promotam
acquisivisse confidimus, cui

sollicitam obedientiam Suae
Diviiiae Majestati acceptiorem
quam si omnia ilia Regna ad
sedem veram converteret, adju-

ngat, et statim me de execu-
tione. hiijus meae dispositio-

nis informet, qui me S.S.

Sacrificiis et orationibus suis

commendo.

to the Capuchins by the Sacred
Congregation; ^ nay I supposed
that, as the said Mission had
been founded by our Fathers
and had been cultivated by
them till the year 1650, when
they were expelled on account
of persecution, it had not been
reopened any more by others

;

^

accordingh^ let not Your Re-
verence be surprised at this

new^ disposition caused by new
informations received by the

Sacred Congregation, and, on
receipt of this my letter, pre-

pare to leave that Mission at

once, with the merit which we
trust Your Reverence gained
before God by undertaking so

arduous a journey and by
promoting wdtli solid begin-

nings and so much zeal in the
said Kingdom the know^ledge

of our Holy Faith. Add to it

exact obedience to His Divine
Majesty, wiiich will be more
pleasing than if you were to

convert all those Kingdoms to

the true Faith,^ and inform me

1 He allowed in 1712, as appears from Letter 15. Difficult as it

is to exf)lain how the General did not know yet in 1712 that Tibet had been
assigned to the Capuchins in 1703 and 1704, that they had been sent to
Tibet in 1704, and had entered it in 1707, we have his word for it, and a
reason is given. Fr. Tarnburini was GeneraJ from Jan. 3, 1706, only,
to Febr. 28, 1730. Desideri in his letter of Kutti, Sept. 21, 1721, tells

him how the Capuchins, sent by Propaganda, entered Tibet in 1708 (sic)

and left it in 1711. On Jan, 16, 1719, the General knew from Desideri ’s

letter of Febr. 15, 1717, that the Capuchins had re-appeared at Lhasa
on Oct. 1, 1716, In 1714 he must have learned that the Capuchins had
left Tibet in 1711 ; for Fr. Domenico of Fano appeared that year at Borne,
asking for men and money to re-open the Tibet Mission, and bringing a
letter of recommendation to the Procurator General of the Jesuits from
Fr. Vautrain Baudre, S.J., of Chandernagore, and from Fr, Ory, S.J.,

Procurator at Paris, whose letter is dated Jan. 2, 1714. (Cf. L. Besse,

S.J., in Revue historique de V Inde francaise^ Vol. 2 (1918), p. 181.)

2 The exact date when the Tsaparang Mission was given up remains
to be ascertained. Efforts to re-enter it were made in 1040, and Brother
Marques was a prisoner at Tsaparang in 1641 and we do not know when
he was released or whether he was released at all. (Wessels, 88.)

3 The Latin should apparently give: ad veram Jldem, the more so as

/ and s (when nbt final) looked almost the same in writing and printing.

Launay also translates by : d Za vraie Foi (I. 34).
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Romae, 16 januarii 1719.

Servus in Christo

Michuel Angelus Tambiirinas.

at once of the exe(,*ution of

this my disposition. I com-
mend myself to your ^ Holy
Sacrifices and prayers,

Rome, tlie 16tli of January
1719.

Your Servant in Christ,

Michael Angel Tambarlni.

14. Letter of Fr. Ippolito Desideri, 8.J., to tlie Ciuieral of

the Society of Jesus (Lhasa, 21 Dec., 1719).

(From documents in the possession of the Society of Jesus

:

Goana Epist, 1569-1742 (Goa. 9).)

t

Our Very Reverend Father
in Christ.

Molto R. do in X. po P.re X.ro,

P.C. CCCX\JLa.

Avendo frainteso, che la S.

C. di Prop.a ad instanza do’

P.ri Cappucciui voglia dis-

cacciar la Comp,a da q.te

Missioni, eousiderata la (;osa

nel Sig.re, ex vi dll’ avermi
il P. Pro.le di Goa gia addos-

sato il carico di Sup, re di

c.ta Miss.e, mi sorio stirnato in

coseienza graveni.te obbligato

ad Appellare alia 8.C. di Prop.a
ed al Som. Pont.e, e a umilm.
te dimandar si a q.to, come a

q.lla, che espre.ssam.te,e p.me-
zzo dlla P.V.M.R.mi faeciano

giungere ordine di portarrni a

Roma p.esporre la verita, li

legitimi Jus, e ragioni dlla

Comp.a.Accludo qui il fogiio

dir Appello, il di cui med.mo
teno re invio parim, te a Rua
Santita. Cosi hd giudieato in

The Peace of Christ.

Having understood ^ that the

Sa(‘red Congregation of Propa-
ganda, at the request of the

Capuchin Fathers, wished to

expel the Company from thes(‘

Missions, 1, having considered

the matter in the Lord, oi\ the

strength that the Father Pro-

vincial has already laid on me
the charge of Supi‘rior of

this Mission, have considered

myself seriously obliged to

iVppeal to tin* Sacred C^ongre-

gation of Propaganda and the

Suf)reme Pontiff, and humbly
to ask botli the latter and the

former that they send mo
expressly and through Your“

Very Reverenfl Pa-tc^rnity tlie

order of b(daking myself to

Ronnq to expose the truth, the
lawful rights, and the reasons

1 Tuis in Latin, instead of stiis ?

2 Frantemlere is translatcKl in the di<itif>nari(?.s by to under.ntfifui ill.

Probably Desideri means: ‘having unci<^rHtood more or less.’ The
Capuchins had not shown him the decree of Propaganda of Dec. 12, 1718;
it does not seem te have reached them till January 1721, but they may
have let Desideri understand that they knew it was preparing. Besides,
there was a decree of March I, 1717, and of Sept. 20, 1717.
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coscienza esser’ io obbligato

a URiilm. te reclarnare, constan-

domi con evidenza che la

Comp.a e apertissirnam.te a

torto aggravata con Informa-
zioni non giuste, e in tiitta la

Comp.a nessuno ha I’evidenza

che io ho sopra di cio.

Se in cid ho fatto bene, hd
scarieato la mia coscienza.

Se hd fatto male, non e stato

malizia di volonta, ma errore

d’liitelletto, e p.cid condo-
nabile. Cid non ostante, se

la P.S.M.R. giiidica, aver’ io

fatto male, mi sottopongo a

tutti qiielli gastighi che le

pia(*era di darmi. In tanto

supplico di nuovo la P.S.M.R.

dlla grazia tante vol te con
altre mie lettere chiestale, che

si degni di mandarin i espresso

as soluto ordine di portarmi
speditam.te a Roma, dove se

piacer^ a Dio di condiirmi, e

se aveid la soi*te di bnttarnii a’

piedi dlla P.S.M.R., e a voce
dichiaiar tiitto q.llo, che
m’occorre, sp.o mi comandera
ella med.ma di liberam.te par-

lare, e pugnare 'pro Jvstitid;

e p.la riputazione dlla Comp.a,
le di cui ragioni ignorandosi,

e sapendosi il discacciamento,

e misero esilio, si pud dal

Mondo sinistram.te di essa

giudicare.

Si degni pregare, e far pre-

gare con tutto fervore il Sig.

re p. il biioii sCiccesso di tali

of the Company. I include

here the leaf of the Appello

(I appeal), the same tenor of

which I send likewise to His
Holiness. Thus have I judged
in conscience that I am obliged

to protest humbly, as it is to

me clear to evidence that the

Company is very plainly bur-

dened wrongly with informa-

tions that are not just, and in

the whole Company no one has

the evidence which I have
thereon.

If in this I have acted well,

I have discharged my con-

science. If J have acted wrong-

ly, it has not been ill will, but

error of judgment, and there-

fore is pardonable. This not-

withstanding, if your Very
Reverend Paternity judges
that I have done wrong, I

submit to all the punishments
which it v ill please you to give

me. Meanwhile, I again be-

seech Your Very Reverend
Paternity for the favour I

have so often asked you in my
other letters, that you deign

to send me an express and
absolute order to come quickly

to Rome, where, if it shall

please God to bring me, and if

I have the good luck of casting

myself at the feet of Yoiu’

Very Reverend Paternity, and
to say orallj^ whatever occurs

to me, I ho})e you yourself will

order me to speak freely and to

fight pro Justitid (for Justice),

and for the reputation of the

Company, whose reasons not

knowing, and knowing of the
expulsion, and wretched exile,

the World may judge her ill.

Deign to pray and to cause

to pray with all fervour to the
Lord for the good success of
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miei Appelli, e p. me, che di

tutto cuore mi racc.o alii suoi

8S. Sacr.i, e umilm.te dimando
la sua Pateriia Benediz.e.

D.P.V.M.R,

Lhasa, nel Tibet 21. X’ bre

1719.

In caso die la P.S.M.P
.
giudi-

casse che coressero gli Appelli

umilm.te la .supplico ad inter-

porre le sue raecomandazioni,

a tiitti q.lli 8ig.ri Cardiiiali, e

altri, che giudichi, si in Prop.a,

come appresso Sua Sant ita

poter essere favorevoli, e con
calore pierliar rimpegno. Zeli,

p. q.te povere anime in estremo
bisognosiss.e, e Iddio X.ro

Sig.re le dara un gran premio
nel Paradiso,

Ind.mo e ^liniino Servo, e

Suddito,

IppoJ ito Des icJerj

.

{Endorsement made in Rome.)

Goana 1719.

Lhasa Thibet ti 21 Decern.

P. Hyppolitus Desiderii.

Post decretum S.Cong. quo
obligatus a Thibetto exire,

ductus conscientia rogat P.V.m
enixissime, ut eum evocet Ro-
mam, quia sic agitiir de causa
Dei, nec per literas quae hal>et

potest plene edocere, et ideo
interponit Apellationern ad 8.

these my Appeals, and for me,
who with all my heart com-
mend myself to Your Holy
Sacrifices, and humbly crave
your Fatherly Blessing.

Your \ery Reverend Pater-

nity’s,

Lhasa, in Tibet,

21st December, 1719.

In case Your \’ery Reverend
Paternity should judge that

the Appeals ^ should run their

course, I humbly beg to you
to interpose your (‘ommenda-
tions with all the Lords Car-

dinals, and others, who you
may judge can be favourable,

both in Pro[)agan{la and before

His Holiness, and can warmly
do the ntHidful. Please bestir

yourself zealously for these

poor souls who are extnnnely
in need, and God Our Lord
wall give you a great reward in

Paradise.

Most unworthy and f/east

Servant and Subject,

Ippolito Desideri.

{Endorsement made in Rome.)

Goan things, 1719.

Lhasa of Tibet,

21st December.

Fr. Hyppolitus Desideri.

After the. decree of the

Sacred Congregation, by which

he was obliged to leave Tibet,

his conscience prompting, he
asks Your Paternity most
earnestly to call him to Rome,
because God’s cause is here at

stake, and he cannot by letters

1 The two appeals to the Pope and to tlie Propaganda reached
Rome, as we see in the endorsement below.
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Sedem, et a Sanct. Sua petit,

ut eum jubeat Romam usq;

proficisci. Ciijus copiam his

accludit, quemadmodum quae
scribit ad Sacr. Cong.

;
petit

qdsi R.V. ita judicet, promo-
veri faciat ejus causam coram
Sacr. Cong, saltern secreto.

Rs. Jan. 1723.

fully say the things he has;

and therefore he makes Appeal
to the Holy See and asks of His
Holiness to order him to go
to Rome. A copy hereof he
includes in his letter, as also

what he writes to the Sacred
Congregation. He asks that,

if Your Paternity judges pro-

per, you should promote his

cause before the Sacred Con-
gregation, at least secretly.

Answered; January 1723.1

1 The answer of January 1723 must have called Desideri to Kome;
fur why did he leave Delhi, i.e., the Mogor Mission, for Patna in 1725,

leaving Patna for Pondicherry on Nov. 21, 1725 ? He may have been
commissioned at the same time to bring to Rome the process for the
T>t>atihcatiun of Blessed John de Britto. Collecting the necessary papers
would have filled the time between his arrival at Pondicherry (Jan. 10,

1720) and his departure thence (Jan. 21, 1727).

I camiut say when Desideri returned to Takpo. We find him there
on Sept. 28, 1720 (Puini, 355), as we shall see in Section 19. By that
time his companion, when he resided at Trong-gne, in the hospice of the
C'apuehins, must have been Fr. Giuseppe Felice of Morro di Jesi; for,

when on April 4, 1721, Desideri left Takpo for Lhasa and Nepal, Fr.

Giuseppe Felice was his companion betw^een Lhasa and Kuti (Puini,

82. 87) and the two must have been a considerable time together if both
worked at Trong-gne at the translation of the Lam-rim-ccea, (Wessels,

p. 225.) ‘The Relation alludes to the translation of one or two books
by Urgyan-pa, the first apostle of Buddiiism in Tibet, and chiefly to the
translation of a text wherein the doctrines of Lamaism are briefly exposed
“with adiuirable method, exact compendiousiiess and singular talent.”

In fact Desideri asserts having made the translation of tiiis “great and very
useful book,” for the instruction of the Capuchins Father Giusepj)e Felice
of Morro di lesi, the latter wTiting and he dictating. But, in another
j)art of his yolume, which he wrote while at Rome, he regrets missing a
text translated from the Tibetan, which would offer useful exercise to
the Missionaries; and he adds: “It would be w^ell, to know all the cliief

errors of the Tibetans, to procure here (at Rome) the translation of the
Lam.ri^i.chhenJba^ or at least the same in the Tibetan language: in that
case, if it pleased God to give me life, and I were ordered so, I offer myself
to make exactly the translation for the utility of that Mission.” ’ (Puini,

p. XLIII.) ‘This book, entitled Lam,rinxhhen,ba, “The precious Doc-
trine ”, is attributed to Tsongkliapa, the reformer of Lamaism, and the
founder of the orthodox Church, now prevailing. Lam meaning ** way ”,

has also, like the Cliinese word Too (road, way), the meaning of doctrine
science.’ (Note by Puini, p. XLIII n. 2.)

Desideri may have left liis translation of the LanKrm,chhen,ba with
the Capuchins at Lhasa. We find that Fr. Orazio della Penna ascribes
to himself in 1737 the translation of the Lam.rim.Cembo, or the three great
ways leading to perfection, and of two other works: the Chiapsa-Drovd
and the Sozor-Tharbe-do, Copies of these translations may perhaps be
found yet in the Library of Propaganda or in the Archives of the Capuchin
Order at Rome. •
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15. Letter of Fr. Ippolito Desideri, S.J., to the General

of the Society of Jesus Eome (Kuti, Tibet, 21 Sept., 1721).

(From documents in the possc'ssion of the Society of Jesus:

Goana Epist, 1569-1742 {Goa, 9).)

t t

Molto R.do in X.po P.re Our Very Keverend Father

N.ro Gn.le, General in Christ,

i

P.C. The Peace of Christ.

Nel Genn.o di q.to 1721.

ricevei una Piveiitiss.a della

P.S.M.R., in data dell Genn.o
dell 1719, e dalla S.C. di Prop.

a

trasmessami p. mezzo de* P.ri

Cappueeini. Come fiylio di

Obbedienza risolvei subito di

eseguiie li suoi comandi, e di

laseiar q.ta Missione. Allora

li torbidi dl Regno, e li gran

freddi non mi p.misero il

pormi subito in cammino, ma a’

4. di Aprile di quest anno
1721. partij da Takpo, dove
mi trovavo. A’ 14. di A])rile

arrivai a Lhasa, dove il M.R.P.
Prefetto de’ P.ri Cappueeini di

q.ta IVlissione mi present d un
decreto dlla Sac. C’oiig. di

Prop, a, ehe (se mal non mi
rieordo) finisee con q.tt^ ])arole

=Imm6 contra Decretd ejasde

Ccmgjns,

In January of this year 1721

,

I received a ^Tost Revtaend
letter fiom Your Xdry R(‘vt‘r-

end Paternity, dated in Janu-

ary 1719,2 and transmitt(*d

to me by the Saeied Congrega-

tion of Propaganda through

the Capucliin Fathers. .\s son

of ObefHence, 1 determined at

once, to execute youi' orders

and to leave t his Mission. Th(‘

troubled stat(‘ of the Kingdom ^

and the cold s(*ason did not

then alknv me to set out at

once: but, on th(^ 4th of April

of this year 1721, 1 left Takpo
where 1 \vas.‘^ On llu* 14th

of A])ril. 1 arrived at Lhasa,

where the Very H<‘V('rend

Father Prefect of the Capuchin
Fathers of this Mission })re-

sented to me a decree* of the

Sacr(‘d Congregaliou ol Ihopa-

ganda,''* Avhi(‘h (unless 1 rc-

1 This letter appears to be written mi thin Tibet p{i}>er. It ceverH
one oblong page, the rotograph of which inc*asures, 1 1 inches. Desi-
deri mu.st have been badly off jiaper at Knti ; fur, thougJi In' generally
u.sed a fine bold handwriting, he managed O) (‘Cfri press S2 lirif's within tlie

space of inehes. The writing, cxtreriK.'ly small and ci(»se, is howevi r

quite legible, except for a space of 14 lines, where the endorsenu'nt,
written at Rome on the back of the pajior, shows through un the reetu.

2 January IG, 1719,
3 Tile Chinese had taken possession of Lhasa in Oct. 1720, and kilh'd

as many Giongars as they could find. On the journey trom.Lhasa to
Kuti (April 28—May 1721 ) Desideri and the Ciipuehin Father were oblige d
to choose the Cxyantse road, and to avoid the road to ISliigatze, owing to
the disturbances which were still rife on that side. (Puini, 82.)

^ Fr. Giuseppe Felice of Morro di Jesi afipt ars to have come away
also on that occasion, after which Trong-gned in Takpo Khier Bcems
never to have been occupied again.

s The decree of Dec. 12, 1718, ends thus: /mo, ct contra ejus DecreUi^
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P.re N.ro M.to R.do, Iddio

p.mezzo di 8. Ignazio ci co-

mandji, die siaino pronti a
ricevere anche con gusto in-

giiirie, caliinnie, e quanto il

mondo ha in orrore; e vero;

ma e altresi vero die Dio ha
eletto la Com]),a p. instro-

menlo dlla sua gloria, e della

salute dll ’anirne; e p.do vuole

dK‘ ella procuri di rendersi

tale; Ida (‘Ome sara riconos-

ciuta p. tale, se porti in faecia

10 smacco di Disobbediente,

e ]).tinac(^ agl’ Ordini di lloma,

quando die non e tale ? lo p.

me stimo grave, graviss.o ob-

bligo di eoseienza il sincerai*’

11 IVlondo, die_ la Comp.a di

(Jesu non merita tale smacco,
]).die ill tutta verita non ha
maneato, ne ha tatto in verun
mode contro gh ordini dlla

Sac. Cong, intoino a q.ta

Missione. Mia, intenzione era

stenderc‘. e publicare un Mani-
festo a tutto il Mondo sopra

do, ma temendo dlla disap-

piovazione dlla P.V.M.R., che
mi e Padie, me ne sono as-

tenuto. Solam.te nel Genn.o
di q. to anno con altre niie hd
fatto instanza, e adesso la

rinovo alia P.\\M.R. di vcuiir’

a Roma ]).ehe mi giudico ob-

bligato a jiarlare. Una taP

instanza (non V abbia a male)

mi sono stimato obbligato di

faila alia S.C. di Prop.a e al

Som. Poiitee.

member badly) ends with these

words; ‘ Immd contra Decreta

ejusdern Congregationis' (Nay,
against the Decrees of the

same Sacred Congregation).

Our Very Reverend Father,

God commands us through
Saint Ignatius to be ready to

receive even with pleasure

insults, calumnies and what-
ever the world abhors. It is

true; but it is also true that

God has chosen the Company
for an instrument of his glory

and of tlie salvation of souls;

and, therefore, he wishes that

she try to render herself such.

But, how will she be recog-

nised as such, if she bear on
her face the insult of having
been disobedient and obstinate

against the orders of Rome,
when she is not such ? 1, for

me, consider it grave and very
grave obligation of conscience

to justify to the World that
the Com[)any of Jesus does not
deserve such insult, because in

all truth she has not failed, nor
has she acted in any way,
against the orders of the Sac-

red Congregation of Propa-
ganda regarding this Mission.
My intention vas to spread
and publish a Manifesto to tlie

whole World on this matter;
but, fearing the disapprobation
of Your Very Reverend Pater

-

luty, who are father to me, I

have abstained therefrom

.

Only, in the January of this

year, in other letters of mine,
I made the request, and I now
renew it, to Your Very Rever-
end Paternity of coming to
Rome, because 1 consider my-
self obliged to speak. Such a
request (please, do not take it

ill) I have considered myself
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La P.S.M.R. mi serive, die
quando mi diede liceiiza di

Venir' a q.ta Missione, non
sapeva che qua stessero altri

Religiosi. Scrive molto bene
p.che quando in Roma nel 1712

mi diede tal licenza, quando
nel 1713. me la confermb
il P. Prov.l di Goa, quando con
specifica Patente nel 1714. me
la confermb il P. VLsitatore,

quando a’ 30 dl magszio dl 1715.

entrai nel p.o Thibet, quando
a’ 26. di Giug.o 1715. arrivai

alia capitale dl 2° Tliibet,

quando a’ 7 di 7bre 1715.

entrai in q.to 3° Thibet, quando
a’ 18. di Marzo 1716. arrivai

ntdla Regia di C|.t() med.o
Thibet

:
quando a 20. di Ap-

rile, e p.o di Maggio dl 1716.

manifestai nella publi(‘a Udi-

enza dl Re esser’ io venuto
qua p. far MisBione, e }». in-

segnare la s.a Legge di GeBii

X.po; quando aTO. Ag.o 1716.

ebbi nel Palazzo Kegio non solo

}). missione, ma ordine di

insegnarla d.la 8. a Legge, e

qui restare p. tal fine; Quando
in Luglio, Agosto, e 7bre dl

1716. composi in q.t^i- lingua

un libbro introduttivo (cIh^

dipoi con molta solennita, e

publicita presentai a q.tf) Re)

sopra 1’ unicit^ dlla vera legge

di salute etc., In nessuno di

tali tempi, ne pur’ un solo

Religioso Europeo si trovava,

obliged to make to the Sacred

Gongregation of Propaganda,

and to the Sovereign PontiffA

Your Wry Reverend Pater-

nity writes to me that, when
you gave me ])ermission to

come to this Mission, you did

not know there were other

R(4igious here. You writt*

very well, beea\ise, wluui in

Rome you gave me sucli per-

mission in 1712;^ when in 1713

the Father Pi’ovincial of Goa
confirmed it m(% when with a

spe(‘ial Patent the FatlKU*

V'isitor confirm(‘d it me in 1714,

when on the 30th ol‘ .May, 1715,

I entered the hrst Tibet, when
on the 26tli ol‘ June, 1715, 1

arrived at the ea|>ital of the

second Tibet, wlien on the

7th of Septendx*!-, 1715, 1

entered this tliird Tilx't, when
on iSth of March, 1716, 1

arrived at tht‘ Poyal Gity of

this same Tibet, wIkui on the

29th of A])ril and on the 1st of

May, ]71(>, 1 make known in

the King's ])nblic Audience
that I had come to make
Mission and to tt^ach tlu^ Roly
Law^ of Jesus Christ, when on
th(* 10th of' August, 1716, in

the Royal Palac(* 1 received,

not only the mission, but the

order to teach the said Holy
Law', and to remain here for

that y)ur})os(i, wlien in July,

August
,
and SeptembcT of 1716

I (a>mf)OHcd in this language

an introductory book (whic'h,

later, 1 ])reseate(l with much

1 He made it k> both in Kebr. 1717, repeated it to the Holy Father
from Kuti, Sept. 21, 1721, and wrote to the Pope and the Propaganda
from Takpo, in January 1721 (as we see at the end of this letter for the
last date).

2 Before his departure from Rome on Sept. 27, f712.
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ne in q.to, ne negl’i altri Thi-

betti.

Sappia dunqiie, che la Sac.

Cong, di Prop.a, ed il Som.
Pont.e Clem. XI. aveva man-
dat i li P.ri (-appnceini a q.to

Thibet ]>.Missionarii Ap.lici.

Essi arrivarono qua iiel 1708.

e di])oi ne\ ] 7 1 1 . ne partirono

;

il p.flie lo dird in Roma, se mi
daranno lieenza di venire, e se

Dio mi (*i condiirra con vita, e

sanita di corfK), e di mente.
'Dope) una tal jiartenza, anco-

rche alcuni stessero in Nepal
Regno contiguo a q.to Thibet,

nessun di essi rientro mai in

q.to Regno, se non dopo aver

sapiito il mio arrive a Lhasii

Regia di q.to Thibet, e allora

tntti affaccendatisi, al p.o di

8bre 171(). arrivarono a

solemnity and publicity to

this King) ^ on the oneness of

the true law of salvation, etc.,

at none of those times, not
even one single European Re-

ligious was found, either in this

Tibet, or in the other Tibets.

Know, therefore, that the

Sacred Congregation of Pro-

paganda and the Sovereign
Pontiff Clement XI. had sent

the Capuchin Fathers as Apos-

tolic Missionaries to this

Tibet. They arrived here in

1708,2 and after that, in 1711,3

they left from here. The rea-

son why, I shall tell in Rome,^
if they give me leave to come,
and if God brings me there

with life and soundness of body
and of mind. After such a

departure, although some staj^-

ed in Nepal.*’’ a Kingdom con-

tiguous to this Tibet, none
of them ever re-entered this

Kingdom, except after having
heard of my arrival at Lhas^,

1 On Jan. 6, ]717.

2 More correctly, on June 12, 1707. Cf. for tliis date, rarely given,

Klaproth’s Breve Notizia del Regno del Thibet dal Fra Francesco della

Fenna di Billiy an Extrait dii Nouveau Journal AsiatiquCy Imprimerie
Royal o, Janvier 18J5, p. 41.

3 Fr. Orazio della Penna gives at times the date 1711, at times 1712
4 Was not the reason in Desideri’s mind what he wrote to the General

on Fobr. 15, 1717: ‘The different Capuchin Fathers who were here during
several years did not bucceed in making it known that they had come for

the purpose of preaching and teaching the Holy Faith, as I know for

sure and am ready to swear, if necessary, and as they themselves (at

least those here in Tibet) confess. I do not say this to cast a slur on the

zeal of the Capuchin Fathers, because it was the fault of those who tried

to frighten and impede them, as I also discovered at once.’ The only
Capuchin then at Lhasa who had been for a period at Lhasa between 1707

and 1711 was the Prefect, Fr. Domenico of Fano. Did he confess that

the Capuchins during that period had not succeeded in making it known
they were Christian priests ? If he did, I doubt his statement. Or that

they had not succeeded in making it known that they came to spread
their faith ? Again, if he did, I doubt the statement.

5 Orazio della Penna and two others went from Patna to Nepal in

1714. I do not know any by name wlio stayed in Nepal between 1707

and 1714. •
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Lhasa. Diranno, che avevano
interrotta, e non laseiata q.ta

Missione. Diro altresi io, die
la Comp.a sin da tanti anni
aveva interrotta, e non laseiata

q.ta Missione; e in fatti non
asserit gratis, ma constat a

posteriori, poiche in tal tempo
da q.ta Prov.ia fnrono mandati
rimandati, e snecessivam.te
rimandati p.ri p. q.ta Missione:
ma chi pud contrast a r eon la

morte, e li giudizij. e cka reti di

Dio ? Dieo dunqiie die il piin-

to non ista neiresser la Comji.a
eostretta a partir da q.ta Miss,

ne, poiche non gli maneano

the Hoyal City of this Li hot, ^

and then all in a great hurry,

on the 1st of October, I716,t}iey

arrived at Lhasa .

2

They will

say that they had internifited,

not abandoned, this Mission.

T shall say also that the ('om-
pany had during so many ytsars

interrupted, not abandoned,
this Mission, and in fact 7ion

asserit gratis (she does not

a.ssert gratuitously), but it is

dear a posteriori, since during

that time there were sent, siuit

again, and sent again succes-

sively, by this Province, Fa-

tliers for this Mission; ^ but

1 They iikiv hav<' heard of lii.s arrival at J.ihasa tlirongli Kr. Fo'vrc,
who must hav(.‘ passed through N<-pal in June (U' July 171h, on Ids ret uru
to Agra.

2 Desideri wrote on Febr. 15, 1717: ‘On learning in Nepal that tlx'

(’ompany had arrived her<' (at Lhasa), he (the Prefect, Fr. l.)<»rn('nieo of
Fano) was on the point of not coming, and from tix' Kitigdom c»f Ne[)a]
he informed Home, asking gui(t agendum (what was to h(' done); and ho
came with the intent that, if he found me at all {>uneti]ioiis or whth any
pretentions to priority, he wonld at once go back with his Com]ianions.^
Though he may have found Dt'sideri more punetilions in the matter than
he expected, he wuis right in not going buck.

3 To the Jesuits who w^ero establislKal at Tsa]:)arang and at Srinagar
(Oarhwal), or visited Ladakh, Kueh Bihar, the present Bhutan, Shigat/,(%
Oyantse and Nef)al, between 1624 and 1654, w^e might a<ld Frs. J<Jin
Gruebf^r and Albert d'. Orvdle, who betw^eiuj 1661 and 1 6(>2 wt^re at Lhasa
and Khatmandu (Nepal) during their journey from Pekin to Agra; Fr.
Henry Roth, 8.J., of Agra, wdio in 1667. on his return from Europe, appi'ars
to have been given by the VicrT<»y of Goa a letter of introduetioTj to the
King of Nepal, and Fr. Mark Anthony Santueci, 8.J., who ladwciai
1679 and January 1780 w-as for some month.s in N(7)al. (For tho last

name see H. Josson, 8.J., Hist, de la Mission da Bengale Occidental, \’ol, 1,

p. 91,

)

Fr. Henry Roth, 8.J., wn^U' from Rome, in ir>64, shortly before tb(>

battle of 8t. Gothard, wdiieh was fought on Ang. I, 1664 (('f. 8toeld<‘in‘s
Welt-BoU, No. 35, p. 113): ‘If Go(l grants me Iif<» and his blessing, I shall
pay a visit to the vast Kingdom of Pettent (Bhutan) or Lassa, i!\ order to
settle in the town of Nepal; for I cannot be harassed there by the Maho-
metans, who throw betw(H*n our feet one obstacle (?) after th(‘ other, and are
almost our only hindrance** {Qiht Goft mir das Lebcn und svincn Begem

j
will ich einen Versuck thun in das wcitsichtigc Reich Pettcnl oder Lassa,
und mich in der Stadt Nepal setzen : dann allda ich von denen Afahometa-
nern nicht kan beunruhigel werden / welche anxlerv'drtig tins einen Briiyel
nach dem anderen zwischen die Filsse werfen j und schier unser einfzige
Hindernus seynd.)

He continues (p. 114); ‘In the Kingdom of Pegu there arc for want
of our people only two Missionaries; in the country of Tibet, however,
owing to the very same reason, there is none at all, *although the King
has invited me by letters the fourth time to convert his Kingdom* Only,
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liioghi, e Regni dove occiiparsi;

jTia dico ohe a mio parere la

Cbrnp.a e gravissimam.te obli-

gala a giustifiearsi cordb homi-

nihus, e a mostrare die non
sussiste q.llo sfregio postogli in

fVonte a fojza di male Infor-

mazione limm) contra Decreia

ejusde Sac. Cong.nis—To pane
(‘ol far' instanza al Som.
Pont.e, alia Sac. Cong., ed
alia P.V.M.R. di vamir’ ad in-

formare legittimam. be e a

jiarlare di cpiel che devo, e

con replicarle adesso Tinstan-

za, specificandone an poco il

niolivo stirno di avere scarieato

who can oppose death and the

judgments and decrees of God ?

I say then that the point is not

that the Company is con-

strained to leave this Mission,

for places and Kingdoms are

not wanting for her to keep
herself busy : but I say that in

my opinion the Company is

very seriously obliged to justify

herself coram hom inihus (before

men) and to show that the

slur cast to her face by dint

of bad informations: ' Immd
contra Decreta tjusdeyn Sacrae

Con^regationis' (Nay, against

the Decrees of the same Sacred

I vras not abl(^ to trav(‘l thither, as obedience has bound me to the Chris-

tianity in iMop>r. {In dent Reich Pegu seynd Wegen Mangel vnserer

Leuteu nur zivey Miss'iomirii : in der Landschaft Tibet aher aus eben dieser

Ursach gar kci)ier : obschon der Konig zum. inerdtemal mich
f
sein Kofii-

greich zu. hekettren durch Briefc eingedaden hat. Allem es stunde nicht

bey mir dahin zu reifienjiveil mich der Qchorsani an die Christenheit in Mogol
angebunde.n hat.) tVhen in J709 Fr. Koch wrote that a King of Tibet
had inv'ited the Fathers to his kingdom, had thcTo perhaps survived a
rem(*nd)rance of the h'tters addressed to Fr. Rotli ? Is it likely that the
King of Tibet who wrote to Fr. Roth before his journey to Rome (1G62-

was merely the King of Srinagar (Garhwal) at whose court Roth
was bctwec'ii DioG and IGoO? (Wessels, p. 199 n. 2.) Further study
may cd('ar up the i)roblem.

Is it possible that Fr. Roth should have received by Aug. 1, 1064,
four letters from the King of Nepal inviting him to his country ? We
can hardly iinagint* that any of these letters had been reeeivf'd before

t he arrival of Frs. Grueber and d’Orville from Nepal to Agra, shortly
before April 8, 1()62. Granting that Grueber brought the first of these
letters with him to Agra, wlien could the next three have been received ?

Gruebe?- and Roth arrix ed at Rome on February 20, 1664. They must
ha\ e set out abcnit the* middle of 1662 from Agra. Yet, before Aug. 1,

1 664, Roth spt^aks of settling rlowii in Nepal on his return to India. In
the Missit)!! Catalogue of November 1667 he is mentioned as destined to
begin the Nepal Mission. He died at Agra, on June 20, 1668, less than
48 years old, and his death ap}>ears to have been due to hardships con-
tracted in trying to open a new Mission in Tibet, broadly understood.
The letter of the Viceroy, Count tie S. Vicente, to the King of Nepal is

dated Goa, February 23, 1766. The letter, one pf mere friendship, urged
on the Vicort>y by the King of Portugal, states that the bearers of the
letter are Fathers (Jesuits) going to the Kingdom of Nepal in order to

live and settle therein. Wo can hardly doubt that Roth, if not one of

the bearers of the letters from Goa, was destined to present it at the
Nepal court. How he conducted that Mission is not known so far. Pro-
bably he had a companion. Neither do we know’ whether the king of
Nepal was of Khatmandu or of Bhatgaon; but we know that the King
of Khatmandu, Pratapa Malla, had taken such a liking to Grueber and
d’ Orville that he wi>,s unwilling to let them go except on condition of their

returning. (See our Doc. 30 at the end.)
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la niia ooscienza. Se la P.S.
M.R. mi dara licenza, ubbidiro,

verro, e se sara necessario, e
cosi commandi V Obbedienza
cosi comandi Y Obbedienza
tornero dove mi manderanno,
e comanderanno, e dove sia

volonta di Dio.

La P.S.M.R. nella sopra ac-

cennata sua letlera da me
rieevnta nel Genn.o di cj.to

anno mi eomandava, eiie le

dessi notizia dlla eseeuzioiie.

Puo liberam.te rappresentar’

alia Sae. Cong.di Prop.a, eome
io con tiitta veneraz.ne rispet-

tando li di lei reveritiss.mi

comandi, senza tergiver.sazione,

senza dimora, e anehe stmza
repugnanza hd obbedito fe-

delm.te. Vero e, ehe io pre-

sentem. te non istd fuori affatto

dl Thibet, ma nelT ultimo
confine di esso, ma q.to e

(come potra inforrnarsi dlla

verita) ji.che in q.to spazio
di mezzo tra q.ti paesi frecldis-

simi, e gl’ altri caldiss.mi in

q.ti Mesi, cioe sino a Xbre e

non probabil(‘, ma certa, eer-

tif.a, inevitabile la morto a
volersi inoltrare, onde in tan-

to non VO presc^ntem.te imianzi,

Congregation), is irrelevant.

As for me, by making to the

Sov'creign Pontiff, and to Yonr
Very Reverend Paternity, the

request to come lawfully

and inform, and to speak of

what 1 ought, and by renewing
the request now, spec-iCying

somewhat the motive tliereof,

I deem I have discharged

mv oonseien(*e. If Your \'erv

Reverend Paternity gives me
leave, i shall obey, I shall

eome; and, if necessary and
Obedieiuv this commands, I

shall return whither they will

ord(‘r me and send me, and
where it be God’s will.

in your above-mentiontHl

letter received by me in the

January of tliis y(‘ai“, Voiir

Very Reverend Paternity com-
manded nu' to give you inform-

ation as to the e.xeeution. You
can freely repres(uit to the

Sacrefl Congregation of Pro-

|>aganda how I, with all ven(‘-

ration, respecting their very

rev(W(‘nd coTnuninds, without
tergiv(*rsation, without delay,

^

and even without n‘f)Ugnance,

have obey(‘d faithfully, ft is

true that for the moment 1

am not quite outside Tibet,

but at the last limit thereof;

but, as you will bo abl(‘ to

certify th(‘ truth t[i(‘reof, that

is because' in this intervening

spac(‘ betvve(ui these very cold

countries and the othms which
are very warm, duriTig these

months, that is up to Decem-
ber, death is not only probable,

^

^ The words of the de^aeo of Propaganda of JJec. 12, 1717, were that
without any deferring, tergiversation and delay, he (tla? General of the
iSociety) recall thence and rernov^e the Keligifius who without (consulting
the Sacred Congregation, nay, oven against its Decreeg, went to cultivate
those Missions *.
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in quanto Iddio me lo proibis-

ce; e p.che una tal proibizione

e affatto indispensabile, lo

proibisce ancora la med. a Sac.

Cong.ne.

Del resto arrivato che sara

il temj)0 quanto e dal canto
mio infallibilin.te partiro, e

andaro al n.ro Coll.o di Agra.

Dissi quanto e dal canto mio;
Perclie so Dio in q.to tempo mi
chiama a se, 6 se mi giunges-

sero ordiiii in contrario di chi

mi piio comandara, solam.te in

tal c‘aso non partiro; del resto

fuori di q.te due circostanze,

infallibilin.te infallibilin.te stia

con ranimo ropisato.

La supplico a rappresentar’

alia Sac. Cong.ne di Prop.a, e al

Som. Pont.e, come lio bisogno
di manifestar loro cose molto
important i agrinteressi dlla S.a
Fede, e dlla Sac.Cong.ne circa

q.ta Missione del Thibet, e die

io sgravo la mia coscienza sopra
di loro.

La P.S.M.R. diceva parim.te
nella sua sopra accennata let-

tera, che nel 1718. p. la via di

Portogallo mi aveva mandato
I’istesso orine, e che aveva in

detta oecasione, e via risposto

ad alcune mie. M.to R.do
P.re N.ro, io da q.to Thibet ho
scritto a lei non molte, ma
moltiss.me lettere, e di nessuiia

di esse ho avuto ne pur una
risposta. Mi sonovenute alcun

altre lettere varie volte di altri

N.ri, come dl P.Gio. Batt.a

Conti pin volte, dl P.Gahizzi,

but certain, attested, inevit-

able, for who wants to go
further; hence, for the present

I do not go forward, inasmuch
as God forbids it me, and, as

such prohibition admits of no
dispensation, the same Sacred
Congregation of Propaganda
too forbids it me.

However, when the time
will come, I shall, as much as

depends on me, start without
fail, and shall go to our College

of Agra. I said: as much as

depends on me : because, if

God at this time calls me to

himself, or if orders reach me
to the contrary from who can
command me, in that case only

shall I not start; these two
circumstances excepted, I shall

start without fail, without fail,

hence, let Your Very Reverend
Paternity be easy in mind.

I request you to represent

to the Sacred Congregation of

Propaganda how I require

making known to them things

very important for the inter-

ests of the Holy Faith and of

the Sacred Congregation con-

cernimz this Mission of Tibet,

and that I discharge my con-

science on them.
Your ^Yrv Reverend Pater-

nity also said in your above-

mentioned letter tJiat in 1718,

by way of Portugal, you had
sent me the same order, and
that on the same occasion and
by the same route you had
answered to some ofmy letters.

Our Very Reverend Father,

from this Tibet I have v ritten

to you, not many, but very
many letters, and to not one

of these have I received even

one answer. There have come
to me some other letters several
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(11 P.Coisoni, ili M.ro Silvestri,

&c. ma (ilia P.S.M.R. solam.te

mi e venuta la sopracl.a, e iiel

7bre dl 1718. mi giunse la di

lei risposta a qiiella sci itta da
Goa. P.re. M.to R.do, seeoiido

rumaiio e eosa ciie desanima
molto li Missioiiarij, e li po-

trebbe far rafl’reddare nel ser-

vizio (Ilia Comp. a. 8(') die

non e difetto dlla P.V.M.R., e

poeic) dico die oomandi molto

ealeatam.te a’ Sup.ri di q.ta

ProT. ia, aeeioedie con tiitta

premura ponghino diligenza,

affinehe le let tore de’ Siip.ri

maggiori non si ]>.dino tutte,

tutte affatto, ma almeno alcana

arrivi nelle maiii, d(‘’ poveri

Missioiiarij, affincii(‘ restino cpti

inagciorm.le anirnati. DelF

alt re risposte, die aspettavo,

non ne stavo con tanta avidita,

ma la risposta di q.lta, die le

inviai nel Fcbb.o del 1717.

con nna indusa p.firesentarsi

a’ Piedi dl Som. Pont.e, ne

sono stato p. molto tempo con

somma aspettazione, ma ne

ymr q.ta mi e giunta, e fdrse

sara q.lla, die la P.S.( ?) M.R.
dice avermi siaitta nel 1718.

di risposta. lo dico, pazienza.

Ma la P.S.M.R. p.il motivo
sopradetto, die e molto con-

siderabile, non deve in verim

inodo soffnre; mi con ogni

calore ed efficacia deve porre

il dovnti remedij.

times from others of Ours, as

from Fr. Giovanni Battista

Conti, several times, from Fr.

Galuzzi, from Fr. Corsoni, from

Master Silvest ri, etc. but

from Your Very Rev(‘rend

Paternity there came only the

abovesaid one, and in the

September of 1718 there ar-

rived your answer to the lettcu’

written from Goa." Very R('-

vtwend Father, humanly speak-

ing this is the thing which

much dis<*ou?'ag(‘s Missionaries,

and which might mak(‘ them

grow cold in the service of the

Company. 1 know il is no

fault of Vour V(‘ry Reverend

Paternity, and 1 judgt' that

you should order very strictly

the Sup<*riors of this Province,

witli all hast(‘ to us(‘ (liiigtmce,

so tliat the kdters of the higlier

Sup(‘riors b(‘ not lost all ol

them, all of them quite, but

that at least one of them

should reach tlu* hands of th(‘

poor Missionari(‘S, that tlmy

may be tin* mon* (‘lu^ouraged.

Of the other answers 1 was

cx|KH'ting I was not so (‘ager;

but, as for the answer to th(*

letter 1 sent you in i]i(‘ Feb-

ruary of 1717, with out*

(inclosed to lx* laid at the Feet

of the Sovereign Pontiff, 1 have

been waiting for it with k(‘enest

expeidation for a long time

past; but not even that lias

readied me, and pcu haps it is

the oim of which Your Very

Reverend Paternity says you

wrote, an answer in 1718.^

1 To Fr. John Baptint Conti and Fr. Coi’Honi Desidcri coiinruauled

himKolf in lii.s letter to Fr. Piccolirniiii (Agra, Aug. 21, 1714).

2 There wore 2 letters from Goa, one of Nov, 12, 171 H, the other of

Nov. 15, 1713.
3 Very likely, indeed : for it was received in .Roine^ pi 1718, a.s De^sidtyi,

says lower; and as we have the proof for the letter in the General, which
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P.re N.ro, ]a confesso in-

geniiam.te quello che ho iiel

cuoie. Tc)( 0 come
( ?) duna

( 0 mia lettera iiiandai nel

1717. al Soiii. Pot.e, iiiia ac-

cliLsa, alia P.V.M.R. 1’ a lira

accJusa, al S.re Car(l.(e?) Tolo-
niei, (2) ivords i not read) aeclu-

sa a1 SiHUMP (V): {ending not

read) F(‘dii( ?) Mi si asserisco

P.(‘(‘rto, che a.te duroiio in

Hoiiia recap'itate nel 1718.

dezzo (11 Rev.do allora p.
Proc.re, in o^iii (,'n.l de' P.ri

Cappiiceini non( ?) essei’ venuta
iK‘ })ur' nna sillaba di ris})o.st dl

Soin. Pont.e a sno noine,

ed il sape {sic) ]). evidenza
come c^li, senza esser(e) pre-

veniito in verun modo e averne
motivo anticedente. lud 1714.
S(Tisse nna siia lettei'a a nii

Re iniedele, mi ha sommam.
te, in estrcmo grand. te( ?) scan-

dalizato, L'istessa impressione

I say: Patience. Bud Your
Very Reverend Paternity, for

the reason abovesaid, which
is a very considerable one,

must not bear with it in any
way, but must with all warmth
and efficacy apply the neces-

sary remedies.

Our Father, I shall confess

to you candidly vhat I have
in my heart. When in 1717
I sent a letter of mine to the

Sovereign Pontiff (I sent) one

enclosed to Your Very Re-
verend Paternity,! another en-

closed to the Lord Cardinal

Tolomei, (another () enclosed

to the Lore! (Count ?) Fedri( ?).2

1 declare for certain that these

Avere delivered in Rome in 1718
through the Reverend then
Father Procurator General,
now General, of the Capuchin
Fathers. Tliat not a syllable

of answer should have come
from the Sovereign Pontiff, or

in his name, and that I should
know to evidence how he,

without being forestalled in any
Avay, and having had no an-

tecedent motive for it, in 1714

wrote a letter of his to an
infidel King,‘^ has very much,

is ill uur present eollectiori, we have the proof for the letter to the Pope,
since ])ublished a letter of Fehr. 13, 1717, in his Bibliotffeca a MS. copy
()f a h'tter to the Pope, dated Febr. 13, 1717, was seen by Piiini in the
Libraiy of the Propaganda.

^ The letter to the Pope was enclosed in the letter to the General,
and so must the others have been.

2 The writing is illegible chiefly at this place, for the reason given
in our note 1.

3 We know of no other letter to an infidel King written in 1714
than one liy Pope Clement XI to the King of Tibet, Cinghes-Khang, as
Desideri regularly spells the name. Why does Desideri here consider
himself scandalised at such a letter? Because the king had given the
Capuchins no occasion for gratitude in 1 707-171] ? We know too little
of that period to be able to judge of the reason. The letter of the Pope
speaks, liowever, in very glowing terms of the kindness of the king to the
Capuchins during that period, and that on the authority of Fr. Domenico
of Fano who had C4>me to Rome from Lhasa. In his letter of Febr. 15,
1717, to the General, Desideri did not say he had been scandalised. He
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potrebbe fare agF altri Mission-

arij da Comp.a, se scrivendo
al p.o Sup. re dlla Comp.a e a
chi tiene il luogo di 8. Ignazio,

non vedessero mai giungere ne
pur’ una risposta. Torno a

ripetere, che constat a posteriori,

che il defetto non e dlla P.V.
M.R., e che p.cio con tutta eff

icacia e calore cerclii di chi sia

la colpa, e assohitam.te vi

ponga rimedio.

In altre mie mi sono doluto

con la P.V.M.R. che dal 1718.

in cui da Agra m’ era giunto

uno scariss.o sussidio, sino a

q.to 1721. ero stato totalm.te

abbandonato, e stavo in ea-

treme miserie, e ultime neces-

sity. In fatti q.to viaggio V
ho fatto (inclusive (‘onttutte

le fermate, e dimore necessarie,

&c.) e mi convien farlo con
denaro parte imprestatomi da
q.ti P.ri Capuccini, e parte
ricevuto p.limosina

; e cio nark

sino ad io arri\'ar’ a Patna
nel Mogol, dove (conforme ebbi

extremely, scandalised me.

The other Missionaries of the

Company might have tlie same
imi)ression, if, when writing to

the first 8uj>erior of the Com-
pany, to him who holds the

place of Saint Ignatius, they
never saw arriving even one
answer. I rej)eat again that

it is clear a posteriori that the

fault is not with ^'our

Reverend Paternity, and therc'-

fore with all efhcacx and
warmth seek out who is at

fault, and apply to it effe(‘-

tually the nunedy.

In other kdters of mine 1

complaijied to Your N’ery R(‘v-

erend Paternity tiiat since*

171 S, when from Agra tlure

reaclu'd me a very paltry

subsidy, up to this y(‘ar 1721,

I was compkdc'ly abandoned
and lived in extrenu* misery

and utmost ruMal. In fact,

this journey 1 have undertaken
it (including the n(‘ce\ssary

halts and delays, etc.) and 1

must make it with money
partly borrow (‘d from these

Capmdiin Fath(‘rs, and [partly

received in alms:^ and tltat

himself translated the Pope's letter into Tibetan, and was f)reserit on
Dec. 4, 1716, when the b>tter was presented to the King. We publish
the Latin text and gi\’e a translation of it among our Materials for the
history of the Capuchins in Tibet. Even if the King had given no ante-
cedent motive for kindness on the i>art of the Pope;, for an exchange of
letters and presents it wa.s gracious on his part to emumand th<* Fathers
to his kindness. Such was the practice tT th<^ Popfrs in tla? Middh; Ages,
as we have abundant proofs in the case of the Emperors of F^tliiopia, the
Moghul Empire, and China, when they sent thither the Douiinifans and
Franciscans.

I do not think that the passages can bo understood to rtTcr to a letter

for an infidel king sent by the Procurator General of the Captighins, We
have no clue to such a letter. If w'c had, we should think of .some other
infidel king, who had given no antecc'dent motive for such a letter, (unl
should then think of Nepal, or perhaps the King of Bikkini, etc.

^ Desideri had made so many friemds in Tibet that, whtm, at Ia.st he
was obliged to accept alms, for his return, not a little would have heen
pressed on his acc^eptanee, had not many of his best friends lost mtjst
of their goods during the Giongar troubles of 1717-^1, Before that, ho
had refused help on more than one occasion. Cf. Puini, 315.
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lettera dal direttore Olandese
Taltra sera) sono giunti p.mio

sussidio queor aiuti che da tan-

to tempo in qua con tante

la(‘rime ho dimandato. Percio

siccome p. il passato ho noti-

ficato necesita, a cui sono stato

ri(lotto, cosi adesso manifesto

raiiito preparatomi.

Mi souviene adesso iin’ altro

purito. Nel Marzo dl 1718.

notificai alia P.V.M.R., e di

miovo notifico, como p.esser’

io stato solo in q.ta Missione

senza verun’ altro dlla Comp.a
aneorehe abbia avuto con moite

r eplicate lettere V awiso di far

la. Professione, p. non aver’

alcuno eompetente, in mano
di cui potcrla fare, non potro

farlo se non arrivato in Agra,

(se Dio mi dara vita, e sanita)

nel fiit.o Mese di Marzo dl 1722,

aneorehe p.me il tempo di

farla fosse nel ]»rincipio dl

1718. Non isto a ripetere li

motivi appoT'tati alia P.V.M.R.
nel Marzo dl 1718. circa il

supplicarla a degnarsi di farla

eorrere, come se fosse stata

fatta al suo tempo debito; ma
tralasciati qui tali motivi, le

rinuovo la med.ma supphea,
confidando, che 1’ esser’ io

stato con tante miserie in q.ti

liioghi p.servizio dlla Comp.a
non mi si abbia a convertire

in pregiudizio di giudicare male
di me, da chi ne’ tempi futuii

negl’ Archivij leggerli, e tro-

vera aver’ io fatta la Profes-

sione quattro anni, e pih dopo
il debito tempo.

will be so until I arrive at

Patna in the Mogol, where
(according to a letter I had
the other evening from the

Dutch Director) there have
arrived for my subsidy those

helps which for such a long
time heretofore I have asked
wdth so many tears. Accord-

ingly, as I have made known
the straits to which in the past
I was reduced, so I now make
known the help prepared me.

I now think of another
point. In the March of 1718
I notified to Your Very Re-
verend Paternity, and 1 noti-

fy again, how, having been
alone in this Mission, without
any other of the Company
(though I had had in many
repeated letters the instruction

of making the Profession), yet,

having no one competent in

whose hands I could make it, I

shall not be able to make it

until I arrive at Agra (if God
grants me life and health) in

the next month of March
1722; 1 however, the time for

me to make it was in the begin-

ning of 1718. I shall not re-

peat che reasons adduced to
Your Very Reverend Paternity
in the March of 1718, regarding
my request to you that you
maj^ deign to make it count
as if it had been made at the
time when it was due; but,

omitting here these motives, I

renew to you the same request,

trusting that my having been
in these places amid such
miseries for the service of the
Company, will not in my case

be turned to the prejudice that
I shall be thought ill of by who

1 He was back at Agra on April 20, 1722.
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In fine posto umilm.te a’

suoi piedi la siipplico umilm.te
di farsi, clie abbia la consola-

zione di qualclie sua risposta

che in fatti mi giunga nelle mie
mani, e a darmi qualche ris-

contro, se le let tere da me man-
date nel Genii,o seorso al

Som.Pont.e, alia 8a c. Cong.ne
di Prop.a, e alia P.V.M.R. p.

mezzo de’. P.ri (' app.ni p. la

via di Franeia, siano giunte,

6 no.

La supplico in oltre a jireLmr'

incessantem.te e far molto da’

X.ri pregare p.me, accioeche

se p. li miei demeiiti mi sono

reso indegno di servire (come
bramavo sino alia morte) la

Comp.a in q.ta Miss, ne, al-

meno p.mezzo dlle loro efficaci

intercessioni obtenga da Dio
grazia di poterla in qualehe
altro modo servire, e non
esser’ a essa inutile sino alia

mia morte. In fine la supplico

umilm.te a graziarmi dlla sua

Paterna benedizione.

D.P.V.M.R.

Kutti, ultimo confine dl Thi-

bet, e p.o termino dlla giuris-

dizione di Nepal, 21. 7bre
1721.

Ind.mo in X.po Servo, e

Minirno Suddito,

Jppolito iMsiderj.

will in future times read in the

Archives and will find that I

made the Profession four years
and more after the time when I

should have.

At the end, placed humbly
at your feet, I humbly beseech

3am to make me liave the con-

solation of some answer of

3'Ours which shall dul}" come
into mv hands, and to give me
some indication whethei* th(‘

letters sent bv nu‘ last »ranuary

to the Sovereign Pontiff, to the

Sacred Congregation of Pi-opa-

ganda, and to Voiu* Very
Reverend Paternitv, through
the Caj)iichin Fathers 63^ way
of France. hav(* arrived or

not.

^loreover, 1 beg of you to

pray unceasinglvy and to make
Ours piay mucli, for me, so

that, if ov\ing to niy demei‘its

I have niad(‘ myself unwoi’tliv

of serving the Compan3
^ in this

Mission (as 1 longed to do till

death), I may at least through

theii- efficacious inter(*essions

obtain from God the grace of

serving her in some otlun-

manner, until rny death, and
not be useless to her. Finally

I humbly beg you to favour
me with Your Fatherly Bles-

sing.

Your Very Reverend
Paternity’s

Kutti, the last limit of

Tibet,^ and the first limit of

the jurisdiction of Nepal, the

2l8t of September 1721.

Most unworthy Servant in

Christ, and Least Subject.

Ippolito Desideri.

1 Kuti goes also by the name of Nilam. (Wessels, 192.)
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[Endorseynent made in Rome )

:

Goana 1721.

Kutti ultimo termino Thi-

betti 21. 7 bris.

P. Hyppolitus Desideri.

Dal rationeni, cur tandiii in

Thibetto demoratus sit post

decretum exeundi, quia expec-

tavit oecasionem opportunam.
Queritur, quod non aeceperit

responsum a Sum. Pontif. a

Sacr. Cong, et a P.^^ litteris

datis 1718. Reiterat preees

ad eundfi
( ?) Romam, quia ad

id tenatur in conscientia.

Petit lit moneautur Sup. res.

Prov.ae ne retineant miiito

tempore literas Superioris

Maioris ad subditos. Cum non
habuerit Soeiiim Societatis, in

cujus manibus Professionem
emitteiet, quae emissa fue^rat

1718; illam emittet Agrae 1722;

petit ut restituatur ad suam
antiquita tern.

Rs. Jan. 1723.

[Endorsement made in Rome )

:

Goan things, 1721.

Kutti, the last limit of
Tibet, 21st September.

Fr. Hyppolitus Desideri.

He gives as his reason for

having remained so long in

Tibet, after the decree of

going away, that he awaited a

favourable opportunity. He
complains of not having re-

ceived an answer from the

Sovereign Pontiff, from the

Sacred Congregation, and from
Your Paternity to the letter of

1718. He reiterates the re-

quest of going to Rome, be-

cause he is bound thereto in

conscience. He asks that the

Superiors of the Province be
told not to keep back for a long
time letters of a higher Supe-
rior to his subjects. As he had
no companion of the Society

in whose hands to make the
Profession, which was to have
been made in 1718, he will

make it at Agra in 1722; he
asks that it be brought back
to the former date.

Answered; January 1723.

16. Letter of Fr. Ippolito Desideri, S.J., to His Holiness
the Pope (Kuti, Tibet, Sept. 21, 1721 ).i

(p. 382).

Most Blessed Father,

Obeying the orders received, I left the Tibet Mission and
am on my way to the Mohol.^ I make bold humbly to prostrate

myself at Your Holiness’s most Venerated Feet, and to represent

to Your Holiness that I feel the need of manifesting by word of

mouth and personally to Your Holiness some matters concerning

the Holy Catholic Faith and its propagation, which 1 am greatly

1 Cf. Puini, pp. 282-383. He says at p. 3(>0 n. 1 that this letter is

found in MS. in the Library of the Propaganda. Sominervogel, Vol.
IX, No. 9, says this letter appeared in La Revista Europea

y
July 1876,

p. 293.
2 Mogol. •
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obliged (p. 383) in conscience to make known. Meanwhile, I

exonerate my conscience before Your Most Venerated Feet,

humbly beseeching Yonr Holiness to deign call me to Rome,
under an express permission and command, and to sec, in that

case, that the Father General of the Company of Jesus order

me, with all solicitude and speed, to come thither. With all

my heart I pray to the Most High to deign grant to Your Holiness

a long, prosperous and peaceful reign, for the exaltation and
propagation of the Holy Faith.

And, hoping for a favourable answer to this prayer, I add
to it another, that of being admitted to kiss most humbly and
reverently Your Sacred Feet and imploring Your Paternal,

Apostolic Blessing and Indulgence.

Kutti, the 21st of September, 1721.

(Your) Very Humble, very

Reverent and very Devoted
Subject, Servant and Son.

IjypoUto Desicb ri,

of the Company of Jesus.

17, Letter of Fr. ippolito Desideri, S.J., to the General of

the Society in Rome (Kuti, Tibet, 5 Oct., 1721).

(From documents in tiie posses.sion of the Society of Jesus:

Goana Epial., 1609-174'J (Goa. 9}.)

t

M.to R.do in X.j)o P.re

X .ro,
^

P.C.

Con altre niie ho iiotilicato

alia P.V.M.R., averdo obbedito
agF ordini dlla med.a P.V.M.R.,

e dlla Sac. Cong, di Prop.a
con lasciar q.ta Miss e dl

Thibet. P.ma di porre P ulti-

mo passo (tanto, e non piii

mi limane) fuori dl Thibet, ho
giudicato d’appellarnu al Som.
Pont.e, specialm.tci p. la non
meritata taccia data alia

Comp.a con q.lle parole dl

decreto dl 1718. Jrho contra

t

Our \Tuy Reverend Father
in Christ,

The Peace of Christ.

in other letters of mine 1

have notified to Your Very
Reverend Paternity that 1 have
obeyed the orders of the same
Your Very Reverend Paternity
and of the Sacred Congregation
of Propaganda, by leaving

this Mission of Tibet. Btdbre
making the hist step (so much,
and not more remains to me)
outside Tibet, I have judged
proper to appeal ^ to the Sover-

eign Pontiff, especially be-

1 liy a new appeal tn the Pope, oncloaed with this letter, as appears
below. «
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Decr.a ejusde Sac. Cong.nis.

Cosi mi sono stimato gravis-

simam.te obbligato in coscienza

a difendere la mia carissima

Madre la Comp.a di Gesu. Li
motivi non li replico, p.che li

potra la V.P.M.R. intendere
dalla copia (che qui accludo)
dll’ appello mandate a siia

Santita med.ma. Se hd fatto

male, non e malizia di volonta,

ma errore d’ Intelletto.

Dair altre mie lettere, e da
q.ta combinera la P.V.M.R.,
essermi io fermato gi^ quasi

cinque Mesi in quest’ultimo

termine di q.to Thibet, e si

inaraviglera di tal dimora.

No, P.re N.ro M.to R.do.

Iddio vuol la pronta Obbe-
dienza, ma senza ammarsi ^

spontaneam.te. In q.ti Mesi
passati, e tuttavia un’altro

poco, Finoltrarsi avanti e un
certo morire. In .atti cosi e

merto quel P. Cappuccino,
die a’ 27. di Maggio giunse

qui in mia compagnia, e che,

restando io qui, prosegui p.

NepM. Adesso col soprave-

nir’ il freddo anche in quei Paesi

bassi cessa moralm.te il p.

icolo, onde io coll’ aiuto di

Dio, e con la fiducia in esso

partiro p. NepM, e da Nep^l
andard (se a Dio piacer^) al

Coll.o d’Agia, dove sp.o tro-

cause of the undeserved slur

cast on the Company by these

words of the decree of 1718:

Imd contra Decreta ejusdem
Sacrae Congregationis (Nay,
against the Decrees of the same
Sacred Congregation). Thus
have I judged myself very
seriously obliged in conscience

to defend my very dear Mother
the Company of Jesus. The
motives I do not repeat, be-

cause Your Reverend Pater-

nity will be able to understand
them from the copy (which I

here include) ^ of the Appello
(I appeal) sent to His Holiness

himself. If I have done ill,

it is not ill will, but error of
judgment.
By combining other letters

of mine with this one, Your
Very Reverend Paternity will

see that I have stayed already

about five months at this last

limit of this Tibet, and you
will marvel at the delay. No,
Our Very Reverend Father.

God wants prompt Obedience,
but not that we kill ourselves.

To go forward during these

past months, and for a little

while longer, is certain death.
In fact, that Capuchin Father
who on the 17th of May arrived

with me here, and who, while
I stayed here, continued to
Nepal, died in that way. At
present, when the cold comes
down also on these low coun-
tries, the danger morally ceases

;

hence with the help of God and
with trust in him, I shall leave

for Nepal, and from Nepal
shall go (if it please God) to

1 SiCy ioT ammazzarsi

»

1 The letter of^uti, dated Sept. 21, 1721, with the present one.
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vero grordini dl P. Ptov. le

di Goa.

Con q.ta occasione riiniovo

all P.V.M.R. r instanza, e

supplica fatta in alter inoltisa.e

mie let tere, cioe, die si degni

di mandarmi espresso ordiiie

di portarmi in p.sona a Roma,
avendo necessita di parlar' a

voce alia P.V.M.R., alia S.C.

di Prop.a, e al Som. Pont.e.

P.re N. ro il mio intento non
e di voler'a forza la Comp.

a

nel Thibet. Q.to non e affare

mio; ma il mio intento e di

porre in ehiaro ITnnocenza

dlla Comp.a, li suoi Jns, privi-

legij, e ragioni, e nell' istesso

tempo proveder’al bene di q.te.

anime, che Dio rn’aveva dato,

6 col tornar qua la Comp.a,
6 vse non vogliono cosi, almeno
con manifestar' alia 8.C. di

Prop.a, e al Som. Pon. e moltc

cose necessariss.e le q.li non
posso tutte notificare p. Let-

tere, Memoriali, e Scritture,

ma solo a voce. Se la P.V.M.
R. mi concedera la grazia di

portarmi col suo comando a

Roma, bene qtiide; se no; p.

the College of Agra, where I

hope to find the orders of the

Provincial of Goa.

^

On this occasion I renew^ to

Your RevtTend Paternity the

request and petition made in

very many other letters of
mine, to wit, that you deign

to send me the express order

of going to Rome, in person, as

I liave need to speak oially

to Your Very Reverend Pater-

nity, to the Sacred Ccnigrega-

tion of Propaganda, and to the
Sovereign Pontifi’.

Our i\ither, my intention is

not to want by all means the

Company in Tibet. That is

not business of mine; lint my
intention is to make clear the

innocence of the Company, its

right, privileges and reasons,

and at the same time to provide

for the welfare of these souls

which God had given me,
either by the return of the

Company hither, or, if tliey do
not want it so, by at least

manifesting to the Sacred Con-
gregation of Propaganda and
to the Sovereign Pontiff' many
things most necessary which
cannot all be made known by
Letters, Memorials and Writ-
ings, but orally only. If Your

1 In his Jielazione, Desidfri wriUis; ‘The Capuchin Father who had
come from Lhasa and had been my compiuiioi’ up to here, coiitimiod his

journey, as he had Ix^eri appointed to the hospice of Kattmundu in Nepal

;

but, after arriving at the said city, he passed to a better life two months
later. I, on the contrary, judged it advisable to remain at Kutti till the
w^inter, because the transition from the climate of Thibet to that t>f NepaL
and from Nepal to the Mogol, i.s very harmful; the more so as at that
time there was great mortality at Kattmandil, owing to Influenza, as
Father Felice of Morro just mentioned exps^rieneed. I left then'foro
Kutti on the 14th December in comjiany with Father Feli(‘e of Monteeehic»,
who had arrived there meanwhile.' (I^ini, 87.)

Desideri must hav<3 met Fr. Felice of Montecchio again at Patna in
1 725, and it was the lot of both to mix't again at Home in 1728 and plead
against each other their reasons for having bt^en first in the field. The
Tibetan field, however barren of results, was in the eyes of both too good
to be given up without a square fight.
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parte inia avero sgravato la

mia coseienza.

Supplico ]a P.V.M.R., che Je

risposte (tile lettere di quest’

anno, ehe la P.V.M.R., si

degnera mandanni, le consegni,

e faceia inviare con tutta rac-

coinandazione, poiche Faltre

risposte (toltane la p.a alle-

lettere di Goa) non mi sono
giunte, e la P.V.M.R. dice

averle mandate p. Goa.

In fine umilm.te prostrate

a suoi piedi la supplico dlla

paterna Bened.nee S.S. Sacr.ij.

D.P.V.M.R.

Kutti, ultimo terrnine dlla

mia partenza dal Thibet,

5. 8bre 1721.

Ind.mo in X.po servo, e

Suddito,

Ippolito Desiderj.

{Endorsement made in Rome )

:

Goana, 1721.

Kutti, Thibetti 5. Octobris.

P. Hyppolitus Desideri.

Executus est prompt!ssime
ordinationem a S.Cong. et a

P.V. emanatam exeundi a Thi-

bet; post obtentam comoratus
est tandiu ibi, quia expectabat

occasionem minus noxiam, et

in qua ejus vita certum pericu-

lum non subiret, ut successit

comiti Capuccino, qui mortuus

Very Reverend Paternity

grants me the favour of going

by your order to Rome, hene

quidem (well indeed) ; if not, I

for my part shall have dis-

charged my conscience.

I beseech Your Very Re-
verend Paternity that, for the
answers to the letters of this

year which Your Very Rever-
end Paternity will deign to

send me, you consign them and
have them sent with every

recommendation, because the
other answers (excepting the
first, answering the letters from
Goa) have not reached me, and
Your Reverend Paternity says
you sent them by Goa.
At the end, humbly pros-

trate at your feet, I crave your
Fatherly Blessing and Holy
Sacrifices.

Your Very Reverend
Paternity’s,

Kutti, last limit for my
departure from Tibet, the

5th October, 1721.

Most Unworthy Servant in

Christ, and Subject,

Ippolito Desideri,

{Endorsement made in Rome )

:

Goan things, 1721.

Kutti of Tibet, 5th October.
Fr. Hyppolitus Desideri.

He complied most promptly
with the ordination sent by
the Sacred Congregation and
by Your Paternity of leaving

Tibet; after he had received

it, he remained so long there

because he awaited an oppor-
tunity less harmful, one in

which his life should not be
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est. Reiterat deprecationes ad
obtinendam faeultatem adeuii-

di Roman, quas interponit

tactus scnipulo, et ductus coiis-

cientia; et sperat earn exora-

turum ad S. Fidei, et veritatis

manilestationem

.

Rs. Jan. 1723.

exposed to evident danger, as

happened to his Capuchin com-

panion, who died- He renev s

his request to obtain the per-

mission of going to Rome,
bringing it forward, because

induced by a scruple of cons-

cience; and he hojx^s to obtain

it for the sake of manifesting

the (interests of the) Holy
Faith and the truth.

Answered: January 1723.

18. The Mission of Tibet is assigned to the Capuchins

(1732).

(From a note in the possession of the Society of Jesus; no
date.)

Missio Tibetana privative

Capuccinis tradita.

{In another writing): NelF
Anno 1732. la Sacra Cong,
ne di Propaganda, senza toc-

care verunaltra cosa, di quelle

re quali si agitano nolle scrit-

ture del p. Felice da Montec-
chio, e del P. Desideri, decretd
che la Missione del Tibet appar-
tenesse ])rivative a PP. Capu-
ccini: come era stato decretato

da Papa Clemente XI.

The Mission of Tibet given

over exclusively (?) to the

Capuchins.
In the year 1732, the Sacred

Congregation of Propaganda,

without touching any other

thing of thosi^ which are dis-

cussc^d in the*, writings of Fr.

Feli<‘e of Montecchio and of

Fr. l>(‘sideri, decreed that ihe

Mission of Tibet sho\ild belong

exclusively (?) to the Capu-
chin Fathers, as had Ikhmi

decreed by Pope (‘lenient XL

19. Desideri on the political events in Tibcd (1707-1721).
(P. 338).

1 ,

This great kingdom of Great Tilx^t fell into the hands and
power of the Tartars in the following manner.

The Tibetan king, who reigned at the end of last century
(P. 339) and in the beginning of the present oiic, k*ing con-
tinually at war with the king of the kingdom of dang {Tsang.)
had appointed, as his generalissimo and the defender of his
kingdom, a Tartar prince, the brother of the [Kdty king of
Kokonor and a relative of the Emperor of China. Through his
valour, this prince put an end to the wars continually waging
between the King of Uu {dBm) and the King Clang {gTsang).
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He ’ conquered the latter kingdom, took the great fortress of

Jegac6, destroyed (? col disfare) the king and all his people and
family, and subjected the whole country above-mentioned to

the king of Uu, or of Lhasa. The said Tartar prince having
won the applause and esteem of many by this victory, and
by his valour and prudence, the ungrateful Tibetan king,

carried away by envy and political suspicions, requited badly
the services of the defender of his kingdom; for, instead of

rewarding him liberally, he caused poison to be secretly given

to him and to one of his ministers, called Targum4ree-scij

.

The treachery being remarked in time, they succeeded, thanks to

medicines, in escaping the danger. The ungrateful king did not

desist, however; he tried again to poison them, though once

more in vain. After that, the Tartar prince placed himself at the
head of his troops and declared war against the Tibetan
king. In a short time, he took possession of Lhasa and forced

the king to retire to a strong fortress, at no great distance from
.the said city. Having tried in vain to force the place, the

Tartars had recourse to trickery. They made the said king

believe that the Great Lama himself, appealing to his revered

authority, called him out of that place and invited him to accept

the terms of peace which the Tartars woukl propose. The
credulous king left the fortress, with the result that the Tartar

prince and the minister suddenly fell upon him and killed him.

Having thus taken possession of the whole kingdom, the Tartar
prince became king under the name of Cinghes4chang, and his

minister became viceroy. The whole kingdom agreed to the

change, which was confirmed by the authority of the Emperor
of China, who then and subsequently sent ambassadors to

acknowledge Cinghes-khang as absolute master of the whole of

Tibet and establish him the more firmly and for ever on the

throne.

The nobility of his extraction, his kinship v ith the Emperor
of China and his personal valour rendered Cinghes-khang greatly
feared and respected by all his subjects; the foreigners likewise,

of whom there are plenty in the Third Tibet, greatly esteemed
him for his qualities and moral virtues. He show'^ed himself
extremely fond, too, of foreigners, and the further the countries

they came from, the greater was his goodwill for them. Shar^,

lofty in his views and quick-witted, when he had heard me
propose to him sundry points of religion directly opposed to

his beliefs, he was continually^ discussing with me, (P. 340)

and very ably too
;
and he assured me that, if I could convince

him of the falsity of the doctrines he followed, he w ould become
a Christian with the whole of his Court and of his people. He
governed the country with rare prudence and was most upright

and just in his decisions. Endowed with these and many other

natural gifts an(J virtuous qualities, he maintained himself on
thQ throne till December 1717, when his end w^as the more
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lamentable as the course of his reign had been the more successful.

The causes of his woeful end were as I shall now explain.

At the time when Cinghes-khang became master of the
kingdom, the Grand Lama of Tibet was a most dissolute young
man, unbridled, and stained with every vice. Moreover, he
started doing things contrary to the inviolable customs of the
Lamas and of the Religious; such as taking the greatest care of
his hair, drinking spirits to excess, and indulging in gambling;
finally, he let himself be carried away by his lust to such a degree

that not a beautiful person of either sex escaped the onslaughts
of his ungovernable passions. To bring him back to the right

path, the advice of the wise king Cinghes-khang proved unavail-

ing; unavailing too his severe reprimands; nor did he succeed

better when he threatened to put a violent stop to conduct which
contaminated the whole of his Kingdom.

So, when matters had first been arranged with the Emperor
ofChina through repeated mutual embassies, king Cinghes-khang,

under cover of specious pretexts, obliged the Grand Lama
to leave Lhasa, and to go towards China in the suite of the

Tartars and of his own most faithful servants. On the

journey, the Grand Lama was shown the king's orders, which
condemned him to death: Now, before the execution of the
sentence, from which there v as no escape, he said to some of his

friends that, after his death, they should tell his dear Tibetans

not to mourn for him, but to wait for his return; he would
come back to them, and would accordingly be reborn on the

frontiers of China; they should look for him in that direction,

and in due time they would find him back. Thus said, he vas
executed according to the King’s order: and the king appointed

in his stead a Religious of Tibet somewhat advanced in age,

whom he raised to the throne and dignity of Grand Lama.
When the news became known, great was the grief of the

Tibetans, and great the indignation whi(‘h the Religious con-

ceived against the Tartar king. They would have liked to

avenge the Grand Lamp’s death by deposing and killing the

king; but, finding themselves powerless for that, they tried

secretly to compass their design in another manner. How, I

shall say presently. The Tibetans, (P. 341) and especially

^e Religious, refused to acknowledge the Grand Lama, yet,

before the peremptory orders of the king and the dreaded

authority of the Emperor of China, all submitted externally

and acclaimed the new Grand Lama with outward shows of

reverence and obedience. Nevertheless, their reverence was so

utterly feigned that almost all, at that very time, plotted secretly

to free themselves of the Grand Lam^ and of the king himself.

Accordingly, the Tibetans, and in especial the Religious,

who were more deeply implicated in the conspiracy than the

rest, turned to the king of independent Uppejf Tartary, asking
him to help them in effecting their designs. The said king was a
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friend and relative of king Cinghes-khang. He accepted,

however, to betray him. Under pretence of new demonstrations
of friendship towards the king of Tibet, he sent him
ambassadors, asking him to accept the liand of his daughter for

his eldest son and thus draw closer the ties of kinship already
existing between them; would he, therefore, condescend to

send his son to his Court in Upper Tartary ? King Cinghes-khang
accepted the proposal and sent his eldest son with many of his

servants and a large number of soldiers on horseback. After

some time the king of Upper Tartary asked of king Cinghes-khang
a considerable amount of gold and silver and large numbers of

horses and soldiers, alleging disagreements with China and the

fear of disturbances in the kingdom of larkand, which, a few
years before, he had barbarously subjugated. King Cinghes-

khang, who by nature was unable to suspect evil, especially in

a friend and relative, quickly sent whatever the king of Upper
Tartary had requested.

Meanwhile, throughout Tibet the news was that a child,

a few years old, and born near Sining, on the fi'ontiers between
Lower Tartary and China, had spoken and had said (which

happens frequently in Tibet, as I have had occasion to show)

that he was the Grand Lama who had been put to death by
king Cinghes-khang, but had been reborn, conformably to the

promise he had made to his dear Tibetans; the throne of

Lhasa belonged to himself; he was most eager to see again his

devoted disciples : his only wish was to try again to procure and
further their welfire, and to save them from the vast ocean of

toils, as they call the cycle of transmigrations in which they

erroneously believe. (P. 342).

It is difficult to imagine what a commotion this piece of

news produced on the minds of the Tibetans, especially of the

Religious, and though eager they were to see ]daced again on his

throne their Grand Lama, whose return they had so anxiously
expected and longed for. They thought that the king, who
belonged to their own sect, would at once make diligent inquiries

into the new reincarnation; but they were disappointed. The
king of Tibet sent to the place where the said child was some
Lamas and doctors to examine very minutely (such being the

custom in Tibet, as t explained more in particular above)

whether the said child was the Grand Lama who had died and
been reborn; now, these Lamas and doctors, having gone and
made the necessary examination, returned to Tibet and
reported to the king that they had not been able to discover

sufficient signs to make them recognize in the said child the

person of the former Grand Lama. Accordingly, the king not
only did not allow the said child to come to Tibet, but to

obviate disorder he contrived that the Emperor of China should

have the said chjld taken and put into a fortress, where he was
surrounded by trusty guards. For many years the Tibetans
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made every effort to obtain from the king of China their Grand
Lam^

;
all their attempts proved, however, useless. In the end,

impatient of further delays, and becoming bold and resolute,

they determined to execute and accomplish without more ado
the conspiracy which, long before, with the help of the king of

independent Upper Tartary, they had set on foot against king

Chinghes-khang and the Grand Lam^, whom they would not
accept as lawfully elect.

The chiefinstigators ofthe disorders, which were the outcome
of what w^e have related, were different Lamas and almost all

the Religious of the three chief convents and great Universities

of Tibet: to wit, the great convent of Breebung, the great

convent of Sera at Lhas^, and the great convent of Jegace,

the capital of the province of Ciang. They bribed many grandees

of Tibet and some of the King’s ministers, and made them
promise that, wdien the time for assisting the enemies would be

at hand, they w^ould lend their help for the success of the

enterprise. All this and many other things having been secretly

arranged in Tibet, they sent a large picked body of Religious,

the youngest and most robust, to independent Upper Tartary,

where, with the help of that king, who gave them some troops

of Tartar soldiers, they enrolled themselves under the command
and conduct of Ge-ring-ton-drup, and (P. 343) three other

generals. Tw o of these w ere monks, w ho had studied and been

solemnly promoted to a doctor’s degree at the said great convents

and Chief Universities of Breebung and Ser^, at the capital of

Lhasa.
Ge-ring-ton-drup had also studied at the famous convent

and large University of Jegace, where he had been a Religious.

He was a very near relative of the king of independent Up}X)r

Tartary; a man of keen intellect, bold, intrepid and warlike, he
was accustomed to fatigue, no toils intimidated him; his horse

and his arms were everything for him
;
in fact, w^e might compare

him to a miniature Alexander the Great, whose qualities were
revived in his person

;
and he was destined to show to the world

that those who have been schooled in the liberal arts and trained

in the career of sciences turn out the bravest and most victorious

sons of Mars.
When the said army had enlisted under the banners of such

a general and was ready to march upon Tibet, another army
was levied at the same time to be sent against China, to prevent
the Emperor from snccouring Chinghes-khang, his friend and
kinsman, and to try moreover to take possession of the child

who was said to be the incarnation of the Grand LamJt. If this

design succeeded, there would be no further need of a campaign

;

for, if they got hold of the child and could conduct him trium-
phantly across Tibet, the whole country would acclaim and
welcome him as their longed-for and legitimate Sovereign, and
all would turn their backs on king Cinghes-khang. In this
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way, the conquest of Tibet would cost less blood to the Tartars

and the Tibetans, and the results would prove more lasting.

When these two armies issued from independent Upper
Tartary, the false rumour was spread that king Cinghes-khang’s
eldest son was returning to Tibet with his bride and a large

escort. King Cinghes-khang was in the habit of leaving the city

of Lhasa at the beginning of June and of going with his Tartars

to a pleasure -seat in the north, called Dam, where he would
indulge in the pleasures of the chase till about the end of October.

In the year 1717, when he received the false news of his son’s

arrival, he left Lhasa in the middle of June and went to Dam,
not for the usual hunt, but to meet the sooner his eldest son,

whom he longed to see again. While he was nursing these

sweet hopes, lo ! suddenly from his hereditary estates in Lower
Tartary, there arrived breathless, after a precipitous flight, and
accompanied by only a handful of followers, (P. 344) his second

son, who, with tears in his eyes, revealed to his father the

treachery so perfidiously planned against him by the king of

independent Upper Tartary, whose army was to arrive within

a few hours at that very place, as indeed happened. Without
a minute s delay, the king picked together for battle his Tartars

and some Tibetan servants whom he had with him, and
bravely j)repared with his son to resist the enemy, who in a

short while came to attack the king and his small force.

This first battle would speedily have sealed the doom of

king Cinghes-khang and put an end to his dynasty, if his second
son had not discovered the secret pact between some of his

father’s servants and the enemy for killing him and triumphing
without striking another blow. The said prince, having there-

fore punished the traitors without delay, conducted the battle

in quite another direction and after a quite different manner;
so that king Cinghes-khang with the small force under him was
victorious in several engagements and gained a very advantageous
position, which barred the enemy’s march upon Lhasa and made
it impossible for them to communicate with the rebels of Tibet.

In this manner, the king foiled all the attempts of his open and
secret enemies for the space of three months, i.e. from the
beginning of August till about the end of October. During this

time, the king called up from all the provinces, even the remotest,

all the troops of the kingdom and collected them in the city of

Lhas^. Moreover, through the industry and skill of some
ambassadors of the Emperor of China who had come to Lhas^
during the previous months, marvellous work w^as done for

fortifying the w hole of the great circuit of the said city of Lhas^,
up to the Potala inclusively, with new walls and gates, with
manifold forts and ravelins, ditches and palisades and other

suitable means of defence, all of which would have made the
plaice impregnate for the host of enemies without, had not
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treachery been lurking within that very enclosure, within those
very fortifications.

As the above-said place of Dam is unprotected towards
the north, and greatly exposed to intolerably cold winds during
the cold season, which about the end of October had already

begun to make its rigour felt, the king and his son and all their

people abandoned their position at Dam and retired to the

capital city of Lhasa, which, as I have said, had been well

fortified and strongly supplied with troops. The enemies did

not move or advance
;
and, notwithstanding the unbearable cold

tormenting them at Dam, they remained there still (P. 345)

another full month, without making any hostile demonstration.
Their intention w^as to aw ait the arrival of the other army which
they had left on the frontiers of China. They hoped that with

them would come the said child, the supposed incarnation of the

Grand Lama of Tibet. They were, however, disap})ointed.

The said army Wiis of a sudden completely defeated by the

Chinese, and the pretended Lama of Tibet was left in closer

confinement than before and guarded more jealously.

Hearing this news, and foiled in his hope of obtaining

indispensable help from the army whose arrival he had awaitecl,

the generalissimo Ge-ring4on-drnp w'as reduced to straits wiiich-

ever w^ay he turned. To advance to the siege (;f an excellently

fortified city, and fight with only six thousand soldiers a whole
kingdom, was too foolhardy to think of: to turn back and return

the same w^ay as he liad come was tantamount to exposing his

life and the lives of his soldiers to the fury and just vengeance
of the Chinese. What did he do ? He kept the diseomfitiire

of the army he had awaited an impenetrable si^aet, and he
succeeded so w^ell in dissimulating it that he made his soldiers

and the Tibetans believe most firmly that the army which had
gone against China had not only been victorious, but that it was
bringing to Til)et the new Grand Lam^; therefore, they should
offer no resistance, but open the gates to one wbo w'as going to

re-establish on the throne of Lhasa its lawful and much longed-for

Lord. Having thus prepared the way, the said general advan<*ed

with his troops against the capital of Tibet.

On the 21st of November, at 3 o’clock in the afternoon,
they appeared in the neighbourhood of Lhasa, advanced even to

where they were hardly safe from the artillery (the guns not

being very big), and immediately split up in four divisions:

the first, under Ge-ring-ton-drup, remained on the north side,

near the great convent of 8er^; the second went to take up its

position on the west side, not far from the other chief convent of

Breebung; the third went to station itself on the east side, so
as to be in communication with the other convent of Kanden;
finally, the fourth division placed itself on the south side, on the
bank of the Great river, which flows in the rjeighbourhood of
Lhas^- No sooner did these divisions appear than the religipus
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and the Lamas went out in a body from the abovesaid convents,

welcomed the Tartars with joyful shouts and acclamations, and
brought them food, weapons and ammunition; and, what is more,
a large number of the young men of all the convents took up
arms and, dressed as soldiers, joined (P. 346) the new-comers,
thus swelling considerably the too small numbers of the army.

During the night of the 30th of November, after midnight,

the enemies fiercely assaulted the walls of Lhasa from every
direction. As agreed upon, they w^ere supplied in some places

wdth ladders, and the north and east gates were opened to

them. The enemy entered the unhappy city, and after a short,

though bloody, resistance, they were masters of the place by
day-break. Amid delirious rejoicings, the victorious army
carried Ge-ring-ton-drup in triumph to the royal palace, Trussi-

khang, as it is called, but found it despoiled of all its contents:

for the king and his family, together with the Viceroy, the

generalissimo, and a few^ other ministers of his court had evacuat-

ed it and retired to the great palace of Potala, the Grand Lama’s
residence, wLich, situated on a spacious, though not very high,

eminence of hard rock, forms a very strong fortress.

Hardly had Ge-ring-ton-drup entered the royal palace

wLen, \vith his permission, all his soldiers, and, more greedy
than the rest, the religious of the above-said convents who had
joined his army as soldiers, scattered and, with naked sw'ords

in their hands, ran to all the houses, to pillage and sack, without

sparing anyone, not even those W'ho had secretly intrigued with
them. Their greed not being satisfied wdth wLat they found
in the houses, they went in search of wLat had been kept and
placed in the convents and in the temples. Not even then was
their cupidity appeased; they returned several times to all the

houses, and, sparing neither age, sex nor rank, they struck

some with the point of their swords, beat others all over the

body with inhuman cruelty, suspended others, with their hands
tied behind their back, from the beams of the soffit (del soffitto)

and scourged them repeatedly, or again tormented others in

other barbarous ways, and all that to make them confess where
they had secreted their riches. Two full days and two full

nights they continued thus, until they had stolen, unearthed and
collected all the most precious things or anything of value which
they could find, both in the city of Lhasa and in its vicinity.

It w^as pitiful to see persons, formerly rich and very well-off,

and the welthiest merchants, reduced to a lamentable condition,

almost quite naked, and with no other consolation than that

all shared the same wretched plight. Among those who suffered

most from the stealing of property and ill-treatments were the
very reverend Capuchin Fathers, (P. 347), who were robbed of
everything they had, as much as about 500 Roman scudi. All

that was left t<\them was some little money which they had
bru’ied in the place where they kept their fire-wood. One of
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these Fathers was stripped stark naked and cruelly scourged,

so much so that for a long time afterwards he suffered most pain-

fully from his wounds. As for me, I had Uved for some months
at the University of Sera, in order to study more conveniently

their chief books and get accustomed to their manner of dis-

cussing. At the time when the hostile Tartars came to besiege

Lhasa, I was at the said University, and I was advised to return

to the said city, as to a place offering less danger and greater

safety. I judged it, however, more prudent not to budge from
where I was, and so I suffered no personal violence, nor was I

robbed of the little money T had on me, or of my bed, or of the

things of my chapel. On the other hand, whatever 1 had at

Lhasa, in the Hospice of the Capuchin Fathers, was stolen,

only some money excepted, which I had hidden in the above-

said place.

On the third day, which was the 3rd of December 1717, the

barbarians turned all their efforts and all their fury and greed

against the said great palace of Potala, the magnificent Residence

of the Grand Lama. With engines and ladders and other con-

trivances, they scaled the outer ring of walls on the south side;

then, having occupied the rock and seeing that all other efforts

to penetrate into the palace and the fortress would be useless,

they had recourse to fire; and, having forced the chief big gate

by means of it, they entercnl, not to cease the tragedy, but to

commence others of a new and more horrible nature. Mean-
while, king Cinghes-khang, the Viceroy and the generalissimo

had shpped out by a secret door on the north side, and, mounting
good horses kept ready for the purpose, had taken to flight.

When the enemies remarked they were gone, they gave chase
at once. At a certain place, the fugitives were stopped in their

flight by a ditch strengthened by a double palisade; here they
were overtaken, and, though they defended themselves bravely,

king Cinghes-khang was killed in the affray. When Ge-ring-ton-

drup was informed of the fact, he went at once to where the
king had been killed and where his corpse still lay; he made a
great show of grief, spoke with the highest praise of his virtues

and gave him an honourable funeral.

To the second son, the Viceroy Targum-tree-scij and the
dead king’s generalissimo, whose name was Ten-drup-9§-ring,
were reserved greater and longer misfortunes and a further

display of great deeds. (P. 348) The three of them, after aveng-
ing the king’s death by slaying a goodly number of enemies,
bravely forced their way through them, and, as not one could
equal the speed of their horses, they continued their flight, and
disappeared from the sight of their pursuivants. When they
had run a long time, they went at dead of night and at the risk

of their lives to take refuge in the house of great Governor
of one of the chief provinces of Tibet. This province, which
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is in the north-east of Tibet, is called Tdze, whence the said

Governor was called Deba-Taze.
‘ During their flight, the hostile Tartars, driven by their

insatiable greed of plunder, had penetrated forcibly into the
great palace of the Potala. Here they found the Grand Lama
who had been appointed by king Cinghes-khang. Of his own
accord, he yielded to them his throne, and asked as a favour to

be allowed to spend the rest of his life, hke a simple private

Religious, in his old convent.

They also found in the Potala the Grand Lama of Jegace,

who is esteemed as the second oracle of Tibet, his authority

being enhanced by his enormous wealth and his very advanced
age. These qualifications had gained him the greatest esteem
and reverence, not only from king Cinghes-khang and the whole
of Tibet, but also from the Emperor of China and the victorious

general Ge-ring-ton-drup, whose superior and director he had
been formerly, when the said general lived and studied for

several years as a Religious at the great convent and University

of Jegace. So then, the said Lama of Jegace, trusting to the
authority which his rank and his age gave him, reproved bitterly

his bold enemies for their perfidy and treachery, the murder
of the king, the death of so many innocent people and the sack

of the town; and he added that, as fife would be too heavy
a burden to him thenceforth, he had no other wish than to share

the fate of so many wretched people whom they had slain.

These words saved from a murderous sword the widowed queen
and her youngest son, a child three or four years old, whom
she had near her; but they were despoiled of everything they
had and kept prisoners in Ge-ring-ton-drup’s power.

When the Tartars had emptied the great palace of Potala
of all its former inmates, they stripped it of all its contents.

No one would believe me if I w^ere to detail the extraordinary
amount of booty which w as taken at this sack

;
for no one Arould

be able to credit, still less to value, the immensity of the w^ealth

and the rareness of the treasures which were found in the said
palace, especially in the thrones, in the apartments of the Grand
Lama and in the temple of the idols, which stands (P. 349) in

the chief part of the said palace. Only one w^ho has seen such
treasures and examined them again and again can form a suffi-

ciently adequate idea of them.
The second son of king Cinghes-khang, the Viceroy and

the generalissimo of all the troops of Tibet had, during their

flight, taken refuge in the house of the Deba-Taze with the
intention of prosecuting their journey towards China; but,

whereas they thought they would find at his house a brief

respite from their fatigues, they found in it the begiiming of
new and harder trials. The said Deba-Taz§ belonged to the
most conspicuous family of Tibet; he was closely connected
with the native kings of the country, a long line of whom had
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governed it before the\" were dispossessed by king Cinghes-
khang for reasons recounted above. Moreover, he was but
too eager, old as he was, to recover for himself the royal crown
which once had belonged to his family. Besides, he was a hard-

hearted and more than feline character, as is shown by the exec-

rable thing he had done many years before. He had an only

son, a young man of high intellect, alfable manners and endowed
with such good parts that king Cinghes-khang, who loved

him with a father's affection, kept him at his court, loaded him
with favours and raised him for his caie talents to the most
important charges. All this, however, was not to his father’s

liking, though he ought, it seems, to have rejoiced at it, rather;

jealousy and the hatred he felt towards the sovereign suggested

to him the fell design of poisoning his own son. So then,

prompted partl}^ by his hatred for the deceased king Cinghes-

khang, partly by his inhuman nature and unbridled ambition,

he sent ambassadors to Ge-ring-ton-drup at Lhasa to let him
know that the fugitive sovereign i and his son 2 were in his

power, helpless. Ge-ring-ton-drup despatched from Lhasa
a big body of armed Tartars, who, on arriving at the place in-

dicated, loaded with fetters victims already under arrest and
brought them to the conqueror’s feet. His orders were to keep

the prince and the Viceroy apart in separate prisons; after

which, he had the conquered general Ton-drup-9e-ring ^ placed

before him, and, finding him insensible to threats, he tried to

mollify him by kindness and promises; but all his artifices were
unavailing, so strong was the man’s courage, so firm his loyalty

to his sovereign.

When the Viceroy Targum-trfe-scij had been confined to

a rigorous imprisonment, the barbarous usurpers of Tibet,

knowing that all the King’s and the Grand llama’s treasures,

much of which they had been unable to discover, had always
been in his keeping, tried (P. 350) for a long time with inhuman
cruelty to make him confess where these treasures were kept
hidden. I was dying to help somewhat the said \aceroy, who
from the first days of my arrival at Lhasa had been my affec*-

tionate friend and had shown himself quite openly ready to

further the success of my mission but, much as 1 tried, I could
give him no other help than procuring him a bed of mine, and
supply a faithful servant of his with some money, so that he
might every day give him Cia^ to drink. The Tartars, baulked
by the firmness of that very loyal Viceroy, and seeing that they
could obtain nothing from him, resolved to send to the king
of Upper Tartary the said Viceroy with the queen, the young
jirince, and king Cinghes-khang’s second son, in order that, on
their arrival there, they might meet with a cruel death.

1 Sir, for Viceroy. 2 Head: and the sovereign’s son.
^ 4 Tea. ^
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The victorious Tartars, suspecting opposition to the execu-
tion of their iniquitous enterprise, conducted with them as

secretly as possible, and under strong surveillance, the said four

persons. They had already entered the desert which, from the
nortli-west, by the upper road of China, leads to Upper Tartary,
when the news of their movements reached the ears of Ten-
drup-9e-ring, who had finally been set free. Without losing

a moment, he set out all alone and succeeded in overtaking the
prisoners. He attacked resolutely the guards conducting them,
and at the first blow managed to save from their hands the

Viceroy, who fled and recovered his liberty. Meanwhile, he
received the sad tidings that Ge-ring-ton-drup, hearing of his

sudden departure from Lhasa, had avenged himself by bar-

barously killing his wife. The news of this cruel deed only

added to his anger and his boldness. Rushing again among
the enemies, who still held the king’s widow and her two sons,

he tried to set them free; but, overpowered by numbers, he
fell himself into the hands of the Tartar soldiers, and was
massacred.

When the Viceroy Targum-tree-scij had, as we said above,
recovered his liberty by flight, he started making plans of

revenge. Leaving the desert which on the east side, and across

China, leads to Upper Tartary, he took the north road, and
coming down, alone and incognito, to the province of Qang,
he crossed the other provinces until he arrived at the other,

great desert which, stretching from the west as far as Cartoa,i

leads from there to Yarkand, whence it goes directly to inde-

pendent Upper Tartary. Having crossed the whole of this

desert and arrived at Cartoa, he started collecting at once
(P. 351) and encouraging some scattered military outposts
which king Cinghes-khang had formerly sent there to defend
those furthermost parts of Tibet against the invasions which
his treacherous enemies might have attempted on that side.

Having brought together a small body of troops, he inspired
his soldiers with eagerness to avenge in the blood of their

enemies their king and his family, and proceeded to block the
Cartoa pass, so that the barbarian usurpers might not receive

any help from their own country or have any intercourse

with it.

His plan did not prove unsuccessful. As the Chinese

had occupied the eastern route, and he did not yet know the

snares which w^ere being laid for him in the north, the king
of independent Upper Tartary ,2 or of the Giongars (as the
Tartars of that Tartary are called in that language) sent re-

peatedly his envoys by way of Cartoa in order to obtain from
that side reinforcements and thus strengthen his army in Tibet,

which was now getting weaker and weaker. But not one of

1 Gartok. 2 He means C6-ring-ton-drup.
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those who were sent from Lhasa to the country of the Giongars
or were sent from there to Tibet, managed to escape with his

life when arriving at Cartoa, the place where the Viceroy Targum-
tree-scij and his small band lay in ambush. Seeing that, after

much waiting, none of the envoys whom he had sent to Upper
Tartary returned and that none of the auxiliary troops promised
appeared from there, Ge-ring-ton-drup, the general of the Gion-

gars, did not know whether this was the result of obstacles met
on the way, or because the king of the Giongars was unable to

help and continue the enterprise. He then took it into his

head to send to him all the booty, and to re-awaken in him by
the sight of such wealth his desire to assist him with a strong

force and complete the conquest of Tibet. Accordingly, he
sent by the western route, that of the great desert, which emerges

at Gnari and Cartoa, a large well-armed body of his Giongars,

and entrusted to them the whole of his treasures, whatever he
had amassed not only from the sack of Lhasa, but from a great

part of Tibet.

After a long journey of four months, the said Giongar force

W'as now approaching the frontiers of their country and anti-

cipating the pleasure of a triumphal entry, w^hen, on arriving

at Cartoa, Targum-tree-scij sent to meet them some of the

Tibetans w^hom he had collected and won over to his cause.

They went out, unarmed; and, far from assuming a menacing
attitude, they manifested joy, and behaved like friends w'ho,

on hearing of the arrival of the Giongars, wished to make them
forget the discomforts of a toilsome journey. In this w'ay they
induced the Giongars (P. 352) to rest there a few days, in field-

tents, which they had prepared for them. They stopped,

therefore; and they were quite willing, all of them, to stimulate

the newly begun rejoicings by potations of dang and Aracca,

copious quantities of w^hich had been pre[)ared for them. It is

the custom, both among the Tartars and the Tibetans, not

to stop drinking such like liquids, even wiien importuned by
them, until all the pots placed before them have been emptie(l.

The Giongars had already drunk very deep, when the Tibet-

ans, acting on Targum-tree-scij s instructions, made the chief

officers of that large force understand that it was not the
custom for people indulging in drink to keep their arms about
their person : for, wffien people get drunk, they are apt to start

quarrelling, to come to blows, and, having their arms about
them, they may turn a joyful convivial meeting into a scene of

fighting and bloodshed. The Giongars, already under the spell

of excessive libations, their minds obnubilated, did not reflect

on the danger of such a proposal; and, when their arms had been
taken and safely stowed away, they resumed with renewed
zest the task of emptying the cups, with the result that many
dropped down, overcome by sleep, while the rest were unfit for

any rational action. Then the Viceroy TargUm-tree-scij (^^c)
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ordered his small force to kill everyone of the Giongars with
their own weapons, and not to let even one escape and carry

home the sad tidings. This was done; the immense treasures,

which these barbarian robbers had brought so far, were taken,
and the Viceroy kept them intact at Cartoa itself so that, when
the Chinese came, as he hoped, to take possession of Tibet,

he might carry them back to Lhasa and surrender them to the

Chinese, by way of thanking them for having avenged the death
of king Cinghes-khang and of his family. By this one blow,

Targum-tree-scij all alone reduced the Giongars to such straits

that not only did they despair of obtaining from their country
any succour of fresh forces, but with their reduced numbers
they were unable to maintain their hold on Tibet and were
forced to see the entire country pass into the hands of the Chinese,

as we shall now explain.

The Emperor of China was doubly irritated against the

Giongars: not only had they, without any declaration of war,

sent an army to occupy his states on the side of Sining, but they

had treacherously deprived of his kingdom and of his life king
Cinghes-khang, his friend and kinsman. Anxious to remedy all

this without bloodshed, he sent with due precautions (P. 353)

his ambassadors to the generalissimo of the Giongars, the usurper

of Tibet, Ge-ring-ton-drup, to persuade him to desist from
his enterprise and represent to him the dangers which obstinacy

would expose him to. Ge-ring-ton-drup, emboldened by his

victories, replied to the ambassador of the Chinese sovereign

that by the sword he had taken possession of Tibet and by the

sw^ord meant to maintain his power over it.

To repress the pride of the Giongars, and avenge the death
of king Cinghes-khang and the wTongs done to himself, the

Emperor of China sent to Tibet in 1719, from his states of

Sining and other provinces in their neighbourhood, a large

army composed exclusively of Chinese, partly pagans and partly

Maomettans, none of the Tartars, who compose the mainstay
of his army, being sent along with them. There are two routes
from China to Lhasa: the shorter one, w^hich generally takes

three months, goes west from Sining, crosses a long and trouble-

some desert, and emerges north of Lhasa; the other required

more than three months; it strikes southwards from Sining

and goes to the province of Tazentu, in the kingdom of Kham,
W'hich forms part of the kingdom of Tibet; then, turning

to the west, it runs through other parts of Kham and other

provinces of Tibet till it reaches Lhasa ;
this second road,

although much longer, is very convenient, for it passes all

the time through inhabited places. However, the officers and
commandants of the above-said army, who were mostly Maomet-
tans, fearing to meet with serious obstacles along this second
road, took the former one and came marching across the said

desert. Owing to their numbers, the length of the journey,
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and their slow progress, the army, on arriving at Dam, a place

not far from and north of Lhasa, but thinly populated, sufered
seriously from want of food. At first, they could revictual

themselves at once; but not so afterwards. As soon as they
reached the said place, they occupied an advantageous position

and constructed a stone entrenchment to defend themselves
from attacks on the part of the enemy. On hearing of the

arrival of the Chinese army, the Giongars marched at once
against Dam, whither they called up all the foTX'es of Tibet.

After many engagements, always indecisive, the Chinese were
compelled to fall back on their entrenchments; but, as soon as

they had retired to them, they were surrounded on all sides

by the forces of the Giongars and Tibetans; (P. 354) every
pass was blocked against them, so that they could not receive

or procure even the smallest succour in the way of provisions.

They were reduced to such want that, after eating their own
animals, they started eating the tiesh of the comrades who
were continually dying of hungei*. In their extremity, they
asked some Lamas to intercede for them and obtain from the
Giongars the permission of leaving their entrenchments and
returning home, without any further warlike action on their

part. The Giongars consented, on condition that the Clnnese

would come out quite unarmed. The Chinese accepted the

condition; but, the moment the}' left their enclosure, the j)f‘rfi-

dious Giongars attacked them, unable as they were to offer any
resistence, and killed them to a man.

The Pmiperor of Chimi now' levied from many provim’C'S

and from his own court of Pekin a countless army, composed
no longer of Chinese only, but also in great {)art of his Tartars,

^loreover, several petty kings of Lower Tartary, his vassals

and feudatories, also joined the said army with all th<^ for(‘es

of their States. Only one who has had experience of the irn-

mence wealth of the Emperor of China and has witnessed it

at least partl}^ can form an idea of the great provisions of all

sorts, arms, munitions, implements, engiiK's and animals with
which he abundantly supplied that numberless host. To say
nothing of the rest, 1 say only that all the officers and every
one of the soldiers were given liberally and beforehand full

five years' pay.

I do not know whether Your Reverence ^ w ill belP re me,
but I protest that I do not exaggerate in the least, and that I

tcdl only what 1 have seen with my own eyes. No sooner had
the Chinese come to Tibet the second time, than the whole of
that kingdom, vast as it is, was in a very short time so abun-
dantly supplied with silver that the metal became most common
among the people, insomuch that it was necessary to forbid
its being accepted for buying and selling. The said silver (as

1 Th€3 General of the Society of Jobiih ?
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is the custom in China) was not minted money, but pure, un-
alloyed silver and in pieces of three sorts, big, middling and
small. At much risk and expense, the Tibetans sent this

silver from Lhasa to Nepal, a journey of three months to and
fro, to have it exchanged against the minted money, of the three
petty chiefs ruling over the entire kingdom of Nepal. These^

without taking any interest or discount, exchanged their usual

money against an equal weight of the said silver, and (P. 355)
each one of them, especially the petty king of Kadmandu, made
a profit of several millions by the exchange.

The wise Emperor’s chief aim in sending that army was
not to repress violently the boldness of the Giongars, but to

alienate from them and conciliate to himself the minds of the

Tibetans. To effect his design, he could not find a better

means or one more efficacious with those people than policy,

even though he did not relish choosing this means. As I have
said above, some had already spread throughout Tibet the

news that their venerated Grand Lama, whom king Cinghes-

khang had caused to be put to death, had been reborn at a place

-not very far from Sining, in the dominions of China. For a
long time these credulous and superstitious people were longing

for the return of their Grand Lama, who hitherto had been well

guarded in a safe fortress by the guards of the Emperor of China.
Entreaties, artifices, violence, conspiracies on the part of the

Tibetans, all had been useless towards recovering and replacing

on the throne their reborn Lama. What then did the Emperor
of China ? He drew forth from that fortress the supposed
reincarnation of the Lama, and sent him to Tibet with the
second army. At the same time he addressed edicts to all the

Lamas and Religious, to all the Governors of Tibet and their

subjects, announcing to them the arrival of the longed-for

body
;
if they had the heart to take up arms and fight him, they

could join the ranks of the deceitful Giongars; but, if in the
young man he sent them they acknowledged and revered their

Grand Lama, they sliould, at the approach of the troops now on
their way to restore him to his throne, obey the orders which
the ministers and officers of the Emperor of China would give

them.
This second Chinese army did not, like the first, come by

way of the said eastern desert; it took the other road of which

I have spoken above. It came in good order and slowly; and
everywhere people bowed and submitted to the orders of the

Emperor of China. In virtue of these orders, suddenly and
almost at the same time the whole of Tibet flew to arms

; and,

from the boys of twelve years upward, there was not a man,
old or infirm though he was, who was not obliged to serve as a
soldier. During those months I was in the province of Takpo-
kier, at a place called Trong-gnee, and for greater safety’s sake

I had retired to the palace of the governor of the said province.
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who was a religious: he too was obliged to start for the army,
leaving a substitute. In the evening of the 28th of September,
(P. 356) 1720, a little after sundown, I received from a general

of the militia of those provinces the order to present myself
the next day at his camp, with arms, a horse, a pack-mule and
two persons in my service, armed likewise, and on foot; in case

I transgressed his orders, the penalty was death. My quality

and authority of Lama w^as of no avail; for all the different

Lamks of Tibet received similar orders and were threatened

with the hke penalty. Your Reverence can well imagine how'

I Avas taken aback by so peremptory an order. Seeing my
consternation, the good Vice-Governor, an old man of great

authority, and somewhat related to the said general, consoled

me and let me hope that, thanks to his interposition, he would
be able to save me from my troublesome predicament. In fact,

he set out, and, arriving the next morning at the said generafs
tent, he pleaded so well in my hvvour that they sent me with

all speed counter-orders, excuses and compliments.

Though, on that occasion, all the Tibetans were armed,
all w^ere not called upon to join the Chinese army; only some
were called up, but the others were told off to different places

to block all the passes in every direction, not only at the extre-

mities of the kingdom, but at the frontiers of each separate
province. Thus every outlet w^as cut off against the Giongars
and every means of escape taken from them.

Instead of losing heart, the Giongars, roused and maddened
more than ever by their innate boldness, ran to meet the army
of their enemies, and, while these thought themselves secure,

in the silence and darkness of the night, they fell upon them
unexpectedly and butchered many thousands of poor Chinese.

The blood of their enemies roused the Giongars to still greater

frenzy; the next night, they returned to the attack with such
resolution and dash that they doubled the slaughter. The
third night, they attacked again, and this time they turned
their efforts to the .side where was the Grand Lama. All around
him stood the chief captains and such vast number of Tartars

that by themselves they consitituted a formidable host. Eager
to penetrate up to the Grand Lam^, the Giongars, made such a
nimble and violent onrush and started again such a massacre
among their enemies that, their weapons blunted and rendered

useless by the long and continued striking and killing, they
judged that the fight wearied them more than it harmed and
dismayed the Chinese. (P. 357)

Such is precisely the object of the Chinese when they form
their enormous armies, composed for the greater part of persons
who by their age and weakness seem to be a hindrance rather
than a help. China being exceedingly populous and prolific,

it matters little to her if in a few battles she loses many thousands
of men; nay, she manages to derive considerable profit from .the
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loss itself. In a word, their object in letting the enemy revel

in ^uch a slaughter is that in the end they may be utterly tired

out and be already in great part defeated by sheer weakness.
Then they bring out the most considerable and most stalwart
portion of their army, attack their worn-out enemies and have
no difficulty in gaining the hoped-for victory.

It is exactly what happened this time, too. On the fourth

day, the Chinese did not wait for the Giongars to attack them

;

they forestalled them. When it grew^ dark, lights and fires

were lit in all the tents and pavilions of the Chinese camp, to

let the enemj^ know that they were watching, and to make them
distinguish the said pavilions, wffiose occupants, besides, had
been almost entirely wiped out. Meanwhile, the Tibetans of

China and of Lower Tartary, under cover of the darkness,

divided into three big divisions. The first remained where it

was, to guard and defend the Grand Lama ; the second took up
its position in front of the camp, facing the enemy ; but this

time the Chinese w^ere sent to the rear of the camp and distributed

among the tents and pavilions; the third division, issued from
•the camp in great silence, and after a long detour, stationed

itself at the back of the enemies. Then, at a given signal,

they suddenly assailed the Giongars, who now plainly saw' the

difference between those whom they had fought the previous

nights and those w^hom they were fated to contend against

this time. The fight raged most fiercely. In the end, reduced

to a handful, the Giongars, the arrogant usurpers of Tibet,

and their general-in-chief, Ge-ring-ton-drup, were shamefully
routed, and the paltry remnant of their forces made for the
western desert. Ge-ring-ton-drup did not venture, however,

to push on towards Cartoa, wffiere he knew^ that the redoubted
Targum-tree scij yet was; he struck northwards, a prey to
despair, utter spite and no less shame, and tried to cross the

impassable barrier of mountains w- hich on that side are the abode
of everlasting horror. The rumour is that, among those wastes,
than w'hich none more horrible are to be found on earth, he wdiose
inhuman cruelty had filled such vast kingdom with terror and
carnage ended his career. (P. 358)

After awful catastrophes which had lasted nearly twenty
years, the victory of October 1720 secured to the Emperor of
China the absolute dominion over the Avhole of this third Tibet

or Bhutan. It is at present governed by him, and it is thought
that it will remain subject, for many centuries and without
opposition, to his mighty power.

I shall not speak of the great festivities celebrated every-

where, and especially at Lhasa, in honour of the Chinese who
had re-instated on the throne of the Potala the much longed-
for Lama. I shall not enlarge on the great moderation showm
by their victoriojis army. For brevity’s sake, I omit these

ancj many other things which would well be worth recording.
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I shall say only what helps to show that the intention which
the most wise Emperor of China, pursued in that enterprise of

the conquest of Tibet was merely to vindicate the death of

king Cinghes-khang and of his cruelly betrayed family.

T said above that the city of Lhas^ was taken by the Gion-

gars, not by force of arms, but by the secret machinations of

some, partly seculars and partly Lamas, traitors to king Cinghes-

khang, who opened tlie gates of the city and helped with ladders

the said Giongars. I said also that the Deba Taze, wtth horrible

treachery, had surrendered to the power of the Giongars his

fugitive guests namely the king’s second son, the Viceroy Tar-

gum-tree-scij, and general Ton-drup-^e-ring. After the final

victory of the Chinese, the traitors were cast into different

prisons, and by decree of the Emperor were condemned to die

a shameful death in public. Many influential persons, the

Grand Lama included, made every endeavour to obtain the

pardon of the culprits; but to no purpose. They were dragged
out of their prisons and led, bare-footed, bare-headed and mana-
cled, to the place of execution. Jn front and behind marched
long lines of Chinese and of Tartars from China, and in the

centre came, filthy, and covered with shame, the execrated

traitors. In this way were they conducted first round the

magnificent idol-temple, called in that language Lha-brang, or

the Palace of the Lhas: next, throughout the public streets

of the city; finally, to the place reserved for the execution of

the death-sentence. The Lamas were beheaded by the execu-

tioner; the Deba-Taze and the rest wore shamefully tortured

and pierced with arrows, until thev expired miserably (ff. ()3v-

80v).

IT.

(P, 359). It is good to know that, although the barbarous

and ambitious king of independent Upper Tartary had no other

intention than to extend his dominions and treacherously to take
possession of the kingdom of Tibet and the immense treasures

which he knew’ it contained, yet he did not concieive or plan

the enterprise, but was pushed to it, dragged into it, by the

urgent solicitations of others.

For a long time the religious, calltnl Ubas (IJbn), those of

the yellow' cap, had nursed in their heart hatred against the

religious dedicated to the worship of Urghien; but, fierce and
uncontrollable as was their long-standing rancour, the flame of
it smouldered silently. It burst forth wLen king Cinghes-
khang, justly condemning to death the Grand Lam^, the special

chief of the Ubks and their great protector, freed Tibet of the
pestilential contagion with which the said Grand Lamp’s un-
bridled lust and pernicious dissoluteness infected the Kingdom.
Then the Ub^s, seeing on the one hand that they were without
a chief and had no hope of soon getting one, on the other tjiat
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their antagonists were not only unscathed but under a chief,

and increased daily in power, wealth and repute, could no longer

repress within their hearts the flame of jealousy and hatred.

It blazed forth so violently that nothing now would extinguish
it. At first, they tried to give vent to their wrath in private

meetings; in conversations with private persons, at the court

of Tibet itself, nay at the court of China too; then, bands
after bands of them w^ent to Upper Tartary, and there with
shouts and cries they lamented their lot and asked for help

and succour from those people. Turning to the King, they

spoke to him thus: ‘Since religion groans under violence and
oppression, it is just, Sire, that you should protect and vindicate

it. What w^ar so just as that which aims at repressing the

tyranny of a sacrilegious king and at protecting holiness,

the most revered and venerable, yet impiously ill-used ? What
enterprise more glorious than that can prince like you wish for ?

The victory is sure; and the advantages to accrue from it are

immense.’ ‘ And,’ added they, ‘ if our words do not move you,

the Grand Lama himself, now^ a prisoner in an impregnable
strong hold, joins his prayers to ours, and your rew^ard will be
the best that can be coveted, the gratitude of him who sees

})rostrate at his feet, not only entire peoples, but princes and
kings. As long as a rew^ard so unexampled, so worthy of envy
lies wdthin yonr reach, of what use is it (P. 360) to remind your
magnanimous self of the rich spoils, the immense hoards of gold

and silver which the conquest of Tibet will secure to you?
A few' of your troops suffice : W'e ourselves, religious though we
are, shall take up arms, everyone of us, to fight for the cause

which we came from so hir to plead before you.’

The Tartar king let himself be persuaded by such honeyed
W'Ords and such rosy x>rospects. Now% the moment the Ubas
felt themselves x)atronised by that sovereign and supported by
his troops, they grew bold and chose as their commander one
Ge-ring-ton-drup, who had fromerly been a Religious among
the Ubas; as their second commander they chose another, who
yet retained the name and habit of a Religious. Under such
chiefs they advanced impetuously against Tibet, killing,

massacring, destroying and robbing. In the houses, they broke
into a thousand pieces the statues of Urghien, threw into the

flames the books dedicated to him and forbade his cult under
pain of confiscation. After the houses they attacked the temples,

destroying all those where Urghien was worshipped and plunder-

ing their contents. In those temples they quartered their troops

and stabled their horses
;
others they demolished or burned down.

The same fate overtook the convents and places of pilgrimage

consecrated to Urghien, large numbers of their inmates, monks
and nuns, being tortured and slain. All over Tibet, finally,

there were massacres of every sort, from which neither age nor

sex nor conditiotf offered any protection, (jf. 187r~192r).
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III.

(P. 313). The religious in Tibet are of the two kinds: those

of the first class are the religious of the yellow cap, whose chief is

the Grand Lama of the Potala. The others, of the second class,

are the religious of the red cap, who, though acknowledging for

supreme chief of their sect and religion the Grand Lama of the

Potala, have nevertheless for the immediate and special chief

of their class that Grand Lama of whom I said above that he
has his residence on that great mountain in the province of

Takpo.
The religious of the yellow cap are devoted exclusively to

Sciakkia Thiibba, inasmuch as they recognize liirn as the foundei*

of their class. Though the religious of the red cap venerate

Sciakkia Thubba as theii’ universal lawgiver, they are specially

addicted to LTghien as to the founder of their class, and tliey

make profession to be specially devoted to his cult, veneration

and imitation, having some sj^ecial rites, which they have not

in common with other religious. These religious of the I'ed cap
are less numerous than the others, but universally in Tibet they
are more esteemed and revered, because they observe gi'eater

retirement, and also because, at least exteriorly, they are more
edifying. Incredible and inexplicable is the implacable jealousy

and hatred which the religious of the first class have for those"

of the second. (/. 117r).

The enmity Ixdween the two sects is not confined to an
internal rancour; it also bursts forth at times into violtmt (P.

314) persecutions, which bring not only ruin and almost exter-

mination on the rival religious, but ruin and extermination

on the whole wretched kingdom of Tilxd, as I myself witnessed.

One should know that during the time I was in Tibet, the
cruel usurper of that country, Ge-ring-ton-dnip, was a religious

of the yellow cap, who had made his studies in the great cronvent

and university of Giegazze. Two other Gaptains, chief comman-
dants of his army, were also religious of the yellow cap, and a

great part of the soldiers composing it were also of that kind.

Hardly had this army appeared in the neighbourhood of Lhasa,
when presently all the religious of Sera, Breebung, and of other
convents of that sect ran in arms. No sooner had they maxle
themselves masters of Lhasa and of Til>ef, than it was shown
that their intention was not to replace the Grand I^m^ on the
throne of the Potala, but to give vent to the rage they felt against
their rivals, that is, of the red cap. Before, while they marched
on Lhasa, they gave to understand that they brought with them
from China the pretended and longed-for Grand Tjam^, to place
him in the post befitting him; that was false; for, not only did
they not think of reconducting the Grand I^m^ from China to
Tibet, but, when the Chinese themselves came to bring him
back, they were strongly opposed, preventing him from setting
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foot again on the soil of Tibet. From the first day when they
took possession of Tibet to their last defeat, that is, from
the first of December 1717 up to about the end of the month
of October 1720, they hardly did anything else than with pitiless

butcherings give vent to their fury against the religious of the
other rival sect, and against whatever might have any connection
with them. The}^ sacked and destroyed convents; the richest

and most esteemed Lamas were either killed miserably, or forced
to save their lives by flight ;

fugitive and despoiled of everything,

they sought refuge in dark, impenetrable caverns. Not with-

out compassion, and not without tears, did I succour in his

flight the Lama of Lungar,^ wretched fugitive, who with difiiculty

had escaped from the hands of the barbarous persecutors. He
was (P. 315) a very fat man, very affable and courteous, of

excellent nature, lord of a great fief, abounding in wealth, power-
ful by his kinship with great and very conspicuous families, and
universally much loved and respected. He had a very great

friendship with me ; and on the occasion that I was during the

space of two years in the province of Takpo, he invited me
frequently to spend two or three days in his company: and, as

he was very liberal, he had many and many times offered me
ample gifts, chiefly of gold in quantity, which I always refused

to accept.

In their mad fury they broke the statues of LTrghien, burnt
his images and books, as man}^ as with minute search they could

find. They forbade under pain of death to retain and keep any
of his statues, books and images, and strictly forbade to all

the Tibetans to recite any prayer to the said LTrghien and to

invoke him in any manner. It is true, however, that afterwards

the Chinese replaced everything as it was in the time of king
Cinghes-khang, and before the arrival in Tibet of its fatal usur-

pers, the barbarian Giongars. {fols. 117^-118r).2

20. Desideri’s dates in Puini and in our letters. (P.=
Puini; W.=Wessels.)

1684. Dec. 21, Birth of D. at Pistoia (W. 207).

1700. April 27. Enters Society of Jesus (W. 207).

1 ‘The palace and convent of Lungar, the head of which is one of
those Lamas who are allowed to take a wife in order to obtain an heir,

is situated on a strong cliff, which on three sides is entirely surrounded
by water, and on the other side is joined by a fine and magnificent ascent
to the land, and finally ends on the public road. On this side, on the said

ascent is the sumptuous entrance to the palace and the convent. On
another side, there is (P. 315 )

a secret door, hidden and known to a very
few only, which by a rapid descent goes to join the foot of the cliff and the
bank of the water.’ (Note by Desideri.) Puini, 314-315.—Lungar is

also mentioned in jessing in Puini, 299.

,
2 Puini, 313-315.
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1707. Arrival of the Capuchins at Lhasa (1707), as

in Wessels (p. 223), quoting Georgi, and
protesting against 1708. The exact date

is June 12, 1707, not June 19.

1711. Departure of the Capuchins from Lhtisa

(Letter 15).

1712. Aug. 28. Ordained Priest (W. 207).

Sept. 27. Leaves Rome for Lisbon, via Florence, Fis-

toia, Livorno (P. 5).

Oct. 22. Embarks at Livorno (P. 5).

Oct. 31. Arrives at Genoa (P. 5).

Nov. 23. Embarks at Genoa (P. 5).

1713. Middle of Arrives at Lisbon (P. 5).

March.
April 7. Embarks at Lisbon (P. 5); April G (W. 207).

July 25. Arrives at Mozambique (P. 5).

Aug. 17. Leaves Mozambiciue (1\ 5).

Aug. 27. Arrives at Goa (P. 5).

Nov. 12. Letter to the General. (Letter No. 1.)

Nov. 15. Do. (Letter No. 2.)

Nov. 17. Embarks at Goa (P. 5) : Nov. 21 (P. 3G1).

Dec. 7. Disembarks at Bassein (P. G).

Dec. 21. Arrives from Bassein on foot at Daman
;
falls

ill the same day (P. G).

Dec. 30. Letter to the General, Surat (!). Letter No. 4.

1714. Jan. 1. Leaves Daman (P. G).

Jan. 4. Arrives at Surat (P. G. 3G1).

March 25. Leaves Surat for Delhi (P. 6): 26 March (P.

3G1).

May 1 1 . Arrives at Dellii (F. G. 3G1 ), 10 days later goes
to Agra, a 7 days' journey.

Aug. 15( ?) Receives at Agra from the Visitor, Fr. Jo.seph
da Sylva, letters-patent for Tibet (Letter 5).

Aug. 17. Receives from Fr. Man. Frey re, a letter

from Delhi (letter 5).

Aug. 21. Writes Letter 5 from Agra to Fr. Piccolomini.

End of Leaves for Delhi (P. G).

Aug.
Sept. 23. Leaves Delhi for Lahore (P. 6. 361); Sept.

24 (W, 211. 273).

Oct. 9. Arr. at Lahore (P. 0); Oct. 10 (P. 361).

Oct. 19 Leaves Lahore (P. 6. 361).

Oct, 28. Leaves the town of Little Gujrat (P. 6).

Nov. 13. Arr. at Srinagar, Kashmir (P. 6); Nov. 12

(P. 362); Nov. 13 (W. 273).
About Falls ill (P. 362).

Christ- The Protmrator General of the Capuchins
mas, or the Pope writes a letter to an infidel

King in 1714 (Letter 15).
'
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1715. February. Almost dying (P. 362).

May 17. Leaves Srinagar (P. 6. 26. 362 ; W. 273).

May 29. Fall of snow (P. 363) ;
up to the evening

they were within Kashmir territory (P. 26).

May 30. Enters Baltistan, after crossing Mt. Kantel
(P. 6. 25. 363) ; in the morning begins the

ascent of Mt. Kantel
;
in the evening is at

the foot on the other side, in Baltistan

(P. 28). Cf. Letter 15.

May 31. Fall of snow (P. 363).

June 26. Arrives at Leh (P. 6. 11. 25. 29); June 25
(P. 364) ; June 26 (Letter 15 ; W. 273).

June 28. Interview with the Lampo or Prime Minis-

ter (Letter 8).

June 29. Invited to visit the King (P. 367).

July 2. 1st Interview with the King (Letter 8).

July 4. 2nd Interview with the King (P. 367, and
Letter 8).

July 5. 4th meal ^ sent ’ by the King (P. 367).

July 6. Interview with the Chief Lama (P. 367, and
Letter 8).

July 8. 3rd Interview with the King (P. 367, and
Letter 8).

July 9. 2nd Interview- with the Lampo (P. 367).

Aug. 5. Letter to the General from Leh, i,e. Letter

7 (P. 370).

Aug. 27, Leaves Leh (P. 11); Aug. 17 (P. 25. 32; W.
273).

Sept. 7. Proceeds towards the populations of this

Kingdom (Ladakh) (P. 11).

Sept. 17. Arrival at Trescij-khang (Tashigong) (P. 25),

till the evening of Sept. 7, when they
arrived at Trescij-khang, travelled in La-
dakh territory (P. 32. 33. 373); entered
third Tibet on Sept. 7 (Letter 15).

Oct. 9. Leaves Trescij-khang, last town of Ladakh
(P. 11. 43) ;

meets Tartar Princess (W. 216).

Oct. 11. Meets Tartar Princess and travels in her
company (P. 12); 9 Oct. (P. 12 n. 1).

Arrives at Cartoa (P. 43) ; arrival at

Gartok, Oct. 11 (W. 216).

After the leaves Cartoa, i.e. Gartok (P. 44).

middle
of Octo-

ber.

Nov. 9. Arrives at the highest mountain of the
Ngnari Giongar (Mt. Kailash) (P. 44).

Nov. 10 Arrives at the highest mountain of Ngari

^ (aboutj. (P. 12).
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1716.

Dec. 1.

Jan. 4.

Jan. 28.

March 18.

Some
days
later.

April 10.

April 28.

April 29.

May 1.

July (end

of).

Aug. 9.

June-
Aug.

Sept. 8,

Oct. 1.

Oct. 4.

Oct.

(about
middle
of)

Nov.
(end).

Dec.

Dec. 4.

REV. H. HOSTEN [VOL. XV,

At a level place, freer from snow, called

Toscia (P. 44).

Arrives at the first populations of the third

Tibet (P. 12). Arrives at Serchia (P. 47).

Leaves ^rchia (P. 12. 47), goes via Serchia

and Gjegazze (P. 47).

Arrives at Lhasa (P. 13. 50. 373; Letter 15;

W. 273).

Interview with Ten-drup-^e-ring, the King’s
generalissimo (P. 62. 63).

Writes to Fr. Ildebrando Grassi; Letter No. 8.

Interview with one of the King’s familiars

(P. 63).

Interview with the King (letter 15).

Do. {ihid.)\ is authorized to bii}^ a
house (W. 224).

Writes to the General via Goa and Portugal

of his journey up to Lhasa (P. 370) and to

the unknown correspondent to whom he
wrote the letter of Lhasa, Febr. 13, 1717,

published by Zaccuria (cf. our No. 26).

Interview with the Generalissimo (P. 371)

;

Aug. 10 (Letter 15). The interview lasted

23 hours (P. 371).

Writes in Italian two little books of religion

(P. 372; Letter 15).

Begins translating into Til)etan verse his

booklet on the one way of salvation (P. 372).

Arrival of three Capuchins at Lha.sa; Dosi-

deri gives them hospitality in his room
(P. 372) ;

his lodgings were near the great

square, almost on the famous Khora road,

on the south side (P. 180).

The Capuchins say Mass in Desideri’s room;
feast of 8t. Francis of xAssisi (P. 372-373).

The Capuchins take rooms near Desideri's,

in the same house (P. 372).

Finishes the Tibetan translation of his first

booklet (P. 374).

Revises the translation of' his first booklet

and has it copied neatly (P. 64. 374).

Goes to the King’s Palace with the 3 Capu-
chins, and presents the Pope’s letter which
he had translated into Tibetan (P. 375).

Studied in 1716 the Prophecies of Urghien
(Lungten: Lung.bstan.pa) and the Life,of
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1717. Jan. 6.

Febr. 13.

Febr. 15.

Febr.

March 25-

end of

July.

May (be-

ginning).

June (be-

ginning).

Urghien (P. 247). The Ist prophecy, that

the Tartars of Lower Tartary would take
Tibet was fulfilled before Desideri’s arrival,

in that Cinghes-Khang had taken it; the

2nd, that those of the other Tartary would
invade Tibet, came true in 1717; the 3rd,

that these latter would despoil Tibet and
send its treasures to their country, was
fulfilled in 1717 and 1718; the 4th, that

they would kill Lamas and destroy temples

and convents, was verified in 1718-21;

the 5th, that Cinghes-Khang, pointed out
by name, would be killed and his family

destroyed, came true in 1717 and 1719;

the 6th, that the Chinese wnuld take Tibet,

happened in 1719 and 1721 (P. 248).

Goes to audience at the Royal Palace wdth the

3 Capuchins, and presents his book (P. 374).

Writes a letter to the Pope (cf. our section

28) ;
also the letter to an unknown corres-

pondent which Zaccuria published (cf.

our section No. 27).

Writes to the General from Lhasa (P. 276);
says that he has been somewhat unwell
for nearly a month; in March, he hopes to

resume his Tibetan studies and to work at

a Catechism, a Grammar and a Dictionary,

and to translate his second booklet (P.

276). Has wTitten 11 letters to the Pro-

vincial of Goa and the Rector of Agra
since April 1716 (P. 376); sends a letter

to the Pope.
Writes a letter to the Pope, to the General,

Cardinal Tolomei, and Count (?) Fedri(?).
Cf. Letter 15.

Lives at the Monastery of Ramo-cce (W.
224; P. 64).

Three chief Chinese ambassadors arrived at
Lhasa, with a Vakil and other officials.

Their servants applied for medicines to

Fr. Domenico of Fano, a physician, at
Lhasa. They were treated till the end of
May, and knew the Fathers for Europeans
(P.‘379).

Desideri and Fr. Orazio della Penna who
were studying Tibetan in a convent meet
one of the Chinese ambassadors, to whom
they say they are Europeans (P. 379).
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Two days later, Desideri visits the first and
the second Ambassadors. The next day
Desideri and the two Capuchins, Domenico
and Orazio, go to the two Ambassadors;
their names and professions and abilities

are written down; the same is done for a

Capuchin at Takpo, and two others on
their way to Lhasa; the three were: Fr.

John Francis (of Fossombrone), physician

(Takpo ?), Fr. Angelico (of Brescia), phy-

sician, Fr. Bonaventure (of Pedona), student

of the Tibetan books. The Chinese w^anted

the Fathers to go to Pekin
;
all refused, and

king Cinghes-Khang decided to lea\ e them
ill peace.

July 1. Date on Desideri ’s Tibetan M8. of pp. 54
(W. 274).

Aug. Moves to the University of Sera (W. 224;

P. 64).

Xov. 21. The Tartars of High Tartarv camp lx?fore

Lhasa (P. 345).

Nov. 30. After midnight, they assail Lhasa (P. 346).

Desideri w^as then living at the University

of Sera (P. 347).

Dec. 3. They attack the Potala . King Cinghes-Khang
is killed while in flight (P. 347).

Dec. 8. Date on the first page of his Tibetan MS. of

117 large oblong pages (W. 275).

Dec. Stay at Trong-gnee, in the Pi ovince of Takpo-
Khier (W.'273).

1718. March 12. Writes from Takpo to Fr. Felice of Mon-
tecchio (P. 377): has news that Jesuits wid
^be sent to Tibet in Nov. 1717.

March. Writes to the General (from Takpo ?) that,

being the only Jesuit in Tibet, he cannot
make his Profession (Lifter 15).

June 21. Date on last page of his Tibetan MS. of 117
large oblong pages (W. 275).

June 24. Opening date on his Tibetan MS. of 704

oblong pages (W. 275).

Aug. 4. Writes ftom Takpo to Fr. Felice of Montec-
chio, Patna, in answw to his letter of

Dec. 23, 1717, what happened at Lhasa to

himself and the Capuchins in June 1717.

Sept. Receives the GeneraPs answer to his letters

from Goa (Letter 15).

Received a small subsidy from Agra in 1718
(Letter 15).
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1719.

Dec. 21.

1720.

Sept. 28.

Oct.

1721. Jan.

April 4.

April 14.

April 21.

April 28.

May 30.

June 29.

Sept. 21.

The town of Jega9e (Shigatze), much damaged
by the Giongars, is rebuilt, renewed and
enlarged (P. 50).

The Emperor of China sends an army from
Sining in 1719, which is destroyed at

Dam (P. 353-354).

Has seen order of Propaganda (Dec. 12, 1718 ?)

at Lhasa ;
writes from Lhasa to the General,

and sends an appeal to the Pope, and the

Propaganda.

Another Chinese army is sent to Lhasa via

Takpo-khier, where Desideri then was at

Trong-gnee (P. 355).

Desideri is told to join the army; but is

begged off by the Lama Governor (P. 355-

356).

The Giongars destroyed, Lhasa and Tibet

pass into the power of the Chinese (P. 358).

From Dee. 1, 1717, till about the end of

Oct. 1720, the monks of the j^ellow cap,

helped by the Giongars, persecute fiercely

the monks of the red cap, followers of
Urghien, killing them and destroying their

temples and convents (P. 314).

Receives at Takpo the General’s order (Jan.

16, 1719) recalling him from Tibet (Letter

15)

.

Leaves Takpo (Letter 15).

Arrives at Lhasa (Letter 15); Apr. 16 (P. 8;
W. 269. 273).

Sees at the Capuchin Hospice of Lhasa the
Decree of Propaganda telling him to leave

Tibet (P. 82).

Leave.*:; Lhasa for Kuti with Fr. Giuseppe
Felice of Morro di Jesi, Capuchin; travels

by Ghiangh-ze, and did not meet Fr.

Felice of Montecchio (Patna, 1708-21)
who was going to Lhasa by the Giegazze
route (P. 82; W. 273).

Arrives at Kuti (P. 86; W. 273); Fr. Felice

da Morro goes to Nepal, and dies of the
infiuenza raging at Khatmandu (P. 87).

Date on last page of Desideri ’s Tibet MS. of

54 pp. (W. 274).

Writes a letter to the General from Kuti
(Letter 15).

Writes a letter to the Pope from Kuti (Letter

16)

.

0
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Oct. 5. Writes a letter to the General from Kuti
(Letter 17).

Dec. 14. Leaves for Nepal with Fr. Felice of Mon-
tecchio, back from Lhasa (P. 9. 27); Dec. 27

(W. 273). Travels by Nesti (P. 87).

Dee. 27. Arrives at night at the Capuchin Hospice of

Khatmandu (P. 9. 88).

1722. Jan. 14. Leaves Khatmandu for Bhatgaon (P. 9. 16).

Jan. 20. Leaves Bhatgaon (P. 16).

Febr. 6. Arrives at Patna (P. 9. 15).

March 19. Writes a letter to Fr. Felix of Montecchio,

ex-Prefect, then at Patna, whom in another

paper he summons to answer his grievances

at the Pope’s tribunal.

March 23. Leaves Patna (P. 9).

March 31. Arrives at Benares (P. 9).

April 20. Arrives at Agra (P. 9); April 22 (W. 273).

Sept. Arrives at Delhi (P. 9); stavs there till 1725

(W. 271).

1725. Nov. 21. Leaves Patna (P. 9).

Dec, 20. Arrives at Chandernagore (P. 9).

1726. Jan. 10. Arrives at Pondicherry (P. 9).

Dec. (mid- Leaves Mylaj)ore for PondicheiTy (P. 10).

die of).

Dec. 23. Arrives at Pondicherry.

1727. Jan. 21. Embarks at Pondicherry for Europe (P. 10).

Febr. (end Arrives Mauritius (P. 10).

March Arrives at St. Denis, in the island of Bourbon
(begin- (P. 10).

ning of).

April 12. Passes the Cape of Good Hope (P. 10).

April (end Passes before 8t. Helena (P. 10).

of).

May. Ascension Island.

June 11. Arrives at Fort St. Pierre, Martinique (P. 10).

June 22. Re-embarks (P. 10).

Aug. 11. Arrives at Port Louis m Brittany (P. 10).

Sept. 12. Paris (P. 10).

Oct. (mid- Embarks at Marseilles for Genoa (P. 10).

die of)

Nov. 4. Pistoia (P. 10).

Dec. 11. Florence (P. 10).

Dec. 23. Rome ; Jan. 23, 1728 (W. 271. 273).

1728. June 22. Finishes his Notizie latoriche (W. 279 ; title-

page dated 1733).

1733. April 14. Death at Rome (W. 271).
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21. An Article on Fr. Desideri by Prof. Carlo Puini (1895).

Di alcuni lettere inedite d

ignorate del P. Ippolito Desideri

d, C.d.O,, Missionario net Tibet.

Innanzi che V operosit^ di

geografi e viaggiatori insigni

di questi ultimi tempi si fosse

rivolta verso quelfimmenso
altipiano chiuso del Knen-lun
e r Imalaia, le conoscenze che
si avevano del Tibet erano

assai scarse, e doviiti a pochis-

simi, ' Le plus clair de nos
renseignements sur V interieur

de la region tibetaine, scrivera

Vivien de Saint-Martin nel

1873, c’est aiix missionaries

"que nous le devons, au P.

della Penna notamment et

surtout a Messieurs Hue et

Gabet/ Ma, e iioto, un viag-

gio molto piu importante era

stato fatto cola oentotrent’

anni prima dei due missionari

francesi, da un nosti o missiona-

rio pistoiese, il P. Ippolito

Desideri
;
il quale inoltre fecevi

un soggiorno di oltre dieci anni.

1 viaggiatori che si sono portati

verso quella regione, non fecero,

per molto tempo, che girare

intorno al Tibet per ogni lato,

varcandone appena qua e la

i confini. Samuele Turner,

tra gV inglesi, fu quello che

piu vi s’ interno nel 1783,

ma dovette fermarsi al sud
dello Thsang-po : e il Dr.

Hoocker e il Campbell si spin-

sero appena oltre il Tikhim.

Of some unpublished or un-

known letters of Fr. - Ippolito

Desideri, of the Company of
Jesus, a Missionary in Tibet.

Before the activity of the

geographers and great travel-

lers ofmodern times was turned
towards the immense closed

table-land of the Kuen-lun
and the Himalayas, the know-
ledge we had of Tibet was
very small, and was due to a
very few. ‘ Le plus clair de nos
renseignements sur T interieur

de la region tibetaine,’ wrote
Vivien de Saint-Martin in

1873, ‘ e’est aux missionaries

que nous le devons, au P.

(lella Penna notamment et

surtout a Messieurs Hue et

Gabet But, as is known,
130 years earlier than the two
French Missionaries, a much
more important journey had
been made there by a Mission-

ary of ours, Fr. Ippolito Desi-

deri, of Pistoia, who moreover
stayed there more than ten
years. 1 For a long time the
travellers who went towards
Tibet did nothing more than
turn around it from every side,

and hardly crossed its fron-

tiers here and there. Among
Englishmen, Samuel Turner is

the one who stayed there long-

est, in 1783; but he had to

remain south of the Thsangpo.
As for Dr. Hoocker ^ and
Campbell, they scarcely pushed
beyond Tikhim.

^

1 Puini writes under the impression formerly shared by so many
that Desideri stayed in Tibet till his return to Europe. He was in Tibet
from 1716 to the end of 1721.

2 Read: Hookey.
.3 Read: Sikkim.
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II Desideri e quegli, tra gli

antiche e odierni viaggiatori ehe
ha percorso pih gran plarte del

Tibet, e die si e piu luugamente
trattenuto in mezzo a quelle

genti.i Egli era jieTcio da
aspettarsi da liii meglio ehe
dagli altri, maggiori e distesi

ragguagli del paese; egli era

da aspettarsi dagli stiidiosi

della geografia, della linguis-

tica, della storia e delle reli-

gioni, specie del Bnddhismo,
im valichssimo aiuto. Ma non
fii cosi. Mentre le lettere, le

relazioni, le notizie iiiviate a
Roma dal P. Orazio della

Penna (o Peniiabilli, o Peiina

di Billi, della j)rovineia di

Macerata). nominato di sopra,

e di Chi’istiano Belligatti, altro

ea[>pueeino suo eompagno di

missione, furono almeiio messe
a profitto dal P Antonio Cliorgi,

per eoinpila](‘ quel suo grosso

ed indigesto volume, a cui

dette il titolo di Alphihetuni
Tihetanum (Roma, 1702); degli

scritti del Des ideri, niuno
s’avvantaggio. Vero e ehe. il

Collegio di Projiaganda non
ebbe quasi nulla di lui ; o alme-

no nen ha quasi nulla a’ di d’

oggi. Di cos(5 edite non si

conosce del nostro pistoiese ehe
una lettera, nelle Letires (di-

Jiardes et curiemes (t. X\\ pag.

183; ediz. Aime-Martin, T.
Ill, pag. 519), un’ altra nella

Bibliotheca Pidoriensis della

^ T1 P. Antonio Andrade,
portoghese, iK'l 1621 percorso in
parte la strada del Desideri, ma
non s’intorno tant’ oUn^ nel Tibet,
quanto quest’ ultimo.

Desideri is the one who
traversed a greater part of
Tibet than any ancient and
modern traveller; he also so-

journed longer than any other
among its people. i From him
tliereh)re, moie than from the

rest
,
were to be expected greater

and (more) detailed accounts
of the country

;
from him had

the students of geogi*aphy,

linguistics, history and reli-

gions, in particTilar Buddhism,
to expect valuable la Ip. But
it was not so. The hdttTs,

relations, and iulbrmations
sent to Rome by the above-

mentioned Fr. Orazio della

Penna (oi’ Pcunabilli, or Penna
di Billi, ot the Provinc(' of
Macerata), and of Ohristiano ^

Belligatti, other Ca])uchin, liis

com])aniou in the Mission, were
at least utilised by Fr. Antonio
Oeorgi for compiling that

large, undigested voliniu^ of his

to which he gave th(‘ title of
A /phaheium 'Tihetan am (Rome

,

1792): hut no one took ad-

vantage of the writings of
Desi(h*ij. Jl is true that the

Pol lege of Propaganda had al-

most nothing of his; at any
rate, it has almost nothing
nowadays. Ot ])ublished

things by oui' Pistoia country-

man there is known only a
letter in the Leitres Mifamtes
et cu'imses (t. XV, p. 183;

edn. Aiim-Martin, T. Ill, ]).

1 In 1624, Fr. Antonio An-
drade, a FortugueH(\ did part of
the journey of Dt^sidc^ri, hut he did
not ])enotrate into Tibet as far as
the latter.

1 Fr. Orazio della Penna was at Lhasa in 1716-'12, and 1741-45.
No other Mitt.sionary is known to have been so long at Lha-sa or in Til>et.

^ Read: Oassiano Beligatti.
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Zaccaria, e una breve notizia

nel Journal AsiatiqueJ D’ in-

edito, la Congregazione di Pro-
paganda Fide non possiede che
iina relazione da lui fatta il

13 Febbraio 1717 e diretta al

S. Padre; la quale si trova tra

le ‘ Carte riferite delle Indie
orientali e Cina’, sotto qiiella

data; e una breve lettera del

Settembre 1721, diretta pure
al S. Padre, dal quale impetra
1’ ordine di essere chiamato a
Roma, per potei’e riferire a
voce intorno a cose di gravis-

sinia importanza, rigiiardanti

la fede. Intanto la Relazione
particolareggiata del viaggio

del Desideri, fatta da lui, iin

grosso volume in 4^. di 650
pagiiie, gia(‘eva da assai tempo
nella biblioteca di un eolto

pistoiese, raecoglitore assiduo

519); 1 another in the Biblio-

theca Pistoriensis of Zaccaria,

^

and a brief notice in the

Journal AsiatiqueA Of what
is unpublished, the Congrega-
tion of Propaganda Fide pos-

sesses only a relation by him,
dated the 13th of February,
1717, and addressed to the
Holy Father

;
this is found

among the ‘ Carte riferite delle

l7idie orientali e Cina\ under
that date; and a short letter

of September, 1721, also ad-

dressed to the Holy Father,
whom he begs ^ foi- the order
of being called to Rome, in

order to report on matters of

very great importance concern-
ing the faith. 5 Meanwhile, the
detailed Relation of Desideri’s

journey, written by him, a
large in 4to volume of 650

1 Notes sur le Tibet par le P,
Hippolyte Desideri^ recuellies par
N. Delisle. Nouv. Journ. ^4.5., Vlll.
1831, pp. 117-121. Vedi anehe
Astloy, Coll, of Travels, Vol. IV.
Pih tardi fiirono pabblicati alcuni
oorisigb del Dc'sidori ai missioiiari
del Tibet, e qual(*lu> notizia biblio-

grafiea, nella Passegna Europea,
Giugno-Luglio 187().

1 Notes sur le Tibet par le P.
Hippolyte Desideri, recuellies par
N. Delisle. Nouv. Jouim. A6’., VIII,
1831, pp. 117—121. See also Astley,
Coll, of Travels, Vol. IV. Later
were published some points of
advice for the Tibet Missionaries,
and a bibliographical notice in
the Passegna Europea, Jime-July,
187().—Puiui {II Tibet, p. XLII)
givt's for the last reference : Rivis-
ta Europea. June-July, 1876.

—

H.H.

1 Puini {II Tibet . . . secondo la relazione del Viaggio del P. Ippolifo
Desideri . . . 1715-1721, Roma, 1904, p. XLII) writes that the text is

also in the Sommano. As this text must be in Italian, it ought to be
follf)wed in future in preference to trauvslations, which have generally had
to be followed. We have ourselves no access to the Sominario for the
English translation of this letter.

2 Puini, op. cit., p. XLII, refers to p. 185 of the Bibliotheca Pisto-
riensis.

8 Puini, op. cit., p. XLII, refers to a short writing published by
Klaproth in Journal Asiatique, 2© serie, t. VTI, 1831.

^ Desideri refers to this writing in his letter to the General, dated
Lhasa, 15th February, 1717. (Cf. Puini, op. cit., 373-374.) Why did
Puini not publish it in his II Tibet ? The letter in Zaccaria’s Bibliotheca
Pistoriensis, being also of the 13th February, 1717, appears to be the one
addressed to the Pope on the same date,

6 This letter isjn Puini, op, cit,, p. 382-383. It is dated Kutti, Sept.
21,J721,
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d’ogni memoria che illustra

la sua terra: e dopo la morte
di liii, passo, insieme con T
intera collezione di manos-
critti e stanipe, nella Biblioteca

Magliabecchiana di Firenz(‘,

dove oggi si trova.i Questa
flelazione a spese della Societd

geografica italia 7kk e pei* eura
deir illusti’e geogiafo Prof.

Marinelli, vedra fiiiahnente la

luce.

Ogiii notizia, aii((»re}ie di

minima importanza, intorno
alia materia di cui alcuno si

occupa, giiingc' ])el soldo scau-

pre gradita, Pericid il mio
dotto Collega non isdegncTji

i segiKuiti appunti, dove si

indicano, oltre le eosi^ inedite

del De.sideri eitate di sopia

(una Kelazioiie e una Li‘ttera

nel (V)llegio di Pro})aganda)
altre tre Let tore del t utto ignor-

ate dagli studiosi; o almeno
di cui nessuiio lia tenuto di

conto; sebbene valesscaxj certo

quel poeo elie si eognosceva

del nostro missionario. Queste
lettore si trovano in un Som-
mario per una causa della S.

Riiota romana. I Sommxiri

contenevano i documenti, ebe
erano nominati e citati nel

processo: si stainpavano a po-

chissirno niiinero di (^sernplari,

diciotto o veriti tutto al piu,

tanto da servire a’ magistrati,

giudici e avvocati, che avevano

pages, had lain a long time
ill the library of a learned

Pistoiese, a diligent collector

of every document th10wing
light on his country; after Ids

death, it passed with his entire

collection of manuscripts and
printed works into the Biblio-

tecri Magliabecchiana of Flo-

rence, where it is to-day.

This Relation will hna.lly set'

the light at the exf)ense of the

Societd it^f^gcajica italiana,

through tlie care of Professor

IVlarinelli, the great geogra-
]>her.

Ev(‘r\’ bit of iidormation,

even of the' smallt'st value, is

always wcf'ome when it

touclu'S mattt'rs with which
wc' art' busy. Ac(-( udinL’ly . my
learnt'd (/ollt'aguc will not dis-

dain tin* following notes point-

ing out. in addition to tfu'

unpublisiicd tltiniis by l)c‘sidc‘ri

whi(‘h we nuaitioiK'd aljove (a

Relation and a I^cUtcr in the

College of Profiaganda), threc^

other Letter’s ({uite unknown
to scholars; at any rate, no one
took notic'c (d’ them, though
surely they wc're wortli as

much as the little that was
known of oui' Missionary.

Thes(‘ letters are found in a

So)7iwari() for a case laid before

the Roman Rota. The *SVn/?-

mari contained tlu^ documents
which w ere refernrl to and cited

in the process; they were

printed at a v(‘ry small number
of copies, eightc'en or twenty
at the most, having to servo

^ Di quosto MvS. fu data ainpia
notizia in un articolo intitolato

:

Di una Relazione inedita d' un viag-
gio al Tibet del P, Ippolito Desideri
da Piatoia, scritta da, lui.

1 An urnplor review of ttiia MS.
was given in an article entitled

;

Di una Relazione inedita d’ un viag-

gio al Tibet del^P. Ippolito Desideri
do PistoiOf scritta da lui.

,
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che fare con la causa. Ter-

ininata la causa, la piu parte

di quest! Som/mari passava
negli studi degli avvocati, an-

dava tra la cartaccia, cosi che
pochissiiui se ne conservano.

I Somwari sono percio quello

che v’ ha di piu raro tra le

cose stanipate, Questo Som-
niario che contiene le T.<ettere

del P. llesideri, apparteneva

ad una clausa di controversia,

da decidersi forse dal (^ollegio

di Propaganda, tra PP. Ca])u-

ccini e PP. della C'oinpaguia

di Oesi], quanto al priinato

della fondazione del hi Mission

tibetana. La lettera del P.

Deside ri, menzionata dinanzi,

che si trova nell’ archivio di

Propaganda, fu probabihnente
indirizzata al Pontefice in

occasione ne di quella eon-

troversia; j)er sollecitare la

licenza di veniie in persona a
dire le proprie ragioiii, e di-

feiidere 1’ Ordine a cui appar-
teneva. Eeco la data e il

soggetto delle Lettere conte-

nute nel Sornmario.

I. 'Leh nel vseeondo de’

3 Thibetti, 5 agosto 1715.’

—

Des(‘rive il suo viaggio da
Gora (Noveinbre 1713) alia

ca pitale del Ladak, e il suo
soggiorno nella inedesiina; ed
e diretta al Padre Generale
d.G.d.G.

II. ‘Lhassa, 15 Febbraio
1717.’—Pure diretta al Padre
Generale dell’ Ordine. Parla

dei suoi studi di lingua tibetana,

e della eomposizione, in quella

stessa lingua, di alcuni libretti

only for the magistrates,

judges, and barristers who had
to deal with the case. When
the case was ended, the greater

number of these Sommari pas-

sed into the offices of these

barristers, and got among their

waste paper, so that very few
are kept. The Sornmario, con-

taining the Letters of Desideri

belonged to a case of dispute,

to be decided perhaps by the
College of Propaganda, be-

tween the Capuchin Fathers

and the Fathers of the Com-
pany of Jesus, regarding
prioi'ity in the founding of

the Tibet Mission. Desideri ’s

letter, mentioned above, which
is found in the archive of

Propaganda, was probably
addressed to the Sovereign

Pontiff in order to solicit

his permission to come and
state personally his reasons

and to defend the Order to

which he belonged. Here then
is the date and the subject of

the Letters contained in the

Sornmario,

I. 'Leh, in the second of

the three Tibets, 5th August,
1715.’—It describes his jour-

ney from Gora (November
1713) 1 to the Capital of
Ladak, and his stay in the
same : and it is addressed to the
Father General of the Company
of Jesus.

2

II. ‘Lhassa, 15th Febru-
ary, 1717.’—Also addressed to
the Father Gemeral of the
Order. He speaks of his stu-

dies of the Tibetan language,
and of the composition in the

1 This is in Puini, op, cit., pp. 361-370.
2 Read: Goa. ^
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di controversia religiosa, dove
si propone di eoinbattei*e il

buddismo.

III. 'Scritta da Takpb iiel

Tibet li 4 Agosto 1718, a F.

Felice da Montecehi(» eappu-

cino in Pattuii nel Bobar.’

—

Quest’ ultima e di ]K)(hissima

importanza, ti*attaiidosi di gare

e puntigli tra ordiiii religiosi.

Prof. Carlo Ptiini.

same language of some book-
lets of religious controversy,

in whidi he int(Uids combating
Buddhism.!

III. ‘(Letter) written from
Takpb in Tibet, the 4th Au-
gust, 1718, to Friar Felice

da Montecchio, Capuchin, at

Pattua in the Bohar.’ “—This

last is of very sniall importance,

as it deals with disputes and
punctilios between Religious

Orders.

3

Prof. Carlo Pnini.

22. Desideri’s Notizle istoriche and other Italian writings

noticed by Fr. Wesst^ls.

Fr. Wessels writes of the Xotizie istoricJa (J\ 275):

—

‘MS. of 430 p[)., 27 X 30 cm., in a very clear handwriting,

not Desideri’s.^ It has title-page and preface, and is divided

into three books, each subdivided into cluipters: it seems ready
for the press.

‘In the prcdace Desideri states that at first he had no
intention of publishing anything, but now dof‘s 1h‘ so at the in-

stance of others. The last page of the MS. is dat(*d June 22, 1728,

the title-y)age 1733: did he hesitate all these ycNirs till his siiddcm

death in 1733 prevented the publication?

‘The MS. is cited as: l)esid<‘ri MS.

‘Its content.'^ are as follows:

Notizif* lstorich<‘ del Thibcd

e Mernorie de' Viaggi e Missione ivi fatti

dal P. Ippolito T)esi<leri

de la (bmpagnia di Giesu.

TIal medesimo scritte, e dedicate

1712-1733 .’

1 Ibid., pp. 370-:}7G.

^ Read : Patna in Bihar.
8 Jhi(L, pp. 378 382. It i« one of tht? inowt inten*Kting letO'PK now

extant.—Puini, op. cit.^ p. XLIT, refern to Htill anotht'r letter by Denideri
in the Sommario. It is dated Takj d, 12th March, 1718, and in addresBod
to Fr. Felice of Montec(diio. Puini publiHhed it, op. cit., pp. 376-377.

* T arn inclined to think that the opening-page of ilk. II, a[>pearing
in Fr. WosHels’ plate facing? p. 276, in in DcHideri’H own w’Hting, 1 nay
this after having handled a number of rotographs of Desideri \h letters

dated from 1713 to 1721. The writing in Fr. Wessels’ plate is num^
slanting than in iny rotographs; but Desidori’s writing could undergo
changes by 1728, and the changes I remark are too trivial tf) affect my
opinion.
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(Historical accounts of Tibet and Memoirs of the Journeys
and the Mission there made by Fr. Ippolito Desideri, of the
Company of Jesus. Written and dedicated by the same. 1712-

1733.)

We proceed by translating the subjects of the chapters.

Pp. 3-6. To THE Reader.

Book the First.

Memoirs of the Journey from Rome up to Lhasa, Capital City of the

third Tibet, and mission undertaken there.

Ch. I, pp. 1-4.

Ch. II, pp. 4-10.

Ch III,

pp. 10-16.

Ch. IV,

pp. 16-28.

Ch. V,

pp. 28-35.

Ch. VI,

pp. 35-42.

Ch. VII,

pp. 42-47.

Ch. VIII,

pp. 47-54.

Ch IX,

pp, 54-57.

Ch. X,

pp. 57-69.

Ch. XI,

pp. 69-75.

Ch. XII,

pp. 75-80.

Departure from Rome and journey up to

Lisbon.

Voyage from Lisbon up to height of the Cape
of Good Hope.

Continuation of the voyage by sea up to

Mossambiche and then up to Goa. (P.

276.)

Departure from Goa and Journey up to

the city of Delly, Capital of the Empire
of the Mogol. Brief accounts of that

court.

Of the Churches and Christianity which the
Company of Jesus has at Delly and of

some notable Christians living there.

Stay in the city of Agra, and accounts of the
Mission which the Company of Jesus has
there.

Departure from Belly; arrival at Cascimir
and stay in that city. Some accounts of
that place.

Departure from Cascimir and journey up to

Lhasa, Capital of the second Tibet.

Stay at Lhasa, Capital City of the second and
Great Tibet. Departure and arrival at

Treescy-Khang.
Journey of the Great Desert of Ngnari

Giongar and help received from the com-
pany of a Tartar Princess,

Entering the first populations of the third

and Greatest Tibet. Continuation of the
journey and arrival at the Capital. Visit

to the King and to the Prime Ministers.

Beginning of Mission in that Kingdom.
Protection from the King. Help given to

the same and to the Prime Minister in a
certain danger. Gratitude shown by the

same. Refusing their gifts and offerings.
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Ch. XIII, First Book composed by the Author in that

pp. 80-85. language and solemnly presented to the

King at a public Audience.
Ch. XIV, Study of the Books and of the errors of those

pp. 85-88. People.
Ch. XV, Other books composed by the Author in

pp. 88-92. that language.

Ch. XVI, Account of the Mission which the Company
pp. 92-101. of Jesus has had in Tibet, from its founda-

tion up to the time of the Author. (P. 277.)

Book the Second.

Accounts of the Nature. Customs and Civil Government of Tibet.

Ch. I, pp. 1-6. Limits and .situation (»f Great Til)et.

Ch. II, pp. 6-12. Climate and fertility of the country of Tibet.

Ch. Ill, Of the Musk animal and of other animals

pp. 12-17. which are in Tilxd.

('h. IV, Of the Rivers of Til)et and of their Boats

p]). 17-20. and Bridges.

Ch. V, pp. 20-26. Of the Western Part of Tibet and ot some
of its Provinces and Citi(‘s.

Ch. VI, Of the City of Lhasa, (’aj>ital of Tibet, and

pp. 26-32. its environs.

Ch. VII, Of the neighbourhood of Lhasa and the

pp. 32-35. intermediate Provinces of this Tilxd.

Ch. VIIT, Of the Provinces of the WesOnn ^ part of

pp. 35-38. Tibet.

Ch. IX, Of the Dominion of Tilxd, which passed

pp. 38-42. into the hands of the Tartars.

Ch. X, pp. 42-47. Revolutions in Tilnd IxTore its Dominion
passed from the Tartars to th(^ Chinese.

Ch. XI, Unhappy end of King Cinghes-Khang and of

pp. 47-53. his Family,
Ch. XII, Of the Dominion of Tilxd when it had

j)p, 53-60. passed from the Tartars to the Chinese).

Ch. XIII, Of the civil Government of Til^et.

pp. 60-68.

Ch. XIV, Of the dress and food used in Tibet,

pp. 68-77.

Ch. XV, Of the Letters and Alphabet of the Tiln^l ans,

pp. 77-83. and the ability of that People for Studies

and Arts.

Ch. XVI, Of the bodily dispositions, occupations,

pp. 83-90. gyrnnic games {ginochi), agriculture and
inclination of the Tibetans.

^ Sic ? or Eastoru ?
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Ch. XVII, Of the marriages of the Tibetans,

pp. 90-96.

Ch. XVIII, Customs of the Tibetans regarding the dead,

pp. 96-103.

Book the Third.

Departure from the Mission of the Kingdoms of Tibet; passing

over to other Missions and return to Europe.

Ch. I, pp. 1-8. Departure from Lhasa. Stay made at Kutti.

Departure from the last limits of Tibet

and arrival in the Kingdom of Nepal.

Ch. II, pp. 8-18. Some accounts of the Kingdom of Nepal.

(P. 278.)

Ch. Ill, Journey from Nepal up to the Ganges and up
pp. 18-27. to the City of Patna.

Ch. IV, Some accounts of the City of Patna,

pp. 27-36.

Ch. V, pp. 36-43. Departure from Patna, and journey up to

the City of Agra. Accounts of the Cities

of Benares and of AUahabad and of the

Ganges. Stay made at Agra.

Ch. VI, Mission made at Delly, Capital City of the

pp. 43-57. Mogol.

Ch. VII, Exposes the causes of the disturbances which

pp. 57-66. arose in the Mogol between the Emperor
and his Vazir Nezam-em-muluk.

Ch. VIII, In which is continued the description of the

pp. 66-77. disturbances of the Mogol between the

Emperor and the Grandees of the Court.

Ch. IX, Departure from Delly. Return to Patna,

pp. 77-85. Going to Bengala. Voyage to Pondiscery,

Ch. X, pp. 85-91. Accounts of the City of Pondiscery. Going
to the Mission of the Carnat.

Ch. XI, Accounts of the Mission which the Company
pp. 91-102. of Jesus fruitfully exercises in the Kingdom

of Carnat.

Ch. XII, Departure from the Mission of Carnat.

pp. 102-106. Accounts of the City of Mehapur, and of
the memories which are preserved there

of the Apostle St. Thomas. Accounts of
the City of Madrassa.

Ch. XIII, Departure from the Indies. Voyage to

pp. 116-123.^ Europe. Mortal illness at sea. Grace
received by the intercession of the Ven.
Ft. John de Brito.

1 Does the pagination pass from p. 106 to p. 116 without intervening
matter, or does Ch. ^II go up to p. 116 ?
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Ch. XIV, Coiitinuation of the voyage after the Cape
pp. 123-132. of Good Hope. Islands of 8t. Helena and

of the Ascension. Passing the Line and
arrival at the Island of Martinique in

America. Arrival at Port Louis.

Ch. XV, Journey from Port Louis to Paris, and from

pp. 132-137. Paris to Marseilles.

Ch. XVI, Journey from Marseilles to Genoa. Going

pp. 137-146. through Tusc^any and arrival at Rome.
Ch. XVII, Opinion of the Author regarding the doctrine

pp. 146-157. required in Missionaries of the Indies; and
fii’vst how great it ought to be. (P. 276.)

Ch. X\HII, What doctrine and of what particular kind

pp. 157-165. ought to be the doctrine which is indis-

yKuisably necessary in the Missionaries wlio

are destined to the conversion of the Inhdels

in the Indies.

Ch. XIX, III what manner the above-exposed and

pp. 165-175. necessary doctrine can be promoted in the

Mi.ssionaries who are destined for the Indices,

Ch. XX, In which is shown the gravid obligation

pp. 175-210. indispf‘Usably incumbent on eviuy Chris-

tian, of helping and promot ing the Missions

to 1k‘ made among the Infidels; and in what
maimer such obligation can 1h;‘ disc‘harged

by each one in his own state,

22nd June, 1728.

Fr. WVssels continues:

—

‘Another MS., 27 xl95 cm., to be cited as MS. B. seems
be a first draft on acctount of its many erasions, corrections and
additions. It contains much of what is found in MS. A., but

it has, besides, a great numbei- of chapters dealing with tlie

religion of the Tibetans. These cha jders are, naturally, bt^yond

the scope of the present work.

‘The sequence of Books and Chapters in MS. B. is somewhat
puzzling; Book I covers 138 pp. and its division into 16 Chap-
ters corresponds to that of Book I in MS. A.

‘Book II from p. 1-124 parallels chapters 1-13 of MS. A.

Book II. They are immediately followed by some chapters
that form part of Book HI, which treats of the religion of Tibet;
the headings are:’ (Here we proceed by translating from the

Italian.)

Ch. I, Of the Grand Lamina, Chief of the Ridigion.

pp. 135-140.

Ch. II, Reasons persuading (me in the belief) that

pp. 140-156. the above-mentioned imcarnation of the
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new Grand Larnma is work immediately
(proceeding) from the Devil.

Ch. Ill, Answer to the arguments of who thinks that

pp. 156-169. the deceit related is the artifice of men,
and not of the Devil.

Ch. XIX, In which are continued the accounts referring

pp. 175-185.1 to the Grand Lamina and other inferior

Lammas of Tibet.

Ch. XX, Of Religious men and women of Tibet;

pp. 185-203. of their convents, dress, institute and
customs.

Ch. XXI, Different kinds of Religions who are in

pp. 203-214. Tibet.

‘Leaving one page blank there now follows from p. 216-260
the rough copy of chapters 14-18 of Book II, MS. A. After
another blank page these are followed by 16 chapters, not assigned
to any Book; the headings are subjoined.’ (P. 280.)

Ch. XXVTI,
pj). 262-275.

Ch. XXVIII,
pp. 276-288.

Ch. XXIX,
pp. 288-310.

Ch. XXX,
pp. 310-317.

Ch. XXXI,
pp. 317-324.

Ch. XXXll,
pp. 324-337.

In which we begin to treat of the errors
and of the Religion of the Tibetans.
And first Ave explain the system of the
Metempsychosis or Pythagoric transmigra-
tion, as it is maintained and believed by
the same.

Opinion of the Tibetans regarding the
animals, and certain living Beings by them
called Itaa which they believe, and affirm

to be destined to Hell {die coso (sic. in W.)
credino ajfermino in ordine alV Inferno).

Continues the accounts of other things which
the Tibetans maintain and believe con-
cerning the explanation of their system of

Meternpsych osi s

.

Exposes and explains another most enor-
mous and primary error of the Sect of the
Tibetans, which consists in denying the
existence of an Ens a se and non-caused,
and of any primary cause of all things.

Whether the Tibetans, denying the existence
of the true God, admit some fabulous
Divinity, or are absolutely without know-
ledge of God.

Of three classes of objects of worship and of
invocation which the Tibetans admit.
The quality thereof is explained and it is

shown that in them they recognize no
Divinity.

* 1 A gap from p. 169 to p. 175 ?
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Ch. XXXIII,
pp. 337-347.

Ch. XXXIV,
pp. 347-357.

Ch. XXXV,
pp. 357-371.

Ch. XXXVI,
pp. 371-381.

Ch. XXXVII,
pp. 381-388.

Ch. XXXVIII,
pp. 388-402.

Ch. XXXIX,
pp. 402-413.

Ch. XL.
. pp. 413-422.

Ch. XLI,
pp. 422-433.

Ch. XLTI,

pp. 433-443.

Of what the Religion of the Tibetans
contains in order to morality, or in order

to virtue and vices, and in order to regu-

lating manners.
Of the Legislator of the Tibetans and of

some fables they relate of the same.

Of two other chief Idols of the Tibetans, one
called Cen-ree-sy, and the other calk'd

Urghien.

Of other fables about the above-said Urghien,

which the Tibetans believe and spread.

Tibet anciently without law. King 8i-

Kiong-teuzzen seeks a Religion. For the

purpose he sends Ambassadors to divers

parts and pi(*ked voung men to Hendustan.
(P. 281.)

By whoTu the false Religion was introdiU‘(‘d

into Tibet. First temple built in that

Kingdom
;

books translated into that

language: Convents of Religions institut<‘d

there and othei* industries \ised there to

diss(nninate the errors.

Of other inferior objects of veneration in-

voked and revered by the Tibetans.

Of some })laees held in veneration by the

Tibetans and of wdiat they observe to-

wards them. Of their rosary and their

fasts.

Solving some doubts and questions which
might occur regarding the matter’s hitherto

treated.

Of some Relations and authors who have
treated of Tibet, and judgment regarding

them.i

23. The Desideri MS. used by Puini.

Puini’s prefac-e treats exclusively of the MS. by Desideri

which he used for his work 11 Tibet, Roma, 1904. W(‘ translate

his preface.

(P. VII.) The manuscript containing the Relation of Fr.

Ippolito Desideri’s journey in Tibet, formerly in the possession

of Cav. Rossi-Cassigoli of Pistoia, a diligent collector of the

memoirs of his native city was found back by me in 1875, on
indications I received from Prof. Gherardo Nerucci,^ Even

1 Much, perhtty)» raont, of the matter in the extra chapterH of MS. B.
is included in the MS. used by Puini, as will he seen on comparison,

2 Markham, Narratives of the Mission of George Bogle to Tibet^ etc.,

London, 1876, p. lix;

—

Bullelino italiano degli stndi orientali, year 1876,
Nos. 2-.S;--F. Von Kichthoferi, China, Vol. I, p. 673.-^-P.P.
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then 1 had the idea of publishing it, with the explanations and
notes which it required; but the owner of the MS. did not consent;

ratlier, on the advice of a friend, he preferred to give up, against

adequate compensation, the ownership of the copy to the
London Hakluyt Society, which, on hearing that it had been
found back, had intended to make of it an English translation

witli the necessary comments.

^

When the Pistoia gentleman died, the Kossi-CassigoK collec-

tion was acquired b}^ the National Library of Florence, and
Desideri’s MS. thus became public property. Then, my former

intention returned, and I started studying again that part of

the Relation which concerns chiefly Buddhism and the Lamaie
Lhur('h. Meanwhile, the Italian Geographical Society in one

of its meetings held in the year 1896 deliberated about entrusting

the care of jmblisliing the important journey of the Pistoia

Jesuit to the ever-regretted (P. VITT) Prof. Giovanni Marinelli,

who soon had an exact copy of the MS. made, and with his

inboi n courtesy allowed me to use it at my convenience for m}^

special studies on Tibet and Desideri.^ The premature death
of the eminent Geographer prevented the execution of the plan

of the Geographical Societ}^ In the course of 1901, in another

of its meetings, it decided the publication of my old piece of work,

which for years was almost completed. It now sees the light

with the modifications and additions which greater experience

has suggested to me.

The MS. from which are taken the materials of this book is

a small size folio volume of about 630 pages.^ It bears the

.

title:

Breve e Sitccincto ragguaglio del viaggio alle
Indie oriental! del Padre Ippolito Desideri della
COMPAGNIA DI GEStl.

This title cannot refer however to more than the fii'st quire
(quaderno)

;
in all the rest there is question of Persia, Kashmir,

India, the Mission of the Jesuits; and a goodly half of the volume
concerns Tibet.

After this brief end succinct account, in the form of an
itinerary, which I have just mentioned, and which occupies
the first ten pages or so, Desideri describes the Empire of the
Mogol, and speaks at length of Donna Giuliana Dias da Costa,

1 A. do Gubernatis, Scritti di Marco della Tomba, Firenze, 1878,
p. xix.

—

C.F,
2 Published in several fascicles in the Rivista italiana di Sociologia,

in the Rivista geografica italiana, and in Stvdi di Filologia Iivdo-Iranica
of Professor Bulle.—O.P.

2 When I examined it to make a description of it for the BulUtino
italiano degli studi orientali (July, 1876), the pages were not numbered
and the volume was loose; now the volume is bound and numbered by
leaves, which tiro aoout 320.—(7.P.
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who lived at that court, where she had won great esteem,

chiefly for her skill in medicine and surgery. Next, he uses

several pages to speak of the Mission (P. IX) in that country,

and of Fr. Rodolfo Acquaviva, who was veiy learned in Persian,

in which he wrote several religious treatises. Continuing next

his journey, he describes Kashmir, and chiefly the capital

‘called Earthly Paradise by all the peoples of the Mogol’;

thence, crossing the Plimalayas by the Zoji-la pass, he enteis

the Tibetan country about the end of May 1715, beginning the

journey which is of special interest to us and forms the argument

of this volume. After a six years’ stay in Tibet, he crossc^s again

the Himalayas, returns by way of Nepal to the dominions of

the Great Mogol, desc*ribes again its countries, and sjuavks at

length of his apostolate up to his ndui ri to Euro])(y wlii(‘h took

place in 1725.1 xin^. yps. finishes with some advi<'(* arid coii.si-

deratioiis on the Mission in India, and in Tibet, uhieli fdl m(a(‘

than 50 pages.

The entire contents of the MS. run on eouscH utively without

division into ciiapters, or any otlua* division,- ami not unfn'-

quently the same subject or what may In* regarded as belonging

to the sam(‘ subject, is tr(‘at(‘d in sevcnal sc]>arate parts of the

volume, which makes the reading of it tc'dious and not stifti-

ciently profitabkc Accoi<lingly, for what regards the mattca-

contained in tliat part (Ik X) of th(‘ ll(‘]atio!i which refers to

Tibet, and tvhi<‘h is the greater part, 1 hav(‘ tried to arrange it

methodically, subdividing it, ac(*ording to the subjects, in Parts,

Chapters and Paragraphs, so as to nnider the book as useful

as possible for students of Tibetan things, giving tliem the

means of profiting easily by the abundant information which

Desideri supplies us with on the ge(>gra])hy, the customs and
the leligion of TilxP.

It seems that Desideri wrote his Relation at the nupiest

of an ecelesiastie, to whom he shows mueli deference. Through-
out his voluminous manuscript he never names him: and, wlaui

^ The narrative, conducted in the order 1 hav(* siiid, end.s at I'ok

263v, with thesf; words: ‘Meanwhile, l>e Your Rovorence pleased that,

stopping the course of iny narrative, I liumVdy beg you to deign aeee^a

my humble service, wherein, not with orriameiitH of choice and elegant
diction, but wo'th the simple and rough plainness of a candid iuirrati\ e,

1 have not aimed at anything else than executing your osttauned orders,

and attesting my obedience, which as most humble and na^st dex'oted

servant I have always professcal for you, cdc.' From these words it.

is seen that Desideri was led to write at the express request of some
Father Superior of his. From fob 204 there are, in great part, diseourst's

concernir».g the Mission and the Mis.sionaries.

—

OJ\
2 Only tow ards the end of the MS., the part, containing the narrative

of tPie return is divided, 1 cannot understand for what retiuions, iixto three
chapters, mimbered 13, 14, and 15.—(7.P.

Hook IT. of MS. A. noticed by Fr. Wessels begins the return journey
at Ch. 13, and continues the voyage up to Port J^ouis (Brittany) and
Marseilles through chapters 14 and 15.—H.//.
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he turns to him directly, as required at times by the form he
gives to the narrative, he calls him simply Your Reverence.

When he had already traversed India and Tibet, and shortly

before he made ready to leave the East, Desideri met this priest

in the kingdom of the Carnatic {di Carnat), where he was in

apostolic mission
;
and d 'pro^ios of this meeting he writes :

‘ The
few accounts which I could give you only in passing (alia sfugita)

about my journey to Great Tibet, of the customs and sects

of these countries, excited in Your Reverence such a desire of

being fully and very minutely informed about them, that, before

we parted from each other, you wished to have from me a reliable

promise that I would transmit to you, at least from a distance,

a complete and precise account of them In fact, during his

voyage from Pondicherry up to France, notwithstanding the

inconvenience he suffered, the serious illness vhich afflicted

him, and the duties of Chaplain of the ship which were entrusted

to him, ' he had nothing more at heart tlian to fulfil the best way
he could the promise he had given 'A

Though Desideri asserts that he eoniposed his narrative

during the voyage which brought him back to Europe, he must
have written it partly in Rome, as it seems to me certain in-

dications would go to show; or at least he must (P. XI) have
comjdeted it there. To the Relation, addressed to that eccle-

siastic. were added, no doubt by Desideri himself, a few pages

of introduction with the title: Breve e succincto ragguaglio del

viaggio aW Indie orientali (Brief and succinct relation of the
journey to the East Indies); and at the end (fols. 264r-272r) an
Aggiiinte d' una breve recapitolazione di cid che appartiene

semplicemente a' sopra rljeriti viaggi, e alciini piii Importanti

se/niimenti deV autore Iniorno alle missioni delV Indie (Addition

(consisting) of a brief reca])itulation of what appertains simply
to the above-related journey, and some more important ideas

of the author regarding the missions of the Indies): after that,

comes (fols. 272v-316v) a Conclusione del presente ragguaglio,

e sentimento delV autors miorno alle Missioni delV Indie orientali

(Conclusion of the present relation, and opinion of the author
regarding the Missions of the East Indies).

The manuscript now owned by the Magliabecchiana is

certainly not Desideri 's autograph; one recognizes in it very

1 In 1726, wliich Fr. Desideri spent in the Carnatic Mission, the
Superior was Fr. Venance Bouchet, one of the most learned and literary

men that Mission has produced. His own previous studies could not
but make him receive Fr. Desideri with imbounded enthusiasm. He was
the very man who would have insisted on having from Desideri a full

account of his travels and experience, and of the religion of Tibet. Desi-
deri’s Superior, he could exact a solemn promise that the work would
be written. Moreover, to Fr. Bouchet is attributed a life of Blessed
John de Brito, th% Marava martyr, the process for whose beatification
wa^ entrusted to Desideri.

—

H,H,
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clearly three handwritings, but all of the time. The Italian

orthography is not always well observed
;
and, in particular, the

last of the three writings, which from certain indications appears
rather to have been made under dictation, seems to be that of a
somewhat ignorant copyist. Nevertheless, the orthography
of the Tibetan words, excepting some mistakes, is very well

observed; all the Tibetan words and proper names, though
transcribed as Desideri had learned to pronounce them, are
easily brought back to their literary form by one who has some
familiarity with that language, whicli to us is also a guarantee
of the exactness and authenticity of the accounts collected by
Desideri and of the knowledge he had acquii-ed of the language
of Tibet.i

24. Two specimens of Desideri’s Tibetan writings.

1. Facing p, 274 of his work, Father Wessels publishes the
first page of a Tibetan MS. by Fr. Desideri, which contains

704 oblong pages, 33*5 X 18*5 cm., having 35 lines to the page.
The opening page is dated June 24, 1718.

2. The second specimen, also facing p. 274 of the same work,
is the first page of another Tibetan MS. by Desideri, containing

128 narrow strips, 33*5x13*5 cm., with 7 lines to the page.
The MS. is undated. Both MSS. belong to the Society of Jesus
in Europe. We have commented somewhat on these two
Tibetan MSS. and two others by Desideri at pp. 106-107, note 8.

25. Bibliographical notes on Fr. Ippolito Desideri.

From: Sommervogel, Carlos, S.J., Bibliotheque de la

Compagyiie de Jesus, Vol. 2 (1891), cols. 1963-1964.

Desideri, Hippolytus, born at Fistoia in 1684, entered the

novitiate, May 9, 1700; left for the East Indies in 1712, and
was from there sent to Tibet. In 1727 he was sent to Rome,
to carry thither the process for the beatification of Blessed John
de Britto, and he died there on April 14, 1733.

1. Letter of Father H. Desideri to Father Ildebrandus

Grass! (Translated from the Italian). On Tibet. At Lassa,

April 10, 1716;—in the Lettres Mif., 15e recueil, pp. 183-208;

—

(edn. 1843), t. II, pp. 531-535.—Reprinted, t. VII, chapt. 7

of Histoire des Voyages, by the Abbe Prevot (Paris, 1746-1789).

Translated into German in Father Stocklein’s WelUhott,

No. 175.

2. A letter dated Febr. 13, 1717; in the Bibliotheca Pis-

toriensis of Father Zaccaria, pp. 185-186.

1 If the Desideri MS. used by Puini was written mostly on board ship,

one might expect it to have been worked out less carefully than the two
MSS. noticed by Fr. Wessels, both of which are divided into Books and
Chapters.—
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3. Alla sacra congregazione da propaganda fide Difesa I

della Compagnia di Giesu in ordine alia missione del Tibet,

e difesa del M. R. P. Generale della medesima Compagnia contro
le scritture del R. P. Felice da Montecchio Cappucino, Sine loco

(Roma), Typis Giannini et Mainardi, 1728, 4to, pp. 18 unnum-
bered.—Alla sacra .... Difesa II della Compagnia di Giesu e

del P. Ippolito Desiderj della medesima Compagnia, contro le

. . Ibid., id., 1728, 4to, pp. 31 unnumbered.—^Alla sacra ....
Difesa III della Compagnia di Giesu contro la scrittura del

P. Fr. Felice da Montecchio Cappuccino, intitolata Risposta alia

relazione della missione del Tibet data da’ PP. deUa Compagnia
di Giesu. Ibid., id., 1728, 4to, pp. 19 unnumbered.

4. Notes geographiques sur le Tibet, ^ recueillies par N.
Delisle et publiees par Klaproth;—in the Journal Asiatique,

1831, t. VIII, p. 117-121.
5. Travels into Tibet in 1714. By Hippolit Desideri, an

Italian Jesuit. Now first translated from the French; in t. IV
of Astley’s Collection of Travels, and at pp. 302-308 of Markham’s
Magazine,

I believe it is the translation of No. 1.

6. (Advice of Fr. Desideri to travellers);—in the Rivista

Europea, June and July 1876.

7. In No. 1 he says that he has composed two works in

Tibetan: the first to refute the error that all can save themselves
by following their law; the second against metempsychosis.
He began to translate the second in verse.

A. Map of Hindustan,
B. Letter (in Italian), dated Agra, 1714, 4to, pp. 4.—In

the Library of Stonyhurst, England (A.I. 36, 2nd part).

C. Translation of the Sahorim or Kangiur. (Zaccaria:

Bihl. Pistoriensis, p. 186.)

D. An Italian, Mr. Carlo Pruini announced that he had
found back a MS. of Father Desideri which he intended pub-
lishing. It is perhaps the one of which there is question in Mar-
kham’s Magazine. He gives details on this Missionary (1876,
No. 1, p. 21, and No. 9, pp. 233-254) and adds that an inhabi-

tant of Pistoia possessed one of his MSS., dated 1727, and con-

taining 500 pages: Di una Relazione inedita del viaggio del P.
Ippolito Desideri da Pistoia, scritta da lui stesso ;

—^in the

Bulletino italiano degli studii orientali (Firenze), anno 1, Luglio,

1876, pp. 33-42.

From Sommervogel, Carlos, S.J., Bihl. de la C. de J
Vol. 9 (1900), cols. 204-205.

Desideri, Hippolytus:
Born on Dec. 21, 1684, admitted on April 27, 1700 . . ,

He spent 5 years in Tibet.
*

IT
1 Bead : Tubet.

—

H.H.
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8. Di alcune lettere inedite o ignorate del P. Ippolito

Desideri, d. C. d. G., Missionario nel Tibet;

—

in Lavori presentati

al professore Giovanni Marinelli nel venticinquesimo anniversario

delle sue nozze. Firenze, tip. M. Ricci, 1895, in 8vo, pp. III-104.

(By Carlo Puini.)

9. Letter, from Kutti, Sept. 21, 1721, to the Sovereign

Pontiff; in La Revista Europea, July 1876, p. 293.

Narucci i (Gherardo). Intorno al Padre Ippolito Desiderj

de Pistoia d. C. d. G.,—in La Revista, July 1876, pp. 289-294.

—

He mentions therein the Relazione (see 1)) owned by Mr. Phil.

Rossi -Cassigoli of Pistoia. At MS. D. correct Pruini to Puini,

From Ernest M. Riviere, S.J., Corrections et Additions d
la BihliotMque de la Compagnie de Jesus, Supplement au ^ de

Backer-Sqmrnervogel \ Troisieine Fascicule, Toulouse, Chez V
Auteur, 7. Rue Boulbonne, 1913, cols. 431-432.

10.

Viaggio nel Tibet del P. Ippolito Desideri, dal Prof.

Carlo Puini—in Rivista geografica italiana, t. VII (1900), pp.
562-582.—The chapter relating to Tibetan Buddhism was
published by Puini in Studi Italiani di filologia Indo4ranica, t.

III.

Carlo Puini: II P. Ippolito Desideri e suoi Viaggi nelF

India e nel Tibet (1712-1727). II Buddhismo nel Tibet secondo
la rela zione inedita del viaggio del P. Ippolito Desideri. Firen-

ze, G. Carnesecchi e Figli, 1899. In 8vo, pp. XXXII-63.
Carlo Puini: II Tibet. (Geografia, Storia, Religione, Costumi)

secondo la Relazione del Viaggio del P. Ippolito Desideri (1715—
1721).

Roma, presso la Societa geografica italiana, 1904. In 8vo,

pp. LXIV-402. (Memorie della Societa geografica italia^ia.

Volume Decimo.)

A. Magnaghi: II Tibet nella Relazione del P. Ippolito

Desideri,—^in Rivista geografica italiana, t. XI (1904), pp^^ 76-108,

according to the previous work.
Henri Cordier, Bibliotheca Sinica, 2nd edn., cols. 2904-2905.

Comments: (1) What does Sommervogel mean by Mar-
kham’s Magazine ? Desideri’s letter of Lhasa, April 10, 1716, to
Fr. Ildebrando Grassi, S.J., is at pp. 302-208 of Clements R.
Markham’s Narratives of the Mission of George Bogle to Tibet
and of the Journey of Thomas Manning to Lhasa, London,

^ Sic, for Nerucci.
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Trubnar and Co., Ludgate Hill, 1876. In his preface, p. vii,

.Markham says simply :
‘ The narratives of Grueber, Desideri, and

Horace della Penna, Catholic priests who visited Lhasa in the
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, are given in an Appendix’.

—

For ‘fifteenth and sixteenth centuries’ read ‘17th and 18th
centuries’.

At p. lix he writes: ‘The manuscript containing the narra-

tive of his (Desideri ’s) journey to and residence in Tibet has
recently been examined by Signor Carlo Puini. That learned
scholar reports that it is in the library of a private gentleman at

Pistoia, and consists of a large folio volume, dated 1727, of about
500 pages, closely but very clearly and legibly written. It

contains a great abundance of notices respecting the geography
of Tibet, and the manners and customs, and religion of the

Tibetans. There are two other documents of Desideri in the
library of the Congregation of the Propaganda at Rome. The
first is another narrative, dated February 17, 1717, i soon after his

arrival at Lhasa, and addressed to the Pope, and the second is

a letter written in autograph by Desideri to the Pope.
‘Father Desideri also translated the “ Kangiar ” of the great

reforming Lama, Tsong-khapa, into Latin.’

Markham adds in a note at p. lix: ‘Signor Carlo Puini
examined the manuscript at Pistoia on November 19, 1875, and
he will be furnished with copies both of it and of the documents
at Rome. He will then write an exhaustive paper on Father
Desideri and his travels, and eventually he hopes to publish

the manuscript itself, with the necessary elucidations. I am
indebted to Colonel Yule for this important news respecting

the Desideri manuscripts, and their contemplated publication,

which ought to be promptly followed by an English edition’.

(2) No. 7 in Sommervogel (II, cols. 1963-1964) should have
been marked as a MS. under one of the letters of the alphabet.

(3) Not in SommervogeTs No. 1, but in Sommervogel’s
No. 2 does Desideri mention the two treatises. On the Italian

treatise on the one way of salvation and the Italian treatise

against transmigration, see Desideri’s letter to the General
(Lhasa, Tebr. 15, 1717), and his letter to an unknown person
in Zaccaria’s Bibliotheca Pistoriensis, pp. 185-186.

(4) See the same two letters on his translation into Tibetan
verse of the two Italian texts mentioned under our No. 3. These
two Tibetan texts are likely to exist still among the MSS. pre-

served by the Society of Jesus in Europe. See on it note 8 of

my section No. 10.

(5) On the composition of a Catechism, a Grammar and
a Dictionary, see Desideri’s letter to the General (Lhasa, Febr.

15, 1717), p. 375 in Puini. The Catechism appears to have been
added to the treatise on transmigration and to the refutation

1 FebAiary 13, 1717, in. Puini, II Tibet, p, xlii.
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of the chief error of the Tongpa-gni. Cf. note 6 of my section

No. 10.

(6) Zacharia is our authority for the statement that Desideri

translated into Latin a compenium of the Sahorim or Kangiur
by Tsongkhapa. Is not this the Lam-rin-chhen-ba, or Precious
Doctrine by Tsongkhapa, of which we speak in note 3 of our

section No. 14 ?

(7) To Sommervogel-Riviere must be added as published
by Fr. C. Wessels the letter in the Stonyhurst Library (Agra,

Aug. 21, 1714), to which I refer in my introduction.

(8) Sir E. Denison Ross, Director of the School of Oriental

Studies, London, writes to Sir Edward Maclagan on 31-11-1929
that Sir Filippo de Fihppi ‘is working on an entirely new
manuscript, which he is editing and of which he is giving us an
English translation for the Broadway Travellers. He speaks in

his last letter of having “completed the annotation of Books I

and II, which will form Volume I of the pubhcation Since
one of the MSS. described bj" Fr. C. Wessels is divided into 3

books, M^hereas Puini’s has no divisions, we cannot be far wrong
in guessing that the MS. used by Sir Filippo de Filippi is the
identical MS. described by Fr. Wessels or a copy of the same.
This, indeed, is good news.

(9) The notes on Tibet collected by N. Delide and an-
notated by Klaproth (Journal Asiatiquey 2^ serie, Vol. 8,

pp. 117-121, do not quote Desideri textually. Nothing shows
from what MS. by Desideri these notes were obtained.

(10) Prof. Puini’s study and extracts from Desideri’s MS.
in Studi italiani di filologia indo-iranica, Vol. 3 (1899) (comprise

pp. I-XXXII; 1-63. It was republished in book-form at

Florence the same year. Cf. above Riviere: Carlo Puini, Fr. P.
Ippolito Desideri e suoi Viaggi ....

In Robert Streit, O.M.I., Bibliotheca Missionuniy Erster
Band, Munster i. 3., 1916, Veriag der Aschendorffschen Bu-
chhandlung, we find that Desideri’s letter of Lhasa, dated
10.4.1716, and addressed to Fr. Grassi, appeared in the following
publications :

—

(1) Lettres Edifiantes et Curieuses, XV Recueil, Paris,

M. DCC. XXII, pp. 183-209. Cf. Streit, p. 377.

(2) Joseph Stocklein, S.J., ‘Welt-Bott’, Sibender Theil,
Augspurg and Gratz, 1726, No. 175, pp. 90-94 (the date is here
given, erroneously, as 10.4.1715 by Streit). Cf. Streit, p. 385.

(3) Astley’s Collection (New General Collection of Voyages
and Travels, London), Vol. IV (M. DCC. XLVIl), pp. 655-658,
the title being: Travels into Tibet, in 1714. By Hypolito Desi-
deri, an Italian Jesuit. (This collection also contains: Travels
through Tibet, to and from China, by several Missionaries,
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pp. 649-651.—Travels from China to Europe, in 1661. By
John Grueber, Jesuit, pp. 651-655.)

(4) Prevost’s Histoire Generale des Voyages ... La Haye,
Vol. IX, M. DCC. XLIX: Voyage d’Hipolyte Desideri au Tibet,

1715, pp. 455-460. Cf. Streit, j). 450.

(5) Allgemeine Historic der Reisen zu Wasser und Lande
. . . . ,

Leipzig, bey Arkstee und Mervus (a translation of

Astley’s Collection), Band 7 (1750): Reisen nach Tibet, Im Jahre
1714, durch Hypolitus Desiderius, einen italienischen Jesuit,

pp. 562-568. Cf. Streit, p. 451.

(6) Cartas Edificantes Curiosas, Madrid, En la Officina

de la Viuda de Manuel Fernandez, Tomo Decimo, MDCCLV,
pp. 50-61. Cf. Streit, p. 465.

(7) Lettres Edifiantes et Curieuses . . ,
Paris, Tome XII,

M. DCC. LXXXI, pp. 430-446. Cf. Streit, p. 537.

(8) Choix des Lettres Edifiantes, Paris, Tome VIII,

MDCCCXXVI, pp. 268-278. Cf. Streit, p. 577.

From H. Cordier, Bibliotheca Sinica^ IV. 2905-2906.

(1) Desideri’s letter of Lhasa, 10.4.1716, appears also in

Pant. Utt., Ill, pp. 531-535.

(2) Hugh Murray, Historical Account, I, Ch. IX, pp. 441-445.

(3) Puini's Jl Thibet was reviewed in the Geographical

Jourml, XX No. 1, January 1905, pp. 84-85. By A. H.
Keane.

(4) C. Puini.—II Matrimonio nel Tibet. (Riviste Italiana

di Sociologia, amo W, 1900, pp. 149-168.

Review: UAnthropologie

,

XI, 1900, pp. 629-633, by Ch.

de Ujfalvy.

(5) Carlo Puini’s Lhasa (Rivista geog. italiana, X, 1903,

pp. 546-548.

26. Letter of Fr. Francis Borgia Koch, S.J., to Fr. Anthony
Mordax, S.J., Vienna (Goa, 1706).

(From Fr. Stocklens Welt-Bott, Vol. 5.)

(P. 83, Col 2) Num. 117.

Brief

Patris Francisci Borgiae Koch,
der Gesellschaft Jesu Mis-

sionarii, aus

der Oester reichischen Provintz

An
R.P. Antonium Mordax,
des Probhauses gedachter So-

cietat bey

(P. 83, col 2). No. 117.

Letter

of Father Francis Borgia Koch,
Missionary of the Society of

Jesus,

of the Province of Austria.

To
the Rev. Father Anthony

Mordax,
Rector of the House of Proba-

tion of the said Society near
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Sanct-Anna in Wien Rectorem
und No-

vitzen Miestern.

Greschrieben zu Goa in Tndien
um das

Jahr 1706. Der Tag und Monat
seynd

nicht angemerekt w orden.

Innhalt.

BetrifFt seine A^orhabende Reis

von Goa biss Agra, der Haupt-
stadt in Mogor, und ferners

nacli dem West-Tartarisehen
Konigreich Thibet.

Ehrwiirdiger Pater in Chris-

to ’.

P.C.

Euer Ehrwurden eifferigem

Gebett und Mess-Opfern sehre-

ibe ich es zu/dass/da so viel

andere aus dem Sehiff gestorb-

en seynd/ich/der sie in ihren

Kranckheiten fleissig bedient/

und viel Gutes zu wiircken

Gelegenheit gewonnen hab
nach einer Kranekheit/so zwey
Monat gewahret /nichts desto-

Sanct-Anna, Vienna,

and Novice Master.

Written at Goa, in India,

about the

year 1706. The day and month
were

not noted. 1

Contents.

Concerning his forthcoming

journey from Goa to Agra, the

Capital in Mogor, and further

to the Kingdom of Tibet in

Western Tartary.

Reverend Father in Christ,

The Peace of Christ.

I ascribe to Your Reverence’s

fervent prayer and 8aci‘ifices

that, while so many others

died on board the ship, 1, who
served them assiduously in

their illness and had the oppor-

tunity of doing much good,

did nevertheless arrive here

alive after an illness which
lasted two months.^ Accord

-

1 The date of this letter should be 1709 rather than 1700. Fr.

Stocklein says that the day and the month of the letter were not known
to him; the year must have been omitted too; else, Fr. Stoeklein would
not have said that the letter wa.s written ‘ about ' 1706. We have several

clues for the date 1709.

(1) Franco’s list mentions as having left Lisbon for India in 1709;
*Fr. P>ancis Borgia, a (Jerman.’ The party was one of 4 Portugest*

and three Germans, the two other Germans being ‘Christophorus Mater*
and ‘Fr. Francis. Filiscus.’ None are noted as having died on the way.

(2) Fr. Martinetti, with wdiom Fr, Koch was to go to Tibet, WTites

in 1713 that he had during three years taken information on the Tibet
IVIission. The three years in question w^ould bo 1709-12.

(3) Neither Martinetti nor Koch apj'^ears in the Mogor Catalogue
of January, 1708; both are mentioned in the Catalogue of January 2,

1710.

(4) The Provincial Manoel Sarayva wrote to the General on January
3, 1710, that Frs. Martinetti and Koch had been charged to go to Tibet
from Agra. (Wossels, 207.) Now, as Fr. Koch says that, soon after his

arrival at Goa, he was destined to Agra and Tibet, his departure for Agra
would naturally fall at the end of 1709, if he is the ‘Fr. Francis Borgia,
a German,’ who arrived at Goa, (about Sept. ?), 1709. Martinetti being
also a newcomer of 1709, it was natural to appoint both him and Koch
for Tibet, as two others destined for Tibet in 1708 had had to be turned
away to Mysore, for want of men on that side.

2 Franco mentions none of the Jesuits of 1709 as having died between
Lisbon and Goa; neither does Fr. Koch; but the party of 1709 may have
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weniger noch lebendig allhier

angelangt bin. Derenwegen
seynd Euer Ehrwiirden in dem
Vorgeben/als konte man seinen

Eyffer auf der Reis nicht aus-

iiben/ubel berichtet worden;
allermassen ich gantzlich dafiir

halte/dass/wann ich auch bald
nach meiner Ankunfft allhier

gestorben ware/es wegen so

mancherley Wercken Christli-

cher Liebe mich einer derges-

talt miihseligen Schiffahrt dan-

noch nicht reuen solte. Ob-
besagter mein Zustand ist viel-

melir von unanstandiger J^ah-

rung/als einiger andern Ursach
entsprungen/weil wir acht Wo-
chen lang nichts als Bohnen
in Oeh]/Reis in Oehl/wie auch
Brod in Wasser iind Oehl
gesotten genossen haben: allhi-

er aber in Indien gew ohnen wir

iins allein an Reis und abgesch-

macktes Wasser/als wo kein

kiihler Trimck zii bekommem
ist: ja seit ich aus Teutschland
verreiset bin/darf ich wohl
sagen/dass icb niemals kalt

getruncken habe, Ubrigens
lebt man sonst hier zu Land
in unsern Collegilis zimlich

gut/als in welchen an Fleisch

und Wein Kein Abgang ist.

(P. 84, col, 1)

Die Missionarii hingegen

mussen*die Seeien/so sie be-

kehren wollen/mit Gebett und
Fasten gewinnen/angesehen die

Heyden dieser Orten zwar

Hauffig/aber zugleich derges-

talt haessstarrig seynd/dass der

abgottische Teuffel /welcher in

innen steckt/sich mit keinem
andern Mittel lasst austreiben.

ingly, your Reverence was
badly informed when you were
told that one could not exercise

one’s zeal on the journey;
anyhow, I am quite of opinion

that, even had I died soon after

my arrival here, I should not
on account of so many works
of Christian mercy regret so

toilsome a voyage. My afore-

said condition was due to
improper food rather than to

any other cause : for during

eight weeks we had nothing
else to eat than beans in oil,

rice in oil, and also bread
boiled in water and oil. How -

ever, here in India w^e accustom
ourselves to rice only and insi-

pid water, since no cooler

drink can be had there : indeed,

from the time I left Germany
I daresay I have not drunk
anything cold. For the rest,

here in our Colleges one lives

tolerably well, as there is no
lack of flesh-meat and wdne.

(P. 84, col. 1)

On the other hand, the

Missionaries must gain with
prayer and fasting the souls

they wdsh to convert, consi-

dering that the pagans of these

parts are indeed many, but
at the same time so stubborn
that the idolatrous devil in

them does not let himself be
expelled by any other means.

overtaken the party of 31 Jesuits of 1708, which did not reach Goa till

Sept. 25, 1709, lost 5 of its members on the voyage. Martinetti

belonged to the party of 1708.
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Dessen ungeachtet seynd
deren Heyden in diesem Land
Indien so viel/deren Christen

hingegen so Avenig/dass ich

beyderseits ungleiche Zahl

nicht fiiglicher vorstellen kan/

als wann ich sage/der Kleine

HaufFen deren Glanbigen/
wann er init der iinendliehen

vSehaar/deran Unglaubigen ver-

glichen wird gebe nicht mehr
aus/als ein eintziger Kern gegen
zehen Metzen Getreids: doch
seynd die Salsettische Iiiseln

gantz Catholisch.

Die Provintz Goa versiehet

ausserhalb der LandschaiFt

dieses Nahmens anderwartig

derraalen folgende Missionen

:

die in dem Peich von der Sun-
da, allwo nur etliche tausend

Christglaubige zu finden seynd

:

die in dem Reich Mayssur:
die in dem Konigreich Schitur:

die bev denen KafFeren in

Africa: and letzlichen die in

dem grossen Reich Mogor, in

dessen Haupt-stadt Agra wiir-

cklich drey unserige denensel-

ben Unglaubigen das Evan-
gelium predigen

;
ein wahrhaiF-

tif gar zu geringe Zahl Arbeiter

fiir einen so volckreichen Ort/
in welchem cine Besatzung
von zweimal hundert tausend
Mann unterhalten/die iibrige

Inwohner aber Million-Weise-

gezehlt werden. Das Gliick

halte mich bald getroffen/dass

ich von meinen Obern ware
dahin geschickt worden/um all-

da zu varbleiben; allein/indem
ich dieses schreibe/wird mir
angedeutet/ich solle auf einem
Schiff/so gantz segelfertig ist/

nach Surate fahren/und mich

Besides, the pagans in this

land of India are so many, and
the Christians on the other

hand are so few' that I cannot
represent more suitably the

uneven number on both sides

than by saying that, when the

small number of the faithful

is compared to the countless

host of the infidels, it amounts
to no more than a single grain

compared to ten measures of

wLeat; however, the islands

of Salsette are entirely

Catholic.

In addition to the district of

the name of Goa, the Province

of Goa provides now^ elsewhere

for the following Missions: the

Mission in the Kingdom of

8unda, where are to be found

only some thousands of Chris-

tians; the Mission in the King-
dom of Mayssur; the Mission

in the Kingdom of Schitur; the

Mission among the Kaffirs in

Africa; and finally the Mission

in the great kingdom of Mogor,

where in the capital thereof,

Agra, three of ours zealously

preach the Gospel to its in-

fidels; ^ truly much too small

a number of labourers for so

populous a place, wliich has a
garrison of two hundred thou-

sand men, while the other

inhabitants are counted in

millions. Soon I had the good
fortune of being destined by
my Superiors to remain there;

and however, while I write

this, I am told to go to Surate

by a ship which is quite ready

to sail, and from there to go
to Agra, there to learn the

Tibetan tongue, and then

1 The Catalogue of Mogor for January 1708 has f Fathers in Mogor;
that of January 2, 1710, notes four, besides Martinetti and Koch,
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von dannen zwar nach Agra
verfiigen/um daselbst die

Thibetische Sprach zu erlernen/

demnach aber meine Reis mit
Patre Martineti, einen Wals-
ehen Jesiiiter ferners nach dem
Reich Thibet fortsetzen/wel-

ehes zwischen Mogol, Persien/

der Kalmukischen und grossen

Tartarey, und dem Ertz-Reich

Sina light; weil nemlich der

Kdnig von gedachtem Thibet
sehnich um Missionaries an-

halt/und wir in dessen Gebiet

die ersten Christum verkiinden
werden. Ich brech ab/und eile

auf das SchifF/damit ich die

Gelegenheit nicht versaume

;

befiehle also um des Bluts
Christi willen uns beyde/wie
auch unsere Mission und die

Heyden/welche unser warten
/in Euer Ehrwarden und ges-

amter allerliebsten Provintz

Oesterreich HH. Mess-Opfer

und Andachten.

Euer Ehrwiirden
Goa, Anno 1706.

Diener in Christo,

Borgias Koch, der Gesells-

chafFt

Jesu Missionarius.

to continue my journey with
Father Martineti, an Italian

Jesuit, towards the Kingdom
of Tibet, which lies between
Mogor, Persia, Kalmuk Tartary
and the Empire of China; for

the king of the said Tibet
eagerly asks for Missionaries,

and we shall be the first to

preach Christ in his dominions.

^

I stop, and hasten to the ship,

lest I lose the opportunity; so,

by the Blood of Christ, I

commend both of us, as also

our Mission, and the heathens
aw aiting us, to the Holy Sac-
rifices and prayers of Your
Reverence and of the very
dear Province of Austria.

Your Reverences,
Goa, 1706.2

Servant in Christ,

Borgias Koch, Missionary of
the Society

of Jesus.

27. Fr. Francis Anthony Zacharia, S.J., on Fr. H. Desideri,
S.J,, with letter from Lhasa, Febr. 13, 1717.

(From Bibliotheca Pistoriensis a Francisco Antonio Zacharia,
Augustae Taurinorum, MDCCLII, pp. 185-186.) ^

(P. 185) Desideri (Hippolytns), (P. 185) Desideri (Hippolytus).

XIII. Kal. Januar. A. On the 13th before the Kale-
CIOIOCL-XXXIV. ortus est da of January (Dec. 20) in the

1 I find these indications as unsatisfactory as ever. By 1708 the
Capuchins had gone to Nepal; therefore, the Jesuits could not expect
to bo the first Missionaries on that side. From what side, then, had a
king of Tibet sent invitations for Missionaries. ?

2 In the hurry of the departure, it is possible that Koch forgot to
date his letter.

3 As. this extract, copied for us in London by Sir Edward Douglas
Maclagan (188 West Hill, Putney, London, S.W. 15) reached us on
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Hippolytus, turn Romae
Societati Jesu nomen dedit

VII. Idus Maias a. CIOIO
CC sed a. CIOIOCCXII ad
Thibetanas Missiones profec-

tus est. Inde XIII. Februar.

a. CIOIOCCXVII. literas

scripsit, quas heic recitare non
inutile visum est.

Alla fine di Luglio 1716.

scrissi altra, dando nuova de’

miei lunghissimi, e difficilissimi

viaggi, e del mio arrivo in

questa Capitale di Thibet a’

18. di Marzo del detto anno,
ed insieme notizia del succedu-
tomi qui sino a detto tempo.

A’nove d’ Agosto fui manda-
to a chiamare al Palazzo del Re,
dove ebbi lunga, e famigliare

udienza per ricerca del fine,

per cui ero venuto, e dimoravo
in questo Thibet; risposi, che
unicamente per inseguare la

S. Fede. lo fui interrogate,

quanto tempo qui mi tratterrei

risposi, che fine alia morte,
se essi volessero abbracciare
la S. Fede; la risposta fu,

che volevano essere in tutto

year 1684, was born Hippoly-
tus, who gave his name to the

Society of Jesus at Rome on
the 7th before the Ides of Ma^^
(May 9) in the year 1700, and
left for the Tibetan Missions

in 1712. From there he wrote
on the 13th of February, 1717,
a letter which we think it

useful to quote here.

At the end of July 1716, I

wrote another letter, ^ giving

news of my ver}^ long and very
difficult journeyings and of

my arrival in this capital of

Tibet on the 18th March of

the said year,^ and at the same
time an account of what hap-
pened to me here up to the
said date.

On the 9th of August, ^

I was summoned to the King's

Palace, where I had a long and
familiar audience, at which
tliey asked me for what object

I had come and was staying in

this Tibet. 1 answered that

it was solely to teach them the

Holy Faith. I was asked how
long I would stay here. I

answered 1 would stay until

my death, if they wished to

embrace the Holy Faith.

December 2, 1929, we have placed it here, so as not to disturb wliat we
wrote above. Desideri’s letter enclosed in the extract, and dated
February 13, 1717, is ev idently from Lhasa. The name of the addressee is

not given. The letter may have been written to a Jesuit or to a person
ofDesideri’s family. There is a request to be remembered in the addressee's
prayers, but no reference to ‘ Holy Sacrifices ’. It is evidently not addressed
to the Pope, though he wrote a letter to the Pope on the same date. The
letter must be compared with the one he wrote to the General of the
Society two days later. It was but natural that he should dwell on the
same topics in both. It is worth remarking that there is no direct allusion
to the arrival and doings of the Capuchins.

1 This letter too remains to be discovered. In his letter of Lhasa
to the General, Febr. 15, 1717, Desideri begins by saying that he wrote
to the General at the end of July, 1716, by way of Goa and Portugal.
We do not possess that letter to the General, and it is possible that this

courier did not reach.
2 The same date in other letters.
3 The same date in the letter to the General / (Lhasa, Febr. 15,

1717).
*
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instruiti della mia S. Fede, e

Legge, e che percio restassi

quivi, ed imparassi bene la

lingua. Dipoi mi furono fatte

molte, ed efficacissime esibi-

zioni, ed of ferte dalla regia

liberalita, ma io tutto efficace-

mente ributtai, non volendo
altr’ onore, che la gloria di Dio,

ne altro bene, che la salute

deir anime loro. A1 principio

di Settembre fui invitato, e

condotto ad un Giardino, e

Palazzo in Campagna del Re,
dove fui esaminato del profitto

fatto nella lingua speeialmente,

neir intelli genza de’libri, e mi
furono domandate varie cose

della mia S. Legge. A1 prin-

cipio di novembre essendo gia

arrivata una lettera latina del

Papa a questo Re, io la tra-

dussi in questa lingua. Es-

sendo stato alcune volte richi-

esto, e privatamente, e pub-
bhcamente della differenza tra

la mia, e la loro legge, ne
arrischiandomi a tratt are ex

professo a voce si delicati

punti sino a non possedere

perfettamente questa lingua,

aveva promesso di spiegare

loro tutto a poco a poco con
alcuni libri: a tal fine ne’mesi
di Giugno, Luglio, ed Agosto
composi due libri

;
il primo in

confutazione del pessimo, e

tanto sparse errore, che dice

potersi ognuno salvare nella

sua legge, ed il secondo in

confutazione del diaboheo er-

Their answer was that they
wished to be fully instructed

in my Holy Faith and Law,
and that accordingly I should
stay there and study the lan-

guage well. After that, many
and very strong offers and in-

vitations came to me from the
King’s liberality, but I strongly

declined it all, not wishing any
other honour than the glory

of God, and no other good than
the salvation of their souls. In
the beginning of September,

i

I was invited and conducted
to a Garden and Palace of the

King outside the town, where
I was examined on the pro-

gress I had made in the lan-

guage, especially in the un-
derstanding of the books, and
I was asked various things
about my Holy Law. In the

beginning of November, as

there had already arrived a
Latin letter from the Pope for

this King, I translated it into'

this language.2 Having been
asked sometimes, both pri-

vately and publicly, the differ-

ence between my law and
theirs, and not wishing to

venture on treating ex professo

and orally points so delicate,

until I possessed this language
perfectly, I had promised to

explain the whole to them
httle by little in certain books

:

with this object, during the
months of June, July and
August, 2 I composed two

1 The same date, idl'd.

2 The Capuchins arrived at- Lhasa on Oct. 1, 1716, and, though part
of their presents for the King was lost, the letter from the Pope and some
money arrived, apparently somewhat after the arrival of the Capucliin
Fathers. The letter of the Pope was presented to the King on Dec. 4,

1716. Cf. Letter to the General, Febr. 15, 1717 (p. 375 in Puini).
3 The same p«y’iod of time in the letter to the General, Febr. 15,

17J7.
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rore del trasmigrazione Pit-

tagovica. Agli otto di Set-

tembre comincial da me stesso

a tradurre in qiiesta lingua,

e in versi Thibettani il primo
di detti due libri, e dopo averlo

posto bene all’ ordine, a’ 6.

di Gennajo 1717. dopo delta,

ed applicata a questa fine la

S. Messa, andai a palazzo del

Re, dove fui ammesso nella

Real Sala dell’ iidienza, ove
stava il Re nel suo trovo cir-

eondato da uii molto copioso

consesso di Grand!
,
e persone

della corte, e di Lamina, che

sono i loro Religiosi e Dottori.

Il Re riceve il mio regalo, e

prese nelle sue mani il mio
libro, e mi fece sedere in faccia

al suo trono, e mi feee bere il

(Sa, Dipoi con le sue sciolse,

e apri il mio libro, e mi do-

mando, quanto tempo ancora

resterei in questo (p. 186)

Thibet. Risposi, che fino alia

inia morte, il che cagiono mol-

ta tenerezza in tutto il con-

sesso; indi mi domando, qua!

fosse il mio Dio. Risposi, che
io non riconosco, ne adoro, se

non un solo Dio creatore del

tutto, Mi domando, quanti
Dei vi siano, Risposi che un
solo, iinico neir essenza, e

trino nelle persone. Mi do-

mando i nomi delle tre divine

persone, e presa occasione del

nome del Spirito Santo, essen-

do egli di gran mente, e di

molto capace ingegno, da se

stesso si pose a farm! varj ar-

gomenti contro la purissima

spirituality, ed incorjx)rity di

Dio, e udi le mie risposte a
detti argomenti, e come essen-

books: the first in refutation

of the very bad and so widely
spread error which says that

everyone can be saved in his

law
;
and the second

,
in refuta-

tion of the devilish error of

the Pythagoric transmigration.

On the 8th of September ^ I

began by myself to translate

in this language and in Tibet-

an verses the first of the said

two books; and, when T had
put it in good order, on the 6th

of January, 1717, having said

and applied Holy Mass to this

end, I went to the King’s
Palace,2 where I was admitted
into the Royal Hall of audience,

where the King was on his

throne, surrounded by a very
great assembly of Grandees,

and persons of the court, and
Lammas, who are their Reli-

gious and Doctors. Tlie King
received my present, took my
book into his hands, bade me
sit in front of his throne, and
made me drink the Cia. Then
with his own hands he untied

and opened my book, and
asked me how much longeu* I

would remain in this (p. 186)

Tibet. I answered 1 would
remain until my death, which
caused much emotion in the

whole assembly. Next, he

asked me what mv God was
like. I answered that I ack-

nowledge and w orship only one
sole God, creator of all things.

He asked me how many Gods
there are. I answered: Only
one, sole in essence, and trine

in persons. He asked me the

names of the three divine

persons, and, taking occasion

1 The same date, ibid.
|

2 The three Capuchins went with him on that occasion.
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do Iddio di sua natura incor-

poreo, per amore, e salute

nostra, si era fatto uomo.
Dipoi da se stesso lesse tutta

la dedicatoria del Libro, che
e un elogio del Ke medesimo
in versi Thibettani, poiche ad
esso e dedicate il libro. Indian-

corche gia sapesse il tutto,

come stesse la cosa, per farmi

quest’ onore appresso gl’ altri,

mi domando, chi avesse com-
posto, e posto in questa lingua

quel libro; risposi, che io

stesso senz’ aiuto di verun
uomo. In oltre mi domando,
chi I’avesse posto in versi

Thibettani, risposi, che io solo

da me medesimo. Dopo di

cio lesse un buon pezzo del

primo capitolo, e di poi diede

il libro in mano di uno di

detti Dottori, che fra tutto il

consesso era il piii vicino al Re,

e dal medesimo dottore il

fece leggere. Di poi da se

stesso si pose a farmi argu-

menti in difesa della trans-

migratione, e a ciaschedumo
argomento udi le mie risposte,

dopo le quati continuo a farsi

a leggere il libro da detto

Dottore, ed in quel mentre
arrivato il mezzo giorno, fu
licenziata 1’ udienza, senza
che il Re in tanto tempo
avesse udito altri, ne parlato

ad altri. Pochi giorni dopo
mi mand6 ad interrogave a
casa molto per minuto sopra

quel punto, che la via, o legge

della salute e una sola, e tutte

le altre sono d’eterna danna-

zione. Il Re tiene appresso

di se e va leggendo il libro,

e facendone conferenze. Fac-

cia Iddio, nelle cui mani sta

I’esito, ed al qnale tocca a
parlare al cuore.* Vaiie altre

of the name of the Holy
Ghost, he, being a man of

great intelligence, and very
penetrating mind, began of
himself to make various argu-

ments against the pure spiri-

tuality and incorporeity of God,
and listened to my answers
to the said arguments, and how
God, being of his nature in-

corporeal, had become Man for

our sake and salvation. Next,
by himself he read the whole
dedication of the Book, which
is a eulogy of the King himself
in Tibetan verses : for the
Book is dedicated to him.
Then, though he knew quite
w^ell how things were, in order
to give me that honour before

the others, he asked me who
had composed that book and
put it into that language. I

answered I had done it myself,

without help from anyone.
Moreover, he asked me who
had put it into Tibetan

*

verse. I answered I had done
it by myself alone . After that

,

he read a good portion of the
first chapter, and then gave
the book to one of the said

Doctors, who of all the assem-
bly was nearest to the King,
and he made the said Doctor
read. Next, by himself he
began using against me argu-
ments in defence of trans-

migration, and he listened to

my answers to each argument

;

after which he continued to
make the said Doctor read the
book. Meanwhile, midday
came, and the audience was
dismissed, and during all that
time the King had not heard
any others, nor spoken to any
others. Some days after, he
sent to my house to question
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volte con varie persone ho
ayute private dispute di si

fatti punti di Religione. Da
nn mese in qua sono stato un
poco travagliato nella sanita,

a causa delle passate, fatiche.

Quanto prima ripigliero lo stu-

dio, e le fatiche, che e quanto
posso per ora dar di nuovo.

Non si scordino giammai di

pregare per me nelle loro ora-

zioni, ne forte cum aliis prae-

dicaverim, ipse reprobus efficiar,

e acciocche i miei peccat i non
pongano impedimento alia con-

versione di queste genti, e

caramente abbracciandola, res-

to pregando Iddio a darci

grazia di rivederci in Paradiso,

Amen.

Neque hos solum libros scrip-

sit P. Hippolytus quorum in

superioribus libris ^ mentio.
Nam in latinam linguam (quod
sane Missionariis ad dignos-

cendos illius gentis errores usui
maximo esse potest) convertit

Tibettanarum Sahorimj sen

Kangiur qui Biblionim instar

ipsis est in centum et octo

me very minutely on the

point whether there is but
one way and law of salvation,

and all the others are of eternal

damnation. The King keeps
the book near him, and he goes

on reading it and having dis-

cussions about it. May God,
in whose hands is the issue, and
to whom it belongs to speak

to the heart, (grant success).

Several other times I have had
private discussions with various

persons on such points of

Religion. This last month I

have been a little troubled in

health, owing to the past

fatigues. As soon as possible

I shall resume my study and
my labours, which is all the

news I can give for the present.

Never forget to pray for me
in your prayers, ne forte cum
aliis praedicxiverim, ipse re-

probus efficiar (lest perhaps,

when I have preached to

others, I myself should become
a castaway),^ and that my
sins may not place an obstacle

in the way of the conversion
of these peoples; and, embrac-
ing you lovingly, f remain
praying that God give us the

grace of meeting each other in

Paradise. Amen.
The books mentioned in the

above letter are not the only
ones written by Fr. Hippo-
lytus; for he translated into

Latin (which can be of the

greatest use to Missionaries for

learning the errors of that na-

tion) a compendium of the

Sahorim or Kangiur of the

Tibetans, a collection of one

1 Literis ?

1 1 Cor., 9. 27.
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grandia volumina tributi com- hundred and eight large vo-

pendium a Zonkaba quodam lumes, which is like their

magna apud eos sanditatis Bible, the compendium having
fama percelebri elucubratum. been written by a certain

Alia etiam parabat, quum a Zonkaba, who is held by them
Thibetanis regionibus in Ita- in very great opinion of holi-

liam remeandum fuit P. Hip- ness. Fr. Hippolytus was also

polyto A. CIOIOCCXXVII. preparing other things when
Romae autem pro suis Mis- in the year 1727 he had to

sionibus adversus P.P. Cap- return from Tibet to Italy,

puccinerum postulata tres non At different times, while at

lino temp ore libellos Edidit, Rome, he published for his

obtulitque Sacrae Congrega- Missions and laid before the

tioni de propaganda fide. Sacred Congregation de Propa-
Quod tamen optabat maxime, ganda Fide three small books
lit Thibetanum in Regnum written against the postulata

rediret, obtinere non potuit, of the Capuchin Fathers. He
morte intercedente, quae ilium could not obtain what he
ex Collegio Romano ad Superos desired most, to return to the

evocavit XVIII Kal. Majas a. Kingdom of Tibet: for death
CTOIOCCXXXIII. supervened, which from the

Roman College called him to

Heaven on the 18th before to

the Kalends of May (April 14)

of the year 1733.1

28. Letter of Fr. Ippolito Desideri, S.J., to His Holiness
the Pope, Clement XI.

(Lhasa, February 13, 1717.)

(P. 1) Copia. B’mo Padre. (P. 1) Copy, Most Blessed
517 Father,2 517

Quella somma benignita That extreme kindness, truly
degna veram.te d’yn Vic.o di worthy of a Vicar of God on
Dio in Terra, che ebbi la earth, of which I had the good
sorte di sperimentare, allorche fortune to be the object, when,
prima di partir di Roma per le before leaving Rome for the
Missioni, ebbi la pregiatissima Missions, I had the most es-

sorte di prostrarmi vmile, e teemed fortune of prostrating

riuerente a Piedi della Sta sua, myself humbly and reverently

mi da adesso animo di pormi di at the Feet of Your Holiness,

nuouo, se non in persona, encourages me now to place

1 I am indebted to Dr. Filippo de Filippi (La Capponcina, Settignano,
Florence) for the rotographs of this document which Mgr. Mercati, Prefect
of the Vatican Library, ordered to be made at his request. The docu-
ment must be carc|ully compared with Desideri ’s letter to the General
of Jhe Society of Jesus (Lhasa, Febr. 16, 1717). Cf. our No. 9.
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almeno con q’sto mio foglio,

riuerente, e supplicheuole a

med. mi ueneratissimi Piedi

di sua Sta. Doppo d’esser

passato il Tibette piccolo, in

cni Fempia seta di Maometto
chiude ogni porta all’ Industrie

de Missionari Euangelici ; e

doppo d’hauer fatto qualche

diligenza nelF altro 2.0 Tibette,

in cui a cagione della dipen-

denza, non pare si possa per

adesso impiegar con frutto

rindustria de Zelanti Missio-

nari; A 7. di Settembre 1715.

col fauor di Dio entrai in

questo 3.0, e principal Tibette.

Indi a 18. di Marzo 1716.

arriuai a q’sta Citta di Lhassa,

Capitale, e Regia di q‘sto

Tibette. Qui mi fermai, e

benche solo, senza verun Re-
ligioso, ne d’altra Relig.ne,

ne della Compagnia, non di-

meno animato da vn viuissimo

desiderio della gloria di Dio,

e deir amoreuoliss.o Gesu 8a-

luatore di tutto il Hondo

;

con ogni sforzo mi posi alF

ardua impresa di trattare de
negozi della 8. a Fede. Per
tal fine giorno, e notto mi
applicauo alio studio traiia

gliosiss.mo di q’sta lingua;

p.tal fine mi posi di tutto

proposito a leggere, e scru-

tinare con ogni studio i libbri

principali di questa setta: per

tal fine da varie perite persone

andauo indagando meglio Fori-

gini, i Riti, et opinioni di q’sta

setta: per tal fine andauo con
varie Industrie e spese ancora

introducendomi con varie per-

cone, e gia m’ero insinuate in

vna considerabiliss.a amicizia

nella Corte, anzi m’ero in-

sinuato col Re med.mo, fino

a sperimentarne finiss.me di-

myself again reverently and
suppliantly, if not in person,

at least with this paper of

mine, at the same most vene-
rated Feet of Your Hofiness.

Having traversed Little Ti-

bette, where the impious sect

of Maomet closes every door
to the efforts of Evangelical
Missionaries, and having made
some diligence in the other
second Tibet, where owing
to dependency it does not
seem that the industry of

zealous Missionaries can for the
moment fruitfully employ it-

self, with the help of God I

entered this third and chief

Tibet on the 7th of Septem-
ber, 1715. Next, on the 18th
of March, 1716, I arrived at

this City of Lhassa, the Capital

and Royal Court of this

Tibet. Here I stayed, and,

though alone, without a single

Religious, either of another-

Religion, or of the Company,
yet, animated by a most
lively desire of the glory of God
and of the most lovable Jesus,

Saviour of the whole World, I

began with all ardour the ar-

duous task of dealing with
matters of the Holy Faith.

For the purpose, day and
night, I applied myself to the

very laborious study of this

language; for that purpose, I

started whole-heartedly read-

ing and examining with all

zeal the chief books of this

sect; for that purpose, I kept
seeking out better from various

able persons the origins, Rites,

and tenets of this sect
;
for that

purpose, with various indus-

tries and with expenses too,

I became intr»oduced to various

persons, and I had already
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inostraz.ni
;
per tal fine e non

dimandato, e dimandato da
priuati, e interrogato da Gran-
di, e interrogato solennem.te per
parte del Re, haueuo chiaram.
te manifestato, e piiblicato,

ehe il mio intento era d’inseg-

nar in q’sto Regno la S.a Fede;
per tal fine interrogato yna
volta solennem.te p’ parte del

Re, e vn altra volta solenissim-

te, e con gran publicita dal Re
med.mo, posta la mia risolu-

zione d’insegnar in q'sto Regno
la S.a Fede, quanti anni mi
tratterei in q’sto Regno; mi
dichiarai, e assolutam.te mi
protestai, che se Essi abbrac-

oiassero la S. a Fede, resterei

qui sino alia morte, e auendomi
risposto, che voleuano esser

in tutto ben informati della

S.a Fede, e che per cio assolu-

tam.te qui rimanessi; Promisi
piu volte di restar qui sino

alia Morte; p’ tal fine, accioche

F intento di promouer, e di

piantar qui la S.a Fede, piu

facilm.te s’insinuasse in queste

Anime, aueuo costantem.te ri-

buttate le molte, liberalissime,

e anche importune ofierte (p. 2)

di questo Re, efficacem.te pro-

testandomi, non voler lo ne
i loro onori, ne loro grandezze,

ne loro ricchezze, m^ vnicam.te

la Gloria di Dio, e la loro

eterna salute. Vitim,te per

tal fine auendomi Essi varie

uolte ricercato della differenza

tr^ la Nostra, e la loro Legge e

perche in punti si dilicati,

done ogni minima parola e

vn gran che, a sic non mi
arrischiauo ancora a spiegar

ex professo, in publico a voce;

insinuated myself considerably

into the friendship of the

Court, and had even reached
the King himself, so much so

that I received from him most
delicate attentions; for that

purpose, when not questioned

or questioned by private per-

sons, when requested by Gran-
dees and interrogated solemnly

in the Bang’s name, I had
clearly made known and de-

clared that it was my intention

to teach the Holy Faith in

this Kingdom; for that pur-

pose, when asked once solemnly
in the King’s name,i and
another time most solemnly

and with great publicity by the
King himself, given my resolu-

tion to teach the Holy Faith

in this Kingdom, how many
years I would spend in this

Kingdom, I declared and pro-

tested absolutely that, should

they embrace the Holy Faith,

I would stay on until my
Death, whereupon, as they
answered that they mshed to

be well informed of the Holy
Faith, and that therefore I

should remain here altogether,

I promised many times to

remain up to my Death; for

that purpose, in order that m}^
design of promoting and plant-

ing here the Holy Faith might
the more easily find favour
with these Souls, I had con-

stantl}^ refused the many very

liberal and even importunate
offers (P. 2) of this King,
strongly protesting that I

wanted neither their honours,

nor their greatnesses, nor their

riches, but only the Glory of

^ At the meeting with the Tartar, the principal Minister of the King,
on Aug. 9, 1716. j
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m’ero obligato a spigar loro

tutto a poco a poco con vari

libri: E ex vi di cio aiieuo qui

composto due libri, nel p.mo
de quali confuto Terrore, che

ognVno nella sua Legge si

pud saluare, mostrando, che

vna sola e la via della salute,

e tutte Taltre sono vie d’eterna

dannazzione; e nel 2.0 confuto

il diabolico errore della Tras-

migrazione, e questo in due
Trattati

;
il p.mo contro la

Trasmigrazione de cattiui
;

il

2. o contro la Trasmigraz.ne
de Buoni. E gia haueiio da
me stesso tradotto nella lingua,

e per piu allettatiuo ancora in

versi Thibettani
,
sino alia meta

il p.mo di detti due Libri, il

quale di poi finito, ho gia con
molta solemiita, e publicita

offerto al Re, il quale ne hk
fatte publiche demostraz. i di

stima, lo tiene appresso di se,

e lo va leggendo, e in quel

giorno publicamte da se stesso

mi fece argom.ti, e vdi le mie
risposte sopra due questioni,

cioe, p.mo sopra la purissima
immaterialita, e incorporeita

di Dio
;
presa Toccasione del

nome dello Spirito Santo. 2.o

sopra la Trasmigraz.ne delT

Anime, e alcuni giorni doppo
mi mando a interrogare per

minuto sopra quel punto, che
fuori dVna sola Legge, tutte Y
altre sono d’eterna dannazione.
Le cose per aiuto, e miseiicor-

dia di Dio cosi correuano

;

quando al p.mo di Ottobre
1716. arriuarono tre PP.

God and their eternal salvation.

Lastly, for that purpose, when
they had asked me many
times what difiference there was
between our Law and theirs,

I, considering that in points so

delicately, the smallest word
is a great one, (said) I did not
yet venture to explain it ex

professo, in public, by word
of mouth, but I pledged myself
to explain it to them little by
little in different books. And
on the strength of this, 1 had
here composed two books, in

the first of which I refuted tlu*

error that everyone can b(^

saved in his Law, showing that

the way of our salvation is but
one, and that all the other ways
lead to eternal damnation; and,

in the second, I refuted the

devilish error of Transmigra-
tion, and this in two Treatises,

the former being against the

Transmigration of the wicked,
the second against the Trans-

migration of the Good.i And
1 had ali(uidy translated by
myself in this language, even
in Tibetan verse, as a- greater'

enticement, u]) to the middle,

the former of the said two
Books; 2 which, when it was
completed, I have by now
offered to the I^ng with much
solemnity and publicity.^

The King showed in public

that he esteemed it; he keeps

it near him, and continues

reading it. And, on that daj
,

of himself he argued with me
publicly, and heard my answers

1 The letter to the Geru^ral (Febr. 15, 1717), does not mention the
treatise on the transmigration of the wicked.

2 He began the translation of his first treatise on Sept. 8, 171 0;
lie may therefore have reached the middle of the translation of that treatise
by Oct. 1, when the three Capucdiins arrKed.

^ The first treatise was presented to the King on J'Jinuary 6, 1717.
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Capuccini Missionari Aplici,

con vn Decreto, in cui a tutti,

etiam Patribus Societ.tis Jesu,

non ostante qualunqne priuile-

gio in contrario dalla S. Sede
conceduto, sotto Ecclesiastiche

pene e pndbito I’esercitare

qualsiiioglia azzione di Mis-
sionario in Luoghi, done siano

gia Missionari mandati dalla

S.a Cong.ne di Propaganda.
Non ostante tal Decreto,

attese tutte le soprascritte

premesse, guidicai non poter
lo senza peccato mortale e

senza vn grandiss.o aggrauio
della mia coscienza, lasciar

questa Missione. In oltre giu-

dicai, che il Decreto non ca-

desse sopra di me, ne potesse

essere intimato a me, poiche in

Esso si proibisce il por done
gia stiano Missionari di Pro-

paganda; ed lo ero entrato

in questo Regno, e stauo

attuaim.te esercitandonii in

questa Missione (p. 3) vn
Anno, e 24, giorni p.ma che

qua arriuassero i soprad.i tre

PP. Capuccini. Con die par
manifesto, che chi arriua in

q’sta Missione al p.mo di

Ottobre del 1716., non possa
intimare vi] tal Decreto e tali

2)ene Ecclesiastiche a chi ante-

cedentem.te lino da 7.di Set-

tembre del 1715. si trouaua
gia attuaim.te in questa Mis-

sione, e in essa con si consi-

derabili, e publici impegni.

Tutto cio propongo, e riueren-

tem.te ripongo nelle Mani della

Sta sua, vmilm.te chiedendo

i suoi comandi, i quali tutti,

on two questions: to wit, first

on the pure immateriality and
incorporeity of God, the name
of the Holy Ghost having
offered the occasion; secondly

on the Transmigration of Souls.

And, some days later, he sent

to question me minutely on
this point, whether besides one
sole Law, all the others lead to

eternal damnation. With the
help and mercy of God, things

were progressing thus, when
on the first of October, 1716,

there arrived three Capuchin
Fathers,^ Apostolic Mission-

aries, with a Decree, wherein

to all, even to the Fathers of
the Society of Jesus, notwith-

standing any privilege to the

contrary granted by the Holy
See, it is forbidden under
Ecclesiastical penalties to

exercise any action as a Mis-

sionary in Places where be al-

ready Missionaries sent by the
Sacred Congregation of Pro-
paganda Notvfithstanding

such a Decree, all the above

-

written premises considered,

I judged that I could not
without mortal sin and without
a very heavy burden on my
conscience, leave this JVIission.

Moreover, I judged that the
Decree did not apply to me,
and that it could not have been
intimated to me, because in it

is forbidden to enter where
be Missionaries of Propaganda

;

and I had entered this King-
dom and was actuallylabouring

in this Mission (P. 3) one Year
and 24 days before the above

-

1 Frs. Domenico da Fano, Prefect; Orazio della Peima, and John
Francis of Fossombrone.

The Icttei? to the General (Febr. 15, 1717) says that the Capuchins
Jiad not formally served that Decree on Desideri.
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anche a costo della mia vita,

sempre puntualm.te eseguiro.

Non per q’sto pero, che dice

esser lo antecedentem.te en-

trato in q'sto Regno, pretendo
in cio dimandare, che siano

essi richiamati, anzi con ogni

efficacia supplico, che siano

qui lasciati, sapendo, che done
manca la fiachezza mia, e

della Comp. a, con gran van-
taggio snpplira il talento, lo

spirito, e lo zelo di si degni, e

si bene scelti Apostolic! JVlis-

sionari
;

tra quaJi, e Me, e

corsa, e corre in tut to vna
totale, e pin che fraterna con-

cordia, e amoreuolezza, tanto

in casa, che e vna med.ma,
quanto in publico; molto per-

cio desiderando, e supplicando,

che i med’ini P.ri rice-uano le

douute lodi, e ringraziam.to

di si esemplar carita verso di

me, e si profitteuole concordia

in tutte le cose. Ad istanzia de
med.mi PP. tradussi fedelm.te

in questa lingua la Lettera, con

cui la Santita sua onoro q’sto

Re, che sommam.te ha gradito,

et apprezzato si alto onore.

8eruo ancora i med.mi PP.
con insegnar loro, per quanto
mi permette la mia debolezza,

q’sta lingua, e con andar a
poco a poco, a loro requisizione,

ordinando con diligenza vna
Dottrina, vna Grammatica, e

vn Dizzionario di q’sta lingua.

Seruo ancora loro con aiutarli

dalla meta di Ottobre sino

al fine, 6 piu di q’sto Mese, ogni

giorno a spdisfare a loro oblighi

di Messe. In somma procure

di non mancare in niente

verso si degni Missionari della

S.a Sede, e verso con me si

caritateuoli Religiosi. Non
vna Lettera, ma vn grosso

said three Capuchin Fathers
arrived here. Therewith it

seems plain that who arrived

here in this Mission on the first

of October 1716 may not in-

timate such a Decree and such

Ecclesiastical penalties to who
previously, from the 7th of
September, 1715, was aheady
actually in this Mission, and
that too under such weighty
and public obligations. All

this I propose and lay rever-

ently in the Hands of Your
Holiness, humbly asking your
orders, all of which, even at

the cost of my hfe, I shall

always piinctually execute.

But, on the score of what I

say, that is my having entered
this Kingdom earlier, I do
not on that account request

that they be recalled; nay,

with all efficacy 1 beg that

they be left here, knowing
that where my weakness fails,

and that of the Company, the
talent, the fervoui* and zeal of

such worthy and such select

Apostohe Missionaries will

supply ;
betw een whom and

me there has existed and exists

in everything a perfect and
more than fraternal concord
and affection, as well in the

house, which is the same, as in

public; wdierefore, I greatly

desire and beg that the same
Fathers may receive due praise

and thanks for such exemplary
charity towards me, and such
profitable concord in all things.

At the request of the same
Fathers I translated faitlifully

into this language the Letter

with which Your HoHiiess ho-

noured this King; he was ex-

tremely pleased ^therewith and
extremely valued so great an
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volume sarebbe necessario, se honour. I also serve the same
volessi fondatam.te, e veram.te Fathers by teaching them, as
ragguagliare sua Sta di tutto much as my weakness allows,
cio, che appartiene a notizie this language, and by arranging
di q’sto Regno, e alia Seta di diligently little by little, at
queste Genti; percio lasciando their request, a Doctrine, a
di porre in cio la penna, rimetto Grammar and a Dictionary for
vna tal cosa alia lingua di chi this language. ^ I also serve
auera la sorte di porre (p. 4) in them by helping them daily

persona riuerente la bocca a from the middle of the month
Piedi di sua Sta. E prostrato of October till the end, or more
con la bocca, e col cuore al than this Month, in satisfying

bacio de veneratissimi Piedi their obligations for Masses,

della Sta sua, vmilm.te diman- In fine, I try not to fail in

do la sua Paterna, et Ap’lica anything towards such worthy
Benedizione, et Indulgenza. Missionaries of the Holy See,

and Religious so charitable to

me.2 Not one Letter, but a
big volume would be necessary,

if I wished fully and truly to

report to Your Holiness what-
ever concerns information re-

garding this Kingdom and the

Sect of these Peoples; where-

fore, vdthout turning my pen
to such work, I commit such
a matter to the tongue of him
who will have the good luck

of (P. 4) personally kissing

with reverence Your Holiness’

Feet. And, prostrate to kiss

with mouth and heart the most
revei'ed Feet of Your Holiness,

I humbly ask Your Paternal

and Apostolic Blessing and
Indulgence.

Della SantiU Sua. Of Your Holiness.

Lhassa 13. di Feb.ro del Lhassa, the 13th of February

1717. 1717.

Minimo, e Riuerentiss.mo The Least and Most Reve-

Figlio, seruo, e suddito rent Son, servant and subject,

l2)polUo Desideri, Ippolito Desideri, of the

della Comp.a di Gesu. Company of Jesus.

1 From the letter to the General (Febr. 15, 1717) we could not con-

clude that this triple work was already begun.
2 ‘In this letter, Desideri, considering himself in the right, deprecates

the recalling of the Capuchins. In his letter to the General (Febr. 15,
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29. The case of Fr. Ippolito Desideri as represented to the

Sacred Congregation of Propaganda by Fr. Felico da Montecchio,

Capuchin, in Siimmario A (1728).

Through the kindness of Dr. Filippo de Filippi, we obtained
from Mgr. Mer(‘ati, Prefect of the Vatican Library, rotographs

of Sommario A, which places before the Sacred Congregation

of Pi'opaganda the case of Fr. Desideri from the Capuchin point

of view. It is like a preliminary document, which drew answers
from Fr. Desideri and counter-answers from the Capuchins.

The case was examined by Propaganda between 1728 and 1732,

when it was decided against the Jesuits.

The Sommario A is a printed document, of 7 pages, of which
only a few (copies were printed. The rotographs do not show
any pagination: in fact the pages have had to be j)agina.ted by
the photographer. In parts the lines are numbered. W(“
indicate this numbering wherever we find it.

We subjoin a translation of the whole of this rare publication.

(P. 7)

Alla Sagra

CONOR KCATIONK
Da Propaganda Fide

Emo. e Kfho Sig. Card.

(P. 7)

To the Sacred

CONGREGATION
Of the Propagation of the Faith.

The Most Emin, and Most
Rev. Lord Card.

NICOLO 8PINOLA
PONENTE

NICOLO’ SPINOLA
PONI]NT

liisposta alia Petit lone del R.P.

Ippolito Desideri da Pistoia

della Compa-gnia di (Pesii

per la Causa del Thibet.

Answer to the Petition of the

Rev. Fr. Ippolito Desideri

of Pistoia, of the Cowpemy of
Jesus, for the Cause of

Tibet.

C O N T R O
E PER

A G A I N S T
AND FOR

F. Felice da Montecchio
Cap})uccino

Friar Felice of Montecchio,
Capuchin.

Sommario A. Summary A.

Ty])is Giannini, and Mainardi
1728.

Printed by Giannini, and
Mainardi 1728.

1 717), he is not without fear that the Capuchins will urge his recall. They
must have done so already from Nepal, before advancing on Tibet. The
first decisions against Desideri were taken at Rome on March 1, 1717,
Sept. 20, 1717, and Dec. 12, 1718. ^
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20. Letter of Fr. Ippolito Desideri, S.J., to Fr. Felix da
Montecchio (Patna, March 19, 1722) and his Appeal to the Pope
addressed to Frs. Dominic da Fano and Felix da Montecchio (Patna,
March 19, 1717).

(P. 1.) A

S 0 M M A R I 0.

I.

(P. 1.)

SUMMARY A.

I.

Copia di vna Lettera scritki al P.

Felice da Montecchio
I dal Padre

Ippolito Desiderij da Pistoia della/

Compagnia di Gesu.

Lettera del P.
Hippolito Desi-

derii al P. Felice

da Montecchio.

Molto Reuerendo Padre Colen-

dissinio—Pattna
19. Marzo 1722.

—Dice il Prouer-

bio—Patti chiari

and amicizia lun-

i^a. Con die il parlar ehlaro non
pregiudica alia buona amicizia.

Non ascriiia duiique la P.V.M.R.
a rottiira d’Amic'izia se lo con

tiitta diiarezza/[5] le manifesto

alcun.mio sentimento. Attri-

biiisca a sgrauio della mia con-

scienza cio, die a prezzo del

proprio sangiie non vorebbe esser

stata posta nell’ impegno in cui

si troua.

2. M.R.P.

Euideiize vi ge-

nerale, ma non
indicate.

Prime -non os.ser

stato iK'cessario

metier la Coin-

pagnia in im-

pegno.
Secondo - Kicor«i

Mi costa chiara-

rnente, che non
v’era occa-

sione/[10] di

porre in compro-
messo la Com-
pagnia di Gesh in

quel rnodo, che

v’e stata posta.

Copy of a Letter ivritten to Fr.

Felice da Moyitecchio i by Father

Ippolito Desiderij of Pistoia of the

Company of Jesus.

Very Reverend and Most Ve-
nerable Father, Pattna, the 19th

of March, 1722.

The Proverb says: Short re-

ckonings make
Letter of Fv. long friends.

^ P P ^ ^ ® Wherefore,speak-
Desideni to 1 r. . i

^
i

Felix da Mon- clearly
te(*clii(). does not damage

good friendship.

Let not Your Very Reverend Pa-

ternity think that our Friendship

is broken, because with all cleaj?-

ness 1 manifest to yon a sentiment

of mine. Attribute it to the dis-

charge of my conscience : for, not

at the price of my own blood,

would my conscience have wished

to be placed in the obligation in

which it finds itself.

2. Very Reverend Father, it

Proofs in gene-
ral, but not
pt)inted out.

First : that it

was not neces-

sary to impli-

cate the Com-
pany.

appears to me
clearly that there

was no occasion

for compromising
the Society of

Jesus in the

manner in which
she has been
compromised. I

1 On December 14, 1721, Fr. Desideri left from Kuti for Khatmandu
with Fr. Felix da Montechhio, who in 1721 had gone (from Patna) to Lhasa.

Desideri arrived at Patna on February 6, 1722, and left it for Agra on March 23,

1722. It would have been natural if, at Patna, he had been the guest of the

Capuchin Fathers, '^he Superior there would have been the ex -Prefect, Fr.

Felix* da Montechhio.
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illegitti-essere

mi.

Terzo-c o n t r o

ogni ragione, e

verity, in tutto
il corpo della

Lettera sola-

meiite

qui si nomina la

Sacra Congre-
gazione.

L’espultione del

P. Hippolito,

e della Compag-
niam dal Thibet
diretto impedi-

mento della pro-

mulgatione del

Vangelo, e Po-
poll no con-
uertiti.

Conosco euiden-

temente, che le

Informazioni, e

r e c 1 a m azioni
mandate inRoma
non sono state

legitime. Mi cos-

ta apertamete,

ch’e state contro

ragione, e contro

la verita il pro-

curare con non
intie-/[15] ri rag-

guagli alia Com-
pagnia di Gesu
quel da essa non
meritato sfreggio,

che in faceia a
tutto il Mundo alia medesima ri-

donda da quelle parole—Immo
contra Decreta eiusdem Sacrae

Congregationis. In fine mi costa

euidentemente, che lo sforzo vsato

in discacciare me, e la Compa-/[20]

gnia di Gesu da Regni, e Missioni

del Thibet e stato vn sforzo

direttamente impeditiuo della

Conuersione di molte genti, e

direttamente opposto alia pro-

pagatione della S. Fede Cattolica.

Coir euidente, e sperimentale

cognizione di tale incontrastabile

verity, incontrastabilmen-/[25] te

mi giudico grauissimamente ob-

ligato in Coscienza di reclamare,

di protestare, e d’appellare in tal

causa al supremo, ed immediate
formalissimo Tribunale del Som-
mo Pontefice. Di tal mio appeUo
(che in questo mio foglio aggiungo)

ne porto notizia alia P.S.M.R.,
accioche/[30] ella possa auere
quella commodity di dire presso il

detto supremo Tribunale le sue
raggioni, la quale non h6 auuta io

appresso qualche altro Tribunale,
neU’ agimento della prima causa.

Quando la P.V.M.R. potr4 ap-
portarmi.

know to evidence that the Infor-

mations and claims sent to Rome
have not been legitimate. It

appears to me clearly that, against

reason and against truth, through

incomplete accounts, was obtained

for the Society of Jesus that slap,

by her unmerited, which she

received before the whole World
from these words—Nay, against

the Decrees of the same Sacred

Congregation. Finally, it appears

to me to evidence that the effort

made in expelling
Swomlly: that me ancUlie Com-
the n'Ctmrses t
were- luJawful. Tai‘.v oi Jesus

from the King-

dom and Missions of Tibet has

been an effort directly tending

to impede the (inversion of

many peoples, and directly op-

posed to the propagation of the

Holy Catholic Faith. With the

evident and experimental know-
ledge of such uncontrovertible

truth, 1 judge ir-

refragably that I

am most serious-

ly obliged in Con-

science to com-
plain, to protest,

and to appeal in

such cause to the

supreme and im-

mediate most
formal

,

Tribunal

of the Sovereign

Pontiff. Of this

my appeal (which

I add to this

paper I notify

Your Very
Reverend Pater-

nity, 80 that you
may have, for stating your reasons

before the said supremo Tribunal,

that convenience which I have

not had before*»any other Tribunal,

in the discussion of the first c;fiuse.

Thirdly: (that

they were)

against all rea-

son and truth.

In the wliole

body of tli(;

Letter, the Sa-

cred Congrega-
tion is named
only lie re.

The expulsion of

Fr. Hippolytus
and of the Com-
pany from Tibet
a direct obstacle

to the promul-
gation of the

Gospel, and a

reason for the
Il o n-convorsion
of Peoples.
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(P. 2) Raggioni conuincenti, che
mi mostrino non

Si dark non essere io ob-[35]
oHser state au- bligato grauem-

tarsi la prima ^llte in CoSCieilza

causa. a tali riclami, ed
appelli, sarro

subbito pronto a desister da essi.

Qiiando poi ella conosca in me vn
tal obbligo, la supplico a non
auer per male, che Io persista nell’

intrapreso appello, e vada a dire

a voce (se Iddio cosi vorra) le

mie ragioni appresso il [40] Sommo
Pontefice; e con bagiarle diuo-

tamente le sacremani, mi dico e

soscruio qua! mi glorio d’essere

della P. V. M. R. Vmilissimo,

ed Obligatissimo, e Deuotissimo
Semitore. Ippolito Desiderij

della Compagnia di Gesu.

Copia della Citaziojie.

In Nomine Domini.
Amen.

Ego Hippolitiis Desiderij

Societatis lesu

A])pellatione del Saceei'dos, and
P. Hippolito al olim in [45] Missi-
Sommo Poi ito - Thibebtensi ex
fice contro h
PP. Domenico % -r» i

da Fano, c dum Keiierencio

Felice da Mon- Patri Dominico k
techhio. Fano Societatis

lesu superior,

Ca-puccino, and ex parte Sacrae

Congregationis de Propaganda

Fibe Prsefecto
;

nec non Tibi

Admodum Reuerendo P. Felici

k Montecchio Predicatori Ca-

(P. 2) When Your Very
Reverend Pa-

To grant liim ternity will be

able to give
told that the .

first cause was convincing

being discussed. reasons, which
show to me

that I am not seriously ob-

liged in Conscience to make such

complaints and appeals, I shall

at once be ready to desist

therefrom. But, as you know in

me such an obligation, I beg of

3"ou not to take it amiss if I

persist in the appeal I have
undertaken, and if I go (God so

willing) to state by word of mouth
my reason before the Sovereign

Pontiff. And, kissing devoutly"

3"our sacred hands, I call and sign

myself what I pride myself to be,

Your Vei*}^ Reverend Pater-

nity’s Most Humble, Most
Obliged, and Most Devoted Ser-

vant.

Ippolito Desiderij, of the

Company" of Jesus.

Copy of Summons,

In the Name of the Lord,
Amen.

I, Hippolytus Desiderij, Priest

of the Society of

Appeal of Fr. Jesus, and in the
Hippolytus to name of the
the ^Sovereign Society of Jesus

Father Domh fwmer Superior

iiic da Fano, m the Tibet

and Felix da Mission make
Montecchio. known to you,

AYry Reverend
Father Dominic da Fano, Capu-

chin, and in the name of the

sacred Congregation de Propa-
ganda Fide Prefect,1 as also to

You, Very Reverend Father Felix

1 I?’!'. Dominie da Fano was tlien in Tibet.
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puccino Missio- [50] nario Aposto-

lico, and ex Praefecto notum facio

:

Me vt obbedirem Eminentissiinis,

and Reiierendissimis DD. Cardi-

nalibus Sacrae Congregationis de

Propaganda Fide discessisse jam
a Regnis Thibethi, and qnam
primurn prefect urum ex lota hac
Missione Regnoriim Thibethi, and
eiiis fini-[55] bus, traiisiturumque

ad alia loca, quae vllo modo possint

ad eamdem Missionem pertinere.^

x4ntequam verb ex his Regnis

perficiscar 2 aperte dilucideque

profiteor me vllo modo jiiri illi

cedere posse, quod Societas lesii

in Missionem Thibethensem legi-

time habuisse, and habere videtur

[60] donee aJiter a Summo Ponti-

fiece statiiatur. Hac de Causa in

Nomine Sanctissimae Trinitatis,

and inuocato Nomine lesu apjx^llo

ad immediatum supremumque
Tribunal Sanctissimi Domijii

Nostri Domini dementis XL
Summi Pontifieis, vel eius

successoris. Eoque vos aduoco,

vt omnia [65] ea, quae a me contra

vestrum conatum expellendi

meipsum necnon Societatem lesu

ab omnibus Regnis Thibethi in

Indicium deferri possint a vobis

metipsis, si ratio-llO ^ nes suppe-

tant auertere conemini. Datum
in VTbe Pattana die 19. Martij

1722. Hippolitus Desiderij.

Socie- [70] tatis lesu manu propria

da Montecchio, Capuchin Prea-

cher, Missionary Apostolic and
ex-Prefect: that, to obey the

Most Eminent and Most Reverend
Lords Cardinals of the Sacred

Congregation de Propaganda Fide,

I have now left the Kingdom of

Tibet, and shall relinquish this

entire Mission of the Kingdom
of Tibet and its limits, ^ and

shall proceed to other places

which may not belong in any way
to the same Mission. However,

before I go from th< se Kingdoms,

T declare openly and clearly that

I cannot in any way yield that

right which the Society of Jesus

appears lawfully to have had and
to have on the Tibet Mission,

until it be decided otherwise by
the Sovereign Pontiff. For which

Reason, in the name of the Most
Holy Trinity, and after invoking

the name of »h‘sus, I appeal to the

immediate and siiprenu^ Tribunal

of Our Most Holy Lord the Lotd
Clement XT., Sovereign Pontiff,

or of his successor. And to it J

summon you, that you may try to

avert from yourselves, if ri'asons

there be, wliatever can be pro-

du(‘ed in Judgment by me against

your endeavour to expel me and
the Society of Jesus from all the

Kingdom of Tibet. Given at

Pattana, the 19th day of March,

1722.

Hi])polytus Desiderij, of the

Society of Jesus. In his own
hand.

1 We expect; ad alia laca, quae nullo modo . .

locis cjuae ullo modo .... pertinere.
2 We should have proficiscar.
3 We expect : nullo modo.
^ I cannot say how these figuroB got in here.

.
.
pertinere; or: exiis

^ That is, also the districts around Patna which had'been assigned to the
Capuchins. •
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Lettera del Rmo
P. Preposito Ge-
nerale della

Compagiiia di

Gesu al P. Felice

da Moritocchio.

(P. 3.)

Copia d’vna Lettera al p. Felice

da Monteochio

Cappuccino nel

Thibee scritta dal

Reuerendissimo
P. Tamburini Ge-

nerale della Oom-
pagnia di Gesu

—

Prima via—in altra seconda via

—

Reuerendo Padre Padrone Os-

seruandissimo :—Gli officij d’-

Ospitalita, ed ogn ’altra attenzione

auutasi da miei Religiosi in Pon ti-

dier i, ed in Bengala a V.P.R., era

talniente douuta al suo merito,cbe

le cortesi espressioni, che si com-
pia-[s] ce farmene non sono, che

effeti^i dVna s])eciale, e distinta

cortesia. La ringrazio per tanto

di si gentili suoi sentimenti, e sia

V.P.R. pur certa, che in’obbliga

Fion poco il gradiinento, che me ne

niostra. Dcsidero altre niaggiori

congiunture a codesti iniei Padri

da poterle mostraro ros-[10]-

seqiiio, che se le deue, ed in cnid

inconti'aranno senipre il rniogenio,

che e tutto rispetto, e stiina verso

la sua persona a cui rassegnando

la inia pin diuota osseruanza mi
protcsto etc. Della P.V.R.—Ro-
ma—30. Aprile 1710.—Deiiotis-

simo, ed Obligatissinio Seruo
Michelangelo Tam - [ 1 o] burini-nel

soprascritto : Al Reuerendo

Padre Felice* da Montecchio Vice-

Prefetto del Thibet—Thibet

—

Copia dell Ordine del P. Ge-

nerale mandata

A’ 3 1 ~ al P. Dessiderii
Ordine del Rmo . , i

P. Preposito Ge- ' »VSCll dal

nerale al P. Hip- Thibet.

(P. 3.)

Copy of a

Letter of the
Rev^ Fr. Pro-
vost General of

the Company of

Jesus, to Fr.

Felice of Mon-
tecchio.

second via is in

letter to Father

Felice of Monte-
cchio, Tibet,

written by the

Very Rev. Fr.

Tamburini Gene-
ral of the Com-
pany of Jesus.

First via .—The
another.

The services of Hospitality and
every other attention shown to

Your Reverend Paternity by my
Religious at Ponticheri and in

Bengala were so greatly due to

your merit that the polite expres-

sions wliich you are pleased to use

to me thereon are but prompted
by a special and distinct courtesy.

I thank you, nevertheless for such

kind sentiments, and Your Reve-
rend Paternity may, however, be

sure that the pleasure which you
show to me in the matter obliges

me not a little. I wish those

Fathers of mine may find other *

and greater opportunities to show
the kindness they owe you, and
herein they will meet my own
inclination, which is one of un-

reserved respect and esteem for

your person. Assuring you of my
entire devotedness and respect, I

declare m5^self, etc.

Your Reverend Paternity’s

Rome, the 30th of April 1710.

Most Devoted and Most Faith-

ful Servant,

Michelangelo Tamburini.

On the address: To the Rever-

end Father Felice of Montecchio,

Vice-Prefect of Tibet.—Tibet.

Copy of the order of the Father
General sent to

Order of the

Most Rev. Fr.

Provost General

Fr. Desiderij, for

leaving Tibet.

Very Reverend
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polito per vscir Molto Reuren
dal Thibet.

to. Pax Christi. Sino dall Anno
passato scrissi al Padre Prouin-

ciale di Goa, che richiamasse V.R.
dalle missioni del Thibet per

essere tale I’Ordine datomi dalla

Sacra Congregazione de Propa-

ganda[5] Fide a cagione d’esser

state assegnate le missioni d’am-

bedne i Regni di Thibet a i PP.

Cappuccini ad esclusione d^ogni

altra Religione, Tistesso Ordine ho

replicato quest’ anno al Padre

Prouinciale, ed a V.P.R., nella

mia risposta alia sua, che ho gia

rimessa a Portogallo peres.sere

inuiate per[10] la via ordinaria

delle Naui di Goa.

Second os. Benche non posso

dubitare della pronta esecuzione

di questi miei oridini replicati, con

tutto cid per auere auto doppo

vn’nouo impulso da Monsignor

Secretario de Propaganda Fide

rinuouo ancor lo il medemo or-

dine[15] con questa mia che sara

inuiata a V.R. per altra strada;

poiche assai me preme, che si

esequiscano i commandi della

Sacra Congregatione massime per

i Decreti de—15.—Gennaro 1665.

—e di 28.—Aprile—1698.— ,
ne

quali si (P. 4) ordina, che nessuno

fondi nuoue Missioni senza licen-

za[20] espressa della Sacra Congre-

gatione ne luoghi assegnati ad
altre Religioni per le Missioni.

Terzo. Quando diedi a V.R.

licenza d’ andare al Thibet non
mi era note quest’ assegnamento
fatto dalla Sacra Congregatione

alii PP. Cappuccini della Missione
del [25] Thibet; anzi mi fu suppos-
to, che dope d’auer fondata P. P.,

ed esserui dimorati sino al 1650,

quando ne furono discacciati per

to Ft, Hippolito Father in Christ,
for leaving Ti-

^
‘ Christ. Already

last year I wrote to the
Father Provincial of Goa, telling

him to recall Your Reverence

from the Missions of Tibet, such

being the Order given mo by the

Sacred Congregation de Propa-
ganda Fide, the Missions of both

the Kingdoms of Tibet having

been assigned to the Capuchin
Fathers, to the exclusion of every

other Religion. This year I have

repeated the same order to the

Father Provincial, and to Your
Reverend Paternity in my answer

to your letter, which I have al-

ready sent to Portugal to be sent

by the ordinary way of the Goa
ships.

Se(^ond. Though I cannot

doubt of the prompt excution of

these my i*e])eated orders, yet,

having since had a new push

from Moiasignor the Secretary de

Propaganda Fide, I too renew the

same order with this my letter,

which will be sent to Your Re-

verence by another route; for ho
greatly urges me that the orders

of the Sacred Congregation, as

expressed chiefly in the Decrees of

the 15th of January, 1665, and of

28th of April, 1698, be executed,

wherein (P. 4) is ordained that no
one without express* leave of the

Sacred Congregation found new
Missions in the places assigned

for the Missions to other Religious.

Third. When I gave Your
Reverence leave to go to Tibet,

I did not know of this assignment

of the Mission of Tibet made by
the Sacred Congregation to the

Capuchin Fathers; rather, I sup-

posed that after our Fathers had
founded that Mission and had

stayed thefein till 1650, wjien they
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vna persecutione
;
non si era piu

riaperta da altri. E per6 V.R. non
si merauigii di questa noua dispo-

sizione per le nuone notizie aute-

[30] dalla Sacra Congregazione.

V.R. dunqiie in riceure questa mia
subbit0 si diaponga a partire da
cotesta missione col nierito che

auera acquistato appresso Dio in

intraprendere cosi disastroso viag-

gio, ed in promouere con luoni

principij, e non tanto Zelo la cog-

nizione della no-[35]stra Santa

Fede in codesto. Regno, aggiun-

ga quello, della proiita vbbidienza

assai piu grata a sua Diuina

Msesta, che se conuertisse alia

Fede tutti cotesti Regni, e sub-

bitOj che potra mi dia auiiiso delF

esecuzione data a questo niio

ordine, e mi raccornmando a suoi

Santissimi Sacrificij, ed Orazioni-

Ronia 16. Gennaro.1719, D.V.R.

Seruo in Chi'isto Michelangiolo

Tamburini—Al Molto Reuerendo

Padre in Christo. II P. Hippolito

Desiderij della Compagnia di Ge-

su—Thibet.

Decretiim Sacrse Congregationis

Generalis Fidei

Vltimo Docreto

della Sacra. Con-

gregazione di

lasciarsi da’ PP.
della com]>agnia
alia Missione del

Pro pa gandae
habitae Die—12.

Decembris 1718.

Referente Emi-
nentissimo, and

Thibet. R e u r 61) d issimo

DD. Cardinali

Barberino Sacra Congregatio in-

herendo, ac confirm^ndo Decreta

alias edita sub diel^us 15. la-

were expelled from it by a per-

secution, it had not been re-

opened any more by others.

And so, let not Your Reverence
be surprised at this new disposi-

tion due to the new informations

received from the Sacred Con-
gregation. Therefore, on receiv-

ing this my letter, let Your Re-
verence prepare at once to leave

that Mission with the merit which
you will have acquired before God
by undertaking so disastrous a
journey and by promoting

through good principles and with

so much zeal the knowledge of

our Holy Faith in that King-

dom. Add to it the merit of a

prompt obedience, which will be
much more pleasing to His Divine

Majesty than if you should con-

vert to the Faith all those King-

doms; and, as soon as possible,

inform me of the execution of this

my order. And I commend my-
self to your Holy Sacrifices and
Prayers.

Rome, the 16th of January,

1719.

Your Reverence’s Servant in

Christ.

Michelangiolo Tamburini

,

To the Very Reverend Father
in Christ, Fr. Hippolito Desiderij,

of the Company of Jesus, Tibet.

Decree of the General Sacred

Last Decree of

the Sacred Con-

gregation, by
which the Fa-
thers of the

Company must
leave the Mis-

sion of Tibet.

Con gregation
Propaganda Fi-

dei, held on the

12th of Decem-
ber, 1718.

On the report

of the Most
Eminent and
Most Reverend

Lord, Lord Cardinal Barberini,

the Sacred Congregation adhering
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iluarij—1656. 28 Aprilis—1698.

prima Marti], and 20. Septem-
bris superioris anni-1717. statuit,

and mandauit serio, atque dis-

tincte iniiingi, e i ac pracipi ^

P. Prseposito Generali Societatis

lesu, vt juxta eiiismodi Decreta,

omino dimittat Missiones in Reg-
nis Thibeti, vtpote P. P. Cappuc-
cinis Italis diu jam assignatas,

atque inde quacuque^ dilatione

tergivexatione, ^ ac mora sub-

lata reuocet, ac remoueat suos

Religiosos, qui ad eapdem excolen-

das Missiones, inconsulta Sacra

Congregatione, immo, and contra

eius Decreta se contulerunt. Da-

tum Romae etc.

Decretum Sacrae Congregatio-

nis Generalis Pidei Propogandse

habitae—die. 11. Januarij 1704.

Decreto della

S. G. per ii ^

quale il P. Felice

da Moiitecchio

fu dichiarato

Missioiiario nel-

la prima spedi-

zioiio.

Referente R. P. D. Carolo

Augustino Fab-

rono, Secctario,

Sac. Congregatio

Missionarium
Apostolicum in

Regnis Thibet ad
Decennium decla-

rauit P. Felicem

a Montecchio Or-

dinis Cappuccinorum sub direc-

tione tamen, and dependentia
Patris loannis Francisci a Came-
rino Prsefecti, vel alterius Praefec-

ti, seu Vice-Praefecti, a Sacra
Congregatione deputandi, cui om-
nino parere debeat, ac necessarias

facultates ad Missiones exercendas
ab eodem juxta sibi tributam

to, and confirming, the Decrees

issued at other times, on the 15th

of January, 1656, on the 28th of

April, 1698, on the 1st of March,
and the 20th of September, of

last year 1717, decided and earn-

estly ordered and distinctly en-

joins and ordains that the Father
Provost General of the Society of

Jesus, according to the said

Decrees, give up altogetlier the

Missions in the Kingdoms of

Tibet, as long assigned by now to

the Italian Capuchin Fathers, and

recall and remove thence, without

any postponement, tergiversation

or delay his Religious, who, with-

out consulting the Sacred Con-

gregation, nay, even against its

Decrees, went to cultivate the

same Missions. Given at Rome,
etc.

Decree of the General Sacred

Congregation Propagandas Fidei

held on the llth day of January,

1704.

On the report of the Rev.

Fr. Dom Charles

Augustine Fabro-

nus, Secretary,

the Sacred Con-

gregation de-

clared Father
Felice of Montec-
chio, of the Order

of Capuchins, an
Apostolic Missionary for ten

years, under the direction, never-

theless, and dependence of Father

John Francis of Camerino, Pre-

fect, or of another Prefect or Vice-

Prefect to be appointed by the

Sacred Congregation, as one whom
he must obey in aU things and
from whom he must receive in

Dccrc^e of the
Sacred Congre-
gation by which
Fr. Felice of

Montecchio was
d(Hdared a Mis-
sionary in the
first expedition.

1 Inimvjit.
^ Sic,

2 Praecipit.
’* Sic. for U.

3 Sic.
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authoritatem in totum, vel in

partem reoipiat, seruata semper
ipsius Praefecti, vel Vice-Praefecti

tarn circa facultates, quam circa

]oca, and tempns easdem exer-

cendi moderatione; Nnllo vero
modoextra fines suae Missionis ijs

vti quaeat, ad qiiam donee, and
quousque peruenerit nulla prorsus

exemptione,aut priuilegio gaudere

possit. Datum Romae—Die etc.

Franciscus Berberius ^ pi o-

Praefectus—Emo Carulo^ Bar-

berino

C. A. Fa'bronus, Seer.

Rescriptum

Decsioui repli-

cate della Sacra

Congrej^azioiH*

in (/rdine alia

priiua causa.

Saciie Congrega-

tionis Generalis

Eidei Propagan-

dae abitae^ prima

Marti]— 1717.

—

Communieetiir
Decretiim Patri

Generali Societatis lesii, qui ciiret

omninb seniari-item sub Die 20.

Septembris— 1 717. ad Patrem
Generalem Societatis lesii pro

sollicita rcqjaratione

.

Decretiim Sacrie Congregationis

Generalis Eidei Propagandae ha-

bite Die 28. Aprilis 1698. Rela-

tis per Eminentissimum, and Reu-

erendissimum DD. Cardinalem

Noricium Infrascriptis dubijs pro-

positis a PP. Cappuccinis Prouiii-

cise Touronensis in Vrbe Suratten-

si Missionarij^ videlicet.

whole or in part the necessary
faculties for exercising Missions,

according to the authority granted

him, always observing the said

Prefect’s or Vice-Prefect’s control

respecting both the faculties and
the places and the time for exer-

cising them; insuchwise, however,
that he may not in any way use

them outside the limits of his

Mission and may not enjoy any
exemption whatever or privilege

until and up to what time he
reaches it.

Given at Rome. On the day,

etc.

Erancis Berberinus, Prefect foi-

the Most Eminent Charles

Barberini,

C. A. Eabronus, Secretary.

Rescript of the General Sacred

Repeated De-
cisions of the

Sacred Congre-

gation respect-

ing the first

cause.

Congregation
Eidei Propogan-
ddd held on the

first of March,
1717.

Let the Decree

be communi-
cated to the Father General of

the Society of Jesus, and let him
strictly observe it. Likewise (the

rescript ? )
of the 20th of Septem-

ber, 1717, (addressed) to the

Father General of the Society of

Jesus for his careful attention.

Decree of the General Sacred
Congregation Propagandje Eidei

held on the 28th of April 1698.

—

The Most Eminent and Most
Reverend Lord, Lord Cardinal

Noricius, having reported the

under-written doubts proposed by
the Capuchin Fathers of the

Touraine Province, Missionaries

in the Town of Suratte, viz.

:

1 Sic. 2 ISic 3 Sk. ^ Sic. for Missionariei!,
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Primo. An

Risposta della

Sacra Congre-
gatione su’lnon

douersi fondar
Mission 1 da
altri Religiosi

anco Gesuiti, ne
luoghi da altri

{P. 6) occupati
senza espressa

permisione della

medesima.

licitum sit Reli-

gionis cuiiusque

Ordinis, vel Con-

gregationis, etiam

Societatis lesu,

fiindare nouam
Missionem, abs-

que special! man-
date istius Sacrae

Congregationis in

locis, vbi alij Re-

ligiosi jam ha-

bent fundatam.
Eminentissimi PP. re mature
perpensa decreuerunt negatiue,

and dari Decretum—11 lanuarij

1656.

Decretum Sacrae Congragationis

Propagandae Fidei die 11. Jan-

iiarij 1656.

First. Whether without special

order from that

Sacred Congrega-

tion, it is allowed

to the Religious

of any Order or

Co ngregation,
also of the Socie-

ty of Jesus, to

found a new Mis-

sion in places

where other Re-
ligious have al-

ready founded
one . The Most Eminent Fathe rs

,

having maturely weighed the

matter, declared negatively, and
ordered to issue the Decree of

the 11th of January, 1656.

Decree of the Sacred Congre-

gation Propagandse Fidei, the

11th January, 1656.

Answer of the

Sacred Congre-
gation about
forbidding the
founding of a
Mission by other

Religious, also

Jesuits, in the
places occupied
by others, (P. 6)

without the ex-

press permission
of the same.

Decreto sopra

cio di essa

S.C.

Sacra Congregatio censuit nuUo
modo in posterum
licere pro bono
Religionis Catho-

licae ad tollendas

inter Missiona-

ries dissentiones, and litigia in

locis, in quibus existunt Missiona-

ry Apostolici vnius Oridinis nou-

am Missionem aliorum Religio-

sorum, etiam Societatis lesu fun-

dare, vel illam sub quouis prae-

textu, aut auctoritate exercere

absque expressa licentia eiusdem

Sacrae Congregationis, sub paena

priuationis Officij Priuilegij, and
facultatis ipso facto incurrenda.

Non obstantibus quibuscunque
in contrarium facientibus.

The Sacred Congregation judg-

ed that in the

Decree thereon future, for the

of this Sacred good of the Ca-
Congregation. tholic Religion,

and to remove
from among the Missionaries

dissensions and disputes, it be
not allowed in any way, in the

places where there are Mission-

aries Apostolic of one Order,

to found a new Mission of other

Religious, also of the Society

of Jesus, or under aiiy pretext

whatever or authority to exercise

the same, without express leave

from the same Sacred Congrega-

tion, under pain of privation of

OflSce, Privilege, and faculty to

be incurred by the very fact.

Anything to the contrary notwith-

standing.^.

1 Sic.

1 Our Sommario A is different from the Sommario seen by Puini, and
•containing four letters from Desideri, reproduced by P%ini, who also published
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30. Letter of the Viceroy Count de S. Vicente to the
King of Nepal.

(Goa, Febr. 23, 1667.)

{Arch, da India, Livro 2.0 dos Reis Vizinhos, fol. 53r.)

(P. 135) The fame of Your Highness' greatness made me
wish for an occasion when I could offer to Your Highness the
friendship and all the good relations of this Estate with that of
Your Highness: all the more as I was recommended to do so

by His Majesty the King of Portugal, my Master, who, great

and powerful (P. 136) King as he is, wishes to show love and
good-will to all good Princes, such as Your Highness, And,
as I was informed that the Fathers, the bearers of this, were
going to Your Highness’ Court, to live and settle in Your King-
dom, I thought it good to wTite through them, and not to defer

any longer my expressing to Your Highness the desire I have
that there should exist good friendship between Your Highness
and His Majesty the King of Portugal, my Master.

The Fathers who go to Your Highness’ Court are priests of
the true God and doctors in his law. They teach good customs,

and the way to heaven to those who wish to hear them. They
have no other intention than that of pleasing God and Your
Highness; they do not meddle with trade or the acquisition of

temporal goods, but aim only at obtaining the everlasting goods
of the other life. And, as they need Your Highness’ favour

and help, I ask Your Highness to be willing to receive them
under your protection, and not to allow anyone to harm them
or to prevent their teaching freely the truths which God has

revealed and which all must believe to attain bliss. All the

kindness wdiich Your Highness wdll do to these Fathers, I shall

esteem as done to my person, and I shall thank you for them on
the occasions which will offer themselves. May God keep Your
Highness, and enlighten you in his divine grace, and with it

have your Royal Person and Estate in his keeping.

Goa, the 23rd of February, 1667.

The Count Viceroy.^

from it part of a long letter by Fr. Joseph of Ascoli, containing his

itinerary from Patna to Lhasa (1707). This Sommario is not the only

document still to be explored and published.

1 Cf. Julio Firmino Judice Biker, CoUecQflo de Tratados e concertos

de pazes Lisboa, Imprensa Nacional, Tom. IV, 1884, pp. 135-

136 .
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Life and Work of Khwajah Nizamuddm Ahmad Bakhshi,

By Baini Prashad, D.Sc., F.R.A.S.B., Indian Museum,
Calcutta.

In 1911 Mr. Brajendranath Be offered to prepare for the
Bibliotheca Indica Series a properly collated edition of the text
and an English translation of fahaqdt-i-Akharl which deals
with the history of India for some six hundred years from the
early Musalman invasions to the end of the 38th year of the
Emperor Akbar’s reign (377-1001 a.h. ca. 987-1592 A.D.).

The first fascicles of both the text and translation were
published in 1913, but the issue of the succeeding parts was
greatly delayed and the concluding volume of the translation

from a manuscript left by Mr. Be has only recently been issued
under my editorship.

TJnfortunately very little information is available about the
life of the author Khwajah Nizamuddin Ahmad Bakfishi in the
usual works of reference, and I, therefore, thought it desirable

to include in a preface a detailed account of his life compiled
from his own work and other contemporary sources. Biblio-

graphical notices of the various authorities mentioned by the

author in the introduction as the sources of the Tahaqdt, with
notes regarding its importance as a comprehensive history of
India up to 1592 a.d., and on its literary merits are also

])ublished in the same preface. In order to make this informa-

tion more easily available to the general readers these sections

of the preface are reprinted with a few additions in the Journal
of the Society.

Life of KhwIjah NizImuddIn Ahmad Ba^shI,

Tl\e author is variously styled as Mirza Nizamu-d-din
Ahmad, Hiwajah Nizamu-d-din Ahmad or Nizami (vide Lowe’s
translation of ‘ MuntakhahuH-Tawdrlkh vol. II, p. 479,

1924). In Madthlr-uhUmard he is called Khwajah Nizamuddin
Ahmad, while by Abu-1-Fadl Mir Abu Turab Firishtah, and

1 Akbarndma, text edition, vol. Ill, p. 605 (1886) and Beveridge’s

translation of vol. Ill, p. 924 (1912-1939). In these notes various volumes
of the Akbarndma and the A%n'i-Akbar% are cited as they have been issued

in the Bibliotheca Indica series. It may, however, be noted that the

A'ln, which has been issued in three voliunes, really formed the third

and final volume of Akbarndma (see Blochmann’s Preface to the first

volume of the Phillott’s edition, p. v, 1939).
2 Mir Abu Turab Valfs History of Gujarat, edited by E. Denison Boss,

p. 104 (1909).

(
769 )
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others the appellation of BaWishl is added after his name.
Blochmanni in the A^ln also designates him as ‘Nizam of
Hirat

Unfortunately the information about the life of the author
is very limited, and the two accounts in Madthlr-ul-Umard^
and by Elliot ® seem to be based only on casual references in

Tabaqdt-i-Akbarl, Akbarndma, A%n4-Akbari and Munta^ab^uh
lubdb. None of the authors give the date or year of the birth

of Khwajah Nizamuddin Ahmad, and the information in this

connection from contemporary sources is rather conflicting.

Mrs. Beveridge in her translation of Bdbur-Ndma ^ states that

Nizamuddin Ahmad was not born till 20 years after Babur’s
death. As Babur died on Jumada I, 937 a.h. (December
26, 1530 A.D.) this would mean that the Khwajah was born
in 956 or 957 a.h. (1549 or 1550 a.d.). According to Al-

Badaoni (vide Lowe, op. cit., pp. 411, 412) Mirza Nizamuddin
Ahmad died at the age of forty-five in the 38th year of Akbar’s
reign of a burning fever on the 23rd Safar, 1003 a.h. (7th

November, 1594 a.d.), which would mean that he was born
some time in 958 a.h. (1551 a.d.). According to Shaikh
Ilahdad Faidi Sirhindi, the author of Akbar-Ndma (vide Dowson
in Elliot's History of India, vol.VI, p. 130, 1875), he died at the age

of nearly 48 years on the 22nd Safar, 1003 a.h. in the 39th year
of Akbar’s reign. Al-Badaoni’s statement, in view of the fact

that he was a close friend of Nizamuddin Ahmad, and was
actively associated with him in the compilation of the Tabaqdt,

appears to be more reliable, and I have little hesitation in

accepting it as correct. The year of his birth may, therefore,

be taken as 958 a.h. or 1551 a.d.

Unfortunately we have very little information about
Khwajah Nizamuddin Ahmad’s ancestry ^ beyond the fact that

he was the son of Khwajah Muqim Harawi (of Herat), who was
one of Babur’s officials and about the close of his reign was the

Dlwdn4-buyutdt After the death cf Babur, when Gujar§.t

was conquered by Humayun and the province of Ahmadabad

1 Phillott’s edition of Blochmann’s translation of the first volume of
the p. 55, note 2 (1939).

2 Madthlr-ul-Umard by Samsamud-Dowla Shah Nawaz Khan. Biblio-
theca Indica edition, vol. 1, pp. 660-664 (1887-1894).

® Elliot’s Bibliographical Index to the Historians of Muhammedan
India, pp. 180-184 (1849) and Elliotts History of India, vol. V,
pp. 178-180 (1873).

4 Bdbur-Ndma, vol. II, p. 704 (1921).
® Rieu in the Catalogiie of Persian Manuscripts in the British

Museum, vol. I, p. 220 (1879), stated that the author in his preface claims
descent from the celebrated saint of Herat Khwajah ‘Abdullah Aoi^ari, but
this is not mentioned in the text edition of the ^abaq&t issued by Mr. De.

® According to Mrs. Beveridge “ a Barrack-officer ” {Bdbur-Ndma,
vol, II, p, 703, note 2), but Dowson translates Dlwdn-i-buyutdt as the
Dtwdn of the household {EUiot*s History of India, vol.fV, p. 178, 1873).
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was entrusted to Mirza ‘Askari in 1535 a.d., Khwajah Muqim
was appointed his wazlr. He accompanied Humayun to Agra
when the latter fled after his defeat by Sher Hito Sur at Chausa

in Bihar on 26th June, 1539. Khwajah Muqim also, according

to the Tabaqdt (De’s translation of vol. I, p. i) and Madthir-ul-

Umard, served under Akbar; this is again referred to in the

Tabaqdt (De's translation of vol. II, p. 336) where in the account

of the twelfth year it is stated “the author’s father remained

in Agra, performing government work.”

We know very little about the earlier years of life or the

education of the young Hiwajah, but according to Dowson ^

he was one of the pupils of ‘Mulla All Sher’, a learned man,

and the father of Faidi Sirhindi, the author of Akbar-Ndma,

There can be little doubt, however, that Nizamuddin Ahmad was

a well-educated and well-read young man who, “according to the

instructions of his worthy father occupied himself with the

study of historical works, which brightens the intellect of the

studious and inspires the intelligent with awe ;
and by the study

of the accounts of the travellers in the stages of the journey of

existence, which is like a progress of the soul rubbed off the

rust of his nature.” ^ In addition to being a student of history

and literature Hiwajah Nizamuddin Ahmad was a patron of

poets and apparently himself used to WTite poetry, though

except for the few stray verses in the Tabaqdt^ no extensive

poetical work by the author is known. A reference, how^ever,

to Al-Badaoni^ shows that various poets such as Amtoi, Baqa’i,

Hayati and Sarfi were invited to Gujarat by the Hiwajah during

the seven years of his stay in that province, and they flourished

under his patronage. It was also during this time that he started

writing his Tabaqdt, and had as his associate Mir Ma‘sum of

Bhakkar, who was distinguished as a man of learning and histo-

rian 5. The interest of Khwajah Nizamuddin Ahmad in historical

matters and his skill as a wTiter is evidenced by the fact that

when the Emperor Akbar ordered the preparation ® of a history of

1 ElUoVs History of India, vol. VI, p. 116 (1875).

2 In this connection also see Mrs. Beveridge’s remarks where she

conjectures that ^wajah Muqim lived long enough “to impress the worth

of historical writing on his son” and probably “transmitted his recollec-

tions to him ” {vide Babur-Ndma, vol. II, p. 693, 1921).

3 Tabaqdt, De’s translation of vol. I, p. iv (1911).

4 Muntakhabu-H-tawdrikh^ Haig’s translation of vol. Ill (1925).
^

6 See A%n-i-Akbarl, translation of Blochmann, vol. I, Phillott s

edition, p. 679 (1939).
, . r i tt ooq

« Vide MuntakhabuH-tawdrlkh, Lowe s translation ol vol. 11, p.

(1924). This is the famous TdrlWk-i-Aljl, the introduction of which was

written by Abu-1-Fadl, but curiously the Emperor commanded its pre-

paration in 990 A.H. even though the history was to deal with the events

that had happened “in the seven zones for the last one thousand years.’

See A %n’i‘Akhari, translation of Blochmann, vol. I, re\dsed by Phillott,

p%ges xli and 113 (®939).
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the ELings of Islam in 990 a.h. (1582 a.d.) he employed the
Khwajah as one of the seven authors for its compilation. Accord-
ing to Elliot (1849, op. cit,^ p. 179) “the compiler of the Sahihu-
1-Akhbar attributes another work on Indian History under the
name of Tarikh-i-I^rich, to the author of the Tabakat-i-Akberi,
but I am not aware that there is any good authority for the state -

ment.’’ I have also not been able to find any other reference

beyond a reference in the account of Sarup Chand’s ‘ Sahihu-1-

Akhbar ’ in Elliot's History of India

^

vol. VTII, p. 314 (1877).

His interest in Sufism and theology is indicated by his

association with Sufis i. Shaikhs and religious people in general.

He may thus be assumed to have had a religious frame of mind

,

and his writings and the regard in which he was held by such
bigoted Muhammadans as Al-Badaoni seem to indicate that he

must have been quite orthodox in his views and observances 2.

Miyfc Kamal-ud-din Husain of Shiraz a well-known religious

leader, wrote to Al-Badaoni after the Khwajah's death as follows:

“For a long time I endured great grief and sorrow from hearing

of the death of that repository of humanity, inseparably con-

nected with liberality, him {sic) who had acquired all perfections,

Mirza Nizamu-d-din Ahmad, and from the passing away of all the

excellence of that phoenix of the age and of his love and faithful

affection for you, my lord.*’ After his recall from Gujarat in

1589 A.D., when he came into closer contact with the Emperor
Akbar, he became less orthodox—^apparently in accordance

with the prevailing atmosphere of the Royal Court, and does

not appear to have looked askance at the innovations of the

Divine Faith {Din Ildhl) of the Emperor. Nizamuddin Ahmad’s
ruse in mentioning Shaikh Husain’s name when some of the

orthodox leaders ^ were summoned to the Imperial Court, also

indicates the skillful way in which he managed to keep himself

safe from his own religious beliefs being questioned. This view
is confirmed by Blochmami {loc. cit., 1869, p. 138) who in

commenting on the change in the religious feelings of Al-Badaoni
resulting from his past misfortunes and exclusion from Akbar’s
Court, sums up the situation in the following sentence^: “He
may have found it necessary to assume a more conciliating

attitude towards the 'heretics’ of the Court, and the members
of Akbar’s 'Divine Faith’, who were in office and had partly

brought about his pardon. He may have imitated the example

1 Vide Muntakhabu -H-tawdrlkh . Haig’s translation of vol. Ill, p. 167
(1925).

2 See Al-Badaoni in Ranking’s translation of vol. I of Muntakhabu-
t-tawdrlMk* p. 9, where he is described as “a land and complaisant man of
wealth, orthodox and religiously disposed.”

® Vide Muntakhabu-H-tawdrlkh. Haig’s translation of vol. Ill,
pp. 186, 187 (1925).

* Vide Haig’s translation of Muntakhabu-'t-tawdfikhf vol. Ill, pp. 137,
138, 151 ; and Lowe’s translation of vol. II, p. 309.
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of his friend Nizamuddin, the historian, who, though a pious
Muslim, managed to rise higher and higher in Akbar’s favour
by keeping his religious views to himself.”

In addition to being a scholar he was a good soldier and
administrator, as is clear from the meagre records available
from such sources as the Tahaqdt and the Akharndma. There
is practically no reference anywhere to any oflBce held by the
Khwajah up to about the thirty-fifth year of his life, the 29th
year (vide infra) of Akbar’s reign, though according to the
Dhakhlrat-ul-Khwdnin he was, at the beginning of his career,

Akbar’s Dlwdn of the presence (Dlwdn4’Hudur), but no mention
of this appointment is made in any other work. In the account
of the 12th year of the reign (974 a.h., 1567 a.d.) the author
states (De’s translation of vol. II, p. 336) that when the Emperor
went to attack ‘Ali Quli Khan the author remained at Agra with
his father, and spread a vague rumour about the heads of Khan
Zaman and Bahadur Khan having been brought to Agra. From
the 12th to the 27th year (1567-1582 a.d.) of the reign there is

no mention anywhere of Nizamuddin Ahmad, but he was ap-

parently closely associated with the Emperor as one of the
Court officials, for after crossing the Sind Sagar, the Emperor
sent him with a message to Shahzada Shah MurM (vide De,
loc. cit., p. 549, but Al-Badaoni says ‘‘to the prince Shah MurM
and the Amirs'' vide Lowe’s translation of vol. II, p. 302). He
traversed seventy-five karohs “in one day and night” and after

delivering the message to the Shahzada, returned with his

reply to the Emperor at Peshawar. He then accompanied the
Emperor on his march to Kabul and must have held some im-

portant post, for when the Emperor ^ had a list of all pious

people (Lowe translates JaI as the people of piety),

who w^ere accompanying the army or were absent, prepared by
the Sadr-i-Jahdn, he arranged that Al-Badaoni, who was
absent, be shown in the return as sick. In the 29th ^ year of

1 Tide Maathlr-ul-Umard, text vol. I, p. 661, and Dowson in Elliots

History of India, vol. V, p. 178 (18^3).

2 See Lowe’s translation of MuntakhabuH-tawdrlkhy vol. II, p, 305.

A curious inaccuracy to which reference may be made occurs here. Al-

Badaonl here states that he had become acquainted with Khwaiah Nizam-
uddin Ahmad about a year back, Le., about 989 A.H. or 1581 A.D., but

Blochmann (op, cit., p. 122), apparently misinterpreting the reference to

Nizamuddin Ahmad’s activities at Agra in 974 a.h. referred to above and
in the Muntahhab (text, vol. II, p. 99), states that Al-Badaoni met him at

Agra in 974 “and became his warm friend.”

8 Siwajah Nizamuddin Ahmad in the Tabaqat (De’s translation of

vol. II, p. 561, 1936) includes this in the account of the events of the 29th
year which begins on page 558 and is followed by Al-Badaom (Lowe’s

translation of vol. II of MuntakhabuH-tawdrlkh, p. 332) and in Madi^lr-
ul-Umard (text edition, vol. I, p. 661). Abu-1-Fadl in Akbamdma (vol.

Ill, text edition, |i| 403, English translation, p. 596) states, these appoint-
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Akbar’s reign (991 A.H., 1583 a.d.) the government of Gujarat
was transferred from Shihabuddin to I'tmM Kian who, after

the murder of Sultan Mahmud, had been the virtual king of

Gujarat till its conquest by Akbar in 980 a.h., and Hiwajah
Nizamuddin Ahmad was appointed the Baf^shl Abu Turab’s
account (Zoc. cit., pp. 100, 101) of these appointments is rather

vague, but in the fahaqdt (p. 563) the author refers to his joining

I^tmad Khan at Bijapur en route to AhmadabM after his appoint-

ment as the Bakhshl. The vacillating polic}^ in reference to the

affairs in Gujarat ^ adopted by I'tmad^an and the disturbances

due to the intrigues of Shihabuddin Ahmad ^an and Qutb-
uddin Khan led to Ahmadabad being occupied by Nannu or

Muzafifar Gujarati, and the rout of the Imperial forces outside

ments took place in the 28th year of the reign. In this connection refer-

ence may be made to De {Tahaqdt, English translation of vol. II, p. 559,
note 1) where several discrepancies in the dates between Alharndma and
Tabaqdt are pointed out; the former places the various events {^numerated
by De a year advance of the dates given in the latter. Inaccuracies in
regard to the reckonings of the years of Akbar’s reign on the part of Nizam-
uddin Ahmad are pointed out by Al-BadaonI {vide Lowe’s translation
of vol. II, pp. 353, 363), and he explains these as being due to the author
having not taken into account “the intercalated days, which every three
years makes a difference of one lunar month, there is a diff(?renee in each
cycle of a whole year, between the solar an<l lunar years”, and his being
away from the Imp^3rial Camp in Gujarat. After tht' death of Nizamuddin
Ahmad the dates in the Tabaqdt were checked and at least one corrected

by his son Muhammad Sharif. In. spite of the above, as Al-Radaoni follows
the Tahaqdt, it seems that the dates as they now stand in the Tabaqdt are
the corrected dates.

According to Denison Ross {A History of Gujarat, introduction,

p. 5, 1909) the year in which ‘I’timad Khan was made governor of
Gujarat ’was 992 a.h. (1583 A.D.).

1 Nizamuddin Ahmad’s name is included in the list of BaMksMs
of Akbar’s reign {vide Phillott’s edition of Blochmann’s translation of
A'ln-i-Akbarl, vol. I, p. 596), and apparently at this time no distinction

was made between BaJ^shl and Mir BaJ^hshl, as what is called Bakhshl
in the Tabaqdt is Mir Bahhshi in Muntakhab-ut-tawdrlkh

.

Abu-l-Fa(Jl
in his introduction of the A*ln {vide Phillott, loc, cit., p. 5) mentions
the Mlr-baMkshl as one of the nobles of the State, and Blochmann
gives Paymaster of the court ” as its equivalent. For an ‘account
of BaMkshl see Banarsi Prasad, History of Shahjahan (1932), page 276,
from which it appears that this officer “ was the head of the Military Depart-
ment, and looked after recruitment, reviews, and other similar affairs

connected with the army.” Further distinction had been introduced
in reference to the Mir or Chief BaMkshl, while separate Bahhshls were
attached to each division during military campaigns. According to
Sarkar {Moghul Administration, p. 24, 1924) there were three subordinate
BaMkshis at the end of * Aurangzib’s reign’. In view of the above and
the active part played by Nizamuddin Ahmad in the military campaigns
and the administration of Gujarat, the equivalents pay-master (De,
op, cit.) and paymaster-general (Lowe, loc, cit., p. 393) hardly appear to be
appropriate. For a detailed discussion of Bakhshl and its various grades
see Irvine

—

The Army of the Indian Moghuls, pp. 37-40 (1903).
2 See Beveridge’s translation of Akhamama, vol. Ill, pp. 607-611,

and Tabaqdt, De’s translation of vol. II, pp. 563-567. f
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the town. The Khwajah sent an account of all that had happened
to Akbar, and as a result Mirza ^an ^ son of Bairam Hian was
sent with a well-equipped army to quell the disturbances in

Gujarat. It is not necessary to deal here with the campaign
against Sulfan MuzafiFar of Gujarat, but a review of the period

distinctly shows that throughout the campaign and earlier

Nizamuddin Ahmad proved a very valuable officer, and whether
as a commander, and even as an active fighter, he gave a
very good account of himself.

He successfully carried out negotiations with Shihabud-

din, made arrangements for the defence of Ahmadabad in the

absence of the main force, defeated the forces of Slier Khan
at Jutanah, arranged for the attack on Muzaffar’s forces by
Qutbuddin ^an from Bahroj and Baroda, attacked Muzaffar’s

army from the rear at Sarkhej whicli resulted in its defeat,

and later was mainly responsible for the defeat of Muzaffar

in the hills of Nadot. For his services in the Gujarat campaign
he was honoured with the gift of a horse and a robe of honour and
an increase in his stipend. Later he carried out a successful

cam|iaign in Sorath and in the Ran of Kach. Mirza Khan, who
had meanwhile been honoured withthe title of Khan Khdndn, was,

at his own request, recalled to the Royal Court, and Nizamuddin
Ahmad with Qulij Iffian and Naurang Hhan was left in charge

of Gujarat. During the Khan Khdndn's absence Nizamuddin
Ahmad proved a very energetic officer, and successfully carried

out a protracted campaign against Muzaffar and his partisans

in the Ran of Kach, and later subjugated the Kolts and Grdssi-

yahs in the neighbourhood of Ahmadnagar. His skill as a

commander and administrator is indicated throughout all these

campaigns by the fact of his skillfully arranging the movements
of the troops, attacking the enemy before its forces could be
consolidated, his ruse for the relief of Akhar, launching vigorous

rear attacks in various battles, the establishments of thdnas or

military posts and the construction of forts.

This very successful term of office culminated in the
IQiwajah’s being summoned to the Imperial Court in 996 a.h.,

when A‘zam Hian was appointed as the Governor of Gujarat 2.

Nizamuddin Ahmad traversed a distance of some 600 karohs

in the course of twelve days, and reached Lahore on the 3rd

Nauroz of the 35th year of Akbar’s reign. According to Al-

Badaoni 3, Akbar gave orders that the camel-drivers should

appear before him in the Mahjar in the same condition in which

1 Tabaqdt, De’s translation of vol. II, pp. 567, 571, 572, and
Beveridge’s translation of Akbarndmay vol. Ill, p. 613.

2 For details see ^abaqdt, De’s translation of vol. II, pp. 663-695,
where references to other works and several discrepancies in dates and the
different accounts are noted.

3 See Lowe’g^'ranslation of MuntakhabuH-taivdrlkh, vol. II, p. 384.
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they had arrived, and they were a w^onderful spectacle. After
that he received boundless favours from the Emperor, and gained
a great ascendancy over the mind of his royal patron. It was
about this time that he was appointed in-charge of the provinces
of Ajmir, Gujarat and Malwah, apparently of the Khdlsa lands i.

Towards the end of Sha^bdn, 990 a.h., he was granted the par-
ganah of Shamasabad as his jdglr and was allowed five months’
leave of absence to arrange matters there. In the year 1000
A.H. (1591-92 A.n.) when Asaf Khan was ay)pointed

to the Kabul campaign, Nizamuddin Ahmad was appointed as

the Ba^shl 2 in his place.

Nizamuddin Ahmad accompanied Akbar to Kashmir, and
apparently w^as a great favourite of the Emperor at this time.
His account of Kashmir is not very detailed and the history
of Akbar terminates with the end of the 38th year of his reign.

The author describes it as having been written “in a summary
manner by the pen of broken writing” .... “ but most of the
great events have been succinctly narrated ”. “ If life helps (me)
and God’s favour helps (me), the events of the coming years also,

if the dear God so wills, will be noted down, and will be made a
part of this worthy book. Otherwise, anyone who may be guided
by the grace of God, having engaged himself in writing it down,
will attain to great good fortune.” ^

While staying at Lahore in attendance on the Emperor,
Nizamuddin Ahmad laid out or purchased a garden, and it \vas

in this garden that he was buried after his death. At this time
he is described by Al-Badaonl as having “entered on affairs

with great energy and activity. He became the focus of all sorts

of favours from the Emperor, and the recipient of his perfect

trust with regard to his ability, good sense, .sincerity, honesty
and perseverance.” He would probably have risen to much
greater heights, but “suddenly at the very acme of his eminence,
and the height of his activity, to the disappointnumt of the hopes
of friends and strangers a dreadful blow^ w^as received from Fate,
and at the age of forty-five he succumbed to a burning fever.” ^

The events preceding his death are described in grc^ater

detail in Akbarndma^ wdiere it is stated that on 14th Safar,
1003 A.H. (19th October, 1594 A.D.), at Shaham ‘All, near
Lahore, he developed high fever while on a hunting expedition
with the Emperor. His sons obtained leave to convey him to

1 See Beveridge’s translation of Akbamdmay vcd. Ill, p. 924.
2 See Lowe’s translation of MuntakhabuH-tawdrikh^ vol. TI, p. 393.

According to Lowe, BaWlsM w'as the paymast-er-general.
3 Vide Tahaqdt, De’s translation of vol. II, p. 652. The last sentence

is quoted incorrectly in the life of the author in Madthlr-uUUmard,
^ Lowe’s translation of MuntxikhcibtVt-tawdrlkh^ vol. II, p. 411.
6 Beveridge’s translation of Akharndma, vol. Ill, 1005.
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Lahore, but he died on the 23rd ^ Safar (28th October, 1594 A.D.)

on the banks of the river Ravi.
In the Akbarndma (loc. cit.) it is stated that Akbar’s “dis-

cerning heart was somewhat grieved, and he begged for forgive-

ness for him at the court of God. Strangers and acquaintances
mourned, and honesty (rcisli) indulged in grief.”

Al-Badaoni’s account {vide Lowe, op. cit., p. 412) is more
detailed and is quoted here to indicate the regard and reverence
in which he was held by all:

“There was scarcely anyone of high or low degree

in the city, who did not weep over his bier, and recall his

gracious qualities, and gnaw the back of the hand of regret.”

The last line of the Qit'ah which was composed on this occasion

gives the year (1003 a.h.) of his death:

(A priceless pearl has left the world.)

TARiliB-I-AKBARl

:

its sources and importance.

Before (healing with the Avork itself it would be useful to

add a rioter here regarding the various names assigned to it.

The author in his introduction ^ designated it the Tabaqdt4-
Akbar-^hlhl and stated that the word Nizcmfi, the name of the

author, gives the chronogram of the date of its compilation. In
Raudat-Nt-Tdhirln by Tahir Muhammad, the Avork is called

TdnkJi-i-SNltrhi Nizami but this name has not been adopted

A Faidi Sirliiiidi in Akhbar-Ndma^ as noted already, gives 22nd
$afar, 1U0:1 a.h. as the daU' of death of I^wajah Nizamiiddin Ahinad
Balthslii [vide Dowson in Elliot's History oj India, vol. VI, p. 130, 1875);

this is certainly incorrect.
2 Text edition of JSlunlakhab Al-Tawarikh by Lees, Kabir al-Din

Ahinad and Ahmad Ali, vol. II, p. 398 (1805).
3 See Do’s translation of vol. I, p. 6 (1911). The date comes to 1001

A.H. (o0-|-900-l- 1 10) or 1592 a.d. The author died in 1003 a.h.,

1594 A.D., and ho was apparently working at it for several years before his

death. See Ranking’s translation of Muntakhaba-t-tawdrlkh. vol. I, pp. 9,

1 0, footnot(^ 2, 1 89S). In this connection reference may also be made to AI-

Radaoni’s remarks where in his description of the events of the year 1002

A.H. he says “Let not the intelligent reader be ignorant of the fact that

as to that which has been written up to this point the source of the greater

part of it is the Tabaqdtd Akbarl Shdhl (sic), the date of which, I,

this erring author, after much thought found to be Nizami. Having
persuaded the said author to allow me, I wrote a part of the book myself.”

^Lowe’s translation of vol. II, p. 403).
^ Vide W. H. Morley, A Descriptive Catalogue of Historical Manu-

scripts, p. 68 (1864), and Dowson in EllioVs History of India, vol. V, p. 177

(1873). For details of the work Rau^at-ut-Tdkirln see Beveridge, Journ.

As. Soc. Bengal (n,8.) vol. XIV, pp. 269-277 (1918). Unfortunately the

<uily manuscript this work in the library of the Royal Asiatic Society
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by any of the later writers. The work is called the TdrtJ^-
i-Nizdml by Muhammad Hashirn Khafi ^an in MuntaMab-uU
lubdh {vide text-edition in the Bibliotheca Indica series, vol. I,

p. 238, 1869). The same name was also used by ‘Abd-ul-QMir,
also known as Al-Badaonii, in his MuntaMiah-tiUtawdrll^y
but he also calls it ‘ Nizdmu-t-Tawdri]^ ’ (iride Ranking’s English
translation in the Bibliotheca Indica series, vol. I, pp. 9,

10, 1898). Firishtah {TdrlJch-i-Firishtah, Persian text, Newal
Kishore Press, Lucknow, p. 4, 1884) designated it as the Tdrl^-
i-Nizdmuddln Ahmad Bakhshl, and Col. Briggs in his translation

{History of the Rise of the Mahomedari Power in India, vol. I,

Author’s Preface, p. xlviii, 1829) calls it ^History of Nizam-ood-
Been Ahmud Bukhshy\ Blochmaim {loc. cit., p. 115), as noted
already, calls it ' Tahaqdt i Nizam i Bakhshl'. Several manii-

soripts, however, bear the name TahaqdUi-Akharl

,

and under this

name the work is cited in various descriptive catalogues of Persian
Manuscripts in most well-known European libraries (for details

see M. Hidayat Hosain’s preface to Tdr'MA-ShdM, p. vii,

footnote 1, 1939). This name was apparently first adopted by
Elliot 2 who remarked that “the name by which it is best know n

in literary circles is Tabakat-i-Akberi ”, and this was also

selected for the edition issued by the Royal Asiatic Society of

Bengal in preference to TabaqdtA-AkbarShdhl, to avoid confusion

with a wnrk of the same name by Ehwajah ‘Ata Beg Qa/Aunl

wTitten about 1014 a.h., 1605 a.d. i\ccording to Ranking {loc.

cit.) the work is simply known as ‘ Tabaqat,’ while Lees {Journ.

Roy. As. Soc. {n.s.) vol. Ill, p. 455, 1868) erroneously designates

it as the ‘ Tdrl^-i-Tahakdt-i-Akhar-Bhdhi \

Beveridge ^ in dealing with the sources of Akbarndma
stated that the ^ Tabaqat-Akbari ’ and ‘ Badayuni’s abridg-

ment thereof’ {Munta^ab-ut-tawdrikh) “weie probably wTitten

under Akbar’s orders or inspired by his action.” In the intro-

duction to Akbarndma^ while referring to Abu-l-Facirs love

for sources or the Quellen, he remarked that “to him w^e owe not
only the Akbarndma but also the Memoirs of Gulbadan Begam,
Jauhar the ewer-bearer, Bajazat (Bayazid) Biyat and perhaps

Nizamu-d-din’s history”. Neither of the tw^o view^s is upheld
by a study of the contemporary sources. The work was started

of Bengal (No, 42, vide Ivanoff's Catalogue of Persian Manuscripts, p. 13,

1924) is incomplete, and I have not, therefore, been able to verify this
reference.

A For a critical note in reference to AUBaddonl see Blochrnann, loc»

cit., pp. 119, 120 (1869).
2 Elliot’s Bibliographical Index to the Historians of Mtthammedan

India, vol. I (the only volume ever issued), p. 179 (1849). Also see
Elliot's History of India, vol. V, p. 177 (1873).

3 Journ. Asiat. Soc. Bengal (n.8,) vol. XIV, p, 469 (1919).
^ Akbarndma, Beveridge’s translation of vol. Ill, introduction

p. xi (1939). f
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and completed by the author at his own initiative and there is

no mention anywhere of either Akbar or Abu-1-Fadl having
sponsored or inspired its compilation. He certainly was helped ^

in the work by such friends as Mir Ma'sum of Bhaliar 2
,
‘Abdul

Qadir Al-Badaoni ® and others, but the major part of the work
was his own composition, based on a study of several historical

works and such independent information as he could collect

from various sources by research and industry His history

of the Akbar’s reign is based on personal observations, on in-

formation obtained from firsthand sources and probably to some
extent on Abu-l-Fadl’s opus magnum the Ahbarndma^.

In the introduction and dedication of the Tahaqdt Khwajah
Nizarnuddin Ahmad explains the genesis of the work as follows

:

“It came to the dull understanding of the author
that he should, with the pen of truth and candour, write

a comprehensive history which should present in a clear

style, in its different sections, an account of the Empire
of Hindustan from the time of Sabuktigin wdiich began
wdth the year 367 A.H., when Islam first appeared in the
country of Hindustan, to the year 1001 a.h., corresponding

with the thirt^^-seventh year of the Divine era, which was
inaugurated at the epoch-making accession of His Majesty,
the vicegerent of God ; and should embellish the end of each
section with the story of the victories of His Majesty’s

glorious army, wiiich is as it were an introduction to the
sublime clironicle of renown; then he should give a com-
prehensive account of all the victories and events and occur-

rences of His Majesty’s reign each in its own place. The
details of these events are contained in the great history

called the Akbar-namah
,
which that embodiment of all

excellence, the learned in all truths and knowledge, the
personification of worldly and spiritual perfection, the

favoured of his Majesty the Emperor, the most erudite
Sheikh Abul FazI w ho is the prefiice of all excellence and

1 Mcta^lr’Ul-Umard, text edition, vol. I, p. 663.
2 For an account of this great author, historian and administrator

see A'ln-i-AkhaHf Phillott’s edition of Biochmann’s translation of vol. I,

pp. 578-680 (1939).
3 Lowe’s translation of MuniakhabuH-tuwdrlkh, vol. II, p. 403.
4 The words in MadOilr {loc. cif.) are

^

6 I have included Akbamdma as one of his sources, as it is mentioned
in the introduction, but in view of various discrepancies in the accounts
in the Tahaqdt and Ahbarndma it is very doubtful whether he really

utilized it to any ^’tent in the compilation of his owui History.
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eminence has written with his wonder-inscribing pen, and
has made a chronicle for all times.’' ^

The history actually starts from about 377 a.h. correspond-

ing to 987 A.D., and not 367 a.h. as stated by the author in

the introduction; an account of the earlier years in a few
lines merely introduces Amir Na^iruddin Sabuktigin and can

by no stretch of imagination be regarded as a history of

those years. According to the author, as will be seen from the
quotation above, he deals with the history of India up to the year
1001 A.H. corresponding to the thirty-seventh year of Akbar’s

reign, and apparently it was this which was responsible for

IVIr. De describing it on the title-pages of volume I, both of the

text and the translation, and of the text edition of volume II,

as ‘A History of India from the early Miisalman Invasions to

the thirty-sixth 3^ear of the reign of Akbar’. The work, on the

other hand, as is clear from a perusal of the author’s concluding

paragraph of the account of Akbar’s reign 2, succinctly narrates

the events up to the end of the 38th year corresponding to 1002
A.H. (1593-1594 A.D.), and this is confirmed by a reference to the

1 De‘s translation of the TabaqaU vol. I, p. v. The eoiTcsponcling

passage of the Persian text runs as follows:

(^5^^ y. ^
^

JL> ^ J

. •St j (JLctk. y ^Jl isiA^

A^U ^ oaj.N!aapjT ^ILc Afl^ jA ^

J j oLai^pi3 < 2fl^T j^lSi/c

- t3uU-> AaCjS: ^vjl Af ksiAsk. sSjy£Lsk.

JL^t Af - wUsii.JU wLif Aj j

^ iSXy^ - ^ ci^buo -

# ALk(.M0 aLmH)

It will be seen that y ^ has been, trans-

lated by Mr. De as “comprehensive”, j as “with the

pen of truth and candour” and a» “in a clear style”.

2 Tabaqdty De’s translation of vol. II, p. 652 (1936^
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Akbarrmma The consultation with the Hian Hianan regarding
the Deccan campaign, which took place after the 8th Dai (or
Di) of the 38th year near the town of Sulfanpur (or Shaikh upfir),

is mentioned in the penultimate paragraph of the account of
Akbar’s reign in the Tahaqat. The mistake was corrected on
the title-page of the translation of volume II, but to avoid
ambiguity it would have been better to add the words ‘the
end of’ before “the thirty-eighth year” or still better to use
‘to the thirty-ninth year of Akbar’s reign’.

Excluding the Ahharndma the author cftes the following
twenty-eight works which he utilized in the compilation of his
Tahaqat

:

1 . Tdrl Yamlnl .

2. TarlldiA-Zain-uUAI^hdr.

3. Raudat-n.ySafa

.

4. Tdj-nUAladihir.

5 . TahaqatA-Ndsiri.

6. Khazdin-td-Futuh,

7. Tuahluq-Ndmah.
8. Tdrikh-i-Firuzshdki b}" Diyd Barni,

9 . FiituhdtA-F'lruzshdhi.

1 0 . TdrM -i-MubdraksMM .

11. Futuh- as-Saldtin,

12. Tariff Alahniudshdhl Hindim {Alandul according to
Rieu).

13. Tdrljch MahmudsMhl Khurd Hindwt (Mandui ac-

cording to Rieu),

14. Tabaqdhi-MalmiudsMhl Oujardti.

15. MadilivrA-MahmudshdM GvjardtL

lb. Tdrl kh-i-Afuham rnadh
11. Tdnkh-l’Bahdd urshdhh
IS. Tdrikh-i-Bahamaivu

1 9. Tdr~M-i-Ndsiri 2
.

20. Tdnkh-i-AIuzaffarshdhu
21. TdnM-i’AIlrzd Haidar.

22. TdrlJchA-Kashmlr.

23. Tdrtkh-i-Sind.

24. Tdrlkh-i-Bdbim,

25. Wdqidt-i-Bdburi.

26 . Tdrikh-i’Ibrdhlmshdhi,

27 . WdqidUi’Ainshtdqi.

1 Akhanidma. Beveridge’s translation of vol. Ill, p. 996 (1910-1939).
2 Kieu {Catalogue of Peraian Manascripi^ in the British Mnsenm,

vol. I, p. 220, 1879) cites numbers 19 and 20 as a single work under tho
title ‘ Tdrtkh’i-Ndsirl-ti-Mazajfarshdht *, but in the text the two read as;

« ^;G J
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28. JVdqt^dt-i-ffadrat Jannai Ashiydnl Humdyun
Bddshdh.

Unfortunately some of the works cited in the Tahaqdt are

not traceable, but I give below short bibliographical notes on the
authorities referred to in the above list.

1. Tdrikk AUYam'inl^ by Abu Na^r Muhammad bin

^Abd al-Jabbar al-‘Utbi is a history of the first two Ghaznavid
sovereigns Subuktigin and Mahmud. It Avas written about 411
A.H. (1020 A.D.). This work has been translated into Persian,

and an English translation of the Persian version by Reynolds
was published for the Oriental Translation Fund, ‘London, in

1858. Full bibliographical details of this work were published

by M. Hidayat Hosain in his Catalogue of the Arabic Manuscripts

in the Buhar Library, vol. II, pp. 260, 261 (1923).

2.

* Kitdh Zain-id-AJchbdr bj^ Abu Sa/id ‘Abd-ul-Hayy
bin ad-Dahhak bin Mahmud GardezI is a very rare historical

work. Only two incom])lete manuscripts ^ of this a\ ork are

knoAA^n, one in the library of King's College, Cambridge (213),

and the other in the Bodleian Library, Oxford (Ouseley,

240); it has further been suggested that the Bodleian manu-
script is only a copy of the one at King's College, C^ambridge.

Zain-ul’Akhbdr is a general history of Persia from the

Pishdadiyan dynasty, dealing particularly with the governors

and rulers of Khurasan up to ca. 440 a.h. (1048 a.d.). Un-
fortunately a large portion of the work is lost, but an edition

of the first thirteen sections of the text was published by
Muhammad Nazim

As is pointed out by Muhammad Nazim, lOiwajah Nizam-
uddin Ahmad Bakbshi was the first author to utilize^ this wwk
for his account of the GhaznaAnd sovereigns in the Tahaqdt-i-

Akbarl, and the discovery of this rare Avork must remain

to his credit. Firishtah also includes Zain-uLAkJhbdr amongst
the sources of his Tdrlkh, but in view of the fact that his account

of the period dealt Avith in the Zain AA^as based mainly on the

Tabaqdt, it seems likely that he had only taken this reference

from Nizamuddin Ahmad’s list.

^ iu Firishtah and ‘ Turjooma Yemuny ’ in Briggs {loc.

cit.y p. xlix).

2 For details see pages 1-4 of the Preface to Muhammad Nazim’s
edition of sections i~xiii of Kilab Zain H-Akhbar (E. G. Browno, Mem.
Sor. I, 1928).

3 Vide note 3, p. xxii. The editor cites EllioCs History of India,
1869, as the first notice of this work. This is incorrect, as Elliot in his
Bibliographical Index to the Historians of Muhammedan India, p. 83
(1849), had published a detailed note regarding the Ouseley Manuscript
No. 240 which is now preserved in the Bodleian Library, Oxford: this was
reprinted in EUioVa History of India, vol. IV, pp. 557, 558 (1872), while
the 1869 reference cited by the editor is only a casual notice of the work
in vol. II of the same publication (p. 432).
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3. Raudat-us-Safd by Muhammad bin Khawand Shah bin
Mahmud. \ cry little information is available al)out the birth
or early life of the author, but he is stated to have died at Herat
in 903 A.H. (1497 a.d.). Raudai is a work on general history,
from th(‘ (Teation of the world to the author’s time. For details
s(‘(^ H(Mb -ns-Slya, r, Bombay edition, volume II, pp. 198,

339, and Rieu's Catalogue of the Persian Manuscripts in the

Hniish M nsPH}n, vol. T, ]). 87 (1879). A full aeeount of the work
and translations ofsome extracts by Sir H. M. Elliot are published
in Elliot's History of India, vol. IV, pp. 127-140 (1872).

4. T(ij-i(l-Ma(ifhir by Hasan Nizami of Nishapur deals with
th(‘ history of part of the reign of Muhzuddiii (assassinated

002 A.ii., 1200 A.D.), the entire reign of Qutbuddin Aibak
(002-007 A.H., 1200-1210 A.D.) and the first seven years of

tlu' reign of Shamsuddin Iltutmish (1211-1217 a.d.). A
detailed aeeount of the Tdj was published in Elliofs History

of Jndia, vol. 11, pp. 204-243 (1809), while Ethe in the Catalogue

of Persian Manuscripts in the India Office, vol. I, p. 209 (1901)

givt's full bibliogra])hie references.

5. l\iba(jidf-i-ydsir~i by Minhdj Siraj Juzjani is a very
valuable historical work from the earliest times to 058 a.h.

(1259 A.D.). The author in honour of his patron Xasiruddin
Mahmud ShTih, king of Delhi (044-004 a.h., 1240-1200 a.d.),

named it Tabacidt-i-ydsiri. A detailed aeeount of the work
is given in Elliot's History of India, vol. II, pp. 259-383 (1809) and
vol. vni, 10 ). i~xxxi (1877), and full bibliographieal referenet^s

are included in Rieu’s Catalogue, vol. I, ])p. 72, 73 (1879).

The text (d’ sections xi and xvii-xxiii edited by W. Nassau
Lees, l^adim Husain and ‘Abdul Hayi was issued in the

Hihliothecd Indica series in 1803-1804, and an English transla-

tion of sections vii-xxiii and an epitome of the first six sections

by H. (L Raverty was issued in the same series from 1873-1881
;

a fascicle of indices was issued in 1897.

(). Khazdin-nl-F utuh or the Tdrifch-i-'Aldl by Amir
Khusrau is a short but very important contemporarv history of

the reign of ‘Alauddin dealing with the jieriod 095-711 a.h.

( 1 290-1 3 1 2 A .D
. ) . The ^vork is very ra re ^

,
only two ma nuscripts

,

one in the British Museum (Or. 1038) and the other in King’s

College^ Library, Cambridge, are known. A lithograph edition 2

bas(‘d on the BT’itish Museum manuscript was published under

the editorship of ‘ Moinul Haq ’ in 1927, but, as has been

pointed out by Dr. Mirza s, it is “full of mistakes, due either

to faulty transcription or to careless editing.”

1 For details see Mohammad Waliid Mirza—Hie Life and Works of

Amir KliasraUy p. 225, footnote I {Punjab Univ, Orient. Pub.., Calentta,

1935).
2 77/r Khazainul Futuh edited by 8yed Moimil Haq (Publications of

(he Sultania Hist, ^c., Aligarh, 1927).

• 3 M. W. Mirz^ oj). cit.. p. 225.
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In bis excellent study of Amir ^usrau Dr. Mirza (pp. 222—

225) has given a detailed list of contents of the historical

material of the Khazdin-uhFiUiih and discussed its literary

peculiarities; Prof. M. Habib i in his introduction to the text

edition had also dealt with the literary characteristics iuid the

historical importance of this work.

7. Tughliiq-Ndmah by Amir Hiusrau was quite unknown
till recently, as no copies of it are preserv^ed in any of the European
or Indian libraries. Al-Badaoni {Miudakhbu-t-tarvdrlkh, Ran-
king's translation of vol. 1, p. 301) remarks that it was the last

of Amir Khusraii's works, and “was written in verse in honour
of the Sultan and in obedience to his order”. Ethe in his

Catalogue of Persian 'Manuscripts in the India Office, p. 405,

in the account of Haft Iqlrm, notes that the work consisted of

3,000 baits (verses). A manuscript entitled Jahangirmmah
by Hayati Kashi in the personal library of Maiilami Habib-ur-

Rahman Shirwaiii of Habibganj was rec(‘ntly identified as the

Tughhq-Ndmah of Amir Hiusrau by tlu^ late Maulvi Rashid
Ahmad Ansari. A detailed introduction, a summary of this

work by the editor 8aiyid Hashini Faridabadi, an incomplete

descriptive note by Maulvi Rashid Ahmad in Urdu, and
the text was published at Aurangabad, Deccan, in 1352 a.h.

(1933 A.D.).

Relying on the statements in Kashf-uz-Znnun and ‘Abd-ul-

Qiidir Al-Badaoiii's Munta^ab-uf-tmcdrlkh the Tughliiq-Ndmah

is believed to have Ix^en composed in 725 a.h. (1325 a. d.), but

some part of the work had lx?en lost even in Akbar’s time, and
in 1019 A.H. (1610 A.D.), Jahangir commissioned Hayati Krish!

to supply the missing parts to (*oinplete the work. Tlu'. work,

as published, is believed to be what has bc^eii pi'(*.serv(*d of Hayati's

revised version, and consists of 2,920 vers(\s. In view of tlu*

presence of a (catch-word) on the last j)age of the manus('ript

and a statement by Hayati (vide verses 168-177) that he intends

to complete the work by adding some further verses at tlit* <‘nd,

it is surmised by the editor that some of the folios at the end
are missing. 179 verses in the iK^ginning of the work are definiBdy

identified as Hayati 's work, leaving a balance of 2,742 verses 2

by Amir Khusrau. The editor in his introduction directs sfMMual

1 Eu^^lish lntrocha;tion by M. Rabib to M. Haifa tr^xt iMlitioa,

pp. 1-15 {vide Notf) 2 mipra).
2 There is apparently a rrilstako in the nviinbi‘r of v(?raeH as8ij?ne<l to

Amir Sl^israu, as after (leducting 170 of Hayati’s verses from the total
numt)er of 2,920 verses in the work, the number should bo 2,741 and not
2,742 as given on p. 2 of the work. In this connection also see the
critical account of M. W. Mirza, op. cit., pp. 245-253. He rightly does not
include the abydt-i-silsilah or the rubrics in verso in the number of
verses, and is of the opinion that only 2,717 verses should be accepted as
being by ^usrau. For a detailed analysis of the wo^ also see Husain’s
The Bise and Fall of MuhaintruMl bin Tughluq (London, 1938). •
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attention to the historical importance of the work in connection
with tho following:—the murder of Sultan Qutbuddin, the
last of the ^alji kings (716 a.h., 1316 a.d.), annihilation of the
‘Alai dynasty; IQiusrau Khan’s short-lived reign of a few days
insurrection of the Tugliluq ((lhazi Malik later Ghiyathuddin
Tughluq 1), his correspondence with various Amirs, advance to
Delhi and victory over the usurper ^usrau Khan after two big
battles, capture of Khusrau Khan and his brother, and finally his
execution. This period (1316-1320 a.d.) marks the fall of the
Wialji and the rise of the Tughluq Dynasty. On comparing the
accounts in Tug[tluq-‘Nd7nah with that in the Tabaqdt, it

a|)pears almost certain that the author of t he latter did not make
mu(‘h use of the former in compiling his account of the period
under r(‘ference.

8. Tdrikh-i-Firuzshdhl by Diva Barni is a history of the
Sultans of Delhi from the accession of Ghiyathuddin Balban,
662 A.H. (1266 A.D.), to the sixth year of Firiizshah s reign,

758 A.H. (1357 A.D.). ft is the most important history of the
])eriod and \Nas ap])firently th(‘ authority on which Nizarnuddin
Ahniad and Firishtah based tlieir works. The work was pub-
lished in the Biblioiheca hidica series (1860-1862). A transla-

tion of tlu' introduction and of the major part of the work was
publish(‘d bv Dowson in E]/iot\s History of India, vol. Ill,

pp. 93-268 (‘l 871).

9. Fntuhdfd-FiruzshdM by the King Firuzsliah Tughluq
(752-790 A.H,, 1351-1388 a.d.) is a recoid of “the edicts and
ordinances of his reign, the abuses and evil practices which he
has put down, the buildings, monuments and works of public

utility which he has carried out.” A translation of the entire

work is published bv Dowson in Elliot's History of India,
vol. Ill, pp. 374-388 (1871).

10. Tdrikhd-Mnhdrah^hdhl by Yahya hin Ahmad hin

‘Abdullah Sirhindi is a history of the Sultans of Delhi from the
time of Midizuddin bin v8am, the foundei* of the Ghuri Dynasty,
to 838 A.H., 1434 A.D. It is the most reliable and in fact the
only squrce for the history of the first three kings of the Saiyid

Dynasty from 817 a.h, (1414 a.d.) to 838 a.h. (1434 a,d.), and
the accounts in llie Tabaqdt and Firishfairs History are not
only based on it, out in most cases are verhaiim copies of Yahya’s
account. An account of this work with extracts is published in

FjIUoFs History of India, vol. IV, pp. 6-88 (1872) and the entire

work was issued in the Bibliotheca Indict series in 1931 under the
editorship of M. Hidayat Hosain. An Fiiiglish translation by

1 The period of ^usraii Khan^s reign, who took the name of Niisir-

iid-dTn Kinara\i, wais exactly two inonths, ride Tughlvq-Ndmah, pp. 18,

10, from the 1st of.Jnmada II to 1st 8ha‘ban, 720 a.h. (9th July to 6th
September, 1320 JLJd.).
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K. K. Basil was published iu the Gaelcwad Oriental Series, No.
Ixiii, in 1932.

11. Futilh-us-Saldtin by ‘T#ml (Khwajah ‘Abd-ul-Mulk
‘Isaiiii according to Ethe i) is a very important historical \\ ork

in verse, from the time of Subuktigin of Ghazni to Muhammad
bin Tughluq. The Fiitrih, like the Kifdb Zain-ul-Akhbdr, is a

very rare work and only two manuscriyits ^ of it are known.
Like the Zam it was first mentioned in the sources of the Tabaqdi-

i~Ahbari by Nizamuddm Ahmad, and it appears that the reftM-

ences in Firishtah ^ and Al-BadaonI ^ are only taken from tlu*

Tabaqdt. Briggs ^ was not personally acquainted with the work,

but remarked that the FutuJi is an unim])ortant book of

historical romances.

The text ® of the Futnh, based on tlu^ manuscript in th(‘

India Office Library, was issued in 1938 by Dr. A. Mahfli Husain

of Agra. In the Urdu and English prefaces of this (nlilion

the editor briefly discusses the historical and literary nuuils

of the Futnh, while a short critical noti(‘e is ])ublished in his

monographic study of Muhammad bin Tughhuj. Prof. A. S,

U'sha of Madras lias also published an 'Jsdrnl Fdtna and dis-

cussed the merits of Tsaml’s ])iibIications, but I have' unfortu-

nately not been able to refer to his ymblications his vi(‘ws

have been adversely criticized by M. Husain and M. Ha(j -k

A critical review of the wnrk is also lH‘ing yuiblished in th(‘

Urdu monthly Ma^drif hy Sabrihuddln k-\bd-ur-Rahman.

Futuh-Hs-Saldtln originally consisted of aliout 12,01)0

ver.ses, but according to the (alitor, only 11,524 v(‘rs(*s wen*
found in the India Office^ manuscript; of these, niiU‘teen verses

(Nos. 11294-11312) are quite illegible. The work was com-
yileted in five months and nine* (lays (10th I)e(‘(uid)er, 1349
14th May, 1350 a.T).). For liis sources the fiuthor do(‘s

not specify any special works, but statf*s that he based his

1 Ethe, It. Catnlotnir. of Persian Mooosrripts in thv Idhrorf/ of the

Tmlia Office, p. aaf). Xo. (lOort).

2 Vide paKO J ot the English Pr(*fa('f^ of the t<^xt edition of t lie ‘ Futuh-
us-Soldtln'' edited by A. Mahdi Hu.sain (Agra, lil.’tS),

‘

^ TdnJ^-i-Viri'ihtah (Lucknow edition), p. 132 (IS84).
^ Muntakhah Al-Tawarihh, text <*dition, vf>l. 1, p. 23h (IShH).

Ranking in his translation of this volume, p. 314 (181IH), note U,

remarks ;
‘‘1 can hnd no infmtion of this work.”

^ Rriggs, »1. History oj the Rise of the xMohotnedun Poiver in India,
vol. 1, p. 406 (1829).

^ Vide. Note 2 supra.
^ M. Husain, ‘ 7’Ac Rise and Fall of Muhammad hln Tughlwi*

,

pp. 253,
254 and Preface yjp. xiv-xvi (London, 1938).

^ References to Prof. XPsha’s eontributioiiK are given iu M. Husain
and M. Haq.

® M. Haq, Muslhn, Unii;, Journ.., vol. V, No. 2, pp, 30 .32 (1938).
Ma^arif, vol. XLIV, Noa. 2-4, pp. 109-127, 201-216, 279-298, in

progress (1939).
If Vide page 579, verw^s 11437-11443 of the text ^tkm.
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Account on the Hndtiji, various descriptive works, old legends,
information gathered from frieiuls and personal observations.

Dr. M. Husain sums up the historical importance of the
v\o?^k as follows 1:

—
“It presents in tolerably accurate chrono-

logical oT fler events of the political history of India for over three
Inindred years, and it also throws light on the beginning of the
Bahrnani rule in tlie Deccan; on the psychology of the I4th
century India : on th(‘ ])rincipal towns and their respective
distanc(^s; on the nature of punishments then inflicted; on the
Hindu amii’s and ])rinces; and on the Hindi words and idioms
then in Muslim usage/' He further regards the Futuh as a
UtcM-ary work of exc(‘ptional merit, and dsami as the best epic
writcu' of the age.

Sabrihuddiii ‘Abd-ur-Rahman in his critical review after

eom])aring dsam/s accounts with some contemporary sources,
su(*]i as th(‘ Bihlff of Ibn Battuta, T(lnkh-i-Flriizslidh~i, Tahaqdi-

l\Tn kh-i-.M iihd?'aksk(7hJ aiid other works, is of the
()])inion that most of the k'gends and stories in the Fidfih are
not bash'd on any historical facts. The historical data of the
Fytiih, on the oIIhu* hand, are generally correct, and, even though
involved and jumbled at times, are valuabk^ in supplying addi-

tional information and for clearing up details of several doubtful
(‘Vaults. It is, how(‘V(‘r. not possible to adjudge the extent to

whi(‘h th(‘ FutUh v\ as utilized in the compilation of the Tahaqdt,

12, 13. It has not been possible to identify the two works
TdrlJch M(ih))}r((J,sh(lhl Maiidivl and Tank]) Mnlimudshahl Khnrd
Mandwl. Th(‘ works s(‘em to b(^ lost and no accounts of either

Iw'vond the [(d’eixuKu's in the Tabaqdt and Fiiashtal/s History are

now availabk'.

14. Tahaqdt-l-MahmndHhdlu Otfjardil. No work of this

title is known, and it has not been possible to identify it with any
other History of (bijaiat.

15. Madihir-i’MahaiHdshdhl Gajardfl. This is also an
unknown work, but Ri(‘U in his Catalogue, vol. Ill, ]>. 9()7 (1883),

has sugg(^st('d its possible identity with Tdnkh-i-JlaJjmudshdh
of unlinown authoiship (rnanuscrijit No. Or. 1819, pp. 9fl(>,

907), aaid givaui full details of its contents.

I(i. Td)'lkh-i-M)ihammadl

.

In the absence of the name of

the author, and in v iew of there being several works of this name,

it is diflicult to be certain regarding the tvork referred to in

th(^ Tabaqdt, but if one were to hazard a guess, it seems likely

that the work (ited is no other than the general history, by
Muhammad Bihamad KhanI, from the time of Muluimmad to

842 A.H. (1438 A.D.), with s]K'ciaI referenee to India, which is

d(‘scribed in detail in Rieu’s Catalogue, vol. I, pp. 84-86 (1879).

17. Tdrtkh-i-Bahddurshdhl. This work is referred to as

a source of nderence in various histories, but it has not been

Vide pagi> 3 of the Kuglish Preface to the text edition.
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possible to trace it. In Elliot's History of India, vol. VI, p. 484
(1875), it is referred to as a work by ''another individual who
wrote all the rest of the annals of Sultan Firoz’s reign, as well

as those of the Gujarat sovereigns, under the title of Tarikh-i-

Bahadur Shdhil'
18. Tdrikh4-Bahama

m

is another lost work which is only
referred to in several historical works, but no copies of whicli

are now available.

19. Tdrlkh4-N(isirl, The work refened to is probably the

History of Malwah entitled Tdr~M~i-NdsirshnJfi by an unknown
author described by Rieu in his Catalogue, vol. Ill, p. 9()8, MS.
No. Or. 1803, and not the famous Tdrlkh-i-Ndsirt by Ahfi-l-

Fadl Baihaqi which was edited by W, H. Morley and printed

in the Bibliotheca Indica .series in 1862.

20. Tdrlkhd-Muzajfarshdhl by an unknown author is

apparently a very rare work. Tlu^ only known ina nus(‘ri{)t

(No. Add. 26, 279) of this history, so far 1 am abl(‘ to find from
the various sources, is preserved in the British Museum, T^>ndon.

It is described by Rieu in his Catalogue, vol. 1, y). 287 (1879), as

being an account of the siege and capt ure of Maridu by Muzaffar
Shah 11, king of Gujarat, in 924 a.h. (1518

21. TdriJ^-i-Mlrzd Haidar. The correct title of the work
is Tdrlkhd-Rashldl, but in the Tahaqdi it is cited as the Tdrlkh

of Mirza Haidar, after the naint' of its author. This work is of

syiecial value in connection with the history of Kashmir. An
English translation with annotations was published by N. Elias

and E. D, Ross (1895).

22. Tdrl^-i- Kashmir. The name of the author is not-

rnentioned, but the work referred to in the* Tahaqdi is probably

the Persian translation of the Rdjaiarahginl in Sanskrit which
was completed by Mulla Shah Muhammad of Shahabad and
revised by ‘Abd-iil-Qadir Al-Badaoni in 999 A.H. (1590 a.d.).

A full account of the work is given in Rieids Catalogue, vol. I,

p. 296 (1879).

23. TdrtM4-Sind by Mir Ma‘sum Bhakkari is also known
as the Tarikhd-Ma'suml. It decals with the hi.siory of Sind from

the Muhammedan conquest to its final absorption in t he Moghul
Emyiire during Akbar’s reign in 1001 a.h. (1592 A.i>.). A detailed

account of it is published in Elliot's History of India, vol. I,

pp. 212-252 (1867), and the work has recently (1938) bf?en printed

under the editorship of Hr. U. M. Daudyiota in the Government
Oriental Series of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute,

Poona.
24. TdrlJ^4-B(tburl. No work of this name can be traced

and it ay)pears as if the author of the Tahaqdt had confused one
of the Persian translations of Tuzuk-i-Bdburl under this nami^
[vide infra).

25. Wdqidtd-Bdburl. In reference to this work also it is

not possible to decide which of the Persian flhaiislations of the
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Tuzuk4-Bdhurl is referred to by the author of the Tabaqdt.

The translation of Shaikh Zain or ‘ Zainu‘d-din of Khwaf ’ was
made during the lifetime of Emperor Babur (vide Mrs. Beveridge’s
Bdhur-Ndma, preface p. xl, 1921, and Rieu’s Catalogue, vol. Ill,

p. 926), a second one by Payandah Hasan Gliaznavi and
Muhammad Quli Mughal HisM was begun in 991 a.h. (1583 a.d.),

and comi>leted in 994 a.h., 1586 a.d. (vide Mrs. Beveridge,
op. cit., pp. xliii, xliv, and Rieu’s Catalogue, vol. 11, p. 799),

and finally a third by ‘Abd-ur-Rahim Khan Khanan. whicli

'‘was macle at Akbar’s orders to help Abu’l-fazl in the Akhar-
ndnuC\ and on its comjdetion was presented to Akbar in 998
A.H., 1589 a.d. (vide Mrs. Beveridge, oq). cit., p. xliv^, and Rieu’s

(Uitalogue, vol. 1, p. 244).

26. 7^drtkh4-IbrdJnntshdhl. No work of this name is

known, and a])j>ears as it' Ibrdfmushdhl is a lapsus calami on the
part of the* author of the Tahaqdt for Ibrdhhm. The TdriJ^-i-

Ibrdhirm^, als(j known as Tdnkh-uHumdyuiii, by Ibrahim bm
Harir (probably Jarir as suggested by Ethe) is “a general history

of the world from Adam to a.h. 596 (a.d. 1199)”—see Ethe’s

Catalogue of Pers'ian Manuscripts in the India Office, p, 33,

No. 104 (1903).

27. Wdqi4t4-M ushtdqi by Mushtaqi, commonly known as

Ri/q Ullah, “is a eolleetion of detached narratives and anecdotes
relating to the sovereigns of the Lodi, Timuride and Sur dynas-

ties.”
^
An ac(‘ount of the v ork with translations of some extracts

is published in BUiof/s History of India, vol. 1\\ pp. 534-557

(1872), while details regarding the almost unique manusci*ipt

in the British Museum are given by Rieu in his Catalogue, vol. II,

pp. 820, 821 (1881).

28. Wdqddtd’Uadrai Janmit Ashiydm Hunidyun Bdd-
^shdh. By this title Nizamuddin Ahmad apparently means tlK‘

Tudjkkirat-ul- Wdqi'dt by Jaiihar Aftabchl, which is a useful source

of reference in regard to Humay fin's reign. Details of this w ork
are published in Elliot's Historq of India, vol. A", p]). 136-149

fl873).

Oa comparing the above list with Firishtahs sources it is

found that* the latter gives a list of 35 main works consulted

by him for the compilation of his History, w hik‘ another twent\'

are dted in the body of the work. Of the works cited in the

Tabaqdt Firishtah does not mention KhazdinA-Futuh, TugMuq^
Namdh, Tdrikhd-Ndsin, Tdrlf^d-Mvrzd Haidar, Tdrlkhd-Bdburl
and Tdrlkhd-Ibrdhlfnshdhl, while I have doubtfully identified

Firishtab’s Tdrl^d-Jdml (or Hdjl) with Muhammad Bihamad
Kiianfs Tdril^d-Miiharmnadi of the Tabaqdt. In addition there

are twenty works wdii(th are mentioned in the body of Firishtab’s

1 Not to be confused with Tdrtkh'idhrdhrrm which is another name for
Firishtah’s l^istor^^vide Elliot’s Bibliographical Index of the HiMorians
of Muhaniniedan Jn^ia, p. 336 (1849).
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TdriJ^ and which are included in a subsidiary list by Briggs.

Of these, two, Futuhd-Salfifin and Wdqi'dt-i-Mushtnql
(

? Travels
of Abool Niisr Nuskatty—No. 7 of Briggs’s list), are also included

in the Tahaqdt. Firishtah’s list includes the following additional

woT’ks 1 which are not mentioned in the list of tlie authorities in

the Tahaqdt

:

]. MulliiqdUi-Sha}]^ 'Ainuddrn Bljdpvru
2. Bahman-Ndmah of Shaikh Adjiarl.

3. Tdn^-i-BiiiaJdtl

.

4. Tuhfaf-us~Saldtln Bahamanl bv M idld Ddnd BldarL
5. TdAhh-Alfi.
r>. Hahnh-us-Siyar.

7 . Tan kh-i-Ba nqdlah .

S. Fairdid- id~Fn ivdd.

9 . Khair- u /-J/afalls

.

10. Nuskh-ah Qutbl.

11 . S iIfa A rifln .

The importance of the TahaqdtA-Akharl lies in the fact that

it was tlic first coin])rehensive history of India and that it servtal

as the authority on which several later historical works w(‘r(‘

based.

The opinion of ‘Abd-ul-Qadir, Al-Badaoni, the author of

the Muntal^-ab-ut-taicdnkh, has alrcauly been i‘(‘ferred to. Up
to the year of Xizamiuhlin Ahmad’s d(‘ath. Ids history, though
embellished with additional facts, is an abridgment of the

Tahaqdt^ and Tdrikh-i-Muhdrah^hdhl

.

He (‘oi rca ted some of the

dates of the Tahaqdt, but mainly relied on it for the historh'al

facts.

vSeveral chapters of tlu' Ravdat-vt-Tdhrrlr} by Trihir ]\1uham-

mad, which was written betw<‘en lOll a.h, (H>02-l(>n3 a.d.)

and 1015 a.h. (160()-16ti7 a.d.) are, according to Klliot (r>//.

cit., y). 390), copied verhathn from the Tahaqdt.

Muhammad Qasirn Firishtah pronoun(‘(al the Tahaqdt to be

defective, but “borrowed from it \ory fr(‘ely and has formed
his own history of Hindustan and the Deccan entindy on th(*

same plan” (Elliott, op. cit., p. 17S). This is discussed in

greater detail by Raverty^, who says “ Firishtah’s materials

were chiefly taken from the Tabakat-i-Akbaii.” This opinion

is also fully borne out by the running commentary of the Tdnkh

1 For this t-oinparison I have tjscU the lists as given in Briggs's trans-

lation of Firishtah entitled HisUmi of the Jt/ne of the Mahoinedaii Poiver
in Indiri, vol. I, pp. xlix-li (1829). Sources of Firishtah are also (lisciissf'd

by Mold in Jcyufnai des Sfwanis, pp, 220 -224 (1840).
2 According to KlUoVfi lUblioffraphical Index of the Historians of

Muhanirnedan India, p. 221 (1849), Al-BadaonT in his work '‘Nijdtn^r-

RashuP designates his own history “as a mere abridgment of the Tabakat .”

3 H. G. Kavorty’s Preface to his English transh^i^n of the * Tnhahdt-
i-Ndairi \ p. xii (1881). • •
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provided by Mr. De in his very valuable footnotes in the transla-

tion of the Tabaqdt, particularly in volume III.

The Tdn^-i-Shahl (or TdriJch-i~Saldtin4 AfdgLhina) was
composed soon after the compilation of the Tahaqdt (before

1594 A D.) and before 1020 a.h. (1611 a.d.) when the Ma1^zan4~
AfgJidnl was written (Elliot’s History of Iiidia, vol. V,

pp. 1, 2, 1873). The author Ahmad Yadgar mentions Kizami’s
History or the l^ahaqdt and Ma^dan-i~AJM)dr as his authorities

and, as M. Hidayat Hosain ^ has recently shown, he has copied
verhatim the account of the reign of Humayun from the Tahaqdt,

MadihirA-Rahirril by Mulla ‘Abd-ul-Baqi Xahavandi was
composed in the year 1025 a.h. (1616 A.D.). The first volume
of this work dealing with the general history of India appears,
from its contents and descriptions, on almost identical lines,

to be based mainly on the Tahaqdt. Madthir’s style and lan-

guage are superior to those of the Tahaqdt, but theie can be
little doubt that the historical part is only a copy of the latter.

Tin's view is confirmed by the fact that the detailed account
of Akbar’s reign in the Madthir ends with the 38th year of his

reign: the author in this connection adds that as the narrative
in the Tahaqdt ends with this year and as he has not been able

to obtain any detailed history of the remaining fourteen years
of tlie reign, he has not been able to include a detailed account
of this period ',2

M, 'Abdul Muqtadir in the Preface ^ to the Haft-Iqlim
(completed 1902 a.h., 1593 a.d.) of Amin Ahmad RazI remarked
that '‘for the Indian portion of the history he relies mainly
upon the Tabaqat-i-Akbari

Mwiakhah-nldyhah bv Muhammad Hashml, better known
by his nickname of Khaf! Khan, is a very valuable general history
of India from the Muhammadan conquest to the reign of
Muhammad Shrdi, Emperor of Delhi (1719-1748 A.D.). It was
published in 1145 a.h. (1732 a.d.). The author ^ states that
Nizamuddin Harawl, who was one of the BakhsMs of the Emperor
Akbar, wrote a comprehensive history of the twenty-one Suhas
of the Peccan and included in it the history of Akbar up to the
37th year erf* his reign. His account of the Sultans of the Deccan
in general is not reliable, and with reference to the accounts of
the Sultans of this region the author has not come across any
other historical work, except that ofMuhammad Qasim Eirishtah,

which can be fully relied upon. As Nizamuddin had, however,

1 Vide M. Hidayat Hosain’s text edition of Tdrlkhd-Shahl, Preface
pp. 6. 7 (1939).

2 See M. Hidayat Hosain’s text edition of Ma^dsir-i-RaMmt, vol I
p. 933 (1924).

’ * ’

3 Bibliotheca Indica edition of Haft Iqllrn by E. D. Ross and M.
‘Abdul Muqtadir, p. vi (1918). "

^
4 Vide Kabirjjiddin Ahmad and Ghulam Qadir’s text edition in the

Bibliotheca Indica ^ies, vol. I, pp. 237-243 (1869).
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been in the service of the Emperor Akbar throughout his life, his
narrative of the reign of this King can be fully relied upon, and he
ba^es his account of the Panj hazdrt and Chahdr hazdrl A nurs
and of some of the religious great men and poets on the Tahaqdt.

Akhar~Ndma of Shaikh Ilahdad Faidi Sirhindl is, according
to Dowson 1, except for the caccount of the services rendered by
his patron Shaikli Farid Bukhari and “some scraps of poetry
and some wonderful stories”, only a comy)ilation from the
Tahaqdt and Akhartidma of Abil-l-Fadl. It ends with 1010 a.h,

(1602 A.D.), the year in which Abii-l-Fadrs work was completed.
Various other historical works of a later date have either

based their accounts on or borrowed from the Tahaqdt, but it is

not necessary to deal with them here.

Of the authors in Ensflish it is only necessary to note^ that the
Tahaqdt is regarded by Elliot, Erskine, Elliot and Dowson, Lees,

Ranking, Wolseley Haig, Beni Prasad and others as “amongst
the best Persian histories and the most reliable sources of our
information

”

It was the first comprehensive work which dealt with the

history of India to the exclusion of the other Asiatic countries, and
in which the histories of different provinces were dealt in a strict

historical sequence. It must also be remembered that the author
was primarily a court official, an administrator and a soldier

not a wdqVah-naids or a court historian. Historical work was
with him a labour of love, and being an officer with other

more pressing duties, this was carried out by him with the help

of his proteges under very unsettled conditions of life. His
work also must not be judged by the modern standards.

As Elliot admirably summed uy) in his learned preface^, the

works of the Muhammadan historians can hardly be regarded
as ranking higher than annals. “They comprise, for the

most part, nothing but a mere narration of events, conducted
with reference to chronological sequence; without vspeculation

on causes or effects; without a reflection or suggestion which
is not of the most puerile or contemydible kind; and without

any observation calculated to interrupt the monotony succes-

sive conspiracies, revolts, intrigues, murders, fratricides, so

common in Asiatic Monarchies.” With the restraining influences

of ostracism and even death under the despotic monarchs during

whose times these histories w^ere compiled, there could hardly

be any chance for the development of individual character or

the expression of unbiassed opinions. In common with the

authors of the times, and this was not restricted to Muhammadan
authors only, Islam in the Tahaqdt is lauded above all other

' Dowson in Elliot's History of India, vol. VI, pp. 116-146 (1875).
2 Vide Boni Prasad, History of Jahangir, p. 442 (1930).
3 Vide Elliot, Bibliographical Index to the Histones of Muhammedan

India, Preface, pp. v-xxx (1849). ^
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religions, the Muhammadans are of the true faith and all others
are infidels

;
when the former are killed in battle or otherwise they

drink “the eup of martyrdom”, while the souls of the infidels

“are despatched to hell”. Patriotism and bravery of the

Kafirs are condemned in very strong terms, while even coward-
ice, intrigues, wholesale massacres and desecration and demo-
lition of the religious institutions of the Hindus are applauded.
All the same the author deserves full credit for being far in

advance of his times and to a great extent free from religious

bigotry when he, as against Diya Barni, the author of the

Tdrl^4-FiruzshaM, who describes Khusrau Khan on the occasion

of his battle with GhazI Malik “as the effeminate wretch who
could not V)ear the attack of men”, applauds him as “having
with great bravery and courage fought to the end of the day.” ^

Similarly in narrating the chivalrous treatment of Sultan
Mahmud at the hands of Rana Sanka (Sangrama Singh, Rana
of Mewar) and restoring to him the kingdom of Malwah after

the former’s defeat and capture by the latter, Wiwajah Nizam-
uddin 2 shows himself a true historian untrammelled by any
religious bigotry or prejudices. In dealing with Akbar, his

king and patron, he employs the usual eulogistic high sounding

titles and phrases, but cannot, like Abu-1-Fadl be accused of

uncouth flattery, both in form and style, or of wilful conceal-

ment of facts. As a historian he casually mentions the “Divine
Faith”, but does not go into any great detail regarding the

observances of the faith or criticize the Emperor, Abu-1-Fadl
and any of the other followers. He was witing a history of the

period from personal observations and information collected

from all available sources and has succeeded more than any
other author of his time in producing what Dowson ^ rightly

styles a contemporary history of very high authority.

The Tahaqdt does not exhibit much literary talent and is

not written in any ornate style. The language is fairly simple
and vigorous, but not grandiose and highly polished; it is

more of the Afghan type which is quite different from the

almos|) pure Persian of Iran, used by Fiiishtah or Mulla

1 Vide Do’s translation of vol. I of the Taboqdty p. 207.
2 Tahaqdt text edition, voK III, p. 203 :

jSlJkxi IjCiLc

3

See Blochniann’s A%n-i-Akharl (Phillott’s revised edition). Preface,

pp. vii, viii (1939); Beveridge’s translation of Akhamdmay vol. Ill, intro-

duction, pp. xi, xii (1939), and AVolseley Haig in Cambridge History of
Indiay vol. IV, 111 (1937).

^ * EllioVs H%fMry of India

y

vol. V, Preface, p. vii (1873),
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‘Abd-ul-Baqi Nahavandl, the author of
Arabic quotations are only sparingly used, but the dates are

invariably given in Arabic rather than Persian. The narrative,

owing to long sentences, is often involved, rather disjointed and
even fragmentary, but as few metaphors and similes are used,

there is seldom any difficult^^ in comprehending the exact
meaning of the author ^

^ Unfortunately widely different sehoines for the transliteration of
the names of authors and their publications are adopted by different

authors. The originals are strictly followed for the citations in the foot-

notes, but the transliterations in the text are, except where within
inverted commas, in accordance with the scheme recommended by the
International Oriental Congress of 1 894.








